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DATE I

E42M52K35

I,
"

Date: 5/29/$f

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL
.(Priority or Methodof Mailing)

y/
FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (I00-,

SAC, CHICAGO (100-40346)

APPEARANCE OF COMEDIAN
DICfr-dREGORY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau dated 5/23/63
captioned "Sit-Ins, Birmingham, Alabama, Beginning
4/3/63 - RACIAL MATTERf*. Bureau eirtel: dated 5/23/63
captioned as above.

A

> >\*A

Enclosed herewith fpr the Bureau are eight
(8) copies of a LHM suitable for dissemination concerning
captioned matter. Two (2) copies are enclosed for the
Birmingham Office. '

( ,

riAM4)4 /4/\n.4 n 1 4 j T mr _ _i ^
Jt) Confidential informants used in LHM are

(A identified as follows:

}/ CGT-lisI ‘ 1
Agency

if • SS ?:i g
1<J Tl.m ForwHow Forw,

Bureau (Enc . 8) (RM) By tt

2
2 - Birmingham (157-232) (Enc. 2) (RM)
6 - Chicago

y- V,
/ee V>

100-40492) (PCFEIS-)
(1 - 157-105)’ - ;

?: h.c^-jL

JCSjkmh
(11 )

*

Juim 11196
Approved;
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED
RBI AOTOMATIC BICLASSIIJCATJON
BATE 09-12-2013
142MS2K35

UNI

a.

aId states department of^ustice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
’

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

i

Chicago, Illinois
May. 29, 1963

APPEARANCE OF COMEDIAN-
DICK GREGORY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
RACIAL MATTERS' .J„

The "Roosevelt Torch?’ (a Roosevelt University
student publication) of April 29, 1963, page 4, carried an
article captioned, "New Civil Rights Group to, Hear Gregory,
RU Alums;" This article reflects that "A mass meeting -to
mobilize Chicago, churches,” civic-groups, and labor, organiza-
tions into an effective force for the promotion of equal
rights for Negroes in- the South . ..." was to be held May 1,
1963, at the Baptist, Tabernacle Church, 4130 South Indiana,
Chicago, under the sponsorship of the newly-formed Provisional.
Committee~for Free Elections Immediately in theSouth.

\ "The porker" of. April 28, 1963, carried, an article :

on page 10 announcing this affair as a ’-’Brutality Protest \
Meeting'! and this article reflected that, Reverend Ralph
Hppkins and Reverend G. W. Hester of the Baptist Minister?
Conference were initiators of the meeting and had issued the
statement in this connection that "We shall arouse the people
of the North until victory for the right to vote all over
the South is won*,.."

r

"The Worker" is an East Coast communist newspaper.

Chicago: T-l, Chicago T-2 and -Chicago T-3, all. of
whom have furnished reliable information in thepast, attended
the mass .meeting held May 1, 1963, at the Baptist Tabernacle
Churph, Chicago, during which meeting comedian Dick Gregory
was the featured speaker.

(TI)

APPR0PR1ATEAGENGIES

(&»> By«ou*

(U)
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These sources advised on May 2, 1963
,
that they

had the impression that various clergymen had worked to-
gether to organize this mass meeting, ad hoc in nature, to
help raise funds and. to stimulate Northern interest in the
struggle of Negroes in the South to register and vote.
Expressions of non-violence and the non-communist Character
of this movement were stressed and emphasis was placed on
securing, as Americans, their constitutional rights.
President Kennedy was criticized for* failure to use some
kind of force to assist the Southern Negro in this movement,
and parallels were drawn with the display of force which
was made by the Federal Government in the recent Cuban c:

Dick Gregory, Negro comedian, was the feature^
speaker. In his comments, Gregory was particularly critical
of Northern complacency in what he described ns, a war in
which the Negro had no weapons, president Kennedy was
criticized by him for failing to employ his office and.
power to solve the problem by withholding or threatening
to withhold Federal ifunds-to Southern states which__refuse
to give Negroes their constitutional rights. The Northern
Negroes were criticized for failure

t
1<o contribute funds and

moral support to this cause.

He stated that the Southern Nsgrpes a?e willing
to fight even to the extent of losing their lives fqr this
cause while the Northern Negroes sit idly by,

These sources reported that over 400 persons
were in attendance of which about 100 were white persons.
Approximately $700,00 was collected at this affair, the
specific disposition of which was not mentioned; however,
it was indicated it was to be used in the struggle to secure
the vote for thb Southern Negro.

[1])

%

Sources advised that approximately twelve known
Communist Party (CP) members attended the mass meeting as
spectators but did not take ;an active part at? this meeting.
Sources furnished no evidence of communist inception, control or
influence at this affair, nor has information been rece
indicating formation of a permanent or continuing organ

(U)— 2 —



On May 2, 1963, details concerning this
matter were furnished Captain ! |

Region I, 113th INTO Group, Chicago, Illinois.
b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and is loaned to you* agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION G1IXDF

DATE OJP-

1

142M52K35
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1 -^ame Checi^Section

Aps'Jl 1963

'
I I A
Li)*CK~<4AllbRV I */V
TpSOblHSAST liSSfDOXaiOOD HOUSE % P/)

zyi I
Reference icf iuade to you** vccniost for a check of h/

the files of thia Bureau for tho results of investigntion r;

conducted or available cwmiaries concerning tho captioned ;

individuals and organisation*
‘

"
-

:

With reference tq -there are - <>-
-

enclosed -the original n«d one couv or g imorantlnri daicd s
l

October 5. T‘C»2, concerning
I j sirnarising .i

portiuent iafornation in our files concerning Mm. This : =

individual way bo identical with the individual of interest {)

to you# 7/6*3 ~i#J
*

|

jl

I I who you advised la a folk singer. / J
(5

way bo identical y/ith|
I,
concerning r' V

whan there are enclosed vno ongimtx ana one copy of a *

,

* ' o
stannary morioranduw dated October M t 1959 > at hos Angeles, o
California, (/o o -'AraWc)

{

\

Wivli reference to Dick Gregory, described lw you *
ij:

as a concdiau; our files do not reveal v;o have conducted an $
investigation concerning him. However, our files do reveal

torest

x\\ organs?. u;ja one copy or n incraornncutm oufiKKirazxpg tno. / §/C
jW*0i+

formation in our files concerning this J
udividual

,
/D

Jp* 'Cho files of this Btriteui/ fovfeu tiiatN’/e

-
baviywt !

‘
,

co:r^ictod an investigation concerning Southeast f&9\fihh^&96<8

'

VkntnQ and lour files contain no information portinontyCo it, _ ,

^,SM . L j V)pon removal Of the classified enclosures fthik aA;
boconios ttnclasaifiedi— «-—

/ V\'«A }

"

nirlrV^Snciosnren (0) * (See note page 2) ‘ J/
4-2-63

1
m-mhs-

Bo3»n ..I - f This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tho FBI. Wrlsr the property J
Sullivan . . . t \ of the FBI and Is leaned to your agency; teaIp are not to be d 1 *j ffETyklA ft ? fr

» 11 m t
(J
» * SSSSS*-^-^-4=VrrW^ ahswe, to yourr^m^ch^ of FBI

__ -.V^/ MAIUnOOMljJ TELETYPE UNIT I I

n*———

O

RIGINAL^ 1.- AEC , .
-—ReQuest Te ce ive (IT 4-2-63

«*n .. - f rhls document contains neither teco

MAIL nOOM G3 TELETYPE UNIT CZU

0BI6ISH.

feBDj

g

x5y^a
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1U)

DICK GREGORY
SOUTHEAST NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE

NOTE: AEC advised that in view of the extreme expedite
nature of this request that the search be limited
to "on themose" and* to results of investigation
or available summaries^

!
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April Z, 1963

Diar/feoGozar
%

" “m

If,

NV ihVcgtigotlon Tins boon conducted concern!ny the
. .

captioned i dividual* However, the files of this Duroai
reveal the following information* Xn -August, 1%2» a source,
who has fumin' od reliable infomotion in tho post, advised
that an official of the Nation of -Islam (KOI) seated that
Did: Gregory, a comedian, was n sympathizer of the KOI.- - -

The November 13, 1962. issue of 'Wirdiommed Speaks,"
a publication of tlxo KOI, contained a mvm item reporting
that comedian Diet: Gregory had joined white and Negro loaders
in protecting the conviction of journalist William Worthy,

~ sentenced to Jail for visiting Cuba without tho consent of
the Unitod States!! utoJX’partnont. The article indicated

r that. Gro'vry wan scheduled to walk n picket lino in frost
/ of the Waidorf Astoria Hotel protosting tlio granting of nix

award to Attorney General Kennedy for '‘advancing human freedom?
~X the, opinion of tho pickotors, Attorney General Kennedy
"failed on many occasions to act promptly, strongly, and
decisively to safeguard and extend human freedom," and listed
among the alleged failures was the "current harassment of
William Worthy. Doston-born newspaperman. " ^

i //o*-- x.c///d -/<0
Attached is a characterization of the KOI.

Enclosure

1 Ol9Cft -,i ».

„

Mch< -,r a..
fottoWi -
rooiad

Debouch-—
r»nnm ^
M-alcn* .

Hosen , —
SolHvon - -- -

Tav,|

Ticlt« ——

—

Tel*. Hoon._L
*i Holnes

Ganly

ThU document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tho FBI. It Is tho properly

of tho FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside

your agoncy* This is In answer to your request for a check of FBI files.

MAIL nOOM CD TELETYPE UNIT



OfTIONAL fO*M NO. 10
MAY 1962 (0ITI0N

C(N, 9(0, NO. 27 6
IGNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

'^Memorandum
TO^

JO
(WDM :

SUBJECT;

Mr. Belmont DATE: 2-22-64^

C.. A, Evan;{/
RACIAL SITUATION IN ARKANSAS
PINE BLUFF, ARKANSAS - RACIAL MATTER

On 2-21-64. .the Attorney General’s secretary,!-^
I advised the Attorney General desired to contact

Dick^Gregory at Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Gregory is a well
known Negro entertainer- and, comedian who -has been active in
Civil Rights sit-ins and other demonstrations. Gregory was
arrested and later. released on bail on 2-21-64 as a result of
his2 participation in an attempt to integrate a, restaurant in
Pine, Bluff and had apparently telephoned the Attorney General’s

wasoffice earlier regarding this situation*

,

furnished a telephone number at Pine Blufi where Gregory could
~3be located which was obtained from our Little Rock Office.

i

t »

z After telephonically contacting Gregory, the
Attorney General specifically requested that Gregory; be
interviewed at Pine Bluff_by our Agents in order to clarify
this situation. In his conversation with the Attorney General./

j
Gregory commented that conditions at the localr Jail in Pine Bluff \A

we^e, deplorable and that he had observed a white prisoner who; <y

I.

had-been placed in solitary confinement for several days withcat
water. The above information was furnished to the SAC, Little

,

Rook
1

with instructions to interview Gregory, however, he was
cautioned to insure this interview is conducted by two mature
ands{experienced Agents in view of Gregory's reputation as an
agitator and trouble maker. He was also instructed to. insure

\tha£K these Agents conduct the. interview in a^ calm and
'

Ibusiness like manner to preclude any subsequent allegations

Jby Gregory. ^ gg, U&- ¥*0**3-$

I

Ns

$
ACTION:

FEB 27 1964-

None., for information.
Ks

iJ S4SAUn
"‘

V .sS* -1 Mr. Rosen

~yj>
'/<<& i

¥
PRS:bgJ

,,
*

i

sots;



0-20 (Rev. 10-15-62)

*
Tolson -

Belmont

Mohr

Casper

Callahan
Conrad _
DeLoach
Evans _
Gale
Rosen
Sullivan .

Tavel

Trotter _
Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

&
UPlr5

A

ARK.—NEGRO COMEDIAN DICK GREGORY SAID TODAY HE IS

LEAVING PINE &LUFF TO KEEP THE CURRENT RACIAL TENSION FROM BEING

ANNOUNCEMENT CAME SHORTLY AFTER REV. BEN GRINAGE, CHAIRMAN
’

^SI PI^ BLOT? MOVEtENT, DECLARED A 72-HOUR MORATORIUM ON CIVIL

BTOffgfa TOUSE^THIS .SITUATION AS A .POLITICAL VEHICLE, 1*

NAS TALKING ABOUT ARKANSAS GOV. ORVAL FAUBUS, WHO CALLED -

THeSsITUATION "RIOTIOUS" AND "threatening,** Gregory .replied:
an OUTSIDER SHOULD NOT COME IN AND PUT THE FINGER ON WHO IT IS, BUT-

YOUjKNOW WHO. IT IS.” c

rriHE REV. MR, GRINAGE SAID THE MORATORIUM WAS DESIGNED TO RELIEVE
.TENSION IN THE CITY AND "LET THE RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE TAKE OVER."

k4V-^H0WEVER, BOTH GREGORY AND THE MINISTER SAID THE DEMONSTRATIONS WOULD’
WHERE GREGORY WAS ARRESTED EARLY

trJ'i _

1 » VJ-u* w in wa.li a.,

fRESUME SHOULD RAY*S TRUCKER’S INN, WHI
‘fMONDAY. REOPEN DURING THE MORATORIUM.

kit

* . JiTHE TWENTY-El GHT DEMONSTRATORS REMAINING IN JAIL WERE -RELEASED
»00/fB0ND EACH TODAY, WILLIAM HANSEN, A WHITE INTEGRATION LEADER,
SO^RELEASED AND PLANNED TO SEE A DOCTOR ABOUT ILLNESS HE SAID HE

CONTACTED IN THE JAIL
^SkSjREGORY FOUND LITTLE TO LAUGH AT IN THE JAIL AND ASKED ATTY. GEN
iHS2S:5T KENNEDY TO INVESTIGATE, HE SAID FBI AGENTS LOOKED IT OVER L

BUT„,DI-D-NOT REVEAL ANY CONCLUSIONS.

ON
WAS

LAST

tmf;fSSss0ME’THING-WTL-L—BE=D0NEy"-GREGORY-SAID?4*

oS&ATTENTION AND THEY WILL MAKE A REPORT TO
THT CTANTlPftTMT fiV TMTTtJPeTPn PTTT7PM<

i

“"I-T-HAS-BEEN -C'AULED'TC
- WASHINGTON. MAYBE /|FR0M THE STANDPOINT OF INTERESTED CITIZENS, SOMETHING WILL BE I

2/22—TDH2PES

„>v- e

li

&
A

/OP ~

ENCLOSURE

3

WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE



Date: 5/20/64

Transmit the following in

AIRTELVia

(Type in plain' text or code)

AM REGISTERED)
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

\)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

OlfXFROM: SAC, DETROIT (157-New)

r o
DICKTGIGREGORY,
Appearance at Annual Meeting,
Urban League of Flint, Mich.,
5/18/64
RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed herewith are eight copies of a LHM containing
information appearing in the ’Flint Journal” newspaper on
5/19/64, after an appearance by DICK GREGORY at the .annual
meeting, of the Urban League of Flint, Mich., on 5/18/64.
Two copies of this newspaper article being forwarded to the
Bureau under separate cover.

Det.J | MSP, Flint, advised on 5/19/64, that
he covered the above meeting from the outside and noted
that the meeting was conducted in an orderly fashion with
no demonstrations.

mr

'f 3 / Bureau (Enc . - 8)
Detroit

RLG/slk
(5)

ENCLOSt^

Agency G-2, ONI. OSI, CRD

2 M^Y 21 1C€4

pate *2 1 1964
**$7^*^

How Forw,....., — , ^0

c c » WicR
I cc Org. Uniij

c1

Appr>

Agent in

£

£

b6
b7C

Sent .M Per
in Charge

V



In Reply» Please Refer to

File No,

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit , Michigan
. May 20, s 1964

Re: Dick Gregory,
Appearance at Annual Meeting,
Urban League of Flint, Michigan
5/18/64

According to an article appearing in the
May 19, ‘1964 edition of the "Flint Journal” newspaper,
which serves* an area covering ah approximate population
of 500,000 people, which article was written by Alan R.
Wilhelm of the "Flint Journal*.*' staff, the following
information in part was reported:

Negro comedi&tiue Dick Gregory declared' Monday
night, speaking to more than 2,000 persons at the
annual meeting of the Urban League of Flint', Michigan,
that America is courting disaster by not heeding the
voices in the streets and the lessons of history.
He characterized himself as a soldier, -not a general,
in "Americans greatest social revolution." He said,
"We. can lose America this summer** and the . "greatest
thing about this revolution is that it is not black
against white, or white against black but right against
wrong."

‘ Gregory had harsh words for Negroes who benefit
from the civil rights movement without mixing in it
themselves • Among other targets of his verbal blasts
were segregated! churches and United States Senators.
He said the senators are conducting a "stall-in" of
their own on civil rights legislation..

On charges of Communist participation in the
civil rights - movement , Gregory said that if the FBI knows
who they are, it should reveal their names and, "We* 11
get rid of them ourselves." Otherwise, he continued.



Re : Dick Gregory

"Communists are getting more protection than we are.
If- they couldn’t keep Communists from stealing the

'

A-Bomb and H-Bomb, how •. .~ . are we going * to-'stop
them from buying a $2.50 membership," he asked.

~ He also said, "The white man asks us
about the Black Muslims but we never ask him about
the Ku Klux Klan.-

"Martin Luther King said we should die
without lifting a hand*, and they called him a nigger
and a Communist. We never hear* Malcolm X (former
Black Muslim spokesman) called anything but Malcolm
Xi" \

He asked why newspapers ran pictures of
debris left after last summer’s "march for jobs and
freedom" in Washington, D. Ci,. when, "they don’t
show the trash left from .a Rose Bowl "game."

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions* of the FBI*. * It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your,. agency*; it and its contents
axe not to be distributed outside your agency.

=

i

*1
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KDESAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U. $. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE dCOMMUNICATIONS SECTiON/ .m 7 1964(p
f

BIA003-1151P EDT MAY 7 64 CT^/®§TERN JJNION

Ctf
/
CA546 PD CHICAGO ILt 7 920P CST

Mr. Callaban,

Mr.
Mr.

"

Mr.
I Mr. ,Galc_

r. &ss£h
[Ml
Mr.

i

<-flr"^J EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR OF- FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION^%^
r / ' I •*«-» tt-i-

'

WASHDC

DEAR MR HOOVER YOU HAVE CREATED SEVERAL MAJOR' DISTORTIONS BY«

YOUR RECENT ANNOUNCEMENT THAT THERE ARE COMMUNISTS CONNECTED

WITH THE CIVIL RIGHTS^MOVEMENT IN AMERICA*

Miss Holmes^
MisS fenndy^

$L CHALLENGE YOU TO TELL THE PUBLIC WHO THESE COMMUNISTS

'ARE Affi) WHERE THEY ARE* . &
ti” ^ ^ j V'

-» 03
C& IS your duty to clear UP THE QUESTIONS YOU^yOUREELF

haVe created* in the first place, your statement was madetduring

A: SECR& HEARING HELD 'JANUARY Jj9 1964. HOWEVER, IT WAS NOT.'

RELEASED UNTIL RECENTLY. I FEEL^AT ‘TH/RELEASE OF YOUR. STATEMENT,
.

' wf JL.jp J>M-YS PFn.fr* YiV'h ?> LM OUT DURING THE -

>T

ms DELIBERATELY HELD UP SO^F^COjLILD BE

HEAT OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS DEBATE FOR POLITICAL- ADVANTEGES. ~
,s. 4 1964

IFYING THE COMMUNIST



YOU HAVE CAST A SHADOW ON THE SINCERE EFFORTS OF EVERYONE WHO

IS WORKING IN THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT'. NO MAN SHOULD. HAVE

THIS RIGHT.

FOR THESE REASONS, I FEEL IT IS MY DUTY TO DEMAND THAT

YOU EITHER -TELL WHO THESE COMMUNISTS ARE OR ELSE RETRACT YOUR

STATEMENT. SINCERELY YOURS

DICK GREGORY

(38 ). - '

,

ed Me AoacL
~ Hr. SoII\UaP

n*2 DEbt ot inziics
i : t

* X jLl



OPTIONAL fORM NO, 10
MAY 19«2 COITION
CSA GIN. MO. NO, 27 0
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

£

Mr. DeLoach DATE: 5/11/64

^RpM D. C. Morra
1/

SUBJECT: DICK"GREGORY
WELL-KNOWN NEGRO COMEDIAN

/-Captioned individual sent a telegram from Chicago to*the
Director stating that the Director ’’created several major distortions” by
his recent announcement that there were communists connected with the
civil rights movement in America. He challenged the Director to identify
the communists. He feels the release of the Director’s statement, made
January 29, 1964, was deliberately held up so it could be put out during the
heat of the civil rights debate. He states that the Director by failing to
identify the communists has cast a shadow on the sincere efforts of everyone
working in the civil rights movement. He demands that the Director identify
the communists or retract his statement.

Gregory is the well-known Negro entertainer and comedian who
has been active in civil rights sit-ins and other demonstrations. He has come
to the Bureau's attention on numerous occasions but has not been investigated
by the Bureau. •ayno —

'OBSERVATION: " Q

rJ
K

’ ' This communication is strictly a protest. Gregory does not
furnish an address and obviously does not expect an answer. He has been
active jin the integration movement and in view of his strong opinions, no
rational explanation would satisfy him.

RECOMMENDATION:

reply.

That correspondent’s communication not be dignified with a

1 -.Mr. DeLoach - Enclosure
1 - Mr. Sullivan - Enclosure
1 - Mr. Rosen - Enclosure
/*

JH:dll (5)
4

f
’

i4^
JUN 8 1964^'/

3? JUN 4 1934



Tavel .

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

y~~~

UPIA161 -

CHICAGO--COMEDIAN*DICK uREGORY TODAY CHALLENGED J._?DGAR, HOOVER^

TO NAME ANY MEMBERS''6F“IHL CIVIL' RIGHTS MOVEMENT HOOVER BELIEVES TO

BE
9g

M
5J

l,

§Jgg| 15AM T0 THE FBI CHIEF, GREGORY CHARGED THAT HOOVER
l"CREATED- SEVERAL MAJOR DISTORTIONS* BY HIS RECENT STATEMENT THAT
TTCREARE^OMMUNISTS AFFILIATED WITH THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN

UNI
"i

D
chIll1nge you to tell the public mho these communists are,m SFtVyMIy raySPTHE QUESTIONS THAT YOU YOURSELE

HAVE CREATED. IN THE FIRST PLACE. YOUR STATEMENT WAS MADE DURING

A IcRET IaRING HELD JAn! 29. hSwEVER, IT WAS NOT RELEASED
WT

»I f1eL
N
THAT THE RELEASE OF YOUR STATEMENT WAS DELIBERATELY HELD

UP SO IT COULD BE PUT OUT DURING THE HEAT ON THE CIVIL RIGHTS
DEBATE FOR POLITICAL ADVANTAGES,* GREGORY SAID.

•NEXT. BY NOT SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFYING THESE COMMUNISTS, YOU

HAVE CAsf A SHADOW ON THE SINCERE EFFORTS OF EVERYONE WHO IS

WORKING IN THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT.*
5/g..jR400PE1)

THE

H

’ • I! JtIN 4 10C4„ .iM

' %4
JUN 8 1964

WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE



OMIONAl fO*M HO. 10 5010-104
MAY 1*42 COITION ,

GSA CIN. Ktc. HO. 27

UNITED STATES GQRNMENT

Memorandum

1

.['ROM

Mr. .DeLoach 5-12-64

SUBJECT:

M. JpOjjgj

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ALSO KNOWN. AS DICK^feREGORY

^^Tolson —:—

-

- Mohr —
* Casper

Callahan
* Conrad

DeLoactf .—

I

\ Evans „

1 Gale ——

,

Vi^HosiiaXl

Trotter

f Tele. Boon .

Holmes

BACKGROUND: ' '
/

In connection with a United Press niieiTiationar wire release 1 of May at

in which comedian Dick Gregory challenged the Director to-name the communists in

the civil rights movement, Mr. Tolson has asked, **What do our fi^es show on Dick
Gregory?" ‘

„

INFORMATION IN BUREAU FILES:
' ' **

-

Dick Gregory was born on
;

October 12, 1932, at St. jjouis, Missouri.
“ According;.tb "Current, Biography 1962"* it'"was -’also revealed he was educated in the

grammar schools in that city, 'spent two years in the U. S. Army and then returned

to Southern Illinois University where he had been a track star. He.dropped out of this

\ institution-in 1956 because of low grades. He, drifted ho Chicago where he worked for

A'•Tithe U.S. Bb^t Office but was fired for impersonating his "colleagues and purposely mis-

5 Udirecting mail. After a.series of odd jobs, some of.them in the entertainment field,

J
1
he finally became a success as a comedian in January, 1961,, while .working ,at the /
Chicago rs-Playboy Club. He mostly plays .. the night club circuit and is allegedly known

v as the "Negro Mort Sahl.

"

wt rs:

'

\ / A name check wa's conducted for the Atomic Energy, Commission in

Aprib, 1963,/on Dick Gregory. That agency was informed that Gregory had never^been

the subject^ an FBI investigation^
MCF?

^

''

\ In August, 1962, an"official of the NaSun of Islam allegedly stated that

) Dick feregory was a sympathizer of the.NOI. (25-330971-61217*

V . XJglMB
Mr The November 15, 1962, issue of-"Muhammed:Speaks,‘ ,l'a publication of

OU'the NOI,' contained a news item reporting that comedian Dick Gregory had joined white

and Negro leaders in protesting the conviction of journalist William Worthy, sentenced

to jail for visiting Cuba without the consent of the United States State Department.fThe

//^ article, indicated that Gregory was scheduled to walk a picket line in front-of the

Waldorf Astoria Hotel prbtestmglthe granting of an award to Attorney Genferal Kennedy

for "advancing human freedom. " In the opinion of the picketers, Attorney*General

Kennedy "failed on many occasions to act promptly, strongly, and . decisively*£q£

safeguard and extend human freedom, " and listed among the alleged failures was the

"current harassment of William Worthy, Boston-born newspaperman. "(105-20110-A)

1 -
/Mrf^oa^

r/

f
S
l - Mr. Sullivan 1 - Mr. Rosen >U (Continued next page)

¥t
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Transmit the. following in

F B-I.

Date; 8/6/64

(Type in plain text or, code)

-4-tSt-.

AIRTEL AIRMAIL-
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

f
Mr. Tolsoiu

I

Mr. Belmont..VC. I

p
Mr. MoHr
Mr^asper^

|

Mr. Callahaiu.

—

mr. Conrad ....y

} Mr. BcT^oach
f Mr. Evans„ 1

Mr. Gcfery.A-p.
Mr.

|

Mr. SviUvan
Mr. TavelJI

Mr. Trotter™.

—

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy

1

1

fl

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI
SAC, JACKSON

SAC , HONOLULU (62-new)

ATT:. CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

- \JUtr*' ^
DICK GREGORY
MISC.- - INFORMATION CONCERNING

Local press reports, indicate that DICK’ GREGORY, a
Negro comedian who is presently in Honolulu, and is noted

. for. his vitriolic: comments . concerning the Government, has been*
,
contending that he. furnished ‘the FBI information which led
to the- discovery of the three bodies of the civil rights
workers near Philadelphia^. Miss. An Associated Press dispatch
‘datelined at Jackson,. Miss. , and carried in the “Honolulu i

OStaf'-Bulletin** of Thursday, 8/6/64, stated that GREGORY also
f.^aid^he had given the FBI a tape recording cpntaining names j
of ithe killers,

* ’ ""
’ .q4

^4*

An individual" by the name of I l.of KUMU
Radio, Honolulu, called this office 8/6/64 and indicated that
NBC was in possession of a tape provided by comedian DICK
GREGORY, and | |was endeavoring to decide whether or
not it would be permissible to broadcast it.

'

/3.) - Bureau
2 -Jackson (Enc. 1) (AMSD)
1 - New Orleans (inf9)
1 - Memphis (info)

.
. _

1 - San\ Francisco (info) n- 4J A/J y
) A

1, - Chicago (info) , . REC-64 4uu / 7 VVAD /
2 - Honolulu, 1

•’
. IZ — /.

(1 - 80f 1 *1 JU'*;, JJ

REC-64" 4 d>
<8^ - * bn ilW aug Mi%4

* —
|
i

..... - /AS 7 y

RLF.:<

(ID

D-

—4— XEROX
*»•:’ Xv.
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BN: 62-new

L KONA-tV (Channel 2) ,
b6

NBC affiliate in' Honolulu, oh a confidential basis made
£ZJ

available a tape recording which he said had boon received

by | land which reportedly had .been given to-

NBC earlier on. that date . It is hot-known whether the tape

in possession of I I is a dub* of the tape referred to in
the Associated Press dispatch, and it was not considered
advisable to make any further inquiry concerning it. I am, -

however, fdf the infbrmation of the Jackson Office sending

a dub of the tape to that office AMSi). as an enclosure 'With

this communication for whatever vaihe it miy possess.,'

The tape recording appears in substance to have been

prepared by al I of the Civil Rights Information Service b6

at Knoxville, Tenn.., and purports to be an interview -of one b7c

\
who states he recently departed from Philadelphia,

Miss. . because of threats to his- life from Sheriff RAINEY (phonetic)

.

| | contended there were three "nigger lovers" dead in the.

swamp and he would be the fourth. I I stated that on the-

morning of June 22 he learned through his cousin,
I I

I I (phonetic) that three civil rights workers were in, dan.
He subsequently learned that the Klan was boastirig thatHe
-
subsequentiy learned thal

Sheriff RAINEY and Deputies had, killed the men.

The tape indicates that
| |

said that
|

(phonetic) ,
k l l was sent to investigate the killing

of the three civil rights workers by the Governor °f Mississippi
and,- he warned I ~lthat he was to be killed. The voice which
purported’ t,0 ho I I stated that I said that in- addition

to the sheriff and t^o deputies.!
(a Baptist minister) , |

|were resppnsil

for the killings

.

As to. location of the bodies, the voice in the

recording contended thatUZI . —|-had

declared "snakes were eating the bodies in the swamp."

The voice on the recording also indicated that Chief

of Police BAYFIELD of 'Jackson had made a statement before a

public meeting to' the effect that he had hired a Negro to

kill
|

~|

Thb names in some instances on the tape are phonetic.

It is. not known whether this is a duplicate of a tape already

in possession of the Jackson Office, and for that reason it

is being sent to Jackson for whatever value it may possess.



HN 62-new

Since GREGORY, an irresponsible-type individual, has
been. making reckless statements, to the jsress, some of whiqh
concern the FBI

,
it is considered advisable to furnish a

'

copy of this, communication to the other offices listed
herein, which have had some contact with GREGORY. GREGORY
has been appearing at the Forbidden. City , which is essentially
a "striptease joint" in. Honolulu, where he has Reportedly
been paid $14,000 for a 12-day stand, according to newspaper
accounts. He is scheduled to depart shortly for the. mainland 5

No further action in this matter is contemplated
,

by Honolulu.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. BalmontyV^^

, Tolson -
/T Belraont

(Jyyd&>:ohx—
* Casper -

DATE: June 22, 1964

FROM : A* Rose

SUBJECT: PROPOSED STALL-INS
NEW YORK CITY-AREA'
JULY, 1964

J

PROPOSED BOYCOTT OP
CALIFORNIA PRODUCTS

s RACIAL MATTERS. .

Callahan

JZfrAd
fcgfoacKL-

Tavel .

Trotler

Tele. Hoo^ .

Holrr.es

Gandy

M
'r

4"!

According to a Cincinnati source, Negro
comedian Dicls^'Gregory in a speech delivered at Dayton,
Ohio, 6/14/64, reported a proposed repeat of "stall-in"
threats with respect to automobiles in the New York City
area in early July,: 1964, as well as a possible national
boycott of some California products if the California
Referendum Vote on the stated Fair Housing Bill has not
been removed from the ballot by August 0

I

Gregory’s remarks to racial groups in the past
I have been provocative, as in the Gary c Indiana, Freedom
Schools demonstration at which time he . alleged Negroes
should kick down the doors of the churches if churches
do not, provide classroom space for the Freedom School*

action: . y®TBECOaDED
Although Gregory’s statements in the pa^t? 1964

included exaggerations and distortions, the New York City '

Office and our offices in California have been instructed
to determine through sources whether Gregory’s, remarks
in this instance have. any basis in fact*

1 - Mr* Belmont
1 - Mr* Rosen
1 - Mr, Malley
1 - Mr,- McGowan *

1 - Mr* Smith — t-

I - Mr* Trainor jfe

1 - Mr* Trent O
} -y* p ox1 - Mr, DeLoach #
1 - Mr, Evans
1 - Mr, Sullivan0 J
rrnvp .

‘“ H C.2 z r

/

HETtnkr " T/

53M i i964

vUMrVi 4-

-¥ 0

S3 js » w-, a-.

,, wi: rAL / j
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0
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

&
FROM

Mr. Mohr

C. D. DeLoach

DATE: August 12, 1964

&

DeLoach
Evans
Gale 1

Rosi^

Sullivan

Tavel ,

Trotter_
Tele.'Room
Holmes
Gandy

SUBJECT: DICK GREGORY
CIVIL RIGHTS MATTER

ASAC San Francisco, called and talked to Kemper in .my b6
b7C

office. He said that Dick Gregory had just held another press conference and he said

that Congress should investigate the. FBI because he furnished them with information

indicating the location ofthe*bodies„and had given the FBI a letter which" stated the bodies

would,be five to-eight miles West of Philadelphia, Mississippi, _and they were found

six mile's South of the town.

* '
*

Gregory further stated that President Johnson and the Governor of

Mississippi knew who the individuals’were that committed the murders and said

that.this 'information had,been supplied to him by

=- — - - Gregory >saidhe did not,trust the FBI because they work in great

secrecy; He said if you wanted tp see a fraud, go to the post office and look at the

Ten Most'Wanted Fugitives posters, that the subjects are purse snatchers and good

humor men.
'

said that he got the results of the interview with Gregory from
a contact at Radio Station KSOFO in San Franci>sco.

Kemper told that if he got any inquiries from their contacts,

he should make it known that material furnished by Gregory was worthless.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

1 - Mr. J3elmont
T - Mrf^osen^
1 - Mr. Evans /
1 - Mr. Sullivan:;,

1 § Mr. Jones *

ECK:dgs %
(6)

s. AUG 18 1964

* »w
1
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}
* ^ 8/14/64

GENERAL INVESTIGAT^ DIVISION

The tape recording referred to in attached

contains generalizations by|_. b6

who is mentally unbalanced.
|

|previO™c

ly interviewed concerning missing civil rights

workers and had no information of value.

Letter referred to by Gregory written by

| |
Washington, D. C., a former]

mental patient who on interview stated had no

knowledge of case except from news media.

Gregory interviewed at San Francisco, Calif.

,

7/17/64, at which time he made available

above letter and copy of above tape. We have

no information regarding Gregory or any

Negro group furnishing the FBI with infor-

mation regarding the Klan. In view of

Gregory* s background, . his comments..should,

not be dignified by contacting him which

would serve no usefui^purpose

FPS:mpd

%L/



o pERAL BUREAU OF KJVESTISATiE!
HI. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

• AUG 14 1964

TELETYPE
FBI WASH DC

FBI Cfc [CA 60

1 1 :j 0 PM CDST

DIRECTOR

Q

URGENT

FROM CHICAGO Cl 57-347)

8-13-64

4-P

DHM

: ATTENTION: CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

•DICKH3REG0RY; MISCELLANEOUS DASH INFORMATION CONCERNING

ON AUGUST THIRTEEN INSTANT NEWS CONFERENCE HELD BY DICK

GREGORY, NEGRO COMEDIAN AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. IN HIS

REMARKS, GREGORY SAID THAT HE TURNED OVER LETTER LISTING

LOCATION OF THREE BODIES OF CIVIL RIGHTS WORKERS JC JlISglSSIPP

TO FBI. GREGORY COMMENTED FBI CLAIMED THAT WRITER' OF LETTER

WAS A MENTAL PATIENT. GREGORY SAID' HE KNOWS FOR f’ACT THJT

THREE DAYS AFTER CIVIL RIGHTS WORKERS WERE MISSING, THE^GOVERNOR

OF MISSISSIPPI, FBI AND NO DOUBT PRESIDENT OF THE U.S. KNEW

WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE KILLINGS. GREGORY SAID

WHY DID THE FBI WAIT THREE WEEKS AFTER KNOWING WHERE THE BODIES,
,

WERE BEFORE THEY UNCOVERED THEMfetJ£Sgs|plife l L

CONCEfftffPtf/AR^E^TS OF THE PERPETRATORS? 'GRE GORY^ SAID

If

r
'l' — ia AUG 24 1964

•SfflS^'TJjg ^BI PROBABLY HAS A WAY OUT THEY CAN.- SIMPLY

WRI#E|ljT QFfQ?K°M&PfNVESTIGATION IS NEEDED . ^SiSoflnr. GREGORY
/ * „ .

FURTHER^STf

C r *r

s'l HAVE A TREMENDOUS DISTRUST FOR THE FBI

f 01
>rkf

69 AUG2-81964
j b . *m.



PAGE TWO

FROM THE WAY THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION WAS HANDLED AND THAT

IS WHY WHEN I TURNED THE LETTER OVER AND THE TAPES I KEPT

A DUPLICATE OF EACH BECAUSE OF THEIR PAST RECORD. PERSONALLY,

I FEEL THERE SHOULD BE A CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION ON J.

EDGAR HOOVER AND THE FBI IN GENERAL. THEY WORKING IN TOO MUCH

SECRECY. THE COMMUNIST STEAL ANYTHING OUT OF THIS COUNTRY

THEY WANT. THE DOPE PUSHERS GET AS MUCH DOPE IN AND OUT

OF HERE AS THEY. WANT -AND PERSONALLY I JUST DON ’T HAVE' THAT

MUCH FAITH IN THE FBI , AND I THINK AMERICANS IN GENERAL SHOULD

DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FBI AND J. EDGAR HOOVER
//

PARTICULARLY. UNQtfOTE . DURING THE QUESTIONING PERIOD BY THE

REPORTERS, GREGORY ATTEMPTED TO EXPLAIN INFORMATION WHICH HE

FURNISHED TO THE FBI AND INFORMATION HE CLAIMED EVENTUALLY

LEAD TO THE FINDING OF THE BODIES OF THE THREE CIVIL RIGHTS

WORKERS. GREGORY CLAIMED THAT THE LETTER HE TURNED OVER TO THE

FBI CONTAINED MORE PRECISE INFORMATION REGARDING TO LOCATION

OF THE BODIES AND HE LEFT THIS MATTER FOR THE FBI TO CONTACT

THE WRITER OF THE LETTER FOR THE DETAILED INFORMATION. GREGORY



7

PAGE THREE

STATED WE^IJfiSOS^E KNOW DEFINITELY FIVE PEOPLE WERE

INVOLVED REGARDING THE KILLINGS.

GREGORY SAID THAT HE FEELS POLITICS HAS ENTERED - •

INTO THIS CASE FROM THE PRESIDENT ON DOWN. GREGORY STATED

THAT KNOWING HOW THE FBI WORKS DOWN SOUTH AND HOW THE

PEOPLE REACT IN THE SOUTH IT WOULD HAVE BEEN VERY EASY TO HAVE

SENT IN FEDERAL TROOPS.

GREGORY CLAIMS THAT m^E^E^mBUS^ HAVE PLACED THIRTY

PEOPLE IN THE KKK TO GATHER INFORMATION AND THAT WHAT INFORMATION

I
>§tiS^E''wE

y/«±ia£E5?5 GATHER, '3SSTE%E TURN OVER TO THE FBI.

GREGORY STATED THAT HE INTENDS GOING TO MISSISSIPPI

U
IN A COUPLE OF DAYS

GREGORY STATED THAT THE FBI DID NOT ACKNOWLEDGE HIS LETTER
ll //

BUT CONTACTED HIM Stt8£S A COUPLE OF DAYS LATER Httflilflur AND ADVISED

HIM THAT A MENTAL PATIENT WROTE THE LETTER.

GREGORY THEN PLAYED A TAPE OF A PARTIAL INTERVIEW WITH

IN WHICHl I CLAIMED HE LEFT MISSISSIPPI BECAUSE



PAGE FOUR

SHERIFF RAINEY HAD THREATENED HIS LIFE. THIS TAPE IS BELIEVED

IDENTICAL WITH THE TAPE FORWARDED TO JACKSON OFFICE BY

HOHOLULU ALONG WITH AIRTEL DATED AUGUST SIX LAST TO THE BUREAU AND

JACKSON.

REPORTERS POINTED OUT TO GREGORY THAT LETTER HE REFERS TO

WAS NONSPECIFIC AS TO LOCATION OF BODIES AND THEREFORE FBI MUST

HAVE HAD OTHER SOURCE AS THEY WENT TO A SPECIFIC SPOT DUG TWENTY

FEET AND FOUND THE BODIES.

NEWS MEDIA CHICAGO GIVING VERY LITTLE NEWS COVERAGE TO
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f UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
6

w /X Tolson ^ / _a *>

-$-•* ' Belmor.: V . ..i-'
"

Bclmon:
** Mohr

Cospc:
Collohcn

Conrad _
DcLoocK i

TO

FROM

Mr. Del uach DAT. 8-11-64

&
subject;

M.-A &
O

DICK GU EGORY INTERVIEW RE
CIVIL EIGHTS ACTIVITIES

AUGUST" 1964, ISSUE, "PLAYBOv

Evens t

y

Cole -JLLL&S
Ro^nT/Z^ZL
Sullivo/ / V , —
Tavei _± -

Trotter „
,

,

Tolo. Room., ..

Holmes —
GamJy

"

The Au^ustf 1964, issue of "Play key/'
1 magazine c<

roversiC v~median Dick Gregory, who has recentl

contains an inter-

view with controversial v~median Dick Gregory, tfho has- recently made irrespon-

sible and ridiculous claims of credit for the solution of the MIBURN case.

Instant interview deals with Gregory’s outspoken and vigorous efforts

in current civil rights activities. It is replete with examples of his characteristic

"pop off" behavior and strongly suggests that he is personally convinced,that Dick

Gregory has all the answers and.speaks for 20 million. U. S: 'Negroes. There is

no- mention of the Director or the FBI in this interview.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information. Ok1W
f. •

* *

Enclosure L ? * ?0f/d/O

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Rosen &>0

JRH:rap (5)

fM -

* NOT RECORDED ’

167 AUG 18 1964
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AUG 18 1964
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UNITED STATES f ' v.

MemorandWn
)ENT

poison -
s^Belmont '

Mohr
.Casper »
Callahan

Conrai^
DeLqfegJ

To 5Mr. Evans. DATE: 9-1-64

: *S; b.. miD^ -

gavelO
Trotter «
,Tele. Room

,

Holmes
Gandy _

FROM

SUBJECT:DICK GREGORY* .

COMEDIAN -

.

COMMENTS. ON STEVES ALLEN TV SHOW
CHANNEL 9, ; .

8-31-64-

L*) "

[

FBI employee, night shift. Teletype
Unit, Files and Communications Division, telephoned F!xtra Duty
Supervisor William C. Maupai from his home at 12:15 A.M

•

9-1-64 and furnished the following information. He said that
[the Negro comedian, Dick Gregory, was talking^about his trip
jtoVfche south recently and jokingly referred to the FBI tapping
hisT phone. He said it 'was good to know somebody was ^taking his
messages while he was away from home. Subsequently in his
^comments he spoke of the three “freedom fighters” who were
murdered and his own experiences in the south. /

*>
-

. ^ _

The above reference to the FBI was made, in a jocular
manner,, not to be taken seriously. 1 I wanted to advised
that *the comment was made and when[ [called the comments
were finished. '

c&
<r ftrT Bureau) ihdices disclose Gregory is the subject of

file- 100^^0428'^raich reveals: that he is unreliable, an
agitator \and*-artr6uble maker; He has made defamatory and untruths
ful ^emarhs^aibout the Director and the FBI in the past.

jpscf. y ; J
File. In view of the poor character of this man it

'

seems inadvisable to contact him concerning his remarks.

51 - Mr . Tavel
~L - Crime Records
*~1~- Mr . ’Rosen
1 - Mr. ^Sullivan*
1 - Mr. .Belmont

WCM:Ihm nljru
(6 ) J*

. A~r’"' ".f*1 - Mr. Evans i

_ p

4 SEP io ,,S4 /

EEps?:
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

,

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEPW1964 /

TELETYPE
FBI WASH DC

FBI DETROIT

II 3/ PM URG

Mr. Tolgon
Mr, Belmont
Mr* Mohr.

Mr, Casper^
^ I

Mr, Callahan
Mr. Conrad
Mr, DeLoach
Mr, Evans
Mj><?ale
/Mr. -Rosen .

Sullivan ?

^^Trotter
)

Tele. Boom
Miss Holmes 1

i

Miss Gandy 1

TO DIRECTOR

PM URGENT 9-16-64 JFD

ROM DETROIT (157-762) IP

PERFORMANCE OF COMEDIAN DICK GREGORY AT BATTLE CREEK, MICH.,

FOR BENEFIT OF CORE AND NAACP, NINE SIXTEEN SIXTYFOUR.

C\ r

'j

ATTENTION CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION. CAPTIONED APPEARANCE HEUD\|

THIS DATE, WITHOUT INCIDENT.

LHM FOLLOWS.

FBI WASH DC

$P22'm
‘

REC-&» / o A

'

—IS
SEP 17 1964



Transmit thefollowing in

Vi„ airtel

' 9/17/64

(Type in plain text or code

)

Mr. Tclsorn,

Mr. Belmont™^.
Mr. Mohr—

;

Mr. C:\sp

Mr. CaBaharv—
Mr. Conrad,.—
Mr, r r

. ach

Mr. Evans
i Mr.
Mr. Posen^s^^

j

Mr.

!
Mr. Tavcl .

, . Mr. Trotter™

—

—t -L J.

* Miss Hornes*.

|

Miss Candy—;

aA

T0: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, DETROIT (157-762)

PERFORMANCE OE,
COMEDIAN DICK£gREGORY

rrSWr
AN7f AT BATTLE CREEK,

aJ£
H
£?£

N
' F0R benefit of coreand NAACP, 9/16/64,

RM

Attention: Civil Rights Section

LHM and pe??oi -closing

concerning^aptione^event^Sena^? eight copies of LHM
for G II, Detroit.

* Separate copy has been designated

T-l is
Battle

J

Creek, Mich.
, w ro

-

0
with in "the palt

K
in
M
confiH

WU
+-

nr cooP—ated reliably
'

the within information /Qo Sa|
ent3~al otters . He furnished

immediately following Grigory performanchnd^tion
iSUBB<£P Bureau (Enc. -

1 - Detroit
CFC/rmd
(4) Cf# RBCft

'iSMf ONI

isl§ Ftrw,

Hew Fcnrw.,.,

J
Ccs Room 828 RB

/QCL.

3 SEP 18 1964

88 SEP 281964.
Approved:

.

Special Agent in Charge
Sent

- M Per
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In Reply, Please Refer, to..

File No.

ED STATES DEPARTMENT 0^4JSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
t‘

Detroit , Michigan
September. .17, 1964

Re:, Performance of
Comedian Dick Gregory
and Company, at Battle Creek,
Michigan, for Benefit of
Core and National* Association
For The Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP)
September 16, . 1964

The following information was furnished by
Confidential informant, DE T-l, who has furnished reliable
information in the past.

Dick Gregory, Comedian, sponsored by Core and'
NAACP in Battle Creek, arrived in Battle Creek by plane
approximately 3:15 ,P,;M., on September 16, 1964, and held a
brief press -conference at, the Holiday Inn. He discussed his
own work and made ho political, of racial^ comment at this time.
Thereafter, about 4:30 P’. M. .,

he attended a reception in his
honor at the Pacific Club .in Kalamazoo, returning to Battle

- Creek thereafter.
* - •

-
.

The performance at the W., K. Kellogg Auditorium,
Battle. Creek, Michigan, which seats 2,441, was attended by
approximately 1,050 persons of whom about one half were white.
At started at 8:00 PiM. There were large vacant areas in the
audience on the

.
ground fLoor and the balcony was sparsely

'

occupied. Gregory delayed his appearance at the auditorium
until approximately 9:20P

S
.M>, and folk singer.

;
ten2efiahdler,

assisted by a small local band carried on alone unvil. the
15 minute intermission at 9:05 P^M;

The Gregory program appeared rambling and unorganized.
•He spoke rapidly with a microphone and was at times impossible
to understand because of his style of delivery'. He lampooned
Senator Goldwater (for whom he expressed personal, disfavor) and
President-Johnson, .. impartially. He commented several times that
the Federal Bureau of Investigation’ had not ,made_ effective use

i

UOi’t&S DESTROiMD

23 MO
ENGLOSUBb _

/ojO- - 4^3



9 a
Re': Performance of

Comedian Dick Gregory
and Company, at Battle Creek,
Michigan, for Benefit of
Core" and National Association
For The Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP),
September 16, „1964

of the information (letter and tapes) which he had furnished
to it in the Philadelphia, Mississippi murder cases* He
commented also that the lack of arrests in that case was
undoubtedly due to political consideration on the part of
President Johnson.. He implied that the latter did not want
to arrest law enforcement officers in Mississippi (whom
Gregory believed guilty) because this might cause disorder
and necessitate the use^of Federal troops in an election year.

Gregory spent some time advertising his forthcoming
(October 25, sales date) "Nigger" and his album of recordings
with which he hopes to recoup $25; 000. 00 "reward money",
borrowed by him from the publishers of "Playboy” magazine.

— — In a question and answer period following his<
performance, Gregory characterizedtheHarlem and Philadelphia
riots as "protests", rather than unlawful violence, and urged
his listeners to defy and oppose police, "who try to enforce
bad laws"*. The audience generally appeared less receptive to
Gregory than. to the earlier performance of Len Chandler. There
was no disorder following the program which, ended about 10:35 P~?M.,
and there was none at the reception at the Holliday' -Inn, Battle
Creek, following the performance.

Lieutenant
£

Officer in Charge of
the Night Shift, Battle Creek Police Department, stated at
11:30 P/?M. , September 16, 1964, that there had been no racial
incidents reported anywhere in Battle Creek that evening and
extra duty -police officers -had been released.

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not .to be
distributed outside your agency^ '
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 9/14/64

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, DETROIT (157-NEW)
Date

-PERFORMANCE • OF fCOMEDIANT DICK~GREGORY tt *
AND„C01IPANYlJATr^TTI^ICREEK

, MIcIlG^rr
H°W F T — T

FOR BENEFIT- OF CORE ANDNAACP, 9/16/64 ^ (L/T
„ , ^T- TmUw/^_ ^

INTERNAL SECURITY DlVlSIOJf'

Agency G-2> ONI, OS1 CRBJ '

SEP 1 6 1964
Date Forsr..

How Forw.,

ATTENTION: CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
A Boom 828 RB;

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of a LHM concerning
captioned event.

Separate copy has been designated for G-2, Detroit.

# ,/^MdE T-l is
~~|

at Battle Creek, Mich., who has been
LA reliably contacted in Negro matters generally.

DE T-2 is I i Federal Center,
Battle Creek, Mich., who is widely acquainted in the Negro
community and who is believed to be reliable.

Information from above informants was furnished promptly to
COP EARLE B. ROBERTS, Battle Creek PD, which has a primary
responsibility in this matter in Battle Creek, Mich.

All informants are being continuously contacted to ascertain
whether any racial disturbance may be anticipated.

This matter will be closely followed and the Bureau will hp^
promptly advised in the event any violence or racial
incidents should result. \

b6
*^b7C

<S> - Bureau &^ ~ ^f73
2 - Detroit —

“

(I i 157-706) W
CFC/bkm} FX-108

TsSEP 151 964

Oni

o

date

Special Agent in Charge

! .68 SEP 281904
V
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Jn Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

U1WED STATES DEPARTMENT OK^JSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan
September 14 , 1964

Performance of Comedian Dick Gregory
and Company at Battle Creek, Michigan,
for Benefit of CORE and NAACP,
September 16, 1964

On September 9, 1964, the "Enquirer & News", a
Battle Creek, .Michigan

t
newspaper . carried an article

announcing thattlie local! chapters of Congress on Racial
Equality^ (CORE) and National AssociatiOSr^r^BT'A^^
of Colormd People (NAACP) \ are sponsoring a benefit show to
be known Vs "Salute to Freedom" at the W.K. Kellogg Auditorium,
Battle Creek, Michigan, on, the evening of September 16, 1964.
The featured performers will be Dick Gregory, nationally known
Negro comedian, and Len^Jmndler, Negro folk singer . Both
performers Vre known fof their active Tole^ Rights
struggle as\spokesmen for the Negro. Tickets are being sold
at $2.50 eacV. Benefits to go principally to the local
chapters of SORE and the NAACP.

On September 10, 1964, Chief of Police Earle B*
Roberts, Battle Creek, Michigan, Police Department , advised
that he hag hafen in conference numerous times with

[ J
head of the local chapter of CORE ,

and
regaMIhg the above per

oberts that no demonstrations
iSfladja

has advised, Chfe
or picketing bv his organisation nr the co—sponsor NAACP
are planned. ]confirms this.

J
S

Mr. Gregory and his co-star are expected to arrive
by airplane at Kalamazoo Airport, Kalamazoo, Michigan, at
6:00 a.m. on September 16, 1964. A luncheon in his honor
will be given in Kalamazoo. He and Chandler will appear at
the W.K. Kellogg Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. as scheduled and
put on the show after which a reception for them and Battle
Creek community leaders and CORE and NAACP officials is being
held by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation in Battle Creek.

b6
b7C
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Re: Performance of Comedian Dick Gregory
and Company at Battle Creek, Michigan,
for Benefit of CORE arid NAACP,
September 16 , 1964

I I
has advised that Dick Gregory recently

announced *cnat he is contributing 30 days of entertainment
time from September 14, 1964, to October 14, 1964, in behalf
of CORE and the Negro cause on a national basis. Local
chapters of CORE were invited to submit applications *and
the Battle Creek chapter did so without much hope of.‘

acceptance because of the small number of CORE members
(160 estimated) and the relatively small size of the city}
however, their.application was one of those accepted.
Tickets have been moving fairly well in spite of a late
start in advertising.

Chief Roberts states that he is naturally appre-
hensive in a gathering of this soft in that “outsiders’*
from other Michigan cities might come to Battle Creek to
stir up some type of trouble! He said that he has received
no positive indication locally from informants and sources
available to him that activity is planned or anticipated,
and he has been assured by

| | that CORE has not
advertised the performance outside of Battle Creek and
Calhoun County • He stated that, a couple of rumors to the
effect that a disturbance might result have been carefully
run down and resolved by his staff and found to come from
irresponsible sources. Nevertheless, Chief Roberts plans
to have adequate and courteous! police officers on hand to
cope with any foreseeable emergency.

On September 10, 1964, Mr. Clark Valentine,
Negro City^Commissioner , Battle Creek, advised that he has
heard nothing to indicate that trouble of any kird is bong
planned by any Negro group in Battle Creek for September
16, 1964.

b6
b7C

On September 11, 1964, confidential informant
DE T—1, who is known to be reliable, advised that the only
information he has heard was the remark in a Negro barber
shop within the past few days that “kids” have been holding
“secret meetings”. The identities of these “kids” were
unknown to informant but are believed by him,to be a group
of from 10 to 20 youths ranging in age from 16 to 19 who are

- 2 -
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Re: Performance of Comedian Dick Gregory

and Company at Battle Creek, Michigan,
for Benefit of CORE and NAACP,
September 16, 1964.

principally known as "hotrodders" « They have been meeting in
Battle Creek during the summer months after roller skating on
Thursday nights at a rink between Marshall and Battle Creek,
Michigan. Their activity is not known to be linked to the
appearance of Dick Gregory in Battle Creek, however, and no
special plans for September 16, 1964, on their part are
indicated. ... *

On September 11, 1964, DE T-2, a confidential
informant widely -acquainted in the Negro community of
Battle Creek who is believed reliable, advised that while
there does exist a dissident group of young Negro males
whose principal activity is driving around the Negro sections
of Battle Creek at late hours, usually on Thursday night,
inviting police to stop them for traffic violations, there is
no indication that these persons are linked in any way to
CORE or NAACP or that they plan any demonstration in Battle
Creek on Wednesday, September 16, 1964, in connection, with
the appearance in the .city of Dick Gregory

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the^’property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency.; it, and its contents are not to.be dis-
tributed outside your agency.



CORRELATION SUMMARY

Main File No:
See Also:

Subject: Diclc”Gregory&

100-440423
44-22002
44-24630

Date: October 19, 1964

Date Searched: 4/24/64

All logical variations of subject’s name and aliases were searched and
identical references were found as:

\4/)ick Gregory^—' '
•

" '

NJr Diclc C.©G?egor&v '

y/^Richard Claxtotf^Gregory *

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of
all "see” references to the subject in Bureau files under the names
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY.

This summary is designed to furnish a synopsis of the
information set out in each reference. In many cases the original
serial will contain “the information in much more detail.

- THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENT AND 1$ NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION.

Analyst Coordinator Approved

MU
MAH:sds

0Na‘i. prie-

17 OCT 19 1364
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ABBREVIATIONS

Add. info ^ ... .Additional information appearing
in this reference which pertains
to Diclc Gregory may he found in the
main file or elsewhere in this
summary.

SNCC. Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee
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Irving Kupcinet, Chicago "Sun Times" (94-8-325) columnist and
moderator of television program "At Random" was contacted regarding
an allegation made by

|

Chicago, 111. , that a colored man had stated on the "At Random" program b6
that some men who were members of the FBI were communists. Kupcinet b7c

said the program in question was that of 1/7/62 at which time Rev. Joseph
Jackson, President of the Baptist Convention, and Dick Gregory were
guests on this program and neither of these men made any such statement
as alleged by|

|

allegation?"
]of the above program, also denied this

94-8-325-109 p.l
(3P

The "Chicago Daily News" for 8/13/62 started a series entitled
"I was a Black Muslim" by Reporter Ben Holman.

CG-6119-S* related on 8/14/62 that Minister Malcolm (X Little
of Muhammad’s Temple of Islam No. 7> NYC) told Elijah Muhammad he had
received a call from the comedian in Detroit by'the'name of Dick Gregory
"who is a sympathizer of ours" who wanted to know if we wanted to answer
the story in the "Daily News" about us. Gregory then talked to the
"devil" at the "Daily News" who said they would be willing to print an
answer.

It was noted that Gregory was a Negro comedian who had appeared
at Negro affairs including some NAACP dinners and Nation of Islam
(25-330971) affairs.

25-330971-6121 p.1,2
(D-—

The 11/15/62 issue of "Muhammed Speaks, "a publication of the
Nation of Islam, contained a news item reporting that comedian Dick
Gregory had joined white and Negro leaders in protesting the conviction
of journalist William Worthy, Boston-born newspaperman sentenced to jail
for visiting Cuba without the consent of the Department of State. The
article indicated that Gregory was scheduled to walk a picket line in
front of the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, NYC, protesting the granting of an
award to AG Kennedy for "advancing human freedom. " In the opinion of
the picketers, AG Kennedy "failed oh many occasions to act promptly,
strongly, and decisively to safeguard and extend human freedom."

Add. info.

62-5-15422 p.
T

l
(up
SI 105-20110-A "Muhammad Speaks"
(5P^ 11/15/62 page 3

-3-
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Memphis Teletype dated 11/21/62 disclosed that[
|

b
;

(first name not given) left Oxford, Miss., on this date m company, b

of US Marshals. His destination was Chicago and on arrival there he?

was to visit for a short period of time With Dick Gregory,. 1451 East
55th St., Chicago. Marshals did not know the purpose of this visit. .X/A,

157-401-1513 p.2
(13iK

The Washington Capital Mews Service on 1/23/63 reported that
comedian Dick Gregory would arrive at Washington Mational Airport at .

1:37 PM on a Delta Plight from Jackson, Miss , and Atlanta; he had seen
James Meredith that morning and might have a statement.

157-401-A Washington Capital News
( 130^ Service 1/23/03

The 2/11/63 issue of the "Press Scimitar," daily newspaper
of Memphis, Tenn., reported that Dick Gregory, Negro comedian of

*fa)**>
Chicago, arrived in Memphis aboard a chartered plane ,on the above date.
He, claimed that local authorities had cut off Federal surplus food to
Negroes in Clarksdale and Greenwood, Miss., because/the Negroes were
pushing a voter* registration drive there. Gregory/told a reporter he
was asked to spearhead a drive to collect food in the Chicago area to
send to Negroes* in Mississippi. He Tfas escorting 14>000 pounds of food
'stuff on the plane and claimed to have paid the charter bill from his
own funds.

Gregory was met in Memphis by a group of Negroes from Clarksdale
headed by Aaron Henry, President of the Mississippi NAACP. Gregory said <

the food would be distributed by members of the SNCC.

The above paper added that Reporter Bill. E. Burk said that
administrators of the Federal Commodity Program in Leflore and Sunflower
Counties had said there was no truth to Gregory’s charges.

100-435887-15 p.l,2‘:

A

-4-
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CG-6119-S** advised on 2/27/63 that Diclc Gregory, the Negro b7c

comic, had contacted Malcolm K. Little (100-399321) and advised him
that he planned to record 37,000 copies of a speech he made to raise
money to. buy food for people'^in Mississippi. Gregory wanted a commitment
from Little of how many records the Muslims would take. Little said he
would answer this in a few days.

Lt.
|
Bureau of Special Services, NYC PD,

advised that Gregory apolce at a rally held at 7th Ave., and 125th St. in
Harlem, NY, on 3/23/63 to gain support for Negroes in Mississippi and
a collection of $266 was taken up for their relief.

The 3/31/63 editionoof "The Worker" contained an article on
page 12 relative, to the above mentioned Harlem rally on 3/23/63 and
stated that Gregory was one of the speakers.

Add. info, according to "Newsweek" 3/11/63*

100-399321-60 p.22,23,30,31
ur
SI par. 2
100-399321-56 encl.p.l
( 4<>^

The "NY Post" _ofJ5/_29/63 carried an article on page 85 -

entitled "Tfilkihs on Powell’s Attack: He’s Been Hurt /by His Critics"
by Dorothy Schiff . The article stated that NAACP Executive Secretary,
Roy Wilkins, had said that Adam Clayton Powell’s "boycott" of the NAACP
was the action of a man stung by criticism and striking back in the wrong
direction. Wilkins stated that last nights comedy was supplied by Dick
Gregory, who told the audience (place not given): "Now you know what
NAACP means. Never Annoy Adam Clayton Powell."

25-330971-A "NY Post" 3/29/63
( 2^

Aaron E. Henry, President of the Mississippi Chapter of the
NAACP, advised that he was present at the Centennial Baptist Church* '

Clarksdale, Miss. (44-21693) , during a meeting on 4/2/63 at which the
Negro commedian Dick Gregory spoke. He said a tear gas bomb was thrown
into the church through a window during the meeting but did not go off
since the pin had not been nulled. Henrv understood that the object
was in the possession of of Clarksdale. who had picked
it up and thrown it out xne window. 011 tnechurch. I then went - -

outside and retrieved the object.

(continued)

-5-
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(continued) b6
b7C

Other Negroes who- attended the above meeting and newsmen who
were covering the meeting advised of seeinxi the—object enter the window
and stated that Gregory went outside with

|
Ito get the object. It

was also reported that the object was a piece of an old rubber tire. Some
of the newsmen did not feel that I I was gone long enough to get the
object and that the bomb was a "plant." (Details set out)

44-21693-57 encl.p.1-3,6,9,10
(30**
SI 44-21693-55 p.1,2, 4*7, 9, 13-16,22,(^ 24, 2§ ,>28, 31, 34-36,

41,42,46,47,50,52,53
SI 44-21563-63 p.3.4 .

(2»f
.

n.
Clarksdale, Miss.

)

The "Chicago Sun Times," Chicago, 111., for 4/5/63, page 56,
carried a column entitled "Kup’s Column" by Irving Kupcinet which stated
the following:

Much as we admire Dick Gregory and his courageous' stand in
Greenwood, Miss;, we’re disappointed over some.- Of.Jiis rasn statements^
-(-The Black Muslims now have "adopted" Gregory.

)

25-330971-A "Chicago Sun Times"
(2i)-~ 4/5/63

The following references on Dick Gregory appear in the file
captioned "Unsubs ; Greenwood, Miss;, PD, I

~~1
et al. Victims

Civil Rights - Election Laws," 44-21661. Gregory had been quite
prominent in the demonstrations in Greenwood and Clarksdale, Miss., during
the first part of April, 1963. He spoke at a meeting at the Wesley
Methodist Church in Greenwood on 4/1/64 and on 4/2/64 was the principal
speaker at a meeting held in the Centennial Baptist Church in Clarksdale.
Gregory spent considerable time at the Headquarters of the SNCC in
Greenwood and led groups of Negro marchers through the streets.

(continued) -

-6-
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(continued)

Gregory advised a Departmental Attorney that the Mayor of
Clarksdale had stated that FBI Agents were drunlc on the evening of
4/2/63, but that he knew this allegation was false. Aaron Henry,
NAACP leader in Clarksdale, advised that Gregory was contacted by
Clarlcsdale City Commissioner Hudson Bell rather than the Mayor. Bell
and the Mayor both denied making the above statement and said they
had never heard of Agents being drunk in Clarksdale •

Gregory was observed on the streets of Greenwood as late
as 4/5/63 A group photograph of Gregory was enclosed.

SERIAL SEARCH SLIP' PAGE HUMBER

53 p . 1 (2^
83 p.l (2^
114 p.l (Director’s Notation) (2^
115 p.1-5 (2K
117 p.1,2 (2vK
132 encl.py. 9-14,17,19 (2^
149 p.l (2,K

*

t

jadvised of a meeting on 4/26/63 in the office of
(location not given) ,.which was attended byf

—I

\ and others to discuss the forthcoming nc
mentioned that he had received. a letter from Dick

3.
hearings.
Gregory, the negro entertainer, "concerning his legal problems connected
with his integration activities.

100-433447-366 p.2
(4V^'

b6
,b7C

b7D

CG-5824-S-* advised that according to information furnished by
Claude Lightfoot, a leading spokesman for the CP of Chicago, on 4/16/63,
the Negro community in Chicago was planning to hold a broad gathering
on 5/I/63 at the Tabernacle Baptist Church in Chicago. Lightfoot^wanted
William L. Patterson in NYC to be advised ofthe above and requested that
he get in touch with Dick Gregory. Lightfoot felt it was very desirable
to get Gregory involved in this 5/1/63 function but that contact with
him should be made on a local level by someone like Patterson in NY who
was apparently acquainted with Gregory.

100-3-75-1889 encl.p.l-
' O')-

-7-
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The Phoenix Office advised on 5/6/63 that a check had been
made with available sources close to Elijah Muhammad, and no information
was available indicating Dick Gregory had been in contact with Muhammad
or indicating that the Nation of Islam (25-330971) had endeavored to assist
Gregory in his efforts to raise funds for Negroes in Mississippi.

25-330971-38-56 p.l
(2$---

The “People's World” for 5/25/63, page 12, carried an article
entitled "Gregory on Earade" which stated that Negro comic Dick Gregory
had stated in San Francisco that he was not sure whether he would mar

c

hi ,//

in the coming Sunday's big parade for justice in Alabama. Gregory who
was in San Francisco for a night club appearance and was helping with the

Sunday observance, said he had been arrested so many times for parading
without a permit that he didn't think he knew how to parade with one.

Gregory billed Mayor George Christopher's office with laughter repeatedly
with his comments on the racial situation in San Francisco. His statements
were made in the presence of Negro ministers, labor leaders and newsmen.

100-3-75-A "People's World"
5/25/63

Bureau Memo dated 6/1/63 revealed that Roy Wilkins, Executive
Secretary" of_the NAACPy had announced in Jackson, Miss., that Dick.
Gregory* Negro comedian, was scheduled to arrive at Jackson on 0/2/03

•

157-896-40 p.2
(13y)^

The New Orleans Office advised that Negro comedian Dick Gregory
arrived in Jackson, Miss., on 6/3/63, ostensibly to lead racial demonstra-

tions in the city. According to a source of the New Orleans. Office,

Gregory had received word that his son died that morning in Chicago and
current information indicated that Gregory planned to leave Jackson for

Chicago that afternoon.

157-896-43 p.l
(13>K „
SI 1 y-8Q6-21 t>. 1

(13-n
1 |

Jackson)
SI 157-899-100 p.l
(13-K"

b6
b7C

-8-



Bureau memo dated 6/10/63 disclosed that comedian Dick Gregory
attended a rally on 6/7/63 at Jackson, Miss.: At a previously scheduled
meeting of the same group of colored people in Jackson, when it was
announced that Gregory would not be there in view of the death of his
young son, so few turned out for the meeting it had to be cancelled.
It was obvious that they wanted to be entertained and were not there
for any other purpose. There was obvious lack of leadership and direction
among the Negro entertainers.

157-6-74 p.2
(5^

I I PSI, furnished information b6
?!

concerning the Annual Awards Membership Luncheon which was held on b7c

6/15/63 in the Embassy Room, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, under the b7D

auspices of the Women for Legislative Action (WLA). Dick Gregory, who
was to have received an award, could hot be present as he was attending
the Medgar Evers funeral in Mississippi. However* Gregory made arrangements
for a Negro disc jockey' from Si. Louis, Mo., to fly to Los Angeles to
accept the award for him.

A source advised on 4/24/62 that the' WLA claimed to be ah
independent organization dedicated to non-partisan participation in
legislative and civic activities. Its position usually paralleled the
position of the CP and' related groups.

100-439762-9 p.2
(4P

A NY Office routing slip enclosed a copy Of an article from
the "Amsterdam News" of 7/13/63, page. 11, entitlOd "Egg-Throwirig
And Dr. King" by Jackie Robinson. Robinson wrote that Dipk Gregory
had said the Black Muslims had been in existence for thirty-five years
"but the Negro didnV/t know anything about them until the white man
put them on his television." Gregory added that Malcolm X had been
invited to speak on white college campuses all oyer the nation $ but
seldom, if ever, got invited, to Negro college campuses.

25-330971-6591 enclip.

2

( 1^
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MG Burke Marshall, Civil Rights Division of the Department,
Washington, DC, said he had received a call on 7/26/63 from Dick Gregory
who advised he had information that communists were going to take over the
•Congress;,- 'of: Racial Equality (CORE) (100-225892) in Chicago. He stated
that Gregory ’ s source was I I who was described as' being in CORE b6

in Chicago.

Chicago teletype dated 7/27/63 disclosed that
| | was

interviewed on this date at the home of Dick Gregory, Chicago , and was
unable to furnish any CP information regarding CORE. Gregory was
present briefly during the interview and casually mentioned that he
planned to see the AG during the coming week to discuss racial matters
generally.

The 7/27/63 issue of ’’Washington Post and Times Herald^”
page C-18, contained an article that Gregory was to speak at the convention
of Walther League, young people’s organization of Luthern Church -

Missouri Synod, to be held July 28 to August 1, 1963 in Washington, DC.

100-225892-662 p.1,2 -

(40-
.

SI par. 1 and 2
100^225892-659 p.1,2

SI par. 2
100-440885-1 p.1,2 „ = _ _

SI par. 2
100-225892-660 p.1,3,4 encl.p.l

On 8/14/63. 1 Imade available a circular bearing the
caption ’’Wake Up.’," and the name Campus Interracial Committee at the
bottom. A review of this circular disclosed that it was very critical
ofthe position taken by Governor John Connally of Texas in opposing the
public accommodations section of the Sivil rights bill being considered
at that time by Congress; The last paragraph was a quoted statement
made to the Mississippi Negroes by Dick Gregory which was ‘favorable to
the Kennedy brothers and unfavorable to Governor Connally;

b7D

157-970-583 encl.p.2
( 14^

ri
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Immediately following the contact with ! I the
Chicago Office began receiving press inquiries which indicated Gregory's
public relations man had contacted the press and told them about the
gun being turned over to the FBI. It was indicated that Gregory had
taken this action because the Chicago Police were too busy arresting
Negroes to handle a murder. Gregory had indicated to. the press that
he had received information concerning the gun from a fellow prison at
the jail in Chicago.

AAG Marshall said Gregory's action in this instance was
ridiculous and we should have nothing further to do with him. The gun
was to be turned over to^the Detective Division, of. jthe. ^Chicago PD, which
was investigating the murder of Alderman Lewis.

62-9-9-1340 p. 1,2
(30^

The "Chicago Sun-Times*" Chicago* 111., for 8/26/63, page 3

»

carried an article en.ixtle'fe"Rights Leaders To Be Honored At McCormick
Place.” The article* stated that Chicago area civil-rights leaders and
national and local civil-rights groups would be the recipients of special
award citations at a ceremony Monday night at A Century of Negro Progress
Exposition at McCormick Place. Among the individuals getting citations
would be Dick Gregory.

157-970-A ’.'Chicago Sun-Times"
(14^'— 8/26/63

-11-



Movie Actor Charlton Heston, Los Angeles, Calif., advised, that
a group of about 60 to 90 movie personalities, for which he was spokesman,
were planning to take part in the March On Washington (157-970), 8/28/63.
He furnished a list of individuals who had confirmed their intention
to be in the above mentioned group. The list, which was set out,
included the name of Dick Gregory.

157.-970-353 encl.p.l
( 140^

The "Daily Variety" for 8/26/63 reported that the Crescendo
nightclub, 8572 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif had some trouble
when entertainer Dick Gregory failed to keep an -engagement. Gregory
was eight .days, late in. opening at the Crescendo", finally appearing on
8/24/63 after spending twelve days in a Chicago jail. He had traveled
to Chicago in connection with certain demonstrations in that city, and
the news article showed that he was jailed in Chicago on 8/12/63 because
of his participation in an alleged civil rights demonstration. The
article said he was given an option to sign, a recognizance- bond* bail

-firstset at $15.00 then totally waived, but refused as a matter of
principle because * "I was not guilty," His trial for Motion of .Dismissal
was held 8/23/63 in Chicago and a decision was to be made 9/10/63 on it.
Gregory’s writer, Jim Sanders, also was jailed with the, comic and both
planned to travel to Washington, DC to participate in the demonstration
on 8/28/63. / _ . _ __ -

The above column reported that at least half of Gregory’s
-act ’’comprised a lengthy, direct,7 and frequently barbed commentary
on his stay at Durance Vile* The rest was his usual ’comedic* material.
As he opened, he- told the customers, ’sorry I’m late’ .

"

The article continued that 'Gregory was paid $5,000 weekly and
promised to negotiate his contract to improve the loss he caused the
owners of the Crescendo.

92-3174-66 pi 1,

2

( 3^
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|
Jadvised that Dick Gregory and his wife attended

a William Worthy Dinner meeting on 8/28/63 in the Madison Room of the
Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, DC .

According to I I the above meeting was called to formulate
the Freedom Wow Party (105-123706).

105-123706-11 end.

SI 157r,970-989 p.l

p.2

WFO advised oh 9/23/63 that an unknown man called the "Washington
Evening Star" and the "Washington Post Times Herald" and indicated there
was a bomb in the Howard Theater, 600 T St., NW, Washington, DC.

It should be noted that Dick Gregory was appearing at the
Howard Theater at that time.

15^:53-647 p.l

The "Richmond Times Dispatch, " Richmond, Va. , reported that
Rev. Martin Luther King announced the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference

<
(SCLC) (157-632) Wationai Convention was to be held ih

'

Richmond. According to the article, Dick Gregory was to be one of the fcJsL*

principal speakers at the National Convention banquet program to be Held
on 9/24/63. Gregory was to be presented the SCLC’s annual "merit award"
for his participation in the civil rights movement.

157-632-43 p.l
(IS-)

SI 157-632-42 end. p.2
(lS^CMajor S. Duling, Richmond^ Ya.PD)
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NY-3580-S* advised of a discussion between Stanley Levison
and his brother, Roy Bennett, on 9/30/63 (place not given). Levison
told Bennett that Dick Gregory, Bayard (Rustin') and "someone else"
held a six hour session to map out a program. He said he had a feeling
that Gregory .was "a little nuts" and both agreed that l they couldn't
see what kind of a program or movement there could be Vith a comedian,
who had no education (Gregory) on. its staff. They agreed that this
appeared $0. be a "gimmicking" approach. Levison and Bennett indicated that
Gregory apparently was in favor of the Christmas, boycott which had been
proposed by some civil rights leaders.

100-3-116-398 p.2

b6

Identification Officer l

,

I of the Dall as Countv b7

Sheriff's Office, Selma, Ala., advised that

l

I I of Dick Gregory was arrested on 9/27/63 ana charged with unlawful
assembly and inciting to riot.

At a Negro rally on IO/4/63 at Selma, Ala. , the main speakers
were Dick Gregory and SNCC Leader, James Forman i They urged Negroes
to try to become registered voters, beginning on 10/7/63; Gregory was
particularly critical of white people generally, and white law enforcement
officials (source not clear, possibly SA. who attended rally).

On IO/5/63 it was observed that another Negro rally was held b7c

at the Fi rst Baptist Church in Selma with Gregory again being the featured
speaker. I I of the "Selma Times Journal Newspaper,"
advised that Gregory's speech was considerably toned down from the one
he gave the previous night. stated that Gregory left Selma, x

Ala.
on IO/6/63. 1 1

157-4r6l-191 encl.p.6,7
(5^

I ladvised that the Washington b7D

Area Committee For The Abolition, Of The HCUA (WACAHCUA) (100-434886) had
scheduled a public meeting for iO/lO/63 at the American University,
Washington, DC. Informants stated it was estimated that the WACAHCUA
would lose approximately two hundred dollars on the meeting. In order to
make up the deficit, the WACAHCUA intended to contact Dick Gregory to
participate in a fund-raising affair to be held soon after the meeting.
According to informants, definite plans had not been made.

100-434886-43 encl.p.3
(40^

-14-
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| |
advised that [ member of the State Board, be

the highest policymaking body of tne Illinois CP, had stated that in b7c
early October, 1963, there wa:s a conference of delegates from the largerb7D
civil rights organizations at the University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.
He said the main discussion concerned the First Congressional District
and the defeat of Congressman William Dawson. Dick Gregory, who had in
the past considered running against Dawson, had withdrawn the offer.

advised on 11/12/63 that Gregory, a well-known b7D
Negro comedian, naa been prominently mentioned in recent months in
connection with racial disturbances in Chicago and the Southern part
of the US.

100-3rl4-3870 p.42,43
(3^

The following references on Dick Gregory appear in the file
captioned "Racial Matters," 157-6, and set out information concerning
Gregory’s activities in the civil rights movement in several American
cities. Gregory participated:

-

in many racial demonstrations by leading
marchers* sit-ins, and speaking at many of the meetings and rallies.
He was arrested several times during 1963 and the early part of 1964
for parading without a permit, disorderly conduct and disturbance. Each
time he was convicted but always entered an appeal.

REFERENCE

157-6-2-1459 encl.p.l
1500 p.l
1506 p.l
1532 encl.p.4
1534 end. p.l, 2, 4 ,

5

157-6-3-1079 encl.p.l
II63 encl.p.l

157-6-4-692 end. p. 18
747 p.

2

748 p.l
750 p.l
752 p.2
755 p.3-5
773 p.2
774 p.l
775 p.l

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(.sy^

(®C.

<6r\

(6>K
(60^
(60̂
(60^
(69-
( 6)^
(79-
(70-

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

157-6-4-778 p.l
782 p.l
784 p.4
786 p.l
825 p.1-4
863 end. p.l
916 encl.p.20
976 p.1-5
999 encl.p.9
1202 p.l
1248 encl.p.3

157^6-9-139 p.l
188 p.l
244 encl.p.2
249 p il
281 end. pi 1
295 end. p.l
302 p.l
313 ericl.p.3
314 encl.p.2
322 enclip.1,2
326 p.l
327 p.l
439 enclip.l
471 ericli p.1-3
473 p.l
500 enclip.1,2

157-6-10-311 encl.p.2

157-6-11-72 p.2

157-6-19-111 end; p. 2

157-6-21-126 end. p; 1
163 end. p.l
164 p.l
168 end. p.l, 3,

4

226 end. p.l,

2

231 end. p.l
233 p.l

157-6-25-235 end. p.l
241 end. p.l, 2

243 p.l; end. p.2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(89<
(89^
(.8'K
(8)^ '

(8^
(8tf>~
(89*^
( 15>^
(80-^
(80——

^

(80^
(80^^
(99^
(9^
(9*y~
(90^

(9\K^

(90^

(99^
(99""
(9\K
(90^
(9)^
(90^
(lOvV^
( 109^
(io>)^T -

(ior,
do.)"

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

157-6-25-250 end. p.3,4
252X end.pd
254 p.l
256 end. p.l
258 pil
260 end. pd,

2

263 encl.p.2

157-6-26-88 end. p.l,

2

89 p.l
90 enclip.l
92 enclip.l
304 end. p.l
314 end. p.l

157-6-34-73 p.1,2
676 encl.p.2

157-6-36-35 end. pil
40 end. p.l

157-6-40-46 p.l

157-6^41-979 pv2
1209 end. p.l

157-6-47-22 p.l
27 end. p.l
196 encl.p.2
208 enclip.l

157-6-52-175 end. p.l’

157-6-61-366 p2
371 p.l
374 p.l
385 p.l
395 p.l
405 end. p.1-5
420 end. p.l

157-6-63-1212 end. p.l

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

dor"
(110^
da)-"'
(109^
doa^
da>-^
(10-)^

(11
(ii3u^
(11^-"

(11N>^
(13^^

( 11^88^
(H0>—

’

-
( lli)^

' -

da)-5"

daK
(12tK
(12vK
(12J>

dav
(120^
daK
da)-
<120^
(12^
(13^
(13^

(130<-
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b6
b7C

Officer
| iHumati Relations Section, ‘Chicago PD, advised

that Dick .Gregory addressed a rally, under the sponsorship of the
"Freedom Day II Committee" of the Coordinating Council of Community
Organizations, held at the United Packing House Workers Hall, 4859 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago on 2/23/64. Officer I I stated thd rally was called
to stimulate the proposed Chicago school boycott scheduled for 2/25/64*

157*^9-93 end. p.1,2

b7D

I H and the 2/25/64 edition of the "Boston Globe" reported
that at a "Freedom Rally" to be held on 2/25/64 at the Donnelly Memorial
Theater, Boston j Mass;, Dick Gregory, professional Negro comedian,
Louis Lomax, Negro author, and Roy Wilkins. National President of the
NAACP, would be the principal speakers. I I advised that the
"Freedom Rally" was sponsored by the "Massachusetts Freedom Movement"
which was brought into being to organize and direct the fight against
"de facto" segregation in Boston schools.

157-4-5-23 encl.p.l

SI 157-4-5-21 encl.p.3
(50^ b6

_ ^
' b7C

|

!

‘ ‘
- b7D J

I (protect identity) advised that the "Bob Kennedy
Show," a program of' Radio Station WBZ, Boston, Mass. , on 3/24/64 had as its ;!

guest speaker Malcolm X Shabazz. Kennedy, the moderator of the program,
introduced Malcolm *X‘ as leader of the Black Muslims, Muslim Mosque, Inc. !

(100-441765). Malcolm X said he attended a conference on 3/l4/o4 in
Chester, Pa., and Dick Gregory was in attendance. Gregory and some other
individuals . in attendance had formed an organization to be known as "Act."
This group was designed to act anytime, anywhere and in any manner
necessary to bring^about results.

j

100-441765-29 p.6
(54^
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i

j

i

i

Detective
reported that schoof

.
Bureau of Special Services, NYC PD^

boycott demonstrations were held on 3/16/64 in the
NYC area spearheaded by the Citywide. Committee for Integrated Schools.
Among the speakers at this demonstration wais Dick Gregory of Chicago.

b6
hlC

157-4=34-50 end. p; 2

(S*<
SI 154^4-34-47 p.l

CG-603I-S-* advised that on 3/20/64 Claude Lightfoot (100-108) b7c
was at the offices of "The Worker.” 36 Nest Randolph St., Chicago, and
contacted

| t member of the CP of Illinois. They engaged
in a general discussion about the wife of the Negro comedian , Dick.
Gregory, and the fact that she had had twins.

100-108-1199 pi 2
(4^

. # | |, Chicago, representing
First Congressional citizens committee ana supporting Congressional b7C

candidate ]

~

1

, from First Congressional District, personally
appeared at the Chicago Office on 4/13/64 regarding possible Election

- .-Laws ( 56tO)- violations at Primary Elections in Chicago on 4/14/64

.

I
|
was accompanied by Dick Gregory

,

1 I Tfho ~ was~opposincrJ - -

congressman William Dawson who was running for election to US Congress,
and others .

- * J - —
I Iwho was the principal spokesman, advised of their b6

desire- to have a fair and honest election and of their desire for FBI b7c

assistance if possible at the pplTs^In the event of any irregularities.
They were advised that the FBI would not police the polls but would
receive any complaints of irregularities they might have.

56-0-1085 p.l
(30^
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The following references on Diclc Gregory appear in the file
captioned "National Civil Rights Convention, Chester, Pa., 3/14/64,
Racial Matters," 157-1526, and revealed tile following: The above
convention was sponsored by the Coordinating Council of Civil Rights
Organizations and was held at the Eastern Light Masonic Lodge, 815 West
3rd St., Chesteri The meeting began with a fo'ntyv minute presentation
by Dick Gregory, who sat in front of the room with the three chairmen
and secretaries and was the only one in the room who rose and stood at
attention when Malcolm X walked in. It appeared to the source that
Gregory was friendly with Malcolm X. Gregory spoke in generalities
and referred to his experiences in Atlanta and San Francisco.

It was announced „at the above meeting that the Coordinating
Council of Civil Rights Organizations would meet at Washington; DC., on
4/I8/64 at Odd Fellows Hall, 1853 - 9th St., NW, to begin a week of
boycotts and sit-ins in that city. Among the well known leaders in the
integration movement expected to be present was Gregory.

SERIAL

8 encl.p.l
9 encl.p.1,2
12 encl.p.l
13 encl.p.l

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

<1
(14Kf

ujff'
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REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

See the search slip filed behind .file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set
out in the main file. Differences in source id.ll be noted on the
search slip;
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subject: dICK GREGORY

RACIAL MATTERS

date:
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Mr.
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Mr. Callahan -
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Vi #

Attached for information of the Bureau ^ c?

is^a newspaper report of an appearance* by DICK GREGORY
Negro entertainer, who appeared in Springfield, Missouri^
October 14, 1964. . £ »

.

Bureau will note GREGORY comments concerning
iXyl/

Attorney General ROBERT KENNEDY , the FBI and many other
•prominent individuals in a derogatory manner. L- y~>

' * tA
'

*
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LOCALITIES PAGE

Michigan 3

New York „ .3.

Illinois 4

Mississippi 4

Georgia 4

Tennessee 4

California 8
*

District of Columbia 13

Virginia
~

' 13

Alabama > 14

Pennsylvania 18





OHIONAI rOKM NO. 10
MAY |t*2 COITION
CSA GCN* «C. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

0

TO

FROM

Mr. DeLoach
i

DATE: 12-8-64

SUBJECT:

"LES CRARANE SHOW"

Trotter

Tele. Room -

Holraes

Gcndy . ...

1'

M.

&
DICK GREGORY
APPEARANCE ON
12-7-64

'
*

^ ^Captioned television program is presented natipnwide over the
American Broadpasting Company each weekday evening from 11:30 p. m. until

la.m.
4"

** /
x‘

o ^ .Crane opened the program noting that the FBI had made arrests
in the civil rights case in Mississippi. He asked a member*of'the audience
what he'thOughfrof this and the individual replied that he thought this was good and it

showedSfhat tlie FBI "was really working. " /

Comedian Dick Gregory was interviewed by Crane', between
12;30 - 12:45 a. m. He mentioned his new book .-an.autobiogranliVi:entitled_

^Mgg^ii’ and-devoted severaTminutes to the telling of jokes regarding^he
civil rights movement.

O
Crane mentioned the FBI arrests in Mississippi and Gregory

saicj,that 'they only bore out what he said three months ago when he claimed he
^had;stated arrests would occur in this case shortly after the election. He said

fit was very sad that this had to be "a political thing. " He did not explain this

and Crane^did not pursue the matter further.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information. /
/d<r— yyo

"-1 .,l~,Mi>..~-%blison i *

1 - Mr. tteLpi.ch'-.j

1 - Mr. Rosen
,1 .- Mr. ^Sullivan

,

,r
n'r

vi * *

* V
* \) z 0- r

"CRIMEJ
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^ <? “ **ur it« pnmoN V J
C$A GIN. *?G. no. J7

UNITED STATES GC^RNME

Memorandum
UNITED STATES G<T JRNMENT

to : Mr* Belmon

Tol^R-
J^rnont

.

^ohr .

—

>
DeLoacht

Casper —
Callahan

Conrad—
Felt

January 21, 1965

FROM

JBJECT:

: A. Rosl||^\^

-Trigger :/d an autobiography
BY DICK GREGORY

.

WITBTHOBERT LIPSYTE;
BOOK REVIEW

THE BOOK:

Mr • Mohr
Mr* DeLoach
Mr. Sullivan
Mr* Belmont
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Malley
Mr* McGowan
Mr* Lavin I

Research Sect^*.
(Publications)

Trotter -
Tele. Room

.

Holmes __

Gjsfltiy ——

.

ni
v The book is 224 pages, published by the firm of

E . P . Dutton and Company , Inc * , New York . The price is $4.95. rfjy\The book can be broken down into 'the. three phases of Gregory * s jffjw
life, the first section dealing with his early days in
St. Louis, Missouri, and his family/ background, which consisted $
of, a broken home and dire poverty .A The second section of the
book deals with Gregory !s rise to athletic fame as a track star ]®o

at Southern Illinois University, and the third section is
devoted to his rise to fame as a Negro comedian. During this'll/
third period of his life, Gregory became interested in the \ , x

civil rights struggle of the Negro .and has made several
appearances throughout the South on behalf of the civii rights \\s
program. -a*

d
The book would have little interest to anyone except

a fan of Dick Gregory. The man certainly has a drive within C
him, which has enabled him to raise himself up from a very poorg-
begipning to become a track star and later to become a well-paisl'
entertainer. The book, however, lapses into obscenities in u
certain places, and as an example of Gregory* s character he 2
proclaims in one portion of the book that his wife Lillian was £5^
.four—months pregnant when she told him of her pregnancy and g t

^thereafter they were married. Gregory',^in certain portions of w I

the book, lapses into gutter language’ and* no great thoughts or § j

solutions to the .race problem are enunciated, which makes it 13 *

I

doubtful that the book will find any ^permanent place in American
literature or advance the cause’of the Negro

t

^Enclosure
Vr-
1 - 106^440423
1 62U46855*

COKES
DESTMWU a
(Dick Gregory)

1

'(Book Reviews)

/0O^

JAN 25 1965

RBL/bec
(12) l

JAii

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr* Belmont
RE: "NIGGER;” AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY

BY DICK GREGORY

.THE AUTHORS :

Gregory is the subject of Bureau file 100-440423.
This file consists mostly of letterhead memoranda dealing with
Gregory* s appearances throughout the qountry on behalf of the
civil rights movement.

* Gregory wrote an insolent^telegram to the Director on
May 8, 1964, in which he stated, ”1 challenge you to tell the
public who these communists are and where they are” in relation
to the Director’s statement that there are communists affiliated
with the civil rights movement in the United States. The Director
indicated that the Bureau should "ignore this welp.”

In addition, Gregory, in another instance injected
himself into the case of the three missing civil rights workers
who were murdered in Mississippi. Gregory made press releases
that Congress should investigate the FBI because he furnished the
FBI with information indicating the location of the bodies.
Gregory did furnish information to the Bureau in this matter,
which information, however, was of no value in the case. Gregory
also made irresponsible and ridiculous claims for credit for the
solution of the case.

_

There are no references in Bureau files to

There is attached hereto a full book report published
by "The Nation" dated 11/23/64.

MENTION OF THE FBI:

The FBI is mentioned on page 191 of the book. Gregory
made an appearance in Greenwood, Mississippi, in 1963 (the date is
not given in the book) and made mention that the police were on
their best behavior that day because there were FBI Agents in town
with movie cameras. Bureau files (157-896) indicate that Dick
Gregory appeared in Mississippi during 1963, and it should be
noted that pursuant to Departmental request, Agents were observing
and photographing .activities relating to the desegregation of
Mississippi business establishments and public facilities during
this period.

RECOMMENDATION:
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•'There is another aspect of Lawre^y
^yhlch needs to be discussed and^Tf
usually dodged by everyone except the

mote tendentious Marxist critics. Like

Ycatlk Stephan ' George, T, S. Eliot, *

Valery^tJnamuno, Ezra Pound, von

Hoffmamuhal, Lawrence was a dedi-

cated spoilsman for what Joseph Free-

man thirty %ars ago called the fascist

.unconscious’ANote the "f" is in lower

case. Lawrence did not live to see the

horrors of Nazism, but the Nibelungcn

grist that hamned Frieda’s relatives

aroused in,him ofUy amused contempt,

as did the more tribal popinjay antics

of Mussolini’s minions. Nevertheless;

Lawrence was antwtumane, anti-

humanist and anti-humaStitarian, like

most of the leading poets of the inter-

national community of the >first half

of the 20th century. In Europ\the ex-

ponents
;

6f humanism were i^oved
'

frauds by the First World WatWln
•America, where by a historical \c-

,

^ident they were given the chance

acts^ersonally ip committees, they were

proved, malevolent frauds by the Sac-

co-Vanzetti case. Byt this does not,

mean that^humanism is a.fraud. Nor
does It excuse an anti-humane way
of life. Lawrehce once remarked that

to man in-

growth in

the

perfection of painless^ dentistry. This

is probably true, but it does not ex-

cuse Ernest Hemingway*§ attendance

at bull fights.

This question is usually ^dismissed

the bcastlincs^of man
creased in prop&^tion to

membership in the*S.P.C.A. and

as one of the out-of-date concerns of

the thirties. It Is not, and someday
^Jt is going to be necessary to revalu-

Ste book by book and almost sentence

byisentence the moral meaning of the

leadiftg poets of the first half of the

20th century. Since Lawrence occu-

pies so exposed a position in this con-

text, he would make an excellent sub-

ject for the^first chapter. The po-

lemics of the thirties, far from set-

tling the matter, confused it further,

since both sides of^|he controversy

^vere in fact militant ajati-humanists,

whatever they called themselves. In

America one sect of theni^did in fact

call themselves Humanists*^as of

course did Zhdhanovin the last blbgdy

hours of Stalin.

There’s not much to say about

theboojc of Lawrence’s paintings, al-

though edition is good to have

if one is a I^vrqUian. Like most fa-

mous people, Lawrehc&was Indulged

and self-indulged. Likerlemoj^iller,

he was persuaded that he vfa$* a
painter. Painting is hard work and the

business' of professionals. Lawrence

was not as skilled an amateur as

Winston ^Churchill or Dwight Eisen-

hower—nmdi less Estlin Cummings.
He painted

V
fqr relaxation, not least

the relaxation o^sexual tensions. His

paintings are rather silly as are the

verses he wrote foh^such purposes.

Some of them, with re'd^naked males,

with Abyssinian faces, and^rnountain*

ous women with BrCinnhlldcan^bottoms

are diagnostic Krankcnkunst,, slightly

crazy fantasies of himself and Fm$la.

The whole book is one of those embmr^
rassing, historically important docu-

/

O ts so Vital
a

to the history of litcra-

but so expendable by good taste.

\s for the Collected Poems, as a

finaUcditio princcps it leaves nothing

to be
v
<tes>ired. Juvenilia and variora

and dtsmembra rcjccta, all are here,

edited,'conned and printed with lov-

ing care. It i?hmrd to see how this edi-

tion will ever bc^q^crscdcd.

Kenneth Rexroth's Selected Poems of

D. H. Lawrence (NewDirectibns, 1948)

was the first editon of Lawrence's

poetry to be published in this country

since 1929.

Comedy’s Cold Sustenance
NIGGER . By

(

Pick Gregory with Robert

Lipsyte. E: P, Dutton & do. '224- pp.

$4.95,

November 23, 1964
U

Peter de Lissovoy
Negroes have called one another “nig-

ger” ever since the white man slurred

the epithet Into being, but it doesn't

mean what it used to. Jokes and in-

sults that once worked to restrict and
reduce a people get turned around in

a revolution* and expose the malicious

and straitened mentality that created

them. These days, "nigger” is seen to

be, a white man; when a black uses

the word, he affirms, ironically, his

own humanity, and—by the same twist

—anticipates a time when that human-
ity will be generally acknowledged.

v
Not that this is anything really new.

The African, chained down and sailed

away, was .feeling it every time he

shook his head in terror or in disbelief.

And there were slaves who felt it, who
challenged and recognized their fan-

tastic fate, and started rebellions and
started the blues. But recently, the

irony has become quite public. A cold

silver sustenance of the heart has

climbed out of hiding and. become fa-

miliar even to whites. The title of Dick

Gregory’s new book is shocking, as

was intended—a matter of sales. But

it is more than this. It is full and large

in a.way it could never have been a

decade or two ago—a promise and a
‘ claim and, disappointingly^ much
larger than the book itself.

Nigger begins impressively with a

comic, poignant account of Gregory’s

youth in the slums of St. Louis. The

Peter de Lissovoy, a frequent Nation
contributor, xuas until recently a^cam-

* paign writer for C . B. King, the first

Negro candidate for Congress from
;

south Georgia since Rfconstniction.

style is reminiscent, easy and rolling:

. . . Once a month the big gray re-

lief truck would pidl up in front of

our house and Momma would flash

that big smile and stretch out her
hands. "Who else you know in this,

.neighborhood gets this kind of serv-

ice?’’ And we could all feel proud

when the neighbors, folks who
weren't on relief, folks who had Dad-
dies in their houses, would come by

the back porch for some of those

hundred pounds of potatoes, for

some sugar and flour and salty fish.

We'd stand but there on the back
porch and hand out the food like we
were in charge of helping poor peo-

ple. , . .

And we get the “boy” as well as the

^black”: .
'

We went to the movies a lot . . .

Once wediad a riot . .

.

when Tarzan
jumped doivn from a tree and grab-

bed about a hundred Africans. We
didn't^ mind when Tarzan beat up
five or ten, but this xvas just too

*many, a whole tribe, and we took

that movie house apart, ran up on
the stage and kicked the screen and

*fought the guys who still dug Tar-

zan,

. , . We used to root for the In-

dians against the cavalry, because *

we didn't think it was- fair in the

history books that when the cavalry

won it was a great Victory, when
the Indians won it xvas a massacre.

We alxvays cheered for the American
soldiers and booed the Japanese and -

Germans. ...
We had joys back there in St.

Louis, joys that made us xvant to live

* just as surely *as the pains taught
*us how to live

; ...

The temptation to quote is great

—

as it always is after a 'Gregory 'per-

formance. (Robert Lipsyte probably

put it all to paper, but the storyteller’s

stylp is Gregory’s.) What really tips

the scales for the first section of the

liNCSLOSUBB />?'<??J 383
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book is the reconstruction o

Gregory began developing his

draw humor:
T

• . . I got picked on a lot around
the neighborhood; skinniest hid on
the block, the poorest, the one with-
out a Daddy, I guess that's •when I

first began to /cam, about humor, *

the power of the joke. ...
“Hey Gregory, get your ass over

A

here. Want you to tell me and Her-
man how many kids sleep in your

,
bed

r

“Googobs of kids in my bed, man,
when 1 get up to pee in the middle
of the night gotta leave d'bookmark .

so / don't lose my place*'
* , Before they could get going, I'df

** knock it out first, fast. . . . Every-
thing began to change then. Once
you get a man to laugh with you,
it's hard for him to laugh at you . . . J

* . . . Sometimes the big guys would
conic after me. A guy twice my size

.
would grab me and push me against
a wall and be all ready to knock my ,

**

face in. I'd roll my eyes and look
down at his feet.

“Baby, you better kill me quick*. ,

If you don't, I'm gonna steal those *

cool shoes you xvearin'."

Noxv xvho^could beat up a guy who *

said that?

Gregory made a weapon of humor in
order to become a man on the block.

The block is nearly always a littlc-

Amcrica. Negroes have long used the

Joke to become and remain men in a,

'society that would reduce , them to

something less. Gregory’s mother
taught him that “man has *wo ways

*

out in life—laughing and crying.

There’s more hope in laughing.” These
first chapters say something about
how a whole lot of black men have
stayed sane and grown, and under
'Gregory’s enriching comic gaze the "boy t

that he was emerges large and real/

After the first hundred or so pages,

the book begins to slow and weaken.
Gregory leaves Southern Illinois Uni-
versity, where he has studied and run
track on an athletic scholarship, and
moves into the frenzied world of the

small-time entertainer. Now he is not

casting back into a -period, of his life

for significant anecdotes and mem-
ories, but is trying to explain how he
got from here to there to the "Big-Time.

The comic style that has* worked so

well grows thin, and he begins to rely

heavily on the .sudden reverse or

punch line to provide the necessary

movement. At only one, point docs the

book rise again to the level of the first

chapters. Like a gem turned up in -

common. rock, hal£ a dozen .pages arc>

devoted suddenly to what Gregory,

^calls “one of the^greatest, -lessons -in*
* ' , tt.t- - T, — * .
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show, business”—the problem of tall^J
ing race, or America, to predominantly^
white audiences: ,

*

* «

; . . A white man will come to a
Negro club, so hung up in this race

\ problem, so nervous and afraid of
the neighborhood and the people
that anything the comic says to re-

* lieve his tension will absoutcly knock
' hint out. ... I've seen a white man
m

in a Negro* club jump up and say'
“Excuse me" to* a Negro waitress

“ who just spilled a drink in his lap.

/ • • • But . . .Jn their neighborhood,
some of them are going to feel
sorry for me because I'm a Negro,
and some of them are going to
hate me because I'm a Negro .

Those who feel sorry might laugh a *

little at first. But they .can't rcsjtect

someone they pity, and eventually
they'll stop laughing K Those who
hate me aren't going to laugh at all.

I've got to hit them fast, before
they can think, just the way I hit
those kids back in St. Louis who
picked on me because I was raggedy
and had no Daddy. . . . I’ve got to
make jokes about myself before L
can make jokes about them and their

* society—that way they can't hate
me. Comedy is friendly relations . . . .

At his best, Gregory exploits an old
discipline—the comic tradition that
informs the blues. Humor, in^the Ne-
gro community, is much more than a
means to survival. As a way of living
and seeing it is as valid for the white
man as for the black. Gregory is rin

instructive, sometimes great, humorist
because he finds ways of expressing
his and his audience’s humanity at a
comic level really common* to both. He
neither makes fun of himself in the
post-minstrel Rochester tradition (the
Jack 'Benny days)' nor succumbs to

the temptation' of attacking his audi-
ence with a funny hatchet, biit laughs
at us all and brings the audience up to

his level.

Most of this middle portion of
the book is straight, narrative autobi-'

ography—interesting only if you are,

curious about how Gregory met his

wife, got started as a comic, and began
haying kids. The relatively even irony?
of the first pages breaks down, and a
little vein "of sentimentality, just ap-

parent at first, begins to bleed, copious-
ly. After all his bleak and perilous

Uimcs, he gets his break. He appears at
the Playboy Club—and then on the

Jack. Paar Show

;

and now he can buy
a color television set that is so big that'

doors must be unhinged to, get it into

his apartment, and he can buy , his

wife,,who can’t drive, a Thunderbird.
(“That’s getting back "at the*system/’)

• . . I was growing by the minute,
meeting fascinating people, like
Heftier and Paar and Bob Hope. I
was flying first class to California
and Ncio York. One day one of the
biggest record companies called. ... *

Fascinating people. . . . Now he even
gets to put down his non-Daddy, who
once deserted his mother, and the girl

friend who was once too good for him
shows up at a performance and he
gets to crack on her. ’That was a big
year, 1961.” He celebrates it at Christ-
mas and gives his wife a long list of
things. “It’s get-even time, Santa.”

It sounds like a bad Marxist carica-
ture of a nouveau riche. Just about the
time we,are thinking, my God, he can’t
be leading us here, we discover that, in
the back of his mind, Gregory has been
thinking the same thing. He begins to

do shows in prisons, and benefits for
' CORE and the NAACP. And this Isn’t

enough. He goes South and marches
with SNCC in Selma, Greenwood,
Jackson. The Grand Reversal. Here is

America the Beautiful—in the faces of
“those' brave, beautiful kids . . .” who
never sleep, and sacrifice so much,
.and so on. The rest’— the denoue-
ment— Is old-hat movement rhetoric.

This is really too bad. Because there
is a grandeur -in the Southern Negro
Movement. Thejclyil rights struggle is

creating heroes in a society -whose
herolessness is celebrated in a hundred
novels. Gregory himself has made
large sacrifices—one of a small but
important group of celebrities who
have given of their time and stature.
But, with the exception of a couple of
good anecdotes, Gregory’s account of
his experiences in the South is senti-

mental, mechanical, undi’seovering

—

another page in the tourist brochure
(

that the publishing business is writing
for the ‘Movement.
And the failure is a bit deeper yet.

There is the climax, the big reversal— ,

money isn’t everything, and so on. Un-
fortunately, it doesn’t work. Gregory
has elaborated too enthusiastically the
meanings of his show-biz success. Of
course, he has built it all up partly in •

order to knock it down with his con-
version to. Freedom. But the tone of
his commercial success hangs on in
our. minds *and, like an echo, up rises
the question: In what will success for-
the Movement consist?

* ... we're ready to change a sys-
tem, a system where a white man

,

'

can destroy a black man with a sin-
gle word. Nigger.
When we're through . . there

won't be any niggers any more.

But when iiigger f-r and whitey,,

—

v * '

..v v-vs-h'i, ’ The Nation
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have disappeared, who Will reiVJe
them? Who will we be then? Fascinat-

ing people like Bob Hope? Gregory

suggests nothing to the contrary. But if

Gregory’s thinking stops short of* an
important question, so docs the think*

ing of many of us, involved or sympa-

thctic, in the Movement. Nigger ,is a

small book* Years ‘from now, when the
jp

civil rights struggle has run out more fej

of its course, it-may* be* the*book’s limi- Ip
tations that seem most* eloquent/

The Ice Age

If every writer had Hans Kohings-

berger’s compactness of expressly

there would oe no need' of microfilm

in the public libraries. He can starn^

and finish a enjapter within the space
"

it tool: Henry Vames to reach the

first semicolon.! His entire output

probably runs to\ about a quarter of

the ‘length of on& of those fat epics

about fornication |n a small Ameri-

can town. In this space he has man-

aged to say moretabout the human
condition than many reputable au-

thors could achieve af they wrote un-

,
til the end of time. \

Consider a fairly! familiar theme

In the modern novel:! a single girl is

< involved with a married man, and

during an unguardecj moment he

talks of marrying her.IThis Is surely

good for a new typewriter ribbon, half

a dozen freshly sharpened pencils and

a brisk walk around the|block before*

starting into the big scei^e:
#

V (I) Man tells girl he would like to

marry her. \
’ (2)* Reaction from girl.i *

j

(3) Decision by girl to p^ay it cool.’

; \ (4) Reply from girl shoeing that

she is playing it coof|

(5)

. Reaction from man. 1

(6) Reaction from girl to&reactiori

from man. 1
' (7) Decision by man to *play it

cagey. ,
. %

A
(8) Cagey reply from man. ^
(8) Editorial summing up of the

situation at half time. \
And so on, through all the' tense

pauses, averted glances and all^the

rest of it to the coda with the ginLas

.likely as not wandering through^ a

rain-swept street and wondering

whether to' get herself picked up.

This is how Mr. Koningsberger deals

with the situation in his new novel^

T KNOW WHAT VM DOING. By Hans He lowered Jus paper and stared

Koningsberger. Simon Be sShuster.* at Then he went back to it and

190 pk $395 ' 1 said without ,,looking up, We ll get

*\ \ ' married one day
Kerch Waterhouse \ uWe will?” 1 asked . “Are you pro-

If every w&ter had Hans Honings-
tr

bergers compactness of expressly v

there would Be no need' of microfilm He shifted in his chair. “Vni not
In the* public libraries. He can start\

free » he finau tj muttered. “I will be
and finish a chapter within the space \one of these days ” he said.

it 'took Henry yahies to reach the ^ “Well, you just » missed your

first semicolon.! His entire output cfiance” 1 said .

probably runs to\ about a quarter of 0f scene. In other words, un*
the ‘length of on&of those fat epics like many novelists* Mr. Konings-
about fornication un a small *Ameri- berge^does not write In the apparent
can town. In this|pace he has man- belief that his publisher is about to

aged to say more|about the human do a botik-club deal with Mars and
condition than many reputable au- mat everything which human beings
thors could achieve .if they wrote un- mink and^say and do Has therefore

til the end of time. \ got to be explained asJn,that tedious

Consider a fairly! familiar theme parlor gameljwhere one has to dc-

In the modern novel

a

single girl is scrjbe a chai^ to- someone who has
involved with a married man, and never seen one^
during an unguarded moment he As jn Koningsberger’s earlier nov-

falks of marrying her.lThis is surely ejs (The Affair,\ Walk With Love
good for a new typewriter ribbon, half anj* j)eaih, An African Romance )

a dozen freshly sharpened pencils and
l Knozv Vm U6ing is written in

a brisk walk around Un^block before* a very modern way^usirig the film

starting into the big scei^e:
# director’s technique u£ cutting into

(1) Man tells girl he would like to me gU js a scene, describing it at

marry her. | its climax and getting o^t*again with-

( 2

)

* Reaction from girl.^ *

j out .any flimflam. And fte keeps the

(3) Decision by girl to p^ay it cool,
writer’s notebook a healtfJV ten paces

* (4) Reply from girl shdwing that aWay from his typewriter^ Part of

. she is. playing it cooli the present' novel is set* in^jrlollywood

(5)

. Reaction from man.
| —as good an excuse as yoii&can find

(6 ) Reaction from girl to^xeactiori
£or me «travelogue stuff—butyls only

from man. ! observation on '.that over-qb^erved

(7) Decision by man to splay it mwn is that Sunset Boulevard l| lined

cagey. , < \ with beer bottles. Mr. Koningsberger
A
(8 ) Cagey reply from man. & gets on with the story.

(9 ) Editorial summing up of the
^ \

situation at half time. \ '
. Tha Interesting thing is fyyAnd so on, roug

blithe he keeps it short. I once wrote. of An
pauses, averted ^ncesand^l the

American Roniance> that he couldn\
rest of it to the coda.J*h the gtjUs

k ^ it wi ,h the economy hh
•likely as not wandering ^8\a

uscd b^ not mllli0ns of words about’
rain-swept s

^
cc

,
- £S love already been written before It.

whether to get herself picked up \
Looking at his latest novel I realize

This Is how Mr. Koningsberger deals ^ (his lsn
-

t wholly true.
,
It's what

with the situation in his new novel. ^ haV(, HVed- rather than what we
1 Know What Im Doings

\have read that enables Mr. Konings-
’ TvT I .

“
„..*unT nf berger* to jump-in at/tlie deep end.

ZffiSS&SZ <?. mf. *»
omy

- 1
• • » . grown mdre- Complicated-, and- hope-

nam). ,r<u . ’ a S'

£
Why traditional

;

^
^politics • ^

JiaAje failed the U
individual in his p
estrangement 8

•THE |
CRISIS ' I
(of . 1

POiilTICAL
IMAGINATION1

Gleni? Tinder

^ r *

v:

'This book Isiconcerried

with the problem of re*

gaining our bearings in a
post-Marxian -society in

which not one of the
older major concepts—
liberalism, democracy, so*,

cialism and conservatism

—seemsentirelyrelevant.tirely^l

••Dr.,Tinder proposes a re-

newed awarenesslof the

relationships of commu-
nity, authority, ana reli-

gious insight^in rubril-

. liantly argued viewvthat

transcends both conserv-

-atism and liberalisms

$7.50 at oil bookstores -

(
CHARLES

SCRIBNER'S SONS
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February 17, 1965

Savannah, Georgia. 31405

FEB 1 7 1965

COMM-FBI

Tolson^
Belmont—
Mohr>_«
t)eLoach r
Casper
Callahan-*.

Conrad
FeUw_
Gale

Rosen ——
Sullivan **
Tavel ****-

Trotter—

j

Tele. Rood
Holmes

^
Gandy

1 received your letter of February 13th, with

enclosures, and want to thank you for your kind sentiments

and generous remarks concerning my administration of the

FBI. It is hoped pur future endeavors wiU continue to merit

your support and approval.

It was-indeed thoughtful of you to bring this

data to my attention and I am enclosing literature which I

trust will be of interest to you.

“Him
CDS

Sincerely yours,
J., Edgar Hooyey.

x#
Enclosures (3)

U. S. News & World Report for 12/7/64 and 12/21/64

Our Heritage of Greatness

1 - Savannah - Enclosure

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. His enclosures

were newspaper articles quoting comedian Dick Gregory as calling.

Mr. Hoover the .most dangerous man in>,'America because he headed the

secret police. He indicated the"FBI would be good in Russia and that

nobody in Government can get rid of Mr. Hoover because he has too

"vmuch dirt on everyone including the President.

> 'DTPtmlk (4) I

\/ ^\b£y
/

*

TELETYPE. UNITd
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Savannah, Ga.
31405

b6
b7C

Feb. 13, 1965

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover,
Director, F. B. I.

,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:'

My wife and I feel that you should be informed of

the derogatory remarks made by Dick Gregory about you and the

President at a meeting held here in Savannah, Monday, Feb 8,

at the Manger Hotel, and therefore local newspaper accounts are
enclosed.

- - - = — We, as with the overwhelming number of our
citizens, have the highest regard for your personal integrity

and professional actions, and look upon you and the F.B.'I. as
the staunchest bulwark and defense against the enemies of our
country, both '’domestic and foreign.

For the great work you have done and continue to do

for America, all our citizens will be indebted to you always. I recall

some thirty years ago the Knights of Columbus printed and widely

circulated an address by you* on the evils and deadly arms of Communism.
I have a copy now. You have been and yet remain the greatest obstacle

in its path. May God bless you in all your endeavors and grant you long

life and good health.

£11 good wishes to you, Mr. Hoover.

<7^

h-'Tfj'vJJ
1

Sincerely









Crusade for Voters
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fninsured

Comedian Gregory ActChan^

Joiiis|Celebration Proposed
By JIM SHEPPARiy

Staff wHi&.
i! Kr»« ‘A V.

,
said, "I just take the bag, lock .

it.in one of those lockers, then

From Our Atlanta Bureau
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Introduced Comedian
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d measure which
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dates was intro*
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* Belton of Spald

)use floor leader

s administration,

ited that the mu*
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alize an addition

through ad valo

i drew the iin

*t of Rep. Dan
am County, who
rtunately” there

rs who try to

the law and not

ilorem taxes on

d go into effect

adopted by the

bly.

the measure
it a motor vehi-
I pay his ad va-

his vehicle at

he' goes to the

le courthouse to

plates for the

The measure, if adopted
would have no effect on tag

sale procedures this year.

State Sen. Julian Webb, the
Sanders floor ieader in the Sen
ate, announced his support
the measure and commented,
“This is something we have
been discussing for some time.”
Bolton said it was not fair for

some persons to escape automo-
bile ad valorem taxes.

“If we have a tax law,
should apply to all and not just
to some,” he declared.

,

One legislator said he knew
people who would go over to an-
other pounty and buy a tag just
to escape ad valorem taxes.

Yarley

Appointed

Foreman

*oll

iced

nan
human Junior

>r roll students

today by Tho-
Jr,, principal.

• the third six

eriod were:

— Brenda Al-j

iner, Clarence

limmons, Ebba

^p!Pnda\A*
tykes, Patricia

— Elarbee
Collins, Mary

endrix, David

y Yeargin.

Dibble Boyd Yarley Jr. of Sa-
vannah was appointed* foreman
of the U.S. District Court Feb-
ruary term grand jury by Judge
Frank M. Scarlett this morning.

i

Abraham D. Eason of Manas-
sas was appointed deputy fore-
[man.

The 'other members of the
grand jury, which began consid-
ering criminal indictments to-
day, are:

,

William Frank McKenzie,
[Rincon; Theodore G. Lamas,
Savannah; John W. Winn,
Hmesville; James M. Smith, Mc-
Intosh; .Robert L. Williams,
Claxton; C. David Sterling, Sa-
vannah; Herbert L. Stacy Jr
Flemington; Lawrence D. Per-
ry, Savannah; Eugene P. Pow-
ers, Savannah; Lester H. Mor-
gan, Springfield; Horh^A. Ed-
wards, Savannah,
Maurice J. Kicklighte?

vannah; Spurgeon Lamar Ed
wards, Savannah; Lewis Fra-

Sjefc.Mc I n t o s h;\Herman-F
Laws Jr.. Claxton; Elton C.~CoI*
lins, Cobbtown; G. R, Wheeler
Tate, Sylvania; James D. Lin-
derman, Pooler^ Miss Veda
Royal, Savannah; Leroy R. Bol-

den, Savannah; Donald J. An-
derson, Savannah.

Sen. Russell Is Recuperating

Negro comedian Dick Grego-

ry, in Savannah to help cele-
brate the Chatham County Cru-
sade for Voters observance of
the fifth anniversary of the ra-
cial sit-in demonstrations, last
night addressed 31 persons at a
banquet in the Manger Hotel
scheduled for 200.

Harris Slotin, who introduced
Gregory, apologized for the
small audience.

Later, however, the comedian
was greeted by a crowd esti-

mated at 1,000 at the Flamingo
Club,

His banquet address was both
serious and humorous. He said
that

1

if race problems are not
solved, America will be dest-
royed.

Gregory said the civil rights
[movement is not black against
[White but right against wrong
“and right always wins.”

He called Federal Bureau of
Investigation director J. Edgar
Hoovej- “the most dangerous
man in America today because
he heads the secret police and
no free> society should have a
secret police. The FBI would be
good in Russia.”

“No one in the government
can get rid of Hoover for he has
too much dirt on everyone, in-

cluding president Johnson,” he
[said.

Gregory also spoke against
capital pupishment, the nuclear
bomb and trie shortage of food
and medical supplies elsewhere
in the world.

He planned to leave the city
today to join his family in Chi
[cago.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sem
Richard B. Russell, D-Ga., is

making satisfactory progress to-

ward recovery from an opera-
tion which was performed to
help him breath easier after he
was* hospitalized for treatment
of bronchitis. -

The operation^^a^tracheo-
tomy—was performed "by^ doc-
tors at Walter Reed Army Hos-
pital Saturday. The 67-year-old

. £

chairman-of the Senate Armed
-

Services' Committee was hos-
pitalized last Tuesday.

i
>

.

Bourbon Teetotaler

^BOURBON; Mo. (UP). -
’hietRev. Howard Priest is a
Baptist minister in the city of

Bourbon^He has. baptized about
|2j»v

B3urbqn residents since com-
ng;here

,about one year ago.
a---*"®-*:

New Wdy found
To SfopiHair Loss,

Grow More Hair
HOUSTON, Texas—I^you baldness and cannot be

don’t suffer from male pat helped,

tern baldness, you. can now iBut, if you are not already
stop your hair loss . , . 'and

S^c!c h0v
£ you be

i

:
, , .

* * * ant
! sure what is actually causing

grow more hair. • your hair loss? Even if bald-'

For vears “thw « all a is
n?ss Pa

X, seem to "run in

•uldn’t
6
be done^ your family,” this Is certain-

sfixs ns 1$*®jr
°(

ment that is not only stop- ^¥aVy conditions can cause
ping hair loss . * .'but is really halr

,

loss
-

,

No matter which,
one is causing your hair loss/
Ifiyou wait until you are slick
[bald and your hair roots aro
Jdead, you are beyond help.
So, if you still have hair on.

growing hair!*

! ,
They don't even ask you to

Jake their word for it. If they
believe that the treatment

he{P-yu«i they invite you t% -of'yourMTirnd “would
tor 32 days, at their like to\stop your hair loss

risk, and see for yourself! and grow more hair . . . now
Naturally, they would not the time to do something

offer this no-risk trial unless ft?
out ifc before < it's too late,

the treatment worked. How- : “Loesch Laboratory Con-
ever, It is impossible to help sultants, Inc., will supply you
everyone. v

t
with treatment for 32 days,

I

The o- r c a t tnnfnrifv at? their risk, *if they believe
I

’ nf

”

Y
t „ the treatment will help you.

I

S

i

CS
t n cxce&sive fall Just send them the informa-

anti baldness are the begin- tldn listed below. A11 inqul-
ning and more fully develop- l}% ar

£
answered conflden-

cd
p tially by *mall and withoutcu stages ot male pattern obligation.

NO OBLIGAJIOtf COUPON
,

To: Loesch Laboratory, Consultants, Inc.

Dept. “G-3”, Box 66001,13311 West Main St.

Advertisement

URGE
NOTPURGL

Get more/itatural daily action as
aiture.inl«nde<i. .Kellogg's-All-Bran
is whole bran, for gentle urging,
when food bulk is lacking in your diet.
Sold in food stores, not over drug
counters. Made from a food, tastes
like a food, IS a food.-Thus acts like a
.food. Contains no drugs, medicines,
or chemicals of anykind. Put-up by
‘Kellogg’s of Battle Creek, “the Corn
Flakes People”. Start if today.

Houston, Texas 77006

.
Lam submitting the following information with the udder-

ttajKfipg that it will.be kept strictly confidential and that I am
mferiao obligation .whatsoever.*! now have or have had the

^following; conditions:

Do-you have dandruff?i: Js. it' dry? ^ *Ar v
n;fy? .

Pj*? your scalp^bave pimples profiler irritations?

Does yourTofeheatfbecome oily ni^greasv?- -

Does your scalp itch?. JLWhen?_j ——r .tiuvsj

How long has '.your 'hair'-been' thlrining?_;

Do .you still have hair?—or fuzz? on top of your htad.

How long is it? Is it dry?_i Is it oily?.

Attach any other information.you feel may be helpful.

NAME
ADDRESS—.
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UNITED STATES OOX^NMENT

Memorandum

,-b6

X* b7C

Mr . Eelmont

Roson

DATE: 2-5-65

cLoach
aspcr-
allchan —

-

lonrci

TcpL

' Tovol
Trottertl^

/
Tele. Rood

;

Holmes

.ASSASSINATION OP PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22, 1963
DALLAS, TEXAS
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION
CONCERNING

1 - >7. C. Sullivan & t«ic

O'/. A. Branigan) ./
1 - C. D. DeLoach ^

1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Rosen (Mr. McGowan)
1 - Mr. Malley '

I

1 - Mr. Shroder,
1 - Mr. Rogge 'tyr

Atlanta by airtol 2-2-65 advised for \

*. j Aati-Dofamatic.i League (.'XL) , Atlanta, xiltniSilCd information relating' 136 <
„V4 assassination on 2-1-65, which he received from an unidentified ADL b7c

)

c..,. loyee in Miami, Florida. Thl^, employee obtained the data on 1-13-65 b7
°i

dvA inry ,a conversation withJDicR-'Gregory, the rabble-rousing Negro comedian.^'
c?+o+nrJ TTR 1 in > <nrfTVWr cri m»{ miT Aue ha nee a wd r7<n/l|statcd the. changes inacTS l)y/

mGr&gOXy were so ridiculous he was amdzed ^
rrmnJL employee even considered .sending the material to him; however, he %

-*{

wi.vnished it so the Bureau would be aware of Gregory's activities. I 1 ^
i guested that no one outside the Bureau be advised he had furnished this

ry
information

.

DETAILS
*

NOT RECORDED
In the letter to it wa^Si^^oi'^^S.Sferegory stated that the b6

i

assassination of President Kennedy was master minded by J. Edgar Hoover ah^70

II, L. Hunt. Gregory allegedly tried to substantiate—these charges by dis- b7
Jjl

playing photostatic copies of affidavits and fallacious and misleading pressg!
r* leases and public statements. The ADL' employee noted Gregory did not

l C .splay any concrete facts to support his charges . according to employee, S

Gregory claimed the Y/arren Commission had two repox-ts on the
assassination and ’'new of the Director's and Hunt's participation; however,
did not release the true facts as "chaos” would result. Gregory alleged
the Director was one of the plotters due to a falling out with the Kennedys
and the former Attorney General had been appointed to "watch oyer him" and
slowly "ease him out" of the FBI. Gregory claimed to have positive proof
K. . . Hunt financed the Black Muslims butV.such proof was "confidential."
Gr: .. y also alleges the FBI has him under' constant surveillance, and will
so ... c *y in the near future 'put an end to his life. Further, that prior to
the ssassination President Johnson was aware of the. plot but was powerless
to stop it because to do so would admit the FBI and the "Intelligence
h. a ..rchy" controlled the country. p ].’ \ hi

FEB 1813%
^FEE »v> AJr

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
RI: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT

JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY

b6
- • b7C

Gregory reportedly stated there was a document written regarding
t ic true facts of the assassination and that one man in ??liami had been
killed for having the document in his possession. Gregory refused to furnish
a C-V/ of the document to the ADL employee saying it was too dangerous;
howver, he did furnish three pages of a document depicting what will be

|v:-is£*n in the year 2505 A.D. about the assassination, which according .to
< vi.e ADL employee, Gregory reluctantly admitted was written by his

| |

Other* remarks allegedly made by Gregory include the statement
that Mr. Hunt finances the “Minute Men” and most Agents who leave the FBI

engaged, in radical right or extreme conservative movements.

GREGORY* S .BACKGROUND

Bureau files indicate Gregory has. in the past supported the Black
Muslims, injected himself into the racial movement and espoused causes and
x r.dxviduals closely associated with the communist movement (100-440423-16).

^CLOSED DOCUMENT

The three pages reportedly written by Gregory * s I I
appear to be

part, of a larger document as the pages are numbered 72, 73 and 74. These
p.itgos contain monstrous fabrications even more absurd than the trash put out
by the infamous

| |

reported communist*' sympathizer, sex pervert and <

former New York assemblyman. The alleged facts of Oswald *s participation
and flight are so fantastic it does riot seem, possible that anyone even with
a limited knowledge of the assassination could believe the story.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We have long suspected that Gregory is demented. Nevertheless,
the comments he has made are utterly ridiculous and we should confront him

and tell him in no uncertain terms that he better stop putting out such

V/ ^ AJSSS*
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.* i. 1TEL

F B I

Date: 2/2/05

* i

(Type in plaintext or code

)

; IRMAIL
/Priority

)

:

~r-

k 11?. Tu .-vl——
‘ la. Tivu*t-,

—

Tele.

t

*4.0: DIRECTOR, FBI (G2-1090G0)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (39-45) (RUC)

SUBJECT: A:- FASCINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
11/L2/C3
DALLAS

, TEXAS
MISCELLANEOUS -

INFORMATION CONCERNING
(CO: Dallas)

Enclosed herewith is
on 2/1/65 from [

5-page document received

v
I . Anti-Hofamatio

n

League, 41 Exchange place/’''Atlanta, Georgia. | |

stated that the enoLosed document reflects results of an
interview by aq ADJ^einployee in Mxami , Florida, with

Jlid not reveal the
[
Negro comedian/ DICK~GREGORY. (

name of the ADL empT'oyee' in Miami who interviewed
GREGORY. He stated that the charges made by GREGORY
as^reflected in the enclosed document are so ridiculous

''•asi he is embarrassed that an ADL employee would forward
the material to the Atlanta Regional Office. He stated
he was furnishing this material to the Bureau so that
the Bureau will be aware of the activities of GREGORY
in this regard. He requested that no one outside the
Bureau be advised that he had furnished the Bureau this
material.

/

-\>
t

( 3 - Eureau /Enel/ )) (RM)
2 - Atlanta
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ar'° r,i ‘: r̂ 'tlV2 ^f ^»WC- d radical

:
** - *t -v^sc. s conservative* rnva»

~; f

„
44"' ^‘'taitry but tea, Utit 3u 3tat/s ‘rould the t'axron Co.

^.hitowAuh d report fcavo been accented.
- csion'

Ue than and he did liio 3 AK ahow at tfc-j rdetro Club-. T'YchCev' eua;. # hu. j , He left SZLrjnX for Chiivefp and nay be heck" in
i U i

fj Kie
C^> Indiera

are currently daiaanstratii^ in
f"W



*<i tlv® feuilding’s layout, bund which floor?

wore vacant and which rooms faced' the pcr-

aderoutethot Kenned/ was sure to take on

November 22.

During this period Oswald had a con-

siderable sum of mone/. He hod $150 in

cash on the da/ of, the assossination

.

He often spoke nowof "good times" just

ahead. But Oswald failed to see the cer. -

tral fact so painfully apparent. to everyone

else, that he had neither the ability nor

the brains So play any.other role than that

of tfie "patsy" in such o crucial undertaking

.

Shortly before the csscssihction three

men met at Ruby's club to clear up such

matters as pinning the nui>t on 'Oswald .

Theywere Ruoy J one

Of the wealthy rightists whe financed the

plot, and Dallas Police Officer J.D. Tip-

pit, an old friend of Ruby's.

Ruby made the plots paid off

Tippit. The policeman was to meet Os-
Waldafter the killing, anest Him and plant

enough evidence tc clearly * splicate him.

Perhaps the strangest part of the entire

slory lay in the fact that the majority of the

empire's citizens ueljeved this fabrication

that Oswald was Kennedy's lone and un-

aided assassin. The fcntasric collection of

absolute lies, misrepresentations and half

truths which theyaccepred is the best indi-

o
cation to be found that this pooplc had so

lost its native shrewdness that it no longer

deserved even the formality of the limited

political mandate it exercised.

Such a credulous people, os this history

wi I i show, do not long retain their freedom.

After a century of research, historians

arrived at an accurate version of how tho

cssassination actually was accomplished end

how Oswald was falsely accused, convict-

ed in the press ana publicly assassinated

with the connivance of the police who hod

arrested him.

Here is the story in brief: *

- Late .in the afternoon of November

21, 1963 Oswald, under orders from Ruby

and Ruby-'spatrican bosses, was able to.get

a hired gunman into the Book Depository

without detection. The gunman spent the

night on the sixth floor in a seldom-used

room. He ate a meal of cold fried chicken

.and drank a bit of soda pop.

- A riflewhichpoli.ee claimed was used

by Oswald to assassinate Kennedy - the rifle

wh i ch was purchased by mai I on March 20 -

was planted by a member of the conspiracy

in an easily-spotted location on» the 6th

floor. The weapon actually used by the

gunman was cn excellent one, an automat-
ic repeating weapon, perfectly sighted and
fired by experts. The shots proved it.

-Unknown to Oswald, a second ex-
pert gunman had arrived during the early

hours of November 22 at a perfect sniper’s

post on a railroad bridge a few hundred
yards down the parade route from the book
depository. The Consul's car'must pass be-
neath this overpass and the killers planned
to catch him in a deadly crossfire from both

front and back.

- Oswald's job, he was told, was sim-
ply to wedge open a second floor elevator
door in the depository so that police would
be delayed in reaching the sixth floor. Un-



o
Til he heard the shots he was to si incon-
spicuous!/ in cn adjoining lunch room. He
was then to leave quietly and outside meet
one of Ruby's men who wouH toke him to

“safety.
1
* In actuality the ohn cci*e<, for

Tippit to be wa» ting at tfi£ render %/oos po><v
to arrest Oswald, The “pars/ 11 would no*
suspect tne oooble—cross since he hoa* no*
before Icia eyes po Tippit.

- As planned/ t'\<* kJ^v waited until
tne Kennedy cai w,js midway between the
hvo sniper pottz . bridge au'vnno open-
ed fire first plantinr; p fatal shot throygr
the auto *>r js’.teH rf fptc Ker^edy''
Throat* , The second g;>ocl caret from the
book depositary ,„ic ' the of
the second assassination targe*

, o
,,

'
i

Ibt-nai
:i

Texas Governor who wes nearly as unpon-
ular y/ijh :Hn rightists as Kennedy. The
third effective si c t, also a dead firmer,

came again from the book dews! to <7 and
tore, through jhe back of Kennedy's head
Ope miss

1

was* Mred* A total of ?>ur bul-
let’s ,were ?cvn-* <*nd four -shete were he *:rc

.

- It was at tK^fXMnt that an accident

occur ed which neerjy marred ihe pc-fW*

plot. As planned,, Oswald's jammed el-

evator door delayed the first pc; Iceman to

enter the depository long enough ra !^t the-

gupmon escape . However, the suspicious

officer saw Oswald neoc the jamn>ed

ator door and unmedicstr ly drew his }Ui,

Although he was ipickl/ c retracted fr^m

Oswafc^ it was this move which panicked
the “petsy** and sent h?n j { f <n, o **\M i r-

cape attempt that nearly upset ev<ry%tv' j„

por theceararrest made Oswa'd realize for

the fi ret time |u$fhov/bcei ?M'; position woe Id

be if arrested. -He ran, forgetting ro meet
Tipperf at the rendezvous chosen eorlle^

-But in h‘< ^anic -stricken f §h» Os-
wald remorse c ^ r e second part of his in-

structions. \*\.i * resed *ne first confeder-

ate he was to another *V.eet
u

in a

©
raovie house only a few blocks from both
h«s rented room and Ruby's apartment.

" This " Plan 8" was designed to insure

fhgt Osw Id would not escape arrest.if by
cr. unfor- ech misfortune, Tippit did not
»»nu h>m

.

-Oswald went by a circuitous route
’

from fheBook Depository ro the theater. The
fact he left SI50 in cash in his dresser draw-
er attests to the panic *vMch caught him unr
owares.

- Now we come ro the strangest port of.
the story, ,rhe assassination of Tippit. A<%
Greeting hod been arranged for Tippi*- an^,
onopf Ruby's men. The officer was to shgA?^
upon ly ifhe aid no! succeed In finding and^
arresting Oswald .The gunman had orders to

shoe! Thnpif if
'

c DID show up, since it

meant hoc? feu I -d and he was considered
too unreliable to ! et live. The meeting was
'c oeneidonly o few blocks from Ruby'.s.dp--

arfm^ntwl ich was :.he focal point >/“Plan
S

' 1

since it v/as c*)ly a few blocks from the
'Doming rouse where Oswald lived and a-
siofr.er few Mocks froo* the theater where
Oswald had bee*; instructed to go to get
"'•'GW directions" it the first meet failed

.

“ Tippit, dvivir.g a police car on. his

day c f* ‘.p cn area where he hed not been
ass*tji‘»u'

, met his contact man cs ordered.
The mar., described by the only witness
present as, "short,, stoevy, with bushy black
Hair" (the ^xact oppositeofOswald)' walk-
ed uo- to tne side of *ue waiting police -car

cua as^ed an y one cjuesfaon, "Did you get
nim? tippit admitted his failure and»got
out cl the cor to walk over to his contact
man. He never made it.. Three bullets cut
him down.

- A used par dealer who saw the killer
only at the moment of his escape, talked
toe much and was shot months iater. The
dr! friend of the gunman who did this job
wasoneof Ruby's str'pjjeis . She alsu began



i- ' »" much end o~'«ve.};cni{y "benged
todecth*fo a Dg.'lcs {ail cell.

' * “ ~VVhihVppltwasbiV* kilted,Oswo Id
tcct^ InJo ihcotc: $\JiGp hi$ "mcet"

Ryhyfoman . Insteadof an accomplice,
S*»uny sent the police. It was now time to

Oswald as the "lone and unaided
Key members of the Dalles police

weroc^jjgned to make sure the "frame" fit

veil

.

- Contrary to published reports, Oswald
V'wS ».oi "silent" during his interrogation.

Ho irruv.ediately revealed that he was cn FBI

LxCbrntcr and said the! agency would vouch
?:r hiD!. For this reason, the transcript of
Orwold*? interrogation wos never made pub-
lic. In fho meontlmo, Oswold was tried

- crJconvictcdinthepressandon television.

For the average American the matter was
very quickly closed.

- Ruby, mcking sure that no further slip-

upnWould occur, undertook the assassination
cf O-trtVald himself. He managed to attend

,
public appearance Oswald made at

' Iph Nov. 22-23. He even made re-
if.$.k3 Curing one news conference.

, :

* ~ 6/’November 24 Oswald's newspaper
' ‘'conviction" had been accomplished . Ruby
end the Dallas police needed to wait no
longor, The police set the stage so that
Ruby -could perform the first televised ass-
c ^ration in history, it Was the best pos-
i»o!c woy.to convince Americans that Os-
wold hud not been killedby the police them-
ioiyos.

- Ruby was tried end found guilty of
t«o murder of Oswald. After a suitable

"cooling off" period in which the slothful

Americans went bock to television escao-
iitti and forgot oil about the assassination,'

Ruby was found "insane" in a special "sonity
hearing." He was removed from the no

w

notorious Dallas County Jail and taken to

0 mental hospital y/here he "escaped." ite

wt»5 never heard-of again.

- A r*o«k cvqrt o r inquiry headed by *j

well-cr.ocnjn^ itboral jurist gave crod rj\tt
to the "oiQjsl" story although he krr~,y

that much ot it was untrue. Eati VVa're?>

feared that die revelation of even thc'-fHct

thof Oswald wci an FBI informer might de-
stroy the public’s confidence In the govern-
ment o'f which he was a member.

The situation was particularly crucial
since 1964, the year or the inquiry, wes
also an election year. Warren hoped to
set matters straight after Kennedy’s vice
presidenthod beer, elected to fill fho tom
the Lost. Oieot Consul hoc needed so tetdiy*.

- Warren' s' calculated gamb.'o foiled.?
Wirfj Kennedy out of the way, the ontsnics
of social reform again had the oarof the
fmpire.

In November, 1964, loss thoo a year
after the Kennedy assassination, a fanatical
rightist senator fromanother Western polico
state muchJ ike Texas vras elected president;

Shortly sjetorc the election Hoov-er was
legally confirmed as the FBI's lifetime dic-
tator.

The assossination gamb'e had paid off.
With control ,of the secret police, th© *

administration and tire military firmly ?n
their oends, the rightist octricans set out
to destroy the Repjbhc.

Wilhin c short time ;t'(-y succeeded.
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Date: 3/1/65

Transmit the following in.

Airt©X

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, OMAHA (157-217) (C)

DICH^GREGORY
Appearance at Lincoln,
Nebraska, 2/24/65 /
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Omaha airtel 2/25/65.

Enclosed herewith is the original and one Xerox copy
of the follbvying articles that appeared in the Lincoln,
Nebraska, newspapers in regard to captidned individual:

1 "The Lincoln Star," Lincoln, Nebraska, 2/25/65. v-s.

2 "The Lincoln Journal,)^ Lincoln, Nebraska, 2/24/65. N.

3 "The Liricoli/’s^^^’Lincoln, Nebraska, 2/22/65,
^

The above flor Bureau's information.

C>- Bureau (Enc.-6)
1 - Omaha

JVB : asm
(4)

I /&

*<i

REC-fil

8 3 I "HH,®

itrd^nw)

8 MAR 3.49*5

m fih>

Special Agent
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(Mount Clipping in.Space.Below)

|By2MARY!REIESCHNEipER

I^Amenca?s^race|problem^is
fnot^case o£ black against

>egregated?part,ofAmencan
lifeiAqday;>Gregory/rgid:/

£

r^Prai^sing^wWt&iCipllegeKcJiyil

nghtsSydrkersMGregorySsaicll

becn^(lefMteS|l8!<montIiJvago

png;
Ifcon
pe?'lcpBrigHts|l'ml . _ ...

.

|He>^hould^,say^whichi;groups

IspiaficallySins^^^malcing
1

Hgb‘lknMfatement%^M':;
?*vt *tr

incluclinglftbas?recentlyiipute

lisHef#NigTe|^ipp|apa|

poR^iwxthtnhis^audience^by^

90%£ofthi&HimeS.wjithUhe cavil

,

riglitsiinovemenftysaidymoney.

^^^Monlwyi^t^olvlthc
^umaTn|8i^]t^a^

Charles; Drew;4hejNegro?wno

We«le%s|pi4lin|^
souffiernvhospitalfcarfer^aleak
accidentiibecauseitnewliospital

WgsjSegrggated^^k^^^
'.^,Gregoryr/came.

,.;toV.Lincom

fromvSelma^5Ala:,Yi\yliere;'lus

,,i®:5POKeAo;voyerflow,icro,vvdsi
ia§tfi5£Gnlwrsify^@ebH|S^
;>Veffies3aylal[terMonpnd^po

r
A^vMlTemehl;Tof>:Coldred|Rco|

(easieswcrimesuosaqiye/syetjit,

pWhi^iTerica^isfflessKfi^,,
IthanfNegroesiarestoday^black I

lAmencahastbecomej(he-psy-‘
J'ciidldgicSl-lnia^efMliefSaid'’

1*

gainst’ -CapitalKTpunishmeSl’i

f
A : e) ;said%churches^couKfce id i

c ipitappunishment^overmg lfo

S Mmiea^ffioirsBard of

|luU}?.7BdWpOTiif^fiesiiiafe|t^|
ie •saa&sai-iwsB'

I

/•

(Indicate page; name of
newspaper, city and state.)

r^ChWche^a^alsWigearnostt ENCLOSURE /fro*

*

The Lincoln Star
'Lincoln, Nebraska

Date: 2-25 “65
Edition: Morning
Author-Mary Reifschneider
Editor:William 0. Dobler
Title:

Character: --

or

Classification:

Submitting Office: 0lH3h3

CD^'Being’"Investigated-

L^Ljd'
Lfl
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By (LARRY TAYLOR' v!

: Theft. ?Gr,egoryf <ffegroV :c’p$

i
mediani;and,.piyilvygKtsiieaas*"^ **<*** ’^3"* ** V?v

e^, Mjasrin* Tiincoln- Wednes;

jagpearajlc&i at. ^tfre-v/Seima!'

,
iisIpacHclpatroff'liv^^ri^e'lj

iHe^ef^Selina-Stcsday^fpl:

___
'Gregbry^safd^Iie^thouglft

The/sia^rigjOfc^^olm^XTiff-l
vojyefl much more than, had

beEn publicized.’ j , :|
!/-

j j‘Anytime \the>'I]BL :and*;Se;j

L' ^ flinv-’'VAAiik
. ArtUrtAl '

ple', ,’,hesaid^

: lie ^mentioned; the recent

plot --involving," several Ne
"gro'es- which", allegedly; Jin*
.vplved’ 'blowmg?{up ^the ;Lib-

ertyBell land, ‘.other; tnatioifal

monuments; with - dynamfie

£_
usithere

,

'
-.Gregory, cwas/ihere. ifo:, adii]

. JrxT^uJ ii ii.J

the Lincoln' >chapter:yof;. :
the

i^AAGBcaBthe iLmcbih^Hotel;j

iiyednesdafefening?|. ;

'*

I? tllA - OO

,

'' 4* fz’-Mltni/Ulif

v 1 r * VAMVWAVv

f^HughjEBuildc^^ast-pB^I
.ldjnf; plfrlt^Jjor'ganiMtiolrity.

®§; E)rnes| ?Edingtod|/ ^'t
sXicS ;

:p^sideift^nd:'>Dri :

. --Pht

fWelis;-2n’d>vich.president>i
"' '

v| OBthi-Nej#York. shooting- of I

Malcolm JX ;he>?notedr ;“Thi|
ming'd'i'imucHjinucht^bigget,

: iffis^dwniihvoive’mdnttih Jthe

,

:Negro freedom movement,was
t.V * '•£- *VV'/

’ *"£****,-^ «- mr At\ tr
1"

tr\nccan^ mrnv « li i vvlr 1 v: <- f.vA/lxr

_„
v;

. „ _ v T „ , v_

ShilitaryJCactivitiSJdnijYiet-i

bncsjyhuc :;man?has said any-
thing about .the - educational

Mei infj|%»S;^.
;2«g

- ^Gregory, tpappe&.tthevFBI
and. theirCwprk,;in ,the segre-t

gationi,mofemeriti; ’“No Ifree

. ,—„ 'haye,c'.a^secref

,wihg :;head iofiithe. fsecret

’CpjcagdJairportV without
:

f20

FBBiagehtJddokirignat.iyda^’i

.hesaid.-:;-' .V>t?

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

gife^Kihg!j'(Nbheli#izeH\vih|!

'nntV r'^vntnfttJnM. nf !

: oil 'T -OOtl^

, , • J
>,GregdfyVsaidjhe#wasVflying,

disgilfi
1 *dodplidlesJJi4: Recent

Ci^lRightslegislatiom, J
; VSnMississippifl'Negro^e-'an]

himjn>ffiej3ac|somd/nightfi
t

ekclostjrb 100

1- The Lincoln Journal—Lincoln, Nebraska

Date: 2 —24-65
Edition-. Evening
Author: Larry Taylor
Editor: Joe R. Seacrest
Title:

or

Classification:

Submitting Office: Omaha

| | Being Investigated
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*

»opelili5/t3j^§^ipfy^
^KcaifletfS.to^^te^'Ctwo^gS-
^earanceliinfLinCT^Vedhesf
aa^'^ifJhe^nWiff^ail’an'
Selma> "?Ala|. ^wKere; |he ; iis

scheduleditb.;appeaf'JnVcpu&t

•Tuesday? -• -••„ 'c**
1 *

*^<.Spbnsbis?bfUIie^bstincoln

[liad;"n^%vOTdfjfrpW.,Gregbry;

fcanceUihgTah&'vappearances

IbeSpreserit;^;. •$
/,-£*v- v?*;

i "Tly C'.C -i'i
-
J- ^

’3^ ; »
s
y.'v;. ;/,

>**A/j^v •

'

|j.iHe3wasAarrestedttin^Selma/,

|Bar^eSf^e^?.yp^rke^sfa^
;5TlieSfiav^6n

. ^ ...... i*-95*v
^r; ‘Vf^'

4

V
’

‘JrJ^

i performance^

Tights-demonstrations^and:has

XiiTP Ti** X -pv •? . «' H* *

^TicketVcHairmanvjfof^fji-e
NAACP.-sponsored appearance
is^MrsAWilliam^Bunis.'' “V*
t

,1M- ',\4 : ‘ - - * ’

Me
‘ CZ" *,JrvsL'.' ' #***>« iww

k^E^!t^S^S?i^SSS^
;vyhose

;
shows;are usually-Jaced

«l»i%«ealfa|3;3a

-_ i

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)
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$

= —» H nrn****** **- -»* >- ' —

1 The Lincoln Star
Lincoln, Nebraska

Date: 2-22-65
Edition:

Author:

Editor: William 0. Dobler
Title:

.Character: =

or

Classification:

Submitting Office: Offlctllct
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UNITEDSJ^TES GOVERNMENT

^ { Memorandum
‘

..

4 To • Mr. DeLoach

from
: m. ^Wones

DATE: 2-24-65

Tolson —
Belmont
Mohr
DeLoach .

Casper—
^Callahan ,

Conrad —
Felt

Gale _j

im±
Tele. Room

.

Holmes

SUBJECT: DICK<GREGORY

Mr. Herman Edelsberg of the Anti-DefamatiQifTileague (ADL) furnished^
you a copy of a memorandum from I I . a staff man in the ADL ^
Miami Office, to Arnold Forster, prominent official of the ADL. The-memorandum
was dated 1-20-65 and concerned-a meeting between Dirk:firPgnry zxm I

" *

|
at 2 a.m. on 1-18-65. The interview is summarized as follows:

j

Gregory claims that the assassination of President Kennedy was ma&tej
minded by Director Hoover and H, L. Hunt (the Texas 'oil millionaire). Gregory had
a brief case in which he claimed there were documents to support his.^tateihents;
however, the material he showed! I was a little more than^opi^s^'
.previously publicized information including a ‘'Life” magazine cover whicfoshow&d/
Lee Harvey Oswald holding a rifle with a telescopic sight. Gregory^claimsfthat'tne
telescopic sight had been drawn in for the ’’Life” cover. Other dafa^he had* in&iified
a copy of the WarrenCommissionReport, -but-he showed nothing to
would support his pppinions.

[which

Ms
According to Gregory the Warren Commission has two reports 5 and

full knowledge of the Director’s and Hunt’s participation, in the assassination but
the*Commission felt that by releasing .the true facts ’’chaos” would result in the
country. The alleged reason that the Director was one of the plotters'was becaUse.of
a falling out jvith the Kennedys. Gregory claims that prior to the assassination ;

President Johnson was also aware of the plot but powerless to stop
7
it because i

**

exposing it would be to admit that the FBI and intelligence-hierarchy really controlled
the country. Gregory further claimed to have a document;written regarding true
facts of the assassination, apparently written as a Story prepared in the year 2505
A.D. When pinned down, Gregory later reluctantly, admitted the document was
written by his] [but was based on irrefutable proof. Trying to“fend importance to
the document, Vne claimed that a man in,Miami was killed;for having the document.in
hispossessiojL Gregory further claimed that the FBI knows he has all this evidence

,

has put him .und^r;constant surveillance and in the near future wiU put an end to
his -life. Othe: ‘ Statements were to the/effect that most Agents who leave the FBI

,( JEROS EX- \I09- V8 MAR & 1965
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M* A. Jones to DeLoach memo
Re: DICK GREGORY

are now actively engaged in radical right or extreme conservative movements
that m no other country would the Warren Commission’s whitewashed report havebeen accepted, H. L. Hunt finances the "Minute Men" throughout the United Statesand Hunt finances the Black Muslims. With regard to Hunt’s activities. Gregory
thought that one Wayne Poucher would know of Hunt’s activities. Poucher is
minister-commentator for a radio program called "Lifeline" which is sponsored
oy H. L. Hunt. It is primarily a political and religious movement and has beenknown to support programs critical of the Supreme Court and has also,made
extreme proposals concerning, a number of controversial topics.

This is, of course, just another instance of Dick Gregory's unfounded
famous attacks concerning the FBI and the Director. It is obvious from just reading’
the diatribe put out by Gregory that, he is mentally unbalanced. It is pointed out

u°
te t0^n0ld Forster concerning the memo, a representative of the

r u?’
a?er being told -that Gregory was telling some rather startling stories

laughed and said that in. the NAACP Gregory is regarded as a complete -nut and
’

they try not to work with him. Apparently Gregory has been a source of
embarrassmentto the NAACP and they feel that sometimes his activities are moreharmful than helpful. It would obviously do no good to talk to Gregory about this
interview and it is felt that itshould be.given no. coghizance.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

o 2- S'-C*

eEvJ ’da-fa&sjT - 2 -
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MEMORANDUM

Arnold Forster

FROM:

DATE: January 26, 19&5

You mil recall receiving a fascinating and strange

memorandum froml I
regarding his conversa-

tion -with Dick Gregory in a Miami nightclub.

I called my friendJ of the NAACP, and
merely indicated to him' that we had information that^

'Gregory is telling some rather startling stories.
*

laughed and said that in the NAACP they regard
Gregory as a complete nut and try hot, to work with him, ex-

cept that he gets in their hair on a number of occasions

.

He also Indicated to me that at times. Gregory was a source
of_embarrassment and they fear that sometimes his ‘activities

are more harmful than helpful.

/ xEB.o£ •

'

ENCLOSURE
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Arnold Forster

January 20, 19&5

Dick Gregory, comedian

b6
b7C

At a meeting.between Dick Gregory1 and myself on January l8th (2 AM)

he related the following:

H

l ft The John Fo Kennedy assassination was master minded by J© Edgar

Hoover and H* L© Hunt* He then opened a brief case containing

alleged documents, and photostatic copies of affidavits supporting

these statements* He showed me the LIFE MAGAZINE cover which

showed Oswald holding a rifle with a telescopic sight attached to

the rifle and then an 8 x 10 glossy of allegedly the same picture

of Oswald with the gun but without the telescopic sight. He

claimed the telescopic sight was drawn in for the LIFE MAGAZINEcover*

showed me an allegedly photostatic copy of an affidavit by a witness

who claimed she - saw Oswald waiting at a bus stop shortly after 1 PM,

and then a copy of the Warren Commission report which stated the

President was shot at 1:06 PM, Gregory, however, did not show me

any concrete evidence' to support, .his allegations, only copies of

statements tha6 have been made public ~~ XIFE- MAGAZINE,^ the Warren

Commission report, newspaper clippings, magazine articles©

2© Gregory claimed that the Warren Commission has two reports, and

has full knowledge of the FBI Director* s and Hunt * s participation

in the assassination© However., the Commission felt that by releasing

the true facts, ,lchaos n would result in this country©

^o He stated that Hoover was one of the plotters because he had a

falling out with the Kennedys, and Bobby was appointed as the Attorney

General to watch over him and slowly ease him ouc of has position as

the Director of the FBI©

4© He claimed that he had proof positive of Hunt^s dancing the

Black Muslims, but when questioned for documentation, said that such

documentation is confidential and would cause harm to anyone who saw

it o

‘Si He -claimed that the FBI knows that he has all this evidence, has hir

constantly under 'surveillance "and will .some day in the near future,put

an end to his life© He is, however, unafraid, keeps his room, door ajar

at all times and his briefcase, unlocked©

He spoke freely for 45 minutes and was not reluctant at any time to

withhold any verbal information*
,

)

m-j.w* fa3 -3 Qp
enclosure
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When questioned further regarding Hunt's financing of the Muslims,
he said that some of his friends had this information because ,they

were working for Hunt. He was not definite regarding Wayne Poucher's
knowledge of Hunt l s activities but thought that Poucher also knew be-
cause he had heard that some people close to Hunt were aware of both
Hunt's financing the Muslims and co-masterminding the plot to
assassinate Kennedy.

He stated that prior to the assassination. President Johnson was also
aware of the- plot but was powerless to stop it because exposing it
would be to admit that the FBI and Intelligence' hierarchy really con-
trolled the country and this would result in the downfall of the
entire Democratic system. He told me of a document that was written
regarding true facts of the assassination. He said that one man in
Miami was killed for having this document in his possession. There
were two copies of this "document” in his briefcase. I asked him for
one for our files. He refused and said it was too dangerous. Some
time later he gave me one of the copies (enclosed). The "document"
is a story written in the year 2505 AD reflecting on the assassination
of the president.

Enclosed is a photo of a part of the "document" regarding the events
leading up to and including the assassination of the President.

When* I questioned the predicted error regarding the election, he said
that the last paragraph was now being revised and did not comment
further. He said he was hoping Gdldwater would win so that most America
would be jarred out of their apathy, but now with Johnson as President,
everyone will go to sleep and not wake up until it's too late. Later,
he reluctantly admitted this "document” was written by but
was based on irrefutable proof

.

Other statements^ made by Gregory include:

Hunt finances the "Minute Men” throughout the United States.
Most agents who leave the FBI .are now actively engaged in radical
right or extreme i conservative movements.
In no other country but the United states v/ould the Warren Commission's-
whitewashed report have been accepted.

We then 13ft and he did his 3 AM show at the Bistro Club, 79th St.
Causeway* Miami. He left Miami for Chicago and may be back in a few
weeks. His I

~~1 are ' currently demonstrating in

Gary, Indiana.

Incredulous as it appears, I give you the
if you v/ant to pursue it further.

Regards

above report as background

cc:
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To: SAC, Cleveland A .

1

From: Director, FBI \
- \ , ,

' *

p

1 / I

CLEVELAND, OHIO

\\

RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS)
BUDED 2/23/65

'

' / t

~.

Enclosed herewith are 2 copies of a self-explanatory communication'*

and 6ome literature which is to be furnished to captioned individual*
t

V>
* Contact captioned individual, and acknowledge receipt of her letter*

i

Advise her that regulations of the Department of Justice pertaining to the

confidential nature of the information contained in FBI files precludes the • v*

public disclosure of the individuals to whom Dick Gregory has referred. Furnish

her the enclosed literature and advise her further that she may wish to refer to

my books, "Masters of Deceit" and "A Study of Communism, " which should

provide her with an insight into communist strategy and tactics in this Country

and abroad. They may be available at her local library.
* •

In view of the allegation contained in captioned individual’s letter
jj|j

with regard to the recruiting activities of the Young Socialist Alliance, you should

determine from her whether she has any information of interest to this Bureau.
Your inquiries in this regard should be conducted in accordance with the

i stipulations set forth in Section .'870 of the Manual of Instructions. It should be
noted that the Young Socialist Alliance is the youth group of the Socialist Workers,
Party which has been cited pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

> Captioned individual is not identifiable in Bufiies. The Dick

J) Wferegory to whom,she refers is the well-known entertainer who has made
v.\V defamatory and untruthful remarks concerning me as Director "of the .FBI. He has

Toi5on_been active in the civil rights movement.

i

/ -

*V

A, 1

Belmont *

Mohr_
DoLooch

rn^r~the~£ureau n
Conrad

Felt
Gclo

Spbni’iFthe res'd!

nclowjjres (7
)

pp.mm-ebi

your contact with captioned individual to reach

b'S'
* .Up.,- I

Follow-up made for 2/23/65

(
See enclosures & note next page.

(3
If

TELETYPE UMtEI]
a



SAC, Cleveland

Enclosures:

2 copies of self-explanatory communication

List of Subversive Organizations

October, 1964 LEB Introduction

Communism and the Knowledge to Comoat Itl

Young People Can Help Defeat Communism
One Nation’s Response to Communisms

NOTE: Bufiles contain nothing derogatory concerning correspondent and by our

outgoing of 12/14/64, she was thanked for her support and furnished some reprint

material.

x;
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February 5, 1S65

J. Edgar Hoover
Department of Justice
'Federal Bureau of Investigation .

Washington, D. C. - O
J), e-k Q/t&goA'f

/

Dear Mr. Hoover:

Mr. Tolso:

Belmo:

Mohr.

Mr. Callahail

Mr. ConradJ
Mr. Fel

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. ijujlivAnl

Mr. Vaycf^ll
Mr. TrotterJ
Tele. RoomJ
Miss Holmes[
Miss GandyJ

I watched "The Regis' Philbin Show" tonight, and they featuredVv^r^* /IjQ
Mr. Dick C ’egory.

.

* rs
Kir.'; Gregory useuhis usual diet of liberal humor, but the thing that
•bothered me v.as when he referred' to the. F.B.I. implicating there were
communists in the civil rights movement, and then preceded to say

V»ri «! 4- rt 1L.C . J t >he has said to .you imparticular, if this is so then name the. organizatior^
and vvho are the .infiltrators - in his words "rfame names".

.
'

.
'•

*
'

-—

'

Ijthink.you, or someone else in the Justice Department should provide (v
Kir. Gregory with: the information of the working’s of the F. B. I. instead'
of allowing this nan to go oh nationwide television and more or less
continue to, ridicule and undermine the F.B.I. , and you personally'.

^

r would appreciate your sending me any literature you think I .may like
to read to enable ny further knov/ledge of the Communist movement in
America. I would, particularly like a copy of the Attorney-General’s
list of Subversive Organizations as- the latest one I have is dated 1961.

.

*
* ^

I think it should be noted that the Young Socialist Alliance is. working
extensively recruiting on the Ohio State Campus. I got tnis, information
from a student at the college who has been approached many times. I do
not^dchow if this is of any interest to you or not.

*(VI
*

cv

Ity .sincere thanks.

<S
sj
If)

\

V i

O

CO,

b6
b7C

\/J2j2
NOT TiF^OXTDED

Cleveland 10, ' Ohio ^ FEB x2 1965

Please refer to_ma letter to
.
you of 12/5/64.

-liJ.

Cleveland IU, uuu
to ,

1 ^ -1

* *««,
i
' >• ‘

.? \*J**j&:

. \ F*EB
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Date: 2/25/65

Transmit the following in

Vin AIRTEL

(Type *n plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

Mr* Tolsocu*.

Mr. Belmontu
Mr.
Mr. EeL ach„

Mr. Carper^

Hr* C,;l vil an,__

Mr. C^,nra<B™.
Mr. E
Mr. Ga

1

Mr. K-^cn_.
Mr. Suii>van!2
Mr. TavcL
Mr. Trt tter.

Tele. Boom

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, OMAHA (157-
(£) \

RE: DICK GREGORY
Appearance at Lincoln,
Nebraska, 2/24/65
RACIAL MATTERS

. \P
'

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of LHM thrsi*
fM-

\

setting forth results of GREGORY’S comments at two meetings JJft
in Lincoln, Nebraska, on 2/24/65. The enclosed LHM should

be disseminated' to appropriate agencies.

' Enclosed are two copies of the DICK GREGORY article

_

appearing in the Omaha World-Herald, Omaha,- Nebraska, 2/25/65.

•i

\

. JL s

,
-Miss-Gnntiyr— t

The source mentioned in LHM is

a

Lincoln, Nebraska, an established source or une umana uxnce,
who requested that his identity be protected.

Pertinent newspaper clippings appearing in the

Lincoln, Nebraska, newspapers will be forwarded under
n separate cover.

..CLOaURB
_ - Bureau (Ends. -&D)

1 - Omaha

HJO:mrh
(3)
Cop)1 to

By rout:

inf° Qciion
dato— ^-~G&
by

Agency G-2, ONI, OSI, CRD

Dale Forw

How Forw.

MAR 1 1965
x y

7^— vT /00~ ~

-
]

m
c.

Yfictt

jL

/ RftQm S28 RB

MAH, %

Approved

64MP010(j^ial Agent in Charge
Sent .M Per



J» Reply, Please Refer to

'Fife iVb.„

^ .ft
•«*

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFJUSTI&E

FEDERAL BUREAU, OF“INVESTIGATION

Omaha, Nebraska
February 25 ,. 1965

Dick Gregory
‘

Appearance at Lincoln,
Nebraska,. February 24,
1965 ~ ....

A source who has furnished reliable information in the
past, advised on February 24, 1965 > that Dick Gregory, comedian,
flew to Lincoln, Nebraska, from Selma, Alabama, on Wednesday,
February 24, 1965, where he, was scheduled t.o speak before the
Lincoln, Nebraska, Chapter of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People at their February monthly meeting
held at the ballroom. of the Lincoln Hotel., Earlier, in the after-

noon he spoke oh the University -of Nebraska campus at the Student (

Union where hi;s talk was ,
sponsored by the "Talks and Topics -

'

Committee. " Following his evening appearance, on February 24, 1965,'

he was to fly toNew York’Gity.. ,
-

• <

’ ", „ *«

Cregory appeared as scheduled and. his reported: comments.

Were set out in articles .in “"The Lincoln Journal," Lincoln.
Nebraska, evening newspaper, page one., issue, of February 24, 1965,
/arid "The Lincoln Star./" Lincoln, Nebraska, morning, newspaper.,, J
page, one, issue of February 25l 1965, and in-the, "Omaha World- ,

Herald," Omaha > Nebraska, daily newrpaper, morning issue of
-February 25, 1965, on page thirty-one.’

.

"
. .

'

f

According to reporters, fregory said the American race
problem, is not a case, of' "black against white," but, "right
against wrong” and the recent Civil. Rights Act "hasn rt

,
satisfied,

minority groups because it represents getting 64^ change for a
dollar, . -.itis freedom 'in the installment plan

.

U; -He also -
-

• reportedly "lashed out" at J. Edgar Hoover and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, stating' "Any organization headed by a rright
winger *• isn

,-

t /going to, be fair> He says communists have
infiltrated the OiVil Right§ niovement. He should say, which -

groups specifidally instead of making a blanket statement, I

have a complete distrust of the FBI/ Racial murders ' arf^ne
of the easiest' eriines to* sdlve, yet It takes them nine.

1

to dome tip Mth/anything referring to the* case: in
He also caXTecLjFor' an investigation of the recent murde^a^^**^
ilalcolm X (Little) , head of the Organization of Afro-American
Unity ^ but not by the FBI. ‘ He also noted no society should have

a "secret police department" and termed FBI Head, Hoovbr as the

"right wing head of the secret police. " "You can *t walk into
Chicago airport* without. §0 FBI - Agents looking at.you ,

l00~



Re: <»ick Gregory

Gregory aiso sppke. #ut against papital punishment
and noted the fact thf^c atircheS are segregated as to' race.
He. paid that "the Negiw ii\ the South, through his voter
registration .drive, wfUj^ree the northern Negro and then "the
.Negro will: free white America." He als* stated that "football
is the only fair spdrf'where the '"Negro can chase a white
and^have 40 , 000’rcheeri"’ «•

,
t

* » - 4 '

> ^ f-,
~

*
- He A

spr
oke of Selma ^ Alabama as

r the .battleground for
the Civil' Rights movement for the next five ®r six months. He
also protested that the FBI protected leaders of one Negre
movement but did not give KING (MARTIN LUTHER KING, Nobel
prize winner) any protection at all and stated, "I can !t figure
it out."

Following the meeting it wds reported that he was
going to New York for several days bpf*re going to Miam±,^lojtida
and that later next week he was go to Washington;
speak with Department of Justice officials on the '"loo^$$$&vn
in the recent Civil Rights legislation." -Jr

This document contains neither recommendations nor
Oonclusion.s of the FBI. It is, the property of the FBI and Is
leaned to yOur agency;, ,it and its contents are. not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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Hay 5, 1965

p,

President Lyndon Johnson
Taahifegtpn,' i.C/ '

*

.< i~

y

i
v

Dear Sr. President*

«

11
>

’’ re* lickGregory inCcgelusajLa.

On X&y Zp l>fr5 the co-calied negro coaedi&n case to cur state and made scse renarkep}

jkbout opr 531 events which’ ere nctin keeping with good goveraent.In. calling Sr.
* Hoover *ihe lousiest dog that ever livedw is resented by the writer as is by tiapy
' other Louisiana citizen's.Lena check should be .aada on this type of charcctor as

0

( he uust be aide. If £v+, JlqoVer has ho recourse in-the Courts, sons .should bp pro-

vided* Mi

Sincerely,

Z
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May 11, 1965

2^/06-' 'J'-tO 'jr^ l

Honorable Jessiicutrer
^~orv)/

l^
>v
^

\

Mayor " 5 *

~

B~ogalusa, Louisiana

My dear Mayor: f

Inspector Robert E. Wick has advised

me of your telephone call of May 5th concerning intem-

perate remarks made about me recently by an individual

visiting your community. I want to take this opportunity

to thank you for your confidence in my administration

of the FBI and you may be assured your action is indeed

appreciated by the personnel of this Bureau.

Tolson__

.

Belmont ...

Mohr,.

DeLoach _
Casper -

Callahan _
Conrad

Felt

Gale —
Rosen ——

.

Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter—
Tele. Room

Ganclfr ,<J

MAILED 10

MAY 1 1 1965

COMM-FBI

1 - New Orleans

1 - Mr. DeLoach

Sincerely yours,

3, Edgar Hoover

t/

NOTE: No derogatory information appears in Bufiles concerning

Mayor Cutrer. There is no record of any prior correspondence.

Files were checked thoroughly injo^der to locate his forthcoming

letter; however, none could be located. II
t r L / —

DTgjms
(5)

tr os
TELETYPE UNITl

""II
'fl

52

flu

KEC’O*

READING

ROOM

FBI
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OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

4:22PM May 5, 1965 7

MR. TOLSOtT

—

MR. BELMONT

.

MR. CASPER —

—

MR. CALLAHAN .

Mayor JESSIE CUTRER of Bogalusa, MR

Louisiana, telephoned through Secretary”

for the Director.

MR. CONRAD .

MR. FELT

MR. ROSEN

MR. SULLIVAN .

MR. TAVEL .

Per the Directors instructions, the MR TROTTER

Mayor was advised of his absence, and MR. JONES. —

offered the services o&an assistant, which . ROOM -

he accepted. The call was referred to m. ss holmes ,

Mr. Wick in Mr. DeLoach’s Office. MRS- METCALF

MISS GANDY —
Mr. WicK advised that the Mayor mentioned the

intemperate remarks by DicrGregory concerning the

(

Director. The Mayor said that the negro and white

population of Bogalusa, both then and now, have

brought^about 3gwave of indignation against Mr. Gregory

since hiS remarks concerning the Director.

Mr. Cutrer ap^pgized for the actions £)f; Mr . Gregory

while he whs in$is town, and is going to write the

Director a lettegconcerning this matter. ^ ,

REW:

BX1Ia
18 MAY X219b5

5

ft- 777^
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May 7, 1965

Tolson

Belmont—
Mnhr

DeLoach
Casper

Callahan __
Conrad .

Felt
CfilA.-

Rosen IJSa»

Sullivanjy
Tavel ,

—

Trotter—

—

Tele, Room*
Holmes -

—

Candy —

-

n

~

ivoo— ¥*3-~ 3 lO

S fb6

-ni "
m

OD g fV>

:= os
hH o t**-

Your note of May 4th, with enclosure, has

been received, and I want to thank you for your kind comments

concerning our work. My associates ahdXarei>leased we

have your support and hope that our future efforts will- continue

to merit your approval.

Sincerely yours,

J, Edgar Hoover

NOTE: Correspondent is not’ identifiable i'n Bufiles.

CJJ:cal

(3)

M&1U5B Z

MAY - 7 1965

C0MM-FB1 .Jp3
^ \ t

•A
3' iffj

v

~r\
WAIL ROOM L TELETYPE UNIT l
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OFFICE OF DIRECTOR
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

MR. TO LSON —
MR. BELMONT,

MR. MOHR
MR. oelo; cz

~z

"5-4-65

Dir. Hoover -

The enclosed clipping in the Cleveland
Press.

Thought you’d like to do something
about such a —

You’ve done an Honest and good job
and you and the Dept, should not take
such abuse -

Sincerely -

MR. CASPER

MR. CALLAHAN .

MR. CONRAD -

MR. FELT

MR. GALE — L_

MR. ROSEN

MR. SULLIVAN -
MR. TAVEL _
MR. TROTTER _
MR. JONES- -

TELE. ROOM
MISS HOLMES

MRS. METCALF -

MISS G ANOY -

4—

i>,d.K to#.'/

COPY: cb

Cr
L

5X*

Rtc - o
-JU r,'

~~ ^ ^
to MAY JL&J 1965—L _ -S

’*
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COMEDIAN Dick Greg-

ory told- a Negro rally in

Bogalusa, La., the FBI

was the “biggest tjric.k

going” and referred to

She agents as “thugs.”

He also said J. Edgar

Hoover was “one of the

lousiest dogs that ever,

existed. S~~3~ C=>.i

PC?r T£ leP-W

y DO </<A£ '
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l The Court of Common Pleas, Department of Domestic Relations ... £ *

'

tf CHerry 1-2700, Ext. 528 • Room 50, County Court House • Cleveland 13, Ohio £
r*

1
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a#- May 10,. 1965.

To Ison—
Belmont—
Mohr.
DeLoach .

Casper _«
CaUahan —
Conrad—
Felt———
Gale ...

Rosen

Sullivan—

,

TgvelL,,.,

Trotter ——

_

Tele. Room
Hplpes—

At?-

j
BatonRouge, Louisiana

'

•j —mi,- itrUiiT-'j ^~Vrar n mwmmnmujmx—

l_ | 1

Dear
|

I 1

t I received your letter of May 3rd, with

|

enclosure, and want to thank you for your expression of

confidence in my administration of the FBI. It is hoped

j

our future endeavors will continue to merit your support

j

and approval.

I
1 It was indeed thoughtful of you to bring^

this article to my attention. Enclosed is some literature

I hope will be of interest to you.

MAILED. 10

MAY 101965

COMM-F.Bl

Sincerely yours,

J.EageS^

Enclosures (5)

1 - Now Orleans - Enclosure ~ /} .

Domestic Intelligence

U.S. News & World Report, 12-7-64 /f«v

U.S. News & World Report, 12-21-64
2-25-65, Remarks of Senator Dodd
Our Heritage of Greatness

yjt\ 13 r\ r:G Ml c?
NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable ’in Bu files.
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Mr. Tols

Baton Rouge,
May 3, 1965

Director
: \

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice j 7\
Washington, D« C. '-yy

Dear Sirs L./?GfoR>/

If you have not already received a copy of this article appearing

in the Baton Rouge, La* ‘Morning Advocate” on May 2, I thought you
might be intersted in seeing it*

As a Citizen and a Federal Employee it disgusts me to see you and
your fine organization maligned by an unreasonable person, as well
as advocate the direspect for the Law*

Sincerely yours

Mpaq
Mr. Ca/px- g

Mr. CV>.''an

—

b
*

Mr. Conrad

Mr. ?elt
b

.
/c

Mr. Gala

Mr. Itcsen™

Mr. .Sullivan

Mr. T.avel

Mr. Trotter-

Tele. iSoom.

Miss .Holmes—.

—

Miss .Gandy

attachment

REC-21 . /DO
If ! f M

1

H b
ft

tA

ccc ^
-
*

'j>Tfh~JL

"
* • i l X

3 MAY 0^1965
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By GlBBSjflDA^IS

|

.BOGALUSA^-Speaking before!

a eiviraghts-*rally of about 500

Negroes here Saturday night,

j

Negro comedian Dick Gregory
said FBI Director "J. Edgar
Hoover is probably one of the

lousiest dogs thatever existed.”

Terming Hoover- "one of the

right wing”, the Negro comedian
said “if is asinand a shame.
You've got to put all of the’FBI
down for that dog. The’ only:

thing we’ve -got-going for us;”

Gregory continued; '‘he is 71

years old—thank God.”

Later in his address he refer-

red to FBI agents as “thugs”,
and he also took to task a Boga-
lusa Negro minister, Rev. W. X
Nelson, who last week,criticized
the use of children in street

demonstrations, and said Negro
ministers who are having ho
part in the street demonstra-
tions, here are Uncle Toms:
Gregory, said “lots of them
preachers ;ain’t saying nothing.”

Refers, to Mayor-

Theconiedlan also called«May-
or Jesse- H. Cutrer- air '(.Uncle

Tom/' and'd&fined a Tom as
“a cat, that uses- finesse/ and
trickery.”'

,
Gregory,, who. didn’t arrive

here; until 8:45. as; a result of

his ;plane being late', said an
Uncle. Toni: isl like.ja- 4-F, “He
stays back, and* lets! someone
else do all the fighting and then
he collects^ all • the'.'benefits from
the Gl'bilh”'

*
,

'

Speaking :of Rev. Nelson,
Gregory said his comments
drew* newspaper publicity, all

the' .way :to.'New York .because
he "said' whafc:the white man
wanted'to hear.”' <4 ^ r *•*

“If
1

he; had'stbod: hr front, of

you and'; toldt 'jfQUt'aboat; .free1

dom, the Constitution,. and land disrupted .the peace- alllast
America,’1 Gregory said, “they summer.”

‘

never would- have put it in the ‘installment Plan Freedom’’
paper.Buthe can-saydhis.about He said hilL Drov:ded
jyou and itgets in the paper.” «

f?cedom on the

b
\istellme?t

Gregory said the preacher’s plan while the American Negro
criticism of children' in marches

f
is being asked to go to Viet

here ?s unwarranted, pointing Nam and provide instant free-
out that children, had, a role in dom for cats in a foreign
biblical time. * land,”

“Who . did they send out to He called states rights “the
fight that giant?”, Gregory biggest trick in the world” add
asked. As the, audience shout "sophisticated Hitlerism,” then
ed the answer of “David” back added: , „
to him, Gregory declared, “He «*As Hitler fell, baby, this is
was a child.” And how old was gonna -fall, too.”

PUt Ne said that Negroes have a
him in thatbasket?

* life expectancy .seven years
Gregory said churches, are: less than whites and their in-

the. most segregated places irijsurance" companies “give you
the-world, pointing out.thatpool the pleasure of paying a higher
halls,, swimming pools, night rate.”

gj* SLLef r
h,?

ra
2i He aIso termed the civil!

r'Knfriipi
11 C^rate<*'' ^ut

. -
not

,
rights movement “pure and

churches; good” and. xappe'd at criticism
The comedian also struck out that Communes have a role

at jthe elder Negroes jri. Boga- fo ft,

'B^re-haying-nothing to wouldn’t say there might
do with, the civd rights.demon- not; be a- few 'Communists? in
strationst here, and, charged, the movement, Gregory said,
"you. ain’t never done nothin’ but he* declared that :he’d, al*
worUl a dOmn; 'but sit around ways heard; that Russians didn’t
with yout- mouth full Of snuff believe in-freedom,

" ’

and with- yoiir Bible, upside .

*

down. You jay *up irt bed ^with poani rubber mattress -are
your rheumatism, high bl(Wd

|

!oo large and. bulky to^vashr at
pressure; youU get‘better med- j^ome. hut'cah.be spot- sponged
ical bate in jail;,l: :^lfh thick soap or detergent

He urged the elderly to “do kuds wheri necessary,, T he
something for society and said Removable damask or ticking

at present ^You" ain’t doing covers and, should— be
nothln^but getting In the way: laundered often, ^ i

.Wh^n you
,
die—Lord "Knows, l p

^
hope It^: 'sCK>h—them this, civil

j ^ , a!
rights* movement cam go for-

j fcf/ / £b / / ,. y„r i ,
,

ward;” „
• • ~— ~

5
* Defines Problem ^ zrr / JJ
Gregory said the civil rights /7 M /VV ff/> ^^

problem Is not one of bfack & &
//

against white,, but of right j

«S£ r“Ikd, Ihe white

mari is. the slavd of the Negro - ,£?
but, .doesn’t know' ;

it. A> free /S j/ A) 4

man, ;he added) Is a “man’ with- ^
lout* fears, -bub the white man ' 1

fears Negroes residing in his

neighborhood, going with- his

daughter, eating in his res-

taurant. Hence, Gregory rea-

soned;. the white mart -is', the

slave of the Negro.

He did call-for respect of the

law—when it’s- right; buturged ' -
•

hisnearers' to * “destroy- the -law

when it’s wrong;”’ and said'this

js in: keeping’ with American
tradition, recalling the Boston

tea party and' the*.disobedience

of-'American-pioneers-of-British . / ,/ s /
law. -

> / * ~ W t~0 7
Re called the Givil Rights Act / 6- 0

an illegitimate bill because

"America Is not saying we are .

sorry, we want fo. see justice

done; We- got a civil rights.$U
because we- shattered business!

/ r77 i>~

!C 0 _ </ ')
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'p^^'^^nreveport, Louisiana

0

Hon. John J . ilcKolthcn

La; Capitol Bailding

Baton Rouge, La.

Door Governor: «

Mr. Tolso:

Mr. Belmonl

Mr. Mohr.

Mr. DeLoachVi

Mr. Casper.

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad-

Mr. Felt.

Mr. Gale.

Mr. Rosen

| Mr. SulUvai

Mr. Tavel

—

Mr. Trotter.

Tele. Room
|
Miss Holmes.

Miss <3andy_

Iho prose on Ray fifth reports that daring
0

a Bogaluaa rally, negro ccmraedlan i>iek Grogory callod
'— mm j—j

|

J. Edgar Hoover, ucno of the louaiont dogs that over

lived."

Such talk Lii not only an affront to Mr.

Hoovor but is on insult to every docent Louisiana oitl-

aoti* fhis is not a Bogdlusa matter or a Caddo parish
%

matter, it ip a State matter and should bo ht§$led Sis

ouch. t-e

m
Xt is high time that wo stopped, making

* *!

Louisiana a privileged sanctuary for such oufeldb pgi-
• ^ f ;

tatera an Lick Gregory, Jsmoo yarmbr and Maritei Luther

King. Just as fast as this scum invades Louisiana, hunt* A)

Ing trouble, lot us glyo them iroo board end lodging at

<% 3fcat0 expense, .Until the name Louisiana booexaos anathema

to thorn. Legally those parsons aro vagrants with no vis-

able moans of support.and having but ono objective, to

6is1?jpb tho posep, Lot thorn be. charged only with simple^

I
°?^G0

.

3
*>1
caWing U pohaifcy of $7.50 find pnd fiyo daU^

in^j^Ll, pith bond denied. /<&-*& ^

^

M
6 9 MAY 1181965*
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Whoa Rubo McKollar woo mayor of Shreveport, ho

mado Hilea Avenue tho first paved stroot in the oity*

Ho needed labor end hew* Tho Mayor also was judgo of

tho Oity Cotart* Every Monday morning, to oabh character

arroatod oyer tho week end tho Mayor had oho prcaouhco-

moat $7 • 50 and five days at labor*

lot us givo Oil tho Dick GrogOrios §7,5q and

five days in jail until thoy spread the word, "Louis-

iana-. is poison"* 2hia expression. wohld rival tho fam-

ous worao ,6f ^snoral Potain atVnrdnh, when ho said,

"they shall not pass"*

Huy 7-1965

Siricor.ol'g VoUt»fl
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May 12, 1965

baton nouge, Louisiana-

Dear

I have received your note of May 6th, with

enclosures, and appreciate your thoughtfulness in writing.

70mo
o

-nim
CD |

You may be sure your kind comments concerning my administration?

of the FBI mean a great deal to me and I will strive to merit your

continued support and approval, ,

Sincerely yours,

G2>

Ui
ro
-TIP

ToIson _
Belmont •

Mohr_^
DeLocch .

Casper
Callahan -

Conrad_
fell--
Gale

Hosen
Sullivan

Tavel

NOTE: Correspondent's »nbt identifiable in Bufiles.



TRUE COPY

Memo

From the desk of . .

.

Baton- Rouge, La.
May 6, 1965

Dear Mr.* Hoover.

We in the South think you are doing a superb Job. Keep up the
Good work-; l am sending you a copy ot a speech frornour"local
paper by Dick Gregory one of Our importedJRabblerousers .

Sincerely your
Southern Friend

1TC up 5-11-65
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By GIBBS ADAMS
I

\
BOGALUSA—Speaking before!

;a civil rights rally of about 500!

jNegrocs here Saturday night,

jNegro comedian Dick Gregory
i

said FBI Director “J. Edgar!

Hoover is probably one of the

[lousiest dogs that ever existed.”

Terming Hoover “one of the

right wing”, the Negro comedian
said “it is a sin and a shame.
You’ve got to put all of the FBI

dom, the Constitution, and I

America,” Gregory said, “they

never would have put it in the

paper. But he can say this about

you and it gets in the paper.”

Gregory said the preacher’s

criticism cf children in marches
here is unwarranted, pointing

out that children had a role in

biblical time.

“Who did .they send out to

'fight that giant?” Gregory
down for that dog. The onlyl asiced. As the audience shout-
thing we’ve got going for us,”

Gregory continued, “he is 71

years old—thank God.”

Later in his address he refer-

red to FBI agents as “thugs”,
and he also took to task a Boga
lusa Negro minister, Rev. W. J.

Nelson, who last week criticized!

the use of children in street;

dcmonstrations,«and said Negro’
ministers who are having noi

part in the , street demonstra-i
tions here are Uncle Toms.
Gregory said “lots of them
[preachers ain’t saying nothing.”

Refers to Mayor

The comedian also called May-
or Jesse H. Cutrer an' “Uncle
jTom ,” and defined a Tom as
“a cat that uses 'finesse and
trickery.”

Gregory, who didn’t, arrive
here until 8:45 as a result of

his plane being late, said an
Uncle Tom is like a 4-F/“He
stays back and lets someone
else do all the fighting and then
he collects all the 'benefits from
the GI bill.”

- Speaking of Revv Nelson;
Gregory said

,
his comments

drew newspaper publicity all

the way to New York because
he “said s what ‘the* white man
wanted to hear.”' *

“If he had stood in .front of

you and told you about free-

Morning Advocate
May 2, 1965
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

and disrupted the peace all last!

summer.”
‘Installment Plan Freedom”

j

He said the. bill provided!

“freedom on the installment!

plan .while the American Negro
is being asked to go to Viet

Nam and provide instant free-

dom for cats in a foreign

land.”

He called states rights “the

biggest trick in the world” and
“sophisticated Hitlerism,” then

added:

“As. Hitler fell, baby, this is

gonna fall, too.”

He said that Negroes have a

life expectancy seven years

less than whites and their in-

surance companies
.
“give you

the pleasure of paying a higher

rate.”

He also termed the .civil

rights movement “pure and

|
good” and rapped at criticism

that Communists have a role

in it.

“I wouldn’t say there might!

not be a few Communists in;

the movement, Gregory said,

but he declared that he’d al-

ways heard that Russians'didn’t]

believe in^freedom..

ed the answer of “David” back
to him, Gregory declared, “He
was a child.” And how old was|

Moses when his Mammy put

him in that basket?”

Gregory said churches are!

the most segregated places in

the world, pointing out that pool

halls, swimming pools, night

clubs, hotels and restaurants

have integrated, but not;

churches.

The comedian also struck out]

at the elder “Negroes m Boga-]

lusa who are having nothing to

do with the civil rights demon
stations here, and charged,;

“you ain’t never done nothin’!

worth a damn, but sit around!

with: your mouth full of -snuff

and with your Bible upside,

down. You lay up in bed with]

your rheumatism, high bloodj

pressure; you’d get better med-

ical caVe in jail.”

He urged the elderly to “do!

something for society, and said

at present “You ain’t doing!

nothin’ but getting in the way.

When you die—Lord knows, I

hope it’s soon—then this civil

rights movement can go for-j

ward.”
Defines Problem

Gregory said the civil rights]

problem is not one of black!

white, but of right]

against wrong.
And, he added, the white!

man is the slave of the Negro
but doesn’t know it. A free]

man, he added, is a man with-

out fears, but the white man
fears Negroes' residing in his;

neighborhood,
.

going with his

daughter, „ eating in his res-

taurant. Hence, Gregory' rea-

soned, the white man is the]

slave of the Negro.

He did call for respect of the]

[law—when it’s right, but urged

his hearers to “destroy the law]

when it’s wrong,” and said this]

is ir\ keeping with American
tradition, recalling the Boston]

tea party and the disobedience;

of American pioneers of British'

law.
,

'

He called the Civil Rights,Act
„

an illegitimate bill because *

Americans not saying \ye arej

sorry, we want to see justice) _ * _
done. We got a civil rights bill

1 \ ^T.TTiPRr
because, we shattered business

j

^

t-
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Hi
tooo
2:

I received your letter of May 3rd, with enclosures,

and want to thank you for your confidence in my administration of

the FBI. It is hoped our future endeavors will continue to merit
your support and approval.

It was indeed thoughtful of you to make your sugges-
tion known to me. For your information, several of my associates

dp speak on the threat of communism from time to time in various

sections of our country. With respect to those who are critical of

the operations of this Bureau, it has been my long-standing policy

to consider the source of these attacks. In many instances I do not

deem it appropriate to dignify such baseless utterings worthy of a
reply. I am sure you will understand my position:in this regard.

07
O

CT3
n

b6
b7C

interest.

Enclosed is some literature I trust you will find of

MAILED 10

MAY 1 1 1965

COMM*FBI

Sincerely yours,

ifoqygg
i/

Enclosures (5)

1 - Cleveland - Enclosure

spopdent

fcBi

NOTEjiGPffes was written 11-30-64 in connection with |MsU I

inquiry conjreritfn^tji^ ‘Warren Commissioh'Heport. No derogatory
informationiappears in'Bufiles concSrhing^hinii2l&
DTP :maW

,

{ .
Enclosures see next page.

^ 5
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Enclosures

U. S. News and World Report 12-7-64

U. S. News and World Report 12-21-64

Senator Dodd’s Remarks on the Floor of the U. S. Senate 2-25-65

Domestic Intelligence

"Our Heritage of Greatness"

\
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5/3/65

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director - -

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Yfeshington, D.C.

rr»

Dear Mr. Hoover:
f

The enclosed article appeared in today* s Cleveland Press. I don*t

know how it could be worked, but I believe it would be good ; for

our country if you had a public relations department in the F.B.I.

composed of about five men who are good speakers,, and experts

on the menace of communism and- pseudo-liberalism who would speak

on college and university campuses to defend the F.B.I., and to p
-<

attack the conspitorial views of communists and fellow travelers ^
by exposing the students to the -truth.. Vie need some experts to -g

CD )|

counteract the communists and the. fellow travelers who are .lodged 01

in churches, schools, communications media etc. Althoughiff members

of the Apolitical uhderworld 1
' fight among themselves as to how to

* - _ - __ 5

force socialism down our throats, the communists, socialists, and;;

pseudo-liberals stand together and help each other when under attack

by^thOse who believe in the free enterprise system, and constitutional

V government.
, (\A

* *-*
'•

’i" Somgbne must expose their false philosophy who is .an expert and

3 who;\ean defend the F.B.I# at the same time.

f Vie are tired of the constant attacks upon the F.B.I., and would

like simeone to speak to students to attack the leftists, ahc

defeiffl'|the F.B.I. By, 4 ?<*'&-

\J ' &X 110 Bast racajia.

V* J x
Ll *

- .. V- 'Cleve. a
t

(Mo“
• :zku: +

t 2^ ^12 •
P:S. You are busy—no' reply to this' letter necessary

S’ -rJo —Ca6T

DTP ’

_ _ - =

£• r

-*C&.oaS2
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S'the& iHght:-og student -groups ^0' mvite '

xont'royereial

I of^George
1

Eincoin- -Rockwell'•/. head:'otrtfie American

|^TaVbpp%;;
~

y

Y

:-:‘2\\ y^v-T:*

nist-leadeii'Anton Krchmarck ^’IlfriSK:*:
oh/Apr.* 28*$$& caused a- jjtf

u
: -t

^controversy in’iheNAthens, ifife ’’*••'

.&j

i .BUt;. ^sp6kesma'n.,forithe
;

*

?:unjvcrsity said: .ticket: sale kockwelu -

ifoiv,'the: Nazi’S 'speecH- by'a's
' •« ', /,

"
-

: $ ;

‘krchmarekT

v V|^w— '
1 v j. t r,

pns&arid^aMfu^
|expecte,d r\inv .the ’MOOVseat tHpse !‘spbakeii.% :

.

*

(;Memorial Hallt;bh,the-cam- " i:‘ "J~Z-Z , t.

proved^

L A :SP,6Ses»iAN: refeasedi

-v.ersit^ e~*free, finterrj

•c^nge )pflfdea&,y.>
:
;»ij?>

(
*•

l aem* v.eruyii' A^muuu^ucuu*^ v “w t. ~ 7
; v»v;

ifing^administration, policy: •sddUJherpr.\yasSi
no|indication;

I V
1

• .of'orgapizcdhpposi.tipn to the,

I <(wiihb. ,ihoi.n hivArsifv •to.' speeches, on; campus; fKufe

jfpus^ilKgoes/uoftimpose:any >

,

tdimitatibnBntHeAphilosdpni-i

I’caij UdeplojgjcM- •6r'~poiiUcal-j
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May 10, 1965
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Belmont

.
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DeLoac^
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Callahan —
Conrad_
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Sullivan
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Florence”"SouWeirolina

Dear

Your letter of May 5th, with enclosure,, has
been received, and your support 6! the work performediby
this Bureau is appreciated by all of us in the FBI..

It is gratifying to know you found my books of

interest. It is also,reassuring to learn of your concern about
the communist conspiracy, since all Americans must become
aware of its objectives and operations if they are to resist its

eroding influence. I am enclosing literature, some of which
includes suggestions all of us can consider in combating this

evil.
4

"MAILED, 6.

MAY 101965

aagjv yours. “H i

tom

TO 332m o»o -<;

o —

-

r

*

FH
P.OMM-FBI

Enclosures (5)

^n^'Gommni^a—The Incredible Swindle

WoPMting '

tpT
The Communist

o
TOOO

-or
-XT

car>;
n

w r// • J * LiP** ^
One Nation’s Response to/Co^fiaunismVA

||j 0 JA
^{]

I j

— JBP;lsg

(3) £z£
>sen ,i . i. .OlTS/S
iHvcn X.

i
s*

nay
1QR*v
An>Roo;
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NOTE: There is no-record of the correspondent in Bufiles.

The enclosure furnished dealt with Gregory's outspoken
remarks concerning the work of the Bureatu His efforts to

discredit the FBI are well known.

- - _ -
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Florence, S. C.
May 5, 1965

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director / 5/
Federal Bureau of Investigation ,i/ Teie.

Washington, D; 0. ' ^ Misa.

Dear Mr. Ho ii
V , , 7 , KM 6=» /X^¥dfoC
You are to be congratulatedior your sfand a^ins’t^o^Mii^iTrT'

Enclosed, herewith, is an United Press International dispatch

^sent out over it*s wire services and was carried by the Char-

leston, S. 0. News and ... Pourler », the most outspoken newspaper

in the USA today on communism and every day happenings. *
]

Like many in America today, I am very much concerned about

the future of our beloved country.

Have read all of the books written by you pertaining to the

FBI and those exposing the dangers of communism and they have

convinced me you are an authority on this subject.

Pleas.e keep up the good work and we hope to have you for a long

.timejto come.

I

'Mr. TefeeaJ'A
Mr.

IfrSfa^r^
2In Callahan

j

i

Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room,
21:ss Holmpg >

Sincerely yours.

to

/0 b 3 ~

% MAY 1965

&>

#

Lorence, b.
s
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spots7»devja(^ :;frofh1hi3fcomic
routirieVduririgitHexweekendJfor

Lsoriiej serious^cKargesiiagainst

X .Gregory,< irifarspecial ^appear-

anc# "at; ra -'Negnr rally ’ Saruf-

'day -night,j.said^theilFBrjjvas

^Aboutf.;500^personsg; ^mostly

teenVr:'agers?and‘youhg"adultsj

turaedt *;out\ ^oi^heaK-.Gregory

Eqi^ty^q^O^RjEKpirectdr
iIames'Farmer,‘nas,ibeen''.quiet ;

since;'a*special'.’ three
; ' v~ u-

medlat{on;tearh;begany

^^^to''s^j^t
/

n^;oQatioj|^-b'^.

^Ypu^lay^up^inib^-Tyithryqur

lAeumatismf:highJbJobd"pfjKsure

fByou’d(gefel«!tter^ediMl|qafe
in jail- You :

ain’tdoing'nothing
butvgettiriga in';the%ay:^When
yod«aie7~ Iibrdtlmowsfi^hbpe.
its;sbonVrf>theriitHaicivirtrights

:

[moyet^j^<^yg(riforwa^^he,
said.. ,iv .. il.

,notflguarantee^;ariytHihgi

“X°U'can’t.ivoteJtheVgunlout iol
the ;• sheriffls^haridiiJ .

*y. -,1

T-He'i fsaidl/thW.bili 5 'provided
>“/re<&m7o'iin
nlan mh ! 1a'lVioVA rn or*J r»n r» •'Morrm \

rally/totjreturhljbv'Philadelphia)

isaid
L

.the fohly>thing';Ncgroes ;can
[befftHankful'JfoWabouMthfeFBl 1

director*; is-that-.Hoover is" 71

years,oldi if

'* ''
L

.criticized.COREjfd^usihgtteeh^
a'gersjin'. streetf/demonstratidris

andlatf.'oIdervBogalusa'Negroes

cent ^racial idemohstrationsX;^.
^‘..Revi AV. ’A-4 Nelsbrii^pastorrbfJ
:the;.>>MduntV ’Moriah;

1

.^Baptist'

ithe'civilfrightsJmovemeriO^Boii
fgalusaV

J
,

" Vd
Ci.roctnrii: n!/l :Mnlkam\ nhJ r 4lll r

jb6ycptted''dembnstraliohs-4yere

|tUhcleVT6ms!Jjtwhich‘he'definea
;

as4‘Pats\\vh6!iuse4fihesse?aHd
|itricKeryi

,,l7*:" |jgSagSgr; r.|

|f^Amencaas;hot'.say|ng;,we)
,

are;

sorrySwe^want-'to'seevjiisticfe

d6he~WSgotra;civilfrightsfbijl:
becauseioweVshatteredv business]

'andfdisnipted/theypeaceiall,ilast’

;,The:rally.\v?as.heId.'in.an;,emp-'

.tjtlotibnithembHh'sldeyo^tbwn.i

Negro . leaderj0rbert-Hicks said
tliercityi^fusi&ypermlssiohy^to'

use; -a5<rcity[, ~ ;ownedi sbasebafl

jJaricyforythe^ally].'
'a

-
" ‘

;fThe;city’sVdecisioh

similar' positionstakei. .„, _

caI’;schgoribodrdA§hich;bahned
c7on^oyereial<ofei»liticaKmeet;
ing^on^chool'f'propeHyr V-u »

^^A-f^gr^egatiohist-jrally^et^for

cause icHoolTbfficiais, dehiedfttie"
group, the iiseTof .a -high"school
tpp{balj;3ta’dium.j;!l.

?

:^7Iwl-
yjAithree^man.mediation;team,
^made

;
-;upV6f;‘a>stafe?'fenatbr;

a.
>j
prpminerit:yattdrheyI

4and>';a.

’4fate $]abor^eader^met:,wHK=a0i
toraeysfofe'thercityiaridithejBb-ii

Tilt rt'i2£^*y-2

grouridwoffcioBiessionsSaimed
a t'4]sblvingt-theTitown’s;5 -'racial

problemsr;f .*r. T77 '.''"tt
'ItV,was -nirt; ^announced: .when

i h'e-,j{irst.;;hegotiation: -meeting
would;bef

.hfeld:'
* v •

jo'6 - 44d*f>33

enclosure
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NIGHT LEMT MCKEITHEN

ew Orleans, may a <upi>—

g

YyfHAT NEGRO COMEDIAN

KMENTS* IS "NOTHING BUT ,
REGORY* Itf A TALK LAST WEEKEND' IN. RACIALLY UPSET BOGALUSA,
ATTACKED THE FBI AND SAID FBI DIRECTOR J, EDGAR HOOVER IS

JOHN MCKEITHEN OF LOUISIANA SAID
ORY. WHO ALSO PROMOTES CIVIL RIGHTSwwtw» wnw nuou riu

ITpiCUM AND TRASH* 1

‘ONEt>n«i nunuuv tnb roi nwu, otuv pda u J

OF THE_LOUSIEST DOGS, THAT EVER LIVED,
CONFERENCE TODAY IN NEW ORLEANS,

.DIRECTOR OF THE CONGRESS
OUTSIDE CIVIL RIGHTS WORKERS TO

NOT BE ALLOWED TO RUN LOOSES
SOMETHING 'IS WRONG WITH HIM,* HE SAID GREGORY IS "NOTHING BUT

—

TROUBLE**

(

"I COULD, THINK OF 100 OTHER NEGROES IN THE STATE WHO WOULD BE
MORE QUALIFIED TO LEAD THEM (BOGALUSA NEGROES)," MCKEITHEN
SAID.

9

,
"THEY (OUTSIDE CIVIL RIGHTS WORKERS) WANT TO HAVE VIOLENCE CR

I AND WHEN IT DOESN'T HAPPEN OUTSIDERS BECOME FRUSTRATED AND THAT*
I WHY THE MAKE SUCH COMMENTS AS' THEY DO."
*\ MCKEITHEN URGED. WHITE CONSERVATIVES OF WASHINGTON PARISH (COUNTY)

ITO POSTPONE. A PLANNED RALLY AND MARCH OR PROTEST SOME PLACE BESIDES
/BOGALUSA* THE WHITE CONSERVATIVES ARE SEGREGATIONISTS*

THE GROUP IS SCHEDULED TO HOLD A RALLY FRIDAY WITH DALLAS
COUNTY, ALA*. SHERIFF* JIM CLARK AND SEGREGATIONIST LEADER LEANDER
PEREZ SR* OF LOUISIANA AS MAIN SPEAKERS*

•THE WHITE PEOPLE HAVE THE RISpgTto MARCH AND YOU CAN'T BLAME
THEM." MCKEITHEN SAID. *H0WEVER,TNf5SI:ETINGS HELD TO, INCITE/ „
EMOTIONS SHOULD NOT BE HELD," __ ^

BUT FEREZ "CAN IN NO WAY BE COMPARED T<FTffA5H HKE FARMER AND
GREGORY," MCKEITHEN SAID. HE SAID PEREZ IS A
A RIGHT TO GO TO BOGALUSA.

FARMER LED A SERIES OF MARCHES IN BOGALUSA, A SOUTHEAST

- * 111 UJ ULj

wuifi«mus

. nnnvni.0 xw duu«luoA> A SOUTHEAST
LOUISIANA PAPERMILL TOWN, AND SAID IT IS THE PRIM£~*ARGET~FeR“»
RACIAL. DEMONSTRATIONS. ’ _ -

MCKEITHEN HAS-BEEN A GUITDING FORCE IN EFFORTS TO SETTLE RACIAL
DISPUTES IN LOUISIANA, HE MADE AN UNPRECEDENTED TRIP TO JONESBORO,
LA,. WHICH ALSO HAS A TOUCHY RACIAL SITUATION, LAST MONTH TO
TALK TO RACIAL LEADERS

HE ALSO WAS INSTRUMENTAL IN GETTING A THREE-MAN MEDIATION TEAM
TO WORK TOWARD SETTING UP NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN NEGROES AND WHITES
IN BOGALUSA. __

WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE

ATED

.J 9 Hi,?r8 is6s
/Cr

1L
b6
b7C
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Mr. J. Edgar Hoover

F. B. I. Headquarters
Washington D. C.

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover: _

1‘ra sending a clipping of an attack made on you

in the Morning ^Advocate , on May ,2, 19&5 in Bogalusa

by nagger Dick^Gregory for the purpose of stirring
^

up trouble between whites and niggers

.

I have the utmost respect for you and your agents.

I would hate to think what it would be like without

your wonderful department. It is revolting, indeed

to say the least that a nigger of his caliber can-' say-

such things about an official of our country.
/

nth much respect, j

&

L
' ^ ~~~

> >
VCC W ' * .

-

—

**

-it
MAY ^ 1965
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By GIBBS ADAMS jdom, the Constitution, and; and* disrupted the peace all last

1 BQGALUSA^-Speaking before America,” Gregory said, “they
,|

summer."
a civil rights rally of about 500 never would have put it in the ‘installment Plan Freedom*
Negroes here Saturday night, paper.Jut he can say this about He said the hill nrnvirWli
Ner, corner ^Gregory you and it getsm the- papers”

:

«,£*?**
said FBI Director J. Edgar Gregory said the preacher’s plan while the American Negro
Hoover is probably one of the criticism of children in marches, js being asked to go to Viet
lousiest dogssthatxevec existed.” here is unwarranted, pointing |Nam and provide Instant free-]
Terming Hoover 4‘one of the out that children liad a role in dom for cats in a foreign

right wing”, the>Negrircomediah biblical time. land.” ..

'

said s,,
it' is a sitt:andi a. shame, “wh0 did. they send out to He called states rights '‘the

fi
8.
ht

. “?at.. giant?.” Gre.gory biggest trick in: the wSfld” and

years om-mamt uoa. was a child.» And how old was gonha SETtoo?’
”

({Later in his address fie refer- Moses when- his Manimy put w„ _aM tK„ f -

red .to FBI agents as “thugs”; him'in that basket?”
said Negroes have a

tpd fie alio took; to task a- Boga- Gre;orv said cHurches
sev

,

en
t
. ?eaH

Jusa Nearo minister Reir W J t
saia ®*e wss than whites and their In-

Nekon who l«t week criticized IS
6 m

°u
segregated places insurance companies “give you

|
SbSt orSSI"in"£^1^ « ***** a higher

' demonstrations, and said Negro'S* hotclf and ra&uraSs* '
,

ministers who are having noLave ’

integrated but nod as0 termed d1® civil

part: in the street demoiistra-ewhe,
6^'” '

not
(righls movement "pure and 1

lions h e r e are Uncle
,
TonisJ t . ,

.good” and rappel at. criticism

Refers to Mayor T ulT.u “K\rT8
'

1 wouian't say there might
. w.inayoy dq -with the civihrightSrdemon- not be a few Communists in'

Theicomedlan.also called May- stations here, arid charged, the movement Gregory said

rom^and’dSJed
“
y<J

lL
aln

’l
rieve

[
noth&’ but he declared that lfe’d al-Tom, and, defined- a Tom as worth a damn, but sit- around wavs heard that Russians didn’t«* •«-»» r* »*? *g *m£E“flSm? “*

*

trickery. * and with your Bible upside „ - -
'

1

hJ*® *5*
. Iw' rubbeu mattress are

t stays back and* lets* someone
Mh thick, soap or detergent
ahJm ,..1.-1 ^ rr% 1. . »

Ith&Grm 1

but getting in the wayj laundered ofteri.

[y APVOCAT&

SgLttpJSSgZ IS!
the;..way lo ,New "York because

movement can g° tor*

White mani ‘

Defines Problem

i t t t
Gregory said the civil rights

. - ^
ad s}°°d

“J,
front ®f problem is ndt one of black

|y°H and t(dd m obout free- againSt white, but of right
against wrong.
And, he added, the white

man is the slave of the Negro
but doesn’t know it A free

man, he* added, is a man withr

out fears; blit the white, naan
fears Negroes residing in bis

neighborhood,^ going with his

daughter, eatings in his res-

taurant Hence, Gregory reai*

soned^ the white man is the

slave of ther Negro.

Hd did. cell fQc respect of the
law—when it’s right; but urged
his :hearers*(o ^destroy the law

t
\

when it's wrong,1
* and-said- this

3 & in keeping with American

j
- tradition, recalling the Boston

'
1i Yx?

~ '
: tea;:partY *and- the disobedience

.49G5, » of-Americaiv-pioneers^bLBritish

law. cr
^“ r ' i1

—
>

- '- J r
' r ’

"
, + ^ h rl He, called,the Civil Rights Act

//rf </ /) / an illegitimate bill because
7 r ^ f / ^America is . not saying we are

- - kTT^GXiU^u sorry, we want to see justice^ [done. We got ia civil fights biU
f

because we shattered- business rj
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|
Me. Callahan I I

M*“« Conratl, I

Mr. Fcl fc.

~
b6

M*V Gale K7r
Mr. Rosao.^_

. |; i

Mjr. Sulliv.nrv II
'

M*v TavcI ._

7

I

Mr. Troltcftl I

3?ele. Room-
Miss Holmes _

Miss Gandv-

Senator Russell B, Bong
Congress of the. United' States
IICage of Senate
Wfghington, D. C.

C§at Senator Long:

Q&

/"/
. Enclosedis a clipping from the Horning Advocate of a spepc'. that

one of the great Civil Rights workers made recently in Bog$lusa»
TKAt is the reason for this, letter. Ifi it not possible for opr
-Ajiacted officials in Washington to do something, to Stop th,is, kind

fS agitation in the South?

Laws are being made and changed every week in order to bring about
these changes so it sepms* and we are told to obey the iaws of our
.Senators and Congressmen; therefore, why is an unfunny comedian
allowed to come into our State- and hold meetings and make speeches
that would arouse any red.' blooded American whether he. bo from the
Worth or from the South?

The Honorable J* Edgar Hoover, one of the most respected men in
America for as long as most of us can remember is being called the
lowest form of animal life and, the white men in general, looked up~

^ on as something that has to go. Yet, we are still expected to sit
back and wait for the Great Society to help us* Just how long do
you people in Washington want us to put up Kith threats from negro

^_and white Civil Rights workers? They now have a law giving them
everything they want and still they march, stage sit-ins, lay-ins j

‘i/and make speeches that should put them behind bars?

^Tfhen the woman from Massachusetts- was killed in, Selma, they charged
£§hree white men with murder. Three weeks ago, a white youth of 15

was killed: oh his way borne on -a motor bike by a gang of rock and brick
N throwing negro teenagers of both sex and they' were charged with man-
x

1

^ slaughter. This happened about 10 blocks from my home here in Baton
> Rouge .. and the brick and rock throwing haS been going on for quite

!V

t i some cim4 lini^this same, area that the’ youth Vhs killed. ,
'

n(7r->v (V- 'if
'

• "* 760 .

V 1

tv l

re ta



I feel that you, as one of our Senators, as wall a6 all of the other

elected officials from our State, should make some kind of effort to

stop such invaders as we have had to contend with in our State recently*

as we have no use- for such, intruders or visitors.

I object with all my, .being ouch a thing, as this man has. done, .and feel

that my objections are valid and should be maH6 known to the persons

in position' to do something about it,- •
‘

Respectfully,

Enclosures
hED/roo

cc: Honorable James H, Morrison, Representative

Honorable Allen Ji Ellender, Senator
1 Honorable J.- Edgar Hoover, Chief of Federal Bureau of Investigation
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gg&gory Critical of FBI

> finBogalusamvilRightsS
|

By GIBB^ADAMS— tdontj 'TEe Constitution, and and disrupted the peace all last

BOGALUSA—Speaking before America,” Gregory said, "they summer.”
a civil- rights rally of about 500 never would' have put it in the ‘Installment Plan Freedom*
Negroes here Saturday night, paper. But he can say this about He saii ft. biI1 . . HkI

faTFBrStor^iPS
youanditgetsmthe paper ”

“freedom on the installmeht

SlLPil SSSE ».; Zffha
Gregory said- the preacher’s [plan while the American Negro

Hoover is probably one. of the criticism of children m marches; fe being asked to go to Viet
lousiest dogs that ever existed, here is unwarranted, pointing Nam and provide instant free-

! -Terming Hoover “one of the out that children, had a role In dona for cats in a foreign
right wing”,,theNegro comedian biblical time.,

* * laria;” ,

"" 6 '

said “it is a sin and a shame. “Who did they send out to He called states rights “the
You’ve. cofcto nut all of the FBI x * __

«

Sars°dd-thank God
13 ‘° hKn

’ S%f?7fldare<!\
“He "As Hitler fell, baby, this isyears oia-manic t»oa. wa? a child.” And how old was gonna: 'fall, too.”

i
Later m his address he refer- Moses when his Mammy put Tr0 . • -

red to FBI agents as “thugs”, him In that basket?” ut
sajd

*.
hat Ne8roes have a

and he also took fo task a Bripn « Tv ,. ,
"'life expectancy, seven years

fusa Negro*mhdsterReV WJ Greg0
?7

sa,d
?
harcI

?
e3 "e less than whites ind their in-

Nefcon?KaKeek critfcfcwi
m°st segregated-places In surance companies “give* you

the use Sf chuS in S haLW°11«rmiSg Si??
X°ht ^easure of * hl^cv

demonstrations, and said Negro Z& andTestaurenk Pfe ,

'

ministers who are having no have
S

’
integrated' but not

a]?° termed the civil

part in. the street demonstra^ churches'
^
grated, but not

rights- moyempnt' “pure and
tions here -are Hncle Toms.

c ... . ,
good” and .rapped' at' criticism

Gregory, said “lots of them comedian also stouruciout that Communisms, have a role
preachers .ain’t saying nothing.” .

at ^e elder Negroes in Boga- lij. It. ;
v-

Refers to Mayor yfj?°,^re h?vin^n°tMng to “j wouldn't. say there's,might
; _v ,

««S. ro mayop
do Avith, the civil rights ,demon- not be. .d few Communists inThO comedianalso calledMay- strations here, and, charged, the movement Gregory Said’

T6m“
S

|hd^dSS
neVe

Ktf®^»
nothln

i
hxit M declared,

G
tha!,?e’d' ilt

ag* s* ,us“ ** .«•*•*** an- * "s? eS-rSiSfi,
“ -

trickery. and with your Bible upside r—

>

v ~
Gregory; who^ ;$dn’(; arrive do^h. You lay up iri bed* with

here until4 8;45 as a -result .of you* rheumatism, high blood

?r ^a
m e

~ e>* said an pressure** youM-getbetter jned*
Uncle Tom is. «ke a. 4-F. “He icabcare -in jail*’
stays back, and ? lets> someone uA

’

he collects all
^eZf fo^ocW^nL^c

the Gi hm »
the Refits frora

at present “You ain’t doinj

Sneaking of Rav MaIcaa nothin’ hut getting iii the, way:

gSv g
said

When *<>« dle-lXrd'kndws, I

drew ?ew<jnanpr
h
^niiWWv

ei

lu h°P® soon—then this ciyil

flHWSCCSLSjgs.-—

-

waiiSt b«l»?®
B,VhUe mi1 -

*

Defines P'roblemW
“irbi°haS

a
^AAj-- t t

Gregory said the civil rights

vm/^na problem is -not one of black
L
you you .about free- against white, but pf right

against wrong,

! And, , he added, the white

finan is th^ slave of the Negro
but doesn’t knov^ it. A free

man, he added, Is a man with-

out fears, but the white man
fdto N^groesf residing in his

neighborhood, going with his

daughter, eating in his res-

taurant. Hence, Gregory rea-

soned, the white man is the

slave of the Negro., -

[ Bg did call for ;respect of-the

law—when it's rights but urged

hisbearers to*
4<destroy the law

when* it’s wrong,” and said; thisl

is iir keeping with American
jj

tradition, recalling the^ Boston#

tea- party and-the^dlsobedience

of American, pioneers of British

law. — /

; He, called the Civil Jtfghts Act /\j (j
lan iUegUfeafa^J}iU. because . " JP*7
I ^America Is. notTsaying we a!re J

* ' #W *^ J

1

| sorry, we Want to see justice

:done. Wd got a civil rightsr bill)

^because we shattered business

•JtH 1-jy
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Baton Rouge 2, Louisiana
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Dear

Your letter of May 3rd, with enclosure,

has been received and I want to take this opportunity to

thank you for your support and for bringing this newspaper

article to my attention.

Sincerely yours,

f

Ja Edgar Sopm.

Mailed^

|Sm#1 0?&5

C0MM.FB1 03 V \
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By GIBBS ADAMS
BOGALUSA—Speaking before

a civil rights rally of about .500]

Negroes here Saturday night,

Negro comedian Dick Gregory
said FBI Directorf “J. Edgar]

Hoover is probable one- of the

lousiest dogs that5ever existed*”

Terming Hoover ?one of the

right wing”, the Negro comedian
said “it is a .sim and a shame;
You’ve got to put all of the FBI
down for that dog. The only

thing we’ve' got going for us*”

Gregory continued, “he is 71

years old—thank God/ ’

Later in, his address he refer-

red to FBI agents as “thugs”,

and he also took to task a Boga-
lltisa Negro minister, Rev. W. J:

Nelson, who last weekxriticized
jthe use of children in street

demonstrations, and said Negro
ministers who. are haying no!

part in the^ street demonstra-
tions here are Uncle Toms.
Gregory said “lots of them]
preachers, ain’t sayirig nothing.”

Refers to Mayor

The comedian also called May-]
or Jesse H. Cutler an ^Uncle'
Tom,” and defined! a Tom, asi

“a cat that uses finesse and]

trickery.”

Gregory, who didn’t arrive

here until 8:45 as a result of

his plane being* late, *said ari

Uncle, Tom is like a 4-F*, “He
stays back an# 'lets, someone
else do all the fighting and then
he collects all, the benefits from]
theGIbill” -

Speaking* of
1

ReV. Nelsott,

Gregory said his comments
idrew newspaper

1

publicity all

!

ie^ way to New York because
e “said what thd' >vhite man
ranted to hesib;”

^If he *had stood in front of

yojr' and told ,y?U about free^

dom, the Constitution, and]

America,” Gregory said^ “they

never would have put it in the

paper. Buthe can say this about

you and it gets in, the paper."

Gregory said the preacher’s

criticism of children jn.marcbes
here is unwarranted, pointing

out that children had ^ role in

biblical time.

“Who did they send out to

fight that giant?” Gregory
asked. As the audience shout-

ed the answer of “David” back
to him, Gregory declared, “He
was a child.” And how old yas
Moses* when, his Mammy put

hinim that basket?”

and disruptedThe peace, all last,

summer.”

‘Installment Plan Freedom’

Ha said the bill provided!

“freedom on the installment]

plan while the American Negro
Is being asked to go to Viet
Nam and provide instant free-

dom for cats in a foreign
land.”

He called states rights “the
biggest trick in the world” aiid

“sophisticated Hitlerism,” then
added:

“As Hitler fell, baby, this is

gonnifall, too.”

He said that ^Negroes Have a

. ,
Uife expectancy seven years

Gregory said churches -arejieSs than whites and their in-

t*—

the most segregated places in

the world*. pointing out that pool

halls; swimming pools, night!

clubs, hotels and restaurants!

have, integrated, but not,

churches.

The comedian also struck out

at the elder Negroes, in Boga-
lusa who/are having nothing-to

do with the "civil rights .demon?
strations. here, and charged!

"you, ain!t never done nothin!

worth a;, damn, but sit- around
with your mquttrMl 6f snuff

j

and,', with, yotic Bible - upside^

down. You lay up :

ia Bed withH

your rheumatism; high blood 1

pressure; you’d -get better med-
ical care in jail,"

He, urged.* the elderly to "do
something for society,, and

1

said

at present "You, ain’t doing

nothin’' but getting ih the way,

When youi die—Lord knows, 1

hope it’s ' soon—then this civil

rights movement- can go for-

ward.”
Defines Problem

Gregory said the civil rights

problem is not., one- of- black

against white, but of right]

against wrong: .

And, he "added, the white

man is -the slave of the Negro
but doesn’t know it, A free

man, he. added, is a man with-

out: .fears, but the white man
fears Negroes residing in his!

neighborhood; going with hisg

daughter, eating in -his res-*

tauraht. Hence, Gregory -rea-

soned, the white - man is the

slave of the Negro:

fie did call for respect of* the

law—when “it’s right, But urged

His hearers: to. “destroy the :.law

when ils wrong,” and said;this

is in keeping with American'

tradition, recalling the Boston

tea'party -and- the-disobedience

of-Americaiupioneers^ofiBritish

law- - ;

He .called, the Civil Rights Apt

an MegiJiiHjJje^bill because

“America is not saying we are

sorry, we want- to see justice

done, Wes got a ciyil.rights bill

1because, we: shattered, business

surance companies give you
the pleasure of- paying a higher!

rate.”

He also termed- the civill

rights movement ‘‘pure and|
good” -and rapped at criticism'

that Communiris have, a role

in it,

“I wouldn’t say there might
not; be hi few Communists Jh

the; movement; Gregory" saiq,

but! .he, declared tl\at he’d' af
ways ‘heard- that Russians didn,
belieye in; freedom.

‘
' y

Lf
^ -* - I"*"*
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City of
0 'ABogalusa

OFFICE OF THE MAYORl
Hay 10, 1965

JESSE H. CUTRER. JR.

MAYOR

r. To1*on

r. Bdmoi
Mr. Mohr.
Mr, D*Lrt-

3Ir. Ca*p«r
Mr. Callahan
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt,

Mr,. Gale
Mr. Hosi

Mr. :»u

Mr. TaveL.:

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Hoorn
Miss Holmes,

Miss Gandy..
;J • Edgar Hoover, .Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington,, D. C;

Dear' Mr. 'Hoover:

I talked. May 5, with Mr .-Wick of your office and requested hj.m to
give you a message concerning the, feelings*of the people of Doga,
about you and your fine "department., £*^5

- 0 Si
A Negro ^comedian by the name of Dick Gregory spoke in this C3^fcy

l

'Ta'^t'

Saturday.£hight_and made some uncomplimentary statements concerning you
and your’j-men of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The citizens, of
this City, both white and Negro,, resent very much what this man said.
They have expressed themselves in great numbers and in deep resentment
against the statement and are upholding you and your department to the
fullest extent. .

-

: _ \
The Governor - of/ our State , the Honorable- JohnU. McKeithen, spoke on

—b6

A
local television and was quoted in the Associated Tress and' United
Press International as resenting Gregory's vicious attack- and paying
you and the department the highest compliments and approbations

.

1 O*

Since ISwas a very small boy, I have always admired and respScjed the
fF/.B‘.i. 'it is indeed a sincere pleasure for me to express, to .you my;

'

personal^admiration and respect for- you and your men. The merSbers ,o£

the department, in. my. .opinion,. ,have done ah excellent job herfiTor
their country and the department.

* S
May God bless and' keep you, always.

JCUTRER, JR.

%ri
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
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Mr. Belmonl

FROM : A. Rose

SUBJECT:

DATE;- May. 3> 1965
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 T-'Mr.. Mohr
1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. Malley
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l Casper——
Callahan —

-

Conrad —
Pell,

Gale—
t
Roserf*7-^
SuIhVdM^L-

Tele. Room

,

Holmes_
Gandy

ever,,

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGL0RY " 1 - Mr. Malley .T— ,c
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK ^GREGORY

SYNOPSIS ’

Gregory has. not been investigated by~~tteFBT Howeve:
there are voluminous references in Bureau files concerning his
activities in connection withthe civil rights movement . He is*
a 32-year-old Negro, born in St. Louis, Missouri, who> after
Army service, was' a track star at Southern IllinoisgUniversity.
He left school due to low grades and was- subsequently ftrjed
[from Post Office employment for impersonating otheS* employees
[and purposely misdirecting mail.. He tried the ent^rtaiipent
field arid in 1961 achieved success as a comedian at Chidci&o's
Playboy Club. He has been described as the "NegroJiMort tSahl .

11

An autobiography by Gregory was recently pub1ished^fpntitTed
Nigger

. ^

McGowan
5 iCheck

J

sy, i
He has been described as a sympathizer of the Muslim

_

^ Imovement, appeared with the Tate Malcolm X Little and attended
s$the latter's funeral after Little's assassination..} Gregory was

one of the founders of the militant civil rights organization
'known as "Act" and has been identified along with .A'dam ;Clayton
Powell and the late Malcolm X Little as a consultant to that

^ In December, 1964, Gregory received publicity fry dis-
32" J -tri^uting turkeys ancLtoys for "Christmas in Mississippi"' project
-»**

j§
jrsponsored by Act. He seated, the project was bbing^carried out^Z/C
l with the ,assistance of KN^w-)[Pearsori and Samms^fJavis . Jr. He has\

% j |
been invited to attend Sctr'^lly in"Washihgr<5n^5r7frr^5

/

27/65 . \
3 'Gregory, has also been very active in the Congress of Racial

I

£ 4 Equality -and reportedly contributed thirty days, of entertainment /

|
benefit of that group in 1964. He has been most

^jSTl I active in-jnany civil rights protest movements and related he /**.

?' 1
has-been in 24 to 27 jails in connection therewith. It appears

.1 he purposely submits himself, to ’ Urrest and jail.Eg ft * T *F* i
.

§<* During the past year he has viciously attacked the, ,&
Director and, the Bureau -alleging the, Director has made, distorted
statements concerning communists- in- the civil rights mpv'ement-;

/;
has claimed^ 4heT;urnished the^EBI information leading to'solution >

*-* of the case involving three murdered ciyil ,rights/worker L
Mississirmi.. whp>n nA-hn»>*l*V v»7o\ -s^

n

-b

V WO- v J.U5 yxu CC IIIUI UCJL CU
Mississippi, when actually his* inforriiap

& REG- 47.

&:ncb^^ III .tv, 4 T
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: Richard Claxton Gregory

reportedly made fantastic claims that the Director and Texas
oil man, H. L. Hunt, masterminded former President Kennedy's
assassination; and has frequently called the FBI a secret police
and the Director a "right-winger." The Bureau has not dignified
his charges .with replies and the Director has noted that Gregory
is obviously insane.

The Bureau has conducted- several investigations of
alleged civil rights violations in which Gregory was the victim
claiming police brutality and discrimination. Reports of all
our inquiries have been furnished the Civil Rights Division of
'the Department.

? ~ " X
5* _

, .
Indicative of Gregory's character, are -statements made

in April, I964, to- racial demonstrators in Gary, Indiana, to
the effect that if churches did not cooperate in making space .

available for freedom day classes, racial demonstrators should
"kick down the doors of the churches."

RECOMMENDATION :

For information.

2>£ ’m/JLS
CONTINUED - OVER

- 1A -



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re : Richard Claxton Gregory

DETAILS

Gregory has not been investigated by the FBIj however^
Bureau files contain, .voluminous references concerning, his
activities in connection with the 'civil rights movement. Set
forth below- is a summary of information contained iri these'
references. * . *

,

BACKGROUND

i Gregory was born 10/12/32 at St.. Louis, Missouri.
According to Current Biography, 1962" he was educated in the
grammar schools in that city, spent two years in the U. Sv
Army and then returned to Southern. Illinois. University where
he was a track star. He reportedly dropped out of this
institution in 1956 due to low grades. He then went to Chicago
where he worked for the H. S. Post Office but was. fired for
Impersonating his colleagues and purposely misdirecting mail.
After a series of odd jobs, some of them in the entertainment".

'’

field,. he finally became a success ^as a comedian in January,
1961, while working at the Chicago's Playboy Club. He mostly
..plays the night club circuit and. is allegedly known as the

I "Negro Mort. Sahl." (100-440423-8)

In an autobiography recently released, Gregory gives
•somewhat Of an insight into his character by proclaiming that

• his wife, Lillian, was four-months pregnant when .she told him of
her pregnancy and thereafter they \vere married. Alsd in certain
portions of the book, Gregory lapses into gutter language and
a review of the publication revealed no great thoughts or

' solutions to the race problem. The title of the publication,
published by E. P. Dutton and Company, Incorporated, New York,
is "Nigger. 1

' (100-440423-23)

I ASSOCIATIONS WITH MUSLIM- ORGANIZATIONS

In August,. 1962, an official of the Nation .of Islam
allegedly stated that^Dick Gregory was a sympathizer of that
group. (25-330971-61210

'

-2 -

CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re,: Richard Claxton Gregory

{ The 11/15/62 issue of "Muhammed Speaks," a publication
|

of the Nation of Islam, contained a news item reporting that
I Gregory had joined white and Negro leaders in protesting the
conviction of journalist William Worthy who was, sentenced' to

I jail for visiting Cuba without the* consent of the U. S. State
I Department. The article indicated that Gregory would walk a
I picket line in front of a New York hotel protesting the granting
I of an award to the then Attorney General, Kennedy, for "ad-

*

{
vancing human freedom." In the opinion, of the picketeers,'
Attorney General Kennedy ’’failed on many occasions to act
promptly, strongly, and decisively to safeguard and extend human
freedom, and, listed among the alleged failures was, the "current
harassment of William Worthy, Boston-born newspaperman."
(IO5-2OIIO-A).

The Organization of Afro-American Unity, a militant
civil rights action group of which the late. Muslim leader,
Malcolm X. Little, .was chairman, on 12/13/64 sponsored A public
meeting in New York City.. After a talk by Malcolm, X criticizing

.

the United States position With respect to the Congo and likening
the struggle for independence by the .Africans with the struggle

I
for freedom by Afro-Americans in the United States, Dick .Gregory

I
spoke at length chiefly concerning law enforcement and the racial
situation in the South. It is noted that at this meeting,

1; Malcolm X also read a communication allegedly. a greeting sent
him by Cuban Minister of Industry Ernesto "Che" Guevara who
apparently had been invited to attend. - (100-399321-215.).

v
*.

^ % *

Dick Gregory was among those' attending funeral services
I

for Malcolm X Little after the leader’s assassinatiori on 2/21/65.
!

(100-399321-302) .

/ " 7

’ ' ~ *
‘

ACT
r

'

« ^ _ ,

In a television interview 3/24/64, Malcolm :x Little
advised he had attended a conference of various civil r rights
leaders in, Chester, Pennsylvania, on. 3/14/64, which "conference
was also attended by Dick Gregory., 'At this conference a new
militant civil rights organization, named "Act " was f6rmed’-for
the purpose of acting anytime, anywhere,- and in* any. manner to
bring about results in the civil rights* field. Subsequent news
articles identified Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Dick Gregory
and Malcolm X as consultants for Act. (100-442529-286)

- 3 - CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to. Mr. Belmont
Re: Richard Claxton Gregory i

Subsequent to the formation of Act,, Gregory has
appeared at many of its functions as a speaker. It is noted
that information Was received- 2/25/65 that Washington Act will
sponsor a rally in Washington, D. C., on 5/27/65, to which
rally Dick Gregory has been invited. (100-4419.68; 157-6-53-559)

In. December, 1964., the Chicago branch of Act Was’
directly involved in the Christmas; for Mississippi project
wherein a large number, of Jburkeys and. toys were sent to needy
Negro families in Mississippi. Gregory was most active in the
project and he and his family accompanied, the shipment to
Mississippi and participated in the distribution of t.he food
and toys. Gregory reportedly stated upon arrival in .Jackson,
Mississippi, on 12/23/64 that the turkey project was being
carried out by himself, columnist Drew Pearson and actor Sammy
Davis, Jr., to ’'call attention to poverty period." (157**2337)

CONGRESS. OF RACIAL EQUALITY (CORE)

Gregory; .since entering the, civil fights 'movement, ’has
spoken on numerous occasions at Congress of Racial Equality
rallies and participated in the activities of that organization.
In 1964. Gregory announced that he was contributing thirty days?

,

of entertainment time from 9/14/64 to 10/14/64 in behalf of- the
Congress of Racial Equality and the Negro cause on a natforial
basis. (100-440423-15)

MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES
. „ j

Gregory at various time's has been involved in, the
promotion of rent strikes, economic boycotts, sit-ins, .picket
lines and other forms of protest. He -has also demonstrated
recently against capital punishment -in connection with, other
civil rights groups. He accompanied the freedom marchers in the
recent march from Selma to Montgomery,. Alabama, and according
to a Drew Pearson column, 3/27/65 > stated after being released
from the Selma jail that he, Gregory, had been in 24 or 27 jails;
he could not remember which. FBI Identification Record 796519E
concerning Dick Gregory reveals, however; only three arrests;
one each in Birmingham, Alabama, San Francisco, California, and
Selma, Alabama. It is assumed that Gregory was not fingerprinted
during the majority of his arrests. (140-440423; 157-6-28-885;
94-8-350-A).

CONTINUED -"-OVER -



Memorandum, to Mr. Belmont
Re: Richard Claxton Gregory

ATTACKS UPON THE DIRECTOR AND THE FBI

.. ^ ^
In ^ay„ ?^64, Gregory sent a telegram to the Director

stating the Director "created several majjor distortions by
announcing that there. were communists connected with the civil
rights movement in America." He challenged the Director to
identify these communists and demanded that, this be done or
else the statement be retracted. This demand was not dignified
with a reply and, the Director noted that Gregory should he
ignored. (.100^420423-6,7) '

_

. . , 0
news conferences in August, 1964, Gregory again

attacked the Bureau in- connection with the three murdered civil
rights workers in Mississippi. Gregory claimed to have furnished
us with information eventually leading to the finding of the
bodies and. information identifying the killers; In this instance,
he demanded that Congress investigate the FBI.' Gregory did
furnish information to the Bureau in connection with this case,
however, the information furnished was- of no. value.

, , . --In 1965:, .Gregory allegedly made statementsto the effect that the assassination of President Kennedy wasmasterminded by the Director and H. L. Hunt (the Texas oil
.millionaire). Gregory further claimed the Warren Commission hadprepared two reports of its findings and -had full knowledge ofthe foregoing but did not release the "true” facts. Gregorymade other fantastic statements along this same vein and' theDirector commented that Gregory is obviously insane.

... Various news accounts Have repeatedly reported othercritical remarks by Gregory calling the FBI a secret police
department and calling the Director a nright-winger .

11

(100-440423)

CIVIL RIGHTS. CASES IN WHICH GREGORY LISTED AS. VICTIM ’
*

On 2/21/64 Attorney General Robert. Kennedy, through-his secretary, requested the Bureau to interview Dickr Gregorywho -had been incarcerated with others from, 2/I7 to 2/21/64 at.
Pifte Bluffy Arkansas, -in connection with an attempt to, "integrate
a restaurant at Pine Bluff. -Gregory had: called the Attorney
General and complained t° him about conditions in the Pine Bluff

H
G
£
e
f

su
5
seq

^
ent:Ly interviewed and a signed statementtaken dated 2/21/64 wherein he complained of a white, prisoner

*5 - CONTINUED r OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: Richard Claxton Gregory

who had allegedly been beaten by prison authorities. Gregory
also complained an alleged brutality against himself in that hehad been placed in solitary confinement, had no water in the
cell and had nothing to drink for two days. He stated he wasfed one sandwich a day. He. also complained he had been unableto contact his lawyer. It developed that Gregory wanted to be
imprisoned as the sheriff who arrested him noted that Gregory

be released on bond and was encouragedto do so by the sheriff so the sheriff would not have to place
J?

opi®s of our sports were made available to the

onfLinf 3/17/64? (44^3of
Partl"ent °f JUStl°e ’ the laSt

k/£/£

o

?
reS°ry wa® arrested, by the Birmingham Police Departmenton 5/6/63 in connection with a racial demonstration. He madepublic accusations when he was subsequently released on 5/9/63th

? ?f
feC

mu
he Jad been beaten while confined- to the BirminghamCity Jail. The chief warden of the jail stated .that Gregory was

m m
2
del Pris°ner. Gregory made no complaint' of ther of his treatment to any jail official while a prisoner.

Representatives of the press who attended Gregory ‘s pressconference immediately after his release stated that they ob-served no injuries on his person and that Gregory had beenconfused when questioned concerning which arm he claimed wasbeaten. Airport attendants at Birmingham who observed Gregorydeparting on 5/9/63 stated he appeared physically normal in
n
6
f£

e
^o£ 2° in3uries were noted and he was in jovial spirits.“™e United States Attorney at Birmingham expressed views that

merit?
Ct

(44-22002)
iVil rlShtS Cases Were without Prosecutive

4 4.4
°n 2/i:l/65 the Department requested a preliminary

.investigation concerning the refusal on the part of the BurgerBoy Drive-In restaurant located in Savannah, Georgia, to slrvlNegroes °n 2/9/65 Dick Gregory with 15 Negroes ftaged a sit-in

‘to’ the °£r report has been burnished

(173-694)
Vil RiShtS - Divislon of the Department in this matter.
& -

at the Holid«f°T
was

n
allegedly refused reservations

f?
the Holiday Inn located m Selma, Alabama. In a sub^er-ni^nf

wa^a^reStad
1^ *5?

pr>°priietors of that establishment, Gregory
£ alwfJnS f

d
J
s°rderly conduct by the Selma Police Department.He allegedly was struck a blow in the back" by the fist of aSelma officer on 2/16/65. A report of our preliminary investi-

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re : Richard Claxton Gregory

^ •

gation in the matter has been furnis hed the Civil Rights
Division of the Department and no further investigation has
been requested. (173-694)

There are numerous references to Dick Gregory in
Bureau files. However, they deal principally with his involve-
ment in racial demonstrations. Many times it appears he
purposely submits himself to arrest and jail, many times
arriving at the scene of the disturbance after police have
taken away the initial demonstrators. In April, 1964, in a
speech to approximately 450 persons attending racial demon-
strations in Gary, Indiana, Gregory urged that if churches did
not cooperate in making space available for freedom day classes,
racial demonstrators should ’’kick down the doon4 of the churches.
(100-440423-8) /

0 .
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FROM:

Director ,
FBI

Attention:

FBI

Date: 5/4/65

/Priority^

CRIME RECORDS

Vf

r Mr. Toftfto
’ Mr.

|
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‘
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j| Mr. Callahan*
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|
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Mr. Ros
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Mr. Trotter*

Tele. Room*

|

Miss Holmes*

SAC, Chicago

o
DICK GREGORY
INFORMATION CONCERNING

/Crt>_ </</ <9 C/7-3

,VJ

Enclosed herewitltisan article appearing today in

asss ift-ffiss
* * i.. T vmi ^ ciwas CribXUda. Ui

at a rally in Bogalusa, Louisiana.

^ Today in mv absence ASAcI

telephone call fronn r

"[received a

\
American NegrojiQiDJ-i^

is„an associate oi l
phicaeo 5s Bureau knows,

* Option Service,Jnc.^Chicago.^ns^^ t

;has
* Oninion service, jluu., w***»-‘*&~.

q hppVh most cowplinentary tn the Bureau.
-jhas also

* him.i

=•=
I Ion the telephone to

an&'demanded" that the Director to
and slander immediately in view or T"“ "TCOmkented some-and slander immediately injview o£

him at the Bogalusa Neg^ Rally . L

marks credited.* t<

I
commented some-

thing to the effect, "

have.”

„„ . Bureau (Enc.ljBNCLOSUBl
'T*! Chicago
MWJ/fcd

. 4V*

Qv,

r Kaiiy. 1 1

^ --

S is the kind of leadership ***

. fP

4*

l!i88 ;

12 MAY ^1965

.. _
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a
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’ Special Agent in Charge
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A*

RE: DICK GREGORY
INFORMATION. CONCERNING

DATE: 5/4/65,

Our 'files, contain no unfavorable information con-
\ There is no record in the Chicago

Police Department of any arrests for i r I .The
cerning [

credit bureau records indicate that one .

12/18/64, was delinquent with the North Central Insurance
Company in the amount of $78*77, a judgment having been
filed against him, in that amount.

It is strongly recommended that a letter of

on

appreciation be forwarded by the Director to|
for his. support of the Bureau and the Director and: his close
cooperation with the Chicago Office. He has been of value
to us in the racial field and we anticipate that he will be
of even more value to us in the future.

- b6
b7C
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J * '

\RAPS FBI -.
•

J
•Cpmedian Dick Gregory made-
some serious charges against
‘the FBI and its director^. Fdv'
,gar Hoover at a Negro rally ’ins

~ J?ogaIusa, La. Gregory \cajled,

'{he FBI “thebiggestanVk fgo
:

-&g” and referred to FBIagenis
as

w
“thugs.” The comedian also*'

said that FBI director J. Kdgai^j
Hoover was “one ?of ;thc lousiest^
dogs* that ^cvcr^cxistcd/y^

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

*
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date: 5/l^/65

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

^
/^Taison_

Belmonte
HMr. Mohr _ V
/Mr. DeLoach^
Mr. GasptJtjSj

Mr. GaltVfc&ft
Mr. ConracLl
Mr. Pelt-

Mr. Gale
Mr. Roser^
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes_
Miss* Gandy

^

^DIRECTOR^ FBI

SAC^ BOSTON

ATT: CRIME RECORDS DIVISION

NEWSPAPERS CLIPRING PERTAINING TO
SPEECH 0I?*DICK£GREG0RY AT
bogalusa‘tla,"6n Saturday, may i, 1965

Attache£Jfereto:*is a newspaper clipping in the envelope in which
it was^ysept addressed to the Special Agent iri Charge from
TOM I^SANDERS*,. Sheriffand Tax-Collector. Parish of Tangipahoa,
P. 0 BoX^727i ^Amite.^LPiiisian^ -70422. '

— ——
I am not-acquainted with SANDERS; never heard of him; never met
hints

This letter is not being acknowledged and it is being forward'd to
the Bureau for its information. '

.

,<# J*'

Jr

Enclos
JLH:dsW *•**>

6 may 1*? .1965

fc
v.; L

K&MAY 9.7 Iflfi?

,

. &
X

'
' O"

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
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lea J7EHeoder, D-La.* said Sat-

urday
.
night .. he .doesn't .before

that nationwide gun control jeg-
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1 necesaaryror

!„ Enactment of such legislation,
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\JEUender*‘h a' talk; for broad-
cart in Louisiana" said; be has

f received, 'great,deal* cf^rnaB
josSm enactment ©! gun,coo*

Mwi legislation by Congress,^
r\*X am* laciinea’to* share* the

view that strict; nationwide gun
;
control regulation^ arr caneed-

*

*

4 at this; time,? he said-adding

* men 'would be/affected by lea
lation seefcingto correct

!tsobted*ahuses^^>;.V; e\
r He said federal

‘
government

[now. hy$*'Controllover
4
illegal

interstate .'shipments
T
= of C arms

and ammunition and that, tbfcex-

isting
1 laws, should .be

1 utajzed
to, cootrol^heffewibnstopu-
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Baton Rouge, -Louisiana*

Dear[

May 19, 1965

Your letter of May 14th, with enclosures, was
? ^ O

. ^ 'J

received in Mr. Hoover's absence. You may be certain yojay

communication will be brought to his attention upon his returq.

Sincerely yours,
>•»

.Helen W. Gandy
Secretary

C^ r
.4

x

C3 -
$r-

viva n

M v

LPI
-

/eJcjj
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•
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Mr. J. Edgar Hoover

'SK Washington, D. C.~

Dear Mr. Hoover-

Baton Rouge, La.
April 29-

Most of the people in Baton Rouge were furious

over the enclosed speech by that. Nigger“Gregory- Even thfjs

Negroes were furious. -
_ J -

Can’t you do something about all this? r

The Negroes in our state, most of them were a /

happy people singing as they worked but King and a few of his
|

like have gotten them so stired up we dare not' go on the streets \J
alone at nights* Even the ten year olds are throwing bricks,

etc and braking glasses in our cars, as we drive along our streets.

Please help us —

Postmark date:

May 14, 11965

l\

Sincerely

/6 6

2 .MAY 26 1965

m imp'
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4.A^10RNK<G- ADVbGATE.^Baton May *4;

WheuJ^eaderg
Speak: « a

9 Plenty Loud, But Not

Very Eimny '

,

In the day^'o£.yaudeviUe;a.comlc who-.was^not

doine tod well was. likely to hear.Jrom the. bacK

row this- cry: “Louder and funnierl” On th^bas

of' comediaii- Dick Gregory’s performance m
Bogalusa/wewould say- that he is

else
not verv funny or very much of anything et

good. His speech was one of the most de?\ag
°g1

^’

teswassg12:

SSnued turmoil. That is his hobby horse and

„i,e is riding it for aU .he’s- worth. .

Tn his talk he referred to FBI Director J. Edgar

Hoover “a nouay dog” and to
1 FBI agent**

“thugs ” Mayor J. H.-Cutrer of Bogalusa, he added

•

K
th

a„%nde
y
Tom." The Eev. W, J. Nehon Negro,

minister vrho last week denomged tmerf

Bogalusa are »onT)

intorsnersed in aU. this was a lot of hip

talk in which individuals
;and populations, were

mention^ as.“«k" The "Uncle

tohenJia tamteW ** ‘herecordtlm

is the first we have heard that anyone classified

4*jn fte draft was eligible for anything under)

-S^What^hothering Gregory, ?
£

jS’panmrl

'fffZ

him marching down the street carrying, a large

sign which read “We. Want Jobs Now.” He was,a!

12-year-old kid.

jj-rou, ^
(w MentificiSoa. T?e writer

SPSWSPIL &.JhiM letter to ,5J% of in,™'
?eturg& i{- ^

Editor, Morning Advocate-

name - calling SS^l ?“ch
j

character S’coK3^™.

enough of (his already?
1 had

gafo 0
profd « if we

6? S Sts
rig

fo
te

i
nd y«

democratic goais

U

f
d to

,.

ac<
JUire

l

SIDNEY S/nDOIN
Southern University

>

/£ 0 24-
iJNCLOOUBa

o-O- 1

WhettReMers
J

1

them opportunity for dircuMion ©fLquestions. and problems iT which'

?i rt c
.

r
!
yr

' jntfresttd, ThS
Advocate .is in no way re-

I SKM?** A
for

,
statement/ op

In* thts column,
J^rtrto,' discuss

’tiisifii,..** « with courtesy,
UbeJoos op offensive ’personal at*

'mu*?
no*!j Permitted.. Brevity

STmf.^4 *k°2£?rvt<L JLt^« Should be
wo

.
rd*'J All.communJca-f

rlP^M^ffieuPw sl*2£? by. the writer
4~.!?enJinC*tl<)n' Mominy Ad«

\
reserves the right to rive

writer* of any un*;

i^f
r
»
t0 w ny»^ r*ort havI«*

«ret»ned
1 II* N?J lclt€r*‘ w,u **

Editor- Morning Advocate:
- After reading, the article
whicht .recently appeared in the
Morning Advocate regarding the
extremely* high -percentage of
young men in Louisiana who ;

could nonqualify under,our pr^s*
ent draft laws, 'for the armed
service, I was very $£ocfced,as
I am sure were man/ folks
who read the article.

Of particular interest, hoyy-
'6ver, was a reference in the ar-

«

fide, to the substantial perarftrl
age of candidates for/the ajuSrf
services who were consider*’
not mentally qualified to. ffcn*
their country, in shorfrillitertat

Wouldn’t it:be ironic’ if' t# -

same people were considerate
eligible to vote* on matters in-|5
volving them country’s’ welfare
but disqualified, or putting it{M
bluntly, not required to serve;

«

and defend their country? l

lV

^omethin^to^thinlc about, isn’t!

,* y:
;

422 Magnolia -Woods Ave.j
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^/^ByfGIBBS/ADAMS ^Itiom; -the? 'Constitution;^and fahdidisrupted the

:i BOGALUSA^Spcaklng'tefofe Am<*icaV^Gregofy^said; ’/‘they! summed
.(arcivilirights^ll^of about, 500 never*wou}d,have?put. it' inJhe •installmcnt^Plan^

('Negroes-, here.- Saturday.-nigHt; P3pervBut hecansayjhis about
l -He^saidratheV bUl

1

•L. *' .. ^ r • ..a.i .Mil 1 maU ihHIia nnnnit » ’ > . - .i _V» ». 1..1

! Iousiestdogsjtha.t eyer, existed,” heret is*' unwarranted, ^pointing Nam, and./providesinstaritlfre^

Termingr Hoover«
,,
orieuot the out;that‘chiIdren

;

iha^a;.jrole’in dom for cats in * a foreign

. right wing”ythe;Negro comedian biblical -.time., r

*
* land.” ^ a«

^

Gregory^ continued,, “he fa; -71 to .him, Gregory declared; “He ^<‘As Hitler fell; baby; ' this is
years old—that* God.. was a child.” And how old was gonna^fall.too.”',laMaddraW Moses, when

;

his Mammy,,put ;

*

fHeisaid;thatrNefro«5>have':a
rC j^° ^?”«agf

I

i^i
as

,
®^gs '* Wm m thabbasket?’-

; ,iife expectancy, seven' ;years

?
n^ * -P?.

t? .task a Boga- Gregory said churches" arejless' than whitcs. and their rn-
lusa Negro minister, Rev

:
Av: Jj the^most segregated places- injsurance * companies “give you

iNnlcnn wnn lacf ‘wpolfvnnmTAn u *u««. << . .

oa.u cluDS n0leis^ana^ resiauranis the civil
mmisters who; are' having' no i;ave inteerated but not -it.*

•

0
•
r

,
ea

„
tn° p-

,

nart In' ’the ‘street dpmmvrffa'- i. -- i.
r1

. <?.,>. • 'VHV 5?> rights, movement; Vpure andpart in tne street aemonstra- churches; eond" and fanned at .criticism
lions here are .Uncle Toms. isu iSSLSSSPJsJV^

The;comedian also called May; stations „ here,- and charged; the
f
*’m6vementf. iGregotyA.sald;

or- Jesser. H.'. Cutrer an< “Uncle “youTain’t never done nothin’ but .he.' decla^edothafc'he’d;" al-

Tom;”,and! defined a-Tohi as worth'.
:

a' damn; but sit. around ways hea'rd'that.Russiahs i didn’t
“a;;cat .that ;use'sj'finessev'a'nd with’ yoiir’ mouth' full-of-rshuff believeVin;freedbm.;‘‘ %

.~V
".L’-'

trickery;”'
4

;. ? .
'..-

n and. with' your -Bible'’\upside

Gregory;, who:-'didn’t' . arrive down. You-lay up'iin-bed:- with

here, until '8:45; as>ai«i'result:bf your* rheumatism, 'high ? blood

his, plane .being? late,, {said' ah pressure^you’d get-better med-
Uncle, <To'mv,is'.like-

;

a»-4^Ptv' “He ical’ caire invjail;”'^
'

cfoive ..Haplr anH cnmenriA * i?**
1
*__1 -‘jvitA

,2* J

r„ t xr i' - riothinfVu^ getting,* in ’the way;
Speakings ,p£ %-Itev^ Nelson/ \Yhen you* die-^Lord" : knows;

Gregory said his comments soon-then-., this civil
drew- newspaper-jpublicity .all movement can; go sfor-

the;;wayto-New-York because waf-j.”
he Vsaidiwfiatf thei white*man h«,

'*

DcfinesvProblcm;
,

. «

wanted;to
-

hear.!’*
'

' ;
*',

; 'Gregory.-said the civil* rights
“H 'he*had sstood! in • front i of problem -is not 'one . of; black

you; and”told you, about; free; against' -white;- but? of Tright

against’wrongi -
, ;

, And, he added, the* .white

man; is - the - slave ; of ' thei Negro

but; doesn't-/know it. A free

manVjheiadded; 'isalmanwith-

outp fearsiv but?<the' ' white;,man
fears' Negr’oes - residing •

. in', his

neighborhood; .going: withfehis

daughter,,
.
eating-

-
in * his res-

taurant Hence;- Gregory Tea-

soried, ’the" white man, 1st 'the

slave' - of the 1 Negro.
'- **-

. I He did'- call fori respect! of! the
** law—when s it’s . right; :but liirged

his'
;Hearers} to, “destroy^thedaw

when’ it’s 'wrong;”; and- said* this

/ is ', ii\ . keeping
' with

-

;^American

tradition; recalling ’.the Boston

. tea':party,-.ahd * the ^aisobedience

. of. American pioneers ?qf:Bfitish
f / » lftW< ^

•<

‘ y '
:, HS called the' CivU RigHts Act

. . an* " illegitimate : bill; because

.y ^AmericansTnot-'sayihgjwe-are

isorry',' we- want, to; see. justice

riuhfg -bill!

,JNOlQtilJjgj!g
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HAROLD MONTGOMERY
State Senator

TWENTY-SIXTH SENATORIAL DISTRICT

SENATE
STATE OF LOUISIANA

May 16, 1965

Honorable J . Edgar Hoover, Director ,fc’vm

FBI *
Washington, D. C. yp* Lf~J

j/t'
Ify Dear Mr. Hoover:/* ^ /I

I enclose a ng*&$paper clipping of a speech given by^'
a negro. Pi oK-trreggorv.

It is a terrible thing that negroes are being allowed
to do anything that they wish. This is for your
information. ~ ~ - - -

Very truly yours,

~ Harol^^nt'gSrafry
'~

Sm/jr“ * "
"" \

**
Sryj-rar

of*

DOYLINE

COMMITTEES
T - AGRICULTURE

edOcation

, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
- RAILROADS
"WILDLIFE./ND FISHERIES

f *•

L Mr. Toh

t&m/jr

l Mr. TolspnC^
f Mr. Belmorf^"*

8

!

Afr. Mohr _ \

b

M

f M
* M
Mr. Trotter_
^ple. Room^
Miss Holmes

,

Miss Gandy _

0 t~ ^ w C x

w f

ya° — -/

8 . MAY 25 1965
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ffiHfciSHREyEgbRT; ;JOUR
- -

,

smr*£T‘f' ~V' '•

6*3

Segregationist -GfSiiR^
•v- , ^ J jL «r-W t -+~z4*t -V,—.,»»•^

usalsBraced
?lf

-1, -4-

' begaris ;toi—al*itroubles"!
I*nearly'/a/mo^ ;

W, MHA* ’ JjAWtHnolMnltAMM 1

' tVlVtH/lllAK*

vTHE;mAtLY,nvas^heldVin\a«
lot:bri7 the-north sidejfof :town'“'

USC' :

park.

Tt~ ":. & 'susSbfr^a*ihighi-sdiool''>fdotball^

"HeTsharplyFcrlUcized"the;;F
u
Br^";

V a^BogalusajNegrb^m^ {

sranfcttv/ggaifli

i?ismssssmkraraara
DaUas??Cbun^
SKerHKJimSCl^kBnd^Plaqued
iriiri^^garTsK^^oliticaij ibossj|ji—

, ,
andAarcfr^

jjj

ugs/kFBIthcad« ,ij derf JHi Perez^Sr&ftt&v v ^-Au
&Si:

v isagar;; hoo\^r;wa5^caiic7<:*^^ *

g-A^ne- oi^tne^iousiest dogs -i tnatAj
— ss=csa

fccverrTexisted//^ *

^^regomsdd\the^onIyAthing^
B “$egr6esT\could

Bt?waS^thatfH^
ffrold* r " $* *.** ^^ ju/^* *r

#l

K ',THE;;COMEDIAN^Jwho^has/:
j

|| ^addressed 1 " iNegro .'.frallfess ;at?

jjfibme^bflthft^South^Kbttestfrav
fr,<cial

:>spots^dashed^outyagainst *

K. the r ^lounfc >M6riahvyBaptist^
ti .^tr.v ‘it*-

'

in Ts£i'-*M.XAi;d

^demonstrations:,,.

cnemy^olAthe whitetmanAis fj

thejSO^alled^Uncle.AHeStricksy;

Vsfeysi iri£th¥ b̂ackrafter^oIdieM
‘4 fights^arid?lie«gets^ll?the^GBd

j^^FOR*OLDER^Regroesi^reg^
ory^ alsoV^badi-sharp^words.**

^?*You?mh’tiheve]^Wne*nothin^
^wortK'^

i ®ble^upside-down: _v _ _ _

^^YouT*lay^i^^jn^bcd^with^
AyouKfrKeuniatism^ •hfgH£:bloodi

1

2pressureijYou/d-getbetter^med^ f;

/OO Q</ S \ * * ,

7yd

"O' , >r
,

i.)~ ,uLILOSUBE.



Routing Slip0-

7 (RoyfSqj-64)

^TQj^SAC^

m Albany
I I Albuquerque
1 1 Anchorage
I 1 Atlanta
I 1 Baltimore
i I Birmingham

Boston
Buffalo

f I Butte
{ I Charlotte

I \ Chicago
1 j Cincinnati

I 1 Cleveland
I \ Dallas

* 1 I Denver
I I Detroit
1

—

1 El Paso
I I Honolulu

(Copies to

( I Houston
\ 1 Indianapolis
1 I Jacksonville

Kansas City
j 1 Knoxville
{ } Las Vegas
i j Little Rock
I i Los Angeles
I i Louisville
I j Memphis
1 j Miami

.Milwaukee
I \ Minneapolis
1 1 Mobile
I 1 Newark
I I New Haven

New Orleans
New York City

Offices Checked)

i^lNorfolk
^JOklahomaiCity

Omal^ct

I—

|

Philadelphia

I I Phoenix
i I Pittsburgh

f 1 Portland
I 1 Richmond
i 1 St. Louis
I 1 Salt Lake City

San Antonio
1 t San Diego
I I San Francisco
I j San Juan
1 I Savannah
I I Seattle

I I Springfield
Tampa

5/20/65

I 1 Washington Field
I i Quantlco

TO LEGAT:
f I Bern
I I Bonn
i 1 London
j 1 Manila
1 1 Mexico, D.F.
( > Ottawa
f 1 Paris

Rome
( i Rio de Janeiro
(—

|

Tokyo

RE:

STATE SENATOR HAROLD MONTGOMERY,
LOUISIANA
RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS)

Retention For appropriate
For information ) optional ) action ( Surep, by

i
4

G^'The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report,, ) conceal
all sources, j Tparaphrase contents.

\ \ Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA —
dated

Remarks:

The Bureau is not acknowledging this

communication;

Enc. (2)
Buflle

Urflle



OPTIONAL fOtM NO. 10
AAAT If62 COITION
CSA GIN, MG. NO. 27

&
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

Tolson*.
Belmont.
Mohr

.

DeLoach

.

Casper*.

ifro 5 Mr. DeLoach DATE: 5/20/65

from : D. C. Morrellj^ /

SUBJECT: STATE SENATOR HAROIjAoNTGOMERY .

LOUISIANA
' '

By letter dated 5/16/65, captioned individual enclosed

a copy of,a newspaper article describing DiciMSregory^-irresponsible
attack-on the -Director and the FBI. Montgomery notes this is aterri-
ble thing that Negroes are being allowed to do anything theyrwislS

BUFILES:

Bufiles indicate that in 1956 Montgomery was- listed*as
a member of the White Citizens Council at Doyline, Louisiana. In 1961

he wrote asking the Director to condemn UNICEF and in 1963 he was
listed as a speaker at a meeting of the Ku Klux Klan at Olla, Louisiana.

In 1962 correspondent introduced, a resolution he called the "Patrick Henry
y

-JDeclaration-Of_1962!l whichcalledJor the^State^ Legislature^ to. censure the

FBI in regard to its investigation, into a bombing incident at Shreveport,
- Louisiana. The resolution stated.among other criticisms "—outragedJj'y

prostitution of the once great FBI and its misuse as a political police force

notjiissimilar in method and result to the Gestapo or NKVD. ” An in-absence
reply was directed to him in October, 1963 in view of hisibackgroiind.

OBSERVATION:
REC 12 /d

• _ _ ‘ rJ ^
It would appear that Montgomery is attempting to say

"I told you soh in accordance with his, apparent Ku Klux Han syrypathiea-

and is not expecting an.answer. —

RECOMMENDATION: 1 £ WW 27 1965

That his communication not be acknowledged; however,
that a copy of his letter be sent to New Orleans for their information by
the attached routing slip.

- - _ -
— j

\i i Enclosure- Sv
* 4*? Mr. DeLoach s

^T^P-.ejc ^
(3)

' yu
58JUN3 1965
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

6/13/65

The Civil Rights Division of
the Department is being advised.

lM!$



*&*****
FEDERAL BUREAU OF IWESTIGATIOn

U. S.-DEPAKTMENT OF JUSTICE

.COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

/

JUN 13 1965 /
TELETYPE

URGENT 6-13-65 OHM
FBI CHICAGO

3:34yPM CDST

to Director

Sr3«?w2»*-
thirteen,- sixtyfive, rm.

at XS.0 FORTY PM INSTANT,
ADVISED THAT

T” ' IT",,«»«,, HOSPITM-i »» ... «»
COMEDIAN, REC I

_ __
*

(.A^rn ILLINOIS, FROM UNKNOWN MALE
'
T FIFTY FIRST STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

EAST FIF Y KLAN and i-— - “ “r>” -
c ,„..r TO GET HIM. CALLER THEN HU# UPST-113 ,5 B65

-- «* 1

. * ini «/ 1 xM r\TT PADVISED NU ou^i

il

^

^ ttai UUPRF GREGORY CURRENTLY UNDER

UNDER PROTECTION IN HOSPITAL WHERE GREGORY^

'observation*

SECRET* SERVICE AND MILITARY ADVISED

1

END -

[wA • . AND<V}OLD

IWA. . .ALS* .

.

[FBI WASH DC t ?' x

CmSSffl.'A

03



6/23/65

AlRTEL Air mail

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT?

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3969X6)

SAC, SAR FRANCISCO (100-55277)(*VC)

Ovi C
00: Nov: Haven

aka

Re Xos Anselms airtel to the Eureau, 6/10/65

«

Enclosed are two copies of each, of the below
described articles concerning captioned Subject for the
Eureau and .New Haven.

The publication "Tocsin" self described as "The
Vested leading Anti-Conuuuniat Neelcly" published at Oakland,
California,

Volume 6, #19# -dated 5/20/65# Bag® 1

Volume 6, #20, dated 5/27/65,. pages 1 and 3

”*^-Bureau(Encls .
2^

2-New Hayen(100-18293) (Enclat. 2)
1-Los Angeles

(

100-66971) (INFO

)

i-San Francisco
EJO: sf
(7)

i

/oO' l4 l4 aLl ^
T - '<• NOT- RECORDED

183 v)UN 30 (965



FD-3S0 (Rev. 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

YaleJProf Slated
The son of two veteran CommunEt-

fronters is among the scheduled speakers
at the University of California’s Viet Nam
“teach-in” May 21.

Yale history Professor Staughton Lynd,
son of Robert S. Lynd and Helen Merrell
Lynd, will carry on the family’s ideologi-
cal tradition toy appearing in opposition to
the U.S: anti-Communist foreign- policy.
Young Lynd’s statements are', widely
quoted in current left-wing publications,
including the No. 3 issue of “Free Stu-
dent,” published by the pro-Viet Cong
May 2nd Movement. This organization has
be* described by a former member as
dominated by the pro-Peking Progresses >

Labor Movement, recently rechristenai
th^ Progressive Labor Party. 1 >

Staughton Lynd was listed as one of
four guests invited to keynote the anni-
versary celebration of the Communist Na-
tional Guardian Nov. 24. -He was formerly
a professor at Spelman College, Atlanta,
and coordinated the “Freedom School” .

agitation in Mississippi last summer. I

Earlier*he took-part in the-“Oswald,was
framed” drive launched by the National

,

Guardian..

Robert S. Lynd, his father, is a professor
of sociology at Columbia University. He
has been affiliated with Communist fronts
sinefrarreast 1938.

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and sto

1 Tocsin

Oakland, Calif

Date:

Edition:

Author:

Editor:]}
. George

Title:

5-20-^

Weeklj

Character:

or

Classification:

Submitting Office: SF
1 1 Being-Investigated

/
j'j-

i.
j

i

j a V ^ 3



FD-3S0 (Rev. 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

JL
THE WESTS LEADING ANTlrCOMMUNlST WEEKLY

COPYRIGHT BY TOCSIN. INC.. IU5

Vol. 6. No. 20 OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. MAY 27. 1965 20 Cents

THE THEME WAS 'HATE AMERICA'

. 'Viet Mam Day'—Few Surprises
They called it a “teach-in” but it

sounded at times more like a compulsive
exercise in self-denigration, at others like

the shrieks of a sick evangelist sleep-

walking into politics.

The University of California’s 36-hour
“get out of Viet Nam” demonstration
chugged to a halt May 22 with these un-

memorable pronouncements typifying the

views voiced at the meeting:

Comedian-civil rights demonstrator
Dick Gregory called J. Edgar Hoover “to

me_._.^_ probably the jnost vicious, dan-

gerous man in this country. The only good
th ng about this man is that he’s 71 years
ol< i—thank God.” He referred to Political

Sc ence Professors Robert Scalapino and
Eugene Burdick of UC, who withdrew
from the meeting in protest of its*one-

sidedness, as “two teachers who copped
out.”

I. F. Stone, publisher of the ultra-left-

wing I. F. Stone’s Weekly, termed the war
in Viet Nam an “exercise in self-delusion.”

ARONSON'S CLAIM
James Aronson, editor of the New York-

based Communist National Guardian, ac-

cused the U.S. press of practicing self-cen-

sorship and “withholding the truth about
Wet Nam.” Aronson is a recent visitor to

Cbmmunist-held Cuba whose pap£r
launched leftist attorney Mark Lanl’s i

“Oswald was framed” drive.
j

Novelist Norman Mailer came up wfjh
his own original analysis of why the U.S.
is involved in Southeast Asia. “We are a
property-loving nation, obsessed with the i

desire to destroy other people’s proper-

1

ty,” he claimed.
Vincent Lynch, former staff member of 1

Carlton Goodlett’s San Francisco Sun-He-
poyter and a recent visitor to Cuba, tc Id
the audience that “knowing white Amc i- l

cal I can’t accept the fact that the Vipt 1

Cong are wrong.” Lynch is a member of
the black nationalist Freedom Now party.

Mercifully to some, the voice of Ber-
trand Russell, the aging philosopher given
to overseas sponsorship of American pro-
Communist causes, was heard on a record-
ing so scratchy as to be unintehigiDie.

u

\

Among the monotonous voices of hate

raised against the U.S. for striving to h^lt

Communist aggression in Viet Nam, none
was more relentless than that of yourfg
Staughton Lynd, Yale professor wllo

spoke at the University of California’s

“Viet Nam Day” protest May 22.

Lynd openly advocated obstructing

U.S. troops in the performance of their

mission.

In what sounded like an updated ver-

sion of incitement to overthrow the gov-

ernment, he called for the “non-violent”

^replacement of U.S. leaders.

As evidence of the ruthlessness of the

opposition he advocates, Lynd ‘proposed
that U.S. Marines be kept at home because
“they're going to be needed.”

’

SHEDDING BLOOD
Opponents of U.S. anti-Communist poli-

cies should be ready to shed blood} he pro-

claimed.

Lynd was listed as one of four guests

invited to speak at the anniversary cele-’

bration of the Communist National Guard-
ian last Nov. 24. Formerly a professor at

Spelman College, Atlanta, he coordinated

the “Freedom School” agitation in Missis-

sippi last summer. He was also a speaker
at aif "Oswald was framed” drjyr.,,mpetipg

conducted by the National Guardian, Feb.

«0'W

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

1 Tocsin

Oakland, Calif

.

Date:

Edition:

Author:

Editor:

Title:

5-27-65
Weekly

Dr. George H.Keith

Character:

or

Classification:

Submitting Office:

_ 'SF
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The^professor’s views are frequently

quoted by pro-Communist papers, includ-

ing the No. 3 issue of “Free Student,”

organ of the militantly pro-Viet Cong May
2nd Movement.
Lynd is the son of two veteran backers

of Communist fronts. His father, Colum-

bia Professor Robert S. Lynd, has been

affiliated over the past three decades with

a number of organizations' listed in the

House Committee on Un-American Activi-

ties’ “Guide to Subversive Organizations.”

COMMUNIST FRONTS _ £
These include the American Committee

forjDemocracy and Intellectual Frcedcfln,

Anlerican Committee for Protection lof

Foreign Born, Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee
Committee, American Committee, for Yu-
goslav Relief, American Friends of Span-

ish Democracy, American Russian Insti-

tute, Committee for Peaceful Alternatives

to the Atlantic Pact and Council for Pan-

American Democracy.
Also, League of American Writers, Na-

tional Committee to Repeal the McCarran
(Internal Security) Act, National Council

of American-Soviet Friendship, National

Council of Arts, Sciences and Professions,,

National Emergency Conference for Dem-*1

ocratic Rights, New York Conference for)

Inalienable Rights, Spanish Refugee Ap-
peal and Veterans of the Abi*ahanrLin-

colp Brigade. 4
I 1

Robert Lynd also signed ah open letter

protesting the ban on Communists in tie!

American Civil Liberties Union, a petition

for the defense of Communist schoqls, a

statement of protest against the Attorney

General’s listing Communist Party schools

as subversive and a petition for pardon of

identified Communist' perjurer Carl Mar-
zani.

Staughton Lynd’s mother, Helen M.
Lynd, of Sarah Lawrence College, has also

been affiliated with the American Com-
mittee for Protection of Foreign Born, the

American Committee X6 Save Refugees
and other cited Communist Fronts.
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June 18, 1965

h Fotwzw i

Selma, Alabama 36701

Dear! I

*

X received your letter of June 12th, with
enclosure, and want to thank you for your kind wishes and
expression of support of my administration of .the FBI. It

is hoped our future endeavors will continue to merit such
approbation. - ------

With respect to the individual you named
concerning civil rights matters in your area./ it has been
my long-standing policy to. consider ,the source of such
criticism and consequently, I ignored this. J J _

*
'

-

Inconnection with this, lam enclosing
J

literature I hope will be of interest.toyou.

“Him
CD g
Ha

MAIUE022

JUN 18 1985

CQMMJBL— „

.

Sincerely yours,

IS x0f

Tolson _
Belmont —
Mohr — ,_m

DeLooch-_
Casper

Callahan -
Conrad—
Felt/£2—

.

GaI</uL6
RosK&J
SuUp/qn M
Tdvel_
Trotter_
Tele.Jloon

Enclosures (5)

1 - Mobile - Enclosure
Our Heritage of Greatness
Senator Thomas -Dodd's speech-on ^Floor of

12/21/64 U.S. NewsJ^/Worldi Report: ^*1

The ,FBIfs Role in the Field of Civil Rights
April, >1965, LEB, Intro '

,
£ &

rOTE: Correspondent wah a complainant in a civil rights case in 1962.,

|

' (44-2095^

r (
MAIL ROW1CZD TELETYPE UNIT (HI \ ACjguiy
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Hon. J# Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of investigation
Washington,^* 0.

June IP.. 1 965

Sehna, Alabama 367

Mr. Tolsonl

Mr. Bel

Mr. Mohrt
DeLba

Mr^Caspe'
Mr. Caliahil

Mr. Conra
Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale..

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Suilivar|

'cle. R&ZE.
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy..

£

«•,»

Dea'isMr Hoover:-

CP am, attaching herewith a clipping which was sent to me showing the n snide "

remarks this loudmouthed black DidJpGregory made about you recently in Bogalusa

"Louisiana.- - I

“““ —

•

uj • sr
~~

©'It amazes me when "people involved in the so. called Civil Rights -movement.(I

bCL'ieve it' is a Communist Movement) can call one of our leading citizens and

without question one of our greatest public servants like you names such as

this and* still find themselves in the good graces of such as Katzanbach and
" his-retinue. ... ;

- Hoping, this finds you in the best of health, I remain' —
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i ^bgether^^
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"
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* like Dickj:G^ : WeVcotigrat^
' dateVyouVonv your4wigSomy^ 'J

rAt.theVsparseiyXattendeduracej./
mixr tjallyr^ Gregory Ndenpunced>;J;^
EdgarHdoye'rja
siest: dogs; tHat^ eveirexistedUAb:

l

5

iHer
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^

tfiing^t:©*
j
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*be*dead;^ (Race-mixers4hate^Hoo-y
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•4 /wVdeaptea^ TpubliciLtjr; ‘,;Mo^o ?»

'* tiimb-were- ^eenager^andr^pun^

J

CORE, memBers; from^New.'.Orleans;,'
-

'

'^Hisf Vappear'ancer ^Si^gharp $

tiVe wh"ite8 whdJmarched' through 1

'

Bogaiusa/?'thrcebdays’ slater-- singr>

^jJLSrgir;'!Ohwa*'d‘,:
-•Christian^ Jo^r

’diersMft Marchingsseven /abreaatj .<

h* s-
-

-'"•gaiusa/ ''crisis".'; a‘s’ ;-a :,leftw;

'pbildlcai .?glSmick',.
: and>n6t;,aa;'!a;|

^igh^vibetweehCithe: .wHitj&sgail
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•Your letter of May 5th, with enclosure, addressed

to President Johnson has been referred to the FBI and was received

on July 2nd. My associates and I are pleased that we have your

support, and we hope that our future efforts will continue to meet

4f>
,

i

s ToIson ,

JBelpaont —J %

Mohr I L,V.
' “

DeLoach' j..

Casper ... ,

Callahan

Cdnrad .. ^
Felt—i —

-

j

Gple „

Rosen —
Sullivan • -

Tavel *

Trotter - A . t itju/

Gandy— - MAIL ROOmCZ] TELETYPE UNITl



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

TO Cartha DeLoach

Crime Records Division

FBI

PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN

SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS

ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL.

FROM THE SPECIAL COUNSEL

ACTION: Comment

Dfltft 6/30/65

Draft reply _

For direct reply xx

.

For your information—
For necessary action

For appropriate handling

See below !

C*’
i

Remarks:

T-.t.r Hated 5/ 5/65 to the President from
|

Lake Charles, La. re pickTGregory
f
s remarks

about FBI agents.

mr8
-

OPO W—76W2-1

By direction of the President:

& % $ l V JvLe e' C . -White

Special Counsel to.

the Presided:

1 JUt 8 1965



We Maintain Service

and Stock Parts on

Everything: We Sell

Dear Mr;- President:

re: Dick Gregory in Bogalusa,La.

1 On May 2, 1965 the so-called negro comedian came to our state and made some remarks

1

about our FBI agents which are not in keeping with good goverment.In calling Mr.

! Hoover "the. lousiest dog that ever lived" is resented by the writer as- is -by; mayy

f other Louisiana citizens'.Some check should be made on this type of character as,

he must be sick. If Mr. Hoover has no recourse in the courts, some should -be pro-

vided.

REG- 18 / er%ss£L.

EX-113 „® JUL 8 1965

V



I b6gALUSA, La; (UPI)

Negro comedian.Dick Greg-

oryj who has appeared;!^

dumber.' of the nation’s

racial trouble spots, devi-

ated from' his c'omic routine

during the weekend' for

S;0-ni-e s erious charges

against the‘FBI; its, director

to, 'Edgar. Hoover arid’ the.

‘civil rights, bill.

LGregory^ in. , a, special.

appearance' .ate a.., Negro.

Tally' Saturday night, saiT

the^rm was "The biggest

tricK 'going/ 1
its: agents

)Were thugs’nand.its direc-.

tor.was 1 "OneVot .the -iousi-“

,est; dogs that ever existed.",

k ABOUT 500 p e'p&.b.n-s^

mostly teen ; -agers; and 1

’young adults, ’turned out to

(hear Gregpry speak. ’

j
i Bogalusa;. designated; a;

lop,target of Oie^ciyil -rightsl

fmpveinent .’by Congress of

^Racial Equality (G OR‘E)*
'Director James Farmer, 1

jhas ;b'een: quiet since'

[special ‘three - man media-
ijtibn"leam began work .last

jweelc,to set up negotiation^

jb e.tw e eh ,, Negroes' arid*

iwhites.i . .

ij-Gregorv; who deft after

[the' rally to return to

[Philadelphiai .saidthe only,

ith'i h g; /Negroes can ; be;

jthankful for about the r'bf

tdirector is that Hoover is 71

iyearsold;.
——

-

l: CnEGORY ALSO iasHed

lout at a Bogalusa Negro
im mister- who criticized

5CORE -for using- teenagers

jin' : street . ‘demonstrations

'and' at older Bogalusa.

NegroeS who have taken no

civil-rights bill ‘was^ere*:
•ly* a written law /and' ;did :

riot g'u a r anted'.anythirigl

“You can’t voteftne gun out

ofthe* sheriff’s 'band;-”'

Hoover j
'

‘ "

’Gregory.^ ;

part in recent racial dem-

,

onstrations!, ,

- sRev. W. A; Nelson? pas-’

tor of the Mount Moriah
Baptist Chbrch, last week
struck out, at CORE- for,

using “children” in, the

civil rights, moveirient in

Bogalusa;

•Gregory, said Nelson arid-,

other' Negro; iriiriisters .who

have' boycotted demonstra-

tions were; -“Uncle*
1

Tonis”,

which-he defined .as. “Cats

who*, use finesse and tricks

ery.” ' .
- *

ATT A.C'KING OliDER
Bogalusa Negroes, Grego-

ry' said;, “you* ain’t ,'rievec'

done’ nbthirig worth a' darin,

but sit arourid with your
mouth full -of- snuff !and

with, your; Bible, , upside

down; -
i

'“You .lay ’up -in- bed with

your rheumatism, ..high

blood’ pressure' ’you’d, get

better;.medical care?iri*jail.

You ain’t doirig inothing;but

getting- tin >the ?way.* When
you- die — •Lord; knows, I

hope; itS'.soori. —gtheri; the

civil Irights 'niovemerit dm
go. forward;"' he, said.,

Gregory,t 'who tbldt,;the :

.

audlerice to “turn;the'town<

upside down if. necessary”

to get freedom, said the

HE. SAID the'bilLpybyid-

ed’ “freedom bri-the iristail-

mentjilan while;the,Airiert

^caniNegro isbeing fasked

*tb*' Jp* to Vietr 'Nam; 'arid

provide instant. freedom'for

, cats.inia foreign laridvX
* m *> t y '

„ y ? .

» " Ariierica' is not saying we>
are. sorry,. we^'wf5it;tprsee\

justice done!-Wegota .ciyil

[ rights 'bill, because.^ we
shattered busiriess!.&rid;diS?j

rupted the peace’ .all; 'last'
j

summer,"hesald;^; jr"

" j

1 Tfie
1

rally* was.iheldffi-an*’;

•empty lot on.the ribfthi, side*

of :*tpwn.-
.
Negro > Jeader

Orb'ert.Hicks said- the city

refused permission;#) use a,

, city^ ; .owned baseball park
.for ;the rally. V* /:

k

^ THe city's* decision, \toh\

lowed /^similar position-

taken *By 'the^local schooi

Aboard,; *which .banned; con;:

troverslal or pp.%? 11 ca.il

meetings ori school proper-^

,r :V;;.

;; ;* 7 r v: ;

Businessman To. Try’

For? Govcrnorsiiip

j. bOTHAN,
;
AiariXUP|).

;

Charles' Woods;, D^bt h an
businessmanv aridr former
..member'-of the State 'Prison

, Board, announced 'his : can-

didacy,-for governor Satur-

day, .

Woods:said his candidacy

;

is
c
Subject io the;May; ;1966

Democratic, Primary;. J
•

- /A;segregatioriist'raliy’set'

fpr,triex|.week: will be iHeld?

on;,a .shopping; center, park;

irig lot because school,

officials; denied;
1

the • group i

the; "use: -‘pfAaJ 'schools,

football;' stadium.-
j,

A three i -mari mediation^

team ^mafle^ tip .'of .£« State.;

senator; a* 'promirierit- 'aV:

tomey and a, state, labor

ieader-rrmpt with .attorneys

forj-theipity and the; Bogs*;

lusa (Negro) • ;ciyic
,
grip’d

ybters.lpag'uelast'week'lto

Jet* «thev .groundworic’.'' ;for

sessions- -aimed* aVsblyirig

stt^totiralsyraciai^problems:'

.It* was not. (.announced

when *|^e* first negptiaBpn

hieetin|>would'beVheid.s ,

m
ijiTajr
| [{fat

ini c*
itiiAr P|JMgraSl| IK uTw

ijii
if'VifliiiW i& Kfi^i
RfftloJ ! I m iXlLtSBSh

m&MSIiMIM





TRUE COPY

Racine, Wisconsin
July 27, 1965

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

Inclosed is an article from our local daily paper

reporting on DicicGregorv* s appearance in Racine Sunday

evening, July 25.

While I certainly recognize his right to appear here

or anywhere else he chooses, I do not understand how he could

make some of the threats he made without being arrested. It is

my understanding that if a person is over-heard making a threat

against the life of the president of the United States, he is

immediately taken into custody - and rightly so. It is also my
understanding that a person who boards a plane and says - even

in a joking manner - that he has a bomb in his luggage, he is

immediately taken into custody.

'rc '/.jf.h-
'Trhc-k^

^ ''V-. i .d-

Now here, Sir,, is a man who threatens our entire

country and he is free to go on to his next ’'assignment." I realize

that you are powerless to make arrests, but I do wish to call this

matter to your attention. I have talked to quite a large number of

people since Mr. Gregory spoke here and all of them feel the same
sense of SHOCK that I am experiencing. .

/1)0-*

May I take this opportunity to commend you, Sir,

for your excellent record of serv^S3a&& dedication to our Country.

I, for one, feel much safer knowing that an honest, up-right person

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover - is at the head of our wonderful JL-La

Respectfully yours, i AUG 4 1965
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TO: DIRECTOR
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FFDERAl BUREAU OF IHVESTIGATIOU

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

71 DRA MAR 1

0

1971

TELETY

'VI I <

ft*
BALTIMORE

FROM: CHARLOTTE 100-11202 2P mm
SCHEDULED APPEARANCE OF THEATRICAL GROUP FEATURING

|

, DICK^^GORY, AT FT, BRAGG / N. C., MARCH THIRTEEN
“

AND FOURTEEN , SEVENTY ONE, IS DASH MISCELLANEOUS,

JWr.T
l

f Mr. j£-:i rcn.X— jj

*

1

S
\

M" r : -^5 ;

Mr.131 ’*
1

>

Mr. C "•* JAL S

Mr. Cnf r*r j
Mr. <

« 1

Mt * v ...;._xb7C
Mr, Frit Ll

|

Mr V iZHE ! i

Mr. 1 , l JS

1

|

Mr. YAalCira i

Mi i ! i

jl’r’e. Kor!rn_.J •. -

"|.I ’.3 Hcl'.icis-i 1

bliss Gandy.

j

RE CHARLOTTE AIRTEL TO BUREAU DATED FEBRUARY TWENTY THREE

SEVENTY ONE, CAPTIONED AS ABOVE; AND BALTIMORE AIRTEL TO BUREAU

DATED MARCH ONE, SEVENTY ONE, CAPTIONED QUOTE PROPOSED ANTIWAR

RALLY, FAYETTEVILLE', N, C., MARCH THIRTEEN, SEVENTY ONE. UNQUOTE, -•>!

•REFERENCED BALTIMORE AIRTEL ADVISED THAT

CPROB) STATED HE PLANS TO BE IN FAYETTEVILLE

* ON PERSONAL BUSINESS ON MARCH THIRTEEN SEVENTY AND COULD PROVIDE

J COVERAGE OF THE RALLY IF DESIRED.
/Q'fl

23
^ AT A NEWS CONFERENCE ON MARCH NINE, SEVENTY ONE, IT WAS

3
fTLEARNED THAT ONE SHOW WILL COMMENCE .AT EIGHT P . M. ON MARCH

.V*:JM
QO^t^^END PAGE ONE
X —

f * M

HOT RECORDEP •

.152,MAR17 1971

S %A

MR. SULLIVAN FC-n THE DIRECTOR

b6 -i

b7C

i' "5 5MAR 29



6
CE 100-11202

PAGE TWO

THIRTEEN, SEVENTY ONE, AT THE HAYMARKET SQUARE COFFEEHOUSE,

FIVE FOUR FIVE HAY STREET (REAR) AND TWO SHOWS ON SUNDAY,

MARCH FOURTEEN, SEVENTY ONE, AT THE SAME LOCATION.

CHARLOTTE WILL HAVE COVERAGE AT ALL SHOWS, HOWEVER,

ADDITIONAL COVERAGE WOULD BE DESIRABLE.

BUREAU IS REQUESTED TO AUTHORIZE BALTIMORE TO HAVE ITS

INFORMANT ATTEND PERFORMANCES MARCH THIRTEEN AND FOURTEEN,

SEVENTY ONE.

IF AUTHORIZED, BALTIMORE SHOULD FURNISH CHARLOTTE

INFORMANT’S CODE NAME AND INSTRUCT INFORMANT TO CONTACT SA

| at HIS RESIDENCE TELEPHONE |

Ion march thirteen, seventy one, or at the

FAYETTEVILLE RESIDENT AGENCY, TELEPHONE FOUR EIGHT THREE DASH

FIVE ONE SIX THREE, ON MARCH THIRTEEN, SEVENTY ONE, OR WHEN
* •

INFORMANT ARRIVES AT FAYETTEVILLE.

DEB WA DC FBI CLR

CC-HH. BRENNAN

? ^ j
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die'nce.7

ft,
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laience..
k r4^1«(WtVU<T,VVWMJ | •:

L_v " ’’ mi

ti-rr'iStrongerThreat
;

ervB
.*I JEarlier,

|
jh an interview, ha.fi

Gregoiyyiadifput it ^stronger. ress
1 man. \JuknoWr ^what ‘nigger*

sbunds^ilkeHn’riSSnencaV.but!'!“Either, w^-get'if’ within the “The'-Nearo ain’t .tnakine !?W.W^Amenc^;but;i
this ^countrv, will no: longer UKe*^AuSSia. ^ ,

.
- .

.
* u5 wmeuw^ lsgomgfio.Keep ^on^goinguouA ^, r

-

~

civil; /rights- deader spoke in l(^p.<m?g61ng^yiet;H^^lrt&^?l ®>; '£?— *;i

Sunday night ^touabput; ;400 stantlreedomjv^ijeiourJBiETck!
persons;’jvho;>remain*ed; .quiet ld^^^geYUn^ii<'qn^'^£>
an'd^attbntivefdespite the.hea£ sfallment -plani you’re^wrong.
in<the:closed auditorium. 'The Negroes'-. ,don’t:'_ thfrik that
racial /mixture '.Wks^ tabout '»ayi’t'

,
'•"-T' ", '"

eveniy^whlte^hdlNegrbi, "i ,

'/•*, '

• Outside,.Gregory^WaS'piCk: r^„ ’^
r uj;. ,

eted~ by< the” National> Assn!
'Gregoiy,

;
tloosened ; his -tie.f

for the Adyaricement.bf-White gigg-L.feftS’MrfSKSi
People, .the White. Dove J& mopped'his -forehead?’ .Being

ciety. and the^fatiohal'Siates

RigHts%Party;V -Pickets jcar|
black, .toothache,, he

ried' .signsv' .reading /^Dick _* . ' • -x

[Gregory!; ’Guinea-Pig’ Tool x>f
The .of^reg?^,talk

Communist!”" , and: • HfPleaSe ^s. Pjie of; Waming;ofi in-

Gregory .don’t eat ,our -white creased;ractal,disturbance and

people of, Wisconsirf.” jviolence. .... - t

; "Hits School SegregaUori
W-'j'p

° said, .and.it s (trying to solve[
'^^^“^rig'cnfiasmxof^e-' &e. (problem/without operat-
gro -idemonstrations, .Gregory inasori »thf> fnnt-ivTqrv. jvnii’fpl
said of’the pickets,

v
“i;had to

wam-themithat(a:'dem6ristra?iwtwiuwiat
>a,.ucmuii!)U«*

ti6nfdut!Hefe>\vbu|d?bnly;hurt

tHeir /caused’
*" " ' r ~

: SPSPlS’ :f?
aJ‘?P >h.fV,r?

structure

that ’the

the- Racine- 'Branch, of the'

.NAACP.p ;•preceded\^Gregory
lwith;the cbmmerit,tHat!Racme

®swis$£$srest:of*the?countryi^n-educa- Qu1^Vki2&
tion,,jin-.housing-^and.tin -'em-.L -i.- ?»»;" •

-.s .^e-. j

ploymeiii
' ’ Gregory /himself advocates

-J’Weihdve/thersame.trouble nori-yiolenw,.^bjit “fTm >just

hefetwitede-facto'segregatibri ttMingjyog^^qnrt^,^.
asriri-Chlragb^^heisaia./^ohly P®.P*JkP^y./
in/Chjcago/the4man’srname:is aP-^e, dnoye-

WillisKand diT Racine ".the “»en^, but the,cat*that’smqt.m

mari’s.hame isi'Pfasch.
' ” "

I
»*—he’s. the. one, gonna/thrq\y

" T,C-a’. '
- the/brick.” -

~ - *

Not .GoingitoJbe Easy - "
.; „ jt ~. . >.

',Gregory.did ;ridt.discuss.«Ra- .0°B ^

about thei;city':. “You’ve got a ^here.-^ou’re ;go|ng

gdod'.tpwn. here fbecause it’s
B?“er stop /lying- to yourself

a^smali town/and/you -could Bettar wake ,up, !
. v

t /
clean.-Itjuip -real.' .quick if ’’“You put a-.tight shoe^or
ydu^wa''

' *” 1

-.y, i.

De-on'

easy'-for you, And- you'lU:be|aJ^
surprised;

?
at>What’s: goingiito

*

bapP^b/oufe,
; ^.Gregory opened his. Talk,

wahuafrapid-f:ire, , farirahging

!

comedy//'riionologue' ;("I .like

!

LBJ. ‘myself,r;if.' for-no other
reason:than he talks like* us."

“WithV688,million Xhinese.Tif'
they; ever start tsingihg? ‘.We

Shall '.Oyercdme.’-tHeylregon-

na -.do
;

’it'.
,,

), -and /dropped /su-

deniydnto ,the 'serious' portion
ofihis -talk. ’ ? -

“ '

;
“You’ve been :using Missis-

Sippiaas',rtheLgafba'ge^cari-;of

aVcallous. Keep
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MAY 1^52 COrnON
GSA GEN. REG* NO. 27

UNITED STATES, (y^ERNMENT

Memorandum

EXEMPTED FP.G1..I AUTCXIATI2

DECLAS SIF ICAT ION
AUTHORITY JMRIWEU FROM:::

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
EXEMPTION CODE : 25X{15
DATE 04-2S-2Q1S By: 3B9328T9Q

<?

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI all
HEBE

4

1l£xk/% wbeb

FROM : SAC, HONOLULU j62-525

ALL INFOBMAT ION CONTAINED
HEBE-IN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

FICATIDH GUIDE * JJ
r*

Mr.
Mr. C*. t -D

9328T9G ~
Jlr. C ~ ~i

date: 10/26/64 %'XK'^Z

subject:' DICK GREGORY
MISCELLANEOUS -
INFORMATION CONCERNING

nua

-Sir. r
Mr,
Mr,

Te!e. Eocm„
M'54 k-:“=s,
jVTia<t OayiBv

t ATTENTION: CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

in Honolulu..
Honolulu airtei 8/6/64 rk

On 10/12/64 1

1 1

Washington, P. JCU# was inte
rilTPfiv ;sfl LEO—S RRENNKTSEN

was the

y./
r* .

'1

with him ana""5<
information re

1
r *

|-had requested Agent to interview hi
antd.al .lv furnished the fol lowing background fl
llanl V/tJf ft M

lhas recently been
I

bl
f

b3 «i



ft

HI? 6.2-525

an* ^ , Js^£itfd he^ Had examined passport
5ouiJ^?a5S +S

a 01 v
*J

a
J> aeptraes and exits posted, therein.

.woul-d tend to -support hay s±G±2L She --»— — r-

On interview
discoursing at length On
the racial tension in th

fKm)weEI

1B;ri7THMaiagmc»K«»

^•liMNlU«a»HHKl'«Ii3Bn7«»nfKr4ri

Y*s ideas
She cla

[M
- . /* \

continuing to, talk, t

e sxateci during the convention GREGO



HN 62-525

When an attempt was m
subject’s exact words, she stated

believes it was one or the other, stating
,
“That's what I

think - I can' t pin it down ?>£ 10)

stated that GREGORY hates the EBI because-
he believes: .they are not trying

—

I Istated he does hot have information 1 at
hand to IreiinhiliinL and, he has nn a nffvr'roftt-i on
of possible effect of

information copies of this letter furnished,
•Chicago, San Franc i wen—Kansas City and WFO in the .eyeht
data furnished by [is pertinent to any activity in
those divisions

. ^
- *

It is suggested WFO advise interested offices if
information available . their files, re reliability of

I

j
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OfTIONAf^OtM NO, 10
MAT 12*2 fOmON

'M
5010-106

CSA CtN. *CG. NO. 27
”

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL :iMiOMM,!iaN CONTAINED
HEREIN IS IMCLAS S IJTI1D

DATE 04-2 3-2015 BY ADC JSSjIItSD
Tolson „

TO

Belmont -

g Mohr

Mi «
-

a
DeLoach -

Casper —
Callahan

.

Conrad —

_

Evans —

_

date; November 3.0 , 1964 Rosen

.

FROM : ]f # 0. CREGAR

Sullivan .

Tavel

.

b6
Ab7C Trotter.

j
’ Te le. Room .

* Holmes.

SUBJECT:
<9

DICK GREGORY
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING

The Internal Security Section requested Liaison fti >

determine
evaluation off

vrvnrrz

On 11/9/64,
t i-

advised the Liaison Agent

I

completely unreliable
fabricator and a "nut."

r

ACTION:

considers^
characterized

The above should be directed to the Internal
Security Section for their attention.

jhkejjj^*^WOC
(4)

1-Hr. Baumgardner ("Attn.

:

1-Liais'on
1-Mr. Cregar

|
w /o b-zdLW^

1 NOV 18 $64

m,s lozomiM

tJt:

?s'7

5 B DEC 3 1964'
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£ OPTIONAL FORM/JO. 10
* *0 I0? I 04_J^ ^ /%

UNITED STATES GS^RNMENT

Membrandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

ALL IMrOKLIATIOH
HEREIN IS UNCLAi

DATE 04-2S-2D15

\J '
BY &DG J89J28T30

date: 11/5.^/64

.ATTN: CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

f
l .ATTN: CIVIL RIGHT?W : SAC, T7FO (157-$74) (RtfcH.

W o , C
subject: DICK GREGORY ^

MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING

// Re Honolulu letter to Director, 10/26/64. .

'

4lb6 ,

WFO file 87-0-3521 reflects the following -informationyNb7c
’ J'Y. t

"

wasnmgton,
.nformation:

telephoned 17FO ai furnished

I \ b6
scks J' b7c

exepnone nuraoer and determined it was not listed to the s,ubje<0;

Q
•imed o

'
r PJ
o
8 b7c

,^- cBureau^
2 - Chicago: (Info); (RM) (AM)

('1 - GREGORY)
'Cl'

-
1 I

1 - Honolulu (62-5256) (Info) (RM) (AM)
1 - Kansas City (Info) (RM) (AM) .

1 - San Francisco (Info) (RM) (AM) ^C* jJj
1 - WFO ,

*<*
’

'*
ICfc

’ v
#

LCS:js
<S
Vsi '111-,^ i

/
'

. .

*- -I y&

' _ cA* >?
r

iU:h -21 NOV^f 1964

,0* -i.f

58DES9 1964



WFO 157-574

She listed as credit reference

New York City . jJ
J
-j

ngton, D.C

WFO file 47-8948 reflects

dvised SA|
sted her address as the

While at the ho

tUti UUt
to the

——— —— — j QUV
a very large Negro female*

According to
|

"

a United States passport number

[

a. general systems credit narri . ?

carried her address as]
|
also had a crearc~

ana Trust Compa ny , numberT

said that I

This check was returned
She also departed

it iff, hi <3 helief that she
l
and although

is Been described to him as

Identification
Jalso had

:om me American Security

JHouse of Representatives, Washington

L Istated that i

several phone calls ,Jio_a_|
to telephonp number

|

|

telephone number"
S&llect call from an I

She also received a

number I I



o 0
> '

WFO 157-574

said that all these <calls were chare
credi- ; card number used by

1 L

telephone credit card number used by

I

calls •
L

does not have the
Iin making these

determined through the Retail Merchants
Credit Bureau ox Los Angeles, that through their source at
Washington, D.C., they determined that l l was
probably identically with I I who had been

*d a telephone call to tha I

and spoke to a wl
i stayed at this address ini

| |
also told

| | that at* least ten hotels
across the country have contacted him in the recent past
concerning bad checks passed by

]

|the manage
reported that

using le name



WFO 157-574

when admitted tof

ciaimea to na flcmAnctenr. nr
[ 1

I

J

exhibited dependent Identification card
] ‘wnen subject. nTnofyi on seriously ill list.

and ascertained ! I

]
Facts discussed with AXJSA,

who declined prosecution.

b3
b6
b7C

It has hot been determined whether the above mentioned
individual is identical with|
mentioned in reference communica'cion.

Street , Lt777 rurnished the following information:

b3
b6
b7C

He advised that
he described as a negro, female,
was a guest at this hotel

J

stated on the latter date

who

I6ft the hotel stating she b6
b7C

stated after

advised ahft r>ere>T» TUnnl H tnll V»-i m ntha-wQ

was employed.

I

,

He stated she also claimed she
woiiieu xux- uub uemocraxxc National Committee.

b6
b7C

b3
b6
b7C

- 4 -



WFO 157-574

He stated on one occasion, a telephoned

seificallv
f however, that

I
He stated he refused

and so informed!

advised
| |

never personally, at anv
•fcitnft. at.-hAWtsT^d to gain anything of value I

-”-
]

^

and he never granted ner any iavors
in this connection and did not rf>Tv ir» anv wav nn her
statements and, in fact

^
wanted I

as she was difficult to
He stated she< never showed any documents m connection with
her alleged employment or associations.





I * o

WFO 157-574

advised that he ha<d contacted thel
land he unc erstands thev have t l~ 1

situation regarding
describedj

b6
b7C

] as follows

:

Name

:

Sex

:

Race

:

Age
Height

:

Weight

:

Build

:

Complexion

:

Hair:

•b'emaie

Negro

aeavy
Very dark
Black

The protective magazine for merchants and affiliated
Credit Bureaus by the firm J. Burns International Detective
Agency, Incorporated, dated July. I960, reflects a photograph

'

I akaof a negro female, name f

as
% _

that
|

and cla:
numberr

T 1,

dark skin. Drown eves, and jed hair.

Sti6 ESSO described
J, heavy build,

1 was arrested at
The flvtiele -roflop+oH

,

m -cne name
Jshe said she
f * * *

sne naa social security
~| Qn/1

and she was being Held
-

1
aavisea mxujtifljsii A\ tobaw

that he had made

advised he received a

Inquiry by
|

Washingtoitttttuti
letter dated

signed b;

aim
h

ahOut subject - He'

P
unknown to that

aavising him the whereabouts of subject was
office; however, she was believed to be on
Letter also advised that subject participate

j

b6

b7C

b6
b7C

- 7 -



WO 157-574

from subject c >f=T«I
] advised he later received a letter

I advising she would make onnri b6
b7C

On 8/14/64, AUSA[ ^ San Francisco,
California, was contacted by SA TOSAW and he declined pro-
secution of subject for violation of Impersonation Statute
and ITSP Statute.

On 10/15/64, AUSA
declined prosecution of sub,

b6
b7C

Washington, _ D.C.

,

ect for Impersonation and 3TSP.

prosecution of
[

On 10/15/64. APSA f ladvised he declined

also decline prosecution "o3Tt

ilagged ne would
Jfor violation of Interstate

b3
b6
b7C

Transportation of Stolen Property (checks) since checks
written by her were true name checks on a closed account.
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UNITED STATES' GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDU

TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

\
DIRECTOR, FBI-t^TJ^iSSSr

SAC, CHICAGO (100-6989).

/Ol/Sife.

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
IS - NOI

Re Chicago airtel dated 10/7/65 caj^tj^ned as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of a
letterhead memorandum concerning the appearance of ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD in an interview with IRVING KUPCINET on, October
10, 1965, over television. One copy is enclosed for
Atlanta, office of origin for MARTIN LUTHER KING.

Information in enclosed letterhead memorandum
was monitored by SA I y •£b6

hlC

The Bureau's attention is invited to the fact that
subsequent to ELIJAH* MUHAMMAD'S appearance on "Kup's Show"-
DICK GREGORY was asked by KUPCINET about the civil rights
riots in Watts', California*. He replied 'only that '"in Los
Angeles they were the Watt's riots, 'in San Francisco they,
were known as the Lbs Angeles 'riots, in America they were
the California riots arid throughout the world they were known
hs the American riots which -giv.es America a bad name."

\A ’

au (Enc. 12) (RM) .

$

- 25-330971) (NOI )® \
(1 - 157- ) (DICK GREGORX) ^
(1 - 157- ’) (H?3^Tl!m,ERS'

T
'C0NTRqL FILE)

(1 - 100-106670) (MARTIN LUTHER ,KING)
- At la rita (100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER XTtoG) (RM) (Enc. 1) ^

(l
1^100-3 563 5) (NOI) L

P

^<33
(1 - 157-347) (DICK GREGORY)
(1 - 157-413) (RACIAL MATTERS) *-j

7 -

i

8
f\

a

r

a -

CES:mmc
(13)/

i }

100-353^6) (MARTIN LUTHER

g^CLOSURE.

RECORDED. £
178 OCT 14 1965



CG 100-6989

He also said that if it is true there is racial unrest
in London, England, he would consider going there at a
later date to determine its significance. He also stated
that the disagreement between MARTIN LUTHER KING and
ELIJAH MUHAMMAD- was mainly religious although MUHAMMAD
was not a civil rights leader or advocate. No explanations
were given.



In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No.

UNI'Sd STATES DEPARTMENT OFJ

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

OCT.

ELIJAH MUHAMMAD

The October 9, 1965, issue of the "Chicago Sun-
Times", a Chicago, Illinois daily newspaper, contained
an advertisement on page 30 captioned "Kup’s. Show."
Thijs advertisement reflected that the 1 following individuals
would appear as guests on that show at midnight October
9, 1965, over WBKB-TV, Channel 7: •

Elijah Muhammad, leader of the ''Black Muslims"
(national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI))

Mrs. Jeane Dixon, clairvoyant

Dick Gregory, entertainer

Dr. Fred Schwartz, leader of an anti-Communist
crusade

George Schaeffer, television producer

Jay Richard Kennedy..author

Dan Boorstin, author
, V > -» • -? * » ~ * > ,1 » -V4# At*

The NOI is described in the appendix pages of
this communication.

It is public knowledge" that "Kupfe Show"' is a
Chicago based panel type televised” discussion
show covering a variety of 'subjects lasting
approximately three hours ancTtelecast over
WBKB-TV, Chicago.

"
‘Irving’ Kupcinet, Chicago

newspaper columnist and television moderator,
presides over the show.

IOO- u\MO l4'3,-2>
- 50 $

ENCLOSURE

4^2 4S i
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ELIJAH MUHAMMAD

The October 10, 1965, production of "Kup’s Show"
pertaining to Elijah Muhammad began at midnight, October
9, 1965, and was monitored by a Special Agent of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. Pertinent statements
made by Elijah Muhammad are set forth hereinafter*

Elijah Muhammad did not participate in the
television panel discussion but was interviewed separately
by Irv Kupcinet at Muliammad’s residence,- ,4847 South
Woodlawn Avenue, /Chicago, Illinois. He was- interviewed
from 12-jOO midnight until 1:10 AM in a question - answer
type of ''interview.

Muhammad thanked God
(
whom he also referred, xto *

as Allah who came to him in the person of one Tf., D. Farad
34 years ago and gave Muhammad a message for the black
man which is, why Muhammad calls himself the Messenger of
Allah.

.

¥

Muhammad' stated the black man has lived iri 'America
under the white slave master for 400 years and now wants'
something for himself, to be himself, and to be on his own.
He added that for a black man to oppose this would result
in his ultimate death as a social and economic force.

He stated' regarding civil rights that Martin
'

Luther King and other Negro civil rights leaders lack' knowledge
of the black race and fail’ to realize now is the time the'
black man should work to be independent" and be on his own.
He said civil rights 'leader's seek to be like the white man
and want to be his. equal in a white country. Muhammad
pointed out that as the black man was of a different color
than the white man and of a different race he should 'be oh“

his own and not integrate. He said the black man has served
his term of slavery and should ‘not' have to beg the white
man for a job or to be his servant/ adding the black man ‘should
seek a more prominent status on His own. Muhammad stated
that was achieved in America by and for the white man, not
the black man. He said by the government seemingly giving

- 2 -
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ELIJAH MUHAMMAD

more things to the black man such as its poverty programs
and similar health programs it only meant that the white
slave master, as he gets wealthier, can afford to dole
out a little more proportionately for the black* man but
that such programs do not in'any way elevate the black man.
He said the government had an obligation to give the
black man a state of its own and money for 25 years in
which to operate in order that the black man can become
completely self sufficient.

Muhammad said he had no power himself to bring
about such change,' but that Allah had such means. He added
that Allah also knows when separation will take place. He
said the time has come for Allah to intervene to separate
the black man from his white slave master, • *

Muhammad stated that in America there was only
a small proportion of black men as compared to the white
man. He refused to name what state he would like' if
offered to him. He said the white man in America' would"lose
his self respect if he yielded to the unreasonable demands
of the civil rights leaders, as America cannot possibly agree
with all of their demands

.

' ... - P ..

r -n

Muhammad said in America'intermarriages are not
good, jobs for the black man were hot availably in America
the black man is ‘not as go^d as the white ’pan , "The \NOI“

“

desires', according to Muhammad‘S a state for themselves and
equipment with which to operate it on a businesslike, basis*.

' He stated that"such prominent black men as Dr.

Ralph Bunchi^* Jackie Robinson and the li,ke only serve the
white man and do nothing to better their black brothers.

«
|

* *

Muhammad stated that like Moses and JesuS stated
in the Bible, the black man was' deaf ,

dumb, and blind adding
that if that* sounded like Governor Wallace of Alabama it
still was true. r

I
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ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
• —;—

" i

.Muhammad stated that the education the black man
has received will help him to go for himself, but doesn’t
mean that he should be satisfied and perform his services
for the white man. He said such educated Negroes should
separate from the’white man and utilize their education for
the black mari when he gets his' ‘own state. He added that
the black man would heed modern tools, machinery,
buildings and land in this connection.

* *

He said the black man has lost his birthright
and there is no record of his ancestry in America. :‘He

. added that all the NOI wanted was freedom, justice and
equality for the bla$k man,

Regarding hate, Muhammad stated, that accprding to
Moses and Jesus a human being has to hate evil people, ’

adding that such was in the Bible, He said in the Bible
even brothers hated qach other . He said some brothers
couldn’t live together and this included black and white
and even ]Red China.

,
Muhammad said you couldn *t‘ expect

the Negro to follow the Bible if white Christians do not
do so, adding that Christianity is anti-Negro.

Muhammad stated that Allah has. stated all white
men are devils, but that there are various degrees of *

deviltry :and that some whi'tes are better .than, others .' He
said JbSus stated the huma'n race were followers of |the

devil and He was .crucified for it. .

Muhammad stated Martin Luther King was wrong in
his approach to civile rights* arid, said he was misguided as
white men and black, men ’could not - 'get .along together .' He
said the black

i

man must trust in’
1

God, hot Martin 'Luther.
King, adding that the Nobel prize. was no honor to King
as he had done nothing for his -people.

# *
i“ #

*
41

^ *

Muhammad said ;he never advocated' .boycotting white
businesses, but only that whenever possible the black man
should buy .from black ^edple. Muhammad added It would "be

very silly for .him if he needed a suit to go without one if
he could buy one from the’ wbiite man.

j

- 4 -



ELIJAH MUHAMMAD

Regarding the bearing of arms for America,
Muhammad stated after a Muslim receives the teachings
of their religion it is then up to them individually
to determine if they desire, to serve in the Armed Forces.

Muhammad thanked’ Kupcinet for the opportunity
to present his views to the public.

This document contains neither recommendations. •

nor conclusions of the Federal', Bureau pf .Investigation,
It is the property of the’ Federal Bureau. 6f“'Ihvestigat'ioh

- and is loaned to your 'agency j it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 APPENDIX

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred
to' as the Muslim Cult of Islam,
Aka, Muhammad’s Temples of Islam

In January, 1957, a source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the "Nation of
Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam,"

On May 7, 1965, a second source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad's
Temple of Islam No, 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in mld~1960
MUHAMMAD and other NOI officials, when referring to MUHAMMAD'S
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque"
or Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all*»Negro organization which was originally
organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. MUHAMMAD claims to have
been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to lead the so-called
Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness of North America by
establishing an independent black nation in the United States.
Members following MUHAMMAD'S teachings and his interpretation of
the "Koran" believe there is no such thing as a Negro; - that the
so-called Negroes are slaves of. the white race, .referred, to as.

"white devils," in the United States; and that the white race,
because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and
will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including.
MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the provisions of the
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no
allegiance to the United States.

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD had,
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements
and instructions to. his ministers concerning the principles of
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the
United States government; however, he did not indicate any
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

On May 3, 1965, a third source advised MUHAMMAD had, early
in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious aspects of the
teachings of Islam and to stress the economic benefits to be.

derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. This policy change,
according to MUHAMMAD, would help him acquire additional followers
and create more interest in his programs.

APPENDIX
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SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SUMMARY
(See Correlation Summary dated 10/19/64 filed as 100-440423-16)

.

Main File No: 100-440423
See Also: 44-22002

44-24630
173-694

Subject: Dicl^Gregory

All logical variations of
identical references were

\ / ^Dick Gregory^ /J>ick C^Gr^/y

%
CkJGr
.-JDiclc Claxto
<SR.C.’ DicROGvK»C .

' DicRyGitegoryX
l
'Richard Clax\or0Gregory

subject’s name
found as:

Som m /9t~y

Date: 11-5-65

Dafte Searched:

1

5/19/65 ‘

and aliases. were searched and

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of
all ''see” references to the subject in Bureau files under the names
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY. ‘ _____
. . .

This summary is designed to furnish a synopsis of the
information set out in each reference. In. many cases the original
serial will contain the information in much more detail.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENTHjM IS NOT SUITABLETOR DISSEMINATION. :



o
f •t

ABBREVIATIONS'

* •

Add. info Additional information appearing in
this reference which pertains to
Dick Gregory may be found in the ma
file or elsewhere in this summary.

ACT Associated Community Teams

CORE • Congress of Racial Equality

SNCC Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee

|
Los Angeles,

California ^ protect identity; advised tnat the western Christian .

b7

Leadership Conference (WCLC) (100-442349), organized a rally in the b7

Los Angeles Sports Arena in 1961 at which time Martin Luther King Jr. ,L;/j
Mahalia Jackson, Sammy Davis Jr., and Dick Gregory, made appearances
that attracted enormous crowds and was successful beyond the organizers
expectations.

I |
stated that the WCLC was* patterned after the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLG) in the southern part
of the US and contact was maintained from the first inception of
WCLC with Martin Luther King Jr. who gave it his encouragement, and
considered it the Western branch of his own SCLC, but could not"
openly encourage it in 1961 because he and other Civil Rights leaders
had made an agreement to prevent conflicts of interest among their
various organizations.

This reference indicated that Mahalia Jackson and Sammy
Davis Jr. were entertainers.

1^0-442349 -12 p.4

SI 100-442349-8 p.2
(54
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b7D

Chicago Police Department (.protect identity

)

aavisea xnax on 6/ 13/ 03 , Richard Criley (100-26567) was one of 1800 n
y

participants in a parade held in Chicago. The purpose of the parade 3±JJL'
was to protest the denial of civil rights to the Negro people of
Birmingham, Alabama, and other Southern states. Dick Gregory, was
among the speakers at a rally at the conclusion of the parade. He
bitterly criticized President Kennedy’s action in sending troops
to the Birmingham area, stating that Kennedy only acted when the
whites started getting hurt.

1Q0-26S67-160 p.15
(4J)

Sheriff Harold Norton, Jefferson County, Arkansas, advised
that Dick Gregory was arrested on 2/18/64 at Pine Bluff, Arkansia.f,
during the time he was involved in desegregation activities at Pine
Bluff. Sheriff Norton advised that Gregory declined to make bail.
Sheriff Norton advised that Gregory, while in jail, had received
censored mail and furnished photostats of a letter, together with
mailing, envelope, and clippings enclosed with the letter^which

-- - H U" ''O'--'"was mailed to Gregory at the jail by
mail inn envoi one .had the handwritten return address of [

100-382102) The b6
b7C

Idabel, Olcla., and postmarked on 2/17/64 at Idabel^ Okla

.

The letter to Dick Gregory mentioned the Klan and Castro., and the clippings
enclosed included the masthead or its equivalent of the following
Dublications ? wPaIH nn Paih pw ii m MMnscnw ‘Nows .

hpublications: ’’Peking Review,
and ”Revolution.’’

"New Times'," "Moscow News," "The Worker"

100-382102-32 p.£

I H reported that .on 2/24/64, a "Freedom Boycott Rally" b7D

was held in Chicago which was sponsored by the West Side- Unit of
CORE (100-440885)." One of the entertainers featured at the rally
was Dick Gregory. The rally was in support of the school boycott which
was scheduled to take place in Chicago on 2/25/64.

10.0-440885-6 p.ll
(6i>

I I
(protect identity) advised bs

that in April, iyo4 me 5KUUT- sponsored an appearance by Dick Gregory b7c

in Schenectady t o raise funds for- SNCCC. During the arrangements b7D

for this affair,
| 1(100-251335) invited Jiers elf into the

organizing groups and began woriang with that group. She wanted, to
¥

(continued)
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(continued)

organize a cocktail party at a restaurant in Schenectady and charge
$50.00 per person for the opportunity of the guests meeting Gregory
and having cocktails with him. This turned out to be a complete b6

failure and I I in the end was so desperate she finally began to b7c

call local Negroes inviting them to come to the restaurant, carefully
pointing out she was inviting them to come as quests, without the $50.00
fee, because they were Negroes. Th-is act-i nn by I l

alienated
organizing the group. Thereafter ! Tcalled off the cocktail party
and expressed her criticism of the SN'CCO organization and of the
Gregory appearance.

lop-251335-64 P-4
(45

On 11/18/64 Walter E. Alessandroni, Attorney General of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Justice, Harrisburg, Pa.,
furnished a report prepared by a Commission appointed by Governor
Scranton to investigate the charges of excessive use of force by
police in Chester, Pa.

The appointment of this commission followed the serious
charges of excessive use of force by State and local police during
the civil rightd demonstrations on March 28 , April 22 , and April 24 ,

1964 in Chester, Ea.. During the demonstrations between 3/28/64 and
4/22/64, Dick Gregory, appeared at one time or another at a rally and in
the march that followed.

(Report enclosed)
44-27477-4 p.41
(3!)

The"Washington Post" dated 4/27/64, on the first page
of the Appendix Section, contained an article entitled "Gregory Predicts
Social Revolution." The article stated that Dick Gregory spoke at
a pre-show cocktail party on 4/25/64 at the home. of Mr. and Mrs. Luke
W. Wilson on the grounds of the National Institute# of Health (NIH)
9100 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Md , The article stated that the Wilsons,
who donated the NIH site to the government, asked friends - many of whom
were members of the Friends of the Student Nan-Violent Coordinating
Committee or the Womens Strike for Peace, both of which Mrs. Wilson
was associated with - to meet Gregory and the Freedom Singers and to
help raise money for the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC). Gregory and the Freedom Singers were in Washington, D£ to
appear in a show on 4/25/64, to benefit the SNCC*s Mississippi summer
project.

(continued)
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0
(continued)

This serial indicated that
was a member of the CP, and|”
of the CP.

| in September, 1955,
]
was a secret member

b6
b7C

100-3-116-1388
(4

On 3/13/64T Committee for Freedom b6

Now, Chester, Pa., a'avisea tnat a civil rights conference was scheduled b7c

to be held on 3/14/64 at the Eastern Light Masonic Lodge, 815 Nest
33rd St., Chester, Pa. Among those who would attend Were Dick Gregory.
Malcolm X Little, Reverend Milton Galamison of NYC, and
of Cambridge, Md. 1

On 3/14/64 Chief of Police Francis Holt, Chester, Pa.,
advised that the civil rights conference was held as scheduled and
in addition to the above civil rights leaders,! I of
Chicago, 111. also attended.

b6
b7C

On 3/16/64 , BSS , NYCPD advised that the
second boycott of NYc public schools was held that date by the Citywide
Committee for Integrated Schools, which was headed by Galamisati, Pastor
of the Siloam Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, NY. Among the speakers
at the boycott demonstration were: Reverend Galamison, US Congressman
from Harlem Adam Clayton Powell, Gregory, Richardson, and Malcolm X
Little.

The 4/26/64 edition of the "New York Herald Tribune,”
contained an article on page 10, relative to the racial situation by
former professional baseball player Jackie Robinson. In the article
Robinson critized Malcolm X and stated that Dick Gregory had said that
’’Malcolm X was invented” by the people who edit big newspapers;
control big television and radio and publish big newspapers and
magazines ."

This serial indicated that
|

|was a civil
rights leader and Malcolm X Little was the founder of Muslim Mosque
Inc. (100-441765).

Add. info.
100-441765-89 p.32,33,36
(6v

b*6

b7C

SE 785-S and. _ .reported,
( 100-.441469 ) attended a regular meeting 01 xne beaxxie urancn, 5WP, on
4/28/64. 1 1gave a report on SNCC arid stated that plans for the
appearance of Dick Gregory were not going as well as planned (no further

b6
b7C
b7D

information)

.

100-441469-8 P‘7

-5-



E) D
ladvised that 1 1

together with Emma Sterne and

|

a 4* T\i Air P v*An/\ r 0+ Too a
|were in

r*-i a All/1‘1

Jose, California, on 5/16/64 (not further described).

This serial identified Emma Sterne and|
as close to the CP in the San Jose area,

10^413321-23

(100-413321)
arge of ai

ium, San

b6
b7C
b7D

advise^ that a civil rights report was given
by[

. I at a weekly Branch meeting of the Socialist
.Workers Party (SWP) ( 100-16) held on 4/14/64, 3815 5th Ave., ME,
Seattle, Washington. I I reported that he attended a

b6
b7C
b7D

meeting of -CORE where a plan for a sit-in demonstration concerning
real estate offices was discussed.

| Istated that SNCC
planned to have a big public event when Dick Gregory gave a performance
in Seattle on 5/17/64. She stated that SNCC would have tickets for
sale prior to his appearance and that they would like for ' everyone
to sell as many tickets as possible. ,

100-16-51-361 p.23
U)

On 5/l9/64f 1 advised that an organization known
as "Friends of Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee" (SNCC),
sponsored a rally held at the City Auditorium, Denver, Colo- on
5/19/64. Dick Gregory, nightclub entertainer, and the SNCC (100-439190)
Freedom Singers, entertained at this rally. Gregory asked persons
present to donate to the Freedom Movement by contributing to
individuals with cups in the lobby who had volunteered to take un the
collection. Informant advised thqt l

Hwere
in the business office of the Auditorium selling tickets for admission.-
Several members of the Denver Branch, SWP, were present at this rally.

b6
b7C
b7D

' This reference identified f

of the Denver Branch, SWP and|
SWP but not a member.

l as the organizer
had been active m the

100-439190-134
( 4)

b6
b7C
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0 Q b6
b7C

>

The "National Guardian" page 5, dated 6/6/64, entitled '*

"Japanese bomb survivors- speak in New York June 8," revealed that
New Yorkers would have the opportunity to listen to survivors of
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki at a public meeting
at Carnegie Hall on June 8, sponsored by the World Peace Study
Mission (62-109339), 325 Lafayette St., NYC. This organization
arranged the good-will journey of 26 hibakusha (bomb affected ones)
through the US, England, France, Belgium, Germany, the Soviet Union
and China. Speakers in New York included two American Friends Dick
.Gregory and Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday review.

62-109339 -a "National Guardian"
(3) .

6/6/64

A reliable source (not identified) advised that on
6/14/64 a racial demonstration sponsored by the Non-Violent Direct
Action Committee, Dayton, Ohio , whose director was I I

staged a peaceful demonstration at Dayton, Ohio, led by Dick Gregory.

44-26491-1
(a

This reference captioned "Bombinri Matters. Louisville"
(157-2-27) revealed that on 7/l9/64.r [NA), Louisville
Police Department, Records Room. Louisville. ICy.

f
aclvised that the

telephone switchboard operator I I received a telephone
call from an unidentified male saying that, there would be a bomb
thrown on that date at approximately 9:15 p.m. at the Iroquois
Amphitheater in- Louisville . No bomb was thrown and there had been
no explosion as of 10:30 p.m. on 7/19/64, According to the above
source, Louis Lomax, writer, Dick Gregory, both Negroes, and Governor
Edward T. Breathitt were appearing at a fund raising "Freedom Fund
Show" sponsored by Allied Organizations for Civil Rights.

157.-2-27rl87
( io\)

SI 157-2-27-186
(«)

The following references on Dick Gregory appear in the
main file captioned "Unknown Subject; Michael Schwerner, James E.
Chaney, Andrew Goodman-Victims

, Philadelphia, Miss.," (Miburn. )

.

The references set out information pertaining to the activities of
Gregory during the period from 6/23/64 to 8/13/64 in Mississippi
and Chicago and information in his possession regarding the missing
civil rights workers who disappeared from Meridan, Miss, on 6/21/64

(continued)
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(continued)

and whose bodies were found on 8/4/64 near Phila., Mss. Some
of the activities were sponsored by ACT. In press conferences and
news releases Gregory was critical of 'the FBI in connection with
the above case.

REFERENCE

44-25706-19
172
883 p.377,378,379
930
954
976
1004
1361

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

On 8/11/64
Chicago, 111., advised that[

Chicago City News Service,
head of ACT (100-441968)

b6

b7C
announced in a press release on the above date that Dick Gregory
would present his side of the story of the Mississippi Killings
( not further described) . Gregory would appear at a meeting to be
held on 8/13/64at the Packinghouse Workers Hall, 4859 South Wabash,,
Chicago. At this time Gregory would play a tape recording that he
had that would tell how the killings took place and would also reveal
the name of thg killers . Gregory would also read a letter that he had
received telling where the bodies would be found. . Admission to this
meeting would be for th:e benefit of ACT.

10JO-4419
68-72X

NIC 2458—S*::- and NIC 2459-S* furnished the following information:

.
Martin Luther King Jr. (100-10667Q) arrived in Atlantic City,

NJ on 8/22/64 . He appeared before the Platform Committee of the Democratic
National Convention, although he did not wish it to appear that he
was attending the Convention.

The Credentials Committee reached a compromise of permitting
the Freedom Democratic Party (FDP), two delegates at large and other
members of the FDP to be admitted as observers to the Convention.
Senator Hubert Humphrey and Walter, Reuther. President of the United
Auto Workers of America, told King and others of the offer.

(continued)
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(continued)

On 8/26/64, Dick Gregory expressed great regret that
"the FDP delegation had not resulted in a floor fight at the
Democratic Convention." Gregory claimed that FDP members would have
gone home before the convention if they had been given a guarantee
of Federal referees for registration and election. Gregory favored
a plan for stalling traffic en route to Convention Hall on August 26
and 27. 19 6A. The leaders of this were to be Jesse Gray of New York
and| [of Philadelphia. King opposed such action feeling be

that it would help elect Barry Goldwater whom King detested. King b7c

felt that demonstrations should be held to a minimum until after the
election.

It was noted that Dick Gregory in talking to King stated
that in his opinion only a very "thin line keeps J. Edgar Hoover off
the Negro’s back." He could not forgive Mr. Hobver for stating that
there were communists in the civil rights movement without naming
them. He felt that if there were any communists, they were white,
but Mr. 'Hoover wanted people to think they were Negroes. Gregory
threatened to write King’s name in for President and felt that Senator
Humphrey would not be Johnson’s selection for Vice-president, but
rather Muski.:of Maine who was a Catholic and who could get the votes
in the white ghettos.

10,0-106670-462
(A

The following references in the file captioned "Disruption
of Democratic National Convention," contain information pertaining
to the activities of Dick Gregory in connection with an attempt to disrupt
the Democratic National Convention which was to be held in Atlantic
City, NJ from 8/24/64 to 8/27/64. These activities took place in Chester,
Pa., Stamford, Emm., and Atlantic City,' NJ_., during the period from
8/20/64 to 8/28/64.. Gregory participated in rallies and fund raising
affairs of various civil rights groups including ACT.. NAACP. and Che_s.ter

thnflfnittee for Freedom . in~sufitiort of. demonstrations to protest the,

failure t'(^e~at~th:eri«,

r.eedbm Democratic, Party Delegates from hississippi.
at the convention.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-442527-125
137
185
196
211
221
276
285

p.1,2

p.l

p.13
p.2
p.1,2,3,4
p.1,2,3



o
On 9/II/64

|
\
advised the Newark Office

that he was the
! I of the Society Protesting Unequal

Representation (SPUR) (100-442666) and the one who .d&aidfid. what
policy should be followed and what would be done.

| I
advised

that he demonstrated the needs of the citizens of Oranne. N.T through
publicizing their problems in relation to housing. I Is poke
of the rally he ran on 8/30/64 at which Jesse Gray, Harlem rent
strike leader and Dick Gregory spoke. He stated that his purpose in
running the rally was to make known his organization through the use
of "big names." I I claimed that he believed the rally, which was
attended by only 150 persons, would have been more successful had not
people, who were in opposition to him politically, recommended their
followers not to attend the rally.

10,0-442666-3
(9i)

NY 4596-S-* advised that|
I from Orange, NJ,

contacted an unknown male at Harlem Community Council on Housing
6 East 117th St., NYC, which was under the leadership of Jesse Gray
(100-357847)) rent strike leader. I 1 asked about getting Dick
Gregory for a’rally in Orange, NJ on 8/30/64 . The unknown male advised

| that he would let him know. Source furnished no information
as to the nature of the rally referred to.

I I
further stated that he would see Ji

(no st^ate mentioned) on Saturday, (August 22nd ?). [
that Dick (Gregory ?) might also be there.

.Stamford
stated

This serial indicated that the meeting on Saturday probably
had reference to a meeting of the Citizens for Progress Committee.

100-357847-64
(50

, „ , , , ,1 Rand b6
.Bldg., Buffalo, NY (protect identity), advised on 8 /27/64 that. l I

T I
Buffalo, NY, I

|
of the Buffalo Chiapteir7D

of CORE directed a telegram to CORE at 38 Parle Row, NYC, requesting
the appearance ' of Dick Gregory in Buffalo on a date as near 9/5/64, as
possible. The telegram further indicated that CORE in Buffalo expected
non-violent direct action when a new junior high school opened on 9/9/64.

It was noted that the Woodlawn Junior High School (157-1954)
was the only new junior high school opening .in Buffalo on that date
and had been subject of much public discussion and debate regarding

(continued)
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(continued)

its integration, the principal charge in this discussion and debate
being that it would be a de-factor segregated school with as much as
98% colored students.

157rl954-3
<ief)

The "Fort Dodge Messenger," Fort Dodge, Iowa 'page 2,
dated 9/12/64 featured an article by Ethel Pringel, Staff Writer,
entitled " *Non-Violent Bag* Hit, Kicked in Training for Rights
Duty." It set out information pertaining to a speech by Marcia Moore,
a civil rights worker for the Mississippi Summer Project (157-1676), made %
before the Fort Dodge Education Association on 9/10/64 at the Wahlconsal
Hotel, Fort Dodge, Jowa, in connection with her work in the civil
rights movement in Mississippi. In the speech she stated that she was •

assigned to the Freedom School in Laurel, Miss, and' that money to
finance the Freedom School ventures was obtained from contributions
and benefits and that the Negro Comedian, Dick Gregory had raised
thousands for this purpose-.

1574l676-1215
( 10)

Dick Gregory appeared as a feature of "A Salute to
Freedom" benefit program sponsored by CORE held on 9/15/64 at the
Chicago Civic Opera House/ At 10:30 u. mV.

, 9/15/64, the Chicago Police
Department advised that the above benefit was peaceful with no incidents.

Add. info.
105-82555-4906
(9)

I



On 9/15/64
]

I NBC News, Chicago, 111., advised
that Dick Gregory held a press conference on the a|pove date at the
Essex Inn Motel, Chicago, to promote the sale of a book entitled,
"Vigor, 11 which he authored. During the press conference, according
to l

~1 Gregory also discussed the assassination of President John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, 11/22/63, Dallas, Texas (52-109060). He was
critical of the US Government and, in particular, the FBI, stating that
he believed that certain photographs of Lee Harvey Oswald* which
had been released by the Government were fake because of certain
shadows which appeared on them.

about the murderGregory also talked, according to.
of three civil rights workers in Mississippi during the past summer
and stated that both he and the FBI knew who killed the workers but
that as yet the Bureau had made no arrests. He was critical of the
FBI for failure to answer certain questions concerning that investigation
which needed to be answered.

b6
b7C

On 9/15/64 the above$information was furnished to the Chicago
Police Department, and on 9/16/64 the same information was furnished
to

I I Region 1, 113th INTC Group, Chicago, 111.

62-109060-3797
($

-^Accused assasin of President Kennedy.

Oh 9/17/64 1 i a confidential source
in racial matters (protect identity) stated that Durham, NC city
authorities were considering a request which had been made by the
United Klans of America, Inc. (UKA) (157-370) for the use of the
Durham Civic Center on 10/31/64. The above source stated that the
representative of UKA who had made the request for the use of the Civic
Center had pointed out that the Civic Center was to be used on 9/21/64
by CORE in presenting a program by Dick Gregory. The source stated
that in this connection that the Durham city authorities had not been
aware at the time the Civic Center was originially leased for the use
of Dick Gregory, that his appearance there was being sponsored by CORE.

Istated that on 9/19/64 [ I

b6

of UKA with other .members of the UKA decided that they would take no
b7c

action to interfere with the use of the Civic Center on 9/21/64 by Dick b7D

Gregory and his group but they would follow up on the request for the
use of the Civic Center by UKA on October 31. It was decided that if
UKA was rejected in its request for the use of the Civic Center they
would take legal action.

(continued)
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(continued)

9/23/64 [
Lavern of

On
NC Klavern

advised that a regular meeting of the
the UKA was to be held in or near Durham onDurham,

the same night as Dick Gregory was to appear at the Civic Center.
0n the evening of 9/21/64, Major 17. B,.. Julian, Assistant Chief
of Police, Durham, NC, was advised £y a Bureau Agent that a Klan
meeting was scheduled to be held in Durham on that night and that
there was a possibility that there might be a conflict between this
group and those attending the appearance of Dick Gregory. On .the
morning of 9/22/64, Major Julian advised that Gregory and his company
had appeared as scheduled at the meeting sponsored by CORE on 9/21/64
and that no picketing or other interference had occurred.

b6
b7C
b7D

157.-370-8-210
(15*>

. .
Lt . I 1 Special. Investigations, Detroit,

Michigan, Police Department, advised that on 9/24/64, Dick Gregory
entertained and spoke at a fund raising benefit by CORE (100-225892),
held at the Ford Auditorium in Detroit, Mich Gregory panned a number
of prominent individuals including J. Edgar Hoover. Gregory stated
that he had talked to President Johnson and stated that he advised
him that he could avoid being assassinated by nominating a Negro for
Vice-President.

1Q0-225892-782
( 3) r

This reference captioned "Testing of Public Accommodations
in Southwestern Oklahoma By CORE 10/9/64, Public Accommodations
Civil Rights Act. 1964. Oklahoma City (173-1-3P, revealed that
on 10/2/64,

1 lof the Oklahoma City Chapter b6

of CORE, advised that no definite plans had been made by CORE in b7

regard to a contemplated "freedom ride" into southwestern Oklahoma*
which had previously been. announced for 10/9/64.

I I stated that as of the above date, the Oklahoma City
Chapter of CORE did not have sufficient finances for such an undertaking,
but hoped that finances would be available following the appearance
of Negro comedian Dick Gregory in Oklahoma City on IO/8/64. ' He
advised that if the CORE Chapter had sufficient funds available,
the trip to southwestern Oklahoma would possibly be made a few days
following Gregory’s appearance .in Oklahoma City.

173,-1-35-24
( 1$
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The following references in the file captioned “Freedom
Now - CORE Affiliate," contain information pertaining to the
activities of Dick Gregory, in connection with a demonstration
to be held at the Governor’s Conference in San Antonio, Texas . October
10 through October 14, 1964. This demonstration was to be directed
by James Farmer, National Director of CORE, and Dick Gregory was to
participate in picketing the conference.!,

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-1668-88 p.2 (15
92 p.3 (15
96 p.2 (16

The following references in the file captioned "Communist
Influence In Racial Matters," contain information pertaining to the
activities of Dick Gregory £rom 5/13/63 to 10/14/64 in cities through
out the US, including Chicago, 111., Chester, Pa., Denver; Colo.,
Bethesda, Md., San Francisco, Calif., and San Antonio, Texas, in
connection with racial matters. Gregory spoke at rallies sponsored
by SNCC and performed at concerts sponsored by SNCC and CORE to tfaise
funds for these organizations. He also attended meetings and was a
consultant to ACT.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-442529-269 p.42 (9))
275 p.13 (9»
286 p . 101 , 166 , 225 , 226 (9$)

289 p.22 (9$)

291 p.12 (9$

and
J NYCPD (protect

identity) furnished information pertaining to a public meeting
sponsored by the Organization of AERO - American Unity (OAAU)
(100-442235) on 12/13/64 at the Audubon Ballroom, Broadway and 166th
St. NYC. The featured speaker was OAAU Chairman and Muslim Mosque
Inc. leader, Malcolm X Little. He devoted most of his speech to the
Congo situation claiming that the US was responsible for the situation
there because of its support' for Congo Premier Moise Tshombev After
his speech Little introduced Negro comedian Dick Gregory, who joked
about 40 minutes chiefly concerning law enforcement and the racial
situation in the South.

100-442235-46
‘

($>
S^ 100-442235-75 p.50

b6
b7C
b7D
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The following references in the file captioned
"Christinas For Mississippi," contain information pertaining to the
activities of Dick Gregory in connection with this project from
12/10/64- to 12/26/64 in Chicago and Mississippi. Gregory and Drew
Pearson were Co-chairmen of and Sammy Davis Jr. participated in the
committee which was established to raise funds to ship 20,000 turkeys
to the Negro people of Mississippi on Christmas Eve, 1964*

Gregory was to participate in a fund raising affair
sponsored by ACT, a civil rights group in Chicago on 12/17/64*

Gregory arrived in Jackson on 12/23/64 and held an
impromptu news conference. He was scheduled to perform in a show
in Jackson on 12/23/64, in Clarksdale on 12/24/64, and in Gulfport,
Mississippi on Christinas day. He was to depart from Jackson on
12/26/64.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-2337-2
4

' 10
15
19

On 11/23/64 a confidential mailbox of the NYO supplied
a flyer which advertised "A Holiday Benefit for ’Freedomways *

,

"

a magazine published by Freedomways Associates Inc. (100-434819.),
to be held at the Village Gate', 185 Thompson St., NYC, pn 12/27/64*
It indicated that one of the artists who would attend was Dick Gregory.

1
advised that Dick Gregory made an appearance during
e Benefit. There was no collection taken but

those present were urged to buy sthe magazine "Freedomways."

100-434819-146
(5\>

The following references on Dick Gregory appear in the
file captioned "Racial Matters," and set out information concerning
Gregory’s activities from 1964 to 1965 in the civil rights movement
in the localities as indicated below**. Gregory participated in many
racial demonstrations by leading marchers, sit-ins, and speaking at
many of the meetings and rallies*.

\

-IS*-

b7D

(continued)
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(continued)

LOCALITY REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

Cambridge, Md. 157-4-3-42 p.2 doi)

mmmm 157-4-9-118 (lot)

Gary, Indiana 157-4-21-15
16 p.1,2,3
18

(lob
(10b
(i5S

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 157-4-35-25 dob

San Antonio, Texas 157-4-45-47 p.6 (ioi)

Baltimore, Md. 157-6-3-1269
'

• (ioV

Cambridge, Md;
Baltimore

,
- Md

.

*

157-6-3-1277 dol)

Atlantic City, NJ
Philadelphia, Pa.

157-6-3-1409 doJ)

Cambridge, Md. 1S7-6-3-A "Washington Post"
and "Times Herald"

6/1/64

(ii\)

Cambridge, Md. 157-6-3 The "Daily Banner"
6/5/64

(lA)

Chicago', 111.
s
* *

157-6-9-533
536
568
872
966
981
1011
1076 p.5

(iJ)
(13})
(i3)
(13})

(13))
(ifc
(13))
(11V)

Dayton, Ohio 157-6-10-363
157-6-10-397

(lli)

(120

Toledo, Ohio
- - - -

157-6-11-231 (12^)

157-6-18-35 (105)

(continued)
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• (continued)

LOCALITY

Indianapolis

,

a *

Bloomington, Ind.

Gary, Ind.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Louisville,. Ky,

Lexington, Ky.

Nashville, Tenn.

Patterson, NJ

Orange, NJ

Atlantic City,NJ

Atlantic.City,NJ
Philadelphia, Pa.

Orange , 2NJ

Stamford, Conn.

.

Bogalusa, La .

Chicago, 111.
Philadelphia, Pa.

,

At$&nta, Ga .

New Orleans, La.
Bogalusa, La.

Bogalusa, La.

. » t

Q

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

157-6-21-240
241
242.

(12\)

(12|)

im
157-6-21-246 (isb

’

157-6-21-366 (12b

157-6-24-267 p.2,3 (12b

157-6-27-293 p.9 .(12b

157-6-27-306 (12b

157—6—28—885 (12V

157-6-31-472 p.2 (12b

157-6-31-473 (13b

157-6-31-477 (13b

157-6-31-487 • (db

157—6—31—496 p.2,3
529 p.4

(13b
(13b

157-6-32-154 (13b

157-6-33-2589 p.4
2596 p.2

(13b
(13b

157-6r33-26l2 (13b

157-6-33-2626 (13b
2631 (133)

(conti nued)
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(continued)

LOCALITY REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

NYC 157-6-34-728 p.8 (13^>

Tulsa, Okla. 157-6-35-202 (14b

Oklahoma City, Okla

.

157-6-35-242 (14b

Tulsa, Okla. 157-6-35-260 ( 14b

Philadelphia, Pa. 157-6-37-727
820 p.8

(14b
( 140

Atlantic, NJ 157-6-37-872 ( 14b

Baltimore, Md. 157-6-37-881 (14b

St. Louis, Mo. 157-6-42-629 (14b

San Francisco, Calif. 157-6-46-74 p.2,3 dA
San Diego, Calif. 157-6-46-121

128 p.2,3,4,5
(14
(14b

San Francisco, Calif. 157-6-47-320 p.2 (14b

Baltimore, Md. 157-6-47-325 (15b .

•

San Francisco, Calif. 157-6-47-347 V- (15b

Savannah, Ga. 157-6-49-2373
2377
2401 p.16

(15b
(15b

, (15b

Washington, DC 157-6-53-559 p,2
677

(15b
a5b

The following references in the file captioned "Associated
Community Teams" (ACT), contain information pertaining to the activities of
Dick Gregory in connection with ACT from 1963 to 1965 in the localities
as indicated below. Gregory was one of the founders, one "of the leaders,
and a consultant of ACT. ACT, a National Civil Rights Committee, was
founded on 4/18/63 in Washington1

, DC.
(continued)
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(continued)

LOCALITY REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

HMMM 100-441968-7 p. 1,2*4 «&

Washington, DC 100r4419 68-10 p.1,3

100-441968-11 (A

NYC 100-4419 68-l'2 p.1,2
16 p.2

’

(6b
(6?

HMMM 100-441968-19 (lb

Chicago 100-441968-30
31 p.1-4

(7V>

(75

Mississippi 100-441968-42 (75

Mississippi
San Francisco

100-441968-43 (i)

McComb, Mssissippi 100-441968-44 (.li)

100-441968-48 ( 1\

)

McComb, Mssissippi 100-441968-49 (7t)

San Francisco 100-441968-50 (7^)

McComb, Mississippi
San Francisco

100-441968-51 vh

San Francisco
Mssissippi

100-441968-52 p.1,2 d)

— 100-441968-57- p.

4

(7^

Stamford, Conn. • 100-441968-71 (7t>

Chicago 100-441968-76
93

(8h
(89

-

—

100-441968-94 p.2 (8b

(continued)
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(continued)

LOCALITY REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

•

*
100-441968-98 m

MHMM ' 100-441968-98X uslisb

>100-4419 68-A "Evening Star"
4/26/65

<sb

100-441968-106 and end. (18S)— 100-441968-107 ( isi iA)

100-441968-108 (ii)— 100-441968-111 (isi

In connection with the Desegregation of Public Accommodations

,

Birmingham Ala. (173-1-4-58), Chief of Police William M, Marable,
Tuscaloosa, Ala., advised that on 1/19/65, Dick Gregory had lunch at
the Toddle House in Tuscaloosa with no incidents observed.

173rl-4-58
'

( 1$

An article from the “Washington Post and Times Herald”
page A-17

, dated 1/21/65 entitled “School Boycott Leader Arrested in
Hew Yorkr?" revealed that Dick Gregory and a group of Negroes testing
the 1964 Civil Rights Act in Tuscaloosa, Alabama were turned away
from four establishments on 1/19/65, including Garner's Restaurant
where the imperial wizard Robert M. Shelton of the Ku Klux Klan was .

eating . The Negroes were refused admittance and were told that they
needed reservations. Dick Gregory stated they would make reservations
for the following night. A White youth who tried to enter the
restaurant at the same time was arrested when he bumped into a Negro.

Earlier in the day Gregory led other Negroes in successful
tests at eight restaurants.

lQp-440326-A "Washington Post and Times
(6? .Herald" p.A-17 1/21/65

-20-
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This reference captioned “Desegregation of Public Accommodations

.

Tuscalopsa, Alabama, (173-103) indicated that

ne hart

£
WMJAKof Holiday Inn, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, advised on

3
* sit at the motel from l

Tnsnalnosa citi zens for Action Committee, and

oommonal

5 that
b6
b7C

1 Christ Lutheran Church, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, who requested rooms at Holiday Inn for themselves, stating
that they desired. to register.

| Istated that he informed these
1 M/^1 TtA a aA a. ^ *1 J * f* J.1. ' _ ff ^individuals of the policy of this Holiday Inn of not accepting
registrations from any local residents. I I adviseda that about two
minutes later, Dick Gregory appeared at Holiday Inn and informed him
that unless rooms were given to

| [ that he intended
to call a national boycott of Holiday inn. I |"st
received instructions from his I

TJa 1 *1 rt TmM* 14 M M J a a

:ated that

]

until he
who operated

Holiday Inn‘ under a franchise, and also operated Town House Motel in
Tuscaloosa, that he could not furnish rooms to I I and

f
1731-

da)
103-53

The following reference in the file captioned "Registrars
of Voters, Dallas County, Alabama Voting Discrimination DR" (44-12831)
contains information pertaining to the activities of Dick Gregory
from 2/12/65 to 2/17/65 in Selma, Alabama. Gregory participated in
demonstrations and made speeches in connection with the registration
of voters . Gregory and seven other individuals were arrested on 2/16/65
on disorderly conduct when he attempted to register at the Holiday Inn
Motel in Selma. Gregory was released on 2/17/65 by posting bond; other
individuals were released on 2/16/65.

44,-12831-441 p.5-8,12,13
(2l,17l,18S>

The following references on Dick Gregory appear in the
main file of -Malcolm X Little (100-399321). The references set out
the activities of Gregory and Little in connection with civil rights
in Chester, Pa., and NYC, from 2/14/64 to 12/13/64. They attended
and spoke at meetings of ACT, Organization of Afro-American Unity,
civil rights conferences and participated in the boycott of public
schools in NYC.

Dick Gregory attended the funeral of Malcolm Little
who had been assassinated, on 2/27/65 in NYC.

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

CI00-399321-125 p.50,51
215 p.42,84
290
302 p.2
334
-A "Arizona Republic"

10/10/64

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

In connection with an investigation of "Alleged Assassination
Attempt of

l . J (157-2787), the Buffalo Office advised
9n 3/8/65 that

| | had recently advised that Malcolm X told her
on 2/16/65 that money was "pouring " into the US from Mexico and Canada

exPl°itation . Malcolm told
|

~| that the organization
ACT or such similar name, NYC based, was receiving at least part of
the funds from abroad and channeling these funds to various areas in
the US where needed. Malcolm mentioned Livingston Wingate, NYC Anti-
Poverty Head, Dick Gregory. I l and Representative Adam
Clayton Powell as some of the "ACT." members who possibly would know
about these funds and their source. Malcolm confided tol I "I
am going to get killed because I know too much."

The whereabouts of Dick Gregory was unknown to the
Buffalo Office.

1SV2787-14.
( 1$>

The following references in file captioned "March From Selma
to Montgomery, Ala., 3/21/65," contain information pertaining to the
activities of Dick Gregory in connection with this March from 3/21/65
through 3/25/65. Gregory participated in the Civil Rights March
whi'chJw&s/ti protest of voting discrimination and he also performedm the evening entertainment.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

44-28544-82 (3^
83
304
374 p.23

(1
($)

b6
hlC

-22-
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An article from the "Washington Post" and "Times Herald,"
page B7 dated 3/27/65,* entitled "Success Story in Corninth, Miss.,"
by Drew Pearson (94-8-350), set out information pertaining to the
race relations in Corninth, Mss. The article also stated that Dick
Gregory entertained the freedom marchers to Montgomery during their
first night in a cow pasture. Earlier he had spent two nights in
the Selma jail. Gregory stated that he had been in 24 or 27wjails,
he couldn't remember which, and he had enjoyed them. Pearson stated
that Gregory had kept this sense of humor even in jail. According to
Pearson, Gregory after leaving the Selma jail, stopped off in Washington,
told friends that down in the Selma jail, "A cop hit me. I called the
PBi." ..in 'Where's the marks?* they said. 'Never mind the marks. You
oust take a picture of my whole back,'. I said. l*We’ll fix up the points
later.' "

94f8-350-A "Washington Post" and "Times
(D Herald" 3/27/65

The "New York Times" edition of 4/12/65, p.28, contained
an article which revealed that the "Committee of Concerned Mothers"
was sponsoring a variety benefit program on 4/23/65 to be held at the
Appollo Theater, 253 W. 125th St., NYC for Malcolm *X's family.
The article stated that one of the entertainers scheduled to perform
was Dick Gregory.

This serial indicated that the "Committee of Concerned
Mothers" was a group of prominent Negro women formed for the sole
purpose of raising funds to meet the need for food, clothing and
shelter of the window and children of Malcolm X.

According to this serial the Organization of Afro-American
Unity (OAAU) (100-442235) was not sponsoring the above benefit but
would support it and plans were made to sell souvenirs of Malcolm X
at the benefit in order to make money for the OAAU.

100-442235-87m

—23
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REFERENCES * NOT 'INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY '

See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set
out in the main file. Differences in source will be noted on the
search slip.

-24-
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Tolson—
Belmont

Mohr^--^
keLoach

.

Casper,-.

Callahan

.

Conrad
Felt

Gale

Tor SAC, Chicago (157-347)
Newark
New York
Seattle

From: _ Director, FBI

DICE GREGORY
RACIAL NATTERS nf

lZbr

BeCGairtel 11/9/65 and Seattle letter to Chicago 10/29/65*

The New York Office will disregard the lead to contact

Fawcett Publications, Incorporated, at this time*

The Newark Office should conduct a file check on

|and the Association to Advance Ethical Hypnosis

and furnish pertinent information to the Bureau interested

offices* An interview of
|

should not be conducted without

Bureau authority*

The Chicago and New York Offices should advise the

Bureau of any information in their files indicating any travel to

Canada by Gregory during the past year*

The Seattle Office will furnish, to the Bureau any

additional information in your files bearing on

JCTjlmm (10)
I

—

MAILER &

NOVI 2 1965

CQMMFBl
Rft-34

j

W

,19 MOV 12 1965

/



LOCALITIES PAGE

JCalifornia 2^

^Illinois ^3^
^Arkansas 3

York ^3
^Pennsylvania ^4
^Maryland «

'^4

^District of Columbia

^Colorado yi
lohio y
^Mississippi

^Connecticut
y
9,

^New Jersey ^9

^North Carolina
/

" 12

Inichigan "
13^

^Oklahoma ^L3

1 Texas 14

-llndiana
•H

16

\Tennessee 17

^Kentucky 17

^Louisiana 17

V.



(continued)

localities' PAGE

J Georgia It'

JMissouri 18

^Alabama 20
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DECLASSIEICATION AUTHORITY BEIIITOD ERD1I:

EBI MITOMMIC ||||§| SJIJCftTJtMf GUIDE
DATE 09-18-2013
E42MS2K35

^ A

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

TO:

F B I

Date:

o
11/9/65

\
I

I

J

(Type in plaintext or code

)

b6
b7C

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, CHICAGO (157-34$

>
EGORYDIC

RM

Re Seattle letter to Chicago.' 10/29/65.

Enclosed for the Bureau, Newark and New Yprk
is one copy o£ referenced communication containing
Information relating to the article reportedly pre-
pared by DICK GREGORY for publication in the magazine
’’Cavalier", A copy of this airtel is being furnished
for the information of the Seattle Division, in. View
of the possible need’ for re-interview of,

[

1

Investigation, Chicago,,, reflects the
magazine ’'Cavalier*’, is published monthly by Fawcett
Publications, ^ijc,

,
with headquarters Fawcett

Building, GreeniOhy Connecticut,,

*

Inquiry at the
Chicago offices of Fawcett, Inc,, pn li/9/65, reflected
that any article submitted to "Cavalier” for publica-
tion. would be referred to the New Y°rk office of that
firm located at 67 West 44th Street,. New York City; A'



J* .

V

CG 157-347

- - m-
^

review of the ’’Cavalier** publication for 11/65., fa

to reflect any article written by DICK GREGORY,*

Sergeant
|

I Human Relations Section,
Chicago PD, who is. an acquaintance of GREGORY and
who has in the past been in regular contact with
GREGORY during GREGORY’S participation in the protest
demonstrations in Chicago,.. on 1^9/65, advised that in

his contacts with GREGORY over the past six months,

he has received no indication that GREGORY has visited
Canada, on a regular basis as alleged.

In view of the nature of the information
appearing in enclosed communication., the following
investigation is being requested in an effort fo.

corroborate this material!

b6
b7C

Requests of the Bureau

Will consider the advisability of contacting
~| and/or any sources who might b^ in a position

to determine whether GREGORY has visited Canada Qn a
b7D

monthly basis as alieged.^^^'
(U)

LEADS

NEWARK

Ai* IRVINGTON, “NEW JERSEY, Will, through the

Advanced Ethical^Hypnosis , 10 yvasnington Avenue,

locate and interview. .

roborate the information furnished by
lin an effort to cor- b6

b7C

NEW YORK T

AT NEW YORK CITY NEW YORK. Will contact the
Editorial Offices, Pawdett punnotions, Inc,, 67 West
44th Street, publishers of "Cavalier",. to determine

if that firm in the past, has received articles from

DICK GREGORY, and in addition, determine whether the

firm contemplates publication of any* articles by him
at. some future date.

2



CG 157-347

CHICAGO
(

,

T
j,

(

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, Will., upon receipt
of results of investigation, take* necessary action
toward proper dissemination of this information.
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SAC, CHICAGO 10/29/65

SAC, SEATTLE (157-0)

Bleu GREGORY
RACIAL BATTERS

The following infox’mation is being furnished
for tho Chicago Division. No further action is being
taken by the Seattle Division.

L!

b6
b7C

J
I

Jj)n October 18, 1S35,|
Colfax, Washington, advised SA

]
that over tne weekend of "October 15 through October1

17, 1065, he attended a convention for the Association to
Advance Ethical Hypnosis at Chicago, Illinois . He advised
that on tho night of October 1G, 1035, he went to tho
.“Blue Angel” where DICK GREGORY, the comedian, was putting
on a show. He advised that he was accompanied by
and I _J a Hew Jersey entertainer who could be
located through the American Association for Advanced
Ethical Hypnosis, 10 Washington Avenue, Irvington, New
Jersey

.

1
advised that after the show at

Angel was over, ashed if they would like

pod his wife said yes, and so they accompanied
to the dressing room.

advised that while they were in
the dressing room-, he had the opportunity of bi’iefly

glancing at an article which GREGORY said he had written
to be published in tho "Cavalier". ( | advised
that he did not read the whole article, but that l I

L .e.
. |

advised that in the article GREGORY
..... .ca’Sea mat aii Negroes arm themselves and urged them
to hill policemen, judges, mayors , etc. He advised that
the article was written with the Constitution or Declara-
tion of Independence as a basis.

Chicago
- Seattle

JLH/cjh
(3)

/(TP
ENCLOSUr®

y
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SE 157-0

|
| advised that GREGORY personally

told him that HART IN LUTHER ICING, according to present
plans, y/ould bo killed in the spring.' GREGORY also ad-
vised that he (GREGORY) goes to Canada once a month to
meet v/ith a group of Chinese mon, referring somewhat
to the overthx’ow of the present form of government. GRE-
GORY also told

| Ithat the Cuban refugees
coming into the country at the present time have been
inoculated with a deadly disease for which there is no
euro

.

| |
advised that he had no further

information^ but that he was quite concerned about the
article and general attitude and conversation of GREGORY.

For
l

the information of the Chicago Division,
is presently awaiting a hearing in the

L.tate of Washington concerning his ethical and medical
practices. He has the reputation of writing prescrip-
tions for other than medical purposes. The validity
of the information furnished and the accuracy thereof
cannot be ascertained by the Seattle Division, and is
therefore being furnished the Chicago Division for any
action deemed necessary by that office.

b6
b7C
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I I Name Searching Unit r Room 6527

CZJ Service Unit - Room 6524

L_J Forward to File'-Review

Lxill Attention

EZ) Return to

Supervisor Room Ext.

Type of References Requested:

I iRpgulnr Request (Analytical Search)

All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)

CD Subversive References Only

Nonsubversive References Only

I 1 Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:

L__j Restricted to Locality of. :

L_J Exact Name Only (On the Nose)

I I Buildup CH] Variations
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Federal Bureau oflnvs
'

*• Records Bran!
tigation

L 1 Name Searching Unit - Room 6527

CZ3 Service Unit - Room 6524

Forward to File Review
l.yill Attention J} f ^7-,
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Type of References Requested:

I iRpgnlnr Request (Analytical Search)

All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)

I I Subversive References Only
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I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose)

l~ I Buildup I I Variations
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Address

Localities
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/
~

Searcher

2iL_ Initials _

FILE NUMBER SERIAL
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try:
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Tolton
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DeLoach ^

Casper
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Callahan ~
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Conrad
Felt

Gale
Rosen
SulUvcn
Tavei

~

Trotter s.

Tele. Room
Holmes*—

.

Gand1

(%Hi Londonfc^Q|£)- *-/</£) -5 i H/15/65
1

11}/ ——> //v jr”

KnickrehmDirecto

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as
Dick, Gregory

RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed herewith are two copies of a letterhead
memorandum from Chicago, Illinois, .dated November .5, 1965,
captioned as above,-

* Bureau files indicate, that Richard Claxton
Gregory, also known as Dick Gregory,- is a Negro comedian who
has appeared at numerous fund-raising events for such, civil
rights organizations as the Congress of Racial Equality*,

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Commxttee-, National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, and Associated Community
Teams; He reportedly was one of the, founders of Associated
Community Teams and has been identified as a consultant to
this organization,

*

Bureau files also indicate that Gregory at various
times has been involved in the promotion of rent strikes,
economic boycotts, sit-in demonstrations, picket lines, marches,
and other forms of protest. He has openly boasted that he has
been frequently jailed as a result of his civil rights activities

,

Most recently Gregory has been one of the leaders in demonstration
in Chicago, Illinois

^
protesting alleged de facto segregation in

the Chicago schools. He has been arrested for civil disobedience
in connection with these demonstrations.

You should make the information in this letter ant;

letterhead memorandum available to b7D

The Bureau should be advised oi

any pertinent details concerning Gregorys appearance in London,

OEnclosures - 2

ft- Foreign Liaison Unit (route through for review^O^ !J

ABK: all
(5) SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

endy—- _ -.MML ROOM U

PK 9 19650-9-
HI
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fhetter to Legat,. London 1 j

StE: Richard Claxton Gregory, also known as
Dick Gregory

3.00-440423

NOTE:

The Chicago Office advised on 11/5/65 that
Richard Claxton Gregory reportedly has a contract to go
to England to do a dramatic special on television and that
he also wanted to go there to do three specials on' the
racial crisis in February, 1966* It is belieyed that
the possibility of Gregory appearing in London. England,
should be made available to

[

through the Legatj^^
,'jjj

b7D

-Mi
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FROM

:

DIRECTOR, FBI CLASS/
REASON-ECIR.
DATE Qc

'

SAC, CHICAGO (157^47)
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No source was utilized in providing the
background data in the concluding portions oi the LHLi,

as the' information is public knowledge * having beep
Set forth ori numerous occasions in newspaper clippings
and stories concerning GREGORY, in various Chicago
news media.

f . S Passport Office,
Supervisor', failed

x _. .. .... _ , fcation for li.S.

passport on GREGORY1 s part. A Copy of this communica-
tion is being provided hEd in the event of future
inquiry to be made in this matter,, although no specific
lead is being set forth at the present time..

Chicago is not pursuing' this matter at present >

but any additional information concerning GREGORY
i,
s

travbl plans’ obtained through public or other sources
will be appropriately provided the Bureau.

Discre,

ar
XllM VUi Y

Ghicago, through
i

terefTecf: anv indication Of an aoD
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
November 5, 1965

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AI50
KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

The "Chicago Sun Times", a Chicago daily
newspaper, issue of October 31, 1965, contains an article
concerning an interview with Dick Gregory, as he is^

commonly known, concerning his involvement in the civil
rights movement in the United States. The article,

prepared by a representative of the "Chicago Sun Times",

described Gregory as a nationally known comedian and

civil rights leader.

This interview was conducted during October,

1965, while Gregory was performing at a local Chicago

nightclub. During the interview with the representative

of the "Chicago Sun Times", Gregory advised that he

recently received a contract to go to London, England,

to do a dramatic special there on television. He

advised tint he is wanted there also "to do three specials

in London, on the racial crisis there, in February."

Gregory stated that he feels he received this offer, only

because of his well known involvement in the civil

rights movement in the United States.

Gregory is a male Negro, born October 12, 1932,

in St. Louis, Missouri. He resides at 1451 East 55th

Street, Chicago,, Illinois. He has been arrested on

numerous occasions in the past several years in various

parts of the United States, Chicago^, and elsewhere;

during the course of numerous civil rights demonstrations,

rallies, sit-ins and the like, in which he has been a

participant.

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

ENCLOSURE. _ -S-



This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI). It is the property of the FBI and. is loaned to

your.agency; it and its contents ar.e.not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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(Bov. S»2 2-64 )

Transmit the following in

airtel.

Date: * 11/12/65

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (l5[7-347)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY, aka
Dick^Gregory
RM

Re Chicago airtel dnd LHM dated 11/9/65.

On 11/9/65 I I Supervisor,. U.S.
?assport Office; State Department,. Chicago, telephonically
contacted the Chicago Office and advised that earlier that
date

|
l of DICK GREGORY, had

appeared at the USPO and had, filed a passport application.

.Subsequently on l'l/9/65[
|
personally ,made

available this passport application .wnicn reflected the.
following:- . V'-.--

"

- —

_

I I was born I ^
resides ari I Chhagn with I I i

I \ TKey~we,rd married-
| |

Snd she :is employed as a
j

housewife. She is "5 f
S*’ in height, weigtfs 140 pounds, and is }

a female Negro;,
_ \

'

'^£4* „

The passport application reflects that,. she planned
to leave this countfy from. New York City, ..New York, via BOAQ,
fpr travel of twb wSe.ks, in England, this travel to commence
11/28/65 ind for purposes of combined business and pleasure.

0 - Bureau - ' '* -

1 1 sl* s
1 - 157-

JCS/ejh
(8)

V Vi
6



CG 157-347
b6
b7C

She noted that she also planned to make subsequent
foreign travel but there was no specific information oo licefning
this. I ladvised that she would be .issued passport number

|
|adyis£d that there is no record at the IJSPO

that DICK GREGORY has filed an application for a passport
through this agency.

Noting the above, WO, who received a copy of r§
airtel, is requested to check records of the USPQ, Washington,
DiC. concerning DICK GREGORY to ascertain if, he is Currently
in possession of a valid U. S. passport of has secured qne
recently through a medium other than the US?0 in Chicago,
Pertinent information, if obtained, should be set, forth in
LHtf form by WO, utilizing also in suqh LHM pertinent pof<-
tions of the above re

advised he will immediately bring to the
attention of the Chicago Office any indication that DICK
GREGORY has subsequently applied for a passport through
the USPQ here and in this event, Chicago will then submit
appropriate LHM.,

r- 2



{Rev. £-22-64) mm
i.<mrACn^ Yc «*;

Transmit the .follgwing^in PLAIN

Date: 11/16/65

(Type, in plaintext dr code

)

(Priority

)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK (157- ) (RUC)

DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Bureau airtel to Chicago dated 11/12/65.

Newark files contain no pertinent information
identifiable' with the Association to Advance Ethical
Hypnosis, or \ %

t

f'

<P- Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM)
1 - Newark
RFH: lgd ?>!* i I

Mi

IS NOV 17 1965

Approved:

pecial Agerit in Charge
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FE>-36 (R®y^Sr2a:64). Q

11/17/65

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI
M -

Ciunjy,.

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (157-3U93 T+

SUBJECT: DICK GREGORY
RM ' foetal na.t'tQjrJ

(00: CG)

(P/* <

fa*K«(.C Sett-eex* 7 /V*-*' <}*+ H
-ReBuairtel to Chicago and NY dated li/12/65. 1

" )/*w jfth K
* The indices of the NYO, reviewed to date

concerning comedian DICK GREGORY, failed to reflect any
information concerning travel „to CaLnada by GREGORY
***** the past yea*. • V .

On 11/16/65,

r

of the -NYO. who must be
a valuable source*

protected, advised that *

The source further advised that GREGORY indicated
$0 him privately that he would like to invite NYC.

fMayor-elect .JOHN LINDSAY and (FNU)
>a* of US Ambassador JOHN LODGE, to I attend his Chicago'

/?> pr^s conference.
1

V) Jb

, toj attend his Chicago"

^
FirfC

O'

3Ssf Bureau
Chicago ( 157-347 )

1 - New York
EEC *1-A

DHL:cjs
12 NOV 18 1965

IS» til.

La



Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE J
Date ,

Dick Gregory, Negro comedian
is a known agitator and trouble
|maker; in the past he has been
critical of the Director, FBI Agentjs

and law enforcement in general.
We received information from a
source, whose reliability is un-
known, that Gregory goes to Canada
twice a month to meet; a group of
Chinese. To date, we have not beer!

able to verify such travel. We
[have previously received such news
paper accounts that Gregory was
contemplating running for Mayor
Chicago. We also previously
received information that Gregory/
planned a trip to London. Legat
London has been advised and instrudt
ed to alert pertinent sources. The
Civil Bights Division, military
oiifh^rities and the State Department

b
{]/

ive_ been apprised of the London^jjji^,
‘pK:pjn



NY 157-1093

The; source advised that in the past "various
newspapers have indicated that GREGORY was half serious
about running for Mayor of Chicago; further, that the
press conference of 11/23/65, is supposed to be the
formal announcement of GREGORY'S intentions*

The source advised thatf

I

Extreme caution must be exercised to protect
the identity or the above informant, a nigniy valuable
source, wno could pe readily identified~in the event the
above/data is not, also "acquired from other sources, r



FD-3e (Bov. 5-22-64) O
0

Transmit the. following in.

AIRTEL

O
0

Date: 11/23/65

(Type in'plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

a

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI ,

EROM : SAC, SEATTLE (l'57r5Il) (P)

SUBJECT: DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

. ReCGairtpl to BU, 11/9/65; BUairtel to CQ, 1

1

The following: informatioii concerning
|

'

.

Coifax, Washington, is contained in Seattle files*:

On 4/7/48;, I I Colfax

.

Wash-
ington . advised this off ice that] ^JSoirbh

LColfax.-Washingtori. 'k MethOdlSt Mihister", is a
pacifist to the ppint wherVhis sermons direct criticism a-
gainst universal military training,, and he dfScqurages any talk
concerning the international situation re Russia and the possi-
bilities of War . | I stated also that the
young people under his guidance are being influenced py his
thinking to the ppint where they will become conscientious
objectors in the event of universal military training or -

Selective Service. , .

In 1955, and 1966, this and other offices Conducted
investigation in the case entitled "UNSUB, Theft of Green Piper
Tripacer Plane, #N845A, ITSMV; Miscellaneous., Civil Aeronautics i

Act (BUfile 26-190080)." The serials in Seattle file reflect
/

that inconclusive investigation was conducted concerning the !

alleged theft of above plane owned bv l I and it
j

I

apparently was not determined whether’, in, fact,, it ,jvas ^stolen. /
or whether there, was a conspiracy of some type -between

/?fC-P4
SJ- Bureau (Reg . )

H
/ .

T - Chicago (Info) (Reg,.) (157-347) /0 <p
• Newark •(•Ipfp)t .(Reg.)
New YoYk OlnioK (iReg£)

Seattle
,/cjn "j w *<m-r r 7

”

•

*

'
Alent in Charge

,N0V^61S5S

Jssasgs*^



0 0

SE 157-511

I I and two other individuals to defraud an insurance
company of $4600.00. Serials in Seattle file do not con-
tain any information reflecting on racial matters, of
having any relevenee to this present matter.

On 10/28/58, DONALD G. MC MANNIS, Whitman County..
Washington

, Prosecutor, advised this office that
|

~
j

I I was, in MC MANNIS opinion, a somewhat "shady charac-
ter" who practices hypnotic medicine and has, for mapy^ years

[

fax . He
access to

advised also tha-t; a dope addict, L

1
office arid that he thought th

had
iat„

prostitutes
|
owns

;

pouxa possiDiy be involved an transporting
to Jtdaho from Washington in a private plane that£
however, he sai^TBe^had no pro&f of this.

- On 2/4/64,. PHIL FARIS,. Prosecuting Attorney of
Whitman County, Colfax, Washington, advised that he had
learned that I l a former Col-fax resident and a
frequent Colfax visitor, Had recently been arrested in
King County, Washington > on a possession of narcotics charge-,
He said it was his understanding that he had claimed that *1

the large quantity of narcotics in his possession were ob-
tained by- prescription from|

[
a Colfax

physician. He stated he also understood that when had
been contacted. ! Ihad vouched_£nr_Jtfie fact that he had
prescribed for the narcotics in i

|
possession. FARIS

said I I has been a suspect in narcotic traffic in Colfax
for years and was generally of an unsavory reputation. He
said

b6
b7C

fhas long associated with pimps., prostitutes,
addicts and persons of questionable reputation for years..

It is noted also that in Seattle letter to Chicago

,

10/29/65, it waS mentioned that I I is presently
awaiting a hearing in the State of Washington concerning his
ethical and medical practices

.

No inquiry has at this time been made concerning— - . , .<•

however ,
SA

— — v
. . D

advised that
during investigations in the Colfax area in the past

,

he has
asobserved that individuals generally regard I

’•sort of a Robinhood"> who has" loads of money' and will treat

-2-



* *

SB 157-511

patients who are without funds for considerable periods
of time. SA I advised also that persons knowings

I thave generally indicated that ;he> has some

upsavbry friends,' „and appears to be unable to stgty

away from pimps, prostitutes and’ narcotic addicts.

/ No recontact of|

by this office UACB.L

is contemplated



IwCUSSIEICATIDN AUTHORITY DEKIVED IROM:
ebx msmmxxc declassjixcotjon guide
DATE 09-18-2013
’E42H52K3!)

o 0

CLesat * °*tawa

Director, FBI (100-440423)

- 2 o ,

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as
Dick Gregory
RACIAL MATTERS

V

12/9/65

1 - Mr. Wacks
1 >- Mr. Knickrehm

M "

I I Colfax*
Washington,Jias advised the Seattle Office ~that/pn October 16

,

'^.9G57*Ti®
-
Set the subject, Dick Gregory, the well-known Negro

comedian who has been active in civil rights work,, at a
nightclub in Chicago,. Illinois, where Gregory was performing.

I I claims that' in discussing the radial situation in the— * - v x;' lx 1: j xV.Jx 1. 1 > x^

-~b6
^

b7C

United States
d. month to

esi Gregory told, him that he goes. to Canada once
meetMwith k group; of Chinese .men.

'"*»*/ L-t *

.
- L. y . .

•-* -

For your .informatldd
J
has been described

.ns an .'associatd of! pimps"., prostitutes, and narcotics, addicts
and' he is pres^tiy awaTfrhg^h~hearihg-ih-the'^ta'te~of~-
Tfashington concerning his ethical and medical practices.*/

- Inqdiry by our New York and; Chicago Offices ;has
developed no information to' substantiate, the information
furnished byl |

Tt is desired that- additional
inquiry beraade by you through 'your sources- in Canada: to
determine if Canadian authorities are! aware of any’ monthly
visits’ bf Gregory to Canada and. if so,* the; nature of his
activiHes while. in Canada. *

1 - Chicago Ci57-347)

NOTE: Although, inquiry by the Chicago and New York Offices
has failed to dev'dlOP/’any^informatibh to substantiate the
report of I

[
further inquiry by the Legat at Ottawa

in an effort to run down' this rdpor,t is deemed appropriate’

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route th/ough for review)*^ ~ u f*xi/ ^
JCTrall/spg
(7)

- }0O r H*i

t© DEC

‘ Rosen

1
Sullivan

—

~r~
\
Tave^ »

V 'feie. pootx—
I HolWs
J Gandy

%
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>. G3A ££J*‘, REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : Director,. FBI

*~r

(100-440423)

J
yLegat

, London (157-99) (RUC)

SUBJECT,;, Q •

RICHARD CLAXTONTHUSGORy, ajka
Dick Gregory

'

date: 12/8/65 -

Rll

ReBulet 11/15/65. ;There are enclosed original
and foil*' copi.es of memorandum containing information
concerning: subject, made available I I

J

office ..

I a: confidential source of this
is T^l in the enclosure. According to

subject returns to- the U. S. 12/9/65.

. As there are. .no further leads outstanding this *

case is jbeing placed in RUC status, "but will, be reopened
should additional ’information be received.

L,

/3\- Bureau (Ends. 5)
yd- Liaison (sent direct) . .

i - London
ACM:cm / J'jti*

- w) ’ -

» Agency. CKC OKL OSL ,GRD
-X-

(/\
A

§0 DEC 161965

DEC 1 4 *1365

7?-.<r

Date rForw ><«. i »IWM...W*

77How Forw.

•J
-

—

7
j(pn «K
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ebi mwomwxc DECMS SIIICMION CTIli
DATE 09-18-2013
E42M52K35

UNITED STATES .DEPARTMENT OE JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply» Please Refer to

Pile No.

"
' December 8, 1965

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
also knowa as Dick .Gregory

I

PT-1, a confidential; source abroad,, advised
on December 3, 1965, that subject,, traveling on. U. S.

Passport E 500889, arrived in England at London Air-
port on November 28. 1965:. and!

j

I While in England he has- appeared in
a few night clubs, and also, according to T-l, was
to appear on British television on Sunday, December 5,
1965, on a panel show.

_

~

Subject did appear oh television on the above:
dat.e and was given the opportunity to again express his
views on the civil rights’ issues in the United States.,
He made several statements indicating he thought the
courts and jury system in the United States were stacked
against Negroes, and himself in particular. He openly,
admitted on the television program that he was on bail
from the .United States and, was to return to Chicago to ,

-

face further charges. According to T-l, subject, ! s bail
in the United States expires on December 20, 1965..

b7D -

This {Incur 1!:* S-

- the- r ’ 1. -

-- » tK' ^
’

“

> i
c of

i r

^ . . '.if Agency

4 — j , to be

^ ,-.w .’-...icy.



DECLftSSIIICftTIOM ftVTMOiUTY DERIVED 1EOM:
FBI HUTOHUXC BECLAS SIEICMXOKT GUIDE
DATE 09-18-2013 >o\o-\or

E421I52K35
* 'UNITED STATES GO^INMENT

Memorandum nk5

FROM

subject:

yf;
/ /

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (157-474) (RUC)

date: 12/21/65

RICHARD CLAXTOtrGREGORY, aka
RH

ReCGairtel and LHM dated 11/9/65 and CGdfirtel
dated 11/12/65.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 18 copies of an LHM
on above captioned individual, including three copies each
for the Legats at Bonn, Paris and London. Enclosed for
the Chicago Office are two copies of .LHM on GREGORY as well
as a negative-and' six photographs pf GREGORY-.

(U)

Review of the passport file at the-Ghicagp
Passport Office onl I was set but in
reCGairtel

, 11/12/bir; 1 ;
'
a

IC I | reviewed the passport file
on RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY at the Passport Office, Dept,
of State, on 12/13/65.

C2?- Bureau (Encs. 10)
3 - Chicago (157-347’) (I

(1 - 3.57-1

2 - WFO .

(1 - 157-763) (RUC)

LSM:jmm
(7)

CLASS. &
BEASOH-FCXM-H-;
^aStwebview

r6M.

ifm
.6 “£JM

c\ Ofira!

2 I X1

-j
K ' A pg

Y ' ENCLOSURE
"

\
^ 3 s ’

^

$• “ "*
'jSffWX1 How Fotw

1 _ DEC 22 1965

"—•*•*•£***

iDtC 291 US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

J
(e(



UNItQ STATES DEPARTMENT OF JdQ.CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FUc No.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

DEC 21 1965 be
blC

nn-Nnvemfter~97"T9657’ a representative of the FBI

X
\ reviewed .a' passport application made by I

^^/at the United States Passport Oflice, Department of

State, Chicago, Illinois, and noted that this individual
had made application for a passport on the same date for two
weeks travel to England via British Overseas Airline from

New York, New York, on November 28. 1965, for the purpose of
combined ’business and pleasure. I I

indicated that
she planned subsequent foreign travel but furnished no specific
information concerning her nations - She stated, in* her

application that she was born
presqnt.lv resides at. [

With .

| | She iurniSb^h the following additional
description of herself:

i
lJChicago,_Illino'is,

and that tney were married

Race:
Height:
Weight:
Occupation:

.Negro
Five feet eight inches
140
Housewife

V

It was determined that
issued Passport Number \~

would be

On December 13, 1965, a representative of the FBI
reviewed the passport file at the Department of State on
Richard Claxton Gregory and noted that he was issued Passport

Number E500889 on June 12, 1964, at New York, New York, and

that he had indicated his approximate departure date as

.June 14, 1964, via Air France for seven days to France,
Germany, East Germany and Russia and the purpose of the trip
was to attend the “World Peace Mission.” Gregory indicated
his permanent residence as 1451 East 55th Street, Apartment

929, Chicago, Illinois, and furnished the following description
of himself in his application dated June 12, 1964:

/d 4- Wa (rj

ENCLOSURE
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0

\

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Date of Birth: October 12, 1932
Place of Birth: St. Louis, Missouri
Height

:

Five feet ten inches
Hair:, Black
Eyes: Brown
Marks:
Occupation:
Parents

:

None
Entertainer
Preselj^Gregory , born

born 1904

.

1°
^6/

Gregory -<nd-tr-fl-fcftd in hi a annli cation that he was 7

’married February 2 . 1959 td |who was born on
| |

and he also listed his
wife as the person to be notified in the event of death or
accident

.

Gregory^ passport contained a restriction
excluding travel to Albania, Cuba and those portions of
China, Korea and Viet-Nam under communist control.

This memorandum contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

b6
b7C
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DIRECTOR, EDI 12/6/00

SAC, CHICAGO (107-717) <C)

DELT0H3IRATIC'<3 , CHICAGO, ILLIi:0X3,
PROTESTING REHIRlNG <X? SCHOOL SUPER-
INTENDENT BENJAHiXT C. WILLIS

_

RACIAL MATTERS ‘ Q> _
P IC-K G h (-(? C / /

• ReCGlhm .dated October 27, 1965, And CGairtel dated
dune 18, i960.

The Chicago Division, during November, 1900, lias
been in daily contact with representatives of the Hunan.
Relations Section, Chicago, Illinois, Police Department, for

'

information relating to demonstrations by captioned group.
Based on information received from these officer’s, as well
as periodic spot checks by agents in the Chicago Division,
it has been determined that the group ceased its demonstra-
tions during the last days of October, 1905. No demonstra-
tions were observed by tho Chicago Division during November
or December, 1935, and no- information has been received from
the Chicago Police Department which would indicate that there
had been any such demonstrations during that period. In view
of the foregoing, the Chicago Division is placing, this case in
a closed status.

It should be noted that CGairtel dated Juno IS,
1905, contained a lead for the Chicago Division to follow
the disposition of the arrests of comedian DICK GREGORY which
occurred on Juno 8. and 11, 1965, in connection with captioned
demonstrations

.

I J , Corporations Counsel Office*
City of Chicago, on December 2, 1965, adviced SA

|

that GREGORY’S trial date relating to hiS arrest on June 11,
I960, has tentatively been set for December 20, 1935, and tho
trial date for the Juno 8, 1938, arrest has tentatively boon
Set for January 10, 133G.

notTrecorded

198 DEC 9 1965

/^•Bureau (rh)
- 157-4253)

3-Chicago
<1 - 157-413)

/oo-ifyoy 2.3



6 -

The Chicago Division currently has. a, case pending
relating to DICK G3EG03Y (CGfile 157-347; Dufile 157-4253).
Dispositions relating to the above-nentioned arrests will
be obtained and the results; will be furnished to the Bureau
under the "DICK GREGORY" caption, ,

0

CG 157-717 -



FD-SejiRev. 5*22-64)

12/23/65

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)

DICK (jRE&ORY
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Enclosed for the Bureau, are 8 copies of LHM relating
to captioned individual. Chicago Division will maintain
contact with the Human Relations Section, Chicago Police
Department for pertinent information relating to GREGORY’S
activities, which will be furnished the Bureau.

j

Bureau (Enel,
o'- Chicago

1 _ 157-413
1 - 100-11329

AJB : mac
(6.)

Agency *G-fy, ONI; QSL CRD

..... KC !! 9 1965

yiM
I)ate Tow**..*,.?.-.;

7?
How Forw..

/
J5

HB DEC 24 1965

y routing slip for

^4 o'!
^

p/ #*%» f -

1

Approved:

53 JAM 1 S1S6$^



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

6
[TED

0
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December 23, 1965

DICK GREGORY
INFORMATION CONCERNING

The "Chicago Daily News", a daily publication
in Chicago, Illinois, dated December 21, 1965, carried an
article captioned "200 to Aid Gregory’s Campaign".

This article in summary states that Dick Gregory,
the Negro entertainer who plans to run against Mayor Richard
J. Daley in 1967, said that 200 civil rights workers will
invade Chicago from June 15 through August 15, 1966, to help
in his election campaign.

The workers, according to the article, were to be
furnished by the National Headquarters of the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) . These individuals will register voters as
well as plug Gregory’s candidacy. In return for their services
Gregory has agreed to pay CORE $40,000, enough to pay each
worker $25 a week for 8 weeks

.

James Farmer, National Director of CORE, said in
New York that the Chicago bound task force will be an un-
precedented effort to register voters in city Negro ghettos

.

Farmer added that the short range goal was to help elect
Mr. Gregory but that this voter registration has long range
implications which extend far beyond this campaign. Farmer
stated he regarded the political education of city Negroes,
starting with voter registration, as a must if the civil
rights movement is to succeed in the north . Farmer added
that the CORE representatives assisting in the Gregory campaign
would live with families in the Chicago area without charge

.

The article in conclusion states that Gregory,
who plans to run as an independent stated that his biggest

2-3—
MfimSDES 1



0

problem is to get his name on the ballot. In order to do
this he indicated he would need more than 60 , 000 names of
registered, independent voters on his nominating petitions.

Oxxxcer|
I
Human Relations Section,

Chicago Police Department, on December 22, 1965, advised
that his department had no further‘Information relating to
^His matter and that the only knowledge of this proposed
voters registration known to his department was that which
appeared in the local newspapers.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of investigation.^ ^He property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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Legat, Ottawa

Director, FBI (106-440423)

January 19,* 196

X —
. Mr. Wacks

1 - Mr, Knickrehm
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as
MC^GREGORY

RACIAL MATTERS

ReBUlet 12/9/65,

a/' y

[

In connection with the inqui:

l
t0 determine ift

v being made through

are aware of any monthly, visits of Gregory
mation has been received from an informant I

inxor-
y is'tnax urego:

believed to have departed New York City for Vancouver,
British: Columbia, on January 16, 1966, for approximately two
weeks. The purpose of his trip was not known to the informant.

b7D

Efforts should; be' made
Gregory's visit to Vancouver and to ascertain the purpose.

to verify

The Bureau should be promptly advised of the
results of the inquiry as soon as they are received, by you
froml

NOTE:

,

Gregory is the Negro comedian who has been active in
civil rights work . . Legat Ottawa is making yw 4

as to whether or not ! ,

-

and if so,
i * i

are aware oi any monthly visits of Gregory
the nature of his activities while

1

initiated by the Bureau in view of
°ne l ^nffashington* who inform^ nw

• The,, inquiry was b6

miormation received from b7c
b7D

Seattle Office on [ ] that

i
wua gescnnOT ab a yersuu ux »uur repuTaTien hut -i* waa

Jb i * , , V aeemea appropriate that -his information be checked out.

Toison >
1 - Foreign 3

JCTiall
(6)

breign Liaison Unit (route through for re

4 go

-

V

t1



INVESTIGATION
or JUSTICE

<*«tf<jNllAi tuffS SfcCTfbN

BECMSSIIICRTION SWTHOElTY DEEI1TEB EEOH:
p»I MJTOMMIC DICLISSIIICITION GUIDE
|ftTE 09>~18-2013

E42M52K35

i

<->

FBI CHICAGO

646 Pm/cST URGENT 1-19-66 $RE?Pu 0t
/ ' « flasL

TO ^DIRECTOR, NEW ORLEANS (173-201),SEATTLE

FR
(
OM CHICAGO (157-347)

/
^^RTCHARD CLAXTOfTGREGORY. RACIAL MATTERS

6

(U

a

Mr. Tolson *

Mr. DeLoach

Mr. Mohr

—

Mr. Gasper

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt —
Mr. Gale.

Mr. Rosen.

Mr. Sulliva:

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter-

Mr. 'Wick—

—

-Tele. Room

—

Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy—

V ~~ RE BUREAU LETTER TO LEGAT, OTTAWA, DECEMBER NINE LAST; NEW YORK.
(J/

TEL TO BUREAU JANUARY SEVENTEEN LAST, CAPTIONED "RACIAL SITUATION^ '

BOGALUSA, LOUISIANA; RMT'x AND CHICAGO PHONE CALL TO SEATTLE JANUAR

NINETEEN INSTANT.

INVESTIGATION CHICAGO O'H^RE FIELD' REFLECTS GREGORY HURRIEDLY

BOARDED UAL FLIGHT ONE' FOUR SIX TO SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, THIS’ DATE

DUE SEATTLE- THREE PM, PCT. GREGORY BELIEVED ACCOMPANIED ?SY NEGRO FEMALE

AND NEGRO MALE WHO BOARDER SAME FLIGHT. GREGORY b6
b7C

ADVISED TICKET CLERK HE INTENDED CONTINUING TO VANCOUVER, BRITISH

COLUMBIA I NATURE AND PURPOSE OF TRIP UNKNOWN.

SEATTLE ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE PURPOSE OF TRIP. ADVISE NEW. ORLEANS

RE ANY INFORMATION INDICATING’ TRAVEL TO BOGALUSA.

END

WA...NLL

FBI WASH DC

led' wot-7

d s 9Jc
w.ee
0- #0

70 JAN 2 5 19!

i JAN 20 1966

REASON-FCIM II,

Cc. - DATp0i



FBI WASH DDC

®I WASH DC

TEUETyFHj 1̂ '' C3J3r
GA PIS WITH CONF TU OP^'f^.o

URGENT 1-19-66 543 PM PST

TO DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, CHICAGO /157-347/

FROM SAC , SEATTLE /157-511/

RICHARD CLAXTON^GREGORY , RM .

RE CHICAGO TEL TO BUREAU TODAY

.

GREGORY ARRIVED SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, UNKNOWN FLfs:fght.

THIS PM , DEPARTED TWO TWENTYFIVE PM PST VIA UAL FLIGHT

SEVEN EIGHT SEVEN TO VANCOUVER, B .C . , CANADA. UAL

RECORDS SHOW BOOKED

Mr. ToIsoti —
Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr .

Mr. Ca^por—
Mr. Callahan—,
Mr. Conrad y
Mr. Felfc . /
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosea
Mr. SuUitAJ/^
Mr. Tavel /

Mr. Trotter*—.-
Mr*. Wick

—

--

Tele. Room—
;
Miss Holmes

l
Miss Gandv

VL
v -

ON SAME FLIGHT.

THE PROVINCE, A VANCOUVER, B .C . NEWSPAPER, INDICATES

GREGORY OPENING TODAY FOR TEN DAY APPEARANCE AT THE CAVE
m

THEATRE RESTAURANT, VANCOUVER , B..C . WILL ADVISE OF ANY OTHER

ACTIVITY AND ENDEAVOR TO DETERMINE FUTURE ITINERARY *

NO ADVISED BY MAIL.

END AND ACK

WASNLL

FBI WASH DC

CHIC MFM

FBI CHICAGO

O' 0' 4-4-0423

T. JAN 20 1966

5nmw iy66
,

UJ9
iuje

V!t?rsi.v
i]



;D£CLASSIfXCATXON ftVTMOiUTY DEKIVID IEOM:
%bx msmmxxc maojks siixcitxom gvxiji

DATE 09-18-2013
E421I52K35

Transmit the follpwing in

AIRTEL

FBI

Date: 1/20/66

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority)

- - /
isM

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI
V “v «

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093
. ,

SUBJECT: ' DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS \

ReNYairtel and LHM dated 1/18/66.

CLASS. & EXT~r~B

RBASOH-FgXM-I^
n«srOP REVIEW.

In an effort to clarify the- information contained
1

in referenced LHM, I Iwaa recontacted on 1/20/66.
Informant ^advised he was not in a ppsition to talk to
GREGORY at this time, but did contact an associate of
"ffiRTTOfrRVt a r>amgft|

|

aH-iH go/l 4->>o

thal

_ ^
was his belief that GREGORY

ed suit in Dade County, Illinois, against; certain
Illinois state and city judges. GREGORY is claiming that
the judges are holding office illegally inasmuch as they
were, not included in the one man, one vote, ruling of the
Supreme court,

(U)

informant further advised that he is hot sure of
the correct spelling of one| I referred to in
referenced LHM. However, informant added that GREGORY
definitely referred to this individual as 1“ I

In view of GREGORY’S history of embellishing facts
and making outlandish statements which are later proved
false, no further action is being contemplated by the NYO
at this time.

^Bureau (rm)
^-Chicago (rm)
2-San Francisco (rm)

REC-28

JEW : ;
ea'c s \ jj)X-10%-

t{p -Approved:

v 0 /Spec ent in Charge

JftN 241966



DECLftSSIIICftTIOM JUTTHOKITY DEKIV11 1EOM:

EBI MITOMUIICS«™ GUIDE
DATE 09-18-2013
1F4?M5?IC3 5

1/18/66

transmit the following in
(Type In plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC,
NJE*J-

"YORK C157-I093)

SUBJECT: DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

}'!
I*'/'

Enclosed, for the Bureau- are eight copies Of an LHM
concerning captioned individual. Enclosed for ^Chicago and -

San FTanci^sco. is one copy each of the same LHM.

* 'The, confidential source utilized was I

and the information was provided to SA JOHN E. WESTHOF.F'oh
l/if/66 and l/18A6.6:>AY^ (m

’

|. |

t fW&v T9lso* -
I Mr, DeLoach
[ Mr. Mohr *

I
5 Mr. Caspar ^

|

Mr^ CaliahaiuJ^
§

j
Mr. Conrad *

Mr. |

I

Mr. Gate* 'C

I

Mr. RoseIT u i

-j Mr. SuIUvaiUv f

j
Tavcl

\
£fx. T , , ,

4 Mr. JJftcjL
J

f
sle. Room..

jss Gandy^^l _ |

It is to be noted that source ^could not evaluate or
substantiate the validity of GREGORY f s statements or- the

j.

y\ current timeliness of his alleged plans. Informant added /

r \that GREGORY has a tendency to embellish facts and

/ cifcumstarices
(U)

This, LHM is; classified Masmuch as
it contains information from, an informant of continuing-,

''

^ Value , revelation of which could' have an adverse effect on
'the national defense interests, of this country

^

3^’Bureau (Ends. 8) (RM)^

^

2- Chicago (Enel. 1) CRM)
2-San Francisco' (Enel. 1) (RM)
2-New York . .

(1 -
1

j

^V (IT)

JEW
:
pam /

v
<io > macm^Ld^o

* {•

^>1
APPm;

*T

Ult ’

J5.Q

rase0 Gpec|^J/Agent in Charge

A
.M PerSent
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S-113'(l-10-61»

Domestic Intel I igenc<l

INFORMATIVE NOTE

1-20-66

)ick Gregory is the Negro comedian
srho has been active in the Civil
lights Movement and who according to
recent stories in the Chicago press
Is entering the pplitical field and
nay run for the office of Mayor in
Chicago. Reapportionment mentioned Ln,

ittached may be in reference to the
luestion of reapportionment of variote
iongressional districts. According go
bureau files, I

m expose of organized crime in I

Las Vegas. Nevada authored bv l 1
I There is no

|

record of an in Burets
files, TTT TT. b7C

ifter which; a;

n.11 be consi
Tall

'

e>has been instruct
Iarify,,and ascermn
f this, information
riateMisseminatipn





DICmS SIEICJLT10W ftVTMORITY DERIVED FROM

:

FBI MOTOMMIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-18-2013
142MS2K35 f*'

* <:

In Reply,te &/« fo

File iVo.

New York l57-l°93

Oted states department oVjustice

federal bureau of investigation

New York, New York

January 18, 1966
“ in -

Dick Gregory
Racial Matters

A confidential source
reUable

information in the past, a v
iaen^ Johnson, Rustics

planned to send

Earl Warren and Attorn y ^ concerning , e
his intention to ws. |he^°v|’™ce advised that Gregory
reapportionment, im same-

°°^0 ls thel \

said that onel
^ad evidence on seven c.

Supreme Court |"^|ed -

^vaSIf expenses fe come from

San Fraaicisco^' - x

no
o

f i

4 'T

-rl

’> ot

VO

bett

yEt.i* * ;«>
r

1VH so 8«.ii
OF THE PPL

f'^Ok'ODNCl

OF THE FA : L0"lfs :fft^OUE ^ *.i ,2-

AGENCY; IT AND
NOT TO BE DIE
YOUR AGENCY.

/W

ON fENTS ARE
OUTSIDE

&Mmr,



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JAN2M9S6

TELETYPE

Q

FBI WASH DC

« /FBI CHICAGO

133 PM;CST URGENT 1-26-66 CRA

TO I^RECTOR

CHICAGO Cl 57-347)

&
RICHARD CLAXTfON GREGORY, INFORMATION CONCERNING.

CITY NEWS BUREAU, CHICAGO, THIS DATE ADVISED PRESS RELEASE
RECEDED JANUARY TWENTY SIX, NINETEEN SIXTY SIX, FROM- SHERMAN
SKOLNICK, CHICAGO,, IN BEHALF OF NEW YORK CITY,

FOR DICK GREGORY, STATING. GREGORY SENT TELEGRAM TO ATTORNEY
GENERAL JANUARY TWENTY SIX INSTANT REQUESTING INVESTIGATION AND
PROSECUTION OF US DISTRICT COURT CLERK ALBERT A. WAGNER, CHICAGQ,
CHARGING WAGNER WITH TAMPERING .WITH SUMMONS AND OBSTRUCTION OF
JUSTICE IN REAPPORTIONMENT SUIT IN FEDERAL COURT. GREGORY AND
SKOLNICK STATE CLERK ALTERED DATES ON SUMMONS MAKING IT IMPOS^E
FOR US MARSHAL TO^SERVE SUMMONS IN VIOLATION TWO^^CTIONS^'uS ^ODEi"^
SUIT CHARGES AUSAQ AIDED JlERK WAGNE^IS MATTER.

FILg ft|f|f^Oj^TINENT INFORMATION' RE SHERMAN SKOLNICK.
3flN 28Jl966

no

^

^2— —-1'-"/ ^ O 06K1-
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PAGE TWO

ADVISES GREGORY CURRENTLY KEEPING NIGHT CLUB; ENGAGEMENT,

Vancouver, British Columbia; bureau will, be advised of any

ADDITIONAL PERTINENT INFORMATION' RECEIVED.

CORR-PLS

—

•wa.;,:juxm

FBI WASH DC

TU CLR

7rh.\

r-:. ' •-

‘j-
’ t? 5 3J V;,g



»1$-104-C1

ED STATES GO•'QlN&ENT 0

DIRECTOR, FBI date: 1/31/66

HICAGO (157-347);-

subject:
w

RICHARD CLAXTON 'GREGORY
BM ¥

Re Chicago letter dated 4.2/6/65
Chicago, Illinois, protesting M^iring 6
benjamin; c. WILLiS, racial MOTfeES/*

captioned "DEMONSTRATIONS;,
OF SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT

, H
&

Enclosed tor the Bureau are 8 copies of a letterhead
memorandum relating to .captioned individual; This, letterhead
memorandum is being furpished to> the Bureau for informartion
purposes and is. not being disseminate^ -locally.

„

The Chicago Division will continue to. follow tjfte-

trials' of subject relating to his June ll and June 28,. 1965
arrests;

‘

W
f- Bureau (Enc. 8}Vy&)I)

— nh i na.p-ht. Chicago
1 - 157-t413

AJB/pas,
(4)

c7?£>

'<yucrv& a

Goj>y to.

t>y routing slip,fo^
*

TOo' r '

|,lt
i » 16 § 1966

»



In Reply Please Refer to

File No.

[SdUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,0,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
January 31, 1966

t

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

]
Corporations Counsel, City

of Chicago, on January 12, 1966, advised that the trial of comedian
Dick~Gregory relating to his arrest on June 8, 1965, as
a result of a sit-in at the Chicago Board- of Education in
Chicago, Illinois, began on January 10, 1966, and as of January
12, 19.66, was still in session* I I

stated that
Gregory’s trial relating to his June 11, 1965 arrest for
assault and battery in connection with ahti-SchoOl Superintendent
jyiilis demonstrations was still pending and no trial date
had been. set.

1

~~ ’

to his "June 28,
Tadded that Gregory’s trial relating

1965 arrest in Chicago also as a result of the
anti-Willis demonstrations,' is also pending and the trial date
is , being continued on a day-to-day basis. *

, , „
*

_ ..

* , .^The* ’’Chicago American”, a Chicago .daily newspaper, =- T ’ .

3 < Star Final, for January 14, 1966, carries - an article relating'
to 1 the trial of Dick Gregory -for his June 8, 1965 arrest.
This article in sumniary states that a criminal court jury in

- Chicago,' after four hours of deliberation, was unable to reach -

a "decision in this case. The' article indicated Gregory was
acquitted on the disorderly conduct charge but that the jury
failed to agree on a verdict relating to ’the loitering charges
against Gregory. The article stated that Gregory and others
were arrested last summer in front of the Board of Education
Building, 165 West Wacker Drive, in Chicago, Illinois, while
protesting the re-hiring of Chicago Superintendent of Schools
Benjamin G. Willis. Gregory at the trial, testified he was.

kneeling in prayer when police seized him and led them to
their squadrol. The city -prosecutor stated Gregory resisted

b6
b7C

j(yf
~ #0 *42 S’ - 70

jJQPlES DESTROYED

9..N0V, 23W



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

arrest and had to be carried from the walk to the squadrol.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),* It
is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



1/26/66 V,

4 “

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

We have not rQiived any
request from the Department for
Obstruction of Justice investigation
or Administrative Inquiry concerning
alleged actions as indicated herein
of U. S. District Court Clerk Wacrntbs

or Assistant U. S. Attorney
| ^

7C

Chicago. In the absence of a
request from the Department, no inves-
tigation is being conducted. You
will be advised before any action is
taken, should such request be re-
ceived.



FBI SEATTLE FEDERAL BUREAU Or W*. -lit* HON

U. S. DEPARTMENI Of IUS4JCE

6:20 PM PST URGENtQ/5/66 DKT COMMUNICAHQNSjOON
EEB 5 196?^

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoac
Mr. Mohr

NCO DIRECTOR C100-440423); CHICAGO MIAMI-

j

.LOS ANGELeImJ SpeT

J^RO^. SEATTLE (157-511)

6
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY . RACIAL MATTERS

.

RECGTEL TO BUREAU AND SEATTLE JANUARY NINETEEN LAST

GREGORY’S ENGAGEMENT IN SEATTLE ENDS -TONI GHT . GREGORY

HAS STATED WILL GO TO MIAMI FOR ONE DAY PERFORMANCE , THEN

MONTREAL AND NEW YORK. NO AIRLINES RESERVATION HERE IN GREGORY’S

NAME.. SEATTLE WILL ADVISE BY TEL IF SAME DETERMINED.

Mr. Callahan.^
Mr. Conrad ..

Mr. Felt™
Mr. Gale,.™
Mr. Ifegci?

Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Trotter..

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes. -

Miss Gandy

b6
b7C

GREGORY’S ASSOCIATE, DEPARTED FOR CHICAGO, VIA UAL, NOON YESTERDAY

NO INFORMATION. RE ITINERARY OF GREGORY’S ASSOCIATE

GREGORY BOOKED FOR SEATTLE PERFORMANCE LAST SEPTEMBER

BY ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP ., BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.,, AN

AFFILIATE OF AMERICAN GUILD OF VARIETY ARTISTS. GUILD HEAD-

QUARTERS AT FIVE FIVE ONE FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, AND BRANCHES IN

SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND LAS VEGAS. LOS ANGELES AND MIAMI

DETERMINE FUTURE ITINERARY. RETEL REQUESTED PURPOSE OF GREGORY’S

TRIP BE DETERMINED AND NEW ORLEANS BE ADVISED IF ANY INFO RECEIVED

INDICATED TRAVEL TO BOGALUSA . NY, SF., AND NO ADVISED BY AIRMAIL.

LA BEING ADVISED

END

WA . . m)XM
REC- SO

FBI WASH DC

CG .

.

.JLV

too

[to j rtPJW.5? va fEB

FBI CHICAGO

54Mio**r ,

FBI MIAMI tC (



JBECLftSSIIICATIOM ftlfMOMfY DERIVED IRDM:

[EDI 3HUTOH1XXC D1CEIIS SIIIC1TION G-lfXll

DATE 09 - 18-2013
IF4 ? 'M ¥y ?'K3 5

FEpERAL BUREAU OF INVE$T!GAT10y

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE \
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB 6 1966

f TELETYPE

rei SEATTLE CMBtt
406 PM PST URGENT 2-6-66 KNY

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423), CHICAGO (157-347) AND MIAMI

FROM SEATTLE (157-511)

Mr. Tolson . . .

Mr. DeLoach—

-

Mr. Motor.

Mr. Wick
Mr. Casper

Mr. Callatoan—

-

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale—
Mr. Rosen..—
Mr. Sullivan!-^

fTMr. Tavel—

I Mr. Trotter

I Tele. Room—:

—

1 Miss Holmes

1 Miss Gandy

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY* RACIAL MATTERS.

Jr RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY STILL IN SEATTLE. HAS PUBLICLY A
ANNOUNCED WILL PARTICIPATE IN "FISH-IN" WITH INDIANS ON

*

NISAULY R IVE^VhERET I(NDIjANS HAVE IN PAST HELD FISH-INS IN
Ui F/

CONTINUING DISPUTE WITH STATE OF WASHINGTON OVER TRIBAL FISHING

RIGHTS CLAIMED BY TREATY. IDVISED GREGORY

CLAIMS TO HAVE CANCELLED ALL ENGAGEMENTS TO TAKE PART IN FISH-

IN, HOPING TO GET ARRESTED. STATE OFFICIALS ADVISED RE FISH -IN
^

LOS ANGELES , NEW YORK , SAN FRANCISCO AND NEW ORLEANS ADVISED

BY MAIL . AIRTEL FOLLOWS

.

WA . . .GGBJR

FBI WASH DC

TU C

CG...HRF -v-Wo

FBI CHICAGO
E3 P

MM RW u

W102
ST.'inl

34 FEB Y_19^

CLASS.

BEASOH-FCIM TXt
date O^fiSYtEff

TU ©VSVE1BX©
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5-32 ./Rot. 4-29-57)

<5

f

To: Director, FBI

m: Legal Attache, Ottawa

Date: January 29, 1966

(Bufile : 100-440423 )

Attention :

( 157-14 )

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY aka.

Character

RACIAL MATTERS -

Reference

Bulet - 1/19/66

Enclosed are the following communications received from I I

Original and two copies I letter of 1/26/66, with enclosures;
one copy of newspaper clipping from 1/27/66 issue of Toronto,

Remarks: Canada ’’Globe and Mail" re Subject’s visit to Vancouver, B.C.

Dissemination

!= May be made as received*

p
xx .May be made as indicated by stamp on enclosure

I 1 May not be made without further clearance withr

Following offices would be interested in receiving copies of enclosures:

Chicago (157-347)
I

. - i }>. .
Do not write in space below

Status with this office: V ^ v “ 7T77

JF 100 6̂^3
Pending <#®ji Jo

'
't~~

^53- Bureau (Eucs.
*7 8 FEB

jggg.

1 Chicago^/*£->~V f7
v

}>UFjr dm* ^ A
mli : j i 0-7 0fja 1 " - Ah

57 lf\m ^^ <T
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DICK GUUGOllY
,

’

• «*. jiillcd CO times., / * •*

'

[/ By DAyio ablktt
/•Stand-up comedian Dick ,

Gregory reached across a «

slice of ham and picked lip
j

a devilled egg. *l

"Just because Bye got
,

thick lips and nappy hair 7
doesn’t mean I cal.steak by {

-stuffing it in my car/’ he !

said. . . J
The lino, U^e kind expect-'^

cd of the Negro comedian,*
j

,,would have ^rawn laughs In
j

’ a nightclub. • \ j

Only nobo^v laughed be*
j!

cause Gregory .was deadly l
* 'serious. * * t

;

He was not seeking
f laughs as he ^talked * to -

reporters Wednesday after*
} -noon .about the Negro revo*'

•lution in America and his
* part Jn it. He would seek the

•r laughs, later on, stage at the t.

I;
Cave.

c“ Gregory would not have j

}
eaten the steak if he had 'it 1 f

L— he is a vegetarian and is

«. as committed to it as he is;

’

. to non-violence, Negro $

equality and America. Thai
j

Is* why he “passed, up the
]

ham and went for the egg. *

j

Being a Ncgio doesn't *.

\ stop a .man from being;
1 drafted or* dying in Viet

: *

.Nam, he safd tp but nor docs *

it force a man to kill, y
'

j

"If f were drafted and
’

sent to the front line, I'd go"

#
only one ^condition - *

i that I didn't have to carry a;
gun," said Gregory.

"Amoeba is worth -dying

! for buUt's not worth killing'
• for.”

j Gregory has been to jail I

',‘-30 times by 'his own count -

* for taking part In demon-
'.straUons in . cities ranging .

fWatts' County; Los Angeles
J

£ last summer.
,

.1

,
'He "estimates he, has)

\ thrown $2 million of, his own
:J

,
money intojhc civil rights

J

, movement. In the last four^j

}
years.

k
<

‘ ;

!

, And he plans to run as an \

1 independent for the Chicago
j

j mayoralty in 1967 because
j

if he figures tfic racial lid is

j
about to blow off there.

‘

*

^ Gregory ..is 'serious about }
• l running ai\d serious about ^

winning because he believes .

* lie can got 90 per cent of the

j
Negro vote, — he doesn’t i

J/count on the other 10 pcr‘»

! cent ‘.'because there arc

^some Negroes in Chicago I

*who voted for Goldwatcr
'

last year" — and 30 per cent t

.of the white vote, and that I

1

‘.'should' be enough.
. j

k Gregory's message is
<

j*baslc[
, j

f "The richest white man is \

2 the same as the dumbest,^

f most Ignorant Negro,"* he*

.said., "They both, cat the/

k
/.same way. '

l
['

* "They breathe the same;

r way. In fact, if J* was a
*

r*

-

white' 4 man I'd be mad
'j .because Negroes have widen

;

i* hoses*. They can get more
1

/air.'-Y’: . J
" But in present-day Amcr*;#

/lea the-Negro is,not acccpt*;j

/cd as equal, he said.
* s \

. "I want to be judged as.a j

man* under the Constitution j
fof the United States," lie

}

f said. "Not under >thc Civil
\

*
Rights Bill of 1965.

\ k
"But- we will solve ' the j

t problem in five years or U J

I ^ will solvyTis^c said.
#

ij

-5

%

America/as^Jis now will-t

f cease to exist, no added. f

i The, answer as Gregory*
J sops it-is simple. \
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2-7-66

Airtel
1 - Mr. Knickrehm

To: SACS, Chicago
Los Angeles
Miami
Seattle/

From: Directoiy/XBI

RICHARD' CLAXTO^^EGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

ReSEtel to Director 2-5-66,

1

The checking of Gregory *s itinerary may be _
discontinued;

.
Therefore, Los Angeles and Miami may disregard

leads set forth in retel, You should, of course, be
,
alert

to any information indicating that Gregory is going to
participate in any civil rights activity and advise the Bureau
by appropriate communication.

NOTE: - ,

The New Orleans Office received information on 1-14-66
“that Gregory was considering going to Bogalusa, Louisiana, in
ithe near future to participate in civil rights demonstrations;
rhe. Chicago Office was requested to ascertain Gregory’s itinerary.
Chicago determined, that Gregory left Chicago, Illinois,- for Seattle
Washington, on 1-19-66 and requested Seattle ascertain Gregory’s
purpose there and his subsequent itinerary. Inasmuch as Seattle
advised that Gregory was fulfilling an entertainment committment
in Seattle -there is ho purpose in continuing 1 to ascertain his future
itinerary;

ABK:all
(ID

REC-21
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0 F£D£ftAL BUREAU ’^rrmnw
0. S. OEPARrMENJ Of JUSfjo

COMMUNICATIONS SECiu.j
FEB 8 1966 /

‘TELETYPE f
7

FBI SEATTLE

9-3JPM PST

DIRECTOR

FROM SEATTLE

URGENT 2-7-66

/L 00-440423/ AND CHICAGO

/157-5 11/ IPG

<9
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY , RM .

AIRPORT .SECURITY, .SEATTLE -TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT,

ADVISED GREGORY DID NOT DEPART ON FLIGHT ONE FIVE FOUR UAL

SCHEDULED DEPARTURE SIX TWENTY PM INSTANT. GREGORY NOW HAS

BOOKED RESERVATION UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT ONE FIVE EIGHT DE-

PARTING- SEATTLE ONE AM, TOMORROW ARRIVING CHICAGO SIX TWENTY-

FIVE AM.



eOMMOWCATlONS
StClW

FEB

TELE

FBI SEATTLE

30/ ?M PST URGENT 2/7/66 JAT

JO
DIRECTOR / 100-440423/ AND CHICAGO /157-347/

FROM SEATTLE /157-5U/ 1 PG

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM

Mr, Tolson^

Mr. DeLoach-
Mr. Mohr^
Mr. Wick
Mr. Casper

—

Mr. Caliahan,s

Mr. Conrads
Mr. Felt„
Mr. Gale.__
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Smilvantl

Mr. TaveU....y

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy

u
i

AIRPORT SECURITY, SEATTLE -TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT,

'ADVJSED GREGORY BOOKED RESERVATION UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT

>.ONEdEIVE FOUR DEPARTING SEATTLE SIX TWENTY PM ARRIVING CHICAGO

ELEV§t FORTY FIVE PM TODAY. SUBSEQUENT ITINERY UNKNOWN.
’ " t ^
LOS ANGELES , NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MIAMI ,. AND NEW ORLEANS

ADVISED BY MAIL.

WA...

CG . . .AAA

FBI CHICAGO

WWA . ,

WA . • JBJH

FBI WASH DC

DISC©

m Qc- <

54 FEB 141986

is /si-yy^ yg-3-

2 FEB 9 1966

b6
b7C
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Transmit the following' in

AIRTEL.
Via

FB |

Date: 2/7/66

.plain-
(Type-in plaintext or code)

- AIR -MAIL

•(.Priority)_

’

>i4 '

. //*.

TO:

f
* SrOM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (.100-440423)

SAC, LOS ANGELES il'OO-

RICHARD CLAXTON ^REGORY
FACIAL MATTERS-

.. ^
Re Seattle, teletype to Director, 2/5/66, and

Chicago teletype t.o, Bureau and Seattle, i/15/66.

c . ... Referenced. Seattle tel adyised GREGORY'S engagement
§
ea
SJ^®4

eS<^®<i- 2/5/66, at. which time he diieggdly-would

"

go to, .Miami for onerday performance and_auhaemiei±bly toMontreal and New York; His associate
for Chicago via UAL, noon, 2/4/66. 3departed

5'0^
> information of'(the Bureau and Wpm nr>i Aanc

the following bookings were obtained from
i Associated Booking Corporation, Beverly Hills/
3. •- Oil P/7/m. P 'nrl cibo CirlTr*f aCalifornia , on 2/7/66, and she advised that DICK GREGORY isbooked forya- series, ,of personal appearances through ‘7/30/6.6.and thus far has given no indication that he plans to cancelany of his, engagements..

•

for GREG.0
I furnished the following itinerary

r.QKY, noting that some of th§ dates are. tentative- and
k />ViOVin» nrl a/ma a 1 — js ~ JL2 -1 _ •* * / - \

3J- Bureau ('AM)(RM) (EEC-22
1 -* Chicago' (AMR)/

7

1 - Miami (AMR) ^
»"*

.

? “ ||5T:511) (AMR')

The Village Gate
Nev); York City, New York

subject to be changed or cancelled at the last moment:

2/11 and

/n
‘ Chicago- * fAMRW

u FEB £0 1966
.1 - Jacksbn (AMR)
1 - New Qrleans (AMR)
1 - Los Angelas
,JST:wpg v “ 7-m -‘±L ' ..

.yii

b6

,
b7C

B 1 c*
Agent in Charge

- " v
* —

j? - *

Sent - ».
*

- .M Per _

Jr*
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*> a o

LA. 100-64492

2/18/66

2/26/66

2/27/66

* 3/3-6/66

•- 3/13/66

1
* 3/27/66

V
' A

4/15,16,22,
: 23,29,30/66

\v\ May,. 1966
r

June and
hjjuly«. 1966

X"
,/ ,

One nighter, name of
•club unknown

,

Williamsport, Pennsylvania

I (Tentative)
One nighter,, name of club
hnkhownj Waterviile, Maine

(Tentative).
One nighter, name of
club inknown, Clinton,
New York

(Tentative)
Scheduled for appearances at,
unkhown clubs in Rochester3

New York and Montreal,
Canada.

Leo '^s Casino
; Cleveland, Ohio

One nighter at unknown *

club ,-^JDetrpit, Michigan

Hollywood Palladium
Hdllywpod, California

*

Village. Gate - ,

New York City, New York

Nq bookings with Associated
•Booicing Corporation
scheduled.

June 27th - July 30, 1966
Hungry I
Sah Francisco, California

it^should be noted .that nobookings were listed for
Bogalusa, Louisiana. -

...

- 2 -



*D-36 (Boy, 12-13-56)

Q Q
FBI

Date: 1/28/66

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

V 4

Via

(Type in plain text or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

j

£fr> GaspprL-
».Mk- OairahanWr

—

; fife* CoriradL

iM^rPoltL
,-Mjv Gale_.

LM^v Rosen
1JH- SullivL

Life' favdfeL
J MrT- TrottcrL

B Tele> iTdoml
Misi?

1

^l^(TdliHlS====-

TO :

FROM :— re

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, SEATTLE (157-511) (-P-)

RICHARD CLAXTOiArEGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTER
DO: CG

ReCGtel to Bureau, NO and SE, 1/18/66

• A copy of retel is being furnished San Francisco
for its future use in the event GREGORY appears at the
"hungar.y i", as indicated.

Subject has been playing at "The Cave" nightclub,
Vancouver, B.C., past week, to finish January 29.. He is
reportedly booked at Edgewater Inn, Seattle, January 31
through 2/5/66, and is expected to leave Vancouver, January
30. He is believed to be booked into' "hungary i" in San
Francisco after Seattle engagement.

So* Subject registered in G
R
in Rpom 606 as DICK GREGORY with [

eoreia Hotel. Vancouver.

rChicago. Registered in Room 605 at same time is

] Chicago. Registered in Room 608
.on^ January 26 with bills* phArged to GREGORY is a l I

Chicago. Informants believe he is.
^hite-and all otheFsr

f
mW? Ne8I

Sl5C-22 7 6
Numerous long-distance phone calls made, some f

charged to hotel bill and others on Gregory’s Telephone 1 Credit
Car

4
d No.t, #3240934098. These calls listed on separate page.

T" L,/\.

2 - New Orleans (173-201) (

.

2 - Seattljsk^^y^' • . .

AGG/ji

\ r

%

h
Approved: Sent .M Per

Special >Aaent* in Charae
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SE 157-511

has advised that subject and male and
female Negro associate together at the Cave, but the other
two

ft
re not part of the show. He believes woman’s name is
and man’s name I I She is light-skinned with freckles

and spots on her face, in her late 30 *s.
| |

is short with
unusual shaped head and dark skinned.

1

Subject has been interviewed on television and the
press and the customers of the Cave during his show are
staying away in droves.

This informant advised he understands subject made
derogatory remarks regarding the FBI and HOOVER, details set
out hereafter from a different source.

|
^di_

actually hear these particular remarks, but did hear other
references in one or two shows regarding subject’s being
pursued by police and FBI for narcotics.

did not

One skit claims two policemen knocked on his door
with search warrant for drugs. He pushed the little box of
dope under the door and told them their search warrant was
now no good and then called the FBI and told them two police-
men were at the door trying to sell him dope. Another skit
pertained to FBI hiding in the bushes trying to catch him with
ithe little box of marijuana.

Confidential source employed at the Cave,
advised subject has a hatred of whites in general and also
of the FBI and Mr. HOOVER, He has referred to the FBI on
occasion in his skits, but not in each show. However, in one
show he stated how he did not like HOOVER, and that "HOOVER
is a goddamn bastard and nothing but a homosexual and a close
friend of WALTER JENKINS." This source has also heard other
references to Agents hiding in the bushes to catch him with
•his little box, but he is too cozy to be caught.

b6
b7C
b7D

b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

I
advised he has made references to "LBJ" and

Vietnam in a derogatory manner, without specifics, except
he did state, "LBJ has guts enough to stand on the White House
lawn to show his operation—its a good thing he was not operated
on for hernia."

advised he is drawing extremely poor crowds.

b6
b7C
b7D

- 2 -



He furnished similar data regarding the two people
with him and advised that two white men' arrived later this
week.

He believes the woman and Negro male with GREGORY
1 could be on narcotics because of their actions , ‘but has no
knowledge of any reason they are with him in Vancouver, None
of the crowd go to the usual after-hours spots, but all go to
their hotel after the shows.

Discreet investigation will continue at the Edge-
water Inn, Seattle. Record of calls listed on attached sheet
are being left to discretion of Chicago as to further invest-
igation desired.



SE 157-511

LONG-DISTANCE CALLS

Charged to Room

Made by Date

. 1/23/66

1/24/66

605:

Directed To City & Number

Chicago

.

(toll - $17.35)

Anyone Chicago.

(toll - $21.05)'

Charged to Room

Made by Date

GREGORY

GREGORY

GREGORY

GREGORY

GREGORY

GREGORY

GREGORY

1/19/66

1/19/66

1/20/66

1/22/66

1/22/66

1/23/66

1/23/66

1/24/66

606:

Directed To

Anyone

Anyone

Anyone

Anyone

FARMER

City & Number

Chicago.

Chicago.

New York.

Chicago.

New York,

Ifew York

Chicago.

New York,

GREGORY 1/25/66 . Anyone Chicago



O 0
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SE 157-511

GREGORY 1/25/66 Anyone Chicago,

i i

Chicago,From SHERMAN
and SKOLNIK

1/25/66 Collect Call

GREGORY 1/26/66 SKOLNIK Chicago

,

r l

GREGORY 1/26/66 New York,
1

1

GREGORY

GREGORY

1/27/66

1/27/66

Portland.
i

New York.

Calls charged to GREGORYS5 Credit Card:

Made by Date To Toll City & Number

Room 608 1/26/66 Anyone $13.55 Chicago.

1/27/66
| ]

7.40 Washington

1/27/66 Anyone 7.30

(possibly D.C.

)

1/27/66 4.10 San Francisco,

1/28/66 Anyone , 11.75
r i

Chicago

.

f 1

Collect 1/28/66 Chicago

,

From Chicago None r i

- 5 -



pECLftSSIEICHTIOM AUTHORITY DERIVED 1ROM:

Iebi mmmmjjq dicmssiejcition guide
'DATE 09 - 18-2013
E421I52K35

2

~u $
F B I

Dale: 2 /8/66

Transmit' the folio,wing in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL

b6
hlC

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100r440423)

PROM: SAC, SEATTLE’ . ( 157-511 ) ( P)

.

SUBJECT’: RICHARD 'CLAXTON GREGORY , aka
RACIAL MATTER
COO: CHICAGO)

Re Seattle airtel, 1/2 8/6 6-.

inasmuch as referenced .airtel contained- derogatory
•statements made by comedian DICK GREGORY In

. b.C.,
I I of S*A’ CA'STELLOW of this
office , together with- her’ sister and brother-iri-laW,

|

P 1 attended* fhe 3 :00 !PM Derformanop nt
GREGORY ’s show at the Eyewater Inn, Seattle,- Washington on
February ^., 1966 to- determine: whether of hot GREGORY would
mak,e similar remark? in this country.. They advised that
GREGORY made no comments concerning the FBI or Director
HOOVER

, ^
although he did- make numerous belittling -remarks.

concerning the President *
*

*

A copy of’ typewritten notes- furnished- bv. l I

is being enclosed td the Office .of Origin for
whatever purpose it. may serve * it is noted that GREGORY -

indicated he had written a book entitled' "Nigger" arid that he
would like to see this book in every home in America. It is
also, noted that GREGORY appears to be iri the habit of bringing
a drink of whisKejg&ri -Stage with him and. that he sips it during
his act. The laaf^paragraph of these notes Is opinion:

I/- Bureau (End^Q.) (AM)
> t- Chicago' OEnCy 3)(AM),<157-
! - Seattle ^ ,



0 0

St 157 -511

"GREGORY is bitter, vindictive, .mal_

all there's? this feeling bf triumph because white people come

arid 'pay -to see him. . ; .and be insulted.. He’s intelligent and
oiever. but his ezotism is stronger than his mind." •

Edgewater
, ,

Secretary, to the
_

Inn, Fier , Seattle;, Washington i on- February 4, 1966 , made-

available to this office a copy of the contract between, the
Edgewater* Inn and the Associated Booking Corp . ,

9477 Brighton
Way, Beverly Hills, California,, which agreement was made’ on

September 28, 196‘5. It Is noted' that this contract, a copy

of which is also being furnished to the Office of Origin, in-
dicates that GREGORY received ;$5,0.00.00 plus a gratis suite

b6
b7C

of rooms, for his performance there for* six nights.

E 1 stated that GREGORY caused no' disturbances
. . m j/ j i : a.1 i.

of any kind' while at the Edgewater Inn, but she did note that
there was much discussion pro and .con concerning GREGORY ’S,

appearance there and- that numerous persons h'ad complained
about the type of material hie was. presenting. She said .they

had alspr received several letters criticizing the Inn for having,

booked GREGORY.

b6
b7C

3(Protect) on. February v, ±ybb rurnisned
5 and 6 of the February 2, 1966 issue ofthis office pages _

"the peak", a campus publication of the Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby, B.C., Canada, which contained' an article captioned
"no massa, I, .doiV’t wanna sit in the back of the bus", purporting
to reflect the results* of an interview of GREGORY by Dr.
BOTTOHORE, of the P.S.A. Department. The original of this
page is being furnished the office of origin* and a cppy
is being .furnished the Bureau

|

b6
b7C
b7D

it
No information has come to the attention,, of this

office concerning GREGORY’S .subsequent itinerary , . however

,

id rioted that he departed Seattle on February 8 , 1966 , as
set out in Seattle teletype February 7, 1966. Prior to
departure h’e was quoted by various news media As stating
that he would again, return to

^
the State of Washington with

I | to participate . in "fish-ins " with Indians on the
NiSqually Rivers near Olympia, Washington. GREGORY’S attendiri'g
a "fish-in" has been characterized as a publicity stunt in. news
articles which are being furnished the Bureau and Office of Origin.

b6
b7C



r?r.. =»- BUREAU^

XXX* XXX'.airtel
; 2 / 8/66

***** ,W *

Pages 5 an
<|J> °fJ/2/66 issue of "the peak" containing antic]
•Sf the bus"™

maSSa ’ d°n,t wanna
.
ait the back

RICHARD CLAXTON 'GREGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTER
(00: CHICAGO)

157-511
10

0

-„4 4 0423 .-,



Wednesday, February 2nd, 1966
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Page 6
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ij 'sfotioV w<m
In conjunction with a Student executive Council spon-

sored luncheon and tour of the University, the "PEAK"

arranged an Interview with Dick Gregory and Dr.

Bottomore. Dr. Bottomore, head of the P.S.A. dept.,

who Is Just having a book on classes published in the

States, had a number of pertinent questions to put to

Gregory.

Gregory, one of the most controversial comedians

on the American night club scene, has participated in

boycotts, sit-ins. stalMns. marches and Freedom Hides

throughout the United States. He is credited* in ’’Play-

boy*' as becoming the first negro comedian to break

Into the big leagues of show business and the only ’en-

tertainer of any color to commit his fame and fortune -

even his physical well-being - to the cause of racial

equality. i

Dr. Bottomore: I'm Interested in Marxism and Class-

ic. I don't know the United States well, but the Negro

revolt seems to me to be one of the most hopeful things

happening In America. What do you think will be the

outcome of It?

Gregory: I can't see anything but mass destruction.

Demonstrations wake up people, but they don't solve

the problem. What's happening inAmerica it seems to me

Is that we give an examination and find out that there's

cancer, but the doctor keeps telling us It's a headache,

which Is what you want to hear, but you arc go^ t die.

the peak

§ijl} m.m®mm
Wednesday, February 2nd, 1 96j6‘\
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/D-36 (R'ov. S-22-6*)

Transmit the following in

yia . AIRTEL

o Q
1

0 a
F B 1

*
.

Date: 2/15/66

i

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL. ..
* -

' (Priority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

QJ

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, SEATTLE. (157-511) (P)

O’
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY;, aka
RACIAL MATTER
00: CHICAGO

t

Mr.

* * **

Mr. t
' -

' Mr, i,

> T •

Tc*fe, n- :n

.M‘es

With regard to. previous communications and news
articles submitted regarding GREGORY’S "fish-inr.i. ,?Thd
Seattle Times”, Tuesday., February 15;, 1966,, contained, an
article entitled, ’’Dick' Gregory Goes to Jail for Fishing!'
which state's: ' *

"Dick (Gregory, JJegro comedian; was jailed* here
today oriL two counts of illegal net. fishing on the Nisqually

t

River, I

*
' /"'

"A warrant was issued for the .arrest of
;
his wife.,

Lillian, on two other counts of illegal fishing tfith gill nets.

"Gregory was taken into custody at the County-City
Building in Tacoma.

"Gov. Dan Evans said the state had delayed taking
action against Gregory, hoping that Gregory and the
Indians would see ’that this was not the right way to proceed,*

"Evans said Gregory’s action ’is obviously a
violation of law that has nothing to. do with Indian fishing
rights or- anything else .

"He said Gregory had not only violated the state’s
fishery - conservation laws but had gone fishing without
a state license. c v’

^ - Bureau (AM)
2 - Chicago (157-347) -

2 -Seattle \lt\l
.

X

*?S\
OWL : cmh ' ,

-- S I

5 5pF<£B:25JS

Zoo -

.M Per
Special Agent lAYCharge



SE 157-511

"Gregory, a candidate for Chicago mayor and an
active .civil-rights worker, said he would go to jail rather
than pay the $2,000 bail set by Thurston County Superior
Court Judge Hewitt Henry.

"A warrant for Gregory’s arrest was issued, after
fce went fishing' with three Indians on the Nisqually River
yesterday.. He netted one steelhead."

The Bureau- will be advised of ahy- pertinent
developments.

,

- 2 -



dibectoh, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO (157-673) (EUC)

2/11/66

racial situation,

RM
O.O* Row Orleans

EOGALBCA, lobisiahA

:

iio Row- Orleans ^/is/e^f^cfilcagij tol^yR6®

faaaBagw^Baa^w*.«**—
- ' Roicr^ '

r^UtfacliSw fnd adviao the !#*»'* appropriate coomunica-

tion* .
-

In view pf *!*£$?]£* tP^GSEGKlI^/nllege/luturo
fiirthe* Investigation re .J>

g

0 'will ronain alert for any „

*-«*» *****
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Casper
Callahan .

Conrad —
Felt*_
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Sullivan A
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TroUei —
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Airtel

To:

1 - Khickrehm

SAC, Seattle (157-511)

From: Director, FBI
. . . t-D

RICHARD CLAXTONuREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reurairtei dated 2-15-66* 0̂
Immediately advise whether Gregory presently

incarcerated and if not was he released on bond. By
return airtel submit the above requested information
and details concerning his arrest in letterhead memorandum
form suitable for dissemination.

NOTE :

Seattle advised by airtel 2-15-66 that Dick Gregory
Negro comedian was Jailed in Seattle, Washington on two counts
of illegal net fishing on the Nisqually River. Gregory had
been conducting a fish-in. with the I.ndians on the Nisqually
River where the Indians have in the past held fish-ins in a
continuing dispute with the State of Washington over tribal
fishing rights claimed by treaty.*..-, Seattle is being instructed
to furnish a letterhead memorandum concerning this fish£ih.

and Gregory’s subsequent arrest.

ABE:all
(4)

MAILED. 6

FEB 1 8 1966

CQMMtFBI .

REC-79

5*23
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Tele. Room
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Date: 2/21/66

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

1

*Mr. Tolsoriw

M*. IV4 ,oach

t
Mr.

? Mr. Wick^^—
Mr, Ca^e>v—
Mr. Canaha1*r
Mr. Conrads
Mr. ffelt.,— . ,

: Mr. Gale^™-
Mr. Ifosen*—
Mr. Sullivan?

Mr. ^TaveL,^.

Mr. Trotter^
* Tele. E^om„
Miss Holmes^
Miss Gandy_

Director, FBI (100-440423) Att.: -6ivil.Rights 3ee&en^

Cs

£=•511) (-P-)

Subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM ^

00 - CG

Q BOMBING MATTERS - THREATS gg RACIAL MATTERS

ReBUairtel, 12/18/66,TT tNFORMATION CONTAINED

-O ir
dk™7rtrrf0 wsTis&d^

* Enclosed are eight copies of a letterhead memorandum, for the Bureau^ c

ain/for Chicago, two (2) copies of a LHM in captioned matter

„

A z6a£/Z'/'7(0
/ A copy of the LHM has been furnished locally by FD-342
JCo the U.S. Secret Service, the United States Attorney, INTC,

#ONI, and OSI.

1// The affected state, county and local authorities are
/following these "fish-ins" and GREGORY’S activities on a
/continuous basis a.nd this office is not contacting such

j authorities to advise them of developments which this office
obtains from newspapers. This matter is also widely publicized
by t. v. and radio. RECr .61 ^

The Bureau kept inform'ecf^regarding develop-
ments in this matter.

18 FEB 23 1966

\ \
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*
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oTED STATES DEPARTMENT 0QoSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington
February 21, 1966

RE: '/ RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"The Seattle Daily Times”

\

a daily paper pub-
lished at Seattle, Washington, on February 15, 1966,
contained an article entitled, ”DICK GREGORY Goes to Jail
for/ Fishing”, which states:

”DICK GREGORY, Negro comedian, was jailed
here M;oday on two counts of illegal net fishing on the
Nisqually River,

•

”A warra'fit*was**issued for the arrest of his
on two other counts of illegal fishing

/’’GREGORY was taken into custody at the County-
BuilQmg in Tacoma.

”Gov. DAN EVANS said the state had delayed
taking action against GREGORY, hoping that GREGORY and
the Indians j?ould see ’that this was not the right way
to proceed. *

’’EVANS said GREGORY’S action ’is obviously a
.violation of law that has nothing to do with Indian
fishing rig>.«,s or anything else.’

"He said GREGORY had not only violated the
state’s fishery - conservation laws but had gone fishing
without a state license.

’’GREGORY, a candidate for Chicago mayor and an
active civil-rights worker, said he would go to jail
rather than pay the $2,000 bail set by Thurston County
Superior Court Judge Hewitt Henry,

b6
b7C

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions ~

' of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your

^closure



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"A warrant for GREGORY’S arrest was issued after
he went fishing with three Indians on the Nisqually River
yesterday. He netted one steelhead."

The "Seattle Post-Intelligencer) (PI), a daily
newspaper published in Seattle, Washington, on February 16,
1966, contained an article entitled, "GREGORY Denies Guilt
in Net-Fishing Case", which states:

"Comedian DICK GREGORY and his wife both pleaded
not guilty to charges of illegally fishing with a set net
in their arraignment at Thurston County Superior Court
Tuesday,

"Judge HEWITT HENRY set a trial date for the pair
for the week of May 23,

"Bail was also reduced to $500 each by Judge
HENRY. Original bail had been $2,000 for each.

"Despite the reduction, GREGORY and his wife
decided/ to remain in jail, at least overnight.

1/
"The reduction was made after GREGORY’S attorney,

JAHE iyjf MeIVER ._ argued that the comedian’s record of court
trials showed he had always returned to stand trial in
court] cases concerning civil rights in which the comedian
was involved.

"Thurston County Assistant Prosecution Attorney
JEROME L. BUZZARD said there was no guarantee that GREGORY
and his wife would return to stand trial.

"’Who knows what his interests will be six months
from now—he might be in Selma, Ala., with more serious
trouble,’ BUZZARD said.

"After the arraignment, GREGORY told newsmen he
did not know how long he would stay in jail. ’I plan to
sleep on that* decision, he said.".

The "Seattle P-I" on February 17, 1966, contained
an article entitled, "Indians: ’GREGORY Hurts Cause’", which
s.tates in part:

- 2 -



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"The chairman of the Nisqually Tribal Council
said Wednesday the Nisqually Indians did not ask Negro
comraedian DICK GREGORY to help them and do not like what
he has done in embracing their cause.

"*He is trying to turn this into a civil rights
issue

,

9 said ELMER KALAMA, of Yelm. 9We are not fighting
for civil rights. We have our civil rights. We can vote
and do anything any other citizen can do.

" fWe are fighting for our fishing rights and he
is hurting our cause.

*

"KALAMA said he would be just as happy if GREGORY
would go back to Chicago and resume his campaign for mayor
of the Windy City,"

"The Seattle Daily Times" on February 17, 1966,
contained an article entitled, "DICK GREGORY /Leaves. Jail $
Wife Stays", which states in part that ELMERXKALAMA, Yelm,
Washington , the Chaii^n^of^thei^sauaJQ^IIr^K .

said yesterday that most "of the Indians who fished with
*

the GREGORYS aren’t members of the Nisqually Tribe. He said
he has asked his people t
the dispute is settled in

"While GREGORY
comedian received support
in London and *he Rev . Dr
Atlanta.

"RUSSELL telegraphed: ’Fully support stand on
fishing rights. Have called JOHNSON for your release. 9

"Dr. KING telegraphed: 9You are to be congratu-
lated on your, forthright stand which you have taken on
behalf of another oppressed minority, the Nisqually Indians. 9

"KALAMA objected to that. He said he doesn’t
consider his people an oppressed minority."

The "Seattle_P-I" on February 18, 1966, contained
an article entitled, "DICK GREGORY Talks—Fish Nets Confis-
cated", which states in part:

o fish on their reservation until . /

court . kt*
. I

^
and his wife s
from BERTRAND

,

. MARTIN LUT

m.
philosopher^--

Jr.
, in



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"While Indians were listening to Negro comedian
DICK GREGORY discuss their fishing rights Thursday, state
game protectors confiscated Indian fish nets from the
Nisqually River,

"WALTER NEUBRECH, chief enforcement officer for
the State Game Department

, told United Press International
his men had seized two nets,

"Meanwhile, GREGORY was telling a student crowd
at St, Martin’s College he plans to sue the State^of Wash-
ington for false' arrest., .,"

"He denied he had joined Indian fish-ins for
personal publicity and contended the trpuble over Indian
fishing rights was instigated by the sports-fishing lobby.

"GREGORY, Who cracked a few jokes for an appreci-
ative audience, was. mild in his denunciation of the state in
comparison with BOB /SATIACUM, self-styled chief_of_the
Puyallups. * OJa^

,

"SATIACUM, who was decked out^in a Plains Indian
costume, though the Puyallups aren’t Plains Indians, said:

"’Almost every word the state puts out is a lie.’

"He charged that state conservation measures are
merely a subterfuge to deprive the Indian of his fishing
rights. 7

"JANETAlcCLOUD , a

*

TtflaTip Indian^who lives near
Yelm and has been a frequent vocal foe of the state, said
that ’destruction^ of the salmon begins in the spawning beds.

she said.
"’But the state doesn’t arrest the polluters,’

’’SATIACUM traced the history of his and other
Indians’ battles with the state.

"’If the state would send some fish and game men
to Viet Nam and they would use the same tactics there that
they use on us

, the war probably would be over sooner ,
’ he

said.
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"J. E. LASATER, assistant director of the State
Department of Fisheries, told the audience that unrestricted
fishing with nets in rivers would deplete seed stocks of
salmon and ruin the fish runs.

”He said that the state isn’t trying to, break the
1854 Treaty of Medicine Creek, which gives the Indians the
right to fish ’in their usual and accustomed ground’ forever
’in common with other citizens.* But he said the state does
insist, until a federal court rules otherwise, .that it has
the right to regulate all fishing off reservations...”

”A11 speakers at St. Martin’s got enthusiastic
applause—but SATIACUM drew some booing when he made his
charge that the state lies.”

”The Seattle Daily Times” on February 18, 1966,
contained an article entitled, ’’GREGORY Seeks Aid for Indians”,
which states in part:

’’DICK GREGORY, Negro comedian, released from jail
here yesterday after posting $500 bond, flew to Chicago last
night to gather support for a group of Indians in their
dispute with the state over fishing rights.

”He said he would meet with civil-rights leaders
in the East to plan nation-wide demonstrations for the
Indians, then ~eturn here next week...”

’’Gregory’s lawyer bailed him out but Mrs. GREGORY
planned to stay in jail. ’It’s up to her when she wants to
come out,’ GREGORY said...”

’’Yesterday afternoon five Indians paddled a leaky
dugout canoe down' the Nisqually River east of here and
staged another fish-in while GREGORY watched from the river
bank.

”As the Indians hauled in four steelhead from a net
laid near a highway bridge over the river GREGORY hollered,
’Bring the fish over here, I don’t want to get mud on my shoes.’

’’Before going to the river, GREGORY, several Puyal-
lup and Tulalip Indians and J. E. LASATER, assistant director

- 5 -
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

'w

* »

of the State Department of Fisheries, participated in a
panel discussion at St. Martin’s College here.

"None of the Nisqually Tribal Council attended.
Student leaders who arranged the discussion said none had
been invited..."

"The Seattle Sunday Times" on February 20, 1966,
contained an article entitled, "Indians March in Olympia

j

6 To Camp on White House Lawn," which states in part:

"A group of 35 Indians marched briefly today in
a protest demonstration over fishing rights on the Nisqual-
ly River east of here (Olympia)

.

"They gathered near the totem pole on the Capitol
grounds, marched about a block to the Thurston County Court-
house where Mrs. DICK GREGORY is held in jail, sent in a
bouquet of flowers which Mrs. GREGORY acknowledged by waving
from a barred fourth-floor window, and then proceeded to the
grounds of the executive mansion.

"A small detachment of state patrolmen refused to
let the group approach/the official residence of Gov. and
Mrs. DAN EVANS. / , *

J
"Mrs. JANETEMcCLQUD .^spokesman for the Survival of

American Indians.. Associa.tj.oiL. announced that six Indians
will go to Washington, D.C. to organize an Indian encampment.

"She said they will camp on the White House lawn
and remain there until President JOHNSON acts ’to protect
Indian treaties.’..."

"Mrs. McCLOUD said no date has yet been set for
the trip to Washington.

"While in the nation’s capital, she said inquiries
will be made to see whether the United States is living up
to its obligations under all Indian treaties.

"Mrs. McCLOUD paid tribute to Mrs, GREGORY, saying
few persons had helped their cause as much as the GREGORlES.

- 6 -
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"*How many of our own people would go to jail and
risk a $1,000 fine when it was not even their own cause?*
she asked the g^oup of Indians.

"Indians to Seek Ban Against Gregory"

"The Puyallup and NisquallW TribaT^Councils will
seek an enjoinder to ban the Negro comedian, DICK GREGORY,
from fishing in their waters, ERANKfflRIGHT, chairman of the
Puyallup Tribal Council., .said todays'

"WRIGHT said the two councils feel that the civil-
rights issue and the Indian-fishing issue are separate problems.

"GREGORY was in the East today where he said he
intended to consult civil-rights leaders and seek their
support for the Indians. He said he planned to return to
Olympia next week "

Confirms information given telephonically to I |

l Civil Rights Division by SA Joseph C. Trainar on
2-18-66 .

.m
*
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DECK!SSIElCATION AUTHORITY DERIVED EROM:
EDI AUTOMATIC DECLAS SIEICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-18-2013
E42U52K35

>4 •
^

To: Director, FBI

Legal .Attache, Ottawa

* * IT .

• -V" y^Y

Date: 2-16-66

(Bufile : . 100-440423j

Attention

cT*'

RICHARD* CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka,.

(
157-14

Character

Reference

BUlet 1-19-66 and my
1-24-66.

Enclosed are, the followi

two copies =-of

Remarks: .

nunications received' from!

letter dated 2-10
Original and

d
0*

Dissemination
j JfosO*

1 - I May be .made’ as received jjjj..

May be made,.as indicated by stamp on, enclosure ^
4 lf"Mdy not Be -made without further clearance with !

sf(

-3: VO

heasoh-fcDti^^S^
^ATE- QF^REVlE^^t/'^^:

Following offices- wduld bennterested in receiving copies of enclosures:

Chicago; New York , -

Status with-this office:
Do not write in space below

I I RUC
I xxl Pending 4

;

’

4 - Bureau (1 cc -'Ne^York;
Chicago) (Enc . 3)

MLIrJhc /
.

(4!#
x
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date : 2/14/66

PLAIN TEXT

REGISTERED

PROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-16)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-4013)

SUBJECT: SWP
IS - SWP

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies of an
LHM pertaining to certain aspects of the recently concluded
SWP National Committee Plenum held 2/11 -. 13/66, in New
York City, suitable for dissemination.

The source utilized in this memorandum is
who has furnished reliable information in the past.

This memorandum is being classified ’^Confidential!^ (U)
inasmuch as this information tends to disclose this source of
continuing value which disclosure would have an adverse effect
on the defense interests- of this country.

S-Bureau (Ends. 7) (RM)
" (lr -1§7— -H-RACIAI

i('l$ 100-440423) (richa:
RSttlnfo)
GORY) (Info)

1-

Chicago (157-347) (RICHARD
'

GREGORY) (End. 1) (RM)

2-

Seattle (100-3864) (SWP) (Ends. 2) (RM)
(1- 100-1Z54&11DICK FRASER)

1-New York >(lnv)(44)
1-New York ( 157-10$3) (RICHARD GREGORY) (43)
1-New York (100-137309)'(WORKERS WORLD PARTY) (44)
1-New York (100-4013) (SWP) (44) ^ (/A S.

AJG : tmm NOT RECORDED
(13) . 202 FEB 24 1966

Approved
:

Special Agent in Charge

@9 f,M 3 1966

Sent OS3535SS9

AStffe- I

by routing slip foe

date

byJZa&gSk

$0^
V0-

'dmcmu

filed

in

<

/&t>

-

/<£
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2
/
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lECLMSSIEICftllON AUTHORITY l|||t¥ll EHDlt:

FBI MOTOMMIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-18-2013
E42M52K35
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iwffliwl
uQED STATES DEPARTMENT °oSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

New York, New York
February 14, 1966

Socialist Workers Party

A sovu?pe advised on February 14,. 1966, that the

National CommitteeJPlenuni-o£„the_,S.o.cialist.iWorkers.,P.e?.t.y:
-.^

(§WP) was held February 11 - 13 , 1966, at SWP headquarters,..

873 Broadway, New_JYork__City.

\/ Source advised that among those attending was

DickAFfaseh, a National ,
Committee -.member. from-Seattie.,,

Washington ;. According to the source, Fjas ®** ^id no

pIan~to attend, this plenum inasmuch as he and the Seattle

Branch have split from- the SWP, which action is not known

as yet by the Party.

According, to Fraser,' he was urged by the National

Secretariate of the SWP to attend this plenum and accepted

after the Party offered to pay his. expenses to and i*om

.the plenum.

' source stated that according to Fraser, *h
|

point brought up at the plenum was an attack by the Fart.y

leadership on himself and the Seattle Branch. It

A

hi .

voted at 'the plenum to censure. Fraser and. oolonize this /

branch. The attack, led by Farrell\ Dobbs , \

Secretary_of_the SWP, accused Fraser of
_

having a split

prospective anOf carrying oh &nti-Party_ activity. Th

activity included the distribution of factional material

to dther branches\ including the Vancouver, Canada, ganch

which had sent copies of literature from Fraser to Par y

headquarters in New York City. . / /
\ ,V, /. 'i* IlJn, kcr.t •

•
'//

This document contains neither «°Ehe
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It «
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loan

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed

outside your agency.

/(yo sji/A </A3
enclosure

cfflFiaagia >---(U)

^GROUP 1

Excluded fromaut
downgradihg^cind
declassification
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Socialist Workers Party
(U)

During his stay in New Yoik City, .Fraser continued

to negotiate the possibility of collaboration, if hot_
>

unification, between himself and, his .dissident SWP followers

with the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) or the Workers

World Party (WWP) . Fraser also has certain contacts, in
.

the civil 'rights movement in the. South and he i's-reportedly

hoping to unify this group of individuals.

During the evening of February 12, 1966 , Fraser

held a conference with Dick 1 Gregory, the comedian and

civil,, rights activist, at the Village 'Gate in New, York .

.

City/ Fraser described Gregory as a friend of his and *
_

added that he Had many civil, rights contacts in the South,,,

particularly in the Freedom Democratic Party.
;

Fraser further related that he would probably

announce the split of the Seattle Branch of the SWP from

the Party in approximately three weeks.

A characterization of the PLP, WWP and the
‘ SWP * Seattle ' Branch is contained herein.

The SWP has been designated pursuant to

Executive Order 10450.,

CONFSPENTSAir
flj)
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Socialist Workers Party

*r

• APPENDIX

i •
-

-

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY (PLP)
.PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT (PLM)

A source advised on April 20,. 19&5» that the PLP,
formerly known as the PLM, held ‘its first national convention
April 15-18, 1965, at New York City, to organize the PLM into
a PLP. The PLP will have as its ultimate objective the. estab-
lishment of a militant working class movement based on Marxism
Leninism.,

"
’

.

"The New ’York Times-, " City Edition, Tuesday, April 20>, „

1965, page. .27, reported that a new party of ‘"revolutionary,
‘

socialism" was formally founded on April 18, 1965, under,--the
name of the. PLP.- The PLP was. described as an outgrowth of the
PLM., Its officers were identified as -MILTON ROSEN, New York,
President, and 'WILLIAM EPTON- of New York and MORT SCKEER of _ ,

San Francisco,- Vice- Presidents. A, 20-member National Committee*. %
was elected to direct the party until the next convention. --

According, to the, article, "The Progressive labor-
Movement wais .founded in 1962 by Mr. ROSEN- -and Mr, S.CHEER -after-
they were expelled' from the -Communist party ef- the .United States
-for- asserted-ly following the Chinese Communlst.-ilne,"

’
* y«

K

The PLP publishes the Marxist-Leninist Quarterly" ; a
theoretical magazine; "Progressive Labor;" a monthly magazine;
"Challenge," a NeW York City newspaper; and "Spark", a west
coast ^newspaper

1

.

»

The June 1, 1965, issue of "Challenge", page 6, states
that, "this paper is. dedicated to fight for a new way of iffe-
where the working men and women own and control their homes,
factories, the police, courts, and, the entire government oh
every level."

The source advised that the PLP utilizes the address
of General Post Office Box 808, Brooklyn 1, New York, but also
utilizes an office in Room 622, 132 Nassau Street, New York
City, where PLP publications ere prepared. *

«
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Socialist Workers Party

CONFIDENTIAL ...

(yj

1 APPENDIX

SOCIALIST' WORKERS PARTY - SEATTLE BRANCH

In .May, 1941, a source advised that during the month
of May, 1941, the* Seattle Brandi of the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) was reorganized and received official recognition
as a branch of the Party from the national office of the SWP
in Ne.w. York, New York.

On May 24, 1965 , 'another soilrce advised that the
Seattle Branch^ SWP, with headquarters at 3815 5th Avenue
Northeast, Seattle, is a present affiliate of the National
SWP, fo3.1owing the aims and principles of the National SWP.
According to the source, membership in the. Seattle Branch
included RICHARD FRASER, who is a member of the SWP National
Committee, and his. wife, CLARA 'FRASER,, who is> an alternate
member of the SWP National Committee.

‘ * ' + ' e
i

The Socialist Workers Party has been
designated by the Attorney General Of
the. United States pursuant to Executive c

' Order 1045Q.
- - -

~C0NFIBEN3LLA£-
(TJJ
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APPENDIX

1 .

WORKERS WORLD PARTY,

On April 17, 1959> a confidential source . advised that
on February 12, 1959> a Socialist Workers, ‘Party (SWP,*/ minority
group under the leadership of National Committee member,
SAM BALLAN, split from .the SWP. - •.

The source stated that this minority group, .referred
to as the Marcy.ites, after many years of program, and- policy
differences on varied issues concerning tactics and
interpretation of political events, split from the -SWP

. t . ..

on the1 -grounds that the Party was liquidating itself by departing
from the*' Marxist precepts of LEON*- .TROTSKY and retreating'.fronv
the fight for the v;orId. socialist revolution. The -final „

_

issue which ultimately forced £he. split ;was ithe. :mi'n6rityis .

opposition to ’the SWP regroupment policy which,'invblv.ed; co-
operation with the Communist Party (CP) .periphery-individuals,
characterised by the minority as ,petty-bourgeois^.

~;
‘

v

f _

.
s

The minority* program, adcbrdihgjbo 'source,,, advocated '

#

..unconditional defense of the Soviet Union and^hasi as tits-
goal the, building of a revolutionary .party"*wiih -a complete; - -<

proletarian orientation for the purpose* of overthrowing
capitalism in the United States and*.throughout the ,w6rldy

±
'

' On May 12, I960, source advised that this .minority 5

group had. chosen the name Workers World Party

On May 3> 1965, second source advised that the
Workers. World Party, which maintains headquarters at '46' West 21st
Street:, New York, .New York, supports the People's Republic ?.

of China in its ideological dispute with the Soviet Union.

The SVJP and the CP haye* been designated pursuant
_ td Executive Order ’10450 . ,
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Transmit the following in

via AIRTEL
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(Type in plaintext or code)

Byi,aMnM»

AIRMAIL
(Priority) 7*

m\ fIY
J

|
Tele. Room„

l
j Miss Holmes;,n) '! Miss Holmes;™^

/- --Li Miss^Gandyu.,—

Director, FBI (100-440423)

‘From: SAC, [-511) (P)

%
Subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

RACIAL MATTERS
(00: CHICAGO)

BOMBING MATTERS - THREATS RACIAL MATTERS

Re Seattle airtel, 2/21/66.
contained

Enclosed are eigh^^JpjjoLaaettefheaa memorandum

f

OI> Bureau, p
and for Chicago, two (2) copies of a letterhead memo in /
captioned matter

.

A copy of the letterhead memo has been furnished locally
by FD-342 to the U.S. Secret Service, the United States Attorney,
INTC, ONI, and OSI.

The affected state, county and local authorities are
following these “fish-ins" and GREGORY’S activities on a
continuous basis and this office is not contacting such
authorities to advise them of developments which this office
obtains from newspapers .

' This matter is also widely publicized
by television and radio.

fe

The Bureau will be kept informed regarding developments
bis matter. ^ rDrn _ ,

QSURB £0$ • E£C- 2s ^-4~^^3 «glj

ureau (Enclosures 8) (REG) (AM) -

'

2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 2)(REG)(AM) A*is2JSa /¥
2 - Seattle Copy v> 4 ? I88bj ft l
OWL:kt grouting slip for ‘

(5 ) nfo action, - — * \ + ~

Cxi i date— _ W/a ’» r\
UlTi YTVls 7T

ApprovedJt̂
Spec/arAgenm in X)harge

.M Per &
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

*
t

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington
March 2, 1966

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

By memorandum dated February 21, 1966, this
office furnished information concerning comedian DICK
GREGORY, who was arrested on two counts of illegal net
fishing on the Nisqually River, near Olympia, Washington.

"The Seattle Daily Times", a newspaper published
in Seattle, Washington, on March 2, 1966, contained an
article entitled, "GREGORY RE-ARRESTED IN FISH PROTEST",
which states:

"DICK GREGORY, Negro comedian, was released from
the Thurston County jail this morning after posting $1,000
bail on a charge of illegal net fishing in the Nisqually
Riyer

.

"GREGORY took part in a' demonstration by Indians
against the state* s fish-conservation regulations.

"At the time of his arrest, GREGORY was free on
$500 bond on an earlier fishing violation.

"The trial on both charges was set for May 23. ‘

"Warrants ^ for two Indians who participated in
the same demonstration were issued yesterday. The Indians
?re ALVIN BRIDGES and HERMAN JOHNS. Bench warrants also
were issued in Pierce County for BRIDGES' and JOHNS and two
other Indians, LEWIS SQUALLY and LEONARD SQUALLY, brothers,^
charging them with failure to appear in court on charges
resulting from an earlier net-fishing incident.

"GREGORY DID NOT resist arrest.. However, JANET
McCLOUD and her sister-in-law, EDITH McCLOUD, both Indians,
protested so violently they were arrested.

This document contains neither
nor conclusions
is the property

is loaned to y-np
its contents are
ibuted outside

yt
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ALL INFORMATION
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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of the FSI. It
if the Fiji and

'agency; it and
not to be distr
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her husband and was released on $500, was present but did
not take part in the demonstration.

"Foqr Muckleshoot Indians, SHERMAN DOMINICK, LARRY
MAURICE, and CECIL and ROBERT MOSES were to be cited in King
Cppnty. Superior Court for violating an order barring Indians
frqm fishing in the Green River off their reservation.”

Various news media, subsequently on March 2, 1966,
carried pews items indicating that DICK GREGORY had been
freed from the Thurston County Jail on $1,000.00 bond and had
returned to Chicago with his wife, LILLIAN.. They further
indicated that GREGORY had apparently caught a bad case of
the flu, was feeling "miserable" and said he wanted to see
his doctor at home (Chicago, Illinois).

2
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To: Director, FBI

Legal Attache, Ottawa

Date: - 3-10-66

(Bufile : 10Q-440423

Attention

(
157-14

/
/)

Tltle
IfljTUifCi.

RICHARD OI205TON ’GREGORY) AKA*.
trjJ

_

Character
RM

**- - - „*

•Reference

.
- My R/S 2-16-66

.

Enclosed are the following communications received from I Original and
i enclosure thereto.'two copies of

| |

letter dated' 3-8-66, wit)

b7D

Remarks;

/ c C
a

Dissemination

1—SLl May be made as received

P I May be made as indicated by stamp on enclosure

I y May" not be made without further clearance witl[~~

Following offices would be interested4n receiving copies of enclosures

Chicago (157-347)

Status with this office:.

m Pending / ^CLOSl
,_

3 - Bureau Cl cc ^ Chicago)
( Enc .4)

^J : o hc

^9 MAR 2
0
196 f

'^'/
|

Do not
1

writ© in space below r>rr* QO

/ o~b' - 4/ l/Q 4
/2.1-
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Dick has the fools,

uses them skilfully

One of the best acts to hit Van-
couver In years was (Dick

e)^ X Gregory^possibly the best stand-
07 * ' up, comedian In the U.S.A. His

i audience at the Cave -(where ho
appeared from January 19 to*29)

roared at this one: "I like tho

way you treat your Negroes in

Vancouver—all six of them/

It's a pity he didn't appear at

the Queen Elizabeth Theatre In-

stead of a cabaret, because this

* cat has a messagoforeverybody^
* Gregory is very active in tho

Negro struggle for civil rights

i and has *be$n Jailed more than*

fiftytimes,. '
*

' As a Negro, ho has known
poverty and discrimination.. Ho
is an artist yrlth a social mos*?

sage.. Where other people make
speeches for civil rights and
peace, which is necessary, Greg-
oryuses the caustic wit, ridicule

and bitter-sweet irony of aflrst-

rate comedian.

Gregory has been on civil rights

picket lines In many U.S. cities

,

and suffered a gunshot wound in

the Los Angeles riots last year,

riots provoked by police violence

against Negroes.

He is currently considering
‘offering himself as a candidate

for tho mayor's office In Chicago,

^on a civil rights platform. No

one ,can say thatfame and wealth

have corrupted this fine artist*

He has given\$2 million to the

civil rights movement.

Referring’' to his popular book.

,

called "Nigger," he 'brought the*

house down when he said'"My
ambition Is to put a nigger in

every American,home."
*

.
i

'

Like most good comedlarisihls
!

dialogue is topical. Including.
*

L;b.J.'s foreign policy (whichuhe i

ridicules),* the Ecumenical Coun- j

ell, the need to recognize .China,
. t

Birmingham* birth control, space
1

exploration and local Issues.

Referring to the heavy snow
we had In Vancouver, he said that

friends had phoned his hotel to

apologize. "There's,, no need to

apologize. Snow Is the only white
thing I can walk oyerl*

There's a picture book on sale 4

at the Co-op Bookstore, 341 West
Pender, Vancouver, called "Dick
Gregory, What's Happening?" It

contains a collection ofGregory's
best Jokes, illustrated by some
very amusing photographs.*

Gregory, himself, posed in

costume for most of the photos.'

It's well worth $2.35. For ex-
’

ample: "Sheriff, why do you want
to waste tear gas on us? We got

enough to cry about already!"

—Jack Phillips^
^

ENCLOSURE
c) <

/*ro - Lf-cfotysJ ~
_
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Date: 3-22-66 SmB

To: Director, FBI (Bufile 100-4^0,423 )

Attention

i: jCegm: /Legal' Attache, Ottawa ( 157-14. NuK" SI

Title Character

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka1

.

Referent

My R/S"3-10-66.

Enclosed are' the followiha_commuriications received from Originaland I

two copies of 1 letter dated 3-18-66
>
together with the

original and two copies of enclosure thereto.'^Ar

jjyj

Remarks: . . /

ll$«

<l- cAitaff- h 0 " 7

/ ‘ RACIAL UNIS’

lm

Dissemination ,

I May be made as received

s<M " ^
m

m
Mpy.be made as indicated by stamp on enclosure <4

.

_May not be made without- further clearance with|
] CL*.

Following offices would be interested in receiving copies’ of enclosures:
'

Chicago, (157-347.) r 1—1 l_

mm

Status with this office:
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P* ge.6 l-iie peak
• 3 — Wednesday, FebruaryZ'nd, 1 9.66

~Mj mmsM
ft -4

mtnif m(ojm(Qj mft-m DIM Ibmlk ©ff fe.
In conjunction \yith a Student executive Council spon-

sored luncheon .and tour of the University. the "PEAK"

arranged an [interview with Dick Gregory and Dr.

Bottomore. "*Dr. Boltomore, head of the P.S.A. dept.,
^

who is just having a book on classes published in the**

States, had .a pumber of pertinent questions to put to'*

Gregory.
’

Gregory, ond of the most controversial comedians

on the American night club scene, has participated in

boycotts, sit-ins, stall -ins. marches and Freedom Rides

- throughout the?*United States. He is credited in "Play-

boy" as becoming’ the first negro comedian to break

into the big leagues of show business and the only en-

tertainer of any color to commit his fame and fortuned

even his physical well-being - to the 'cause of racial

equality. ,i

Dr. Bottonftfre: Tin interested in Marxism and Class-

ism. I don't )jnow the United States well, but the Negro

revolt secmsHto me to be one of the most hopeful things

happening in America. What do you think will be the

outcome of it?

Gregory: It can’t see anything but mass destruction.

Demonstrate hs wake up people, but they don't solve

the problem.JWhat's happening InAmerica it seems to me

is that we g ve an examination and find out that there’s

‘cancer, but he doctor keeps telling us It's a headache,

which is whit you want to hear, but you are gonna die.
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the same pattern as tornadoes and earthquakes. You
never know how much they're going to d *stroy. America

would be better off with 20 people in 20 different cities.

Then they would have somebody to blamY it on.

Try to blame .il on the communists like Billy Gra-'

ham. There aren't enough communists in the world to

stand on every corner In the Negro ghbtlo and wait for

The white man In the South is honest, but in the North

he lies. In the South the Negro has learned to live with,

it. The northern Negro Is bothered by the South. He

sees his southern brother standing there being lynched

and he learns to resent him too.

All* I' can say about the North, if they don't make dras-

tic changes there'll be 20 Watts this summer. Watts
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Date: 4/25/66
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(Type in plaintext or code)

(Motity)
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DIRECTOR, FBI

PROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)
* $

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM

Enclosed for the Bureau5 are eight copies of a
letterhead memorandum relating to captioned individual.
These enclosures are }?eing furnished to the Bureau for
information jptirposef arid are not being disseminated locally
inasmuch as GREGORY’S conviction has received considerable
attention through the local news media.

The Chicago Division will follow GREGORY’S
appeal and sentencing scheduled for 5/2/66 and pertinent
information relating to him will be furnished to the
Bureau

^
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-347

bO:UNITEWSTATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
April 25, 1966

- ~ RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL .MATTERS

>J*The 'Chicago* Tribune',
1 a Chicago daily newspaper,

^ for April 21, 1966, carried an article captioned "Gregory
Asks To Be Tried In U. ,S. Court."

This article in summary states that Dick Gregory,
Comedian and civil -rights agitator asserted that Negroes
are being excluded, from the jury in his trial in criminal
court and, because of"this he could not get a fair trial.
These allegations "were made in a petition filed with the
clerk of the Federal District Court asking the Federal
court to take jurisdiction in this case. Gregory in this
petition assertedned his constitutional and civil rights
were being denied him.

The article -in conclusion points out that Gregory
is scheduled to go on trial in Municipal Court on charges
of resisting arrest and battery. These charges stem from
his arrest on June 11, _1965j; while leading a demonstration - -----

in Chicago, Illinois. Gregory’s petition for a change of
venue to the Federal Court was assigned to Judge Bernard M. Decker
for a hearing.

"The Chicago Daily News?' a Chicago daily
newspaper, for April 23, 1966, contained an article captioned
"Gregory’s Lawyer Planning Appeal."

This article in summary states that Mrs. Jean Williams,
Lawyer for Dick Gregory, was preparing an appeal from his
conviction on charges of battery and resisting arrest. The
article indicates that a jury in circuit court on April
22, .1966, found Gregory guilty of the charges stemming from
his arrest on June 11, 1965, during a march protesting the
administration of school superintendent Benjamin C. Willis.
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RE: RICHARD . CLAXTON GREGORY

Attorney Williams declined to enlarge on her appeal
but indicated she was calling out of town experts on Jury
selection and constitutional law to. aid her. She contended
that Gregory* s trial in circuit court violated his civil
rights.

The article indicates that AteGregory’s trial
policemen and other witnesses testified Gregory kicked
police officers as they carried him into a squadrol.

* *

Magistrate Maurice W* Lee, who presided at Gregory f s
trial, set May ,2 as the date for sentencing Gregory*

~ This dpcument contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation OFBX) #

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
i£ and its contents are not* to be distributed* outside your
agency..
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FD -36 (Rqv. $-22.-64 )

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

%
4/27/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of an
LHM relating to a speech given by GREGORY at Deniston
University in Granville, Ohio on March 6, 1966.

This letterhead is being furnished to the
Bureau for information purposes and is not being designated
locally in Chicago, Illinois.

* ; „ SUL

by rones'* f0
!

r o ONI* OSIj CRP / \ jAgency \J
MAX 2 S5L.. - • 7

"

Date Forv/,--v ,

'^L INFORMATICS CONTAlCT *
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AJB:mpm
(4)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITEIT states, department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
April 27, 1966

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

"The Deriisoriian," the weekly publication of
Denison University, Granville, Ohio, for March 11, 1966,
carried ah article entitled "Gregory: Vivid Image of Protest*"
This article, in summary, states that Negro comedian, Dick
Gregory, spoke before a crowd of 1,200 people in Livingston
Gymnasium at Denison University on March 6, 1966.? Gregory’s
speech was sponsored by the Celebrity Lecture Series.

"Gregory, during His speech, stated that the "laws
^of nature^- dictated Negro uprisings and that "criminal conditions,
*not criminal people" were responsible for race organizations
rioting and looting. in the Watt’s section of Los Angeles.

i

Gradual Education,' according to Gregory, is not the answer to
the presenf~racial crises^ Gregory stated that man is born with
all the education he jneeds to realize he has the right to live
in dignity.*

fe.

* Gregory in his speech predicted a racial uprising
in Chicago stating, "Chicago’^ gonna bust this summer.- When it
does, it’s gonna make Watts look like a picnic for the Pope.'"
Gregory implied that conditions in the Windy City were largely
due to inequities felt under the regime of present Mayor,
Richard J. Daley, whom Gregory will oppose on an independent
ticket in the November elections.,

Gregory in his speech drew a parallel between the
grip of the Ku Klux Klan in the South and the close association
of many northern city political machines and underworld
syndicates.^

Gregory at the conclusion of his speech outlined
his campaign plans for the Chicago Mayoral race? He indicated
he expected to pool 90% of the Negro votes and 30% of the white
votes in Chicago.. He indicated that by doing this he will be
able to break the Daley machine in Chicago,-

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.' It is the
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency. - , /

«M89 #>



UECLUSSIEICATIOM JUITHDRITY DEMI ill IEOM:
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DATE 09-18-2013
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pi
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Transmit tfie

AIRTEL

lie following in -

(kPPRO^lMcnces .
,r

’i'
*n plaintext

Via

or cotfcJ

\

TO

FROM

AND^
-jfwrtSCD .

QAlE>

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO (157-NEW)

SUBJECT ; 7\UNNAMED GlgOUP B^DED BY
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY ,

’

SPONSORING PEACE RALLIES,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
RACIAL MATTER

Re' Chicago teletype and airtel with LHH, dated 4/1/66,
all captioned “POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE MAJOR URBAN AREAS”

,

* * ik

Enclosed herewith are eight copies of a. LHM pertaining
to the above captioned peace rallies

»

This. information is being furnished to the Bureau
for information purposes*

So

Bureau (Enc, 8)e$^,OSURH
12 - Chicago

i -T i

1 - 157-849
1 - 157-350

. 1 - 157-413

^ - 157-347 - (RICHARD 'GREGORY)
157-303 <A££l

1 - 100-34347
1 _ 100-42542
1 - 157
1 - 157

r-831 r~
r-675 m JR,)CHARLES CHEW,

1 - 157-366 .(YOUTH GANGS - CHICAGO AREA)

•_r_r

Agency Cr2, ONI, OSI, CRD
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1)
'

Sources mentioned in enclosed LHH are:

3)

(U)

2 )

Liaison Source
(First Source)

l Intelligence Unit,
Chicago Police Department,
to SA VINCENT L. INSERRA

u
cs - R : :

(Second Source)

Chicago will follow and Reap the Bureau advised.
Chicago*will also canvass criminal informants re
association - between- GREGORY arid I U ‘mentioned
in enclosed LHM.

t * * ,r

%

Copies of attached LHU are being furnished to the
office of the United States Attorney, U*S # Secret Service
and Region I, 113th INTO Group

.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
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o aU^Ix^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

Fil<t No.

‘5s-

Chicago, Illinois
Aoril 12, 1966

(U)
* .REASON-FOIH

.UNNAMED GROUP HEADED BY RICHARD.

CLAXTON GREGORY, SPONSORING PEACE
RALLIES, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS *

RACIAL MATTER

The ’’Chicago Daily News,” a daily publication in

Chicago, Illinois, April 7, 1966, edition, carried an article

titled ’’Use Ballots Not Bricks — Gregory.”' This article

reflects as follows:

’•Comedian Dick Gregory told 500 persons, most of

them Negroes, at a South Side rally that their problems

will be solved by ballots, not bricks. *

’’Gregory, in beginning what he said will be a

series of rallies to make Negroes aware of their

political power and to stave off what could be a ’long

hot summer* of rioting over civil rights, asserted: «

!

i

i

%

*

I

’’’This rally is to save lives. Violence is not the

way. We will solve our problems one day and it won’t, be

by the gun.

*

t

”He said the rally, held Wednesday night at the

Upited Packinghouse Workers Hall, 4859 S. Wabash, was

political, ’’But we’re riot going to tell you how to vote.

We’re going to - teach each other about politics. We’re

going to talk about political education.

’

"The rally had entertainment - a combo and a girl

singer — which Gregory said was ’the trick we used to
get you all here. Now we’re going to ask you to work

hard through the summer, 1 he said, indicating it meant

campaign work. Gregory is an announced candidate for
- mayor in 1967.

‘
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"Ho ca i'Jt tir.n raAlcu - .'-e left the Packinghouse
Hall to attend a soccaa one Jea .csday night and another
is planned for Thursday night - would cost about $20,000,
which he expected to get through ’ collections ’

"Others speaking during the three-hour meeting
were Aid; Charles Chew (17th), who plans to run .for

the state Senate; Fred D« Hubbard, 1st District candi-
date for the U.S. House, and Lawrence Landry, head of
ACT, a civil rights action group. (ACT- is not a set of
initials, but the name itself)

.

"Chew said ’instead of Negroes getting mad’ about
civil rights ’they should get smart. We’re having
.problems because we’ve been vpting for the wrong people.
Education and' legislation will get us what we want.' :

ft

"Hubbard said through politics; t'he Negro can ' pursue
the dream of -life without prejudice.’ * He said only
through the proper use of the ballot can ’the. kind of
system’ be set up. to .sustain that dream."

f *
i(l

"

x

A first confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, ‘advised the Chicago Office
of the .Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 1 on April. 7, 1966,
as follows concerning a peace rally held on April 6, 1966j on
Chicago’s south side at the Packinghouse Workers Rail, 4849
South Wabash^ Cotaedian "Dick (jregory, head of the sponsoring
unnamed grohp told the packed audience of approximately 500
not to be violent, however, there ;\vas no need to foe pushed
around.

. ..

,

*'
, Gregory announced plans to have mobiles on the .

streets of Chicago this summer so that his workers could
obtain refreshments* Also, he planned to furnish transporta-
tion to the museum, zoo, and other points of interest in *the:

,

Greater Chicago area; He announced his aims are to make
working for him pleasant. He further announced that he would

\

not tell 'those in the audience how to vote or to vote for him,
however, they should consider the candidates and^ vote for the
best man. ’t «



o
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COHRDEHTiAL
It is tio.\ v. iiUi; o'v is an announced independent

candidate for Kayo** of Ccicu-ro m 2387.

Supposedly the rally, first in a series, was
designed to prevent viola/ice, in Chicago this. -summer-.

Other* speakers during the meeting, which ended at
approximately 10:45 p.m. were Jean Williams, Lawyer, who
following an introduction by. Gregory pointed out the lawful
rights of demonstrators and what position and course lav/
°^ficials would take concerning, dramatizing various issues.
Y/illiams placed herself as the greatest lawyer the movement
ever had and how fortunate the movement was to have her
services. Alderman Charles Chew, Jr., of Chicago’s 17th
Ward was introduced by Gregory and. made very brief remarks
which -were purely political in nature. •

. .

*

It is noted Chew has announced plans to run for
the Illinois State Senate.,

Gregory introduced, with high praise, Fred Hubbard
who advocated strongly, non-violence .* Hubbard in addition
campaigned for himself and continually stressed his aspira-
tion to' unseat incumbent Congressman William L. Dawson.

.
Lawrence Landry, Chicago chairman of the organiza-^6

;

—

"

tron ACT, spoke of violence and non-violence. He told the
audience this non-violence thing could be "beautiful", but"
toomuch non-violence can also be disastrous. He invited the
audience to come and actively participate in the current
Chicago civil rights movement. The source pointed out that
Landry, did not show any enthusiasm while other speakers were
speaking and he, in fact, appeared bored. The source concluded
that generally, the meeting was more political in nature then
directed to the group's announced goal of preventing violence
in Chicago..

'

On April 8^ 1966, a second confidential source, who.
has furnishe.d reliable information in the past, advised, the
Chicago Office of theFBI as follows concerning a rally
sponsored by Dick Gregory , which v/as held on April 7, 1966,
on Chicago’s west side at the Alex Theater, 3826 West Madis

- 3 -



A ono cent cost of admission was charged to enter
the theater,, however, the cent was' supplied by a male who
stood out front. Entering, the source said, he encountered
v/est side Chicago Negro youth gangs well' represented. The
theater was very noisy as gang members stood a.nd shouted their
•various gang affiliations. The. source recognized several
members of the Vice Lords, a west side Chicago Negro youth
gang.

Dick Gregory appeared on stage at approximately
9: 15 p.m*. to quiet the audience of approximately 600,
inclusive e of children, 8, 9, and up. Entertainment was
supplied by an organ and saxophone combo playing jazz.

Gregory developed instant influence and rapport
with the audience by speaking on the grass-roots level of
his audience. He told many double meaning jokes and
proceeded into a talk designed to prepare the audience for
political activity and for later assumption of control of

community* Gregory announced there would be no <*

rioting' now or this summer. He instructed the audience to
"cool it" and to be prepared to control their community in
the not too distant future. The source surmised that Gregory
spoke out of both sides of liis mouth. The sudience was
thoroughly confused as to what position Gregory actually took
on violence as opposed to non-violehce.

Another speaker, Fred Hubbard, spoke mainly with
direction toward prompting the audience to involve themselves
politically, considering the power they possessed through the
ballot.

The "Chicago Daily Defender, " a Negro owned and
operated daiily publication in Chicago, Illinois, April 6,
1966, edition, carried an article entitled "Peace Rallies
Set For Today Arid Thursday. ^ This article reflects as
follows:

"The first three Chicago peace rallies will be held
today and Thursday, comic Dick Gregory and grocer Leo
Rudendorf announced.



Q 0

"Rugendorf has agreed to underwrite six of the
rallies at an estimated cost of $25 ,000.

•*

"Tonight.’s rally will be held at the Packinghouse
Hall, 49th St, and 3, 'Wabash Ave, at 7:30 p,m. ’ An
hour later, the rally will move to Englewood's Regent
Ballroom, ' 6836 S,’ Haisted St,

"Entertainers ’Guitar Red,’ Paul Bascomb and
Parnella Williams will headline the entertainment
while 17th Ward Aid, Charles Chew, Fred Hubbard, Lav/rence
Landry, Rev, Archie Hargraves, Attorney Jean Williams
and Dick Gregory will' deliver speeches, Thursday, the
westside rally v/ill go. into: the Alex Theatre,, 3826 W.
Madison St, at 8p.m. Due to insurance regulations v/hich
protect theatre-goers, a one-cent admission will be
charged,. However, Rugendorf will be on hand with a bushel
of pennies to pay the admission tee.,

"Rugendorf gave financial support to the successful
'Christmas for Mississippi’ project which supplied more
•than 50,000 turkeys to both Negro and white people. He
was also instrumental in bringing Sammy Davis, 'Jr. to
McCormick Place for the climax of the Christmas fund-
raising drive.

"Gregory noted that Chicago and Los Angeles turned
down the federal government project offered to 21 cities
for the purpose of studying and quelling racial violence.
After the Wa^ts incident, he feels that' citizens in
Chicago should take the reins and responsibility and do
whatever is necessary to help avoid any, possible racial
outbreak here. 1

*

"Rugendorf agreed with the comedian-civil rights
leader? 'We. must do whatever it takes to try to avoid
blood-letting and property destruction in Chicago. That
is why I’m willing to spend my money ‘in' attempting to
stave off trouble.’

"Dates and locations of future rallies will be
announced later, they said."

Zl
'

Concerning!
|
a third confidential

source, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised on. April 12, 1966,. that[ ]

is an ex-convict with an extensive record of arrests.

b6
b7C

—
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which includes extortion*, armed robbery and
robbery-, He hr.g bean connected with many members
pf the ©rg&nitred crime element in Chicago, most
notable pi which is Felix Alderisio, with whom
he has been involved in the ’’loan shark” business*

/
P\'-(U)

Region I, 113th INTO Group, United States Secret
Service and the United States Attorney, all Chicago, Illinois,
are being furnished with this information.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed ,outside your agency.

,K

\
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FD-3.6 (Rev, S-Z2-64)

o

Transmit Ihe following in

AlRTEL

Dale: 5/3/66

(Type -in.plaintext or code),

(Priority)

: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (15^-347)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MASTERS

The "Chicago, Daily News," a Chicago daily newspaper,
for 5/3/66, carried an article which iri summary ref lects that
comedian DICK GREGORY was sentenced to five months in County
Jail and was fined $1,400 On charges of battery and resisting
arrest. These Charges related to GREGORY'S arrest during a
civil rights protest march 6/11/65. The sentence was
imposed by Jury Court Magistrate MAURICE W. LEE. GREGORY - ‘

advised a "Daily News" reporter that, "This is another one
of Mayor DALEY's stunts," apparently referring to GREGORY’S
candidacy for mayor of Chicago in 1967.

\

GREGORY ps attorney, indicated
this sentence will be appealed and posted. $5,000 bond for
GREGORY.,

_

The Chicago Division will attempt to review pdrtinent
records when, available after which a letterhead memorandum
relating to this matter will be submitted.

<3-, Bureau (RM),
1 - Chicago

AJBtMJD
(4)

r ' “7
15

5 1966

'}’Y)If
Approved;

-

v iiin.i /(p^I^tl Agent, in .Charge

.M Per



FD-365 (Fr«^ 9-27-65),
a
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5/3/66 Agency G-2, ©NT, OSI, CRD
1

Transmit the following in

!7?

—
A/*&.

, r,m ATTENTION: / RAClAlT
To; Director, FBI

CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
PHILADELPHIA* GENERAL INVEST. DIV,

From: SAC,
} a DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

DICK GREGORY j/. *
‘

APPEARANC? AT FFANK1IN AND T

,

Subject:

[(\

(V

APPEAKANUfc pi
MARSHALL COLLEGE, LANCASTER, PA.

%/30/66 r—
I VRA-65 QCRA-64CR DEL LJ Vixa ^

, jpA gpE CD PF

OEM BM-Threats ©^^SrganteaUon

Summary of Complaint:

Re Philadelphia teletypes to Director H/27 and

5/1/66.

Submitted herewith to Bureau are eight copies of

a self-rexplanatory LHM.

INTC, OSI, NISO, Secret Service, and USA, EDPa.

,

have been advised locally.

TV.O fir>st source who furnished information re

—marks of Q-prooRY at Frankjin and
,

p
°r

,
on

f
j

A
'il/JU/bET

pvw=> sp.nnnd source is 1

ACTION:

1

1
""I who furnished tms

i«a tout 1 td m nm.TiEN on 4 / 29 / 66 .

information ctrSA PHILIP m. ’ '

i—1 No further action being taken and ... *

'
. 1 1 P/XVAYT

m
fo further action being taken anu * 1

I—

|

LHM enclosed Copy fufinshea to U.A*^

LHM being submitted
MAy 4$8SS

I i Report being submitted

j—j Preliminary investigation instituted

n Limited inv^stigation instituted— „ --7-

W-ffiaSSite
8

'AIh u5w7) (BEAM) PMC/JBK ^y- Philadelphia
$^ M Per

Special Age,'



In Reply, 'Please Refer to

File No.

oQ,TED STATES DEPARTMENT OMUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

May 3, 1966
«

DICK GREGORY APPEARANCE AT
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE,
LANCASTER, PA,, APRIL 30, 1966

In accordance with prior arrangements, DICK GREGORY
appeared on the campus of Franklin and Marshall College,
Lancaster,. Pa*, on the afternoon of April 30, 1966, in
connection with a program to raise funds for PREP, a pre-
college enrichment program for disadvantaged youths to be
held at Franklin and Marshall College this coming summer.

The weather was raw and damp with intermittent
heavy rain, so that the planned outdoor campus rally at
which GREGORY was to appear was moved' indoors on the campus.

A source wh<? attended the rally advised the Mall
was not overcrowded and said GREGORY* s hour-long talk
covered a range of subjects., including the Vietnam war, but
he did not dwell on particular racial injustices to any
extent or try to incite the students on any particular racial
crusade. The source said the audience did not create any
disturbance and at the conclusion of the program left the
area without lingering.

A second source on the Franklin and Marshall
Campus advised that during the latter part of the week before
GREGORY’S appearance on Saturday, April 30, 1966, he noticed
student campus leaders were .quietly being called in for
discussion with college administrative officials and said
he believed college officials were taking this method to
forestall any possible campus demonstration at the time of
GREGORY’S, visit.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to
be distributed outside your agency.

ENCCDSOE®



FD-36 (Rev. S,-.22r,64).

5/23/66

Transmit the following in.

.

A I R T E L.

m

l(Ty'pe in 7plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

TO.
.

: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-^4253}

FROM. : SAC, CHICAGO ( 157-347;)

C> ;

• -

SUBJECT : RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY -
‘

* s -

RACIAL. MATTERS' *“

,
, ,

’

Re Chicago airtel and Letterhead Memorandum (LHM)
dated 4/2§/66> and Chicago aitie L •date'd^5‘y'3/66 *

Enclosed Tor the Bureau are -eight (8), copies of a,

LHM reflating to. captioned individual. No copies of this
memor.&rtdum are being disseminated, locally in view of the
extensive publicity given to this matter 'by local mews media.

' - ** -

The Chicago Division will continue to follow and report
pertinent activities of GREGORY.

$ - Bureau (En<f*8)«

1 Chicago ' '*

C_-

AJB:mab
(4)

SEC- 38

Agency G-2,. ONI, OSI, jCRDy

Dale

How Forw-...;

IXAClM
, UNnr

/ M.
'juu ^yy02
:ro 2% ms'

£ C » J2&3
'* ' * V r r

by routing Slip foe

A j VJApproved: \

53 jurr%i



Jn Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157_347

UNITQ STATES DEPARTMENT OF TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
May 23, 1966

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
April 25, 1966.

The "Chicago Daily News," a Chicago daily publication,
for May 4, 1966, carried an article which in part reflected that
comedian Dick Gregory, on May 3, 1966, had been sentenced to
five months in prison and fined $1400.00., It was stated that
Gregory, on April 22, 1966, had been found guilty of battery and
resisting arrest during the course of a protest march against
Chicago School Superintendent Benjamin C. Willis, on June 11,
1965. Gregory was fined $500.00 each on two charges of resisting
arrest, and $200.00 on each of two charges of battery of a
police officer. Magistrate Maurice Lee in addition, imposed
concurrent five month jail sentences on the four charges.

Five Chicago police officers testified at the trial
that Gregory kicked and bit arresting officers, and that he had
to beecarried to the police squadrol. A jury of six men and six
women heard Gregory*s case. Gregory*s attorney, Jean Williams,
refused to cross-examine the witnesses and offered no witnesses
in Gregory*s defense. Attorney Williams stated she would
immediately appea.1 Gregory*s sentence, and' in addition post a
$5,000 appeal bond, after which Gregory was released, having
spent one hour and forty minutes in the lockup. Attorney
Williams further charged that she believed "It is expedient"
to have him (Gregory) out of the way for the forthcoming election.
It should be noted that Dick Gregory is campaigning as independent
candidate for Mayor of Chicago in the 1967 election.

I of Chicago Corporations
on May 23, 1966, advised thatCounsel,

on May 13”, 1966, comedian Dick Gregory was found guilty on city
charges of obstructing justice and disorderly conduct, growing
out of the June 11, 1965 protest marches. The date for sentencing
Gregory on these charges was set for June 8, 1966.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
4

HEREIN 15 ..UNCLASSIFIED ,4
DATE—ifA

14Q'

encloses®
V

b6
b7C



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED
-EBI HUTOH1XXC DICIiMS SillCATION Gill

DATE 09-19-2013
E42MS2K35

fransmit the following in

Y » ,L‘ L
‘ ' ‘

'\SfaFW5 'feW.Hr&t or code

)

AND FIELD OFFICES
ADVISED feY ROUTING .

A I R T E L
r (S) BY (P'ioUty)

—DAT^

PROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO (157-1068)

'45LW
SXSZ'V-

ft ES

^TK-'

SUBJECT: UNNAMED GROUP HEADED BY
RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY,
SPONSORING PEACE' RALLIES,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS N

RACIAL MATTER

/copy
by routing slip fot

0^0/ ^ /

by..Z„:Z

as above.
Re Chicago airtel with LHH, dated 4/12/66, captioned

Enclosed herewith are eight (8) copies of an LHH
pertaining to a petition distributed at a GREGORY sponsored
peace rally on Chicago* s' south side. This information -is being
furnished to the Bureau for informational purposes.

Confidential source utilized in enclosed LHM is

liaison source. ‘The original petition is

being retained in the 1-A exhibit section of this file.

it is noted, that the sponsors of this petition are
identical with the individuals participating with GREGORY in
his peace rallies.

JP - Bureau (Enc.8) (Rll)

8 - Chicago
(1 - 157-949)
(1 - 157-347) ( RICHARI
(1 - 157-643) I

(1 - 157-675) ( CHARLES
(1 - 100-42542) I

(1 - 100-31752 ) (ARCH!
(1 - 157-831) I

S&CSjQSUKE

q g jim:

SGORY)

HARGRAVES)

s- r̂ ^ A

Agency G»2, ONI# OSI# CRD

w MAY 2 0 1956
Date Forw.:,..:.....

"77
•Hovi

w dk—i&L™ *
*/; A nr A T aiN7BACiAL;W

NOT RECORDED

203 MAY 24 1966

<T9 1966

Approve

imzr-^r: -nr0

5.0 MAY 2p66

Special Agent in Charge

.M PerUUpJM^
T /(U)

iL*<J
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UNITJ0 STATES DEPARTMENT OF JuQ:CE

f
'

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Chicago ,
Illinois

17, 1908
X5*S«1068

*

t

b6
b7C

to?nasms> group headed by
RICHARD CL&XTON GREGORY
SPONSORING PEACE RALLIES,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
racial hattep.

A cionfidential source who has furnished reliable

information in the past, furnished the Chicago Office of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation, (FBI), on Hay 17, 1966, a petition

reflecting demands that the vacancy of the position of deputy

superintendent in the Chicago Police Department, .be filled by

a Negro.
,

The. source understands the petition was distributed

at one of tho peace rallies sponsored by comedian Dick Gregory

on April 8, 1968, on Chicago’s south side.

The source further understands- that the petition has

received sa&ll 'e-irdulation'aM little effort has .been exerted

in tvocurliig signatures. Tho source opined this. endeavor, by

Gregory, tea -acheivod very little success.

On ?((ay 17, 1988, Lieutenant |
I
Oosawaacing

Officer, HMta Relations Section, Chicago Police Department, _was

advised by the .Chicago Office of the FBI of the existence an©

distribution of th© Above mentioned petition. Lieutenant

Stated he and other police department heads have been vturaished a

copy of this petition. Ho understands tho petition was distributed

at a Dick Gregory sponsored peace rally p.n Chicago’s soats sioo

in April.

Lieutenant

[

] pointed out h© had no idea

th$ aw&eauK'&t^ statistical Aiijfuaf©s <£te«*U*d on this peti^ou wwra

obtained. Th© deputy superintendent 1 s posi tion referred to in ths
V^U-v V*. « ~ T-. - • - -

petition was described by Lieutenant

L

as a position of legal

and personal advisor to Police Superintendent 0. h . »iIson«

Lieutenant
[

added he personally did not know of any Negro

** * Vt'

,TT
, Tf™ - TIOM CONTAINED

i- -- a.;cu2:i?xdp „ \
_lx

"

« >**
'*;5*

* *|V> /. 4'-
Enclosure

mb /%> '4‘/o'/a3

srcrggsB*
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RE: UNNAISED GROUP HEADED BY
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
SPONSORING PEACE RALLIES,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

officer within the department who could thru formal education
and experience, qualify for the position which he opined would
require a law degree*

Lieutenant
|
flirther stated there has been

no great concern within the police department concerning the
petition, and frankly they have not heard any more concerning
the petition since it was brought to their attention. Supposedly*,
the Chicago Urban League initially displayed limited interest,
however, seemingly they have assumed a hands off attitude.

A copy of the petition mentioned hereinbefore is
enclosed with the memorandum.

'This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI; It, is the property of the FBI and is t

loaned to* your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed, outside your agency.

-2 .
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•Dear iir. Mayor:

'Jo arc asking you to h3lp up make the long hot summer in Chicago a cool ono.
t

The folldvdng material v/as compiled at bhc direction, of 0. XL 'illson, SuperirriehOorri

of Police of Chicago. - „

KANHIKG OF POLK’? KUOTOKS '<lc -KGttO P<RS0NH '£»

POSITIONS STRENGTH RIOKO STRENGTH N-.OkO P1!tO '.NTAriJ

OF TOTAL STrt'-INOTH

Captains
. 7li 0 1*3

’ Lieutenants 2W-; 3 1..2

Sergeants i,o$i 71 S-C

Detectives 1,126 130 • , n,$
* *-*

Dispatchers 191 i 133 6 r-

Policewomen $h 3 «
.

5.6

Police Matrons
VV x iy

33 2
A

* 6,1

%

.
Police Surgeons 8 1 12,5

Other Positions 21 none none
*

Tclephone Operators 26 1 3; 8

' 7 Y/c,’thc undersigned- of this petition, are derjanding that the Negro

strength of these positions bo increased ir.mvjdiatply,

;; e are also demanding 'that the' .vacancy of the position of deputy

A

superintendent of tha Chicago Police Itepartcerit v’nioh has been created by the.

Resignation of 'ilnor K. Wilson be filled by a Negro,

»,

' Dick Gregory

y
Alderman Charles Chav/

\
‘

Fred Hubbard
'

' Lav.ronce Lai dry

„ Rov.' Archie Hargreaves *<

*Atty, Jean Williams %
f 1 . ' T

^
PETITION P LTITION PtfT.TIOH PiTITIOH. PYTHON * PETITION PETITION PiMIdO!;

ADDR3S?o- \





1)0^1

1,126

. 191

9x -

Police natrons 33

Police Surgeons 8

Other Positions 21

Telephone Operators 26

A * X7Z

71

130 * 11,5

6 f-

3 * *5.6

'=;-a
'2*'T

1 •

12,5

none none

1 3.8

jui/wu uo

Sergeants

Detectives

Dispatchers

Policewomen
«

K

<

V/c,tho undersigned of this petition, .are demanding that the Nogro

strength of these positions be increased immediately.

:vc are also demanding that the vacancy of the position of deputy.
*

superintendent of the Chicago Police Department which has been created by the

resignation of h'inor K. v'j.iSOn -be filled by a yjgro„

Pick Gregory
Alderman Charles Cher/

’
, Fred Hubbard

Lav.rence Lai dry
ftov. Archie Hargreaves t

Atty, Jean Williams

PiTITlOO • P ‘;rITION P fllTJOH PiTJ.TT.0M P7TITT0H PETITION P 1TITI0N PiTUv.^.

IMS

2.na}*;;

ADDRSSSe- \

?

1

t

i 1

v: >;f
t

’

< "“V-

E * A

a <

-
i

: f

-
- -

ADDR>SS_

ADDR.‘;SS_

tADDRiSS^

WOO*

odors.SS

=5
:*v

AD.DR :SS

addIv -;ss

ADDR'SS'

'rzA"*s—-'rr-:.

?

.i completed, mail or deliver to: . Dick Gregory
lit <s+'v d^rrvi,



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 COITION
CSA PPM* (41 CPM 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GQRNMENT

' Memorandum

'd DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FRQM
: SAC> SEAttlE (157-511) (RUC)

subject. RICHARD CLAX^REGORY
RACIAL MATTERS
00: CHICAGO

Q

date: 6/2/66

l

i

As is set out in newsclippings recently furnished
to the Bureau and Chicago, DICK GREGORY’S trial in connection
with his “fish ins" in the State of Washington has been $et
for November 28, 1966 in Thurston County Superior Court.

This office will at that time advise the Bureau and
Chicago of the outcome of the trial or if circumstances seem
to warrant it, an LHM will be submitted for dissemination-.

© - Bureau
2 - Chicago ,(157-347)
1 - Seattle
OWL/nlb
(5)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED,
HEREIN IS. UNCLASSIFIED
DATE i/zm mtf/jkisi

REM!; W -

X6JUN 6 1966

3C/

4jy/i/iji9gg

\f Off

hi
rr

f'h-

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly, on the Payroll Savings Plan
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OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

May 31, 1966
MR. CALLAHAN

c__





Mr. Hoover,
fc* ,

X have somei important information

I think yon ought to know.

The word has come, down that
.

Dick Gregory is s uppose to be killed

in the next two months, and even though

X don’t agree with everything he does

I still think to let something like

this happen to a good man like
.

th^s

would be a tragedy to us in Chicago.

I*ih gonna send Gregory a letter

like this because I don’t think he.

knows how dangerous this busine ss is.

Myself, I can’t affo rd to get

involved in this personally cause I’d

be dead to, but since you’re the FBI

you can get to this and stop it.





14 K*r
:
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*FD»36'<(ft*V', *-22-64)' |
Mr. Tolson^

|
Mr, Peto$chv

|
Mr, M^faeu

];

Mr, Wick-
i Mr. Cn*r)»X~

FBI

Date:- 6/7/66

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext dr code

)

H
Mr. CC-jl’-va*

|; Mr. Cvnnui

if Mr. SSft—

.

I Mr. C^o_
if Mr* Vt ^n
Mr. SulHvan
Mr- Tavol

Mr. Tticket
Tele. Rnnjji

M’ss H‘ dmes
Miss Gandy.

(1/

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, UFO (157-954)' (RUC)

0
THREAT TO KILL DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

ReButel, 6/2/66.

Appropriate local authorities, local military ’J?*
intelligence agencies, and Secret Service were immediately fV
informed of the alleged threat to,.GREGORY. ^’

*,
*

*\
,

JULIUS W. HOBSON, Chairman* Washington, D. C„ /
'Chapter of ACT,, on 6/7/66, advised that DICK GREGORY ' ‘

supposedly returned, to Chicago., Illinois, immediately
after participating in- .an open-air rally in Washington,
D.«... C.

, .on the night pf 6/1/66. It was HOBSON -s understanding
that GREGORY is curf.ently 'in Chicago but jpians to go to
Mississippi to finish the 'march through .Mississippi which

6/6/66^^™ WaS d?ing tiifie/ -MEREDITH was shotqn

\m

&
^

*tT-'V, y

r Bureau *

chi°ago tzti) *

‘
- WFO
^(i- 157-237)
\t*l- 157-433)

.
. ,
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to j:;rcr/Aiic:i cg:;tae<3)

Fitrij ip utslassifi
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W
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HHK:kba,
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"

'

*

AIRTEL C. C- W^it
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c
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1 Zi T7Tr^^
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WFO 157-^54

The 6/7/66 issue of the “Washington Afro-American
an<i Washington Tribune," a semi-weekly Washington

*
D. C.,

newspaper , on Page, 6 .contained an article captioned, “New
Walkers Set To Finish MEREDITH'S March."- It indicated that
DICK. GREGORY, tjtie entertainer, in Chicago had stated he
planned, to ‘see MEREDITH in the Memphis hospital and take
up MEREDITH'S' march where MEREDITH left off. ,

*’

will conduct no further investigation in this
matter.

2
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TELETYPE

TO:

6/2/66
PLAIN TEXT ^

FEOERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION10 ' /-,/>/)
U. S. DEPARTMENr Of JUSTICE ' /247?/lO<S

URGENT COMMUNICATIONS SECTiOI%/l Mr. McGowan
- JUN*2 1966 i - Mr. Adcpck

TELETYPE
1 " Mr# Bland

SACS, CHICAGO .

WASHa*6TeNhFB3ID. (BY SPECIAL,MESSENGER)

PROM: DIRECTOR, FBp^

THREAT TO KILL DlC

Jp^ |$ ^
^ . ***** \

r
GORY

, RACIAL MATTERS.
/
/A,

anonymous letter postmarked Chicago, Illinois,

MAY TWENTY NINE SIXTY SIX RECEIVED AT BUREAU STATING THAT

’’THE WORD HAS COME DOWNTHAT DICK GREGORY 3S SUPPOSED TO

/ RE KILLED IN THE NEXT TWO MONTHS. " ANONYMOUS WRITER

INDICATED SIMILAR INFORMATION BEING FURNISHED TO GREGORY.

CHICAGOAND WASHINGTON FIELD IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY APPROPRIATE

LOCAL AUTHORITIES, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, AND SECRET

SERVICE OF ALLEGED THREAT TO GREGORY.

l/'i

NOTE:
“£

To Ison —

-

DeLoach ^

Mohr

Wick
;

Casper —
Callahan

.

Conrad

Felt „

Gale .
. u .

Rosen_
Sullivan _
Tavel

Dick Gregory is currently in Washington in connection with

protest demonstrations against the. White House Conference on ‘Civil

Rights and has been maintaining his headquarters in Chicago, Illinois.

Crime Records Division has received inquiry from "Jet Magazine”

concerning this alleged threat indicating,that,Gregory has been made

/aware of the threat and notified ’?Jet Magazine".^ /
\ Washington Field

w

<5) w # fa

»

/COPIES DE§TBQYBD

b6
b7C

Trotter_
Tele. Roow
Holmes
Cand^g.^...*|~ “ U * V

;1 O-IAILI JTELETYPE UNIT l
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'-fTK^At fO*M NO. 10
MAY

tlf4J COITION
CSA*CIN.‘ MO. hX>. 27 0 6
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum Callchan .

Conrnd .

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Mr. ;DeLoach

A. Rose

0
DICK GREGORY
PROPOSED MARCH FROM
HERNANDO, MISSISSIPPI,
TO MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
6/7/66
CIVIL RIGHTS -
RACIAL MATTERS

date:. June 7, 1966

1 -Mr. DeLoach
1 y'Mr. Rosen

W- %• Malley
ifr . McGowan
Mr. Fehl
Mr. Wick

Sullivan

uM
The Memphis Office has advised of tha Receipt of

a telephone call this date .from Dick Gregory, Negro ^5-

comedian and civil rights leader. Gregory adyisecl our
Memphis Office that he was staying in room 315 of the’Motel
Lorraine at 406 Mulberry Street in Memphis. H

*rV
"X *

ot ^ Gregory plans to drive from the motel to the spot )

^ijear Hernando, Mississippi, where James Meredith was shot 1,1
And then^walk back toward Memphis for six hours. He will {/^J
blef^ccompanied bv

|
.apd four others. 1 The others were

identified as
|

H of Chester. Pennsylvania, [
I of/Qhicagc

vS>
-**r

o, Illinois,|
’of Oakland, California:

of Chicago, Illinois,

After six hours, Gregory will get oh a plane and
depart for* Chicago. Gregory does not believe any mairch will
Cdontinue in Mississippi until James Meredith is out of the
hospital. Gregory asked if the FBI would be along his route
,or would the FBI meet him? Gregory was advised that the FBI
'could not afford him protection and was asked if he had
notified local authorities. Gregory stated that he had not,
6ut that he would call t<jie Justice Department.

/gf
'

too. 48
r The Memphis Office was instructed to immediately
iadyise the Jackson Office so that Jackson .could notify local
authorities DeSoto County as well as the Mississippi
Highway Patrol ofrilfe proposed march by ^Gregory. Memphis
also notifying the ^TetapKisfPolice Department anc^th© Snelby
'County, Tennessee, sheriff’s pffice of Gregory’s plans. «

J

CLM
(8 )

ft

’t

56JUN151966

5

"
*4

*#*

^ -V V
SEE ADDENDUM PAGE la.
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ADDENDUM GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION JGK:me 6/7/66

SAC Welte of Memphis subsequently advised that Gregory
announced his plans to march to the press and advised the press that
he had requested FBI protection. SAC Welte stated he had received
one press inquiry concerning the matter which he had "no comments"
Welte was referred to the Crime Records Division in relation to
answering any further press inquiries in the .matter.

- la -



PD-36 (piev. 5-22-64)

a

Transmit’ the following in _

AIRTEL

Date: 6/10/66

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI. (157-4253)

SAC, CHICAGO (157r347)

V VI '

SUBJECT:’ RICHARD CLAXTON. GREGORY
RM ‘

.

* Re Chicago airtel and LHM, 5/23/66.
* \ *“

.
*

flV
-

Enclosed fpr the information of the Bureau are
8 copies of a LHM relating to cAptioned' individual

.

No copies of th,is ‘meiho are being disseminated
locally in. view of the extensive, publicity given "to this
matter by local pews, media.

i

Chicago will continue to follow arid report
pertinent activities of DiCK GREGORY.

'

Agency C5r2. ONI,, OSI, CRD.

Btit j Forw;...

/c^trJcCAL^iAU UJ

yfr nr s
^l

*

tion’COIITAIUED .

- r—J ii tm.4 va

/o 6 - o ~~
j

Me -Qig

!CL0S

l(S* - Bureau* (Enc 8). f —

—

2 — Chicago
(1- 157-413). gC llg! 9 JUN 13’W

q Charge



» tl *UNnO states department of Tostice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
June 10, 1966

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL.MATTER

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
May 23, 1966.

The "Chicago Tribune”, a Chicago daily newspaper,
for Friday, June 10, 1966, carried an articlfee captioned
"Gregory Fined $300 For Sit-In." This article in summary
states that Dick Gregory, the Negro comedian, was fined
$300 in jury court yesterday by Magistrate James Sullivan
on charges of disorderly conduct and obstructing traffic.
Gregory was convicted on May 13 on these charges which
related to his arrest on June 11, 1965, while participating
in a civil rights demonstration.

Gregory’s attorney, Mia Jean Williams, stated
she would appeal the sentence and Magistrate Sullivan set

* the appeal bond for $800. Gregory, however, refused to post
bond and was taken to jail. Attorney Williams indicated
Gregory may spend the weekend in jgiil and thereafter post
the bond. Magistrate Sullivan in sentencing Gregory states
"Gregory has shown a propensity for involving himself in
arrest situations." Attorney Williams argued that Gregory
should not be fined because he was protesting "violations
of human dignity." The magistrate answered that he found
no fault with an individual protesting for his rights but
that a different problem arose when there was an intentional
violation of the law.

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

.

HEREIN IS.UNCLASSIFIED „ kl
DATE

—

/Ot) ~ ~
* a i'i * ..wr

f

JTP-

JCLOSURfl
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The "Chicago Sun-Times", a Chicago daily newspaper,
for Friday, June 10, 1966, carried a similar article to that
summarized above. In addition it was stated that Gregory - v

was ordered to the House of Correction to work off his $300|

'

fine at the rate of $5 a day. Gregory, after being processed
at the House of Correction, was later transferred to the
City Correction Farm located near Willow Springs, Illinois.

f



FD-36 (Rev. 5^22-64) u
O

Transmit the following, in .

A I R T E h,

Date: 7/20/66

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

Mr. Tolsdiu-*-

Mr#
Mr.- ^•'hr

Mr. "Wide—*.

*;Sr. C?..ier—

M 7*- f^lihsui

Jlr. C ->nr&dL

?ir« F^It—

_

Mr# Grla

Miss H ;mes
Miss Gandy,

TO : ;
DIRECTOR, FBI (157-4253)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)

. . d>
SUBJECT : RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

RACIAL MATTER

- Re. Chicago airtel and letterhead memorandum
dated 6/10/66, “3V1

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a
letterhead memorandum relating to captioned individual.

Ho copies of this memo are being disseminated
locally and the enclosed are being furnished to the
Bureau for information purposes.

The Chicago' Division will continue to follow
and report pertinent information relating to the matter.

O- *

Agency G-2, ONT, QSI, CRD

ENCLORtlftB „ .
. 77 _ sjS&“ 2a-

(^-IBureau (Enc. 11)
°W 0i

yT"' *•"*"

2 - Chicago » ,

/w/L - *1 JUl 29 1968
(S^-lBureau (Enc. 11)
2 - ’Chicago

HI >- 157-413)
A«JB/drm
(5)

Cop?
by rouRng slip for

Q^mfo, n *cUosl>
^

C C » WicK

/ RACIAL UNIT

3

jCi)'

.ii>|io _ MUM

t xn Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

u0 oiOjsED STATES DEPARTMENT OBV^JSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

157-347
Chicago, Illinois

. July 20, 1966

"SI

\

f

b6
b7C

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated June
10, 1966.

Clerk, Criminal Courts Division,
City; .of Chicago

, Chicago Civic Center ,
on July 20, 1966, advised

.an', employee of the Federal Bureau of. Investigation (FBI) in Chicago,
^Illinois, that court records reflect that on June 1, 1966, Jean
Williams, Attorney for comedian Dick Gregory, filed a notice of
appeal relating to the sentences imposed on Gregory in Chicago
growing out of the charges of disorderly conduct and obstructing
traffic and also an appeal relating to Gregory's sentencing on
charges of battery and resisting arrest.

I H Supervisor of Appeals and Tran-
scripts, Civic Center, Chicago, Illinois, on July 20, 1966,
advised an employee of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
Chicago that on June 18, 1966, Attorney Jean Williams had
appeared at that office and had filed an appeal relating to .

the charges against Dick Gregory asking that his case be re-
tried in the Illinois Supreme Court. ’On July 20, 1966, Attorney
Williams again contacted the Office of Appeals and Transcripts
indicating that at that time her client would pay the fine im-
posed on him on May 13, 1966, relating to the disorderly conduct
and obstructing traffic charges; however, Williams applied for
and was granted an extension to file an appeal in the .Appellate
Court of Illinois rexating to the April 22, 1966, conviction' of
Gregory on the two charges of resisting arrest and battery.

This document contains neither recommendations nor con-
clusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

v- -f7
ENCLOSURE
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Williams was granted a 45 day extension ^n the latter matter,

extension to begin August 1, 1966.

appears in her records.
stated that no further pertinent information

\

\

l

b6
b7C
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To: Director, FBI

£4
k

Date: 9-15-66

(Bufile 100-440423

Attention :

om: Legal Attache, Ottawa .001^7-14

Tltl
- o
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka;.

(00: CG)

Character
RM

Reference

My R/S 3-22t66.

Enclosed are the followina communication's received from! 1 Original and
two .copies of letter :dated 9t13-66, with enclosure thereto.

b7D

Remarks;

C<>)>y x<k\< ,r
by routing shp tor ^

Dissemination

2?

May be made as; received

P
x

j

May be made as indicated Jay. stamp on enclosure

I Tl May not be ^made without further clearance.with^ :

Following offices. would be interestecLin receiving^copies of enclosures:

Chicago (157-347)

Status with this office:

hicago)

. Do not writ© in space belo(^^5^ ^^7

./06 '\ 9fO'/23

~
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Richard Claxton GREGORY
(Dick GREGORY)

DWindsor Star 10 AUG

,,8—THE'WINDSOR STAR, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1966

!

as Gregory
s race

A

By BILL I'HAGKR
t

Comedian Dick Gregory sounded far from funny'

when lie talked here Tuesday about the United States

race problem.
He said unless the U.S. resolves the problem in five

years, which will require more drastic action than now,

the nation will destroy itself.

In the near future he also

feels there ' will be more
violent racial explosions.

A short time after he was
interviewed, racial violence

erupted \n\ Detroit.

If violence keeps up in Chi*

cago that city will have a

bloodbath within three weeks,

he says.

Mr. Gregory is an ‘active'
"

civil rights worker and profes-
#

siotfnl funnyman whose wry
'humor veils his grim thoughts

about the future of U.S. Negro-

white relations.
f j

He is appearing this wick at

the Top Hat Supper Club in

downtown Windsor/
The major reason, he says.

Detroit has remained rela-

tively. cool is the
f

:Negro
employment Jn a prosperous

auto industry.

Other factors, for Instance

better leadership, may also be

,
playing a ‘part :in Detroit, he

says.

Unemployment through
strikes, however,,or an indus-

try slump could build up the

pressures for an explosion, he .

says.
"

l Riots in the other U.S. cities

could lead to such conditions in

the auto centre, Mr/ Gregory

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASS'FIED .

DATEJI/&/73PY

%vsays, explaining businesses in

Negro areas
tare cutting back!

their orders to keep their,

stock at a minimum, for fear
of damage.

*

IiHe says this means a loss of /
(

31,000,000,000, t o /American'
5

business from now ouitiL Oct:/*/,

1, the end of the warirfseasorf/ J

*Mr. Gregory,, who^ /visited}

the Los Angeles Watts area-
’

after the 1965 riots, says
#/
earn- *

mgs Vf the Negroes Uiere were* s

45 per cent below thej average^ 1
for whites. \ f ]

The Negroes,were crowded;*
*

27.5. persons’ an acre/ ^com-
pared to 7.5 persons fan ? acre
for the white population . of

Los Angeles.

/‘There would have^bcentan.
'.explosion there just from
people bumping Into* each
other,” he explajns.

f The Negro faces more dan-
ger from violence in .the*
North than hr the South,-Mr:,- \

Gregory says. Northern .whites'

havoCa fear ,of*‘the"/Negr6es/
caused by lack' of contact with
them: / / / .

^ ‘

In. the South^whites^at leasf
•had Negro servants; 'and even" \
Ku .glux K1an^mejtnbers, wereV

(

acquainted with Negro,doctors
and teachers. /

fv The North ‘‘could not- afford
j.the luxury of hiring rriy grand-
mother at 25 cents a day.**'

'

!*,;!» the North the trouble has
come from white mobs. In
the South, he continues, the
opposition came from white !

*

police, in which casc .the’ vib- S

lence at least was controlled. .

*



TO

FROM V

subject:

OpTICgM. FORM NO, 10 5010-107

(
MAYjl COITION

P^O. NO. 27 jjft'

UNITED STATES GOTJINMENT

Memorandum
)oo~4

DIRECTOR, FBI (107^120Q>

CAGO (157-347)

0 ix '

«'** ;%
v

r/* -

date: 9/30/66

rdi?GRICHARD CLAXTOlr GREGORY
RH

Re Chicago airtel and LHM to Bureau captioned
as above 7/20/66.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies
of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) relating to the captioned
individual.

No copies of this memorandum are being disseminated
locally and the enclosed are being furnished to theBureau
for information purposes.

The Chicago Division will continue to follow and
report pertinent information relating to the disposition of
the charges against GREGORY.

ALL INFORMATION
CONTAINED 4 /

Si”;!*"
(I|nc:u “taCLQ^RE2 - Chicago

1 - 157-413
TEB/bal
(4) C-P

Q-2, ONI. OS'.

OCT 1 2 1968 .

Date Forw.

rs - s
How Forw.....

;
..y-

By.f wrrt

l
try routipg

FI action

date.

by.

Slzc

sec- ® 3

{-113 US OCT 3 1966

/
RACIAL WpE

i 56 OCT

ifoy (/.£ Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 1



0 0
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. Chicago , Illinois

b6
b7C

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated July
20 , 1966 , captioned as above ,

"

SupervisorOn September 23^ 1966
, ^

of Appeals and Transcripts, Civic Center, Chicago, Illinois *

advised that Dick Gregory’s attorney filed a "short record"
September 1, 1966, with the Appellate Court of ‘ Illinois ,and
obtaim
case T

d a sixty da.v

I
xiension to November 2, 1966, on his pending
explained that, a "short record" consists
e lower court record and is filed withof the substance of

the Appellate Court when for some reason the complete lower
court record is unavailable.

| |
stated that the defendant Gregory’s

Appellate brief should be filed sometime prior to the extension
date of November, .2 ,, 1966, on his conviction of resisting arrest
and battery.

>
| |

advised that there was no further
information .available at this, .time. , . _

>
- i

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions, of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its. contents are not to be
distributed .outside *y.our agency.. '

COPIES DESTROYED

9 NOV 23 1970

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATEil/ 2^

enclosure



f\V?6 S-22-t4)

F B I

Date:

<£

11/21/66

Transmit the following in

Virr . A I R T E L

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO :

FROM ;

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

ANNOUNCED PLANSJBY
RICHARD CLAXTOlfcbREGORY
fO TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM
DURING THE 1966 CHRISTMAS.
HOLIDAYS
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven (11)
copies of an LHM relating to plans by RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY to travel to North Viet Nam during the coming
Christmas holidays* Also enclosed are two (2) copies of
LHM for Washington Field.

The sources utilized in the enclosed LHM are
identified as follows:

CG T-l is l
/ -

, \

?

1 1

Chicago Police Department (Protect - requested in
this instance)

? CG T-2 is 1 1

n Chicago
X
\

Police Department (Protect - requested) ^

7

1

(p- Bureau (Ends . *.1-1) (Vml
2 - WFO (Ends. 2)/^J
2 - Chicago

(1 - 157-98)

, 'V&io
TEB:rr/mkf'

‘

(7)

ft

by routing slip for

\3™*o
/Q aetjon-

fy.i

/(
r
, -Hyp yj?

10 H&J 25)965

/ *

far*

b6
b7C
b7D

, * &

Jli ,L-K * -

•JIM*.



CG 157-347

Each of the above individuals advised hewould be alert for any information relative to the
captioned matter and would immediately notify the
writer of any information developed relative to such
travel.

A copy of the enclosed LHM has been
designated for the USA, Chicago; U. S. Secret Service;
and the U. S. Army, 113th MI, Evanston, Illinois.

Chicago is following this matter closely.
Will keep the Bureau advised of all pertinent develop-
ments by subsequent communication.

LEAD

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON. D» C. Will review the records
of the Passport Office to determine whether GREGORY has
bejn issued a current U. S. Passport and furnish any
*B*9?®»ation available to Chicago and the Bureau relative
to GREGORY’S announced plans to travel to North Viet
Nam during the 196.6. Christmas holidays.

— 2

f



oTED STATES DEPARTMENT O^JuSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
Chicago, Illinois
November 21 , 1966

ANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO
NORTH VIET NAM DURING THE
1966 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
INFORMATION CONCERNING

On November 14, 1966, the Four Star Final edition

of the Chicago Sun-Times, a daily newspaper published at.

Chicago, Illinois, page 12, column 1,^ contained- an article

datelined London disclosing that Dick Gregory of Chicago

had announced his intention to visit United States war

prisoners in North Viet Nam this Christmas. The announce-

ment Tvas made' by' Gregory in a British television appearance

November 13, 1966. Gregory declared he would ask North
Vietnamese President Ho Chi Minh for permission to entertain

the prisoners during the Christmas holidays.

In response to a question by British newspaper men

as to how he would circumvent the United States ban on

travel to North Viet Nam, Gregory said, "I donVt intend to

go with my government’s approval* Y’ll take my chances when

I get back.”
*

i

On November 16 and 17, 1966, CG T-l and CG T—2,
agencies which collect intelligence type data in the Chicago'

area and who have had some knowledge of Gregory’s activities,

were contacted relative to Gregory’s announced plans to travel

to North Viet Nam. Each source declared that he had no

information relative to Gregory’s plans at this time.

This document contains neither recommendations nor

conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.—,

It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation and is loaned to your agency; it and its

contents " are not to be distributed outside your agency.

COPIES DESTROYED

9 NOV 231970.
enclosure

-m



Re : ANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY ‘TO TRAVEL TO

‘ NORTH VIET NAM DURING THE
< 1966 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS .

. A copy of this letterhead memorandum has been
designated for the United States,Attorney, Chicago; the
United. States Secret Service, Chicago; ’and the United
States Army., 113th’*MI, Evanston, Illinois,

*
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>t36 (Rev. 5-22*64)

nsmit the following in

A i r t e 1

11/8/66

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-1465)

SUBJECT: COORDINATING COUNCIL
FOR BLACK POWER (CCBP)

S$c IS-MISCELLANEOUS

fiSS

Re Chicago tel. dated 11/7/66, captioned ’'PICKET
DEMONSTRATION, AUSPICES CCBP, 11/66, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, RMV
PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION AT COOK COUNT?, ILLINOIS JAIL BY
OAKLAND COMMITTEE FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT (OCCI) , 3939 '

S^TH DREXEL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, 11/8/66, ' RMj UNSUBS } ALLEGED
THREATS AGAINST DICK GREGORY. NEGRO ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL
RIGHTS ACTIVIST AND

| | ocClT
EL-EKTORTIQN : " Chicap-n t.pl dUZZ 1 1/7/66, captioned,

|

)VAt ^ J aka I I POSSIBLE
VIOLATION ELECTION LAWS, 11/8/66, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, EL"j
Chicago tel dated 11/8/66, captioned "PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION
AT COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS JAIL BY OAKLAND COMMITTEE FOR
COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT, 3939 SOUTH DREJJEL, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS,
11/8/66, EM"; and Chicago airtel and LHM, 11/7/66, /above caption.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 16 copies of t.wm per-
taining to tie captioned -matter . Copies are designated for
Atlanta and New York for information.

The
memorandum ip

ized in this enclosed letterhead

8 - Bureau (Ends 16) (RM) O . , o
-157—4253) (DICK GREGORY) •• #(£0 5

(Qj~ 100-441968) (ACT) (1 - 100-43919(1) (SNCC)
(1 - 100-440855) (CORE)

~
(1 - 157- ) (OAKLAND COMMITTEE FOR —

COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT) NOT RSCOE;1- Atlanta gnc^l) (BM^

& -—

-

I msm-w
Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
-M Per

| to7C

if
7D
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9 O

A ,
•»

»

H - Chicago
(1 - 157-413)
(1 - 100-40342)
(1 - 100-11329)
(1 - 157-303)
(1 - 157-979)
(1 - 157-347)
(1 .- 100-34347)

: (1 - 100- 4189S£)
(1 - 157-1123 )

(1 - 56- - )

(SNCC)
(CORE)
(ACT)
(OCCI)
(DICK GREGORY)

[ ] POSSIBLE VIOLATION
ELECTION LAWS, 11/8/66, CHICAGO, ILL.,
EL)
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r ...
A copy, of, this memorandum is being provided to U*S.

Secret. Service, the military and the Office of the United States,
Attorney, Chicago* . .

i . .
' • * .- *

. • Chicago is* following .and activities of this captioned
group.and its ‘affiliates will be.'appropriately furnished to the
Bureau* The character in the enclosed .LHM is /being carried as
Racial Matters, as in referenced Chicago LHM of 11/7/66.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

CG 157—1465

xQ 0Q1TED STATES DEPARTMENT OV^USTICE

FEDERAL.BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
November 8, 1966

COORDINATING COUNCIL
FOR BLACK POWER (CCBP)
IS-MISCELLANEOUS •

a

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum, dated November
7, 1966, under the above caption. .

On November 7, 1966, at 4:00 p.m,, United States
Attorney Edward V. Hanrahan, Chicago, Illinois, advised the
Chicago Office telephonlcally as follows:

.

The Office of the United States Attorney, 'Chicago,
on November 7, 1966, had v«»H "tan w t.hroo 11 annmmrmg
telephone calls alleging that|

|
and

planned to "raise hell on the west side,'
tomorrow ^November 8, 1966), to keep people from voting." The
means to be utilized to accomplish this were not explained;
however, was interpreted possibly to include the use of
violence. Mr. Hanrahan was unable to provide any further
clarifying information.

v

Note that referenced memorandum of November 7, 1966,
reflects that groups representative of the CCBP, including the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) , the
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE, and ACT, .are urging a Negro
boycott of the polls on election day, November 8, 1966,
alleging that no candidates are involved in these elections
who adequately renrfisftnt. t.hA intorAgt. of the Negroes. Con-
cerning a confidential source who has
furnished reliable information in the past advised in November,
1966 that

I

reliably
is considered. West Side Chapter,

of ACT, described as a militant civil rights organization in
Chicago and
of ACT.

is known as. a member of the West Side Chapter

This document contains neither recommendation^ nor 'con-
clusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
your agency; it and it&vcontents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

b6
b7C
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ThP>, source advised that
T Chicago, ande

resides at

The source continued that the CCBP itself consists- of various
organizations, notably SNCC, CORE and, ACI^ who share- an interest
in obtaining Black Power for the 'Npgro.

This confidential source: on November 7* 1966,
advised that in contacts with

b6
b7C

| This source 7 advised l

'however j that it is known that individuals affiliated. ’.with-'the

CCBP are planning leaflet distributions on Chicago’s West Side
during the evening of November 7, 1966 and' during the 'day of*

November 8, ,
1966,* urging a ‘boycott, of the polls by Negroes*

At 9:20 p.m*1

, November .7, 1966, Officer
l I

Office of the Deputy Superintendent, Chicago Police Department,,
advised that his office was in "receipt of a telephone call recently
.from a male who tidentified himself as l |

and as
’’The father of |

[” . This caller had stated that he
had learned that representatives of CORE and SNCC would boycott
polling places lin the 24th, 25th, 28th and 29th Wards, ihd n

connection with the general elections to be held November 8 ;

, 1966*
The caller had furnished no additional information to the
Office of the Deputy Superintendent*
* <

Information was set forth in referenced memorandum of
November 7/ 1966, to the -effect that' certain individuals ~

affiliated with ACT, Oakland Committee -for Community Improvement
(OCCI), and Dick Gregory', Negro' comedian, and civil rights
figure, were planning an'all-night;'vigil^and'

!demonstration
before the Cook County jail in Chicago* "This activity was to be
in protest of the incarceration here of the head of 'the OCCI.

The above confidential source has advised in October
and November, 1966,. in connection with the OCCI, that representatives

.of this groip have been present at 'general meetings of the CCBP.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

1 In connection with this demonstration and vigil,

[

1
10th District,. Chicago Police

Department,* which District covers the area surrounding the
Cook County Jail, 26th and California Avenue, Chicago,, advised that
a - few scattered participants in this all-night vigil had
gathered at the jail shortly after, midnight. During the course
of the vigil the size’ of the group grew to a, maximum of approxi-
mately 30, ^his number inclusive of Gregory, :a.s well asl I

b6
b7C

ACTc Chicago.
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0 0

I I advised that the gpoup dwindled away until only
six remained at 7:30 a*m* , ‘November 8, 1966, at which time the
vigil and demonstration was terminated* There were no incidents,
arrests or disturbances during its course*

Pertinent portions of the above information have been
provided the folloyring. individuals:

• Office of the United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois •;

KfegiOn 1

113th MI Group
Evanston,, Illinois

Kegion I
113th MI Group
Evanston, Illinois

’ll.

“

U*S* Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

U*S*. Secret* Service
• Chicago, Illinois

Copies of this memorandum are being provided to each of *

the above agencies*

~ 3* «*
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Date:, 12A /66

Transmit the following in

Vin AIRTEL

(Type.-in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO

FROM

: .DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440425^
^

: SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) HEROli IS l3*j<Cti'

SUBJECT.: ANNOUNCED FLANS BY .RICHAR&ATEJ^^-/-^-^
CLAXTOIMjREGORY TO TRAVEL TO

1'OITTH' 'VrETNAM“DURING THE
t ,

1966 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
INFORMATION CONCERNING -

£ t ,

Re Chicago airtel and LHM to Director dated
12/1/66, captioned as above »

' '

* *

Enclosed. herewith for the Bureau are eleven
copies ;of an LHM. relating t6 current plans of GREGORY
in connection with his announced plan to visit Vietnam
during the 1966 Christmas^ Holidays'.

CGT-l,-the source utilized within the enclosed
J
Chicago Police Department,

l protect, requested, who, furnished
such information to SA I L on 12/2/66,

t.mr -ifi T

advised he would be alert for any
information relative to, captioned matter and would immediately
notify the writer of any hew developments.

Chicago is follo\ving this matter closely and /
will advise the Bureau of all pertinent developments »

by subsequent communication, ‘
'

•,

/X

A copy of the enclosed LHM has been disseminated
for fhe USA, Chicago;. ,Us>^/Secret Service, Chicago; and
the U.S. Army, 113th MF Grouay^Evanston, Illinois.

Bureau (Enc. ll^^S^ y <r ^
2 - ¥ashington Field (Enc. 2) (RM) 10*4, **’*“"—> tw,,

,

t &
2 - New York (Enc, 2) (RMW^
2 - Chicago

(1 5.7-4131**, r *
by routing slip Idfffifty£

TEB:sp « |®JH‘ 1&H& H a&mCgp<
W) ~

-M
I- t«su

* Approved;

nt in Charge^P
Sent

b6
b7C
b7D



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

157-347

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December ^ , 1966

ANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO
NORTH VIETNAM DURING THE
1966 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
December 1, 1966, captioned as above.

US*®
6

The "Chicago Tribune", a daily newspaper published
at Chicago, Illinois, December 2, 1966 edition, reported on
Page 10, Column 3, that inquiry by such newspaper at the London
office of Bertrand Russell, British philosopher - pacifist,
revealed that a North Vietnamese visa is awaiting Gregory in ,

Paris. Russell’s office indicated that the issuance of such
visa is tantamount to North Vietnamese permission for Gregory’s
proposed visit to- such country in order to entertain American
prisoners confined there during the 1966 Christmas Holidays.

* On December 2, 1966, CG T-l, an agency which collects
security type information in the Chicago area which has pro-
vided reliable information in the past, advised that Gregory
held a press conference in Chicago on December l f 1966, relative
to his proposed Vietnamese trip. At such time, Gregory stated
he would seek no information about the condition of the American
prisoners, their numbers, or their location while in North
Vietnam. Gregory stated that he did not want to know anything
about the war.

This same source advised that Gregory is scheduled
to leave Chicago on December 2, 1966, for a nightclub engage-
ment at the Village Gate in New York City. He will subsequently
leave New York on Monday, December 5, on the first leg of his
Vietnamese trip.

This document contains/ neither recommendations
— - - - nor conclusions of the Federal—Bureau o£

Investigation (FBI) . It is the property of
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



ANNOUNCED PLANS BY IwfCHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO
NORTH VIETNAM DURING THE
1966 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS

On December 2, 1966, the above information was
provided to the following individuals:

United- States Army; 113th' MI Group, Evanston,
Illinois, |; and U.S, Secret Service, Chicago,
Illinois,. SA I I

A copy of this memorandum has been designated,
for .each of .the. above agencies and for the United States

~

» Attorney* s' Office, Chicago, Illinois.

b6
b7C

*
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Pate: 12/1/66

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

(Type inplaintexior code)

(Priority)’
l

.L.

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

SUBJECT: announced. titans, bv rtohart).- q^axton
(SfifiEGOHY TQ

SliRINg.JTHE i066u.CHkLSTMAS,*HQL'lDAYff,
INFORMATION CONCERNING -

H

EndcLosed herewith Tor the. Bureau are 11 copies
of an LHM relating to .current plans by RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY relative to his announced antjentibn to travel to
North Viet Nam, during* the coming Christinas; Holidays,
Chicago Tolice Department.) /intelligence Section, .has been
alerted to ther information contained therein and has
advised any information developed will 'be immediately
furnished to the Chicago .Office of the FBI../ A'copy of
the enclosed LHM has been designated, Tor the USA, Chicago
United States Secret Service,, and the U. S. Army, 1,13th

,
MI Group, Evanston, Illinois

.

1

CQ T-i is ]
Chicago Police,,Department (Protect requested) .

^

fcV4
- - -

^ .

victos^
Bureau (Ends . 11)

2 ’New York (Ends-. 2)
’ 2 - WFO (Ends., 2)
2 - Chicago

(1 - 157-413) /qq~ i)

,

TEBimlb
(9);

”
in BE

|wr .

n ,
r-. _ o/VTjOSZ ~ ,

tau, -fe

Approved:

Agent in Charge
il s>-^—

b6
blC
b7D
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CG 157-347

Chicago, is following this matter closely and
will keep the Bureau advised of all pertinent developments
by subsequent communication.

LEAD

WEO

AT WASHINGTON, D. C. -* Will review the records
of the Passport Office £& dB±&xm±a£> whether*-; CLAXTON
>SjiEGORY and

| |
have current U. S . ki

Passports and furnish any information available to Chicago
and the Bureau relative -to GREGORY'S announced intentions
of travelling tp North Viet Nam during 1966 Christmas Holidayf.

t



V

In Reply•,* Please Refer to

File No.

0 • 0 V
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December 1, 1966

l
\

ANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO NORTH VIET NAM
DURING THE 1966 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
November 21, 1966, captioned as above.

Oh December 1, 1966, the Chicago Tribune, a daily
newspaper published at Chicago, Illinois, Page 6, .Column 3,
contained an article relating to Gregory*s, previously
announced intentions of travelling to Nojrth Viet Nam during
the' 1966 Christmas holidays. The article quoted Gregory
as saying, ' November 30, 1966, that he had. been invited to
travel to North Viet Nam by North Vietnamese authorities *

in order to entertain American war prisoners there) Such
invitation, had been, secured through the Paris, Office of
British - Philosopher - Pacifist *Betrard Russell.

Gregory, who is scheduled to perform at the Village
Gate Night Club in New York City this coming week end, said
he would depart by plane from New York December 5, 1966, enroute

’

to London, England. Subsequently he will fly to Paris, France, to
.6omp.le.ted.; final arrangements and then departing Paris enroute
Hanoi, North Viet Nam. The Tribune article stated Gregory
had a -yalidi passport and quoted himaas saying he will make
the trip regardless .of whether the United States State Department
granted permission for the trip.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are ot to be distributed outside
your agency.



ANNOUNCED PLANS OF RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO NORTH VIET NAM
DURING -THE .1966 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS

Gregory and his wife are presently standing trial
in Olympia , Washington on a charge of illegal' Wishing 'arising
from demonstrations there with the Nisqually Indians in.
.February of 1966.' Gregory said that if he and his wife were
convicted of the illegal fishing charge in Olympia they will
appeal, post bond, and then proceed to Viet Nam.

Chicago T-l, an agency which collects intelligence
data in the Chicago area, advised on December 1, 1966, that
Dick Gregory held a press conference at 11:00 AM, at 79 West
Morrison,. Chicago, Illinois, .relative .to his intended North
yiet. Nam travel. Gregory confirmed his previous statements
as disclosed in 'the December 1, 1966 issue of the Chicago ’

Tribune (as described above) and declared that he would
contact the United. States State Department on December 1,
1966, concerning such trip;

The above information was furnished to United
States Army, Region I, 113th MI Group , I I; United
States Secret Service, Special Agent [ \

A copy of this memorandum has been designated for
each of the agencies and for the United States Attorney’s
Office, Chicago, Illinois.
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SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SUMMARY
(See Correlation Summaries dated 10/19/64 and 11/5/65, filed
as 100-440423-1 6, ;51 respectively)

Main File No: 100-440423
See Also: 44-22002

44-24630
44-29648
56-3912

173-694
173-2601

Date: 12/5/66

Subject: Richard Claxton Gregory Date Searched : 4/26/66

All logical variations of subject’s name and aliases were searched and
identical references were found, as

:

<D
Richard Claxton Gregory
Dicl^Gregory
Dick {J<0sregrty Dick O^t-Gregory

Fii— Dick ClaxtojaoGregory
R. C. DipkYGregory^
RichardtGFegory *

Dic&£Keggo£y /

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of
all "see" references to the subject in Bureau files under the names
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO
FURNISH A SYNOPSIS OF THE INFORMATION' SET OUT IN EACH REFERENCE.) AND

MORE DETAIL.

Analyst Coordinator

JC:DLC:abp

/ nmmm
MCC If

REC1 .fvs
. .

11 *7 DEC 5 1966 A IS
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ABBREVIATIONS

Add . info

ACT.

.

CORE.

HCUA.

NAACP

NOI.

.

"PW"

.

PSI.,.,

SCLC.

..Additional information appearing
in this reference which pertains
to Richard Claxton Gregory can
be found in the main file or
elsewhere in this summary.

..Associated Community Teams

..Congress of Racial Equality

..House Committee on Un-American
Activities

..National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People

..Nation of Islam

.."Peoples World V (West Coast
Communist newspaper published in
San Francisco, Calif.

)

...Potential Security Informant

. .Southern Christian -Leadership
Conference

SNCC. . . Student Non-Violent -Coordinating
Committee

I

I

*****

|
| advised that during the Second Anti-Imperialist !

and Equal Rights Congress which was held at 727 Sixth Ave. . NYC, on
9/4-5/55> an area report was presented by

| \
who was in-

troduced as a member of the "West Coast Delegation. " Ilis report dealt
„ entirely on the_ recent Negro, riots in the .Watts area, of Los Angeles . £<o//Z

(continued)

-2-
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(continued)
D 0

When the riots started, according to the authorities brought
in Dick Gregory in the belief that he would stop the trouble. This
strategy failed to work as the people quickly realized Gregory was just
a stooge.

b6
b7C

100-429200-929 P.28W

(protect laenui'cy;, advised that a meeting of the Washington Area
Committee for the Abolition of the HCUA (WACAHCUA) scheduled for
10/10/63^ was to be held at the American University in Washington,
DC. As there was only about $100 in the WACAHCUA Treasury, plans were
discussed to contact comedian Dick Gregory to participate in a fund-
raising meeting at a later date. It was anticipated that 2000
announcements concerning this meeting would be mailed on IO/3/63.

b6
b7C
b7D

10|-443566-12 p.

3

This reference is an Autobiography by Dick Gregory with
Robert Lipsyte captioned "Nigger," published by E.P. Dutton and
Company, Inc., 1964.

Bureau Library, Author of'
^Nigger-An Autobiography"
(2Y

As a guest of Jthe "Bob Kennedy Show, " over Radio Station
WBZ, Boston, Mass., on 3/24/64, Malcolm X, during an interview advised
that on 2/14/64 he attended a civil rights conference in Chester, Pa.
According to Malcolm X, persons attending this conference were Dick
Gregory and civil rights leaders from NYC, Cambridge, Maryland, Chester,
Pa., and Chicago, 111. Malcolm X said this group formed an organization
known as ACT. He stated that although the initials meant nothing,
the group was designed to act at any time, anywhere, to bring about
results in the civil rights efforts. Malcolm X claimed that this
group was not committed to positive resistance.

109-12-302-101 end. p.4
(8r

-3-
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i i
advised he had obtained a brochure for a program

presented by the Cincinnati Friends of SNCC on 5/2/64 at the Cincinnati
Music Hall. Entertainment for .the program was provided by Dick Gregory,
the Freedom Singers, Mark Murphy, and the Dee Felice Trio, for the ' /Phi a.
benefit of SNCC.

100-439190-505

I |
advised that at the San Diego , Socialist Workers h7r

Party Meeting held on 10/6/64 at 5277 Velma Terrace, San^Diego, "Calif .

,

I
(100-431139) suggested that leaflets announcing the De Berry ,

meeting on 10/13/64 be distributed at. the Russ Auditorium in San Diego
oh 10/10/64, where Dick Gregory was to appear in a benefit show for
the San Diego Chapter of CORE.

The serial indicated that Clifton De Berry was an SWP
candidate for President of the US.

I
advised that I I attended the Dick Gregory show

on IO/IO/04 at the above auditorium.

100-431139-14 p.5

b6
b7C
b7D

(Former advised that, on 12/10/64,
b7D

the Midwest committee for Prdt^dtion of Foreign Born (MCPFB)' held a
meeting (place not given) for the purpose of evaluating the mass rally
it had held on 11/29/64, in Chicago. At this meeting it was' pro-
posed that the MCPFB contribute $25 to a civil rights .project being
supported by Dick Gregory. It was agreed that this contribution
would be an appropriate gesture and that it could be instrumental in
gaining more support for the. MCPFB from the Negro people in Chicago.

100/7046-3442 p.13

advised on 12/14/64 that
I and

Dick Gregory, who were active with the "Christmas for Mississippi"
project, recently met with Elijah Muhammad.

CG 6119-S* advised on 12/16/64 that Elijah Muhammad, who
recently rnet _with ^Gregory, commented he fe1t_ Gregory_would probably
come in with them soon.

(continued)

b6
b7C
b7D
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(continued)

"Muhammad Speaks" Vol. 4, No. 10, dated, 1/29/65* a publication*
of Mohammad Mosque #2, carried, a photograph on page 14 which was
identified as being of- Gregory and Muhammad. The subcaption revealed
the following.::

"Honored guest at a recent dinner in the Chicago home of the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah, famed comedian J2)/t

and rights fighter Dick Gregory, puts the world renowned Muslim
leader in high spirits. .. .Gregory recently completed a successful
campaign to bring food to impoverished people in Mississippi .

"

It was noted that Muhammad, self-styled "Messenger of Allah,"
was absolute leader of the Nation of Islam (25-330971).

25-330971-73^3 p.l4o,l42 •

or

The 4/24/65 issue of "Amsterdam News, " a NY weekly Negro
newspaper, contained an article captioned "Benefit For Malcolm X
Widow, Friday Nite .

" This article stated that Dick Gregory and
other Negro entertainers would appear in a benefit performance for
the widow and four children of Malcolm X at the Apollo Theatre at
12 midnight on Friday, April 23. jJJl &

I l-PSI (protect identity) advised that the above b6

described benefit show was held at 12' .midnight 4/23/65. b7c
' *

* V b7D

DLC .* d05-7119'6-20 end. p.1,3
. * Xfr

On 5/1/65 Dick Gregory spoke at a civii rights rally in
Bogalusa, La. During the course of his speech, he made disparaging
statements about law enforcement officers generally, and FBI Agents.
No incidents occurred at the rally (No Source).

157-6-33-2743
(17* , . ,

SI 157-6-33-2629
(16* "

I b6
I I James Farmer, b7C
National Director, CORE.*
(Gregory Ys itinerary for

_ -5/1=2/65 set. out ) .

si 157-6-33-2653
(16*

|
| CORE field

worKer, tfogaiusa, La.

)

-5 -
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In a letter? dated 5/6/65 from I l

Bogalusa, La., to the Director, furnished his views about
Recent difficulties in .his, community . He. stated "the disgusting
display put on here last weekend by a sick mentality named
Dick Gregory impells me to express again my admiration for the Bureau
and for you as its Director.

"

157-0-266
(8^

*
*

Mobile Airtel dated 5/6/65 captioned "Registrars of Voters
Dallas County. , Alabama Voting Discrimination^ enclosed photographs of
comedian' Dick Gregory depicting the area on his back where he' was
.allegedly injured;

Photographs enclosed
44-12831-824 and end.
(sr

Sgt.
| y Cleveland, Ohio PD, advised that

Dick Gregory was expected to participate in the picketing of the
Hammermill Paper Co., Erie, Pa., by friends of SNNC on 5/11/65
and in event of arrests, bail would be supplied by NAACP.

DLC 157-6-39-662 p.i
(ipr

The 5/12/65 issue of the "Toronto Daily Star" in the
column "Private Line" by Lotta Dempsey indicated that Dick Gregory
was scheduled to appear at a benefit concert for CORE on 5/24/65 at
Massey, Toronto, Canada .

According to an article entitled "Raise almost $5,000 at
civil rights concert" which appeared in the 5/31/65 issue of the
"Canadian Tribune", Toronto, Ontario, Gregory donated his talent to
the above concert.

Copies of clippings .of above news-
papers enciosed
100-44171-4434'.end . p.1,2
(7¥

t

-6 -
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|
advised that on 5/26/65 ,

(105-82999) attended a general Youth for Jobs (YFJ) meeting in
Oakland , Calif. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss plans
for the benefit performance to be given by Dick Gregory in the near
future to raise funds for the YFJ.

b6
-b7C

b7D

DLC
Add. info.

105-82999-46 p.3
(7^

Captain[ Joliet, 111. PD, advised that
following a speech by Martin Luther King, Jr. (100*?106670) at the
Stadium in Joliet, 111 .' on the evening of 6/4/65, Dick Gregory
gave a short speech; No reference' was made to the .FBI in these
talks. King's main theme was "People Facing Challenge of the New
Age and Old Order Passing Away." There were no incidents, and the

.
entire proceedings were orderly.

,100 -106670-1428
- -

b6
b7C

l Bogalusa Voters League, advised that he under-
stood that James Farmer, CORE, was ready to come to Bogalusa, La.

,

for the funeral o’f Deputy O'Neil Moore on 6/9/65 , but
| | knew

of no definite plans of Farmer to attend
.

b6
b7C

also advised Departmental Attorney I

that Dick uregory wanted to come to Bogalusa, but nothing definite
had been decided as to whether he would or would not come.

b6
b7C

DLC 157-6-33-2944 end. p .7
(17^

The "Chicago Daily News," Chicago, 111. of 7/20/65 carried
an article captioned "2\Cops Sue Gregory for $50,000 Each. This
article stated that civil rights leader Dick Gregory had been sued
for $50,000 by each of two policemen with whom he struggled during
the 6/11/65 demonstration against School Superintendent Benjamin J.
Willis/ Gregory had said that he struggled after his arrest because
someone took his billfold.

Clipping from "Chicago Daily News"
enclosed
44-0-4655

SI 157-6-9-1514 end, p.3?
(l3frV I Chicago Commissionbe

on Human Relations) b7c

-7 -
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A press source (not identified) advised on 6/l$/65 that

an invitation had been extended by the Mississippi Democratic -Freedom
Party to Dick Gregory to come to Jackson to a protest demonstration.*

157-6-54-582
(W

*Demonstration protesting the seating of the Mississippi Congressional
Delegation and also the special session of the Mississippi State
Legislature which had convened to take action on new voting laws for

'

the State, according to serial 581 of this file.

I
(protect identity), who has not

furnished sufficient information in the past to establish extent of
reliability, advised as follows:

On 6/20/65, SNCC planned on holding memorial service at
Tompkins Park, Brooklyn, NY, in memory of the three civil rights
workers killed in Mississippi, in June, 1964. Speakers at this
memorial service were to include Dick Gregory.

100-439190-381 end. p.l
(5Y

Officer I I . Human Relations Section, Chicago PD, b6

advised that on 6/22/65 the students at Hyde Park High School, Chicago

,

b7c

participated in a walkout at this school, protesting a change in
the musical nrpgram at the graduation commencement scheduled for
6/23/65.

| |
stated that Dick Gregory was observed at the scene

of the disturbance and was apparently attempting to aid the Chicago
PD in quieting the disturbance.

| | further advised that Gregory
left this disturbance and attended a rally held at Buckingham
Fountain. _ At that rally Gregory announced that a meeting would be
held 6/22/65 in Jackson Park in the vicinity of the above school to
discuss the situation regarding the disturbance at the school.
Officer Deputy Superintendent's Office Chicago PD, advised
that the above mentioned meeting was held at the Woodlawn Methodist
Church. At this meeting Gregory criticized the Chicago PD in the
way they broke up the disturbance.

DLC 157-4-9-197 end. p.1-3
(9*
SI para. 1
157-6-9-1449 p.i,2
(13/

-8 -
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Special Agents on 6/24/65 observed that Dick Gregory spoke
to 75 demonstrators gathered at Buckingham Fountain in Chicago.
Gregory referred to an article in the. 6/24/65 issue of the
"Chicago American" which stated that there were "Reds" who were
observed marching in the demonstrations protesting the rehiring of
school superintendent Benjamin Cl Willis. Gregory stated that some
time ago he had visited the office of Robert Kennedy in Washington, DC.
He stated that Kennedy left the office for a short period of time, and
he, Gregory, observed papers.ion Kennedy's desk. Gregory advised
these papers indicated to him that the FBI had a great number of
informants in the CP. He advised the demonstrators that he wondered
whether the "r.eds" mentioned in the newspaper article were "heal r.eds"
or FBI informants, and he intimated that possibly the FBI was using
informants in the anti-Willis marches. Gregory further stated he
had noticed in the past that one person who had participated in an
anti-Willis march, did hot know the words to the "Freedom Song", and
he commented that this person was possibly an FBI informant.

DLC 157-4-9-195 end. p. 1,2
Or
SI 157-6-9-1444
(13)" (no source)

Special Agents on 6/26/65 observed that Dick Gregory spoke
to the demonstrators assembled at Buckingham Fountain in Chicago..
During this speech Gregory criticized the FBI, the Chicago PD and
law enforcement agendes in general. He ridiculed Director Hoover
and stated that Hoover made a statement that there were communists
in the civil rights movement. Gregory stated "J. Edgar Hoover is
the most dangerous, vicious man in America." He further stated
that if the FBI, the number one police agency in the world, could
not keep the communists >from stealing the secrets of the atom bomb,
how could we, civil rights workers, keep a communist from paying
the $2 to join the civil rights movement. Gregory then stated the
reason that there were so few Negroes in the FBI was because there
were very few right wing Negroes.

The demonstrators, who were protesting the rehiring of
school superintendent Benjamin C. Willis, were led by Gregory and
Robert Lucas, Chicago head of CORE, to City Hall. They paraded
around City Hall and then gathered to hear Gregory and Lucas speak.

DLC 157-4-9-202 p.l, end. p.1,2
OY— si 157-4-9-198 p. 1,2 _

OY

-9-
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|
(Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Hammond, Ind

,

advised he had' recei-ved a- brochure captioned "International-National
Black Movement in America" (105-146603) which announced that a gigantic
rally would be held at the Bishop Noel Institute fieldhouse, Hammond,
on 6/27/65 . I I stated this brochure indicated entertainers at this
affair would include Nipsey Russell and Dick ^Gregory.

DLC 105-140603-5 end. p.2
(7*

The 6/13/65 issue of the "PW" carried an article on page 3
captioned "Dick Gregory to give Benefit for Youth Group." This
article stated that Comedian Gregory would give a benefit for Youth
For Jobs (YFJ) (100-440328) in July at the organization's clubhouse
in the old firehouse 1095 59th St., Oakland.

I I advised that on 7/IO/65 * Gregory staged a
benefit performance at YFJ headquarters, Oakland, Calif. Receipts
from this benefit were approximately $700 . 00 .

_

I advised that &n July, 1965* at a meeting of the
National Board of the CP, USA in NYC, "Mickey" Lima gave a report on
the question of poverty. He said .that YFJ recently held a benefit
(locality not given) which was given by Comedian Dick Gregory and
raised a little money, but the problems of stability still existed

.

b7D

The serial indicated! that Lima was Social Chairman of YFJ.

100-440328-14 p. 10,13*14
(5**
SI to para. 3
100-3-69-10482 p.33
or

I I Bogalusa Voters League, advised
that marches in Bogalusa, La., were planned for 7/7/65 through
7/14/65, excluding Sunday, 7/11/65. Plans also called for appearance
in Bogalusa during this period of Dick Gregory and other civil
rights leaders. No dates were known for the arrival of these people.

DLC 157-6-33-2982 end. p.3
(17r

-10-
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Detective
I I Special Squad, Racine, Wisgongjp

PD, advised that Dick Gregory spoke .at the Racine Memorial Hall on
7/25/65 and his speech was picketed by members of the National
Association for the Advancement' of White People (NAAWP), Racine, Wise.
His speech was sponsored by the NAACP.

Photos of the NAAWP pickets appeared in the 7/26/65
issue of the Racine "Journal Times.*" Quotations from Gregory's
speech were also carried under a title of "Gregory Gives the US
Five Years or Else." He was quoted as saying "Why Complain If
We Have Communists in the Movement if we don't keep them out of the
country?" "That the FBI can't arrest them, then how can the NAACP
geit them out?"

DLC 157-6 -30.-159 p-.l, end. p.'l-3
(Ity ^
31^157-6-30-157 p.l

According to the 7/26/65 issue of the "Racine Journal 'Times,

"

Racine, Wisconsin, the National Association For The Advancement of
White People, Racine, Wisconsin (157-1711) and the newly formed
White Dove Society had jointly picketed a speech made in that city
by Dick Gregory at Memorial Hall on 7/26/65. Signs carried by the
-Pickets were of a racist, segregationist hate type,, .and.. in. .general,
slandered leaders of the integration movement and made allegations of
communist inspiration.

This reference indicated that the White Dove Society
was formed to attract new members to the NAAWP through a soft-sell
religious approach and advocation of segregation based on teachings
of Christ and the Bible.

157-1711-19
(17J-

Detectivel". Michigan PD, advised that
at 11:30 &.M. o'on 7/27/65* the Detroit and Chicago Chapters of
CORE picketed Cobo Hall at De.troit, Mich. , where Vice President Hubert
Humphrey was addressing a convention* of mayors . Those participating
in the picket included Dick Gregory, who left Detroit by air at
2:45 , to return to Chicago. The pickets protested the
presence of Chicago Mayor Richard Daley, whom they alleged had refused
-to-negotiate with-Dr.- Martin- LutherUKing- concerning- the^school

(continued

)



(continued
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r

o
system in Chicago. The picketing terminated at 2:05 B.M. There
were no arrests or incidents. * *

157-6-15-1308 encl. p.l
(15h
SI 157-6-15-1348 encl. p.4
(15y

I I of- the Sumter County Movement, Americus, Ga. .

advised that Dick Gregory arrived in Americus shortly before 10 A.M.
on 8/6/65 . Gregory, accompanied by "Willie Boldon and Benjamin Clarke
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and Rev. J.R. Campbell
of the Sumter County Movement, led a march from the Freedom Center
to the County Courthouse... All of these individuals spoke at the
demonstration. Gregory was to return to Chicago, the afternoon of
8/6/65 .

DLC 157-6-2-1872 p.l
(12r *SI 157-6-2-1873 encl. p.l
(12**

Job Corps Center, Camp Breckinridge,
Ky. (70-41594J stated he felt that underlying causes of riot at
above camp on 8/20/65 included a student body too large for facilities
available and inadequate vocational training; a visit by Dick Gregory
on 8/8/65 , and a demonstration by the NAACP at the Camp on 8/13/65 .

Gregory's visit and NAACP demonstration were concerned with alleged
hiring practices at the camp (other underlying causes of riot set out).

70-41594-8 p.

2

(3**

I
|
Dunbar Elementary School,

Morganfield, Ky., advised that the Council of Anti -Poverty Groups
had scheduled, a meeting in Morganfield for 8/8/65 at which Dick Gregory
would be the principal speaker. The purpose of the meeting was to
promote additional jobs for people in Western Kentucky.

On 8/8/65 I I
Sturgis, Ky., advised that Gregory

had changed his plans and would land at the Evansville, Indiana
Airport rather than the Airport at Sturgis.

-12-
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A fisur on 8/8/65 revealed that Gregory did speak at

the above described meeting in Morganfield.

The 8/9/65 issue of the "Courier-Journal", Louisville, Ky.,
contained an article regarding Gregory's charges of discriminatory
hiring practices of the Job Corps Center operated by the University
of Southern Illinois. Officials of the Job Corps Center denied
Gregory's charges. It was also reported that Gregory refused to put
on a scheduled free performance for enrollees because he felt not
enough showed up.

DLC 157-6-27-414 end. p.1,3,4

SI 157-6-27-409 p.l
(16^*
SI 157 -6 -27-408 p.l
(16^
SI par. 3
105-142057-7 p.3
(8^

CG 6893-S* advised that on 8/IO/65, one I I

b6

(phonetic) who identified himself a? being from Cairn, presumably b7C
Illinois, was in contact with | I of
Students for a Democratic Society \'(SDS) (100-439048) . I

stated as follows :
’

„

"They have some stuff coming up in Cairo that they will
need some lawyers for. We'll need a lawyer to spend 2-3 weeks
down there. They are thinking if they can get the people to do
it of calling a general strike and strike that city. They are
talking to Dick Gregory and he is willing to kick it off if they get
it organized. There's a real possibility it would take place in a
couple of months." (Not further clarified)

100-439048-563XW
The following references contain information pertaining to

the activities of Dick Gregory from 6/6/65 to 8/10/65 in connection
with demonstrations in Chicago, protesting the rehiring of school
superintendent Benjamin C. Willis and general "integration" policy
of the Chicago schools. Gregory was one of the speakers or leaders
of these- demonstrations . -During a demonstration_on~6/8/65, Gregory .

(continued

)
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(continued)

was arrested for disorderly conduct , and on 6/11/65 was arrested

for blocking traffic.

REFERENCE

157-4-9-132
-135
-139
-146 end. p.l
-150 end. p.1,2
-151 end. p. 2-4
-152 end. p.l
-157
-l8l end. p.1,2
-184
-192 end. p.2
-201 end. p.3
-216 end. p.1,2
-220 p.2
-225 end. p.l
-228 end. p.2
-235 end. p.2
-242 end. p.l
-248 end. p.l
-250 end. p.1,2
-260 end. p.1,2
-266 end. p.2
-267 end. p.l
-277 end. p.l
-280 end. p.l
-28l end. p.3
-294 end. p.1,2
-296 end. p.l
-298 end. p.2
-308 end. p.1,2
-317 end. p. 1 j

2

-319 end. p.l
-322 end. p.l
-325 end. p. 1-3
-340 end. p.1,2
-343 end], p.l
-344 end. p.l

157-6-9-1386
-1390
-1392
-1399 end. p.l

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

5

124*

124*

12f
124<

(continued

)
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(continued
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REFERENCE

157-6-9-1400 end. p.1-4
-1415 end. p.l
-1416
-1454* p. 3-6
-1464 end. p.1,2
-1466 end. p.1,2
-1469X
-1475 end. p.l
-1494 end. p.3
-1518 end. p.3
-1522 end. p.l
-1537 end. p.l
-1538
-1553 end. p.l

*Add. info.

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

The following references in the file captioned "Radal*.
Riot, 116th St. and Avalon Boulevard, Los Angeles, California,
8/II/65 " set out information concerning the activities of Dick Gregory
in connection with this riot. While in /the "Watts" riot area, on
8/12/65 Gregory appealed to the people to cease rioting. On 8/13/65
he was shot in the left thigh while urging rioters to disperse-;

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE. NUMBER

157-3804-57 end. p.l
(18/

-87 end. p.6 (184*
-110 \i8f

advised that of the
Los Angeles unapter of CORE, had accompanied Dick Gregory into the riot
area of Eos Angeles on the morning of 8/13/65 on which occasion Gregory
received a bullet wound in his left thigh. Gregory and
others with Gregory made an attempt on that occasion to get
to disperse and implored Negroes to return to their homes.

and
Rhe crowds

DLC 157-6-26-760 end. p.l
(16*-
SI 157 -6 -26-793 end. p.l6
(1&Y (Los Angeles "Herald-Examiner ")

b6
b7C
b7D

-15-
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On 8/24/65., SAS of the FBI observed 70 Individuals ,

including Dick Gregory and I L participate in a memorial b6

service for Jonathan M. Daniels, Civil Rights worker recently killed b7c

in Alabama. This service was held at St. James Cathedral in
Chicago. The participants in the memorial service gathered for
approximately 15 minutes outside the cathedral and then disbanded.

157-6-9-1654
(14^

I I advised that a march and rally sponsored by - the
Milwaukee March Toward Freedom and Independence Committee took
place in Milwaukee, 8/28/65 . The rally was held in front of the
Milwaukee County Courthouse and one of the speakers was Dick Gregory.

DLC 157-6-30-167 end. p.l
(16^

On 9/19/65, Dick Gregory was guest speaker at an affair
sponsored by CORE at Radio Station WHK Auditorium, 5000 Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio. Gregory told a number of jokes about the civil
rights struggle and some ridiculing President Johnson, Senator
Goldwater and J. Edgar Hoover I

100-347539-80 p .10
(3Y

SI 100-266899-35 p.4
(ZY

b7D

According to an article in the 9/23/65 issue. City
Edition of "The Press, " Riverside, California, entertainers scheduled
to appear at a "Freedom Festival" on above evening at Swing
Auditorium in San Bernardino, California included Dick Gregory.

| |
advised that approximately 600 persons attended

the above festival on 9/23/65 , and that entertainment was provided
by Gregory, Sally Jones and San Bernardino local talent.

157-2466-69 p.3,5
(17

^

-I6-
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I 1 Oakland PD
(protect Identity), advised that a new civil rights organization
known as Action was sponsoring a rally at 1575 35th Ave.,
Oakland, Calif, on 9/25/65. Dick Gregory, Negro comedian and civil
rights spokesman, appeared at this rally. The audience then
proceeded to the residence of Chief of Police Edward Toothman in
Oakland. Picketing of the chief's residence was then conducted with
individuals singing ‘'Freedom" type songs and chanting slogans.

100-443302-12 p.23
(6Y

(protect identity ) advised that [

1 Racial Informant
a leader in

Klavern #7 of the .United Klans of America, Miami Florida, spoke at
a Klan Rally which was held on the outskirts of Melbourne, Florida
on

.an Rally

9/25/65.

t

stated that Dick Gregory was a bigoted
revolutionary agitator who was trying to cause them to go into
guerilla warfare. He related that the law enforcement officers were
being accused of police brutality and they should be left alone to
do their job.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

157-370-29-58
(17-K

Lt.|
|
PD, Kettering, Ohio, furnished a

copy Of a letter sent tr> thp Cl tv nf K^-h-hAiM ng on 9/20/65 . This
letter was signed [ Committee for Human Rights.
The personalized letterhead indicated that

| |
was an attorney in

Dayton, Ohio. This letter requested a parade permit in Kettering
on IO/16/65 , in honor of Kettering which was among the first cities
of the nation to issue statements by its officials welcoming
integration. This letter stated that Dick Gregory and other national
leaders in the civil rights movement had been invited to participate
in this parade. Letter set out in its entirety.

b6
b7C

DLC 157-6-10-660 end. p.2
(15^

Detective I I NYC PD, advised that the Fifth b6

Avenue Peace Parade Committee had applied for a permit to conduct a b7

parade on IO/16/65 on Fifth Ave., NYC, as part of the "International
Days of Protest" (100-444608), protesting US policy in Vietnam. At
the conclusion of the parade a rally was to be held on the Mall,

(continued

)
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(continued
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Central Park, NYC. The permit revealed that Dick Gregory would
speak at the rally.

100-444608-92 p$2,6
(6Y

The following references reveal that on, 10/17/65* Dick
Gregory spoke, or was scheduled to speak at a "Rally for Peace in
Vietnam" sponsored by the Chicago Peace Council, at the Little
Theatre, McCormick Place, Chicago. Gregory, in jokes and remarks
supported the peace movement.

REFERENCE

100-439048-688 p.D,34,35

100-444394-4 p.2

100-444608-93 ^p.

2

-255
-362

105-138315-1796 end. p.42 (scheduled to
speak)

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

w
(6P

(7P

|
advised that the boycott of Milwaukee, Wise.,

public schools was discontinued by the Milwaukee United School
Integration Committee at noon on 10/21/65, on which date Dick Gregory
appeared . in Milwaukee at a picket demonstration at Lincoln High
School and the Milwaukee Public School Administration Building.

DLC 157-4-30-46 end. p.l
(12^

,SI 157-4-30-45 end, p.l
(12)

Milwaukee PD, protect identity)

b6
b7C
b7D

A fisur on II/6/65 revealed that 39 demonstrators led by
Dick Gregory marched from Grant Park, Chicago, to Soldier Field.
The demonstrators marched and chanted at the main gate of the
stadium for approximately 3k hours. Two of the signs they carried
read/as. follows : "We're hereto embarrass Snake Daley. " "Welcome

(continued

)

1

1

j

l
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Army-Air Force to Chicago, the most segregated city in the north.

"

The demonstrators returned to Grant Park where they dispersed.

DLC 157-6-9-1857 end. p.l
(14^

• SI 157-6^9-1854 end, p.l
.
(l4^(0fficer

Chicago PE)

The "Chicago Tribune" Two Star Extra, Chicago, of II/I6/65 ,

reported under the caption "Gregory Fined $400.00 as Picket" that
Dick Gregory was fined the maximum of $400.00 on 11/15/65* on two
charges of disorderly conduct arising from a demonstration on
8/2/65 , near Mayor Daley's home in Chicago. Gregory elected to
spend three days in the Bridewell (House of Correction) on what he
promised would be a hunger strike rather than post a $500.00 bond
pending appeal to the Illinois Appellate Court. Gregory said he
would post the bond after the strike.

The "Chicago Sun Times," Chicago, of 11/17/65* and the
"Daily Defender, " (no date given) Chicago, covered an account of the
hunger strike at the House of Correction, Chicago.

Superintendent Stanley L. Denski of the House of Correction
refused to. give a_ press, conference to Gregory indicating, that he was
not encouraging any publicity regarding the demonstration within
the institution. Gregory was reportedly saying that he was seeking
to "point up" injustices in the state Jury Courts and the treatment
of Negroes in Chicago generally, by his hunger strike (details set
out)

.

Add. info, according to Sergeant Chicago PD.

157 -6-9-1888 end. p.1-4
(14^
SI to par. 1
157-6-9-1891
(IS*)

1 (Sergeant
| [ Chicago PD)

A source familiar with racial matters, not further
identified, advised that CORE planned a protest demonstration at the
Criminal Court Building, Chicago, on H/15/65 , against the sentencing
of Dick Gregory. Source not knowledgeable if Gregory was aware of
-the proposed demonstration. , —- - _ . . —
- 157-6-9-1871 p.l
DLC (14^
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On H/l'6/65 Sgt. Tenth District, 'Chicago PD,
advised that a twenty-four hour demonstration was planned at the
House of Correction, Chicago, while Dick Gregory was incarcerated in
that institution.

On II/16/65 Assistant Superintendent, House of Correction,
advised that approximately 50 inmates joined Gregory in a hunger
strike. No major disturbance within the institution.

DLC 157-6-9-1875 P.l
(14^

‘

SI 157-6-9-1889 end. p.l
(15^ -

'

On 11/17/65* Sergeant Chicago PD, advised
that Dick Gregory remained incarcerated and continued on a hunger
strike at the House of Correction, Chicago.

According to an article in the Chicago "Sun Times,"
Chicago, H/18/65 entitled "Promise to Study Complaints of Jail
Hunger Strikers, " Gregory was permitted .a news conference •son: the
evening of ll/lt/65 . He stated in part that he had ended his.
proposed three-day hunger strike after one day because other prisoners
mistakenly believed that he was protesting conditions at the jail.
This article further revealed that House of Correction Superintendent
Stanley L. Demski arid a prisoner spokesman contended that Gregory’s '

presence played no. part in the prisoners* hunger strike. Demski stated
that Gregory's presence might have "served as an impetus to go on
a hunger strike and msk* these requests" for better jail conditions.

I

157-6-9-1894
(15?

The following references reveal that Dick Gregory, who
had been incarcerated in the House of Correction, Chicago, was
released on II/18/65 . Following his release he held a news
conference at the main gate outside, and led a march from the House
of Correction to the residence of Chicago's Mayor, Richard J. Daley,
35^6 South Lowe St., Chicago, with no incidents or arrests. In view
of Gregory's release, the demonstrations had ceasedaas of II/19/65 .

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-6-9-1893 end. p.l (15^*
‘ -1909 .

"
'

: ii5r~
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Sergeant Chicago PD, Chicago,
H/19/65 > that the recent demonstrations, inspired by
in connection with his conviction for activities of a
nature, were expected to be short lived.

advised on
Dick Gregory
civil rights

and Officer
Add, info, according to Sergeant Sergeant

[

]
of the Chicago PD, and duplicate informants

.

157-6-9-1892 p.2,4-6
(15^

The "Chicago Daily News," Chicago, of H/19/65 , contained
an article which revealed that Martin Luther King, Jr. was currently
in Chicago to address a joint meeting of the Chicago Baptist
Ministerial Conference at the Fellowship Church, 45th and Princeton Ave.
The article continued that while in Chicago King had praised
comedian Dick Gregory, active locally in the .civil rights movement,
but had refused to state whether or not he would support Gregory in
his announced intention of being a candidate for the position of
Mayor of Chicago. King stated that he intended to discuss this matter
with Gregory. He stated he had the highest respect for Gregory and
£hey had worked together very closely in the past in connection with
civil rights activities.

100-438794-921 end. p .

2

\W

The 12/6/65 issue of the "Chicago Daily News" contained an
article captioned "Protesters Eyeing Shift to Politics." This
article stated that Chicagoans prominent in various protest movements
had scheduled a conference in Chicago on 1/15/66 of a newly formed
group tentatively called Committee for Independent Political Action
(100-444877) • One of the sponsors Listed was Dick Gregory, who had
announced his intention to oppose Mayor Richard J. Daley in the 1966
Chicago election. This article also stated the conference would be
headed by Attorney Irving Birnbaum who stated the committee had made
no commitment to support Gregory's candidacy for mayor.

DLC 100-444877-3 end. p.2
{6Y

SI 100-444877-2 end. p.l
(6^
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The following references in the file captioned "Communist

Influence in Racial Matters" contain information pertaining to the
activities of Dick Gregory from 5/11/65 to. 1966 in. Erie, Pa.,
Milwaukee, and Chicago, in connection with racial matters.’ He spoke
at a rally sponsored by the Milwaukee March Toward Freedom and
Independence Committee in commemoration of the second anniversary of
the historic civil rights march on Washington, DC. As of December, 1965
Gregory's candidacy for Mayor of Chicago in 1966 against Mayor Daley
had been announced. The CP of Illinois reportedly planned to organize
support for political candidates who would oppose Dalpy's Democratic
Party candidates in the 1966 elections.

REFERENCE

100.r442529rl068 p .2
-1221 end. p.l
-1268 p.7
-1555 p.5
-1635 p. 15, 16,22

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

A pamphlet captioned "The Herald of Freedom", Box 3*
Zarephath, New Jersey, Vol. Ill, number 11, dated 12/31/65, with,
sub-caption "Revolution USA-1960" carried the following statement
onupage two: "A letter was sent to many leftists and Negro
revolutionary leaders dated 12/3/65, by the Committee for Establishment
of the Black Liberation Front, PO Box 16622, San Francisco, California.
The letter called for the holding of a conference among the leaders
of the Negro liberation forces in the US for the purpose of unifying
all groups and organizations and sending representatives to the
'Havana Conference.' The 'Havana Conference' is to be held in early
1966, and is to be known as the Anti-Imperialist Congress. Represent-
atives of all national liberation movements from Africa, Asia and
Latin America are expected to attend. The Havana meeting is believed
to be the result of the request of the CP of the Soviet Union for all
socialist and anti-imperalist forces to join together for the final
struggle."

advised that

T

] of Philadelphia left
according to the source.for Cuba from Mexico City on 1/6/66.

was going to attend a meeting in Cuba' ana rrom Cuba would attempt
to travel to Red China.

On 1/11/66, Rpaprvatinn DarV Ae»r»r.navp

!., NYC, advised that F

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

.departedfrom John.F. Kennedy International .Airport, NY,via _
Aeronaves de Mexico Airlines on 1/6/66, for Mexico City with no

(continued)
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(continued
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reservations for a return flight.

According to I I on 1/12/66 * the trip made by b6
I was financed by Dick Gregory. Source b7C

further advised that I I was from Detroit. b7D

It was noted that Black Liberation Front was the subject
of this file.

105-138833-35 p.13
(lY

On 1/12/66, AT 1380-S* advised that Martin Luther King, Jr.,
President, SCLC discussed some matters with Andrew J. Young,
Executive Director, SCLC, pertaining to future activity on the part
of SCLC in Chicago. King told Young he thought he would participate
in a benefit program in Chicago (date not given) and that he would ask
Dick Gregory to appear with him.

100-43879^-1045 end. p.l
Wr

The "Chicago Daily News," Chicago, dated 1/14/66, carried
an article, captioned "Raby Fined For Resisting Cop. " This article
stated that on Friday, civil rights leader Albert W. Raby had been
found guilty by a Criminal Court jury of resisting arrest during
a civil rights demonstration last summer, and was fined $100. At
the same time, the jury found Raby and comedian Dick Gregory innocent
of disorderly conduct charges stemming from the same demonstration,
(details set out)

IOO-438794-A "Chicago Daily News"
(kY 1/14/66

On 1/14/66 Jessee H. Cutrer, Mayor, Bogalusa, La., advised
he had received information from Negro citizens of Bogalusa, whom he
considered reliable, to the effect that James Farmer, National
Director of CORE, Dick Gregory and Louis Lomax (not identified) were
allegedly coming to Bogalusa in the near future. Cutrer advised the
arrival of these individuals in Bogalusa was supposed to be secret
and the purpose of their coming to Bogalusa was unknown.

DLC 157-6 -33-3890 end. p.l
(17^
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o
On 12/28/65 I I

advised that the Committee for
Independent Political Action (CIPA) (100-444877) had distributed a
leaflet which stated it was time to get a truly independent and
anti~-establishment political movement going. The leaflet continued
that the undersigned, which included Dick Gregory, felt it was time
to make the voice of the independents felt at the ballot box. It
added that an all day gathering was scheduled for 1/15/66 in Chicago.

The 1/13/66 issue of the "Chicago Sun-Times" contained an
article captioned "Gregory, Havighurst Head Political Action Parley."
This article stated. that Dr. Robert Havighurst and Gregory would be
co-chairmen of an ail day CIPA convention in Chicago on 1/15/66.

DLC 100-444877-6 end. p.l
(7K

|
|advised that on 1/15/66 the Committee for

Independent Political Action (100-444877) held an all day meeting
at McCormick Place, Chicago. One of the speakers was Dick Gregory.

DLC 100-444877-7 end. p.2
ay

"Barrons," a national, business and financial, weekly, of
1/31/66, carried an article entitled "U.S. 'Peoples Politics,' a
Report on the New Liberal -Radical United Front." This article v

stated that Paul Booth, National Secretary of the Students For A
Democratic Society (100-439048)’, was among the organizers of the
Committee for Independent Political Action which held "an all day or-
ganizational conference in this new nation-wide group on 1/15/66 ."

(place not shown) Other organizers included Dick Gregory.

According to the above article, the audience of more than
800 delegates applauded Gregory, Co-Chairman, when, he remarked "If
Watts (Watts riot, Los Angeles, California) was wrong, we'd better
go and burn all the American history books.

V

The article also pointed out that Gregory said he would
run as an "independent "^candidate for Mayor of Chicago in the 1966
campaign against Mayor Daley's (Democrat, Chicago, Illinois) machine.

100-439048-1004 p.42
tvr

b7D

b7D
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Alice Widener, publisher of "U.S.A." magazine, NYC and a
very good friend of the Bureau, covered the Committee for Independent
Political Action (CIPA) (100-444877) conference held 1/15/66 in
Chicago. Mrs. Widener . furnished advance copies of two syndicated
columns written by her concerning the activities of the CIPA conference,

Column captioned "Leftists* New * Peoples* s Politics'" stated
that Dick Gregory, who plans to run this year as an "independent"
candidate for mayor of Chicago, was a co-chairman of the conference.
In his speech Gregory stated "There are spies in this room. FBI spies,
and police spies and there's another spy I won't identify now, but
we'll see about him later." He did not explain the logic of why
local and federal police authorities in Chicago would want to plant
spies in an open meeting conducted for aboveboard political purposes.
To those in the press near the dais, it seemed that either Gregory

v

knew of behind-the-scenes CIPA activities warranting Investigation
by police authorities, or else he was making flagrantly demagogic
and deliberately inflammatory anti -police propaganda.

Column captioned "New 'Peoples's Politics' Working Sessions"
stated that one of the speakers, Philip. Kron, was introduced falsely as
a "speech writer" for candidate John Lindsay in the NYC mayoralty
campaign. Kron stated Gregory couldn't possibly win, a statement
resented by Negro militant civil leaders present.

DLC ’ 100-444877-5 end. p.2,4
.

(7-)"
_

I I of the Washington, D.C. Chapter
of ACT (protect identity) advised that on 1/15,16/06 , a meeting was
held in Syracuse, NY, under the namp of "Peoples Convention for Total
Participation of the Poor." | | started that invitations were
sent to various individuals inviting them to attend this meeting which
was attended by Dick Gregory. The purpose of this meeting was to
discuss problems confronting the Negroes in the US.

DLC 157 -6 -53-772 end. p.l
(17£

I iTulane University,
New Orleans, i&. (protect identity) advised that a request had been
received by the University fromf^ I Tulane
Liberals Club, on 1/11/66, for permission* to sponsor a large scale
"teach in" on Viet Nam at Tulane University on 2/5/66. This request
listed the tentative speaker, which included Dick Gregory.

DLC 105 -138315-2294 end. 3 -

—

(7^
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D 0
Ifurnished a mimeographed flyer issued by the b7D

Seattle Committee to End the War in Vietnam. This flyer announced
that the Seattle Youth for Peace in Vietnam would hold an outdoor
rally on 2/12/66 at 24th Ave. E and E Union, Seattle, Wash , based
on theme of peace and civil rights. Prospective speakers at this

rally were to include Dick Gregory.

100-442279-13
(5^

L a representative of CORE, Baltimore, Md., b6

advised that CORE planned to conduct a demonstration at the US Post b7

Office and Courthouse Building, Baltimore, on 2/18/66.

Five individuals picketed the above building on 2/18/66
and carried signs that demanded the release of Dick Gregory and
that the US 'honor the Medicine Creek Treaty giving Nusquale Indians
fishing rights in the State of Washington.

Some of the above activity was observed by FBI Agents.

DLC 157-6-3-1813 end. p.l

(12^
si 157-6-13-1810 p.l

(12^

The following references pertain to a fund raising rally
held by ACT at 815 V. St. in Washington, DC on 2/26/66. At this
rally Dick Gregory stressed the need for human dignity rather than
education. He stated the "Watts" incident was legal according to

the US Constitution.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100^441968-130 p.

2

-131 pY2
-134 end. p.2,3

157-2466-110 p. 2 (18^

The following references in the file captioned "Organization
For Black Power" (OFBP), a coalition of militant Negro radicals and
civil rights leaders, set out information concering the activities of
Dick Gregory of Chicago during the period 6/14/64-2/27/66 in-

-

(continued

)
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(continued)

connection with OFBP. Gregory spoke at a civil rights rally in
Dayton, Ohio which was sponsored by the Non-Violent Direct Action
Committee. In December, 1965 , he was to appear in Los .Angeles;,';.

.

He was to be featured at a fund-raising rally' in Philadelphia^ and
on 2/27/66 was to participate in a fund raising rally in the WUST
Radio Station, Washington, DC for the benefit of the Deacons For
Defense and Justice.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-3022-22 p.3
-156 p.5

^167
-174
-202

. ,
- I 1(protect identity) advised that on

2/11/66, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (IOO-IO6670 ) had attended a
meeting at 4859 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, the United Packing House
Workers of America Hall, a meeting held primarily for the purpose
of advertising and building support for the 3/12/66 SCLC* Freedom .

Festival. King's comments urging all to attend and support the
Festival were brief. During his remarks,, however,, he announced that
entertainers at the Festival would include Dick Gregory.

100-106670-2303 end. p.3
(3/"

"Muhammad Speaks" dated 3/18/66, carried an article on page 9
entitled "Gregory Blasts Daley; Sees 'Watts-Type* Riots" with
photograph of Gregory. This article datelined Granville, Ohio,
stated that Dick Gregory, the black comedian who had announced his
intention of running for mayor of Chicago against Mayor Richard J. Daley,
said that "a great social revolution" was under way to solve the
Negro problem. The article stated that Gregory told 1,200 persons
at Denison University, Granville, that the riot similar to the one in
Los Angeles could occur in Chicago. He characterized Mayor Daley as
perhaps the worst thing that had happened to black Americans since
the days of slavery; that the only hope for improvements in the city
would come with Daley's removal. The article further stated that at
the Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY, Gregory predicted
rioting across the US that. Would make "Watts look like a .pope's picnic."
Chicago and St. Louis, he said, were the major cities that would be

(continued

)
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(continued

)

affected: The article stated that Gregory said he was running for
Mayor of Chicago in order to draw "enough Negro votes to break the
Mayor Daley machine, if not win the election." (Details set out)

25-330971-A "Muhammad Speaks" 3/18/66
{2Y

| of City News Bureau, Chicago, advised that
Dick Gregory was planning a press conference on 4/1/66 to discuss b6
racial violence in Chicago. bic

Patrolman I I Human Relations Unit, Chicago PD,
advised that at the 4/1/66 press conference Gregory announced the
formation of a committee designed to avoid the outbreak of violence
in Negro neighborhoods in Chicago during the coming months. Gregory
explained the program of this committee and also answered questions
concerning the committee.

Similar information to the above was furnished by
L Chicago Commission on Human Relations. b6
1 blC

On 4/1/66 the "Chicago Daily News" contained an article
reporting the above press conference and stated that evening rallies
were expected to be held by Gregory on 4/5,6/66, place not yet named.

DLC 157-6-9-2166 end. p.1,2
(15^

The following reference on Dick Gregory located in file
maintained in the Special Pile Room of the Records Branch, Piles
and Communications Division, was reviewed and found to be identical
with the subject of this summary; however, the information contained
therein has not been included:

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

-28-
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REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

See the search siip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is 1 set
out in the main file. Differences in source will be noted on the .**

search slip.
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'Domestic Intelligence Division

PFE

INFORMATIVE, NOTE
12/1/66 ,Date .

Subject, who is better knoWrc in
the entertainment world as Dick Gregpry,
previously informed Agents that he is
planning to go to North Vietnam to enter-
tain American prisoners of war. He has
declared that he will go with or without
State Department approval.

Gregory told the Agents that there
is no intelligence mission involved in
the trip and that he wants to be blind-
folded when the North Vietnamese takes
him from prison camp to prison camp. He
said that if the Nortfr Vietnamese do not
believe him, they can

A United Press; International news
release 12/1/66 indicated i:hat Gregory
has a passport valid until June, 1967.
The. release quoted Gregory as saying,
’* I think American prisoners are more
important than the passport to me."

The information in attached is a
rehash of material previously dissemin-
ated, therefore, no disseminatipn will
be made of it. We are following
matter closely.

•Tjs-ts
ALL INFORMATION gqntaineTjs.ts
HFRF|rj fiQQiFicn

DATE!

b6
"b7C

J
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICEU COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

|
Mr. Tolson_^^ il

iS0"3? il

$#"

!

FBI HASH DC*

DEC 1 1966

TELETYPE /
Mxv Casper.
Mr. Callahan
iMr. Conrad
’Mr. Pelt
Mr. Gala
Mr.
*VIr.

FBI CHICAi

321PM URGENT 12/1/66 JLS

TO DIRECTOR <100-440423), WASHINGTON F IELD AND ! NEW YORK ___

WASHINGTON F IELD VIA WASHINGTO^
1NF0RMATiSN C3NTAIN0J

FROM CHICAGO <157-347) 2P HEREIN 13 U'iC 113

1 Tav!
>fr. Trotter,.

Room
K imes.

Miss Candy_

ANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD PLAXTON GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO NORTH

VIET NAM DURING THE NINETEEN SIXTY-SIX CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS;

- I IF ORMATION CONCERNING i

M0*» .
an

M: CHICAGO WHf TO DIRECTOR, 'NOVEMBER TWENTY ONE? LAST .. /
* B[ v /a

CAPTIONED AS AB.OVE.
/- &T7&£l4£flU

FOR INTO OF. NEW YORK REF ERENCED JJM D ISCLOSED^GREGOR Y°2

ANNOUNCEMENT NOVEMBER FOURTEEN LAST CF* INTENSION IQ VISIT *$pRTH„

VIETNAM THIS CHRISTMAS, PURPORTEDLY TO ENTERTAI N #MER ICAN-WAR

*v>

ZD
<s* * X ,

PRISONERS THERE.
^ <£? ’

_

" CHICAGO TRIBUNE NEWSPAPER, DECEMBER ONE INSTANT^ CARRl&D
i *

'

ART ICL-E- QUOTING GREGORY AS REVEALING NOVEMBER THIRTY LAST HE HAD
>, _> ^

l
^T> - ,»

BEEN INVITED TO NORTH VIET NAM TO BNTERT^I^ AMERICAN PRISONERS

<f]

THROUGH PARIS-CFF ICE CF BRITISH F>«fCOSbPHER tPAC TF 1ST 7BERTRA f®
£c£

/ ;
.

. ___
lTK« 'TDfAK.nl VMBTA MA C U TWCTflM .RUSSELL. GREGORY PRESENTLY STANDING TRfAj^OLYMPiA WASHING?^ ^

ON ILLEGAL FISHING CHARGES ARISING FROM DEMbNSTR0?
3

ONS
E
'?H7RE^IlTH

JNISQUALLY INDIANS LAST F EBRUARY. GREGORY, SCHEDULED TO/^EfF ORM

END
r< $>m%o

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR
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yj?

b6
b7C

PAGE TWO

C,G 157-347
^ Q'ty

, .
VILLAGE GATE NIGHT CLUB^lVeT THIS WEEKEND* DECLARED WOULD DEPART

NEW YORK^B.Y PLANE DECEMBER F IVE i NEXT ENROUTE LONDON.
!*• •

SUBSEQUENTLY’ WILL FLY, TO :PARIS THEN HANOI.

TRIBJJNeUrSiCLE STATED GREGORY POSSESSED VALID PASSPORT AND

QUOTED .HIM SAYING HE WILL MAKE THE TRIP REGARDLESS : (F WHETHER
je;

'
'

.

• •

STATE DEPARTMENT GRANTS. PERMISS ION

.

*
"

REQUEST WASHINGTON F IELD GIVE EXPEDITE ATTENTION TO DETERMINE

IF GREGORY HOLDS VALID PASSPORT AS SET 'OUT IN REF ERENCED 1

-*
J.

COMMUNICATION. WASHINGTON F IELD ADDITIONALLY REQUESTED TO

DETERMINE WHETHER- HOLDS VALID PASSPORT

fS]lNCE POSSIBILITY EXISTS

|

UVlTZ* ?TPrTC$ fbTVdfc&X “ ' —
^USA* SECRET SERVICE* MILITARY ADV/ISED • CHICAGO FOLLOW ING..

.MeH&friJQUfii
’

" *

J^HM F OLLOWS

.

, r V~ feu**, Ogm&rH&tr - r v ’

ADDENDUM: CHICAGO jrf> SOURCE AD VISED INSTANT GREGORY HELD’ PRESS

CONFERENCE THIS. DATE AND DISCUSSED HIS. INTENTION AND PLANS TO

VISIT NORTH VIET NAM. GREGORY DISCLOSED WILL CONTACT U^S. STATE

DEPARTMENT THIS DATE .CONCERNING TRIP .

NEW YORK .TO BE ADVISED

END
*

RCS"
(pFO

F B I wash DC CC- MB. SULLIVAN



FD-36 (Rov. 12-13-56)

ir*

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

PLAI1

F B I

Date: 12/2^^?

(Type in*plain text or (fade)

URGENT
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

A kn XOiBOSU

I [fr XteLngch. a.b6

i iCr, MAkr^—b7
1 Hr. Wick. .

Mr. Oi-per—

*

Mr. t*vte'±an,

Mr. C.mstd^
Mr. F —
Mr. Ga!s_

r#

Mr. ([Tavyf—
Mr. Trott{

Tele. Room
tJ?ss Holmes^
Miss, Gandy,—

Ml.

/DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) AND SACS CHICHGO ANI

NEW YORK CP /

FROM: SAC,’ WFO (157-1121)

ANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD 0LAXTON GREGORY TO TRAVEL

TO NORTH VIETNAM DURING THE NINETEEN SIXTY-SIX CHRISTMAS

HOLIDAYS; INFORMATION CONCERNING

rH

22 CO

otm

CO'S-
cs%

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE DECEMBER ONE LAST AND AIRTEL AND

LHM NOVEMBER TWENTY-ONE LAST.

RECORDS PASSPORT OFFICE; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

(USDS), REVEAL GREGORY ISSUED PASSPORT NUMBER E FIVE ZERO

ZERO EIGHT EIGHT NINE ON JUNE TWELVE SIXTY-FOUR AT NEW'YORK.

CITY. WAS ISSUED PASSPORT NUMBEI

IN NOVEMBER SIXTY-FIVE AT NEW YORK
1^:2fl J

— : UJLt5 THESE PASSPORTS VALID FOR THREE YEARS FROM DATE OF
GC |—
UJ <3TSlQ ISSUE AND. RENEWABLE FOR TWO ADDITIONAL YEARS. HOWEVER',

IK CITY. jO

f /

RENEWAL APPLICATION NECESSARY FOR RENEWAL. GREGORY’S '

PASSPORT VALID UNTIL JUNE TWELVE SIXTY-SEVEN AND WITHIN

C0- Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
1 - WFO

GTT/mrb
(5)

REG- Is

rv<

® DEC 7 1966

Relayed co

liqpuAYihh ,
Special Agent in Chafge

.M Per J
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f

FD-3 6 (Rov. .12-1 3-56)

0

Transmit the following in

Via

WFO 157r1121
PAGE TWO

THAT THREE YEAR PERIOD HE MAY TRAVEL TO ANY COUNTRY NOT

RESTRICTED ON HIS PASSPORT. HE NEED NOT ADVISE THE

PASSPORT OFFICE OE ANY TRAVEL PLANNED- OR PERFORMED DURING

THE PERIOD OF THE PASSPORT’S VALIDITY. THE PASSPORTS OF

BOTH GREGORY AND
| |

CONTAIN RESTRICTIONS MAKING

PASSPORT NOT VALIDr FOR TRAVEL TO ALBANIA CUBA? AND THOSE

PORTIONS OF CHINA? KOREA, AND VIETNAM UNDER COMMUNIST

CONTROL.

OFFICIALS OF LEGAL OFFICE OF THE PASSPORT OFFICE,

USDS/ ADVISED THIS DATE NO REQUEST HAS BEEN RECEIVED IN

THAT OFFICE IN WASHINGTON, D. C., TO AUTHORIZE TRAVEL TO

ANY COUNTRY LISTED UNDER THE RESTRICTION ON THE PASSPORT.

WFO WILL MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH USDS, AND ADVISE IF

SUGHEREQUEST IS RECEIVED OR ANY OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION

CONCERNING GREGORY’S TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM. P.

O
FBI

Date:

(Type in plain text\or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)*

Special Agentin Charge

Approved:. Sent



0
TELETYPE UNIT

UtCu 19bb

ENCODED MESSAGE

0
V\ Mr. Tolsonu

* X 'Mr. DeL a<

^ ; /jt Mr. Mohr .

&

aciaf

Mr, Wick-
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan-

Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Fel,t

.

Mr. Gale-

Mr.

FBI NEW YORK 76/

431PM URGENT 12-5-S6 JAM

T0\ DIRECTOR 100-440423 CHICAGO 157-347 AND WASHINGTON FIELP;157-1 l2l

Mr. Sum^aJ
Mr. Ti

Mr. Trotteh,

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy—

r
FR0M\NEW YORK 157-1093 2P

aANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO

NORTH VIETNAM DURING THE NINETEEN SIXTYSIX* CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS

INFORMATION CONCERNING
INFORMAT10R CONTAINED

HEREIN is ii''CLPSSlF|E^

- - RE CHICAGO TEL DECEMBER ONE LAST'; OATEj

DICK GREGORY DEPARTED JOHN F.. KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY, AT TEN AM, DECEMBER FIVE INSTANT,

ABOARD TWA FLIGHT SEVEN ZERO TWO* BOUND FOR LONDON, ENGLAND.

TWA OFFICIAL ADVISED NO INFORMATION AVAILABLE AS TO ANY

CONNECTING FLIGHTS AT LONDON «0R RETURN RESERVATIONS FOR GREGORY.

IN PRESS CONFERENCE PRIOR TO DEPARTURE, GREGORY^
^^ ^

M. *T*

—

U

(I

it

STATED HE WAS BOUND FOR LONDON, PARIS Wm) HANOI, NORTH VIETNAM;

THAT HE COULD NOT PREDICT TIME OF ARRIVAL IN HANOI SINCE FLIGHTS
:r DEC 7 1966i

TO NORTH VIETNAM WERE INFREQUENT; STATED PURPOSE OF TRIP WAS
« i.V

ENTERTAINMENT FOR AMERICAN ^RI'SOnIIs OF^W^R IN HANOI; STATED.

ti

gwo COPIES

END PAGE ONE

(:

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR



o
PAGE TWO

BERTRAND RUSSELL, BRITISH PHILOSOPHER, WAS MAKING ARRANGEMENTS

FOR THIS ENTERTAINMENT AT LONDON, GREGORY DECLINED TO DISCUSS

HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD VIETNAM WAR; STATED HE WAS OPPOSED TO KILLING;

THAT HE WOULD NOT ENTERTAIN COMBAT SOLDIERS BUT WOULD ENTERTAIN

CAPTURED SOLDIERS. GREGORY STATED HE RECEIVED TELEGRAM FROM

STATE DEPARTMENT WHICH REFERRED HIM TO TWO POINTS OF LAW WHICH

HE DID NOT ENUNCIATE, WHICH TELEGRAM HE .TURNED OVER TO HIS

ATTORNEY.

LHM FOLLOWS.

END v

MCS

Far WASH DC - --------

CO MR.



Fp3J6’?ftev. 5-22-64)

Date: //-

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-1465) ^|\T£ 3

SUBJECT: COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR BLACK
POWER (CCBP)
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

=rt»S

Re Chicago airtel and LHM captioned as above
and dated 11/4/66; Chicago tels 11/4/66-11/7/66, captioned
variously Picket Demonstrations, Auspices CCBP, November,
1966, RM, with additional captions of Youth Gang Conflict,
Chicago, Illinois, RM; American Nazi, Party, RM; Proposed
Demonstration at Cook County, Illinois Jail by Oakland
Committee for Community Improvement, 3939 South Drexel *

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, November 8, 1966, and Unsubs;
Alleged Threats Against Dick Gregory. Negro Entertainer.
and Civil Rights Activist, and

|

OCCI, Election Laws - Extortion.

- Bureau (Enc. 18)
(1 - 100-439190)
(1 - 100-440855)
(1 - 100-441968)
(1 - 157-2466)
(JU- 1:05-70374)

6J - 157-4253)
(1%- 157- )

Atlanta (Enc. 1)
New York (Enc. 1)
New Orleans (Enc.

(SNCC)
(CORE)
(ACT)
(DDJ)
(ANP) *
TDICK^GREGORYl
(OCCI)

(RM) (INFO) (SNCC)
(RM) (INFO) (CORE)
1) (RM) (INFO) (DDJ)

14 - Chicago
157-413)
100-40342)
100-11329)
157-303)
157-572)
157-3)
157-979)
157-347)

rjb (1 - 100-34347)W (1 - 157- )

(SNCC)
(CORE)
(ACT)
(DDJ)
(ANP)
(OCCI)
(DICK GREGORY)

/»- **&f*^-

not recorded.

.$8$ NOV 21 1955

n

NS

V)

ORIGINAL

FILED

IN
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CG 157-1465

Enclosed for the Bureau are eighteen (18) copies
of a letterhead memorandum concerning the above group, its
activities and those related to it over the period
11/4-7/66.

Copies of this letterhead memorandum are designated
as indicated to interested offices for information. The
caption of the letterhead memorandum itself is being carried
as Racial Matter rather than as Internal Security - Miscellaneous
as this is deemed more appropriate to the nature of the acti-
vities as set forth.

Chicago is conducting no investigation concerning
the threatening phone calls made to DICK GREGORY, from an
extortion aspect, as the telephone calls to him and his
associates were local in nature. A separate letterhead
memorandum is being provided the Bureau under an appropriate
caption pertaining to the threat against GREGORY and his
associates under the caption Election Laws - Extortion.-

The sources utilized in the enclosed are as follows:

Source 1
Source 2

Chicago is continuing to follow the activities of
the CCBP and those organizations and individuals active in
this connection. The Bureau will be appropriately advised
of subsequent developments. *

PCI
b6
b7C
K7n

- 2 -



* • *

i

dOi5TED STATES DEPARTMENT 0P-5USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

CG 157-1465 Chicago, Illinois

&

COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR
BLACK POWER (CCBP)
RACIAL MATTER

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum of
November 4, 1966, under the above caption setting forth
in part plans of those groups and individuals composing
the CCBP umbrella-type organization to conduct demonstrations
in Chicago, Illinois, on November 4, 1966, and November 5,
1966. Those militantly oriented civil rights groups which
compose the CCBP include in part ACT, Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE), Deacons for Defense and Justice, Inc. (DDJ)*
Oakland Committee for ‘Community Improvement (OCCI), the
Student? Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), as Wfll
as members of several Negro youth gangs in Chicago,- these,
latter inclusive of such as the Blackstone Rangers and the
Vicelords

.

Referenced memorandum reflected that representatives
of the CCBP had planned a picket demonstration at approximately
1:00 PM on November 4, 1966, at Congress Plaza, Chicago:, this
demonstration to coincide here with a visit to Chicago of
President Lyndon B. Johnson.

In connection with this planned demonstration, a
confidential source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on November 4, 1966, that this particular
demonstration was not to be held in view of the cancellation
by President Johnson of his plans to visit Chicago, In its
place the representatives of the CCBP have scheduled demons trac-

tions for November 4, 1966, commencing at approximately 4:Q0 PM

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI). It is the property of the FBI and is loaned



o o
b6
b7C

RE: COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR •

BLACK POWER (CCBP)

in the Vicinity of Lake Street and Hamlin Avenue on Chicago's
near northwest side. This demonstration is generally to be
in protest of a lack of suitable candidates in the November

8, 1966, elections who are qualified or interested in suitably
representing the Negro. These demonstrators are to proceed
from their meeting point at Lake and Hamlin on a route taking
them through this near northwest side neighborhood, predomi-
nantly white. The group has solicited the support of the
DDJ to accompany them and to provide, any protection necessary
from any community attacks against the demonstrators. Accord-
ing to this source, the demonstrators themselves have no

plans as such to initiate violence during the demonstration.
If this demonstration- is successful the gi’oup plans to conduct
similar demonstrations in other all white or predominantly
white Chicago neighborhoods over the forthcoming weekend.
These demonstrations are to be held with the hope- of encouraging
the so-called ’’white backlash” to further embarrass: tbe% .o

Democratic city administration and further contribute njtofco

the defeat of local Democratic candidates for public office
in the November 8, 1966, elections.

T.j gn-frpmfl-nt I 1 Communications Section,

Chicago Police Department, advised that as of 4:30 PM on
,

November 4, 1966, there were no demonstrators then in the
vicinity of Lake and Hamlin Avenues, however, additional-

police forces have been detailed to this area to insure that

no problems arise in the event the demonstrators do appear.

Lieutenant I [
subsequently advised that the

scheduled demonstration and march, above, did not begin
until 7:15 PM on November 4, 1966, Only 17 demonstrators,
all Negro, subsequently marched from the intersection of Lake

and Hamlin through this and nearby neighborhoods, terminating
their march at approximately 10:00 PM. These demonstrators
were accompanied by approximately 50 Chicago police officers

and there were no incidents, arrests or disorders at any tiipe

during the course of the affair.

Patrolman
Chicago Police Department, advi
November 5, 1966, that information had been received ,by the

Deputy Superintendent^ Office,
sed at approximately noon.

- 2 -

-
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RE: COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR
BLACK POWER (CCBP)

Chicago Police Department that the West Side Chapter of ACT
has laid plans for a march on this date to commence at
approximately 4:00 PM. ’ Those involved will originate their
demonstration from ACT Headquarters-, 413 Easl; Oakwood Boule-
vard,- Chicago,' to the headquarters of the 13th Ward, Regular
Democratic Party Organization, 6509 South Kedzie, Chicago.
The - stated reason for this march is to encourage a .Negro
boycott at the polls on the occasion of the elections' to

be held November 8, 1966. ACT is to be joined !ib this march
by individuals representative of those other groups which
comprise the CCBP, -notably SNCC and CORE.

' “

It will be recalled that referenced memorandum
of November 4, 1966, also contained information to the effect
tftat a march was to be held by CCBP forces on November 5,- 1966,
through the First Congressional District on Chicago* s .south side.

Vv-- *

In connection with this demonstration. Commander
< \ 3rd District, Chicago Police Departments
covering the First Congressional District, advised that sojne

22 demonstrators led by Robert Lucas, Chicago CORE Chairman,
marched for a short while early Saturday afternoon, November

5, 1966, from ‘the area of -63rd and South Park Avenues, to the
vicinity of- 47th and South Park where the /demonstration ended
at approximately 3:00 PM. I I

advised that the marchers
carried signs calling for the defeat of encumbent Congressman
William L'. Dawson, Chicago's First Congressional District^
in protest of his past record in the s civil rights area. I J

advised that the marchers did not reach Congressman*-Dawson's
office as had been planned, apparently because of their fatigue.
There were no incidents, arrests or disorders in connection
with this march. *

Lieutenant I ~l Watch Commander, 8th
District, Chicago Police Department^ advised at 5:00 PM -on'

November 5, 1966, that the demonstration planned for this
afternoon at 4 : 00- PM by the Wes t- Side Chapter of ACT had been
canceled. bf!advised that ] act[
had advised that the demonstration instead would be held at
4:00 PM on November 6, 1966, with a march to begin from 413

- 3 -
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East Oakwood Boulevard, Chicago, ACT Headquarters-, to the
13th Ward Democratic Headquarters at 6509 South Kedzie
Ayenue. The marchers additionally will proceed to the
vicinity of 3900 West 63rd Street in this general area,
this, address .the headquarters of the 13th ’Ward Republican
Organization. '

>.

I I stated that to the best of his- information,
this demonstration, op November 5, 1966, had been canceled
because most of the participants were to have been those who
had taken part in. a earlier march on this date on Chicago*

s

south side and these individuals had apparently not physically
been ablp to engage in another march on this date.

? -5.

Lieutenant
| | above, advised on November' 6,

1966, that the planned demonstration by ACT and associates * "

pf this organization before both the Democratic an£ Republican
Party headquarters on Chicago's west side had npt materialized.

I J had no information concerning the reason for the"
cancellation of this march other than, the fact that, insuffi-
cient support had been mobilized by those organizations who*
were interested in it to render it other than embarrassing.

kdvised. however, that the Chicago 'Bra:#P;h^£^ the
'•A'tii%hican

;>-Nazi Vxtiiy had apparently learned of the comtemplated
demonstrations to be held in this area on Chicago*s south side
and had scheduled a counter demonstration to take place in
Marquette Park. The area where the ACT demonstrations were to baye
taken place is generally in the Gage Park and Chicago Lawn areas
on Chicago's southwest side, the scene of serious disorders
during the summer of 1966 on the occasion of civil rights marches
through these all white residential neighborhoods.

Concerning the ANP activity in Marquette Park on .this
date, 1^1 advised that at approximately 4:30 PM, five indi-
viduals^ all Caucasian, had been arrested in Marquette Park
for distributing Nazi Party literature. These individuals were
identified as follows:
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RE:. COORDINATING. COUNCIL FOR
' BLACK POWER (CCBP)

Highland Park, Illinois

Chicago Branch ANP

Concerning these individuals, a second confidential
source, .who. has furnished reliable information in the; past,
advised that I I are all’ known in

the past to have been active in the Chicago Branch, ANP.

Recprds of the Chicago Office reflect no information
identifiable with either I I

' *

At 6:00 PM, November 6, ‘1966, - Lieutenant I I >

advised that he had learned that Dick Gregory, Negro entertainer
.and* 1civil 1righTts activist, now in Chicago, was present at ACT
Headquarters with some eight other persons attempting to organize
a march to or 'demonstration in the Gage Park area later- that
evening. As; of; 6„:45 PM, November 6-, 1966. Officer f |

[

"[ Office of the Deputy Superintendent", Chicago Police
Department, advised that Gregory and this group were still
at ACT Headquarters continuing to attempt to organize such
a demonstration, however, there was no indication at that time
when.such activity would take place.

| |
Commander, 2nd District, Chicago

Police Department, advised the Chicago Office that Gregory
and ’Lawrence Landry together with some 14 other individuals
departed the ACT Headquarters at approximately 7:20 PM, en-
rollte to 13th Ward Republican Headquarters^ 3900-West 63rd
Street. Upon arrival here this group demonstrated peacefully
for approximately an hour, then proceeded to 13th Ward Demo-
cratic Headquarters, 6^509 South Kedzie. Here the demonstra-
tors became disorderly, noisy and rowdy, repeatedly shouting

l. 5- -
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•BLACK POWER .(CCBP)

"Black Power", and the Chicago Police Department forces
present on the scene arrested ten male and three female
demonstrators on disorderly conduct charges. Among those
arrested was I L I

the
West Side Chapter of ACT. Gregory and Landry were nQt
arrested as a result of this activity.

Officer ] above, advised that information
subsequently received by the Chicago Police Department
reflected that Gregory, subsequent to the demonstration on
Chicago's southwest side, had stated that he might engage
in an all-night vigil at Cook County Jail. Chicago, to protest
the incarceration there of|

|

of the OCCI.

I j a close associate oi uregory, is currently in jail
for defiance of a local circuit court injunction restricting
civil rights marches in Chicago, this injunction obtained in

August, 1966, by Chicago city authorities. As of 10:00 PM,

November 6, 1966, CaptainT 1 10th District 1

,
Chicago

Police Department, covering the area surrounding the Cook
County Jail, advised that there were no demonstrators ,in

the vicinity of the jailatthe present time. He advised
that his information was now to the effect that the OCCI ;

would conduct an all-night ligil at Cook- County Jail, 26th
and California, Chicago, to protest the incarceration of^

[___Jbeginning at midnight, Monday, November '-7
; 1966:, . and

concluding at 6 :00 AM. November 8, 1966; | Istated that-

according to the I I of the OCCI,
|

I

the size of the grpup participating in this all-night vigil
will be within the limits of the law pertaining to such activity.

At 3:25 AM, November 7, 1966, Officer

L Office of the Depiity Superintendent, advised rnat
a telephone call had been received at the Deputy Superin-
tendent's Office at. 2:35 AM from l I above,

, At that time
|

repp^ited a

11 received bv him at z:'±
affiliated with the OCCI. At that time

|

threatening telephone call received by him at z:i.O AM,

November Z , 1966. The telephone call was from an unidenti-
fied male who stated to I I "If you demonstrate before

further advised thatelection day I’ll kill you."
the Deputy Superintendent's Office was notified at 3:10 AM
by Chicago Police officers calling from the residence of
Dick Gregory, 1451 East 55th Street, Chicago, that Gregory
had previously reported to the district police precinct that
he had also received a threatening telephone cal3, this- call-

6 -
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RE:- COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR
BLACK POWER (CCBP)

received at 2:00 AM, November 7, 1966. Gregory’s caller
had reported^ stated, ,?Stay in your house until after the
election.” - '

At 2:55 AM, November 7, 1966, the Chicago Office
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation received a telephone
qall from Dick Gregory who at that point stated t,ha,t he and
some of his associates were receiving threatening telephone
calls ds a result of his proposed demonstrations. At this
point" Gregory stated that representatives of the Chicago
Police Department had Just arrived at his residence arid he
would recontact the Chicago Office with further details as
soon as possible. *

.

'
- Gregory subsequently recontacted the Chicago .Office

at 5:18 AM, November 7, 1966, and advised that although, the
matter of the. threatening telephone calls received by him
and his associates had been Referred to the Chicago Police
Department and the Cook County Sheriff’s Office, his attorneys
had,advised him that he should. again contact the Federal Bureau
of Investigation to furnish full information 'concerning these
calls. Gregory stated that to the best of. his recollection,
his caller had stated, ’’Don’t go to the .jail and demonstrate
tomorrow or you’ll be hurt. Stay in youzT'house until after
election.,' This goes for T 1 b6

b7C

Gregory ‘'stated that he then cursed' at the* caller;,

was cursed in return at which point Gregory hung up. Gregory*

advised he was not concerned about this^call until he learned

shortly thereafter that I
. ,, ,

b7C
I (all referred to above) had received similar telephone

?H;hiicans 4his AM. Gregory stated that the call ffco l

~1 in effect

was ”If you come out in the street you will be dusted off.”
Gregory advised that it was his belief that these- threatening
calls resulted from his announcing a planned rally- and demon-
stration at the ,Cook County Jail commencing, midnight,, November

7, 1966. Both Gregory and Chicago Police Department sources
familiar with these calls advised* that they consider them

,

local in nature.
~ ~

- 7 -
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RE: COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR
' BLACK POWER (CCBP)

Pertinent .portions of the above information were
provided .during the period November 4-7, 1966, to the
following:

,•'113th MI Group, Region I,
- Evanston, Illinois

i:

United States Secret Service,
Chicago, Illinois •'

J

- I , l
.

r United States Attorney's Office,

•

• Chicago, “Illinois
v

. ,

~~
-

The DDJ and the ANP, national and. local, will be
characterzied on the attached appendix pages. The sources
utilized in the ANP characterizations have furnished, reliable
information in the past., *

' ' *:

Copies of this memorandum are being. provided to- /

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Office of the United.-
States Attorney, Chicago,, and Region I, 113th 'MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois.



1 APPENDIX

DEACONS OF DEFENSE AND JUSTICE, INC.,

aka Deacons for Defense and Justice,
Inc. - _______

The Articles of Incorporation of the Deacons of

Defense and Justice (DDJ) as on file with the Secretary of

State, for the State of Louisiana, reflects that the Deacons

of Defense and Justice, Inc., is a Louisiana corporation
domiciled at Jonesboro, Louisiana. The location and business

office address of its registered office shall be Amos Service

Station (rear) ,
Beach Spring Road, Drawer B. Jonesboro,

Louisiana.

^’This corporation is organized for the following pur-

poses and to carry on the following purposes:

"To instruct, train, ’teach and educate Citizens of

the United States and especially minority groups in the funda-

mental principles of the republican form of government and our

democratic way of 'life 5
to instruct, teach, train and educate

said persons in the provision's of the constitution and laws of

the United States and the State of Louisiana, as well as the

constitution and laws of any other state wherein this corporation

may operate; to instruct, teach, train and educate said persons

in the use, value, and purpose of the ballot and the right to vote;

to instruct \ teach, train and educate said persons as to the duties

and responsibilities of good citizenship relative to the obligation

and duties of the community to the citizen: to further instruct,

teach, train and educate said persons in the value of economic

security and in the effective use of their spending power; to

inspire in said persons a sense of responsibility and to develop

leadership. This corporation has for its further purpose, and

is dedicated to, the defense of the civil rights, property rights

and personal rights of said people and will defend said rights

by any and all honorable and legal means to the end. that justice

may be obtained. This-corporation may establish chapters .and

conduct its business at any place in this State and elsewhere as

permitted by law.
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AMERICAN NAZI PARTY OF THE WORLD
UNION OF FREE ENTERPRISE NATIONAL
SOCIALISTS, ALSO KNOWN AS THE
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL PARTY

^^ his book * This Tims The World ^ pnnwf 4« i qct

Nazi
G
party

C
of

N
the

C
Wo?i'ri .

idGntifded himself ’as Commander, American

“ociaiS (ANP !SK” %£g£? Nati°nal

a RirhinoriH
TIl
v -

Ap
^i4

1963, issue of ’’The Richmond News Leader,”

LINCOLN ROCKWEff
1^^ ll

newspaper
» reported that GEORGE

AmSlw™!;1,
5
ad » on the previous day, again applied for themerican Nazi Party to be chartered in the State of Virginia

tion CoL^r®* 'S turned down ^ Virginia State Corpora-
thf iScTw? ? :

Thls actlon was taken pursuant to an act of
"fct

1962
i
?
J
teillla Assembly which prohibits use of "Nazi" or

fnr?i=r
al S°dialism" in a Virginia charter. This article

in the Staie of
*hat R00™EL*;'S Party is presently charteredthe State of Virginia as the George Lincoln Rockwell Party.

WTTwirwQ ,,
0l? Aug^st 14

* 1964
1 a source advised that the ANP -

in SinSo^v? Z
? •

y GE0RGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at his residence

"National SoiiIl?S+"
la ' °n F

f
b
?
uary 26 . 1959. as an internationalflationai Socialist” movement based on the German Nazi Partv

forehand
He added that ROCKWELL is the dominant

O? ha+^2
per

f
onal

^Jy
in this party; that he is espousing a ’’line”hatred against the Jews and Negroes; and that he is seekingthrough speeches, distribution of literature and picketing to

StaXs^ndV
0
!?®

3^6 and domlnant Political party in the Unitedstates and m foreign countries.

According to the ’’Stormtrooper *s Manual,” an officialpublication of the ANP, the phases of ANP struggle for powe? are
fecond "thrdis-em 1

lrS
i-”

t0
f
ak® ollrselves kno™ to the masses";

pl?tv"! ?? our program and truth about the
y » Hird, organizing the people who have been converted tour propaganda

; and fourth, ’’the attainment of power through thevotes of the newly-won masses,”
tnrougn the

LINCOT N Rn2™I?
USt 19s

J.^
96

? 5 *he source advised that GEORGE
L1?® HOoOELL presently believes that he has completed the

*1° phafes in his Struggle for power and is well into thethird stage, to wit, ’’the organizing of the people who have
hnn

n™n
y
ert

?
d

J°-,°
Ur ProPaganda.” The source added that ROCKWELLhad previously believed that he would be elected Governor of

November 9 1965, and when defeated, he made the state-ment that he was not ready for stage four.

* 10
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AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

A source advised on November 14, 1960, that on that. -.
' vv* Z*

date, a meeting was held in Chicago, Illinois, for the
/,

Z

purpose of organizing a Chicago Unit of the American Nazi ’

-'•Z'
1

Party (ANP) which maintains headquarters in Arlington,
„

Virginia. GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, National Commander, ANP,..
.

took charge of this meeting.

On May 22, 1962,1 self -identified
as lieutenant, ANP, Chicago, advised that the AlfP ip Chicago,

is to a degree autonomous although it remains subject to the1

final authority of GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL and ANP Ifatipnai;

Headquarters.

A second ^source adviped on August 17, 1966, that
.the Chicago branph of the £NP is currently located at 13^4.

West Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois.

% b6
b7C
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* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : Mr, Sulliva^

FROM : J, F. Bla

'CosWH
Callahan .

Conrad _

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory

ft INFORMATION CONCERNING

DATE: 12/2/66

i

- Mr. $g£oach
- Mr. Sullivan.

1 - Mr. Bland
1 - Mr. Enlow

Ro;

Gale ,

"Sullivan —

—

Tavel

Trotter_
Tele. Room

.

Holmes
Gandy - ...

,

Dick Gregory, Negro comedian and civil
agitator has publicly announced that with [ \

I
he plans to travel to North Vietnam to

entertain 'American prisoners of war. State Department has
asked for a name check on Gregory.

t * ... „

. - TV
t .,^1 - _

~ Gregory is the unscrupulous publicity\houri<I who ,1-
has made disparaging and contemptuous remarks coiicferni'ng the
Director and the Bureau. His sanity can be quistioned as
he told our Seattle Office that the North VietnameseCcould

I I
if they suspected any duplicity on. his*' '•

-parti - -
'

f

4

o
Our files show he reportedly is a friend of a^*f

Seattle Socialist Workers Party leader and met with; him^last
February in New York City. His activities pertaih;*to <racial
and civil rights agitation and demonstrations. " P I /mis J<n> -2'

Gregory has a valid passport until June, 1967, ~
and may travel to any country not restricted on his passport.
Among, the countries restricted on Gregory * s and

I I

passports is that portion of Vietnam under communist- rnni-rnl

Gregory told an informant of ours that I I

OBSERVATIONS

;

© DEcr7/^r^o9'

All pertinent information^has been
fc
furnished re

fo
r^

the State Department and the grarit:ing of a visa is the fV ^
State Department's responsibility. / ^ ^ /

nsmOif.

,

x f
flat

x
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Transmit jt)ie following in

AIRTEL

E)ate: '

U/J28/66

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority),

A V

Director, FBI
(100-4W23)

j&W SEATTLE

13
' * '

I
1*1L\ l., n. .ttr

f
'

A * * i;
1

I i il.ss fjf&n jy i

j_i i__
! .... J

To: Director, FBI ATTENTION: "
:

( 100-44042 3 ) CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
From SEATTLE 0157-511) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

ip O DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Subject!/ RICHARD CLAXfON GREGORY ’ /| y .

RACIAL MATTERS _ a j)r/X
(00: CHICAGO)

CR EL OVRA-65 CRA-64
PA DPE QPF

I I BM BM-Threats fylRacial Matters -Oj
Klan Organization />J

Summary of Complaint:
fP7Enclosed are eleven (11) copies of a letterhead y

memorandum for the Bureau;, and for Chicago, two (2) copies
of a letterhead memo setting forth information volunteered
by comedian 1)1CK GREGORY on November 28, 19 66 at Olympia,
Washington, where he was appearing for trial on a charge
of illegally fishing on an Indian Reservation, the charge
being brought by the State of Washington. The contents
of the letterhead memo wefe volunteered by GREGORY to
^SDecial^ A^ent l~ I at the Thurston County

1 'J Bureau CEnc. 11) (REG) (AM) _
-r- (mhzgo (157-347) (Eno.. 2)(REG)fA$

j ^ ^
if. tf o iX Z '

CER-.kmhCER : kmh

by routing slip foxQfa£$*k 0^?*^ .
Ct*J*j*~"* ul,JJ,r‘1

(Tklftfo action (PZTJ

date / I DEC 7 1268

ACTION: UACB: by

r~l No further action being taken and ——• _

(X3 LHM enclosed Copy furnished to USA
1 l LHM being submitted A
I

j
Report being submitted

f~~l Preliminapvdhvestigation instituted

^

1 I Limited investigation instituted r .

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN TS UWJSLA83-
*

DATFl&l&fiiSBY.



SE 157-511

Court House. SA l ^

I

was at the Thurston County
Sheriff 's Office conversing with Undersheriff l__| I

whep GREGORY approached, introduced himself to SA I L

,
noting he was already acquainted with Undersheriff
GREGORY thereafter conversationally conveyed the information
set out in the letterhead memo. '

j. ' A copy „of the, letterhead memo has bden furnished
: -locally by FJD-342 to the U.S. Secret Service* the United

1 States Attorney., IN.TC , ONI , and OSl

.

The Bureau will be kept informed regarding
developments in this matter.

i .
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington
November 28, 1966

J

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On November 28, 1966, comedian DICK GREGORY,

of Chicago, Illinois, appeared at the Thurston County Court

House, Olympia, Washington, incidental to his being

charged with illegal fishing on an Indian Reservation.

The trial had not yet begun, though it is scheduled for

November 28, 1966. Mr. GREGORY had occasion to volunteer

the following to an Agent of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation/
’ t

He had just returned from Europe and for the

purpose of appearing at’ the aforementioned trial. In

Europe he epproeched BERTRAND RUSSELL 5 welJL known English

philosopher, with his. idea to appear as an entertainer in

Noith Vietnam prison camps for the purpose of a non-

political Christmas holiday entertainment in their behalr

.

This would be contingent upon a Christmas truce.

Two North Vietnamese officials flew from Hanoi

to London and GREGORY met them there, asking to meet and.

talk with HO Chi-minh. The North Vietnamese appeared quite

receptive to GREGORY'S plan, but said they could not. speak

for the North Vietnamese people until the people s wishes

were established, since four million pounds of bombs .are

dropped daily on North Vietnam by American pilots and the

idea now of entertaining these pilots would possibly be

repugnant to the people

.

GREGORY said the North. Vietnamese advised him

they would pursue the matter and he would be contacted and

advised of the feasibility of hearing out his plan.

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the F~'

r
. It is the propertv

of the F t !":i is Joined to "
**v

agency; it rnd its c^nt^uts are
not to bo distributed outside

tfHSRB®/isb'yyo+x3 '

ALL INFORMATION
CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATEJA IBY
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

GREGORY said he would have to learn the. "ground
rules" of HO Chi--minh and in turn, his own ground rules
would have to be explained. He then said he would not agree
to entertaining American prisoners in North. Vietnam if there
was segregation involved in any form, including the elimin-
ation of pilots from any audience, as he felt this would
be tantamount to being a party to condemnation of the^
pilots’ actions. He also said he would want to be blind-
folded when traveling between prisoner camps, as he did not
want to learn anything that. could be construed to be
military or intelligence information.

GREGORY said he intended to receive the North
Vietnamese. reply; and then if . favorable.* he would go to the
United. States State Department for their approval., . asking
that his. luggage .be completely searched before his departure
and asking further that he be permitted to take l I

with him as a gesture to support the non-political purpose
of his-.visit. Further, if the. North Vietnamese suspected

icitv on his part, they would be welcome to,, as he

GREGORY said he believes the American prisoners of
the North Vietnamese are entitled to be entertained as much
as. anyone, .else, and he. also hoped to ask, the North Vietnamese
to release any wounded who obviously would never be able to
return to combat. He said this entire effort was part of
his conviction that people to people efforts can succeed
in overcoming man's inhumanity to man through warfare and
he will have no part in any propaganda effort that might
attach itself to his proposed program. He then commented on
the "cocktail sipping Government officials in Washington,
D.C." who make decisions affecting the lives of men on the
front lines and he believed the men on the front lines should
make- their own decisions. He added that if he were an Americ
soldier, he would be the best and would die twice for ‘his

country; but if captured, he felt that as a prisoner, he
should give more than his name, rank and serial number and
should tell all he knew. He did not expound upon this further
due to an interruption.

any dup
put it,

t
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FD-365 (Bov. 9t27-65J;

Dat<? : December 5, 1966

Transmit jthet following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

l

!A..IRMAj
(Priority)

To: Director, FBI (100-440423ATTENTION: .

rs/dl / * , S CIVIL.RIGHTS 'SECTION
From:\Aj?5lf SEATTLE (157-511) (P) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

Ht fl DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Subject/ RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY/ -

V/ RACIAL MATTERS ' *

"
‘

i

00: Chicago

CR DEL, aVRA-65 CRA-64
" dPA QPE PF

Q BM BM-Threats fc§Racial Matters
OKIan Organization

Summary-of Complaint:

Enclosed are 11 copies for the Bureau and -2 copies
for Chicago of a LHM supplementing information in Seattle
LHM under this caption dated November 2<3, 1966.

Copy of the , enclosure is being made available
locally ,by FD-342 to United States Secret Service, United
States Attorney, INTC, NISO and OS I. £-##1 u __ .

'

C6j>y mR-R-fl/ vu~TAv
\

> ^
LEAD hy routing slip ''for ^“ AJinfo O^tioff

SEATTLE DIVISION So /X /f// &
At Olympia, Washington by. '/

Qacttoit

Will report results of court action in this
matter scheduled for&tfanuary 12, 1967 y,c/£

•

D£C 3 796^im ACTJp&WSCB: _
1

Bhreau (~n No further action-being taken and’
l r *

* (Enc.ll) (REG) pan LHM enclosed fxl Copy furnished to USA
2 " Chicago (157-347)^ jjkM being-submitted

2 - Seattle
* ( } P Report beipg submitted ,

KCH^ib I I Preliminary investigation instituted „,
*•

' ^
' O Limited investieat^n in^titute^

r
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on hand for Uc verdict, which

required three and a half hours

of deliberation ay a jury of sev-

en women am five men. The
Gregorys left .Vcdiiesday after-

noon for Chic; go and prepara-

tion for a td . the announced
candidate for nayor of Chicago

will make to Hanoi next week.

Gregory said W ednesday that he
will try to nuke arrangements
for a Christmas show for Ameri-

By bob McDaniel

Daily Olympian staff Writer

The Courthouse show is over

—at least for the time being.

Dick Gregory and his wife,

Lillian,,Wednesday evening were

fasinvlaed on a total of five

charges of illegal fishing. But

the Negro comedian and his wife

have another Thurston County

Superior Court date next Janu-

ary 12, when they are scheduled

to appear once more before! .

Judge Hewitt A. Henry. \Lufis<r
• To be argued then will be

motion for a new trial, and jib-— -i aJO-/T\
that is not successful, scntcnc-^^/.Tm V
ing for the couple. Maximum-!
penalty , for Gregory could be

!

three years in jail and a §3,000"

fine, and for his wife, two years

and $2,000.

The motion for a new trial'

was filed by Jack Tanner,
_
Ta-

coma attorney for the Gregorys.

The- whole thing started last

Winter with Gregory and his

wife fishing in tlie Nisqually Riv-

.

er in support of Indian" claims •

they’re usual and accustomed',

fishing spots—guaranteed by the

century - old Medicine .Creek
Treaty—were being violated.

Neither of the defendants was

can prisoners of war held in

North Viet Nam.
Gregory, who said he has Rot

approached the State Depart-

ment with his plans for a trip

abroad, drew a comment from

Secretary of State Dean* Rusk,

who said if Gregory went with-

out permission if would “pose

some problems for ns and for

liiffl.”

Back in Thurston County, it

was a nearly empty Courtroom

by the time the verdict was an-

nounced. The Gregorys were ab-

sent, as were such visiting In-

dian notables as Mad Bear, a
longshoreman from New York;

Semu, a Chumash medicine man
from San Diego, and Messenger
Boy, .who-said he would, rathe? -

be called Craig Carpenter.

'

- Before his followers departed;

Gregory treated them and a
handful of Courthouse "on-lookers

to a half-hour of his specialty—

an impromptu comedy routine.

The third floor hallway outside

of Judge Henry’s courtroom
served as a stage.

He joked about civil rights

mostly, taking verbal pot shots

at law enforcement, Dixie- style.

Then, in a more serious vein,

Gregory showered praise on the

eight state game .protectors who
Testified at his trial. But the

comic urge got the best of him,
and in the end the comedian re-

verted to- form and quipped;

“They told the- truth; and man
I’m not used, to honest cops. It’s

i been a fair trial all the way and

I
Pm not complaining.”

The .man, who. .says, he “NE.V,-

KR” takes the easy way out and
forfeits bail when he gets ir.io a
legal hassle assured everyon

e

that he and his wife will be on
hand for the court action set for

next month.

. i
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QJ-regory Anctc'Qees

He’ll Hop To Hanoi
Negro comedian Dick Gregory

said Wednesday morning that, he

will leave next Mor.Ui ' ft«r Ha-

noi and a conference .;jth the

North Vietnamese government

officials concerning a series of

Christmas shows he wants to

stage for captured American

troops held there. .

*

* tf 3

Confirmation of his bid for the

trip came early Wednesday
morning from British Philosoph-

er Bertrand Russell's Paris of-

fice, Gregory said during a
press conference prior to the

third day of his trial in Thurs-

ton County Superior Court on il-

legal fishing charges.

In making the announcement,

Gregory reiterated comments
• made earlier in> the week, that

he “is ’going as a human . being,

not as an American or a pa-

triot.” .

He again said that the U.S.

State Department has not en-

tered the picture, “because they

couldn’t get .me into Hanoi if
*

they wanted to.”
* * *

If. the initial, conference in Ha-

noi is successful, Gregory ’said;

lie will try to take a trio of mu-
sicians, his wife, and two of his

five daughters for the holiday

junket next month.

“I’ll leave my wife and kids

there as a gesture of good faith,”

he said. “I don’t know if the

North Vietnamese will go for the

idea of hostages, but, if they
r

want me to, I’ll leave my wife^

Lillian, and daughters, Michele^

7, and 'Lvnn, 5, in Hanoi for a
* month.” I

The comedian said that he {will [
not entertain in -nightclubs for a
maximum of two years if he
makes tiie trip to North Viet

Nam. This is, he saia, "De-~
— -erasin' "wouldn’t want to make

money” due to the trip. He said

he will continue with his writing

and lecture appearances regard-

less of the trip.

Gregory said he planned to

|

pay for the trip himself „by fi-

jnancing it with a series of ap-

jpearances in Chicago before He

i leaves next month.

V
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RICHAFJ5 GLASgOll GREGORY
aha, DicI<r^xegcir5L_

li^FOSMATIOH CONCERNING

Decer&cr 2, 1966
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;lli*s
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** *

2?.
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i

No investigation has teen conducted concerning
thecapticned individual i.

b7D

This confirms information orally furnished to
Night Duty Officer', S4fat^NSffcftmenif &*/2/66. b6 ‘

REG
kuju b.uaue Department Copy only). b7C

100-440423-//p
1 *- Department of State
It Central Intelligence Agency
1 - Assistant Attorney General

J„ Walter Yeagley
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Mohr

l’ Casper
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Color.
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-

Sullivan £L
[
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Trotter -—

-
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Holmes-.^-*,

Gomty ..I—

PFE: fhd, (5)

Ms document contains neither
ommendatlonS nor conclusions of

the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and Is loaned to your ageftcyj
It and its contents an* hot to be
distributed outside your agency.
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cqSkfber^SaiI (U)

NOTE :
• - -

Source is See NYte.l 12/2/66, Announced
Plans by- Richard Claxton* Gregory to Travel to North Vietnam
During the 1966 Christmas Holidays, Information Concerning."
Classified "Confidential" as it contains information from a
..confidential source whose unauthorized disclosure would be
detrimental to ;the internal security of the United States.
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ANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY TO TRAVEL

TO NORTH VIETNAM DURING THE NINETEEN SIXTY SIX CHRISTMAS

HOLIDAYS INFORMATION CONCERNING.
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This confirms information orally furnished to

State Department, December 4, 1966*
iOn State Department, copy, only)

1
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Central Intelligence Agencyy
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Assistant Attorney General
J. Waiter Yeagley
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CABLEGRAM URGENT - - - /C\

1 - Mr. Enlow^#^

'TO LEGAT LONDON *

FROM-DIRECTOR FBI (100-440423)
-

. &
RICHARD CLAXTON- GREGORY, AKA, DICK GREGORY, INFORMATION

CONCERNING.
- *

*

ON DECEMBER E*OUR LAS* SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE
J ' ’

’ * -

INFORMATION IN ‘THE PAST ADVISED

.
-

™
3 5 Kl)Sj,Pj

,
Foit 1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through°ror Review)

SEE~^FE:fhd (4) Sj
j

VIA CABLEGHM^N )TE PAGE T

Tele. Roora »/ APirA *t i 1 DEC 5 1966

£93?;0J}EfcSl8$

VIA CABLEGM^ndte page two

DEC 5 19(56



CABLEGRAM TO LONDON
RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
100-440423

b7D

GREGORY IS COMEDIAN AND CIVIL

RIGHTS AGITATOR WHO HAS MADE DISPARAGING REMARKS CONCERNING

BUREAU. ALERT YOUR SOURCES FOR RECEIPT OF ANY INFORMATION

COMING TO THEIR ATTENTION REGARDING GREGORY'S ACTIVITIES

IN ENGLAND. GREGORY HOLDS PASSPORT NUMBER E FIVE ZERO ZERO

EIGHT EIGHT NINE*, ISSUED JUNE TWELVE ONE NINE SIX FOUR IN

NEW YORK CITY.

NOTE : Source is| [ See NYtels 12/2/66 and
12/4/66 captioned "Announced Plans by Richard Claxton Gregory
to Travel to North Vietnam During the. 1966 Christinas Holidays,
Information'-Concerning." The -above and all other- pertinent
information has been furnished to the State Department.

NR. °1 33
E-NC.

CK.

APPROVED 3Y
TYPED BY •

LOGGED BY
i *
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 12/7/66

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

Mr. poison

Mr. BeLoach, - ..—
Mr. Mohr., -——
Mr. Wick 1—
Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad _

Mr. Feltw^ —
Mr.
Mr. Kosen~~ i

Mr. Suliivan™.^
j

Mr. Tn^el™.

{fciltfTtoorn—

Miss Holmes^—

*

FROM; SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093)

SUBJECT: ANNOUNCED PLANS BY RICHARD.
CLAXT0MREG0RY> TO TRAVEL
"TC iiNURTH "VIETNAM DURING .

THE 1966 CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS:
INFORMATION CONCERNING

i

ReNYteletype to Bureau, 12/5/66.

Enclosed for Bureau and offices listed are copies
of LHM covering DICK GREGORY’S departure from New Ydok
on 12/5/66. Special Agents who personally observed
GREGORY ' s departure’ were ,Sp cial Agents HENRY RASK and
VINCENT J. ASCHERL.

. Special Agents ASCHERL and RASK overheard comments
made by GREGORY at the pres.s conference prior to his
departure on 12/5/66.

Dissemination of attached LHM is being made
loc.ally to 108tli INTC Group of Secret Service.

9*

Copies disseminated to Chicago and WFO since
they have received copies of prior commmications in tills

matter.,
- _y^/ju QpP

t ,
JV Efcm 7

c Ks-jgA —
Jf^OEQ 8 1966

fT)- Bureau .(Ends. 11) (RM)
^2 - Chicago’ (157-347) (Ends. 2) (RM)

—
' —m

2 - Washington Field (157-1121) (Ends. 2% (RM)
'r

350V0S

by routing sHp#or£2^

•g gtsK n .j..

- flew xori

ApprovedJA :mg



' OcUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFTSSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Bureau 100-440423
New York 157-1093

New York, New York
December 7, 1966

t r X?*?Announced Plans by^Richard
Claxton Gregory to Travel to
North Vietnam during the 1966

- Christmas Holidays
Information Concerning

frvnr\ v
Special Agent personnel Federal Bureau of Investigation

) °kserved Richard Claxton Gregory depart from John F
lQ66

edLI
?o?nS

ati°nal
v
Airport ^ Queens ^ New York, on December 5,

bonnA Fnr^rA
0
^

a * Trans World Airlines Flight 702
n?Hw>

f°r Londo
^-> England. At a press conference given by

statements^
pri0:r to his deParture he made the following

7

ViAbnant ? was
_50und for London, Paris and Hanoi, NorthVietnam. He could not predict the date of his arrival in

Du5bo«5p
i
n?

e
v,^

li
f
h
?
S t0 North Vietnam were infrequent. The

m!S n?
h

<
s trip-was to negotiate for Chrrstmas entertain-

ffoine-°ai-
A
JSr

i
?
an

<E
r
i?

0ne:i:,s of war in North Vietnam. He was

lussell^ BritS^nM i^
n

°t
the

J
anoi Government and Bertrand

ar^ging ?he tri?
P &nd pacifist was instrumental in

.

>

Fowarvi +-v,a

D
i

i
r?
k

4.

GreS
w
ry declined to discuss his attitude

against^Siiin^
3,1
" S

&r * He w S not aSainst war, but he was
,

?e was making the trip as a "human being . " '

so captured sfldie?s?
WS t0 °°”bat soldiers but would S^e shows

ii ,

^i®^ Gregory was asked if he had heard from the StateDepartment relative to this trip. He replied that he had received
Doints

S
of
m
i ew°

m
n?

6
)

S
£
ate DePartment which referred him to two

?£„i?
'

A
Pi®k

u
Gregory did not enunciate the two pointslaw involved but he turned the telegrap over to his attorney.

or State hafnofoSSd hifpJanV
6®4681'3'" fr°™ the Department

COPIES DESTROYED

9 NOV. 20w
L

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents.

, i%L^Tiy{STfe>wbe distributed outside
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Announced Plans by Richard
Claxton Gregory to Travel to
North Vietnam during the 1966
Christmas Holidays

The "New York Times" December 4 , 1966, page 9 ,

'

contained an article entitled "Dick Gregory Going to Hanoi
to Arrange Shows for 0 . 1 . Captives." This article related
that at a previous press interview Dick Gregory stated that
the above trip to Hanoi commencing December 5, l966, "would
be made only to work out details for the second visit" at
Christmas time. If he was successful in arranging for the
Christmas trip he would concentrate then on entertaining the
prisoners

.

- 2 -
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> FD-302 (Rev. 4-15b64)
4- lr£> — ,t

L Public Relations Man, Trans World
Airlines, John P. Kennedy International Airport, Queens,
New York, furnished the following information:

RICHARD GREGORY was ticketed by Trans World Airlines
on their Flight 702 departing John P. Kennedy International
Airport at 10:00 a.m. December 5.> 1966, bound for London,
England. DICK GREGORY departed on this flight at the time
scheduled. He held a one-way ticket with, no return reservations,
and there were no reservations for connecting flights at London.

John F. Kennedy International
12/5/66 Airport, Queens, New York NY 157-1093

On at Filft a
SAS HENRY RASK and

~
VINCENT J. ASCHERL/mg 12/6/66

by : -Date dictated —

This document contains neither recommendations-no0conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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URGENT 12-10-66 CRM

TO ^DIRECTOR -2- (100-440423) AND CHICAGO (157-347)

ROM NEW YORK (157-1093) IP

ANNOUNCED PLANS OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO NORT

Mr. Tolson-

Mn DeLoach
|

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Wick-„^.
Mr. Casper-
Mr. Callahan-

Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Felt-—

_

Mr. Gale-
Mr. Rosen-
Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter-

Tele. Room-
Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy-

H_ VTFTfJAM.-

DURING NINETEEN SIXTY SIX CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS* INFORMATION CONCERNIN

* RE NY TT TO BUREAU TWELVE FIVE SIXTY SIX.» —
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMET, TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

NYC, ADVISED DECEMBER NINTH THAT DICK GREGORY ARRIVED JOHN F.

KENNEDY AIRPORT, QUEENS, NY, DECEMBER NINTH ABOARD TWO FLIGHT SEVEN

ZERO ONE, WHICH -ARRIVED AT FIVE FORTY PM, FROM LONDON ENGLAND.

LHM FOLLOWS.

END

WA....LRC

FBI WASH DC

sr-ut /©O'

<eC-

8

4 DEC 13 I960

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED.

HEREIN 1$ UNCLASSIFIEDw .
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
|BBX AUTOMATIC DECLASSIllCATJOMf G1IXDE

'date 09-23-2013
E42MS2K35

v <?
F B I

Transmit the following in

Via : AIRTEL

fffJ{fl2/Vte/66
• HhL^

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

-''-v

TO:

FROMr
i ^

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC' ’ to YORK (157-1093)

O
SUBJECT: ANNOUNCED PLANS OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

TO TRAVEL TO NORTH VIETNAM DURING 1966
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS 3$%

~ > INFORMATION CONCERNING CLASS.

I (
00: CHICAGO) REASON

/;
\ ReNYteletype to Bureau 12/10/66,, reporting return

of DICK GREGORY to NY from London on 12/19/66-.

Enclosed for the Bureau and offices listed are
copies of an LHM covering DICK GREGORY'S return to NY on
12/9/66.

VINCENT J. ASCHERL.
TWA, furnished information to. SA

Confidential source referred tp in attached LHM
(U)

Attached LHM is classified ‘kJorjfideGtial" ($|.nce

^ unauthorized disclosure of informatidffattributed^to' this

^ informant might impair his future effectiveness and such
^ could have an adverse effect on the national defense.

f “Dissemination is being made locally to 108th INTC
Group and Secret Service.

Information copies are designated for WFO.since §hey
have received co^ijm/ot previous communications in this fatter

,<fW- sit

peeved copiSE/or previous communications in tvnis matter*^

«v . „ W.. .. . mm
2 - Washington
1 - New York

1n y#» ’ — jw^reau
^
Enc

l v ,2 - Chicago 2); ,(157-347) (RM)
icQ,1®

(157-1121) (Ends. 2)

b7D

Approved:

^pg</ial Agent ifi Charge
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fllCmSSlEICMlOW AUTHORITY BEKITO1 IEOM:
'fbi mmmrxc declassjijcmjon guide
DATE 03-23-2013
142MS2K35

SL aUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

FUe No.

Bufile 100-440423
NYfile 157-1093

(U>

New York, New York
December 12, 1966

Announced Plans of Richard Claxton Gregory
To Travel To North Vietnam During 1966
Christmas Holidays
Information Concerning

, J"'

Public Relations Department., Trans
ohn P« Kennedy International Airport,

1966 , that Dick
World Airlines ^TWA7
Queens, New York, advised on December 9 »

Gregory returned to New York aboard TWA Plight 701 which
arrived at this airport at 5 i40 p.m.., December 9> 1966, from
London, England.

b6

b7C

A confidential source, v/ho has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised on December 10, 1966 , that
at a press conference held at the Village Gate, an entertainment
spct-.in Greenwich Village, New York City, at 11:00 a.m.,
December 10, 1966 , Dick Gregory made the following statement:

Dick Gregory was notified by Bertrand Russell,
English philosopher and pacifist, that his (Gregory* s)
projected trip to Hanoi, North Vietnam, to entertain United
States prisoners of war had been turned down by the North
Vietnamese. The reason given was the extensive bombing of
North Vietnam by United States forces. Dick Gregory stated
he sent a telegram to the Hanoi Government advising that he
was not interested in political affairs, but was primarily
concerned with entertaining United States prisoners of war
in North Vietnam. Dick Gregory stated he sent a telegram
to the President of the United States protesting travel
restrictions on his United States passport. He also indicated
he planned legal action against the United; States Government
to enjoin the Government from restricting his travelling
privileges. Dick Gregory stated he is not a Communist and
would never be

t
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•
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This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the ,FBI. It is the property
of the .FBI and is loaned t®~ your
agency 5 .it and its contents are

,*not to .be distributed outside
your agency.
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ROUP
ExcliJ&ed^f'rom automatic
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declassification—7/5
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Announced Plans of" Richard-Claxton Gregory
To Travel To North Vietnam During 1966
Christmas Holidays

The "New York Times" issue of December 11 * 1966*
on Page 8* carried an article entitled "Gregory Says Trip
Awaits New Hanoi Authorisation." According to the article*
Dick Gregory said he would cancel his proposed Christmas
trip to Hanoi unless renewed approval was received from
Hanoi within a week.- -The article said that Gregory returned
to New York Friday-* December 9 j 1966* from London and that
his proposed strip' to' Hanoi had been postponed by the North
Vietnamese since American bombings intthe Hanoi area posed
a threat to his safety.
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Trotter

Tele. Room .

Holmes
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STATE T.

URGENT 12-9-66

TO m^etrroR

FROM\LEGAT LONDON NO. 45?

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,. INFORMATION CONCERNING.

REBUCAB DECEMBER 5 LAST.

GREGORY/CEFT TODAY ON TWA FLIGHT 701 AT 5 PM FOR NEW YORK.
1 I

n
c

clevelanq>u7s .

I BORN

CLEVELANQ,^U7S. CITIZEN, AT AIRPORT AND
|

| OVERHEARD
[5

rcr

SAY IJUG‘i TO GREGORY "SEE YOU NEXT WEEK -ON YOUR ONWARD JOURNEY."
1 «r».

THI§? IMPLIES GREGORY MAY RETURN -LONDON ON WAY TO NORTH VIETNAM.

RECEIVED: 4 :37 PM MSE

.
- ,

"
tf DEO ZOMB

S-'

3RD CC; MR. BligNNAN /

* *1* '

y*k ? X; 4*

Iftne^mtetUgence containedAn the above message is*tolbe disseminated outside the^Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



UECLISSXEICftflOH ftWTHOlJTY BEHIVID FROM:
FBI miTOMifIC BECLH|||pIiICftTION CTXBF
DATE 09-23-2013
E42M52K35

Onited states cf Iernment

' Director, FBI (100-440423);
#

" ' ' - 5* ' ' "

FROM-'-tff]

subject:

12/19/66

V/Legat, London (157-99) r(*P)

" O -

RIOlfA'RD.'GLAXTON GREGORY,, aka
D i*#fi/ fijfegptix

RM ////..
. INFORMATION CONCERNING

Remycab 12/9/66 .

Referenced cable indicated that when subject left
London Airport two iridividualsjjiere. at the aia&ort to see>^
him off, one well known to &frg*Bureau, I I

and the other .1
|

according to,

lappears to nave accompanied
JKEGORY on his trip to- thd U.B. ‘and is identified as born.

~1 Cleveland. Ohio, traveling qn U..S. Passport Nq .

'

IfurtHer^advised* that both subject and]

|

which is,

an address formerly used bv I I SP*r*~mj
_

- . This mattqr is being fAllowed by this office with
and any further information, .ayaiiai>ie will be

mediately made known to the Bureau.. (U) Y/jr\

M
3_ -) Bureau v_

Liaison (sSnt direct) / , TT ,

: 1 7 London G** l,U|1

ACM’rvw -
'

Ucv -
- W .

S=1b7D

Copy, to

by routing slip fotT c/by rowing slip fot tf -
- JL

~ 1 ™v..
.

,

“©DEC^^SSg



ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED EBON:
EBI AUTOMATIC DECT,AS SIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 09-2

E42M52K35

Transmit'the following in.

airtel

o

F B I

L
Date: 1/10/67

|U|

(Type irijMxTitexl or "code)"''
~~

(Priority

)

FROM:

SUBJECT

:

n

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093)

PROPOSED TRIP TCL NORTH
VIETNAM BY DICK^REGORY,
EASTER, 1967
RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed for the Bureau and- Chicago are copies
of TiHM on a bove case. Confidential source referred to ism im

•

'

The LHM is classified ’honfatdefitidj f$ince
unauthorized disclosure of information attributed' to above
source might impair his future effectiveness and such impairment
could have an adverse effect on the national defense.

Dissemination is being made locally to Secret
Service, 108th INTC Group, OSI, DIO and USA, SDNY.

Attempts will be made through informant coverage
to obtain the specific information concerning travel plans of
DICK GREGORY. When^*such information is received it will be
furnished promptly tO'^tha^Bgreau for dissemination purposes.

3^-Bureau (Ends 11) (RM)
2 .rChicago (I&2-347) (Ends. 2) /00 ~//l/dd2 ? -> f flK
1-New York (100-ISP7&) (VIDEM) V /

f
f

Off

i is JAN U 1967
by routing slip for (WJj ff T71 /
0%fo g^actjo

by, .

,

2ft — l-IO-So

Speqi^l Ac^nt ii



tolCLUSSlEICftflOH AUTHORITY BEIII ill

mx miroMific decxj^iiicmxm
BATE 09-23-2013
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STATES DEPARTMENT,OP JWTJCEa
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

Fi/e Ar
o.

New York, New York
January 10jl'96'S

CgaSSBBNIlSir
juj

Proposed Trip To North
Vietnam 3y Dick Gregory,
Easter, 1967
Pxacial Hatters

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past., advised on January 3, 1967, that

b7D

The above confidential source had no further
information to furnish at this time concerning Dick Gregory’s
proposed travel to North Vietnam/

(U)

This document contains
neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the
FBI. It is the property of
the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its
contents are hot to be
distributed outside y>ur
agency

.

(U)

Bitcludud 'from
auti profit ii o dwmgrading

CLASS.

SEASON-FCJ

BY,

REVIEW
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ftlCMSSlEICftflOH ftlfMOlLETY fflBKITOD IROM:
EDI 3WTOM1XXC DECLAS SIEICftTXON GUIDE
DATE 09-23-2013
E42M52K35 __
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F B I

L ’"’pete: hl&'i, 7

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

tfr

tr7<

date

by '7*dJ&

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON ^GR^GORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven
copies of a letterhead memorandum relating to GREGORY*

s

recent conviction in Washington State and his current
plans in -the Chicago area.

The sources utilized in the enclosed letter-
head memorandum are as follows

CG T—

1

by rout .

Q<n£o rt action

appropriate agencies
mid

advised by routing
slip onJz2SZ—Cr^

/Probationary Racial Informant
/currently under development by
/ the Chicago Office.

The sources fn
dates noted ^o SAs
respectively^^ (TJ)

fihpH giir.h information on the

- SEC-72
- Bureau (Enc . 11P(RM)

2 - New York .(Enc . 2) (RM)
2 - Seattle (157-511) (MVIlftRM)
ft - Chicago

‘
1 “

^/oo- r

b6
blC
b7D

b6
b7C

;is JAN l1? 1967

i

\blD

i



Chicago is following the situation closely and
will furnished the Bureau with all pertinent details by
subsequent communication.

A



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED
EDI AOTOMETXC BELLAS SI1XCATJON
DATE 09-23-2013
E42M52K35

T

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply« Please Refer to

be
hlC

The Chicago "Tribune” January 13, 1967, edition
carried an article on page three, column four, datelined
Olympia, Washington, revealing that Dick Gregory, the
Chicago comedian and nationally known civil rights de-
monstrator had been sentenced to six months in jail with
three months suspended sentence by the Washington State
Courts. Such sentencing resulted from an indictment
filed against Gregory charging him with violation of
the State Fish Conservation laws when he participated
in "fishing” demonstrations last year staged by Washington
State Indians in support of their tribal fishing rights.

j
c c.

y/^CoGregory, was convicted with his wife,
last month after a three-day jury trial in the 1 mu^atuu
County Superior Court. Gregory,' who is currently free
on $1,000 bond, declared that he will appeal his con-
viction to the State Superior Court.

On January 13, 1967, Chicago T-l, a source who
has provided reliable information in the past, advised
that Dick Gregory is scheduled to be the main speaker
at a political rally supporting independent Negro can-
didates for aldermen January 18, 1967, at the Senate
Theater, 3158 West Madison, Chicago, Illinois. It is
also noted that Gregory has previously announced his
intention to oppose incumbent Mayor Richard J. Daley in
the upcoming Chicago mayoralty elections in April, 1967.

M

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property
of. the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are npt to be distributed outside
your agency.

COPIES DESTROYBi

IDNCL0SUKE

— J



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Chicago T-2, a source who has provided reliable
information in the past, advised on January 13, 1967, that
he had no information relating to Gregory* s previously
announced plans to travel to North Vietnam. Source .noted
Gregory has sought no assistance from local Negro organi-
zations relative to such proposed trip and that the trip,
in source’s estimation, has not been enthusiastically re-
ceived by civil rights leaders in the Chicago area.j^^j

jjjj

On January 13, 1967, the above information was
provided to the following individuals:

113th MI Group
Evanston, Illinois

United States Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

A copy of this memorandum is being designated for
the United States Attorney*s Office, Chicago.



Date: January 18., 19.67

Transmit the following in _ . - :
'

“(Type in plaintext or code)

Vid AIRTEL
,

(Priority

)

To: Director, FBI ATTENTION:
m CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: i battle (157-511 ) (RUCjGENERAL INVEST. DIV.
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV. / iO

Subject: tflCHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
00.: CG

CR DEL (“JVRA-65 CRA-64
PA OPE aPF

I 1 BM BM-Threats [X] Racial Matters „
Klan Organization / “

Summary of Complaint:

Enclosed are eleven copies for the Bureau and two
copies for Chicago of a LHM supplementing information in Seattlej
LHM under this caption dated December 5* 1966.

Copy of enclosure bd'ing made available locally
by FD342 to United States Secret Service, United States Attor-
ney, INTO, NISO, and OSI.

<a Bureau (Enc. 11) (REG)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc., j2) (REG) atc,

2 - Seattle
'

- C '

KCH/drm Aqoncy G-2; ONI OSI, CRD y^ yyr,

^ (5X ii_M

CTION: UACB:m
How Forw.

Tctsmz mfe
JAN 20 1567

A3-
<3*

tie
ED No further action "being taken, and

fxl LHM enclosed pn .Copy furnished to USA :Afe-

Fl,LHM being submitted , ygp
Report being submitted

Preliminary investigation instituted

Limited investigation instituted CWTCMy
'f

1261967
Special Agent in Charge

Sent

Alt* -7 m
HEREIN Is u

<

date

*



In Rcptyt Please Refer to

File No.

UNiQd STATES DEPARTMENT OF JlQflCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington .

• ’January 18, 1967

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Attached is*a duplication of an article which
appeared in the January 12, 1967 issue of the "Daily Olympian,"
a newspaper of general circulation published in Olympia,

' Washington. .
.

The content of the attachment supplements infor-
mation furnished in memoranda under this captioned dated
January 5# 196'6 and November 28, 1966.

*

"S

gypiBS Di^5>Ai»v>v K**

^ * ^CLOSURE

This document contains neither
recommendat ionsnor conclusions
of the i*BI. It is the property
of vho ?.*“l is Icanpcl to j

rour
agency

; i v r.rd its contents ar.e
not to bo distributed outside
your agency.

/6-G i23 \

r
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FD-3S0 (Rov. 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

mm\
Wife Lillian

Draws 30 Days,

All Suspended
Negro entertainer Dick Greg-

ory and his wife, Lillian, were
sentenced Thursday morning in

Thurston County Superior Court
to jail terms for their participa-

tion in illegal fish-ins on the
•Nisqually River last February.
Judge Hewitt Henry prescribed

1

• six months in jail for Gregory,
and’ 30-days for Mrs. Gregory.
He assessed court costs of $19.20.

’Judge Henry suspended all of

•Mrs. Gregory’s jail term,, and
suspended 90 days of Gregory's

term.

No sooner had Judge Henry
read the sentence than Jack
Tanner, the Gregorys’ lawyer,,

announced that he would appeal
the case to the State Supreme
Court. The Gregorys will remain
free on bond.

The Gregorys had been free on
a tojtal of $5,000 bond since their

Superior Court conviction last

November 30 on charges of il-

legal gillnet fishing. Following

the conviction, Gregory drew na-

tional attention when he announ-

ced liis intention of going to

North Vietnam to entertain Am-
erican prisoners held there. The
trip later was cancelled.

,• Currently, Gregory, is heading

his own campaign for mayor of

Chicago. He said Thursday fore-

noon he would fly- back directly,

to Chicago and, .by.Saturday, , ex-

pects to be in New York to tape

a television show under, the di-

rection of another .entertainer,

Harry Belafonte. ' «

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state*)

'f
s'-xt

fa .

K' sV v*
. j v >

, zr^9 cjgr I

Lv O Cjrtf I

(aJP<Sf~h^ Q- To^

-/X-67

Character:

;

Classification:

Submitting Office:

\ 1 Being Investigated

DICK GREGORY *

Back In Court

(Daily oiymalsn Photo)
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SERVICE REQUEST** SLIP

%
TO: RECORDS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE

Administrative Office
Communications Section (Post Office)
Identification Section
Service Unit
Classified Files Unit
General Files Unit
Correspondence Unit
Records Retl

^ "

Attention ,

(Check appropriate item(s) below)

CLASSIFY AND RECORD.

NOT FOR

b6
"b7C

CHANGE ASSIGNMENT 2/5J.
NEW CASE. (Make "New"),

NOW "NEW." SEE

BRING FILE UP-TO-DATE

\
FILE ATTACHED MATERIAL. (Each piece marked

"File" and initialled) k
PLEASE CALL EXT.

RETURN TO ROOM

OTHER (Specify),

Name of requestor)

Division Room



V '

Jan. 25, 19.67,

» V

* !

Dear Sirs:

Please run the tape of the Mike Douglas show

“that was shown at 4:30 P. M Jan. 20th on WCKT - TV (NBC)

. Miami.
t

Dick Gregory spoke of taking a bomb to -the White

House and also to Alabama.

The office of the President should,be respected

at all times -- regardless of whether we agree with its policy.

Too much is being said in a most disrespectful way.

Sincerely



DelrayJBsach. Florida- 33444’

Pearl

1
“ Your communication of January 25th to the ;Depart-

ft ~ .

a inent of Justice was referred -to this Bureau and was received oc

February 2nd; I want to thank you for furnishing? this; informatie
r A

and assure you the interest which prompted you to write is
- — - t

* *

appreciated. .* » i -

Sincerely yours,

0. Edgar HtimfC

l »

NOTE:,, Bufiles, disclose no .record identifiable with
* Dick-Grego.^ is: the well-known Negro comedian who has.beenm active in cmj rights matters. A.cppy of the incoming forwarded

V to U. S. Secret Service by form referral of same date.

HRH:jah (3) i h f

_
v T:atc,c ’fi

•HEC-O-MICK

t B

I

.

" -
- _ •- r

1 r^L v \
P 8 Cn/ sU aPV c R % LU QVb 4 ,y

5 bh

%
MAILED 19

6- 1967

'c&mm-fbi
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* v-^««ev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 3/14/67

(Type in plaintext or code

)

Appropriate ag£Ncii

.AMD F1F1 D OFFICES

^"^AdVISED BY ROU'

snP"(S)-B¥^L^
\M

DECLASSIFIED BY
)N ‘M-W

3M-- C

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-106670) —
FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-35356) CLASSIFIED

extctd/d
SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. REAStJf/ FOR EXlVNSIOfjl, A

kdb
c

1

. DECLASSiFICATlONA - - - •*t** ••j

yulSCU'/fttofr 72’MH —w
Enclosed for the Bureau are 15 copies and

for Atlanta two copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM)
which sets forth information concerning the above
captioned individual.

i

Source utilized in the preparation of the LHM
.

is
l l&U

This LHM has been classified
(Tfibecause information furnished bv T ~~

Toould
reasonably result in the identification of this
confidential informant and if identified could
compromise future effectiveness thereof.

Bureau (Ends.
<1/- 100-440423
1 - 100-438794
1 - 100-442529
1 - 100-3-72
Atlanta (Ends,
1 - 100-5586
1 - 100-5718
Chicago
1 - A

]

1 - 105-16238
1 - 100-40703
1 - 157-347
1 - 100-41324
1 - 100-17977

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -
1 -

1 -

ELS:me

s

Q.6)

15) (RM), O
(RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY 1

)

(COMINFIL - SCLC)
(CIRM)
(CP - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)

2) (RM)
(MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.*)
(COMINFIL - SCLC) NOT RECORDED

*
’ 203 MAR 21 1967

(COMINFIL - SCLC)
(COMINFIL - CCCO)
(RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY)
(CIRM)
(CP - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)

Approved:

Z3W
Special Agent in Charge'

.M Per
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In Reply« Please Refer to

File No. 100-35356

6 0
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
March 14, 1967

if
& MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

SECURITY MATTER - C

fra**

SLIPPED BY
0AT

P
<S> BY

Y R°UTlNG

Source advised on March 10, 1967, that „
meeting of the Political Action Committee of the
Communist Party (CP) of Illinois which was held in
Chicago, Illinois, on March 8, 1967, a discussion was
held concerning Martin Luther King, Jr. Source stated
that during this discussion it was indicated that at the
present time there was a move underway to set up a
National Peace Ticket for the 1968 Presidential election
on which Martin Luther King would run for President
of the United States. Source added that it was further
indicated at the aforementioned meeting that to formulate
plans for this National Peace Ticket, top leaders in the
Negro movement from various ai’eas of the United States
are reportedly gathering in one of the southern states to
discuss King’s possible candidacy on the National Peace
Ticket. However, according to source no additional
details were mentioned’ with respect to the aforementioned
matter.^ UL

Source further advised that it was further
indicated at this CP of Illinois Political Action Committee
meeting that elements of the right wing of the civil
rights movement, not further described, are endeavoring
at the present time to force Martin Luther King out of
Chicago, Illinois, this summer. It was stated that it was
believed that the Daley machine (Mayor Richard Daley) is
behind this move inasmuch as Mayor Daley, suppos'edly,

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. It is the property of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

DECLASSIFIED
ON —
6tirnxu|^w-l KiVuj Si-oUxl /00~^O^Z3 "

ENCLOSURE



nrarr

has been approached by several leaders of the Democratic
National Convention Committee to locate a site for the
1968 Democratic National Convention and that these people,
in effect, have given Mayor Daley some kind of message
that if Chicago is to-be another Watts (Los Angeles,
California, 1965 Watts riot) they would not consider
holding the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago.
Therefore, according to source, pressure is being
exerted on Mayor Daley to see that this will not be the

According to source, it was also indicated
at this meeting that it was believed that President
Lyndon Johnson is making his influence felt in pressuring
Martin Luther King to stay out of Chicago because of
King's connection with the National Peace Ticket. Source
added that it was opined by several of those presenr
at this meeting that exponents of the move to expel
King from Chicago are offering King a five state "bread-
basket campaign" as an enticement to leave Chicago.
However, according to source, it was stated that King
is not expected to accept this offer.O'Uu

Source also stated that it was commented at this
Political Action Committee meeting that the civil rights
movement, particularly the Coordinating Council of
Community Organizations (CCCO) and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC) are becoming convinced that
the only way to effectively influence the political
climate of Chicago is to organize along ward lines.
It was added that King has been heard to state that he
will tend to seek support in the future from the left
element rather than, as in the past, be guided or influenced
in policy making decisions from the right element.

Source stated that in addition to the discussion
surrounding Martin Luther King, a discussion was also
held at this Political Action Committee meeting concerning
the forthcoming Mayoral election in Chicago. In this
respect a discussion was held concerning the CP. giving
full support to Dick Gregory’s independent write-in
campaign for the office, of Mayor in Chicago. According
to source„there was some question as to how the Party could
effect this support, however, it was agreed by those present
that the Party should issue a statement in support of
Gregory's campaign. Source added that a subcommittee

nnXTT?
jlxVjL

2



0 0f>

was set up consisting of four members to draw up a
statement which would reflect CP support for Gregory's
Mayoral campaign.

The sou.rce added that it was also considered
at this meeting that the Party should try to inform Gregory
to come up with some real issues in this campaign and
that he, Gregory, should propose a definite program
which would be attractive to the voters of Chicago. (pdjL-

The source has furnished reliable information in
the past.

SftWFjftgiNTIAi,

[



FBI VJASH DC

FBI CHI<?A<

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

‘ MARI 6 1967-,/

402 PM/URGENT 3-16-67 CRA

TO DIRECTOR AND NEW YORK

TELETYPE

f

} ?j>? -o^S ^
i V _
* ?**= TT i.*.

'
'

1

FROM CHICAGO U 57-0) (157-347)

ADAM CLAYTON POWELL. RM.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. RM. (BUFILE: 100-440423)

0f'b
\~! -rz

\S
• -

iRD CLAXTOn GREGORY. RM. (BUFILE: 100-440423? | —

-

7- fK

'

4/
CHICAGO SOURCE, WHO .HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN '/ tV^

THE PAST, ADVISED TODAY AS FOLLOWS:
. /!\/fHA V

POLITICAL RALLY FOR RICHARD GREGORY, WRITE-IN CANDIDATE^

FOR CHICAGO MAYOR, HELD CHICAGO MARCH FIFTEEN LAST, ATTENDANCE^ ^
APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED INDIVIDUALS.

GREGORY SPOKE AT RALLY SAYING HE IS TO JOIN POWELL MARCH £

sixteen Instant and accompany powell to new york weekend march §
Hff E*

EIGHTEEN- NINETEEN NEXT. GREGORY SAID IF POWELL ARRESTED AND CONFINED, ft
" d

GREGORY, WILL. LEAD DEMONSTRATION NEW YORK ANAi)TU^/ TO

SECURE POWELL’S RELEASE FROM JAIL. /

GREGORY ADVISED POWELL TO ACCOMPANY GRiS2)RW(?9;?ffi]AGO WEEK-

END MARCH TWENTY FIVE - TWENTY SIX NEXT TO PAftWettttTE TlTSERiES

OF STREET RALLIES IN SUPPORT GREGORY’S CAMPAIGN FOR MAYOR. /A IT 1967
CHICAGO FOLLOWING. S** \

USA, MILITARY, SECRET SERVICE ADVISED. NEW YORK yADVISE >—

LOCAL AGENCIES.. LHM FOLLOWS. jiSl* \U-LOCAL AGENCIES. LHM FOLLOWS.
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4 / March 23, 1967

'^ {jGENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION
'

Dick Gregory, Ne&Jo comedian,

offered $25, 000 reward in 1964 for informa-

tion leading to the location of the bodies of

the thr ee civil rights workers murdered near

Philadelphia, Mississippi. On 7-14-64,

Gregory furnished the FBI.a letter from
I I a former mental patient, b6

and a tape recording of an interview with b7c

advised FBI he obtained

his information from the press. I 1

information was identical to that previously

furnished to the FBI and of no value.

Information furnished by

Gregory was of no value and did riot lead

to the location of the bodies. s

RHA:h
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Transmit the following, in

Airtel

F B I

3/20/67

Via

V

(Type in plaintext or code) 1-

' (Priority) '

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, .FBI (109-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) ...

RICHARD CLAXTOJ^SREGORY

Enclosed for the Bureau are two (2) copies ol a*

sheet captioned, "Qualifications - Dick Gregory."

It is, noted that GREGORY iS wrlfe’^-inid candidate
for mayor of Chicago..

On 3/17/67[

r

ii—

I

.
,

(PROB) furnisH&dyjthi'I*, literature
which vas obtained at GREGORY'S^ campaign headtf&artei^ 1251
West, 63rd Street, Chicago.7%^ jjjj w

In item 1 of this literature, GREGORY agajSa makers,

claims of having furnished , information to the FBI r&Iatiye
to locating the bodies of’ the three qivil rights workers who.

were killed in Mississippi in the summer .of 1964.

Bureau
.,

The above is furnished for the. information of the

ct.

c c<r**
/

V

($)- Bureau (Encls. 2Y
* “ Chicago ^ "

CMB: mew 2-

/oo-jt/oy

* WAR 22 1957
'
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lid' i-ficG io$s
Some people

for Majror of Chicago. To answer these quesj&bh|$3ffe^i-:&|zens Committee for
the Election of Dick Gregory for liayor have^*sompiCid' • the folloiri.nggJli.st

.of. accomplishments and qualifications of Mr. Gregory

1. Hr. Gregory has assembled a world-wide team of researchers. You may recall
that.Dick. Gregory was the person who gave the F.B.I. the information as to where
-they ’could locate the bodies of the three Civil Rights workers who were killed. in
Mississippi in the summer of 1964-,. ... ...

-2. Both .President Johnson and the late President, John Kennedy ’thought so much of
Hr. Gregory’s knowledge of- social..problems that they invited him to the White House..

*
t

> >

3« Hrl Gregory5
s- paper 'ori Policy 'Community Relations Has been rated by the' University

of California at Kerkeley Department of Criminology as one of the most profound-ever
written in the history of criminology. As of 6 months ago-over sixteen cities were,
using the paper as the basis for their police-community workshop.

4-. Dick Gregory ..has,been listed in Who’s Who in the Midwest every year, since 19&Q.

5. Dick Gregory has recently sold a book for $20,000 to the religious department
of Doubleday^ Doubleday is. the..largesh..publisher -of books -in- this country. '

-6.. _Bretrand-'Russell
.
,^-fche greatest .-living., philospher ,- -has- acclaimed Dick -Grogory

as one of the top philosophers of our time.

7« In Two-weeks time, Dick -Gregory .raised $150 yQ00. for .Christmas for Mississippi
in 1964. hr. Gregoryjjave over 20,0000 turkeys to the poor people, in Mississippi;-,
'that Christmas. *

.

*

8. Without any organisation of his own- — or * anyone sending him money — or w ithout
having a public, relations firm of his ownt

Dick Gregory-has -received honorable mention.- ( In The. Top .Twenty.

)

in the Gallup Poll’s Ten Most Admired Hen.

The question -asked-by the..GallupJP.oll.is .3'Jho alive---on' the face • of the’
eartht do you admire the most?*’

If Dick G egory was not a resident of"Chicago,andJthe State, of Illinois,- no -person - ,

from Chicaga,_.or---the’-State.jef..pLlinQia.BOuld have been on the list.w
V,

*

'

.% Many authoritiess and scholars have considered Gregory’s mind as one .of the
finest in"the..world, when it. comes to awareness and solutions to the social
problems of our time.*.
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Transmit the following in
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Pate: 3/17/67
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM •

Bufile 100-440423 DECiASSIFIE9 BX4
Chicago 157-347 nw ZM^U-
COMINFIL - SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC)
IS - C
Bufile 100-438794
Chicago 105-16238

COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR
BLACK POWER (CCBP)
RM
Bufile 157-6340
Chicago 157-1465

1 §

N,

Re Chicago telephone call 3/16/67, to Louisvilley
Chicago tel, 3/16/67, to Bureau, Louisville, and Atlanta,
captioned "Louisville Open Housing Ordinance, March, 1967 -

RM" and "Cominfil - SCI/&, . Chicago tel, 3/16/67, to Bureau

_ "^
)

'

1 Bureau (Enc. 15)^RM) 1

icy.103 \/. Ak$
1 - 100-106670 (MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr .)*&'** Uv r
1 - 100-447080 (STOKELY CARMICHAEL) * ^

4 - Atlanta (Enc.. 4) (RM) "REC. 2J& / 6 v/

1 - 100-5718 (COMINFIL - SCLC) 1

-a MAR fcOJSK
1 - 100-5586 (MARTIN LUTHER KING,. Jr .)

1 - 157-895 (HOSEA WILLIAMS) ‘ —
1 - 100-6812 (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

5 - Louisville (Enc. 5) (RM)
. 1 - 157-40 (Open Housing Ordinance.: ‘.Louisville /-Kentucky.)
y

1 - 100- (COMINFIL - SCLC)
^ 1 - 157- (HOSEA WILLIAMS)

4 - New York (RM) (Enel. 4)
1 - 100- mm.(ADAM CLAYTON POWELL, Jx ,)



CG 157-347

and New York captioned RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY - RM.
Chicago airtel and LHM, 3/15/67 under CCBP caption.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 14 copies of LHM
pertaining to captioned matters.. Copies are designated
for interested offices as indicated below.

Copies locally of this memorandum are being >.

designated to the USA and Secret Service, Chicago, had
to Region 1, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

[

The sources utilized in thecenclosed are
I (PROB) ,

in the order of their use.

Chicago is following and any additional pertinent
data developed will be appropriately provided the Bureau and
any interested office.

The character for the SCLC in the enclosed
(
is

being set forth as RM, rather than IS**£ C, as it is
deemed more suitable to the nature of ' the contents.

Undesignated copies are being provided New York and
^Louisville for any additional local channelization desired.
1 -Springfield (Enc . 1) (RM) 157-534 (CCBP) (Info)
9 - Chicago

1 - 157-413
1 - 100-35356 (MARTIN LUTHER KING)
1 " AT~ I

* 1 - A)| I

1 - 157-572 (DDJ)
1 - 100-1297 (STOKELY CARMICHAEL) . *

JCSjmr



In Reply\ Please Refer to

File No. 157-347
105-16238
157-1465

unO-d STATES DEPARTMENT OF jOtICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

March 17, 1967

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER;

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC)
RACIAL MATTER; '

-

COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR
BLACK POWER (CCBP)
RACIAL MATTER

^PROPRIATEAGeNClES.

Ul/ss:
'SEASON-?

$AES OE

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum of
March 10, 1967, under the caption, "Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC), Racial Matter, "and
"Demonstrations, Chicago Freedom Movement (GFM) -

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC),
Chicago, Illinois, Racial Matter."

Reference additionally is made to Chicago
memorandum .of March 15, 1967, under the caption "Coordinating
Council for Black Power ;(CCBB);, Racial" Matter ."

On March 16, 1967, a confidential source, who
has furnished reliable information in the past, provided
the following information:

A political rally was held by Dick Gregory at
his- campaign headquarters, 1251 West 63rd Street, Chicago,
Illinois, on the evening of March 15, 1967. Note that
Gregory is a well-known Negro entertainer and civil rights,
activist who is a write-in candidate as an independent
for the position of Mayorrsin Chicago in the April, 1967,-
mayoral elections.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property •

-of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your
agency ; - it . and __i.ts contents are not to _ be distributed outside
your agency.

ENCCtTSUSB

/ V2-3 —



Q
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY;
COMINGIL - SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCIC) ;

COORDINATING COUNCIL- FOR
BLACK POWER (CCBP)

There were approximately 200 persons present
at this meeting and most prominent among those present,
aside from Gregory, was Ilosea Williams, the Director of
Voter Registrations and Political Education for the SCIC.
Additionally, among those present were elements of the
“black power" grouping in Chicago, commonly, referred to
as the CCBP. This grouping includes members of local militant
civil rights type organizations such as Act, the Congress
of Racial Equality, the Deacons of Defense and Justice,
and the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee. One of
those, present, acting in the capacity of a bodyguard; for
Gregory, represented himself as a member of the’Deacons,

The main portion of the meeting was devoted to
urging those present to support Gregory in his write-in
campaign for Mayor, explaining the mechanics of_ this
procedure and urging those present to attempt to solicit
the support of all of. thefr friends and acquaintances for
Gregory’s campaign. Af —

During remarks made by Gregory, he advised he was •

going, to. :ioin Congressman Adam Clayton Powell on March 16, JL967.
Over the weekend of March 18 and 19, 1967, he would accompany
Powell to New York City and Gregory stated in this connection that
if New York City authorities- arrest. Powell while in New. York,
he Gregory, would lead demonstrations there and “turn the town
out" to. secure Powell’s release from confinement. He further
stated that Congressman Powell is to accompany him to Chicago,
Illinois, to participate in a series of political street-
type rallies over the following weekend, March25-26, 1967

r

corner

<m\

mm
r



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

SCLC

CCBP

Subsequent to Gregory’s remarks, the evening’s
featured speaker was Hosea Williams, referred to previously.
Williams stated that he had just arrived in Chicago from
Louisville, Kentucky, where he has been participating in regu-
lar street demonstrations there. Williams stated that during
one of the most recent demonstrations, some of the demonstrators,
including himself, had been attacked and their clothing literally
ripped off. ' • •

„ Williams used this illustration to indicate how
people in the movement must stop ’’sitting around” and must do
whatever they can to get their freedom. He stated that it was
all' right for his mother to be a housemaid for a white woman,
but he did not think the same was true* for his daughter. Only
when white women are serving as housemaids for Negroes in the
future will it be all right for Negroes to do 1 the same. He
added that the thing that must be done in order to improve the
lot of the Negro in this country is to topple the power structure
He proceeded in an emotional and fiery manner to remark that
with. the. group present ^on this occasion he could go out and
’’tear up Chicago. ’(

Williams continued that during the course of Gregory’s
efforts to unseat Chicago's Mayor, Richard J. Daley, he could
be kOLed at any time for so fighting the power structure. He
advised that there was nothing the Negro could do as a practical
matter to prevent this and it must be realized that the power

. structure, as presently .constituted, is not simply going to
give up and step aside. He urged that all Negroes should get
insurance policies to provide for their families because if
someone like Gregory gets killed, they had better be ready to
start fighting so that everyone would know the Negro would not
take such action lying down. <r,» fuA

He concluded his remarks by noting that he was flying
back to Louisville on March 16, 1967, and would again participate
in the demonstrations in progress there. He stated that he
recognized he also could be killed at any time in connection
with his civil rights activities, however, he knows that if this
happens ,

someone else will step in and. take, his place in the
movement.



0 o
RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

SCLC

CCBP

During .the coux*se of the meeting, a representative
of the "black power" group present advised the others in *
attendance that earlier on March 15, 1967, a delegation
from Chicago, representing some fifteen different civil
rights organizations, had gone to .Springfield, Illinois, for
the purpose of protesting to the Governor’ and the Legisla-
ture over the consideration currently being given there to
the passage of a "stop and frisk bill." This individual
stated that the delegation had ndt been successful in seeing
the Governor, but had arranged a meeting with him on March
24, 1967, at the Governor’s offices in Chicago st the Illinois
State Building, 160 North La Salle. At this time the representative?
of the CCBP, as well as other allied civil rights groups
locally, would present their protests concerning the dangers i

inherent in the stop and frisk law. It was also stated that
petitions against the stop and frisk bill 'were being prepared
by this group and would be available for public distribution
by March 17, 1967. Gregory .agreed-'-to assist in getting signa-
tures on these petitions.

'y .agreed

Pertinent portions- of the above information, as
provided by the first confidential source, were substantiated
on March 16, 1967, by a second confidential source ,, who has
also furnished reliable information in the past.(V/(X\

Additionally, on March 17, ‘ 1967, this second con-
fidential source advised that he had learned that it is hoped
that when Congressman Adam Clayton Powell comes to Chicago
over the weekend of March 25—26, 1967, he can be persuaded
to remain for a political rally which is to be held by Gz*egory
on the evening of March 27, 1967, at the Senate Theatre,
3128 West Madison Street, Chicago. This source advised that
in addition to Powell, it is planned that Stokely Carmichael
of SNCC will be present and will speak on behalf of Gregory’s
candidacy for Mayor at that time,

L speak

"tRlM
Referenced memorandum of March 10, 1967, reflected

information to the effect that an organizational type meeting
was to be held March 14, 1967, at 3101 West. Warren Avenue,
Chicago, local headquarters of the SCLC.- At this meeting
-Dr. Martin Luther -King j Jr . ,

was -to be present and the course
of future civil rights activities in Chicago was to have been
.discussed ** *

4



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

SCLC

CCBP
i-Sk

In this connection, a third confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised
on March 15, 1967, that the meeting of March 14, 1967, did
not take place as planned, and Dr. King was not known to have
been in Chicago on that date. It is anticipated that such
a meeting will be forthcoming shortly, possibly on the next
occasion when Dr. King is in Chicago, at which time also the
future organization and composition of the local SCLC staff
will be made known. It is known that Dr. King is to be in
Chicago over the following weekend, March 25-26, 1967, in
connection with an anti-Vietnam ralLy, and march which is
to be held here on March 25, 1967. (axMA

Pertinent portions of the above information,
enaiating from the Gregory rally x>n March 15, 1967, have been
provided to the following: &jkv\

iuman Relations Unit, Chicago Police Department

United States Secret Service, Chicago

Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

A copy of this memorandum is being disseminated to
Secret Service and the Office of the United States Attorney,
both Chicago, Illinois, and to Region I, 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois.

Descriptive data concerning the Deacons of Defense
and Justice, .

'Inc. , is being attached to this memorandum.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: .3/22/67

.(Type in plaintext or .code

)

(Priority)

FROM;

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO

SUBJECT: ADAM CLAYTON POWELL
RM
Chicago File 157-0-1743

d
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
Chicago File 157-347
Bureau File 100-440423

Re Chicago teletype to Director and New York
da-fed 3/21/67 captioned as above. V’

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau and New York are
two copies each of three clippings from Chicago area daily
newspapers of March 22,, 1967, relating to the cancellation
of a previously scheduled campaign visit to Chicago by
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL on behalf of DICK GREGORY,, March 26, 1967
GREGORY, a Negro ccomedian and civil rights advocate, is an
announced write-in candidate for mayor of Chicago.

Since no information has been developed indicating
that such cancellation will precipitate demonstrations or
violence in the Chicago area, no disseminations are being
made at Chicago, nor are, LHM’s being submitted at this time.

Alt information «g*g®
HEREIN is nnclassijto

3D- Bureau (Ends. 6) DATE

—

h'f

~

2 - New York (157-1093) (DICK GREGORY) (Ends. 6) /
(1 - 100-22864) (ADAM CLAYTON POWELL) *

\ /
2 - Chicago

TEB/lc:dji
(7) /

-jM-JLWte
MAR 1987
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Dick Gregory said Tuesday

that Adam Clayton Powell has

decided not. to conic to Chi-

cago Sunday.

The former Harlem congress-

man had announced earlier this

month that he would make an

Easter visit here to campaign

in support of Gregory’s- write-

in candidacy for mayor.

Gregory, who returned from

a flying trip to Powell’s hide-

away at Bimini in the Baha-

mas Monday night, said the

controversial New York Demo-

crat had changed his plans for

political and legal reasons.

A Chicago visit at this time

might not be good for Powell

politically, Gregory declared,

because Powell had canceled

morning and afternoon cam-

paign tours of Harlem last Sun-

day.
- “Many -Negroes were, upset

,|

that he didn’t conic to New

dcr citation in the New York
j

courts for criminal contempt

arising out of a 1963 slander

suit for calling a Negro wom-
an, Mrs. Esther James, a

"bagwoman” — collector of

graft—for the New York Po-

lice Department.

Gregory played for report-

ers a tape-recorded message

which Powell made in .Bimini,

restating his endorsement of

the Negro entertainer’s candi-

dacy.

Gregory said iPowclP will

address a political rally here

Sunday by 1 long-distance tele*

rphoric hookup. He said details

of the rally were, being ironed

out.

Earlier in the day, Gregory

Yorkfand a trip here would ,

look like he was turning his
]

back on them/’ Gregory told .

a press conference, held at!

1251 W. 63d:
:

^

Gregory, said Powell’s at-

torneys have advised him that

he should sta'y out of the

country until they solved his*

legal problems. Powell is un-*

h Hi

visited the CityHall offices of

Sidney T. Holzman, chairman

of the Board of Election Com-

,missioned, to submit il re-

quests centering around his

write-in campaign.

He said he hoped to clear

up any doubts about what

rights a write-in candidate -has

In a municipal election.

Holman said any that were

dready covered by existing sta-

m tes would be granted.

\ Gregory later addressed
Jbmc 150 persons at a rally,

hold in Bethel Lutheran Church-

130 N. Keeler. He ur£d that

swimming pools :nnd Vkating

jrinks be constructed nkxt to

police stations' to improve po-
j

lice community relations. * 1

(Indicate page, name of *

newspaper, city and state.)

3?

fr'CHICAGO SUN TIMES
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

3-22-67
Date:

Edition/ FOUR' STAR FINAL
Author:

Editor:/ EMMETT DEDMON
Title:

' '

DICK GREGORY

Character:

or 157-347
Classification:

Submitting Office: CHICAGO

UITpSR RWESTIGATIO^



At City Hall Tuesday, Sidney T. Holzman explains the rights

of a write-in candidate to Dick Gregory and Ruby ^Burrows,

campaign manager for* Gregory's write-in entry into the

mayoral race. (Sun-Times Photo by Bob ' Longer)

®CLOStffiB



(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

. . . .Adam
j

•Clayton Powell didn’t make it to Harlem oil I

PalnrSonday and he won’t make it to Chicago
j

On Easter Sunday, much to Dick ^rcRory’s
j

disappointment. But he promised to talk to
a Grbgorv rally via a long-distance amplified telephone * call

from fm^sneiuary in the sun, Bimini. -J’owcll is dispatching his

aide, former Chicagoan Chuck Stone, here, to help Gregory.

MCLOSUKg,

l$L£^ '



(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

POWELLWON’T-
CAMPAIGN FOR

;

DICK GREGORY
Comedian Dick Gregory, a

write-in candidate for mayor,
mid yesterday that ousted Con-

gressman Adam Clayton Powell
ms changed his mind about

coming to Chicago to campaign
;or him. ^
Gregory said Powell decided

:hat since he had canceled a
campaign trip to New York
where he is a candidate for his

M seat in the house of repre-

sentatives, he should not cam-
>aign in Chicago because it

nay hurt his political support

n New York.

Earlier in the day, Gregory
net with Sidney T. Holzman,
chairman of the board of elec-

ion commissioners, and sub-

mitted IX requests to “help facil-

itate^ his campaign. The board

granted nine of them because

Jfby arc already covered by
>t itute, but it denied the other

a{o because Gregory is not fn-
;iued to them as a write-in

candidate. The .two denied were

or a list of judges of elections

in 19 wards and for poll watch-

or credentials for his workers.
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ADAM CLAYJON POWELL. RM.

RICHARD CLAXTON^GTfEGORY • RM.
ft • * \/’

w>.<1
f*

%
< ‘£

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND NEW YORK MARCH SIXTEEN LAST..

GREGORY HELD PRESS CONFERENCE THIS DATE AT ONE TWO FIVE ONE WEST

SIXTYTHIRD STREET, CHICAGO, AND ANNOUNCED ADAM CLAYTON POWELL HAS

DECIDED NOT TO COME TO CHICAGO MARCH TWENTYSIX NEXT. TO CAMPAIGN IN

SUPPORT OF GREGORY’S WRITE IN CANDIDACY FOR MAYOR OF CHICAGO. GREGORY

STATED CHANGE IN PLANS DUE TO POLITICAL AND LEGAL REASONS.' GREGORY

CLAIMED MANY NEGROES WERE UPSET THAT POWELL DID NOT GO TO NEW YORK

MARCH NINETEEN LAST AND TRIP TO CHICAGO WOULD LOOK LIKE POWELL WAS

TURNING HIS BACK ON THEM. GREGORY PLAYED TAPE RECORDED MESSAGE FOR

REPORTERS WHICH POWELL MADE IN BIMINI ENDORSING GREGORY’S CANDIDACY.

SECRET SERVICE, MILITARY' AND USA ADVISEDT- LPM-FpttOWS.

I CONTAIN^
;
W' * MR 22n96?/

- - pjL 3;heorwatxp ,-g^xED f 7 f

FBI WASH, DC yf

0 7?><!S><sU~s NOT RECORDED

174 MAR 241967
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Date: 2 9 1987

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

b6
b7C
b7D

££.

f
/

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO (157-New)

ALLEGATION OF POLITICAL SPONSORSHIP
OF INDIVIDUALS AGITATING WITHIN
THE NEGRO GHETTO
RM

[
City1 of Chicago ,

has furnished
]

information on a conriaenuiaj. pasis Zo the Chicago Office in
the pas.t relative to -racial and Security matters coming to his

v attention.

id of Chicago and,

as such, has as his mein concern matters having a reflection
T\ ~ A JLJt XlA

\
on the Democratic Administration*

3/28/67:
] confidentially advised as follows on

During the receht past, his office has been
concerned with the activities of RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,

(§) - &r®a
j0£5j^0t,.23 ) (RlCHARD~GREGORY ) /

0

0 " L/1/0 */<%

3

-

3 -
f

«w_York^ (R^)
(ALFRED DUCKETT) 102 °/d

’

. :
1U* apj? in 1967

(1 - 157-
5 - Chicago

(1 -L
(1 -157-34-7)

1—(RICHARD GREGORY)
(I - 157.-356) (POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE.) ^

Special Agen&in \jharqe

ORIGINAL

FILED

in

/'
y*

£“

////
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who has throughout his stage career, which dates from the late
1950* s, been, an agitator against the administration locally
and nationally concerning Negro matters. More recently,
GREGORY has been campaigning as a write-in candidate for Mayor
of Chicago.

GREGORY started his show business career as an
entertainer at the Playboy Club, Chicago, in the late 1950's.

,

It is supposedly common knowledge in show business
circles that GREGORY’^ salary and tab at the Playboy Club
were picked up by I

\
and l

of the United American Insurance Cpmpany, described as a
hedonist whose idea for success tyoujld be to have his name
mentioned in a local celebrity column.

These funds were supposedly routed to
|

the Republican Party through a public gelations firm
•New York City by the"Rockefeller interests".

I
from
n

At the present time, I

the campaign office of GREGORY in Chipago,
has a source in

GREGORY is known to make frequent trips to New
York City, and on 3/24/67 > a check was received by GREGORY
in the amount of $5,500.00, drawn on the Chase-Manhattan Bank
in New York, maker unknown.

GREGORY was reportedly questioned by a friend relative
to his destroying his stage career- through involvement in civil
rights and political activity and v(es overheard to comment
that his future is taken care of in that he is eventually to
handle political patronage in Chicago once the Republicans
come into power.

GREGORY’S campaign literature, such as signs, buttons
and leaflets, is known to come to GREGORY from New York.

- 2 -
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Over the March 25. 1967, weekend, I

had a source,
|

visit New York in an attempt
to determine the source of GREGORY'S backing from that area.

I I has been associated with Negro press
in Chicago and is currentlvl

|

I has previously been contacted
by the Chicago Office concerning racia.1 matters.)

visited
and reported relative to his Nev York trip.

] office on 3/28/67,

I I did not determine tfte ^Qurce of GREGORY'S
New Yoi*k support, noting that contacts .were difficult due to
it being the Easter weekend.

I
did contact ALFRED DUCKETT

,
recently

named Executive Director of the Uptown Chamber of Commerce,
125th Street and about 7th Avenue, DUCKET!? has long been
affiliated with the Associated Negro Press; hies served as
a Public Relations Consultant to ROCKEFELLER on Negro matters,
and is well informed concerning the Negro community.

,

I I did not question DUCRETT directly
concerning GREGORY'S New York backing; howeyer, in general
terms concerning racial tensions, DUCKETT indicated there
was considerable concern over the possibility of racial
violence erupting in Harlem had ADAM CLAYTON POWELL visited
Harlem on March 18-19* 196?

1

as announced,

I did determine that when in New York,
GREGORY is known to frequent Frank's Restaurant, 315 West
125th Street, and Big Wilt's Smali Paradise, 22H-9 - 7th, Avenue.

|
plans to visit New York in the future

and expand his contact with DUCKETT and others, using as a
basis for being the^e his association with bhe Negro press.

- 3 -
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, has beeh tbs' N&'fctPnul arid Local
Chairman of the Militant nfegro civil right*? .§vmv ACT since

its inception.

(Chicago sources have advised thet in recent weelcs

I I has devoted himself entirely to the support of in-

dependent candidates for the position of Chicago City Aldermanb7c
ap/p nff po in Chicago is beinet closed* ACT

b6

in Chicago is now operating out
Office at 9 North Keeler, which isl

of the Garfield orsanizat
i by l

At-hornev. former 1 1

i i

I
Also operating from this

‘of Defense and Justice.)
office, are the Deacons

1 1 advised that GREGORY is known to have

made at least one contribution to
|

in the amount or

$3,000.00*

-4 -
- -
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A I lalso advised that PERCY'S Washington
Office is in periodic contact wibh GREGORY'S campaign
headquarters in Chicago.

'
-

s

suggests that the "poor boy" campaign
being run by GREGORY in Chicago is just a cover for the
isoney interests promoting him, noting that GREGORY recently
received wide press coverage when the Illinois Bell Telephone
Company disconnected one of his personal phones for nonr-payment
of his bill amounting to some $3,000.00.

I I notes that five states have been ,±he key
to recent national elections; namely, New York.,,
Pennsylvania

,
Michigan, Illinois and California. The’ key votes

in these area have been from cities such as Chicago, where
the Republican Party has no effective organization and must
look forward to the destruction of the Democratic Party,
organization before they can become effective.

In furnishing the above information, I

~
noted that the Democratic Administration obviously has a great
personal interest in maintaining its position; however, there
appear to be inc5^a^ing_-indi^a4^Loxis that militant Negro agi-
tators are being used by the high ranks of the Republican
Party to, at the very least, sow the seeds of discontent which
grow into out-and-out violence in the Negro Ghetto. Further,
that there is a strong suggestion that GREGORY has been used as
a pawn in a long range program toward this end from the inception
of his career.

In this same vein, notes that MARTIN
LUTHER KING has again stated he has as his intentions leading
marches into racially tense white communities, such as
Cicero, Illinois, so that feelings which have been controlled
or supressed in these communities can be surfaced
and dealt with no matter what the consequences.
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I I
suggests that if agitators can create

a violent situation within the Negro Ghetto and KING can
create a violent situation within the neighboring white
communities, utter chaos can result.

No dissemination is being made of the above
.information and no investigation will be instituted without
It specific instruction of the Bureau, and no sources
will be directed specifically in this arba.

No pertinent information appears in Chicago files
rol.aLi.ro to this matter concerning

| |

01 1 I

Chicago report of FRANK F. STAAB, dated 11/19A2,
captionedr I IS-G, CUSTODIAL DETENTION
^.Chicago file— 1 00-5408 ) pertains to an investigation of i?he
father of thq

I
mentioned above relative to his

association with the German-American Bun<l and retarding
production in national defense contracts

connection
Chicago will continue liaison with

and during contact with all other sources in
with racial matters, will be alert to information concerning
individuals or organizations reportedly contributing funds
or giving direction to individuals such as GREGORY.

It is suggested that New York consider interview
°fl

.

las a source in racial matters in view of his
position as

| |

1 and ms knowledge of the Negro community.

In the eventl I is interviewed, no reference
should be made to his contact hv l I or the above

r
information; however, it shoul

[

4 bs noted that in view, of
affiliation with the

J
he

would have knowledge of racial situations throughout the
Un2 Led States and could logically be questioned concerning
the Situation in Chicago and other areas of the country,

b7D

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D
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The Bureau will b$ advised of any additional
information received by the Chicago Office concerning
this situation.

- 7 -



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI HUVOHHXXC DECLASSIFICATION CV1DJB

DATE 09-23-2013
E42H52K35

UNITED STATES QJ^ERNMENT

subject:

^Director., FBI (100-440423)

Legat, London (1‘57-99>J (RUC)

RICHARD GREGORY^aka.
Dick Gv^ox̂ PjjQl^Tf)r. i'll)

INFORMATION 'CoScERNINGV

Iate:(U)4/26/67

ReLonlet 12/19/66 .. [

Iby letter dated 4/20/67 classifiedCQNT3©ENTLAI^I mi
advised that subject arrived at London Airport from
•Chicago oh 4/13/67 with, the indention of remainihg until
4/30/67.. The. purpose was to engage in cabaret and, tele-^
vision appearances. J^^ jU)

No security infortaation has thus far come ‘to the

'

/ (U)
t .

.

Since any informations coming to '.the attention- of
Will bb fur'niislied, this office this case is placed in

attention of
| |

concerning subj ect

-RUC status..,fV
jjjj

Bureau
Liaison

1 — London
LM: cm-

'

(5). 0
*

Corsyia:

Wdti - 2*

9 MY- 1 196/

by routing dip,

61 MAY. 3 1961

Buy US., Savings BotM'
t
ktyhlh}

1 ^

Payroll Savings Plan
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OPTIONAL FORM no. 16

MAY 16tt COITION
CSA FPMR (41 CFR) 10MIJ

UNITED SPATES (:es&RNMEMT

Memorandum
TP. DIRECTOR, FBI (100^440423)'

^Lc\/CHICAGO (157-347) (G)

subjectR ICHARD CLAXTOlir^REGbRY
RM
*00 : CHICAGO

The captioned individual, a well known Negro
conimediah and civil rights advocate,, is currently the
subject of captioned case. GREGORY’S recent activities have,
included his recent candidacy ih' the maydral election,
Chicago,, Illinois, .and participation in the civil rights
activities which occurcd in Louisville, Kentucky, relating
to open housing legislation.

’ Jin view of information from Chicago sources not
indicating any subversive activities by GREGORY and since
all outstanding investigation in this case haS been* completed,
this case is marked closed. ;

Chicago will continue to remain alert for any
information relating to GREGORY ’ s activities which would
indicate any subversive affiliations and' will promptly
advise the Bureau of all pertinent details developed by^
Subsequent communications'.

% JUN 2 1967

L

2/- BuVeau (RM);
1 --- Chicago . .

.

TEB :fIky 1m p n „ n
( 3 ) \

1 3 ?. 3i KsliBl

-
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FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

f!27 AM WENT 6-6-67 PMG

TO DIRECTOR
(100-440423)

FROM CHICAGO (157-341) < c)

RICHARD
CtAXToAEGORY,X 00‘ CH1CAS

^
umiisED INSTANT CAPTIOHI

CHICAGOJ»"SOURCE
ftDVOCATE,

AND DEFEATED

oual, negro comedian,^
mmor mrESTED two fifty

WRITE - IN CANDIDATE
FEMALE ,

NESRO, AGE L

I SEVEN AM INSTANT WITH| 1!

for. VIOLATION OF

1 I
„
utr ,a0 NO OTHERS PRESENT AT

'^m;AT HASHINGTO^--
osB;

SCHEDULED

TIME OF-ARRESTS. BOTH
murI«PAL COURT. GREGORY <•

•U«E SIXTEEN NEXT IN BRANCH FORTY,

I

JUliE Sl _ „TTH i HRID SPEECH. '•

I ADDITIONALLY CHARGE
| |

8BSR0 FEMALE, age

CHICAGO INDICES REVEAL
’ ~~ZZ NINETEEN- SIXTY SEVEN , BY

IDENTIFIED MARCH,

KSSSnL*** NENSPAPER *****
*

'if?:# ~ ©trrfcNTLY

,

WASHINGTON, -?,C. RECENTLT

end page ONE.
.. .v, C 3]

<5aJUN 1 51967
|,f

rnnAaTFORli DIRttW



PAGE TWO.

ft
CAMPAIGN FOR MAYOR. IfURTHER DESCRIBED. AS

1

FOR SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY C D-MASS) AND FORMER
r

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTU NI TY

O S • RESIGNED OEO POSITION* TO

FOR GREGORYS

ABOVE SUBMITTED FOR: INFORMATION OF BUREAU.; NO

... . .. .. (ifisfiD M&M0
DISSEMINATION MADE AT. CHICAGO A ND -NO -LHM-BEING SUBMITTED.

CHICAGO ALERT TO POSSIBLE DEMONSTRATIONS AS RESULT OF ARRESTS.

BUT: NO I NFO 'AVAI LABLE TO I NDICATE'iSAME AT THIS TIME.

END.

PGM

FBI WASH DC -
.

P
*

b6
b7C

OC- MR. SULLIVAN

™
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
CSA CEK. RCO. NO. »

* ^ UNITED STATEfTtfERNMENT

JFROM :

subject:

o'

-

ulCV
oH=

*

o CO s.

t •.S2'??
£ -

,2* -Jr

L_.ua LU
- -I CC H-
»~I U-l
«aiac o

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date:

&CHICAGO (157-347) / (C)
,

. 1/^

RICHARD CLAXTOnQrEGORY * *'*
.

' ^
00; .Chicago

* '

• ' ^fp^rr0

Re Chicago teletype to Director" captioned as above

1 6/6/67 . ,

Unclosed herewith-' for the -Bureau are two copies of

the. official Chicago Police Department Report relating t6 1 .

the arrest of RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY on June <3, 1957, for

violation of the Chicago Park District park curfew.

GREGORYTaspreVious ly reported in the~f wfcrer.Ccd.

r teletype, was arrested oh June 6, 1957., at 2; 57 AM. in the r
;

company of ^ when he refused
t

to leave Washington Pale after being twice warned by police fHy
that hispresence was a Violation of fhe park curfew. ,

- -\
'

r
J

*
i

-
* g^icij

la addition to the .charge relating to violation

of the curfew, GREGORY was also charged with using, lewd

language during an argument with police at the time of bis

.
arrest, .

-
.

1

_ ,

t - -
- * * - -

1
.

' The enclosures hereinto attached are marked “obscene"

5 and Appropriately Sealed sihee the police report, contains a.

*f verbatim recital pf the language used by- GREGORY at the time
1 of his arrest which resulted in -the charge of lewd language.

^ - ,
c

J Chicago police ^Department,

IT'’ Human. Relations ' Section ,
advised on June 16 , 1967, that comedian

‘I DICK GREGORY was fined $100 on June 16 ^ 1967., after pleading
J guilty to. violating an ll;00 PM curfew in V&shington Park and

q using abusive language to a policeman , Judge JOHN DOSjCA

directed the fine after GREGORY * s attorney,! __— 1 _

said GREGORY wont to the park deliberately to violate the curfew

feeling that it was unfair because no signs informed area

residents about such restrictions. _ .

W .

. ..
- -

. The charges agaa$f?t i, .
l

:

AV^Q was a lso

arrested in Washington Park in^the^.^ipany of GREGORY, were •

, dismissed^ J«j5<s JOHN

a* _±
“ Chicago ».

‘

*. s Jut^-2^ 1967

t TEB:cnv
cas° J

’’

wnmar 1

•
8 'iJN'"t£>1967

(3)
{ -Buy U&S$ings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings-Plan
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t ,
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-
- ^

‘

as I I Instead ot a£ & .‘private t&pfe&Qfc..--

^
"*

• OhiTbagfi.-
i^ti^,a<i^l^ rt'he Buie?** of’ any additional

jpertxdent developments relating to- the matter by subsequent
commUnicatienl - -
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2 nd District 6 June t 967

To: District Cocnander 2nd District

Officers

17
"

^Subject Arrest of one: Dici: Gregory and

?« The reporting officers on stated date while on patrol

found an unoccupied 19&7 Plymouth parked in V/ashington Park in

the parking lot off Payne Drive . Reporting officers found the

occupants of the vehicle, after a search of the Park grounds

sitting in tho baseball bleachers in that area* The reporting

officers notified the individuals that the Park was closed and

ashed those pooplo to leavo tho Park. The male. now known as

Dick Gregory stat,ed«io that soi” The Reporting officers again
\

stated tho fact and the couple arose, at approximately 0245 Hrs*.

'
• 2o Tho reporting officers continued returned

uo tho same location to find that llr* Gregory and*|

dad walked further into tho Park area contrary to our

.statements o Vo again approached the;- couple and restated our previous

.fc^vdp- whereupon Mr* Gregory stated* that ho wouldn ft leave the Park
* ^ * * W • •

^icl told us that wo v;ero a ^couple of silly Son of a Bitch ’So 17

\v
fc
v

5 „

he 'then ^nforned the couple that because of auto thefts in the area

£jsk) oUuO strippings that if they refused to leave we would have

to tow the auto* Kr* Gregory Desponded,” You stupid Basturds can

do anything you like.” VJo returned to the auto as did the defend*

cuts whereupon Hr. Gregory continued to call us^Siliy Cocksuckers”

-^as Placed under arrest for 1 92~7 Lewd Language and -

j- ^ >•
.

- >

. .V“ .£OaV 00**4GW, was arrested later.

tr
tr



Page ^ ox

reports and complaints were given and the dependents were

processed and housed at the 2nd district Station*

Approved

:
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
Records Branch

, 19.

I Name Searching Unit - Room 6527
Service Unit - Room 6524

|

Fprward *<> Ptio

attention J
Return to J

T

y

pe of References nequestea:

I I 1 Regular Request (Analytical Search)

CD All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)

Subversive References Only
CD Nonsubversive References Only

I 1 Main ^References Only

T

y

pe of SearcjKRequested:

i~ IjFtestricted to Locality of

LidfExact Name Only (On the Nose)

1_ I Buildup I I Variations

Localities

R f Date

Prod.

Searcher
Initials _

FILE NUMBER SERIAL
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\OCD- m>\oAzV ra

August 18, 1967

RICHARD CLAXTOn/gREGORY
™—

Captioned-.individual, who is also known as Dick , .

Gregory, is the well-known comedian and civil rights leader. He
was, born on QclokerJl2.-19.32 . at St* Louis., Missouri. It is under-
stood he dropped out of college in 1956 because of low grades* He
subsequently worked for the United States Post Office in Chicago,
Illinois, but was fired for impersonating colleagues and purposely
misdirecting mail.

According to FBI files, Gregory has been described
as a sympathizer of the black nationalist organization, Nation of
Islam, and appeared with the late Malcolm X and attended the latter Ts
funeral after his assassination. Gregory reportedly was one of the
founders of the militant civil rights Organization known as "ACT*

"

He has been most active in many civil rights protest movements and
claims to have been in jail 20 to 30 times in connection with those
activities.

During the past several years Gregory has viciously
attacked the Federal Bureau of Investigation and has made distorted
statements concerning communists and the civil rights movement.
He has claimed he furnished the FBI information leading,to the solution
of the case involving three murdered civil rights workers in Mississippi
when actually his information was,oFno value. He also reportedly has
made fantastic claims that theUFBI Director and Texas oil man H, L,
Hunt masterminded the assassination of former President Kennedy."

Tolson --

DeLocch'—

_

Mohr
~

Bishop
Casper - - — ,

Callahan -

Conrad— -

Fell, l

Gale

Rosen
$ulIWar5"XS£^£=-i.

Tavel - -

Trotter , ...
, .

Tele.Roon -

Holcaes -
Gcndy --— -

The FBI has conducted several investigations of alleged
civil rights violations in which Gregory was the victim, claiming police
brutality and discrimination. Reports of all our inquiries have been
furnished the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice.

• V . AZ&
NOTE: Per request of,Mrs .. .Mildred Stegall, White House Staff . I

,nr
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r*
r

Richard Claxton Gregory-
* r

-Several individikls, Including prominent Negroes in

the civil rights movement, have made statements questioning the

mental stability of Gregory.' In April, 1966, in connection -with

racial demonstrations in.Gary, Indiana, -he is reported to have -

stated that ft churches did hot cooperate in making space available

for Freedom Day classes, racial demonstrators Should ’’kick down

the doors of the churchi’’’ (100-440423-41)

In December, 1966, it is understood that Gregory
nnHnp.p.pgRfniiv attempted to travel to North Vietnam withL

war.

[

ted to travel to norm Vietnam wiia

Jto allegedly entertain American prisoners ot

He is reported to have stated that the North Vietnamese, could.

] if , they suspected duplicity on his part in connection

b6
b7C

v/ith his intended travel.

In the past two 'm three years Gregory reportedly has

participated in several public demonstrations which were criticalof

American participation in the Vietnam cbhfiict(i00-440423)

Attached is a copy of FBI Identification Record Number

796 519 E which may be identical with captioned individual.

— * ~~
_ - ~

^

^

Enclosure „

V-'.i!

-2 -



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY BERIYID FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CHXBF
BATE 09-23-2013
142MS2K35

p .

:

(VI

August 18,. 1967

BY LIAISON (

Mrs. Mildred Stegall1

' The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mrs. Stegall:

regarding
f

Reference is made to your name check request

land twelve other individuals.

Attached are,separate memoranda regarding each

of the following individuals:

Floyd B. McKissick
Dr. Carlton Ooodlett

Richard ClaxtomGregory
Fannie Lou Hamer ~ .

Archie Eargraves 1

Dr. John Holiomarr
Arcnie i-iargraves ^ 1 Dr. Ge6r^e/A. ,'Vyjley/x JULQ&*

+

Dr . John HolIomarP^ <jo
ry

•'*" ^ ^^•RE^mDED

This letter of transmittal can be $hen it

is detached from the enclosures bearing a classification. — —
A copy of this communication has not been sent to the

Attorney General. ~L .

K

TELETYPE Unit ! I

'/=??

^ K
1 - jff, DeLoach (sent airgcg - Encs. ,

bLLp—_— 1 - Mr. Gale (sent direct) - Encs. o
.Cafichon 1 - Mr. Bosen (se^dmect) rr’Encsj, -

•

Felt
# /

p*lt; , - Enclosrres (19) __
5-

Suiiivoa _jV'v,NOTjE: This letter, is elassifiedjS^rSfTa^fat contains .enclosure
Tovei beamng this classification. ,

TT
,

*7J /
-

.

•

i Tro«.«
\ ~r • ' -Beliveref to Mildred. Stegall'

! Hot:'S~rr I ™
, ^ £3 TELETYPE UNIT ""

f

qbigin^

1

^^

—

c

-r

27

^
0
/



v& OPTIONAL. FOAM NO- l»

MAY \X2 COITION
csa ccn. nee. no. i7

UNITED STATES' GOVERNMENT

• Memorandum-

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 8/18/67

FROM

subject:

SAC, CHICAGO (157-2153)

RABBLE ROUSER INDEX
(SUBVERSIVE CONTROL)

Re SAC letter 67-47, Section -B, dated 8/4/67.
F

...Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five (5)
copies each (total 25) of separate write-ups on each of the
following five individuals who are recommended for inclusion
in captioned index;

'/RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
JAMES LUTHER BEVEL ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN.3S UNCLASSIFIED^^ /
mte - v./7jSua BxMMMlm.

• Chicago will await Bureau action on individuals
recommended for inclusion in the RRI and thereafter handle
in accordance with instructions -in- referenced communication,

tJU
v7 - Bureau (Enel. 25) (RM) vO

100-440423 (nycT:rAT?n - rL
T

A

1 - 100-445914 (JAMES LUTHER BEVEL)
—

1 - 100-3731 f
1 - 157-1188
1 _ [

6 - Chicago
1 - 157-347
1 - 157-830
1 - 100-522 *

1 - 105-13900
1 - 100-41899

. RJS/sfm
(13)

(RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY)
(JAMES LUTHER BEVEL)

NOT RECORDED
98' SEP IS 1967

bepi8mf s- Savings Bonds Regularly on ttie Payroll Savings Plan

J?
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RABBLE ROUSER INDEX

NAME RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

ALIASES DICK GREG0RY

DATE 8s PLACE OF BIRTH

American

APPROVED.

October 12, 1932, at St. Louis, Missouri
ORGANIZATION, AFFILIATION GREGORY is a "Maverick", not belonging to
any specific civil rights group. He has, however, actively supported
nearly all nationally known civil rights organizations.
POSITION IN ORGANIZATION

DESCRIPTION

HEIGHT WEIGHT HAIR
5’ 10" 173 pounds Black

EYES

Brown

DISTINGUISHING
CHARACTERISTICS

Wears mustache

FB£ t 796519E

RESIDENCE

1451 East 55th Street, Apt. 929
Chicago, Illinois
Telephone Number 312-324-6583 (unlisted)

OTHER IDENT #

Chicago PD - IR 104815

BUSINESS ADDRESS

SUCCINCT RESUME OF ACTIVITIES: GREGORY, an Entertainer-Comedian, has
been arrested' on numerous occasions in the past several years during
the course of civil rights demonstrations, sit-ins and related
incidents in which he has been a central figure. More recently
GREGORY has become'la 'violent critic of the United States’ Vietnam
policies. In aHrecbnti 'Speech in Atlanta, GREGORY urged his audience
to "Paralyze the economy of this country" in order to stop the Vietnam

BU EILE it 100-^40^23^ 05 ^14 Jh
FIELD OFFICE FILE # 157-347^
SUBMITTING OFFICE CHICAGO

f - Bureau /
- Chicago (1 - 157-347*)

(1 - 157-2153) (RRIV
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I Via _a_
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(Type in plaintext or code
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(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

^ROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (?) ^

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTOI^IrEGORY

,

aka JL

00: CHICAGO

The following itinerary for RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
also known as DICK GREGORY, setting forth GREGORY * s travel olans
for Per iod covering 10/2/67 through 10/13/67. was obtained from

'

. t , .
Kprotect identity)

, | American
Airlines, O'Hare Field, Chicago. On 10/2/67

1 Jadvlsed that
this itinerary was obtained from the American Airlines Sabere
Computer:

1. Delta Flight 579
10/2/67
Chicago - St. Louis
Depart 7:10 a.m.
Arrive 8:05 a.m.

(3/- Bureau (RM)
1 - Buffalo (Inf'T- Buffalo (Info) (RM)
1 - Butte (Info)(RM) ^
1 - Denver (Info)(RM)
1 - Detroit (Info) (rm)
1 - El Paso (Info) (rm)
1 - Kansas City (Info) (AMSD) (rm)
1 - Milwaukee (Info) (RM)
1 - Newark (Info)(R?4)
1 - New York (Info) (RM) REC'Jp
1 - Philadelphia (Info) (rm)
1 - Seattle (Info)(RM) -r\<

1 - St. Louis (Info) (AMSD) (rm) <1
T - Minneapolis (Info) (AMSD.) (RM)
2 - Chicago *

(1^157-413)
.
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2. Oza^rk* Airlines Flight 102
10/2/67
St. Louis - Columbia, Missouri
Depart 8:45 a.m.
Arrive 9:35 a.m. *

3. Ozark Airlines Flight 304
10/2/67
Columbia, Missouri - Kansas City, Missouri
Depart 5:30 p.m.
Arrive 6:20 p.m.

4. Arrival Unknown

5. Central Airlines Flight 96
10/3/67
Wichita - Topeka
Depart 7:37 a.m.
Arrive 8:32 a.m.

6. Central Airlines Flight 96
Topeka to Kansas City,
10/3/67 '

Depart 8:39 a; m.
Arrive 9:06 a.m.

7. Braniff Flight 146
10/4/67
Kansas City - Minneapolis
Depart 11:40 a.m.
Arrive 1:38 p.m.

i *

8. Northwest Airli'nes Flight 109
10/4/67
Minneapolis - Mazoola, Montana
Depart 3:45 p.m.
Arrive 8:29 p.m.

9. Northwest Airlines Flight 103
10/5/67
Mazoola - Spokane
Depart 10:55 a.m.
Arrive 10:37 a.m.

2 -
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10. Northwest Airlines Flight 28
10/5/67'
Spokane - Detroit
Depart 12:15 p.m.
Arrive 7:55 p.m.

11. United Air Lines Flight 600
10/6/67
Detroit to LaGuardia
Depart 8:15 a.m.
Arrive 9:35 a.m.

12. American Airlines Flight 433
10/9/67
LaGuardia to Rochester
Depart 3:30 p.m.
Arrive 4:30 p.m. *

13. Mohawk Airlines Flight 378
10/10/67
Rochester to Buffalo

•
. Depart 9:20 a.m.

Arrive 9:45 a.m.

14. Mohawk Airlines Flight 14
10/10/67
Buffalo to Elmira, New York
Depart 10:20 a.m.
Arrive 10:50 a.m.

15. Mohawk Airlines Flight 348-
10/10/67
Elmira to Philadelphia
Depart 8:05 p.m.
Arrive 9:04 p.m.

16. Allegany Airlines Flight 917
10/11/67
Philadelphia to Newark
Depart 4:04 p.m.
Arrive 4:33 p.m.

* •

17. United Air Lines Flight 321
10/12/67
LaGuardia to Denver
Depart 12:00 p.m.
Arrive 4:14 p.m.

- 3
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18. Continental Airlines Flight 125
10/13/67
Denver to El Paso
Depart 11:00 a. m.
Arrive 1:00 p.m.

v
The above information is being furnished to the*

appropriate offices for information purposes. It is noted
that GREGORY is a Negro comedian and a civil rights activist
who has engaged in civil rights demonstrations in many areas
throughout the United States., In recent weeks he has been
active in leading open housing demonstrations in Milwaukee.
GREGORY has been placed on the RaH3L6 Rouser Index in the
Chicago Office.

All offices should remain alert to militant type
civil rights activities by GREGORY and report any information
of this nature developed to the. Chicago Divisbn.
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51.74 VIOLATION OF GEOGRAPHICAL LIMITATIONS

Travel to, in or through a restricted country
or area without a passport or without a passport specifically
validated for such travel is ground for revocation
or cancellation of a passport and for denial of an
application for a passport or renewal of a passport until
such time as the Secretary receives formal assurance and is
satisfied that the person will not again travel in violation
of the travel restrictions. Unauthorized travel to a
restricted country or area may also be a violation of 8 U.S.C.
1185 and/or 18 U.S.C. 1544 and subject to the penalties
provided therein.
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SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SUMMARY
(See Correlation Summaries dated 10/19/64, 11/5/65 and 12/5/66,
filed as 100-440423-16,51,103, -respectively)

Main File No:
See also:

n

.100-440423
44-22002 •

44-24630 '

44-29468 "

56-3912 ^
173-694 '

173-2601

Subject: Richard Claxtorr^Gregory

Date: 10/12/67

Date Searched : 3/21/67

All .logical variations of subjects name and aliases were' searched
and identical references were found as

:

hard Claxtoi^Gregory/
k^Grggory/

Rich)
icl _
Dick C.'yGregory/
Dick Claxton^Gregory/

* n '

Y R. C. Gregory^
-JR. C. D^cldJSregory/

rA RiclW’ (^regory/
Dicl^Greggory/

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of
all -see" references to the subject in- Bureau files under the names
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO
FURNISH A SYNOPSIS OF THE INFORMATION SET OUT IN EACH REFERENCE. AND
IN MANY CASES THE ORIGINAL SERIAL WILL CONTAIN THE INFORMATION IN
MORE DETIAUr ’ :



ABBREVIATIONS

Add. info . Additional information appearing in
this reference which pertains to
Richard Claxton Gregory can be found
in the main file or elsewhere in this
summary.

CORE Congress of Racial Equality

ECLC Emergency Civil Liberties Committee

Be?g;

*****

advised that on 3/lV^^ a meeting of what was
then called the coordinating Council of Civil Rights_ Organizations in
Chester, received wide publicity as a result of Malcolm X*s appearance.
Dick Gregory was among those who attended the meeting.

Malcolm X was described in bhis serial as the militant
Mublim leader.

J
-

Police Commissioner Howard R. Leary, Philadelphia, Pa., PD,
advised that /on 8/27/64, six or eight Muslims, (not identified) held a
meeting at the Jamaica Motel, Atlantic City, 'N;Jv,~ regarding plans to

(continued)
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(continued

)

create trouble In Phil artel nhla

.

^ and Dick. Gregory were b6
b7C

Capt.
], Philadelphia, Pa., PD> furnished their

records concerning the racial ^.disturbances. in Philadelphia, 8/28-31/64.
On 8/28, Officer

I
|
investigated a traffic tie-up at 22nd

St.i. and Columbia Ave. and arrested a woman who was blocking traffic.
This incident lead to the riot. On the second day of the rioting
Gregory came to Philadelphia and moved throughout the riot area and
attempted to quiet the people. Both
action of the police in the early staged of

beg

and Gregory praised the
'the disturbance.

b6
b7C
b7E

advised that on 6/28/65,
_or the Youth for Jobs, attended a mdei/ing which was neia ror

the purpose of planning and making arrangements for the Dick Gregory
benefit show. On 7/IO/65, Gregory staged a benefit show at the Youth
for Jobs Clubhouse, Oakland, Cal.

[ r

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

attended this show, which
was held to raise money for paying the rent of ‘the club house.

The IO/8/65 edition of the "Chicago Maroon", University 'tof
Chicago student news publication, carried an article entitled "Teach-In
to Protest War"which set out an up to date version of protest' activities,
Included was' a rally for peace .in Viet Nam to be held on lb/17/65 in

"

the Little Theater of McCormick Place, Chicago. The rally, sponsored by
the Chicago Peace Council^ was to feature Dick Gregory.

On 10/17/65* a Special Agent attended the above described
rally. Among the speakers was Dick Gregory, who in his speech attempted
to tie in the peace movement protesting the war in Vietnam with the
civil rights movement.

beg 105^1 38315“2988 p.196, 203* 204

advised that a meeting of Unit #1 of the Anti-
A • _ « ' “ ' ’• « _ ’ _ is* // — ~ ' * —

Communist^unriStiafi-
1

Association was held 12/6/65, at Bogalusa, La. At
the meeting. discussed the possibility that Dick Gregory

(continued

)

b6
b7C
b7D
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(continued

)

was coming to Bogalusa with 300 CORE workers.

I was described as Klan leader inf

J,
Trans World Air-

lines, O'Hara international Airport, Chicago, advised that on 12/31/65
at Chicago, Dick Gregory purchased a ticket for transportation from NYC
to Mexico City, Mexico, for i I a newspaper reporter
of The "Philadelphia Tribune, "Philadelphia, Pa.

This serial revealed that|
|

accompanied by | |

aj.so k newspaper reporter, planned to b7c

continue from Mexico City to Cuba to cover a Communist Conference, and
b7E

then possibly on to Red ‘China.

KidhaPd Staling FrASer| urged that they prepare the entire b7D
SWP for all out .support oi uick uregoryj who was campaigning for mayor b7E
of Chicago. Fraser stated that since the Watts riot in Los Angeles,
Gregory had become increasingly radical arid uncompromising arid that the
campaign could provide a likely foundation for the realization of
Trotsky's prediction that the militant Negroes would become the vanguard
of the working class .

"
>

~

. The Washington Capital News Service dated 4/6/66 reported that
on that date, at a news conference held at O'Hara International Airport,
Chicago, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., stated that Dick Gregory was his
friend and that he had worked with him many times. However, Dr. King fell
short of endorsing Gregory in his campaign for Mayor* of Chicago* against
Mayor Richard Jv Daley.- - - — —— - —

100-i438794-A Washington Capital News
(4*7 Service 4/6/66

-4-
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Muhammad Speaks, *dated 4/15/66 , page S, contained an article

captioned Black Defense Unit Describes Hellish Origin." This article
indicated that Charles R. Sims, President and founder of the Deacons for
Defense and Justice, and Rayan Burris, Vice President of the Deacons
local chapter in Bogalusa, La., with four members of the Bogalusa, La.
Voters League, Gayle Jenkins, Mary Williams, Sam Barnes, and A. Z. Young
were visiting in Chicago to meet with Martin Luther King and Dick
Gregory. This article stated that Sims and Burris were visiting Chicago
on a fund raising drive.

Sims advised that the Deacons for Defense and Justice^ was
organized in Bogalusa to protect black citizens from night riders and
other Ku Klux Klan terrorists and that other cities in the South had
established independent chapters.

25^30971-A "Muhammad Speaks" 4/15/66
P.1,2

* Publication of Nation of Islam (25-330971)

I
I advised that on 5/1/66, members of the Communist

Party of isas-cem Pennsylvania arid Delaware sold copies of "The Worker%
at Town Hall, Philadelphia, where Dick Gregory was speaking under the
auspices of the Philadelphia Housing Council of Delaware,. Valley.

The 5/6/66 issue of "Chicago Sun-Times", page 1, contained an
article entitled "Wounded Dawson Foe Doubts Politics Motive." The
article stated that a press conference was held at Michael Reese
Hospital, Chicago, where Fred D. Hubbard, candidate as a Representative
in Congress, was confined as a result of a gunshot in his shoulder by
an unknown Negro male on 5/5/66. Dick Gregory, who participated in the
press conference, reportedly launched a campaign to underwrite a
$10,000 reward for the apprehension of the gunman and had asked Hubbard's
friends to push it to $100,000.

- beg

w5511-6
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The "Chicago American" dated 5/9/66, contained an article
captioned Need US Law On Slums Here, Says King Aid". This article
stated that Reverend Andrew Young, Executive Director of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and top aid of Reverend Martin
Luther King (100-I9p67<) ) i oh a television panel show stated that his group
would not endorse Dick Gregory in his planned race for mayor of Chicago.

Young explained that the SCLC does not endorse political can-
didates, and does not advocate a straight Negro ticket. He called
Gregory "sincere" but expressed the belief "that sometimes he isn't
sure of the avenues in which he wishes to express his sincerity."— - - -

IOO/IO667O-A "Chicago American"
(39 5/9/66

£
. ... .

(protect identity), advised that on
5/12/66 Dick, uregory appeared before the student sit-in demonstrators
at a teach-in" held in . the Administration Building of the University
of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. Gregory was well received and he urged
all demonstrators to continue the demonstration as he considered their
cause a just one. _

’
'

b6
b7C
b7D

The serial indicated that the demonstration was sponsored
by the Students For a Democratic Society in protest to the University's
policy of cooperating with 'the Selective Service System by furnishing
scholastic class ranking of male students who were eligible for the
draft. '

•

b7D
b7E

On 5/5/66 Dick. Gregory attended a meeting of the Veterans For
Peace in Viet Nam held’ at Roosevelt University, Chicago i At the meeting
Gregory gave a short speech on civil rights and related how he was
against the war in Viet Nam. Also at this meeting arrangements for a
5/17/66 demonstration when President Lvndnn B. .Tnhnann Mould- visit
Chicago were discussed. b7D

On 5/10/66 at a meeting of the Ad Hoc Arrangement Committee of
the Chicago Peace .Council held at Roosevelt. University-, Chicago,
announcements were made in .connection with a rally, and demonstration

(continued

)
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(continued)

planned for 5/17/66 on the Viet Nam issue when President Johnson was
to be in Chicago. Representatives from various CP and peace groups *

were to assemble at Buckingham Fountain in- Chicago where D1,ck Gregory
and Rev. James Beval of the SCLC would address the group.

This serial set out information pertaining to the 5/17/66
demonstration and rally described above as observed by-SAs, however no
mention was made of Gregory.

b7D
b7E

On r 7 (protect identity) advised that

but h&rt hA hi&tts as to th& timg-STTg-
were contemplating

]to support their position. This organization had
b6
b7C

submitted a letter to the School Board requesting changes be made in the b7D
school system** in order to integrate the school.' The Board had refused
the plea.

b7E

On 5/24/66, advised that he
had flwiypd in Mprlnr* Mpylr.n via HranltT fllrninpg -from OMnap-r) rmhad arriv
4/7/66. r

" |Negro comedian Dick Gregory,
1 (not further deqgj?ibed)3 held

stated that he

stated that he and Gregory]
rights movement .

L

b6
b7C
b7E

jm rue civil

beg

The following references pertain to the New York Committee To
Coordinate The Black March Agaipst The White House Conference On Civil,
Rights, June lj2, 1966 , Washington;, DC (NYCBM),. * These references set-
out information regarding the activities of Dick Gregory in connection

(co ntinued

)
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(continued

)

with this organization. On 4/9/66, Gregory attended a meeting in Newark,NJ
atwMdivtite Black March Agaihst the ‘White' House Conference to Fulfill
These' Rights was organized. The group,- which- adopted the name NYCBM;
discussed plans to stage la^march and picketing demonstration on 6/1^2/66,
at Washington, DC, to show opposition to the "White House Conference"
because of lack of representation of the "Negro Ghettos" in large
cities. On 6/1/6$ Gregory was one of the speakers at a rally held at
10th and U Streets, N.W., Washington. DC. The demonstration set for'
6/2/66 was cancelled. *

Gregory was in contact with Jesse Gray, co-ordinator of the
NYCBM,in connection with the aforementioned conference.

r

’
1

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-5551-X
-XI
-24X
-34
-41 end. p.3,4,6

100-442529-1831 end ..p.2,3
, -1851 end. p.2,3

beg

I |
advlsed that comedian Dick Gregory was expected to

b7D

appear in Los Angeles on 6/4/66 and give a free program at the Embassy b7E

Auditorium, 9th and Grand Ave., to help the campaigns of Carlton
Goodlett for Governor of California and of Michael Hannon, Los Angeles
PD officer, who was running for Congress.

beg

During a radio broadcast over WTOP, Channel 9, on 6/5/66,
Drew Pearson (94-8-350) predicted comedian Dick Gregory would campaign
for Governor Rockefeller in New York. In return Rockefeller would give
Gregory $30,000 and support him in his campaign for mayor of Chicago.

94-8-350-1382 p.l
(3^
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On 6/7/66 Chicago radio station WNUS broadcasted that on that

date Dick GrWnrv Mas scheduled to depart for Memphis to visit James
Meredith

|
, who had been wounded. Subsequently Gregory would

probably resume tne r march commenced by Meredith from Memphis to Jackson,
Mississippi.

b6
b7C
b7E

I

|

officer, Chicago PD, advised that on
6/7/66* Dick uregory departed Chicago via Delta Air Lines, en route to
Memphis , Tennessee

.

The 6/7/66 Pour Star Pinal Edition of the "Chicago
carried an, article which stated Gregory flew to Mississippi
take up James Meredith’s march where he left off." The "Sun
quoted Gregory as stating, "I’ve never been more scared in my life, but
somebody’s got to do it and. I guess I'm the guy"

b7E

Correlator's Note: Meredith was shot on 6/6/66 while he
was conducting a march from Memphis, Tenn., to Jackson,
Miss . , for the purpose of encouraging Negroes in
Mississippi to vote.

Sun Times,
Tuesday "to
Times"

Inspector, Memphis PD, advised that Dick Gregory
arrived at the hospital in Memnhia. Tprmggggp on 6/7/66 and wanted to
see James Howard Meredith,
Meredith's room. Gregory disa W&tttSd

but he was not permitted to enter
to hold a press conference at the

b7C
b7E

hospital, but the hospital authorities would would not allow a conference
to be held in the hospital.

Uprotect identity ITT

-9-
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The 6/10/66 issue of "Herald Examiner," Los Angeles, in
Section A-8, described the National Conference For. New Politics/, as an
organization whose plan appeared to be to raise campaign funds for
"New Left" candidates and would involve enlisting the support of splin-
tered and over-lapping movements against the war in Viet Nam and "civil
rights in practical politics." The group would support the radical
politicians running for office in the November, 1966, elections. The
article further stated that Dick Gregory was a sponsor of the above
organization.

beg

beg

10^138315-3516 p . ll>:2

si 62-110985-3
(3?
SI 62-110985-A "New York Times,"
(3f 6/10/66

The 6/13/66 issue of the "Gary Post Tribune," Gary, Ind.,
contained an article which stated that the Gary Branch of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) scheduled a
protest rally for 6/13/66, at St. John's Baptist Church, Gary, to protest
the shooting of James Meredith and to commemorate the death of civil
rights leader Medgar Evers^who was slain in Mississippi in 1963. The
NAACP announced that Dick Gregory, comedian-civil rights leader, would
attend and participate in the rally.

(continued

)
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(continued

)

Capt. Gary, Indiana PD, advised that the -above
mentioned rally was held on 0/1.3/66 but Gregory .failed to appear at the b6
meeting-. * b7c

.
"On 6/23/66, the NYC PD advised that it was rumored in the

Harlem Section, NYC, an attempt would be made by the "Deacons" that
week to shoot either Dick Gregory, Martin Luther King, Jr., or James
H. Meredith. No further details.

'V

157-6-705W
SI 157-6-34-1609
(8T

.This reference is a Bureau memo dated 6/24/66 captioned
"Memorial Motorcades For The Three Deceased Civil Rights Workers,
Meridian and Philadelphia, Mississippi, June 19 through 21 , 1966"
(44-33292), which indicated that the march had ended in Phi 1 3 dpi nt

that date . The Jackson office advised that Dick Gregory,
and four other individuals were enroute to Canton, miss.j

uie.y were expected to arrive on the afternoon of 6/24/66.

44^3292-8 p.2

-11 -
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The following references in the file captioned "Racial
Matters", set out information regarding the’ activities of .Dick Gregory
in connection with demonstrations near Hernando, Miss., on 6/6/66,
protesting the shooting of James Meredith, a law student as of June, 1966
at Columbia University, NYC. Meredith was marching from Memphis, Tenn.,
to Jackson, Miss., for the purpose of encouraging Negroes residing in
Mississippi to exercise their right to register to vote. On 6/7/06,
Gregory, Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., leader of Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, and others visited Meredith in the hospital at
Memphis. After meeting with Meredith, Gregory, accompanied by seven
Negroes (not further identified), proceeded to the scene where Meredith
was shot. From that point they marched to Hernando. On 6/24/66,
Meredith, Gregory and others left Memphis in a three car convoy headed
for Canton, Miss., to continue the original "Meredith March." On
6/25/66, the marchers were entertained by Gregory arid others, on the
campus of Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, Mississippi.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER
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On 6/29/66, a reliable source (not further identified) and Lt. b6

St. Louis, Mo., PD, advised that CORE applied for a parade b7c

permit that date. in St. Louis. They expected to demonstrate against
alleged job discrimination. They would be met by members of Action
Committee to Improve Opportunities for Negroes, (ACTION) and demonstrate
in protest of the jailing of Percy Green, leader of ACTION.

Informants stated that Dick Gregory, the entertainer, was
expected to arrive in St. Louis that date. An attempt would be made to
have him take part in the parade and demonstration.

beg

The 5/25/66 issue of the Cincinnati "Enquirer," Cincinnati,
Ohio, page 34, contained an article captioned "Only One Parade - Ohio
Welfare March Gets Watered Down". The article .stated that irate
welfare recipients had watered down, original plans for a state-wide
protest march on Ohio's capital city, Columbus, on 6/30/66. Entertainers
Harry Belafonte and Dick Gregory had indicated that they would attempt
to be on hand for the rally.

beg
I!5p6-10-r732 encl.p,2

On 7/4/66 former made available an undated letter
on the letterhead of the 49 Ward, Committee For Independent Political
Action (CIPA). The letter stated that the 49th Ward, CIPA, was going
to undertake a poll of the residents of the ward which would ask the
question "Chicago ain't ready for reform.' Well then how about a revo-
lution?" The letter identified Dick Gregory as being active in the
49th Ward and one of the co-chairmen of the Convening Conference, CIPA.

b7D
b7E

The serial indicated that the 49th Ward, CIPA) appeared to be
a subcommittee of the Committee For Independent Political Action
(100-444877 ) . The Convening Conference was held on 1/5/66 at McCormick
Place, Chicago.

-13-



On 7/17/66, a group known as Youth Organizations United For . 7r
Home Rule (YOU) held a rally at the Sylvan Theatre, Washington, DC.
After

| lof the District of Columbia Young Democrats,.,-,
Club and Chairman of YOU, read telegrams in support of home rule in the
District of Columbia, a delegation from Southwest Washington, DC, led
by Dick Gregory, arrived and were greeted from the platform. Gregory
als° made, a speech, which finalized the demonstration. (Source not
clear

|
Washington, DC)

.

beg

b6
I (PROB) (protect identity) advised b7c

that on 7/2d/bb Dick Gregory spoke at a meeting sponsored by- the Student

7

d
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, held at

‘ '

Workers Hall, Chicago. Stokely Carmichael,

T>~ kinghouse
he main

b7E

speaker,. spoke on the term nblack power, 11 anu wny, negroes needed black
power. Gregory, during his speech, read a writing which indicated
injustices befalling Negroes today would be reversed and befall the white
man one day soon.

larivlftpri that, Tft r»1r fT-pftflrnrnr nf* nM nQrrn

b7D
b7E

On 9/18/66 , the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee (100-384660)
sponsored an open discussion on- the topic of Problems of the Selective
Service, at the Society for Ethical Culture, 2 West 64th Street NYC.
The moderator of the program was Dick Gregory. The panelists were
Eric Weinberger, Chairman of Liberation Committee for Africa;

(continued

)
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(continued

)

| |
Ralph DiGia of the War Resisters b6

League; and Leonard Boudin, General Counsel of .ECLC. b7c

Gregory concluded the program by stating that although they
had not settled anything, they had talked about a number of problems,
which was a beginning. He said the FBI agents with their "tapes" would
be disappointed when they presented them "tomorrow" to J. Edgar Hoover.

b7D
. b7E

The 9/27/66 > issue of the "Contra Costa Times", published in
Walnut Creek, Cal., in an article on the demonstrations at Naval
Weapons Station, Concord, Cal., stated that Dick Gregory dropped

$ in
at 170 Wellington, Clyde, Calif., on Sunday afternoon to lend support
to the demonstrators. Gregory brought several bags of groceries. It
was stated that the food was prepared' at the house and taken to. the
marchers at the facility.

10!p1383:L5-3979 encl.l

In connection with racial disturbances at Bayview-Hunters
Point and Fillmore areas, San Francisco, California, 9/27-10/2/66, the
"San Francisco- Chronicle for 10/1/66, stated that Dick Gregory,
comedian. Civil Rights leader, candidate for Mayor of Chicago, had
nothing but praise for the way San Francisco handled its "model riot."
The article noted that Gregory, during the disturbance, was appearing
in a local night club.

The article stated that Gregory was particularly pleased by
an. appeal on 9/29/66, by the San Francisco Mayor which attacked discrim-
ination in Labor Unions and everywhere else. Gregory singled out for
special praise "the press as a whole, with its objective., calming
reporting.

"

beg 157^6-47-935 end. p. 45

I [(protect identity

)

?
advised that on - b6

10/11/66 the Berkeley Campus Chapter, Students for a Democratic Society b7c

(SDS), aka SDS University of California (UCB) Chapter, Berkeley, Calif., b7D

(continued)
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(continued

)

distributed nn the Berkeley Campus a copy of a letter sent by them to
UCB

I
requesting the use of Sproul Hall steps, in- b6

clu6ing suunu ampin .icaiiuii ^for 10/29/66, to hold a mass, outdoor b7c

meeting entitled "Black Power and Its Challenges .
" The letter stated b7D

that the conference would include speeches, debates, small discussion b7E

groups, workshops, and distribution of educational materials. Invitations
had been sent, and Dick Gregory was among those who agreed to attend.

beg

"Muhammad Speaks," dated 11/25/66, ih~an article on page 17,
captioned "Gregory: Why I'm Running For Mayor Of Chicago," set out
statistics and reasons quoted by Dick Gregory, an Independent candidate
for mayor of Chicago, as to why he was convinced he could control the
balance of power in the mayoral election next year.

The article reported that Gregory and his wife Lillian had
recently departed for London, England. Gregory was also quoted as
saying he had been invited by his long time personal friend, Bertrand
Russell (not further identified), to serve on the International tribunal
which would try President Lyndon Johnson for war crimes in Viet Nam,
but declined because of prior commitments.

25^30971-A "Muhammad Speaks"
11/25/66 pgs. 1,2

Information was received on 12/1/66 that student demonstrators
planned a Free Speech Anniversary with a gigantic rally on 12/2/66 in
the Sproul Hall Plaza, University of California, Berkeley, California.
Scheduled for the rally were nationally known entertainers Dick Gregory,
Mort Sahl, and Jean Baez.

The demonstrators were protesting the presence of Navy and
Marine recruiters in the Student Union Building of the University,
according to an informative note attached to the serial. (No source)

100-151646-212 p.3
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At the Annual Bill of Rights Dinner sponsored by the ECLC,
held in the American^ Hotel, NYC, on 12/16/66, \ | a CP
member and

|
|
of the ECLC., said that Dick Gregory would be

legally represented by ECLC in his case against the State Department.
(Not further identified) I I also made an appeal for funds and
outlined the objectives of the ECLC.

Sergeant

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

1 *Ral “M more ^
Maryland PD, advised that on l/lb/67 Stokely Carmichael
spoke at the Metropolitan Methodist Church, Baltimore, ai, an amain
sponsored by the Uni-qn for .Tnhs fnr» Tnpnma Mr»Y (U-JOIN). Following
Carmichael's speech,
Dick Gregory.

of U-JOIN, introduced
b6
b7C

In hid remarks, uregory denounced President Johnson, and
was critical of the way Adam Clayton Powell had been treated. He
alleged that Powell was having difficulty in Congress because he was the b7E
only black Congressman that would stand up for the black people.

The serial indicated that U-JOIN was the Baltimore community
action group of Students for a Democratic Society.

i |
advised that on 1/12/67, Stokely Carmichael of

the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, (SNCC) (100-439190)
spoke at the University of Chicago under auspices of the Student
Government Association of the University. Following th*
Carmichael, along with

local and National
organization, Dick Gregory, and a nlimoer or T^he Coordinating Council for
Black Power (CCBP) participants, gathered at a Chicago west side lounge
for an informal party, which lasted until about 2:A.M., I/13/67.
Gregory agreed to be the featured speaker at a CCBP rally to be held in
Chicago on I/18/67 at the Senate Theater as Carmichael^stated he would
be unable to attend this rally. t

,of SNCC,
of ACT, a civil rights

3 !

b6
ybic
bin

100-439190-970 encl.p.5
,(4>-
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On 1/24/67, Detective Lt.
I I Special Investiga-b6

tions Bureau, PD, Detroit, Mich., advised that in connection with the b7c
proposed nation-wide Negro strike on 2/13/67, in support of Representative
Adam Clayton Powell, the United Strike Committee was the sponsoring
group of the strike in Detroit. This Committee had indicated that Dick
Gregory would appear in Detroit that dat.e at 7625 Linwood Ave., at
which location a general meeting would be held to organize the strike.

advised that Gregory was the principal speaker at the
above mentioned meeting. During his speech he stated that he would be
in Detroit the following day to helpporganize the strike activities set
for 2/13/67. He urged that the people of Detroit boycott all schools, b7D
stores, newspapers and employment on 2/13/67. Informant advised that b7E
Gregory stated contacts had been made in Chicago, New York and Cleveland
so that boycott activities would aian taka mac* jjg thnze ni±jgg on
same date.

1 corroporated the information.

American entertainer Dick Gregory’s trip to North Vietnam was
arranged in London, ’England by Ralph Schoenman, Director of the Bertrand
Russell Peace Poundatipn; however, (rTiQfYarni Tirag kionir nf

SJTlCl *kll0

International War Crimes Tribunal. I American
i-pfra+jed

Schoenman' s more friendly attitude toward *as due to
the latter's relationship with SNCC and especially uregory, whom
Schoenman desperately wanted involved in the Tribunal. Schoenman would
like to have Gregory support the Tribunal in the US, and elsewhere.

It had been reported that Gregory was advised by Bertrand
Russell that the North Vietnamese Government was willing to allow Gregory
to come to Hanoi.

-18-
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The following references in the file captioned "Racial
Matters" set out information concerning the activities of Dick Gregory,
Negro entertainer, in Chicago from 4/1/66 - 2/13/67. Gregory held a
press conference in which he announced formation of a committee
designed to avoid an outbreak of violence in Negro neighborhoods, and he
spoke at civil rights benefits. In June, 1966 he was incarcerated in
Chicago on disorderly conduct, resulting from his arrest in regard to
past civil rights activities. Gregory participated in a demonstration
and march ll/b/66, and called for a national Negro strike to be held
2/13/67. The strike would be made under the name of United Strike
Committee and was a nation-wide general strike in protest of the refusal
of £he US House of Representatives to seat Congressman Adam Clayton Powell.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-6-9-2228 end. p. 3*11*12
-2336
-2442
-2501
-2745
-2867 encl.p.8
-2883 encl.p.5
-2953
-3127 end,. p. 17
-3251 end. p. 36
-3756
-3836 end. p.4,5
-4107 encl.p.2

157-6-47-986

beg

The following references set out information regarding a
Nationwide General Strike to Protest Refusal of U.S. House of Represent-
atives, Washington, D.C., to Seat Representative Adam Clayton Powell,
NYC, sponsored by the United Strike Committee (USC^ (157-6836), Detroit,
Mich., 2/13/67. Dick Gregory, who had been named honorary chairman of
USC, reportedly issued a call for the strike.

, . On the afternoon of 2/13/67 a conference was held at the
Central United Church of Christ, Detroit, by the USC, .and in the evening
they sponsored a mass rally at the Ford Auditorium, Detroit. Entertain-
ment was provided at the rally by Gregory and other local Negro
entertainers , Gregory also spoke and urged those in attendance to

(continued

)

cs
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0 o
(continued)

participate in a nationwide economic boycott scheduled for 3/23/67.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-6836-6
-7
-8
-11
-13
-15
-20 end. p. 3,4

beg

] fnrrVh^ fnr*nh<=>rf. iripntltnr^ -t-ha-h

Tf*. taTP nn'har?

iiuwtivtJij no apeuiijLc p±ana were maae
to support the action.

beg

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

I
advised that all militant Civil Rights organizations^

were planning to publicize and promote independent Negro aldermanic
candidates in a number of West Side Negro wards. Informant stated that
such political activity would culminate in a political rally scheduled
for 2/27/67* at the Senate Theater, 3128 West Madison, Chicago, where
final effort would be made to support such independent candidates, in b7D
the 2/28/67 primary elections in Chicago. b7E

Informant advised that various nationally known Civil Rights '

leaders would be present at the rally on 2/27/67, including Dick
Gregory, Negro domedian and Civil Rights advocate.

beg
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The following reference on Dick Gregory located in files
maintained in the Special Pile Room of the Records Branch, Piles and
Communications Division, was. reviewed and found to be identical with
the subject of this summary; however, the information contained therein
has not been included:

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(<if

*****

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set
out in the main file. Differences in source will be noted on the
search slip.

beg
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 10/9/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(priority)

it'ps

Mr.

Mr, 1 ' Aeh

Mr,
Mr. t5 ^
Alt.

Mt, CU a'^U^
Mr, C 1 >nvad-«M»

Mi*, i\u~_
Mr. U*iU~-

Mr. Roseau

Mv. tiuilivsui

.

Mr* Xavei —
Mr, XXotter^ ,

T(de. Boom

,

Miss HoliAes^*—

*

Mbs Gandy^^,^,

To: Director, FBI (100-440423 )ATTENTION:
m CIVIL RIGHTS SEunun

Ffrom: SAC, KANSAS CITY (RUC) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

! I
(167-649) a DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Subject: RICHARD CLAXTONGREGORY, aka
?) RM

|

00 CG

OCR O EL O VRA-65 O CRA-64
O’PA O PE OPF

BM I I BM-Threats QgRacial Matters

O Klan O Organization

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 10/3/67.
-i 1 Summary of Complaint:

« & j.o « |O |

,, fcl I*W . I& ••
}

2 >4«
Attached are 11 copies of self-explanatory LHM for the *

Bureau and 7 copies for Chicago. * /*

No local dissemination is being made of this’LHM by
the Kansas City Division. Any appropriate dissemination should
be considered by the Bureau and the Chicago Office." r

It is noted that subject is on the Rabble-Rouser
index of the Chicago Office. _ «id

J

S '

4*
t'i

/«

0
'3

loo-<JVo</Z3 -A
^ ACTION: UACB:

, ,
' m No further action being taken and Q ^CT -

LHM enclosed Copy furnished to USA
1—

l

LHM being submitted

rv >, 1 I Report being submitted

CD Preliminary investigation instituted
*bi>o3f/fJP PH Limited investigation instituted

G OCT 1?W

oUliS rn Limited investigation instituted
^

?L
a] Agent/m Charge

n



UNITE^3TATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSWCE

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Kansas City, Missouri

October 9, 1967
,

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also
known as Dick Gregory;
RACIAL MATTERS

Following local Kansas City, Missouri; news publicity
that Gregory would speak to students of the University of
Missouri at Columbia. Missouri, on October 2, 1967, Detective

I of the. Kansas City, Missouri, Police Depart- b6

ment, personally covered Gregory's appearance in Columbia, b7<

Missouri, 1 on October 2, 1967 . and reported that coverage on
October 4, 1967; Summary of I I report follows:

Gregory arrived 11:30 a.m., October 2, 1967, at the
Columbia, Missouri, City Airport from St. Louis, Missouri.
Gregory was met at the airport by about 35 persons composed of
representatives of the local Columbia C.O.R.E., some members
of the Students for a Democratic Society of the University of
Missouri and a few Peace Torch Marathon marchers. The Peace
Torch Marathon marchers handed a torch of peace to Gregory
which Gregory carried to a university vehicle awaiting Gregory
to transport Gregory to the university campus. Gregory told .

the Peace Torch marchers that he was against U. S. participation
in the Vietnam war. Gregory said he endorsed the peace march
and wished them well on their journey as Gregory got into the
waiting vehicle. Gregory then traveled to the University
Student Union where he lunched with several members of the

© f" P-/H- i’A'C-
Students for a Democratic Society. Following the luncheon, ,

Gregory was escorted to Jesse Hall Auditorium on the university SSyJku
campus where he spoke to approximately, 2000 students and faculty
members. He was joined at the auditorium by

|

~| be

local C.O.R.E. I I Columbia, Missouri. Gregory's opening hi

remarks were humorous. He said all persons in the U. S. are
racists, both black and white, and the U. S. was described by
him as "the most racist country in the world** . He said he was
against the Vietnam war on moral grounds and did not believe in
America's use of armed forces to dictate the way of life in a
foreign country when Negroes must be protected and were not free
in the U. S. He said he did not believe in either black* or white
men fighting an American war in Vietnam.

T3SCU*0
**

|<5o-ty y-oH 2-3 —A?
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V **»

b6
b7C

Gregory, said his pet peeve is civil rights .legis-
lation, open housing and things of that nature and that
special legislation should not be necessary as the nation's
constitution guarantees freedom for all persons. He upheld
Stokely Carmichael and Rap Brown as they are doing no
more than the average young Negro feels like doing, except
they are out in front expressing their feelings ’’loud and
clear” about social 1 injustice. He said non-violence is a
privilege^ ^ot an obligation, and it is up to an individual,
if struck dr abused, to decide whether to use the privilege
of retaliating or not retaliating. He said riots are a
necessary evil so that people can hear the cries of an
oppressed people against a despotic government. He said
both black and white people in the U. S. are **sick”, and
the U. S. must do something to cure this sickness or the
nation would be knocked to its knees. He said American youth
can overcome social ills if they work at it, learning, how to
live, rather than being too busy with school learning to
make a living. At the end of Gregory’s remarks, he was
greeted with a standing ovation.

An article in the Columbia Missourian, daily news-
paper, Columbia, Missouri, in addition to the comments
about Gregory’s speech made by Detective I l noted
that Gregory defined Black Power as the opposite of White
Power and an ability to change with force.

V

An article in the Kansas City Times, daily Kansas
City, Missouri, newspaper, dated October 3, 1967, quoted
from Gregory’s speech at the University of Missouri, the
'^liberals got to understand that in today's civil rights
movement, they are as worthless as the Pony Express”, though
”that’s not saying we didn’t need the Pony Express”; that
the civil rights movement of today should tell the liberals
to get out of, the way as the movement is grown up. Gregory
said anti-riot legislation is racist and open housing laws
are ridiculous. ’ Gregory said that if he had voted in the
1964 presidential election, he would have voted for Barry
Goldwater since the only thing wrong with Goldwater was that
he was honest. •• •

Attached is a copy of an 1 editorial in the Kansas
City Times, October 4, 19,67 , concerning Gregory’s speech
at Columbia, Missouri.,

I
1

I | . t «
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Also attached -is a copy .of an article from the,
Kansas City Times, October 4, 1967, covering Gregory’s'
appearance before about 2, 500 students' in Hoch Auditorium
University ^of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, on the. night of
October 3, 1967.

An article in The University Daily Kansan,
University of Kansas newspaper, Lawrence, Kansas; dated
October 4, 1967, reflects that following Gregory’s
appearance at the Hoch Auditorium he returned* to Kansas
City to enplane on an air flight' to some other state,
apparently for an appearance in connection with civil
rights, possibly in Wisconsin or Minnesota.
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i INSIDE, DICK GREGORY" meach of these observations there is a seed—

KNOWS BETTER <}r more—of truth. But when Gregory declares
1

,

11 the* United States the most racist country on

L
ITTLE good is served, 1 we suspect, by at-[ear{h, he forfeits credibility. We almost hesitate

. tempting to engage in a battle of words to! Summon up the example of the Republic of

j'. yith every racial extremist—Negro orSoiflh Africa, because in specifics the two situa-

whites—who takes it upon himself - to spew bile tiorjs are only remotely parallel. But the fact re*

tt aftifoe when 'understanding, above all, is nwjns that in South Africa, the governing minors*

needed.’ When Rap Brown threatens shrilly toty j>f whites is committed through official policy

fget myself the bomb,” it is a threat, however to insuring the perpetual subjugation of an over-

tecendiary, that is recognizable as utter majority of black people,

sense..
' « . the United States, a nation predominantly

i But .the comment made on the University of in population is committed through official

Missouri campus this week by Dick Gregory, *° $ccur*B^ *Bd guaranteeing the rights of

• nedian, and i civil rights figure, needs challeng Jptyoritio** and specifically the rights of NegrA

ngl^America,” he told a crowd of more than 2, w!t H
Rpjstudents and faculty members, "is the No. 1 opcn ng,y of misUn«!thTpSd
•ac»t country in the world.” The charge is plain- Jij» come falteringly and, to the victims of bigo-

Ijj Jsimply untrue. Gregory is an intelligent man in* with crnel slowness—all this can be fairly'

vjiJhe knows it is not true. 1 charged. And we donbt that, among the thou-

fiJme of the other things he said, while not;*4'?
1* "ho c£°wde<l Jesse haU auditorium >fon-

espicially -new or original, do have a measure ofijj*
m°re th*n * h*n<lfnI wwW

J*t*.“r* ** cwr'w that the U.S.kll*
fighting m Asia to protect freedoms that they

jty.* i racist country he is off-base. It is the kind'
caniK&'fulIy enjoy at home; that the fabric of na- o{ rhetoric that closes ears and turns off minds,;

SonatXife will be seriously damaged if racial in- th^'depriving his, other
[
Comments of the fair'

toiej&oce is permitted to survive; that; to a de-
they need and deserve. And for this re*;

gree;tSe civil rights movement has outgrown the
** * di$missc^ *s * °* harmless

^?li.an<^control of white liberals who figuredim-l «*»«§*»* .,1
‘

! u ‘l

PflrG^ in its beginning:
Bll

.

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

16B Kansas City Times

_ Kansas City, Mo # I

DC.: 10/4/67
Ecuom Morning
Author*

Editot: Richard B. Fowler
Till.: i

Character*
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IGREGORY CALLS

FOR RACE KEY
,

£

Comedian* Says U. $. Will
1 Di^ if Problem Is

'

' toof Solved

BULLETIN

Lawrene^.Kss.—Dick Gre-

gory, Negro comedian, an-
j

pounced last' night at a press
[

conference at the University

of Kansas that he will be a
candidate for President of l

the United States on an inde-
pendent ‘ ticket. His platform
will be centered around civil

rights.
, ,

(Sr Thf $tajfj Own Service)

Lawrence* Has.—If the

United, States (does not
solve the racial crisis with-
in the next'three years, the
country will cease to exist,

Dick Gregory, Negro com-
edian waited K. U. stu-
dents last night.
“Moral pollution Is now great-

er than air pollution in the U. S.

and most, definitely will mean

Gregory admits that he offers
only criticism and no^sbranorS
to racism. , ,

“Most of you do not realize the
1

passionate dislike, raueh of the
world has for this coantry,”
Gregory charged. He noted that,

Jim Ryun, K. U. world cham*i
pion, was among the best Ameri-j
can diplomats fit has -seen.
He said that

, Negroes have
been so busy tellingAmericans
what they, want tp hear that Ne-
groes have'not told them what
they need to, hear.

“We inherited our racist views
but the sick; sick thing is that in
1967 wc won’t admit that a jra,

ia l probleni exists. If the prob
cm were,; in any other country
ce wouldrh'ave no trouble solv
Ing it.’’

1

y* I

""NegroespSject tothe Northern
white liberal who participates in

Southern demonstrations in an
effort to help Southern Negroes
when they if*wouldn’t take a nig-

ger home with them in Kansas
City, New York, Chicago or St.

Louis/’ he said.

He said activities of well-

meaning demonstrators actually

encouraged violence from Ne-,

groes because the liberals were
t too slow in giving Negroes their
rights.

1

, , , t ;

*
1

1

“Nonviolence is not an obliga-i
uoa.*It is a favor. Whenever,a
manJ$ .Irritated it is his discro-

fioirw lake that favo/Back.yf
*

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

2QA Kansas City Times

Kansas City, Mo.

oa«.: 10/4/67
cdittom Morning
Authori

Editon Richard B • Fowler

Character!

Classification i
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 10/10/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM

SUBJECT

EL PASO (157-176) (P)

^\vL
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

00: CHICAGO

Re Chicago airtel to the Bureau dated 10/3/67.

Enclosed herewith for AQ, who has not received
the communication, is a xerox copy of the referenced
communicat ion.

The referenced communication on page 4 notes
that the captioned subject is to arrive at El Paso, Texas,
from Denver, Colorado, by Continental Airlines Flight #125,
on 10/13/67, at 1 PM.

It is the recollection of the El Paso Office
that the captioned subject, also known as DICK GREGORY,
is to be the featured speaker at a lyceum to be held on
the campus of New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New
Mexico. There is no information indicating that he is
scheduled to make any addresses in the El Paso Division.

It is to be noted that El Paso International
Airport is located 34 miles from Las Cruces, N.M., and is
the logical airport for GREGORY to utilize in his travels.

M'-i

3-Bureau (RM) I

*2-Albuquerque (RM) (Enel. 1)
1-Chicago (157-347) (Info) (RM) ^
1-El Paso

ST-
j

DATE-i=^

Apprcved^iiD M. Sent .

mW ^
fecial Agent in Charge .

REC 51

,sj.
/ i- ) - / 'jo / X 32-

EB OCT 13 1987

r ww



EP 157-176

ALBUQUERQUE

LEADS

AT ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Will advise whether El Paso's recollection in
this matter is correct.

EL PASO

AT EL PASO. TEXAS

Will furnish the Bureau, the office of origin,
and appropriate offices any information developed regarding
the captioned subject.
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Date: 10/12/67

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

TO*

fromxjIV
SUBJECT 3

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423 )‘

^C, ALBUQUERQUE^(157-147 ) P

RICHARD CLAXTONGREGORY , aka
RACIAL NATTERS
00 x Chicago

Re El Paso airtel to Director, 10/10/67,

Subject scheduled to appear at Williams Gymnasium,
New Mexico State University Campus, Las Cruces, New Mexico,/
at 8x00 PM, October 13, 1967, as a lecturer in the Lyceum
Concert Series scheduled by the New Mexico State University
primarily for New Mexico State University students*

This lecture will be afforded appropriate coverage,
and the Bureau will be kept informed of any developments.

00^
Bureau (RM)

2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM)

2 - El Paso (157-176) (RM)

2 - Albuquerque
PRF/mcc
(9)

vi

KS8L !<rd' 4-2.3s j

l .OCT .14 1S67

gent in Charge
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Transmit the followina in ...

Date: 10/18/67

Vin AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

TO:

FROM

RS:

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

vf^AC >SAC, ALBUQUERQUE (157-147) (RUC)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTERS
00: CHICAGO

fit*

Re Albuquerque airtel to Director, 10/12/67.

Subject appeared at Vi Ilians Gymnasium, New
Mexico State University, Ias Cruces, New Mexico, on
October 13, 1967, as scheduled, without incident.

3s-Bureau (RM)
2-Chicago (157-347) (RM)
1-Albuquerque
PRF/111
(6)

EX-10?!

i

tftlo
l

) ?3 -/i’/

i, IS 0CT2O1S67
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Date: 10/23/67

Transmit the following in ..

Via,.

4&
airtel

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

I

J.-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, BUFFALO (157-3$

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM — 1-

(00: Chicago)
1 »

*

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 10/3/67.
i

On 10/23/67, DONALD HARE (NA), Chief
Brockport, N, Y. PD, advised that GREGORY is scheduled to
appear at a social function at the State University College
at Brockport, on 10/28/67. HARE stated GREGORY'S appearance
will be to entertain rather than to make an address . He
could furnish no further information.

?olice

LEAD

BUFFALO

AT BROCKPORT. NEW YORK

Will remain alert to any militant type civil
rights activities of GREGORY, andrsport any such matters

Bureau (AM)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Info.)
2 - Buffalo
-TJM:amw

(7)

nor M7
.

-

*.V J-
}

i ! * |

( f

r

%/ II (j J
‘y ^9ent in Charge

Sent .M Per
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Memorandum
0 *» ,*•

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

From : SAC, DENVER (100-9440) (RUC)

date: 10/27/67

$(lCH
)Aka.
/PM

CHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

RM
00: CHICAGO

Ro Chicago airtel 10/3/67.

There are enclosed herewith for the Bureau 11 copies
licago 4 ^Jj^^^^letterhead memorandum regarding

the subject.

J^ureau (Enc. 117 (RM)
2;^icago (157-347) (Enc. 4) (RM)

Rgaacy a2/^ OBI CRD

JCL.pmb
Dcrt® TomJ^LJSJBBL -

How Forw^^^i!

fgj? J
Room 836

9&D

IEEC- 71 /ga=£l£f23r '&

. 'grim x»

S OCT 30 1967
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IV 6 1962

BuyU.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FiUNo. 100-9440

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Ieral bureau of investig^on

Denver, Colorado*
October 27, 1967

*

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

There are attached hereto Xerox copies of clippings

from the "Rocky Mountain News" issue of October 13, 1967,

and the "DU Clarion" of October 17, 1967, regarding Gregory’s,

appearance at the University of Denver, Denver, Colorado,

on October 12, 1967‘«

I

PROPERTY OP FBI

This document contains neither recojsnenda-
tiona nor conslunions of the FBI. It is
the prorox-V cf the P332 and io loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency

'
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ENCLOSURECOefBS DESTROY®©
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yomedicm lectures

on Negro violence
"Negroes have been the most

violent people in this (country

i

for a long time. But no yr we’re
:
just aiming our violence at

I the System." !

1 Comedian Dick Gregory de-
livered a lecture Thursday night
at the Student Union concerning

I
what he called “moral pollu-

!
tion." I

;

PRESENTED BY the, Speak-
ers’ Committee of the Student
Senate, Gregory began by lam-
pooning subjects from cigarette
smoking to Lyndon Johnson, be-
fore reaching the heart of his
speech on the Civil Rights move-
ment. I

Gregory referred to himself
as “a vegetarian, a pacifist,,

and completely a follower of
the non-violent doctrine.”

j

"In my own stupid wisdom,"
he said, “I believe an animal
'is as important to Nature as
me or you ... I would never
hit you. I would never kill

you. Because you’re Nature.
That’s my committment .to non-
violence.”

HOWEVER, the speech cen-
tered mostly on violence in the
•Civil Rights movement and the’

reasons for that violence. E

'

"^Gregory, who has announced’
his intention to run for pres l-

«

dent on a peace and civil rights

ticket, told his integrated, high-

ly receptive audience, that the
key to the racial problem is
.honesty. t

1

m

He feels that such leaders
as President Johnson and Martin f

Ifither King, Jr>> have been
,

dishonest and unrealistic in
their approach to the problem.
"AMERICA IS the number one

most racist country on the face
< of the

i earth. Negroes are '!

racist, too," Gregory said. "Any l|

time a Negro tells you he’s '

not a racist, that’s a racist

,

„ statement. If he was born and i

raised in a country that has
j

always been racist, a Negro can’t >
!

NOTbeapartofif.” * .>>

Gregory described Stokeley
j

!

Carmichael and Rap Brown as I.

they were five years ago, com- i

mitted to non-violence. He said
i

that they were forced into
1

,

violent action by “a country ,

that permits these filthy things I

to go on and gives you the lux-
1

j

1

uryof notknowingaboutit,"
|

*

*
j

As an example, of how non* ’I

'

violent demonstrators are forced
to change, Gregory described an !

incident in a recent demon- I

stration in which | his cell-mate, Ej

drenched in blood from < a. he! id 1
wound, began writing i “Bla ;k
Power" on the wall of a jiil '

cell in his own blood.
|

!'**
; r

»

'

"UNDERSTAND WHAT’S go- I

(Indicate paq+t name of
newepapor, city and •tat#.)

THE DU CLARION
DENVER, COLORADO

,
10-17-67

Edition.. v*l. 72 // 9
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Gregor/ challenges students ;

to “undo what man has done*
i

:

'

! ,

Continu'd from Pag* 1 • teners was to read the Decla i a-

&r: srSbtte': * ~Tk^«2ms
S«nna T}

Za«- S,”tS8
‘‘S day ,“«<

lhaT? ff’wSSS.-.Wl %£X*' w' «" T« down oil

gra saw ii &£ssj&4fc *$t

,

a?l lover^SL ^rU** ’ '
mendous challenge and a simp e 1

forinitnn
t0 .task to undo what, man h is

» 1- ' ;•
•* j<3on^. Be honest with yourself.

wJSESSSi adv,ce t0 llS* Understand better than we did,”

O
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(Editors Note: Richard Nathan
spent part of the afternoon

with Dick Gregory after his

arrival in Stapleton Interna-

tional Airport.)
;

by Richard Nathan
I A human being who is ser-

iously ill finds no stalemate
in his predicament. Either he
will recover or he will die. A'
nation that has become serious-

ly ill faces the same dilemma.
And as with >the man, the cure
'may prove far more painful

than the disease. But without,,

the cure, the nation, too, will

most certainly perish^ A man
;
dedicated to curing a nation ar-

J

rived in Denver, Thursday, and

j
found that his problem lies not

in the cure, but in convincing

the nation that it is ill.

Dick Gregory received none
of the pomp normally accorded'

a Presidential aspirant when
he arrived here on a late after-

1

noon flight from Chicago. I no-

ticed that the contingent 1 of the

interested at Stapleton con-,

sisted of five reporters, two
photographers, two of his local

'black disciples, the official

United Air Lines welcoming
;team, and an unofficial of-

ficial threesome from DU. An
extremely dignified and slight*-

>ly graying representative of

''United boarded the plane and
escorted Gregory out to' his-

.public. The first person to

reach him was a young black

(man who moved quickly to'

Gregory’s side, whispered
briefly in his ear, and then'

vanished never to be seen again •

by this eye. J stepped forward,

shared a quick handshake, and
wk started down the concourse*

, tcfa press conference.
' ^ALTHOUGH BOTHERED by
reporters the entire distance to

.. the site of the conference, he

jj^anagedfo get.a- quick topical

aside, "Hey, how did the Cards

look today? All I heard was the
Score on

j
the plane.” To our

rnutual disappointment, I was
...not given the opportunity to an-
swer.

’

j
He took part in a press con-

ference in a room that his in-

quisitors managed to fill with
'. an air of scorn and disapproval.

'

.But he handled the situation quite
well and was particularly vocal
on a few key issues. ,t

M j

He feels that the nomination i

of Stokes for mayor in Cleve-
land was essential to the Demo-
cratic party, “They had to have
.One black man in office in a

’ major city to look good in ’6$.
;

But it’s good for America any-,

way.”
’

|

He admitted to definite Com-
munist infiltration and leader-,

ship In the civil rights move- 1

,
ment and said, "Sure they’re

, there. We don’t want them, but

!

it’s whitey’s problem to get them
out.”

,

I Gregory deplored the mention
t

of special civil rights legisla-i

tion. "They wrote a Constitu-

tion in this country and if it’s

good enough for whitey then
it’s good enough for a, nigger.'

We don’t want anything' special,

-

:

just what whitey’s got. And if<

we can’t have it .we’ll see tol

'it t hat he can’t either.”
j

j
j
Injecting a bit of, comic re-J

lief, he replied to a' standard
jnterracial marriage 1

question'

by commenting, "Now take that

guy who got Rusk’s daughter,,

why that’s just mellow!”
,

1 1

It < was . mutual good-bye and
' good riddance for Gregory and
the local press corps. > *

We drove over' to hi* not el

and, in the lime available] be-,

fore dinner, were able to spend
a icw minutes .alone In his room.'

.Ironically, ,we watched
,
and
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l
I

1

f
i

it)

'
i

listened
|

to David Brinkley’s The conversation drifted to
notation f of Dick Gregory’s ab-.Wir mutual hometown of Chi-
sence in the Milwaukee

i
march cajgo. I asked him what he

Wednesday night. I [watched him thought of the decision to hold
’

closely as he stared intently atttw Democratic National Con-
,the lines of marchers withyention in, Chicago next sum*
Father Groppi taking the lead. ,mer? ,He said, “You know that

I
’

..| I

1 Mayor Daley! kind of thinks he
I .expressed a fear that the owns Chicago. Anything he says

Father’s days were numbered, I goes. .He’s telling everyone that
but Gregory said, I "II

1 whiteyi there ;was no' trouble there this

gets Groppi, there will, be. fifty [summer. I can prove that at
more to take his place.” The least 1$ cops (were killed on the

i t

statement sounded (almost /like
I a prayer, and I can’t help but
, feel that it was a prayer.,

j

V 1
, )

!

;
•

;
i I!'.

j

Jjlfs :

II
Gregory attempt^ to, negate'?/,!3

Uie .value ofVany particular lp-jj

He turned

South and West sides. And as
for next summer, well what
do you think Is going to happen?

just going to be .one hell

mess. But they Asked for

dividual, in toe civile rights strug-
,
uwi' |"

. ||
'<

s’, ft
;

, j

a
°

.a

•
ft> "

.to look out of the

window and said, “You see that

black brother i come up to me at

the airport? ! He said to me,
‘Mail we’re sure sorry that we
couldn’t do I anything ' for you
here last summer. But we’ll

take; care of it next year.’ They
better wake up around here be-

cause the brothers are going

to make Denver another 'Watts.”

' i

i
1

:
i

!
I

; i

;

I

5

Being a half hour late for his
1

dinner engagement, we had to

cut the conversation short ‘but

Gregory made two significant

comments before we reached the t

car. First, he discussed his'

CIA watchdogs that are present
every time he appears in pub-
lic. He then mentioned the fact

that the Government had pro-
j

hibited the major wire serv-

,

ices from carrying any dis-

'

patches regarding his activi-

ties and speeches. f

Dick Gregory gives this Na«j
tion a maximum of three years
existence in its present form/'
He hopes to abolish color lines'

and make this an issue of right'

versus wrong, If Dick Gregory
left behind nothing else In Den-
ver,

|

he left the truth. Whether
one ' chooses to believe him or
not

! fs up to the individual.

“Man if they hear it and know!
it’s [true and still don’t want
it, why they just don’t ha\ge',

to. But I hope they remember 1

1

what I told them here.” .

.-'I,',

(v- I i;

* I
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By RICHARD TUCKER 1

_
Rocky Mountain New} Writer i

Dick Gregory blended biting sarcasm with anger!
> and pathos Thursday night to carry the message of
black power to a University of Denver audience.

w35n Gregory

.

ss,vffi ssSbi first'
£, S2 left thffbJtS'SdSiS®1* like Brow:

^Gn^rv^lted Amcric^”^ “Now you’ve got a monster!

„.
a 011 y°" har*3s because you live

in a country
|

where this vicious
stuX* goes oh and permits you!

JS
<

fh!.
ra
pi

S
»iif

0untry
f

<81 thc fa<* to
.
krKMr nothing about it,”w this £^nn< dcc^rcd i

1
i

I wllmc *£,P!l&Hjfif A pacifist; Gregory laid much'

! w«br
t?
Siw ot th<5 blaiM tor riots c{ today

,

STAS SStt.vj'

J. ' V »rv?
$ vv

?i
tc5, Gregory ***&' thinks Negroes should fight Vn

! It Iras Here the Southeast A$lan war.'

I;
* “Any time a Negro tells you Force It

J

i

m “A nation this sick will nevir

j
survive," he said, “'If our sy$*

u
* should feel guilty

tem |$ so damn good, why are
*
5
"* **<*«* « w*s we trying to force it down VicV

i

t

when we got here. namese throats with guns?" j i

a
veteran of Mississippi and He pleaded with, his young

Alabama frce^>m marches, audience "ti> make democracy

{

1
st°k*ky C^n^work ^ way it should work"|

chaeland H. Rap Brown were an<j $aid all the Negroes want!
spawned In those days of non- are ^ ^antees

(
of the VSJ

|

violent civil rights demonstra- Constitutions
1

S' , . . _ Declaring the government
He said Carmichael and should fully enforce the guar-

TBrown were Pjf^hmg non- »ntees by sending violators to
Violence to civil rights work-

$*», Gregory sald 'Td rath-
1

1 l
n <Iays and bad to er j^ve full jails than burned-

'

Stand by While young Negro out towns, but ftft’n going to be
[ ,yVchoor children were man- one ot the other/' 1

j

iMWdledii •

<

!i

Gregory, who has said he,
hls enterlalnment back* would be a candidate for Prcsl-

!

dent next year, blasted PrcsK; !

.«
j

1 dent Johnson as "the evil of'

I

evils'* and had more unkind
i

words for Gov. Nelson Rockefel-
:

kr and Sen. Robert Kennedy of
s

New York, i i

j

I *The only thing wrong with

,

Barry Goldwater was that ]he

dared to be more honest tmn \

.
LBJ/* said Gregory, who sdid

be couldn't ^ote .for either man
in!964.

t

!

ll
(- d

i *» *«=*» -flj—* 1 1 ’
,

(Indicate page, naa&e of
newspaper, city and etdte.)

50 ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS
“—.DENVER, COLORADO

Dates IO-I3-67
E<uuon, Hone Final
Authors RichardJ Tucker

Jack Foster
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Alrtel
1 - Mr. Knickrehm

To: SAC, Dallas (157-946)
R£C 39

From: Director, FBI (100-440423) -

—

DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reuralrtel dated 10/27/67.

Dick Gregory is a Negro comedian from Chicago, Illinois.
He has been very active in civil rights demonstrations around
the country having been involved in such demonstrations as the
promotion of rent strikes, economic boycotts, ’’sit-in" demon-
strations, picket lines, marches, and other forms of protests.
He has openly boasted that he has been frequently jailed as a
result of his civil rights activities. He has appeared at
numerous fund-raising events for such civil rights organizations
as the Congress of Racial Equality, the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, the National Association fortthe
Advancement of Colored People, and the Associated Community
Teams qf which he reportedly was one of the founders. Most
recently Gregory has been active in the open-housing demonstra-
tions in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Last December Gregory announced his intention to visit
United States war prisoners in North Vietnam during the
Christmas holidays; however, these plans were later canceled.
He has been an outspoken critic of this country’s participation
in the Vietnam war. He recently participated in the mass demon-
strations held in Washington, D. C,, which were sponsored by

i
jou the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam,

Mohr
\ Bishop
ICospef

'VCaUohart

cCon-rad

felt
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m
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‘CO SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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Airtel to SAC, Dallas
RE: DICK GREGORY

Gregory is a known agitator and a troublemaker.
In the past he has made disparaging and contemptuous remarks
concerning the Director and the FBI, He has been included in
the Rabble Rouser Index,

i

NOTE :

The Dallas Office requested a run-down on Gregory
Inasmuch as he reportedly is scheduled to speak at Austin
College In Sheraan, Texas, on 12/8/671 1
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Transmit'the following in

AIRTEL

0^
:Cf

^

SUBJECT:

Date:

(Type in plaintext or .code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, DALLAS (157-946) (P)

dickQregory
RM

00: DALLAS

10/27/67

ISherman. Texas, advised GREGORY scheduled to speak
at Austin College on the night of 12/8/67, under sponsorship
of the Austin College Student Entertainment Committee at the
Student Union Building. Speech is open only to students and

I I Local authorities are cognizant scheduled appearajj

and are apprehensive for both GREGORY and community. —— 1

Dallas .files negative as to GREGORY.

Bureau requested to furnish Dallas background summary
on GREGORY. Dallas will forward LHM with dissemination to
pertjtent agencies and follow and advise per GREGORY'S speech at
Sherman, Texas. I O/

REO /<DO-^ y
Chicago^Ttrrfiished copy this communication in view /

of possible future investigation.

^Bureau ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED-

1-Chicago (Inform} gEREI^ IS '‘267

(6
Approved:
Wllr

A. » v

Special Ag^oi in Charge
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Date: 11/15/67

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

i

a

3

>o
ar

i i

a

1

Vj

a
1
2

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, DALLAS (157-946) (P)

dic^jregory
RACIAL MATTERS

00 - Chicago

ReBuairtel dated 11/3/67, and Dallas airtel to
Bureau dated 10/27/67*

Enclosed to the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM*
One copy of the LHM is enclosed to Boston for information
purposes*

Two copies of this LHM being sent to MIG, Dallas;
two copies to U. S. Secret Service, Dallas; and one each to

OSI, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, NISO, New Orleans, USA, Fort Worth
and USA, Tyler, Texas.

by SA
Information in this case was received from DL T-l

q Jj

JOHNNY BURLESON, Chief of Police, Sherman, Texas,

and GEORGE W. BLANTON, Grayson County SO, Sherman, both
advised on 10/19/67, their respective offices are cognizant

of the contemplated visit of GREGORY to speak at Austin
College, Sherman, on the evening of 12/8/67, and liaison
has been maintained with both departments, and both have
been notified of the information as it develops bfr SA

3 y Bureau (Enc* II) (RM;
- Boston (Enc* 1) (Info) (RM)

2 - Chicago (Enc* 2) (RM)
2 - Dallas.
WJWjcc
(8 )

eve lops b^ SA ^
f i f

, gi

K-1GJ

16 NOV 16 1967

CO
oo

at

y

b6
b7C

in Charge
Per

*
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DL 157-946

INFORMANT

DL T-l is

|—He requested confidential
treatment stating it mas his desire as well as that of I I

^that their concern in this matter ana the

furnishing of information by him should riot be a matter of

public knowledge.

U3ADS

BOSTON - INFORMATION

Copies of .this t

>ses in view of I

tished for information

DALLAS

AT SHE^man, TEXAS. Will follow and advise results.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

. In Reply, Please Refer to

FileNa.
Dallas, Texas

November 15. 1967

j ;;

4*

DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

The October 4, 1967, issue of the Sherman Democrat,
Sherman, Texas, carried an item captioned "uregory engaged to
speak here ” which is as follows:

"Negro comedian Dick Gregory will speak at
Austin College the night of December 8 under
sponsorship of the Student Entertainment
Series.

"Gregory will speak at the student union
building. The address will be open' only
to students, faculty and staff members
who buy tickets.

"The Student Entertainment Series has also
i arranged a concert on the campus by Chad and

|
Jeremy, a pop music duet."

DL T-l, who has furnished reliable information in the
past, advised on October 19, 1967, that Dick Gregory is scheduled
to speak at Austin College, Sherman, Texas,, on the evening of
December 8, 1967, at the Student Union Building, under sponsor-
ship of the Student Entertainment Committee. This speech is

,open only to students and faculty of Austin College, f

b6
b7C
b7D

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

ENCLOSURE
/6b
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DICK GREGORY

DL 1=1 at that time advised that

b6
b7C
b7D

On October 26, 1967, Johnny Burleson, Chief of Police.
Sherman. Texas, advised that he had been contacted by

I 7lr '8^ested his
identity not be, revealed.

[
desired to know if the

Sherman Police Department would send a plain clothesman

f Burleson stated at this time he had
not ascertained whether or not the City Manager of would
approve of this plan, Burleson related that he is alerting the
Dallas, Texas, Police Department when more specific details are
known and also Major Guy Smith of the Texas Highway Patrol,
Dallas, Texas. He is also maintaining liaison in *this matter
with Sheriff George W. Blanton, Grayson County and* Chief of
Police Paul Borem, Denison, Texas.

On November 2. 1967. information wa§* received from
PL T-l that f

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

2*

A
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 11/13/67

(Type in plaintext at Code)

AIR MAIL

%
(Priority)

HIo 1soti
, _>.i .

.

.—

-

Mr. t>eLoach -_^.,

Mr. Mohr——».

Mr.
Mr. Caspar—

_

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad

M»J% -rtfc -

Mr, Ga!ea„-JM»t .o-^

Mr. Rosttru^-

Mr. Sullivan1

Mr- Tavei—
Mr. trotter*.—

«

Tele. .Room,,. —

,

Miss Holmcs-^**^

Miss Gandy.^*,,

JL/JUTo: Director, FBI ( 100-440423 )ATTENTION: |

1
"

'

/ PN CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
FromAASAC, KANSAS CITY^^ GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

1 / '<*±57-b49> ^ut[>> GD DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.
Subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM
00: Chicago wfrf™

F
?§
MAH?N con?AINEm isracussmED

CR a EL VRA-65 CRA-64 u““cx<^
i a PA a PE PF

J
QBM r~1.BM-Threats fo3Racial Matters

Klan O Organization «

Summary of Complaint:

Re Kansas City airtel to Bureau, 10/9/67. J

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and for *

Chicago 7 copies of a self-explanatory letterhead
memorandum. /

*
x

*yjf3iJ

No local dissemination is being made of this LHM
by the Kansas City Division. Any appropriate dissemination
should be considered by the Bureau and the Chicago Office.

\ CAf\ It noted subject is on the Rabble-Rouser
index of th£ Chicago Office.

//, fciiSiOSUiia AGENCY : ACSI , HiC , 0SI , SEC . SERV.

,

Z - Bureau (ENCL. 11) (RM) DEPT: ISD,CRD,^o<£Z)
'2 - Chicago (Enel. 7)(RM) HOW F0RW
1 - Kansas City . JDAIEF0RW NOV 1 fi wo ^
HKJrbm (6) ^4 >jCh&

\or y
-VA

index of
,

/ASriDtOS

Hoorn 836

9 & P

HKJrbm (6)ASS: h&B: ^f5
nn No further action being taken and 9 & P

12] LHM enclosed Copy furnished to USA
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITE^TATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS^CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Kansas City, Missouri

November 13, 1967

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also
known as Dick Gregory
RACIAL MATTERS

,

Reference is made to prior memorandum dated
October 9, 1967.

Attached is a copy of a hews article, dated
November 9, 1967, from the evening edition of the Hays
Daily News , a daily newspaper at Hays , Kansas , concerning
the appearance of Dick Gregory as a speaker to approxi-
mately 800 persons in the Sheridan Coliseum at Fort Hays
State College on the night of November 8,. 1967.

This document conteins neither feccmTiCKtettons hor conclusions of the f{Sl.

ft is the property of the fBl.end is feened to your agency; tt end its contents

ere not to be distributed cutsMe your egency.
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Unless Race: Issue Is Settled
!Qvil rights leader Dick Greff

w«w»«
i #v

,

' *4

1

•;!

H ^ H*rf kti

(Indicate pace, name of
newspaper, city and state*)

\the United States will be de- W
stroyed by Negro revolutionw IwsLV-V^W*
less the race issue ..is settled •

rwithin the next three years. • •

’

'• 3rwithin the next three years. •»
I

Hie 35-yeareld comedian- Jw
'tumed-crusader made it dear' M
fat the outset of his dwo-hour

,
U\

fspeech in Sheridan Coliseum that

,

I,he would offer no solutions, only vKV

Hays Daily News

Hays , Kansas

(to mince words. “After I leave

.here tonight I don’t give a damn [-wwav *•' v -' ’ -

•what you think of me."
, ^ ' *'

.

*

! “I Just don’t want to say we JV "f
. -Jpfe :rM ’•

ion*t hate white folks, as a rule. ...
,

« . s ^ i

We aren’t even angry with white I

jeople. we’re angry with the fees#, , \
fystem-^-and, if the system don’t j'M •.„

t :
v'‘ ^ik r'

'<

change, we’re gdng tobrfag it # > *>• V; ’•

•down,” Gregory declared to an. ||^. :

*

audience ofabout 800. if
“If we don’t solve thesef prob- '

lems within tire next three years,
1

«

this country' is going to be de-
.

.

stroyed from within," 'he said. guflf <

At a press conference before g? . V’ V'Mu&V: •.'?>V: 55;.
.*

'

the All-Student Council spon- $.*

'

'

.

!

fw|- i
rt4 1

"

sored program, Gregory said, £•
;

’ '

“We’re not putting up with any • •
; .wlv ,4 }?:*;[

.

'.,

more insults, period.”
; v - . ' V‘ uVpV^gjj 5,

“You Insult me and you keep 'V ,

- ' J '

#
;

i‘tS%S?^wA

^

^ i^
»

* V I

C tobur?££ hJL d(wn
g
to CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER Dick Gregory answers reporters',

’gf SoiS’’ questions at a news conference before he spoke at ?art-Hayi

i
In ms speech, Gregory cast

c
$jafegpUege Wednesday bight. (Hays News Photo) ’y ?

himself In the seemingly am-* rwTufryf

"

•
,?:
—
r
" 1

’? rssssszz—=rrr- . ..;.rsr

biguous role of pacifist-militant. |

Race riots and city burnings to;

him are Justifiable means for;

accomplishing the goal of racial
i

equality, but he doesn’t want
anyone hurt or killed in the pro-

cess. . . •?

“You come up and spit on.me,.

'I won’t hit you, but I’ll take your: ~
clothes off and bumtfcpm^Lhe, ,o
i^frhave no .respects”**.

ft*

Dat«s 11/9/67
Editton i Evening
Author i

Editor i .Ed Me Farlin
Titloi

IchoMctiti RACIAL MATTERS

L
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'

* coding to Gregory, were
on the nonviolent approach and
led to militancy while working
with the Student Nonviolent Co-
ordinating Committee in the
south for six years. .*,

“You question their attitude—

you go through what they„went
through those six years -and
you’d have the same attitude

they have,” Gregory said.
’

He toM of lynchingsand, heat-
ings of SNCC workers-. in - the
south.

Gregory 'Pondered at -the

white American’s fear,, of.Car*
michael and Brown. “A 23-year-

old kid, Rap Brown, ..has, got
his country scared to'deathv-
ind he don’t even . have, one
»mh, one airplane or oneivei -

;el.”

He said he doesn’t know where
Carmichael is presently, but un-
derstands he is to return to the
United States shortly. '

' He also marveled at: 'the,

whites’ fear of two- words —
“black power." , This fear, he
said, was based, on 1 the white
knowledge of “white. power.”
1

"This is, the only country in

the world that drops a bomb on
millions. of; people (the*A-bomb
on ;Japan), and all at oncmKeTe

town

(Continued from Page 1)

man-msde objects at all.”
,

Discussing welfare paymehts
to Negroes, Gregory said, “You
talk .to, me about relief! The

,

minute you start feelingashamed
• about foreign aid, that’s the min-
ute we start feeling ashamed

,
about welfare.”

'

“That damn white farmer is

.the biggest welfare recipient In
this country,” according to
Gregory, He said the farmer
“sits on his white butt” while
the government pays him not to
plant crops.

Concerning Vietnam, Gregory
(advocates an immediate with-
drawal of American forces.

‘People ask me if I think black
i
rids should go to Vietnam; bell.

: [ don’t think white people should!
go.”

, .

I
“It don’t rhake any difference

if you’re hawk or dove, someday
we’re going to have to wake up
and get out of there,” he said.

He said Negroes are being
forced to give their lives in an
attempt to guarantee freedom of
choice to the Vietnamese people
when the Negroes do not have
this freedom in their own coun-
try-

Gregory announced, that he
will fast from Thanksgiving to
Christmas to express his opposi*

j

tion to the war. He said thati
during that period he would eat'
no food. and drink only watery
He spent considerable time de-‘

fend’-g the actions of civil
rigt. - workers Stokely Carraf-’
chad, an<| H.-Rap Brown. ? v<W{
'Brownand CarmiaHev=5t-1

e soured
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4404.23)

’FALO (157-396)
,

(RUC)

date: II/I6/67
1

Or

0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTER
(00 Chicago) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

^1)

V

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 10/3/67 and Buffalo^ ^
airtel to .Bureau, 10/23/6714^ ' ^

Enclosed for the Bureau are live copies and for
Chicago two copies of a letterhead memorandum outlining
activities of subject in Rochester, Elmira and Jamestown
area of Westerh New York. It is noted his Itinerary as outlined
In -referenced Chicago airtel was Interrupted due to his pub-
licized arrest during open housing demonstrations In
Milwaukee, Wisconsin in the early part of October, 196?. It
is noted that due to this interruption, subject made no
appearances at Elmira, R/Y-, , but Information reported in
Elmira newspapers concerned his appearance at Mansfield
State College, Mansfield, Pennsylvania

,

^

It is .further noted that subject's activities and
itinerary were followed closely by the Buffalo Office during
the time he was In Buffalo Division territory and his
departure for Philadelphia on 10/11/67 was, telephonically
.communicated to .Philadelphia, which was his next destination
after his Rochester, R.Y. appearance * jK

Subject's appearance at Jamestown, N.Y» Community
College, on IO/18/67, occurred when he substituted for
PIERRE SALINGER,who had to cancel an appearance at the

1

3

&

%
XJ

a

£*

&o
BH
>

**&
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BU 157-396

Jamestown 'Community College due to illness.

With regard to subject's appearance :at the
State University College At .Brockport, N.Y. as indicated
in referenced Buffalo airtel. Chief of Police DONALD
HARE (NA), reported np Civil Eights .activity and indicated
subject 's appearance at Brockport was strictly that of an,
entertainer. For this reason, subject's appearance at
Brockport, N.Y. is not noted in the enclosed letterhead
memorandum.^

With regard to the initials "SNCC" which appear
in body of enclosed letterhead memorandum, it appears these
initials no doubt refer to the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee. However, .the initials only are
quoted in the news articles described and are therefore
Included in this letterhead memorandum without further
description of them.

-2-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

• -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
Buffalo, New York
November 16, 1967

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as
Dick Gregory

Set forth below is a resume of remarks captioned
individual made before the assemblages indicated, as
reported through the news media shown

The "Campus Times," the University of Rochester
student newspaper at Rochester, Hew York, reported in Its
October 13, 19o7 edition under the headline "Gregory Speaks
About Problems in Nation, Explains Violence in Civil
Rights Movement, "< that the subject made an appearance before
about 400 students in the University of Rochester Palestra on
Tuesday, October 10, 1967. Among the things the subject
reportedly said were

:

"America Is a sick country." "It Is probably the
most racist country on earth" due to both the white folk
and the black. "We've watched you for 400 years and we've
learned it (racism) from you."

In explaining RAP BROWN'S activities, subject
stated RAP BROWN could be understood as one had watched as
the FBI stood by while "five year old kids" who were being
lead to an integrated school "were hit in the mouth by a
brick" by 'the mob" and "the police. "iy

Subject cited the Declaration of Independence as
the basis for riots in Cincinnati, Chicago and Watts, saying

•Tliis document .contains neither xecc'^non*

dutions noi conclusions 'o! tho TBI. D b 0

Tiopcity of tho FBI and is loaned to jouf

agoncy; it and its contents aro act to bo

tlibuted outside your agency.
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as
Dick Gregory

activities in those areas were legal In the light of the
Declaration. He asserted violence did not hurt the Negro
cause because ’’This country's so Immoral and corrupt
itself." Subject stated non-violence Is a favor, claiming
this is a violent nation and that "we're asking one segment
to be this way (non-violent) while another isn't." He also
attacked the financial support of the non-violent movement
as being largely furnished by Jews who would continue this
support only if the movement remains non-violent "but when
the Israeli war broke they sent over their rent money.

"

Subject argued violence is legal on the part of Negroes
in the same sense that the American Revolution was legal,
but said he himself was committed to non-violence. He
stated Negroes wanted nothing special - Just equal status
and Implementation of the Constitution - the same things
white people got. Subject said the riots were caused by
spontaneous combustion, " the sudden release of suppresed

anger by a catalytic Incident. K
Subject disapproved of United States Action In

Viet Nam, attacking a situation In which Negroes could Rill
Viet Cong, but could not kill members of the Ku Klux Klan. P(

Subject stated that the United States Rad about
three years to make basic changes or social changes would
take place that would change America. He .also said "I
feel we-'ve got to break this two party system.^

Subject told students that if they spent four
years learning how to make a living they were in trouble
because they were not guaranteed a living outside of the State
but If they spent four years learning how to live they could
walk all over the face of the earth and a living would come
to them naturally.

An article on Page 23 of the October H, 196?
issue of the "Star-Gazette, an .Elmira, New York daily

-2-



HICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as
Dick Gregory

newspaper, reported the appearance of the subject before
a student audience at Mansfield State College, Mansfield,
Pennsylvania on the afternoon of October 10, 1967*
Comments by subject included one to the effect that he
got out of jail after being arrested in Milwaukee and
"Now I have two Milwaukee cops suing me for biting and
kicking them. It don’t make no difference that they were
trying to push me in front of a train," He also stated
"Don't ever let a blaekman tell you he isn't a racist.. He
has to be if he lives in this country

.

11

1\

Subject said RAP BROWN and STOKELY -CARMICHAEL
originally taught non-violence. "But the STOKELY 's and
the RAP's had to stand by and watch little 3 and 6 year
old children get stomped on . and see the police and
FBI stand by and watch,'.'

you never read about the pregnant women
marchers, white and colored alike, kicked in the stomach
by red-necks. You don't read about the .500 'SNCC' workers
killed in the past year." GREGORY claimed the workers
had been murdered by Southern white racists but that their
deaths had been oficially listed as drunken driving
accidents. "Now all at once" GREGORY shouted, "no one
understands STOKELY and RAP. Non-violence Is no longer
an obligation, it is a favor. We're non-violent now just
like Matt Dillon. "IA

.Subject said the "SNCC" movement was no longer
Interested in the help of white liberals and they should
stay home and "bug their own race." (A

Subject further stated "no one has to pass special
laws in America for us because the Constitution is not just
for the Whiteman. " U

He also said, "No special law was passed to get
SVETIANA STALIN - daughter of a Communist leader, into this

-3-
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, .also known as
Dick Gregory

, f

[

country and Into a decent home. ‘No special law is needed
to get us decent homes."

An article on Page 1 of the October 19> 196?
edition of the Jamestown, New York Post-Journal, Jamestown
daily newspaper,, reported subject's appearance before a
large but un-nurabered gathering of students at the James- >

town Community College, Collegiate Center. The article
indicated subject spoke for two hours and remained more
than one-naif hour longer for a give and take exchange of
questions and answers, information in this article
indicated subject gave substantially the same type of
speech as indicated by quotations and information set out
above ;. In addition, he was quoted as saying: U,

“We've .6.00,000 men fighting to bring democracy
to people half way around the world while we make little
pretense of protecting the democratic rights, of a large
section of our own people. "I

A

"Why should the Negroes be expected to serve and
die bringing instant democracy to Viet-nara and complacently
accept the achievement of their own democratic rights on
the installment plan? 11 '

<, "If our democracy is so wonderful, we wouldn't
have to fight for its acceptance in other countries, they
would be stealing it from us." ^

He was also quoted as saying, "When I demonstrate
for Civil Rights, I hope it bugs America as much as the civil
wrongs which my people have .had to endure have bugged; me

.

11

Subject again made reference to the Declaration
of Independence, saying -that the human rights enumerated
therein were not restricted for "white only." He recalled

-4-
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as
Dick Gregory

that the patriots who won our country’s freedom were
fighting a tax on tea and he said, "Do you mean to tell

me that the Negro won’t fight for his life? Subject
cited an example of the acceptance of the Idea that If

its white, its alright, " noting that the nation had been
reduced to near hysteria by black 'Violence during the

past summer, but had shown comparatively little concern
over white violence such as had taken place during the

current steel hauler’s strike. .He concluded his talk

by urging students to concentrate on learning to -live

rather than earn a living.

An article appearing on Page 63 in the October

19, 1967 City Pinal Edition of the "Buffalo Evening News,

local Buffalo daily newspaper under the headline of Dick
Gregory Plans Past," reported that on October 13, 1967,
after he had made an address to 600 people in Jamestown
Community College at Jamestown, New York, subject revealed
he would fast for 30 days in protest against the Viet Nam
war. He reportedly said he would start the fast in San
Francisco on Thanksgiving Eve and would fast until Christmas.

He said he would drink water but that he would eat nothing.

He was quoted as saying, "I can’t burn a draft card because

I don’t have one.'li
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UklTJED STATES G^KNMENT

'Memorandum,
')

to DIRECTOR, FBI

\/

date: 11/16/67

from yf/y

Jy
• i/

A SAC, OMAHA (157-217) (C)
.

subject; ^
£?

DICK GREGORY
APPEARANCE AT LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
10/25/67
RACIAL MATTERS

./
i

,i
'

Enclosed are the original and seven copies of a
letterhead memorandum setting forth comments of GREGORY in
a speech at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska,
on 10/25/67, suitable for dissemination.

The confidential source utilized In the enclosed
LHM-lsI

|
Lincoln, Nebraska,

JNfo further investigation Is being conducted by Omaha
concerning GREGORY'S appearance at this time.

,

^3.SS7,^3 ?C (ScJ

\y
v .2^- Bureau (Enc. 8)
1 - Omaha
HNHjerb
(3)

3 NOV 20 1S67
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BuylfS. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

MUNWED STATES DEPARTMENT OFTUSTICE4
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Omahay Nebraska
November 16, 1967

DICK GREGORY

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised that Dick Gregory gave a
speech at 2:00 p.m., October 25, 1967, on the East Campus
of the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska, He stated
that his speech was sponsored by the East Union Special
Events Committee, The source advised that about 800 to

1,000 people, mostly students at the University, were present
for this speech, and no incidents arose in connection with
this speech.

Articles concerning this speech of Gregory on
October 25, 1967, appeared in ’’The Lincoln Star’*, October 26,

1967, page 33; "The Lincoln Evening Journal", October 26,

1967, page 12, both Lincoln newspapers; and in the "Daily
Nebraskan", the University of Nebraska student newspaper.

According to these articles, Gregory stated, in part,
that, "I am not here to impress you, but to inform you and I

don't care what you think of me when you leave," He described
himself as a "nonviolent vegeterian pacifist" and said that he

would discuss "our number one problem, which is moral pollu-
tion, not air pollution." As he continued, Gregory said that

"America is the number one most racist country in the world,
bar none" and "Martin Luther King didn't teach this country
nonviolence, it was kids like Rap Brown and Stokley Carmichael."
"You are going to get a lot of Rap Browns and Stokley
Carmichaels, so you had better be ready -for them, baby."
Other excerpts from Gregory's speech contained in these
articles included the following: "We are after the U. S.

Constitution and unless we get a part, you won't have yours,"
and "You are not looking at 'niggers* any more, but soldiers."
He described the United States as being "sick", "stupid? , and
"insane" for involvement in the Vietnam war. "This is a non-
violent country, your friends are over in Vietnam out-Nazi-ing
the Nazis." He said anytime you send troops to protect
Vietnamese freedom, but not Negroes in America, "Then maybe
burning down that country mould be a virtue." He mentioned
that the recent peace march in Washington on the Pentagon was
"great" and described President Lyndon B. Johnson, of the United
States, as having "barbeque on his face, driving drunk and
throwing beer cans out the window." In regard to the flag of

sum. rOSUEE

V
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the United States, he said, "You can*t pass a law saying you
can't hurn the flag. The American flag is Just a rag* I
first want laws and ;respect for people, not objects. We must
address ourselves to people, not flags.”

According to the above confidential source, Gregory
made only this one appearance at the University of Nebraska
while in Lincoln.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

2*
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
#>VER t

date: 11/20/67DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, EL PASO (157-176) (RUC)

subject:
RICHARD CLAXTOl^REGORY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

00: CHICAGO

Re EP airtel to the Bureau dated 10/10/67; AQ airtel to the
Bureau dated 10/12/67.

This is to advise that in accordance with current Bureau
instructions, logical sources and informants were alerted to the
visit to El Paso of the captioned subject on 10/13/67.^

None of the sources contacted by SA I I

furnished any information regarding the visit which would indicate
that he did other than stop in El Paso en route to Las Cruces,
New Mexico, where he spoke at the New Mexico State University on
the evening of October 13, 1967.

.,:He was afforded no great reception in El Paso by the
news media or private individuals and no publicity resulted. IA.

In the interest of brevity the names of the sources and
informants contacted are not being set forth but are maintained
in the El Paso file relating to the captioned subject

b6
b7C

24-Bureau (RM)
C-Albuquerque (157-147) (RM) (Info)
1-Chicago (157-347) (Info) (RM)-'
1-El Paso

FJPimam
(5) REC- 68

l
£X-1Q3i

/Cro o ij2 ~ i y

US?
3 NOV 22 1367

i ' l*

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Transmit the following in

Date: 11/29/67

(Type in plaintext or eode)

(Priority

)

FROM:

SUBJECT:

t>

u«

8^

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)
1

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
RM
Rabble Rousers Index (RRI)
00: Chicago

g
Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an

LHM captioned and dated as above. This LHM is being
disseminated locally to the United States, Attorney,
Chicago; U.S. Secret Service, Chicago; and Region I,

113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois. Two copies of

this LHM are also being furnished "New York Division.
For information of New York, GREGORY, a Negro comedian
and Civil Rights activist is currently maintained on
Rabble Rousers Index by Chicago Division.

Chicago is currently preparing a summary
jjeport concerning activities of GREGORY.

Source referred to in LHM is I

Mr. Tolson .^
Mr. DfUith
Mr. Mohr .. ..

Mr. B.VV-p„,
Mr.

...

Mr, Callahan .....

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt .

Mf. Gal«
Mr.

Mr. Sc'Itvan3^
Mr. Tavcl , .

Mr. Trotter-^

Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy I

F4
?l'

!y a*BADs
i ,

< o1 NEW YORK
} ; I

\r
~

If NEW YORK, NEW YORK . New York is requested
i, , to contact appropriate sources in an effort to determine

! ;

•

I hny organizational affiliation of GREGORY in view of hi£
f

ul frequent trips to -New York and involvement in demonstrations,

i

:4 both as to Civi

£ | JjjBurel^Qte^
«««2-New York (157

Rights and Anti-Viet Nam ^ctivit^es.g
y ^7

la) (rm) %
093) (Ends. 2) (RM) _ 1 3; NOV 30 1S672-Chicago / /

fj^l^/jK/s]|
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In Reply, Please Refer, to

File No. 157_347

U*D STATES DEPARTMENT OFWSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
November 29, 1967

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ALSO -KNOWN AS
DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

On November. 27, 1967, a source.

1 ZJ
:urnisne< ie following information:!

On November 22, 1967, Dick Gregory held a news
conference at the- Knickerbocker Hotel, 163 East ’Walton,
Chicago, Illinois. During this conference Gregory stated
that he is planning a month long fast from Thanksgiving to
Christmas in order to protest the United States involvement
in the Viet Nam war. Concerning this fast Gregroy issued
the following statement

:K
"I am determined to set an example as an

individual American, lawfully protesting against,
my government's policy in Vietnam," Gregory assented. Lf

"From Thanksgiving until Christmas I will fast
in, sympathy with the millions of Americans who are

• also opposed to the war in Vietnam. I will not eat,
,
drink juice or take prepared vitamins or other food
supplements," he said. "I will only drink water.’L^

"I ask all those who, like myself, are opposed
to war to demonstrate their determination by not buy-

1 ing a turkey for Christmas dinner, i suggest that
true Christians and humanitarians celebrate Christmas
this year in simplicity and sacrifice, and, in,

sympathy with the suffering on both sides of the war,
avoid traditional decorations, Christmas trees, lights,
ornaments, toys, and the, exchange of gifts and presents
until peace on earth and good will to men becomes a
reality.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

,

to be distributed outside your agency.
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y
RICHARD CLAXTON 'GREGORY
ALSO KNOWN AS
DICK GREGORY

"In addition, I appeal to all morally committed
, Americans not to buy a 1968 automobile until the

war is over."u
"I shouldn't have to do this, as a morally

committed man, it would be senseless for me to
i make this kind of public sacrifice and welch on

it. I would only be cheating myself. Everyone
knows me to be honest enough so that if for any
reason I will find it impossible to continue I

would simply make that announcement but there are
lots of people in this morally corrupt country
who are going to doubt me no matter what I say

;
or do.

"Therefore I have asked Jimmy Smith, the editor
publisher of a Chicago Community weekly and news-
paper columnist Irv Kupcinet to hold a $1,000 bond
against any challenge which is subsequently proven. "K,

Dick Gregory is a Negro comic entertainer and
Civil Rights activist v/ho has been arrested on numerous
occasions. More recently Gregory has affiliated himself
with the activities of Milwaukee, ’Wisconsin's Father Groppi
in connection with open housing demonstrations. Gregory is

also publically known for his opposition to the Viet Nam
war-lA.

The above information is being furnished the
following agencies:- K

1 United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

United States Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group
Evanston, Illinois ^
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAI
HEREIN TS .UNCLASSIFIED
DATEA ** ,„ 1 i ^^ ' — —’

- - |

RE DALLAS AIRTEL AND LHM NOV. FIFTEEN LAST.

COP JOHNNY BURLESON*
CJ

SHE&MAN, TEXAS, ADVISED GREGORY’S
C

SCHEDULED SPEECH, AUSTIN COLLEGE, SHERMAN, FOR DEC.
,
EIGHT NEXT

CONFIRMED. GREGORY."ARRIVES LOVE FIELD AIRPORT, DALLAS,^ FOUR
cs*

FORTYFIVE PM, DEC. EIGHT, NEXT WHERE BEING MET BY OFFICIALS OF

COLLEGE. HIS SPEECH IS SCHEDULED FROM EIGHT THIRTY TO NINE THIRTY

PM SAME DATE,' AUSTIN COLLEGE,. AND A ROOM HAS BEEN RESERVED AT

HOLIDAY INN, SHERMAN, AFTERMOON DECEMBER El GHT NEXT BY COLLEGE

OFFICIALS AT GREGORY’S REQUEST. CHIEF ANTICIPATES GREGORY DEPARTING

DEC. NINE NEXT. BURLESON ADVISED SHERMAN MAYOR AND CITY MANAGER MET

WITH COLLEGE OFFICIALS DEC. FIVE LAST PERTAINING TO SCHEDULED SPEECH

DUE TO POSSIBLE RACIAL TENSION BASED ON FACT WHITE FEMALE LIVING JUS

. SOUTH OF SHERMAN CITY LIMITS WAS RAPED AND STABBED AT HER RESIDENCE
%

•DEC. FOUR LAST BY A PERSON, THE VICTIM DESCRIBED .PRIOR TO HER DEATH

AS A NEGRO AND PUBLIC OPINION AROUSEdEH03
, , .ZTT\

END PAGE ONE _ 461, 16 DEC *7
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PAGE TWO

BURLESON NOTIFYING DALLAS PD AND SO* AND MAJOR GUY SMITH*

TEXAS HIGHWAY PATROL* DALLAS* OF ABOVE SCHEDULE. APPROPRIATE FEDERAL

AGENCIES HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED.

CLOSE LIAISON BEING MAINTAINED AND BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED*

,

*'*
i

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING GREGORY’S DEPARTURE BY TELETYPE FOLLOWED

BY AIRTEL AND LHM. U 4

tJ

BOSTON AND CHICAGO ADVISED BY AIR MAIL. P (A

END

SAA
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/Transmit the following In

AIRTEL

Date: 12/11/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, DALLAS (157-946) (RUC)

DICiPgREGORY rouTAlHEft“““ assfe*'
00 - CHICAGO

i

Re Dallas airtel to Bureau, 11/15/67, atad Dallas ,

teletypes to Bureau, 12/6 and 8/67.

Enclosed to the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM. One
copy of the LHM is enclosed to Boston and Los Angeles for
information, and two copies are enclosed to Chicago. Two copies
of LHM are being furnished MIG, Dallas and U. S. Secret Service,
Dallas, and one each to OSI, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, NISO, New
Orleans, Louisiana, USA, Fort Worth, Texas, and USA, Tyler, Texas. Ly

Information set forth in LHM. including that received
from DL T-l was received by SA I I

Notifications
were by SA I I except those on 12/6/67 to MIG, NISO and b7c

U. S. Secret Service, which were by SA ROBERT P. GEMBERLING.^^

his identity be protected, stating it was his desire as well as
that of l I that their concerniln this
matter and the furnishing of information by him should not be a
matter of public knowledge.matter of public knowle^e. v.

:f)- Bureau (encls-ll$f$y) ,

- Chicago (encls-2) (RM) *
1 - Boston (encl-l)(in
1 - Los Angeles (encl^
1 - Dallas
WJWijeg
(8) MEUlster

.DAIS fc

7B7:

RM)
Mo)

!00 *-/_A 3 - l*f
1k

f0)
DEO 13 1967

a/'

.M Per
’Special Agent in Charge



DL 157-946

LEADS

BOSTON (info); "

Copy being furnished Boston in view of their possible
interest in this natter due to booking agent for GREGORY being
located in that division

LOS ANGELES (info)

:

Copy being furnished Los Angeles In view of GREGORY
reportedly going to Los Angeles fro«| Dallas, after GREGORY'S speech
at Austin College, Sherman, Texas, evening of 12/8/67
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

FEDERAl BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas, Texas
December 11, 1967

DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

On December 4, 1967, Johnny Burleson, Chief of Police,
Sherman, Texas, advised that Mayor 1 George R. Stephens, and City
Manager L, H. Krumm, Sherman, were going to contact college
officials, Austin College, Sherman, Texas, on December 5,
1967, in regard to the scheduled speech of Dick Gregory at
the college on the evening of December 8, 1967, and point out
to them that a white female was raped and stabbed at her
residence just south of the city limits of Sherman, Texas, on
December 4, 1967, by a person she was able to describe only
as a Negro male just prior to her death, and that public
opinion had been aroused by the crime*

On December 6, 1967, Chief Burleson advised that the
Mayor and City Manager had met and discussed Gregory's
scheduled speech with officials at Austin College, Burleson
further stated college officials had confirmed that Gregory's
speech would be held at the Student Union Building, Austin
College, Sherman, Texas , between • the hours of 8:30 PM and
9:30 PM, December 8, 1967, Burleson was notified by college
officials that Gregory was due to arrive at the Love Field
Airport, Dallas. Texas, at 4:45 PM. December 8, 1967,

T
Burleson was told that Gregory

coming to Sherman by himself, and that he was apparently going
to stay in Sherman overnight since Gregory had requested college
officials to reserve him a room at the Holiday Inn, Sherman,
for the night of December 8, 1967, and, .that he would leave
Sherman on the morning of December 9, 1967, and return to Dallas
where he would catch a plane en route to the West Coast, He
was reserved Room 248 by college officials, as a result of
this request. Burleson advised that it was believed Gregory
was arriving at Love Field, Dallas, on a flight originating
out of Denver, Colorado, but this was not definitely known,

b6 :

b7C
b7D

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI> It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency,
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Re: DICK GREGORY

Gregory, according to Burleson, had sent a press
release to college officials but they were not releasing same.
In this release, Gregory claimed he was on a fast commencing
Thanksgiving Day and lasting through Christmas, existing during
that time only on distilled water. Although college officials
were originally of the belief Gregory was going to perform
only a comedy routine at the college, it appeared that Gregory
would spend some of his time on « comedy and would then speak
on his views in regard to U. S. involvement in the Vietnam war
and that he believed U. S. troops should be withdrawn. It is
for this reason that Gregory was fasting and that he was going
to ask the audience not to purchase cars, Christmas decorations
or Christmas presents, in order to support the view that U. S.
troops should be withdrawn from Vietnam. Burleson advised he
had been informed approximately 750 tickets had been sold to
students and faculty of Austin College for this speech,^

Burleson related that he had notified Sheriff G. W.
Blanton, Grayson County, Sherman,, Texas, and Paul Borum, Chief
of Police, Denison,^ Texas, of the above plans of Gregory and
that he was this date notifying the Dallas, Texas, Police Depart-
ment and Sheriff’s Office of these plans, including the intention
of transporting Gregory from Dallas, to Sherman via State Highway
289, rather than U. S. -75, due to traffic congestion on U

r S.
75 at that hour.

,
He was also requesting Sergeant

f

J
Texas Highway Patrol, Sherman, Texas, to furnish this

same information to Major Guy Smith, Texas Highway Patrol,
Dallas, Texas.

On December 6, 1967, the following were notified of
the confirmed plans of Gregory’s arrival at Sherman, Texas:^ *tj| ? f

< kg
I I Special Agettt, Office of b7c
special Investigations, Perrin, Air Force Base,
Texas, at 1:00 PM.

William Wayne Justice, U S. Attorney, Eastern
District of Texas, Tyler, Texas, at 1:22 PM, (j

b6
b7C

- 2 -



He DICK GR

|
Assistant U. S. Attorney, Northern

District of Texas, Fort Worth, Texas, at 1:40 PM.(^

[ 112th Military
Intelligence Group, U. S. Army, Dallas, Texas,
at 2:57 PM.

I Naval Investigative Service
Officer, Dallas, Texas, 3:04 PM. (A.

\ Special Agent, U. S. Secret Service,
vanas, Texas, at 3:12 PM.

On December 7, 1967, Burleson related Gregory would
apparently depart Sherman, Texas, approximately 9:00 AM,
December 9, 1967, since he 'had^been notified Gregory was going
to catch a flight from Love Field, Dallas, Texas, to the West
Coast at 11:00 AM, December 9, 1967,^

b6
b7C

On December 8, 1967, Burleson related Gregory was met
by college, officials at Love Field, Dallas, Texas, and brought
to Sherman, Texas, as scheduled. He stated, however, Gregory
was accompanied by. an. unknown Negro female, who Gregory referred
to as

| |
He further related there had been a last b6

minute change of plans by Gregory and that he was returning to b^c

Dallas the same evening to catch a plane for the West Coast,
rather than remaining overnight in Sherman, as originally
scheduled.^

Burleson also advised that Detective
Sherman. Police, Department, was presept at the Student Union
Building during the hour ,Gregory spoke and reported that the
entire act was a comedy routine only,

,
Burleson related there

were no incidents, whatsoever, arising as a result of Gregory’s
speech and that Gregory .and the unknown female left Sherman
Texas.

b6
b7C

3
t 10:10 PM.

, December 8, 1967, accompanied by.
supra,' en route back to Love Field, Dallas, to catch

an unknown,; flight fob.^th^. West Coast^M^
I 'tyi I \ «l * t -T* * ‘ * I

The'December 10, 1967, issue of the "Sherman Democrat",
Sherman, Texas, carried an item captioned "GREGORY SKIPS
CONTROVERSY, OFFERS HUMOR", which is as follows:^

v.f for



jrage * wu Section One

s ^ ^ —
pw* rrottGE CHAFFEE he pulled a letter from a pocket

mlSSSykSo come- ot. kb cramwvmMw I

rfian turned civil rights activist, get 'em like this. Dear Mr.

parked his controversial views Gregory, last night for supper

srirsxsss ™v8
-» -up at .msjte.

fSty o4 tour of pure humor, so bad I gained a) pounds after

Appradmatd,W a-g-K-
> ftJSgS, ft, teata-

tt. Ol'ka

o„tto floor and some lying on gory said to wasn t worried

the floor with their feet propped}
^

up on the small stage — roared} -
_

their approval as Gregory wentj

through his unrehearsed rou-;

tine, most of which centered

a r o « h d his Ttoriksgiving-to-,

Christmas fast to p r o it e c L.

involvement in Vietnam; *

“Every time I put on my|

socks they fall back down," the'

bearded comic said. “Man, 1’ve^
. . . - •

- lost so much weight non-violence,
1

is no longer a tactic for me but, -
.

- -

a necessity.”
, , nJ -

.

' *
Gregory said he w'dghcd 158

pounds when ho began' his fast-;

ing on Thanksgiving Day and

was down to 134 when to weigh-

ed three days ago; -

“I’m seared to get on the}

scales now ” to admitted. f
- .

Gregory stowed the effects ot

1G days without food and got a

lot of laughs about his condi-

“fm so weak I couldn’t whip

Ronald Reagan’s former staff,

members/’ to quipped-
_

Gregory said lto fasting also

tod its effects on what to term-,

cd his “tote fan mail.”
j

“I used to get these lcuersj

saying, ’nigger, nigger, nigger* ”f

about U.S. currency until to saw

Indians on the' roadside selling

dollar bills for old beads.

Then he added. “Don't worry

about ray health during the

fast. It’s the British that are los-

ing the pounds.”

Cigarette smoking drew fire

from the frail comedian when

he said honest television com-

mercials would come when the

sponsors switched from coupons

on the backs of cigarette packs

SHERMAN DEMOCRAT. SHERMfrft T£

r
cornin’ In our neighborhood at

j

night.”

Speaking of Black Power, Gre-

gory said Negroes would get it

when one of them caught the

‘'primitive*’ nuclear bomb Red

China is going to deliver.

“Talk about Blade Power ” he

said as he held Hie imaginary

bomb, “I’d walk up tgV/allace’s

(George) house ‘We

have overcome/ ”

Evcrytlme the comedian men-

tioned Lyndon Johnson, he made
reference to barbecue sauce on

his face, operation scar or what-

ever.

“He’s the only President I

know that everylime he leaves

the country, so do I. I think he

\
knows. something.”

Gregory also poked some fun

; at the space program saying

t we’ve spent $55 million for

5 picture of the moon that looks

y like a doSc-Up shot of cold oat-

^ mea^
In sharp contrast to his jokes,

I Gregory left the students with

l- a bit of advice which they

listened to in tfr^^sitenee:

s “Don’t get so busg^Pr.i leam-

s ing how to make a living that

r you forget how to live.”

Gregory was the second en-

o tertainer to appear in Austin

II College’s Student Entertainment

v Series, all of which are open]

c only to students and faculty.;

;e David Barton, student in Charge

:d of the series, said Gregory' was

paid $1,500 for his appearance

o in Sherman*. Entertainers are

to paid from revenue* received

ta through ticket sales at fix* col-

m lege.

to insurance credit cards. «
Commenting that people are ni

now paying 40 cents to get bad

news in the form of “Caution: g
Cigarette Smoking May Be w
Hazardous to Your Health,” Grc-

“

gory told a conversation with C

a friend who thought the mes-

sage was actually a coupon, s;

Friend: “You mean if I save b

enough of them, I’ll get some- (<

thing?”
,

h

Gregory: “That’s right, broth-

er.” t!

J
Friend, “Well, When do I turn *

them in?’’ h

Gregory: “You don’t. TheyTl e

turn you in.” .

Turning around, Gregory"

noticed three black drapes set
j

up as a back-drop for the im- ’

promtu stage. He walked over

to a drape,! folded it into the <

Shape of a KKK hood and put i

it on his toad. “All right,” to 1

said, “there will to a meeting

’jat 8 p.m. tonight.”

;
Later, Gregory said the big-

igest breakthrough ini the civil

rights movement was the nam-

ing of the hurricane Beulah.

Recalling his childhood, Gre-

gory said to and his friends

would use segregation to their

advantage.

“We’d walk into an expensive

department store and get all

the store detectives to follow

us,” to said. “While they were

keeping an eye on us, the white

kids we tod hired earlier would

• do the stealing.”
I

\ Gregory claimed racial pre-j

• judices didn’t do' much to

strengthen his beliefs in Santa

Claus. “Ain’t no white man



DL T-X
aavisea no xniormation came to ms attention or any incident
arising in Sherman, Texas, as a result of Gregory's appearing
at Austin College the evening of December 8, 1967, and during
the hour long show which DL T-l attended, Gregory performed
a comedy routine and made no mention of any controversial
subjects.

|
.
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'UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI date:- 12/22/67

FROM

SUBJECT '

SAC, OMAHA (157-217) <C) CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

dick^regory DATE-fcff %L—BYILlMd/dbL
APPEARANCES AT CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, 100^79TO /C A Am YAW A AYMtr TAW* ^ < v/

DICKr GREGORY
APPEARANCES AT CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA,
12/5/67, AND AT IOWA CITY, IOWA,
12/6/67
RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed are the original and seven copies of a
letterhead memorandum setting forth comments of GREGORY in
speeches at Mount Mercy College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 12/5/67,.
and at University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa,. 12/6/67, suitable
for dissemination.

The confidential source utilized in the enclosed LHii

Iowa City, Iowa.

No further investigation is being conducted by Omaha
concerning GREGORY’S appearances at this time.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FUe.No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Omaha , Nebraska
December 22, 1967

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATEfcJUSL-BYi£i£^^
Dick Gregory

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information In the past advised that Dick Gregory gave a speech
at 8:00 p.m., December 6, 1967, at the Student Union, University
of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, before a gathering of students and
faculty estimated at 3,100 jpersons. This speech was sponsored
by the University as part of a regular guest lecture series.
Gregory was .reportedly paid $1,200.00 for this appearance. No

incident arose in connection with Gregory's appearance above

.

On December 5, 1967, Gregory appeared atfwlount Mercy.,

College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where he spoke to about 600 persons,
also as part of the 'Tecture’“serAes of that institution.

An article concerning Gregory's speech at University
of Iowa appeared on December 7, 1967, Page 1, of the "Daily
Iowan", the University of Iowa student newspaper. An article
reporting Gregory's speech at Mount llercy College, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, appeared in "The Cedar Rapids Gazette", Page 10A,
December 6, 1967, a local daily newspaper.

According to the article appearing in the "Daily
Iowan", Gregory said in part that violence is helping the Negro
cause because America is "so foul and dirty". He said America
was the "number one most racist country in the world", and that

Negroes learned their racism and violence from the whites.

Gregory praised the University's anti-war demonstrations
and said that they were receiving so much reaction because the

students were trying to change the system. He said H, Rap Brown

and Stokely Carmichael, Negro leaders who advocate violence and

black power, were non-violent civil rights workers in the South

for six years, and described their struggle against the southern

mobs, sheriffs and police in which, he said, "20 civil rights
workers were killed each day". He said he would "bug this country

as much as civil wrongs have bugged me". He said At was an insane

country that could ask a Negro to kill to jgive Vietnamese instant

freedom and then promise that man's children freedom on the

Installment plan.

In this speech, Gregory quoted the Declaration of

Independence to show that Americans believed that people have

the duty to overthrow a government that denies them their rights

v I 6 d ~ o 3

ENCLOSURE



Dick Gregory

for a long period of time, and that the white should blame
the founding fathers for not putting a "white only" stamp on
the declaration.

In his speech at Mount Mercy College in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, Gregory told the audience The plans to write every country
urging a boycott of the 1968 Olympic games in Mexico as a protest
to the Vietnam war.

At Cedar Rapids, Gregory also told his audience that
"if things don't begin improving fast, we're going to burn this
country right to the ground and you better believe it."

He said, "you better wake up on this violence thing,
non-violence is a favor and you better not aggravate the Negro
much longer." He said further, "Patrick Henry said give me liberty
or give me death. That is non-violence? The British were
overthrown for taxing tea and you think we won't bring this country
down to save our lives?" He went on to comment, "that whenever
any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is
the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and that after
such a long period of abuses, it is the right, the duty, for a
people to throw off such a government. And we will."

Gregory said further, "Moral pollution is the No. 1
problem in this country. All the tricks are used up. We're
never going through the back door again. Sure you got the right
to call me nigger. You got freedom of speech. But don't spit
on me when you call me nigger. The German who killed my dad in
World War II can live where I cannot."

Gregory told the audience he was not angry at white
people. "I Just hate your system. We're tired of it and we're
going to bring it down."

According to the above source, Gregory's activity in
Cedar Rapids, .Iowa, and the University of Iowa was limited to
his appearance at the two schools identified above.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

2*
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Transmit the following in-

AIRTEL

Date: 12/14/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

<D
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka,

Dick uregory
RM
RABBLE ROUSER INDEX (RRI)
(00: CHICAGO) 3

yjT\

JW/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^,-
DATE /

-
, f

Re Chicago airtel and LHM dated 11/29/67.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an

LHM captioned and dated as above.

A copy of this LHM. is being disseminated
to the offices of the USA, Chicago, U.S. Secret
Service, Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois,

Chicago is currently preparing a summary
report concerning activities of GREGORY. Chicago
continues to follow the activities of GREGORY with
particular emphasis being placed upon GREGORY'S
proposed plans to travel

A * ^ ^T

&

Q>- Bureau (Enc.
2
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-
a
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< 5 >

0k^^J.Acsi»^0S1,SZQ, SERV.r ’

/00 - Jtf ?

3 DEC 19 1987

dais rcawl
BY:

I&&1 Apia? in Charge
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In Reply* Please Refer to

FiUN°- 157-347

UNITED states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

L. ,
X

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

RACIAL HATTER

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
November 29, 1967.K

The following article appeared on Page Four,
in the December 13, 1967, Final Edition of the "Chicago
Defender". (A.

Dick Gregory is the Negro comedian - entertainer
and Civil Rights activist who has been arrested on
numerous occasions. Gregory is also public al.ly known
for his opposition to the Viet Nam war. U.

The above information is being furnished to
the following agencies:

The United States Attorney, Chicago, U. S.

Secret Service, Chicago, and Region I, 113th Military
Intelligence Group, Evanston, Illinois, /i

ALL
here
date

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency \ it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

<•*

I
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5 By DAVE POTTER

<T)Ai?y Vtfr+frr Stitt Wtftfr)

A gaunt, Impound Dick

Gregory yesterday reaffirmed

his vow to complete his cel-

ebrated “black fast** until

Christmas.

At a news conference held in

the Knickerbocker Hotel, Greg-
ory, dressed in a forest green
coverall, told reporters that he-

was not experiencing any seri-

ous side effects from bis last

'which the comedian initiated

the day before Thanksgiving as
*z protest to his country’s, in-

volvement in the Vietnam war-

* Y/hea Gregory launched his

’fast, he
t

weighed 15$ pounds.

.

Yesterday marked the 20th day
'In which he consumed nothing

'more than about $V£ pints of
5

’

distilled water each day,

,
s Though he looks as if^he is

,
dying, Gregory told reporters,
4Tol| not going to die. I 'am in

good shape. Pm health and
I’m Jtrong. •

j “In response to the thousands
* of letters, telegrams and phone

I calls X have received from all

over the world expressing con-

cern over my health. I’ve called

this press conference to assure

.my friends that I am in good

condition
,
and in spite of the

difficult schedule which X have

jkept X lecturing in colleges,

in 2$ cities •- I an as detr-

ained as ever to -maintain
my fast until Christmas/' he
said.

j

I

He did say, however, that he
was not under a doctor's care.

Gregory flew into Chicago
yesterday after addressing the

graduating senior class at Yale
University in Hartford,

;

J

Cono.
HeJ was to leave later an-

other speaking engagement in

Miami and a nightclub appear-
ance in New York's Greenwich

(

Village. . . I

On Nov. 22, Gregory said he
would fast in sympathy with
the millions ‘of Americans who
are opposedno the war in Viet-

nam-
fr

ft

He also asked then that those,
‘ who like hi&self, were opjosed
to the war demonstrate jtbeir

beliefs by not buying turkeys
for Christmas, or to give^Yule
gifts or decorate homes with
lights in the traditional Yuletide -

manner, “until peace on earth
and goodwill toward men be-

comes a reality/' He also ask-
ed that his followers not buy

.

a 196$ auto as -another form of

anti-Vietnam war protest
t

i

I ‘"Now I’m not one of these
!

[

guys who are pulling for the

|

Viet Coni against the United

1,
States, Z am opposed to all

i

wars and I feel sorry for every

j

young man who is killed/'

I

Gregory also pointed out that

since he had started his fast he
had also stopped smoking
icigarets -r- which had become
one of his trademarks, insight
clubs.

^

1

Throughout the press con-

ference, Gregory’s- drawn face
was almost always in a. gentle
smile. His voice was slightly

hoarse and decidedly softer

than in recent pre-fast months.

He refused to liken - himself
to. India’s Mahatma Ghandi
mainly because there was no.

religious connection with ,the

comic's fast — |u$t a moral
one. “There was also, a dif-

ference m our complexions/'

'

he quipped. /
^ j

A repoiter calculated Greg-;
cry’s weight loss rate at about
two pounds a day, and said
that by Christmas he would
weigh in the vicinity of 95

pounds — or less.

“Then/’ Gregory retorted,

“I’d be the NAACP’s answer
, to Twiggy.”

H Purpose of his fast he said

was to demonstrate that there

“a whole lot of decent people
in the U.S ”

s

“Hell, I'm 35 and, to} old to

get drafted; and if Invent to

volunteer, with my political

views/ the government itself

would^burn my draft card/'

While he gestured with his

hands, it- was even more ap-

parent that the comedian had
lost a great deal of weight.

His plain, gold wedding band
literally flopped up anc^ down
between Joirts on his ri?g fin-

««*-.•}
|

When a$X</i whether tBe fast

had affected
,
his sepse of



t '

humor, Gregory- replied: ^

It's gives-iwr"^ more min-
utos la my act and now my i

.hate mail reads differently, it
‘ u
j^ l<> &« Utters were address-

1

) *J*
t0 m

.
e 'dear nigger, this and 1

dear mgger that. Now some 1

letters begin ‘My Dear Mr.
Gregory, last night for dinner !

X h$<3. « ,/ i

J

^addition, Gregory announc-
j

ed that he has cabled Bertrand 1

HuaseU to obtain his full sup-
!

port in a mission to persuade
nations not to participate in

1

next summer's Olympic games I

if the United , States continues
to conduct the war px Vietnam.

1

He state*! that he was/writing
letters to the heads ,<if state i

of all {he Olympic Member
nations to help in this effort.

Gregory said he will travel
to as many countries as he
can humanly visit between now
and the games in Mexico City
next August. *

1
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Full view of comic shows spare

frame in detail. He said that

during his fast, he would nei-

ther smoke, get a bearcut nor

take a shave. (Daily Defender

Photos by John Gunn)

Drawn looking comedian Dick Gregory, down to 120

pounds, tells reporters that be willj complete bis 52-day

“black fast” — his way of protesting U.S. involvement in

the war In Vietnam. Gregory's weight loss was apparent

when his wedding band fioeped loosely on his ring finger.

- 3* -
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Tfansmit the following in.

AIRTEL

Date: 12/18/67

(Type in plaintext <or code)

(Priority)

FROM: UK

" "JUT
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

j
(*

^ £
FROM: sac, Chicago ^ gS”
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka, SeeTon^J^

DiclOuregory FoTHl 4*Th
RABBLE ROUSER INDEX (RRI)
RM
(00: CHICAGO
(CG 157-347) (P)

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS DURING
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, INTERNATIONAL
AMPHITHEATER, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, >

AUGUST, 1968 ^/Vl/C
RM
(00: CHICAGO) Alt INFORMATION CONTAINED / /
(cg 157-2410) (P) HEREiy

Re Chicago airtel and LHM dated 11/29/67.1^

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an
LHM dated and captioned as above.

This LHM is being disseminated locally to
the USA, Chicago, U.S. Secret Service, Chicago, and
Region One, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois. (/(_

On 12/18/67, Officer I 1 Human Relations
Division, Chicago PD, was contacted concerning any
information that the Chicago PD might have in reference
to remarks of DICK GREGORY as set forth in enclosed LHM. 1''"-

&- Bureau (Encs. ll^(SiP^^^ Jd i
4 - Chicago /fw PEC 18

’ ——— -

(i I 157I350) • m T9 mi
DJK:DAK

r?i'
1

v

VSkhoL? /\

//w HEC 18
’

AGENCY : ACSI,9 , OSI . SSQ . SSSfc

iPvm.RAO,, ,

s DEC 19 1967

ft2B» <mA:
//

Special Age|j[ in C
mm



CG 157-347
CG 157-2410

At this time, Officer advised that the
Chicago PD had no information concerning GREGORY’S remarks
in reference to the Democratic National Convention and
further that Superintendent of Police CONLISK has received
no communication to date from GREGORY concerning the
appointment of a Negro to Superintendent CONLISK* s staff. K
jjMMfckChicago continues to follow the activities

of^HH^pr. ahd the Bureau will be kept advised.



In Reply, Please Refer to

Fib N*. 157-347
157-2410

4sWiUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICEft
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December 18, 1967

f

UCHABD CWXTOH OTKOny,
RACIAL MATTERS HEREi

DATE_* *.

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS DURING DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTION, INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER,

* CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, AUGUST, 1968
^ RACIAL MATTERS

?&/&>

. Reference is made to memorandum captioned "Richard
Claxtori Gregory, aka, Dick Gregory," dated November 29, 1967,
at Chicago, (A.

The following information was taken from the
December 17, 1967 edition of the "Chicago Tribune” in
a column by Herb Lyon captioned "Tower Ticker":

"Dick Gregory, down to 118 pounds, via his
pre-yule protest fast, shocked listeners in on Wes
South's WVON Hot Line Radio show the other night. Said
Gregory: "The Democrats will hold their 1968 national
convention in Chicago next August over my dead body, unless
they meet my terms. Like lifting the injunction on open
housing marches and Police Supt. Conlisk appointing a
Negro to his top staff." The comic then threatened to
bring in thousands of stormy protestors, including dis-
ruptive Hippies and Negro athletes who'll swarm all over
the Amphitheater. " lA

Dick Gregory is a Negro entertainer-comedian
and Civil Rights activist who has been arrested on
numerous occasions. More recently, Gregory is known
for his public statements concerning his anti-Viet Nam
stand. \A_

, The above information is being furnished to
the following agencies: VA

The United States Attorney, Chicago, U.S. Secret
Service, Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston,
Illinois.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

fiUSTROYBD

9 NOV; 20 1970

ENCLOSURE

/ao * ^ \f>°
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FBI WASH DP

FBI WASH DC

flEDOML KJREAU OF INVESTIGATION

If. £. DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

DEC 2 6 1967

aCEtenmE^ m

FBI CHICAGO'
7

436BM URGENT 12/26/67 JLS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED.
HEREIN ^UNCLASSIFIED
DATEJ—gf

Mr. Tofaax-
1

Mr. DeLo&ch-
Mr. Mohr.
Mr. Bishop i i .

Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan L.

-Mr. Conrad !

Mr. Frit -
Mr. Ofie.

fir. tiosen w
VAollivar^a^T
r. Tavel_

Mr. Trotter.

Tele. Room.

b7C

/^436j)

*
jTO DDIRECTOR (100-440423) AND MILWAUKEE (157-355)

FROM CHICAGO 2P

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA DICK GREGORY, RRI. R. Â

00: CHICAGO* CHICAGO FILE ONE FIVE SEVEN - THREE FOUR SEVEN (P).

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION,

INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, AUGUST, NINETEEN

SIXTY EIGHT. RM. 00: CHICAGO. CHICAGO FILE ONE FIVE SEVEN - TWO

FOUR ONE ZERO (P).

SOURCE ADVISEDON TWELVE TWENTY SIX, INSTANT,

THAT ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER TWENTY SIX, INSTANT, AT EIGHT PM, A

FREEDOM AND PEACE RALLY COMMEMORATING TWENTY SIXTH DAY OF NEGRO

COMEDIAN/ENTERTAINER, DICK GREGORY’S "BLACK FAST," WILL BE HELD
REC* 71 JEz&n. / V ^

IN THE CARTER TEMPLE, C.M.E.^CThOhCH. SEVEN EletnPF
h*

WABASH, CHICAGO

b7D

- *4f . V
{'<

.
^

THE FOLLOWINGrP SONS ARE EXPECTED TO BE PJ||SENT
JAN 3 IS

DURING THIS RALLY: FATHER JAMES E. GROPPI, MALE WHITE, MILI TANT

LE^RT)F OPEN HOUSING MARCHES IN MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN; RALPH

sX^AiANifeO 1968,

.0L
»



!

lv

PAGE TWO

SCHOENMAN, MALE WHITE, SECRETARY TO LORD BERTRAND RUSSELL.

AT RALLY, GREGORY WILL EXPLAIN HIS THIRTY TWO -DAY ANTI „

VIET NAM PROTEST FAST AND WILL REVEAL HIS PLANS FOR THE NINETEEN

SIXTY EIGHT DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION TO BE HELD IN CHICAGO,

ANTICIPATES’SAME SOURCE ADVISED THAT|

NO INCIDENTS RESULTING FROM THIS PEACE RALLY; HOWEVER, WILL

AFFORD RALLY COVERAGE^

ADMINISTRATIVE ^
RE CHICAGO AIRTEL/LHM TO BUREAU CAPTIONED AS ABOVE, DATED

TWELVE EIGHTEEN, SIXTY SEVEN. CHICAGO FOLLOWING. WILL KEEP

BURE|AU ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS, SOURCE IS

END

SVW

FBI WASH DC

\7 <i
VI:?:* * M

r

0-m. .TRAINOR

b7D

b6
b7C
b7D



1/4/68

*\

i

I

SAC, Chicago (157-347)

Director, FBI (100-440423)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL HATTERS

1 - Mr. T. D. Rushing

It is noted that subjects name is included in

j/'tfL the Rabble Rouser Index. l/L

A summary-type report should be submitted in -the
near future. Advise the Bureau vhen a report may be expected.

TDR: lmr
<4)jU

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
date

/
-

/$&—

22 JAN 4 J358

T

"I

T<?j! soft AN*

OeU>0<?h^
WoAr -n-^-n.1

#fshop ^n*

Casper

Conrdd
Pelt

*

Posen mmw,
Sullivan n«i

Tavel non*.

.Trotter nn
Tele, ftp<>m

Holmes nn-n

;Gandy nn,

MAILED 30

JAN 41968

VfIMS 1968
- • MAIL ROOM 1^41 TELE-TELETYPE UNIT
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FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO
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CHICAGO

rtOERAl BUREAU Of INYUnfiATJON.

U.-S. DEPARTMENT OfjUFlCC/
COUMUNICATIONS^CCIM

janjjjm

a
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA DICK GREGORY, >RM« OOt CHICAGO,

CG FILE ONE FIVE SEVEN - THREE FOUR SEVEN* /?/

sr
•- '

Osi

Mr. Tdso!
T?tr. DeLoi
McdMohr.

M*fAC«p<J
Mr. CslUbttrfaL
Mr. Conrad.uL

’ Mr. Felt

Mri T&vel
Mr. Ttotter

Tele. Room____
]

Miss Holases__
Miss Gandy

A

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, INTER-

NATIONAL AMPHITHEATER, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, AUGUST, NINETEEN SIXTY *

EIGHT* RM. Qfi: CHICAGO* CG FILE ONE FIVE SEVEN - TWO FOUR 0$E ZERO*

/P/T-.v ^ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED YltjS^CC^i
a —

1 DATE i

JOBRCE ADVISED INSTANT THAT



PAGE TWO

b7D

NINETEEN "SIXTY SEVEN, CAPTIONED AS ABOVE. SOURCE IS

FOLLOWS.

END
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FBI WASH DC
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CHICAGO FOLLOWING. LM#"
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE
1/2/68Oate j

The attached states that

Pertinent parts of this information
ie being furnished to the White House,
Secretary of State, Attorney General, the
military, and other interested agencies
by memorandum. I/V t#

ill
JFM:chs

%ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS,UNCLASSIFIED

I
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iECL&S SIFIC&TIQH MJTWMIfY, DERIVED FRC&i:

FBI AUTOHLTIC DlTlJ^ESIFICAflCM GUIDE
DATE 09- 28-2013
I42I452K35

/ 1

/
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F B I

Date:* ,12/27/67

^jonsdit ths following in

AIRTEf,

(Type ir* picin*ext or code)

Via _

fc

0M

1

85.
V4'V
u< a

si
w 3
« a
is
ss

§
«
fl

£E

TO:

FROM:

, SUBJECT:

^3*

t

(priorit

- mm mm^m mm — — mm** — «• —

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-440423 )J

SAC, CHICAGO' *

0
RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY, J

Did; Gregory
RABBLE R0USER INDEX (REX)
RM
(00: Chicago) >

*(CG II 1c: 157-347; (P)

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS
DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION,
INTERNATIONAL AMPH ITfiEATER

,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
AUGUST, 1968
EM CLAi
(00: Chicago) .. EEASON-FCIM
(CG file: 157-2410) (P) ^

&

/C
Re Chicago teletype to the Director and Milwaukee

dated 12/28/67, and Chicago airtel and LHM dated 12/18/6?%^

Enclosed for the Bureau arc 11 copies of a LHM captioned Q
and dated as above. Two copies of this LHM are being furnished
the Milwaukee Division for their interests in the activities of
Father JAMES B. GROPPI. This LHM is being disseminated locally

§j^ l^th.e USA and Secret Servfpe, Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI

F, Evanston, IHi
t Service,
inois.i/lA

' Jfe
4)

-

Bureau (Knc. 11)
Milwaukee (157-355) (Enc. 2)

7 - Chicago
(1 - 157-413)
(1 - 157-350)
(1 - 100-34347
(1 - 157-1605
(1 - 137-751
id

4€C-68

EGBERT LUCAS)

tno-

tC-roi
3KC 29136

i

sent

u*
O

8o

§

1
O

b6
b7C

pcctaj Agent in Charge



CG 157-347
157-2410

I

|aavxs<j<j that on T27W57 a freedom and
peaee rally commenorating the 33rd day of DICK GREGORY'S
Black Fast" took place without incident in the Carter Tercple

C.M.E. Church, 7841 South Wabash Street, Chicago. The
details of this rally are set forth in the LHM. IA~

9

GREGORY.
Chicago continues to follow activities of DICK
The Bureau will be kept advised.^

b6
b7C
b7D

2
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In 'Reply* Please Refer to

FileNo.157-347
157-2410

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December 27, 1967

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

,

ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS
DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION,
INTERNATIONAL' ‘AMPHITHEATER

,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, v
August, 1968 .herei

RACIAL MATTER DATE

10 )

'all information contained

Ij IS

^

CLASSIFIED

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
December 18, 1967. IK

On December 26, 1967, a
source advised that a freedom and peace rally commemorating
the 33rd day of Negro comedian/entertainer Dick Gregory’s b7D
"Black Fast" was to be held in the Carter Temple, C.M.E.
Church. 7841/South Wabash* Street, Chicago, Illinois. This

I
source stated that at a press conference

held 'C^mli'er in the same 'day, Gregory announced that Father
James E^Groppi t the mi litant-^gehnousing advocate ^rom
Milwaukee

f
Wisconsi n

,
and RalphflSchoenman. secretary to

Lord Bertram Russell of England and the individual who con-: fjfcaO

k

ducted the mock war crimes trial in Copenhagen with the ^
United States as the defendant because of their involvement
in the Vietnamese War, would participate in this rally.

k

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

co?ffs ST
' SJIOV,

20'® lo o -
/6~f

enclosure
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
'

ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS
\ DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION,
INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER

,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
AUGUST, 1968

On December 27, 1967, this same |

|
source advised that the above rally took place

as scheduled at the Carter Temple, C.M.E. Church. This
rally began at 8:00 p.m. on December 26, 1967, and‘ terminated
at approximately 11:30 p.m. Approximately 150 persons
attended this rally, each paying a $5.00 entrance fee.

During the course of the rally, Dick Gregory issued
a series of demands that the City of Chicago would have to
meet if the City expected to have the Democratic Convention
in Chicago in August, 1968. These demands are as follows: K

1. Complete open housing. for Negroes in Chicago
and in the State of Illinois as well as the
right for the Negro to be, able to go anywhere
in the city without being attacked. ^

2. The lifting of an injunction limiting
demonstrations by the Reverend Martin Luther
King and others. This injunction has been
in effect since the September, 1966, racial
disturbances on Chicago's west side.

3. A Negro policeman and iatop echelon of the
Chicago Police Department. HL

4. Ope month before the National Democratic
Convention in Chicago all firemen and police-
men in Chicago should be paid the highest
salary in the nation.

\



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS
DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION,
INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
AUGUST, 3.968

.

i

Gregory was seen :and< heard over nationwide tele-
vision stating that if his demands were not met, the
Democratic Convention would be held over his dead body. v\.

Father James E. Groppi also spoke at this rally
explaining the purpose of the open housing marches in
Milwaukee and the organization of his "commandos". Groppi
stated that the marches in Milwaukee would Continue for
five years "if we feel it. is necessary to win freedom for
the Negro".

-Ralph Schoenman spoke of the "liberation armies"
around the world, particularly in Vietnam, Bolivia,, and
Africa, and how the system in the United States will have
to be. destroyed. He said that he believes in revolutionary
tactics of violence and that whenever a. black man is
assassinated a list of "white cops" ‘ should be drawn up and
they should receive. the same treatment.; I*

Schoenman further stated that the United States
is trying to protect its economic position, in Southeast Asia.
Schoenman referred to President Johnson as "scarbelly" with
barbecue sauce on his face. Among those who attended this
rally were the following:

/
1 male. Ne

of ACT, a militant blac
fegro,[
k nationaiist organization

.

b6
b7C

male Negro. , i hi Chicago’s
Afro-American StudenF^ssocJlaJbijQn.. a militant2*

[
b laCknri'at'ionaiist organization

.



• RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS
DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION,
INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
AUGUST, 1968

—
obertfcLucRoberl^Lucas, male

Congress of Racial
lirm

VL
Negro . chafrraan of Chicago’s
Equality.

‘ '

J-__ .
The above information is being furnished to the

following agencies: IA.

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois\A_

United States Secret Service
Chicago, IllinoisY^^

Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group
Evanston, Illinois



/££.1 THIS FILE SKIPPED DURING
SERIALIZATION.
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SAC, Chicag^^

MCT-lfc- n'
Director, FBI (100-440423

WILLIAM RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

1/10/68

Mr. iT. D. Rusning

PERSONAL ATTENTION lj, f

Qw-
As you are aware, Gregory has been caking very

inflammatory statements to the press threatening that he
will disrupt the forthcoming democratic convention in
Chicago unless certain demands are met.

You are requested to advise what coverage through
informants and sources you are able to provide Gregory. If
you do not have good coverage, advise what steps you are
taking to get sources close to him. The Bureau desires that>

coverage of Gregory be such that we are kept advised of his
activities on a current basis. IA-

TDR : lmr

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN .IS^JNCLASSIFI
£ateJL30c^by

ToUon ^
-DeLoaCh

Mohrw
Bishop *
£Gsper «.

Caildban.

Con ra4

Felt,

>Gote

Bo sen^
SylhvOn m«
Tqvel **0+***

Tfottef

'YeJe, Boom
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Mr. DeLoach:

I do not want to be out of place but on
seeing the attached picture I thought of your
possible responsibility at the .1968 Demo-

cratic National Convention. I am confident
the Bureau has fine coverage on the various
organizations who might try to disrupt the
convention. Individual dissidents like
Gregory; however, might present embarrassing
problems. Chicago may have someone close
to Gregory. If not, it might not be too
early to begin developing such coverage.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 1/8/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

y ?
f

h^/\FROM : SAC, CINCINNATI (157-New) (P)

Cl* SUBJECT: DICK GREGORY /l ly/ ^

l\i J Speech
I 1/^ Springfield, Ohio

7)
RM

24/68
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of\/C y/C ?

V LHM which is self-explanatory.l/^ ^
11 Enclosed for Chicago and Philadelphia N

Divisions ds one copy each of LHM re captioned speech.1^ i

y
•

f

1 | \ On 1/3/68. 1
jpetective .

1 i f t iBureau . Springfield. Ohio, PD, advised SA
| |

f } /I |he plans to confidentially tape subjects speech
‘

| JJ at Wittenberg University on 1/24/68, at which time his
» >| jl men, in plainclothes, will afford security coverage

.H
,|

j

during speech. 'XW' -

NMvI For information^5fd;he BuBfckuy copies of
73VH,enclosed LHM have been furnished separately to 109th*=— —
^ki M MI Group, Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. Secret Service,

|

Cincinnati, Ohio, and USA, Dayton, Ohio. (A SB H U/ ‘ 0

h time his
overage \r^0

/LOO’

.-3>
;

‘
!

i

! i

]
Information copy of this communication and * —

\ 1 i LHM furnished to Chicago Division in light of their
m { probable interest in subject DICK GREGORY. Chicago

lg ft
{
Division is requested to review Jfile and furnish Cincinp

•! J k?- Bureau (Enc .
'

7

- Chicago (Enc. 1) (Info) /(WO Vs-'

»Ci ,

r&ctt

* w 2 - Philadelphia
a V

4£i|L.
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x, Approved:
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(1 - 157-346) (1 - 157-356)'
157-168) , ,(1 - 157-280)
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.gent in Charge
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Cl 157-New

Division with any information which Chicago leels _ ,

.

Cincinnati should have prior to .1/24/68 speech by GREGORY.

LEADS

PHILADELPHIA

AT PALMERTON. PENNSYLVANIA

n- conduct °redlt ana
i
arr.st

w
Cheok

b
for^Z]

ity

q WM,hor. i

l
~^~

I Will also dori$Uct

credit and arrest for| parents and,iurnish Cincinnati

with this .informationT^

CINCINNATI

AT SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

Will ^follow subject* s speech on 1/24/68. It is

noted Cincinnati Division informants will cover this speech

on a discreet basis.
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UNIW& STATES DEPARTMENT OF JWICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to ,

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

WASHINGTON , D.C. 20535

January 8, 1968
[

.FP-376 (Rev,

\

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by .the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or Categories checked:

1. Q Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in of planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by oth<»r

than legal means. >

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

«

4. CD U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Qt) Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or 'more of the following

criteria:

(a) CD Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Q Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) CD Frior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. O Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal- bomb-making.

Photograph CD has been furnished CD enclosed Id is not available

n may be available through v - --- - -

Very truly .yours,

t

V John Edg« Hoover

\ Director

1- Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service , Cincinnati, Ohio (RM)

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of Classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal farm
becomes UNCLASSIFIED .)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
i

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cincinnati, Ohio
January 8, 1968

RE: DICK GREGORY Speech
Springfield, Ohio
January 24 , 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

On. January 2; 1968
wri

1
Wittenberg university,

neid, onio, advised a special Agent of the FBI that
Dick Gregory,.,Negro comedian, from Chicago, Illinois,

Spring-

b6
b7C

had
been invited to speak at the Wittenberg University Fieldhouse
at 8:00 p.m. on January 24, 1968.

|

|advised it
was his understanding that Gregory had accepted the speech
invitation and would. appear at the university located in
Springfield, Ohio, on the evening of January 24, 1968. (A

£
advised he anticipated upwards of

1.000 peo'PIO td heat*
1

Gregory speak about “Black Power and
Civil Rights.”

| ladvised he was in .the process of
contacting officials at the Springfield, Ohio, Police
Department to request plainclothes security assistance from _

the Springfield Police Division for coverage of firpp-nrv*^—

^

speech ^ _

b6
b7C

±

[ ] advised tha

Wittenberg senior
Culture; Committee.

invitation ior
1 AUUA
7

Gregory to speak at Wittenberg University was extended by

b6
b7C

Union Board,
8:30 p.m. on January 24. 1968,

end atapproximately 10:00 p.m.

on behalf of the Student
He advised the speech would

and was expected to

On January 2, 1968, Wittenberg University
j advised a Special Agent of the FBI he had

b6
b7C

that day learned that a student committee of Wittenberg
University students had extended an invitation to Negro
comedian Dick Gregory to speak on campus at Springfield.
Ohio, on the evening of January 24, 1968.II

advised the Wittenberg administration had not known
aoour xne invitation to Gregory to speak. He advised he
had become very concerned about the invitation to Gregory to
speak and noted recent newspaper publicity, during which
time Gregory had adv.ised newsmen that Gregory would lead a

/£><? _ h-H o4^3 /irti

,"^T.OSURE



RE: DICK 'GREGORY Speech, Springfield, Ohio,
January 24, 1968

demonstration which ’’will make it possible for the
Democratic Party to hold its convention here, (Chicago.

1 ,

Illinois) only over my dead body.”
advised although he is concerned over Gregory’s scheduled^.,
speech, the administration will take no action to interfere
with the invitation extended and. accepted by Gregory by
representatives of the Wittenberg University student body
to speak. However, I I advised he had
requested security assistance from Springfield, Ohio,
Police.

Review of the 1967-68 Wittenberg University
Directory revealed a listing, for

|
|member

of the class of 1968. who was listed as being a member of
1 located at l 1

home address was listed as

THIS IS LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI
AND NEITHER IT NOR ITS CONTENTS ARE
TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE THE AGENCY
TO WHICH LOANED.
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I

TO

FROM

subject:

date: 1/10/68

l
1

UNITED 'STATES (^ERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

CHICAGO (157-347) (P)
'

'

/‘ Q '

.

'
=

;

[CHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
00: CHICAGO

ReBulet 1/4/68.

Summary type report concerning captioned subject is
in preparation and will be submitted to reach the Bureau on
or before January 29, 1968.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED %
• ft

,

,
l
( 0

&Z.

j
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P
I o o - vVf>v i > s£r

I

3 JAN 12 1968

(2?- Bureau
1 - Chicago
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1

Savings Bonds. Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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UNITE# STA'fES GC^RNMENT '

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, .FBI (100-440423) DATE: 1/19/68

FROM i

<L>

SAC, BOSTON (157-386) (RUC)

o
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(Rabble Rouser Index)
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

Re Chicago airtel to -Bureau, 1/11/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an
LHM concerning the appearance of DICK GREGORY at
Northeastern University, Boston, Mass., on 1/11/68.

GREGORY'S speal eastern

pie
requested his identity be CONCEALED if the information
furnished by him -is disseminated. He can be described as

furnishing reliable information in the past.

2-^ureau (Encs. llrf\W)
"^-Chicago (157-347) (Encs. 4)(RM)
1-Boston

ST-110
JFN:po»b

0
_ o2a

(7)
^ - 1/ yiO

AGENCY: AC ST. 'Q&&, OSI^SEC. SER

•

JSS. CR5. RAo tP^ rf-'--
dais r.— .-.ilMt/i&ti?
im TOK/. f . / K k
BY: -III

^ JL -T L M ^ C>\c ^H)
57 JAN 301968

18 JAM 23 1968'



^NITED STATES DEPARTMENT^ JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Boston, Massachusetts

January 19, 1968
In Reply, Pleaee Refer to

Fite No.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On January 12, 1968, a source who has furnished
reliable infomatipn in the past, advised that Dick Gregory
appeared at Northeastern University, 3o0 Huntington Avenue,

Boston, Massachusetts, on the evening of January 11, i960,
as an invited guest of the .Distinguished Speaker Series
sponsored by the Student Activities Council of Northeastern
University. The affair was held in the Carl S. Ell Student
Center.

About 20 female Negroes and 15 male Negroes,, many
of whom were recognized as residents of the Roxbury section
of Boston, lined the Auditorium walls near the stage area
giving the impression that they were protecting the stage
so no one would be able to approach the front of the stage.

*
I

During his talk,. Gregory stated that if the

demands of the Negroes^ were not met, the Negroes would
bum the country down.- This brought a fair response from
the white audience and a highly favorable reaction from the
Negroes.

During his talk, Gregory made the following points

:

Gregory stated that, he would not give
$ny solutions to the problems regarding
Moral Decay in the Nation but he would
only talk about "iheSymptons."

Gregory stated that Stokely Carmichael and
H; HUp Brown are very honest In everything
that they say, and we should not' criticize
them because you do not hear any Negro
talking about four white boys who left
their ship

/do

ENCLOSURE

in Japan and went to Moscow.

K99B
corns 'destroy*®

9 NOV 20 870



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Gregory stated that SNCC (Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee) were
non violent in the beginning but nobody
in the country would listen to them while
they were .being abused by the police
and some Atlanta Crackers. He stated that
the FBI have' movies of what took place in
the south when there were attempts to
integrate schools* etc.* but the FBI would
not show them and they will never be shown,
but if the Negroes were involved* they
(the films) would be shown.

Gregory stated that his father was killed
by some German in 19^2 and that same
German could come to this country and
enjoy all the benefits* but that he* Gregory*
living without a father for 25 years could
not enjoy all the Freedoms offered in this
country.

Gregory stated that H. "Rap” Brown said*
"Nigger get yourself a gun*" and everyone
got upset. Gregory then said* "Why don't
people get upset when they know that the
Minutemen have guns and nothing is done
about it," Gregory stated that If the
Minutemen were so concerned* why don't you see
them riding into Harlem in a Tank. Gregory
stated that we all have a right to bear arms
under the Constitution.

Gregory stated that he did not believe that
we should be in Vietnam. He stated that we
are spending billions of dollars in Vietnam
for instant freedom and If one of those
Vietnamese came to the United States, he
could not live beside someone in this country
because he would be killed.



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Gregory stated that the colored fold
should not listen to people who say that
riots will only delay our cause. He,
Gregory, stated that there were 6,000
Negroes hired in Detroit without any exam.
The reason given for hiring the Negroes
is chat the fire was getting too close to
the Mustangs.

Gregory stated that a flag is only a rag,
and if he went out to buy a flag, he has the
right to bum the flag because it is his own.

Gregory stated many things in reference
to the Negro .Heritage in this country,
that they were toiling for UOO years and
if they did not get what is coming to them
they would burn the country down.

Gregory mostly talked about the moral decay
in the, country, and how the Negro was getting
the short end of the stick. He stated
that we should not worry about 10$ of the
population because we have a large Army, etc.
but history shows that the oppressed will
rule the oppressor, Gregory stated that
the Negro is tired of waiting and wants
what is coming to him now.

Gregory made reference to Rev. Martin Luther
King with his non-violent demonstrations to
warn the people what is coming. He made
reference to the large demonstration King
will hold in the Spring.

Gregory stated that we have not seen
anything yet and that the country should wake
up. Gregory stated that it is a sorry thing
to see Congress make a compromise on a
"Clean Meat Bill" after four months of debate
and they do nothing about the Poverty Program.



RICHARD CLAXTON. GREGORY

, This document contains neither recommendations ,nor

conclusions of the FBI. It Is :the property of the FBI and is

loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY, aka
i ^ Dick Gregory ,

«. VjT

\ fKT (U) (RABBLE .R0US3SR INDEX) \

i >/N Rti
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Y Re New York teletype to the' Bureau, Atlanta, Chicago,
SyA \ and Newark dated 1/5/68, captioned "PROPOSED BLACK NATIONALIST
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2 - Omaha (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Philadelphia (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Phoenix (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Portland (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Richmond (Enc. 2) <(RM)
2 - Sacramento (Enc. 2)> ,(RM)i
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1 - 157-413
1 - 157-2410
1 - 157-2477
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Enclosed to the Bureau are 13 copies oi aVvUfWi
letterhead memorandum dated and captioned as above , two
copies of which have been designated for the

|

This letterhead memorandum is being designated locally to
the Office of the United States Attorney, Chicago; United
States Secret Service, Chicago; and Region I, 113th MI \

Group, Evanston, Illinois; and OSI and-NISO, Chicago. Uj

The enclosed letterhead memorandum sets forthf

This informaj
Requested)

, f
advised that!

It is noted that GREGORY, a Negro comedian-entertainer
and civil rights activist, is currently maintained on the
Chicago Rabble Rouser Index. While GREGORY has participated
in numerous civil rights activities, he is also known for his
opposition to United States Viet Nam war policies. In recent
weeks GREGORY has also threatened to hold mass demonstrations
on an around-the-clock basis in Chicago throughout the summer
of 1968 in an effort to disrupt the Democratic National i .

Convention, which is to be held in Chicago in August, 1968.

| |

is being furnished to I 1
Hior information purposes. Each office should remain n

alert to militant civil rights activity by GREGORY as well as >

any activity GREGORY might undertake relative to the Democratic^
National Convention and the Viet Nam war, and advise Chicago . Ajfi

ms



CG 157-347

*

Referenced communication sets forth information
developed by New York Division reflecting that GREGORY is

JChlcago sources have not

b7D

corroborated this information to date. Inasmuch as GREGORY
I

]

Boston Division is requested to

[

furnish New York and Chicago any information that Boston
may receive relative tol I

» r .. 1 1 1 X JChicago Division will continue to maintain
contact wi th Chicago sources in an effort to determine
if GREGQRY f

* —

• (U)

Lti&nta Division is being furnished a/eooy^of
this communication for information purposes .JSy'l yrXl

Source referasied to in letterhead memorandum is

LEADS

(U)

BOSTON

AT BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS . Will furni
sh

Chicago
any information developed by Boston relative to

K
DETROIT

AT YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN. Will furnish Chicago any
information developed" by Detroit Division relative toK

b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b7D

— 3 —
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No, 157-347

HEREIN
ZXCSPSjSi^E
0X10!SSflISB

Chicago, Illinois
January lA, L968 ^

CONFipTIAl S/I datMjf

f-S*>

fEXT. BY^f
dim ii,

Review y.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
January 3, 1968, captioned "Richard Claxton Gregory;
Racial Matters," and "Possible Racial Incidents During
Democratic National Convention, International Amphitheater,
Chicago, Illinois, August, 1968; Racial Matters."

On January 10, 1968, a confidential source who
has furnished reliable information in the nast. f.ir»<ch^
the following information setting forth T I

I
,

I Gregory IS a Negro comedian-
entertainer and civil rights activist who has been arrested
on numerous occasions relative to his civil rights activity.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned toyour agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

<3QPIB8
DESTROYED

9 (WV 20 _ yy o ^3 -v / *f-

EKCLOSOB? CONEWIM





RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,

On January 10 ^ 1968 ',f<an> <ariVcl^ appearing
in the "Chicago Tribune," a sUailly newspaper published)
in the Chicago area, in Section 1, Page 3, reflects
that Gregory is planning another fast throughout the
40-day .season of Lent. This fast is to protest the
United- States’ involvement in the war in Viet Nam.
It is to be noted that Gregory similarly fasted for a
40-day period from Thanksgiving, 1967 through January 3,
1968, protesting United States involvement in the Viet
Nam war. UL

The following is a description of Gregory:

Date of birth
Place of birth
Sex
Race
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Characteristics

The above information is being furnished the
following agencies: u.

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

United States Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th MI Group
Evanston, Illinois

Office of Special Investigations
Chicago, Illinois

Naval Investigative Service Office
Chicago, Illinois

October 12, 1932
St. Louis,. Missouri
Male
Negro
5’ 10"
173 lbs.,
Black
Brown
Wears mustache
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DECLASSIFICATIOH AUTHORITY DEjplii EMM:
FBI MlfCMMIC m£:i^SlWI€^JXM
DATE 11-15-2013

UfMi l iiu M A i iib uuvlkNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423

\
*

, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

17;W j!

U o
'

V

\
ly

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
(00; CHICAGO)

Re Bureau letter to Chicago 1/10/68 captioned
"WILLIAM RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY" and Chicago airtel
to Director

IA_
Letterhead memorandum (LHM) enclosed with rpfprpnRPri

1
0 0 — Cj

*2$
73 MN 3rd 1968

iffL Detroit (RM) gj
2 - Houston (RM) Rffi- at

Jacksonville (RM)
Los Angeles (RM)
Milwaukee :(RM)
Minneapolis (RM)
Newark (RM)
New Haven (RM)
New York (RM)
(1 - 157-892)

(Copies continued on ii page)

RJS/lajX
(69R/
57 JA’i 2€ISS§

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

/*5
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Omaha (RM)
Philadelphia (RM)
Phoenix (RM)
Portland (RM)
Richmond (RM)
Sacramento (RM)
Salt Lake City (RM)
San Antonio (RM)
San Francisco (RM)
Seattle (RM)
Springfield (RM)
Tampa (RM)
Washington Field (RM)
Chicago

- xx -
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Referenced Bureau letter of January 10, 1968,

stated that the Bureau desires that coverage of GREGORY
be such that the Bureau is advised of his activities
on a current basis. u_

GERGORY is currently carried in the Rabble
Rouser Index of the Chicago. Office

For information of recipient offices, GREGORY’S
scheduled appearances are handled by the American Program
Bureau, Boston, Mass., and they are, in turn, cleared through

the Marvin Josephson Associates in New York City.^

As noted in referenced airtel and LHM, GREGORY
has threatened to disrupt forthcoming Democratic Convention
to be held at the Chicago Amphitheater in, August, 1968. V>f

_ GREGORY is hot known to have any specific
organizational affiliations as'faras civil rights activities --

are concerned, but he lends his support to various organizations

active in the civil rights field-. Review of his file indicates-

he, makes frequent visits to New York City and has been active

as a supporter and participant in NAACP Youth Council open

housing marches in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, led by Father
JAMES GROPPI

.

Referenced Bureau letter of January 10, 1968, also

-requested Chicago to advise of coverage through informants
and sources Chicago is able to provide for 'GREGORY. The

following sources are acquainted with GREGORY and furnish
information concerning his activities: l L .

I Additionally,

has advised, during
|

GREGORY’S activities."

that
concerning

- 2 -
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Information concerning b7D

outlined in LHM enclosed with referenced airtel of
was provided feyl

i__

with GREGORY and has volunteered information concerning his
activities1 ^<n

also knows GREGORY and has furnished
information- concerning him.

_ Chicago will, in connection with its informant
development program, attempt to develop additional sources
knowledgeable concerning GREGORY^/

jjjj

In connection with Bureau’s desired coverage of
GREGORY'S activities, the following leads are set forth:^^

b7D

LEADS

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK . 1. Will advise the
Bureau and Chicago, of informant coverage available concerning
GREGORY, since GREGORY is a frequent visitor to New York Cit^

2. Will advise if any coverage is available relative
to the Marvin Josephson Associates in New York City and if not,
determine feasibility of developing coverage since GREGORY jr

reportedly arranges speaking engagements through this, agency!

BOSTON

AT BOSTON, MASS. Will advise if any coverage is
available concerning the Ameri9an Program Bureau in Boston and
if not, determine feasibility of developing coverage since this
Bureau reportedly handles scheduling of speaking appearances by

iGREGPRY.'S^ClI), ’

. - _

3
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MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. Will advise Bureau and Chicago
if any informant coverage is available concerning GREGORY in
connection with his participation in open housing marches in
Milwaukee.^

!D
,

OTHER RECIPIENT OFFICES.

[

Will furnish Bureau and Chicago information concerning
Jas noted in referenced airtel

1 in form suitable for disseminationand LHM of
and attempt to develop, any information concerning future travel
plans or itinerary of GREGORY

It may be noted that the New York Office, under the
baption "Proposed Black Nationalist Meeting, Renaissance
Ballroom, Harlem, New York City, 1/21/68; RM" advised that
GREGORY is supposed to be a speaker for a Black Nationalist
type meeting in New York. If any information developed to
substantiate GREGORY’S appearance on January 21, 1968, same
should be immediately furnished to the New York Office and
also Chicago. New York file in that regard is 157-892. jji

|

*
i

I

!

1

i - 4 -

b7D
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTiGAT.OM

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

JAW 19 1368 .

FBI CHICAGO TELETYPE
\900PM DEFERRED 1-19-68 RMW

iSnURECTOR AND NEW YORK

v
^^ROMbHlCAGO (157-347) (157-2477) (P>

Mr. Tolson———

r

Mr. '

Mr. Mohr_ —
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RICHARD CLAXTO^RESORY, AKA, INFORMATION CONC^NIIISjJM^OO^^

PROPOSED black nationalist meeting,
H ’ /?

NEW y0RK CHY, JANUARY TWENTYONE NEXT, RM. 00: •

RE NEW YORK TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, ATLANTA, CHICAGO, AND

DATED JANUARY FIVE, LAST, UNDER

"CHICAGO AMERICAN”, MAJOR DAILY NE

REPORTED JANUARY' NINETEEN INSTANT THAT ILLINOIS SUPREME COUR

CONVICTION OF DICK GREGORY AND THIRTY.NI.NE OTHER CIVIL __ J
- UPHELD CONVICJX

, STEMMING FROM NINETEEN

ot putc MARCHERS ON DISORDERLY CONDUCT CHARGES ST

SIXTYFIVE ARRESTS IN CONJUNCTION WXTH MARCH «

DALEY’S HOME. HEREIN IS Vj®L

JJiW- FOLLOWS WITH DETAILS OF CONVICTION. DATE_Z^£—
_

C INFORMATION OF NEW YORK CONCERNING SECOND CAPTION, SO ES

. TODAY HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO CORROBORATE INFORMATION FROM NEW YORK
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1fr«2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR;

UNITED MENT
R) 101 -11 .*

STATES O^E^N;

Memorandum
qO

TO Director, FBI (100-440423) date: 1/22/68

FROM

subject:

SAC, Milwaukee (157-226) (P) t
;

o '

RICHARD CLAXTON uREGORY, aka
RM
(00: Chicago)

Re Chicago letter to Director, 1/17/68.

Milwaukee has no informant coverage of GREGORY. Excellent
source coverage of his appearances in Milwaukee oh occasion
in connection with Milwaukee Youth Council (MYC), NAACP,
open-housing marches is afforded, however, through the

I I Milwaukee PD.
b7D

It should be noted that since the commencement of daily open .

housing marches in August, 1967 GREGORY, on the occasions /v
of his appearances in Milwaukee in connection therewith, is Qy
not known to have engaged in any activity other than with
the MYC, NAACP.

Principal PD sources are.f
I I and

«S? Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago . (157-347) (RM)
1 - Milwaukee
GJV:EAK
(5)

b6
b7C
b7D

'ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
patvjJizM vimJSMt

/oO ' 445- S6SfW ~ JZt

t4 JAM 24 196® Jt

1 1368

4** « m c ^ Mi ,es

1 f *

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) a&
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Date: .1/11/68

Transmit the following in

-AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

QJ

Cl

'J:
ai

a
«,

c
o

TO:

FROM.:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI

'ALL'lfORKMION
herein i

date

CONtAINEb

SAC, SAN ANTONIO (157-new)(P)

G>
DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

sourceL
On 1/11/68.

f

^ an established
J San Antonio

,
Texas, advised

that DICK GREGORY is scheduled to 'appear on the St, Mary’s
campus on 2/6 or 7/68 .to speak to the students.

San Antonio files are negative concerning GREGORY
with the exception of information appearing in report of SA

|
| dated 2/16/66 at Chicago captioned COMINFIL-

SDS ,
IS-C. Page 42 of that report quotes a magazine or

newspaper article in which GREGORY is quoted as saying in a
speech;' "If Watts (Watts riot, Los Angeles i California) was
wrong,, we'd better go and burn all the American history
books

,

San Antonio Police Department is aware of GREGORY '

s

scheduled visit and has expressed interest in this visit,

b6
b7C

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU-;- “X
The Bureau is requested to furnish San Antonio

a characterization of GREGORY and any other pertinent
information.

LEADS

:

^^ r£C 16 t :

CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, AND NEW YORK Id

(§) - Bureau (AM , RM)* /
2 - Chicago (AM, RM)^

_£j_ -nib [ft

2 - Los Angeles (AM, RM/
2 - New York (AM, RM)
2 - Sen Antonio

^1/3
Wu, Od, 16 JAN 151968

0 -rr> o V v

b6
b7C

aJMK;fes

.. iB.6 1968 Sent .M Per

Special Agent in Charge



SA 157-new

Inasmuch as the Office of ^Origin in this case;, is
not known to the San Antonio Office, this lead is being
set forth for the above three offices since it would appear
that one of these offices is origin.

The Office of Origin is requested - to furnish San
Antonio any pertinent information concerning GREGORY and
a characterization of him.
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Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

Date: 1/3/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

W-

i>r

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (P) iliuuuuuiqj

a Review Go^v

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY . aka SeeTQ"^
Review CionS";

1 i
i

*.
i j

'

J§ I j j
POSSIBLE RACIAL, INCIDENTS

^

}
i

/
DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION 1

xS'ft L ! 1 vV INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS /' A
AUGUST, 1968 U jJ
RM "

00: CHICAGO
^ ' CG file 157-2410 ALL INFORMATION .CONTAINED

•f?
. / ;

i Re Chicago teletype to the Director dated 1/2/68
xuh( ;

f £nd Chicago airtel and LHM to the Director dated 12/27/67 .

U

?W J ! ,
^

..fVij n * Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies
< /df an LHM captioned and dated as above. This LHM is

M'f'n ^ /being disseminated locally to the United States Attorney,
§4 ^ ..'Chicago, United States Secret ^Service, Chicago, and

*. « § & Region 1, 113th Milita^ Intelligence Group, Evanston,

j

Illinois.^ J0P-

;iW-—. ^ggrVM-WwagjJar’-sm*- • - jzzsu.vr.

Dick Gregory
(RABBLE R0USER INDEX (RRI))
RM
00: CHICAGO
CG file 157-347

ia

\
5 “ Chicago.

rlrl llltm
t{U<Z ft.’ • (1 - 100-34347)
.* •%: '

* v* +

DJK: jap
(9)

"
/£.&. T&WZ& I

18 JAN 6 1968

7/^r

i

/_ ^my-H I L-f • -- -

^ ge
_M. Per

[*>1



CG 157-347
i57-S410

Chicago souiV44m=m44 I in LHM is

rocess of preparing
a summary report relative to DICR GREGORY. Chicago"^
will also continue to follow the activities of Gregory
keeping the Bureau advised. V v
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 3.57-347
-157-2410

6 *

UNITED STATES.DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
January 3, 1968:

RI.CHARD_CLAXTO«REGORY
RACIAL MATTER /‘V

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS
DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION

AUGUST,/ 1068
. g|11^%

RACIAL .MATTER DATE / ^ 0.1^
Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated !

December 27, 1967, and captioned as above.

Limited Classified

Review Conducted )

See Top Serial

Form 4-774

-- On-January 2,- 1968,-a source,T
I in the Chicago vicinity ,

advised that I I

|

Operation Bread basleer

is the economic, arm of " Martin Luther King’s
Southern -Christian Leadership Conference, which,. aims

This" document" contains neither recommehaatidhs”nor"con-
clusions 'of the FBI'* It is the; property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to

be distributed outside your ..agency.

COPIES DESTROYED

&MQV 20 1970

/0O' lleS

- If*



are to seek fair employment opportunities for Negroes
in ghetto areas. I I

v The following newspaper articles pertain
to the above indicated subject:

* * *

1. An article captioned, "Gregory Tells
Of Warning To LBJ On Rights," which
appeared in the "Chicago Tribune,"
a dailjr newspaper published in
Chicago, Illinois, on January 3, 1968,
page 10. i.



LBj OH fi
* I

Dick Gregory, Negro

|

comedian, announced yesterday
ha Has sent a. letter to , vvv.

President Johnson in which he| Nam.
threatened to disrupt the Demo-
cratic convention here next
August unless five conditions

are met. . , ,
‘

'• The five conditions, disclosed

by Gregory during' a press
conference, are:/ .

' ' "
.

1 . Enactment of an open*’

housing bill for Chicago by the

Chicago city council and pro-

tection to walk in any neighbor-

hood in Chicago “without being
*

jumped.” . .

‘

Hits March Injunction

2. Lifting of the injunction

against Dr. Martin Luther King
and others on marching dem-
onstrations in the suburbs. - ,

3. Appointment of a Negro to

the top echelon of the police

department.
|

'

4.'A guarantee for the-health

and safety of the Rev. Jesse

Jackson, originator of Opera-
'

lion Breadbasket, which Greg-

ory said seeks to enforce fair

employment practices in the

black ghetto. Gregory, said

Jackson has received many
threats on his life.

5. Highest pay in the nation

for Chicago’s police and fire-

men.
,

'

,
’.*«

Gregory said that if,; the 1

demands are hot met, he’j will

begin leading what he *f des-

cribed as nonviolent demon-'

slrations in May and tbat-they

wilt continue thru August.

Daiey Is Quizzed

Mayor Daley was asked,

durina a press conference in

City hall if*he had any plans to

xci£Ji Gregory.
'

“Who is he?~I never heard o!

him,” the mayor said.

Later in the .day, Gregory

appeared at the mayor’s office
to submit the lisLof demands
and spent dhe hour in a closed
door discussion with Erwin
France, a Negro administrative
assistant to the mayor. Gregory
emerged from the conference;
saying the two had* discussed
his demands without -hostility.
Gregory also said yesterday

that he is dxlnly^jg.smail*
amounts of soup after*ending'a
40-day fast New Year’s day in
protest against the war in Viet

IK
3
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2. An article captioned, "Gregory Sends
Ultimatum To Johnson, " which appeared
in the "Chicago Sun-Times," a daily
newspaper published in Chicago, i j

dated January 3,- 1968, page 20. —
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By David Murray

•Negro comedian Dick Greg-

ory presented President John-,

son and> Mayor Daley with a

five-point ultimatum and said

that if the demands
5

are not

met, he will lead"24-hoiir-a-day

{•demonstrations before and

[during the Democratic Nation-

j
al Convention next summer.

\ In a letter io Mr. Johnson,

with a 'copy to the mayor,

Gregory said Chicago’s record

on civjL rights zs ’-‘among :the

worst in* the -country.”*

.He Sailed the selection of

Chicago as .a convention site

“a cruel insult to the millions

vofdeprived-citizens^blaclcand^

white, who have always sup-

ported progressive Democratic

political p 1 a t f ormst
which,

promised federal improvement

of unspeakable economic,
housing,* educational and

health conditions.

Demands Listed^

Gregory’s demands called for

a “strong” open-occupancy or-

dinance to !be passed by the'

City Council; lifting of the in-

junction imposed on Dr.

Martin Luther “'King Jr. .and

other leaders which iirtit dem-

onstrations in the streets; po-

lice protection for the Rev.

Jesse Jackson, leader’ of- Oper-

ation Breadbasket, who, ac-

cording to Gregory, has re-

ceived threats on his life, and

placing of Negroes in 'top posi-

tions in T the*police and fire de-

partments' as~part> of- a-pro-

gram which .-also would in-

volve raising police and fire-

men’s salaries.

Gregory told a press confer-

ence at the KnickerbockerTio-T^en

tel that if “these first steps

toward an all-out effort to

solve Chicago scandalous, racl;

al problems are not taken, then

I personally will take to the

streets to lead nonviolent,

demonstrations which will

make it, possible for the Dem-
ocratic National Convention to

bejield in Chicago only over

my dead body.”

Hits At Daley

Gregory said that the choifce

of Chicago, by the Democrats
Wl

is as if it were ah endorse-

for the repressive ad-

ministration of the local Dem-
ocratic machine of 'Mayor
Daley.”

.Gregory later went, to,

Daley’s ofice in City Hall to

present the mayor with a copy

ol the lettef. He was told the

mayor* was not hin. He met

with Erwin France, the may-

or’s housing aide.^

Before the meeting, Daley,

was asked at his press-confer-

ence about Gregory’s threats

to disrupt next summer's cbri-

Ivention. *
,

*“Dick Gregory?” D a 1 e y

safdr^I-don’t know -anything

about him. Who’s he? I never

heard of him.”

1

•CHICAGO SUN TIMES.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

DATE: 1-3-68

PAGE: 20- COL:

EblTOP: EMMETT DEDMQN

EDITION: GREEN DIAMOND
. i

1C

-s-



Dic!c Gregory warns of massive demonstrations unless de

mands of Chicago's Negroes are met. (Sun-Times Photo)



i

l3. An article captioned, "Gregory Issues
LBJ Ultimatum," which appeared in the
"Chicago Sun-Times," a daily newspaper
published in Chicago, dated January 3,
1968, page -10..

1
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' LBIMkimtm
By John Adam Moreau

Comedian Dick Gregory elaborated for President John-,

son’s 'benefit Tuesday a New Year’s resolution to disrupt

the'. Democratic National Convention here in August; He

would disrupt .the convention" by ’round-the-clock demonstra-

tions if certain demands on civil rights issues are not. sa’t?

isfied. .. . $ .
-

. Gregory, "who ended a 40-day fast Sunday night, wrote

the- President a five-point ultimatum declaring;! that Chica-

go’s record on civil rights "is .among, the! worst- In the coun-

try.” selection of Chicago, he contended, ls“a cruel insult

-to.-the^milliohLof_depriyed,.cJtizens,..black,jancL„white, :yrhp._

•have alv;ays supported' progressive Democratic political

platforms which promised federal improvement of unspeak-

able economjc, housing, educational and health conditions.” ^

Gregory’s demands were for a ‘‘strong, fair-housing law-

enacted by City Council; lifting the' injunction which limits

.civil rights marches; police, protection for the Rev., Jesse

Jackson, head of Operation Breadbasket, who Gregory, said

has been threatened; appointing Negroes' to high positions
(

in the fire and* police departments and raising pay in those

departments.” T
"

'
ji «

Gregory’s letter, a copy of which went- to Mayor- Daley,

.said the- selection, of Chicago “is as^if/it were, an endorse-

ment" for the rej^ administration of the local Demo>-

cratic machine 'of ... baley.” -* * . -T; ..,** - •

% Gregory once' picketed the.’mayor’s house and when asked*

Tuesday about the comedian’s letter Daley .gave about the

same answer as on a dozen or so times before when asked

about Gregory: “Who’s he? I don’t know anything about

him’.” _
’

‘
....

' CHICAGO SUN TIMES

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

FOUR S,TAR,-FINAL

DATEr
N.

' B&GE: COL: /

EDITOR r EMMETT DEDMON

CHICAGO OFFICE
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_Dick_.GregoryyaIks^to^reporter$:outside^the_may|r
/
s^office- •

ab9ut; threatened disruption of the Democratic Nationa) n V/v

—

Convention. (Sun-Times?Photo) ^ '

fc

T‘35'T



This information is being furnished to the
following agencies: IA_

-- United States Attorney, Chicago
United States Secret Service, Chicago

\ Region 1, 113th Military Intelligen^WGroup,
Evanston, Illinois.



DEClASSIFiraTICW MJTmMIfY, DERIVED FEOM:
FBI MITCMM1C DECLAESIFIC&flCM GUIDE
DATE 11-1

F42H52K35 IA TELETYPE

JAN 20 1968 ^
enciphered

WA 9

938 PM URGENT 1-20-68 MftV

TO DIR^TOR AND CHICAGO

ATTN. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISON

FROM NEW YORK 157-

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY - RM

Mr* Tolson

Mr. DeLoach—

.

Mr. Mohr
fit. Bishop.

1 Mi. Casper—.

—

Mr. Callahan
,

Mr. Conrad.... —J
'Mr, Fqlt - ~r~\
Mr. Gale^_—

j

Mr. Rosen.™ ?

. ,Mr. Sullivan.—

I
Mr. Tavel r^J

* Mr. Trotter™—

l

’ Tele, gocgu

. Miss Holmes-—

j

\
^MissrGandy 1

»IRAIN0R
ROOM3§>j9&D

CONFIDENTIAL AND RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THIS DATE GREGORY:



^DEiCLASSIT IZAT IDM MJTWMITY BERTWEB FEOM:
FBI AUTQL.ln.TIC CES LAS SI JICATIG.tl C-UIEE

TATF! 11- 15-2013

iA TELETV^

JAN 22 196*

FNCIPHERE'D

WA 10---

FBI NEW YORK

7-30 PM URGENT 1-22-68 JVD

piRECTOR (100-440423) AN|> CHICAGO (157-347)

ATT-DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK (157-1093)

\P

*

1 “

Mr. Tolson —
Mr. Dp
M r. Mohr
Mr. BisV. p —
Mr. Casper ...

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

1 Mp* .Rosen ...... — 1?
j

p/r^nllivan.U^
Mr. Tavel .

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room-
Miss Holme
Miss Gandy,

TO

Qy o
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY AKA, RM (00-CHICAG0)

RENYTEL TO BUREAU, JANUARY TWENTY AND TWENTYONE LAST.

b7D

(lb

fi£C- 32 /#$ _ *—/4 &
RELIABLE CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY

SOURCE FURTHER ADVISED THIS DATE THAT
1 11,1 '

’ *

be
blC
blD

-m-
r

CQRR^^^PARA-^TTKL~INE-5^HH^/D-SHD-B-FOR-R^T-

m 1968

0FRIATE AGENCIES AND FIELD 0FFIC5
SED BY ROUTING SLIP ON

(U)

3D OFFICES-
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PAGE TWO

OTHER NEW YORK RACIAL SOURCES CONTACTED; NO INFOR-

MATION REGARDING CURRENT WHEREABOUTS GRERORY,

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE MENTIONED IS

SOURCE ADVISED FURTHER INQUIRY RE

END

MSE 6iS J-9-TB

FBI WASHDC

-CO)

WOULD JEOPARDIZE HIS SECURITY.^/
iUi

J

£^~TT.A<4Av'*> i—1

WIB 4 "4 fell,?'

t 0 I



^CLASSIFIC&TIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION Mil
.DATE 11-15-2013

WA -4-

312PM URGENT 1-23-68 JLW

VIA TELETYPE! ^
JAN 23 1968 V

ENCIPHERED! J
TO DIRECTOR 100-440423 AND CHICAGO 157-347

ATT. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON - ENCODED^

FROM NEW YORK 157-1093 2P

JCr. ffoteon. —
!

Mr. DeLoach
'

Mr. Mrfte'-

Mr. Bishop

5tc. Osper :

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad

si;;:

air- Rosen

Mr. Sullivan..^
/Mr. Tavd
Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes-

Miss Gandy

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY AKA; RM; (00 - CG)

RE NEWYORK tEL TO BUREAU, ONE TWENTYTWO LAST.

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED INSUFFICIENT

INFORMATION TO ESTABLISH RELIABILITY, ADVISED

X m

RELAYED to
XEBGX
1868

1U) 25 1968

&t*ax»cm
7



y & u
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PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE MENTIONED HEREIN IS

LEAD CHICAGO CONTACT APPROPRIATE SOURCE IN AN EFFORT

TO ASCERTAIN GREGORY* S PRESENCE IN YOUR DIVISION.
’ «?*"* *

------
..END

"**

13EXfc/R relay

FB'I WjfSH DC , / /



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED
i mikm&mc nm|^siFim||cM mim

DATE 11-15-2013
F421I52K35

wrtr, — „ #"V rVJA TELETYPE

11-12 AM URGENT’' 1-21-68 MML JAN 2 11968

TO DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO

jrfT. DOMESTIC INTELLIGI

ENCIPHERED

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON - ENCODED

FROM NEW YORK IP

Mr. Tplsfo-—
Mr. UH^th..VL
Mr. MAxJL l
Mr. Bishop^yC-
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad.*.. ....

Mr. Felt

Mr.. Gale
M^tosen.^^V1

^^Sullivan.1^.

Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes

I

Miss Gandy

: d- RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RACIAL MATTERS,

RELIABLE CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADIVSED SUBJECT

ADMINISTRATIVE

REFERENCE NEW YORK TEL, JANUARY TWENTY LAST.

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE IS

PKCCDS

EFH R REL/

~1 XEROi '

f

JAN 1968

15 JAN 25 1968

SfeV
PdCC^F

CMsfc & EXT. BY
IfflASOK^PCTM^XZ;;
DATE OP BEJUEWW
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/ FCr.36-(Ro7. 5-22-64)

CP * ^

u A\

F B I

Date: 1-17-68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
ATRTEL

(Priority)

72..

r g/

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, SPRINGFIELD

EJECT
:
/^QUTHERN^JiLLI^QIS. PEACE. C.dMM^TTEE
IS^> INFORMATION CONCERNING
CGfile: 100-44804
SIfile; 100-10745

RICHARD CLAXTO^GREGORY, aka.
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM
Bufile: 100-440423
CGfile: 157-347
SIfile: 157-775

ReCGairtel, 1-11-68; Slairtel to CG, 1-4.-68.

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and 11
m ^ i « ciopies of LHM captioned as above and 2 FD-376's. .Two (2)wo
<5

No
%
<

! 1 cjopies of LHM furnished Chicago. LHM classified '

'Cc

djue to source used in describing!. The un-
li g authorized disclosure of source would be detrimental to
. h — —

•. Investigation in LHM conducted by SAspc< o national security
pqi

1 *8-

<1 O >4
O IS fi

a

K

The source referred to in LHM is

Dissemination made locally to USA, EDI, East St. Louis,

</W
Illinois; OSI, Chanute Air Force Base; 113th MI Group,

JAN 22 1958

Evanston, Illinois; NIC, Chicago; and Secret Service., Spring-

in /£?- Bureau (Enc;-3t4^RM)^'^
/

(2: 100-440423?"
3 - Chicago (2: 100-44804) (1: 157-347) (Eric.

-

2.) (RM)

3 - Springfield (irV10Q-107-4£,)„ Q,: 157-775)
(1: 66-1967) '•

FEG : blw , . 0*

( 10 )

nX'IfyAbproMea: \ (Su Sent M Per

b6
b7C

b7D

AbproMSd: \

4 FEB 2 (Agent in Charge



•DECLAS 3 1 F ICATICffl AIJTEBEXTY DEEJ/fEO FEOM:
FBI MITCM&Y1C DECLAESiriCAfICM GUIDE
DATE 11- 15-2013

0UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

• Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

January 17, 1968

Dear Sir:'

»

I

i

1

t

*

!

I

I

4

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the
U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other
than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. (2) Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following
criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Q Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) (3 Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order
and government.

6. (53 Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph ^3 has been furnished (53 enclosed i i is not available
may be available through

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)
U. S. Secret Service

a*
**

Enclosure(s) (1) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
.becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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DATE 11-15-2013

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Spr ingfield , Illinois

January 17, 1968

SOUTHERN. ILLINOIS PEACE COMMITTEE
SPEECH BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

JANUARY 15, 1968
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS

On the evening of January 15, 1968, at approximately
9:15 p.m. some members of the student body at Southern Illinois
University (SIU) , estimated number of approximately 1,200,
assembled in the Ladies Gymnasium to hear a speech by RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY. I I Security Officer,
who furnished the above information, stated that a fairly
accurate attendance was noted by him and his officers pre-
sent,, and he further commented that only about 200 Negroes
attended. —

.

A source who has furnished reliable information
in the nast advised on September 15. 1967. I

~1

|
A character izAtion oi the ¥oung Socialist Al-

JLiance appears in the appendix section of this memorandum.

According to I

~1gregory 1 s opening remarks
were humorous, dealing with Negro problems in which he
referred to himself as a "nigger.” GREGORY'S basic theme
was that the Negro people in the* U. S. have been persecuted
for 400 years, and that they have had enough. He commented
that the Federal Government has been lying to the people

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

gOFIES DESTiiOVED

8JlQ)L20 197Q.

EKci«sune_
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS PEACE COMMITTEE
SPEECH BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

and that the white man society is the ruination of the black
man and that it was white man’s fault for any riots that
have occurred. GREGORY stated that he is nonviolent but
that he refuses to tell the black man in the U. S. to put
down his "stick." GREGORY went on to cite examples of
police brutality in Mississippi which occurred six years
ago when the police beat blacks into the gutter and the
FBI stood by and took pictures that were never published.

GREGORY continued by mocking American history
emphasizing that in the Declaration of Independence it
stated that if the system established breaks down it
should be abolished and destroyed. GREGORY implied that the
study of American history was useless because it is lies.
He scorned the white persons in the audience and the country
who came from the North to march in demonstrations in the
South, calling them hypocrites because they did not take
a Negro into their home if the opportunity arose.

GREGORY commented that RAP BROWN and STOKLEY
CARMICHAEL,, in his .opinion, are- being honest in whatHthey -=

say and that the "whities" do not like them because they
go to a foreign country and spread th,e truth. GREGORY
commented that "RAP" and STOKLEY were once nonviolent
demonstrators but got fed up with white violence.

At this point GREGORY alluded to the recentlyh.dis-
cussed law with regard to destruction of the American flag
and he commented that the American flag was- merely a piece
of cloth arid that if he v/anted to burn it no one was going

l.to stop him. He further stated that the "blacks*' are coming
on strong and their day is coming." GREGORY stated further
he was against the Government’s confiscation of guns and
ammunition from the blacks and not the same action against
such groups as the Minutemen.

GREGORY also criticized the system in the U. S.
where a Russian exchange student can come over $o this country
and live in a white neighborhood where a black man, American,
would not be welcome. GREGORY also stated an example of
discrimination is in the-U. S. Army and stated that a
black man in the Army is asked to give up his lifB for a
country that will forever refer to him insultingly as "boy."

-2-

i



SOUTHERN ILLINOIS PEACE COMMITTEE
SPEECH BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

GREGORY closed his comments by stating that the day
is coming when the white man must pay for the wrongs they
have inflicted on the black man and that the day is coming
soon.

I I commented that prior to and following
the talk by GREGORY there were no incidents of any type. He
also stated that it was his opinion that the many white
persons in -the audience were somewhat "taken back" by the
continual criticism of the white man by GREGORY and the
hypocritical actions of certain white groups.
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS PEACE COMMITTEE
SPEECH BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE

The May, 1960, issue of the "Young Socialist" (YS),
page 1, column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, 1960, a
national organization entitled "The Young Socialist Alliance"
(YSA) was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This
issue stated that this organization was formed by the nation-
wide supporter clubs of the publication YS.

The above issue, page 6, set forth the Foudning
Declaration of the YSA. This declaration stated that the YSA
recognizes the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the only
existing political leadership on class struggle principles

^

—
- and that the-supporters of the YS^have come into basic

political solidarity with theCSWP on the principles o£ revo^
lutionary socialism.

On March 10, 1967, a source advised that the YSA
was formed during 1957, by youth of various left, socialist,

— — - = - tendencies7 -particularly members and followers of the SWP.
The source further advised that the YSA has recently become
more open about admitting that it is the youth group of the
SWP and that an SWP representative has. publicly stated that
the YSA is the SWP's youth group.

The headquarters of the YSA are located in Rooms
532-536, 41 Union Square West, New York City.

The SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive
Order 10450.



This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.



DECLASSLFICATIOH ATJTHCmifY DERIVED FEOM:
FBI ADTCMTIC DECLASSIFICftfXOH GUIDE
DATE 11 - 18-2013
F42II52K35

F B 1

Date: 1/23/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)*

(Priority)

hiVTIIW MSm
CljfltJ m

FROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO ^

13

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
INFORMATION CONCERNING
RRI
RM
(00: CHICAGO) &&&&
(CG 157-347) (P)

1

PROPOSED BLACK NATIONALIST MEETING,
RENAISSANCE BALLROOM,
HARLEM, NEW YORK. CITY,
JANUARY 21, 1968 CLASsTTeTP^B^
RM REASOH-FCIMJtl-r^
(00: NEW YORK) Di^orWIEW^/:
(NY 157-892) (RUC)

H*S

(NY 157-892} (Buu; ^ 1

Re Chicago teletype to Director and New York

|J^J(-<}ated 1/19/68, captioned as above.

L) ^
! Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an
I&M captioned “RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY RM.

N i This LHM is being disseminated locally to the

U| * tfsA, Chicago, U. S. Secret Service, Chicago, and Region 1,

*» ll3th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.
lAs

l . f
• I A copy of this LHM is being submitted to the

n ^ ^Tew York Office for- information purposes concerning second

o ^caption matter. Chicago is placing this case in RUC status
c. ui f0[nasmuch as Chicago sources/were not able to corroborate

information from Ne^Jfox^ srources indicating that GREGORY was
i cdrf^to address captionedMapca4/Nationalist Meeting

jp|

I
(
.t/l4

h
- Bureau (Enc. XI)W"". JOO - t/Zj— |

2 - New York (Enc.l) (RM)fl£C ® lj

2 - Chicago r >
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157,-347

ED STATES DEPARTMENT OFVUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
January 23, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
INFORMATION CONCERNING
RACIAL MATTER

The January 20, 1968, edition of the ’’Chicago
Sun Times,” a daily newspaper published inChicago, reported
the following article relative to Richard Claxton Gregory.!^

—
;

Gregory is a Negro nightclub comedian and Civil
Rights activist, who has~ been' arrested* on- numerous occasions
relative to his Civil Rights -activity . More recently, Gregory
has threatened to disrupt the Democratic National- Convention
to be held in Chicago in August, 1968, by means of around-
the-clock demonstrations.

to, the
One copy each of' this memorandum jLs

-

being furnished *

following agencies: (i 7

United States ^Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois k.
Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence Group (X.
Evanston, Illinois

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN' IS UNCLASSIF:
">ATE l

- BY

This document contains neither reconunendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It~is~ the -property of* the FBIand is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed - ~

outside your agency.

20
/00-i/yo¥%3') r
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tome
By Burrielle-iHeinecke'*

Sun-T/mes: Bujread* '

Springfield; ih;^ The

Illinois * Supreme Court
4

Friday

upheld $ie 4965 .convic tion of

Negro comeciian Dick Gregory

and' h other * civil
^

rights

demonstrator for refusing: to

obey police orders to
*
leave

the -area* of, Chicago Mayor

Daley's home: during a; near,

riotV V#

-\
t^

Justicev Byron Oi House

wrote Uhe unanimous . opinion

Tor rthe
f
"court; ^whlch" did not

pass^on;the
k

question oL'ttheth-

er'anijfficlaJ's residence! may
lie ?pi4^ted but ,dwQlt irfctead

ory thel police right , to * act to

pigyenTJmminent%vIolehc& • f J

Justice, Daniel' pjWard^who

,

.vas Cook County^state’s, at-
^

orney afc the time oUthe"

l ejri o n s t r a t ion s,' ' ,ab;
‘

stained prom participati m in

he easel .

pined $200 Each V
Gregory his, followers

vere (ine3 $200 each for -vio^

ating the Chicago disorderly

xmduct’ ordinance. In the ap-

;>eal to the- high court, Greg-

ory’s' counsol argued tfie ordl- .

nance- is unconstitv tlonally
\

ague, -as i pplied to ree..ex-

jtression' aid ' free a*embiy.

,

I The > court, reviewing the.

(•vents, of the. march from !

-ihjckbigbam Fountain to May;

i.r Daley’s, home . at' 3536 S,

Lowe, demaredp" '^tider^the

circumstances Kof thfs%c*se^

defendants were not de: ied

any right of free speech,' ree.

assembly or jfreedom to *pe-

tition for redress of griev-

ance.”

The .pro t es
r
tv -march) -^was!

staged' toV persuade .Daleyrito,

act to remove 1Behjammi^f
iWiUis as Chicago 1 c

'school su^‘rmtenden^!?V', fj
JUS a :ynob of more

1

than

-ljOOO petpons gathered in jthe;

Bridgeport neighborhood;! a’t

the . end (of the march,. r|cks:

cand eggs were thrown^ “ - ' •'

The police , commanded at;

the scqne .
requested Gregory*

iabout feix«times ito 'Jeadv. he I

marchers away because^ he.i

situation was 'becoming An-*
gerous, the court, was ' .told.

The court noted tjiat .any

marchers leaving were.prom-

ised police protect iom . against

;

the hostile..crowd.'
.

remained, including; 'Gregory,,

were , arrested for .refusal'joj

obey the request. < ‘ ' ,|r

|

.
“The record .is clear,"-,Jus-:*]

Uce„ House ' wrote', “that ‘there
|

was' some violence and'an jlmSJ

mlnent threat of extreme;pub->

lie disorder; •> .* J

“Where the police ••have

made all w^nable'effo^'tp'-

protect the demonstrators aitd

have requested- Ujat the dem-

.

orvstration stop after explain*

Ing the request, «tvJ thd re*

quest Is (tefustklt an t trest isquest Is jtefus&h a

proper.

".The ights of f

> were nofe violated.
|

“.The tights of free speech

|

were no» violated. Under the 1

ordinance the ^defendants are

guilty of disorderly con-hrt In*

refusing to obey the police re-,

quest
*

j . i ... ?
,
r—
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1/23/68
CODE

CABLEGRAM
li/A 101

DEFERRED

/l/
1 - Mr . T . D . Rushing

TO LEGAT LONDON

FROM DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44P423) — ;

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RACIAL MATTERS
'

REURCABLE, JANUARY TWENTY-TWO LAST.

NO INFORMATION HAS BEEN, DEVELOPED INDICATING THAT GREGORY

ANY IN- b7D

r\
FORMATION DEVELOPED INDICATING WILL 'BE-. PROMPTLY

FURNISHED; YOU

.

)R :WL,
(4)

TDR:

43f (4) -- ...
1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for review..

NOTE:

b7D

EoSfcn

Sullivan

Tavel

tftl 1968
i'Gcndv .

~ MAIL ROOmLU TELETYPE UNIT
jul



-M %
4-3 (Rev. 7-28-67)

DECODED COPY
AIRGRAM kx CABLEGRAM RADIO aTELETY

Tolson —

—

DeLoach,—
Mohr -—

—

Bishop --

-

Casper
Callchan —
Conrad—
Felt —
Gale

rj Rosen ,

yj£l Sullivan

TJT Tavel —
’

Trotter .

E * Tele. Roooa

STATE h.

URGENJ^I-22-68

TO/DI RECTOR

FROM; LEGAT' tiONDON NO. 5

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RACIAL MATTERS.

RE TELEPHONE CALL BUREAU SUPERVISOR JANUARY 21

LAST RE

ALERTED,

ADVISED, SOURCES THERE, AS WELL AS HERE, IMMEDIATELY

'‘AS OF 10:15 AM

FbR INFO BUREAU ON BASIS PREVIOUS INFO FURNISHED

BUREAU REQUESTED TO SUCAB ANY INFO RE TRAVEL PLANS OF

taiiauwii

RECEIVED: 9:50 AM EFH
rec-n

'

l /crL^L.
fUBm
wmmh

16 JAN 261968

3rd MB. BRENNAN
l{ the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably

paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems .





DECLASS I.FICR.TIQH MJTWMIfY BESI¥E-D FEOM:
FBI Mllllill DECLAESIFIOIfICM GUIDE
^DATE 11-10-2013

FEDERiU BUREAU OF INVEStSATION

Reporting Office

CHICAGO
Office of Origin

CHICAGO
Date

1/26/68
Investigative Period

8/19/67 -

Title of Case ^Report made by

RICHARD CLAXTON 'GREGORY , aka SA I

Dick Gregory

a?;- »#.r*#T^Cl*S

„
>' :

i /

AXom.
SLIP ( J J U '7

Character of Caso

'SM - BLACK NATIONALIST
CL*.r^ . °^"ext

T>AT7. O? T/^fT'

Typed Bys

rar b6
— b7C

u

SUMMARY

REFERENCES: Chicago letter to- Bureau captioned ilABBLE r6uSER
INDEX dated 8/18/67.

^ ^Biireau reply dated 9/2/67.
Bureau^ letter to Chicago dated 1/10/68.
Chicago -letter to Bureau dated 1/17/68.

CL'ASSHteD -jv.LN
extendelkey. JTPA
REASON FekE«0NSlOI\r\ / />

.
•>

. FCIM, II, 1

? DATE OF
PECLASSyiCATlpH.^-

Two (2) copies of FD-376* concerning RICHARD'CL
GREGORY and one (1) photograph of GREGORY. ^

- P - 0

ENCLOSURES

TO THE BUREAU (3)

LEADS

SPRINGFIELD
&sssift

Deciassl

^ r .A -
^

approved

AT SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS. Will cff5ck>refe6r^'

>

Secretary of State, Motor Vehicle' Department^o^iDrivers J'

s
Special Agent

In Charge
DQJti^rw>l^^jrvspaces below

|

l

5) - Bureau (EnclsJl) (RM) A*
X - Secret Service, Chicago(yia
1 - New York (RM) (Info.)

ll-t^ltAegion x 113th MI Group
fCPCT Evanston, Illinois (Via <

\ l\ NISO, Chicago (Via Courier!)
-"OS I, Chicago (Via Courier)
- Springfield (RM)

StX> Louis (RM)
jNr-g;Chipago (157-o47)

, jr:_

^CburfiJ'

Notations:

tipt'iBR mm..KO
** 1 - * \\. -Jf -r - iJf A. T’ , 0 'J-* >

-A- y/T-^\ , u. ,1
7

-* rXX \ I

>. |ow fs- i %-V . -^rbrr™~““
i r; •

. Pv * —_

—

57 FEB 1
.
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CG ,157-347

gu.ifT.il ml T-rtTgr

.rr

\

s

Registration and/or Motor Vehicle Registration relative
to GREGORY. U *

ST. LOUIS

AT ST. LOUIS , .
MISSOURI ., .

1. Will check indices tor background information
relative to GREGORY.

i ,

2. Will conduct credit and criminal investigation
relative tp GREGORY.

,

•

3 . mi review records of the Military Personnel

:

Records. Ceniter for possible prior service record of. GREGORY.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was approved by the Bureau
for inclusion on the RRI bn 9/2/67

.

, Chicago ; files in thS matter reflect that GREGORY
has frequently contacted individuals in NeW York City..

Chicago filbs do not contain sufficient information- to
characterise these individuals,. Therefore, by separate
communication, New York Division is being furnished the names
of these individuals and a lead is being set forth? requesting
that New York identify and advised Chicago concerning their
relationship with' GREGORY. An info copy Of this report is

being furnished New York.

The Chicago files do not contain/ .Sufficient informa-*

tion to subversiveiy. characterize the following organizations:

1. Veterans for -Peace in Viet Nam.
2. National Mobilization Committee to End the

War i.n Viet Nam.
- fe

- B -
#

,
(COVER. PAGE)

" '
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CG. 157-347

- . This report
(U)

inasmuch as unauthorised dicclci^ivof data furiiished by
CG T-3, 5, 7, '8, 9, lO^^JLJ 20, '21,. 22, \23 „ 20,
.28, -30., 31 could; reasonably Result in 'the, identity of the

"

c6n£ide,,ritial informants " who are of .continuing value and. "thus
-.compromise the future effectiveness of these sources

INFORMANTS

Source Location

'CG T- l Oral to SA|
| .ihgtAnt ,

*>7c

Chicago Folice Department report page 3-
'

• *>7d

f

'

‘

|
157-347-642, 734,. 999-, 1006, ,1038;. 1065

\requeste.d; T - .Characterization^ of ACT, GCCO, SNCC, -

f- -
• '

'
- • £8SSE tfACkSON,, A.LRABY ;

CG T-2

; {.protect requested)

CG T-3

CG T-4

CG;.T-5

CG T-6

BKVm

•Oral to SA I

ohreporty. page 3
157-347-1093

157^347-1

instant- b6 •

.
,

b7C
" b7D

157-347-160, 184

157-347-666,, 8.6.9, 882

157-347-843

gK£-(U). •

’

- - c; -•
‘

(COVER' PAGE)



CG. 157-347'
,

f
- i -

1

.
-4.-

'

Source
•

}

~
- .Location

CG T-8

CG T-9

;ui-

K ?

.X 'C:

CG T-12

New York City:
^protect .requested,) \

CG T-13

fProtect
requestec

CG T-15,

Oral to SA
|

instant report , page 10

Oral to SA
[

instant report, ^page 10

l57-347^77£]^ -

157-347-602, 913^ i)

157-347^186

Oral to iSA"|

report page 15

; *&V-. •

CCOVER PAGE)

W<-

hlD

'

it

instant

OrAl to SA I I

instant report page i&
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BE£ LAS 3 1 F ICATION AmWMIfY UEHI¥E-D
I FBI JkXITCM&TlC DECLASSlFlCAflCM GUIDE
DATE 11-18-2(313

r>-rsy~T~

UnW^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF jVtfriCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

&
In Reply, Pl^se Refer to „ . ,

P * C * 20535

FifeiVo.
Bureau File 100-440423

birecto9^
icaS° Fil® 157-347

United States Secret Service'
’

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. G. 20220

Dear Sir:,

January 26, 1968

^'mmm
The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who. is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to. fall ‘within the category or categories checked.

1.

Q Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to anygovernment official or employee,

including fpreign government officials residing in or planning ah imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means. - *

3. O Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as^member or-

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation, as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

‘

4.

(~j U. S. citizens or residents who defect-from the U. S: to countries in the Soviet of

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5r B3 Subversives, ultrarightists,^racists' and fascists who. meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Q Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and.

employment record). or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) [^.Expressions of strong orviolent anti-U. S. sentiment;

«<cX tX) 'Prior acts (including arrests or convictionspor conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government. -
„

'
>

6. PH Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making;

Photograph. Q has been furnished Q3 enclosed is not available

- . D may be available through
>

•

; : _

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any; this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



DECLAS 3 1 F ICATICffl ATJTHOill fY DEEJ/fED FEOM:
:IBI MjHiBlll UEErLhESlWl^flOB GUIDE
DATE 11-10-2013 - -

it

i *

'J> -w* V

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

i.U
:|

1B0J®©BN®EAfc

Copy »os l - Secret Service, Chicago. (Via Courier)^55 • & MSXyMCd'i)) *

8SAS0K-PCIM/ T, 1-2 .W2 ;\

Report of: SA
Dates 1/26/68

Field Office File *: 157-347

Title: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Chowder: SECURITY MATT

Mm op miw
Office: Chicago V J1 -""——bb

b7C

Bureau File it 100-440^423'

EXTENDER
mSOUWon EXTHfJSfofM / .

-

FCIM, II, Avl4:2 , .. Isl .

.

DATE 0( tenew. F* \
DECLASSIFICATION i,.

.

AL^iXX--,

Synopsis:

, JO
- U

?
M

\

*

f <
Upa

sJ

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, born 10/12/32, at
St. Louis, Missouri,, resides at 1451 E‘. 55th Street, •

apartment 929, Chicago,, Illinois. GREGORY is employed as
night club comedian-entertainer. In 6/64, GREGORY was in
Moscow, U.S. S . R. Records t of Passport Office, US Department
of State reflect GREGORY’ s ;departure date as -6/14/64,,. for,
7-day visit to France,- Germany,, E. Germany, and Russia for
the purpose of attending "World Peace’Mission. " ‘in 12/66,
GREGORY attempted to .secure entrance into Hanoi, North
Vietnam, to entertain U.S. war prisoners . This trip was
turned down by the North Vietnamese ; Pin 3/67, the CP
Illinois gave support to GREGORY in his mayoral campai'
sphicagoTj GREGORY'S contact with civil rights organ izat

fotffh. Source has indicated GREGORY is not member
civil rights organizations, but supports many such organ:
tions. On 8/5-6/67, GREGORY addressed a crowd during
a Hiroshima Rally in Atlanta, Georgia. During this addre^S^ i. %
he urged crowd to "paralyze the econony" of this country
order to stop the war in Vietnam, ^e further called for a
boycott of the automobile industry in order to "reach the
capitalists whoorun this .country and benefit from the Vietnam <

war." GREGORY has threatened to disrupt the Democratic
National Convention to be held in Chicago in 8/68. In
this respect he has presented the City of Chicago with five

*

demands. On 9//./67, while addressing a Black Power convention L
rally in Chicago, GREGORY -stated that .racism, and .capitalism
are synonymous and must go out together, by revolutionary
means if necessary. He further stated "Damn the American
flag. Instead of saluting therflag you people should salute
your black- brothers.

••

_£ ^ TOMBENTTAT, .

_JL

This document contains neither recommendations nor’eonciusi
m

It iz the oronert

GKOUR/1
|Sxclude«/;from automatic

1

igjjQaned to

decla^feii^cation
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DETAILS:
11

'
%

' '

This investigation wits^predicated upon the receipt *

of the following information from sources who- hav.e provided
,

reliable information in the past. '5

On August 5, 1967, DICK GREGORY addressed a Hiroshma
Rally in Atlanta, Georgia. During this address GREGORY- urged
the crowd to "paralyze the economy" of the nation- in-order, to
stop the Viet Nam War. He called for a boycott of the .'.

'*

automobile industry in order to reach the "Capitalists who- run,
this country .and benefit from the Viet Nam War.." He further*
called for the disruption of the telephone service in< axi*

r
j

/'•

effort to. "inconvenience" organizations having a hand in/ - , ,

national defense.
*r - /

L, ,'rV.ii
*

*
; ie*'i4

s .m
1

On September 1, 1967, while addressing a black power I
convention rally in Chicago, ^-GREGORY stated that racism* and f

capitalism are. synonymous and: must, go- out, together by .

f

revolutionary means if necessary. /During this same address* -.

GREGORY stated "damn the American- flag. Instead* of- <saluting ..}

the flag you people should salute- yobr’ black brothers;." ,
' 1

* \ *' /
*'

*

, *

~
-In ‘December.,. 1967, GREGORY 'threatened to disrupt the?/ 4\

Democratic National Convention Toy be he1d-i'n,’Chleago i^n August, V j
1968. “ Gregory issued, a. series sof five, demands to the. city ’ of' 1 - r-
Chicago, saying that if these demands were hot. met hy. city

’

officials the Convention would be'heid'ih'-Chicagci "Over my .dead^, /
body." ,

_ i M r . V,r . r- ' v,i' *£, i $
' •' ' ’-* ’ m

,
i'"' y *

.

.

tj i
The following organizations mentioned in this.

1

! report#
which have not been- cited pursuant to, Executive Orde,r ’10.450/ ’ /%.; »
are characterized in the appendix section of this report:/ //£//$

Socialist Workers Party, Chicago Branch
*

5

Organization of Afro-American »Uni‘ty >.< -Inc •'

’ !

Muslim Mosque,- ' Inc .
•*

*. ’ in s
s »«.* •.*,>

Nation of Islam 1

.
* r '

.

Modern Teens >.* / / ’

Washington Park Foi’um , .

(v • l } /“i/ (fa

}

*> ’
*

- 2 -
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Date of Birth

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was born on October 12,
1932, at St. Louis, Missouri.

(CG T- 1 ,, 1/9/68)^^
Residence 1

*
|

RICHARD GREGORY resides at 145J. East 55th
Street, Apartment 929, Chicago, Illinois.

(CG T-l , 1/9/68

Employment

Since 1958, GREGORY has been employed' as a
night club comedian-entertainer. GREGORY publicly acknowledges '

.

that his break in the entertainment field came in 1961,
’

with his appearance at the Chicago Playboy Club. More .j

recently GREGORY has derived a major portion'"
“ " ‘ '

of his income by engaging in speakii^ tours at various
'*

colleges and Universities in the United States. In * L,
‘ v *

respect to his entertainment activities, GREGORY is <•
*

president of DICK GREGORY Enterprises located at 79 West .

Monroe Street, Suite 712, Chicago, Illinois, which was
incorporated in the State of Illinois, oh March 31, 1961.

Education

(CG T-2

GREGORY graduated from Summer High School, ?t.
Louis, Missouri. GREGORY attended Southern Illinois
University, where he subsequently graduated. In 1953
GREGORY was voted outstanding athlete of Southern Illinois
University.

.4

- 3 -
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Marital Status

*

Marriage License No.
Bureau of Vital Statistics, Chicago, I

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was married to
who was born onJ l«JLn]

J L_in_jChicago. Illinois.
I 1 who is the father of

on file- at the
linois. refle

on

presided overTiKe. ceremony

.

TlpT
I
p

•Zi^v,

On January “S, 1968, the files of the Chicago
Credit Bureau, Incorporated , were checked at the request
of Investigative Clerk (IC) 1 I This office
maintains-the file on DICK GREGORY, 1451 East 55th Street,
Chicago, and the following is reflected:

k

b6
b7C

v

A Judgment on June 9, 1966, against DICK
GREGORY Enterprises, Inc., and DICK GREGORY
for the amount of $7,527.50, no disposition

- or .further information is reflected.

A Judgment on January 28, 1966, for the
amount of $323^00 reported against GREGORY
by Hertz Rent-A-Car, no' disposition is
reflected.

t

A Judgment on February 15, 1967, for the
amount of $302.05 against DICK GREGORY by
Pacific c, Telephone. Company, no disposition
is reflected.

A Judgment on April 7, 1965, against DICK
GREGORY for the amount of $207.79 by the
Sheraton Blackstone Corporation, no disposition
is reflected.

A Judgment on August 17, 1965, against
, DICK GREGORY for the amount of $388.38

by Burelles Press Clipping Company, no
- — ----- disposition reflected.

_ 4 _

l .

1

»•
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Arrests

The records of the Records and Communications
Center, Chicago Police Department, were ’cfc'daJcdd:..: by. IC
JACK RAY RIDENHOUR on January 9, 1968, and the following is
reflected

:

On May 6, 1963, GREGORY was arrested at
Birmingham, Alabama, and charged with
parading without a permit.

On March 1, 1964, GREGORY was arrested
by the San Francisco, California Police
Department, charged with criminal contempt
for **' law order, charges were dismissed.

On February 16, 1965, DICK GREGORY was
arrested by the Selma, Alabama Police
Department, on charges of disorderly
conduct, no disposition is reflected.

On June 8, -1965,. GREGORY was arrested
by the Chicago Police Department , charged
with disorderly conduct, no disposition
is reflected.

On June 11, 1965, GREGORY was arrested by
Chicago Police Department, charged with
battery, no disposition is reflected.

On August 2, 1965, GREGORY was arrested and
charged with disorderly conduct and breach
of peace, disposition is reflected as $200
fine for disorderly conduct charges and $200
for breach of peace charges.

Identification Record •

The files of the Identification Division of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Washington, D.C.
reflected the following under FBI No. 796 519E:

>

- 5-
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Contributor of
__Fingerprints Name and Number Received Charge Disposition

May 6, parading
1963 without

permit

Police Depart- DICK GREGORY
ment #119457
Birmingham,
Alabama

Police Depart- DICK GREGORY
ment #190584
San Francisco
California

Police Depart-
ment

DICK CLAXTON
GREGORY #11178

Selma, Alabama

Cook County
Jail Chicago
Illinois

RICHARD C.
GREGORY #361540

t

Police Depart- RICHARD C.
raelxt GREGORY #104815
Chicago, Illinois

Police Depart- DICK C. GREGORY
ment #104815
Chicago, Illinois

Police Depart- DICK GREGORY
ment #104815
Chicago, Illinois

House of DICK GREGORY
Correction #65-13150
Chicago, Illinois

- 6

March 1, J-14270 dismissed
1964 Section

166,4 Penal
Code (criminal
contempt disobey
law ordered by
Court)

February
»

disorderly '/

16, 1965 conduct
.

* '

June 8,

>

12-3 193-1
1965. *

June 8

,

disorderly
1965

June 11, battery
1965

finger- . disorderly 200 and no
printed 200 and no
August 2, on charge
1965 of disorder

ly Breach
of Peace

November 15, 193-1
1965 disorderly 2 cases 1

conduct $200 fine
- $200 total

$400 fine
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Contributor of
Fingerprints Name and Number

MU)
Arrested or
Received

•- fC .

Charge Disposition

Sheriff 's

Office
Olympia
Washington

Sheriff *s
Office

'

Olympia
Washington

RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY #'50126

RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY #50171

February 15, unlawful
1966 use of set

net for
fishing for
game fish torwit
steelhead in
two counts
(Nisqually
River)*

March 1, aiding and
1966 abetting in

setting a gill
- -net capable! of

_

taking a game
fish

f

i

PD Milwaukee DICK GREGORY
Wis_ #108750

10/8/67 disorderly $100 &
t, (civil' rights) costs

‘
_

- ,11/22/67
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Foreign Travel

A source advised that as of June 21 1964,** uiuc auvibeu as oi June ksi

.

GREGORY was then visiting Moscow, U.S.S.R. XZ fT;

(CG T-3,^6/21/6^fp^
The -records of the Passport Office, United States

Department of State, Washington, D.C. were checked on
December 13, 1965, and the following was reflected:

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was issued Passport
No. E500889 on June 12, 1964, at New York. At that time
GREGORY indicated his approximate departure date as June
14, 1964, via Air France for seven days to France, Germany,
East Germany and Russia. The purpose of the trip w;as to
attend the "World Peace Mission." GREGORY indicated
his permanent residence as 1451 East 55th Street, Apartment
929, Chicago, Illinois.

On February 10, 1966, CG T-4 advised that
GREGORY does not schedule visits to Canada regularly.
He has performed for Theatrical Attractions 174 Front
Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, in the past. This
agency booked him for appearances three times in Toronto,
twice in Windsor and once in Wimiipeg^ GREGORY maintains
no booking agent in Canada. flu jSOr"

in)

(CG T-4,A2/10/66)

/ GREGORY appeared at the Cave Theater Residence,
Vancouver * British Columbia, Canada, from January 19,
./through 29, 1966. While in Vancouver, GREGORY st,
at the Georgia Hotel, 801 West Georgia Street SE)

(CG T-4, 3/18/66)]

t Uq

The August 10, 1966, edition of the "Windsor
Star", a local newspaper published in Windsor, Canada,
reported that DICK GREGORY was currently appearing at the
Top Hat Supper Club in Downtown Windsor.

On November 14, 1966, the 4 Star Final edition
of the "Chicago Sun-Times"

, a daily newspaper published
in the Chicago area contained an article disclosing that
DICK GREGORY had announced his intentions to visit United
States war prisoners in North Viet Nam during the forthcoming. -
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Christmas holidays. This was mady by GREGORY
while appearing on a Brit is-nteTevis ion program in London
on November 13, 1966. GREGORY disclosed he would ask
North Viet Nam President HO CHI MINH for permission to
entertain United States war prisoners during the Christmas
holidays.

On December 2, 1966, "Chicago Tribune", a daily
newspaper published in Chicago, reported that inquiries
by such newspaper at the London Office of BERTRAND RUSSELL
revealed that a North Vietnamese visa is awaiting GREGORY
in Paris.

BERTRAND/n[rUSSELL is the internationally ^ /
knowfT*Brrtish pTiilosopher-pacif ist who /3a7\
recently conducted mock war trials in ~—"—

^

Copenhagen employing the United States
as a defendant for its involvement in the
Viet Nam war.

On December 1, 1966, DICK GREGORY held a press
conference relative to his proposed Vietnamese trip. At
such time GREGORY stated he^would seek no information
about the condition of the American p_ris_oners_, and numbers,
or their location while in North Viet Nam. GREGORY stated
that he did not want to know anything about the war.

(CG T-l , 12/2/66

On December 10, 1966, DICK GREGORY held a press
conference at the Village Gate, an entertainment spot
in Greenwich Village, New York City. GREGORY advised that
he was notified by BERTRAND RUSSELL that his planned trip
to Hanoi, North Viet Nam, to entertain United States
prisoners-of-war had been turned down by the North Vietnamese.
The reason given was the extensive bombing of North Viet Nam
by United States Forces. DICK GREGORY stated that he sent
a telegram to the Hanoi Government adyising that he was
not interested in political affairs, but was primarily
concerned with the entertaining of United States prisoners-
of-war in North Viet Nam. DICK GREGORY further stated
that he is not a Communist and would never be one.

(CG T-5, 12/ 10/665)

On April 13, 1967, DIC£ GREGORY arrived in London,
England, from Chicago. GREGORY intended to remain in
London until April 30, 1967. The purpose of his visit
was to engage tin television appearances.

fee T-6, [i/26/67^
9
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II. CONNECTION WITH THE COMMUNIST
PARTY (CP) OF ILLINOIS

'

CG T-7 advised on January 19, 1968, that the leadership
of the Communist Party (CP) of Illinois, considers DICK
GREGORY as being incorrigible and unstable. This source added
that the CP leadership would like to control

, guide and direct . 7
GREGORY, however, they believe that this aspect is not possibly

(CG T-7, 1/19/68J7^^

On January 24, 1968, CG T-8 advised that the CP
would like to use GREGORY but inasmuch as they consider him
to be unpredictable and uncontrolable they made no particular
effort to contact him. The Party does, however, feel that
GREGORY has a certain nuisance value to the Party. From a
political standpoint the Illinois CP leadership do not take
GREGORY seriously.

Us

(CG T-8, 1/24/68

On March 8, 1967, a meeting of the Political Action
Committee of the Communist Partyof Illinois was held in Chicago.
Illinois. Discussion at this meeting was centered around the
forthcoming mayoral election in Chicago. In this respect
discussion was held concerning the CP giving full support to
DICK GREGORY'S independent write-in campaign for the office of
Mayor of Chicago. There was some question as to how the Party
could effect this support, however, it was agreed by thos.e
present that the Party should issue a statement in support of
GREGORY'S campaign. A sub-committee was formed consisting of
four members who were to draw-up a statement which would reflect
CP support for GREGORY'S mayoral campaign. It was also discussed
at this meeting .that the Party should try to come up with some
real issues in this campaign, in that he, GREGORY, should propose
a definite program which would be attractive to the voters of
Chicago.

)2<

III. MISCELLANEOUS

/(CG T-9,^/10/67

The Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee (ECLC)

On September 18, 1966, the ECLC held a forum on
Selective Service at the Ethical Cultural Auditorium, 2 West
64th Street, New York, New York, DICK GREGORY attended this

10 -



forum and acted as moderator. GREGORY stated that when he
was drafted into the Army during World War II, he was not
aware enough to protest. Now he felt that the Army should
serve only as a social function to help underprivileged

'

and to be used to clean up areas after national disasters
such as hurricanes. He stated that Americans worth dying
for; America is not worth killing for. Wi UL)

|XQG T-10, 9/19/66)

On July 30, 1967, ECLC held a meeting at 54 Bungalow
Walk, Ocean Beach, Fire Island, New York. About 70 persons
attended this meeting. DICK GREGORY spoke at this meeting.
He stated -that according to the “New York Times“ the troops
in Viet Nam at night have their ammunition taken -away, from them
because of the race riots among United States troops. He’
stated that this is the reason that the Viet Cong attacks have
been so successful at night. He also attacked the American
people on racism and anti-semitism. He attacked Jewish people
for^-their- racism aiid weakness to fight anti-semitism. GREGORY
stated that the Negro can winover capitalismby putting five
million stickers reading “out of order" on every phone booth
The Negro could thereby reduce, the world’s largest corporation
to their knees. Negroes then might, force the Government to give
Negroes their rights. Concerning the various acts of Congress
civil!, rights legislation, GREGORY said “we Ml give the
white man @f£l Nfchese laws, just give the Negro his constitional
rights". » •

,

Concerning the riots, GREGORY stated that the Negro
justifies the burning of; Whiteman’s properties in order to
attack the large insurance Companies. MjJLV

", ((CG T-10, 7/31/67)}^l)
The ECLC is an organization with headquarters
in New York whose purpose is to abolish the
House- Committee, on Un-American Activities.
The House Committee on Un-American Activities

- Mound that a number of individuals connected with
the. ECLC were identified^-as -Communists,.,

(Guide to Subversive-
Organizations and Publications
December 1, 1961, Edition
Page 69).
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Washington Park Forum

On June 6, 1965, a meeting of the Washington Park
Forum was held in Washington Park, Chicago. Approximately
250 people attended. DICK GREGORY was among the speakers
at this meeting* He .urged all .who attended to demonstrate
at City Hall in Chicago, against BENJAMIN WILLIS, Superintendent
of Public Schools,. Chicago ../He also said that Mayor DALEY’s
machine must be opposed. Oui*U.|

'((CG T—11,. 6/9/65)J^r (X
1

On June 13, 1965, a meeting of the Washington Park
Forum was held in Washington Park, Chicago. Among those
who spoke at this meeting was "DICK GREGORY. GREGORY stated - -
that demonstrations would continue against BENJAMIN' WILLIS
Superintendent of Public Schools in Chicago. GREGORY also*
compared the Chicago Police Department with police
departments in Alabama and Mississippi in their brutal methods
of handling Negroes . ....

/(CG T—11, 6/17/65)

On July 24, 1966, a meeting of the Washington Park
Forum was held in Washington Park, Chicago. DICK GREGORY was
the main speaker at this affair. GREGORY talked about teenage
gangs in Chicago and stated that these gangs should stop
shooting each other and to. begin to treat each other with

*

respect and to work for the better ideals of helping the Negro
cause. Concerning the riots on Chicago’s West Side, GREGORY
stated that the papers called this a riot but it was- not a riot
but rather a handful of individuals who are disillusioned
with conditions in Chicago. GREGORY stated that the riot was
caused when police officers turned off fire hydrants where a
handful of people were cooling off. GREGORY stated that
fire hydrants were not turned off in the Italian neighborhood
several blocks away but were only turned off in Negro
neighborhoods. nq

/

(CG T-li, 7/27/66);

Socialist Workers Party SWP)

The SWP has been designated jpursuant to
Executive Order 10450. \

- 12 -
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I A.iO.J
S otox

(U)
February 7, 1966.

Seattle, Washington

To the Plenum of ‘the National Committee

Doer Comrades,
,

(

I b^Uevc that a very important maos political developnen

of the pre^nt FerSd in th/sorth will be 'the election campaign

of Dick Gregory for mayor of Chicago.

T'7 v4 of bur associations in the Negro community in

0 _ \o orr^niee two important functions involving

hSi^th- cent-al figure'during his current* professional engage-

r^4; SdThwo ted » opportunity to have mo political

discussions with him. ‘ - - -

ri..-,. r-Htts G^ercry lias become increasingly radical and

uncc*.«c"iote~: HlS Zgg&Xi »Hich «U1 begin publically In a

m-nthe w*l* be a clearly independent politico- campaign

Si^od to oe^ro 95% of the SSi?o vote in Ohicogo. Ho plans o\|

df^Gct assault on the Establishment and hopes to develop -
_

^rauawnt political organlaation e^ecsotas this progrm^ o

into politics on a national scale, ror tne purpooi-

destroying S &Scratlc political machine In the ghetto.

He is thus embarking upon an unambiguously independent an

4 i •?/•*** "Sir —r.-rfslutionarv course with an apparatus which he h

Black political action, for his primary objective is to «n-te tn I

ccr^-ri^ty around a program of struggle. The .campaign co

orovidoT^koly foundation for the realisation of Trotsky's

prediction that the militant Negroes will become a vanguard of th

working class

o

I urge you to prepare to mobilise the entire SWF for

all-out support of this development.

Comradely,

* S/ R. Kirk

14 -
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ULjk
SER/r

The above letter is signed~ 1KIRK. R. KIRK is
identical with JRICHARDXFRASERiT SWP National Committee
member who attended the SWP plenum hel/d- February 11 —
February 13, 1966 in Uewjfork City. MwlshlV/C-TW

j(CG T.-13 , 1/19/68)]]

_ JAJ.

0n AP?* i:L 24» 1967, the Chicago SWP Branch Membership
Committee met at 302 South Canal Street, Chicago. At this
!9®®iibS "the Political Committee of the SWP voted against
allowing the Chicago Branch of the SWP to endorse DICK GREGORY’S
campaign for mayor.

T-13 , 4/5/67)"

IV . CONTACT WITH; CIVIL RIGHTS
TYPE ORGANIZATIONS

[

On January 8, 1968, CG T-14[
3dICK GREGORY advised that GREGORY does not

b7D

belong to any civil rights type organization. This source
stated^that-whiTe -GREGORY -is-not an. actual, member, of^this^
type of group he actually supports. all organizations whose
purposes lie in the area of civile rights.. In this respect the
source pointed out that GREGORY has shown the support for 7 many
organizations by conducting pickets, leading4 demonstrations

,

participating in rallies
, and speak'ing-n.t^meetings and the like

on1 behalf of civil rights, groups

.

ACT
' : 5PGT-14, 1/8/68)/

On August 13, 1964, a rally sponsored by ACT was held
at the Packinghouse Workers Hall, 4859 South Wabash, Chicago.
1500 people attended' this rally. GREGORY, the principal
speaker at the rally, stated that law enforcement agencies
in the United States were not using the’ir powers to guarantee
Negroes’ rights under the law. /

|(CG £^8/18/64)]^)
On November 29, 1964, a fund raising affair sponsored

by ACT' was held at Waitors Corner
, .2736- West Roosevelt Road,

Chicago. This affair was considered a financial flop because"
of faulty arrangements of portions of the program. \

—
was responsible for arranging this affair, ' xL

b6
b7C
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GREGORY was reco,
entertainers.

the featured

(CG T-16, 12/9/64

On October 15, 1965, it was learned ACT was
anticipating receiving a sizable contribution from DICK
GREGORY following DICK GREGORY* s appearance- at the Blue
Angel, a Chicago, Illinois night club

^

I is

arance- at
* H tW)
(Sg T-17, 10/15/65)};^

)
of ACT.

promoted and led demonstrations and

b6
b7C

school boycotts in Chicago in 1965 and 1966,
and he was arrested on several occasions for
his actions.

(CG T- 1 , 2/28/66)

ACT is a militantly oriented civil rights group
principally active in Chicago’s West and near South
Sides. Individuals who are affiliated with ACT
have associated with "black power” groups in
Chicago. ACT members participated in numerous
civil rights demonstrations during the summer
of 1965 which resulted in the arrest of some of
its leaders. During the riots in Chicago in
July, 1966, 20 ACT members were arrested while
making molotov cocktails in the residence of one
of the ACT leaders. As of September, 1966, ACT
became inactive.

(CG T—1 , 12/12/67)

Coordinating Council of
Community Organizations (CCCO)

On September 19, 1963, a meeting of the CCCO was /

held at the Packinghouse Workers Hall, 4859 South Wabash, Chicago^

L
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Approximately 300 persons attended this rally. GREGORY
was listed among those who were to speak at the rally.
GREGORY spoke concerning some of his experiences in the
South working to break down segregation barriers. He
pointed out that in the North segregation is as prominent
as in the South. GREGORY stated that Northern schools
are just as segregated as in the South. He further stated
that Northern discrimination is more subtle- among white's
than the discrimination in the South. He urged all Negroes
to work for the cause of civil rights and criticized those
who only wanted good times and do nothing to work for their
race.

(CG T-18, 12/23/63)

On February 23, 1964, a mass rally sponsored by /
CCCO was held at the Packing House Union, 4859 South Wabash,
Chicago. This rally was held in connection with Chicago
Public School boycott scheduled for February 25, 1964. The
CCCO was urging parents to keep their children home from
school February 25, 1964, as a means of voicing a protest-
againsf. Chicago Superintendent BENJAMIN WILLIS and a protest
against the Board of Education for its alleged failure to
eliminate de facto racial segregation in Chicago *s public
schools. Approximately 300 people attended this rally.
DICK GREGORY was among the speakers. GREGORY related details
concerning his various arrests on behalf of the civil rights
movement throughout the country.

(CG T-19 , 2/27/64}

On January 3, 1965, a CCCO sponsored meeting was
held at the Packinghouse Workers Hall, 4859 South Wabash,
Chicago. This meeting was held to map plans for a City-
wide boycott o$ Chicago *s public schools on June 10 and
June 11, 1965. DICK GREGORY was recognized as being in
attendance.

'

ill)

QCG T-15
, 6/8/65)}<^.Qj^

On June 6, 1965, a meeting sponsored by the CCCO
was held in Chicago Park near 53rd Street, Chicago, Illinois

.

Approximately 500 people attended this meeting. DICK
GREGORY was a speaker. He urged 'all present to support
the scheduled boycott of Chicago*s public schools on June 10
and June 11. He further urged those present to participate
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in vigils which were scheduled to begin on June 7, 1965
at City Hall, Chicago, and at the Board of Education
Building in Chicago.

£cg T- 15, 6/8/65

On August 2, 1965, there was a meeting of the Negro
American Labor Council Chapter in Chicago ani the CCCO.
The original idea of the meeting was to tie in the
NALC with the CCCO. AL BABY spoke of the problems within
the CCCO, one being that DICK GREGORY was assuming too much
on his own without the consent from the CCCO and RABY. It
was pointed out that the CCCO is forced to support GREGORY
and some of GREGORY* s activities even though RABY was not in
favor of some of the activities such as the picketing which
took place near the residence of Chicago’s Mayor DALEY.

©GT-8, 8/6/65)3^

it\RABY is the former convener of the CCCO. RABY
ts a male Nfegro and former Chicago public school teacher who
-has- been~arres ted on a number of occasions in the past two
years during civil rights demonstrations in Chicago.

(CG T-l 1/6/68)}

The NALC is a national organization composed of
Negroes belonging to various labor unions.. The
aim of the NALC is to end discrimination in all
levels of Government as well as trade unions and
industry

.

(CG T- 20, 12/13/672)^ vX_

The CCCO is an umbrella type organization
consisting of 30 to 40 civic, religious and civil
rights type groups. The CCCO is not a membership
or grassroots type organization, but operates only
with the majority consent of its contributing groups.

(CG T- 1 , 12/4/67)7 (JL
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Congress of Racial (U)

Equality (CORE) ^
On June 30, 1967, the CORE 1967 National Convention

opened at Municipal Auditorium in Oakland, California. Among
the speakers at the opening that session was DICK GREGORY.
GREGORY stated that he intended to make a world tour soon,
and that he would stop in all the countries receiving foreign
aid from the United States. He stated that he plans to ask
these countries to donate -a portion of the United States
funds for distribution to the United States poor.

(CG T-21-, 7
/7/67)J}jg

The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) is a ^
militantly oriented civil rights group with
national headquarters located in .New York
City, New York. CORE aims include work\irf
independent political campaigns as welaas
concern with slum housing, educationJf employment,
minimum wage and draft laws. FLOvm mo ktss tctc

j

National Director of CORE, stated aft a meeting
of the national leadership of CORE on 10/13/67,
that black power must be reckoned with by the
white man, and if the black man is not dealt
with fairly, "I am not responsible for what
might happen.*' He further stated that wherever
black people are killed by the white man, many
more will rise tomorrow and drive for black power.

(CG T-29, 10/16/67)])^^

Organization of Afro-American
Unity (OAAU)

On December 13, 1964, a meeting of the OAAU was held
at the Audubon Auditorium, 166th Street and Broadway, New York
City. Approximately 300 people attended.. DICK GREGORY was
one of the speakers. He addressed the group chiefly concerning
law enforcement in relationship to the racial situation in the
South.

Nation of Islam (NOI)

(CG~T-22, 12/14/6%jj)£

On March 31, 1967, a source advised that GREGORY
has met with various NOI leaders in the past but there is no
evidence of any rapport between the NOI and GR^GpRY o.ther than
the fact they both believe in the Negro cause.
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Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Council (SNCC)

On April 11., 1964, a source advised that GREGORY
announced at a Chicago Press Conference that he plans to begin
a 26 city benefit concert four for SNCC. This tour is to begin
with an April 19, 1964, appearance at Bbston, Massachusetts.

XCG
J-

1 , 4/11/64^ UL
On January 12, 19 67 , _STOKI^}M3ARMICHAEL of SNCC and

other civil rights activists met with/DICK GREGORY at The
'

Famous .Lounge located on Chicago's Wefet Side for an informal
P^ty# ^ " (££JG T-17V 1/13/673}^ UO

- - ‘

On April 12, 1964, a meeting sponsored by the Modern
Teens was held at 4427 North Francisco Street, Chicago,
Illinois* Approximately 115 individuals attended this meeting
and paid $1.00 admission. The main speaker at this meeting was
DICK -GREGORY.,—GREGORY advised that .he- was -speaking on-behalf- _ -
of SNCC and proceeds raised at this .meeting were to go to
SNCC. -

•(CG T-24, 4/21/64^ y.

xLL

SNCC is-^known. as a chief, exponent of the black
power"philosophy. The Chicago Branch of SNCC
is very loosely organized and has no coherent
program of. activities. SNCC has an office on
the second floor at 306 East- 43rd Street,
'Chicago* National, leaders of' SNCC H. RAP
BROWN,, and STOKLEY CARMICHAEL both Save
publically espoiiseti^tq the use. of violence
to achieve Negro equality and have used the
phase "Hell nowe won't go" in reference to
Negroes being drafted.

(CG T-l , 12/4/6Sj^
, V. ANTI-VIET NAM ACTIVITY ”

/

On May '5“1'966~ a~meeti'ng of the
-
Veterans For ‘Peace^T

in Viet Nam was held at Roosevelt University, 430 South /

Michigan, Chicago, Illinois in room 85. DICK GREGORY ^ p,

'

f

10 )

- 20 -
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was one of the speakers at this meeting. GREGORY talked
about proverty among the Negroes relative to the Viet Nam
conflict. He stated he had an idea on how to end the war*
he suggested replacing all soliders with animals because the
outcry of Americans to prevent the slaughter of animals
was far greater than the outpry against human beings being
killed in Viet Nam.^(

, |T ,

’ (CG T-25, 5/12/6<|J<^

On May 20, 1967, while appearing at the Village
Gate Night Club on Thomas and Bleeker Streets in New York
City, DICK GREGORY spoke to a group of persons who had
gathered around him in between shows. Concerning the Viet
Nam situation GREGORY stated that the United States wanted
to continue thq. war, inJViet Nam because they did not want the
black soldier on the front line to return home because he
would then present a big problem racewise. GREGORY said when
these soldiers returned to the states they will not accept
segregation, and being combat trained .they will bemore
than equal for any riot trained police. ^ ^ - -— -

|(CG T- 5 , 5/31/67)3^

On May 27' and May 28, 1967, the National Ecomonic
Conference of the Negro-American Labor Council (previously
characterized in this report) was held ai' the Hotel American,
Washington, D .C ,.

* DICK! GREGORY was among, the speakers, at the
proceedings which took' place‘ on May 27, 1967. Concerning
the Viet Nam situation GREGORY stated that he does not have
any sons, but if he - did have one he, himself, would shoot him
rather than have him serve in Viet Nam.

(CG T-26, 6/l/67))<^ ^
On August 5 and August 6, 1967, a Hiroshima Rally

took place in Atlanta, Georgia. DICK GREGORY addressed a
crowd on August 5, 1967. During this address he urged the
crowd to "paralyze the economy" of this country in order to
stop the fighting in Viet Nam. He made a plea to those
present to join in a boycott of the. .automobile industry -adding
that this was the only. jvay_ to reach- the "Capitalists who
-run this” country and benefit from the Viet Nam War".

- 21 -
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During the SundajTsesffibn on August 6, 1967,
GREGORY was the main speaker of the afternoon. He called .

for "a boycott of Christmas and Thanksgiving" to show
protest against the war. He also asked demonstrators to
keep the car they have and to disrupt telepnone service in
an effort to "inconvenience"organizations having a hand in
national defense.

((CG T- 27, 8/19/67

On October 21, 1967, an anti-Viet Nam demonstration
was held in Washington, D;C. This demonstration was sponsored
by the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in
Viet Nam. DICK GREGORY was among the speakers at this
demonstration. He spoke to the crowds saying he does not
care" if peopleburn the United States flag or any flag. He
said that flags were only symbols and meaningless.

(iCGT-27, 10/25/67)) ^

- 22 ,-
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VI* INFORMATION REGARDING STATEMENTS MADE
BY GREGORY RELATIVE TO FORTHCOMING

• DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION, AUGUST, 1968

On December 26, 1967, a Freedom and Peace Rallycommemorating the 33rd day of GREGORY’S "black fast"
h
f
ld ij

?
Carter Temple, C.M.E. Church, 7841 South

Wabash
;
Chicago. Approximately 150 persons attended this

each paying a $5 entrance fee. During the course
DICK GREGORY issued a series of demandsthat the City of Chicago would have to meet if the Cityexpected to have the Democratic National Convention inChicago in August, 1968. GREGORY’S demands are:- (1)enactment of an open housing bill for Chicago T>y the ChicagoCitLC

f
U^11 a

?
wel1 as Protection provided for Negroes,srt a /hey will be able to walk anywhere in the City

ear °f being attacked; (2) the lifting of an
on limiting demonstrations by the„ Reverend MARTIN'^G^Ihis lnJunction has been' in effect, since, the
r, 1966, racial disturbances on Chicago’s West
(3) the appointment of a Negro to the top echelonPh 1 rja! 4 n _

' i . * / *

so that
without
injunc
JPJTHER.
Septemb
Side;
of the Chicago Police Department'; (4) a guarantee for thehealth and safety of the Reverend JESSE JACKSON; (5)the highest pay in the nation for Chicago’s police and
firemen.

GREGORY stated that if these demands were notmet by Mayor DALEY’s administration, the Democratic
Convention in Chicago would be here only over his deadbody

.

(CG T- 1 , 12/27/67^
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^Reverend JESSE^IJACKSON is National -

Director of"“Operation" Brfead basket which is the
economic arm for MARTIN LUTHER KING’S
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
The aims of Operation Breadbasket are to seek
fair employment opportunities for Negroes.

(CG T- l , 12/7/67^

with
characterize

968. DICK GREGORY together
reviousl

is repor

(CG T- i ,
l/2/68)j^4

On January 8. 1968. CG T- 2 . advised that

m
(CG T- 2, 1/8/68)
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VII ACTIVITIES

A. Activities of GREGORY
in Chicago

GReGarv
MarCh 7 ' 1997

> CG„ T-l advised that DICKGREGORY held a press, conference at 1251 West 63rdStreet, Chicago, During this press conference GREGORYannounced his candidacy for Mayor of Chicago in theforthcoming Mayoral election to be held on April 5 1967in Chicago. GREGORY advised that,he is running as*an
*

independent without Party label
®

(CG T- 1, 3/7/67))^^
The April 5', 1967, edition of the "Chicago Tribune

Jhreeistar^Pinal^??-— 0
J
XC£lgo > reported inthe~ -

r5Lv r F*n*1 edltxon on Page 6, column 1, that DICKGREGORY was defeated in -his bid for Mayor of Chicago
by the incumbent Mayor RICHARD J. DALEY. DICK GREGORYreceived 25,775 .w£ite-in votes.

n . v 1967, edition of the' "ChicagoDaily News
, carried the following article on page 3,

the
U
Shi^ House”

1 Editlon
> oaptioned

' "Gregory's Goal:

President.
"Now Dick Gregory says he's going- to run for

+• ?
re&ory, the Negro comedian, announced hispresidential aspirations Tuesday night to a cheeringthrong of about 500 persons jammed into his mayoral^campaignheadquarters at 1251 West 63rd St.

y campaign

said he wouH ruh for President as a write-inpeace candidate. He said his losing total as a wrS^in _
in- the -mayor's race - about 21^000 votes'- was atremendous mandate’ from the people.
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"’I’m going to campaign all over the country,’
said Gregory. 'If nothing else is proved we'll whip
George Wallace. If Wallace gets one-tenth the vote .1

got today he will be lucky.*

Wallace, the segregationist former governor
of Alabama, has' said he would be a candidate for
president in 1968".

Black Power Convention

On September 1, 1967, the Black Power Convention’s open-
ing rally was. held at the Hyde Park Methodist Church,
1451 East 54th Street, Chicago; Illinois:

-

Approximately
-

800 Negroes attended this rally:. DICK'gREGORY was among
the speakers. In his talk GREGORY stated that racism
and capitalism are syhcnymcxis and must go. out together
by revolutionary means xf necessary, not just in the
United States but also in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
He stated whltey knows; vtolence will VomeTbut do£s not’
know where or when. He stated speakers for Negroes
would talk "over ,and under" so that, whitey will have no
information of value. He urged Negroes to unite in
order to show "crackers” their power as a "cracker
power” was about to reach an end. GREGORY stated that
Negro soldiers returning from overseas and black youths
will not take what the old folks have taken in the past

.

Black Power Convention (BPC) was held
in the Christ Methodist Church during the National
Conference for New Politics Convention (NCNP) held
in Chicago August 31 - September 3, 1967. The
NCNP was made up of delegates primarily of anti-
war feelings and advocates of civil right©. Negro
delegates to the NCNP formed a BPC because their
leaders who were predominantly members, of CORE
and SNCC, felt that the demands of the Negroes to

I

- 26 -
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the NCNP would not bo accepted by the main
body of the NCNP, When the Negro demands

' were accepted by the NCNP, no further activities
were undertaken by the NCNP.

[<C0 T- 20 , 0/1/07 and
‘

C» September I, 1007, the BPC held a rally \

at Hyde Park Methodist Church, Chicago, Illinois. G3&GG3?
spoke to thoae assembled at this rally and said black
people need to organise. Only through organization Icm the revolution be successful. GREGORY stated he
hates an white men, except flr. GROPPX of Milwaukee, (clkracterization
later in this report) . Anyone who does not bate whitey
is a, fool* Any black person- who would marry a white ;

person is. a double fool, GREGORY stated "damn the
American flag* Instead of saluting the flag you people
should salute y» black brothers",

(CO T-30 , 0/2/07)

Midwest Black Students Conference

UU

On November 23 - 25, 1007, Midwest Black Students
Conference was held in Chicago, Illinois. This Conference
was an outgrowth of the National Black Power Conference
held in Newark, New Jersey in July, 1007., At one of
the sessions at this Conference held on November 27, 1007,
at the Christ Methodist Church, 0401 South Sangamon,
Chicago, GREGORY addressed a gathering of 175 people.
GREGORY spoke of a necessity of Negro citizens uniting
to combat the injustice existing in the United States
which affect Negroes.

(CG T- 1 , 11/27/07)) ^^
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Black Fast

On November 22, 1967, CG T- 1 advised that
GREGORY held a press conference in Chicago. During
this press conference GREGORY announced that he was
going to begin a 32 day black fast as a pretest against
the war in Viet Nam. GREGORY stated that he was
determined to set ah example as an individual American

Protesting United States goverment policies.
GREGORY stated that this fast was to begin on
Thanksgiving through January 1, 1968,

IX-

(CG T- 11/22/67)^^

, l/3/68j/^a_

rnp,rtn„ ?
n January 3, 1968, CG T- 1 advised that

GREGORY ended a 40 day period of fasting immediately
after midnight January 1, 1968. GREGORY stated that
throughout the fasting period he consumed nothing but
distilled- water and offered a .$1,000 reward to anyone whocould prove otherwise.

(CG T- i
Anti-Willis Marches

,

Daily marches were staged' in Chicago by variouscivil rights groups during the Summer of 1965. These
civil rights groups banded together to pretest the re-
hiring of BENJAMIN C. WILLIS, Superintendent of the
Chicago Public Schools. t'The
demonstrators marched from Buckingham Fountain to
City Hall. DICK GREGORY was .observed leading these

on a continual basis. During one such march,GREGORY was arrested at Columbus and Balboa Streets
and charged with obstructing traffic and making a publicnuisance of himself.

(CG T- 1 , 8/31/65)/

-28
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B. Activities Outside the
City of Chicago

Atlanta, Georgia

. , _ following information was taken from an

3
r
Cafes Clo^nn"’

"?’e
S
0ry Leads 35 Atlanta Sit-Ins.;

Ln * YP -4
WhlCh aPPeared ^ the "Chicago

» a
u
da1^ newspaper published in the Chicagoarea on December 31, 1963. This article reflects

g
that DICK GREGORY led a desegrega«on »Lch on a chainof lunch counters* on December 31, 1963, at Atlanta
of°onP^f

f
?£

Cing
^
h® ciosure of three. __Jhe manager - -of one of the restaurants asked' the demonstrator*? +«

leave but GREGORY vowed to Stay«il ?“ L s v

lor TtirulrTtTotT
ently °rdered the restaurant closed

Arkansas

in tha ni,Jhe "Chicago Daily News", a newspaper publishedin the Chicago area, contained, an article entitled

1964
S
°edi+i

reSted Pine BlufS Arkansas", in a February 17°" Page 9
> column 4. This article reflects

FeSuSf?6
Y
T9i4

ar^LtedHat P
J
ne BluffV Arkansas^on

6CtS
reoruary 16, 1964, after he refused to leave a secreeatedrestaurant where he was conducting a sit-in. This

g

of
t
Rnn

e
M
fUrther

?
reflects that GREGORY told an audienceof 500 Negroes in a Pine Bluff Church that "the Uncle

little
1

"?Hf
ot *0 The days .are over when these

old^lEs"?
golng t0 fight your Hatties for you

Eos- Angeles,. California

... ^*he following information was taken from anarticle captioned, "New Rioting, 6,000 Fight Cods" whirh

American
"^n

a
t
dailv^

USt13
’ 1967

' editionof the "ChicagoAmerican^ a daily newspaper published in Chicago.

- 29 -
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This article reflects that DICK GREGORY was shot in
the left thigh by a .22 calibre bullet as he stood
in the center of, a Watts riot area during the second
night of the Los Angeles rioting. This-article further

,
reflects that Los Angeles police said that GREGORY was'
attempting to mediate between .police and the rioters when
he was shot . GREGORY was rushed to a hospital where his
wounds were described as^not ..serious, — -

Mississippi

The June 7, 1966, Four Star" Final-Edition .

.

of the "Chicago Sun-Times" :

, a daily newspaper published
in Chicago, carried an article which stated that DICK
GREGORY flew to Mississippi nearly on, June 6, 1966,
to "take up JAMES MEREDITH’S., march- where he left off"

, The^^Sxin-Times" quoted GREGORY as disclosing shortly
before he departed, "L- ve'""never~been-=more -scared--in^my -

.

life but somebody’s got to doit and I guess I’m the
guy". The article reflects that this march as instituted
by JAMES MEREDITH was to proceed from Memphis, Tennessee
to Jackson, Mississippi. MEREDITH was wounded by an
assailant with a shotgun during the course of this march.

_</an6sS

^

MEREDITH -is nationally known as
the first NegroJ to graduate from the University /
of Mississippi- He is further known as a. civil
rights activist.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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-- The "Chicago Sun-Times",' a daily newspaper,
published in the Chicago area, carried an article captioned
"Gregory Leads 650 Marchers in. Milwaukee", in-the
September 17, 1967, edition on page 46, column 1. The
article reflects that DICK GREGORY was standing in
for Rev. JAMES E. GROPPI who was sick with the flu,
in ^the 20th consecutive day of~dpeh-H6using~ciem6nstration^
in Milwaukee.

Rev . JAMES E .^GRQPPiLJLs nationally known
as a. militant white priest who is a civil rights
activist engaged in leading demonstrations for
the purpose' of obtaining an open housing ordinance
in the City of Milwaukee ; Wisconsin

.

.National Conference oS
Black Power, Newark, New Jersey

I

On July 20 - 1967, DICK GREGORY was among
those who participated in the National Conference at
Black Power in Newark, New' Jersey. Theoppening' meeting
for delegates at this Conference was, held on July 20, 1967,
at the Mt; Zion Baptist Church, -208 Broadway

, Newark,
New Jersey. DICK GREGORY addressing this session urged
that a petition be started in Newark ;to obtain 25,000

. . ... M "
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signatures which would be used to recall NewarkMayor HUGH J. ADD0NIZI0.
K

t , «o 5urinS the session that took place onJuly 23, 1967, GREGORY suggested that black men boycottevery sponsor on a- nationwide level that advertisethrough the various media during boxing matches-.According to - GREGORY, this would, force the- return of
MUHAMMAD ALI (CASSIUS CLAY) as the heavyweight
boxmg-champion. _ &

fU)

(CG T

New York

*-31,
7/673^

of 10^1 ilr

rally was held by DICK GREGORY
Street

, Chicago; Illinois, onMarch 15, 1967. Approximately 200 individuals attended
=, . .thi§ xal1y .^GREGORY stated that, he was going to join

d

Congressman ADAM CLAYTON POWELL on March 16 1967over the weekend of March 18 and 19, 1967. *GREGORYstated that he would accompany POWELL to New York Citvand in this connection GREGORY stated that if the
*

whilJ°i
k
S
ity

v
a
w
th

u
ri

/
ie® attemPted to arrest POWELL,

a£d "WtL he
iS

R
!
G0RY) would leaft demonstrationsana turn the town out ,f to secure POWELL's release/

’

Seattle, Washington
(0G^ U.

na ., "7 ?e February 7, 1967, edition of the "Chicago
DuhifJS

S
?

* newspaper published in Chicago,published an .article captioned, "Gregory*s Newest

refleot <5

Indians ’ Plight". This articlereflects the following:

T .
"Comedian Dick Gregory went fishing in an

Sunday afternoon in fir-forested
flS

Stat® and broke the law by netting two salmonjfrpro_the n^rby Nisgually River*

'
o-t.

"Gregory
, turning his fervor for civil rightsfrom the plight pf the Negro to that of the Indian,

- 32 -
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Taw
ed

nn +f?
a
?TT
he
r~ond 5

ish ever* in defiance of state

Indians”**
1 UnCle Sam honors his treaties with the -

"Gregory accepted an invitation from the local
Survival of the- American Indians Assn, to risk, almostcertain arrest. He was watched from across the river bv agreen-uniformed agent of the State Game Department.

"Gregory later told newsmen:

f If I m arrested, my wife will be flying inTA rrr\ •f { e»U » 4. ^ ^ tit _ . .
17

.
°

— ^^ wvu
, nijr

i*h2
m
-5eo

iCag
+

t0
f°.£

ishing» too. We are trying" to~force
*2 ge

J
*he J

?st:f
ce Department involved and carrythis battle for human dignity to the Supreme Court, if

i
e
sav

S
if

y
thU

S
?«

e peo
£j-? ?f

k if this is a publicity stunt.

-TeaParty*^ -
1 a publicity stunt, then so was the JBpston

EAMcIver, Seattle attorney representing
law enforcement officers would have no trouble

*he
.

ente*Jamer with an arrest warrant. 'All they
tSZ «+ +-«

Q
+i

S Cal1 me
;

1 11 take hira to J ail and savethe state the expense’.-

j ,
attempt was made by the agent to cross the

rvZ^and arr
J
st Gregory-at a place called Frank’s Landing.

n»??S J
aring mud boots and a faded green raincoat over

i! !?
Wear

’,
cl'lmed lnto the dugout canoe with twoIndian bi others, Louis, and Leonard Squally.

"Game and fisheries -officials .maintain that Frank’sLanding is outside - the Nisqually reservation and is not

olc^treaty
r±^S ^c?

ord®d th« Nisquallies in a century-
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"The Indians contend the river salmon hole is
federal land and a part of their guaranteed fishing grounds.

"Authorities said no action would be considered
against Gregory until ’high officials-’ receive a .full
report Monday.

"Gregory is not the first celebrity to go oh the
warpath here. Actor Marlon Brando fished with the Puyallup
tribe in 1964 and was nearly jailed. San Francisco attorney
Melvin Belli joined the Indians in 1965 for a court fight.
And last week Washington Gov. Daniel Evans was burned
in effigy at Frank's Landing." .

On Februry 7, 1966, the "Chicago Sun-Times",
Four Star Final edition, page 14, column 1, contained
an article captioned, "Gregory Holds a Fish-In to Help
the Indians", which reads as follows:

"Negro comedian Dick Gregory Sunday canceled
appearances in Miami, Montreal and New York to help a
group of Indians carry on their fishing rights fight with
the state.

"Gregory and two Indians netted two steelhead
trout, worth about $5 in a "fish-in* demonstration defying
a state law prohibiting off-reservation net fishing in
the salmon and steelhead-bearing rivers off Puget Sound.

"The comedian said he would remain here to fish
with the Indians ’every day until the battle is won.’

"State game wardens watched the demonstration
on the Nisqually River, 10 miles east of here, but did not
arrest Gregory or his Indian campanions, Louis and Leonard
Squally

.
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VIII. ^PHVSlCAL DESCRIPTION

The following is a physical description of
GREGORY as obtained from review of records of the
United States Passport Office, United States Department
of State, Washington, D.C., and records maintained by
the Records and Communications Center*, Chicago Police
Department:

Name
Alias
Date of birth
Place of birth
Sex
Race

_ -Nationality
Address

Height
Weight
Hair _
Eyes
Distinguishing
characteristics
Marital status
Wife
Children

Parents

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
DICK GREGORY
October 12, 1932
St. Louis, Missouri
Male
Negro
American
.3451 Enst 55th Stirr e*t*

(JULLinoas
5 * 10"
173 pounds

y y JL.

Gt&G&Q—Black . --Ml
Brown

y
i

* ^

V

Wears mustacl
Married

18

names ofT
PprjdL

j( noted • mi

|form

PRES
_born 1898 in T
mother

,
J.

born 1904 in M-issoun.i.

.

iEGQRX^
nessee,:_. / >

:n
*»- *** I
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I APPENDIX

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY
CHICAGO BRANCH

In May, 1967, a- source advised that it was his^
understanding that the currently active Chicago Branch ofthe Socialist Workers Party (SWP) was one of the founding
branches of the SWP at a 1938 Chicago Trotskyist Convention,
and it follows the aims 'and principles of the SWP which
maintains national headquarters in^New York_City._

Members of the Chicago Branch; serve, as. SWP national
functionaries,,- and per capita membership dues and a sustaining
fund quota are. sent by this branch on a monthly basis to SWP
national headquarters. .

'

_ o
SWP has been designated pursuant to Executive

Order 10450.

f
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ORGANIZATION OF AFRO-AMERICAN UNITY,
INCORPORATED (OAAU)

i

On June 28,1964, MALCOLM X,LITTLE, founder and leader
of the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated (MMI), publicly announced the
formation of a new, all Negro, militant civil rights action group
to be known as the Organization of Afro-American Unity (OAAU) -

,

with himself as Chairman. This announcement was made at a public
rally hejd by the ,MMI; in the Audubon Ballroom, Broadway and 166th
Street, New York City.

A printed and published statement of basic OAAU aims read
by MALCOLM X at this meeting indicates that it shall include' "all"

-people of African descent in' the .Western Hemisphere, as well as
"our" brothers and ‘sisters on the African continent. It is patterned^
after the ’’letter- and spirit”, of the Organization of African Unity
established (by African heads of States) at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
in May, 1963.

A recording of the remarks of MALCOLM X at this meeting
indicates that—the-aim plJbhe OAAU is to eliminate differences
between Negroes so they can work" together for ^'human rights,,.”, __

while the initial objective is to ’’internationalize” .the American
civil rights movement by taking it to the United Nations. LITTLE
condemned the non-violent civil rights movement’ and claims that
Negroes should be taught to protect themselves, when -and if

necessary. The OAAU will sponsor a program for Negroes in
education, politics, culture, economics, and social reform.

MALCOLM X was assassinated on February 21, 1965, while
addressing an OAAU rally at the Audubon Ballroom, New York City.

On April 13, 1965, a confidential source advised that
on March 26, 1965, the OAAU filed a Certificate of Incorporation
with the Department of State, State of New York, Albany, New York,
and henceforth, the organization's true name will be Organization
of Afro-American Unity, Incorporated.

On February 28, 1966, a second confidential source advised'

that the president and head of the OAAU is ELLA COLLINS, a half-
sister of "the late MALCOLM X, who resides in Harlem, New York. .

On May~87~ 1967 j -the- first, .confidential source advised
that the headquarters of the OAAU is located at; 224^West 139th •

Street, New York, New York, which is the residence of ELLA COLLINS.

Characterizations of the MMI and NOI are set out separately.
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MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED (MMI)

The March 13, 1964, edition of "The New York Times,"
a daily newspaper published in New York, New York, contained
an article on page 20 which indicated that MALCOLM X (LITTLE)
former national official of the Nation of Islam (NOI) who broke
with the NOI on March 8, 1964, publicly announced in New York
City on March 12, 1964, that he had formed the Muslim Mosque,
Incorporated (MMI), The MMI, according to the article, would
be a broadly based politically oriented black nationalist
movement for Negroes, only, financed by voluntary contributions.
In this public statement, MALCOLM X urged Negroes to abandon
the doctrine of non-violence when it is necessary to defend
themselves in the civil rights struggle, and he also suggested
that Negroes form' rifle clubs to protect their lives and
property in time of emergencies in areas where the government
is unable or unwilling to protect them.

Incorporation papers of the MMI filed om March 16,
1964, with the Business_Sec.tj.on, Clerk of Courts , New York
County* New York, New York, reflect that the MMI was incor-
porated under the Religious Corporation Law of the State of
New York to work for the imparting of the Islamic Faith and
Islamic Religion in accordance with "accepted Islamic
principals," The principal place of worship to be located in
the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New York.

The May ,23, 1964^ edition of the "New York Amsterdam
News," a weekly Negro newspaper published j.n New York City,
contained an article by columnist JAMES BOOKER in which he
indicated that he had heard that the visit by MALCOLM X with
Muslim leaders during his African tour has changed him to
become soft in his anti-white feelings and to become more
religious.

On October 6, 1964, a confidential source advised
that the MMI is apparently affiliated with the true orthodox
Islamic Religion through its affiliation with the Islamic
Foundation (of New York), 1 Riverside Drive, New York City.
The only teachings of the MMI are on the Islamic Religion.
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. NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly referred to T (U)

as the Muslim Cult of Islam, also knowjv^^^r^
'

•as Muhammad’s Temples of Islam

In January, 1957, a source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the "Nation
of Islam" and "Muhammad’s Temples of Islam."

On May 5, 1967, a second source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam(NOI); Muhammad’s
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in raid-1960
MUHAMMAD and other NOI officials, when referring to MUHAMMAD’S
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque"
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad’s Temples of Islam,"

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which. was originally
organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. MUHAMMAD claims to have
been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to lead the so-called
Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness of North America by
establishing an independent black nation in the United States.
Members following MUHAMMAD’S teachings and his interpretation of
the^"Koran" believe, there is no such thing as a Negro; that the
so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, referred to as
"white devils," in the United States; and that, the white race,
because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and
will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including
MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the provisions of the
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no
allegiance to the United States.

On May 5,1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD had,
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the
United States government; however, he did not indicate any

- fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised MUHAMMAD had,
early in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious aspects
of_ the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic benefits to

be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI . This policy
change, according to MUHAMMAD, would help him acquire additional
followers and create more interest in his programs.
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APPENDIX

MODERN TEENS

A source advised on August I, I960, that the Modern
Teens (MT) started approximately January, 1957, as an outgrowth
of a youth club which was known as the CAPS, a Club Against
prejudice, which became active in the Chicago area just after
the Labor Youth League (LYL) disbanded.

On April 25, I960, a second source advised that in
April, I960, I I of the Youth Commission,
Communist Party (CP) of Illinois, and a member of the National
Committee, CP, USA, described the MT as a discussion group of

'socialist-minded youth,’ which is sponsored by the CP of
Illinois, and a point of concentration for the future formation
of a national Marxist youth organization.

According to a third source in May, 1961, the MT is
under the guidance and sponsorship of the CP of Illinois, and
it is the responsibility of the adult advisor to help obtain
speakers for the group who will influence their

.
political

thinking. It is also the duty of this adult advisor to
consider certain members of the WT for membership- in the CP
when they have reached their 18th birthday.

A fourth soured advised in May, 1965, that
is the of the MT. This source advised

that the MT is a group of young people who meet in the homes
of its members once a month during the school months to
discuss current events and gather for social functions.

A fifth source advised in May, 1966, that [

]
a CP member, had the main responsibility of directing

the MT.

On March 16, 1967, the fifth source advised that
for over a period of a year he has heard of no activity on the
part of the MT. Source said that for all intensive purposes
the MT was considered by the leadership of the CP of Illinois
as defunct during June, 1966, Source added it is the feeling
of the leadership of the CP of Illinois that the accomplish-
ments resulting from this organization’s existence were
negligible

.

The LYL has been designated pursuant to Executive
Order 10450

.
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Transmit the following/in.

AIRTEL

Date:
. 1/26/68

(Type in,plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO:
/
FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423),

FROM: LEGATw LONDONJ^1^7-99) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTONuREGORY ,
aka ' f\ U

Dick Gregory U JjC
(RABBLE- ROUSER .INDEX)

00: Chicago (157-347)'

Re Chicago airtel 1/11/68 and Leeat. 'London,
telephone chll to Bureau- Supervisor I I 1/26/68 ..

This will confirm informatipn furnished telephonically
to, the Bureau that subject arrived in - London from Chicago
'8:05 A.M. 1/26/68 on TWA Flight 770. I

3> Bureau
- Liaison (direct) . 0
-• London '
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ACM:vw ^

(5) . -i? • Q, %

S
• .

’ v -A$

9 JAN 29 4968
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4 United states0VERNMENT 6
Memorandum

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

: SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-64492) (P)

O
object: RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY, aka

RM
00: Chicago

date: 1/26/68

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau dated
Chicago letter to Bureau dated 1/17/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a Letter*
head Memorandum (LHM) and three copies are being furnished
to Chicago, who are Office of Origin in this matter. The
enclosed LHM sets forth an additional speaking engagement
scheduled for the Los Angeles area-by GREGORY.

Source utilized in LHM isf

who has. reguested that his namefbbticoncealed.
]
Los Angeles,'

'MW- -b

REG 23-

$3.09

lOO- MtSfCtyW

16 FEB 1 1968

ENCLOSURE
3/- Bureau (En. 11) (RM).

- Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 3) (RM)
3 - Los Angeles ?

(1 - 100-60712 )
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AGENCY : «C
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datefobw.
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In Reply, Please Refer 'to

File No.

ED STATES DEPARTMENT JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles , California
January 26, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is being made to Chicago Memorandum
dated January 11 , 1968, captioned, "Richard Claxton
Gregory"; Racial Matters*"

On January 18, 1968, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished the following
information- setting forth an additional speaking engagement
scheduled for the Los Angeles area by Richard Claxton
Gregory, on April 18, 1968.

Gregory is publicly known as a Negro comedian,
entertainer and civil rights activist, who
has been arrested on numerous occasions relative
to his civil rights activity.

Source indicated that the student body at San
Fernando^Valley State College, Northridge, California, has
invited Gregory to speak at the institution on April 18 , 1968.
The exact time of day for Gregory's presentation has not
been determined, but it is considered to be an evening
affair.

The tenative arrangements for Gregory's- lecture .

specify that the presentation will be opened to both students
and public. Gregory will receive financial remuneration
for this appearance, however, the aggregate total of this
remuneration is unknown to source.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to
be distributed outside your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED **4
date LjMK. 3

- 1* -
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SJOV. 20 19/u* /00
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AIJTHOitXT^ UEHI¥E-0 FEOM:
FBI MITCMM1C DECLAESIFICmfICM GUIDE
DATE 11-18-2013

CSA FPMR («1 OT) S9I-lf.« g
UNITED STATES GoWrNMENT

Memorandum,
/ -

.

ERECTOR, FBI (-100-440423)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093) (P)

subject: richARD CLAXTO^nQrEGORY .aka
RM

s RABBLE ROUSERS- INDEX (RRI)
7» ' (00: CHICAGO)

date: 1/29/68

APPROPRIATE
ASENCIES

rDV'lfDBYUOU^G
SLIP IS) BY.

DATEj.

[

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 11/29/67; Chicago letter
to Bureau, 1/17/68.

_
Due to GREGORY'S constant travel status and

lack of organizational affiliation in the NY area, total
informant coverage is not available. - However, It is felt
that NY's coverage of publicized racial and Anti-Vlet Nam
activities is so complete as to insure coverage of GREGORYS

s

activities in the NY area. | |is J
]
and would be aware of any civil rights

b6
b7C
b7D

Negro male, date of birthl is
thel --

NYC, a position which he has held for

Xml
is also in a position to furnish

informaticnaregarding activities of GREGORY

The following sources of the NY Field Division
who are familiar with Black Nationalist and racial activities
were contacted on the indicated dates, but could furnish no
information regarding any organizational affiliation of
GREGORY in the NY area:

1

Q~<-

b7D

1

•Sss.'sUm Ss ~n>o±mts3--gk,
1-New York * U '// « “

*’J 5 FEB 2 1961

i _

L_

RJS:mg
(5)

6 6 FEB 121968 a,

/ ' h

-b6 '

b7C

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



NY 157-1093

12/17/67
12/17/67
12/14/67
12/14/67
:12/i4/67

12/14/6?
' 12/14/67

' ’
'

: .

' - 1/5/68.
- 12/29/67

'

i/3/68 ^ x

I 1/17/68^^1 .

I
^reliable.) reported on- 10/25/6?, and on

il/3/67 , that DICK GREGORY was in attendance at the National
Mobilization to End the War in Viet Nam Rally, 16/21-22/6?, -

Washington/ D;C,.
‘ GREGORY spoke, saying that’ he does riot

care if: people bum the JJS flag, or any flag. He said flags
are only .symbols and, nieahingless,.r

*
’’I'm- interested in people;."

He told the audience what he once told someone who asked him-
what, he would do about" the war In Viet Nam if he were president,,
to whidh he said he .replied: "After I- '.paint the White House,
then I'll take? care Of the wary."_ The, files" where. drigjnalq of'

this information: is located are iriJ and

. mm" : -
-

LEAD-

NEW: .YORK

. AT NEW. .YORK, :NEW YORK, In. view Of DICK. GREGORY'S
frequent „ trips' to/NY, and ihvolvment in .demonstratiohs;,

.
both

as to racial and Anti-Viet Nam- Activities, in NY, 'NYiMll
maintain contact with racial sources arid- report ;any ‘activity,

of GREGORY to Chicago. ' “
•
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FBI'

Date: 1/29/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code

)

Via AIRTEL

/CC\

<?0

n

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) ,

SAC, CINCINNATI (157-1731) (RUC)

SUBJECT:
GREGORY, Aka.

CHANGED
RICHARD CLAXTO:
DicierGregory
Rabble-Rouser Index
RM
(00: Chicago)

Remyairtel, 1/8/68 and Chicago airtel, 1/11/68,

Title is changed to set out complete name
in this* communication of subject, which is RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY. Previous communications in this matter
have been' captioned ?,DICK GREGORY, RM.”

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies, and
for Chicago and New York Divisions, one copy each of
LHM covering subject’s speech at Springfield, Ohio, on
1/24/68.

ISAAC HOLLOWELL.
1 subj ect

On 1/25/68, Chief of Police
Springfield, Ohio, PD, advised SA

|

left Springfield, Ohio, sometime on evening of 1/24/68,
to travel to Vandaiia Airport near Dayton, Ohio. No
incidents occurred prior to, during, or subsequent toJLllv J.UvU VtJ vv/vw* ——o J *

subject’s; speech at Springfield, Ohio, on 1/2,4/68.

Bureau (Enc. EX 110^ - Chicago (157-347) (Enc/l) (RM)

1 - New York (157-892) (Enc. 1) (Info), (RM)

3 - Cincinnati
(1 - 157-1731)

AGENCY*AC|I

(1 - 15T=107.7)_
(1 - 66-2956)

OWFORW *

W

m H

WJR:mjw
(9)

Approved:

ilFEB 91!

>$v

ial Agent in Charge

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFI^
-rr&TFSent fl^fi

be
hlC
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, ,

' Ct .157-1731 .
*

.
,

* _ * “ *

Cincinnati Division is* RUCing this matter
inasmuch as; subject has left this. -territory,. When he

rer-enters. the Southern District .
6f Ohio, .Cincinnati Division

.. will reopen and follow. - - -

* Information copy to New- York Division in light

of their interest in subject.
,f

Copy of LHM also being furnished to 109th. MI
Group,, Cincinnati; U.'-S. Secret Service, Cincinnati; and-

a
.

«• USA-, Dayton, Ohio.
, i ' - ^

-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

Rile No.

Director

United States Secret Service
>* - - r

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D, G. 20220

Dear Sir:,

The information furnjshedhere'with concerns an individual who. is believed, to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service' concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or.categories checked*

1. Q Has attempted or threatened-bodily harm to any government official or employee,

- including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit. to the

. U- S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to.redress a grievance against any public, official by other

than legal means,

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified, as member or

participant in communist movement;-or has been under active invebtigation .as member
of- other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. .03 u. S. citi‘zens“'or residents who defect from the U. Si to countries in the Soviet or
~ Chinese Gommunist-.blocSrand retum... ^ _ _ *

5. xx] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more .of theTollowing

criteria: -

(a) Q Evidence, of emotionapinstability (including unstable residence and

A 'employment record) or irraUpnal or, suicidal behavior:

(b) 03 Expressions of strong or-violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Q Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) 1 or conduct or statements-

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.,

.Photograph f~l has been furnished I I enclosed ,F~1 is not available

f~l may be available, through .
- • -

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

' January 29, 3.968

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service
,
Cincinnati (RM)

Enclosure(s) - » <Upoii removal of classified enclosures, .if any, this transmittal form,
' '' becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)

' V
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Th Reply, Please Refer, to
1
±

File No.

Cincinnati, Ohio
January 29 , 1968

* _

RE:'* RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
Also Known As Dick Gregory
Speech
Wittenberg University
Springfield, Ohio
January 24, 1968

'

On January 25, 1968, Captai
- -Springfield, Ohio, Police, Department

, ,

Agent of the FBI that Negro civil rights leader and comedian
Dick Gregory told a Wittenberg University audience, numbering
approximately 1, 400 students professors, and .area residents
that the American system must change "or we will burn the

country., house by house." Gregory described America as a
— - 'liracist society" and called policemen "America* s new nigger .

"

Gregory saw, according to Captain,
|

h
hope for a peaceful summer, stating that Negroes are ti

of the white man's insults and “crime within the Federal

Government

,

Gregory advised that: in the southern part of the

United States, five-year-old girls are placed in jail cells

with adul lesbians by Southern law enforcement officials.

Captain] | advised' that at this point in his talk,

numerous members' of _ the audience stood up and called,. "Np.

No. No." to Gregory, who reiterated his claim of treatment

of five-year-old female girls in Southern jails.

Captain I I noted that the audience of 1,400
** ^individuals was composed of both Caucasian and Negro*

- '"individuals. Captain [ I advised that the majority
of the audience dapped only when Gregory was introduced
;and

; after *his spPech , but a small group of local Negro
individuals aricl a group of students from Antioch College,

, - Yellow -Springs, Ohio, cheered %ildly" when Gregory spoke of -

the American flag as a "rag" and when he spoke of "burning
_ every* home in the country."

,
- r1

The January 25, 1968,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED - •

'HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED r i

issue of "The Sun," Springfield,

- - ENCLOSURE -
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RE; RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka.,
Dick Gregory, Speech, Wittenberg
University, Springfield, Ohio,
January 24 ,

1968

Ohio, newspaper, carried the following article concerning
Gregory's talk, on page 1:

"At Wittenberg

GREGORY WARNS OP VIOLENCE
UNLESS SYSTEM IS CHANGED

"Civil rights leader and ^pmedian Dick
- Gregory told a Wittenberg University audience Wednesday
night that the American system must change 'or we
will burn the country house by house,'

"More than 1,400 Wittenberg students, professors
and area residents were on hand to hear Gregory
label America a racist society and call policemen
'America's new niggerV* - = - -

"’I didn't say the whites are racist, I

mean both black and whites are racist. It was
here when we got to this country but we're too
sick to admit it,' he said.

"The 35-year-old Negro saw no hope for a
peaceful summer, saying that Negroes are tired of
the white man's insults and crime within the
federal government.

"He said that nonviolence was a favor, not
an obligation, because the 'Constitution spells
out the right of men to carry a gun. We have the
right to destroy the government if our rights are
abused ,

' he charged

.

"Gregory said he resented statements by Nobel
-- _ Peace Prize winner Martin Luther King who advocates

nonviolence among the Negro population. He said —
the right to be violent for a right purpose is a
personal obligation.

"'Every time I demonstrate for my rights as
a citizen, I hope it bugs America like it (America)

- 2
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka.,
Dick Gregory, Speech, Wittenberg
University, .Springfield, Ohio,
January 24, 1968’ '

bugged me. You haven* t lived until you’ve seen
a five-*year-old hit in the mouth with a brick,’
he said, ’You haven’t lived until you see five-
year-old girls in the same jail cell with lesbians
in the South,

’

’’Dick Gregory’s speaking engagement at the
Wittenberg Field House was sponsored by the
Wittenberg Union Board and several other school-
affiliated groups. Some school authorities reported
that he was paid about $1,000 for theJ hour-long - —

-

blast on American society. Tickets were sold to the
audience in advance,

,”For the first half-hour, Gregory rallied the
audience to spontaneous laughter and applause with
commentary on U^ S. policyinSoutheastAsia, federal^— -

officials and social habits..

”’ I’ve* got a new book out,’ he said. ’It’s
called "Nigger,” And my ambition is'to put. a. "Nigger"
in every home of this country .

’

"His serious comments found favor with many
Negroes and whites alike in the crowd as he said
his intentions were ’to discuss the symptoms’ of the
civil rights doctrine. Others in the room looked
on with interest but applauded without enthusiasm.

"’The cop in this country is America’s new Nigger
today. It was society that made him dirt. He’s
underpaid and mistreated. Unlike the soldier, he .

doesn’t even know he’ll be shot. The federal government
should pay the widow of a policeman $10,000 if he is
killed,’ Gregory said.

"He said that an increase in police salarywould —
’make a cop think twice about accepting a bribe.
He’ll then have something to lose.’

"Gregory recently' ended a 32-day hunger strike,r-

3 -
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka.,
Dick Gregory, Speech, Wittenberg
University, Springfield, Ohio,
January 24, 1968

protesting the Vietnam war—and lost 55 pounds. 1

He’s back to his normal weight but still a disciplined
j

vegetarian, \

—
4

”He compared the ’black revolution in America’ i

with the American Revolution against Great Britain,
i

”’”Get a gun and burn the cities,” Stokely I

Carmichael says, and you ask yourself if he’s crazy,’ I

Gregory said, ’Well he’s just as_crazy as the
j

revolutionaries in the colonies who fought the
' ' ~ -

- J

British.
j

i

’’’They fought over tea, man. But don’t tell
j

jne the colored folks aren’t going to fight for
j

their brethren,- ’ he added . - -

”He said politicians don’ t. talk about Black
Power because it keeps the Democrats in office and ' l

the Republicans out. He said America has ’always j
been a hoodlum nation’ andi crime in the streets 't

isn’t as important as crime in the syndicates which.
; J,

’is tolerated by our politicians.’

’’Gregory said his, write-in campaign for
President is going well and he expects to draw .

not only Negro votes but also white votes because
;

people are ’sick and tired of voting for the lesser
of two evils.’

”He said, earlier in Dayton that his civil
rights efforts have left him $35,000 in debt.

’’The. St. Louis native said the northern white
middle class population has no idea of the killings
and civil

-
injustices- in- the- South_*but down there

a cop is at least honest. He’ll say, ’’Nigger get ---

off the street” instead of running around scared.’

"He challenged the Wittenberg audience to visit
the South—but on the condition that each student

- 4 -



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka.,
Dick Gregory, Speech, Wittenberg
University, Springfield, Ohio,
January 24 ,

1968

take back a Negro to his white home. 'Let them
really tell you what it's like down there,' he
said. 'You're sittin* pretty in your suburbs.*

"He said riots have helped the cause of
civil rights, adding 'Henry Ford hired 6, 000
Negroes in two days, hot because he understood
the problem (in Detroit) , but because the fire
got too close to the Mustangs, You read about
that.isjBut did you know they were hired without
even a job test?'"

On January 25, 1968, Chief of Police Isaac W

,

Hollowell advised a Special Agent of the FBI it was his
understanding that Negro comedian Dick Gregory had left
Springfield, Ohio, on the evening of January 24, 1968,
after his talk at Wittenberg, University, Chief of Police
Hollowell advised there was no demonstration or any -
unlawful or disorderly activity prior to, during, or
subsequent to Gregory's speech.



DEClAgS AIJTHORXfY |]EEI¥E-D FEOM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECUiSSIFIC*TiaN GUIDE
DATE 11-18-2013
F42M52K35

If

Tolson

DeLoach ,

Mohr —
Bishop ,

Casper .

v
DECODE D,XO P

AIRGRAM eggCABLEGRAM' o RADIO./
Y

a TELETYPE'

STATE 01

URGENT «31 r*68

TO^D I RECTOR AND LEGATS BERN, PARISJ^

FROM LEGAT LONDON NO. 09^ fT

i O’
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA. RACIAL MATTERS.

RE LONDON AIRTEL JANUARY 26 LASTLY
(jj)

SUBJECT APPEARED BRIEFLY ON T V HERE EVENING OF JANUARY

26 LAST. HE WAS NOT CONTROVERSIAL AND- TO-DATE PRESS- HAS-NOX

MENTIONED ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE OR TV APPEARANCE.

0

RECEIVED: 6:33 AM DHH

7

b7D

XEROX

JAU W\
3RD CO- MR.1BRENNAN

MR. MINOR
ROMj36 9&D

r.,x -/7/
33 FEB 6 1968

l

Jfrthfi ^ntell^^^2onXain^dcin the a6oue message is to be disseminated outside the Bureaujjit^iSy^Mggested that it be suitably
^rm?/i®spZfEh ono0* the Bureau's cryptographic systems . |J
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FD "3^\&ev - 5*22*64),

Transmit the following in

Date: 2/2/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI <100-440423)

BRCMi SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (157-386) (P)

C>
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

4S 00: CHICAGO

AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
mr». 3>L£lMh

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau dated 1/11/68 and
Chicago letter to Bureau dated 1/17/68

.

outh Dakota . a
ong established source, advised SA| I that

he had just received information that DICK GREGORY had
apparently been, extended an invitation to make a speech
at the Student Union Building on the campus of the University
of South Dakota, as pf 2/5/68* His speech apparently*will
be a two to three hour talk on "Black Power” and will be
a^question and answer type of speech* This invitation was
extended to GREGORY by the Student Association Convocation
Committee which received its money from the Student Government
Committee at the University* GREGORY apparently is being /paid $1,250 for this appearance by the Student Association (

Convocation Committee* It does not appear that he will
v

stay overnight in Vermillion and it is unknown specifically
concerning his arrival in the city*

The source revealed there apparently will be
no protest actions taken by any groups oh the campus at
the University* There is no indication of any expected

f3)- Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM)
1 - San Antonio (Info*)
1 - Minneapolis
WPE:jsm

<*>, V

$

i

If/
_ _ SDecial Agent in Charge

SlFEB 91968

REC-73 l op - -/7'%

11

0

F£B 5 1968



-disorder nor are there any indications of- subversive individuals
or organizations sponsoring this- event*

Reliable coverage will be afforded this meeting
and the- Bureau and interested offices- will be promptly
advised of subsequent developments*

A copy of this airtells being furnished the
San Antonio Office for informational purposes in view of
subject’s expected appearance there on; 2/6/68*

IjHM follows*.



OPTIONAL FOkM NO. 10
MAY 1**2 COITION
OSA GIN, MO. NO. 27 6 6

\

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum 1 -
1 -

TO

(P

FROM

/J-

: DATE: 1-26-68

1 - Mr. W. L. Smith
1 - Foreign Liaison Unit

Tolson —
DeLoach

.

Mohr —
Bishop
Casper
Callahan .

Conrad_
Pelt ^ -

Gale wi.~i.ii

Rosen _
Sullivan -
Tavel ,

;b6

"b7C

W. L. SmAffM
<c>

v

SUBJECT: DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

At 5:10 a.m., this date, Assistant Legal Attache
Aldon C. McCray, London, contacted Duty Supervisor W. Leon
Smith, Domestic Intelligence Division, by defense telephone
and advised as follows:

McCray had been advised by the Duty Supervisor.
Domestic Intelligence Division. I

~
I

1
McCray has

Trotter

Tele. Roosx

.

Holmes ,

Gandy ,, ....... „

b7D

and Legal Attacn^ b7D

will advise Bureau oi pertinent developments.,

ACTION:

EX-102

fi£c- n /DOj m
3 FEB 6 1968

* -t

62 FEB 9 1968



'DECLAS S I F ICATIOH AmWMIfY DERIVED FEOM:
FBI AlifTtmnC DECLASSIFICATIONf GUIDE
DATE 11-18-2013
F42II52K35

v
FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

1033PM URGENT 2-5-68 RFJ

fBKRKL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

FEB 51968

TELETYPE
Oi

DIRECTOR (100-440423), MINNEAPOLIS AND SAN ANTONIO

FROM. CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr,
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Tele.

Miss
Miss

Tolson

DeLoach,.

Mohr
Bishop
Casper
Callahan,.

Conrads
Felt-

Gale
Rosen-
Sullivan,,

TaveL_
Trotter-

Room_
Holmes,
Gandy—

D
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY RM: 00s CHICAGO. b6

b7C

CHICAGO SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT GREGORY ARRIVED O’HARE AIRPORT

CHICAGO AT THREE PM INSTANT DATE FROM LONDON VIA TWA AIRLINES FLIGHT'*

SEVEN SEVEN ONE, GREGORY ARRIVED WITH NEGRO FEMALE IDENTIFIED ON

MANIFEST AS

y

SOURCE ADVISED TWO NEGRO MALES, IDENTITIES

UNKNOWN', MET GREGORY. SOURCE, STATED TWO NEGRO MALES REGULAR GREGORY

BODY GUARDS. STATED GREGORY INTERVIEWED AT O’HARE BY SALLY O’HARE,

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS REPORTER. GREGORY ADVISED O’HARE PRIVATE PLANE

PICKING HIM UP SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA AND WILL PROCEED TO* UNKNOWN

DESTINATION TO MAKE SPEECH. REG-
1J

SECOND SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY BOARD

/ oo - y y o tf%

3

FLIGHT NINE EIGHT THREE
b7D

ALONE WHICH FLIGHT DESTINED TO ARRIVE^SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA

SEVEN ONE FIVE PM INSTANT. FLIGHT LEFT CHICAGO FIVE^ONE^FIVE PM.

SOURCE ADVISED FLIGHT NINE EIGHT THREE ARRIVED APEROSSftA?El^^^ THREE

FOUR PM INSTANT SIOUX CITY, IOWA AND GROUNDED BECAUS^OF^POORWEATHER.

END PAGE ONE BY

APPROPRIATE AGENCI
AND FIELD OFFICES
ADVISED BY ROUTING' FEB TO

7 OftB 131988 slip
(S) by

PATE



P#GETW0 ^HSC-IQ
BUS MADE AVAILABLE TO PASSENGERS DESTINED TO SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA

WHICH IS ONE HUNDRED MILES DISTANT. BUS DEPARTED APPROXIMATELY SEVEN

ZERO FIVE PM AND WILL POSSIBLY TAKE TWO HOURS DRIVING TIME TO SIOUX FALE

PREVIOUS INFORMATION FROM RELIABLE SOURCE INDICATES GREGORY HAS

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT VERMILLION, SOUTH DAKOTA FEBRUARY FIVE INSTANT.

SAME SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY HAS SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT FEBRUARY SIX

NEXT AT SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. ~(0)

SECOND SOURCE FURTHER ADVISED GREGORY TO LEAVE SIOUX FALLS

FEBRUARY SIX NEXT AT SIX TWO FIVE AM VIA
| |

FLIGHT NINE EIGHT TWO

TO ARRIVE CHICAGO EIGHT TEN AM FEB. SIX NEXT. GREGORY ON FIRST CLASS

WAITING LIST FLIGHT THREE ONE, O’HARE AIRPORT TO- LEAVE ‘CHICAGO

FOR SAN -ANXONIO NINE FORTY AM, FEBRUARY SIX NEXT, ARRIVAL AT

ANTONIO TWELVE TWELVE PM.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

4— ~n f*

CHICAGO AIRTEL AND LHM JANUARY ELEVEN LAST. MINNEAPOLIS ANj>

SAN ANTONIO HANDLE PER RE CHICAGO AIRTEL . MILITARY ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS

COPIES LOCALLY TO USA AND SECRET SERVICE.

FIRST CHICAGO SOURCE IS CHICAGO PD. SECOND

SOURCE IS O’HARE AIRPORT, CHICAGO.

FBI WASH DC

— T'

TKS





FBI WASH DC

FBI MINNAPLS

FEDMf*«UREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U. SV/ARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

FEB 61968

TELETYPE

fa

m
615 PM URGENT 2/6/68 CMH

t
^?

Ss
TCh DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

Iff ^ CHICAGO (157-347) AND SAN ANTONIO

FROM: MINNEAPOLIS (157-386)

Mr. Totem
Mr. DeLoach—-

—

Mr. Mohr. —
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper
Callahan—

Mr. Conrad —
Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale

?«4ullWanie5i'
r. Tavel

Mr. Trotter-

Tele. Room.

0

Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy—b6
b7C

RICHARD CLAXTON 'GREGORY, RM; 00: CHICAGO.

A SOURCE AT VERMILLION, SOUTH DAKOTA, ADVISED GREGORY

/! DID APPEAR BEFORE AN ESTIMATED CROWD OF ABOUT NINE HUNDRED

PERSONS AT UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA AT EIGHT P. M.

,

FEBRUARY FIVE LAST. SPEECH TAPED BY RADIO STATION W N A X.

NO KNOWN .SEDITIOUS STATEMENTS .MADE; NO DISORDER OR QUES-

TIONABLE INCIDENTS.

SOURCE AT SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA, ADVISED GREGORY

NEVER DID APPEAR AT SIOUX FALLS BUT RENTED CAR, PRESUMABLY

FROM HERTZ COMPANY, AT AIRPORT AT SIOUX C.ITY, IOWA, UPON

ARRIVAL THERE ON EVENING, FEBRUARY FIVE LAST. HE WAS

ioi

REC"25ACCOMPANIED BY TWO MEN BUT NO WOMEN.

lAND THE OTHER (SIGNATURE

BOTH PERSONS GAVE
l3 fEB g ^68

ONE PERSON NAMED

ILLEGIBLB APPEARED .TO BE

ADDRESS

/ OO - b6
b7C

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

END PAGE ONE

L— xerox- /g3
1 3 1968

c ( ~



MP 157-386

PAGE TWO

THEY DID NOT ACCOMPANY GREGORY WHEN HE BOARDED PLANE: AT

SIOUX CITY, IOWA, FLIGHT NINE EIGHT TWO,

LEA VI NG SIOUX. CITY SEVEN ZERO THREE A. M. THIS DATE, ; _

SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE CHICAGO EIGHT TEN, A.M. DESTINATION

IB.EYJ3ND CHICAGO NOT KNOWN.

LHM FOLLOWS.
— - - -

PENDING.

a>g

FBI WASH DC

l 7aaavutv*'
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Q- V o
Date: ,2/2/68

Transmit, the follov/ing in

AIRTEL-

(Type in plaintext or code

)

Via
AIRMAIL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-6951) (P)a
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka .

,

Dick Gregory
RM

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies and
for Chicago, two copies, of LHM re captioned individual*

Confidential source utilized in this memo is
I

|

who furnished the information to SA I I

A copy of the attached LHM is being disseminated
locally to military intelligence, MIG, and NOPD has been
advised.

b6
b7C
b7D

LEADS :

CHICAGO

ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED

IEEEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
mzjLL&M -BY

AT CHICAGO. ILLINOIS : Chicago is requested to

contact logical sources in attempt to determine purpose
of subject’s visit to New Orleans

NEW ORLEANS

AT NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA : Will follow and report
subject *s activities in, ite^O^ieans through logical sources.

Bureau (Encs. 8^RM) REC ^ ) 5
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Encs. 2) (RM)^ *

2 - New Orleans . a t\A **

RJH/bnk 8 FEB 6 1968

(7 )

Abxi



In Reply, Please Refer to

FittNo.

unitQ states department of jus0:e
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New Orleans, Louisiana
February 2, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

On January 31, 1968, a confidential source, who
has furnished reliable information in the oast. advised
that I

On February 1, 1968,

[

New Orleans , advised thatl h
This document contains neither recommendations nor

conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be-
.distributed outside your agency'.

ALI

COPIES DBSTROtSS

9 NOV 20 1970

loH
j::tcto^tt? ^



5-U3 (MO-61)

^ " * domestic Intelligence Dit^ionDiOic

INFORMATIVE NOTE

2/5/68Date .

Gregory, the prominent Negro
entertainer and civil rights extrenj
ist, is arriving in Chicago from
England today. Information con-
tained in the attached regarding th[

plans of the British Broadcasting
Company to do a documentary film in
the U.S. to include Gregory and
James E. Gropjjjb, the Milwaukee
priest extremely active in civil
rights matters, is being included •

in the White House summary of
February 6, 1968. This information!
Ilsol

fTDR:llrn
(2)^



PECL&SSIFIC^TIOH ATJTHOEllfY DEErfED FEOM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLAESiriC&fXOH GUIDE
DATE 11 - 10-2013
F4 21152KB 5

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

^pko^ces

sup

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44042^^ .

:.6acJ
^

1 (iP

Mr. Tolson

Mr. DeLoach..

Mr. Mohr
Mr. 3^h^p
Mr. C^jer
Mr. Caliahaiu

Mr. Conrad^
Mr. Felt^.
Mr. Gale^-^.
Mr. Roscn.„
Mr. Sullivan.,

Mr. Tavcl™_
Mr. Trotter^.

Tele. Room

—

Miss Holmes.,

jjiss Gandy_

„i-.

FROM

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY I

RACIAL MATTERS tSASS^&EXT. BY
REAS 1-2̂ ^
DATEjOF

Enclosed for the BureaH^Chicago and Milwaukee
are eleven and one copies respectively of a LHM dated
and captioned as above.

The confidential source mentioned i s I

who had furnished the information on I

The enclosed LHM is marked ^Se^rf'et!’ jfjue to the
sensitive nature of the information furnished by source,

I
Any unauthorized dis-

closure of this information, therefore, would compromise
this valuable source, who is of .continuing value to the

to further protec e laen^rcy o e source.

Bureau (&NCL. 11) (RM)
1 - ChicagqSf157-347) (INFO) (ENCL. 1) (RM)

UJi
- Milwaukee fFATHER GROPPI) (INFO) (ENCL . 1) (RM) ' V

X
ice ,,

^06^ ff/
B:egb ]S FEB 3 1SS8 .. A

gent in Charge



jEfflCLAS 3 1 F I CATIOH ATJTHOEllfY DERTPED FEOM:
FBI AUTCX.ln.TIC; CEB LAS 31 JICAT IQ}] C-TJIEE

DATE 11-18-

F 4 21152K3 5

2013 ^tr. Tolson *. ^
xf Mr. PeL$ach.j£.
** Mr. Mo*rlv£j£

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Rejer to

File Nd

fUl

Detroit, Michigan
February 2, 1968

Richard^bdaxjbon Gregory
Racial ^Matters

sper,...

Mr. CaHaHan -

Mr. Conrad.^..

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale -

far..Rosen *

Mr. Sullivan-,

Mr.; Tavcl~
Mr. Trotter..-

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes-

[

Miss Gandy««

=2^=

b6
Lb7C

i A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that he had learned that
the Producer of -Television Documentaries for the British
Broadcasting Company (BBC) /had contacted Dick Gregory regard-
ing the*..making of a documentary film in the United^Stafes
during^ the Spring, o^j.968*

k
The film v;ould include^DickB

£. Gregory , and. Fathe jgGroppi as the BBC feels that their activities
are of great -impprtan

(
ce

?

and
1

that any film -about the; United
States should- *noV -fail ‘io ^sh'ow the particular concern 'ok
Gregory 'arid Groppi ;Sfnd\ have them express

?

_
* - "* * !

"
j

1 ^
“'It -***

'
1 _ This documentary is to be broadcast on BBC 'television

prior to the^ele.ction of the -Rre'sident in the United States,

APPROPR'CT!.^|f
lES

SL1P IS) BY

DATE,

-i<t -

At,

pr.'This>fd^ument contains neither recommendations
nor. -conclusions of the FBI. It is the property

1 of the FBI apd is loaned to your- agency;, it, and
its contents, .are not to be .distributed* outride
your agency.

ypPIES

. 9.WV 20 1$0
‘



DECLASSIFIC&TIGDV AUTHORITY DERIVED FROy:
FBI AUTOtlATIC D1CLASSIFICATICM CTIffi

DATE 11 - 18 -

F42M5ZK35

,t Ik

Transmit the following :

\

AIRTEL

S V

Date: 2/6/68

f<*xt or cede)

*%FT7̂ ~ —Tf^r

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

Mf- Tolson«—-

—

Ifljr- DeLoach-™

-

Mr. Mphxw—---

plj\ B*shop_——
IyI j . Caspcr^.^
Mt- Callahan^™
Mh Conrads. -

Mi. Felt_ ,

*f!3. Gala,— ..J
*

Mil Roson—. .j,
'

Mil Su':livaa_Vl

7mt Javo/.„—__ I

ZjL. —u
Sjpfe.^oom™
Miss Holmes,,

Miss Gandy—

jgx

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (15^-347) (P)
1

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, alca D ^6^
(RABBLE

e
loUSER_JND^^^^g^^^- j/Cjtyh *

00: CHICAGO T
.

Re Chicago airtel to the Bureau dated and

LHM , enclosed therewith.
j

LHM enclosed with referenced airtel set forth

itinerary for GREGORY
jjjj

On 2/6/68 GREGORY departed Chicago at 12:25 p.m. on

board American Airlines Flight 281 en route to San Antonio

Texas, via Dallas. At Dallas GREGORY wxlx travel via Braniff

Flight 181 to San Antonio.^
j|jj

Oh 2/7/68 GREGORY will depart San Antonio on board

Eastern Flight 50 en route to New York City. At New York ^ity

will travel via American Airlines Flight 452 to Hartford,

Connecticut

On 2/10/68 GREGORY will depart Hartford, Connecticut,

on board Alleghenv Airlines Flight 961 to Washington, D.C. At

Washington, d!c. GREGORY will transfer to Piedmont rlxgnt 7jI,

er. route^to Richmond, Virginia.^,im

® „ 113
/ 41-WM 3- /

-1.- Albany (Info) (.P-h) Jvli^ .

1 - Cleveland ( Info)££«/
} ^ 33 rro Q 1QCO

1 - New Haven (-Info) 04*7 •
V F£B ? ^68

1 - New York (Info) CflfiJ • —
, „ -/

1 - Richmond (Info) Cw/ . — /
1 - San Antonio (-InfoXcfc'V , i ytf ' / •

1 - Chicago /
I rafiMSssr? ' .rm

/JO'

:i3F£e 9 .

Approved:
„M

feglgBjtfit in Ch^rgg



CG 157-347

|
On 2/11/68 GREGORY will depart Richmond on Piedmont

Airlines Flight 235 en route to Huntington, West Virginia.
In Huntington, GREGORY will transfer to 'Allegheny Airlines
Flight 402 en route to Parkersburg, West Virginia.

|Ti

On 2/12/68 GREGORY will depart Parkersburg, West
Virginia, on board Allegheny Flight 500 en route to 'Pittsburgh-,
Pennsylvania, where he will transfer to Mohawk Airlines Flight
52 en route to New York City. At New York City, GREGORY will
travel via Mohawk Airlines Flight 417 to Albany, New York.

Chicago will continue to maintain contact with
sources in an effort to determine any further information
regarding GREGORY'S itinerary and so advise the Bureau and
interested offices.



FBI WASH DC

FBI SANANTON

bureau or wisnmmMl DEPARTMENT OFJtfiflCar

COMMUNICATION®™

fe% mw
tTEt^OPB

11094

11 37A/2-7-68 URGENT JCS

TO /DIRECTOR (100-440423) AND SACS CHICAGO (157-347) AND BOSTO N
j

/ROM SAN ANTONIO (1 57-666) (P) ,

X>
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM. 00 - CHICAGO.

O/T .
I r-n

SOURQE^AT SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, ADVISED GREGORY APPEARED

^
BEFORE jy? ESTIMATED CROWD OF TWELVE HUNDRED PERSONS AT ST.*£^J

^MARY’S UNIVERSITY, SAN ANTONIO, FEBRUARY SIX, LAST. NO
""

r C2T5

*KNOWN I NCT DENTS; SUCH AS PROTESTERS OR DISTURBANCES." UNIVERSITY*
j

f * * »

|

* *

. RECEIVED NUMEROUS CRANK TELEPHONE CALLS PROTESTING GREGORY’S
J

2c

APPEARANCE.-
^ - 7""— "

,

’ " -
“fr

’ • “

! HE TRAVELED' ALONE AND LEFT SAN ANTONIO ELEVEN THIRTY
!

f
P.M.j FEBRUARY SIX, LAST, FOR CHICAGO AND PLANNED TO GO

l^/TO AMHERST, FEBRUARY SEVEN, INSTANT.

|

. >A SECOND SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY LEFT SAN ANTONIO VIA
l SL

*
|

PLIGHT FIVE FOUR TWO AT ELEVEN THIRTY P.M.,

Mr. TolsoiUi—

.

Mr. Delxmcii..—

_

Mr. Mohr _

Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper^
Mr. Callahan*.*.

Mr. ConracL
,

Mr. Felt_
Mr. Gale ,

Mr. Rosen „

.Mr. Sulhvano^^
Mr. Tavel^j
Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room .

Miss Holmos

Miss Gandy— ,

FEBRUARY SIX, LAST. HE WAS TO CHANGE TO FLIGHT

FIVE THREE ZERO IN DALLAS TO ARRIVE CHICAGO, FIVE; TWENTY-

THREE- A. M. INSTANT.

HM FOLLOWS.

ifrf

UW
f'sjX r

&O.OSJ 8.36 im

g^S§
' k '-

.
1 FEB IS 1968



O FEDERAL bureau of investigation
• - U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

FEB 91968

FBI WASH DC

1103AM

FBI RICHMOND

URGENT/2/9/68 LSS

TO DI^C.TOR (100-440423)

FROM RICHMOND (1 57-2254)

vTECETSYPE

i\ j
vi / A

Mr. Tolson-

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan
Mr. Conrad..

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale™
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan-*^
Mr. Tavel_
Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss 'Gandy

)Pg

b6
b7C

RICHARD CLAXTOtTGREGORY, AKA DICK GREGORY (RABBLE ROUSER

INDEX), RM 00: CG

RECGAIRTEL TO BUREAU, b7D

SUBJECT SCHEDULED TO APPEAR FEBRUARY TEN: NEXT, EIGHT

FIFTEEN P. M., ON RICHMOND PUBLIC FORUM PANEL AT MOSQUE ^
AUDI TORI UM, RICHMOND, . VA WI TH G EOR G IEy(jESSEL, R OGERjs^R ICE ua~

THE PANEL, \j()SE MODERATOR IS DAVEj^ARROWAVtSAND MORy^AHL.

WILL DISCUSS HOW THEY BECAME ENTERTAINS.

W
JEjS§M

y
j*

1 SUBJECT SCHEDULED TO LEAVE RICHMOND SIX FIFTY A. M?

FEBRURY ELEVEN NEXT ON PI EDMOND AIRLINES FLIGHT TWO THftEE; FIVE

EN ROUTE TO HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
~> Jb

l

U

LHM TO FOLLOW*

L*

^

jw '

%
END

SAA

AIRMAIL COPIES TO PITTSBURGH AND CHICAGO.

REC67

$ II Od *a> f>r.

* ~ ~

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN, lk UNCLASSIFIED *ss§
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" *
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FD-36 J(Rev. S-22-64)

<?

2/7/SB

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

y^FROM:

r&

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

i
SAC, SAN ANTONIO (157-666 ) (RUC) (A

i

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka
Dick Gregory
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX) jf/1

RM _
m INFORMATION CONTAINED *

00 : CHICAGO IS, UNCLASSIFIED

DATE .BYjiKWr*-*' —
I 1

J
* Re Chicago airtel and LHM dated

}
phicago letter to Bureau dated 1/17/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10' copies of LHM
j

N^M^uitable for dissemination pertaining to captioned matter.
V^This .LHM is being disseminated locally to USA, San Antonio

^ ^Secret Service, San Antonio and Austin; Region I, 112th MI
«£ !W>; 0SI} and NISO.

i i Two copies are being disseminated for the Boston
* Division inasmuch as GREGORY’S itinerary reflects he will

\.l ' appear in that Division immediately following his visit

h £ io San Antonio,
1 g To oan t

o e. i

fci O I

to SOURCES
H &
<*; oo « fQ

t0
b

.

First source is I

~| San Antonio, Texas; and second source is
I I O V*. + A r

SS^ureau (Enc-
5-Boston (Enc-2 )/(RAM)
2-Chicago (Enc~jf) (RAM)

San Antonio.

REC, Zh /GO

EX1Q$

</3

1858

JMKiiat

Approve

gejiaggj
. M* Per

frit* in Charge

/ b7D
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File No.
\ \

Q O
UNITED, STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

4.33 Federal Building
San Antonio., Texas 78206

February 7, 1968 „

.

.
,

, ; RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

,
- *

'• RACIAL MATTERS
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

* HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED,/
/ ' •

.',,Y
* ’ date )-}%'$£>

*

, ’Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
January vil^ 196 8-, captionecj Richard Claxton Gregory,
^Racial Matters*

On February 6, 196 8., a confidential source,, who
has furnished reliable information in the past, advised
’that Dick .Gregory was scheduled to speak .on February 6,
196 8, at St* .Mary’s Gymnasium^

'
.St* Mary’s University,

San Antonio'} ‘ Texas * - Gregory was originally sponsored by
the Cultural Activities Committee.,at Si* Mary’s University,
which, has since been dissolved* The .Union Building, is
•handling the affair, which .is open to the' public*

•it was source’s understanding that 'Gregory
planned to ie.ave San Antonio, Texas, early on February
196,8 j for* Connecticut*

The. February 7, 196 8, editipn of the San, Antonio
Express, a daily1 San Antonio newspaper, contained an .article
which reflected in part that Negro activist Dick Gregory
pledged in San. Antonio ' on the night of ' February 6,-,. 196 8 ',. that
he and his;, will b.ring an insane America to her knees*

Gregory said he has -as much right s to burn ah
(

American flag, as he has to touch a match , to his. own'hajLr*

The article also pointed' out that in. a rambling
fashion, spmetimes witty and* at other times volatile , -he

fascinated most of his audience for more than two hours, by
denouncing America, President Johnson, the Bill ^of Rights,
the war in Vietnam, arid what he calls "the dirty jitrampy.
White, system*" >

COPIES DESTROY ffflu

-9 NOV. #0 $/y

/oo- 3

mcmmm



I

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The article also- reflected- Gregory said he is
nonviolent but would tell nobody to be nonviolent®.

On February 7, 1968, the above-mentioned confidential
source advised that Gregory appeared at St® Mary’s University
on February 6, 196 8 , before ah estimated crowd of 1200 persons®.

Source advised that Gregory warmed-up the crowd using humors
that he broke the tension with humor® Source said: Gregory
used humor effectively' as a speaking technique® He spoke
about two hours and twenty minutes o Gregory was travelling
alone and left: San Antonio at lls30 p®m®

,

February 6 9 196 8 ,

for Chicago® He was supposed to go to Amherst today

®

According, to source ,
there were no known incidents

such as protesters or disturbances,, St® Mary’s University
did receive numerous crank telephone calls protesting
Gregory’s appearance®

On February 7, 196 8, a second confidential source,
who has furnished, reliable- 'information in the past ® advised
that Dick Gregory left San Antonio, Texas, on I

I

Flight No® 542 at 11? 30 p ®m®® February 6
?

1968® Gregory
.was to .change to Flight Nob 530 xn Dallas to
arrive in 'Chicago at ;5 % 2 3 a®m®-,

:
1968,

\ . t

# '

.
'•>*.

,
This document contains neither recommendations nor',

conclusions of .the- FBI®
,
It is.,the property of the .FBI and. is

•ipaned to your agency $ it and - its .contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency®
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FD-36 .(Rev. y^22-64)V-"'-TV'
V

Transmit theiollowing in

Date: 2/9/68
PLAIN TEXT

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

I l

I I

I I

t m
IM

!&n*i

DIRECTOR, FBI (100t%40423)

FROM: SAC,- PHILADELPHIA (157-1865) (P.) i

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTOnIjREGORY, aka
~

' \

Dick Gregory
{

(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
1 RM . . . .. „

{
(00: CHICAGO) ~pjj

[
~INFORMATION CONTAINED

<\ - » • HEREIN IS UU8USSIFIED
j L DATE UdhM BTi

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau]^

Enclosed, herewith for the Bureau are ten copies, for
[cago two copies,, and Newark one copy of LHM.

H j * Stroudsburg, Pa*, who has furnished reliable information in
f
*

•: t{he past

.

I'S i

f4 g ! An information copy is being designated for Newark
sj. inasmuch as the subject has speaking engagement in Ruther-

< ’$, gprd, N.J., same date as engagement at East Stroudsburg, Pa.

1

\jA Philadelphia,

T.T4-1

LEAD

EAST STROUDSBURG, PA.

follow subjects appearance through established ,

sources

Bureau (100-440423) (Enc. 10). (RM)
- 2- .Chicago ,(157-347) (Epc. 2) (rm)

1- Newark (Enc., 1) (Info) (RM-)*., Jsfes
2- Philadelphia

j (157^1865) „

.Jkkh ,
15X106

fro

9 FEB 12 1968

.M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

QITED STATES DEPARTMENT OMUSTICEoQ\

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

February 9, 1968

RICHARD OLAXTON GREGORY -

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised RICHARD CLAXTON- GREGORY- was
contacted in the spring of 1967 by, the Entertainment Council
of the Student Activities Association of the East Stroudsburg
State College, East Stroudsburg, Pa*, and as a result was ^

invited to speak at East Stroudsburg State College on
February 15, 1968.

-

' - . The source .further advised GREGORY will give a, one
hour speech on Civil Rights1 in the college auditorium and
1,000 students are expected to attend * _ GREGORY will receive
$1*350 for this speech.

The source statedl I

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI; It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.

r

ALL'INFORMATION CONTAINED

- 1* -
**v

/<?*>— '-/I/O //a 2 —
/ fd

'ENCLOSURE



Fiy-36 5-22-64),

0>

FBI
i

Dater 2/7/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

}

(Priority)

.'Mr, Mohr

TO : DIRECTOR,, FBI (100-440423)

FROM : SAC., CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

O
SUBJECT: .RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM Pa * • a. { /l(
^

00.: CHICAGO
'

"t j
0

Enclosed for the Bureau is a copy of a news;^article
dated 2/6/68 from the Blue Streak Edition of the ‘^Chicago
Daily News"; a daily newspaper published in Chicago, concerning
captioned subject.

"

*
•¥ *

Chicago continuing to follow activities of GREGORY
and will keep the Bureau advised of all information, developed.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS .'UNCLASSIFIED

f
-*$s

3/- Bureau (Enfe.- l-X-yrnT r j. •
,

- -

1 - Chicago -
1 ’

' \ „

DJK.’R'lS I", rt T
II . .

' o

V •

s ••

/ • / h
'**'#** ,r-

’•

/ A

,

-
• Rtc 5

;

rfP - sW
I, D I ^ « Rp q

a whori

)\-£Vcy Kb P
1r"

•- -rl/JT

W 1

9 ?OKjCj

5 &eir

Approved: _
Special A^eift. in Charge
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CECLA33I7ICAT IDH AUT SOEITY DERIVE C JEDI-l

:

FBI MliBi!! OECLAESiriC&fICM GUIDE
\bATE 11 - 10-2013

o 0

I

f. .H-wh
F B I

Date:
: , 2/5/68

Transmit the following in (U)

Via

i4;

< i
v

•rT

(Type-in plaintext- or: code)

AIRTEL l
(Priority

l

J

DIRECTOR, FBI X100-440423)

LEGAT, LONDON' (157^99]

fcXTolson _
teLoacfi

rlohr

asper
Mr. Callahan

,

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt

Mr.; Gale
Mr. Rosen _ /
plr/feul]ivany
Mr. Tavel _
Mr. Trotter __

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy _

RICHARD CLAXTON "“GREGORY, aka
Dick^Gregory
(RABBLE ROUSER- INDIX)
RM

00: Chicago (157-347)

Re my cable 2/5/68 .)Xi

As referenced, cable indicates, subject, riftnn-rt.p ri

London 12; 15 PM ~. 2/5/68 for Chicago.
]

I 1 advised- that when subject left London Air-
port he stated to the British Immigration Officer that he
had spent all his time in Englarid. This, of course, is not
true as he made a trip of less than 24 hours duration- from
London to Zurich, Switzerland a.nd return.,. There was no
apparent reason why- he should say what he did as the entrance
and exit stamps would hav.e been placed in his passport when
he did depart for Zurich and returned to London

.

p<V ,

jjj

Enclosed are two copies of a clipping which ap-
peared in the "Morning Star" of 2/3/68 indicating subject
plans to enter politics as a Peace candidate in the forth-
coming elections. In addition to subject appearing on a
television- broadcast on 1/26/68

e&V " RECr 38 -

Bureau (Enc. 2?^\<jf I I ^1
^ -

Liaison (direct)
London

14 : vw i>
_ f

v
i i *»

*VApproved:

L

y

2g
8 1968

f£B 21

Sent

Special Agent in Charge

hlD

hlD





DECLASSIFIC&TIQH AUTHORITY DERIVED Wi

FBI IlfTCMiTIC DECLAESIFICATICM GUIDE
CATE 11 - 18-2013

frffiO&F Yl
FBI

Transmit the message that follows: by coded teletype: j—
j xjrge^TT j

* •- - -

*** *,* *‘ **. * * * -.* * * * * *' * * it: * * * * * *. *'*:-* * * *• *

Date: i
j.
%z9 / G Y

To: ETTHE PRESIDENT

'SECRETARY,OF-STATE

FIELD DISSEMINATION

.[ZllDIR

*

DIRECTOR, CIA

"DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

lb AND NATIONAL INDICATIONS CENTER .

DEPARTMENT OF THE'ARMY

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

V(ZJ$fHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM, ATT:
. : SECRET SERVICE (PlD);

[/]
I

c^For disseminating-classified data to Secret Service ) --, . I

Q SECRET SERVICE ;(PID) BY PLAINTEXT TELETY T£l£fYP£ 1
*

CD*

From: DIRECTOR, FBI

Classification:

Subject: /A

. wn

•aioa

'J968

'• jjS iohtiy- </
r-e*rdt

-- -
-m'crsp

(Text Of message begins on next page. )
nr© FEB 151968

Tolson i

,

"
11

“DeLooch - . mV

VohY ...J.

Bishop , 1 r .j

~

' j

“Casper-— - .

Callahan . .....aa—
'£onxad — .... ...

Gale ... ,i .. .i .. . --

Rosen . —

-

Sullivan

Tavel —...

Tj&Wj*- C-C.
tM
Holmes . ,

Gandy
,

.

A6- *k $ frfcC*-
'4 “V A

8 201968
. MAIL ROOmCZI TELETYPE UNIT Sent

Approved

.M" Per

a ,r



DECLASSIFICMICW MJTWmifY. DERIVED FBIM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECU^SIFICA|!|cM OTIDK
DATE 11-18-2013

f42M52K35
^ ^

-
. w

11-40 PM 1-20-68 HWL W|

PRIORITY

VIA TELETYPE

JAN 20 1968

ENCIPHERED
TO

JO

s

^TO

TO

TO

TO

THE PRESIDENT 02

SECRETARY OF STATE 04

Included in letter to White rrand Attorney General.

DIRECTOR, CIA 02

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 02

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 02

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 02

WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM, ATT.: SECRET SERVICE (PID)

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI

JflHFTDESIlAC

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A CONFIDENTIAL AND RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THIS DATE GREGORY,

A PROMINENT NEGRO COMEDIAN WHO HAS BEEN ACTIVE IN RACIAL

DEMONSTRATIONS, WAS SCHEDULED TO FLY TO LONDON, ENGLAND THE EVENING

OF JANUARY TWENTY, NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT AND LATER TO PARIS, FRANCE.

HE IS PLANNING TO RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES FEBRUARY FOUR

NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT.

PURPOSE OF THE TRIP IS TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR GREGORY’S

PROPOSED VISIT TO NORTH VIETNAM THIS COMING EASTER IN ORDER TO

ENTERTAIN U.S. TROOPS BEING HELD PRISONER BY NORTH VIENAM.

NO FURTHER DETAILS REGARDING THIS TRIP ARE KNOWN.

GP-l



FBI DE WH AND COULD YOU GIVE ME

OF SAID INDIVIDUALL KKKKKKKKKK

CLAXTON

THANKS MATE AND I HEREWITH GIVE

STATE PLS ACK 04

RECD UR 04 1144P ROG

CIA PLS ACK NR 02

QSL UR 02 K

DIA ACK NR 02

QSL UR 02 BI

OBI ACK OSI ACK FBI 002

ARMY ACKS FOR FBI A002

THE MIDDLE NAME

AN ACK KKKKKK



FROM :

subject:

L

5010-10$

1

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1002 EDITION
CSA FPMR

UNITED

miON
(« CFR) 101-11.$ C J
2D STATES GCW]ERNMENT 0

Memorandum
IRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date: 2/15/68

SAC, WO (157-1121) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTOIT GREGORY, aka
DicR^Gregory
(Rabble Rouser Index)
RM
(00 :CG)

Re Chicagooairtel to Bureau, 1/11/68.

On 2/6/68, the Passport file of captioned indiv-
idual was reviewed by Sfil

information obtained :
1

and the following b6
b7C

GREGORY submitted application for renewal of
passport on 5/19/67. The passport was renewed and will
expire 6/12/69. GREGORY'S original passport was issued
6/12/64 and is numbered E 500889. On his application,
GREGORY lists his residence as 1451 E. 55th St., Chicago,
111 . Hr

No additional information is contained in subj ectVs
passport file.

v&u/m 3 m
&-113 _

dD- Bureau
2 - Chicago
1 - WO

0 FEB 16 1968

T7GD:1cb
(5)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

W, uncias.s0:med‘

v\
;B231?*3i$[

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



DECLASSIEICATTOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FEOM:
ta&I MJKm’TlC DlTLASSiriSIflCM GUIDE
DATE 11-18-2013
F42M52K35 8

F B I

Date: 2/6/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

Via
(Priority)

--

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (15^347) (T>)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
RM CI/AS'

00: Chicago REASON-FCTM
DATE

Re Chicago teletype to Bureau, Minneapolis and
San Antonio, dated 2/5/68 and Chicago airtel to Bureau
dated 1/11/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM
captioned as above. Two copies of this LHM are being
furnished Minneapolis and San Antonia. One copy is

being furnished to the USA, Secret Service, Chicago,
and Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group,. Evanston,
Illinois.

requested.
]J\

The first source referred to in captioned LHM is

]]
Chicago Police Department, (Protect -

The second source is [
O' Hare Airport, Chicago (Protect - requested.

The third source is

Chicago will coi

advised of activities

(Protect - requested.)

a

W

m Wm,me i<nfollow and keep the Bureau
ivities of ect

. / fb " ll </ O 3 ‘

©Bureau (Ends. 'V
2-Minneapolis (Ends. 2) (RM)

2-San Antonio (Ends. 2) (RM)

1-Chicago p ,choD * 4
DAG/sjf * C, C. * Bisnop

/Ooh > /xa.
- £_JU2k

12 FEB 9 1968

pproved:

FEB 2 3
Xgent in

c
h

c

a
4Tt /c <-

Ltf^^



fijECLAS S I F I CATIOH AUTHORITY TSERTVED FROM:
|

lUMi^lC DECLAESiriCAflCM GUIDE
DATE 11-18-2013

O

In Reply, Please Refer to

H/eiVo.
157_347

V*

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
February 6, 1968

CHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference Chicago communication concerning Gregory,
dated January- 11, 1968.

Richard Claxton Gregory, also known as Dick Gregory,
is a nationally known Negro commedian active in civil rights
movements, who recently stated that he would disrupt the
National Democratic Convention in Chicago in August, 1968,
unless certain demands. made by him were met by local Chicago
authorities.

On February -5, 1968, a confidential source advised
that Gregory arrived at Chicago O’Hare Airport on this date at
3:00 p.m. from London, England, on Trans World Airlines. He

was traveling with a Negro female believed to be I 1 Two b6 *

unknown Negro males met him at the airport. This source advised b7c

that GregoryusualTyha s two Negroes --with him as body, .guards..^^ „

Gregory was interviewed at the airport by. Sally. O'Hare,
reporter' for the "Chicago Daily News," a leading Chicago daily
newspaper. Gregory advised her that he was enroute by commercial
airlines to Sioux Falls, South Dakota, where he would be met by a

private plane to take him to phe place where he was to make a

speech. He did not identify the location of this speech.

On February 5, 1968 a second confidential
advised that Gregory boarded flight 983 of ^
O’ Hare Airport at 5:15 p.m. on this date. He

source
I at

was alone. T^is
b7D

flight was due to arrive at Sioux Falls, South Dakota, at

7:15 p.m. on this date, but was grounded enroute at Sioux
City, Iowa, due to poor weather.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is

loaned to your. agency; it and its contents are not to be

ENCLOSURE
(U)



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A bus was made available to passengers destined
for Sioux Falls, South Dakota, one hundred miles away.
This bus departed Sioux City, Iowa, for Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, at approximately 7:05 P.M.

On January 11, 1968, a third confidential
source advised that Gregory had a speaking engagement
at Vermillion, South Dakota, on February 5, 1968, and
one at San Antonio, Texas on February 6, 1968.)^^

The second confidential source further advised
that Gregory was scheduled to leave Sioux Fa lls. South
Dakota, on February 6, 1968, at 6:25 A.M. on I

~1

Flight 982 to Chicago, Illinois,
o arrive in Chicago at 8:10 A.M.was due

1968. ,i

This flight
on February 6,

Gregory was on the waiting list for first class
space on I iFlight 31, leaving Chicago
O'Hare Airport at 9:40 A.M., February 6, 1968, for San
Antonio, Texas, where it was scheduled to arrive at
12:12 P.M. on this same date.

The above sources, who have furnished reliable
information in the past, have knowledge of some of the
activities of Gregory.^^ jj;

A copy of this memorandum has been furnished
the following agencies: United States Attorney, Chicago,
United States Secret Service, Chicago, and Region 1,
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.



OttlONAt IO*W NO. *0
MAY 1962 COITION
C$A (4) CfW lOl-ll.d „

UNITED STATES. ^nVERNMENT

TO -
: DIRECTOR, FBI

’From '

: SAC, CINCINNATI (157-rl077) (P)

\ aH . ®
Au6t|6t: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY^ Aka..,

date: 2/13/68

r 5

* mi
DidPGregory

(DO: CG) / /

Remytel/' 1/18/68., .entitled, "VTDEIyl. *'

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of

DHM. Two (2) copies are,h.edng designated for the Chicago
Division. . *2/

‘

<S>* Bureau (Enp, 5) (mi)

2
"

Cincinnati
110 * ^ '<M°

' CONTAINED2 ~
57-10771 SfRtlM ¥j ^classified

,

(1 - 100-14702) (VIDEM)
'sfl&Jhj/nffr

RFMdkh
(6) r v^.OSX.S^^XU

«6vt

®* % /(JO
c/r /

!

t C--*

\
c ^*-r“

^W.gSOMlif
MT5^

"I 1 * tt £.’*

Bay (/.A. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

i



UNrs STATES DEPARTMENT OF jQTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

.File No. Cincinnati, Ohio .

"
* February 13., 1968

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The January 24, 1968, edition o.f "The Ohio State

Lantern," an officially recognized campus -newspaper at Ohio

State University (OSU) ,
Columbus, Ohio, contained an article

reporting an appearance of' Richard Claxton- Gregory..,, also
- - known- as Di.ck Gregory,. Negro comedian, at Mershon Auditorium,

OSU, the evening of January 23-, 1968. The article, entitled,.

^"Gregory Raps War,. Racism," written by David Haglund, Lantern
* Staff Writer, is as follow

:

»A funny man talked about some unfunny
things Tuesday night at Mershon Auditorium.

. . “He talked about a 5 year old Negro boy
* ' J. being hit in the mouth with .a brick while

- i ^ ^trying to remove -segregation bars, from an
‘

' elementary school in ..Greenwood
-

,
Miss

.

_ .
- *

' „ “He talked about a nation engaged in a

^
— war to free a far-off population in a far-off

*
- land, but not guaranteeing democracy for

- ' millions of .its- owa citizens,

"And when he had finished,- Negro comedian

and civil fights activist Dick Gregory, had
* more than 3,000 people on their feet, applaud-

* ing a speech that ran the gamut, from killing in

Detroit to killing in Saigon.

"Lecture Series Debut

"Gregory, who 1 was delivering the inaugural

lecture of Student Assembly-South Campus Student

“ALL INFORMATION- CONTAINED

enclosubs
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Association’s ’Little Man in a Big, Big World’
series , Said the primary problem facing the
United States ’is not air pollution, but moral
pollution !

’

’’’America is the world’s number one racist
country, bar none,’ he charged. ’I did not say
America’s white folks, because when we realize
that black folks are Americans, too, we gonna
have to admit there's a lot of white folks and
black folks that are racists./

”He blamed the American system for nurturing
this atmosphere of racial hatred. ’There’s no
way to talk about America today without talking
about violence.’

i

’’’That’s why white folks get so upset when
they hear the words black power ,

’ Gregory con-
tinued, 'because they-know what white power is-:

bombs hand-grenades ,
and police dogs.’

"Gregory, at times impassioned*, at times
violent, and frequently comical,., traced the roots
of city violence to the role of the policeman*.-.

’’’The policeman is. America’s new nigger,' i 4

he said. ’He’s the most under-payed , under-
respected man in America today. The system is^

misusing' him, so he's misusing the poor folk:;' ;

"Warns of Revolution *

"Gregory warned of social revolution in the

United States if America's youth do not succeed* .

in ' doing the job we should have done when *<we were
coming through.' -

;
J

l!



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"'We don't hate you as white folks,'
he said, 'we hate your system. That’s not war,
that's revolt, and you don't stop revolt with-

numbers .

'

"’America's racial pregnancy is just
about over, and the baby's .gonna fall even
if it brings death to the mother and the
child.'

"Gregory, 35, said he would run for Presi-
dent this year to give the voter dissatisfied
with the Democratic or Republican candidate a

* chance to express himself."

Appearing on the front page next to the Gregory
article was his photograph, with, the following; appearing
underneath:

‘

"Mayor Warned - Dick Gregory., at a press

conference before his Mershon .speech,, threatens to dis-

rupt this summer's Democratic convention in Chicago.
' I can do more in” Chicago than Mayor Daley ban,,' Gregory *

said., 'He can’t get five people to demonstrate in front

of my house.'"

-< »’ A review of the two daily newspapers in general

circulation at Columbus, Ohio, editions of January 23, <-

,1968 disclosed no reference to the Gregory „
appearance

.

THIS IS LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI
AND NEITHER IT NOR ITS CONTENTS
ARE TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE THE
AGENCY TO WHICH LOANED.
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Date: 2/12/68

Via

ansmit the foll6wing in

AIRTEL

/Type in plaintext or- code

)

(Priority)

TO

PROM)M

3JECT?yR]

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, RICHMOND (157-2254) - RUC -

SUBJECT :frRICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM

( 0° :
,

Re Chicas° airtel to Bureau, dated
V/Vdo, and Richmond teletype to Bureau, dated
2/9/68 .

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies
of LHM re appearance of subject, Richmond Public
Forum, Richmond* Va., on 2/10/68.

AGENCY| ACSI* OSJJSEO* SSHl
ISDi. CRD. R

MT8 FOR*,,
,

g* ».—w«—

_3/- Bureau (Enel. llv
- Chicago (157-347.) (Enel. 2)
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(6 .)
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FEB 14 1968
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sm UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-2254

Richmond , Virginia
February 12 , 1968

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On February 12 , 1968, Sergeant
1 * a 1.. J TTJ ^ 4 » Ti.

t Intelligence Squad, Richmond, Virginia Police Department^
advised that Richard Gregory arrived Richmond, Virginia at

‘ approximately 12:30; P..M.', on February 10-. 1968 on Piedmont* approximately 12:30; P..M.', on February 10-. 1968 on Piedmont , \

Flight number 7Q1- v »and was met by|

|
members 6f t>he Reception Committee of the Richmond

Public Forum. > „

J

Sergeant . stated that flreporv was • ' *

accompanied bv l 1 - Attorney. I I
- 1

Chicago, Illinois, who was reportedly wording -with Gregory
on- a book Gregory was writing.

Gregory went directly to the Sheraton. 'Inn,- Richmond,
-Virginia.- -where the., other members of the panel, who appeared
oh, the Forum, stayed. Panel members were George. 'Jessell,^ J -

Roger; Price, Mort. Sahl, and Dave Garroway was-jthe moderator.
’ j‘* “ f

_

t
t

’
>

Sergeant
| |

said that Gregory’s, contract *

with the F.orum : stated .that he was not to participate in any 1

other activity other £han news conferences while in
Richmond during .the period. he was appedrinfe on* -the Forum.

)

1

4
’r

1

1
\

said- the Forum started at about, 8:15 P.M.,

and las'ten until± approximately 10:30 P.M. , with the members of
the 1 panel, discussing' the history of the' American, humor.
Gregory’s remarks and jokes wei§ mostly about current 1

happeh'ihgs in the United States, as well as Viet Ndm,. arid,

the fact that he was running for President of the United*.;;'

States. , After the Forum, a reception was held at the home

•combs C£S»
0V
f'

isns».
M&CLOSUftg



REs RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

of I [ Richmond* Virginia* for
the panel members and approximately fifty invited guests.

Gregory spent the night at the Sheraton Inn in
Richmond and departed the Richmond Airport at 7s02 A.M. on
Piedmont Airlines* Plight 235a en route to Huntington*
West Virginia.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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-UNITED STATES G^^RNMENT

Memorandum

1

0

to :

uFROM : / pfj<

l
subject:

11 J

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, ALBUQUERQUE (157-147) R8€ P

a
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM
00: CHICAGO

date: ,2/15/68

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau,
b7D

Referenced airtel with enclosed LHM, dated
indicated subject scheduled to appear at tlie University oi
New Mexico for a speaking engagement oh 3/4/68.

Sources have been alerted to above,. __

Informat ion has been received that GREGORY is
also scheduled to speak at the University of Albuquerque,
Albuquerque j NM, on 3/22/68.

Chicago is requested to contect source and determine
if subject has scheduled speech at University of Albuquerque
on 3/22/68. "

iu

^ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
<&d 0 y HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
* ' DATE /- ^/- g£_ BY

(2?- Bureau (RM)
1 - Chicago (RM) (157-347)

- mm /^- 7 p

.pfc-lOS
B FEB .19 Beg

m ,

rsil
i,u

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds.Regularly on. the Payroll Savings Plan



fcECLAS 3 1 F ICATICM AIJTHOEXT
Y

BEHI¥ED FEOM:
FBI MJTtMMTC DE^JJ^SIFIOTFICM GUIDE
DATE 11-18-2013
F42M52K35

*

Date: 2/12/68

Transmit) the flowing in

*\ AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL

(Priority)

l -** l

FROM:

. jagSSfegr

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (157-386) (RUC)

a#s'

CTOR, FBI (100-440423)

h/V

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka 7o , , t

Dick Gregory
RACIAL MATTERS A ..

j2jLj

DATE nB^RTCVtEV)

(00: CHICAGO) ^ ^ •

Re Chicago teletype to Bureau, Minneapolis and
San Antonio 2/5/68; and Minneapolis teletype to Bureau,
Chicago and San Antonio, 2/6/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an
IHM concerning subject* Two copies of ‘ the IHM are being
furnished Chicago and one copy is being furnished San A .

Antoniooin view of subject’s, intended travel to San (v j)
Antonio on 2/6/68 . .

- *

’

r*

The source referred to in the IHM is an, established
confidential source, namelvl I

|
Vermillion. SouthfLakota T who furnished ihforma-

tion to S/|
/

<2P- Bureau (Encs. UpCRM)^ /$a-> 3 — ttftf
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Encs-. .2) (KM) 'JLJ ! 1 1

1 - San Antonio .(Info) (Enc'i 1)' (RM)
1 - Minneapolis

- FEB 15,1968.
WPE :ldo V&*

AGENCY: ACSI, OSIjSEC.

-gas* vn ^ftv, rao^Ap^^ '

HATE F0RW:

1
z^=^p2=

I

/c< //TV t-H'V 'i»<*'! to -y-

”

Approvedi( Sent mi

57 FEB 23f9l A98"“nChar9e
Approved?



DECL&SSIFIOITiaH AIJTHOEXTY DEErfE-D FEOM:
FBI AUTCiaTIC DECLAESiriCftflCM GUIDE
DATE 11-10-2013

uUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF jWnCE

In Reply> Please Refer to

File No.

APPB0PW«f
ES

5sasg»3sa

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Minneapolis, Minnesota

February 12, 1968

RICHARD CLACTON GREGOR

Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, advised on February 6, 1968, he .had received
information from his office at Sioux City, Iowa /to ^the

,

-

effect Richard Gregory, together with two other miale ‘persons

.

would arrive at Sioux City, Iowa, via I I Flight, i

’

983 at about 7:00 P. M. on February 5,, 19.68. There was no /
indication that any woman was present with the trio.

,

*

was
.In addition to Gregory, one of the person* s name
) and the other person’s name, which was illegible.„ a.tt

appeared to bea I Both gave their residence- as
t t

i

Chicago, ^IllinoisT^'These three persons rented: a car in-

Sioux City
1

T
,

*lpW> presumably from Hertz Rent-A-Car. They
gave no hotel contacts in Sioux City.

- r
,

* r
;

Early in morning of February ,6, JL968, Richard

b6
, b7C
f

i i

Flight 982 at 7:03 A. M.

,

Gregory boarded
^

which flight was destined to arrive^Chicago , Illinois j
_
at

8:10 A. M. The other two individuals who had arrived at
Sioux City , Iowa , the previous evening were not with Gregory
on his departure to Chicago on the morning of February 6,
1968.

b7D

A source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised Dick Gregory appeared for a previously
arranged speaking engagement at the Lacoda Dining Hall,
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota, at
about 8:30 P. M. on the evening of February 5, 1968. About
900 persons were present to hear him. The crowd consisted
mostly of white students from the University of South
Dakota. The audience listened politely with some applause
and there was no heckling during the lengthy talk. His
comments carried an occasional profane word, however, he
did not appear to be particularly radical or abusive,. The
context of his speech dealt with such matters as the plight
of the Southern Negro and the substandard conditions of
the South Dakota Indians. He did not dwell very much on O

C0P/.ES D£St<l0y£.p

Zm^OMQ ~ P- 3 j£j Cf

Mm'



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

the war in Vietnam and surprisingly stated he did not believe
in draft dodging but felt more consideration should be
given to legitimate conscientious objectors. Ui

In respect to his personal plans, Dick Gregory
said he was going to go on another hunger fast in the near
future and intended to be a candidate for the Presidency
of the United States. He pointed out when he (goes to the
White House to take office, he will arrange to have the
White House painted black.

Gregory was very well received by the audience
present. There were no incidents of disorder or violence
nor did it appear Gregory had made any seditious statements.
His speech was taped by Station WNAX of Yankton, South
Dakota.

It was believed Gregory did not remain in the city
of Vermillion, South Dakota, during the night" of February
5-6, 1968, but had returned to Sioux City, Iowa, that same
night.

This document contains neither recommendations
-nor conclusions of - the-FBI . It is the property of the-FBI -
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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In Reply\ Please Refer to

FileNo.

0UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cincinnati, Ohio
February 15, 1968

RE: RICHARD C1AXT0N GREGORY

On Sunday, February 11, 1968, Richard Claxton
Gregory, also known as Dick Gregory, appeared on the campus
of Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, in connection with Negro
History Week at Ohio University, scheduled for February 9

through February 17, 1968. Gregory is a Negro comedian- - ->

entertainer and civil rights activist who has .been arrested
on numerous occasions relative to his civil^ights activity. * i

Other speakers scheduled to app^wr'at the university! / f
during Negro History Week include Flo^drncKissick, Executive
Directojp.of. the Congress- -for*-Racial-Equality (CORE), and
John^W<5oten , Cleveland Browns; football guard who is Executive
Secretary^of th'e^^ro^donomic and Industria 1 UnionT^YoTlowed

1

by Cleveland^Bfowhs tearDmate, Jim^^ow^^Cleveland, Ohio.

j
Gregory appeared in Memorial Auditorium on the

university campus, Athens, Ohio, at 3:00 EM on February 11,
1968, speaking on "Civil Rights and Black Power'*.

The following newspaper articles appeared in "The
Post", student newspaper, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, on
Feburary 12, 1968: v

"Gregory Views Freedom; Pledges Fast" by Clarence
Page

;

"Telling It Like It Is" by Deena'fjfltrow
;
and

"The Post" editorial, "Black Truth".

j i

lA

COPIES DESTROYED

9.NOV 20 1970

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS
DATE BY;

3 -

' |4

/O'd



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The article captioned "America's 'Moral Pollution*
Attacked By Dick Gregory" appeared in MTh© Messenger"/ a

daily newspaper published in the Athens,, Ohio area, page 1

in the February 12, 1968 edition.

THIS IS LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI,
AND NEITHER IT NOR ITS CONTENTS
ARE TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE THE
AGENCY TO WHICH LOANED.

’
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1062 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101*11.6

>^Ln:MENTUNITED STATES G

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (P)

Richard claxton^Gregory, aka
Dick Gregory
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM

DATE: 2 /21/68

(00: CHICAGO)

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 1/11/68.

Enclosed for Bureau are six copies of LHM and
for Chicago two copies of LHM concerning subject*s speech
on 2/12/68, at Amsterdam, New York, sponsorship of the Fulton-
Montgomery Community College, Johnstown, N. Y.

Investigation continuing at Albany.

(IpBureau (Encs. 6) RM
2-Chicago (157-347) (Encs. 2) RM
2-Albany
GAP/jmh
(6 )

PIL INFORMATION CONTAINED

KEG- 23

cA-110
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Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No

.

• %
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Albany, New York

February 21, 1968

RICHARD ClAXTON GREGORY

On February 14, 1968, Captain|
New York, Police Department, advised that RICHARD
GREGORY fulfilled his speaking engagement on the evening
of February 12, 1968, at the Wilber Lynch High School,
Amsterdam, New York. Subject was sponsored by the Student
Activities Committee of the Fulton-Montgomery Community
College, headquartered in Johnstown, N. Y, Subject allegedly
received $1,000 for the speech which was attended by approximately
450 to 500 individuals, mostly in the college age group.

|

~~1 advised that subject gave what appeared to t>6

be a prepared speech and referred to notes during the process. b7 '

Subject seemed to hold the attention of the audience in his
condemnation of President Johnson, the role of the United
States in Vietnam and the lack of public concern for the
Negro and their problems.

Subject apparently lost this audience support when
he started condemning the American flag. Subject in effect
stated that if he bought an American flag that it was his,
his very own, that he could do with it what he wanted and
that he could even burn it. He stated that the American flag
was nothing but a rag. He stated that the Americans put too
much value on their flag and cited as an example that in
England they do not have such feelings. To prove his point
he displayed a shopping bag made out of a British flag.

Amsterdam,
laxton

b6
b7C

Subject also commented on the fact that the
United States is not paying enough money to fight organized
crime. The U.S. is spending all of its money on foreign aid
and in fighting the war in Vietnam. GREGORY stated that

rALL INF0
?”*"

HEREIN. .

.

to;! CONTAINED.
•TFIED.;,^'

/ Ok' - 0
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Re: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Pe0P^-e -*-n Vietnam do not want our type of democracy
which we are trying to shove down their throats. For this
reason, we should get out of Vietnam.

Captain
,

advised that the meeting was orderly
and that approximately two thirds of the audience left after
the speech and before subject held an open question and answer
session.

He advised there were no disorderly incidents
either inside or outside of the auditorium.

Investigator,On February 14, 1968,
, jMontgomery County Sheriff's Office, Fonda, New York, also

advised that the meeting was orderly and presented no problem,He stated that those present clapped when they agreed on a
point made by subject and that those who did not merely sat
S1 1. JL JL 0

This documents contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to ycur agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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1040 AM' EST
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ST URGENT 2/^/68

DIRECTOR (100-440423)

JACKSONVILLE (157-1496)
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APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAYTON ^GREGORY, AKA DICK GREGORY,
JOHN B. STETSON UNIVERSITY, DELANO, FLA., MARCH EIGHTEEN,
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PD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 2/14/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(P riority)

-a
FROM:

Director, FBI

SAC, Detroit (157-new)

PROPOSED APPEARANCE OF
DICIT GREGORY,,,

'—BENTOrrSSRBOR, MICHIGAN
3/8/68
RM

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
disclosing information regarding the appearance of DICK
GREGORY, nationally known Negro comedian at Benton Harbor
High School, Benton Harbor, Michigan, at 8:00 p.m.

, 3/8/68,
which appearance is sponsored by the Lake Michigan College,
Benton Harbor, Michigan, Student Senate.

A copy of this LHM is also furnished G-2, Detroit/
Secret Service, Grand Rapids and the USA, Grand Rapids.

This matter will be followed.

>%
i

3] - Bureau (Enc . IT) (RM)
2 - Detroit

(1 - 157-706 (POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTI

Detroit, Michigan
February 14, 1968

1

Re: Proposed appearance of
Dick Gregory,
Benton Harbor, Michigan,
March 8, 1968

On February 13, 1968. 1 I b6

_J Lake Michigan College, Benton Harbor, Michigan, b7c
advised that the Student Senate of his college was sponsoring
an appearance on March 8, 1968, at 8:00 p.m. of Dick Gregory,
nationally known Negro comedian.

I
| stated that tickets were available to

students of his college for $1.50 per person until February 23,
1968, at which time they would be sold to the general public
for $2.00 per person.

Also on February 13, 1968, Captain l

Benton Harbor Police Department, advised his department was
aware of Dick Gregory's appearance at Benton Harbor on
March 8, 1968, and that to date there was no indication of
any planned demonstrations or possible riots.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation . It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distritxted outside your agency.

1 *

(6 0 ' (f </ 0 ^03*
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FD-397 (12-8-67)
OPT/ONAt fORM NO. 10

j. MAY 1962 COITION
^ GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

'united states government

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

:

%
GOVEI

Memorandum
Director, FBI (Bufile- 100-440423

7
[CAGO (157-347) (P)

%
Cardrfiled v

Card? sent 00 Cjh e 'e, 61CC

-3/4.3-/(>? UrDATE: 2/13/68

(Resubmission - approved)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
00 : CHICAGO

RABBLE ROUSER INDEX
y
/]

*•'

New Subject
I |

Change
! |

Delete

Name

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

FBI Number

796. 519E
Aliases

iff pM.v l

Dick Gregory — '

-\ 0 \i
^-

—

Citizenship

fx] Native Bom Naturalized QJ Alien

Subject also on

SI RI

Race

Negro

Sex

g] Male CZ3 Eemale

/

Organizational Affiliation

ED ANP
1 09.

1

A-VN—
x lna(f bnat" 1

107 1 RLAN
Ins I LA

mJ plp
1 3 1 PRN

JZJ SNCC
LLSJ SWP

lQ.4.1 bpp”
IPS I COM

-Ef> 1 CORE

r EaU min

I ho I NOI

I In I NSRP

_LAi ram LL2J WWP

I
I IB I SCLC

I hfi I SDS

I I

ftQ
I MISC

**
?- (Specify)

Date of Birth

10/12/32
Position in Organization

'iftr'kaewa—organ-)
i-za^ionai^a^glf
l-i-a-t-i-ons'"'

Place of Birth

St. Louis, Missouri
Occupation, Business Address (Show Name of Employing ^Concern)

* -* i

Entertainer
Dick Gregory Enterprises
79 V/est Monroe Street, Suite 712
Chicago, Illinois

t 1

i

Residence Address

1451 East 55th Street, Apartment 929, Chicago, Illinois

registered mail

(jz)- Bureau’ (100-
1 - Chicago

DJK/tfk
(3)

*J*

62 MAR 2 6 1968
O'



CG 157-347

The following information was obtained from the

1, Chicago Police Department (pi’oteet
requested), public sources, and other sources who have
furnished reliable information in the past.

GREGORY , nationally known as a night club
entertainer, is a civil rights activist who publicly
endorses civil disobedience and militant type action by
Negroes under the auspices of the civil rights movement.
GREGORY, in a recent speech at Wittenberg University,
Springfield, Ohio, warned that the American system must
change "or we will burn the country house by house."

GREGORY has also publicly denounced the policies
of the United States in Viet Nam. In August, 1967, during
a speech in Atlanta, Georgia, GREGORY urged his audience
to "paralyze the economy" in this country in order to stop
the war in Viet Nam. in this respect he suggested a boycott
of the automobile industry. He further urged his audience
"to disrupt telephone service in an effort to inconvenience
organizations having a hand in the national defense."

GREGORY has threatened to disrupt the Democratic
National Convention to be held in Chicago in August, 1968.
He has issued a series of five demands to Chicago’s Mayor
RICHARD J. DALEY warning that if these demands are not met
by the Chicago city administration, the Democratic Convention
will be held in Chicago only over "my dead body."

- 2 -



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

D ate: 2/14/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR HAIL
(Priority)

FROM

:

SUBJECT: APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
aka Dick Gregory
JOHN B. STETSON UNIVERSITY C)
DE LAND , FLORIDA 3/18/68 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDm HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED V*

DATE L4U& BY-?

Re Chicago airtel 1/11/68 captioned RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY, aka Dick Gregory (Rabble Rouser Index)
RM.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-NEW)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original
and four copies of LHM dated and captioned as above> S FB376. One
copy of LHM is being designated for Chicago.

Copies of LHM are being designated locally for
USA, Jacksonville, Florida, Secret Service, Jacksonville,
and MI, Orlando, Florida.

On 2/8/68 contact was had with appropriate local
law enforcement agencies at DeLand, Florida, and these
agencies were furnished necessary background information
in this case in order that they might be alert to information
received which might be significant to intelligent evaluation
re possible racial problems in connection with subject’s
appearance at John B. Stetson University, DeLand, Florida.

Bureau (Enc 7 ) (rm) REC”75 /

^

U^

^

^
1 - Chicago (Enc 1) (RM> .

- ^ .
4A t „ *

1 , .13 - Jacksonville
(1 - 157-1472)

FEG : chd

0^

/ - rtPi [,

' Ojw,
. J

1

4V
/ .

nA*M
.IP FEB 17 1968

Approved:

;n Charge



• m
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

File No.
Jacksonville, Florida

United°States Secret Service
Feb^ 14 ’ 1968

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

FD-3 76 (Rev. 8-1-66}

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) CHI Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) ggj Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I i may be available through

Very truly yours,

John Edgier Ijoover

Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service
5 Jacksonville

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. \

{* liv.

* •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jacksonville, Florida
February 14, 1969

APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GRECORY
JOHN B. STETSON UNIVERSITY
DE LAND, FLORIDA, March 18, 1968
RACIAL MATTERS

On February 8, 1968,,
John B. Stetson University, advised a representative of
the FBI that Richard Claxton Gregory, also known as Dick
Gregory, was invited some months ago by members of the
Student Government at John B, Stetson University, DeLand,
Florida, to appear as a guest entertainer and he, Gregory,
did accept for March 18, 1968.

b6
b7C

According to Gregory's appearance at
-vT AJohn B.. Stetson University in DeLand, Florida, will be

ift connection with so-called political emphasis week at
the University.

b6
b7C

According to,
Stetson University contrib

individual students at
money requested by Gregory
further emphasized thatfor his appearance there.

, ,

the school did not in any way solicit these contributions
from the students at Stetson University.

advised that from what he understood,
Gregory wks originally invited to Stetson University as
a regular entertainer.

b6
b7C

I
added that in all probability the Uhipn

Hall at Stetson. University will be provided for Gregory's
appearance

.

. This document contains neither recommendations
npr conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it arid its contents are

. npt to be distributed outside your agenoy*

fall mnrm
• HEREIN

‘

* 7SIFIED
DAI ,'iSft/JAu-

ENCLOSDES
j yif

-



February 19, 1968,00- </VO ^3-20$
Rfy

jq

• %
•SL-wii

San Antonio, Texas 78230

Dear

b6
b7C

rv

'P.w
•Tolson

ICeLoach ,

fiohr

Bishop

Kasper
Tallahan .

onrad
Belt

Bale

bsen _
Uivan
Ivel

I have received your letter of February 13th and
appreciate the concern which prompted you to write.

You may be assured the FBI, which is strictly an
investigative agency of the Federal Government, is aware of the
activities of the person you mentioned and any information obtained
which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which this
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction is furnished to the United
States Department of Justice for prosecutive consideration. How-
ever, under no circumstances will this Bureau ever engage in
^harassment or intimidation in carrying out its responsibilities.

;> I thought you might like to know that the only Federal
law which makes it a violation to desecrate or improperly use the
Ipj-tional flag is in the District of Columbia. I might add, however,
there are several bills currently pending before Congress which
would make desecration of our flag anywhere in the United States
a violation of Federal law. s

I/Sincerelv vrnirs. v
MAMO 2

F£B 1 9 1968

HCS:cae (3)

* % f -

letter .

le. Room .

“Z^— / i
„ K\t f]y

/AM- 5?°M -T-i;JE(.ETYPE UNIT

Hoover

Page Two. ’*
-L \
k' ,W

* r \ ^

»

tfL' n;
,

r <;;* •
-

tv~ so u

n

P

s



NOTE: Bufiles contain no record identifiable with correspondent. Our
files indicate Gregory lias made numerous vicious attacks against the
Director and the Bureau and there are indications that he is demented
and mentally unbalanced. He has supported the Black Muslims and injected
himself into Negro movements. He has also espoused causes and
individuals closely associated with the Communist movement. He has
recently been on a ^g^ng-tq^ttii^ighout the country and we have been
closely following his activities ana keeping the Department advised.

;tfr Dll'*



r-' :

Mr, John Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D .C.

Hear Sir;

San Antonio, Texas
13 February 1968

9-

MarW* ifn?'

VS a
f; Jfrck^egorv appeared here in San Antonio at St.

vivLg a
n
trr ity b

?.
iny tatlon the school for the purpose of

peon 1 e I
WaS attended by nearly a thousand

n ; 3
d 3

r* J
1S lecture b ut read accounts of it in

bSliiif if l

n
!
W
fS*?;

r* 1 beli
?
ve quoted him correctly and I

several statements ^hat”?*
68

°f ,

him are correct that he has madestatements that I consider to be of a treasonable nature.

I ra"” aL
h
tha?

t
£
te

£'
entS W

?
re that the Anerican flag was "a dirty

'a d esi to do !n t
" ri "ht t0 bUTn the ^erican^flag if he lls

statements t

u

1 Can only presume that he has made many other
the^stomarh ^ th here

I"?
^.^ctures elsewhere., that would turn

and the flag tha^waJes ove^U?
Wh ° h * S * l0VS f ° r hiS countrv

I

I °wouId
X

very shortlJ J
hat if 1 had made any such statements that

/{crimes ^and T fjjh J
hat

?
ick Gregory should be punished for his r-

i m hi h
-

S statements be a crime, but I feel'-'

1 remarks sho^e^e J0"

1

j” 8 ‘reasonable

I

p.b.i. until he „ouia „„ 10^
anyjhelo \l ZfiL?£ ft? ? r̂ %f

behind'bars *" ll""*
“ «* if

Thanking you in advance, I renafiP 10 I$ ~ [>\ V<
' ~ ’

Yours trul

San Antonio, Texas 7823Q

'l -
i >,

wA b6
b7c

1
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNWED STATES DEPARTMENT OF j^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Jacksonville, Florida

February 20, 1968

Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory,
John B. Stetson University,
DeLand, Florida, March 18, 1968
Racial Matter

Up February ?f) 1 968

3 J DeLand, Florida, advised
that a student ’'Freedom Rally" was to be held early evening
of February 20, 1968, at Stetson Union Building. This rally
is to protest cancellation of the scheduled appearance of
Gregory

.
The rally is- i/eing snonRo-pard bv Student ILqion i _Board

the Stuaenx Government ;
tUnion Board, Cultural Committee ;~T

Emphasis Weekl

5 of
Student „

] Political '

/-

Local authorities are cognizant.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C
b7D

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ,

DATE_ZJ£y£

»mu EHOjOSUAs



JFD-376 (Rev. 8-1-66)

UlN^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF jWflCE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

File No. February 20, 19 68
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1- Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by oth^r

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4* U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. (XU Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following
criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) gD Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements
indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Very truly yours,

Enelosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



IN FORMAT ,

2/21/68
Date __

Dick Gregory is a Negro profess io
al comedian who has been spending
a majority of his time in the civi
rights field. The attached indi-
cates that he was scheduled to

speak at the John B. Stetson
University, Deland, Florida, on
3/18/68. The trustees have
decided to cancel his appearance.

Copies of the attached have been
furnished to the Inter -Division
Information Unit and the Attorney
General.
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FBI JACKSVL7 t
' URGENT 2^0/

> <

9:50PM ESJ URGENT 2^0/68 JLB

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)
/

FROM JACKSONVILLE (157-1496)

. /

flDIBAf. BVItGAU OF INVSTIBATIQH
0. §. BfRABTMEfff OF X

COMMUNICATIONS 8

FEB 2 0196

TEI.ETYPU

o
APPERANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY- AKA-JOHN B. -STETSON

UNIVERSITY, DELAND, FLA. THREE, EIGHTEEN SIXTYEIGHT.

ds RE JK AIRTEL TWO, FOURTEEN SIXTYEIGHT

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad b6
Mr. Felt b7c

Mr. Trotter-

Celei Room—
Mis3 Holme3-
Mis3 Gandy—

P . M . •AN ESTABLISHED SOURCE, ADVISED AT APPROXIMATELY, FIVE THIRTY P.M.

TODAY, SOME THREE HUNDRED PEOPLE ALL OF WHICH EXCEPT A FEW NEWSPAPER

REPORTERS WERE STUDENTS AND OR FACULTY MEMBERS OF ABOVE UNIV, ASS-

EMBLED AT STETSON ROOM ON CAMPUS AND HEARD DR. PAUL GEREN AS FIRST SPEAK-

ER. DR. GEREN EXPLAINED THAT WHERE A CONTRACT HAD BEEN GIVEN TO GRE-

GORY PRIOR TO HIS TERM OF OFFICE AND THAT ALTHOUGH HE WOULD HAVE

b6
'b7C

'b7D

AGREED T‘b ALLOW GREGORY TO HAVE APPEARED HE FELT EVERYONE SHOULD NOW

SUPPORT THE TRUSTEES DECISION TO CANCEL^ GREGORYS APPEARANCE. —
JOHN WELCH, PRESIDENT OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT, ABOVE UNIV.

WAS NEXT TO SPEAK AND SAID IN ESSENCE WHERE HE DID NOT PERSONALLY

AGREE BASICALLY WITH DECISION OF TRUSTEES, HE TOO SINCERELY FELT,

EVERYONE SHOULD NOW SUPPORT THERE DECISION.

V
DR. JOHN HAGUE, HEAD OF AMERICAN STUDIES DEPT, ABOVE UNIV.>;

>.WAS LAST TO SPEAK AND HE SAID IN ESSENCE EVERYONE SHOULD SUPPORT

DECISION OF TRUSTEES AND THAT EFFORTS SHOULD NOW BE MADE TO GO FOR-

S va

fr; * WARD IN AN EFFORT TO ESTABLISH BETTER ACADEMIC FREEDOM.

'n t

3
THEN ADVISED THE RALLY WAS WELL ORGANIZED, C OMfLE-TELY

V

ORDERLY, AND ABSOLUTELY NO EVIDENCE OF ANY DEMONSTRATIONS OR PROTEST.

b6
b7C
b7D

ADDED THAT A SEMINAR HAS BEEN TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED

. X
ON CAMPUS FOR A FURTHER DISCUSSION OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND THAT SOME

,
D

-I SO:-/ /Aa-rWysZ— £dn
POSSIBLE FURTHER TYPE MEETINGS WELL BE SENT NEXT WEEK. I

END... I

III '
.

ENJD... / / \

itrt tiJAciu nr

pr.- ^ HO
RsC 49

m FEB 23 1968
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5 -22 -64 )

1

Date: 2/21/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-1496)

SUBJ : APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY , aka
Dick Gregory;""
John B. Stetson University
DeLand, Florida
3/18/68
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Jacksonville teletype to Bureau, 2/20/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original
and four copies of LHM dated and captioned as above, and two
copies of FD 376.

Copies of the LHM are being designated locally
for USA, Jacksonville, Secret Service, Jacksonville, and
MI , Orlando

.

Two copies of LHM are designated for Chicago.

m rF.'sK^TIClT CONTAINED v

' ’•*

liiisrri is unclassified •

6) - Bureau (Enc. 7) (RM)
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
3 - Jacksonville

(2- 157-1496)
(1- H(£7fKJ.472) (GREGORY)

FEG: lbb

iicQ* 57
/* 1 1 t

? -

%% t968

Approved:

ejcu Agent in Charge

\



UNIWD STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
Jacksonville, Florida

February 21, 1968

Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory,
Also known as Dick Gregory;
John Bo Stetson University,
DeLand, Florida
March 18, 1968

On February 20, 1968,

f

J DeLand, Florida,,
]

advised that at approximately 5s 30 PM on that date'"some 300
people, which included a few newspaper reporters, but mostly
students of the university, and a few faculty members of the
v.niversity , had assembled in fche Stetson Room located on
campus and had heard ,Dr . Pau$pQeren as the first speaker.

According to 3 Dr. Garen explained to the
assembly that prior to his assuming the presidency of the
university, arrangements had been concluded by a student
group at the university for Dick Gregory to appear as a
speaker on March 18, 1968;- He then pointed out that he
assumed everyone was aware of the fact that the trustees
of the university had met and had decided to cancel
Gregory’s appearance there on March 18, 1968, for the
reasons given as being in the best interest of the
university, as well as the community. He then emphasized
although he would have possibly personally agreed to allow
Gregory to have appeared, he felt that everyone should now
support the trustees' decision,

According to I John'Welch, President,
Sjtudent Government, above university, wh« the next speaker
and he said in essence that where he did not personally
agree with the decision of the trustees in this matter,
he too, sincerely felt that everyone should now support
their decision.

DESTROYED
9 MOV 20 1970

ALL IMFO^attou CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED /

DAT B

/Of). 4^0 SZ3

V:

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

bS
blC
b7D



u
*>

Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory,
Also Known As Dick Gregory?
John B. Stetson University,
DeLand, Florida, March 18, 1968

I
|
then explained that Dr. John''U3g,ue

,

head of tne American Studies Department, 'above university

,

was the last to speak and he said in essence that everyone
should support the decision of the trustees in this
matter, and that efforts should be made to go forward in
an effort to establish better academic freedom.

~| then advised that the rally was well
organized, completely orderly, and absolutely no evidence
or sign of any type demonstration or protest was observed.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

|

| concluded by explaining that a seminar
had been tentatively scheduled on campus for Saturday
morning, February 24, 1968, for a further discussion of
academic freedom and that quite likely further type
meetings will be scheduled or set for the next week.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency? it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.

2 *

1



FD-376 (Rev* 8-1-66)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNIfPD STATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

February 21, 1963
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee*

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4- U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [X“] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

Cb) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) § Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I may be available through

SOFIES DESTBOXttl*

8JQV. 20 1970

Very truly yours,

John Edgier

Directa

oover

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service r Jacksonville

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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F B I

Date: 2/19/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

.L.

c.

O

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-1496) (P)

O
SUBJ : APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

.. Dick Gregory;
John B. Stetson University
DeLand, Fla.
3

/

18 / 6

8

..

• : ;; •; -ion CONTAINEDm
IIEAEIil IS UNCLASSIFIED -TV
DATE

Re Jacksonville airtel 2/14/68 as captioned.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original
and four copies of LHM dated and captioned as above and two
copies FD-376.

Two copies of LHM are being designated for Chicago.

Copies of LHM are being designated locally for
USA, Jacksonville, Fla., Secret Service, Jacksonville, Fla.,/
and MI, Orlando, Fla. ,0-

/

Verification of cancellation of appearance was not
accomplished until 2/19/68, as[
called out of town and contact with
made until 2/19/68.

was unexpectedly
was not

] advised that he will be alert to any possible

7 V

future developments re caption and will as promptly as feasible
call such developments to^the attention of te FBI.

flce4gr /op

3_^ Bureau (Enc^ JP) (RM) CCD
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM) ? ‘"‘-d 23 19o8

3 - Jacksonville * j j» p>

(2 - 157-1496) '
' v’ ** 1 ,C

(1 - 1^5 7 -147 2)
JMC : sen

C, - O'fhop ,

Approved: ,-jL-TZ
' S'

" '
*' ' ' *

b6
b7C
b7D

Sent .M Per

ent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jacksonville, Florida
February 19, 1968

Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory,
Also Known As Dick Gregory;
John B. Stetson University
DeLand, Florida
March 18, 1968

On February 16, 1968,
John B. Stetson University, DeLand, Florida, advised that
there had been a lengthy meeting of the Administrative
Fxecutive Board of the university held on the evening of
February 15, 1968. This meeting had concerned itself with
the scheduled appearance of Dick Gregory at the university
on March 18, 1968. It was tentatively decided at the
meeting to permit Gregory’s appearance, which had been the
result of an invitation of a student group, subject to the
development of further information bearing upon the potential
consequences of such a visit.

]

advised that the
Board of Trustees of the university were scheduled to have
a regularly scheduled meeting on February 16, 1968, at
which meeting Gregory’s scheduled appearance might be further
considered.

The Daytona Beach News Journal, Daytona Beach,
Florida, contained a news item in its February 18, 1968,
issue reflecting that at the request of the Stetson University
Trustees, the Stetson Union Board has cancelled the March 18
appearance of Dick Gregory on the campus. It was reported
that this announcement was made by the Stetson news bureau
after a meeting of trustees of the university. The item
related that the news bureau said that Jeff Ledewitz,
President of the student group which booked Gregory, had
contacted the comedian’s agent to make the cancellation.
Ledewitz was reported to have told Gregory's agent that the
action was taken at the request of the trustees and that
student officers involved in the invitation were acting in
response to that request.
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Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory
John B. Stetson University
DeLand, Florida
March 18* 1968

On February 19. 1968.1

^ ^

I DeLand, Florida,
advised that the above mentioned news item correctly
reflects the action of the Board of Trustees of the Stetson
University as well as the subsequent cancellation of the
invitation by the student group which had originally tendered
the invitation to Gregory.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C
b7D
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FD-376 (Rev. 8-1-66) #
JUST1UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

FileNo. JK 157-1496
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

February 19 > 1968

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. DC Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) ED Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

MOV .

20 ®8

Very truly yours,

John Edg
DirectX

oover

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service
, Jacksonville

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



TO

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, NEWARK (157-1939) -RUC-

RICHARD CIAXTol-CdREGORY, aka
RM
00:Chicago ML INTONATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED "U
DATE-/- —

Re Chicago airtel and LHM,
letter to Bureau, 1/17/68.

and Chicago

There are enclosed for the Bureau thirteen copies
of an LHM and for Chicago four copies of LHM dated and caption^
as above.

/*

'

b7D

Referenced airtel set forth information that the
subject was scheduled to appear on 2/15/68, on the Rutherford,
N.J., campus ofl&irleigh Dickinson University.

On 1/22/68. I 1

I Kutnerford. N.J. (T- informant who has furnished
reliable information in the past) advised that the office of
the Director of Student Activities had no such booking for
2/15/68, on that campus.

b6
b7C
b7D

As set forth in LHM, the subject spoke on the
, / ,

'Teaneck campus of the uni^gs^y. / -

>rmation is av

1

ormation is available concerning the
J't.

No fur
subject at this time. lf Uit

( 5/Bureau (Enc. 13) (RM)
' ^ ¥

^-Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 4) (RM) ^ ^
(1-157-413)

(1-157-2477) KKCLOSOT#'
! ^

2-Newark *

JJKjlab- . cV



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No*

3JS1UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

February 20, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

On January 31, 1968, Deteetive l L Teaneck,b6
New Jersey, Police Department, who is in charge of security b7 '

on the Teaneck, New Jersey, campus of Fairleigh Dickinson
;

University, advised that the subject was scheduled to appear
on the Teaneck campus on Thursday, February 15, 1968, at
10:00 a.m. He stated that this information was made available
to him by the Director of Student Activities on the campus.

On February 15, 1968, Detective 1 Tea-
neck, New Jersey, Police Department, advised that the subject
arrived on the Teaneck campus of Fairleigh Dickinson University
on that date at 9: 55 a.m. He first spoke to approximately 450
to 500 students in the gymnasium. He spoke there for approxi-
mately 50 minutes and then went to the student commons room
where he answered questions posed by the students. In all,
he was at the school for approximately three hours and his
appearance was covered by the press and CBS-TV.

Detective stated that the subject in his
remarks spoke of conditions in the ghetto areas in the country,
of the riots that have resulted, of the need for higher paid
policemen, and stated that his position on rioting is that of
a nonviolent Baptist pacifist.

Detective stated that the students were polite

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

in their treatment of the subject, silent on issues raised by
the subject where they were obviously in disagreement, and that
no disturbances occurred. He also stated that the subject did
not indicate where he was scheduled to go after leaving Fairleigh
Dickinson University and Teaneck, New Jersey.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE

• )

UOW15S DJSSIBQXJtt*

8 NOV 20 1970
ENCLOSUREA 0 </

/ <2/0



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The ’’Record”, a Hackensack, New Jersey, daily news-
paper, which covers Teaneck, New Jersey, in their February 16,
1968, issue carried a photograph of the subject as he appeared
at the university and an article written by Roger Beirne, staff
writer. The article titled ’’Racists’ Democracy Stinks, Gregory
Fumes” attributed the following remarks to the subject:

”If Negro ghettos stink and are contemptible, it is
not the Negroes who stink and are contemptible. It
is democracy, as practiced by racists, that you are
smelling. The smell at Dachau was not of the Jews,
but of Nazism.

"The law of the land should be changed to all whites
are born equal. South Africa can stand on its racist
attitude with honesty since that country has no law
saying everyone is born equal.

’’The President came to Washington as a poor, young
Baptist high school teacher of 26. Today he is a multi-
millionaire and TV station owner.”

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.

2*



DECLftS SIFIC&TIQH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTCM&uTIC DKLASSIFIC&TICM GUIDE
DATE 11-18-2013
F42M5ZK35

rmm&mm of ifcmr<8AT<&i

U, §. PEPABTS?fiT O^riOSTICE

COWIMUNieATIOF^ECTION

*
FBI WASH DO FEB241968

TEL.ETYPE /)*'

Mr* ToIsoil.

Mr- D<?L, 3ch.,.„
Mr. Mohr,
Mr- Erl; p _
Mr. Cr^por-
Mr. C r

:iJtik:an«

Mr. Conrad.

*x=
FBI CHICAGO

319PM DEFERRED 2/24/68 JLS

TO DIRECTOR AND NEW ORLEANS

FROM CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

•#

Mr. RosezL.

Q
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. RM.

iOm-
2P

S><"

00: CHICAGO.

Mr. Su5!‘v::n_

Mr. Tavcl
Mr. TV'.' r

Tale. Rooei_

RE NEW ORLEANS AIRTEL AND LHM FEBRUARY TWO LAST CONTAINING

INFO INDICATING

|FEBRUARY TWENTYFOUR THROUGH TWENTYEIGHT NEXT, AND

PHILADELPHIA TELETYPE TO BUREAU FEBRUARY TWENTYFOUR INSTANT, NO

COPY TO NEW ORLEANS.

CHICAGO SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, HAS PREVIOUSLY ADVISED

FOLLOWING ITINERARY FOR GREGORY FOR PERIOD FEBRUARY TWENTYTHREE

THROUGH TWENTYSEVEN NEXT:^ (U)

FEBRUARY TWENTYTHREE, TWENTYFOUR INSTANT - THE VILLAGE GATE,

NEW YORK CITY (NIGHTCLUB); FEBRUARY TWENTYFIVE NEXT - CONNECTICUT

COLLEGE, NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT; FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX NEXT -

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO, NEW YORK; FEBRUARY TWENTY-

SEVEN NEXT - NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK;

FEBRUARY TWENTYSEVEN NEXT - WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, MIDDLETOWN,

CONNECTICUT.^^ '' ° *'‘0 9 9-Jf

END PAGE ONE

j/A CI^S^yUxT. BY^
~ Jjc pn)\A k 10RB EE&SOll-FCllr^ld

DATE OE^TIM^WLt

f
- t

|fj] _

aL

FE6 26 1968

.2 JL,

m
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A

Jf

PAGE TWO

CG 157-347

FOR INFO NEW ORLEANS, REFERENCED PHILADELPHIA TELETYPE

REPORTED INFO FROM RELIABLE SOURCE WHO ADVISED FEBRUARY TWENTYTHREE

LAST HAD LEARNED GREGORY TO VISIT PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, ON

EVENING FEBRUARY TWENTYSEVEN NEXT FOR SPEECH AND TO OBTAIN

SIGNATURES ON PETITIONS FOR PENNSYLVANIA PRIMARY ELECTIONS AS

WELL AS PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION WHERE HE IS BEING NOMINATED FOR

PRESIDENCY.)^
(05

CHICAGO SOURCES UNABLE TO CORROBORATE NEW ORLEANS INFO

~| ANY INFO RECEIVED WILL BE IMMEDIATELY

FURNISHED NEW ORLEANS. ^~[D)

END

BAP

FBI WASH DC

X

b7D



Reclassification mtoemity herived from:
'iFBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
bATE 11-20-2013
F42M52K35

& 0 /-,/(

8BKMK-

WA 6

924 AMv URGENT

..A TELETYPE k
FEB 24 1968

ENCIPHERED /

%

2-24-68 RM

TO DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO (PLAINTEXT)

ATTN. DOM. INTELLIGENCE

If
, 7

Mr. Toison

Mr. IVLoach
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop .

Mr, Casper...

Mr. Cahahan
Mi. Conrad,

Mr. Frit

Mr. Gale.„
Mr
Mr.

Mr. Tavel

r. oaiti, i

t\ llMsen.—-y/f

Mr. Trf'ttor^

Tele, Room—
Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy_

FROM PHILADELPHIA (157-18659

fa MUAL WWfl2>
DICK uREGORY ; RM. 00: CHICAGO.

A RELIABLE SOURCE HAS ADVISED ON FEBRUARY TWENTY THREEE,

NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT, THAT .HE HAS LEARNED DICK GREGORY WILL /
PH/A PPUt)ifl \ft\Wf\

VISIT ON THE EVENING OF FEB. TWENTYSEVEN,

NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT , WHERE HE WILL APPEAR AT THE NIXON THEATER, FIFTY

SECOND AND LOCUST STREETS, TO SPEAK AND TO

r
c

V. OBTAIN SIGNATURES ON PETITIONS FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA PRIMARY
\
ELECTIONS AS WELL AS THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, WHERE HE IS

BEING NOMINATED FOR PRESIDENCY .X- U)

~ ^
J-j-A

A

REC-40 /^.^C=f
c2,SL

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

SOURCE IS

q FEB 26 il

RELIABLE. INTELLIGENCE
UK

b7D

AGENCIES COGNIZANT. PHILA. WILL FOLLOW AND irHM WILL

BE SUBMITTED /c^- p
END

MSE Tfi P erf rf TB

FBI WASH DC

1 SOX

CLA:

REAS01I-FCIM

SUP ^ *
• r;r^

DAji*
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OPTIONAL FORM f^O. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSAFPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT #

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

Wac,

date: 2/27/68

FROM PHOENIX (157-25) (P)

o
subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM
OO: CG(U

Re CG letter to Bureau, 1/17/68.

,
On 2/16/68

[ ] (retired SA)

,

J-V/ wu I I U XJL CU un/
, I

Arizona State University (ASU) , Tempe
, Arizona

,

at sub.iect is due to annear at that universitv

b6
b7C

advised that subject is due to appear at that university
at 8:30 p.m.

, 3/27/68 and that he will stay at t.h<=» Sands?
Motel, Tempe, Arizona, for that one day. I advised
that GREGORY’S itinerary subsequent to his appearance at

ASU is not yet available but he will furnish the Phoenix
Division of the FBI with said information when it does be-
come available. .

further stated that GREGORY’S one-day
appearance at ASU was scheduled by the Civic Affairs Com-
mittee, which is a bonafide organization at ASU.

b6
b7C

The Phoenix Division at Tempe, Arizona, will follow
GWSGORY’s appearance at ASU on 3/27/68 and report his activi-
ties on that date in form suitable for dissemination.

^4 y
"ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HFRFJN IS UNCLASSIFIED X/,

RlC
'<3- 1^

2/ - Bjureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM)
2 - Phoenix .

CMD/gle
(6 )

57 MAR 7 - 1968

Ea-10d rn FEB 29 1368

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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FD--4 12-13-56)

I F B I

Date: 2/27/68

Transmit the following in

AIR3JEL
Via

ft

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (15Y-1093)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CIAXTojf^GREGORY aka
RM
(00:CG)

4

ReCGairtel to NO, 2/23/68 .

For information of Bureau and Philadelphia,
Chicago airtel to NO set forth itinerary of GREGORY
which indicated he would he in NYC on 2/23/68 and 2/2'(/68.

On 2/27/68 , (conceal)
(reliable) advised that DICK GREGORY arrived in NYC on
2/23/68 and is staving at the residence of

|

I 1 NYC.

The source stated that [
and determined GREGORY intends to hold

a press conference at 3:00 p.m., 2/2Y/68* at the Village '.Gage,

NYC, announcing that he will begin a 40 day "fast” on
Ash Wednesday, 2/28/68.

The source further advised that GREGORY will
depart for Philadelphia on 2/27/68 for a speaking engagement
at an unknown location.

3-Bureau (RM)
2-Chicago (15Y-34Y) (RM)
2-Philadelphia (RM)
1-New York

JAS : jca
(9)

> .

< A*
P

/<?(?— rf 0<-

^ M|||
,

—

u FEB 3818®

u T, CGflAIlffl).

KMiiiiH IS UKOUSSIF^ f
DATE BY w

T" <) \ yy\

JImar 7-mdy
ftSpeciaj^Agel^^ Charge

b6
hie

, b7D

b7D

Sent -M Per



MY 157-1093

On 2/27/68, Detective Intelligence
Squad, Nassau County Police Department, Garden City, LI, NY,
advised that DICK GREGORY spoke before a group of white students
at Nassau Community College Garden City, NY, this date, from
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. I I advised that there was no
particular sponsor for the speech and that there were no
incidents. The terne of GREGORYS talk was the need for the
US to get out of Vietnam. He also spoke of the "black
revolution", citing the preamble to the US constitution as
authorization for the American Negroes to destroy those who
oppose the black power movement.

LEADS:

b6
|

b7C

PHILADELPHIA

AT PHILADELPHIA, PA. Will advise the Bureau and
Chicago if GREGORY speaks in Philadelphia on 2/27/68.

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK. NY. Will advise the Bureau and Chicago
of substance of GREGORY'S press conference to be held tnis
deltas •



ECLASSIFICftTlGH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
I AUTOMATIC DICIJ^SIFICATICM GUIDE

ATE 11-20-2013
F4 21152KB 5

m

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 2/28/68.

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY aka
SM - BLACK NATIONALIST
(00: CHICAGO)

Re New York airtel to Bureau, 2/27/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (ll) copies of
an LHM reflecting an article appearing in "The New York
Times" dated 2/28/68, Pinal Edition, page 5, regarding
news conference held by DICK GREGORY on 2/27/68. Two (2)
copies of this LHM are enclosed for Chicago.

Approved: ©i
Special Agerft in Charge

Jc, _3ent
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

§
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
February 28, 1968

Richard Claxton Gregory

An article, appearing in "The New York Times" dated
February 28^ 1968 , Final Edition, page 5 , reported that Dick
Gregory held a press conference oh the afternoon of February
27, 1968, at the Village Gate, New York City, At this con-
ference, Gregory announced a 40 day fast in protest of the
United States involvement in the war in Viet Nam. He asked
that young people give up smoking so that the government .

would lose tax revenues and be forced to reconsider its war
policies.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .-.-/V
DATE BY

Ft

qqpies destroyed

9, NOV. 2*

THIS DOCUMENT C'.NTAU^ 'vettheR
RECOMYEN 1 CATIONS NOLi CON 0U8IQNS
or iii'k \ ? " v ; v: perno r/
rv ^ = to your •

AGEN.V; ; , ; ... ... I,’JYNS ARE
NOT TO III-: 1 LSi'ivIDUiUL) OUTSIDE
YOUR AGENCY.

/ 00 f
-j y-o y x 2 a 15

L



5-113
( 1- 10-61 )

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

2/28/68
Date

Richard Claxton Gregory, also
known as Dick Gregory, is a well-
known comedian.

Pertinent parts of the
attached to be furnished White
House, Attorney General, intereste
Divisions of Department, military,
and appropriate agencies, by
memorandum.



DECLASSIFirarcCDV MPPHOEIITY DERIVED FEOM:
FBI AHfCMATIC DECLASSIFICAfICM CHIDE
DATE 11-20-2013
F42U52K35

410 PM

VIA TELETYPE

FEB 28 1968

2 2 S8 ECK ENCIPHERED
TO DIRJ/CfTOR 100-440423 AND CHICAGO (CODE) t

Chicago via Washington APPROPRmT§^SClES

and FIELD O-FICES

FROM PHILADELPHIA 157-1865 IP c ly/'-SED BY ROWJ^J
SUP IS)

—
x ^ date,^^2^

—

RICHARD CL/&TON GREGORY, AKA DICK GREGORY, (RABBLE ROUSER
/ >-/* '//./ / //' 's~t ‘C / v n

INDEX) -R-M^OO - CHICAGO

4p3®vanJ
MivTavel
Mr. Trotter

Tele. Koom
Miss Holmea__

Miss Gandy

/V
REMYTEL FEB TWENTYTHREE LAST. A

ON THIS DATE CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ADVISED THE APPEARANCE »-? life

i >Sr*

fj*'

OF DICK GREGORY IN PHILA ON FEB TWENTYSEVEN LAST WAS SPONSORED »'
1

BY PA. PEACE AND FREEDOM TICKET FOR PURPOSE OF OBTAINING

SIGNATURES «T0 PLACE HIS CANDIDACY FOR PRESIDENT ON THE BALLOT

.

APPROXIMATELY TWO FIVE ZERO PEOPLE WERE IN ATTENDANCE. GREGORY

STATED IF ELECTED HE WOULD PAINT WHITE HOUSE BLACK AND BRING r

BACK BOYS FROM VIETNAM. MANY OF REMARKS WERE JEERED BY

"BLACK NA-TIONALISTS." HE STATED "WE DON’T WANT INTEGRATION,

WE WANT LIBERATION,"

THOSE PRESENT ENDORSED HIS CANDIDACY.

• . i 7T
administrative data - JD^oPHas?m_ 3 Zja

/m. >

3 MAR 5 1968

SOURCES ARE

RELIABLE. INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES COGNIZANT. PHILA WILL FOLLOW AND L-H-M-

WILL BE SUBMITTED.)^ 1U)
. r

OC* MR. SULLIVAN * 5//</
END /)

»' *mrn &SROS / Sr

EJO RELAY JEERliJUt. \S I

" —— —

1

SnMAg r . I
MR. DaOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR j

arAYEP 3Q



t
VIA TELETYPE

MAR 4 1968

ENCIPHERED

I
/.

WA 8

458 URGENT ,3-4-68 JLW

> TO DXREC'fOR 100-440423 AND DETROIT (PLAINTEXT)

“ /ATT* DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 157-1093 IP

Q
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY AKA. RM. 00 - CHICAGO

Sir. HVilswi.—MMia

Mr. DeLaaeto

Mr. Mnhy

Mr. Casper
Mr. Cfillflhsft Mimi

Mr. Conrad.hhimu

Mr.

Mr. Gal^
Mr. Hess

van
' Mru *Ebsa!

Hr** Trotter^.-

T&ev I&^rrr

fj&lss
! 5S^ GcrdSt^.

Ft

3

ON~ THREE FOUR SIXTYEIGHT,

, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE I NFORMATION

IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT HE HAD LEARNED FROM

THAT SUBJECT IS SCHEDULED TO

SPEAK AT EITHER UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OR MICHIGAN STATE

UNIVERSITY THE EVENING OF THREE SIX SIXTYEIGHT, AND THAT

SUBJECT IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT AN UNttKNOWN PLACE

IN DETROIT, MICHIGAN, EVENING OF THREE EIGHT SIXTYEIGHT.

SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY NOT IN NYC AT PRESENT TIME.
-

, jtjO "

CHICAGO ADVISED BY MAIL. g£0 $
/ —4-^

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

. £-17

G^RR*-lr-8~WD~8--UNK^0-WN

END

DKG

FBI WASH DC

r*

12.

\m 6 1968

DCDI??#

XEROX;-

ft*

SI S'Y



PD-36 (R™. 5-22*64) ^

4
J

i

F B 1

/
Date: 2/23/

Transmit the follnwinn in
(Type in plaintext or code)

ro:

PROM:

SUBJECT:

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-440423)

SAC, PHILADELPHIA (157-1365) (P) •

RICHARD CLAXTOi/gREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory (Rabble Rouser Index)
RM
(00: Chicago)

Re Philadelphia airtel to Bureau, 2/9/68

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ten
copies and for Chicago two copies of LHM.

st Stroudsburg, Pa., who has rurmsnea rexiao±e lmorra
tion in the past.

- /•, *

GENCY: ACSI.HSfc.OSI.SEC.SEKV*,

Ug£S : ISD , CRD i-V J

OW FORW : /f/<
ATE EORW

^

Y: / O • Jr <_
*

1

V

lLU >

REG* 101

7-
A ^ "/ “t fj

? r . i if33

(3> Bureau (100-440423) (Enc. 10) RI-1

2/ - Chicago (Enc. 2) RM
1 - Philadelphia (157-1865)

Approved: ( •

j

1
1

O ' X, Special Ag^nt ig| Charge



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT DF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

y Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

In Reply, Plane Refer to

Pile No, -'VM
February 28, 1968;

• \ / . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

rtbwinbv HEREIN IS. UNCLASSIFIED
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY uatr SteLSjU

V'
7
:-v'A confidential! source, who hasfurnished reliable in-

fopmatlon In the past, advised RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY spoke to*

more than 2,000 persons in East Stroudsburg State College !

s

Koehler iCjield house February 15#

i The source further advised GREGORY, /attired iji a tight
blue denim suit and, yellow shirt, labled the American system as
•'sick'' and "Insane". The source stated GREGORY called America Vs

number one problem a "moral problem" and the United States the ^
number one racist country in the world.-The source said GREGORY
told the college students they should not feel guilty about V
racism because they Inherited it .

^
. =.

-v

:

The source said GREGORY referred to H . RAP:;/ BROWN and
STOKELY CARMICHAEL as "two young cats who have scared the USA -../

to death and neither one owns a missile. BROWN had nervb enough
to be as. bitter as PATRICK HENRY." Trie source said. GREGORY quoted
H. RAP BROWN as saying "Get a gun and watch -the polled "was not
original; "PAUL REVERE said, '/Get; a gun, white folks the; British
are -coming ;

i;

//K 'v’
; *”'/

f''
r

’

T' ’"

r:>
''."V-

'

/
' /

'

;.?'i

‘

but not
several , times

f : i The source stated GREGORY
once" did he mention Communist China .

blasted Russia

The source advised GREGORY, In comparing tody's and
yesterday's Negroes said,//"Twenty years ago- Bracks ; iba^- empty i

stomachs; today, they have full stomachs but hungry mii$ds

<

^ .
’

.if The source stated GREGORY] talked; Tike a man vfho hates
his country but he does not look it, he does not act it;., and it

Just is , not ppssible to imagine thajt "the; hate is sincere Once
past his delivery of comedy, GREGORY stops being a firstf-blass
salesman ./To rate attention beyond a laugh,heapparemtlymust
do something flashy ;/ This he /has done by first cancelling some/

night club appearances to help lead a -march in Alabama and /more
recently to annoimce a hunger strike of forty days. ;'£ //'/-/

'/••"
// /] This document contains neither recommendations n6r

conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property/ of the FBI/.and:ls
loaned, to your agency; it "••’and Its contents are not- to be dis|->

tributed outside your; agency . "// :
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date: 2/27/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO
. "7

(406-347) (P)

yfl - ix
\3

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
, aka

RM
(00: CHICAGO)

Re Chicago airtel and LHM to Director dated 2/6/68

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
dated and captioned as above. One copy is being furnished
USA and U.S. Secret Service, both Chicago, and Region I,
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

Chicago continues to follow activities of GREGORY.
The Bureau will be kept advised of information as developed.

'ALL IHFOPJ-'ATIOII CONTAINED A:

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED \ r >
DATS JLM&l BY

.

a Tv

teC-35

. too - */</<' ' an
- *

— «***»

(3/ - Bureau (Encs^^j^KM)
2 - Chicago S*

y, FEB 29 1888

(1-157-413)
DJK

: j ep
A ' *' C- Jf * _

(5)
'

*** r RA/cr, AGENCY: ACSI,i^,0SI,SEC.SEB^eM|\|L£4
hr??: ISD, CRD /RAO /T $

HOW FORI* : /f/< " *
DATE ECEW “Vtei
BY: T >'7^777^- —

Sif^9Ve
'
d -

:

Jm Special Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.. 157_347

€ ftUnited states department“ justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
February^

, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
February 6, 1968.

The following article captioned, "Dick Gregory
came, spoke and conquered" appeared in the Chicago American,
a daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois, on February 25,
1968. This article pertains to Dick Gregory's appearance at
Kendall College, Evanston, Illinois, on February 22, 1968.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED -V ,

DATE.^Aft?

This document contains neither recommendations nor
'conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation and is loaned to your agency; it and its con-
tents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

COPIES

ajjov som
/tM>

EvT®0SII8®;
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Mabley1

s report

^ By Jack Mabley
DICK GREGORY IS talking to the college students of

America. “That’s where the action is, and nobody knows it,”

said Gregory.

When you ask the whereabouts of this radical Chicagoan,

you learn he is on a “college tour,”

which sounds innocuous enough.

Gregory is the most brilliant

speaker I’ve heard in 30 years of listen-

ing to speakers. I’m not talking about

the content of his talks, but about the

mechanics of his delivery, his voice,

his projection, his skill with words, his

persuasiveness.

He is delivering his message of re-

volt “against this sick and insane sys-

tem” to no less than a thousand college

students a day, from one coast to the

other. He is paid $1,000 for most appear-

ances. In the next 80 days he will speak
before 90 campus audiences ranging up to 5,000 students, fac-

ulty members, and others.

And he is reaching them. Most of them walk into the hall

hating the draft, hating the war, contemptuous of the Presi-

dent’s policies. And these audiences are not hippies or beat-

niks. They are young, middle class Americans.

AN INFORMED PERSON should know what Dick Gregory
is telling our college students. I stood in the back of the Ken-
dall college auditorium in Evanston for 3Mj hours Thursday
night. I had< to stand because I arrived at 2 minutes after 8

and every seat was filled and kids vyere lining the walls and
backed out into the halls. J thought only Castro cbuld hold an
audience 3V2 hours and Castro needs a gun to do it.

“Two college students burned their draft earns, and it took

Congress two weeks to pass a law making it illegal to burn a
draft card,” Gregory shouted. “We waited one hundred years
for a law to make lynching illegal. The white system puts

more value on 2 pieces of cardboard than on my mother’s life

—AND WE ARE GOING TO TAKE THIS COUNTRY APART,
HOUSE.BY HOUSE, BRICK BY BRICK!”

The students cheered.

“Suppose my daddy had been killed in 1942 fighting the

Nazis. That would have meant I would have grown up without

a father. But now, in 1968, the same Nazi that killed my daddy

if

_:7
«* '?

v I $ *fT

JACK MABLEY

2



could come to America and live in a place where I can’t live!

You wonder why we’re mad?”
Gregory was dressed in work clothes, and^voje a mustache

and scraggly^hcardT
9

”! have made a vow?’ he said, “that I am
not going to have my hair cut, or shave, or wear anything but
work clothes, until the war in Viet Nam is stopped.

- “SO I TRAVEL around the country and I like to stay in a
decent hotel and eat in a decent restaurant but iny friends
say, ‘Greg, they won’t let you in places dressed like that.’ And

'I say> ‘Brother, if I can’t get .in dressed like this, then neither
can my brothers fighting in Viet Nam, with their shirks covered
with mud and sweat, and dried blood caked on their arms.’ ”

The Kendall students gave him an ovation.

They applauded when he violently attacked communism,
and Russia and China supplying bullets, guns and planes which

' ?*e killing our soldiers. They cheered when he said the most
important people in America are our policemen and firemen,
and the students should dedicate themselves to seeing these
men get the security and dignity of $10,000 salaries.

“I am a non-violent, vegetarian pacifist,” said Gregory. “I
am opposed to violence. But that’s my hangup. I can’t tell Rap
and Stokely they should be against violence. I’m a vegetarian.
I think it’s wrong to kill animals. But I won’t knock a steak
from your hands. •

“I fasted for 40 days. Baby, did I get the hate mail then.
Qne I’d like to read you. Did this man hate! It starts: ‘Dear
Sir: This is to inform you that for dinner today I. had baked
chicken and gravy .

.

“MAYBE YOU REMEMBER I smoked a lot - 6, 7 packs
a day. About 6 weeks ago I got to thinking, a lot of my money
for cigarets is going to the government, and they’re using that
rmoney to buy napalm. And I decided I was going to stop

;
smoking, and I did.

“Would you like to hurt yourselves a little? Wouldp be
willing to stop smoking until they end the war? Make ’em
hurt just a little more? ‘Cause one you stop, maybe you 'yon’t
start again, and we can get them cats in the cigaret business
o start carrying signs to end the war before they go broke.”

The Kendall students gave Gregory a standing ovation
when he stopped. He

. got
home at 1 a. m., caught a
plane for Atlanta at 7 Friday
morning, flew later to Mis-
sissippi, and v/ound lip Fri-
day night in New York City.
He made a speech at each
stop. * 1

3



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Dick Gregory is the Negro comedian-entertainer and
civil rights activist who is also v/ell known for his outspoken
denunciation of the United States Vietnam war policies.
Gregory has also threatened to disrupt the Democratic National
Convention to be held in Chicago in August, 1968.

The above information is being furnished the
following agencies:

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

U.S. Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th MI Group
Evanston, Illinois

4*
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Director, FBI (100-440423) <2 2sQ
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

1 -

1 -

3/7/68

Mr. Rushing
Mail Room

ReCIlet dated 2/20/68.

The three reels of tape enclosed with Cllet are
being forwarded your office for the completion of your
files. These tapes should be reviewed and any information
contained therein deemed pertinent should be furnished the
Bureau in form suitable for dissemination.

Enclosures - 3

NOTE:
The three reels are a recording of the speech made

by Gregory at Ohio State University on 1/23/68 and were
made available to the Cincinnati Office by |

at the auditorium where Gregory spoke. He does not
desire the tapes returned.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

RNMENT* UNITED STATES C^^SRNMEN

y* Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date: 2/20/68

om\ : SAC, CINCINNATI (157-1077) (RUC)
/ ^ V

(jfecT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka.
«>*"* RM

00:CG

Re Cincinnati airtel to Bureau, 1/29/68, with
enclosed LHM and Cincinnati letter to Bureau, 2/13/68.

On 2/l/68,|
5

I

Mershor Auditorium, Ohio State University. Columbus.
Ohio, made available to SA I I three
reels of tape (which are enclosed) he said contain
the entire speech made by DICK GREGORY at the auditorium
on 1/23/68. He advised he did not want the tape returned
and that the FBI could have it for whatever use it deemed
advisable. This tape is being enclosed for the Bureau’s
information.

The last reel #3 of the tape consists of a

question and answer period after GREGORY’S speech. A
review of the tape at the Cincinnati Division reveals
comments made by GREGORY fellow very closely to the
remarks he made previously at a speech at Wittenberg
University at Springfield, Ohio on 1/24/68. The text

of this speech was set out in referenced LHM.

U -b7C

In these tapes GREGORY makes numerous references
in a derogatory manner to ”LBJ” as well as Senator ROBERT
KENNEDY, Governor RONALD REAGAN, Governor NELSON ROCKEFELLER
of New York.

4 GREGORY also makes several favorable references

o to STOKELY CARMICHAEL^!#!. RAPP BROWN.
}

^ Rto3i
'° u ' V

V

' 70 ' pJf'
2-Bureau (Enc 3f (RM) ^ ***** [

'
I

2-Chicago (157-347)
.t

\u 3-Cxncinnati ^ j v

(2-157-1077)
;
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Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan \



Cl 157-1077

In his talk GREGORY briefly mentions the
FBI and criticizes the Bureau for its failure to
make proper use of photography in the demonstrations.



DECLASSIFICftTlGH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMM-IC nKlJ^SIFICATICM GUIDE
DATE 11-20-2013
M 21152KB 5

r
Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

F B I

Date: l
j

l*)

b

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO ^ r

ClJSSr^MT.
SUBJECT: DEMCON mSOH-rcaDSf?=S. 4?2 XT

'

(00: CHICAGO) DAIE-OTWIEW
CG 100-44963 (P)ipr~ v * jrrp^n OTFICBS™"’”^
Bufile : 157-85^%ici; 21- JJ.QL2 lTJP C3.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
RM
K>0: CHICAGO)

'CG 157-347 (p)
Bufile: 100-440423

Re Chicago teletype to Director and Springfield
dated 2/28/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 ^copies , of an LHM
dated and captioned as above. Two copies of this LHM are
being furnished Springfield for information purposes. This
LHM is being disseminated locally to the USA, Chicago, U.S.
Secret Service, Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois.

First source referred to in this LHM is
This sourc«
respect he

(£)- Bureau (Encs 11) (RM)
2 - Springfield (Encs, 2) (RM)
6 - Chicago

(1 - 157-413) V'v-tf&DS®*
jUI (1 - 157-2410) \

,

(1 - 157-2268*1 **

Li
12)

/

j
00 - VVfjO

HOT RECORDED;

176 MAR 8 1968

c f\r\ Sent M Ui

Mai1J- iipeIS Agent in Charge

ORIGINAL

FIL



CG 100-44963
157-347

miormation as se was relate is source

Second source referred to in this LHM is

Chicago is currently conducting an investigation
concerning the activities of and will subse
quently recommend I I for inclusion on tne Rabble Rouser
Index.

Chicago is closely following the activities of
GREGORY and will keep the Bureau advised.



EClASSIFiraWCni AIJTHOeiTY DERIVED FEOM:
FBI WTOMM-IC niriJ^SIFICATICM GUIDE
DATE 11-20-2013
illy52KB 5

It? Ae/iZy, Pfcase Pe/er to
File No. 100-44963

9sifed states department of Justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENT DURING
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

1968.
Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated January 3,
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REASON
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POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENT DURING
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

’

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

nniT
th€

?onvention site, fir the purpose of attempting to
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0”1 Convention area. In the' imSfd^te
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On February 28, 1968, a second confidential source
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United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

U.S. Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th MI Group
Evanston, Illinois
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ism^jnav form no. io
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

EE :: LASSillCATION AUTHORITY FRObI:

FBI .AUTOMATIC mCU&SIWlC&Tim GUIDE.

DATE 11-20-2013
F42WS2K35

Director, FBI

Legat, Bern 0.00-1132) (RUC)^J^ m\

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka.
RM

Re LONcab 2/5/68.

Enclosed are § copies of the following:

DATE: 2 / 27/68

. _«nAnOl /\rlr AGENClESAPPROPR'^S
Letterhead Memorandum dated

2 / 27/68

t\rrw^' .. -.peg
Communication dated AND HELD ‘ ruiTH

Information in the enclosure was received by Legat Bern on_
Source in the memorandum or originator of communication is:

ADViSEDBYMGsumBY^g^
DATE,— mT

b7D per FBI
b7E I

I I Other:

Enclosure is classified PIAL iTT'i
I I By source See remarks

Xp

I I Check name(s) in Bufiles. '

I I Check name(s) and/or fingerprints iM^pfai^^cjon Division.

I I Furnish results of re^q^^ted investig^rorr for referral to requesti

§ For information. i r"' r, r
f -

kji) - Bureau (5 IScls) / -J /
(1 - Liaispw) am —

1 - Legat, London (1 end ) ( inf© 'i /JH! £}
n Bern --1 *nn

i^j|jr)!ion Division.
°lM3,

for referral to requesting agency. s\ fi
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HECLM5 S IFICftT I COST AUTHOEI'TY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AlPTOiailC DECLJkS SIFIC&TIOU GUIDE
DATE 11-20-2013
F42M52K35

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
2o»?inaiKA^--(U)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

JVASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

February 27, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka.

information as follows

:

T-l, a confidential source abroad, furnished

(U!

GREGORY could not be located through the
Hotel Registry in Zurich, Switzerland.

T
t,

At Zurich Airport, it could be ascertained
that DICK GREGORY arrived via Swissair Flight 807 from— — j- ^ w / 4. JL v^a.

London on January 29, 1968. He returned to London on w
January 30, 1968 with British European Airways flight 5 6 5 ./V (H)

Investigation could not establish the
reason for GREGORY'S stay in Zurich. It could not be
determined where he stayed or his contacts. V. ^
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lASSIFICaTICni AUTHORITY HEHI¥E-D FROM:
AUTOblBiTIC DE^JJ^SIFimTIONf GUIDE

DATE 11-20-2013
!f42II52K35 v

F B I

Date: 3/4/68

/-

Transmit the following in
i (Type in plaintext or code)

Via
AIRTEL

(Priority)

TO:

PROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-440423)
(ATT: DID) J4.
SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093)

d
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY aka

RACIAL MATTER
(00: CHICAGO)

sup $
flPCVE,-

Re NY teletype to Bureau, 3/1/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (ll) copies of an
LHM regarding press conference held by captioned subject on
3/1/68. Two (2) copies of this LHM are enclosed for Chicago. „

/Q
Confidential source mentioned is

] £< W]

LHM is classified 11Canfldehtlai ''fjjbecause it contains
information furnished by| 1 the unauthorized dis-
closure of which could jeopardize the identity of this
source /g/

mss - ^^ /o - «
BEASOn-FCT!! ljU>^
DATS

//!

}
/ v &

/,

w3 Bureau (EnclS 11 )
(RM)

(Engfs. 2) (RM)2 - Chicago (Engf- ' r ^

1 - New York ^

JAS: pm REGllwJ /r '~„ / ?
'

(7) AGENCY: ACSI, 0SI;SEC. SERt
: Tr*. rr-T

}} RAO aritca. (¥]AR 5 1968

DATE FOE’’* 3//7./i,Z-
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jGECL&SSJFJOkTICM AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
’FBI AUOTIATIC DiriJ^SIFICATICM GUIDE
DATE 11-20-2013
F4 21152KB 5

U*ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF»STICE

jx^g&smZAxZ (i)

S
In Reply, Please Refer to

File Now

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York
March 4, 1968

.Richard Claxton Gregory

On March 1 , 1968* a confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that Dick
Gregory held a press conference at the New Madison Square
Garden, New York City, at 4:00 p.m. , March 1 , 1968, Source
stated that Gregory urged Negroes to boycott the championship
boxing match to be held March 4 , 1968, at the New Madison
Square Garden. Gregory also urged that activO picketing
take place at the aforementioned' location.

This document contains neither recommendation’s nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation *(FBl) . It is the
property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its
contents are .not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Transmit the following in

AIBTEL

FROM:

SUBJ:

Date: 3/9/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-2780)

SAC, Omaha (157-217) (P)

d
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTER

00: CHICAGO

Toison

DeLoach.-

ilohr.

Ca por

Cckihan-

r :t

I
'

’
_

li’vvn ^ I

*? Guady_

i

%(ui>

For the information of the Bureau and Chicago,
the National Affairs Committee of the Drake University
Student-Faculty Council, Des Moines, Iowa, is sponsoring
a two-week program on MRiots: Analysis and Alternatives”

•

The program, which began March 5, 1968, is featuring a number
of prominent speakers.

Dr. NATHAN CAPLAN, University of Michigan, gave
the keynote address on opening day , speaking on the subject
•’Riots: Research and Reasons”.

Following is the balance of the program schedule:

March 6, 1968: Movie: ”The Troublemakers”. A
documentary of a two-year effort for community progress in
a black ghetto of Newark, New Jersey.

March 7, 1968: Dr. NATHAN WRIGHT, author of /
••Black Power and Urban Unrest”, and was chairman of the 1967
Conference on Black Power in Newark, New Jersey. Speech
topic: ’’Disorder in the Cities”.

March 8, 1968: Illinois Governor OTTO KERNER,
’’Examination of the Commission Report”. Governor KERNER
was chairman of the Presidents National-Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorder

. I v && '

March 11, 1968: ANDREW HATCHER, ’’Riots and Civil

(9*Bureau 4

2-Chicago (157-347) c QV-; 12«
2-Omaha v
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Rights". HATCHER is currently associated with a; public
relations counseling firm in New York City. He was an asso-
ciate pxess secretary to President KENNEDY.

March 13, 1968: Panel Discussion. "The Community
Response - Cooperation or Conflict". Local Des Moines speakers.

March 14, 1968: DICK GREGORY, "Black Power".

The Omaha Office will give appropriate coverage to
GREGORY’S appearance at Des Moines, Iowa, on March 14, 1968.

I
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Date: 3/7/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

1 1
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original and

[ten (10) copies of a letterhead memorandum, captioned as above,
, ,j reflecting information concerning a speech to be given by DICK
^GREGORY at Charleston, Illinois, on 5/6/68.

fcN^.of an FD-376

.

XO
5S5

pg

xO-

TO:

FROM

:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, SPRINGFIELD^ (157-775) (P)o
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory -

SPEECH ON MAY 6, 1968
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM

J

i i

i i

F

OO : CHICAGO
Di/i'iSVfl LzJLP

\

I I

1 I

1 I

1

1' 7

Also enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two (2) copies

pH P

! Enclosed herewith for the Chicago Division are two (2)
[copies of a letterhead memorandum, as GREGORY is on the Rabble
[Rouser Index of that office.

i Local dissemination has been made to the following
[agencies: USA, EDI, East St. Louis, Illinois; USA, SDI, Spring-
field, Illinois; 113th MI group, Evanston, Illinois; OSI, Chanute
iAFB, Rantoul, Illinois; NISO, Chicago, Illinois; U. S. Secret
[Service, Springfield, Illinois.pi _ .

S-i

lei as iSfcEADS REC-20
/

\ i

Yti \ J J

SPRINGFIELD DIVISION MAR 11 1953

{ 1 AT CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS —
i: *•UW

}” Will maintain liaison with local authorit ies,/sources
and informants to insure awareness of any possible demonstration^
in connection with GREGORY’S appearance. /?A ill ./*>«*?

(37- Bureau (100-440423) (Enc . -iST (Rk) awwlnl
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 2)' (RM)

-T75) 157—2-98)-

l

WR :skt

^ (ii)
;C.^.Prp^^

7
157-Dead)—(Charleston RM)
66-1967)

Sent M Per



SI 157-775

LEADS :

SPRINGFIELD DIVISION

AT CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

Will survey feasibility of obtaining details of
speech from various sources.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNlUffb STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSWfCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

March 7, 1968

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [TfSubversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) | Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) m Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6* Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished Q enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any , this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In Replyy Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois

March 7, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ALSO KNOWN AS
DICK GREGORY
SPEECH ON MAY 6, 1968
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

The Eastern News, a publication of Eastern Illinois
University, Charleston, Illinois, in its issue of Friday, Feb-
ruary 16, 1968, carried an article stating that Dick Gregory
who was described as a "Comedian - Civil Rights Activist" would
speak at Eastern Illinois University during the spring quarter.

According Id the article, Gregory's speech would be
delivered on May 6, 1968 and it would be titled "Civil Rights -

Black Power".

The following individuals were notified of the above
information

:

| |
United States Secret Service, Spring-

field, Illinois, 2:15 P.M., March 6, 1968;

2:17 P M., March 6, 1968.
113th MI Group, Springfield, Illinois,

This document contains neither recommendations nor con-
clusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed out-
side your agency.

i*z*°

pYp
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9
Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date: 3/8/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

FROM 3

piRECTOR, FBI

SAC, DETROIT (157-2146) (C)

SCHEDULED APPEARANCE OF iT f< ^
DICITGREGORy^AT
"HOPE COLLEGE,
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
3/7/68
RM
(OO: DETROIT)

Re Detroit airtel to the Bureau, dated 3/4/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
setting forth data regarding the above-captioned appearance,

2 copies of this LHM are being disseminated to

Secret Service, Grand Rapids, Mich, and G-2, Detroit, Mich,

and one copy to USA, Grand Rapids.

For additional information of the Bureau, Detective
I l advised that in his estimation, the people who
attended or heard GREGORY’S talk at Hope CdLege on 3/7/68 who
are residents of Holland, Mich., were upset about his
appearance at the college and that he feels the local popula-

tion will be critical of college officials for sponsoring
the appearance. * ^

—--fillreau (Enc , )
' " 1 - Detroit ***

.

\

TLB/mcm U
(4) RED-20

/
o l) " ho H )

a MAR IX TO

AGENCY : ACSX , flgf, OSI ; SEC . SER7 (pD-37t> Sl)

DATE FCT.r:. ’//O/iL

vmd: .M Per

Special Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

TED STATES DEPARTMENT OJ^lsTIGE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan
March 8, 1968 .

Re: Scheduled Appearance of
Dick Gregory at Hope
College, Holland, Michigan
March 7, 1968

Re Detroit memorandum dated March 4, 1968.

On March 8, 1968, Detective feolland.
Michigan, Police Department, advised that Negro comedian
Dick Gregory spoke at Dimnent Memonal Chapel on the campus
of Hope College, Holland, Michigan, from 8:15 PM to approxi-
mately 10;00 PM on March 7, 1968, as part of a three-day
program sponsored by th e college captioned "The Crisis in
Our Cities’ Detectivet advised that the chapel where
this talk was held was filled to capacity and that closed
circuit television was employed to cover Gregory's talk for
additional audience in two adjacent buildings. Detective

I I estimated that approximately 2,000 persons heard or saw
Gregory on the campus and that in excess of 95 per cent of
the persms in attendance were of the Caucasian race. He
said there was no violence, demonstrations, or other inci-
dents prior to, during, or after Gregory's talk.

Detective
| H advised that the talk given by

Mr. Gregory was critical of the United States Government's
policy and position in the Vietnam conflict and critical
of the current United States administration's policies in
general. He decried the ghetto conditions existing in the
American cities, indicating the Negro is forced to live in
slum conditions and that money spent on the Vietnam war
could be better used to solve domestic problems existing
in United States cities.

Detective
| |

said Mr. Gregory remarked in effect
that the United States Government was nore afraid of H. Rap
Brown and Stokeley Carmichael, officers or former officers
of Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, then it was

ENCLOSURE

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



J.

Re: Scheduled Appearance of
Dick. Gregory at Hope
•College, Holland, Michigan
March 7, 1968

Detective I l said Gregory remarked that the Negro
in the United States has been downtrodden and victimized for
generations and whereas in the past he was pacified by food
for his stomach, he now has a full stomach, but he will have
to satisfy his mind.

Detective l

~| stated that the entire tone of
Gregory's talk was critical of the conditions under which
the Negx> lives in the United States and critical of all
current policies of the United States Government, although
he made no specific recommendations for change.

Detectivel | advised that there was no question
and answer period after the talk and that Gregory was believedd
to have left Holland, Michigan, immediately after his talk,
possibly for travel to Chicago, Illinois, via Grand Rapids,
Michigan

.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

This document contains no recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investjga tion and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

2*



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

In January, 1968, Dick Gregory, whose identity is

known to your office, stated that he had received $50,000

from Bertrand Russell, the English pacifist-philosopher *

Gregory indicated that the purpose of the money was to

finance a Negro movement directed against the Democratic

National Convention scheduled to be held in Chicago in

August, 1968.

Gregory has publicly declared his intention of

disrupting the above convention.

Through your sources, you are requested to attempt

to develop information as to whether Russell did or did not

finance Gregory in the amount of $50,000,



Domestic Intelligerv ivision

INFORMATIVE NOTE

2/28/68

The Democratic National
Convention is scheduled to be held
Chicago, Illinois, August, 1968.
Dick Gregory is a Negro comedian.

Pertinent parts of the
attached to be furnished White
House, Attorney General, interested
Divisions of Department, military,
Secret Service, and appropriate
agencies, by memorandum.

We are following this matter
closely.



FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

/ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB 2 01968 .

XELETYPE^/

§
/ *m «oL s.r ;;

*

— > I

814PM URGENT 2/28/68 RSM 7

TO DIRECTOR AND SPRINGFIELD

FROM CHICAGO (157-2410) (P) & (157-347) (P)

£> 'v v/./^ <?//*}/ '» -6'cs/ — - ?

-BEMSe-N, 00: CHICAfiTL (BUFILE ONE FIVE SEVEN-EIGHT FIVE EIGHT NINE)

(Z3>
' 7 *.>>;,/ ,'s

-

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY-,—A.KA DICK GREGORY? THT, 00: CHICAGO

(BUFILE ONE ^E;OR ZERO- FOUR FOUR ZERO FOUR TWO THREE)

ON FEBRUARY TWENTY EIGHT INSTANT RELIABLE CONFIDENTIAL

Yl^UCXr,,

SOURCE ADVISED Tfl'AT HE RECENTLY LEARNED THAT IN JANUARY SIXTY EIGHT Q 1

* **
* f

' ^
DICK GREGORY STaSb THAT HE HAD RECEIVED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS '* &

—u. \y)

FROM BERTRAND RUSSELL, KNOWN ENGLISH PACIFIST-PHILOSOPHER WHO o.

CONDUCTED MOCK WAR TRIALS IN COPENHAGEN CONDEMNING U.S. POLICIES J
j

1 IN VIET NAM. GREGORY INDICATED THAT PURPOSE OF MONEY WAS TO S$$Ma
Xf/JD ii* vl.|

FINANCE NEGRO MOVEMENT DIRECTED AGAINST DEMOCRATIC CONVENTIONA ' T ' -

TO BE HELD IN CHICAGO DURING AUGUST SIXTY EIGHT. PLANNE^

TO USE MONEY TO PAY FOR TRANSPORTATION OF AS MANY NEGROES THAT „
• sx 101 -

. J CO- M0*/l3-Joo
WILL COME TO CHICAGO FOR THIS MOVEMENT.’ GREGORY ALSO PLANNED

, ,

TO PURCHASE LARGE QUANTITIES' >F “FOOD STAPLES TO HELP FEED T^|S
MftR 19g8

GROUP. RALPH SCHOENMAN, SECRETARY . TO BERTRAND RUSSELL, WAS ^ _

END PAGE ONE
* tC

f"
^ ^

jfO fa fe)

4
i— XEROX

/ S
Xerox ‘MRis 1968 rUD nc.77^7Trr~~ -*

pJafatJ!' ^
xerox

; FEB1968
MR* DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR-
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PAGE TWO
j

IN CHICAGO DURING JANUARY NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT TO HELP MAKE! ARRANGEMENTS

FOR TEMPORARY HOUSING OF THIS GROUP.

THIS SOURCE ADVISED THAT IN FEBRUARY SIXTY EIGHT GREGORY

INDICATED THAT HE HAD PURCHASED THIRTY SIX THOUSAND POUNDS OF

BEANS, PRUNES AND COFFEE AND HAD STORED THESE ITEMS IN WARE-

HOUSE LOCATED ON CHICAGO’S SOUTH SIDE, CONCERNING DEMONSTRATIONS

DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION, GREGORY DISCLOSED PLANS TO HAVE

SIMULTANEOUS DEMONSTRATIONS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS MILES AWAY

FROM CONVENTION SITE TO PULL POLICE UNITS FROM CONVENTION AREA.

IN IMMEDIATE AREA OF INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER, ACTUAL CONVENTION

SITE, APPROXIMATELY ONE HUNDRED FIFTY MILITANTS ARMED WITH GUNS,

KNIVES AND OTHER EQUIPMENT PLACED IN STRATEGIC POSITIONS WILL

CREATE VIOLENT DEMONSTRATION. REFERRING TO CHICAGO’S MAYOR

RICHARD J. DALEY, GREGORY STATED, "I GOT THAT WHITE MAN WORRIED;

HE IS REALLY AFRAID OF ME.”

ON FEBRUARY TWENTY EIGHT INSTANT SECOND RELIABLE SOURCE

WHO IS ACTIVE INADVISED THAT HE LEARNED THAT

CHICAGO’S PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY, STATED RECENTLY THAT PLANS

b6
b7C

END PAGE TWO



A

PAGE THREE

ARE BEING MADE TO DISRUPT FORTHCOMING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION

THROUGH DEMONSTRATIONS TO BE HELD THREE DAYS BEFORE BEGINNING

OF CONVENTION.
| |

FEELS THAT POLICE SECURITY WILL NOT BE AS

INTENSIVE AT THIS TIME AS IT WILL BE WHEN CONVENTION ACTUALLY

CONVENES. GREATER IMPACT WILL BE MADE ON CONVENTION DELEGATES

WHO WILL BE ARRIVING IN CHICAGO DURING THIS PERIOD.

b6
b7C

EXPECTS THAT DELEGATES WILL HAVE TIME TO REACT TO SUCH

DEMONSTRATIONS AND TRANSLATE THEIR REACTION TO THEIR ACTIVITIES

DURING CONVENTION. _______
ADMINISTRATIVE

RE CHICAGO AIRTEL AND LHM DATED JANUARY THREE LAST.

FIRST SOURCE UTILIZED IS THIS

SOURCE, AS

b6
b7C
b7D

1

SECOND SOURCE UTILIZED IS

CHICAGO CURRENTLY INVESTIGATING 1 1 AND WILL

CONSIDER RECOMMENDING FOR INCLUSINON ON RR-J-. CHICAGO

END PAGE THREE



/
PAGE FOUR

CLOSELY FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES OF GREGORY. SOURCES CONTINUED
/.vOr- D -Ss / . r

ASSIGNED. MILITARY AMD CHICAGO -PD WILL BE ADVISED AM NEXT TO ALLOW

BUREAU DISSEMINATION FIRST. .LHTrFOLLOWS WITH COPIES

LOCALLY TO USA, SECRET SERVICE. BUREAU REQUESTED TO HAVE

LEGAT, LONDON ATTEMPT TO

END

BP BAP

FBI WASH DC

TUP

CC- MR. SULLtVAK
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(5QMMUHICATI0N SECTION

FBI WASH DC

FBI MEW ORLS

c 1
nf? 7T>

Jk/il

I
Mr. Tolson

I Mr. DeL aeh..

Mr. Mohr
Mr. B sfnp _
Mr. Casper
Mr, Caliahan^
Mr, Conrad,

_

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale.__
Mr. Rosen ...

Mr. Sullivans
Mr. Tavel __
Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
,

Miss Holmes __

Miss Gandy

3:4FPM URGENT 3-14-S? MMW

TO DIRECTOR 100-440423

CHICAGO 157-347 ^
FROM NEW ORLEANS 157^6951 IP

^

RICHARD CLAXTOR GREGORY, AKA; RM 00: CHICAGO

MEW ORLEANS SOURCE REPORTS THAT CAPTIONED SUBJECT HAS
BEEN SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT TULANE UNIVERSITY, NO, EVENING OF
MARCH NINETEEN NEXT. INFO ALSO RECEIVED THAT GREGORY SCHEDULED
TO SPEAK HOUSTON, TEXAS, MARCH TWENTY NEXT.

CHICAGO IMMEDIATELY CONTACT SOURCES TO DETERMINE IF
GREGORY COMING TO NEW ORLEANS AND HOUSTON AND SUTEL ALL /
INFO INCLUDING DATE OF ARRIVAL, MODE OF TRANSPORTATION,
PURPOSE OF TRIP, IDENTITIES OF TRAVELLING COMPANIONS.

’

SPEAK

w* ^mvLLLl IV u UNS.

it IS POSSIBLE PURPOSE OF ^ORX'sAlfm^ fiif wjfjft jr* £ /v

ON BEHALF OF RAP BROWN WHO^e/e^LY MJiL ^
ORLEANS JAIL.

AIRMAIL COPY BEING FURNISHED HOUSTON. 15 MAR 15 1968

FBI WASH DC. .f j

i-io'ti

•- roXTAlHED v





OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1*02 EDITION

yf GSA FPMR Ml CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (157-2780) date: 3/15/68

FROM I

\j

subject: j

V \>

\

SAC, OMAHA (157-217) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTER

00: CHICAGO

Re Omaha airtel to Bureau, 3/9/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies and for
Chicago two copies of a letterhead memorandum re GREGORY'S
appearance at Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa, on 3/14/68.

Copies of this LHM are being disseminated locally
to United States Attorney, Des Moines, Iowa; Secret Service,
Omaha, Nebraska; and 113th MIG, Omaha.

1

1

? ' ^'u

,,, /

p-VI

.
g}- Bureau (Enc. &)

J

2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (157-347)
1 - Omaha
EAR : er

b
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** ^ il0cj5^ Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan



% «
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to Omaha ,
Nebraska

File No. March 15, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Detective Intelligence Unit,
Des Moines, Iowa, Police Department, on March 15, 1968,
advised that the National Affairs Committee of the Drake
University Student-Faculty Council sponsored a two-week
program on ’’Riots; Analysis and Alternatives”. •' This pro=
gram, which 'began on March 5, 1968, featured a number of
prominent speakers, including Richard Claxton Gregory, who
spoke on. ’’black power” at Drake University on the afternoon
of March 14, 19@$.

Detective advised that he attended the
speeches and that during the. speeches Gregory talked about
forthcoming demonstrations in Chicago. Gregory stated that
he would have demonstrators marching twelve, hours a day,
then twenty-four hours a dayj and that these marches would
eventually paralyze the city. When police could not cope
with the situation, the ’’soldiers” would then be called out,

Gregory said that calling the ’’soldiers” out would look bad
in the eyes of the worl4 and that this will cost the country
about ten million dollars to hold the Democratic National
Convention in Chicago. Gregory also remarked during his ,

speech that some banks would be robbed and stores looted
while the demonstrations were taking place.

detective [ said that there were no racial
incidents in Des Moines as a result of Gregory’s appearance
at Drake University.

According to the March 15, 1968, edition of the
Des Moines Register, in an article captioned ’’Gregory; I'd
Bring Boys Home, Send L.B.J. with Barbecue Gun”, Gregory
when asked at the news conference about his plans to disrupt
Chicago, Illinois, during the Democratic National Conventipn
in August, said he hopes to have fifty to sixty groups ’’going

out in different directions and paralyzing the police. They
will make them bring the army in and that will cost the
country ten million.” Gregory said he plans the protest
’’because Chicago is one of the last, cities in the world that

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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RICHARD, CLAXTON GREGORY
j

’’deserves >the convention. It has not worked to solve its
social problems.”

i

Also, according to the article, Gregory in his '

afternoon speech, which lasted one hour and forty minutes,
said that if elected President, ’’The first thing I’d do is
paint the White House black. Then I’d bring all the boys
home from Vietnam and send Lyndon Johnson - with nothing but
a barbecue gun. And I’d have EartlJS^jK^tt call him up every
day and say we’re working on peace feelers, baby^’y;

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

2*
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OPTIONAL FORM NO* 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES VERNMENT

Memorandum
to

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROMUSk^v-4>H°ENIX (157-25) (P)

T d
^.subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM
j 00: CG

date: 3/14/68

Re PX letter to Bureau, 2/27/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau and Chicago are one Xerox
copy each of portioxi of the WALL STREET JOURNAL dated 12/4/67,
a press release of GREGORY dated 2/27/68, and a letter from
GREGORY toj

|
Arizona StatjeJUniyersit-yu(ASU) ,

_Tempe , . Arizona . These items are being enclosed for the.
information of Bureau and Chicago since subject is sched-
uled to appear at ASU on 3/27/68.

The enclosures were obtained from
retired SA, ASU, Tempe, on 3/13/68.

Phoenix will report subject’s activities on the
date of his appearance in form suitable for dissemination.

(L

V Bureau (Enc . a) (RM)
- Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 3) (RM)A^<o
- Phoenix .2 - Phoenix

CMD/gle
(6 )

U MARIS

t :
‘ R ''A

79iiS251968
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings; Blan
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Comic With a Cause
Dick Gregory Assumes

Solitary, Costly Role •

'Asa Rights Activist
'•

He Alarms Some Old Fans,

Passes Up Club Bookings;

' Peace Is Newest Passion

A Vow to ‘Bug You to Death’

"Dick has given more of himself than anyone I

know." . , .
‘

.

But there is puzzlement among some who
wonder what Mr. Gregory ‘hopes to achieve in

his lone wolf role. Though he contributes a
great deal of lime and money to various civil

rights causes he represents no organization
and thus has no solid base. It can’t be said that
his efforts have resulted In passage of a single

law or ordinance that might help his people. He
’ has some influence, no power.

Ted Determan, his former publicist; says.
Dick Gregory is "the best satirical comedian
this country ever had." Along with others, he

.
thinks Mr. Gregory could make a greater con-
tribution to civil rights by "keeping U3 laugh-
ing at ourselves."

But Dick Gregory himself says pressing so-

.cial problems can’t be laughed out of exis-

tence. He views himself as a social commenta-
tor who uses humor to interpret the needs* and
wants of Negroes to the white community.

By DAVIf) GAKINO
"* '*

Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal.

CHICAGO—When the time comes, write this
! epitaph for Richard Claxton Gregory: He. Put
His Money Where His Mouth Was.

Dick Gregory wop’t be needing a tombstone
just yet, of course. He’3 very"much alive and
living in Chicago—when he isn’t demonstrating
for open housing in Milwaukee or telling it like

it is, baby, to collegians In Latrobe, Pa. Still,

the description fits.

Many people still think ;of the 35-year-old
frjegro as a full-time comedian and part-time
civil rights activist. Actually, it’s now the other
way around, and the switch has cost the comic
dearly.

Five years ago he was raking in $5000 a
week and driving a new Lincoln Continental.

Even Southerners
roared when he told

the one about the wait-

ress in the Dixie res-

taurant (Waitress:

"We don’t serve col-

ored people here."

Gregory: "That’s OK,
I don’t cat colored peo-

• pic. Bring me a whole
fried chicken.").

' Today, Dick Gre-
gory is some $35,000 in

debt and doesn’t own a
car. What’s more, he
isn’t nearly as funny to a lot of people; some
call him demaeofrue now. But none of this.

rather than as a comedian who happens to deal
in topical social material.

He says he is trying to become a "militant
but humble” 1

civil rights spokesman, filling a
vacuum between the Rev. Margin Luther King
("humble but not militant") and the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee ("militant
but not humble"). He is pressuring the white
community into action now; cla’d in battered
hat, denim jeans and jacket and suede 'shoes,
he is often to be seen marching in Milwaukee,
where civil rights forces led by a white* Catho-
lic priest. Father James Groppi, have been
demonstrating daily for passage of an open
housing ordinance.

But ho Is equally Interested in the long-haul

job—reeducating people and reshaping their at-

titudes on the race issue. His emphasis is on
youth; he has undertaken a rigorous lecture

tour that will take him to scores of colleges

within the next few months. He is paid for

these appearances ($1,000 is a common fee),

but his total income from iius source, while
high by usual standards, doesn’t approach
what he could be making as a comedian.

Ho treats his audiences to 15 minutes of
humor for a starter. "I have, this Arab friend,"
he says, "who kept telling me how the Arabs
would wipe out the Jews. After tho war I called
him and said: ‘What happened, baby? We held
out in Watts longer than you did over there.' "

After that, ho takes a more serious tack,
though he uses barbed witticisms to make his
points. Some of hi3 public statements, at col-

leges and^clsewhere, shock. Gasps are heard

LU.-

Ho will not criticize tho militant advocates
of black power. "Rap Brown and Stokely Car- .

mlchacl taught me nonviolence," ho says,’"but.
then they saw the same rat that bit a baby five

’ years ago bite another ono .today."

In. his forthcoming book, ho declares:
"When America heard Martin Luther King
speaking nonviolence she was temporarily r6-

- lieved because ‘turn th$ other cheek* sounded
better than ‘an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth.* But tho failure to respond to'*‘tum the
other cheek* has produced tho ‘eye for an eye* *

revolution.*' Elsewhere, he has said: "There H
nothing in tho rule? which says the Negro must
be nonviolent. Nonviolence is a favor, not an
obligation.*’

One “myth" ho seeks to dispel is the claim’*'
that violence has done nothing but harm to
Negroes. "It sickens me to admit it," says Mr.
Gregory, "but violence has helped." He notes
that in some cities racial disturbances have

* been followed immediately by improvements In

.. recreational and other facilities serving the
' ghetto, • * - -

*

•As for Mr. Gregory, he prefers the boycott
to the riot as a tactical weapon. He has cncouiv
aged use of it in Milwaukee, among other'
places. Ho views tho boycott as a ‘substitute

brick" *for the frustrated ghetto dweller, oV
serving: "People will get mad at boycotts, but

'

afterwards buildings will still be standing, fire-

men won’t be getting shot, and Negroes .won’t

be dead." „
• *

Mr. Gregory also recommends that tho en-
tire war .on poverty bo removed from political

control and turned over to colleges and univer*,

sities for administration. -In this way,' he rea-
sons, tho best brains in the country would play
a decisive part In shaping antipoverty efforts.

"To close tho missile gap wo went out and
bought the best minds we could. The Congress-
men realized they didntt have tile education

*

and the understanding," he says. Tho same
‘ thing should be done to close the social and *

economic gap between Negroes and whites, he
believe3, , .

* ' Though he differs from the more radical

black militants in several ways, he Is at one
with them in his. contempt for gradualism—the
step-by-step approach to Negro-white equality.

A driving sense of impatience rpns through all

his commentary on civil rights; timo and
again, ho lambasts the establishment for what
•he believes Is a distorted set of priorities.

"They tell us they can’t get rid of rats," he
'

says in apparent reference to Congressional
_ shillyshallying over a rat-control measure.

•'**•** r - -x--.** the samp people talking who got rid I

ft?
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• seems "to"'bother*him miicti; after all, he cm*>e -

the r6le he plays now, that of the most prom-
inent lone wolf In the civil rights movement.

The transition began in 1962. Late that year
.when he was in Jackson, Miss., he says he was
stunned by the case of a 78-year-old Negro man
who was jailed during a voter registration
drive. The man's wife died while he’ was Im-
prisoned—-on the first night the old man ever
had spent away from home. About then, says
Mr. Gregory, he began to wonder *if he "really
had it made” when so many of his people were
suffering. *

His Involvement In civil rights grew. Using
jets tile way most people use taxis, he criss-
crossed Uie country,- going where the action
Was. He marched in demonstrations north and *

south. He was hurt trying to cool the Watts
*

riot. He saw many a jail from the Inside.

.Mounting Debts
* *

He had less and less time for nightclub
• dates, TV and other lucrative engagements.
His advisers urged him to pay more attention
to .business, less to rushing around the country,
but he brushed off their counsel. His debts
mounted as hi3 income shrank. I

*- Mr. Gregory's manager, Ralph Mann,* esti-

mates that the comic is giving up $100,000 to’
$200,000 a /ear in bookings because of his civil

rights activities. Much of this I3 lost because
Mr. Gregory simply isn't available to work a
good deal of the time. In other cases, says Mr.
Mann, his client’s outspokenness in behalf of
civil rights has caused "major TV variety
shows" to reject him. Mr. Mann won't say'
which shows. ^
'.Creditors began to get tough. American Air-.

• lines revoked^ his credit card privileges be-
cause of an unpaid bill of $8,000. li would be
difficult for most people' to roll up a tab so

• huge, but not Dick Gregory; two years ago he
flew round trip daily for a month f&m a night- .

clut^ job at the hungry I in .San Francisco to
Chicago, where he participated In demonstra-
tions against Benjamin Willis, then superin-
tendent of schools. Also, he had his telephone
service cut off. It was restored upon payment
of $3,000, say3 the phone company. \ .

\

What's Money? '

.
j

'

.
Mr. Gregory has a supreme contempt for

matters monetary and admits he's ho canny
manager of his own financial affaire. "When

. America gets out of debt, so will I," he says
breezily. Actually, he's better off now than he -

was awhile ago, when he owed a grand total of
roughly $200,000.

Dick Gregory's financial sacrifices earn
him the deep respect of a* number of people.
"If I had his talent, which I don’t, I’m not sure
I'd have the courage to do what he did," says
Bernard Klelnrrmn, the comedian^ lawyer,
.’athcr James Jones, a white Episcopalian

I dest'in Roanoke, Va., and a° frldnd, says:

* riots v/fero legal, sanctioned’by the Declaration
"

' of Independence, wliich, says Mr*. Gregory, ob-
ligates pcoplo to overt!irow the government if .

their inalienable rights are violated. Ho also
raises hackles when ho . calls America the

'

"number one racist country in the world."
Not long ago he created a flurry of ill-feei- •

ing, plus puzzled queries and complaints from
Jewish friends, when he commented on anti-
Semitism among Negroes. He said : "Every hip
Jew in America over 30 knows another Jew
who doesn't liko naggers. So when you find
some niggers who don’t like Jews-^well, that's
just even, baby." ,

‘
.

All this has given Mr. Gregory a reputation

.
some quarters as a bit of an anti-Semite,

a rabble-rouser and a black power militant.
But many who have watched his career closely
Insist he is none of these. George O’Hare, a -

friend who is a merchandising manager with
Sears, Roebuck & Co., says: "Dick sometimes
uses the volatile statement as shock treatment

. in order to got people to thixik." _ 1

Actually, Dick Gregory Is a thoroughgoing
integration^t, among other things. Everywhere ,

he tells his audiences, be they collegians or bus-
iness executives. "This (tho racial problem) is
not a question of black against white but right

'

against wrong." He tells a reporter: "When I
stop being your Negro friend and becomo just
your friend, then wc’U have a thing going.” He ’

is not interested in Negroes’ exercising their
rights In a black society but in on, integrated
society. *

x

He remains an advocate of nonviolence.* To
predominantly .white audiences, ho declares:
"I will not hit you. I will not kill you. But I will
hug you to death." As for intimations that civil .

rights forces somehow are linked to commu-
nism, he 3ays: "Pm not saying I won't bring
this country to its knees. But if I did, I wouldn't
fly across the .ocean and give it to another
white hoy."

His own conception of black power differs
markedly from tho doctrine of violence and se-
paratism propounded, hy others, a doctrine
deeply disturbing to most whites. To Dick Gre-
gory, black power means simple equality.
Commenting on black power in his book, The
Shadow That Scares Mo (it will bo released
next month), he says: "All Americans have a
right to a decent wage, to own their own busl-

k

nesses, to own their ' own property; and to
choose and elect .their own public officials who *

will servo as their power of attorney at the seat
of government," »

. .

While he personally abhors rioting and se-
paratism, he finds their existence today, wholly
understandable—and believes that whites

'

should stop viewing violence as simplo lawless-
ness and wako up to tho "injustice" tliat.he

. feels has bred tho racial explosion in our cities.

of the buffalo."* Ho maintains that if the Soviet
Union publicly pledged It Y/ould rid itself of
rats In five years the U.S. would respond by
eradicating them in nine months.

Dick Gregory says a "monster" is driving
him. Certainly something is; a reporter accom-
panying him Is exhausted by a 15-mllo march
in Milwaukee, followed by a night flight cast,

where Mt. Gregory gives talks at three col-

leges In one day. But tho comedian is fresh

„ after only two hours plcep; this pace is routine

for him. “

u

A compulsive talker, ho often -will order a
meal in a restaurant and leave }t untouched
whilo he delivers a civil rights monolog to

those accompanying him. Ho a vegetarian
ordinarily, and currently he says he Is ab-
staining from all food. From Thanksgiving-to
Christmas, he has pledged to take nothing but
water, as a mark of protest against American
involvement in Vietnam. He has promised $1,-

000 to anyone who can prove he has eaten any-
thing in that time. If the challenger can’t prove

* it, he must donate $100 to SNCC.
* The fast Is the most recent symbol’ of Mr.

Gregory's increasing involvement in the peace
movement. An advocate of immediate U.S.
withdrawal from Vietnam, ho sayb ho Intends
to run for President as a. peace candidate In.
the 1968 election.

Quixotic though this effort may sound, Mr.
Gregory says ho wants to serve as a focus in

.
the next election for those-who want to express
.their opposition to tho war in concrete fashion.
Ho is harslily critical of Lyndon Johnson, call-
ing him "tho most vicious tyrant slnco Julius
Caesar." Of tho Johnson-ICosygln conference at
Glassboro, N.J., he says: "Tho two most pow-
erful men In tho world were meeting. Kosygin
was sitting there and he don’t understand En-
glish, and neither does LBJ."

His friends worry that Dick Gregory is

, spreading himself dangerously thin, damaging
his health and perhaps diluting his effective-

ness. Certainly ho has little time to spend at
home, a conifortably furnished six-room apart-
ment in south Chicago that is a far cry from
the slums of St. Louis, where ho was raised.

Ho Is married and has six children, ranging
in age,from a six-month-old boy, simply called
Baby Gregory, to an eight-year-qld girl,

Michelle. Though ho can't spend much time at
home with them, ho does take his wife, Lillian,-

and the two oldest children on some of his trav-
els; Lillian was once jailed in Atlanta whJlo
pregnant with tho Gregory twins, Pamela Into
and Paula* Gration.

If Dick Gregory sometimes yeam3 for a
more sottled existence, feels despair or hope-
lessness or tires of his lonely odyssey, ho do 03
not show it. Says his friend, Father Jones:
"Dick doesn't believe Jie can bo beaten."

Reprinted by permission of The Wall Street Journal



PRESS CONFERENCE - February 27, 1968
Village Gate
Sleeker and Thompson Streets
New ‘York City
3:00 E.S.T.

Immediate Release to all Media

. Dick Gregory, the comedian who is an Independent

write-in candidate for
•
president of the United States, an-

nounced today at a press conference that he was beginning

.another 40-day fast in sympathy with the suffering on both

sides of the war in Vietnam. i

Mr;r-GJfegory said he and his wife Lillian would take

no nourishment but liquids from Ash Wednesday until April

1st, after which they will restrict themselves to a diet of

distilled water for the two weeks preceding Easter.

Mr. Gregory declaredLared^thatThis"two^eTd*eldest children

Michele, 8, and LynneJ 6, would fast from Good Friday until

Easter and join him and Mrs . Gregory in a vigil in front of

the White House throughout, the Easter Week-end.

Mr. Gregory, who not shaved nor cut his hair

for. 3 months , since his first fast which began on Thanks-

giving and lasted until New Year's, urged all those who

wished to make a personal sacrifice and demonstration against

the war in Vietnam to join him. He has also foregone con-

ventional clothing for the uniform of the common laborer ‘
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Press Release
Page 2
February 27, 1968

until the war is over and urged those who sympathized and

"wish to express their opposition to the system" to follow

his example. .

Specifically Mr. Gregory ashed "that people do not

buy Easter eggs this holiday season as large numbers of

people had expressed their opposition to the war by not

purchasing Christmas trees, decorations, toys, and gifts

to impress the economy with their determination to make

peace on earth a reality .

"

Mr. Gregory repeated his admonition to "all those

who wish to express their desire for peace to refrain from

purchasing 1968 American automobiles and to give up smbking

cigarettes, not only for your own health .but to save the

lives of innocent victims in Vietnam who are burned with
.

napalm bought with the tax on smoke."

• .• Mr. Gregory will continue with his current lecture

schedule which will take him to over 40 colleges and uni-

versities in as many days#



S. J#th S.reet
Chicago, Illinois 606l£
March 6, 1<?68
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Arizona State University
Gammage Auditorium
Tenpe, Arizona ‘
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VJhen I arrive on the Arizona State University campus to lecture,

March 27, I will be in the 29th day of my 1;0 day anti-Vietnam Protest

Past in sympathy with the suffering on both sides of the War.

Enclosed are a copy of the original press release announcing

my second ItO day anti-Vietnam Protest Past and a copy of the December

4 Wall St. Journal article featuring me for background material.

Sincerely yours,

flichj
Dick Gregory v
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
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Date: 3/15/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

v

&

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-6951) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTOnQrEGORY, aka.
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

Re New Orleans airtel and letterhead memorandum
to Director, 2/2/68.

I I Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La., advised on 3/15/68, DICK GREGORY
had made reservations at the Roosevelt Hotel to visit
New Orleans during Mardi Gras but had cancelled these
reservations

.

According to I I GREGORY stated his
I I had broken her hip and this prevented GREGORY
from coming to New Orleans.

1
'

b6
b7C

GREGORY is reported to have stated he may come
to Mardi Gras in 1969:

e

l knew of no plans on the part
of GREGORY to visit New orleans in the immediate future.

C. C/,- Bishop

Bureau
Chicago (Info.) (157-347)

1 - Houston
1 - New York (Info.)
2 - New Orleans

&-U0

REQ-.S
I
(to ~

12 MR 18 1968

b6
b7C



r D-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Date: 3/8/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

PITTSBURGH (157-652) (RUC)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS
00: CHICAGO

Re Richmond teletype to Bureau, dated 2/9/68, and
Buffalo teletype to Pittsburgh, dated 2/18/68, which set out
that information was received that subject was en route to
Buffalo to Pittsburgh.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ten copies
and for Chicago two copies of an LHM dated and captioned
as above

.

The first source is

were

:

The other sources contacted on 2/26, 27, and 28/68,

LL- of these sources werj* contacted by SA
|

^ f? per' 23 ^ ^ °

S

3^- Bureau (Ends. 10) (RM) * - ^
2 - Chicago (Ends. 2) (RM)

/ ..

1 - Pittsburgh
i “"^13 SSS

LMC/jmc COSTS*?"® .IJiJC. ' _
f.rR

-

tS|ie6ial Agent in Charge



SA RAY V.
Captain
SH0EMAKEE7

furnished information to

SA
Other information in the LHM was furnished to



In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No.

DOITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
March 8, 1988

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On February 11, 1968, Gregory was scheduled to leave
Richmond, Virginia, at 6:50 A.M., en route to Huntington, W. Yi

On February 19, 1968, Captain,
Investigations Unit, Huntington Police Department
W. Va. - *

Commander

,

„ — Huntington,
_ , advised that Gregory did not wake any public appearance

in Huntington on or about February II, 2 968, and there ms n r,

indication that Gregory was in Huntington. Captain[_ [further

b6
b7C

XU AA vlXI LXIIg, L vil » Ct£> O CL JL ii
|

advised that had Gregory spent any time in Huntington, he,
would have known it. He said that if, in fact, Gregory did come
through Huntington, he had apparently merely transferred planes
there

.

On February 18, 1968, information was received from the
Buffalo, New York, Police Department, Detective Bureau, by the /

Buffalo Office of the FBI, that Gregory was scheduled to leave
Buffalo en route to Pittsburgh at 10:00 P.M, that date via Mohawk
Airlines.

Telephone inquiry of the information operator or Mohawk
Airlines on February 19, 1968, indicated that Mohawk Airlines does
not have any direct flights from Buffalo to Pittsburgh,

On February 19, 1968, Reservations Clerk, b6— ?
} I I

U X- ij JL CM. XV p

United Airlines, advised that United Airlines Flight No. 587 leaves b7c
Buffalo at 10:00 P.M. and arrives at Pittsburgh at 10:45 P.M.,
daily. She advised that the passenger manifest for the flight on
February 18, 1968, indicated that D, Gregory was a passenger from
Buffalo to Pittsburgh. She advised he left no contact point in
Pittsburgh and had no continuing reservations.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

fiX, INFOS- * .-5»i?-U>va_£«b \J4rt

ENCLOSURE
/ o a- 1/ </« V 2 3 7*3$
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KOERM.ni) OF INVESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

MAR 15 1968

teletype

FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

521F^M DEFERRED 3-15-68 RFJ

TO DI

FROM CH\CAGO (157-347) (P)

3M DEFERRED 3-15-68 RhJ

DIRECTOR (100-440423), REV/ ORLEANS (157-6951), AND TABPA

Mr. Tolsnn

Mr- T)eT toaoh . .

Mr- Mohr .

Mr. Bishop,
Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt __

Mr. Gale__ _

Mr. Rosen
Mr. SullivanJ^rrT

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes. —
Miss Gandy

o
RICHARD CLAXTOM GREGORY, AKA, RM 00: CHICAGO.

3

PE KEV? ORLEANS TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO

MARCH FOURTEEN LAST, CHICAGO AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR AND LKR

DATED LAST.

FOR INFORMATION OF TAMPA REFERENCED NEW ORLEANS

TELETYPE SETS FORTH INFORMATION REFLECTING GREGORY TO

SPEAK AT TULANE UNIVERSITY IN NEW ORLEANS EVENING MARCH

NINETEEN NEXT. CHICAGO SOURCES ARE UNABLE TO CORROBORATE

THIS INFORMATION. $gj 0 6 ** tj t/ 0 ^ ^

ON
^ —

ILAST^ELIAELE CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE

FURNISHED ITINERARY OF GREGORY COVERING PERIOD
m MAR I_p 1968

THIS ITINERARY

WAS FURNISHED APPROPRIATE DIVISIONS IN REFERENCED CHICAGO

END PAGE ONE t

@6 Mar 261968
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* X

PAGE TWO

atrtel and lkm. being set forth is portion of itinerary for

INFO NEW ORLEANS? MARCH NINETEEN, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT, ROLLINS

COLLEGE, WINTER PARK, FLORIDA; MARCH TWENTY, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT,

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON, HOUSTON, TEXAS.

GREGORY IS CURRENTLY ENGAGED IN LECTURE TOUR AT

NUMEROUS U.S. COLLEGES. LECTURES ARE GREGORY’S MAIN

MEANS OF SUPPORT.

TAMPA DIVISION IS REQUESTED TO ADVISE NEW ORLEANS

BY TELETYPE IF GREGORY COMPLETES SCHEDULED ENGAGEMENT

AT ROLLINS COLLEGE ON ONE NINETEEN NEXT AND FURTHER DETERMINE

DISCREETLY IF GREGORY INTENDS TO TRAVEL TO NEW ORLEANS SAME DATE.

NEW ORLEANS SHOULD AFFORD GREGORY’S APPEARANCE AT

TULARE UNIVERSITY, SOURCE COVERAGE. CHICAGO

WILL FURNISH NEW ORLEANS COPY OF REFERRENCED AIRTEL AND LHM.

AM COPY BEING FURNISHED HOUSTON.

END

BAP

FBI WASH DC

MR. 'Mi;:;. - cc>
8001 836 9&D



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATI FeRNMENT

Memmindum ;<
*

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-1496)

subject: APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXT0
Dick Gregory;
John B. Stetson University
DeLand , Florida

(C)

<pN^REGORY,

3/18/68
RACIAL MATTERS

aka

date: 3/15/68

Re Jacksonville airtel to Bureau 2/21/68.

\
J i\ ) Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original

\ \J and four copies of LHM, dated and captioned as above, and
\ \j two copies of FD 376.

Y Copies of the LHM are being designated locally for
\ USA, Jacksonville; Secret Service, Jacksonville, and
\ MI , Orlando

.

Two copies of LHM are designated for Chicago.

Inasmuch as GREGORY'S appearance has been cancelled,
this case is being closed in the Jacksonville Division.

_ ureau (Enc^'.'T'O (RM)
2-Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
2-Jacksonville (1- 157-1496)
FEG-bet (1- 157-1472) (GREGORY)
<6> & ind^

m-2i i
uu i'i » «i ti »u twnn

l MAR 20 1968

L

.. • • n • jBjiyfB.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

March 15, 1968

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by othpr

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. HE Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) [HI Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) [XI Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

~~
SilJOV/^

19/0

Very truly yours,

John EdgJn Hoover

Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) 9
' (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form

becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

#NITED STATES DEPARTMENT^OF JUSTICE

*

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jacksonville, Florida
March 15, 1968

Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory,
John B. Stetson University
DeLand, Florida
March 18", lass

____ . DeLand, Florida, advised on March 15,
1968, that Political Emphasis Week, which was originally
scheduled to begin March 18, 1968, With appearance of
Richard Claxton Gregory, has been rescheduled for May 9 and 10,
1968, and . again May 14, 15, and 16, 1968; and o*he of the follow
ing individuals will be guest speaker: _D£^ MaxlLerner,
^^.•.^Russell^Kirk

, Senator Claude Pepper or Congressman Stewart

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date: 3/4/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

1 ;

L

TO

FROM

:

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, BOSTON (157-386) (RUC*)o
RICHARD CLAXTON 'GREGORY, aka
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
rm f'' cr:r_:z::-D

• ’-if is liLOLL-ciriLD /
v.~v^ /--?/-&?_ b

Re Chicago airtel to Director, 1/11/68, and Chicago
letter to Director, 1/17/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven copies
of a LHM suitable for dissemination concerning subject’s
appearances at the University of Marrachusetts on 2/7/68; at
Amherst and Smith Colleges on 2/8/68; at Colby Junior College,
New Hampshire on 2/13/68, and at Bowdoin and Bates Colleges,
Maine, on 2/14/68.

The sources used in the LHM are identified as:

BS T-l isl

J

BST-2 is

BS T-3 is

l\/ ^ne above sources have requested that their identities
H be protected in view of the confidential nature of GREGORY’S

appearance at 1̂^
Copies of the LHM are beiii^fifseminated locally to

the USA, Boston, Secret Service, NISO, lORth Ml Group and
OSI.

& c. * Bishop
/cf - Bureau (100-440423) (Encs. 11) fORM) ,n «np w
4 - Chicago (157-347

)

(Enos. 2) CRM) •' 1°"™ 7 Ui8
fl

1 - Boston AGENCY: ACSI, -eS§r OSIjSEC. SER: _ M >c<fr
-RcMi^-Jre-- \ > as-' --

-> ^n,-pA0^7 ^— -g/Tfo

DATE POE;,...

HOW FORWs —VII A1 VjlH * — OWH "
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PS 157-386

For the information of Chicago, Boston has no
current coverage concerning the American Program Bureau.
Investigation concerning this bureau reveals that it is
looa±£diLaj: 63 Te.rmle Plane. Suite 1006, Poston, Mass., and
is concerning rhoo Boston
has been able to obtain no additional identifying information.
Bsfiles reflect numerous subversive, racial and criminal
references concerning the nane l I

Boston feels that it is not feasible at this time
to conduct additional investigation necessary to develop
possible coverage of the American Program Bureau in the
absence of a request by Chicago for specific information
concerning GREGORY'S future public appearances, it be inn- noted
that GREGORY’S current schedule of appearances extends to

In the event Chicago requests such information
Boston vj5.11 wake further efforts to develop coverage of the
American Program Bureau, or attempt to furnish such coverage
through coiifidenkial investigative techniques.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

IITED STATES DEPARTMENT OI^JSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
March 4, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

February 8 , 1968 , BS T-l, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, stated that Dick Gregory,
who was introduced as a former comedian turned Negro
protest leader, addressed an assembly of approximately
3000 students and faculty members at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, on February 7, 1968

.

"^he
.

aPPea*'ance was arranged under the Distinguished
Visitors Program which is described as a long standing
student-faculty organization which provides for regular
lecturers

.

The source advised that Gregory’s remarks were
politely received and that no demonstrations were held or
incidents occurred in connection with Gregory’s appearance.
According to BS T-l, Gregory also spoke at Amherst College
and Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts, on
February 8-, 1968 , which was corroborated by BS T-2 and BS T-3
on February 9, 1968.

The "Daily Collegian", a daily student newspaper
published at the University of Massachusetts, contained an
article relative to the appearance of Gregory at the
University in its issue of February 8, 1968. According to
this ^article Gregory stated: "We live in a country so sick
and ^ insane that even riots help out." According to the
article Gregory praised the black power movement headed by
Stokely ^ Carmichael and H. Rap Brown, and said that America
is so sick that black people as well as white people are
racists. He said that if he were elected President he would
"Bring all the boys back home from Vietnam and send LBJ
there all by himself", and that Vietnam "Ain’t worth saving."

In his speech Gregory urged Martin Luther King
to stop preaching non-violence to Negroes and start preaching

all in: contained
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED -;N/ >
DATE ;

B.I10V 20 1
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

it to whites. He spoke of how he and Carmichael got fed up

with the non-violent philosophy, and recalled the day when

non-violent Negroes were knocked down and stomped on £>y

white policemen in Birmingham, Alabama.

According to this article Gregory predicted . new

riots in the cities this summer and stated that the riots

will continue until we stop making the ghetto a battleground,

and turn it into a lab. Gregory concluded his speech with

this remark.:

"It is a mark of insanity when a nation as powerful

as our’s gets frightened over the two simple words black

power .
’

"

The February 14, 1968 edition of the "Concord, New

Hampshire Daily Monitor ,r on page 1 carried an article captione

"Battle-Garbed Gregory Places Hope in Youth. This article

stated that on February' 13, 1968, Dick^Gregory spoke at Col y

Junior College, New London, New Hampshire , for about 2-s hours

during which time he held his audience
.

spellbound . urmg is

speech Gregory stated that his generation is leaving the

country in a mess for the next generation, and that the ^

hope for the country is the young generation. He said that he

does not trust anyone who is more than 26 years of age.

According to the article Gregory, who is running for

President as an independent candidate, stated: If 1
J??

re

President I would give a $10,000 reward to anyone getting

goods on any congressman. In this way we would have no dis-

honest congressmen."

The February 16, 1968 edition of the "Lewiston^

Evening Journal, Lewiston-Auburn, Maine" on page 12 carried
. ^

an article captioned "Challenge to Protest War Given by Gregory.

According to this article Dick Gregory addressed a group of

2
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

students at Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, on February 14,
1968, during which he challenged his audience to protest the
Vietnam war in a non-violent fashion. He urged them to refrain
from getting their hair cut or from shaving until hostilities
cease » In addition he asked them to wear work clothes until
the end of the war and to quit smoking.

According to the article Gregory stated that for
some strange, sick, insane reason the United States is afraid
of black bombs and sent in 'the National Guard to take
ammunition away from Negroes, while 'at the same time the
Minutemen are allowed to keep their ammunition. Gregory
stated "One of these days they are going to shoot at you. The
Minutemen have never shot at the Negroes, and the dynamite they
have buried in the suburban areas one day will wipe out blocks
of white men and then maybe you will take that < ammunition away
from them."

Gregory stated that he did not come to Maine to
impress the audience, but only to inform them. He stated
that he did not come to Maine to make people mad, but that
he could make one phone call in Chicago and make trouble and
therefore he did not have to come to Maine in the middle of
winter to cause trouble.

Gregory warned the audience not .to feel guilty about
the racism that exists today, but that the frightening thing
is that in 1968 we refused to admit that this racism exists.
He stated that Stokely Carmichael and Rap Brown have scared
this nation to death and expressed surprise that the United
States could be frightened by two such people who did not even
have any missiles.

Gregory stated that these two civil rights leaders
were originally in favor of non-violence but after being
exposed to killings and mistreatment for a period of six years,
their attitudes have changed.

He described civil rights laws as nothing but an insult
to the Negro. He stated that if these laws are so good "Let the
white people live under them and we will take the Constitution.
Don't do u& any special favors. The Negroes are not asking for

3



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

crumbs when the Constitution says half the cake is our's.
This is my country whether you like or or not .

"

The February 15, 1968 edition of the "Bath-Brunswick
Times Record" , a daily evening newspaper published at
Brunswick, Maine, carried an article captioned "Dick Gregory
hip mahatma .

" This article reflected that on February 14, 19B8
Dick Gregory addressed an overflow crowd of 700 people at
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine. According to this article
Gregory made virtually the same speech here as he made at
Bates College which is described above.

None of the above newspaper articles indicated that
there were any demonstrations or incidents of any kind in
connection with any of Gregory's appearances.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.





Westerville, Ohio 43081

Dear

Your letter of March 11th has been received.

b6
b7C

I am opposed to communists speaking on college cam-
puses; however, I would like to point out that the FBI has no authority

to prevent speakers, academic or otherwise, from appearing on college

campuses, nor do we have any control over the selection of faculty mem-
bers or the views they may espouse. Nevertheless, I do consider it my
responsibility and obligation to present to the public facts concerning
the infiltration of communist propaganda in our schools and colleges.

The communists are highly trained and skilled in the ways of deception

and distortion of the truth* \These conspirators are not bound by any
obligation to be honest or factual in their statements. While we all

believe in academic freedom and freedom of speech, I do not feel these
privileges grant license to deliberately present distortions and falsehoods.

I am enclosing an excerpt from my testimony before the

House Subcommittee on Appropriations on February 10, 1966, and other
literature which I hope you will find of interest.

\

* !t
T3

Sincerely yours,

Edgar Hoover

i ^lSO<r

DeLoach .

Mohr
Bishop

Casper —
Callahan .

Conrad —
Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan _
Tavel

Enclosures (3)

'

Excerpt from Director’s Testimony before Subcommittee on. Appropriations,
2-10-66, re Demonstrations Protesting U.S. Policy Toward Vietnam

Counterintelligence Activities

Director’s Statement re 18th National Convention, CPUSA

WMG:kce^41
'

(3)

Trotter r
Tele. Roomr*^-
Holmes -Q&LQj<
Gandy - MAIL ROOM I I TELETYPE UNIT I I

ee Note on Next Page
/



John Birch Society. Last outgoing 1-27-67 declined comment on news-
paper article forwarded by correspondent concerning Soviet American
Consular Treaty.

| |
is also affiliated with ’’Let Freedom Bing” an

ultra-conservative venture critical of the Administration. Concerning
Dick Gregory, Bufiles indicate that he has made numerous vicious

> attacks against the Director and the Bureau, and there are indications

\ that he is mentally unbalanced. He has supported the Black Muslims and
I injected himself into the Negro movements. He also has espoused causes
\ and individuals that were closely associated with the communist movement.

A

-2 -
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1007 SOUTH HIGH STREET

COLUMBUS. OHIO

March 11 , 1968

Mr* J, Edgar hoover'
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. G»

Dear Mr, Hoover:

A number of Communists and revolutionists are continueing to

speak on college campuses* This of course is wrong. Newspapers

come out and say that the students' can speak their own minds

and are not influenced; However, in talking with students diresctly,

I find the opposite is true;

You have testified or made statements to the effect that

Communists are not free - that they are under the complete control

of Moscow, etc. and of course they are dedicated1 to their cause-.

; II

1

I would appreciate hearing from you with the documentation of

your thoughts?- on subversives such as. Dick Gregory speaking on

campuses- and Communists, many of whom have spoken on the campus." of

Ohio State University

Ml (0(L

RtC- w
JtimQ ^ //

*0

Thank you.
B mar 19 1886

3-

1

S-w

Please reply to the address? below:

WESTSRVii.Lii, OHIO 4308!

A/C 614 I 1 J



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATEMDYERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

fro:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

* SAC, DETROIT (157-762) (RUC)

subject: RICHARD CLAXTOITGREGORY, aka,
Dic£ Gregory
(Rabble Rouse r Index)
(OO: Chicago)

date: 3/21/68

Re Chicago airtel and LHM dated 1/11/68.

RAYMOND WALTON, Chief of Police, Ypsilanti,
Michigan, has advised that subject spoke at Pease
Auditorium, Eastern Michigan University, on 1/10/68,
to an audience of approximately 800 persons. WALTON
added that GREGORY appeared wearing workmans ’’dungaree”
type appearel, and spoke on a variety of topics, mostly
political. He added that although subject touched on
such topics as opposition to the Vietnam war and the
draft, his approach seemed to be more entertaining. He
directed jokes at government leaders, white society
and ’’niggers,” and recalled GREGORY stating that the
idea of Negroes enslaving white people was ridiculous
because "it’d take 2^ years just to teach them how to
eat watermelon.” He pinpointed the problem in the
United States to be "moral pollution” resulting from
’’people telling lies from one end of the country to
the other.” He added that if social problems in the
United States were faced honestly, they could be solved.

/

Concerning Vietnam, GREGORY stated "You guys
are gonna die under the false pretense that you are
creating democracy,” and later added "with my political
beliefs, if I tried to volunteer, the government would
tear up my draft card.” He characterized the Vietnam
war as a genocidal war against a country without an
air force, and regarding whether he would fight, stated
"I’m the same guy who ran around last summer and told
colored folks not to throw bricks."

WALTON added that GREGORY spoke for about two
hours and presented a program which contained many of

<^T)- Bureau (RM)
1 - Detroit

__ w HJSJ/msl
wM (3 )

Cfc 5

34 MAR 22 1968

23 IQgg
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the routine jokes and comments heard previously on
television appearances.

GREGORY, in closing, stated "We’ll burn
this country down; we’re not gonna take these insults;
what we want is what you’ve got—the United States
Constitution.

"

No incidents occurred duxing GREGORY'S presence
in Ypsilanti, Michigan.



DECLiftS SIFIC&TIQH' AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI WTOMM-IC nmZhhESJWICATICM GUIDE
DATE 11-21-2013
F4 21152KB 5

f
APPRCPRIATE agencies
and REl.n OFFICES

Transmit the following an^iEi^
~

1 POUTING
!

SLIP

v,„ AIRTe£ATE>

3/11/68

tntizfbiLlc&cl

(Priority)

To: Director, FBI (ioo-440423ATTENTION:

} |
CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

Ifrcjm: SAC, Philadelphia^ 157-1865 GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

{ } cD (C) G3 DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Sjubfjeet: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, f) V A
'

J {
aka Dick Gregory t/jLJLu^

J
i (RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)

, ^ f y
I { rh (00: CHICAGO) 1 /

illH
• O } MO Crf

J |

*

CO
I Iso Iw o\i I

co ao o s

* OCR EL CIIVRA-65 CRA-64
n\i \ ,—, ^ »

: ;

•• o c'i
>< Jiii OP PH
^ _H S
C5 «aj

PA PE PF
I I BM BM-Threats lx~l Racial Matters

I I KLan Organization

Summary of Complaint:

Remytels 2/23 and 28/68.

es & Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a self-

cl al^ljlanatory LHM. Two copies are enclosed for Chicago.

Also enclosed for Chicago are five news clippings
GREGORY’S appearances. ...

Information copies are furnished OSI, NISO, MI, O
Secret Service, Philadelphia, and USA, EDPA. , of the above

LHM.
'1 - Bureau (100-440423) (Enc. ll)(RM)

fi

2 - Chicago (157-347 ) (Enc. 7)(RM) n£C
fo /GO - „

1 - Philadelphia (157^-1865) /7° “ff PM Y ' mni ea—g

JRW/lpm
(

\ /f j- •
•" ~

-ipT 18 1968

(

lbTION:
/$PtNo further action being taken and

G3 LHM enclosed Qj] Copy furnished to USA, EDPA. ,} £
, i

v>
V

53 LHM being submitted
_

jppr
\\ l / I Report being submitted ....

•"’‘’ISsr
i \ GQ Preliminary investigation instituted

/\r* I vwn Limited investi2aiaonrrns#tutBd *J

—

137

Limited investif

) Special Agent in Charge
.M Per



PH 157-1865

The followingvinformant^

\

t
are utilized in LHM:

PH T-l is

PH T-2 is

The LHM is classified ooni$ttefF§iaI (inasmuch as^
information received from PH T-l and PH T-2, 'Tf disclosed,
would tend to identify informants of continuing value whose
identity, if disclosed, would adversely affect the internal
security of the United States. pC ffj]

b7D



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FKQM
FBI JUJKMH'IC DICLi&S SIFICATIGNf GUIDE
DATE 11-21-2013
F42M52K35

UNIT^ states department of jus

tui

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

March 11, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
Also Known As DICK GREGORY

r*<
Confidential Informant PH T-l, who -has furnished reliable

information in the past, advised February 23, 1968, that he had
learned that GREGORY would be in Philadelphia on the evening
of February 27, 1968, where he would appear at the Nixon Theater,
52nd and Locust Streets in West Philadelphia, which is a
predominantly Negro area. GREGORY would speak * and obtain
signatures on petitions for the coming Pennsylvania primary
election to be held in April 1968. GREGORY was seeking to get
on the ballot. as a candidate for President of the United States. ^

•Oh February 28, 1968, PH T-l and PH T-2, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised the appearance of
GREGORY at Philadelphia oh the previous day had been sponsored
by the Pennsylvania Peace and Freedom Party for the purpose of
obtaining signatures to place GREGORY’S candidacy for President
on the Pennsylvania primary ballot. There were an estimated
250 people at the rally. Instead of the Nixon Theater, the
rally was held at the Antioch United Church of God, 11th and
Huntingdon Streets, Philadelphia.)^ ^

Among the things that GREGORY said during his talk
was that if elected President, he would paint the White House
blacky and bring the boys home from Vietnam. The Negro does not
•want

t

- integration, he wants liberation. He was quite well
received by the audience.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI -and is
loaned, to your agency ; it and its contents are not to be r^i3>-distributed outside your agency.

(Uj

GROUP 1
Exdlu^ed frpm^aut<|patic
downgriDda^j^ and
declassification

fcflgj&s DESrU\(6D

’R*w.ao.*»

/oo- w 2



FBI WASH DC *
FEOERAL BUREAU Of 8W£SnSAr,0M

U. S. DEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAR22196P \^0
TELETYPE :X

%
|

Mr, Tolson

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr
Mr. B .hop ~~
Mr, Casper-

FBI ALBUQUEE

418PM Z/Z2./SS URGENT DSR

TO DIl^CTOR (100-440423) AND CHICAGO (157-347)

FROM ALBUQUERQUE (157-147) CP)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM. 00: CHICAGO.

REMYTEL THIS DATE.

|

Mr, Callahan-

t

Mr, Conrad—
Mr, Felt

|

Mr, Gale

| Mr, RosenMr, Rosen yi
SttlUvan .V- I

Mr. Tavtl
Mr. TroUer*
Tele. 1m.
Miss

Miss Qg&dy*-.

b6
b7C

UNIVERSITY OF ALBUQUERQUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, ADVISED HE ATTENDED SUBJECTS SPEECH AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE, ON MARCH TWENTYONE LAST AND
n

WAS WITH SUBJECT DURING SUBJECTS SPEECH AT TEN A.M., THIS DAJ^

b6
b7C

UNIVERSITY OF ALBUQUERQUE. STATED THE SPEECH TODAY WAS

IDENTICAL WITH SUBJECTS LAST NIGHT SPEECH AND TEXT OF SPEECH WAS NOT

CHANGED.

SUBJECT DEPARTED ALBUQUERQUE AT APPROXIMATELY TWO P.M. THIS DATE,

ACCORDING TO AND WAS RETURNING TO CHICAGO. b6
b7C
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Date: 3/21/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

, L * 0

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(P riority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROMJl(/L\hC, HOUSTON (157-1184)
. k .

lAJ^ o —zph
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka K

(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX) RM iNr
(00: Chicago)

Re CGairtel to BU, 1/11/68 and NOtel to BU, 3/20/68.

On 3/20/68.1 I
(established source),

| L Houston,
Texas advised that DICK GREGORY was scheduled to appear at

UH on 3/20/68 at 8:00 PMwhere he will speak in the Houston
Room of the University Center. This speech was scheduled
to last approximately 90 minutes with question and answer
period following. Source advised the capacity of the room is

1200 and attendance is restricted to UH students who will
he issued tickets on presentation of their UH student identi-

fication cards

.

Source advised GREGORY was scheduled to arrive in

Houston at approximately 5:30 PM, 3/20/68 and will stay at

the Airport Inn Motel while in Houston.

On 3/20/68, | I

Airport Inn Motel,

7777 Airport Boulevard, advised a reservation had been made

at the motel for DICK GREGORY for 3/20/68 with his approxi-

mate time of arrival shown as 5*30 PM. He advised the reser-

vation was for a single room and indicates GREGORY was

traveling alone.

On 3/20/68,1 |

supra, advised GREGORY
spoke as scheduled at the UH with hiS speech and the following

question and answer session lasting until approximately

10:45 PM. Source stated appKS8|^^.y 100
j ^

.

'3“"- Bureau (RM) ^*^0-9f
2 - Chicago (157-347) (EM) KuVj 6

E0 mar SS 1963
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'
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gent in Charge
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•
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HO 157-1184

attendance and no incidents occurred. He stated GREGORYS
speech was pro black power and also attacked the present
administration and the Vietnam war policy. He stated
GREGORY made several remarks concerning the surveillances
of himself, CARMICHAEL and BROWN by the FBI and CIA but at
no time were obscenities used in this regard He stated
GREGORY’S speech was well received by the audience.

On 3/12/68 the Daily Cougar, official student
newspaper of UH reported GREGORY’S speech at UH was being
sponsored tythe University Center Program Council in
cooperation with the lecture-artist series.

LEAD:

HOUSTON

AT HOUSTON, TEXAS

Will furnish any additional pertinent information
obtained concerning GREGORY'S speech.
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Dole; 3/11/68

Transmit the following in

airtel

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

! Mr. Tdsnn
I

Mr. D -i

j

Mr. hr

|
Mr. * «

l Mr. < u !Kr

I
Mr. .*

'

') Mr. ^ .... •.

.te-
V / Mr. Urn
ifjjj M> . / vc

ir/vd.

Mi*. iT. *f t- 'i

I I Td*?.

1 IJ '•S-.*.

I)

Director, FBI (

^4
Vs FROM: SAC, Detroit (157-2107) ^ " J

!f/«, a> r
V Xtv^appearance of DICKJSREGORY, \
yy benton harbor, Michigan;; \U 3/8/68 \

RM \^LS I

f;\ ) c Q ~~ A *i / H -zJ-d-Zt y
Re Detroit airtel 2/14/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
concerning a speech in Benton Harbor, Michigan, of DICK GREGORY
comedian and civil rights worker, on 3/8/68, which was without
incident. y'

Source utilized in the LHM is

Two copies of the enclosed LHM are furnished G-2 and
V^/Secret Service, Detroit and one copy of the LHM is furnished

,,, jth^USA, Detroit.
uUULb^j^Bureau (Enc . 11) (RM)

Detroit
(1 - 157-706 (J>0SSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE) o'

V
(1 - 157-1996)

JFS/cc
f

(6>
<7OOP .

' '

*
l MAR 21 1968

*

AGENCY: ACSI, -&», OSIjSEC. SEE:

7'J,
y"', RIO J OJTcyK

DATE rOEST:

HOW POKY:

,
by: -^dUcs^:::::::z

Bishopc. c. -

Approved: —A?
* SJ ijlAf i , Special X'gent in Charge
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UN|KD STATES DEPARTMENT OF

Aderal bureau of investig.«
TICE

) N

Detroit, Michigan
March 11, 1968

Re: Appearance of Dick Gregory ;

Benton Harbor, Michigan,
March 8, 1968

On March 9, 1968, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised Dick Gregory, Negro
comedian and civil rights v/orker, spoke on the racial
situation in the United States at the Benton Harbor High
School gymnasium, Benton Harbor, Michigan, to an audience,
predominantly Negro, of an estimated 1,350 on- the evening of
March 8, 1968. The speech was without incident.

Gregory, a self-styled presidential candidate,
commented that Negroes are engaged in an irreversible
revolution, that the Kerner Report on Civil Disorders may
"keep it cool’ in many fights this summer if whites examine
it, although in his opinion it dobs not go far enough.
Gregory claimed, politicians are responsible for 90. per cent
of the problem and said he wants to create an atmosphere
through demonstration in Chicago that will keep whites out
during the Democratic National Convention August 26, 1968.

He predicted that commencing the last week in
May,- 1968, or the first of June, 1968, marches will start
in Chicago on an 12 hour basis and gradually escalate to an
around the clock basis by the 4th of July.

•• cr^V',

'•’iJtE Os

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is

the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be.

distributed outside your agency. r''"C>T f
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if

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

F B I

Date: 3/22/68

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority

)

-*L

*

pRECTOR, FBI ( 100-440423)

AC, HOUSTON (lgll84)(RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX) RM
(00: Chicago)

Re HOairtel, 3/21/68.

Attached for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM re

captioned subject and speech subject delivered at University
of Houston, Houston, Texas on 3/20/68.

Two copies of attached LHM are being furnished
Chicago for information.

Copies furnished to MIG, Secret Service , OSI,

NISO, Houston, NISO, NeWprleans
. J *~7 J

3 - Bureau (Enc-ll)
2 - Chicago ( 157-347 Jy(Hnc-2) (RM)
1 - Houston
DCS/sjm
(6 )



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

TED STATES DEPARTMENT 0 STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Houston* Texas
March 22* 1968

Richard' Claxton Gregory
Racial Matters

¥

A
l
‘ a

^.i

>—

1

n«

3 ^

Houston* Texas advised on March 20* 1968
that Gregory was’ Scheduled to appear at UH on March 20*
1968 at 8; 00 PM* where he was scheduled to speak in the
Houston Room of the University Center. This speech was
scheduled to last approximately 90 minutes followed hy
a question and answer period.

|
advised the

capacity of the room is approximately 1200 persons and
attendance is restricted to UH students who will he
issued tickets on presentation of their UH student identi-
fication cards

.

advised that Gregory was scheduled to^
arrive in Houston at approximately 5«30 PM* March 20* 1968
and is scheduled to stay at the Airport Inn Motel while
in Houston* Texas.

On March 20* 1968* I 1 Airport
Inn Motel* 7777 Airport Boulevard*, advised that a reser-
vation had been made at the motel for Dick Gregory for
.March 20* 1968 with his approximate time of arrival shown

advised that the reservation wasas 5s 30 PM.
for a single room

On March 20* 1968* I 1 supra*
advised that Gregory spoke as previously scheduled at the
UH, Follo^ng his speech a question and answer session was
held which lasted until approximately 10s 45 PM. I I

advised there were approximately 1 ,000 persons in atten-
dance and there were no incidents . 1 |

stated that
Gregory’s speech was pro black power and he also attacked
the present administration and the Vietnam war policy in
his speech.

|
|stated that Gregory made several

remarks concerning une surveillances of himself* Stokely
Carmichael and H. Rap Brown by the .'FBI and the Central

t .a — A f rtTfh. \ t-*,- 4- o 4- r\V\ c? ^ “f*Intelligence Agency
used in this regard,
speech was well rece

CIA) but at no! time were obscenities
] advised that Gregory’?

ved by the audience.

This document cont&ns neither recommendations nor conclu-
sions of .the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is

loaned to your agency* it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

/ ~ Q If ^/OG

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D



Beg Richard Claxton Gregorys Racial patters

On March 12 , 1968 the Daily Cougar , official
student newspaper of TO, contained ari^article indicating
that Gregory’s speech at TO was being sponsored by the
University Center Program Council in cooperation with
the Lecturer-Artist Series

.

On March 21, 1968, the Houston Chronicle, daily
.newspaper , Houston, Texas , carriecHthe following article
regarding the speech given by Gregory on the night of
March 20, 1968

•



BY TED D’ANDRIOLE
Chronicle Reporter

“The shame is that the Ger-
man who killed my daddy in

American college students'1912 can come to this country
have inherited “the most moral-

j

and move into a white neigh-

ly polluted, insane nation on
earth,” says comedian and civil

rights militant Dick Gregory.
“You youngsters have got to

borhood his son can’t live in,”

said Gregory.

“What disturbs me is that if

these same social problems ex-

isted in any other country,

America could solve them.”
Gregory aimed his strongest

diatribes i gainst the U.S. war
effort in Vietnam.

“Nobody in his right mind
will ever < gain ask America to

' % = .i

bring sanity back to a nation

tlone mad. College students have
become the number one moral
force in the world,” Gregory
told more than 6C0 predomi-
nantly white students in a 2&-
,hour speech at the University

of Hct^on Wednesday night, (help get rid of communism af-

The general reaction to Greg- j ter what we’ve done to, Vict-
ory’s bitter cenuncialon of andjnam,” said Gregory. “It’s like

iiees at the American govern- destroying this university with
ment an l serial system ranged;bombs to get rid of rats and
iVo.ii stait.wi." applause to un-i roaches.

“If our democracy is as good

.jam but camels- we say it is, why do ve

d <{: V i*groes|have to run all over the wond
Uk.o o;r trying to ram it down every-

:c ..o scuicch tody’s throat?”

.. .. V. Thea? “Where were we when de-

' mocrncy fell in Greece?” he

, be asked -

iavh.g games* “Your parents are siding with
wit:, us?’ Gregory. “If. the federal government against

you re go.ng to :ako ;.\;ay the'their kids and the kids are
guns and amv. uiitic.. Iron: the right” about the Vietnam war,
riacks^ \,v exf v. you 10 take' he said,

away the um.L. ‘ddo.i from the, "if a government inspector
lyAittLiiomcn.

1

t
“America’s a dtudo

crime and violence wasn’t up-

i

Oi t ; v>0

i ;>e eramu
“ *«i , ‘ m ..ia *io

a »: m w mb’, e s

i*. 1**0 *(C_.v . . *

"cs no h ck.hV'
**i.i - r

»r i, . 1. ..i

h :.a: and Step
',V,v

fHapp Brown as men who “have
dared to become as bitter as
[Patrick Henry.”

He said America laughed
when Khrushchev proclaimed
“we will bury you.”
“Rapp Brown hasn’t got' any

armies or missiles and yet the
most powerful nation on earth
is afraid of him,” ;he said.

“When a whole nation hates
two men (Brown and Carmi-
chael)

,
there’s nothing wrong

with those men, but that nation'
is insane.”

Gregory mildly criticized UH !

basketball star Elvin Hayes for
]

favoring Negro participation in
the Olympics.

If America needs its Negro . :

amides to win, Gregory said, a;
" V

Negro should be placed on the *

y
-

Olympic Committee. 1

.

f ^ .

Kis ialic was sponsored by the Photo's, s ..VPiimUU aUwe"
oH Program Coar.cil and Lee- DICK- GREGORY
turtf-AriisL 'bories. Calls Parents

I-
t

.* 1

-came to your door and asked
»o warm

to take the family dog or cat

let until it came to black crime
and black violence.
J “Port Lauderdale has been
tom up by white kids every
year for the last 10 years and
none of them has been shot,”
said Gregory.

He called Dr. Martin Luther
King the “greatest moral force”
in the country, but said he does
not “appreciate Dr. King tell-

ing black folks to be nonvio-
lent while not telling white
folks tiie same.”
Gregory said the country

must face the fact that 'Ameri-
ca, both black and white, is the
number one racist country on
earth.

dov/n the street to .help fight)

communism and perhaps be
:

killed, your parents would fight

against it.

*

“B,ut the government can ji^t

send a letter asking them to

send their son to Vietnam
where he might be killed and-

they just send you off with no
questions asked.

“Your parents are sick,” said

Gregory.
'

* v. ' ’

He defended blacIcnflweiLpiil-
itants Stokely 'Carmichael and

- 3 ~
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fbiRi
.iw/dh
FBiWl OF INVESTIGATION

*0w'DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECT!

MAR 2 0 1968

FBI WASH DC

FBI NEW ORLS

4:5XXX4:3SPM URGENT 3-20-68 MMW

TO DIREp'fOR 1,00-440423 CHICAGO 157-347, AND HOUSTON 157-

FROM/NEW ORLEANS 157-6951 3PGS

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad ..

Mr. Felt.

|)j

Mr. Gale.

Mr. Trotter..

Tele. Room

—

Miss Holmes..

Mto Gandy—

fti

/ O /r>/?££e/s.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA; fflfj 00: CHICAGO,

RE CHICAGO TEL TO DIRECTOR, MARCH NINETEEN LAST. AND z?

NO TEL CALL TO BUREAU INSTANT DATE.

RELIABLE CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT GAVE SPEECH

AT TULANE UNIVERSITY, NEW ORLEANS, LA., ON NIGHT OF MARCH NIN

TEEN LAST. SUBJECT STATED NEGRO IN AMERICA BLAMELESS FOR HIGH

CRIME AND LIVING CONDITIONS IN NEGRO NEIGHBORHOODS. HE STATED

SUCH WERE PRODUCTS OF WHITE RACISM AND FORCED UPON NEGRcfe.
‘

HE CASTIGATED UNITED STATES INVOLVEMENT IN VIETNAM AND REFERRED

TO US GOVERNMENT hf "ROTTEN AND FILTHY”, STATING EVERY NATION
0
WAS GOINNG TO HATE UNITED STATES. HE SPOKE OUT AGAINST THE FBI

FOR COOPERATING WITH WHITES IN SUPRESSION OF NEGROES AND

DESCRIBED FBI AGENTS AS "SLIMY, FILTHY, AND LOUSY"; REFERRED

TO J. EDGAR HOOVER AS "THAT OLD QUEER". SUBJECT STATED UNLESS

NEGROES WERE GIVEN WHAT THEY WANTED, THEY WOULD "BURN THIS

COUNTRY DOWN HOUSE BY HOUSE AND TEAR IT DOWN BRICK BY BRICK’

(LQr
GREGORY URGED ALL STUDENTS IN AUDIENCE TO PARTICIPATE

A'r.tf O ’VJ rfSSCQtsjl?tff> A/}i>Y// 6 Z.A .y , /:
IN NMCB- PROTEST yMARCHV IN NEW ORLEANS^M/VgCH TWENTYTHREE NEXT.

i
-

END PAGE ®NE ^ 'T&gj, ISV —'' 1 M

7 9 APR 1- igfilll MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR
j

'
— “ C<L

aai^: -yr>k.ss>"



PAGE TWO

NO 157-6951

SUBJECT PRAISED POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN. TULANE UNIVERSITY

SECURITY POLICE ESTIMATED CROWD AT TWELVE HUNDRED, MAINLY

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS. NO INCIDENTS BEFORE, DURING, OR AFTER

SPEECH.

SECOND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED DURING SPEECH,

GREGORY STATED "JOHNSON IS A PIG" AND SAID US GOVERNMENT

WAS INSANE AND ON A DESTRUCTIVE COURSE. GREGORY STATED

US GOVERNMENT MUST BE DESTROYED IF IT IS GOING TO DESTROY US

(NEGROES).

SPEECH WAS CONSTANT TIRADE AGAINST US GOVERNMENT.

GREGORY STATED THIS COUNTRY NOT DEMOCRACY. IF THERE IS NO

CHANGE, IT WILL BURN DOWN. GREGORY TOLD AUDIENCE HE WOULD BE

SERIOUS CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENCY OF US AND OFFER VOTERS "A

REAL CHOICE."

GREGORY SPOKE TO REPORTER FROM WDSU TV, NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

I BEFORE SP^EG[H ^ND STATED HIS AIM IN CHICAGO IS TO HAVE ARMY

CALLED OUT AND PotlGf, pONSTANTLY OCCUPIED BY DEMONSTRATORS

PROTESTING DEMOCRATIC C'($VENTION. HE DESCRIBED DEMONSTRATORS

AS "HALF A MILLION HIPPIES”. THIS, STATED GREGORY, WOULD

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

NO 157-6951

RESULT IN THE UNITED STATES LOSING TEN BILLION DOLLARS IN

FOREIGN INVESTMENT, EMBARASS THE US GOVERNMENT IN INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS, AND CAUSE DOMESTIC POPULATION TO FEEL THE US

GOVERNMENT WAS CORRUPT.

GREGORY HAS DEPARTED NEW ORLEANS EN ROUTE TO CHICAGO VIA

HOUSTON.

• GREGORY HAD DEPARTED PRIOR TO THE RECEIPT OF THIS SUMMAR^

OF HIS SPEECH THROUGH INFORMANTS, THEREFORE, U-A-G-B-, HOUSTON
%

AND/OR CHICAGO, SHOULD DESIGNATE TWO EXPERIENCED SPECIAL a,

AGENTS TO CONTACT GREGORY, INFORM HIM THAT THEY ARE AWARE OF «•>

HIS SCURRILOUS ATTACT ON FBI AGENTS AND THE DIRECTOR AND THAT r*.

THESE LIES ARE NOT APPRECIATED AND FURTHER, BUREAU AGENTS

WILL NOT TOLERATE SUCH SCURRILOUS REMARKS.

END

SVW

FBI WASH DC

\l
JO It'Us

t

t~:

Ti

'
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1

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 3/21/68

Richard Claxton Gregory, also known
as Dick Gregory, is Negro comedian
allegedly involved in civil rights move-
ment. Gregory is a loud mouth, scurrilous
liar. 1

Attached states Gregory made speech,
Tulane University, New Orleans

*
Louisiana,

3/19/68, castigated American Vietnam
policy, described FBI Agents and Director,
FBI, in derogatory terms.

Special Agent in Charge, New Orleans,
recommended Gregory be confronted by FBI,
Agents and admonished for 'his attack on;
the Director and FBI Agents. While we
admire the spirit of Special Agent in
Charge, New Orleans, and agree Gregory is
a dastardly character, New Orleans, Houstoiji.
and Chicago Offices were instructed to not
confront Gregory as such action could only
lead to unfavorable national publicity.
We will not forget Gregory's remarks, are
following his activities closely, and will
recommend appropriate counterintelligence
measures against this low-life, un-
American nonentity ,when indicated.

Pertinent informa^^nin leached is
being dissemination to the Inter-Division
Information Unit and will be included in
today's teletype summary to the White Hous^
and interested agencies.
CAP: bff , y

r. ;o
0- </'/ 6 t/i 1 Xf 3



5-113
(,1

- 10-61 )

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Dick Gregory, the Negro comedian
and militant black nationalist has
been on a speaking tour appearing
before college groups where he has
castigated U. S,. Vietnam policy an
on occasion described FBI Agents
and the Director in derogatory ter
He is a loud mouth, scurrilous cha
acter and no purpose would be serv
in confronting him regarding his
statements. Since all charges are
baseless and of no particular inte
to other agencies, it is recommend
that no dissemination of attached
made. - •

i

TDRrfhd



Mr. ToIeoil-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

MAR 2 2 1968 W.
TELETYPE

rar. Toison "L

Mr. BeLoachM—
Mr. Mohr r r

Mr. Bishop
,

Mr. Caspar n

j ^Mr. Callahan .

Mr. Conrad

& 7Mr. Felt ^
/fSt^ Gale £L
Jr/' If* Mx503en—

FBI WASH DC

FBI ALBUQUEE J-/o -fro _/ Agya. P,_

1006AM URGENT 3-22-68 RON

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423) AND CHICAGO (157-347)

$^ullivan-£L I
Mr. Tavel I

Mr. Trotter I
Tele. Boom „b6
Miss Holmes b7C
Miss Gandy §

A
FROM ALBUQUERQUE (157-147) P 2P

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA. RM. 00 CHICAGO.

RE HOUSTON TELEPHONE CALL MARCH TWENTYONE LAST AND CHICAGO

TELETYPE TO ALBUQUERQUE DATED MARCH TWENTYONE LAST.

iCp
SUBJECT APPEARED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO, DURING THE EVENING OF MARCH TWENTYONE LAST; AND, IN

ADDITION TO SUBJECT’S USUAL COMMENTS ON RIGHTS AND VIET NAM,

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO POLICE OFFICER FURNISHED

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTS OF SUBJECT

s

'WHY ISN’T THE FBI HELPING GARRISON IN N1 RLEANS INSTEAD OF

FOLLOWING H. RAP BROWN AND STOKELY CARMICHAl^gj^/20 - ^0 */2 2

IN GREENVILLE THE FBI KNEW OF TWENTY OR SO KILLfSflsTM^DlT^
NOT DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT." S MAR 28M

"WHEN SUBJECT IN CUSTODY IN BIRMING^ff/ THE JAIL WAS SESffEGATED

AND ACROSS FROM HIS CELL WAS A GROUP OF YOUNG GIRL'S WHO WERE

MOLESTED AND THE FBI DID NOT DO ANYTHING."

trwn da hr, n Mtr-r-r-

—

—I YKPnv J

)

END PAGE-' QNETT—«

—

n . Iv/O
MAR iyt>b MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR



' PAGE TWO

"H. RAP BROWN AND STOKELY CARMICHAEL SAID ’NEGRO GET A GUN’

AND THE FBI GOT ALL SHOOK.”

"I WOULD HEAD A DEMONSTRATION IN CHICAGO FROM APRIL TO NOVEMBER

THAT WOULD MAKE THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY CONVENTION SEEM UNDEMOCRACTIC

AS THEY WOULD HAVE TO CALL OUT THE ARMY.”

"FBI AGENTS IN HOUSTON ON MARCH TWENTY LAST TRIED TO RECORD

HIS STATEMENTS."

"CIA FOLLOWED STOKELY CARMICHAEL AROUND THE WORLD AND RECORDED

ALL OF HIS SPEECHES."

SUBJECT MADE A COMMENT TO THE FBI AGENTS IN THE AUDIENCE;

HOWEVER, SOURCE DID NOT HEAR THE EXACT TEXT OF HIS WORDS. NO

INCIDENTS AND SUBJECT IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT TEN A.M. MARCH

TWENTYTWO INSTANT AT UNIVERSITY OF ALBUQUERQUE. LHM FOLLOWS.

I: “
I

AM COPY FURNISHED TO HOUSTON.

OTHER OFFICE ADVISED.

END

GFH

FBI WASH

,

P

oe* Mr. SULLIVAN



EClASSIFICiaTICni AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DICIJ^SIFICATICM GUIDE
DATE 11-21-2013
F4 21152KB 5

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plain

,

AIRMAIL*,

3/21/68

Ltntr-.r*! >r

* r f f

(Priority)

+ <T. 2?

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM : SAC, NEW ORLEANS _ (157-6951) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON' GREGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: CHICAGO)

Mr, Tolso*AtAfr. Dfllioael

1 Mr, Mohr-^—— 3
1 Mi*, t&isln*n ! S
Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahai

Mr. Conrad
• Mr. Felt

E.
]&lr* Gale

.

^Mr. Rosen „

Sir. Sullivan

Mr. TaveL .

Mr. Trotter.

Tele. Rooiru

Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy*

i.

Lg—
| :

Re Chicago teletype to Bureau, 3/19/68; New
Orleans teletype to Bureau, 3/20/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an
LHM suitable for dissemination. It should be noted
that GREGORY * s scurrilous remarks regarding the FBI and
its Director have not been quoted.

The first confidential source is I I New
Orleans. Louisiana. The second confidential source is

I- RELIABLE . The
third confidential source is

| |

y
T

A more detailed LHM concerning GREGORY 1 s stay
in New Orleans will follow.

One copy of this LHM is being disseminated
locally to U.S. Attorney, MIG, Secret Service, and NISO.

f J."
x/1 (Ewo copies are also enclosed for Chicago.

ENCLOSURE -^
inft ft » Bfshop

**

(jp- Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
2 - Chicago (Enc.2) „(RM) (157-347)
2 - New Orleans

« WAR 25 1968

KGOmak
(7)\n>

ft/C
4 AGENCY : ACSI OSI , SEC . SEKV':

1,'"

,
DEPT: ISD.-GRB-.RAO/ ^

/Hci'EOfW: /V/
]DATE EQRW

~

"
J? f~ '6

-

fs* ai, .

Approved: __ KZ^ pm
o *

-
r7 t J"

Special Agent in Charge^^^
Per 1
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

U#TED STATES ’DEPARTMENT OfWsTICE
F E D-E R A L BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Orleans , Louisiana
March 21 , 1968

RICHARD CIAXTON GREGORY

1ri a £
source, who has furnished reliable information

at TUlalS
20' 1968 ' that sublet spoke

torch 19, 1968. This speeS S"
S

|l^n
1
^Tga?LSit

n
of

* °f

TulaSe^apaf ^SJe'tit?l ^°Allster A“«tJrium on the
Rights - Black Power? ”^~This fpIKste^^oxl^Sy
q!f°. «

ou
J
s and concentrated on attacks agalnst

P
the United

sa.S’STSfc .sar^sss^rss
suehgonditionsg

±n
“T® neiShborhoodi . He descrfbed

S
all

unon thP»
d
Mo

lonS as Products of white racism and were forced
violence t

ccordinS to Gregory, a history of
Sten Sfotln? n

5 fc0Ward Nesroes was the cause of

Gove^nSent
1 S

w»
Gr!®ory severely criticized the United States

filth^ and stlt^d ?£*? t0 that Gov^nment as "rotten and
coralne t-n vL+o J?

3

!
very natioR' In the world was

United ctatf
6 United States „ He castigated the

Pedlral lu?JL
r^Vn vif Gregory criticized the

J/TaH
1 ?“reau of Investigation and used scurrilous remarks

Mr^ctofol fSfXLSTT of Investigation”^™ aSTSe
Hoots??

th Federal Bureau of Investigation, j. Edgar

States owed ^
b?l?k

h°USe by h0UM ’ «* tear « down

-
,

’ * *

ENCLOSURE /#C - W6 /c^3_ 3_



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

DarfiPinp^2
r
?5

OZT ur
f
ed a11 students in the audience to

protest search on the National Association
In New

Color8d Pe°Pie (NAACP) to be held
j Louisiana,- on March 23, 1968. Gregory

to save the°cSunt^f
le t0 W°rk in the present "evolution"

thev wG-no 2?f
Sory

4.
pf
aise

^
Policemen and firemen, stating

IttLTlLt t
M0St imP°rtant people in the country. He®

S2°?
everyone in the country would apoligize

'

J2p«
h their poor salaries and the disrespect shown

m?nt„m
GLef0ry b

!4fved a11 Policemen Should be paid aminimum salary of $10,000 per year, ‘

uni audience appeared to be composed of
o?™

eFsity students. Gregory's presence on the TulaneCampus was without incident.
luxane

4-v,o
s®os®d source, -vfe& 2ms fumiBh©d rellUjle informationli the past, advised on March Z0, 1968, that during his sneech

and
8
deL?ibid

C
Jh«

1
frni ).

P
r!J

d
^
rlt ,ohmron wi*b abusife remarks

the ^nibed states government as insane and on a

must b^dlstSovS®^ ??
stated *hs United States Government

Nemrora.. ^ nSLlf lt
,
was

§oto® t0 a®stroy us (meaning the

GofeSntolSt'ias
0^5

??',.
81

??
st

f?
nsly the Onited Statesuovernment was in fact attempting to destroy the. Negro

auickiv°
y
the

H
p

fe^ Government did not reform Itself
2?™* country will be burned down. Gregory was

hil soeeS
3
^i°Va^°n for aPProxiS!a tely 10 mltmtes after

srmiaLo luring his speech he was Interrupted by

of
P
ann?L?Lf2?

ier
22

S occasions « She audience was composed

DilIa?d nn?f^SiL
25

4
pe

f7
cent Negroes, many of whom were from

?rom as faJ
New

T
°^e

!
ns ^ Louisiana, but some camexrom as iar as Bogalusa, Louisiana.

in the past, advised on March 2.0, 1968 , when~G-?^oro TZZTTn
he directed some of his remarks at the Negroes in the

In a wMfS^ ??
lled

!
hem "niggers." He stated theyS no? be

GreJory
i
statS

1
"f

e
^hS

at the
?

sh8uld to Negro colleges.

b!f
OoveSeSt f|s

cJ™PiW®ae
w®?e

t

ve?y
1:

da
e

nIe“us £5*1thevernment knew this but was concealing that. Gregory



Gregory stated



F B I

fd-365 (Rev.. 9-27-6 *
Mr. Teif^n

Mr. L'-Vaeh

Mr,. JJ-

Mr. E v'?-

—

Mr. Kc n r . ,_
M.\ t . . . n .

Mr. < "vi .

Transmit the following in

Virr AIRTEL

Date: 3/18/68

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

M p ••

xr
|

:ir. Tawi -

|
Mr. 7

^

|
Tele. 1! t,£,i

_

| 'll ’ L
| MLr Gr.nny

7?^ To: Director, FBI ATTENTION:
CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: SAC, KANSAS CITY (157-649) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
-RUC- DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Subject: rjCHARD CLAXTON GREGORY , also known as
(

/l

Dick Gregory. I I J

CR EL CUVRA-65 CRA-64 ly/l

PA PE tjPF
BM O BM-^j^eats fiofrRacial Matters

I | Klan I I Organization

i d, ’ J O

•"Summary:o£emspt^otr

Reference Kansas City airtel to the Bureau
dated 11/13/67.

Enclosed for the Bureau are elven copies and for
Chicago seven copies of self-explanatory letterhead memor-
andum.

No local dissemination is being made of this LHM
by the Kansas City Division. Any appropriate dissemination
should be considered by the Bureau and the Chicago Office.

It is noted subject is on the Rabble-Rouser
Index of the Chicago Office.. > w. , , /icago Office.. > , , . /< jif
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

H
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Kansas City, Missouri

March 18, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also
known as Dick Gregory
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to prior memorandum dated
November 13, 1967.

On the afternoon of March 15, 1968, Lieutenant

|

Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit, Kansas
city, Missouri

,
Police Department, informed that a recent

article in the "Antioch Shopper", a community news sheet,
North Kansas City, Missouri, indicated that Dick Gregory would
speak in the Park College gymnasium, Parkville, Missouri, on
the night of March 16, 1968; that there is no indicated
potential for violence in connection with Gregory's scheduled
appearance, but that for security reasons the Kansas City,
Missouri, Police Department would cover Gregory's scheduled
appearance to determine whether Gregory might spend the night,
after his speech,
had determined

]said hein Kansas City, Missouri.
through law enforcement officials at

Parkville, Missouri, who had contacted officials of Park
College, that Gregory's contract for appearance at the college
banned any recording of Gregory's speech.

following coverage of Gregory's speech and that such oral
report would be formally reported later in the week; I

said that after Gregory's speech at Park College the night of
March 16, 1968, Detective I I had visited with Gregory
in Kansas City, Missouri, for several hours, early Sunday
morning, and had transported Gregory to the Municipal Airport

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.

It is the property cf the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
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Re: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

where Gregory oplaned about 4:00 A.M. to return to Gregory's
home in Chicago, Illinois:

reported that Gregory spoke at Park
College from about 8:20 P.M. to 10:20 P.M., March 16, 1968.
Gregory mentioned he is a presidential candidate as other
candidates present only an evil choice for voters. During
his speech, Gregory exhibited two books he had authored, namely,
"Nigger" and "The Shadow That Scares Me", and referred to a
third publication, "Sermons".

b6
b7C

Gregory said he spends about 90 per cent of his
time before similar type college audiences; that youngsters
must give sanity to an insane nation, and, in effect, oppose
their parents, the older generation, public leaders and govern-
ment, which lie to and betray youngsters. He decried parents
who protect their dogs and pets but think nothing of a govern-
ment taking their children for military service and killing them.
He said the fact that 18-year olds are not old enought to vote
but are old enough to be drafted and killed is "insane".

Gregory said he was on the 17th day of his second
40-day fast, that he wears work clothes, has stopped cigarette
smoking, will not shave or have his hair cut, and will continue
his civil rights work until the Vietnam war is stopped and
American soldiers come home.

Gregory's remarks were interpolated with mimicry,
humor, and sarcasism. He said police and firemen are necessary
for our society and for order and protection, but are paid
"like dogs" and "act like dogs". He said he is not for
killing or hurting anyone, and, in effect, that he is not for
violence

; that Negroes do not hate whites but do hate the
white American system; that if Negroes continue to be insulted,
the nation will have to be brought to its senses, for it is
man's nature to be free, and Negroes will have equality now as
they are tired of lies and empty promises.

Gregory decried the public's concern about five
youths burning their draft cards, about desecration of the
American flag, and fear of two "niggers". Stoke ly Carmichael
and Rap Brown. He said actually draft cards are scraps of
paper, flags are rags, and Carmichael and Brown are only two
niggers; that what people should be concerned about is an
"insane war", what the American flag should stand for, and

2



Re: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

the fact that Brown and Carmichael speak the truth. He

displayed a shopping bag, he had used in London, which bore

on it a printed "British Union Jack". Gregory said if people

understood what Brown and Carmichael and SNCC had been through,

when 20 civil rights workers were being lost a week in the

South, the people would understand that Brown and Carmichael

are doing only what they must in telling the truth.

Gregory said he had seen a lesbian loosed on

children in a southern jail cell across from Gregory |s

jail cell after arrest for peaceful civil rights activity

in the South.

There follows a copy of an article dated March 17, 1968,

in the ’Kansas City Star", daily newspaper, Kansas City, Missouri:

3



FD-350 (Rev. 7-16-63)

%
(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

Before Park College Crowd.
By Nancy Milier

'

8 | comedian, lecturer and affjj

j JP civil rights worker, ’ ->r' *v\.-*w**»**v*. •

• stood .on a makeshift |
stage in the center of the Park l

college* gymnasium last night
|

and told his mostly young,
{ ^

mostly white audience that he l

' ~

didn’t care what they thought
{

of him. * I j

He said a lot of things that \tSwh^
he has said before—that Amer-

f.

V •';*§*V
ica is the most racist country

§
V’ l^r

in the world, that the Negro had ?

a hungry stomach* 20 or 30 \ ’ %Tr
years ago* but now he has a ••;>*
hungry mind, and that moral

s . X
pollution is a greater threat

i

than air pollution.

Just Saying ‘Nigger
' 3 rf

'.In a speech mixed with sar-

ciasm, passion, irony and con- f.
iriction, Gregory charged that -f
the .term “crime in the streets” i

•' Kav.‘ *

tear .up the .town every year— \

they don’t get shot at.”
:

^
“And what about the crime

\

syndicate?' Is it too white for >

the government?” f
Gregory charged that the I

United States was the most t

morally polluted,, most insane
|

nation that ever existed on the
|

earth. Again and again, he re-
|

turned to Vietnam.
f

“It is insane in Vietnam when >

we say that we have to wipe 1
out a city to 'save it,” he told

'i*v

out a City to save it, he told ARRIVING IN KANSAS CITY last night on his way to
approximately 400 persons gath- speak at Park college, Dick Gregory, lecturer, comedian
ered on bleachers and chairs in and civil rights worker, was met by John Sabatini, chair-
me^mriasium. Who would man 0f the sociaXcomnrittee of the Park

(
college student

want this country to come to council, at tlie Municipal Air Terminal.
c

5
3

(Indicate page, name of
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their country to wipe out com-
munism after what we've done
in Vietnam?''

Negroes,* Gregory said, are

tired' of white people talking

about what they 'can ‘do for

them. *

With, Not For

,
“When are'the white folks go-

ing to start talking about .what

we can do with you?" he asked.

“Yeah/'we’re hard on north-

ern white liberals, because

northern white liberals have be-

come obsolete in the Negro
cause. What we need are white

radicals.

“With democracy -comes a lot

of responsibility./ and one .of

these days, you are going to

jhave to stop telling- us that and

start listening yourselves. We're

tircH of this country playing

games with us. Wc aren’t ask-

ing America to change its ways,

just to be honest witlr us."

Gregory told the crowd that

he hadn’t come to impress

them, but only to inform, and

that when he left, he couldn’t

care less what they thought of

him.

“Some of you may walk out

of here angry or upset — but

understand that I didn’t fly all

the w^v to this town to make
you lu^u. 'It Isn’t my intention

to come here and try to change

your views or cure your hang-

ups. I only came here to in-

form," he said.

No One Left the Gymnasium.
In one of many attacks on the

administration, Gregory said

jhat, Lyndon Johnson was probh

ably one of the sickest tyrants

ived since Juliusthat ever
.Caesar.

“You young folks are fight-'

ing to survive," he said. “This*

country is after youth . . . you
have a tremendous problem,

the problem! of giving sanity

back to an insane nation."

The' riot's', . he* said, ^haven’t

hurt the N^gro cause' They
should have hurt the cause, he
said, but in] a country as in-

sane as this one, they’ve helped.

On the lighter side, Gregory
said that he
to fly to Afr

heart, but pd

;had been tempted
ea to get a white

linted out that the

has worked
heart.’

“Maybe th

only successful transplant- that

involved a “black

|s has proved that

we’ve got rhythm in something
other than oulr feet,” he said^

'
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UJNJLTED STATES GC^RNMENT

- Memorandum
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date: 3/29/68

FROM : SAC, CLEVELAND (157-1316) (P)

W* 0
subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

^ RM
Si

00 : CHICAGO

APPROPRIATE
AGgClES

memorandum,!
letter, 1/17/68, and airtel and letterhead
which set forth the itinerary of subject.

Subject's appearances at Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio, and Defiance College, Defiance, Ohio, made
before small and almost all-whfce audiences on February 20, and 21,

1968, as scheduled with no incidents. Subject's appearance at
University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio, on February 26, 1968, before
approximately 3,000 persons, again an almost all-white audience
and without incident.

All three appearances were advertised as affairs
which would feature comedy during the first half of the program,
and a serious discussion of black power by the subject, during
the latter half of the program. Each program, however, was ,

mostly comedy with very little serious discussion by the—

.

subject regarding black power or eivil rights.
<*

Representatives of the Peace Action Committee
of Toledo (PACT), a local organisation opposed to the war
in Vietnam attended the appearance of subject at Bowling
Green, Ohio, on February 20, 1968, and according to|

a couple of members of the group talked to subject briefly,
but reported no information regarding subject's future
travel plans or his racial or civil rights activities

. jjjj
1/

d)- Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-12 - Chicago (157-347) (RM) w 11ff
3 - Cleveland oT-llo,

(1 - 100-28003) (PACT)

RHBrlmb
10j

(7) <rft G

too - V

as APR 1 1968

1

*>? aprmm ^
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(CV 157-1316)

| |
reported that members of PACT planned

to hold a small reception for subject following his
appearance at the University of Toledo on March 26 , 1968 ,
but their plans failed to materialize and the reception
was not held.

|
also advised that he was

unable to develop any information reading the futue
plans of subject ip regards to travel, or racial or civil
rights activity.^

-(CT)

In view of the lack of any .significant
information developed to date, Cleveland will hold in
abeyance the submission of an letterhead memorandum
until after subject 1 s scheduled appearance at Tiffin,
Ohio, on May 4, 1968 .

LEADS

CLEVELAND

AT TIFFIN , OHIO

Will arrange coverage and furnish details
regarding subject’s appearance at Heidelburg College,
on May 4, 1968 .

AT TOLEDO, OHIO

Following subject’s appearance at Tiffin, Ohio,
will prepare letterhead memorandum containing data regarding
subject’s appearances at Bowling Green, Defiance, Toledo,
and Tiffin, Ohio.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 3/20/68

(Type in plaintext o r code)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO (P)

SUBJECT: DEMCON
RM
CHICAGO FILE (157-2410)
BUFILE (157-8589)

(00: CHICAGO)

c
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
CHICAGO FILE (157-347)
BUFILE (100-440423)

(00: CHICAGO)

Re: Chicago tel to Director, New Orleans and
Tampa dated 3/19/68 captioned, "RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
aka

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM
dated and captioned as above. An information copy of this
LHM is being furnished the New Orleans and Tampa Divisions.
In view of the information set forth in the LHM concerning
DICK GREGORY'S attempts to force Chicago City Administra-
Officials to call up Army and GREGORY’S planned vigil at the
White House during Easter Week, two copies of this LHM are
being furnished to Springfield Division and WFO.

(4)- Bureau (Encs.ll) (RM)
j

, ‘

1 - New Orleans (Enc.l) (RM)
2 - Springfield (Encs.2) (RM)
1 - Tampa (Enc.l) (RM)

(

2 - WFO (Encs.2) (RM)
g: __ nui V>V'

v

Chicago
(1-1,57-4113)

/(1>400 -44196.

1 1968

ILOSUgj

Approved/C3©|
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CG 157-8589
CG 157-347

This LHM is being disseminated locally to
USA, Chicago, US Secret Service, Chicago, and Region 1,
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

confidential source in LHM is I I

|and a source o
information. Chi cago is attempting to obtain from

( i

and other sources GREGORY, a revised
itinerary setting forth GREGORY'S future speaking engagements
and entertainment appearances. Appropriate Divisions will be
advised upon receipt of this information.

Chicago Division will also attempt to obtain
further details concerning GREGORY'S announced vigil
in front of the White House, Washington, D.C. during
Easter Week and will set forth appropriate communication
to WFO.



• •
UNITED STATICS DEPARTMENT OF JUSTTCE

FEDEJIAL HUltEAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, 1‘lcasc Refer to

File No.
157-2410
157-347

Chicago, Illinois 60604
March 20, 1968

*

POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS
DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
AUGUST,- 1968 •

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum
dated March 13, 1968.

On March 19, 1968, a confidential source
who has- furnished reliable information in the past,
advised that Dick Gregory held a press conference .at the
Knickerbocker Hotel, 163 East Walton Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, on March 19, 1968. During this press conference
Gregory announced that he is planning to begin massive
demonstrations commencing at the end of May and running
thoughout the summer in an attempt to force Chicago City
Administration Officials to "bring in the Army". Gregory
stated that the purpose in doing so is to disrupt the
Democratic National Convention scheduled to be held in Chicago
in August, 1968. Gregorv indicated he wanted to "create
a type of atmosphere where 'they* will either cancel the
Convention or bring in the Army”

.

Gregory stated that he planned to lead marches
12 hours a day from the end of Mav to July 4. After July
4, the marches would be stepped up to 24 hours a dav

.

Gregory further stated that he would organize 40 to 50
simultaneous non-violent demonstrations to be held in
various sections of Chicago in an effort to disrupt the
Democratic National Convention

;

This document contains

of the FBI . It is the
to your agency : it and
outside your agency.

neither recommendations nor conclusions
property of the FBI and is loaned

its contents are not to be distributed
IK>) - v ~
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POSSIBLE RACIAL INCIDENTS
DURING DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
AUGUST, 1968

•

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

During the press conference, Gregory stated
that he still considers himself to be a write-in candidate
for the Presidency of the United States on the "peace ticket

Gregory also announced his plans to hold a vigil
in front of the White House in Washington, D.C. throughou t.

Easter Week in the company of | I

Gregory stated that the purpose of his vigil is to protest
the United States policies in Vietnam.

The above information is being furnished to
the following Agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois

Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence Group,
Evan^on, Illinois.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATE^OVERNMENT

Memorandum
:DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROMVjW^PHOENIX (157-25) (RUC)

7 ^
subject

:

r

iCHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
00: CG

*

date: 3/29/68

Re CG letter to Bureau, 1/17/68; and PX letter
to Bureau, 2/27/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau and Chicago are five and
three copies respectively of a letterhead memorandum re cap-
tioned subject.

ADMINISTRATIVE

:

PX T-l is

Subject was surveilled upon his arrival at Sky
Harbor Airport at 8:45 p.m., 3/27/68, to ASU campus and
then to the Westward Ho Hotel, Phoenix, Arizona, at 2:30
a.m., 3/28/68. Subject Was observed boarding Western Air-
lines Flight 700 which departed for Denver, Colorado, at
2:45 p.m., 3/28/68. Denver Division notified by telephone.

On 3/28/68 Sgt. ] (NA)
,
Phoenix PD, Spe-

cial Investigations Division, advised that while GREGORY
was at the Westward Ho Hotel from 2: 30p.nii.j3/28/68 until
1 p.m., 3/28/68, he received no visitors and made nor re-
ceived any phone calls.

/'

This LHM is marked. '^Ccffitidestrar^ inasmuch as it
contains information furnished by a confidential source of
continuing value.

A
Bureau (Enc.

2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 3) (RM)
1 - Phoenix

CMD/gle /«• 6^ m '-f'ib
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Phoenix, Arizona
March 29, 1968

APPEARANCE OF
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
AT ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
TEMPE

,
ARIZONA

MARCH 27, 1968

On March 28, 1968, I I

I
Arizona State University (ASU)

,
Tempe, Arizona,

furnished, the following information:

Richard Claxton Gregory appeared at 9:00 p.m.,
March 27, 1968, at Grady Gammage Hall, ASU, before a crowd
estimated at 750 people . which was composed mostly of ASU
students . | [ advised that Gregory spoke from 9 : 00
p.m. until 11:00 p.m. and was very critical of the President
of the United States, Lyndon Baines Jc§|j|son, the United
States involvement in Vietnam, the Executive and Legislative
Branches' futile efforts to correct crime in the street
and such departments * placing all the blame of such crime
on Negroes.

|
[stated that Gregory was extremely

critical of parents of teenagers for permitting their sons
to serve in Vietnam, and he called the Americans the Number
One racist nation in the world.

I I further stated that although Gregory
professed to ascribe to the philosophy of non-violence,
he did use several analogies in the talk, the interpretations
of which were "if the white people don't come around, there
would be more * burnings to the ground ’ "

.

were well receive<
stated that Gregory's attempts at humor
>y the audience, but that his philosophy

EXCLUD3IaHFrX-M AU^ATI
AMD DECLAS [CATIOH



APPEARANCE OF
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

i

of Black Power was not enthusiastically accepted. .

concluded that from 11:00 to 11:30 p.m. Gregory had a ques-
tion and answer period at which time he stated that it was
f » „ * „X L • » » 1 . » _ _his intention to have demonstrations around the clock in
Chicago, Illinois, from May 30, 1968, until the Democratic
National Convention and the purpose of such demonstrations
was to exhaust the police department which would result
in the calling in of the National Guard outfits, which would
cause extreme embarrassment to the United States.

On March 28, 1968,. PX T-l, a reliable source of
information in the past, advised that in addition to the
above comments, Gregory further stated that the younger
people of today should boycott the purchase of Dow Chemical
domestic products, give up smoking cigarettes and the pur-
chase of new clothes. The effects of such boycotts would
arouse the manufacturers of these goods to place pressure
on the government of the United States to withdraw from
the Vietnam conflict.

PX T-l stated that when Gregory was queried by
a young man on whether or not he, the young man, should
accept draft, Gregory advised him to be inducted and to
go to Vietnam but refuse to shoot any weapons at the enenuL-.
At this point Gregory stated that he would rather kill]

|

~~
I*- Vi oh novm -f- Vi tyi . *|fchan permit him to perform acts of violence in such

places as Vietnam in the future.

PX T-l advised that after the question and answer
period from 11:00 to 11:30 p.m., Gregory had a private news-
paper conference until midnight.

Following is the March 28, 1968, morning edition
of the ARIZONA REPUBLIC newspaper article on Gregory’s ap-
pearance at ASU:

m

b6
b7C
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APPEARAIR5JE OF
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"DICK GREGORY THINKS ’SOMETHING IS WRONG’

’’TEMPE—Dick Gregory, a comedian and civil
rights crusader, said last night that America
is depraved, corrupt, inept and the number one
joke in the world today.

’’Gregory, who addressed a crowd of 1,000
persons in Grady Gammage Auditorium at Arizona
State University, lampooned President Johnson and
this country’s foreign policy.

"He also accused parents of betraying their
teenagers by permitting them to serve in Vietnam.

’’Although he criticized the federal govern-
ment, America’s handling of racial problems, and
life in general, Gregory offered no solutions.

”HiS diction, coupled with the acoustics
in the auditorium, rendered many of his comments
unintelligible

.

’’Hundreds of persons leaned forward in their
chairs to try to understand his remarks. Partic-
ularly when he used a falsetto voice for emphasis.

’’’America is the most violent country in
the world,! he said. ’I can’t hit a white boy
but I can ^hoot foreigners all over the world
with the U.S.Army. I’m not going to be violent
anywhere , anytime .

’

’’Gregory, who said his book ’Nigger* has sold
2 million copies, urged teen-agers to suspect
their parents.

3



APPEARANCE OF
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"Parents are rubber stamps for the govern-
ment -which drafts their sons, he said.

"’Watch out for your parents,’ Gregory said.
**If the government knocked at your folks' door
and asked to take their parakeet to fight Com-
munists, they’d make a big stink. But parents
don’t flick an eyelash when their sons are drafted.

"’Something is wrong in this country when
the life of a parakeet would be questioned, but
the life of a teenager is not .

’

"Gregory described President Johnson as a
hopeless bumpkin stumbling around with barbecue
sauce on his mouth.

"'After LBJ had an operation, he showed the
barbecue sauce on his scar on national TV,* he
said. ’We should thank God he didn’t have a
hemorrhoid operation.'

"’America becomes concerned about the increase
in crime only when the Negro is mentioned as a
contributor,* he said.

"'A crime in the street is a new way of
saying ^"nigger,"* Gregory said. *LBJ of all
people is talking about crime. If Bobby Baker
had been working for Adam Clayton Powell instead
of LBJ, both of them would have been in jail by
now.

'

"He called America the number one racist
nation in the world and he said Negroes and whites
are to blame. Both races tend to lack compassion
and understanding, he said.

4
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APPEARANCE OF
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

’’Gregory observed that a Negro’s heart was.
used in a successful heart transplant.

’’’That teaches the whole world that black
folks have rhythm in their hearts as well as
their feet,’ he said. ’But we want you white
folks to assure us that we are not going to
become your spare parts . ’

”

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI . It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1062 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATEs|pVERNMENT

Memorandum
Director, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, PORTLAND (157-329) (P)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
00 : Chicago

date: 3/30/68

Re Chicago letter to Bureau, 1/17/68.

On 3/29/68 through established sources ..

;

Portland confirmed that subject will be in the Portland
area for public appearances as follows:

4/8/68 - University of Portland, Portland, Oregon

4/9/68 - Linfield College, McMinnville, Oregon (vicinity
of Portland)

.

Portland will follow and furnish Bureau and
Chicago with any pertinent information concerning his
appearances.

(^Bureau (RM)

1-

Chicago (157-347) (RM)

2-

Portland

LEF : dlf
(5)

/ oo “"Vyo *-/
r

si 3

R£C- 12 B APR 2 1968
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5-113 ( 1- 10-61 )

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date _3/19/68

Attached relates to press
conference held by Negro comedian
Dick Gregory 3/19/68 at Chicago,
Illinois.

Pertinent parts of attached
to be furnished White House,
Attorney General, Military, Secrel
Service, and other appropriate
agencies by memorandum.

JFM:tap

%



FEDEBiL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

u. Apartment of justice

COiWNICATiON SECTION

MAR 19 1968 t

f&*#i

FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO fil

857PM DEFERRED 3/19/68 RSM
'

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423), NEW ORLEANS (157-6951) AND
TAMPA/ |

FROM CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

R1#RD^axtoGregory, o^lo.
i j. zn a

I =?El||bLE CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT GREGORY
/

1 held PRESS CONFERENCE INSTANT AT KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL, ONE f t
SIX THREE EAST WALTON AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. DUR»ING
PRESS CONFERENCE GREGORY ANNOUNCED HE WILL COMMENCE WITH
DEMONSTRATIONS BEGINNING END OF MAY AND RUNNING

I THROUGHOUT SUMMER IN ATTEMPT TO FORCE CHICAGO CITY j

ADMINISTRATIONS TO ” BRING IN THE ARMY". GREGORY INDICATED ‘

HE WOULD LEAD MARCHES TWELVE HOURS A DAY FROM c

END of may to uuly fourthKEO&^uly fourth MARCH/s /WOULD BE STEPPED UP Tn Tunn ' TWO “2 'LWOULD BE STEPPED UP TO TWENTY FOUR HOu(S A^A^/gUry'
2

FURTHER STATED HE WOULD ORGANIZE FORTY TO FIFTY SIMULTANEOUS
non-violent demonstrations to be held in various' sectioTs--— _
OF CHICAGO IN AN EFFORT TO DISRUPT THE DEMOCRATIC NATMlB* 3 I8SS

i

0KVEWT10n T ° BE HELD 1 1! CHICAGO DURING AUGUST, NINETEEN
-"

_
SIXTY EIGHT. GREG.ORY/NDICATED HE WANTED TO "CREATE
END PAGE ONE f

^ ^ ADD 1 )-To 'Vo Vi/ t0 White House,5 5APR 1 01^68

'Mr. Tolsonfe^^L
Mr. DeLoati£_
Mr- MohrK .y

Mx! Casper—~Ji
*Mr, CallahanJVL
Mr. Conrad.,

Mr. FeltJVl
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. TA»ter„
Tele, Room
Miss Holmes...



/

PAGE TWO

TYPE OF ATMOSPHERE WHERE 'THEY* WILL EITHER CANCEL THE

CONVENTION OR BRING IN THE ARMY".

GREGORY STATED DEMONSTRATIONS AND MARCHES WOULD BE

CALLED OFF ONLY IF CITY ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS WOULD MEET
iY

THE FIVE DEMANDS PREVIOUS^ ISSUED. GREGORY REPEATED HIS

DEMANDS AS FOLLOWS; INACTMENT OF STRONGER OPEN HOUSING

ORDINANCES IN CHICAGO; REMOVAL OF AN INJUNCTION AGAINST

MARTIN LUTHER KING, WHICH HAS BEEN IN EFFECT SINCE AUGUST,

NINETEEN SIXTY SIX; PLACEMENT OF NEGRO IN TOP ECHELON OF

CHICAGO PD; POLICE PROTECTON FOR JESSE JACKSON, HEAD OF

OPERATION BREADBASKET, THE ECONOMIC ARM OF SOUTHERN

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE; AND, IMPROVED SALARIES

FOR CHICAGO'S POLICE AND FIREMEN. GREGORY STATED IF ABOVE

DEMANDS WERE NOT MET, THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION WOULD BE

HELD IN CHICAGO OVER HIS " DEAD BODY".

GREGORY STATED HE STILL CONSIDERED HIMSELF AS A

WRITE-IN CANDIDATE FOR THE PRESIDENCY OF THE UNITED STATES

ON THE "PEACE TICKET".

END PAGE TWO p ^ 53 fj^
»* * Err w,*



PAGE THREE

GREGORY ANNOUNCED PLANS TO HOLD A VIGIL IN FRONT

OF THE WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON, D.C. OVER EASTER WEEK IN

THE COMPANY OF

ADMINISTRATIVE

REMYTEL TO DIRECTOR, NEW ORLEANS AND TAMPA MARCH FIFTEEN

LAST, SETTING FORTH ITINERARY RELATIVE TO POSSIBLE APPEARANCE

OF GREGORY IN TAMPA AND NEW ORLEANS DIVISIONS MARCH NINETEEN

instant; as indicated above Gregory in Chicago this date.

NO INFORMATION received concerning future itinerary OF S2

GREGORY. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE REFERRED TO IS
|

-

5* b6

AND SOURCE OF RACIAL INFORMATION.,' b7c
1 b7D

THIS SOURCE ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN CURRENT OR REVISED ITINERARY^
/tyewo Z

OF GREGORY. MILITARY ADVISED. -LHM FOLLOWS. COPIES LOCALLY i*.

SECRET SERVICE AND USA.

END

SVW
,

FBI WASH DC
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

' W ~ %

Transmit the following in

Date: 3/29/68

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, DALLAS (157^946) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTOrGREGORY, aka,
RM

00 - CHICAGO

f\ r

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 1/11/68, and Chicago
letter to Bureau, 1/17/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM
reflecting investigation at Commerce, Texas. Seven copies are
designated for Chicago, 00 in the captioned matter, as that
office may desire to make local dissemination. Two copies of
the LHM are being furnished to U. S. Secret Service, and MIG,
Dallas; and one each to OS I, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, NISO, New
Orleans, and USAs Fort Worth and Tyler, Texas.

Investigation was conducted by SA DEL D. DRAKE, JR.

For the information of the Bureau and Chicago,
I I is known to be very reliable and is just

l

completing his first year as
| |

of East Texas State
University. It is not believed that GREGORY will annear at
East Texas State University in view of how

l |
feels j

about this matter, but he wants the student committee to make ^

the decision on its own.

LEAD

DALLAS

c. c.

AT COMMERCE. TEXAS: Will maintain contact with|
I at ETSU. 7 / // -

(z)- Bureau (encls-JllHRljl)
z - Chicago (encls-7)

}
Ml57-347)

2 - Dallas
DDDijeg

45fj

is APR ^ 1868

la %

8 S AP (( t Osi§§ Agelit hi Charge

-M nVm
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

#ITEIUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas , Texas
March 29, 1968

y
\

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On March 14, 1968. 1 I
*>«

East Texas State University (ETSU) , Commerce Texas, advised b7 '

that the university had a committee entitled "Ideas and Issues
Committee", and this committee, with the approval of the Dean
of Students as well as himself, could hire outside speakers
for the benefit of the student body. He said that he had been

.

advised that this committee had received a letter from the
American Program Bureau, 59 Temple Place, Boston, Massachusetts,
in regard to the consideration of Richard Gregory as a
lecturer on the ETSU campus.. He stated that he understood
that Gregory was to be in the area of Commerce, Texas, about
May 1, 1968, and that this had been a suggested date made by
the American Program Bureau.

both advised that there had been to commitment made to- Gregory
or the Program Bureau, and that actually the school officials
did not expect any to be made or sent to the school officials
for consideration, since this student committee was not in a
majority in wanting Gregory on the campus. I I said
that he was leaving this matter in this status since he wanted
the students to make up their own minds and did not want them'
to say that the university officials ruled against allowing
Gregory tp speak on the campus. He pointed out that he had not
found it necessary to step into any such matters previously and
did npt think it would be necessary. in this case, but that if
it were necessary he would take issue. | j

stated
that Gregory’s fee for the campus appearance had been quoted at
$1900.00 for the one night and that as far as he was concerned,
and he understood this was the feeling of the majority of the
committee, that such a fee was entirely too much for such a
program when only a "handful of students would attend."

|
| stated that in the event anything more

was heard of from the committee about Gregory he would advise
but he felt that the matter was a closed issue and it had not
been necessary that the university officials make an issue of it.

-1*-

This document c"
cve’tn-oss of i\*

; '! j;- 1

~«/ry '«,•*» . '»--*
« j-

\ ^ ,, ,y k . Y

V; ; i
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 3/26/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

fa i J 4

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: '\{r ,SAC, ALBUQUERQUE (157-147) (RUC)

y^ <o
RE:

\ RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(AGITATOR INDEX)
RACIAL MATTER

Re Albuquerque teletype to Bureau dated 3/22/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of a
letterhead memorandum and three copies for Chicago, which
are self-explanatory.

/^ l/6 '//

3

8 MAR 28 1963

if) /^-Bureau (Enc 5)^(RAM)^ 1-Chicago (157-347) (Info) (Enc 3) (RAM)
1-Albuquerque „„„
JBB/111 AGENCY : ACSI jrH*®

,

OSI , SE^* S^J- j
(5) DEPT: ISD,-GR&-,RA0^^-> u

HOW E03W
y_. ... TmOTJ v - oj. - ° °

—

DEPT:

HOW P0B.W :

DATE EORW

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

# 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Albuquerque, New Mexico

March 26, 1968

A

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

GREGORY appeared at the University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, during the evening of March 21, 1968;
spoke to an audience of 1,300; and, in addition to GREGORY’S
usual comments on civil rights and the war in Vietnam,. Univer-
sity of New Mexico Police Officer I I furnished the
following comments of GREGORY:

The Negroes will ’’burn this country down house
by house if you whites don’t stop this nonsense of
insulting us.”

’’What we want is constitutional rights . . .

We hear of civil rights legislation. This is nothing.
Why don’t white people live under it? We want to
live under constitutional rights.”

”Why isn’t the FBI helping Garrison in New Orleans
instead of following H. Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael?”

”In Greenville the FBI knew of twenty or so killings
and did not do anything about it.”

’’When I was in custody in Birmingham, the jail
was segregated and across from my cell was a group of
young girls who were molested and the FBI did not do
anything.”

”H. Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael said, ’Negroes

b6
b7C

get a. gun,’ and the FBI got all shook. tt

”1 will head a demonstration in Chicago from April
to November that will make the Democratic Party Convention
seem undemocratic as they will have to call out the Army.”

’’FBI Agents in Houston on March 20, 1968, tried
to record my statements.”

”CIA has followed Stokely Carmichael around the

world and has recorded all of his speeches.”

This document contains n^ith^r recc mmendations

nor conclusions of any It is the property

of the FBI, and h t locn to /our agency; it and/or

its contents are not to be distributed outside your

agency. JS



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

1 University
of Albuquerque, Albuquerque, New Mexico, advised that he
attended the GREGORY speech at the University of New Mexico
on March 21, 1968, and was with GREGORY during his speech on
March 22, 1968, at the University of Albuquerque.

stated the speech of March 22,
with UKjiGORY 1 s speech of March 21, 1968identical

text of the speech was unchanged.

1968, was
, and the



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1662 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR> 101-11.6 flOVE!UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

(V

51

date: "4/3/68

SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (P)

<3
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies
of an LHM suitable for dissemination. A copy of this
same LHM is enclosed for Chicago.

Confidential source referred to Mi.'LHM is

L
" ~ ~1

Canton, New York, Police^Cl$P®rtment

.

(jlA- Bureau (Enc s
.
^^rRM

)

X- Chicago (Enc.l) (RMT(157-#7)
2 - Albany //
JRH: tab

x

(5) *

b6
b7C
b7D
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J ^ /L^^
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A
1968
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Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,
Albany, New York
April 3, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A Confidential Source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as DICK GREGORY,
Negro comedian, appeared at the State University
Agriculture—Technical College, Canton, New York,
on February 18 , 1968. He stated that GREGORY
appeared with |fche "Box Tops", a rock and roll band,
at Madill Hall. His appearance was sponsored by
the Winter Carnival Committee and arrangements for
Mr. GREGORY’S appearance were arranged byl

I American Programs, Boston, Massachusetts.

The source continued that GREGORY’S
appearance at the University was confined strictly
to entertainment and he did not in any way express
any comments regarding racial matters. Confidential
source stated he had determined when GREGORY appears
as a comedian, he confines his activities to comedy
routines and does not indulge in racial matters.

b6
b7C

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside
your egency

.
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4-5 72 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
CSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO
)

^ FROM

mSUBJECT:

Memorandum
The Director

N. P. Callahan

The Congressional Record

DATE: /MS'*' •Z&t

y

i
.*

xJ
<D -A

°4

X
A

\j

NOT B39GOBDBD
145 APR 3 1968

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional



FD-36 (Rev* 5-22-64) ’

/ /
Date: 4/2/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, EBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC ,CLEVELAND (157-1316) (P)

RE: -RICHARD OIAmffljGRESOBX, aka
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM

00: CHICAGO

Re Cleveland letter to Bureau, 3/29/68.

y’PffflH-tr.ff
TheToledo Blade, 3/27/68, contained an article

2s»8
s^St

^tS?L
a
STi?h

1
Sir

eao the previous day -

comments regarSf„™w«
foSsf COnVentlon ChloaS° : The artieSI SSfhSas

li
for that city^

CaS° h&S SOt to go * We
‘Just sche^led marching plans

, ,
I 'll be demonstrating there becuase the citv is corrunt

?
0ne to hel$ find a solution for the race situation

*n
tracing against the Democratic convention because the

convention!^
n° business honorine a cit/ like Chicago with the

*

a ®r®S°fy said that marching will start May 30 for 12hours a day, lengthening gradually to 24 hours a day by July 4,

1 :SP7-3^" (EM) /"

'

'Q ijj t ,

"* h l:*

RHB/pas Ct\ *4 APft g 1ggr. %JW



CSV 157-1316

and continuing through the convention in August

»

"We * 11 be able to send 10, 12, 14 parades out in
different directions and it will be too much for the police
to handle. Then they 111 have to call the army in. ”...

The above is being submitted for the information of
the Bureau and Chicago in view of sublet's quoted comments
regarding the planned demonstrations in Chicago. This as well
as other pertinent information re subjects appearance in
Toledo will be subsequently furnished in an LHM.



-
optional form NO, vmay 1862 SDiTION *
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

&
*5&O-l05

ERNMENTUNITED STATES

Memorandum
BIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date: 4/5/68

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-64492) (P)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
00: Chicago

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau dated 1/11/68,
Chicago letter to Bureau dated 1/17/68, Los Angeles
letter to Bureau dated 1/26/68.

v

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of a*

Letterhead Memorandum and three copies are being furnished
to Chicago who is Office of Origin in this matter.

The enclosed Letterhead Memorandum sets forth
details concerning a rally at California State Polytechnic
College, San Luis Obispo, California, on 3/29/68, featuring
GREGORY.

Source utilized in Letthead Memorandum the b7c

.
I b7D

|
San Luis Obispo.

'AGENCY : ACSI r OSI , SEC. SERV.

,

DEPT:

HOW EORW
:

ff/or. .

DATE FORW
BY;

~ -

(, 3> Bureau (Enel. ll)(
- Chicago (157-347) (

3 - Los Angeles
$1 - 100 - 6̂0712 )

JWW/gk
(9)

RM)
Enel

.

3)

(8 6 apr 2:1

rec n
/£

.3 , tyifA'J- 265

10 APR 12 1968

(RM)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Ur^ffED STATES' DEPARTMENT OF ^STICE

^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Los Angeles , California

April 5» 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
• RACIAL MATTER

Reference is being made to Chicago's Memorandum
dated January 11, 1968 , captioned, "Richard Claxton Gregory;
Racial Matter."

On March 8, 1968 , page one o.f the "Mustang Daily",
college newspaper for California State Polytechnic College,
San Luis Obispo, California, an article appeared captioned,
" Comic - Annotator slated to appear" which indicated that
Dick Gregory a comedian turned political critic, wotti-t/

appear^ on the college campus, March 29, 1968, in the Mens
Gym ah 8:00 p.m. The article further related that Gregory
would draw a capacity audience and numerous churches and
civic organizations were sending large delegations

.

A source who has furnished reliable information in the
past, on April 1, 1968, indicated that Gregory spoke at California
Polytechnic College before approximately 1,500 college students, a
mixture of mods, war protestors and hippies. The rally went'
without incident and Gregory's comments were mainly concerning
civil rights problems and statements against the war in Vietnam.

In the March 30, 1968 , edition of the Santa Maria
Times, Santa Maria, California, an article appeared on page
one entitled, "Gregory" written by George C. Flowers, Santa
Maria Times Newspaper Editor related substantially the following:

Negro Comedian Dick Gregory was loudly applauded by
1,600 young people at the California State Polytechnic
College, San Luis Obispo, California, on Friday night, March 29,
1968, when he spoke concerning riots and violence that have
helped the American Negro. He related "I would be sick if I'

told you I advocate violence'' but further stated that f/black
man in Watts and in Detroit and everywhere has made some big
gains since he began to riot."

Gregory related he was on his 31st day of a protest
«fast, but his speech lasted approximately two and a half hours
during which time he defended H. Rap Brown and' STOKELY Carmichael

fJQgJSi OBBTttUJtuu

MO.t-30 W

yc, 0 " ^

enclosure



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

and 'suggested a boycott of Dow Chemical products and told
the audience "half you young men here will be dead in 18
months if we don't stop the war"; rapped Bobbie Kennedy; and
said that if American's problems are not solved in the
next three years, "there won ft be any problems."

Repeatedly he criticized America as an insane
nation, and he was repeatedly applauded by the audience.
The heighth of the insanity, Gregory said "is the war in
Vietnam."

In reference to the Negroes avoiding the Olympic:-
games, Gregory said "I wouldn't have said anything. I
would have qualified, and then I would have dropped the
baton."

He related, "I can't understand why white folks are
dumb enough to pay me $1,500 so that I will explain black
power to them.' Look it up in the dictionary, that's where it
will tell you what 'black' and 'power' means."

Gregory called President Johnson, "The greatest
tyrant since Caesar" and was loudly applauded.

He said Americans had a double standard about
violence. "Americans pay little attention to violence as
long as its white violence. But when its black violence they
get very upset."

Gregory characterized himself as a racist. He
urged the white people to work among the poor white people
and the black people to work with the black people. The
article terminated by saying that "Gregory avoided Obscenities
in his public speech at Poly^ but used them liberally in the
semi-private press conference that followed."

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.





D2 157-21C5

[

PS T-2 is f

Michigan State Police,
East Lansing, Llichigan
Location: Instant LH1I

The LZ1'.I is classiiied ^co|Efi4eirtiaT ...jfco protect the
identity of D2 T-l and DS T-2. 1

LEAD

PHILADELPHIA

b6
b7C
b7D

AT PHILADELPHIA . P2HESYLYAHIA

Search indices regarding

[

] and
: nd furnish Detroit with any pertinent

infor:;.acion contained therein,

b6
b7C



DECLAS SIFIC&TIQH AUTHORITY BERTWEB FEOM:
FBI AUTOMATIC nKlJ^E SIFICATIOH GUIDE
DATE 11-21-2013

UJ^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Detroit, Michigan
April 4, 1968

i

Re

:

Black Student Alliance,
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

An article captioned "Gregory in Great Issues"
appeared in issue dated March 7, 1968, page one, of the
"Michigan State News", the official Michigan Sate
University (MSU) student publication. This article states
that Dick Gregory, comedian turned Black Power spokesman,
will speak in the MSU Auditorium at 3:45 PM, March 8, 1968,
as part of the "Great Issues Series".

DE T-l, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on March 9, 1968,. that Dfck Gregory,
while at MSU on March 8, 1968, met -with members of the
"Black Student Alliance", a student organization which
was organized during the fall of 1967 and is presently a

recognized student organization. The "Black Student
Alliance" has not held any demonstrations or participated
in any disruptive activities as of this date. They have
advocated that a special Negro history course be taught
in the American Thought and Language Department. . Some
of the members are advocating that Negro students, be
housed in separate dormitories.

An article captioned "Work Shops Cover Black
Revolution" appeared on page ten of the "Michigan State
News", issue dated April 3, 1968, and is as follows:

"Black Expo One, sponsored by the Black
Student Alliance, will be held in the Union

Building, Saturday (April 6, 1968). Steve
Moore, South Carolina State College Senior,

)

/oo— (fcfo v9 3
ENCLOSURE

J



Re: Black Student Alliance,
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

"will speak on 'The Orangeburg Massacre and
Its Implications' at 3:00 PM in 35 Union.

"Two work shops will be presented:
'Education and the Black Revolution' at 11:00 AM
to 12:30 PM in 35 Union, featuring Robert L.
Green, Associate Professor of Education and
'Africans and Afro-Americans: Identity or
Conflict?' at 1:00 to 2:30 PM in 38 Union,
featuring African and Afro-American students.

"Norman Brown's display of African and
Afro-American art will be shown from 10:00
AM to 6:00 PM in the Union Parlors."

v

An announcement, which appeared on page ten of
the "Michigan State News" issue dated April 5, 1968, states
that the Black Student Alliance will hold' its first meeting
tonight at 216 Berkey Hall, Michigan State University.

On April 3, 1968, DE T-2, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that the I

of the Black Student Alliance is
Philadelphia . He has a sister,

|

presently resides in Philadelphia.

of
who

The November, 1967, Student Directory. Mich igan
State University, lists r

,

I Student Number
as residing
home address is listed as
Pennsylvania.

[ East Lansing-. .Michigan, His
|
Philadelphia

,

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are rot to be,
distributed outside your agency.

b6
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ECLASSIFICftTlGH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
I AUTOMATIC DICIJ^SIFICATICM GUIDE

DATE 11-21-2013
M 21152KB 5

IU)

3/1/63

tili'li.JulE

IxiOii :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO (157-2410)

fldUOOH
C
u
100-44963

(Bufilo 157-05

RICHARD CLAaTGR GREGORY, al:a
Kl i - BBT /

157-347) &
(eu file 100-44023) riEACOir-rcuDiJr^S-^^f 2

1

Renyairtel dated 2/29/60.

iiaai-elOil,

I _ ,

I racial tensions within Chicago
f
Illinois,

cuia suDuros during the summer of I960, and various civil rights
,
peace demonstrations which night bo hold in conjunction^
the Beaoeratic Rational Convention at Cbicamo. Illinois

during 3/63 . Aecoraxn" to
| [

tuo of whom are i.egroes, mlio have 1 access to fc&iiy locales and
meetings in the Chicago area from which Caucasians are denied
o*-c*y;gs’

, .
I loxprccsed concern for the future of our

nciuion as a result of possible demonstrations in Chicago

i: - Bureau (Enel. 11) (dll)
Chicago
1 - IU0-41932
1 - 100-44963
1 - 157-347
1 - 157-2410

/df> — '/'/o'/^

55



f

CG 157-2410

disturbances. has been cooperative with and favorable
toward the FBI in oast gnd is considered to be a stable,
reliable individual,
tainine his identity

emphasized the necessity of main-
5S a. source strictly confidential since

are not aware of the
fact that he is waking information available to the FBI.

|
indicated that should this become known to anyone

outside of the FBI, both l I

' and any future use as a source would be compromised
and it would be extremely embarrassing to him, to [

and to the Bureau

opening
In view of the foregoing, the Chicago Division is

as a confidential source - racial, UACB«£k^

Further in view of

L

posit ion as

criminal on
} a credit and

is not deemed advisable . :jvi

Chicago indices contain nothing pertinent regarding

Enclosed for tlie Bureau are twelve (12) copies of a

LIIM containing data furnished by T
r_.es nn 'Vs_ 1 ‘Til i flfi+o V'lOh; “tT

who is therein ties it

This data was furnished SAsnated as CG T-l.
^

.

and at an interview subsequent to his contact
with the sag, cnicago, CG T-2 in attached HIM is

was used to characterize
and

CG 100-41U32.
HIM is class ifiod JSSseidestSSH-sAuce information from
if disclosed, could resul

formant as a continuing source.
?grtt“ loss ox this iu-
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CG 157-2410

Local dissemination is being withheld until 3/6/08
to allow the Bureau to make dissemination at the National
level first.

Copies of attached LHM are being furnished to Region I,

113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois and the following agencies at
Chicago : U,S« Attorney, U,S, Secret Service, NISO, and GSI,
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UNITED STATU DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
157-2410

Chicago, Illinois
March 1, 1968

POSSIBLE DISRUPTION OF AND™
INCIDENTS AT THE DEMOCRATn CLASS.
NATIONAL CONVENTION, CHICAGO KEAS01T-

ILLINOIS, AUGUST . 1968
*
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’ Illinois,

lacks se]f
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SJ^- ?*ated that while he believes that Gregoryacks self-dispiplme and organizational ability Gree-orv i<?

States at vario^
ia

-,i
Speakin® Program throughout the Unitedtes at various colleges > According to CG T-l while Grem-rv

in nn
1

°l
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nl^
recruiting individuals from .these ’college; audiencesto come to Chicago and participate in demonstrations this snmnipr

?! ^?rhtly
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?
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‘

Ho a tE™ ?° a”d durin« the D®“ocratic Nat ional Conven-tion, aud the implication is that others are welcome to join.^

r
Further CG T-l noted that at these college talks

that°in ^i}lfnl stage presence and is a spellbinder
eastern

P
r*nT|

teS th
?

audiences • CG T-l noted that at oneas teyn college, at the conclusion of such a talk what anpeared to be a middle-class white coed, approached Grego?v"toan im for his talk and that <the coed appeared completely
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' POSSIBLE disruption of and
INCIDENTS AT THE DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL CONVENTION, CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS, AUGUST, 1968 ^ONgBBENTTflL

jjj

awe-struck by Gregory’s comments and asked what she could do to
ke^-P* CG T=1 related that while Gregory merely acknowledged her
remarks and offered no specific instructions after the coed had
departed he stated to the effect that he probably could have
given her a bomb and told her to go blow up the police station
and that she would have done same 7^^. h

CG T-l stated that while Gregory has no specific plans,
however, he hopes to secure large groups of individuals to
demonstrate in Chicago this summer. He does evince plans of
commencing with preliminary demonstrations in the latter part
of May and that these demonstrations will continue to build
in size through June into July, and finally they will reach
their peak at the last day of the Democratic National Conven-
tion. According to CG T-l, Gregory claims that all demonstra-
tions will be peaceful and non-violent,, and will merely be along
the lines of using massive numbers of pedestrians, all of whom
will obey all laws including traffic regulations, to tie up the
streets and sidewalks and to otherwise hinder and impede the
activities of the Chicago Police Department. CG T-l noted,
however, that it was pointed out to Gregory that if the demon-
strations completely comply with all regulations, they may not
obtain the desired results of impeding police activities. In
response to this, Gregory, in complete contradiction of the fore-
going, is reported to have said that the demonstrators would then
lay down in the streets and thus gain the desired results

CG T-l further related with reference to undisciplined,
disorganized thinking by Gregory, with reference to demonstra-
tinn!=i—^at in some conversations Gregory spoke of sending

l

_ away from Chicago for the summer. However, in other
conversations, when discussing the problem of .attracting the
attention of the police, Gregory indicated that, if necessary,
he woul d lead marches to various Chicago suburbs such as Cicero
and that! would be at his side during these mar

b6
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POSSIBLE DISRUPTION OF AND
INCIDENTS AT THE DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL CONVENTION, CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS, AUGUST, 1968 ~CONgjDE£MVL

According to CG T-l, Gregory indicates that he plans to
climax the summer-long Chicago demonstrations on the final day
of the Democratic Convention when Lyndon B. Johnson accepts
the Democratic Presidential Nomination. Reportedly the
theme of this final demonstration will be ’’The Funeral of
the Democratic Party” and the major objective of this final
effort will be to embarrass the' President and Mayor Richard J.
Daley of Chicago* However, as to whether Gregory has the
ability to carry out such grandeous plans, CG T-l was uncertain
in view of Gregory’s lack of capacity for organization, self-
discipline and administration of given programs.

(

x ~ y

In addition. ££i, T-l was in receipt of infor

p

at ion concernig
is al-T

c

whoalso known as, 0

legeaiy now in Chicago working to organize a coalition of anti-
war groups to demonstrate against the Democratic National Con-
vention in August.

|
| is characterized by CG T-2 as pre-

sently one of the leaders of the Joint Community Union, formerly
known as Jobs or Income Now, which is the community action or-
ganization in Chicago for the Students for a Democratic Society.

According To CG T-2, during the latter part of 1967, [
visited North Viet Nam' where he met with representatives of the
National Liberation Front .*?/

CG T-l advises that this coalition, as yet unnamed, will
meet somewhere in the middle west around the latter part of
March to make spec ific decisions concerning these demonstra-
t ions . Reportedly feels that the disruption of the con-
vention would not achieve widespread endorsement and the pos-
sibility of an alternate ticket, born out of a counter conven-
tion, to be called by the coalition, will be considered.*®/

indicates that some of his associates believe that
mass demonstrations at the convention could play into President
Johnson’s hands and result in a bood bath.

[
explained

that Mayor Daley of Chicago would take firm police action
against the mass demonstrators and that this would reflect
favorably towards the Democratic Party, in that Democrats would
appear to be able to handle mobs in the streets. Further

|

noted that as a result of such street action the cream of the
leadership of his coalition might become casualties and the
anti-war movement would be crippled.
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POSSIBLE DISRUPTION OF AND
INCIDENTS AT THE DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL CONVENTION, CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS, AUGUST, 1968 TONEdEBiaEaAtr

[U!

According to at this point only disc iplinoi and
coordinated non-vioience demonstrations are planned, and there
would be no laving siege to the Amphitheater Building or massive
confrontations.

| [
further indicated that the coalition plan

to hold a series of rallies and hearings in Chicago in the days
prior to the convention, with prominent speakers discussing such
topics as the causes of riots, genocide and the legality of
the United States ’ role in the conflict in Viet Nam. Accord-
ing to I 1 these rallies and hearings would serve to present
an indictment of the Democratic Party with particular emphasis
on the alleged, failure of the Democrats in both the area of.
foreign and domestic issues.

,

T

indicated that decentralized demonstrations would
be planned throughout the city and would be at locations such
as welfare offices, urban renewal offices, schools, universi-
ties., draft boards, Federal buildings and various firms that
supply the United States with war material for Viet Nam.^^ j*

Specifically,
| I indicated that during the first day

of the Democratic Covent ion, credentials of delegates will be
challenge d on the claim that these delegates had not been freely
elected.

| I stated that these challenges will be preceded
by the institution of legal proceedings in the various delegates*
districts with charge that the delegates had not been legally
elected.!^

(U)

I I advised that during the second day of the convention,
the previously mentioned decentralized demonstrations would be
initiated.

On the third day of the convention, according to I

~[

a rally at either Soldier’s Field or Wrigley Field in Chicago
was proposed to highlight the coalition’s previous indictments
of the Democratic Party. Finally, a Funeral March to the
Amphitheater at 43rd and Hals ted Streets in Chicago, the site
of the convention, by 500,000 persons was proposed bv I I

It is planned that this march will be, led by various military
figures and clergymen who oppose the war in Viet Nam along
with other well-known Viet Nam dissenters. Reportedly, the
march would be serious , somber and restrained and the theme would
be the burial of the Democratic Party as an American institu-
tion and a call to the United States for a new social and
political force to replace the Democratic Party/

m
coimBBaansiT
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POSSIBLE DISRUPTION OF AND
INCIDENTS AT THE DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL CONVENTION, CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS, AUGUST, 1968

juj

gONFjBENTTAL'

CG T-l indicated that related that he welcomes,
_ v ^ v w ** iru juv

youth gang members to the demonstration because he believes
that they would be some of the most disciplined participants.
However

, | |
is concerned about counter-pickets and believes

that Chicago's Mayor Daley will use paid provocaters to cause
trouble which he (Mayor Daley) can swiftly squelch and thus
gain popularity with the voters. Further CG T-l reported that—|

h^s commented on the use of "hippies" to increase con-
fusion in Chicago at the time of the Democratic Convention,
and that efforts will be made to organize a "love-in" . Ac-
cording to a large farm, 20 to 25 miles from Chicago,. .

~ » I O w uiAAVO O. X 111 V^JLJL JUJClgU
9xs being considered as a site for a tent city for "hippies M
.

- 5*
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MAY 1962 EDITION t *££'
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 / Ml'.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ^4 ^
Memorandum S;

* date: 4/1/6
DIRECTOR, FBI

|

Mr!

SAC, DENVER (100-9440)

/ . Miss

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka 1^
RM KVftTTe^. U
OO: Chicago OfT#

Re. Chicago alrtel to the Burea/dated 10/3/W

ana Phoenix letter to Denver dated 3/26/68.

Enclosed herewith ®ve 11 oopies^of a
speech at

3/28/6S -

date: 4/1/6
pMr

P-
OT:

DoLrattr^.

Moliv

^
/Caspar

CaPauan
Conrad
Felt

Gale -jf-4
Rosen*jp?
SuilivinL

Tavel
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; Holmes
» Gandy.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 100-9440

UNI 1®) STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU^CE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Denver, Colorado
April 4, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

On M^rch 28, 1968, Special Agents of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation observed captioned individual arriving on Western
Airlines , Flight 700 from Phoenix, Arizona, ,at 4:15 p.m. that date,
the plane being 27 minutes late . G^fgory was observed to contact
Frontier Airlines regarding the flight from Denver to Alamosa,
Colorado, and then wandered about the airport for awhile prior
to entering a restaurant where he was observed sitting at the
counter. Gregory was' not met at the Denver airport by anyone
but it was observed that some young people spoke to him briefly
after they apparently recognized who he was. Gregory left
Denver, Colorado, via Frontier Airlines, Flight 583, which was
scheduled to arrive at Alamosa, Colorado at 8:13 p.m.

,

March 28,
11968;

On Ma!rch 29, 1968, Adams
State College, Alamosa, Colorado, advised that he. was i,n attendance
at, the college auditorium on the evening of March 28, 1968, when
Gregory appeared before a group of approximately 1500 persons,
mostly students, which audience was reserved and orderly.

Stated that Gregory went into a comedy rputine
for the first few minutes and then told jokes involving President
Johhson. Gregory stated that America was a violent country and
that the only way to solve the problems was through violence;
however, lie said he did not personally condone violence.

Gregory stated that a great number of the criminal
activities in the United States involves whites only and
mentioned the Bobby Baker incident and stated that the Government
and "LBJ" knew all about it. Gregory stated that the United
States was the most mixed up country on earth and mentioned

b6
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

that there are soldiers in Viet Nam who are not old enough
to \ote but old enough to die and stated that the. blacks
hated the whites. Gregory stated that the CIA had followed
Carmichael all around the world and reported on his activities
and that Carmichael and H. Rap Brown would be heroes in
future history. Gregory told the audience to watch the
riots on TV this summer and to have the sound of the TV
turned off and then to stand behind the TV and recite the
Declaration of Independence. Gregory referred to the
coming political convention in Chicago and stated that an
effort was being made to stop it. He stated he was serious
about running for President and spoke against the United
States spending money in Viet Nam when the United States
has real need for this money at home.

|
| stated Gregory wore a wrinkled shirt, purple

trousers, and a fancy purple jacket with. gold piping around
the edges. He had a long beard and looked disheveled.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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ENCIPHERED948 PM M URGENT 3-1-68 rag

TO DIRECTOR (CODED)

WTENTIOH domestic intelligence division

W# NEW YORK 157-109?

RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY, AKA, RM. OO-CHICAGO

Mr. Tolson

Mr* DeLoach..-

Mr. Mohr..

Mr. Bishop.

—

Mr. Casper

—

Mr. Callahan-

Mr. Conrad...

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

,
Mr, .Rosen

J^r/*StiuWan

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Ti ‘'ter..

Tele. Room..

Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy— b6 1

b7C

X- 1X A

/*h
0N INSTANT date a confidential source who HAS /y ,

-

< FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED TMT GREGORY j/ul
i

HELD * PRESS INFERENCE AT THE NEW MADISON SQUARE GARDEN,
'

\ NEW YORK CITY, WHICH HE URGED NEGROES 10 BOYCOTT THE CHAMPION-

V
SHIP B0XIS8 MATCH T° BE «LD MARCH FOUR NEXT AT THE NEW MADISoi.”

0 SQUARE GARDEN. HE ALSO URGED THAT ACTIVE PICKETING TAKE PLACE
AT THE AFOREMENTIONED LOCATION.

ADMINISTRATIVE: CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE MENTIONED IS
1

b71

BSS, NYCPD, LOCAL I NTELLIGENCE^jYGENCIES, SECRET
t P C AMD Mn * rt n, — — . , / 1 (

’SERVICE, AND USAS TO BE ADVISE&£'Atr.tHM BEING
END
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FEDERAL BlIREAU^tF INVESTIGATION

u! s. depafAt OF JUSTICE ..

zmicommunicSpns section

FBI WASH DC* APR 13 1968 /

TJEMZXYPg/i

*
M ToJsr^n _

'
j > »t.«

V,* rfrhr.

Mr. r* ^Ar
,

Mr. ahan_

Mr. < ’ wad ~
. Mr. F-lt

1 Mr. G lie

F3I CHICAGO

405yPtfl DEFERRED 4/13/68 SXL

?D DIRECTOR (100-440423) AND WFO (VIA BUREAU) (157-1121)

FROM CHICAGO (157-347)

I Mr. Roc

m

,

fculliv

lyL/ /£i\ Tavel
* t //'Ji- Tr,iHc

Mr. Roccn,
bullivan.

/

r. Trotter _

( Tele. Ro-oai

,
M.?s Holmes..
?Iiss Gandy_

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA RM OOsCHICAGO.

-4 CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED GREGORY LEFT CHICAGO

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ELEVEN FORTY FIVE AM, INSTANT, VIA

FLIGHT THREE FIVE SIX AND SCHEDULED TO

ARRIVE WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT ONE FIFTEEN PM, EASTERNyfa
STANDARD TIME. GREGORY OBTAINED PASSAGE ON^STANDBY BASIS,

THEREBY ELIMINATING NEED FOR RESERVATION AND NO RETURN RESERVATION

MADE. ON DEPARTURE GREGORY WORE BLUE DUNGAREES, BEADS AND FULL

BEARD AND WAS TRAVELING ALONE.

b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE CHICAGO TELEPHONE CALL TO WFO INSTANT. WFO ADVISED BY

TELEPHONE. SECRET SERVICE, CHICAGO, ADVISED. SOURCE IS

(i

CORRECTION: LINE SIX, WORD 7 SHD BE "STANDBY

END AND ACK

t» *

b7D

SVW

/OO -
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U. S. DEPAOTMEOT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

APn 1 1 1960

TELETYPE

(

, \ FBI WASH DC*

'0

/7 I
riT- Xavi

/<y /Jtlr. Trot
tr pfif

Hr. To?qrrr

Mr. DoL’^rfo.

Mr.
Mr. B° -i

Mr. CV. v>? __

Mr. ( ' eft,

Mr. * red _

Mr. F
Mr. (- 3? . _

E\>ren

Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. Tavel

Trotter-.

Boom
M?trr Hchnes.
Hisr Gandy—

7
FBI MILWAUK ,

1146 AM URGENT 4/11/68 NTR

TO: DIRECTOR, WFO, AND CHICAGO

FROM; MILWAUKEE (157-226)

A
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA; RM; 00s CG

DETECTIVE SGT. SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT SQUAD,

$ MI PD, ADVISED INSTANT DATE INFORMAITON RECEIVED INDICATES
V>

y) FATHER JAMES E. GROPPI IS POSSIBLY TRAVELING TO WASHINGTON,

\ D. C., ON APRIL THIRTEEN NEXT. GROPPI IS ALLEGEDLY TO SPEAK

AT GEORGETOWN UNIVERSIATY EVENING OF APRIL THIRTEEN NEXT.

INFORMATION ALSO INDICATES CAPTIONED SUBJECT MAY ALSO

BE IN WASHINGTON, D. C., AREA DURING WEEKEND APRIL THIRTEEN

DASH FOURTEEN NEXT AND MAY MEET WITH GROPPI.

ABOVE INFORMATION NOT CONFIRMED TO DATE. MI WILL ADVISE

WHEN CONFIRMATION EXISTS.

END

WPK
?

FBI wash DC*>» * MR. TRAJNOR

54 Ap R 2 2 issr.
R00M 836 9&D

(a)
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FBI WASH DC

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION^?

APR 121960^’

TELETYP

Mr. Tolsoia-

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Ildhz^
Mr. Bichop^

Mr. Cagn^-C-^,
Mr. CriiahGnuiw
Mr. Conrad „

Mr. Tave!_
Mr.

Tel®.

Miso H'jiLr.es*

Mio3 Gandy..

* v

0

fbi-slc-city

8:15 PM MST URGENT 4/12/68 LES

TO DIRECTOR Cl 00-440423), CHICAGO (157-347), AND PORTLA

FROM S^/t LAKE CITY C L 57—1 10) 2P
C)

RICHARD CLAXTOr-GREGORY, AKA, RM. 00 -CHICAGO.

RE SE TEL APRIL ELEVEN INSTANT.

GREGORY ARRIVED SALT LAKE CITY VIA UNITED AIR LINES FLIGHT

TWO TWO TWO AT TEN THIRTYTWO A.M., APRIL TWELVE, SIXTY EIGHT, AND

IMMEDIATELY CHARTERED PLANE TO LOGAN, UTAH, ARRIVING TWELVE ZERO

FIVE P.M. GREGORY SPOKE FOR AN HOUR AND A QUARTER AT UTAH STATE

UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE AND IMMEDIATELY

RETURNED TO SALT LAKE CITY BY SAME CHARTERED PLANE. GREGORY LEFT

SALT LAKE CITY ON UNITED FLIGHT TWO SEVEN EIGHT TO CHICAGO, LEAVING

SALT LAKE CITY FIVE TWENTY P. M. , APRIL TWELVE SIXTYEIGHT, ARRIVING

R

_ JL/‘/ J 0\CHICAGO NINE P.M. . _ „ . „ _
//J

~ '

AT LOGAN, GREGORY WAS SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY. DURING PRESENTATION GREGORY STATED HE IS

AGAINST VIOLENCE. HE STATED DEMOCRATIC PARTY SHOULD NOT HAVE

CHOSEN CHICAGO FOR ITS CONVENTION BECAUSE OF RACIAL TENSION~ANlf
^

*3 APR Ifi loss
BECAUSE IT IS A "CORRUPT CITY*". GREGORY WAS ACCOMPAN IJED B Y

|

END PAGE 1

4 (d I
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PAGE 2 SU 157-1 10

|
NO INCIDENT OCCURRED DURING GREGORY’S PRESENCE IN UTAH*

LHM WILL FOLLOW*

END

GFH

FBI WASH DC

(T
MR-

ROOM
L
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date .-4/ 1 , 1/68

We previously received and dis-
seminated information indicating that
Dick Gregory, Negro Comedian who has been
very active in civil rights demonstrations
and in demonstrations opposing U.S. parti-
cipation in the Vietnam War, planned to
hold a vigil in front of the White House
during Easter Week.

Attached indicates Gregory currently
in Oregon and due back in Chicago, 111.
4/13/68. Reliable Chicago source stated
there is some question;.1 as to whether Gregory
will go through with plans for vigil at
White House in view of announcement by
President Johnson; that he will not seek
reelection.

This information has been fur-?
nished to Secret Service Headquarters and
to the Inter-Division Information Unit of
the Department. A copy has been sent to
the Attorney General.

JJDrlst
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a FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

_ tf. S. DEPARTMENT CF JUSTICEA COMMUNICATIPN^ECTIOM

FBI WASH DC*

/
FBI CHICAGO

344PM URGENT 4/11/68 JLS

TO DjTRECTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD, MILWAUKEE AND SALT LAKE CITY

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

WFROM CHICAGO (157-347) (P) 3Px *
* \f>f' (f)

&<*£'//?'/

'-Richard claxton%egory. -rw. oo: Chicago.

~JT
j

GREGORY IS NATIONALLY KNOWN NEGRO ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL RIGHTS

ACTIVIST WHO HAS VOCALLY OPPOSED UNITED STATES PARTICIPATION

IN VIETNAM WAR.

GREGORY HELD PRESS CONFERENCE AT KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL,

ONE SIX THREE EAST WALTON AVE., CHICAGO, ON MARCH NINETEEN LAST.

GREGORY ANNOUNCED PLANS TO HOLD VIGIL IN FRONT" OF, WHITE HOUSE
C rin?

*• \4
WASHINGTON, D.C., THROUGHOUT EASTER WEEK ^COMPANY OF|

PREVIOUS
/t/FztO

wipe*

PURPOSE TO PROTEST U.S.^MCIES IN VIETNAM.

FROM SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, WAS THA.

b6
b7C

A.

GREGORY WAS SCHEDULED TO SjgBAJyAT UNIVERSITY OF PORTLAND ApR x6 1968

PORTLAND, OREGON, APRIL NI& .pAS^/ UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY**^
"! , -

AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED' ^CIENOE,LOGAN ,
UTAH APRIL ELEVEN INSTANT WITH

1
«

' •»

NEXT APPEARANCE SCHEDULED APRIL FIFTEEN NEXT AT LOS ANGELES HARBOR

COLLEGE, WILiMINGTON^^l!IFORNIA.

L. XEROX

4S&. Arrt

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR
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PAGE TWO CG 157-347

SECOND CHICAGO SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED INSTANT

HAD LEARNED GREGORY REPORTEDLY CURRENTLY IN OREGON AND DUE BACK

IN CHICAGO APRIL THIRTEEN NEXT. SOURCE ADVISED LEARNED APPEARS

SOME QUESTION EXISTS AS TO WHETHER GREGORY WILL GO THROUGH WITH

ANNOUNCED PLANS FOR EASTER VIGIL AT WHITE HOUSE IN VIEW OF

PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S ANNOUNCEMENT THAT HE WILL NOT SEEK RE-ELECTION

AND IS NOT CANDIDATE.

CHICAGO Pin SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT BEST AVAILABLE -I#PQ IS

THAT GREGORY NOT CURRENTLY IN CHICAGO.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REMYAIRTEL AND LHM REPORTING TRAVEL ITINERARY FOR GREGORY,

LAST, CHICAGO fclRTEL ANDCOPIES TO RECIPIENTS,
hgnb
•LHM MARCH TWENTY LAST, REPORTING PRESS CONFERENCE REFERRED TO _

i///i '.rljCTs eff- s

ABOVE, AND MILWAUKEE TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, WFO AND CHICAGO

INSTANT DATE INDICATING GREGORY MAY BE IN WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA

)PPI OF MILWAUKEE, WHO HAS LED OPEN HOUSING MARCHES
(M t Z £ ,

WEEKEND AP/lL THIRTEEN AND FOURTEEN NEXT AND MEET WITH FATHER

JAMEs'Tsjj

THAT CITY. SECRET SERVICE, CHICAGO ADVISED. WASHINGTON FIELD ALERT

APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES. MILWAUKEE IMMEDIATELY FURNISH BUREAU

AND WFO ANY ADDITIONAL INFO RE POSSIBLE TRAVEL OF GREGORY TO

b7D

END PAGE TWO
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l PAGE THREE CG 157-347
I

j

WASHINGTON. SALT LAKE CITY IMMEDIATELY ADVISE^ BUREAU, WFO AND

|
CHICAGO OF ANY INFO DEVELOPED RE FUTURE TRAVEL OF GREGORY FOLLOWING

SCHEDULED APPEARANCE LOGAN, UTAH.

|
FOR INFO INQUIRY RECEIVED FROM SECRET SERVICE, CHICAGO,

re Gregory's whereabouts in connection with proposed white house

DEMONSTRATION.
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FBr-WASK DC

r ' *

*\ .

.FBI 'CHICAGO

.1050PM URGENT 4/12/Sg GAB /

TO DIRECTOR AND SPRINGFIELD

FRo/CHICA.GO FACIAL MATTgRB
*

'RACIAL DISTURBANCES FOLLOWING ASSASSINATION OF MARTIN

LUTHER KING, JR*, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, APRIL FOUR, NINETEEN

SIXTY EIGHT* RM* CG ONE HUNDRED-THREE FIVE THREE FIVE SIX*

R7 CHARD CLftyTON^GREGO^o- RM* CG ONE FIFTY SEVEN - THREE

^ FORTY SEVEN*

'r_.

v
.
'

CAPTAIN

NOT recobp®

MAYWOOD ILLINOIS PD, ADVISED

MAYWOOD ”GOOD FRIDAY” MARCH OF ABOUT TWO HUNDRED BEATNIK TYPE

CAUCASIANS LED BY SEVERAL MINISTERS FOLLOWED PREVIOUSLY PROPOSED

ROUTE AND TERMINATED TODAY AT THREE PM AT WALTHER HIGH SCHOOL,

/(O'm**
1

MELROSE PARK, ILLINOIS,, NO ARRESTS OR INCIDENTS

• CHIEF OF POLICE EDWARD BURKE, JOLIET, ILLINOIS

JOLIET QUIET AND THAT BLACK CITIZENS FOR RACIAL JUSTICS-BiCKS&S*

FAILED TO APPEAR ON STREETS OF JOLIET TH I SEDATE* AT SIX PM AS

PERVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED*

SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISES BLACK NATIONAL"!

I 1

10 APR

LNU TWENTY SIX TO TWENTY SEVEN YEARS,
| |

LNU, MALE N

NS

b6
blC

i-

CiJ

%s

be
blC

NEGRO

NEGROES

FIVE FEET TEN, ONE HUNDRED FIFTY POUNDS AND

RECENTLY RELEASED FOR^ UNIDENTIFIED JAIL HAVE BEEN HIKING i

DURING' RECENT CHICAGO DISTURBANCES TO EXTORT MONEY AND MERCHANDISE

END PAGE ONE/

U
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PAGE TWO

• FROM NEAR NORTHSIDE MERCHANTS* CHICAGO PD ADVISED,

„ SAME SOURCE STATES DICK GREGORY ATTEMPTED TO OBTAIN POSITION

ON EXECUTIVE BOARD* SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP COUNCIL BUT

. WAS' REJECTED BECAUSE OF HIS MILITANT BACKGROUND, AS A RESULT,

GREGORY REPORTEDLY PLANS TO "RAISE HELL" IN CHICAGO, THIS SUMMER,

CHICAGO PD SOURCES ADVISE AS OF NINE PM CITY QUIET BUT TENSIONS

CONTINUE AND PD REMAINS ALERT,
'

' .ADMINISTRATIVE

REMYTEL TODAY, SOURCE IN

• USA-', MILITARY AND SS ADVISED,

END

SVW

FBI- WASH DC

P
'
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& t FEOIRAl Di/BOTJ OF IMVKTIfiATIQM

V, 8. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION ^
APR 11 1968 /fft)

TELETYPE
FBI WASH DC*

FBI-SLC-C ITY

5:14 PM MST

TO DIR.

URGENT

^TOR, WFO, MILWAUKEE, AND

FROM SALT LAKE CITY (157-110)

DTPUADD PI A

\

4/11/68 LES

CHICAGO (157-347)

IP

RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY. RM. 00 - CG.

GREGORY SCHEDULED FOR SPEECH, UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY OF 2 \
T

AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE, LOGAN, UTAH, APRIL TWELVE NEXT.

ITINERARY WILL BE ASCERTAINED FOLLOWING APPEARANCE TOMORROW.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AND SECRET SERVICE,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, ADVISED.

END

LCC

FBI WASH DC*

TU@

KC-

« APR 16 1963

'Liu.

CC' uoow v no
S'* '* *

* *
1 ^ v

‘



pr^TBT"WAS^DCr
4b

V
FBI MILWAUK

636PM URGEW;

• FEOEMl BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION.

'4/11/68 PJR APR 11 1968

TO DIRECTOR, WFO AND CHICAg^gj-ygE

Tc
'•

«
. L *<••£»

•* ’ r —
'i

..an-

0 VIA DIRECTOR

FROM MILWAUKEE (157-226) IP

OJ&S/^p

S'
oe>

i :-t J
r Hr •

. :-5 - ™JL
I fir

’
’rra;. /-

; Hr. £ ;^va3i3L-

Hr- Trv’
Hr. Tr'^?r
Tel 8. R^rzi

K*ss F'*r^3

—

Miss Gandy..

—

r

0-
?< /

RICHARD CLAXTOir’GREGORY; RM; 00 CHICAGO.

r-
P>1

RE MITEL AND CG TELS THIS DATE.

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT SQUAD, MI PD,

b6
b7C

SGT.

ADVISED INSTANT DATE, MI PD SOURCE COULD NOT CONFIRM

WHETHER OR NOT FATHER JAMES E. GROPPI AND CAPTIONED SUBJECT

WILL BE IN WASHINGTON, D.C., APRIL THIRTEEN DASH FOURTEEN

NEXT. CONTACT WITH NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES, MI, WISC.,

INDICATED GROPPI 'S RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENTS ARE MADE THROUGH

THE WASHINGTON, D.C., OFFICE OF NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES.

LOCAL AIRLINE OFFICE HAS NO RESERVATION LISTED FOR GROPPI

AT THIS TIME.
'

/
A r

%

y

b6
b7C

•jt7

WFO CONTACT NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES AT WASHINGTON,

D.C., AND DETERMINE IF GROPPI HAS RESERVATION TO FLY FROM

MI TO WASHINGTON, D.C., DURING WEEKEND OF APRIL THIRTEEN

DASH FOURTEEN.

MI FOLLOWING

DEVELOPED.

AIRMAIL COPY TO SALT LAKE CITY. j APr<12^68

1 U IV
^

L/ • V • ^
W 1 I 1 1 1 ‘ “

'WING ANDWLL ADVISE, WHEN FURTHER I

_ hi A. H nIHVHCO nco:.-l LJ5 9CD
iT'-JKOa

la



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

* A
F B I

Date: 4/11/68

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via

(Type in plaintext or code

)

DEPB?.r.ED
(Priority)

VLx. Token.

—

Nr.
Nx% RT^ir

Nr. 7'*-^ *> -

XTr.

Mr. .

*p-. .,ii—

{

1 /jv.

U. *<.!;! __
JI 'h-5

i-p.Jl.TS. !

TO:

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) (MAiy
SAC CHICAGO (157-347)
SAC SALT LAKE CITY
SAC PORTLAND
SAC LOS ANGELES (MAIL)

SAC SEATTLE (157-511)

1

RICHARD CLAXTOIPGREGORY, AKA; RM. 00 - CHICAGO.

GREGORY SPOKE AT CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

(CWSC)
,
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON, EVENING OF APRIL TEN LAST

AND IS MAKING TWO APPEARANCES AT WESTERN WASHINGTON STATE

COLLEGE (WWSC), BELLINGHAM, WASHINGTON, APRIL ELEVEN INSTANT.

SUBJECT TRAVELING TO SEATTLE OUT OF VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA,

VIA UNITED AIRLINES AFTER CONCLUSION OF LAST APPEARANCE AT /
i

WWSC, ARRIVING ON UNITED FLIGHT #TWO TOO THREE AT ELEVEN
j

THIRTEEN PM. HAS RESERVATION OUT OF SEATTLE APRIL TWELVE

NEXT AT SIX AM TO SALT LAKE CITY VIA UNITED FLIGHT TOO

SEVEN SIX ARRIVING NINE TWELVE AM; ON UNITED FLIGHT # FOUR

\
'

\ h
v

1

i"!J) Bureau (AIR MAIL) RPP-6&
1 - Los Angeles (AIR MAIL) ru*Vjw

/Of/ - '//i /< //

KCH : msv;

(3)
EX XUl

20 APR 13 1358
,

os' n

Approved

'
' * :

jii^
c&

i> flMM

$ noim,g8

55APtf2SwP‘,1 '' cl“w
Sent

V?

n0 C

eoj: j p
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SE 157-511

PAGE TV/O

NINE ONE ON APRIL TWELVE NEXT OUT OF SU AT SEVEN THIRTY-FIVE

PM TO PORTLAND ARRIVING EIGHT ELEVEN PM; AND ON UNITED

FLIGHT #ONE FOUR TWO ON APRIL THIRTEEN NEXT LEAVING PORTLAND

AT SEVEN FIFTY-FIVE AM AND ARRIVING CHICAGO O' HARE ONE

TWENTY PM. ALSO HAS RESERVATION ON UNITED FLIGHT #ONE ONE

ONE ON APRIL FIFTEEN NEXT LEAVING CHICAGO, THREE PM, ARRIV-

ING LA FIVE PM. NO SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES AT SEATTLE KNOWN.

LOCATION OF PROBABLE SPEECH AT SU NOT CURRENTLY KNOWN. NO

INFORMATION AVAILABLE INDICATIVE OF ANY PLANNED ACTIVITIES

AT PORTLAND DURING PLANE CHANGE THERE, AND NO CONTACT NUMBER

THERE AVAILABLE.

SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED AT ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON BY FEMALE

COMPANION WHO REGISTERED IN SEPARATE ROOM AT THUNDERBIRD

ATTORNEY,MOTEL THERE AS

NEW HAMPSHIRE ,N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C.

IN TALK AT CWSC SUBJECT MADE REMARK TO EFFECT, QUOTE

A POLICEMAN’S LIFE WILL BE TAKEN FOR EVERY BLACK MAN’S LIFE

TAKEN.

APPEARANCES IN WASHINGTON STATE HAVE BEEN WITHOUT INCI-

DENT. LHM WILL FOLLOW.

HAVE RESERVATIONS AT HILTON INNGREGORY AND

NEAR SEA-TAC AIRPORT FOR NIGHT OF APRIL ELEVEN INSTANT. ~P

-

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Transmit tho fallowing in

Date: 4/15/68

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

m,TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) ^ V
t
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM
00: CHICAGO

‘Re Chicago teletypes to Bureau, 4/11/68 and 4/13/68

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM,
captioned as above. Information copies are bong furnished
Los Angeles and Y/FO. A copy of LHM is also being furnished
USA, U. S. Secret Service, and Region I, 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois.

Sources mentioned in enclosed LHM are:

CG T-l - I I

CG T-2 -

CG T-3 -

CG T-4 -

3/- Bureau (Ends. 1%7^RM)
1 - Los Angeles (Enel .w) (rjnfo&n
1 - WFO (Enel. 1) (Inf8% U

O' Hare International Airport,
Chicago, Illinois

1Police Department.
Chicago, Illinois,

[

^ APR 1%
1 - Chicago

KLM:mlb
<6 )

AGENCY riACSI ,WG, OSI , SEC . SEE?.

,

Wept: isd.crd.rao,//?/^
HOWFORV/: K/S

Approved:

iqil Agent in Charge



CG 157-347

Chicago following and Bureau will be immediately
advised of all pertinent developments.

2
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

•
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Gregory is a nationally known Negro entertainer and

civil rights activist, who has vocally opposed United States

participation in the Viet Nam war.

On March 19, 1968, Gregory held a press conference
at the Knickerbocker Hotel, 163 West Walton Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois. He announced plans to hold a vigil in front of the

WhiteJBbuse in Washington, D. C. throughout Easter week in

company with
| |

His purpose was to

protest United States policies in Viet Nam.

CG T-l, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised that Gregory was scheduled to speak
.at the following places on the dates indicated:

University of Portland, Portland, Oregon
April 9, 1968

Utah State University, University • of

Agriculture and Applied Sciences,
Logan, Utah, April 11, 1968

Los Angeles Harbor College, Willmington,
California, April 15, 1968.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your

agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside

your agency.

S

DESTROYED

frh ~

b6
b7C



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On April 11, 1968, CG T-2, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Gregory
was reportedly currently in Oregon and due back in
Chicago on April 13, 1968. He also advised that there
is some question as to whether Gregory will go through
with announced plans for an Easter vigil at the White
House in view of President Johnson's announcement that
he will not seek re-election and is not a candidate.

On April 13, 1968, CG T-3, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Gregory
left Chicago, O' Hare International Airport, at 11:45 AM,
that date, by | Flight 356, which was
scheduled to arrive at Washington National Airport, at
1:15 PM, Eastern Standard Time. Gregory obtained
passage on a stand-by basis arid, therefore, did not need
a reservation and no reservation was made. On departure,
Gregory wore blue dungarees, beads, and a full beard and
was traveling alone.

On April 13, 1968, CG T-4, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Gregory
arrived at Chicago, Illinois, aboard American Airlines
Flight 2305 at 11:00 PM, that date.

The following agencies were furnished the above
information

:

United States Attorney, Chicago

United States Secret Service, Chicago

Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois

b7D

2*
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optional, form NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATWfOVERNMENT

Memmmdum
TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

.SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-6951) (RUC)

y o
subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM
(00: CHICAGO)

date: April 22, 1968

Re New Orleans airtel to the Bureau with letterhead
memorandum dated 3/21/68.

A further examination of informant reports concerning
GREGORY’S stay in New Orleans and his speech delivered at
Tulane University reveals no further information of any
significance is contained in New Orleans files. In view of Ms
New Orleans will not submit a second letterhead memorandum as
previously stated.

/ 2^Bureau (RM)
2-Chicago (157-347) (RM)
1-New Orleans

KG0:mrh
(5)

7
i

' J
t.

v”

.y-n US. Sewings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-6

F B I

Date: 4/19/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

c*

r

i

RECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

JO
, PITTSBURGH (157-652) (P)

GregoryRICHARD CLAXTON
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: CHICAGO)

ReBulet to Chicago, dated 3/19/68.

On 4/9/68, Captain
Investigations Unit, Hunting-ton
made available to SA

JL
Commander,

V?
- ,

Police Department,
a copy of a schedule

for Impact 1968, Marshall University, Huntington, W. Va.,
for the period of 4/24/68 through 4/27/68. The schedule
shows Vice President HUBERT H. HUMPHREY will give the keynote
address on the evening of 4/24/68. The other speakers are
shown as LESTER KIRKENDALL on 4/25/68, topic "New Morality;
Ethical Responsibility or Moral Decay"; ERVIN DUGGAN on
4/26/68, topic "The Great Society; Boom or Bust"; MAX
LERNER on 4/26/68, topic "Pax Americana; War or Peace";
ALLEN GINSBERG at 11:00 a.m. on 4/27/68, topic "Free Expression
in America; Fact or Fiction"; and DICK GREGORY at 4:00 p.m.
on 4/27/68. topic "Black-JgowerT Hevolution or .EvolutionTT"”"
TKe“schedule shows that ALLEN GINSBERG will arrive Huntington,
W. Va., at 4:37 p.m. on 4/26/68, will stay at the UpTowner
Motel, Huntington, and will depart Huntington at 11:50
a.m. on 4/28/68, mode of travel not set forth. The schedule
shows GREGORY will arrive Huntington, W. Va., at 12:22 p.m.
on 4/27/68, and will depart Huntington at 6:30 /p.m. on
4/27/68. EX-115 RETC U /

•'

Pittsburgh will cover the appearance of GREGORY
at Marshall University through established sources.

Bureau (RM)
Chicago (157-347) (RM)

W- Pittsburgh
WS :sms
47)

3

. r - fc
*

*

0

b6
b7C

Sent .M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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I
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SLL IIEfj 7 Vi#
ACCORDING JO NEWSPAPER ARTICLE WHICH APPEARED I rv THE KfckALD-DISPATCh

HUNT I UGTOiJL V. . VA , DATED 11 MARCH 1 368, DICK GREGORY IS 10 APPtAh

WITH ALLErt^Ii^^Ro AT MARSHALL U I.I VcRSITY, h^vTI NCi Oh
,
JjFVA . .

SPEAXTSnTlf/frPEAR AS PaKT OF WHAT IS CALLt^j^PW-T
STUDEivI GRGhuIZaTIOIv PROGRAM, TO SRI KG K’A

T

1 0 fvA LT5Y ft N u W tv S.g E.

A

Kp. R

S

TOTrrrtCTi^^ .CTor social TssO'E'sr aleen' gi^sberg is

“SCH tDuto'TO' S PEAK 1100' TO 1400 HRS
.
EST , 27 APRIL 1968 ON "FREE

EXPRESSION IN AMERICA j FACT OR FICTION?". DICK GREGORY IS

TEKThTIvcLY SCHEDULED TO SPEAK IK THE AFTER NOON - TIME AND SUBJECT

IS UOT INDICATED.

S • Utvh \v 0 V; ft

/

S« i aOO HrtS ( lST ) > 12 /jAh' S8
^

t

10. LIAISON WITH LOCAL AGLwCIES -

11. tiERALD-DISPfiTCh NEWSPAPER, DATED 11 MARCH 1968, HUMIncTOi'y, w.VA.

12. F-3



SAC, Chicago (157*^347) 3/19/68

Director, FBI (100-440423)

0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

1 - Mr. Rushing

According to the Department of the Army, the
"Herald-Dispatch,” Huntington, West Virginia, on 3/11/68
carried an article to the effect that Dick Gregory is to
appear with Allen Ginsberg at Marshall University, Huntington
West Virginia, on 4/27/68 as part of what is called the
"Impact Week," a student organization program to bring
nationally-known speakers to the campus to discuss major
social issues*

Pittsburgh, through its sources, should attempt
to cover the appearance of Gregory at this campus*

2 - Pittsburgh

TDR : fhd (6)

/j*«~
m m

i

Bishop

Casper
Callahan —
Conrad

Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan —
Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

m'ait27mrM?TELETYPE UNIT l

I o cl
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 4/16/68

(Type in plaintextor code)

AIR MAIL

(Priority)

X

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) 1

FROM: SAC, SALT LAKE gTY (157-110)
"

RE: ..RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL" MATTERS
(00: CG) I

\
Re Chicago teletype to Bureau and other offices, 4/11/68.

Transmitted herewith for Bureau are eleven copies and for
Chicago two copies of an LHM regarding GREGORY’S appearance at
Logan, Utah, on 4/12/68. Copies of this LHM are also being dis-
seminated to U. S. Secret Service and Military Intelligence Group
locally.

AGENCY : ACSI ,«££ , 0SI , SEC. SERV,

,

fX DEPT: iSD,CRD,JSffi,/£>/^

(Z)- Bureau (Enc. 1&$REG. AM) DATEF0RW~
Y- Chicago (Enc. f) (157-347) (REG . AM) BY;—
2 - Salt Lake City

(1-66-1610)
t <

WJG : mhe
(7)

-- lOl

Qg /QQ- t/t/Qj/z3-^^
APR 18/968

tiCLC.* Bishop i,9

XX r B
AppgfVBtT: 1,969^ 4 *"^? opecial Agent in Charge

.M Per



\
In Reply» Please Refer to

File No.

U^TED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^STICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Salt Lake City, Utah
April 16, 1968

/

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

\ ;

Utah State
University of Agriculture and Applied Sciences, Logan, Utah, ad- ••

vised on April 11, i968, that Richard Claxton Gregory was schedul-
ed to speak at that school air 11:30 Rim. on April '12, 1968. The
appearance wa;s to be sponsored by the student body at the school.

/

Special Agent in Charge Robert Grube, U. S. Secret
Service

.

Salt Lake City, U,tah, and Operations Officer I

I \ Military.Intelligence Group,. Fort^ Douglas,. Utah J were ..ad-
vised on April 11," 1968, of the ’above appearance. .

On April 12 , 1968, [ advised that Gregory did
not arrive at the university on schedule ,, inasmuch as he had miss-
ed^ his plane from Seattle to Salt Lake City. He said, however,
Gregory did arrive in Logan by chartered plane at about 12:0 5 p.m.
on April 12, 1968, and spoke before the student body for about an
hour and fifteen^ minutes,. | | said the appearance was
orderly and without incident, and during his presentation Gregory
stated he is against violence. Gregory commented that the Demo-
cratic Party should not have chosen Chicago for its convention,
because of racial tension in that city and ^because it is a "cor-
rupt city." Gregory was accompanied by]

ZtTAU
\ ‘Following is quoted a newspaper account of Gregory's
appearance at Logan:

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

46 ?
W)¥im

9 NOV 20 1970,
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"Ghetto Negro Wants Rights

,

Dick Gregory Says at USU

"LOGAN (AP) — The young people have got to
wake up and see what is going on in this country,
if for nothing but to protest themselves , Dick
Gregory told an audience of 2,500 at Utah State
University Friday.

'"If you kids aren't careful you are going
to be in trouble.' he said, 'There are a lot of
problems to be solved and nobody can solve them
but you.

'

"Hr. Gregory told the students that they are
facing a crisis that’ has never been faced before
by young people.

"'The world has progressed so far in science
it doesn't even count,' he said. 'Now it has to
develop talents in fields where we can help man
live together even when they hate one another.

'

"'The "nigger" in the ghetto is not a fool
like you, ' he saidT

-
'' because ~we~ are^tired of the

American system playing games with us.

"•You taught me to be a white man,' he said,
'and to react the same way you react and then you
yell nonviolence at me. Don't give us civil
rights unless they will work. Give us the consti-
tutional rights same as the white Americans.

"'We want our rights on the Constitution

—

no more, no less.'

"The problems between the two races can never
be solved until the Negro will trust a white man,
said Mr. Gregory, and no 80 million dollars is
going to buy this trust.

2



o 0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"He added that the Declaration of Independ-
ence should be changed to 'white folks' because
that's the way it reads now—it doesn't include
all Americans."

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the' FBI. • It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The March 19, 1968, issue of the “Stockton
Record,* 1 a daily newspaper published at Stockton, California

contains an article which reveals that Dick Gregory,

Negro comedian and Civil Rights worker, would appear at

the University of Pacific (UOP) Conservatory Auditorium,

Stockton, 'California, at 8:15 PM, on March 30, 1968, and

again on March 31, 1968, in the Chapel on the U0? Campus.

On April 1, 1968, Chief, Campus Police,

UOP, advised that Gregory spoke yto a near capacity audience

of over 1,000 persons, mostly of college age, on the evening
of March 30, 1968, in the Conservatory Auditorium. Admission

was $1.75 for adults and $1.25 for students.' Gregory spoke

for two hours and was warmly received by the audience.

Gregory mentioned tljat he was on the thirty-first

day of his forty-day fast but did not appear weakened and was

vigorous in his speech.

Gregory, during his speech, described Martin Luther

Xing as the number one moral force in our country today and

added that he hoped the recent violence in Memphis, Tennessee,

would not affect King's work.

Gregory challenged the statement that there are

communists in the Civil Rights Movement and inquired as to

why the FBI and the Central Intelligence Agency had not
identified them.

He criticized the double standard in the United States

and said that Congress did not get upset over crime in the

-streets until- it became -crime -by Negroes . -He-pointed- out-

gUiUES DU.iJ.i'.oiiiiD
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

that the syndicate was ten times worse than anything else
and if the -..Mafia was taken over by Negroes it would be
stomped out immediately. He stated that Bobby Baker stole
eight million dollars while working for "LBJ" yet the boss
knew nothing about it. He spoke of “LBJ ' s“ attempts to spread
democracy in Southeast Asia

, yet soma of the biggest crooks
are in control of Vietnam and why should the U. S. go all the
way to Vietnam to stomp out corruption when we have not set
our own house in order.

Gregory stated that the attitude of Congress is
what can be done with the Negroes, not what can be dona for
the Negroes. He suggested that next summer when the television
stations are showing cities being burned byNegro rioters,
turn off the sound and read the first part of the Declaration
of Independence which states that it is the duty of the
citizens to revolt when they have been misused for long periods
of time.

Gregory urged the white people to y&iderstand the
i attitude of the “Blacks" in order to und&as^and^why they riot,
pa told of his first meeting with Stokley^rmichael, and Rap
\Brown in the South about six years ago. He stated''"that these
kids werewobtaining their freedom house with nonviolence while
the red-necked crackers shot them up and blew^them up. He
cited Carmichael's recent remarks relating^to not wanting any
whites in the Civil Rights Movement and^then explained that
Carmichael does not want “northern white liberals" involved in
local situations in Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, as this
serves to antagonize the southern red necks when these same
northern, white liberals cannot guarantee civil rights to the
Negroes in their own home/town up north. He stated that the
Negro wants help from the white radicals not the white liberals.



Gregory ridiculed Congress for passing a .ill against
burning draft .cards within a period of a few days after one iiad

* been burned but had not been able to pass anti-lynching law
after hundreds of lynchings. Gregory claimed to be opposed to
violence and opposed to all war and was especially resentful
of the U. S. sending troops to Vietnam to inflict .freedom for
a bunch of foreigners when there is no enforcement of freedom
at home* He repeated that he does not agree with violence but
had to admit that progress comes only after riots and as an
example cited .the recent hiring of thousands of Negroes by the
Ford Motor' Company in Detroit.' He claimed they were hired only
because the fires got too close to the Ford Plant*

- - Chief
| |

advised that on March 31, 1968, Gregory.
appeared before a group of approximately 150 students and
faculty in the Morris Chapel on the UOP Campus. He gave a
short speech entitled "Where’s The Church, 'Baby?V spoke of
the failure of the church to meet its commitment and told of
hishopethatthe church would put, an end to .capital punishment.
He told of his disillusionment of the church at an early age
because of its hypocritical attitude.

Chief
I advised there was no racial activity of

any type during the time Gregory spoke in the Stockton,
California, area.



Dick Gregory Says Blacks

'Cricket in Whites' Ear' I
Negro comedian Dick Gregory Is a. hungry man.
The hunger Is both physical, resulting from a 40-day self-.

Imposed fast in protest to the Vietnam War, and psychologic i

cal—a burning appetite to insure equal rights to his. fellow ,

Negroes in this country.
Both were displayed, h e r eJ

~

li^e
'

^.rrlmp
5

irfitrrcT
Saturday night when the thin, America’s
bearded comedian delivered an greets has be^ipe America n

emotional 2i/
a-hour 1 e c t u r c'M way^ofpaying nigger, „

that brought an applauding f
People call ,°”

-ton a riot-,'/
audience, in University of the Isay^sometWng

to« P nl

Pacifie s Conservatory Audita- [Well, I djdn t heat em up.ana

rium to its feet.'
.

!

know a way to cool 'em
WEAKENED VOICE '

’
i 0ff”

: i "I noticed LBJ left the court
1 On .government assistance:

i ;
ry and was blessed by the Pope “If, welfare b o th e rs'you so
—Now we can’t get out, and (touch, them stop callin’ if that?
who’s going to bleSs us?” he
chided in, an obviously weak-
ened voice.

Then followed the. customary
Jabs at theEstablishment:

“Hey, this is a private school,

< ^all it foreign aid; ’cause that
j

j ion’t seem to bother you fit

;

%11.”
i

i

A self-declared candidate for

'the presidency of the United
states, Gregory stated his aims

isn’t it? That,means even Ron-f (are ‘‘totally non-violent,”

aid Reagan can’t threaten
you.” ’|

f He crowned the Incumbent
fThe slickest tyrant that

“I’m tempted to fly to South talked the face of this: earth

Africa arid get me a white
heart,” he proclaiined. “But,
you know, I hate the thougl l

that you white folks’ll start a >-

sumin’ that we- gonna start
givin’ you spare parts.”

Gregory said he’d prefer seer

fmg integration where It shows,
’'•Like I’d like to- see a white
cat get a black foot,”

f
An urgent surgd of frustra-

tion flowed from Gregory/s

Speech. He damned- United
States involvement in Vietnam,
crime in the- streets, and gov-

ernment neglect of domestic

issues. ,1

|NO BUILDING /

[. On Vietnam; “It's as if*T
called in napalm on a. building

to get rid of the' rats and
'r o a c he s. Ain’t no rats and
roaches left, but there ain’t no
building either, ,

,

Now tell

hie, what other country in the
world is going to ask the U.S,

,fo help them achieve a.democ-
racy after seeing how we’re do-

IngJtJn. Vietnam?”,

Since Julius Caesar,”
* Gregory

„
declared hiS alle-

’glance to black leaders Martin
iluther King, Stokely Carmi-
c tiael, and: H. Rapp Brown. .

d Unperturbed' by the varying
'views, they represent, Gregors
cited DrfKing as a "misunderj
(stood.man’’-towhomthecoun'J
try owes.a debt .of gratitude for

'keening the lid on' a danger-
ously boillhg vat of violence.

MILITANT VIEWS
Themilitant views of Brown

and.Carmichaelwere dismissed
by Gfegorwas;"completely .Un-

derstandable.’' He noted their

tireless efforts on behalf of. the
Sltudent Non-Violent Co-ordl-

r a t in g:
Committee- :(SNCC),

\ rior to their present preach-

ing of the “get a.gun” philoso-

phy. '
5

“Carmichael an.d Brown/,
advised. Gregory, “have dared
to become as bitter as Patrick
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, X<are^y^raStigcir , ‘ ,»gatuCoI’
Khrushchev-isald- hefd?bury us;
we said], cool as you p i e a se.
.'come' on/ baby,' 1 and :he;*Had all
those missiles and all thosedc-
stroyers, and; now two; young
men stand .up and make a
Speech’,and the 'Whole*country
isterrlfied.”

"And'you' know what, baby,”

;

Gregor}f shook his'head lncred-;
ulously, “Stokely, he ! aiH’fceveh
gofcone,jh.1 s § l.l_e: And- Rapp

,
Brown, well

t,he don’tevert.own
a.- canoe;”’

" ” *’

'©ufcyou: wlilterfoiks ;kno,vv
• Weill burn thiscouritry-down
, hou^erby/house,

-

(brlck by brick
I —that’s whar.they.

r
re; -talking

i abbdt,”' he lamented; “WeVgot
i tbiiglvei sanity bkcfc to '.an lfr-
‘ sane nationV*

.

)- *

]
V l^. ’den:g.thy^lecturer’led
Gregory' to ;the tlhaisobserva-
tlon: ‘

;

f
-•“THt^white; rt bIk s Ih this

country.; Is. dh* -.lion; a*d. .the
black;f6ikslsvthevcrlckjtt—and

i we’re;,gonha
;Jump in, jfoxir eat

every/time we.get the 'chance;’1

/

4

\

V



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On March 25, 1968,
Fresno State College, Fresno, California, advised that
Gregory was scheduled to make an address in the Cafeteria at
Fresno State College at 7:30 PM, on March 31, 1968. His
appearance was sponsored by the Community Lecture Service.

The following article appeared in the April 1,
1968, issue of the ‘Fresno Bee” daily newspaper*

b6
b7C
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!sqri;TcalIe5 JFoc.= Control
,

pjP^'crime
In the ‘streefc/’lVhiie.crime;or

'nation, Ifie-Vaidj :bufc when :tn|

crimeis * black,/ ’"the country

Sgbe&jaBiy* <,J *<_> ”.-1

Dj|He, \vaSieia, ot Hie ^far^right

“Minute. Men”' whose-dynamite

suburbs, and, of tthe-Arpencan

penchant' 'for'‘.guns, dHat sees

Mgroyiin*-dnenV-^»'!hunfln^ »fot

mttle-bittey,rabbits with;a ;$bofe

Igun:”^
' J

' r ..
"

;
;"j

He, . called; college- and teen-

aged^;yqutH
'
*?thef‘ No. i. moral

?force”;jm£;the nation, >but.-.cau-

W6nedX^l|'}‘thefc^tejn^'is.fg^ti

ftirig'“'reaciy 'to. wipe- ouFypung
ff6lks;”'^by measures'/sucK as

'elimiriations.o’f defermentS/from

•military, service *. foiC .graduate

students^- -
5 .

-

«]

The ’job of: youth,, Gregory/ dei

|
(6iared,',is to^^ive^janlty^back

|p&ilege?'g^^i^, -’jfj§ireg<S|sr

f niG briefly-.witli^rGport6rs**‘*Ap'

ipearingVminUtes^after President

jspohnsoa’s^disclosurevte would
jhot' seek re-election, .Gregory

jsaidffjheJ -}vas> ^caugHtf.by r^u
rt

ri

Jthe ;credib*to i thevyqung'kjds~
^K^ink^it^a^ *trem^dousf
clory lor peaceful. but .militant?>* r, *, *~vv - r

<- vW’ .

menting on- the’ fchanged
[election picture, .Gregory said

ihe'cbuld'.noFsuppdri^ahyrjIqlf

{(ician includingtheannounced
[^jidida^VAmerica*h^&dri'^'a
:|iatesman,*’ which, is XYhat 'he

jdeclareshe \vould!hej{;elected.

|j
Asked ^a6but- his; reactions ifo

^he-notficbnimissroh 'rep ojrit;

f6rego!^/.^d^|i^.vms..|urp^sed

{pVfwas/ this hbnest’’ /regarding

Jyaclsm j .’but- added
5

{appoinfedr *>yhp^- • theyr ^utr,lthe

I

blame 'bn,.-'' Rather than white

should; .point: -to “ppjiticians?’

>wh6?;havetswoffetbv~UDhbidVthe



« jauSiB^tor impjfcatlpns" of

'^Ipmphis' rioting last - week;
jpregory said it, was “very im-

fportant” .trig 3isturbarice: w. a s

Itite^re&'^one^.d^.’ He-.added

||hatl'pbiic^tio\wjseenft.tb.xtinde‘f-

I

stand'-tfie, 'difference, between
dealing:* witKf . *‘jj£ hoodlum,, a
thug, arid; a.looter;,^andfwith ,a

tjteyolter.’*

'

'
.

|, '^Alfoi-o^Vlfli^s^are-'nbt going

;to*g^t>bfitiipf; hahd .because; of

iadvanced .police: .training!!’,, Jie

{declared^ r
:—~r?”“ 7

u^illjthe'fCountty:solve;its?rac:

iai^problemsi'of'will-.the’ehdtbe

revoluti6n?,SaidfGregory; >

-‘•f:;hayesa; firm belief.in. my
.heard- ^e’v& .gone? ..be^pn^tfli’b

pointi of .no return'/ . Unless ,
1 we

get? ;a ^sfiif^in* tfi^wind? tToi

night niay 'be that shift “in the

[windy.with the; President step-

[ping down., , . I- think if, we
[don’t; solve; 'the problems ;*cori-

[
fronting , thd.country jn the next

ithree years; , that: America won’t

i exist ~ it wijl< be =.torn apart

ffrom tlieinside.”
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On March 31, 1968, Sergeant
|

~| Police
Department, VallejoT-HSalifornia, advised that Gregory was
scheduled jto "appear at Solano College,^ Vallejo, California,
on April *1, 1968, sponsored by the College,

advised that GregoryOn April 2, 1968, Sergeant
appeared at* Solano College as scheduled, before a crowd of
approximately 1,000 young people of college age and fifty per
cent of whom were Negro.

*

During his speech, Gregory concentrated on
criticizing the current Government administration and the
treatment- of minority groups. _

The following article appeared in the A.pril 2,
1968, issue of the “Vallejo Times-Herald" newspaper:

b6
b7C
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fer?: ..^FcomEAGEsONE

f
JAmerica front its -insamfe'f

i-Gregory said

:

''What’s wrong
{with :anl8-year-o!d,'saying :to

;
tiis

|
country^ -dainH'^fJ; ’Fm-TOb

I youngj to vote.' tHen' I should'-bc

|,top
l

>ypuhg>fo'.die.J’
?.*

'
r

.

tSTAVS jON cFAST:'

'

; ,
.'Although

?.In ^the ;33rd *day?ofia

;

AWaiyifastjin prqtestiofjthe Viet-
nam warj, ’Qrpgofyt entertaiiied

and;confronted* tHeiaudiencefoor'
I

,t^(rf'ind'?tf>^half^dnr^ihteJ3
aspersing.'criticisms' ofAmerica
with^ putting w|t:

: He^ppenedyiis-tajk'.byrsayingH,

VI just' "finished
'
crying- .abbut;

LBJ.^beingKout of ! wprkjV'tbut;

sminutes -Jater .added, ifvdie ;werd

/fbringrali:\the- boysi-home; from"

"Vietnam; 'and: ?send»feB ;J * ibydr

there;;’*" “*!'•
"T

"

Condemhingf'allfaspects;p£i;the

>5*estabUsl|men^!? -Gregory??told
|the^audiehce;r‘‘Tjhei'bigge^t -job.

fiyou: ybynglfer^bawns^tbyiive
fSi^^ljb^^lj^fiisane^tioSf’
The’ SenateVand'tHbuse* Rebate’
-fpur^monthswpveRakcleahirneat 1

bilU|sVcIeaiu
v

meat;debateabIe?f’

. 'Turning*;to|the'
;
failure; of,fCohf

•gress^tti^ass^’tfieHanti-rat^billf

'Greg(i^;bald::»l»YdU::

\wiped^:biit'

dhe;buffalq.butyoucan!tvgef,rid
offthetrat/”"-; * V. -J'V *1'

v

.O
.y.s^pdijcYffflf

: /,
Attacking U.S.

.
policy; ;ins'Viet-

namf-vGregory saidrif you- b£-
:

•lieVe/wnat;you read fir the.hews-'

sive-'“didn’tjhurt^jusi ’We*-.woffi’t

But;. ^asn’t'^BJ'sunJris'e^wlhen
•He - tried' to ?call 'tfiej7Anferican

Embassy; and^’Viei; CdngVSn?
bwered.vGr^brjfssaid^H''-^^
: RecallihgV;Rresiderit^Johnson’s

' speech'; i.Sundajr
'

night;, .Gregory
ask^L‘ <

How/d6;you“'de^scairte
,the;^ar- ;cutting;;.back; -in the
.bombing? and:; calling; up.,;the- r<&
servps?;.’:He:ai^

milliba^planeSivtBJJdecidedNitj

?kebper;toHobeibbys;rather;than ,

the;irfanes.”
r*”'-

:
r *’' * ?*• ?!

1 Fith*a^
per-cent' black, GregQry spent
mucli ''bf 'his. speech ori.'race

problemŝ im^efica.%;k»ia^
/<&.



r<siHe^vtsedjyouhg Hfacir pwpi?;
whenfrio^
du^in^tl^
parent .-tdevisfonj ,

HTlrnj

dowrivih&soundniandTreadv the

iDecIarationofJndependenc^
* sectjpn^G

a self^evidentjJtH“alV;aH>men^arc
f created ^uairitfiai^they^arVeni

*ddw<^by)th^
J * n n. " ' rrr»- ’ i.

ments-areiristituted'among(meri

r.::;matwlieneler^n^{orm^f!

Iives.l6>these=enii's'f}it^ls,;^heiright

brthe,people^

'

'Gregory,: .continuediw1
: saying]

^fielBlackv^miU^nbt^Md(iSd
!

,

fthese^nalienablei^igh^Huririg
|jiis 300<years;inAmerican Jlfiyou

j

F«nnrtrnec«:t7nift/U7liifD inorm!A *nil crKf J

Constitution:’’

;''ThTprpbIem^witH,;Am

refuses ftoYface; up,H6>racial« vit^

lence^andfiJ^lceepsyp?ssing:Uhe

buclcf 'Gregory 'saidf “Someday
we^will?jtfave.f%admi^An^ca

f

ls.;the>numberibne
;
racistjc'ounlry

5r6blemsi!ewsfed;Jfn'^a^;pthe|

deiiiuuraCSr; i§Sas^godil’-ras 7ouj

KauW^iteiTjiwliy.aH^el
ruhnrngiiarbunS^tHe^wprlditfyirig:

t67;ramj;iti.dbwa5pebple’s”:tKroats

•witK.ia gun:
; _ r- ., £ V

«

1
,

•

*
'.-Further ‘(commehtinfcvdnv

America"' ’.today- is, ^aT-"violent

country^ Y - TT

.

, '‘Iidob^tj'gbaaround-preaching^

[nbnrYioierice«jbecauseft,fjf?iisj'the^

iWhiteifplks^whbNb\ra^theraniry>;

rplbnest^rid^polibe',’’^Gregory?

’violent;#?

v'f^^mntedtlt^ikvjoleiu^^but,.
JeadeKiStokleyxCaiinichKelrian’d'j;

.wdSyoUngimi _

;^Irat^isfx^irs$a^durihg?the^
civil^iJghbAmovemehtf,:in^'the‘
MutK^but;today7“are^elling£the1

migKt^na'tion-o^earthltbdeatffi'/;

acpmmenllhg-nen^ahecBlack
BbwPn’.spdeches;' ofc®Cdrmi'chael

an^fTBro^^Gi^ô ggjyi^
v'WhenVa^whbleihation'.canlHate
‘iw^me^^foK'i t^lllng{- «fe; 'trutHi’

'.tKere’ssomething'wrohg^ithfthe

nation;; hot;the%Yo7meni”“'-' ~I ill

^>vr2rii j. it:: j --j ;ur.iti itiv I)

liberalspibutT^Kdicals^'Seetng;

t^^ee^^thexcpuni^ii^lBe;
|iybun|;t

7
^hp'lcpiicludedtr '“It’sf|a I

lbickH«ratrx^1it
,af?yb^;4.y6a

.tear^down..’’
,^, -I
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A _ X-
An article appearing in the March 25, 1968, issue

of “The Sacramento Bee"/iiewspaper revealed that Gregory was
scheduled to appear at American River College (ARC), Sacramento,
California, on Ap^ 2, 1968. wtQ has furnished rellable

. .
/information in the past

On April 3, 1968, a source' advised "that Gregory
appeared at^ARC as scheduled and spoke Before a croud of
approximately 1,700 persons, most of whom were of college age.

/ Gregory reviewed the history of the Negro race from
the days of slavery to the present so-called Civil Rights,
legislation. He claimed to be an adherent of nonviolence
but has nothing but respect for Stokley Carmichael and Rap
3rown and invited the white radical students to join the Black
minority cause. He also praised Martin Luther King and claimed
there 'would be more severe rioting and bloodshed ir it were not
for the nonviolent attitude of King.

Gregory also criticized Senator Robert Kennedy and
stated that when Kennedy was a statesman about eight years ago,
he was a highly respected national leader but now that he is
in politics, he "stinks."

Gregory complimented the students throughout the
country for their continuous protest against the war situation,
the draft situation and certain policies laid down by the
Johnson’ AdministrationT*^ He gave credit to the student protesters
for forcing' President Johnson* s decision j.n not accepting the
nomination as a candidate during the coming national elections.
He urged the students to continue their violent and nonviolent
actions against, the “rotten establishment." He claimed that the

- riots' which are bound, to occur during the coming summer will
make last year’s riots appear to be insufficient.
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The source ‘advised that no incidents occurred, in
connection with the appearance of Gregory at ARC.

The following articles appeared in the April 3,

1968, issue of “The Sacramento Bee“ newspaper and the April 5

1968, issue of “The Beaver,* 1 ARC newspaper, respectively:
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tV Marilyn Thompson

"We’re tired of your insults

• Baby, we will burn this

nation down house by house and

brick by brick if you don’t quit

insultin’ usl” This is the cry of

angry frustration, the cry of a

man who feels the United States

is not living up to the guaran-

tees of the Constitution, a man

who is going to do something

about it if things are not changed

soon.

Whether or not the hundreds

of people who crowded into the

Student Center at 8 p.m. Tues-

day agreed with Dick Gregory,

they listened; andwhen, two hours

and 20 minutes later, the Negro

leader concluded his speech, they

gave him a standing ovation.

“The number one problem in

this country,” said Gregory, “is

moral pollution.” And the for-

mer comedian implored the young

people in the audience to help

him eliminate the problem.

He condemned the hypocrisy

‘of the United States for insist-

t.

tional Guard. “If the nauoISM

Guard is required to maintain^

peace and order in Chicago, this

summer, the United States will

have to face the world-wide

shame of a democratic govern-

ment forced to hold a demo-

cratic convention we would rec-

ognize the situation as evidence

of a tumbling government.”

In spite of the violence andt l

injustice he has seen, Gregory to page, name of

says, “I am committed to non- iP° r » clty and state ->

violence, Just to myself.” But he '

(Continued on page 2)

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

ing the South Vietnamese gov-

ernment eliminate the corrup-

tion in Its ranks when America

has not cleaned up crime syn-

dicates in her own cities.

He deplored the fact that this

is a country where freedom sup-

posedly exists yet where south-

ern Negroes, among them Stoke-

ley Carmichael and Rapp Brown,

both one-time advocates of non-

violence, pulled guard duty on

freedom houses to keep them

from beingburnedby white south-

erners. Andwhere,onlysixyears

ago, as many as 20 civil rights

workers were murdered or dis-

appeared within a week’s time.

He also told of being locked

up in the Birmingham, Ala. Jail

after a demonstration and having

to watch as jail officials allowed

lesbians to enter the cell direct-

ly across from his and molest
j

the little girls, some no more
|

than 4 years old, who had been

among those arrested.

In order to focus attention on

the “insanity” of the present

system that has allowed so many

injustices to occur, non-violent

demonstrations have been plan-

ned to* begin next month in Chi-

cago. The veteran protester stat-

ed, “After the Democratic Par-

ty announced it would hold Its

convention In Chicago, I sent let-

ters to the president, party chair-

man, the mayor and the city

council expressing my objection

to the selection of Chicago as

the site for the convention Inas-

much as Chicago*' has not even*

tried to solve Its problems of

racial injustice and economic

deprivation. Unless something is

done soon, I will begin demon-

strations the last week of May. 1

These peaceful non-violent dem- i

onstrations will begin on a 12
*

hour a day schedule and be In-*

creased to 24 hours a day by t

July 4 until dozens of demonstra- i

tions will be conducted in dlf- f

ferent parts of the city simul-
j

taneously and continuously.”

The purpose of these marches

*ie said, is to tie up the police

force and hopefully force the-

government to call out the Na-*
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Gregory Hits Moral Pollution
(Continued from page 1)

does not oppose the violent ac-

tions of others.

He sees the United States as

a country that glorifies violence,

where, If you watch Matt Dillon,

you learn that It Is “a virtue

to shoot straight.” The civil

rights activist pointed out that,

"We are sick and tired of you

telling us to be non-violent when
white folks have all the guns.”

On the subject of politics, the

write-in presidential hopeful
praised young people for op-

posing the Vietnam war. "You
made LBJ quit, baby ... All

you hadwas young, Innocent right,

and he had to go . . . It's the

greatest victory in the history

of the world for non-violent

right.”

The former comedian also ex-
pressed disillusionment with
Robert Kennedy because he had
come out In support of President

Johnson prior to the New Hamp-
shire primary. "He ain't to be
believed no more.”
Senator Eugene McCarthy fared

better in jhe Nee^o activists

evaluation. Gregory commended
the Democratic nomination hope-
ful for challenging the presi-
dent's war policy, but criticized /
him for not taking a stand on 1

civil rights issues.

As for why he Is seeking the

presidency, Gregory stated, "I'm
a candidate because a lot of

j

people don't want to vote for
j

the lesser of two evils; I'm '

giving them a choice.”

I

Poverty programs alone will

not help, he feels. Xhd poverty f

is not what is making 'Negroes
riot. "Insults are what's driv-

ing us crazy ... It won't cost

this country one nickel to im-
plement this constitution ... We 1

ain't never going to solve this

problem 'til we can trust you.”

Although he was In the 35th

day of his 40 day Vietnam pro-
test fast, Gregory seemed almost
tireless. At times he stood talk-

‘

ing quietly, almost whispering,
|

but In other instances, he would
nearly begin to dance and would
shout Into the microphone.

In summary, Dick Gregory is

a revolutionary. He is out to

destroy not democracy, he feels,

but the moral pollution that keeps
this country from being a demo-
cracy.
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On-xApr-il 4, 1968, Harold T. Kulbath^Chjjsf of Police,

Merced, California, advised Special Agent
| |

t* -t

on the evening of April 3, 1968, Richard Claxton Gregory spoke
at the Merced County Fairgrounds Pavilion* His appearance was
sponsored by the Associated Students of Merced College, a faculty
approved organization at Merced College, Merced, California

«

The meeting was attended by between 200 and 300

persons. -Gregory was in the final stages of a forty-day f^st

and appeared unsteady on his feet as he delivered his speech.

Gregory discussed the Civil Rights problem in the U. S.;

rioting by the Negro; and crime on the streets. He also

denounced President Johnson, Senator Robert Kennedy and

Senator Eugene McCarthy.. _

The audience at this meeting was composed mainly of

Negroes but there were a large number of whites present. No

disburbance resulted from his speech even though between 50 and

75_ parsons left the meeting while Gregory was speaking.

The following article, appeared in the April 4, 1968,

issue of the “Merced Sun-Star11 newspaper;
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This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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6Memorandum

1

to : DIRECTOR? FBI (100-440423)
V

SAC, SEATTLE (157-511) (P)

0
Iject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM
00: CHICAGO

Re Chicago airtel to the Bureau dated’
Chicago letter to the Bureau dated 1/17/68, and
tel to the Bureau dated 4/11/68.

date: 4/25/68

Seattle

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies,
and for the Chicago Office two (2) copies of an LHM cover
ing appearances of subject in the Seattle Division.

'T Copies of this LHM are .being furnished locally to United
States Secret Service, OSI, MIG, NISO, and the United

y
'
yS States Attorney's Office.

I

.The source mentioned on page 1 of the LHM is
_La,s set forth in re Chicago airtel of [

LHM is
1 The first source mentioned on page 5 of th

Oh April ii, 19b8; the SCCOnd Source iS_ | 1

I I Sea-Tac Airport, whose identity
is protected at his request.

r

LEAD

SEATTLE DIVISION
At Olympia

,
Washington

Will follow developments with respect to the
outstanding jail sentence against subject, due, currently
to begin on May 20 ,£>1968. ,-y

n c .

CP- Bureau (Enel . iB (100-440423) (RM) T
, /a /

2 - Chicago (Enel. 2 (157-347) (RM) /do' YV 0 y Z 3 - Ar /

/

3 - Seattle (1 - 157-359) (RV-URBAN)
'

KCK:mm

^ agency/acsi , KSS, OSI , SEC . SERV . (tf be")

/ DEPT:
how xorw : ‘ 6/JLs.

-=* mil «•
,w "

'BuyulS. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

APR 29 1968
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL 'BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ,

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C., 2053S

Fife No. April 25, 1968
Director

United States- Secret Service

Department of the Treasury -

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The -information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category ,or. categories checked.

J. Q) Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to -any government official or employee,

including foreign government' officials residing in or planning an imminent visit. to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

.3. n Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or- -

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as. member
of other group or organization inimical to U.-S.

4. QU. S. citizens or residents who defectfrom the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return..

5. ® Subversives rultrarightists, racists aifd" fascists who' meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Q Evidence/ of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) (x) Expressions oPstrong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c)
{2O Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Qhas been furnished £3 enclosed (ST) is not available,

{jg may be available through "Seattle Times" or ^Seattle Post-Intelligencer 1 *

Very truly yours,

_ — __ _s
— -V I —John Edgier Hoover

’ Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure^) 1)
U. S. Secret Service Seattle . #

Enclosure^) 1 (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In Reply, Please Refer- to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington
April 25, 1968

RE: RICHARD CLA-XTON GREGORY, also known as
Dick Gregory

.

On b7Da confidential source who
has furnished reliable information in- the. past, made avail-
able a projected itinerary for a speaking tour by RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY, a .Negro comedian-entertainer and- civil
rights activist who has been arrested on various occasions
as a result of his civil rights activities. One talk
appearing on this itinerary was shown as scheduled for
April 9, 1968, at Olympic College, Bremerton, Washington.
The itinerary also listed a talk to be made at Centra^
Washington State College, Ellensburg, Washington, the same date.

On April 11, 1968, [ ]
I

~
| Olympic College, said that in January, 1968,

an effort was made to obtain, the services of GREGORY
as a speaker at the college, but no agreement with respec t

_
td"'fTnan^iai arrangements^cbuld be nia'd’e and no firm
commitment was ever made. GREGORY did not and is not in
the future scheduled to appear at Olympic College.

b6
b7C

] Ellensburg,Oh April 11, 1968, Sgt.
Washington, Police Department, said he. had attended an
affair at Central Washington State College , (CWSC) in
Ellensburg on the evening of April 10,. 1968, at which
GREGORY appeal’ ed as a symposium speaker.

b6
b7C

[ ]estimated the .audience at the affair,
sponsored by the Student Government Association, at about
750-900, of which some 50 were Negroes. Of the latter,
more than half appeared to be persons from out of town,
or, at least, non-students. There were no demonstrations
or disorder of any kind; however, in the text of his
speech, GREGORY at one point addressed himself to "any
FBI or CIA Agents in the audience” with the admonition
to "mark in their book that one policeman's life will be
for .every black, person \s_l if e„ lo.st. " _ .He_.str.essed_.that.
politicians are responsible for- much of the curi’ent dis-
order, remarking "they promise much but do not fulfill
their promises."

/oo -
. <3-7/

yOtflES DESTROYED BllSLQSVRE
8 Nov 20 197(L

b6
b7C

taken



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

GREGORY derided the Civil Rights Bill as too

slow, and insisted Negroes want all their rights and

privileges now. He stressed that on the same day he had

heard of the death of MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. he also

received notice of the affirmation by the Washington

State Supreme Court of a 90-day Jail sentence which had

been imposed upon him by the State of Washington in the

past as a result of his involvement there in Indian-

."fishing rights" demonstrations. He said he would "do

his 90 days" quietly, but that the 90 days would probably

be something the people of Washington would never forget,

hinting that his. friends might engage in civil disobedience

during his jail term. He inferred this coming summer
_

might be a most difficult time for any persons wishing

to visit Washington as tourists.

GREGORY alluded to the assassination of KING -

as probably "the work of Government Agents,” and placed

the deaths of President JOHN F. KENNEDY and of MALCOLM X

in this same category.;

]said GREGORY had stayed in Ellensburg

at a local motel and was accompanied by a light skinned

Negro woman who registered .
separately as I —

, .1

1

S “
~j N.W. . Washington. D. Ck He

neither made .nor rece iveci any" -telephone calls...

b6
b7C

U>
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
'

An* article covering the. talk of GREGORY at CWSC
appeared in the April -11, 1968, issue of the Yakima Herald
Republic, a daily newspaper of gneral circulation published
in Yakima, Washington, as follows:

, Gregory blisters politicians
ELLENSBURG — Negro he said. “It’s not the white

* comedian Dick Gregory was racist who allows injustice to

deadly serious in his address to ex is t jn this country, It’s the

- a Central Washington State politician who swears in his oath
College audience' here last 0 f office to uphold the
night. * .Constitution and then doesn't.”
America has got to stop

worrying about the methods of Gregory said he will return to

/ Dr. Martin Luther King. Stokely Washington State this summer
’
Carmichael and Rap Brown, to serve a 90-day jail sentence

and 'start talking about their for violating state fishing laws" “ “ ' ‘ = -common purpose,-he said.-=- - ~ -while_.staging ah Indian fish-in

' That purpose is \he realization on the Nisqually River last"yearT

^ of'the principle? of the U.S. That protest was in support of

Constitution for black America, the Indian’s right to fish off-the'

v • «. reservations without
‘restrictions.

A • "For the first time, maybe
^my Indian brothers will get the

; kind of attention they deserve,”,

he said. “.I’m going to do them
90 days with pride. It wijl be 90

days the state*' will ^.never
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GREIGORY spoke on. April 11, 1968, at Western Washington

State College (WWSC)
, Bellingham, Washington, and the following

article covering this appeared in the April 12, 1968, issue of
the Bellingham Herald, a daily newspaper of general circulation
published in Bellingham, Washington:

'* * By HUNTLY GORDON
’*".0f The Bellingham Herald
• ’ “You young kids got a job
• tofdo,” Negro comedian Dick
Gregory told an audience of

•about 1,200 Western Washington
• State College students Thursday
.afternoon.

Gregory, a civil rights leader

an'd announced presidential can-

didate, appeared at Carver
Gymnasium on the 44th day of a

47-day fast.

His fast, a demonstration

against the war in Vietnam,

. may “conlinue ’til'election day
•
-in November”, he told an audi-

ence from which he elicited oc-

•casional applause from small

pickets of listeners.

WRONG EMPHASIS
“I spend S3 per cent of my

• time on college campuses,” he
said, and hoped they could find

’ the 'answer to the problem of

why men don’t put emphasis on
v how fast man can eradicate

; man’s inhumanity to man ra-
’
ther than how fast he can travel

' from point to point.

Referring to the State Su-

preme Court’s refusal to strike

down a 90-day jail sentence, he

.said that he would be returning

•to the state soon to serve the

sentence, but warned about the

.consequences.
- “You don’t have a Ku Klux

.Klan in. white sheets up here.

Your clan wears black sheets

and calls itself the Supreme

• Cqurt,” and added, “When I get

through with this state this sum-

mer, Whitey will be dead or as

American as anybody.”

• •Speaking of the Civil Rights
‘

bill passed Wednesday, Greg-

ory said: “We don’t want a

rights bill, what we want Is the

'

rights guaranteed in the Con-
stitution.”

INSTALLMENT PLAN’
Noting that provisions of the

bill don’t go into, effect until

1970, he added: “We don’t want
our rights on the installment

plan.”
•

Repeatedly insisting that the

white man “is playing games
with us” and “that we’re tired

of games,” he launched into a
discussion of non-violence.

“What is non-violence?” he
asked. “To some it’s turn both

cheeks, then-swing. To-others,

its not hitting first. To others

it’s not getting hurt,” he said.

In referring to the late Mar?
tin Luther King Jr., he said that

non-violence is a method — and
only a method — but the pur-

pose is equal rights. Change in

method doesn’t mean a change
in purpose.

UP TO HISTORY
“History will decide which

method is best,” he said.

Turning to the American In-

dian, he said that the highest

rate of suicide in the nation and
the tuberculosis rate is among
Indians.

..

“As long as he’s 'peaceful, no
one' gives a damn,” he -added.

“I hope we’ll live long enough

to be as afraid of injustice as
we are of communism,” he de-

clared.

He told the students: “Don’t

let them (older people) tell you
that you’re weak. You made the

k

number one man* quit. You’ve
got a thing going.”

'

Referring to the civil rights

movement, he said that it no
longer needs northern white li-

berals, it needs white radicals.

"Before you come South, take

a nigger home and bug .your

mom and daddy. We’re tired

of your picking on our redneck

cracker,” he said.

In other parts of his speech,

he said it is “more honorable
to goto jail than to go to Can-
ada,” to oppose the draft low;,

that Negr.oes_should have “qual-

ified, gone to Mexico and drop-'

ped the baton” in the Olympics,

rather than refused to partici-

pate early; and that “money
wont’ buy the Negro’s trust.”

Saying that a statesman
doesn’t have to solicit votes, so

he wouldn’t discuss his presi-

dential .candidacy, Repaid he
opposes §en, Robert'FNKennedy
because “he’s lied to tnesworld”

when he said he hadn’t- entered

the race because he thought it

would split the Democratic par-

ty- KA/
And of Sen, Eugene^IcCarthy,

Gregory said he still fikqs him
•and “he hasn’t lied to us'yet.”

He closed by inviting students

down to Tacoma while he’s

serving his sentence for “the ac-

tion.”

Gregory was on campus to

keynote the Associated Students

nominating convention "Thurs-

i day night.
;

'
J
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reference to GREGORY'S talk at Y/WSC,

Security Officer, Y/WSC, who attended the
offered the following, supplementary remarks onaffair

,

April 11, 1968:
GREGORY said nothing in the course of his

talk, about disrupting the Democratic National Convention
as he has in the past threatened to do. He talked a good
bit about the Indians in .the State of Y/ashington and hov;

they have suffered. He referred derisively to President
JOHNSON on several occasions, and described him-as -the

"slickest politician since Caesar .said he- originally
had a rather high opirion of ROBERT F. KENNEDY, but this
was before he became "-a politician." He now holds- him in

low esteem.

GREGORY stated He Had met JAMESjfarARRISON
,
the

New Orleans/ Prosecuting-Attorne v.. and remarked, that they
both know something the general public doesn' t know—that
LEE -HARVEY OSY/ALD was sent to. Russia by the FBI* -to see if

the U-2 airplarie~made contrails at 27 ,000 -feet;

GREGORY read from a paper he held in his had
an article pertaining to the shooting of MARTIN LUTHER KING,
JR.

,
this being to the effect that on a direct line c£ fire

.from the window from which' the fatal shot was fired to
where^KING was' stand ing^was- a- free,, but this had been
split and bent over, and "only the United .States' 'Government--

—

would be that -thorough and have, the foresight to move a

tree from the line of fire." GREGORY said the' Government
also was involved in the shooting of MEDGAR' EVANS.

V/ith reference to the 90-day jail sentence, im-
posed on GREGORY by the State of Washington for hisr.actions
in connect ion with the Indian fishing rights matter in that
state, subject said he did not intend to appeal the Washing-
ton State' Supreme Court affirmation -of- the sentence, but .

expects to start serving it on *May 20, 1968.

At a press conference following his talk, I

said GREGORY was asked whether he is still planning on
disrupting the Democratic National Convention, and he
replied. "No, I-don't-have to now-; you saw what happened
in Chicago." •

|said there were no disturbances, demon-
strations

,
or disorder rof- any-k-ind-ihcjldervtal to subj ect

'

s

appearance in Bellingham. He said following has appearance

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

4a
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

GREGORY was to be taken to Vancouver, B. C.
,
Canada,

^airport where he had reservations on a flight to Seattle,

Washington.

A source in Seattle, Washington, on April 11, 1968,

advised that subject had reservations at the Hilton. Inn . .

at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport for the night of b6

April 11-12, 1968; anH I \ also had a separate b7c

.reservation there for the same night. . . ...
A. second source in Seattle advised that subject

arrived in Seattle at 11:13 PM aboard United Air Lines (UAL)

Flight #223 on the night of April 11, 1968, and departed,

Seattle on the morning of April 12.,, 196S, at 6?20 AM
aboard UAL Flight #222 en route- Salt Lake City via Portland

,

Oregon, and Boise, Idaho.

5
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The ’’Bellingham Herald”, issue of April 12 , 1968,

carried an item pertinent to GREGORY’S imminent, incarceration

and this is reproduced below.

-• V;%

Group Plans.

Support Sit-in

For Gregory

OLYMPIA (AP) - A group

supporting Negro comedian Dick

Gregory for President plans a

sit-in outside the Thurston Coun-

ty jail while he serves his 90-

day jail sentence for illegal fish-

ling, Gregory’s attorney said
(

Thursday night. IfJJi

.Jacwfcfanner of Tacoma jtold

the Capital City Press Club fne

|

demonstration would be staged

by the Peace and Freedom

.Party,- which -has, nominated,

[Gregory for President, in .the

•California primary..
* '

' j

£ ’’Gregory announced at Central

Washington State College in El-

lensburg Wednesday night that

he would serve his sentence

“with pride.” The comic’s ap-

peal on a.conviction arising out

of demonstrations on behalf of

Indian fishing rights was turned

down last week by the State Su-

preme Court. , .
, ,

. Tanner said Gregory did .not

plan to surrender until after he

had asked the supreme court for

a rehearing’, which he has until

May 4 to do..However, Gregory,

who was in Seattle overnight

•Wednesday, said he would be

prepared to start his sentence

May 20. He plans to, ask for an

extension of the May 4 date.

-

A characterization of the Peace

and Freedom Party is in -the appendix.

6
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T]{S PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY OF WASHINGTON
^ * r* *

The records of* the Secretary cf State ,, Olympia,

Washington, indicate that the. .Peace and, Freedom Party (PF?)

of Washington is a duly constituted minority political party

in statutory conformity with the laws of the State of Wash-

ington. As a result of a nominating convention held in •

Seattle, Washington, on September 20, 1966, 276 registered
' voters qualified as delegates

.

A press release issued 'by the ??P from its office,

512 Wellington Avenue, Seattle, Washington, on September 26,

1966, states the Party e s platform is based. on opposition to

U.S, intervention in the war in Vietnam and declared
^

that

the war if) immoral, brutal, s.nd illegal," and asked yhat

American troops be withdrawn. It expressed concern about

the grave effects of this war at home; and that preoccupation

of the government and the American people with the war in

Vietnam is* causing the-civile rights, movement, which 'the

Party supports, to meet with increasing resistance.'

On Ax(gust 24, :

communists attended the :

-the, urging and insistanc
qualified as delegates.

»*

This same sour
Issues Conference held i

Party leaders parUoipat
larger number of Communi
convention participated'
District Committees and

’ The above sour
meeting of the ??? held
were selected to attend

•1967, a source advised that many,
nominating convention of the PFP upon
e of Communist party leaders and

ce also advised that at. the PF? Political

,n Seattle oh May 7 , 1967', Communist

-

:sd and submitted post-ion papers. A

.st Party members than at the .nominating
and many were elected to Congressional
representation on the PF? State Committee

*ce advised on August 24, 19^7 .» that at a

in Seattle on August 21, 19.67 > delegates

a conference in Chicago, Illinois,
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

,0.UfflTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Y/ashington

April 25, 1968

Title 'RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY also known as
* Dick Gregory

Character

Reference Communication dated and captioned
as above at Seattle, Washington.

All sources (except any listed "below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished .reliable

information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ol the FBI. It Is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outsido
your, agency.
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FBI WASH DC*

FBI CHICAGO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

CWjMUNICATIONS SECTION

V APR 2 81968

lTEtETYPE /

657PM DEFERRED 4-28-68 TAB

TO: DIREpTOR, NEW YORK, WASHINGTON FIELD CVIA BUREAU)

^FROM:/Chicago (157-347)cp)

IV

J Mr.
JJ Mr.

Mr.

Hr, Tolson

Mr. DeLv acli

Mr. Mohr. ,

Mr. Bishop .....

—

Mr. Casper ,

Mr. Ca! a an .

Mr. Conrad ^ ^
Mr. F^lt

Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. SuiiiVan^jfe^

Mr. TaveL_
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room „ _.

Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy _

RICHARD CLAXT01TGREG0RY RM. 00: CHICAGO#

SKOKIE PD
f

ILL. ADVISED INSTANT GREGORY MADE SPEECH SPONSORED BY POLITICS FOR j_

PEACE BEFORE APPROXIMATELY ONE HUNDRED SIXTY TEENAGERS IN HIPPIE

ATTIRE AT ORCHARD JR. HIGH SCHOOL, SKOKIE, ILL. THIS DATE. TURN OUT W
CONSIDERED DISAPPOINTING TO SPONSORS SINCE OVER SIX HUNDRED EXPECTED.

GREGORY ADVISED AUDIENCE THAT "HIS PEOPLE GOING TO BURN DOWN COUNTRY

-BRICK BY -BRICK, THAT JEWISH PEOPLE SHOULD WAKE UP AS POLITICANS

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THEM."

I ADVISED NO INCIDENTS OCCURRED AT GATHERING AND GREGORY

DEPARTED FOUR TWENTY-FIVE PM FOR O'HARE AIRPORT.

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT GREGORY BOARDED
|

FLIGHT THREE ZERO FOUR
,
FIVE PM DESTINATION LA GUARDIA AIRPORT NYC.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RECGAIRTEL AND LHM DATED FOUR TWENTY-FOUR SIXTY EIGHT CAPTIONED AS

ABOVE; PITTSBURGH TEL TO DIRECTOR, WFO DATED FOUR TWENTY-SEVEN SIXTY

EIGHT CAPTIONED AS ABOVE; CGTELCALL TO NY FOUR TWENTY-EIGHT SIXTY EIGHT.

SOURCE IS
|

COGNIZANT. LHM FOLLOWS;’*

ENDJMS

FBI WA£

R. tRMNOf
rvnMl

P Relayed to.

O'HARE FIELD. MILITARY

, I APR 30 1968 f ,

OC-105 _ iJj
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0
VIA TELETYPE

APR 2 9 1968

ENCIPHERED
402PM
10 DI

6

NT 4-29-68 JAM
100-440423 CHICAGO 157-347 PITTSBURGH

CHARLOTTE AND BUTTE (CODE)

I

ATT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON
l

FROM NEW YORK 157-1093 IP

1

'D \

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA; RACIAL MATTERS;

00 CHICAGO

t

) CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED INSTANT

DATE THAfl

SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY PLANS TO LEAVE NYC, ON

APRIL TWENTY EIGHT LAST, BY AIR FOR NORTH CAROLINA,

WEST VIRGINIA AND IDAHO, AND TO RETURN TO CHICAGO
;

ABOUT MAY ONE NEXT. SOURCE HAD NO FURTHER INFORMATION.

RE DETAILS OF GREGORY'S TRAVEL PLANS. J

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE MENTIONED IS

R
'C<rMR. TRAINOR

END ROOM 836, 9&D

HWL R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

/&> r

Mr. Tolson

—

Mr. DeLoaclu
Mr. Mohr

ijt

Mr. Bishop-

—

Mr. Casper^
Mr. Callahan«

Mr. Conrads
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sulhva^t^Ti
Mr. Tavel

}

Mr. Trotter :

Tele. Room !

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy )

b6
b7C
b7D

23 MAY 1 1968'

b7D

IAY
relayed xq

^\ VV X

!
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via

r

(Priority

)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC , CHICAGO -(OIg-347) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
(00: Chicago)

f ./ Re Chicago airtel to Director and LHM dated
Yt/16/68, and Pittsburgh airtel to Director dated
y4/19/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an
LHM dated and captioned as above. Two copies of this
LHM ate being furnished Pittsburgh Division for info
purposes. This LHM is being disseminated locally to
the USA, U.S. Secret Service, both Chicago, and Region
113_th_.MI Group, Evanston, Illinois i

Confidential source referred to in the LHM
\
Skokie

,

is
I

Illinois PD.

Pittsburgh is requdsted to advise Chicago
;

concerning GREGORY'S departure arrangements at the
termination of his appearance at Marshall University,
Huntington, West Virginad, on 4/27/68.

Chicagd2iyill f GREGORY'S appearance,
Skokie, 111. ,

onT$/28/6$/appropriate source coverage.

^Bureau (Enc^5»0SUI®
.

'

2-

Pittsburgh (Enc. 2) (RM) REC- 741

3-

Chicago . ... 2 APR 26 1968
(1-157-413)
(1-100-44202 - 13TH CONGRESSIONAL DTSTfrie^^POLIXICS

FOR. PEACE) .

DJK/mmg
( 8 )

jC. C. g Bisffop" *

§4 MAY®
Annrnved* Sprit

Snecial AaentVn CHttrae



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. CG 157-347

ITED STATES DEPARTMENT (^JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
219 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604

April 24, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum
dated April 16, 1968.

On April 19, 1968, a confidential source,
who has furnished reliable informationAKf^the past,
advised that an organization known as*y\Politics_For -

Pftflp.pi.—is—s.ponsoring a spe^eTgh by Di€k Gregory,
-"""Negro comedian, and critic of the United States ..

Vietnam war policy, at' the Orchard Junior High School,
Skokie', Illinois, on April 28, 1968, at 2:30 PM.
Gregory's topic is listed as "Moral Pollution in the
United States.'*

/ This source stated that Politics For Peace
is a cont.inua t

i

o£ -the—Na-t-i-ona-1—Gon-f-e-ixenGC--£.or Naa,
Pol ifjLC&-.which was held in Chicago over the Labor

~ Day weekend- of- 1967. This organization is running a
campaign to elect peace candidates for the 13th
Congressional District in the Democratic primary to
be held in Illinois on June 11, 1968.

This source further advised that there are
seating arrangements at the Orchard Junior High School
to accommodate 400 people, however, approximately 600
are expected to attend Gregory's appearance.

The above information is being furnished
the United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois, United
States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois, and 113th
Military Intelligence Group, Evanston, Illinois.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI). It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your^agency. It and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

i
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‘ UNITED STATE&S©V£RNMENT

Memorandum

0

TO

FROM

The Director

N. P. Callahan

DATE: ,/- % r <5^

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

A
S** Pages E3202-E3283. Congressman Hosenthal, (D) Now York,

extended bis remarks coaceraiog civil strilo and dated 'li our knowledge aitd

endersiansbng o£ the trusiraiioa, despair, and rage in oar ghettos is limited,

we must acknowledge a grave responsibility to give oar iuUattcaiios te those
black Americans who can reach as with their words, Diek^regdry has shown
as that ho can communicate with white America, In an address boiote Yale
College’s senior class dinner last winter, he toils it very mack like it is, and
in exceptionally moving terms, " The address was reprinted is the Washington
Post on April &4, 1S6S. Mr, £?©sonlhal also Inserted ifcta the Beecrd. Gregory

• in relating the events of school integration in the South stated "You’re not only
being attacked by the snob, but by the police, Then you realize today

~~

is your turn to die, and you stop being so scared and you start relating with
reality and you toss around and you see the FBI taking pictures that will never
snow,- Yea. know what Tm.talking about, don’t you?"

y<g>k> - Wg? ^2^3—
NOT RECORDED

126 iVlAY 1 .068

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional

Record for V-* 2. */- £ £/
was reviewed and pertinent items were

marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that

port^r^of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed

in <§>©>fil}j^^u7eau|0
I^°r su^lect matter ^es.
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CP

Transmit the> following in

AIRTEL

Date: 4/24/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

- REGISTERED

S*CTO:

FROM

SUBJECT!

DIRECTOR, FBI 0100-440423)

SAC, PORTLAND (157-329) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
RACIAL MATTER
00: Chicago

Re Portland letter' to Bureau and Chicago, 3/30/68; / fj

and Seattle teletype to Bureau, Chicago, et al, 4/11/68. '
J(

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and for
Chicago 3 copies of Letterhead Memorandum re subjects
appearance at Portland. Copie.s are :being disseminated to
USA, Secret Service, Military Intelligence, OSI, and NIC,
Portland. ' ~

The source mentioned herein is I I

This LHM is classified Honf^defftoal because data
reported by source could reasonably result in Tnentification
of a confidential informant of continuing value and compromise

,

future effectiveness^fiereof. 1 >

^ ^ is/
3-Bm*eau (Enc. 11) (RM) ,£Q. d] L

"TPiphicago (Enc. 3) (mf in#/ . n
(1-157-349) £A-1U0 /Ifb H 1

(l-POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE) * _ -L—«. g**33** A x

(1-FOREIGN INFLUENCE ON K/ M 0 T'
BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT) tn ADR 25 1968 ' * ‘

1-Portland '

, v .

1 LTV l'*'-

LEF:dk
(7)

^cc^-cic^/r/ v Ol ~ /

MTE PQRW ^

&£*•

mm
Special Agent in Charge
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU. OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, d.c. 20535

Director April 24, 1968'

United-States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington,, D. C. 20220

DeahSir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and .Sepret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Q Has attempted or threatened. bodily harm to any government official
1

or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal mean's. . t

3. (xJ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has -been, under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. . S;

4- U* S. citizens or residents who defect from the U; ’S. to countries in the Soviet or
~ Chinese Communist blocs and return. 1

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

•criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
1 employment record) or irrationalor suicidal behavior:,

(b) (^Expressions of stropg.or violent antirU. S., sentiment;

(c) (j£) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions), or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and .government.

6. ,D Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished Q enclosed Q Is not available

£may be available through Chicago Police Department

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. :S. Secret Service, Portland, Oregon

Enclosure(s) . (Upon removal ofclassified enclosures, if, any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)

- “
-

- “ * £
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In Reply, Pleate Refer to

File No.

owUTiSD STATES DEPARTMENT OFWOSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Portland , Oregon

April 24, 1968
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
a-lso known as Dick Gregory

’ RACIAL MATTER

'The information below was provided on April
22, 1968 by a source who was in a position to be well
informed and who has furnished reliable information
in the past.

During the evening of Apri.1 9, 1968- atr a
private residence at 3606 N.E

(
. Garfieldr Avenue , Portland,

Oregon, about 50 persons gathered for a meeting of
Black Student Union (BSU) .members. Persons attending,
all non-Caucasian, were mainly college students in
the Portland area.

At 11:45 p. m. Dick Gregory, the, nationally
known Negro comedian appeared ,a_t the residence^ He
said that he had been in Atlanta, Georgia in the day
for the funeral of Margin Luther King and had flown
directly to Portland for a scheduled public appearance
in the evening at the University of Portland.

In addressing the BSU members, Gregory said -

that he does not usually talk to gatherings of
Black students. Then commenting upon the death
of Doctor King, he said : "This is it for this country.
I am going to stick around until I see it fall then
I am going to leave. I hate this country”. He
said that his purpose in appearing at colleges is to
encourage militancy and revolution -among the students.
He noted that he is successful in this even among White
students. Gregory stated that he is a "wrife-in"
candidate for President of the United States and that
after the election he is going to travel to 20
countries to see if they recognize him as a "President-
in-exile. ” Persons present, in the group asked Gregory
-questions about, what, they Gould do as students to

C 0.:N^|InD.^N T I A L
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
also known as
Dick Gregory
RACIAL MATTER

I help the cause of destruction in this country. Gregory said
1 that he would not say anything that would cause him to
be guilty of conspiracy, but he’replied, ’’Keep on doing
what you’re doing". He noted that' in Chicago, , for example

,

there is a gas station situated by a freeway and that a pipe
to one of the gas storage tanks could easily be^broken
permitting gas to flow over the freeway and yrtiefi it was fit

,

all traffic on the freeway would be stopped. During the
course of his talk, Gregory indicated he is opposed' to racial
violence, but it is the only way for Negroes to gain their
manhood.

Gregory left the meeting at 1:15 a.m., April
10, 1968.

The above mentioned source advised that he has
no further details relative to Gregory’s comments during
the BSU meeting.

1

. ; . I
'

This .document . contains, neither recomendat,ions, nor
conclusions of the FBI. If is the property of the FBI an#
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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BUREAU PF INVESTIGATION

W^.?,E,P.HINT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

>vLAvR 2 6 1968

I WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

239PM URGENT 4/2 6/68 JLS

TO DIRECTOR, NEWARK AND .PITTSBURGH

FROM CHmtGO (157-347) (P) 2P

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM, 00: CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH FILE

ONE FIVE .SEVEN - SIX FIVE TWO.

Mr. Tolson
!

Mr. DeLoach
j

Mr. Mohr
!

Mr. Bishop !

Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan *

j

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Fe!t_

.
|

Mr. Gale
j

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter__.
Telo. Room*:
Miss Holmes- —
Miss Gandy

RE PITTSBURGH AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR ,DA TED APRIL ONE NINE LAST,

AND CHICAGO AIRTEL AND LHM TO DIRECTOR DATED APRIL TWO -FOUR LAST..

CHICAGO PD SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT, GREGORY OBSERVED
'

DEPARTING O’ HARE AiRPORT, CHICAGO, INSTANT, ABOARD UNITED

AIRLINE FLIGHT FOUR EIGHT TWO IN COMPANY OF TWO UNIDENTIFIED

MALE NEGROES. FLIGHT SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE NEWARK, NEW JERSEY,

ONE FOUR TWO PM INSTANT EST.

CURRENT ITINERARY REFLECTS GREGORY SCHEDULED TO SPEAK

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY, HUNTINGTON

APRIL TWO SEVEN NEXT AND ORCHARD

, WEST^IRGINIA, FOUR PM,

D JUNIOR Afo H4c HO dT, 4/^
ILLINOIS, TWO THREE ZERO PM APRIL TWO 3 1968

CHICAGO HAS NO INFORMATION INDICATING THE PlRfiQ&E QlE.

,* t .

’'*•

GREGORY’S TRAVEL TO .NEWARK.
% ’'»

END PA

9



PAGE TWO CG 1 57-347

NEWARK REQUESTED TO ATTEMPT TO FOLLOW GREGORY'S ACTIVITIES

IN NEWARK ACCORDING TO OUTSTANDING BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS 'CONCERNING

MILITANT BLACK NATIONALIST TRAVEL. ADVISE PITTSBURGH RE

^GR EG 0RYA S -DEPARTURE: ,AREA NCEMENTS FROM NEWARK.

END

LCC

FBI WASH DC

@

C\
*****

fJR* IRAtNOtt

1.836 9&D
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551 PM UJ&jENT 4 27 68 RDS

TO DIRECTOR 100 440423 CODED

VIA TELETYPE

APR 27 1968

ENCIPHERED

ATTj domestic intelligence division

FROM NEW YORK 157 1092 IP

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RACIAL MATTERS

BLACK NATIONALISTS, OFFICE OF ORIGIN: CHICAGO.

SUBJECT ‘J/OULD FLY OUT OF NEW YORK CITY ON INSTANT AFTERNOON,
\

EN ROUTE^TO HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA, FOR PURPOSE OF
Ti-

MAKING A SPEECH* SUBJECT TO FLY BACK TO NEW YORK CITY

ON INSTANT DATE, TO

RETURN ABOUT ELEVEN O’CLOCK P*M*

ADMINISTRATION:

REFERENCE NEW YORK TELEPHONE CALL TO BUREAU AND

PITTSBURGH, APRIL TWO SEVEN, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT*

CONFIDENTAL SOURCE IS

Mr. Tolson.

Mr. DeLoach..«

Mr. Mohr..

Mr. Bishop*.

Mr. Casper..

! Mr. Callahan ^
Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Pelt.

Mr. Gale.

:• Rosen -
WSullivanj

Mr. Trotter..

Tele. Room.,

!
Miss Holmes^
Miss Gandy«

*ON INSf^NT date, A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT ***

/<) 0^ ¥Yo ¥^3
END

CORH-NY-FLILE-SHDULD—1-5^—142SU5

—

END ^
.... . n > ty.AY S 1968

EFH MR. TRAINOR

ROOM 836 9&D
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

APR 2? 1968

TELETYPE

O
(T

FBI WASH DC*

M ESI

Mr. Tolson—
—

Mr. DeLoach —
Mr. Mohr— —
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahan .

Mr. Conrad.. —
Mr. Felt. —
Mr. Gale-

5-26 PM EST URGENT 4-27-68 WRJ

^DIRECTOR 100-440423, CHICAGO, CHARLOTTE, NEWARK, NEW YORK,

AND WFO

FROM PITTSBURGH 157-652

f\

Ir^Rosen-
|r. Sullivan

Jr./ Tavel

—

Mr. Trotter-

Tele. Room-
Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy—

<5
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM. 00: CHICAGO.

RE CHICAGO TEL TO BUREAU, APRIL TWENTYSIX, LAST.

U/ CAPTAIN HUNTINGTON, W.VA., PD, ADVISED

GREGORY SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE TRI-STATE AIRPORT, HUNTINGTON,

W*VA . ,
TWELVE TWENTYTWO PM, TODAY, DEPART TRI-STATE AIRPORT

FOR PITTSBURGH, PA., SIX FIFTY PM, TODAY.

SOURCE AT TRI-STATE AIRPORT, HUNTINGTON,

ADVISED FLIGHT SEVEN ELEVEN ARRIVES TRI-STATE \

AIRPORT TWELVE TWENTYTWO PM FROM WASHINGTON, D.C. SOURCE

STATED FLIGHT FIVE FOURTEEN DEPARTS TRI-STATE b7c
b7D

AIRPORT FOR PITTSBURGH, PA., SIX FIFTY PM, ARRIVES PITTSBURGH

SERVING PITTSBURGHEIGHT PM.

FROM HUNTINGTON.

END PAGE ONE.

62MA

delayed to.



TRANSWORLD AIRLINES

PITTSBURGH, PA., ADVISED GREGORY SCHEDULED TO DEPART PGH.

,

APRIL TWENTYSEVEN, INSTANT AT EIGHT THIRTY PM, VIA TWA FLIGHT

ONE EIGHTY, ARRIVING NEWARK NINE THIRTY PM. IN ADDITION,

FURNISHED THE FOLLOWING ITINERARY FOR GREGORY.

ON APRIL TWENTYEIGHT ,
NEXT, GREGORY WILL DEPART NEW YORK

CITY FROM LA GUARDIA AIRPORT VIA UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT

NINE ZERO THREE ENROUTE TO O'HARE FIELD, CHICAGO, ILL. ON

SAME DAY, GREGORY WILL LEAVE CHICAGO VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT TWO FOUR FOUR FOR NATIONAL AIRPORT, WDC, AND WILL

DEPART WDC SAME DATE, VIA PIEDMONT AIRLINES FLIGHT EIGHT ONE

SEVEN, ENROUTE TO FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. ON APRIL TWENTYNINE,

NEXT, GREGORY WILL DEPART FAYETTEVILLE, N.C., VIA PIEDMONT

AIRLINES FLIGHT EIGHT EIGHT FOUR FOR WDC AND WILL LEAVE

WDC SAME DATE VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE SEVEN

SEVEN FOR O'HARE AIRPORT, CHICAGO.

PITTSBURGH WILL COVER GREGORY'S APPEARANCE AT MARSHAL

UNIVERSITY, HUNTINGTON, W.VA., TODAY THROUGH ESTABLISHED

SOURCES. P

END...

GFH

FBI WASH DC* ^ ^ 9 31 MU?3

! -1 I

/^MR. TRAINOR
* " ‘ ’’

v
ROOM 836 9&D
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May 7, 1968SAC, Sacramento (157-117)

Director, FBI (100-440423)

0 '

RICHARD CLAXTOH GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

ReSClet and. letterhead memorandum (LHM) Doth
dated 4-19-68.

Fourteen pages of referenced LHM consist of copies
of newspaper articles relating to public appearances by
Gregory In your territory* The practice of submitting
verbatim accounts of newspaper articles in letterhead
memoranda is undesirable and should be avoided in the
future, In this connection, you aro referred to the FBI
Handbook, Part III, page 1540, which states that, pertinent
data appearing in newspapers or publications Should be
concisely summarized in letterhead memoranda.

Referenced HIM has been classified "Confidential^
concerning Gregory 's
Sacramento,, California,

b6
,

b7C

because of data received froi
appearance at American River College,
on 4-2-68. As you are aware, Gregory on this occasion
appeared before approximately 1,700 persons. It is felt
that the possibility of disclosing the identity of this
informant on the basis of information furnished is extremely
remote and such a classification is, therefore, not
considered warranted. Accordingly, Bureau copies of the
ISM have been declassified and both Sacramento and
Chicago should take similar action.

b7D

1 - Chicago (157-347)
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Fp-36.(Rov. 5-22-64),
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Transmit the following in.

Via AIRTEL

Date: 5—2—68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, SPRKTGFIELD (157-775) - p -

SUBJECT: CLAXTON GREGORY,. aka
Dick Gregory
SPEECH ON“MAY-Gr-iag8,

| |

_^GHAREESTWr IEBING-IS^N
(REBEL ROUSER)

(00: CHICAGO)

Re Springfield airtel to Bureau dated 3-7-68
^^

On 3-12-68, f
Eastern Illinois University (EIU) , Charleston, Illinois, advised
that inasmuch as Charleston, Illinois, is a small, rural
community, he expected no racial demonstrations or problems
of any kind in connection with GREGORY'S speech on 5-6-68.

Oh 3-12-68, I I Security Officer, EIU,
stated that he had no reason to believe their would be any
.demonstrations connected with GREGORY'S speech. He advised
that as a matter of course and in addition to his being in
attendance himself, he is planning to have GREGORY'S speech
recorded. He offered to discreetly make a copy of the
recording available to the FBI. He related that although
there wpuld be no display of force by police officers, his
officers, city -police officers, sheriff 's deputies and State
Police would be in an area adjacent to. the campus in the event
of any possibly ^isftar.baiibes^r

.

dP- Bureau (100-440423) (RM) ® If ‘ / / . , # -p
2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM) ~v / AA^UU & C/ 4- ^~^
6 - Springfield (3

a
a

v / .
<i

& RMK:ras

__/TTmT

157-7mm/ 67 • '

157-Dead) -(Charleston RmT*** *"

66-1967) b-. „ ,

•157-298) ^ may*
- . oT*

Sent
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SI 157-775-

* *
.

On 3-12r68, the following individuals were contacted
concerning GREGORY’S appearance at EIU:

c ]
Investigator
State ’s Attorney ’s, Off ice
Charleston Ulinois

+ *
‘

* 1 1

CHARLES TALBOTT
'

" .

'

Chief of Police
Charleston, Illinois

MIKE CURTIS, .Sheriff
Coles County
Charleston* Illinois

b6
b7C

Lieutena.nt
, .

>

t|

»
„ :

Dis tr ie t, iu, Illinois S ta te Police <,

pesoium, Illinois • *.
,

* " ,*i

' '
•

* ", I i

"
4 ' ’

' .1 '
.

1 Regular liaison has been maintained with above authorities
.and * sour,ces. , .

"•
,

11 On ,5-lr68, |

~1 Captain, District 10,
Illinois State Police" Pesotum, Illinois:, advised that in

;

cooperation. -with the security police of EIU’, Charlestons
s-...*.

Police, Department and Coles County Sheriff's Office
jj
'hey}* **

would have State, Troopers available during GREGORY fs ^app^ahance
at Charleston, Illinois. Re stated that he would aisoiha^e .

.plain clothes officers in attendance at the speech.4
. -. — V, „

*

1

,

- "
u

, In view- of the. above
j no further coverage is being

anticipated by Springfield UACB. Bureau will be advised in -

form,- suitable, for dissemination of GREGORY’S appearance. n

b6
b7C

-2-
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FBI WASH DC

0 communication section

may 6 1968

^teletype

FBI CHICAGO

940AM DEFERRED 5/6/68 EOM

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423) AND SPRINGFIELD (157-775)

FROM/CHICAGO (157-347) (P) IP

Mr* Tolsou

Mr. DeLoach-
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop..

Mr. Casper..

Mr. Callahan

Mr., Conrad.
Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale,

A

4\
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM 00: CHICAGO.

RE CHICAGO AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR AND LHM
|

LAST AND SPRINGFIELD AIRTEL TO DIRECTOR MAY TWO LAST.

CHICAGO PD SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT INFORMATION OBTAINED

' INDICATING GREGORY TO LECTURE AT MC°KENDREE COLLEGE,. -

LEBANON, ILLINOIS, MAY SEVEN NEXT. *

REFERENCED CHICAGO LHM SET FORTH ITINERARY INDICATING

GREGORY TO LECTURE AT MONMOUTH COLLEGE, MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS,

b6
b7C
b7D

MAY SEVEN NEXT.

SPRINGFIELD IS REQUESTED TO AFFORD GREGORY APPEARANCES

APPROPRIATE COVERAGE,

END

JMS

FBI WASH DC

/ 0 0'

EXJ.09

'*> 1? j ' M t.r
* - f

1

l. , . .£.1 ‘

' IB MAY *7 1968

L
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>«» MAY 131968
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Date: 5/2/68

Transmit the following in_
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) jp'

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORYj aka
RM

00: CHICAGO

Re Chicago teletype to Director, New York and WFO
dated 4/28/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are IT copies of an LHM dated
and captioned as above. This LHM is being disseminated locally/
to USA, Chicago, U. S. Secret Service, Chicago-, and Region I, /
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois; £

Source preferred to in LHM is
|

,
Skokie, Illinois PD.

Chicago continues to follow the activities of GREGORY
and will keep the Bureau advised of pertinent developments

;

REC 10 ,

t-w ^4®
K- Bureau fEnc . Ill '(Rif) V

0 -YY09OMMMI

io MAY 6 1968

p /- Bureau (Enc . 11) (RM) '

2* - Chicago
( 1 - 157-413 )

AGEJC7lAcSI,ie3.6^r,SE0«g£RV
DJK- kms DE1>T:< *

(5)
• g WP0RW: n

-DATE FOR

c. e. * Blstiop

0 S HIAjI 5 j^^
Agent ^ Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-347

U^’ED STATES DEPARTMENT OfQsTICE

FEDERAL KUltEAU OF 1 INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois

May 2, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
AI»50 KNOWN AS

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated
April 24, 1968.

On April 28, 1968, a confidential source, who>.has
furnished reliable, information in the past, advised that
Dick Gregory spoke before approximately 160 teen-agers, des-
cribed as hippies, at Orchard junior '‘High School, Skokie,
Illinois, that date. -Gregory 's speech was sponsored by an
•.organization, known as Politics For Peace which' is a continuation
of the National Conference for New Politics which was held in
Chicago over the Labor Day weekend, 1967. The turnout at
Gregory's speech was considered disappointing to the sponsors

; - inasmuch as over 600 individuals were expected to be in
.attendance. ' -

'

During the speech Gregory .advised his audience that
the Negroes of this country were going to "burn down this
country brick by brick” if America did not rake up to its

= - — - racism,. Gregory was^ very critical of civil rights legislation
which has been passed by Congress'“‘in' recent^years r HHestated-
that the_only good thing about this year's civil, rights bill
is that it was tied in with anti-riot legislation. .Gregory

\ stated, "This is good because it will force militant Negroes

|
to stop talking, go underground and start doing something."

j
Gregory was, also critical of "white liberals" and

j

referred to them as obsolete. In reference to this, /Gregory
stated, "Liberals are the kind of people who will talk to you,
they might even do something for you**, but they always act as
if they were doing you a big favor;"

Gregory referred to Skokie, Illinois, as an anti-
Negro area. He contended that Skokie was not only anti-Negro,
but also populated by many crime syndicate figures. Gregory
stated, "In this town you won't let a Negro live next to you*
but you have syndicate hoods living all over. They are the
filthiest snakes that crawl on this earth."

This document contains neither recommendations—nor-,conefusions
of the FBI. It is the property 'of 4;he FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed

f
outside your agency.

COPIES DESTROYED /(/O' YY^Y*^ ^
9 NOV 2&1S/9 / .ENCLOSURE



RICHARD CLAXTON..GREGORY, ’

Also- known, as. .

}

j

t

Gregory was applauded several times by his audience
during the course of this speech. No incidents pccurred
during or after the speech.

^

The above information is being furnished the
following agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago,' Illinois;
United States Secret Service, Chicago;
Region I, 113th. .MI Grpup, Evanston, Illinois



^ ~-36.(R£v; 5*^22-64)
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FBI

Date: 4/29/68

Transmit the followingun-

Via - AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED’
.(Priority)

A^^DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

OM: r SAC, LOS ANGELES^100-64492) (P)

{''SUBJECT : RICHARD CLAXTON*^REGORY, . aka

^ M -

f:

RACIAL MATTERS
00 : Chicago

Re Chicago airtel to the Bureau dated
, ^

Los Angeles letter and letterhead memorandum (LHM) to the
Bureau dated 4/5/68; and Lbs Angeles airtel and LHM cap-
tioned. "PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY AND- BLACK PANTHER PARTY
SPONSORED^RALLYj SUNSET AND -VINE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA"
dated. 4/18/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a LHM
and three copies are being furnished, to Chicago., who' is
office of origin in this matter.

^ *

The enclosed LHM sets forth details concerning
GREGORY’S speaking engagements in the. -Los Angeles area.

Sources utilized in this LHM are as follows

:

Source 1 is I Iwho furnished information
orally .to SA FRANCIS G”. -KAHL. bn 4/16/68.

Source 2 is
orally to SA

Jwho furnished, information
Ion 4/17/68

.

Source^ 3 i

orally to. SA
C.‘ C. - Blshop-

EN _
3/~ Bureau (Enc. 11) (M,
j - " Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 3) (RM)
3 - Lbs Angeles _ _ ,

(W.OO-6O7I2 ) AGENCY : ACSI ,»JKT, OSI , SEC. SERV.

,

JWW/rah / , M£i: ISD,C!Uj;ittB*P»u.

ho furnished information

Ts mat 2. 1968

Approved:*

BY:
V\ , f

66MAY
Sm»:

b6
b7C
b7D

int in Charge

b6
b7C
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LA 100^64.^92 .
- ........ . .. . ... i .

«

c

.

- -enclosed* LHM; .!^. being- mar£ed.^^Ei€fei!€2a^'fD)

'

because .It contains data' burnished by confidential sources A
the disclosure of'"which' could reasonably result in identir
fication of confidential sources of cbntinuing value and-
compromise, future effectiveness, thereof.



DECLASSIFICATIOH MJTWM1TY DEEI¥E-D FEOM:
FBI IjilMHB DICJJ^SIFICATXCM GUIDE
DATE 11-25-2013

In Reply* Please Refer to

File No.

-rTTnUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles , California
April 29, 19.68

r

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

\

1 -

Sources utilized in this memorandum have furnished
reliable information in the past.

Source 1 oh April 15 , 1968* indicated- that a rally
which was being sponsored by the Peace and Freedom Party
(PFP) and the Black Panther Party For Self-Defense (BPPSD)
(see appendix) will be held at the intersection of Sunset

- and Vine, Los Angeles,. California, on April 16 , 1968 . The
/purpose of, this rally is to raise funds in memory of Bobby
’Hutton, who was recently shot and killed by members of the
Oakland', California, Police Department. Hutton was a male

v Negro member -of the BPPSD.
<*- .

1

f „ *

- * /The PFP is. a legitimate registered political
. -T L. * party in the State of California .

~ " —
r

_

'

' \
Soiree 1 indicated that the rally would: feature

numerous well-known Black Nationalists and would include
Dick Gregory,^ a Negro commedian, who is running for President
of" the United* States ..

‘ '

. Source 2 oh April 17, 1968 , related that a rally
was/held at the Kaleidoscope Club located at the intersection
•of Sunset and Vine, Los Angeles, California. This rally was
sponsored by numerous Black NatilOTali'st""orgahizatiorts in
Los, Angeles, ’Califomia. There were approximately 000 persons
who attended the rally which went without incidentZT The
featured speakers included Dick Gregory and Bobby^&eale, who
is connected^with the BPPSD. .

— —

On April 18 , 1968 , a third source advised that on
Tuesday, April 16 , 1968 , at 8:00 p.m., a rally was held at
the Kaleidoscope Club located at the intersection of Sunset

/ 00

V =
3

*

GPPIES DESTROYED

9 NOV 20 1970

ENCLOSURE



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

and Vine, Los Angeles, California. The rally was sponsored
by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC),
the BPPSD, and the PPP. Between 400 to 500 persons attended
this rally and of these, approximately 40 per cent were
Negro

.

Dick Gregory, a Negro commedian, was one pf several
featured speakers and he ridiculed the white race and urged
that black men find white girls to love, as all he had ever
seen in his life were white people making love. He criticized^
President Johnson, Robert Kennedy, and both major political
parties in the United States.

Gregory Rally
Ventura College
Ventura, California

In the April 11, 1968, edition of the "Press Courier"
a daily newspaper in Oxnard, Califomia, an article appeared
on Page 1 entitled "Gregory To Speak At Ventura College "

.

This article indicated that Dick Gregory, a Negro civil rights
leader, commedian, and author, would speak at Ventura College
on April 17, 1968, in the college gymnasium. The article
related that Gregory would draw an exceptionally large crowd
and many groups were coming from outside the Ventura area.

advised tha’
Ventura
Dick

On April 18 , 1968, Lieutenant
Police Department, Ventura, California,
Gregory was the featured speaker at a rally held at Ventura
College gym, Ventura, California, on April 17 , 1968, There
were approximately 800 people in attendance who were mostly
of the young "hippie type" and indicated there were few
Negroes in the audience. Gregory criticized everything that
was white and stressed how the Negroes had been suppressed
by the white majority. This rally went without incident and
no disturbances were reported and no arrests were made.

In the April 18, 1968, edition of the "prass^Couri.erJ
I

1

a fte$js]j>aper in Oxnard, California, an article appeared
entitled* "Gregory^pologizes For Negroes’ Behavior" written
by BobyfDenman , which related substantially the following:

"I want to apologize for us Niggers behavior after
Martin Luther King 1 was shot because we had no business messing



$
riAt [01

RiECHARD CLAXTON GREGORY-
RACIAL MATTER

up your spring time and your cherry blossom season in
Washington because everyone knows the riot season runs
from June through August;' 1

"Martin Luther King was our man and in the ghetto
when somebody does in your man, you do something."

* *

He criticized the United .States; as a. sick insane
country where a man who preaches nothing but good and love,
can1 be hated; He said of the civil fights bill passed by
Congress after Martin Luther King’s assassination,’ "You can
take it and tear it up". "We don’t want no special nothing
for us. ;We_want our rights under the same piece of paper
by which- we pay our taxes; the Constitution."- He further
related that; "We ’ 11 burrivfchis country down house by house,
brick by brick, until you quit insulting us."

In- his speech, Gregory criticized the war/in
^Vietnam. President Johnson, poverty, and the white racist
structure .

—— - ‘ ~ • - - *

- _ t

This document contains"neither recommendations...

nor conclusions of the. FBI. It is. the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your- agency; it and its contents are not
to. be distributed outside your agency.



BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-DEFENSE (BPPSD)

• A source advised that the. Black Panther Party, For
Seif-Defense "(BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister
of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in. Oakland,
California, in December, 1966 as* a militant black nationalist-
political organization, to comba^t "police brutality," to unite
militant black youth, to determine the destiny of black
communities, and to educate black people in African history.
The political philosophy of the organization was- taken from the.

writings of MAO TSE-TUNG of Communist China and,black militant '

writers

.

4s

The official BPPSD publication ’"The Black Panther -
’

Black Community News .Service" indicates the leadership of the .

BPPSD advocates the use of guns and guerilla tactics in* the
violent revolutionary program to end oppression and to oppose,

the drafting of black men to fight in Vietnam. -
‘

,

A second source advised that in early 1967 ,
'SEALE,-

NEWTON, and their associates^carried' carbine rifles and holstered
pistols in plain view on the streets of Oakland and elsewhere
whiie on "defense patrols." ;

-

' BOBBY- GEORGE^SEALE. .was .one. of the persons arrested by
the Sacramento , ‘'California' Police Department on May 2 ; i9 6-7

, when, -

members of the BPPSD invaded the California State Legislative
Assembly in Sacramento while in session, '.carrying loaded guns ’to

protest restrictions on the carrying of guns.
p • *

<

A- Grand Jury of Alameda County ,
California ,, Oakland , .

California, on November 13, 1967, indicted HUEY PERCY NEWTON on
charge of murder of ari Oakland, California police officer on
October 28, 1967, in Oakland, California.

• The first source advised that the headquarters office
4

of the BPPSD at 5624 Grove Street, Oakland, California, is closed;
and that no membership meetings have been, held since August, .1967,

The November 4, 1967, issue of "The Sun Reporter," a

San Francisco, California Negro community newspaper,, states that
a HUEY PERCY NEWTON defense fund has been established and that the

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and -the Congress

on. Racial Equality (CORE) through the national offices have pledged
their complete and continuous support to- the defense of HUEY PERCY
NEWTON.

APPENDIX

,
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In Reply,-Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^TTSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, | California
April 29, 1968

Title RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Character RACIAL MATTER

Reference Letterhead memorandum
dated arid, captioned as -

above at Los Angeles:.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are conceded in referenced commiinication have furnished reliable-

information in the- past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ol the FBI. It Is the propertyof the FBI and is loaned to your-agency;Alt and its contents are not to be distributed outside'
your agency. ;
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Re Sacramento, letter, and £HM'to the Bureau, 4/19/ 68,.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are nine apples of

an LHM dated and captioned as above. Five copies are enclosed

.for Chicago,

There is no indication that GREGORY will return to
the 'Sacramento. Biyisipn in the 'near future and, accordingly,
this investigation is .referred upon. Completion to- the Office
of Origin/
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File No.

*' UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICENIT]

QDERAL BUREAU OF IN VEST!GASTON

Sacramento, California 95814

May 8, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The following article appears in the April 24
1968, issue of “The Aggie,** official publication of the
University of California, Davis, student body:

9. NOV,
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' Gregory, famed
' comedian and civil rights leader

will speak tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

Freeborn Hall. Gregory is

sponsored by Student Forums. .

Gregory has been mentioned as a

write-in candidate for President

of the United States. He has come
into the news recently for his

hunger strikes against the war in

Vietnam. Gregory has been

arrested many times for his civil

rights activities.

Gregory is a man with a

message ... a message of freedom

and equality not only for the

Negro but the entire human race.

He has spent more time in

southern jails, marched in more •

demonstrations, prevented more
racial violcncc and worked harder

for the rights of the Negro than

any other entertainer in America.

His autobiography, “Nigger” has

become a best seller and his new
book “Sermons” for Doubleday,

looks to be an even bigger success.

But more than a
' commentator, more than an

author, more than a comedian, he

is a soldier in a war against hate

and bigotry. His weapons include'

a complete personal dedication of

his talent and a razor sharp sense

of humor. His home is in five

suitcases, a garment bag and a

tape recorder. He lives en route,

stopping , to...play countless

benefits, deliver church'scfmofK,

lobby in Washington and speakat
colleges and universities all over

the country. Named as the man
•most hated by the Ku Klux Klan.

he quips, “They’re so outofstyle,.

I think they’re the only people in

the country who aren’t using

colored sheets.” A dynamic and
communicative man, his message

is vital to the fight for equality In

- this country and his experience is

first-hand.

Dick Gregory, in addition to

being the great leader in the

• Negro’s fight for equality is atop
star of television, stage and
motion pictures. He has toured

the continent,, become an

international leader, starred on
Broadway and on the major

television shows, and made a

spectacular motion picture debut:

in “Sweet Love, Bitter.” . ,

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state,)
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

*

The following article appears in the April 25, 1968,
issue of the “Sacramento Bee” daily newspaper:
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Gregory Places Society’s Hopes In

Hands Of Young During UCD Speech
DAVIS — Dick Gregory, civil “Can this be right,” he asked,

rights leader, presidential can- “that a man with so much love

didate, author and comedian, in his heart, who felt so strong-

last night placed the hopes of ly toward equality and right,

the Negro people, and American can be gunned down in the

society in the hands of the col- streets by hate, and then to be

lege student. ignored for a meeting with a

Gregory, who recently halted man of war as is Westmore-

a 47-day fast in opposition to the land?”

war in Vietnam, was the guest Gregory called society "sick”

of Student Forums on the Davis if it thinks a Negro soldier can

campus of the University of be trained to kill a Viet Cong

California, sniper at 500 yards, a man he

“This generation of college does not know, “than return to,

youth,” the. 36-year-old enter- his Negro community and not

tainer remarked, “is the great- fight to liberate his mammy,
. est in history, for you are will-

* *• - -

ing to march, to demonstrate .
- ‘ ' '

and to oppose the status quo for •
*

equality and right.”

,

Cautions.Youth . \ ,

•

He cautioned youth to beware
‘ *

of “slick politicians and hack-j /
‘

neyed explanations” for major
*

’^7

events. , ,

“The assassination of Martin *
,

Luther King,” he stressed, ‘

,

“must be understood for what "i
'

(
, , .

it is , , . the killing of ani •

American by an American, not . . .
7~

as King, a Negro, having been * \
'

killed by a racist cracker.
, l ', •*

“You young people feel the ^
. • . ,

•'
-

.

pain of the death of King,” he *. t
•

remarked, “while the older gen-
, .

*
,

*

erations feel the shame.”
' !

„ ; / -

Tired Of Insults
*'

’
,

’ " n
’ ’ *

Black people are tired of be-
^

»',•»*. -

ing insulted, Gregory continued,
,

*» '

* ^
and of having to take a secon- •

..

dary position in society.

“Why is it?” he asked, “that
,

’

a German who killed my father
,

1 « •
1

in World War II, making me .
<
>V ,<

fatherless for 26 years and my
*

*

j
mother a widow, can come to . .

America in 1968 and buy a home . * . . ”,
,
r

-

us black people cannot own?”
.

‘

,

’ ' 1 ’
« *. -

The black people were of- /.

• fended when President Johnson -

told King’s widow he could not *. T

.*
,

,

*

attend the funeral because he
‘ .

was too busy with a meeting » */*."

with Gen. Westmoreland.
^

“The real problems in the

world are in America,” Gregory
charged. “One has only to go

500 miles in any direction to

find them.”

He predicted that if any'

country in the world suffered-

from the social ills that exist

in the United States, “We would

surely be able to solve them.”
Applause from more than

2,500 persons, capped with a
standing ovation, greeted Greg-

ory when he concluded, “Amer-
ica was mighty when, she wis
right!"

- 4 ^ .
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By Jan Ritter * the “slickest thing walking, this earth since
/ *- j

Julius Cncsdr
***

As a UCD audience convulsed with- ' Another politician getting jabs from
layghter, comedian Dick Gregory -proved Gregory was California -Gov: Ronald
in-Davis last night he’s the world’s funniest * Reagan.
“36 year old. non-violent vegetarian nigger.” “I dig Reagan. Are you aware that-1

Slim-built and slightly bearded, Gregory -Reagan spelled backwards is nagaer,” he
is a civil rights riot — pun intended — chided.

‘
»is a civil rights riot — pun intended —

who fights his cause with a rambling arid

brilliant wit, instead of a gas bomb.
Yet, he.can slash through gales. of belly?

laughts, arid seriously comment on the

power of young people, and the assassina-

“If Bobby Baker had been working for
,

Adam Clayton Powell instead of LBJ, both,

would be in jail today,” said Gregory. . ;!

On -the same vain, Gregory spoke of

Cassius Clay former world boxing champion *

tions of President John F. Kennedy and
' who lost his title because he' refused in-

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. •
•

. duction in the Selective Service system. ?.

Gregory is campaigning forthe presiden- He called Clay, who has taken- the .name t

cy as -.a -write, in .candidate for the Peace Mohammed Ali as a’ member of -the:Black --

and Freedom Party. Speaking at -the UCD Muslims, the “orily man I .know .who 'got*
11

sponsored student forum; he apologized -for -a* divorce-because his wife’s; dresses-weres
/being’ out of campaign buttons but too short.” 1

'
~ ' ‘

- distributed hundreds of chartruese and “Clay lost -his .championship Me,, yet:,
orange bumper stickers. An estimated 3,500 ,

.• persons were on hand tor the talk. ’

. ,

’

• “If elected president, the' first thing I',

would do is paint the White House black, j
' and the second thing would be to bring

t

|
our boys home from Vietnam and send *

t LBJ over there with nothing but barbecue \
’ sauce,” said the candidate.,

, f
* Gregory considers himself a statesman,,

s as opposed to a politician. '

i

“If you want a politician then vote 'for 'j

LBJ,” said Gregory. He, added his opinion.-* “
/

1

of politicians saying 98 per cent are lowest 1

only to the,American crime syndicate. ». t.

. ..Gregory, urged his audience not to let

“those sUck politicians fool you . ,. . LBJ ,

the.Hawk, Sen. Eugene McCarthy the Dove
arid Sen. Robert Kennedy the Chicken.” t

President Lyndon Johnson, often the,basis- >

for Gregory’s jokes, was- referred to -, as \

(Indicate page! name of
newspaper! city and state.)
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(Continued from Page 1)

you allowed Jimmy, Hoffa -to remain
teamster president while he was in jail

appealing his case,’- Gregory said.

The Negro commedian, who said he

spends 98 per cent of his time speaking

at .colleges and universities, made reference

to the Negro boycott of the summer Olym-
pics in Mexico City. He said he opposed
the boycott at this stage ...” they should

.have worked out and gone to Mexico city

first.”

Gregory said he was close to sports

and was the third fastest trackman among
the small colleges in 1954.

“I guess its the racism in me,” ‘he
1

quipped.

Dressed in green work* over-alls, pink

shirt and-blue work jacket with bead pen-

dant around his neck, Gregory explained

he has’ extended. his fast, .which was sup-

posed to end on Easter Sunday, to election

day November 5. Besides his diet of liquids,

the peace candidate said he will wear
only work clothes, he will not shave or

, get a haircut nor will he buy a- new, car

or purchase a pack of cigarettes until

the war in Vietnam is ended.'

“If you yo.ung people agree with me,
just stop- smoking and- send an empty
cigarette package to the manufacturer with

i_~j

iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiimtiiiTiiifiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii

l©ry talks 'of U 1

a short note saying you .will not buy,
and will encourage your -friends not ’to

buy, any more cigarettes until the war
has ended. Then watch and see how much
power you young people have,” he said.

“Speaking of the- power of young people
in today’s society^ Gregory attributed it

to making “that man (LBJ) quit his job!”
Gregory said he has much concern for.

the burden of the young folk today. .

'

“I wish you young people could make
America as afraid of injustices as she

.
is of communism . . ., You youngsters must
understand this country is sick. Black folks
are saying we want you (white people) i

to stop playing games with us.
*

“We (black people) are trying to say

|

to this country, just stop insulting
us . . . White people have rights under the
constitution of the United States .but black'
people have rights under civil rights legisla-

tion. That’s the same as segregation,” he'*

exclaimed. *

*
Gregory- made reference to

Ttbe civil*,

rights bill which President Johnson signed,

last week saying it only covers 80 per),
cent of open housing and does not come

. into full affect until 1970. * * 1

“If I were draft age then I would call I

(my draft board right now and tell them>
you. can’t have me until 1970, -and then
you can only have 80 per cent,” he said.

He said the same bill provides life in
r the penitentiary for killing a civil rights.*

worker “and- everyone here knows that-,

just means ,seven years in jail.”- . .
’

-i

Gregory said the one good thing in the

,
measure is the anti-riot clause. “All you
cats who were talking about doing
something after Dr. King’s death are going
to have to shut up now or go- to'jail.”

“You. young folks always will feel, the
pain of Dr. -King’s murder. Older Americans ;

.will feel the shame,’” Gregory said.
<* “This is a strange country with a strange!
atmosphere .where men of peace can be,
hated and shot down in the streets while”

,-men of war like Gen. William Westmoreland
areioved.” - — - — v

,

Gregory said it was hard to expalih.

.reaction in the black ghettos after King’s

4
assassination because “black people are ig-

•. norant and close to nature and black and

.

^whites don’t think alike.”
'*==

*r
5=5

!? .*
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country hasn’t woke <sups,ye?.'

. Everyone talks about Dr. King’s non-

violence but nobody »wants to talk about

his purpose which was equal justice. This

is the same purpose the black militants

have, the same purpose of H. Rap Brown

•and Stokley- Carmichael, only their ap-

proach is different. Each one has his,own

-'method of trying, to ‘.get. equal justice,”-

,

explained Gregory. 1

“Black soldiers enlist in the military,

five times more frequently than whites, i

This shows * blacks love to kill for -

freedom ... After you train this black

cat to kill .and use napalm then you expect

j

•him to come home and not kill you for *

the same type of freedom.” "

f

-Gregory spoke of the inequities of our
,

selective service system. He said it rejected
[

men who had killed .previously because

the government prefered to train men how >

to kill, in other words the government

.does not want experienced mem __ a

f
On the lighter side, Gregory talked about

{the recent medical advances in transplants.

\
“One thing I don’t want is for white[,

‘‘people to forget that 'black people also?!

need spare parts- However, what

want to see. is. a white cat with a black /

2 ’*°

On the heart transplants “therels

nothing yvrong with white folks that a

* change o“f. heart wouldn’t help.

(Indicate page, name of
nowspaper, city and state.)
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TtICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

University

of California at Davis, advised on April Zb, iyb«, that there

was no racial activity of any type before, during, or after the

speech made by Gregory*

i

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions.

of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your
agency*
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Re Chicago- teletype "to the Bureau dated
4/15/68 captioned "DEUCON and RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
aka, RM." i

‘
,

'

[t 1

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11
copies of an LHM suitable for dissemination . One
copy has been furnished the United States Attorney
and United States Secret Service, both Chicago, and
Region 1, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois*
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF* INVESTIGATION

219 South Dearborn .Street
Chicago, -Illinois 60604

April 16, 1968

DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
AUGUST, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON' GREGORY

Dick Gregory, Negro entertainer, and civil
rights activist, in a~ press conference on April 15,
1968, advised he was cancelling all previous arrange-
ments to- demonstrate against the Democratic National
Convention scheduled for late. August

, 1968, in Chicago,
Illinois.

Gregory stated that in view of .the disturbances
and violence which occurred in Chicago following the

- - --- - - - ^..niurderuo£ .Marjtini.Luther, .King.,. he_did. not. _beULe_v,e.
nonviolent marches could be held in Chicago. He

_ also stated that as, a citizen he did not want to be
responsible for the possible ddath 6f anyone who
might, participate in such demonstrations.

An article in the "Chicago Tribune;' a major
Chicago Newspaper, dated April 16, 1968, cites that
Dick. Gregory called off plans for a civil rights protest
here this summer and warned Negroes to "put aside
emotionalism" arising from the death of Martin Luther
King:,. Jr.

Continuing, Gregory said at his press con-
ference, which was held in the Knickerbocker Hotel "a
peace march in the wake of frustration of Doctor King's

}

i

i

i

This .document contains neither recommenda.tions
nor conclusions- of the FBI. It is. the property—of, .the, FBI, and,_is_loaned _,to ;y.dur, .agency';., jLt_and
its contents are. not to be distributed outside
ypur agency. _ \
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RE: DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
AUGUST, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

death could easily top off major rioting; I cannot be
responsible for leading upset Negroes and whites
thru this city."

Gregory originally notified Mayor Daley
and the City Council that he was going to stage
daily marches of 12 hours each beginning in May in
protest against holding the Democratic Party's
National Convention in Chicago, August 26, 1968.
The marches were to be an effort to switbh the convention
to another city and "embarrass Chicago into improving
housing and economic conditions for Negroes."

Gregory said "but the attitude of the Negro
community must change before we can resume peaceful
nonviolenbe in the name of human rights."

” Gregory- emphasized that, -White politicians
must recognize the "despair of ghetto' Negroes following the

-

death of King."

"While little has been done to improve
conditions here, it must be conceded" Gregory said
"the attitude of police and fire departments has
broadened considerably since the peak period of civil
rights protests 18 months ago."

The article cited that Gregory considered
the passage of the Federal open housing bill a'tetep in
the right direction" which should be supplemented
by renewed interest and economic assistance from the
white business community .

1

' Taking proper steps at the proper
time can do much to ease tensions and eliminate hostilities.

He said he notified numerous civil rights
organizations across the country to '.'stay away from
Chicago this summer and work rationally, not emotionally,
for civil rights." He said that only a tightly controlled
well-organized group could handle a peace march here'
without bloodshed.

2
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RE: DEMONSTRATIONS AT THE
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
AUGUST, 1968

*

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

He said he would march peacefully in orgaiized
protests planned here by the Southern Christian Leader-
ship conference "but I. cannot in good conscience lead
them.'.* Gregory also said ’Mu used to demonstrate
emotionally and it worked but I am afraid of that now."

Gregory described his chances for election
as a wrgUfce-in candidate for president as ^about equal
to the chances for becoming Pope."

Gregory indicated that he would continue
campaigning and urging white leaders to pursue
"statesmanlike-unpolitical"- policies towards minorities.
He will continue an all-liquid diet begun last November
in protest against the war in Viet Nam until the
November electipns.

i

He said "My purpose is to demonstrate the
kind of dedicat ion-and self-sacr ifice needed to
preserve our democracy."

One copy of the letterhead memorandum has
been furnished 1 the United States Attorney, Chicago;
United States Secret Service, Chicago; and Region 1,
113th Military Intelligence Group, Evanston, Illinois.

!
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7
DICK GREGORY* NEGRO ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST,

'IN PRESS CONFERENCE INSTANT DATE STATED HE IS HEREBY CANCELL-

ING ALL PREVIOUS ARRANGEMENTS TO DEMONSTRATE AGAINST THE DEMO-

CRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION SCHEDULED LATE AUGUST NEXT IN CHICAGO.

GREGORY STATED IN VIEW OF DISTURBANCES AND VIOLENCE WHICH

OCeURED -IN CHICAGO .FOLLOWING. THE MURDER OF MARTIN LUTHER KING

HE DID NOT BELIEVE NON VIOLENT MARCHES COULD BE HELD IN
•'/i

CHICAGO. ALSO STATED AS CITIZEN HE DID NOT WANT TO BE

RESPONSIBLE FOR POSSIBLE DEATH OF ANYONE WHO MIGHT HAVE

m

. ^ r.

/ <r*j - /fSjf / ‘

c ‘APR

PARTICIPATED IN SUCH DEMONSTRATIONS.
*

S
s . .

ADMINISTRATIVE V V
££G?-G£{?WcC (Vjy T£LC7Yt*e

REMYTEL APRIL TWELVE. LAST. MILITARY ADVISED
\ ’

y
•

SECRET SERVICE TO' BE ADVISED LOCALL BY FOLLOWING -bHM'. SOUJRCES

CONTINUED ASSIGNED. CHICAGO FOLLOWING.

CORR----L#-0“WE)—8~SK'D“B'E~ACT~I'V'TST*r“

| S.TA-TC5 &rT<id/J£'Y

%

END

9 Ml *
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FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64J D O
F B I

Date:. 5/6/68

Transmit, the following in

Via ATRTEL

(Typcln plaintext or code}:'

(Priority

)

\v?.

'~h

}
’

TO: . DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)
>aA Attention: Domestic Intelligence Division

FW ^L'jSAC, PITTSBURGH^157-652) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: CHICAGO)

Re Pittsburgh teletype to Bureau dated 4/27/68.

On 4/29/68, Captain I Huntington,
W. Va., Police Department, advised that RICHARD GREGORY
appeared as scheduled at .Marshall University, Huntington,
W.Va. ,

on 4/27/68.

Captain ,
, advised that GREGORY ’ s speech was_

recorded on a tape recoraer and that he could make available
a copy of the transcription when it is transcribed. Captain

.stated GREGORY’S, appearance did not produce any
•demonstrations or violence of any kind at Huntington

.

On 5/2/68 , and 5/6/68 , Captain I I advised
that GREGORY’S speech had not yet been transcribed, but he

would attempt to have it transcribed within the next few

days.

Pittsburgh will maintain contact with Captain
and obtain the transcription of the speech of GREGORY

when available.

Bureau (RM) * REtr 69V>
2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM)
2 - Pittsburgh
RVS/djk:jsk
(8 )

1

0

0 V a

1C MAY 8 1968

a a

V

Bishop

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

V ii§j?£ial

Sent

I Agent in Charge



pr x. 'FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTigtfION

lU.^DEPARTMENT of jusT)
•COMMUNICATION SEMa

mv mm

/FBI SPRNGFLD

£j" ?554PM Dp^RRED 5-8-68 DJK

TO DIRECTOR

FRm SPRINGFIELD (157-775) IP

v

Mr. Tclscru

Mr. DeLoach.
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrad-.
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale.

Mr. Trotter-.

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy_

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM.

SOURCE SHOWN TO BE RELIABLE IN PAST ADVISED GREGORY SPOK

MONMOUTH COLLEGE, MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS, MAY SEVEN LAST, TO AN

AUDIENCE OF SEVEN TO EIGHT HUNDRED, MOSTLY COLLEGE STUDENTS.

GREGORY* S SPEECH WAS WITHOUT INCIDENT. NO ARRESTS OR DISTURBANCES

OCCURREDi SPONSORED BY STUDENT CONVOCATION LECTURE SERIES -

NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT. GREGORY DISCOURAGED VIOLENCE AND ENCOURAGED

ECONOMIC BOYCOTT.

ADMINISTRATIVE;

SOURCE TO be: IDENTIFIED IN AIRTEL TO FOLLOW. DETAILS

FOLLOWING IN LHM. MI, SECRET SERVICE, LOCAL POLICE ADVISED.

END & ACK FOR 2

RECD TWO BGM

FBI WASH DC

%

6 MAY 13 1968
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FD-565 (Bev. 9-27-65)

F B I

Date: 5-8-68

Transmit the following in

Vin AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

tv.

/I

11
Jj

d

iM
S'

To: Director, FBI ATTENTION:
V . m CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: SAC, LSPRXNGEIELp
lf
-(157-775XjENERAL INVEST. DIV.

\ (§j) -DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.
Subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka.

Dick^Sregory
(00: CG)

§
Cs

ft.

vi .

CR EL VRA-65 CRA-64
PA PE PF

BM BM-Threats PH Racial Matters
I I Klan Organization

*

Summary of Complaint:

ReCGairtel dated 1-11-68 with LHM

Enclosed for Bureau are original- and 10 copies of
LHM suitable for dissemination. Also enclosed are 2 copies .

ED-376. Enclosed for Chicago are 2 copies above-mentioned LHM.

% ^^ident.it.v’l former
Source mentioned in LHM is

] presently
lfprotect

attended
CiKiitiUKy ’ s sneecn on o-Y-bts ana lurnisned his notes to SALU 1JLJLO UV - —

on 5-8-68.
fl _ ^

Copies of LHM_^|uJ$aished local Secret Service and OSI,
Chanute AFB, 111.; ll^r MI Group, EvansjiyjiMAYli^.igB&nd NIC,

£
icago, Illinois.
- Bureau (Enc . -JLfit) (RM) 2 - Chicago (Eae-g—2) (RM)< » —

ton- ttapr- 4- - Springfield (2: 157-775) (1: 157-298)
1UJN. UAtb.

CUJ36r19§7£
I I No further action being taken and N

JRR^blw~ (7

fxl LHM enclosed Copy furnished to USAJ^
I l LHM being submitted
I I Report being submitted

I I Preliminary investigation instituted,^,

I I Limited investigation instituted

t

be
blC
b7D

p«
o >>U A

CS

yharge/^

Sent .M Per

(7



o
unjnSd states department of juWice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In-Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2053S

File No.

Director May 8, 1968
United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D< C, 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by "the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. O .Has attempted or threatened bodily harm-to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing ip or planning an imminent visit/to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. gjrBecause of background is .potentially dangerous; or has been identified' as member or

participant .in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U, S.

4. QU. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist Blocs and return.

5. O Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one-or more oLthe.following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Q Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Q has been furnished £3 enclosed Q is not available

n may be available through -

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)
“ U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE '

^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

FUeNo‘ '

. Springfield, Illinois

May 8, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
also known as
.Dick Gregory V

On May 7., 1968, RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY spoke at
Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois, , in conjunction with
the Student Convocation Lecture -Series r 1968. ;

A source, who has furnished' reliable information
in the past, advised that GREGORY

.
spoke in the' college,

gymnasium, and that 700 - 800’ pedpie attended.' Tiie. source
advised' that, there were between^25 — 50 Negroes present
and that there were, few, if any, outsiders present.

^

^Source advised the'r.e was _no. disorder of any type;
and the speech was humorous, but, lacking in depth* The
general text was based on the effect college students can
have on the. economy in their prospective influence as' .

leaders. GREGORY stated students could best demonstrate
against the war in Vietnam, not by carrying signs, but by
economic effects such as (1) stop smoking so taxes will
not go to the, Government; (2) stop, buying clothbs; (3)
stop buying new cars; (4) don’«t buy products of the Dow
Chemical Company;: and (5) stop shaving 1

.GREGORY made no threats and did not. encourage
rioting, but said that July and August is/the riot season.
GREGORY’S statement was not militant as indicated when he
stated that he had planned to be in Chicago for the
National Convention, but now has changed his plans; GREGORY
stated that if the. U. S. would live by the ConstitutionV

fs.
* »

t

COPIES DESTROY isw
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I

ip tf-fa fa3
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

and the Bill of Rights, communism would be defeated,
and that there would be no race problem.

Chief of Police, HAROLD TINDER, Monmouth Police
Department, Monmouth, Illinois, advised there was no
problem in conjunction with GREGORY’S speech, and that he
had his entire Department available in the event of any
problem.

TINDER advised that officers'- were, utilized to
direct traffic and' this was the extent of thelFutiliza-
tion.

lU. S. Secret Service and 113th Military Intelligence
Group, Evanston,- Illinois ,._advised of above information.

This documemt contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned, to your agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF |KV£STH»ATiOX

A. DEPARTMENT of JUSTICE

cwSmunication SECTION

MAY 7 1968

TELETYPE
FBI WASH DC

FBI SPRNGFLD

725PM URGENT 5-7-68 DJK

TO^MRECTOR AND CHICAGO

FROM SPRINGFIELD <157-775) 3PP

ft (so fi7t>6U>ft) ftS

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY j AKA-, -RMr

Mr. Tolson.

Mr. DeLoacl

Mr. mps—

/

Mr
Wir. TAsper.

ivy Sulh^anJ
Mr. Ta
Mr. Triers
Tele. KJbom«
Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy-

ON MAY SEVEN, SIXTYEIGHT,
ra.»

-XJ

ILLINOIS STATE POLICE, DISTRICT ELEVEN, MARYVILLE, ILLINOIS,

FURNISHED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
_ * * - - — -

ON THE MORNING OF MAY SEVEN SIXTYEIGHT, DICK GREGORY;,
5J

"

HUMORIST AND .CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, ^SPOKE^

FOR TWO HOURS AT MC KENDREE COLLEGE, LEBANON, ILLINOIsf* HI S’'**

AUDIENCE OF ABOUT TWO HUNDRED TWENTYFIVE PERSONS WERE LARGELY

COLLEGE STUDENTS WHICH INCLUDED ABOUT TWENTYFIVE NEGROES;. THERE

WERE NO DISTURBANCES AND*‘NO ARRESTS WERE MADE.

GREGORY’S SPEECH CONSISTED OJf
f|

A’ HUMORIST - NON-VIOLENT APPEAL
i UEC-ft DHhn ,

TO, WHITE' PEOPLE TO GRANT EQUAL RIGHTS NEGROES..

GREGgRg INDICATED THAT IF THE WH I TE-/PEJPLE ^0 F TH^S-ObUNTRY=^

WEREHriPifH&SAllESfPpSITJON'AS-THE NEGROES ARE IN NOViBTHBYWBJIIEM

WOULpREjMOl^ jf.Nj Tlj^ SAME WAY THEY DID AGAINST THE BR'TT'IStLJLN ~=J

f'

*

/
b6
b7C

TION, ^ ^ 1

END PAGE ONE jJA\ V

61 UATTO 1968
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PAGE TWO

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR. THE REVOLUTIONARY QUOTATIONS

BEING USED CURRENTLY BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND RAP BROWN WERE NOT

INVENTED BY THEM, BUT ARE QUOTATIONS FRO|i THE HISTORY OF THIS

COUNTRY.

GREGORY INDICATED SYMPATHY FOR THE YOUNG MEN WHO TRIED TO

AVOID FIGHTING IN THE IMMORAL VIET NAM WAR. GREGORY SAID HE HAS

MORE ADMIRATION FOR-CASS IUS CLAY, WHO IS ATTEMPTING TO AVOID

THE WAR BY FIGHTING IN THE U.S. COURTS THAN HE HAS FOR THE

MANY THOUSANDS OF WHITE BOYS WHO ARE AVOIDING THE WAR BY

FLEEING TO CANADA.

GREGORY SAID RE-ENLISTMENTS IN THE U.S. ARMY ARE RUNNING

ABOUT FIVE NEGROES TO ONE WHITE. GREGORY SAID THE WHITES

ARE TEACHING THE BLACKS TO KILL IN VIET NAM AND MANY OF THOSE

BLACKS WHO RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES WILL CONTINUE TO BE .

KILLERS. GREGORY STATED THAT THE WHITE PEOPLE IN THIS

COUNTRY HAVE GENERALLY ATTRIBUTED THE RISE IN CRIME IN THE

UNITED STATES TO NEGROES BUT GREGORY FEELS THAT MORE ATTENTION

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

SHOULD BE DEVOTED TO WIPING OUT THE WHITE ORGANIZED CRIME

SYNDICATES IN THE U.S.

GREGORY INDICATED THAT HE FEELS THAT IF PERSONS EIGHTEEN

YEARS OF A,GE ARE OLD ENOUGH TO FIGHT IN VIET NAM THAT THE

VOTING AGE SHOULD BE LOWERED TO EIGHTEEN. GREGORY STATED HE

IS RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES SO THAT THE

VOTERS WILL HAVE .A CHOICE.. HE SAID THAT BARRY GOLDWATER HAD

LOST THE LAST ELECTION BECAUSE HE TOLD THE TRUTH AND THAT THE

STUDENTS SHOULD NOT BE FOOLED BY BOBBY KENNEDY IN THIS

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN. _ , .

/VTo/evey <?/=- -£//rsVO/S

qS,A, EDI-, EAST ST. LOUIS; MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, EDWARDS-

VILLE, ILLINOIS AND SECRET SERVICE, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI ADVISED

OF FOREGOING.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE SPRINGFIELD AIRTEL MAY TWO SIXTYEIGHT.
snemo
-wm FOLLOWS. BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED BY SEPARATE

COMMUNICATION RE GREGORY’S MAY SIX SIXTYEIGHT APPEARANCE AT

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS. P.

END

Lee

FBI WASH DC
‘

‘

P iMR. TRA1N0R

'ROOM 836 .9&B
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Transmit the following-in

Via AIRTEL

F B I

Pate: 5/2/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

I

.L.

Si

N
$
*

5

Cop;

byjw
E/ >nf|

date

by_4S

Cs

To: Director, FBI ' ATTENTION:
CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: . SAC, SPRINGFIELD (157-775)GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

;
a D0MESTIC intelligence DIV.

Subject: * RICHARD CLAXTONuREGORY , Aka
Dick^regory
RM

izSrssp*

CR DEL, D VRA-65 D CRA-64
PA PE PF

D BM D BM-Threats 1X1 Racial Matters
I I Klan D Organization

Summary of Complaint:

Forwarded herewith arethe original and 10 copies
of a LHM captioned as above setting forth investigation
conducted by SA JOHN TO. LEWISM Also enclosed are2 copies
of an FD-?376;

Copies of the LHM have been disseminated to USA,
EDI, East St. Louis, Illinois; Secret Service, St. Louis,
Missouri; OSI, Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois; MI, Evanston,
Illinois and MS, Chicago, Illinois^ ^ g £

The Bureau will be a^fifeed of any pertinent
developments . » • V ’

...f\7 //'ENteosuiar
^Lj^Bureau (Encs. 13) 3 - Springfield (157-775 ) ^ Q 1968

icTfc
h^a

ffic®
n0lS - 2)

JWLis
<

^i6j
298)a:66 __

0 as s j-.ic-r <J 1 further action being taken and
" * ~ "

iL-v
'
c

LHM- enclosed m Copy furnished to USA East St. Louis
j-j LHM.being submitted _

" action p Report being submitted
1 I Preliminary investigation instituted

//} r~1 Limited investigation instituted wr &

at

b6
b7C

7(rmnm Sent .M Per

'i
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
federal bureau of investigation

o
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 . .

•MAY 2, 1968

In Rcptyf .R!(att: Rcfcr-to

File .Vo. .
^

Director’

United States Secret Service
’

Department of tho Treasury . .

Washington, D. C. 20220 . .

Dear Sir:
’

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to hocovered by the .agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning PresidentHl !l.
tection, and to fall within the category or categories -checked.

'
1 P

1. Has attempted or threatened.bodily harm, to any government official or employee

U S
1

hfo!°
rC,Sn

Pf

'

ro
T°.

nt
.

°ffiCialS rCSiding in °f Planning an ^inent visit to theU. S., because of his official status. • nc

2' °
than°S mlins.

thr°at°''°d '0dreSS “ gricvanco
-aSatast P«bHo official by otho,

3 ’ D
n,°rf?.”

S0 °,f
.

liacl:»raund is potentially dangerous; or. has been identified as member orpart c.par.t in communist,movement; or has been under active investigation as memberof other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4 ‘ D
c'hLt

tl

r
enS °r

-

r
°,
S
^

entS who defect from the U ’ S ’ ^ countries in the Soviet ofChinese Coiumunisfc blocs and return. *

5. jX) Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

(a) Evidence of- emotional instability (including unstable residence and
...

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

ril
!:
xpressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

tc) (^) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements
indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order
and government.

6. Q Individuals involved fn illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making;. ' ....

Strbfa,5,a
h

ble

b

Zugh
niShCd aa "'dasad O is not available

/)

1 - Special Agent in' Charge (Enclosure(s)
U. o. Secret Service

Very truly yours,

nJohn Edg^r Hoover

*
‘ Directs

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures , if any, this transmittal form
fiecomes UNCLASSIFIEDJ



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois
May 2, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka
Dick Gregory

The May 1, 1968, issue of ’'Belleville News Democrat,
a Belleville, Illinois daily newspaper, carried an item
reflecting that DICK GREGORY, comedian and civil rights
activist, will speak at McKendree College, Lebanon,
Illinois, at 9:30 A.M.* on Tuesday, May 7, 1968. GREGORY
will address himself to racial problems in the United States.

“

No violence is anticipated." -
,

i .
*

The foregoing information has been furnished to
the Lebanon, Illinois Police Department; St. Clair County
Sheriff *s Office, United States Attorney, East St. Louis,
Illinois; Secret Service, St. Louis, Missouri, and
Military Intelligence, St. Louis, Missouri.

t

,
„*

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBIv It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

- 1* -

I'-.'CLO^Uxv^i

itVFMSS DlfiSTROiiSli

&MV.20 13/0



0 VIA TELETYPE.

MAY 12 1968^/?W-

enciphered

FBI NEW YORK

WA -01-

12-25 PM URGENT 5-12-58 RDB

TO DI^CTOR (PLAINTEXT)

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK (157-892) IP

SPPECH BY DICK GREGORY AT MELBANK CHAPEL,

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, MAY ELEVEN, NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT,

RM.
'

' BSS,. NYCPD , ^ADVISED INSTANTDETECTIVE

DATE, THAT COMEDIAN DICK GREGORY ARRIVED AT MELBANK

CHAPEL, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, ONE HUNDRED TWENIETH

AND RIVERSIDE DRIVE, NYC, AT NINE FIFTY FIVE PM

WHERE PLAY WAS IN PROGRESS. PLAY WAS STOPPED AND

GREGORY ADDRESSED THE THREE HUNDRED PRESENT,

STATING HE WAS IN SYMPATHY WITH STUDENT STRIKE

AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. NO- ARRESTS OR INCIDENTS

REGJ09END

WA.. RDR

FBI WASH. DC {P*

IETMD It

i
*

9&p

MAY 15 1968
tl*«! f - v— «

t *f

Mr_ 7Y>1 S<yn ir ,
....

Mr. DeLoach™.^
Mr MfthrBI1 .

Mrt ‘Bishop

Mr* Caspar ^ .

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad

Mr. HaIa /
Mr. Rnspn /
TVIr., Sullivan

Mr. TavaI

Mr. Trotter
Tot a. Korun

Miss Holmes—
Misr fJnndy_

v

Z3Z

ooo



F B I

(JK;v. S-22 -64 )

L‘,

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date:

(Type in plaintcxtor code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR/ FBI

PROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-5865) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY, aka.RICHARD CLAXTON
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: CHICAGO)

Re Pittsburgh teletype to Bureau 4/27/68, and New
York teletype to Bureau 4/29/68.

Enclosed for Bureau are 11 copies of LHM regarding
captioned matter, copies being disseminated locally to military
intelligence and Secret Service.

Information, copies being designated for New York
and WFO in view of their interest.

Contact with and Lt. l lhandled by
SA ROBERT M. STEVENSON • Ingulf16s at Lumberton, N. C., ar

r"

contact with Lt . Col . I I handled by SA I I

~L Contact with Secret Service, Charlotte, N. C.,

handled by Sa|
*

1—
—» mTnr Afinn m * V _

(J)- Bureau (Enc. 13^®?®^^* 90 /
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM) \s.tv*"

4
'

.

-

2 - New York (Enc. 2) (RM)

2 - WFO (Enc. 2) (RM)

1 - charlotte 'AGENCY : ACSI
, , psi , SEC. SERV% J

Q. c. * Bishop A ,
DEPT: ISD,CRD,*§g> ipm i

RHC/fkw A) HOWFORiy,: . I

Mftt M DATE FORW ^7 ~ZP *

\z MAY 8 1968

Approved:
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
May 6, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also
known as Dick Gregory
RACIAL MATTERS

On April 29, 1968,
| |

Security
Officer, St. Andrews Presbyterian College, Laurinburg, North
Carolina, . advised, captioned, individual had been invited to
speak at the college by the Christianity and Culture Department
of the college. The speech was scheduled to be from 9 s 00

A. M., to llsOO A. M., April 29, 1968.

According to
|

GREGORY, arrived via
private chartered airplane, arriving at the Lumberton, North
Carolina, Municipal Airport early on April 29, 1968, and

arrived at Laurinburg by automobile.

- t - — - - - -Lieutenant ] l Laurinburg, North Carolina,
Police Department, advised on April 29, 1968, that GREGORY^
appeared at St. Andrews College as scheduled and made a

speech from a portable rostrum set up in front of the library
building on campus. There were approximately 200 people
present, including some Negro students from Laurinburg
Institute, a predominantly private Negro school at Laurinburg,
North Carolina. The speech was made outside and the students
mingled around the speaker.

GREGORY'S speech was hUmorous and consisted of many
jokes. His theme seemed to be to ridicule the white, race and
the white people in* general. He spoke of the Negro race as

* -

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS
OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO
YOUR AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED
OUTSIDE .YOUR AGENCY. .. •

"

ou^s ,3 ,0
9 tiOV

2° ”
(§>'0 ^m-0 ‘t&S’

ENCLOSUliK



RE; RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

being a minority group and he spent considerable time explaining
the reason why the Negro race should be equal to the white race.
He did not encourage violence or riots but advocated that he was
against any type of violence.

GREGORY'S speech commenced at approximately 9:25 A.M.#
and terminated at 11:00 A. M.# April 29# 1968. He departed the
St. Andrews College campus at approximately 12:05 P. M.#
April 29# .1968# for Lumberton# North Carolina.-

9 — *

Lieutenant
|

stated there were no unusual
incidents during GREGORY'S appearance oh the St* Andrews
campus or in the Laurinburg area as a result of his appearance.

Inquiries at the .Lumberton# North Carolina# Municipal
Airport disclosed that GREGORY arrived by a chartered Astec
aircraft bearing Number 5977 Y from Washington# D. C.# at
8:40 A. M.# April 29# 1968# and he departed in the same
aircraft for Washington# D. C.# at 1:15 P. M.# April 29# 1968.

Information concerning GREGORY—s-appearance was
furnished to appropriate state and local authorities#

^ ^

military intelligence and Secret Service agencies.. .

2*
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Transmit the following in - ,

(Type in plaintext or code)

Vin A IRTEL AIR MAIL 1
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(Priority)
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI .(100-440423)

FROM: SAC, SPRINGFIELD^ 157-775) ,-P-

OBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON'GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
Speech on 5/6/68
Charleston, Illinois
RABBLE ROUSER INDEX
RM

i

(00: CHICAGO)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original
and 10 copies of an LHM captioned as above.

FD 376

.

above LHM.

agencies:

Also enclosed for the Bureau are 2 copies of an
j
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UNITED STATES p£PARTi\TENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU. OF INVESTIGATION'

In Reply, Please Refer ,o.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

File No.

Director t- 1968

United States Secret Service.

Department of the Treasury

Washington,/i); C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to^be

•covered by the agreement between the F.BI and'Secret Service concerning Presidential pro,-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has.attemptfed or threatened, bodily harm to.any government official' or employee,
* including foreign.government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of'his’ official' status.

2; Q Has attempted or. .threatened to redress a grievance against any
,
public. official by other

!than legal means.

3,

: .Because of background «is potentially'dangerous; or has been identified as-member or

'participant' in communist movement; or Has been under active investigation as member'

,
of other group/or organization inimical to U. Si

4. U. S. citizenS'Or residents who' defect from the U. 'S. to countries in the Soviet or
- '‘Ohinesd.Communist blocs ,and return..

‘5. rFfSubversives, ultrarightist's, racists and- fascists who meet one or more of the following ,

criteria: -
-

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including- unstable,.fesidence .and;

employment record) or irrational-or suicidal' behavior:

(b) FI-Expressions of strong or violent anti-Ui S. sentiment;

(c) f^fPrior acts (including arrestSvpr convictions); or conduct or ,statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

.and government*.

6. f~1 individuals -involved in illegal bombing.or illegal- bomb-making.. *

t ~
4

Photograph has been furnished ri enclosed rids riot available

may.be available through , -
- _

-

l\

1 - Special Agent in;Charge (Ericlosure(s)

• U: S. Secret-Service >

Enclosure(s) /Upon removal,of' classified encldsures, if arty, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)

,

vvy



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

0 0
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
* * 4

Springfield,’ Illinois

May 7, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ALSO KNOWN AS
DICK GREGORY
SPEECH ON MAY 6, 1968
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

> Security Officer, T$astfixauJLU i

«

University (EIU) t Charleston , Illinoijs . advised on May 7, 1968,
tnat"’6regory spoke on the sutiject of civ i1 rights - black
power, from 8:10 P.M. till 10:00 P.M. on May 6, 1968, to an
audience of about 2200 students and residents of the local
community in the Lantz Gymnasium on the EIU Camp!

Prior to GregoryVs speech} Dr. Quincy vj^Doundna,
President of..EIU . announced to the audience that

^feii^arTanonymous phone call received that evening, concerning,
a bomb in the building. Doundna expressed his disbelief; that
a bomb was planted and stated he was going to stay and hear
the speech. The event continued without further incident. ~

In his speech, Gregory referred to himself as a
"36 year old Uncle Tom Nigger"* In commenting on the war in
Viet Nam, Gregory stated "any black cat wl^o goes to war for
America .got to be crazy to free some foreign people when their
mommy and papa haven*t yet been liberated". He expressed
opposition to the new civil rights legislation stating that
the Civil Rights Bill was "good only for 80% and not until
1970",

b6
b7C

After the speech, Gregory informally spoke to a
small group of students, mostly colored, in the lounge of the
Lantz Gymnasium and left Charleston,, Illinois, about 12:05
A.M. There were no racial demonstrations of any kind.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.
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Transmit the following in

Date: 5/13/68

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority
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DIRECTOR,. FBI (100-¥f0423)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093)FROM:

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY aka
RM

Enclosed for the Bureau! are eleven . ('ll) copies
of an LHM reflecting investigation conducted by the- NYO
regarding, captioned subject. Two (2) .copies of this LHM
are enclosed for Chicago^

Confidential source is

This LHM is. .being classified ,2^fidfntial ll

(Ufee'caus
of information furnished by

, the unauthorized
disclosure of which could have an adverse effedt upon the
national defense interests-.

REC 8

C‘ C. * BfsffopS $>> tA-llQ . a MAY f968

t3-Bureau (Ends. 11) (RM) "" lu - ,a**r

2-Chicago (157-347* (Ends-. 2) (RM)

i-Neyr York
fj

;ba S CoufClsS: TNT/; ITS)
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pecial Agent m Charge



JDECLAS S I F I CATIDH AUTHORITY DERXllO FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DM:LAE SIFICAfXOW I||||im

DATE 11-25-2013

\ *

*In Reply
f
Please Refez to

'File /Vo.,
* **

UNITED $TAT£S' DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF .INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
Nay 13, 1'96.8

JAL IU)

Richard Claxion, Gregory’

On. Nay 9, 1963, a confidential source', who- has
.furnished reliable information, in- the past, advised that, a

’’Salute to Dick Gregory”, negro comedian, will be held at
Fillmore Theatre*, New York pity, 'on Jurie 2, 1968 ./ This
sour6e stated' that he believes' that the purpose of this.

t

program is to raise .money for Gregory,, since it i.s- rumored ,
-

,

that, "Gregory is some ^H-Q, 000^00. in debt.. This SDurce stated „

that the following persons are among the members "of the
committee sponsoring, this prografa:

„ j.» . 1 ~~l of the Village Qabe b6

• Night vGlub;, New.^opk City. ’
- :

b7c

'
1 "

'
,

X

* i -

f v

2. Ossie Dayit, . Hollywood movie star... :

‘ r
*

This document contains. neither recommendations nor conclusions
\ :of the Federal Bureau of investigation CFB!')’.. It, is} the

property of the FBI and is,- loaned to your agency,}, it and its
contents are not to be distributed; outside. your;ag.ehcy.

CQPIES DESTiiOYEli

9 NOV W



Richard, Ciaxton Gregory

3 . Sidney Portier* Hollywood movie
star.

a

4. Sugar Ray Robinson , former professional
boxing champion.
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MAY 1942 COITION

. OSA?rMA<4IC|Jdi

tJNITED

W.rlV ^
S|i»i,u.4

% > <71 ^
STAT^S GO\(_JnMENT 1 C

TP : piRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date: Hay 16 r 1668

FROM^rv SAC, OUAHA (157-3171 (RtJC)

'

subject: RIOilARO CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

-

- 00 1 Chicago -

Re Chicago airtel tp Bureau dated

i

v

ehclpSihg
letterhead neporandUJi pottihs forth subject 's itinerary.

Enclosed herewith tor the Bureau are thirteen copies
•of letterhead memorandum, regarding GREGORY*^ appearance at
tlnivorsity pi Northern Ipwa> Cedar Falls, Iowa , pa 5/3/68.
Two copies pf letterhead GetAoranduta enclosed for Chicago*

For the i^foraatioa pi Chipggp, recordings were pade
Of GREGORY’S coaaents at Cedar Balls,. Iowa, on 5/3/68, attd ate
available for Office of origin, if desired.

/,

l *
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT .OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. Omaha , Nebraska
May .16, 1968

Richard Claxton Gregory

The April 30 ,* 1968, issue of "Northern Iowan,",
student newspaper at the-Uniyersity of Northern Iowa. (UNI)

,

Cedar. Falls, Iowa', .carried an article;* on page five, stating
Dick Gregory is scheduled to speak in the gymnasium on
Friday , 'May 3 , 1968. The article describes Gregory as
"the man most hated by the Ku Klux Sian, " and said he
would be a speaker on the Controversial Speakers Program
of UNI*'

On Hay 6, 1968,
stated he had been with Diett Gregory ftl

Security Office, UNI,
the Controversial

said he would estimateSpeakers Program bit Hay 3, 1968; He
about 4,500 to 5,000 persons, attended Gregory’s talk, and said
no incidents occurred, nor was there any .problem arising from
Gregory’s remarks or presence at UNI. ;

He said a number of Negro residents from Waterloo

,

Iowa, located adjacent to Cedar Falls, Iowa, had attended the
talk in the gymnasium, .which was held from, about 10s00 a if(.

to 12:00 noon, May 3-, 1968. He said that Waterloo Negroes
had invited Gregory to attend, a luncheon and give- a short *

talk, in Waterloo* and tried to make arrangements with Gregory^
for this second-appearance before Gregory arrived in Cedar,
Falls, Iowa. Gregory -reportedly declined to make a second5

appearance 'at Waterloo, unless the group wished to pay him
$1,000.00 for- that appearance' and talk.

b6
b7C

I said Gregory arrived in Cedar Falls, Iowa* * be

by automobile, and id believed, to have been driven from Mankato, b7c

Minnesota, to Iowa/ He left the Cedar Falls - Waterloo area oh
,

*

Hay 3, 1968, in mid-afternoon by Ozark Air' Lines en- route to,

.-Chicago, Illinois, and his home.

I stated that the "Northern Iowafc*thewspaper at
UNI, issue of Hay; 7, 1968, carried- a long article; on. Gregory ’s;

comments on May 3, 1968. He said that the newspaper, article is
an accurato sunmary of Gregory !s comments. duiiihg-his. talk at- *-

UNI.
' ‘

‘ ‘ ’

9 NOV. 20 fefV.

ENCLOSURE
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Eiehard Claxtoa Gregory

Page Two

Attached hefcetd^ar.e psrtinentjja
Iowan" .OHX- student newspaper, issue 6£ Hay
the information on Gregory’s talk;

ges f of "Northern
i, 1968, carrying



I'vIOWAN Staff Writer

J -co than 5,000 persons Friday
a d the inside, corridors and

*.r» a front of the Men’s Gym
where croakers had been set up
to

-
* «

%gr M’omcdian ur4 civil

rkid , i dm Drk Gregory cri-

ticize the new Civil Rights Bill,

LBJ and American white society
in gen n*al.

The > 'or-capacity crowd con-
sist^ d i.rimarily of UNI students
and *< ulty with a number of

P'V. y - from the Watcrloo-Cedar
F\dN community including a
L*r/e-deIegation from Waterloo’s
East High, a predominately
Uryro school.

i rior to Gregory’s
Dr. Edward Thorne, nca-" m the
speech department md ,

member of the c*.ntv ^ *1

Speakers Comr.\ % * t
^

audience that e'

s

atwice «; car-
man Jim Heller .vould be abacut
from the talk *ause he was
being detained by the /vrr«i
Forces Induction Ce"t Ar \u Des
Moines ’‘because he is a member
of the ControVi,rr Sp alters

Committee.” te r -V leor r f;tory).

back home from Vietnam aPer
sending LBJ over th^e with a
barbeque gun!”

In a most serious , mner he
told the audience tiialtftr prt *

educational syr^i -n is “anenau,
whites as well as blacks.” a .

corruption of the system Ikv
gotten to the bteck peer y, hu
now with such things as v
draft law prohibiting
deferments, it 1; gcfctln^ white
students, too, h* sale*

“THE MAJOITw problems con-
fronting Amcr.c^ns today can
only be solved y you, the young
people,” Gregory told students.

Tik'. older gr . .atlon made the
problems art. then passed the

b« to t.-.c *. gev . ration
fonhS>so:^
“Moral pollu^r* is the coun-

*r -v* t problem and youn
i * r d f^r

S' * - *P‘-

C
*'***&*'

» i *

»<,.<? t
! ' • - •«* i

t H.o-. Y d h
strong yo** ex* / 1

- * *
’ rn

student . ta ^ itn

the time. a

HeoOidthe. - m«

"

of A da a
’ ~ l<

^

spending o0 d >1L s, L*
cr Yvi cig ’ .! lr -

*

by fre.i'.tt the ru. , ro» p
(tr • -y memoir, «

• -

DWIGHT aACn^A... jr.-

speech, introduced Gregory as
his "black bti.ui.iful brother" utid

said that a 10-minute conversa-
tion with Gregory would end the
racial strife Li t*Vn country.

The bearded Gregory had just

finished a 47-day fast in protest

of the Vietnam war. In his two-
f

hour talk interspersed with
;

humor to emphasize his joints,
^

Gregory told the audience other

ways in which he protested in-

cluded wearing only work clothes,

in order to stifle the clothing

Industry; not smoking (saying
|

taxes from cigarettes go for
|

buying weapons and bombs); !

refuging to be shaved or get a
j

haircut, thus rattling the barbers
of the country; and refusing to

buy many other American pro-

ducts.

An attache case oir the stage
(

next to Gregory’s chair carried

a sticker proclaiming ”Dick
Ore % try For President” Grc- ”

lgory has announced himself as
j

an i» dependent candidate for the t

pr ,

’ Vncy.

\ s
K

“r
£l±S CZVLl. EIGHTS' BILL is a new form of se-

gregation,” comedian Dick Gregory told an audience
C. AflA o if. „ *

ir T TOLD vvr audicncr a
common qucotior* U had c* e

v' r*ss in hi$ lecturing was “V ' t

oid be the fir.,t it y * "'o

it you were ejected prt.vu« /
He simply said that he ’ otpu
"paint the White House alack*” *

and then “bring the soldiers ed Forces

Y
Induction^uenter' iir —w o.5 ..| ^

—

A * *

u

r
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‘•continued fronvpage 1

IPN
f v<^

?o
S,i to's country so black people
•" ,'j frust the whites.”

Vi.o problems could be solved

“if politicians would ,obey their

oaths of office and uphold the

Constitution," Gregory pointed

out.

Concerning the new Civil

'Rights Bill, he explained that

he felt It was a bit unfair In.ldea,

“The whites get Judged under the

Constitution while blacks have to

be judged under Civil Rights

vgidaJon.”

•*Wc don't v.-nr.t the C.vll Rights

vc wai t civil rights under

the same sheet of paper we pay

our taxes-under the same one

black boys are drafted,” Gregory

said.

“THE CIVIL Rights Bill Is J;pt

a pew form <f :.ceregation. We

c'p’t want u traded segreg. Uc»-

Wc'r* f.'htlng for liberation and

?.n c..,; to icgrcgatlon. Th...o

what we’re going to get.’

Gregory went on to say, “I

self won’t be able- to get a home
excepton some long,complicated
Installment plan?”

Gregory also expressed the

opinion that he felt the anti-riot

legislation In the bill to be "ridi-

culous” since all it accomplishes

is -to prohibit anyone from- talk-

ing about* rlotti ;.

“The way to do It now,” he

said, “Is not to talk about it, but

just go out and do it."

He said the antl-jrlot sections do

r.ot climinate persons who incite

riots but merely push them un-

derground, and Indicated that

hc'-e persons arc much more
dangerous underground.’

“WHITE KIDS HAVE been

going to Fort Lauderdale, tear-

ing- up the town every year for

ten ycars-Better not hy it S'W.V’

>e said, pointing out that the anti-

riot bill now covered such things.

Gregory expre^-ed th*1 fet’lng

that “America is a country prone

to killing." He cited the ^salina-
tion of Martin Luther King asCUVROry W<5liv w* tv yj IVUUtm

think the black cat is .Insane to. -_**an American killed bran Ame
tUA piHil Tfclfrhte « »n/i nr,l*U

go to war,. after the -Civil Rights

Bill was passed I would have to

call the War Department and

say, “Don’t call me ’til 1070 and

then call only 80 percent of me.’”

Gregory refers to similar sti-

pulations In the recently passed

bill.
"7

TOUCHING BRIEFLY on the

area of housing, Gregory asked,

“Why-should a Negro go to Viet-

nam to free the .Vietnamese from

-tyranny and give them a new
home when back home he hlm-

rican,” and told students p: rtt-

cularlly that wi,at happened to

Dr. King affected them more
than it did the older generation.

"You feel the pain,’’ he said.

“Older folks only feel shame."

„ .Gregory criticized the current

government and administration

under Lyndon Johnson severely

throughout.hls speech.

“IF OUR DEMOCRACY is as

good as they tell us it is, why
are wo running all over the world

You'

you

G(

tea

ati

exl

dor
*A90

tOIQU

© Ztrol
FkXi

© FfOrtt

©Foam
o tiytea,

olodui

»s

4

trying to force it down people's

throats with guns? If wo make
it work right, they’ll steal it from

.

us."

Gregory admitted being non-

violent and made a humorous
apology Sox Negro reaction, and
behavior after the assassination

of Dr. King.

“They know .the accepted riot

season Is July to August," he

said.

Gregory also mentioned the

high rc-cnllstmcnt rate In the

Armed Forces arnon" I.-grtes

and deplored the .fact u at t.to

government was- teaching them
to kill.

“YOU BETTER tcacL the

police--they need a lotmor -> tra-. s*
.

Ir:r It Is one thing to deal with a

l^-ycar-'ld throwing fire homes
at a tank and quite another to

deal with r. trained killer who.

comes Ivo’ Vietnam, an

expert sn»ner at SCO 'vxds.

Gregory said that Dr. R g dsd

not die foe’non-violence as mo ..

news media- have said he- did.

"He died for equal justice for

all,” Gregory said. “Non-violence

was only his metho’d."

GREGORY TOLD the audience

that the Negro is “tired of play-

ing games."
~ -^GrimMa thc-streots, which all

thepoliticians say they arc going

to eliminate, actually refers to

the Negro.

“Why not knock out the white

crime syndicate. That would be

an accomplishment!”

The way things are today,

Gregory said, “I would just as

soon live under a dictatorship

with whites and. blacks both to-

gether underground singing

•We Shall* Overcome.”5

“Twenty or thirtyyears ago the

Negro had a hungry stomach

and didn’t want to learn except

how to fill himself. Today he has

a hungry mind and wants, to get

his share of knowledge.”

GREGORY CONCLUDED by

saying that - the, mistake arose

when everyone was so busy
learning how to ma’\ • !«Vi g.

that they forgot to find m- *.>w

to live.— The former ulgUtol
-

;tr~ and

television enter? "nor * y the

fourth person to . •P'* * this,

year’s Controv- -. . '' .speakers

Sr-rhy

CLASSIFIED

Wanted: College Girl to live in

and work for room and board

this summer, three in family,

near Lab. school, 266-7256.
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Richard Claxtoa Gregory

.Page Five

This- document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
'loaned to your agency; it and' its contents are not to* be
distributed outside your agency.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1K2 COITION
csa rrmr (« cm) ioi-ii.*

TO date:

-^> (
-

May 20, 1968

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, SEATTLE (157-511) (P)

subject:
richard CLAXTON GREGORY ... 1/ jjg

00: CG

r * Re Seattle letter and LHM 4/25/68 and Bureau
. letter to Chicago 5/13/68.
r

. Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies and
for the Chicago Office two copies of an LHM containing
information supplementary to that in relet and LHM.
Copies of this LHM are being' disseminated locally to
United States Secret Service by ID-376 and to MIG, NISO,
and OS I by ED-342. ~

.

A '

LEAD

SEATTLE DIVISION
At Olympia , „ Washington

' Will follow, developments with respect to the
sentence pending with respect to subject in Washington
State courts and keep the Bureau and office of origin,
advised in that connection.

f*\ (Enel. 11)
( 2 - Bureau (REG) 1 - Chicago (REG) (Enel. 1)
v“3 - Seattle
KCH/taa

ENCLOSURE

fm dj/w

REC-27 /ao -

/CO?JlctTc

I>AI£ _

® m

HOHS^SEcfT

6mfUN 5 1968U
Buy%.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Blan

3010-JO*
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

May 20, 1968

In Reply, Please Refer to .
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service.

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220-

Dear Sirr

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to.be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category pr-categories-checked..

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including, foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U1 S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by oth^r

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially, dangerous; or has been identified as .member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as. member
of other group or organization inimical1

to,, U-j-S.
' '

4. FI U. S.- citizens or residents who defect frpm the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. fXI Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists wHojneet one or more-of the following .. __ _

criteria:
'

'
,

- - - £

(a) - (3 Evidence-of emotional instability, (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

* (b)_ S3 Expressions of strong er violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) (X] Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

Indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government. « .

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph f~1 has been furnished I I enclosed JQ is not available * ““

Sj may be,available through “Seattle Times11 or ’’Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Very truly yours,

*John, EdgJ(r .I/oover

Director

1 Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure<x) l)
U. S. Secret Service Seattle

Enclosure^) (1) /Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UlsVrED STATES DEPARTMENT OFWFSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington

May 20, 1968

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The information herein supplements that contained
in the memorandum under tjhis caption dated April 25, 1968,
at Seattle.

On May 14, 1968 ,

,

Assistant Thurston
County Prosecutor, Olympia, Washington' advised that
GREGORY’S attorney has filed a petition for a rehearing by
the Washington State Supreme Court of the sentence oiitstand-
ing against subject which the Supreme Court earlier had
affirmed and which was scheduled to begin on May 20, 1968.

] said this action will delay the start- of subject’s

b6
b7C

l'

sentence until action on the new petition is taken by the
Supreme Court. No tentative date for this has as yet been
set . - *

An article titled "Black Power Leaders May Visit
for GREGORY Sit-In,” in the May 10, 1968, issue of "The*
Bremerton SunT^ a daily newspaper of general circulation
published at Bremerton, Washington , quoted JACKVTANNER .

—

identified as subject's attorney, as stating! 1

"Black Power advocates H. RAP BROWN and
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and the Rev. RALPH ABER-
NATHY just may show up in Washington State
in a protest demonstration against the jail-
ing of Negro DICK GREGORY. _ .

"’He knows them all and I wouldn't be
surprised if they weren't included in demon-
strations that are being planned, ' GREGORY'S
lawyer, JACK TANNER of Tacoma, said here
yesterday. '. .

.

"TANNER has petitioned for a rehearing
of the case but did not express much hope
it would be granted.;..

m *

This document contains neither _
recommendations nor conclusions -

of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside
your agency.

COPIES DESTROYED

9 NOV 20 WO

ENCLOSURE
*™v
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"In the meantime demonstrations are planned,
TANNER said, by members of the Peace and Free-
dom movement, of which GREGORY is to be the
presidential candidate this year.

"I understand they have already sent telegrams
around the country urging a boycott of Yfoshington
products, apples and Rainier and Olympia Beer,

>• he said.

"The Peace and Freedom movement is no small thing,
he said.- There are 106,000 registered members in
California alone.

"Delegations are going to come up and help him
serve time, stay with in sympathy, TANNER said. ..

"And knowing how GREGORY'S friends BROY/N,

CARMICHAEL and the Rev. Mr. ABERNATHY operate,
he said, he expects them to sit-in..

"As for the case, it does not make any sense
‘ = - -to-him...GREGORY could be convicted of violation of

fishing laws when"' he' contends -that._any_ fish he
handled, were dead. They were cold storage fish,^"~?
so how could somebody be convicted of catching
a dead fish?’" ~

A characterization of the
Peace and Freedom Party is',
appended;

2
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Transmit, the following, in
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F B I

Date: 5/17/68

flype in plaintext or code.2

airtel c
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (157-386)

SUBJECT EICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY/ akaDick Gregory
RACIAL MATTERS

00: CHICAGO

LHS, concerf^iV "1 & «**•• •»
enclosed for the Chicago Division.

P *S f the LHM are

I

Iha^ource referred to in the LHil is I

^SiSOjf-p/yr
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U^ED STATES DEPARTMENT °oSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to Minneapolis, Minnesota
File No. May 17, 196S

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A source who has furnished reliable information
in the past advised on May 13, 1968 Richard Gregory would
speak at the Student Center, University of North Dakota,
Grand Forks, North Dakota on the night of -May' 13, 196S
at 8:00 p.m.

!

II
OH3
of j ,

\

p. to«!OH .

w
Rr-i

SM £4

This sousce advised on May 14, 1968 that he
attended the talk by Gregory which was attended by an
estimated 1400 to 1500 people, mostly students at the
University of North Dakota. The audience consisted
predominantly of white students. There were no incidents
as a result of the speech. He advised that an account
of the speech in the Grand Forks Herald, a daily news-
paper published at Grand Forks, North Dakota, summed
up the speech by Gregory. Source stated that Gregory
remained in Grand Forks overnight and left via Northwest
Airlines at approximately 7:00 a.m^ May 14, 19-68. It
is noted a Northwest Orient Airlines flight schedule
shows they have a plane leaving Grand Forks, North
Dakota at 7:25 a.m. for Fargo-, North Dakota and Minneapolis
Minnesota. „

'

The article appearing in the Grand Forks Herald
in its issue of May 14, 1968, is as follows:

"Gregory Hits N.D. Politicians

"Negro comedian and civ.il rights worker
Dick Gregory Monday night blasted the actions of some-

North Dakota politicians who have attempted to keep
American Communist Party boss Gus Kali from speaking at
the University of North Dakota.

"Gregory addressed an overflow crowed of 1,400
in the University Center ballroom and almost immediately
became involved in the statewide controversy concerning
Hall and the question of his scheduled speaking engagement.

COPIES DESTROYED

9 WOV 20 1970

ENCLOSURE, -



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"Talks on Freedom

* "Gregory talked about freedom of expression in
the U. S, Constitution.

"’You kids are getting it first hand here,’ he
said. ’You tell those old fools (some state politicians)
that they better do what the Constitution says. Even a
communist can speak, here;’ Gregory said.

" 'Y/hy do we have- to .go around shoving democracy
down people's throats?’

"He talked about the plight of the Indian in
America and the Indian in North Dakota, pointing out

-that the -highest suicide, rate in the nation among
the young occurs on Iridian reservations ; So does the\
highest rate of tuberculosis, he added.

"Given Standing Ovation

JiJLlf^.the .Jndians could upset ' the politicians
as much as Gus Hall did, the indians~would be—in- good.
shape , ’shouted Gregory. A standing ovation followed.

"Gregory estimated that he spends 98 per cent
of his time on college campuses.

"’If we solve the great problems in our
country, ,’ he said ‘we’ll solve them through you. You
must solve problems you didn't even create .. . « they
won't be here when you leave.’

. "Says He's Non-violent

"Gregory called the civil rights bill
just part of the game ’white America' has been
playing with the Negro for 400 years, and 'now we are
going to stop playing this game, ’ he said.



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"He asked the audience why they thought

Negroes should be non-violent*

"« I'm -non-violent, ’ he said,, ’but I’d be

out of my mind to go around preaching it in a country

where Matt Dillon comes into the room every week.

• "Some of his other comments were;
'

*
*

"--•The biggest breakthrough in the civil

rights was in Texas last year. We got our first

colored hurricare - Beulah. ’

i* «The only heart transplant now working is .

a black heart. . .but we don’t want it to work too -

good. The' last thing we want is you white folks

thinkin* we’re going’to be your spare parts. ’- -

"— ’The first thing I woudl do if elected

president would be to bring all theToys home from Vietnam

.and _send LBJ with nothing but his barbecue gun. And

I’d haveEafthaKitt-caTl^himever y morning saying

"We’re working on peace feelers, baby.”-’' "-- ---

-

—— ...

n » jf the problems here are not solved in

three years, America will not stand.

ii— »Yfe don’t want you to do a damn thing but

get out of the way of that United States Constitution.

We don't want integration, we want liberation.'

h— 'Progress is Americans getting killed by

Americans. I’d much rather see American cities go up

in flames than bomb cities around the world . « .maybe

then they'd wake up.’,

«; * \je never draft murderers into going to

Vietnam. You?ve got to be a good Christian to make the.

best killer.

’



o
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"— 'When, we see that the Constitution works right,
that’s the day we can bring our guns home.

'

"—LBJ is the biggest tyrant to walk the face
of the earth since^ Julius Caesar. *

"—’Those black athletes should have qualified
for the Olympic team, gone to ?4exico City and then
dropped the baton,

’

" — 'First you have to create an atmosphere for
Negroes to be able to live and cut all those cats
loose. If you don’t do that, you can take that $80 billion
appropriation and buy the biggest guns you can find
cause you’re going to need them'".

_This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclTfsions of* the It_J;S the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents^are =_
not to be distributed outside your agency.
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'craent directed against the
_ c national convention scheduled to he held in

Chfpage, Illinois, during August, 1968. Gregory has since
oad^public statements that he will not participate in any
moyeSeat against the convention m “

-
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\ Director
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Central Intelligence Agency
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above information And m cOx
has been furbished tfco

Tzll appropriate. Security',
services to rqcoivct any ^jertinent information they ray develop
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NOTE FOR SAC, CHICAGO: b7D
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, .

1

»

*

, ,
Reference is made toyour airtel and letterhead

memorandum. dated 3/1/68 under the Gregory caption . These
communications furnished data that your source oMqi'w - . „ ,

the information concerning th^ abnsm terrad to
|
and that . this same' sournp toa g ‘

I _ J Grogory during
|auq| You should follow the matted] —

Gregory very closely reporting .all pir tmunt 1

uapa
;
an *nfg regard to the Bureau by letterhead- memorandumXK, m

)xic; ;
- V :

-

Reference.fs made to bureau letter dated 3/8/68'
under; the Gregory caption which relates to ‘this matter/

'

?bis communication; is
i

being furnished .to, you for your •

1

information. '
,

'
,

* 1 1 .1

L

,

f

i

*
’S , Jjil* l ,

~3
v* J t

,

NOTE: v
' rj

'

V .

\,i, V/ 11
’ .

Gregory is. included in the . .

* -Mr -* t Agitator J *
Indexed.. He is a nationally known comedian hncf a qivil

r

.

'

rights activist . information has been received from- om*

1 |has* been"
aayisea or tats matter and is attempting to develop/ infnr,.

,

mation concerning It is felt 1

*

hov/ever, that a communionnon anemia oe written to CIA
'

specifically requesting any information concerning this -

matter;, ‘ This communication I i lu ll I ml Tpiml lifTiil I 1 1 ^
inasmuch as its contents may reveal the identity of a
source, of continuing value which"would be detrimental to the
best interests of *1^-%' -- / /./, -

>’ '• *
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 5/14/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (V

/

ASUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTOITGREGORY
RM
00: Chicago

Remytel 5/6/68.

A,
1
- Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of a

{f letterhead memorandum (LHM) re GREGORY. Information copy
*/ is being sent Springfield.

V LHM is being furnished USA, Secret Service, Chicago,
and 113th MI Grop, Evanston, Illinois.

i

Source is Potential Confidential Source « Racial

Activitfes^f GREGORY continue to be followed and
Bureau will be kepcSaavised of pertinent developments.

$ Bureau (Encl^rtl2ySv
SpringfieldHlEncl.^) (Info)

4 - Chicago
1 --J.QQ

ifin
DMF : dj c
«0

(DEMCON)

rec- %i A*?f

Jsssosr; 6 MAY 161368

Copy to

by anting slip for

gfinfo n action;

date-

by

'™lf>
S5

VA/W? ,f

S^Q^gent in Charge
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FlTED STATES DEPARTMENT *JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. QQ 157-347

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On May 10, 1968, a source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, * advised an Agent of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) that Gregory's comments in a May 9, 1968,
speech at Monmouth College in Monmouth, Illinois, concerning
riots in major cities throughout the United States which will
occur on election day in this coming November, tie in with
previous private comments of Gregory in which Gregory has stated
that I I b7D

I Source related that Gregory 6iaiHS-Tffgt

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

9N0V '
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
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Copies of this memorandum are being furnished
the following agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago,. Illinois;

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois;

. Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

- 2 -



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
U. S. DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAY 2 11968 - /
teletype//'

FBI WASH DC

FBI 1 CHICAGO

605PM DEFIED 5-21-68 DLD

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423) AND NEW YORK (157-1093)

FROM/CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

Mr. Tolsoa—
Mr. DeLo&ch.

Mr. Mohr.
Mr. Bishop.—
Mr. Casper—
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrad..

Mr. .Felt, ........

Mr. Gale.

Mr. Rosen——A
f4^Sullivan^- |

r. TaveL
mx. Trotter

Tale. Room .......

Miss 'Holmes —
Kiss Gandy

QJ O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM. OOt CHICAGO.

ks ARTICLE APPEARING IN "CHICAGO SUN TIMES", MAJOR CHICAGO
I

t

! DAILY NEWSPAPER, ON MAY TWENTYONE, INSTANT, REFLECTS DICK

GREGORY TO TRAVEL TO NEW YORK CITY MAY TWENTYONE INSTANT.

PURPOSE OF TRIP IS TO MEET WITH EDITORS OF "TIME" MAGAZINE

AND EXPLAIN HIS PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN.

ADMINISTRATIVE

NEW YORK DIVISION WILL ALERT SOURCES TO GREGORY’S

APPEARANCE AND AFFORD COVERAGE ACCORDING TO OUTSTANDING

! BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS RELATIVE TO MILITANT BLACK NATIONALISTS.

!

EBD H»V
BJP



pBCl^SIFICATiaH AUTHORITY UERI¥ED WE£M:
BI AUTOHHTIC UmZhkSSIWICATim GUIDE
DATE 03-08-2014

^ v rrivm \« vr«/ ivi-i h»

, ^ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

I

T.{^Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)
/

C, CLEVELAND (157-1316) (RUC)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM

00 : Chicago

FROM

date: 5-27-68

m v5L,T,fu

a
i

;; %m •"
» <* ? j i

C: 1.1:75
*

» * ^
,* ^

:

Re Chicago let 1-17-68, Chicago airtel 2-6-68
and Cleveland airtels dated 3-29-68 and 4-2-68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a
letterhead memorandum regarding appearances of captioned
subject at Bowling Green State University, Defiance College,,
University of Toledo and Heidelburg College, Tiffin, Ohio.
Two copies are enclosed for Chicago.

/

As previously indicated all of subject’s appearances
proceeded without incident and nothing of pertinence came
out of his appearances at the above four schools with the
exception of the data contained in Cleveland airtel dated
April 2, 1968, about plans to demonstrate at the Democratic
convention in Chicago which Is also Included in the letter*-
head memorandum.

M
>&! d>- Bureau (Enc. 11)^(RM)

l 2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
:•<*$? 1 - Cleveland
•
;l ** RHB/mld

) CRN.

2) (RM

ned in* letterhead memorandum (A*L b7D

Cv
4 *

Z* *

L ' -v 4*

C-
JJ/ da

\

(5)

/CcfoVf/2>
AGENCY : ACSI ,*#£% OSI , SEC. SERV.

,

DEPI: ISP ,€»{*«
HOW F0RV7

:

DAIE FORW '

ft//a/67
BY: (j

0,

J/1
*"

rr-s loo^y 6 </<£

10 MAY 29 1968
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

• •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

May 27, 1968

1

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The following .article appeared in "The B-G News",
•Bowling Green State University (BGSU), Bowling Green, Ohio,
student newspaper, issue dated January 19, 1908 : «

* Dick Gregory, comedian and military leader, will
speak from 8 to 9 p.su, February 20 in the Grand Ballroom/
His speech during the first half hour will be a comedy re-
flection the racial situation. The second half hour will
be more serious, as Mr. Gregory will speak on advocating
black power.

At Yale University in a speech similar to the one
he plans to give at the University, Mr. Gregory received a
standing ovation.

After appearing at the University of Florida at
Gainsville, a student said, "Dick Gregory was good. I was
expecially impressed with his cordiality towards us."

1

t 1

, At Eastern Michigan University In Ypsilanti, stu-
dents said, "Dick Gregory Is an outstanding performer. The

, speech was both Interesting and informative and was ended
with a standing ovation. Every aspect of his visit was en-
joyable. it was a pleasure to have him visit our campus."

Dick Gregory is a commentator, an author and a
comedian. In addition to being a leader In the Negro fight
for equality , he has appeared on the stage, on television

,*** ®°fclon pictures. He has made national as well as Inter-national tours, and Is presently touring the country visitingcollege campuses.

b6
b7C
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• -RICHARD CLftXTON GREGORY

'

7^253
audience was almost all white and Gregory stayeawith comedy
almost entirely throughout the program and gave very little
serious discussion on black power, although his talk was
previously advertised as being half comedy and half >a serious
discussion on black power. He advised that the program went
quietly with no Incidents.

On February ;23, 1968, Donald Brechler, Chief of A>

Police, Defiance, Ohio, advised-that Richard Claxton Gregory \
spoke before a small almost all-white audience at Defiance

*

/ College on the evening of February 21, 1968. He stated that
^ Gregory made Jokes about the Vietnam the selective

service system and government operations in general, but gave
no serious discussions about black power. Chief Brechler
stated there were no incidents of any nature connected' with
the' visit of Gregory. *

On March 27, 1968,1 I—[University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio, advised that
Kicnara Gregory spoke there before an audience of approximately
3000 persons, mostly students the night of March 26; 1968,
without Incident.

V=- 1,
i

'

-- t

The following article appeared in ”The Times'! Toledo
Ohio daily newspaper on March 27,\ 1968j

1

* i

Negro comedian Dick Gregory, sporting a beard and a
/blue denim work Jacket, urged University of Toledo students,

/ Tuesday night to stop smoking and buying new cars In an effort
to halt the Vietnam war’. - f

«

* F

, ”By doing this you will avoid payment of taxes”
which finance the conflict/ Gregory told a student group.

I * i

i

Gregory, in the 28th day of a 40-day fast to
^protest the war, also said the Government is being embarassed byy students who are protesting inadequate draft laws.

He said the recent lifting of deferments for some
graduate students and other young persons ;was proof -of this.

to the
Cong,

"

You young white kids are so honest and embarassing
county tnat they are fixing to give you all to the Vietne said.



-RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

He added that the fate of the country rests In
the ha$ds of today* s youth.

"Youth can save this country df it hasn't already
gone beyond the point of no return morally,” he concluded.

f
i

On March 27» 1968, a Confidential source who has fur-
nished reliable information in the past advised that several
members of the peace Action Council of Toledo a local group
engaged in opposing the war in Vietnam had planned to hold
a small reception for Gregory following his appearance at the

,

University of Toledo, but their plans failed to materialize
and the reception was never hel<f^g^(U)

n» I

. I uzuo;--a l I

_ _
lOhio . advised that he was

presens on tne night of May W, 1968, at Selberling Gymnasium
on the Heidelburg Campus when Richard C. Gregory, a Negro
comedian was: the principle speaker before approximately 300
students and local' citizens. Also appearing with Gregory
was the Mitchell Negro Trio, a vocal group. Gregory was
introduced by a Negro student from Heidelburg College.

According to I Gregory's appearance
was before an almost al± wni'ce audience, and was without
Incident . There was no serious discussion of Black Power
by the subject, and the subject poked jokes at the CIA and the
Government in general.

^hls document contains neither'''
recommendations nor conclusions of ,

the FBI. It Is the property of the
FBI and Is loaned to your agency
It and Its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 5/22/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

From:

Subject:

a LHM cj

by SA
FD-3767

Director, FBI ATTENTION:
O CIVIL RIGHTS SElxxn.

SAC, SPRINGFIELD (157-775)GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
TV a DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

RICHARD CLAXTOITGREGORY, Aka
Dick Gregory
Speech on May 20, 1968
At Galesburg, Illinois (00: CG)

OCR DEL VRA-65 Q CRA-64
PA O PE O PF

1 l BM O BM-Threats OPacial Matters

O Klan O Organization

Summary of Complaint:

Forwarded herewith are the original and 10 copies of
aptioned as above, setting forth investigation conducted

Also enclosed are 2 copies of an
ancjLosea ior Chicago are 2 copies LHM.

Copies of the LHM have been disseminated to USA, SI}

Springfield, Illinois; Secret Service, Springfield, Illinois;
OSI, Chanute AFB, Illinois; MI, Evanston, Illinois and NIS,
Chicago/ Illinois.

Bureau (100-440423) (Encs. 13) (RM) 2 - Chicago (Encs.2)
4 - SI (157-775) (1:157.-298) J - SS&v), OST,/^(157~347) ,

(1 :66-1967 ) ]JJJ V JfgZlL i] 4jL>-
LMCjsjs

/ACTION: UACB: E° MftY 25 ^
,

/
No further action being^aken ana —

• .. - —
I iiM nn LHM enclosed fX~l Copy furnished to USA Springfield

1 l LHM being submitted . A
Q, Report being submitted JU ^

l l Preliminary* investigation instituted ^

I I Limited investigation instituted ' (I

iQioved: L.

6jurZ3 in CharS
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united states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

May 22, 1968

Dear Sir:

The information jfurnislied herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential ‘pro*

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. O Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
including foreign government officials residing in or. planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. O Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. O Because of background is potentially dangerous; Or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. Q U- S. citizens or residents who defect from the'U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. IS Subversives, .ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following
criteria:

(a) Q Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) orvirrational or suicidal- behavior:

(b) 'O Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) ^3 Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements
indicating. a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6- Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Q has been furnished Q enclosed Q is not available
'P may be available through

Very truly yours.

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures , if any, this transmittal form
^ n I II I !.!> f Tver irrrlrar. i ,,
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois
May 22, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
Also .Known As
Dick Gregory
Speech on May 20, ,1968
At Galesburg, Illinois

On Mav 22
,
1968, Detective

|

Police Department, stated tnat DICK
UKEGUKY ,

COMeaian ahd civil rights leader, made a speech
on Monday evening. May 20, 1968, at Knox College, in
Galesburg, Illinois*

According to Detective
j

been invited to make the speech fey th©
GREGORY had
ox Student

Senate and he appeared in the Fine Arts Center. Knox
College Campus, Galesburg, Illinois. estimated
the attendance to be between 800 and 1UUU people.

The speech was concerned with ending discrimination
in this country and also in ending the war in Viet Nam.
He also commented on racial discrimination on the Indian
reservations and GREGORY stated that he had demonstrated
for the rights of young Indians.

GREGORY told the students that they had more
power and influence than they are aware of. He advocated
more student participation in anti-war demonstrations around
the country.

stated this speech was low key and GREGORY
any violence or extreme militant activity.

b6
b7C

/0
*

EHKSSUR5

did not advocate



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Istated there were no fights or demonstrations
or violence of any kind in Galesburg, Illinois, as. a result
of the speech given by GREGORY.

Secret Service, Springfield, Illinois; United
States Attorney, Springfield, Illinois; and Military
Intelligence, Rock Island, Illinois, were advised
of the above information:

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.

- 2* -



DECLASS IFIC&TICnf AUTHORITY BERIWEB FROM:
FBI AUTCMATIC DECLAS SIFICATION OTIDK H>*-w-oa

DATE 03-10-2014

UNITED STATES GQ^RNMENT

Memorandum
4

f
' ' JlftJ

TO <1 Director, FBI (100-440423)

'vX
FROM

|
Legat, London

X>CUU)_
(157-99^XTrUC)

|

(*'

subject:
o

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY rvr’T'l

pAiA.

©ate: 5/28/68

RACIAL MATTER

te 1R70RWATI0S .COfcTAJ*^

herein :xs utfckASSifWB

EXCEPI WHERE SHOVQI

0T«gWlSS

JRe New YorR City airtel 2/2/68, Bureau letter
3/8/68 to Legat, London and Bulet 5/17/68 to CIA.

"

7

</*

(U)

b7D

top* (U)

(U)
:

>n- -
1

*£ .

-ih •
*

* *
. M

)

- .‘sfr
*

E *

^
N; —

1

ctwMk'SUtULS'B
Above submitted for Information. ^

3 * Bureau
1 - Liaison/ (direct)
1 -Q.ondo
ACM:vw
(5)

' '

K

Dec'assii'y on:

. v 3°
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V V 1

I i

A
! /!

‘

/ / TMLxjjP
'WijWS*

JH
REVERSE

sIde for
Payroll Savings P/4«ciiASSIFICAlI0N
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5/21/M

Azam
-.3

TO • DIMKTTt*, FBI (100-448000)
f

^ nm 2 84C t CHICAGO <157-2200) <157-347) <P)

aobjkct. 1 cwwmifnmiidiuicit prqgkam
buck matiquaubt - »nim
Bcuii ufnauoBin

XICBAJtD CUSTOM gUQdT
KM

Be Anwitt letter to Chicago datod 4/33/641 instructing
Chicago to dor*lop counterintelligence ssasures to neutralise ,

QUBORT noting ha has traveled all oyer tha country preaching
black nationalist oxtrosiest, hatred and violence.

Conesmlng QBBBff it say be note that as article
appeared la tbs Tuesday, 5/31/M edition of the ’Chicago flUn-Tiaes”
newspaper of geaeral circulation la Chicago, ia *K*p'c Celuaa"
(IKY XKPCXKBT, Chicago aswspspsr eolaeaiet and W goreoaallty),
which states "Dick Gregory calls a temporary holt to his write-in
eanpalgn for President neat week when he reports to the state of
Washington to sorvo that KHay eoatoaso for civil disobedience"*

£: •

T

Zt is also sated that the 8/14/*® edition of the ’Chicago
Daily Bess**, also a daily newspaper of general circulation,
reportsd tbs Illinois Appellate Court uphold a 1888 eonvistion
of eonadiaa GBBQORY on charges of battoiy and resisting a police
officer during a 1988 civil rights dosonstratloa. GXSCKXRT ia
his appeal charged ho was denied a fair trial baeauss of a
”ay»teuntie osClusioa of Kagross from the iury"* The Appellate
Court la ruling oa hie appeel, eald QIKKKr failed to prows the
charges.

aXBGKJMT had haoa flead *806 for each of 8 counts of
battery and *500 on each of 9 sonata of resisting arrest and wag
ordered to servo 5 snaths ia tha County &i\+ f0O-r &4 f4 &

^"f?rS«2SL— 4 » js,iur*ift»
1/- 100-440483

8 - Seattle <BM)
3 * Chicago
DWjsas

$!lUifo-1968

(dick amomr)
a

rr~‘ hp, ^ (

^

'
c

<f eeww*



CG 157-220*
CG 157-347

A7 ttiTIU. Y48H1JC7QK. HU aocortain if GXBGKKY
aanoadar* kimmmU to AmWikwi rolowod if 20 day

aoatoneo and lnadlAtcly adriao tho tetw aad Chicago of sm»«
If maor eoaflaod, arraago to Im adyiaod of hl» xoloaao advicing

tho Botmu and Chicago.

cbkaqo
If CHXC4GO. 2LUXGE8. *111 coatiaoo to follow proeoodlaga

agalaat &mm rdlhtivd idaSofo local ehargoa la Chicago
aad hoop tho Samoa adrlood of dovolopwata.

la tho
will ho

Chicago lo exploring poaaiblo
extroaiat black aatioaallct mam
rogaootod prior to laatltiitiBg

to diacmdlt CJQKrCKT
—

g

ooa authority
eoitatorlatolllgoaco

Chicago la alao exploring poaaiblo coaatorlatolllgoaco
activity agalaat GBBGflKF relative to hia meant maorka attaeklag
organised erlao aad hoodl.mai coaaaetod with anno*

- 2 -
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OPTIONAL rOKM NO. SO

MAY SMI EDITION
6$A NWr <41 C«0 101-1

M

UNITED STATES GM^RNMENT

Memorandum

Wf'
FROM

subject;

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

S "f

SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTOlAREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(AGITATOR INDEX)

‘

RM

(00: CHICAGO'

date:* 5/28/68

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau dated 1/11/68.

Enclosed herewith for, the Bureau are six (6) copies
of an LIM and, for Chicago two (2) copies of an XHMl concerning
subject*s speech at State University College at Cortland, 1 Cort-
land, New York, on 5/8/68, sponsored by .the House of Delegates,
student governing body at that college.

>

fy- Bureau (Encs. 6) (RH)
V2 - Chicago (157-347)’ (En

1 - Albany n g^(J

ST1

l co Mi

2) (RM)

LtJM



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

% f.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Albany, New York

Hay 28, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On May 9, 1968 J ^
State University College at Cortland, Cortland, New York, advised
that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY fulfilled his speaking engagement
at the State University College at Cortland on the evening of
May 8, 1968, at the health and physical education building.
GREGORY was sponsored by the House of Delegates, student govern-
ing body at the State University College at Cortland and was
introduced by|

House of Delegates. He stated that there were approximately
500 to 600 students and a few faculty members at the meeting.
He stated further that the meeting was orderly and was not
marred by any incidents.

On May 13, 1968, Bureau
of Criminal Investigation (BCI), New York State Police, Homer,
New York, advised that he was in. att-anfl.ance at the speech
given by GREGORY on May 8, 1968.
information:

bcurnished the following

GREGORY quoted passages from history books and the
Bible to justify the actions of his black brothers today. He
was not recruiting and his remarks, though shaded with bitter-
ness, were not inflammatory. , GREGORY severely critidaed

President JOHNSON and indicated that the United States was
without a leader at this time. GREGORY attempted to get the
message across to the students that there is a problem and al-
though they did not create the problem, they will have to be the
ones to solve it. GREGORY also commented that we never draft
murderers to go over and kill the Viet Cong, but rather we
take good Christians and train them to become the best murderers
in the world, killing people they have never met.

ENCLOSURE

/ a-o - y</9V^ 3-

b6
b7C



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

J
advised that GREGORY was well received by an
to 600 predominately white college students and

some faculty from State University College at Cortland* He said
that this meeting was very orderly and that there were no inci-
dents of any kind.

This document contains neither recom-
mendations nor conclusions of the FBI.
It is the property of the FBI. It is

loaned to your agency; it and Its con-
tents as not to be distributed outside
your agency.

b6
b7C



.5 OPTIONAL FORM MO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
* ,,0SA FFM« <« CF«) 101*1 1.« c ^\

...UNITED STATES GMSRNMENT

-Memorandum
Jo :• DIRECTOR, FBI

FROli CLEVELAND (157-1316) (RUC)

o
subject//RIchaRD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka.

RACIAL MATTERS

(00: CHICAGO)

\
/

date: May 27, 1968

Enclosed for the Bureau are two copies of a newspaper article
appearing in the May 10, 1968, issue of "The Kilikilik,

"

Heidelberg College Campus Newspaper, published at Tiffin,
Ohio, where subject made a recent appearance. Two, copies
are also being enclosed for Chicago.

L





FBI

po-ie (r*v. $..«-«<)

# #

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 5/29/68

(Typt in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) UJC%r
TFROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2722) RUC

O
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

Dick Gregory
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

Re Chicago letter to Bureau dated 1/17/68. \ /

Enclosed herewith for the Bilreau are 11 copies of
an LHM suitable for dissemination. Two copies of this LHM
are being forwarded to Chicago. Copies of this LHM being
disseminated locally to 109th MI GP (4), NISO, OSI, Secret
Service and USA, Baltimore. (

LHM is being classified confidential Inasmuch as

disclosure of information contained therein could lead to the

identification of the source and thereby impair future
effectiveness and in turn be detrimental to the national
defense.

| l an established contact Who did not
personally attend DICK GREGORYS appearance at MSC, obtained
this information from his own source at MSC.

Bureau (Enc. ^(REGISTERED MAIL)
2- Chicago (Enc. 2) (REGISTERED MAIL)(1 - DICK GREGORY)
1 - Baltimore efi

?gv>
tlc J-M-sj; SS&-4 esT

t gEC, 97. 1

i Copy^To. . 3Q1A, 'ZE&LLLs.r\ 1 I
7>.J uj TT"*

wm l m~
„ /

jl £>y man

/
A#!* !U$W'0* Approved

by mating ;slip for

0^info Q action/

* I I

I, *H ik’H 'A

i 1 aW

as* JUH

,M Per

Special Agent ‘.in Charge



DECLfeSSIFICmTlOH -MJTWMIfY, IIEHI¥E-D FROM:
;

FBI BWMBic DECLAS SIFICATION
DATE 03- Q 8-2014

fU&T

//» Reply* Please Refer to

Pile JSo.

- •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

.1. £3 Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.7
i

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by oth^r

than legal means.

3. CD Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. QU.S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. $. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5- Qfi Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

Criteria:

(a) Q Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irratipnal or suicidal behavior:

<b) Q Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) (X] Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct' or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph CD has been furnished Q enclosed CD Is not available

Q may be available through -- ---- - - -
.

- ... .. ..

Very truly yours.

-Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service, Baltimore (REGISTERED MAIL)

Enclosure(s) <Upon removal of alassifie^fidosures, if any, this transmittal form
bvxtfnes UNCLASSIFIED .)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

* ^r000
^* * m t

m
5 £ -*

.

UNITED states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Baltimore, Maryland

May 29, 1968

i

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Also Known As

A source advised on May 27, 1968 that RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY appeared at a regularly scheduled
student assembly prograp^eld at Murphy Auditorium,“—o- Baltimore, Maryland on
‘‘“ji 'xY«f^uiomal Arts CounciS^as tHe
sponsoring organ/WETtion and about 700 students were in
attendance.

GREGORY Is a Negro comedian-entertainer and
civil rights activist who has been arrested on numerous
occasions relative to his civil rights activities.

The source advised that GREGORY was the main
speaker at the regularly scheduled assembly program.
GREGORYS speech was along his usual pattern, giving
emphasis on white racism in America. He did not talk on
any one subject but used profanity throughout the program.
After the regularly scheduled assembly, a smaller group
of about 50 to 75 students assembled in the Student Union
Building where GREGORY answered questions. GREGORY left
the MSC Campus about 5*30 P.M. No incidents were resorted.

1*

GROUP 1

Excluded automatic

.dowRjrradin* and
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED 'STATES DEPARTMENT OE JUSTICE
‘

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Baltimore, Maryland

May 29, 1958

Title BICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
Also Known As

Character

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above

.

All sources (except any listed below) whose Identities
are concealed in referenced coasaunication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

i

lultVBl'lnl
tecommendouons nor conclusions of the fBf. It is the ptOperty

your o£nc y .

^ * 1 ^ 0 you ' It* contents otro *ot to be distributed outside



if o^Tii^Ai. fcwm no. 10

MAYf»«EWTJO^
«$A F/MA <« CFR) I0t-1L»

UNITED STATES C^ERNMENT

Memorcmdum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

V- %.

date: June 10, 1968

SEATTLE (157-511) (P)

&
subject:'' RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

RM
00: CHICAGO

Re Seattle teletype to Bureau, 6/7/63.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies and
for Chicago tvo (2) copies of an LHM covering subject’s surrender
to Washington State authorities at Olympia, Washington, on
June 7, 1968.

* Copies of this LHM are being made available locally
to United States Secret Service by FD-376, and to MIG, NISO,
OSI, and the USA, Seattle, by FD-342. Local MIG was orally
advised of the information in the LHM on June 7, 1968.

LEAD

SEATTLE DIVISION
At Olympia, Washington

Will follow any developments in this matter and keep V,.
Bureau and Chicago Offic^)^jg|sed.

©- Bureau (Enc. 1$^®2G)
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (157-347) (REG)
2 — Seattle
KCH: bgv
(6)

<j0&

Cfl
tr

(os

t
A

h V

_ (/(/o */^
KEC 29 1

0 S5(&bM,

tTin trs-r t
*

1

3* JUM 12 1363

m

Cop:

by rojjting slip for

GET*™0 .Q a/io

date

f

Jy J/.jV Savings Bonds Regularly on ths Fayroll Savings Flan
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

Fi/eAo. SE 157-511
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D, Q. 20220

Dear Sir:

WASHINGTON, P.C. 20535

June 10, 1968

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked:

1. CD Haft attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by oth*>r

than legal means.

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization 1 inimical to U. S.

4. Q U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. |X] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) JXJ Evidence oft emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) IX] Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) 12£) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or Statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph £X| has been furnished Q enclosed Q is not available

HI may be available through . . . . .

Very truly yours,

w.
John Edg«,I/oover

Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) (1)
U. S. Secret Service, Seattle (REG) .

Enclosure(s) (1) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply* Please Refer to

File No. SE 157-511

DOTTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
r

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington

June TO, 1968

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The information herein supplements that in the mem-
orandum under this caption dated at Seattle May 20, 1968.

On June 7,' 1968,
Olympia, Washington, advised subject had that

date, 1T5 about 2:00 p.m. ,
surrendered himself to author-

ities to start serving the sentence previously imposed upon
him by the State of Washington for violation of State fishing
laws. After a short "press conference*" which subject was
permitted to hold on the steps of the Court House at Olympia
and in the course of which he reiterated statements he has
made in the' past that he will spend his sentence fasting,
ho was "booked" into Thurston County Jail at 2:15 p .m. Sub-
ject was accompanied by and|

|

| said the motion lor a wasnmgton supreme uourt rehear-
xng oi subject's case, which had been entered by his attorney,
has been withdrawn. It is estimated subject will have to
serve at least 75 days of his 90-day sentence unless the
Governor intervenes.

At booking, according to Thurston County
Jailer, subject had on his person V*8U lft Traveler's Checks
and $305.44 in cash. He also had with him six plastic gallon
jugs filled with what was said to be distilled water and was
permitted to take one of these to his cell with him.

Upon GREGORY’S arrival in Olympia from Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport, there was only a scattering of
people at the Court House, mostly individuals from the press,
radio, and TV. .There were no incidents, disturbances, or
demonstrations of any kind.

This document contains neither >

recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside
yojjru agency. si

CURIES DESTROYED

*N0V 20 1970

/Ob''



Domestic Intelligence Division

informative note

Pate .Tune 8j 1968'

Attached reports Richard Gregory
surrendered to Olympia, Washington
authorities 6/7/68. to start serving
sentence for violation of state law
concerning fishing. This- violation
occurred as a protest to state
regulations of Indian fishing practices.

j

; i

Prior to departure from Chicago, he
held news conference and criticized
Federal Government for denying him
Secret Service protection.

Copy of attached furnished
Inter-Division Information Unit of
Department and Attorney General.



IN OLYMPIA AT APPROXIMATELY TWO P. M. ON JUNE SEVEN INSTANT TO START

SERVING THE SENTENCE AGAINST HIM IN THE STATE OF WASHINGTON.
f

HE WAS ACTUALLY BOOKED INTO THE THURSTON COUNTY JAIL AT TWO FIFTEEN

P. M. AND WAS THEREAFTER PLACED IN THAT JAIL WHERE IT IS EXPECTED H

WILL SERVE HIS TIME. SAID IT IS ESTIMATED HE WILL SERVE ATj

LEAST SEVENTY FIVE DAYS UNLESS THE GOVERNOR INTERVENES.'

AT BOOKING, GREGORY HAD ON HIS PERSON FOUR HUNDRED EIGHTY

DOLLARS IN TRAVELERS CHECKS AND THREE HUNDRED FIVE DOLLARS IN CASH

AND HAD WITH HIM SIX ONE GALLON PLASTIC JU3S FILLED WITH WHAT IS

SAID TO BE DISTILLED WATER. HE WAS PERMITTED TO TAKE ONE OF THESE

JUGS INTO THE JAIL WITH HIM. 440 3
recU — r'

'

J
END PAGE ONE

703UM1
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PAGE TWO

FILED HAD BEEN WITHDRAWN.

UPON ARRIVAL IN OLYMPIA FROM SEATTLE- TACOMA INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT, SUBJECT HELD A "PRESS CONFERENCE* ON THE STEPS OF THE

COURT HOUSE AND THERE WAS ONLY A SCATTERING OF PEOPLE PRESENT AT

THIS TIME, MOSTLY INDIVIDUALS FROM THE NEWS MEDIA. THERE WERE

NOT AND THERE HAS NOT BEEN ANY DISTURBANCES OR DEMONSTRATIONS OF

ANY KING IN OLYMPIA WITH REGARD TO THIS MATTER » '

m e#) o
LOCAL me ADVISED. LHIT BEING SUBMITTED. DEVELOPMENTS WILL

BE FOLLOWED AND BUREAU AND CHICAGO KEPT ADVISED.

END

WPK

FBI WASH DC

1fcSSs

b6
b7C



V

FBI WASH DC*

FBI CHICAGO.

feHLfectBu. bureau of investigation

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUN7 1968

iTEtErrypE^/-

536PM Gr7-68 DEFERRED TAB

TO: JfiRECTOR ( 100-440423 )SEATTLE ,
WFOCVIA BUREAU)

FROM* CHICAGO Cl 57-347) <P)

[
Mr. Tcljoa -

M r, DsLoaefr
Mr.

M t Bishop,
Ml. _

M V _ B

M i% Conrad _ _ _

MT. JV1 1 _
Mr, G.xte^

Mr, RpMn
tulKyan. _

Ur. Tarcl^
Mr, Xrofctor ^.

Xete, —
Mi33 iloirr^t - .

Mim G&r;dv.— :

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY} RM 00: CHICAGO. { /I

|
SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT DICK GREGORY DEPARTED \

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, INSTANT EN ROUTE TO SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
t

TO BEGIN SERVING NINETY DAY JAIL SENTENCE* PRIOR TO

DEPARTURE GREGORY HELD NEWS CONFERENCE AT O'HARE AIRPORT,

CHICAGO, WHERE HE CRITICIZED FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FOR DENYING

HIM SECRET SERVICE PROTECTION AFFORDED TO OTHER PRESIDENTIAL

CANDIDATES FOLLOWING ASSASSINATION OF ROBERT F* KENNEDY.

GREGORY REFERRED TO THIS AS "RACIAL INSULT*. REFERRING TO

HIS SEATTLE JAIL SENTENCE, GREGORY STATED HIS NINETY DAYS

IN JAIL "WILL DIRECT WORLD WIDE ATTENTION ON PLIGHT OF

INDIANS TO WHOM THIS NATION ONCE BELONGED*. GREGORY STATED

HE WILL FAST WHILE IN JAIL DRINKING ONLY WATER*

SOURCE FURTHER ADVISED GREGORY

ADMIN) {AT I ON: f? r* inm
^ 'REMYAIRTEL MAY, TWENTY ONE LAST CAPTIONED

END ft

topJ mo -Me 3 - 2o?
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PAGE TWO

"RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY; RM*. SOURCE REFERRED TO ABOVE IS

SEATTLE, AT SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, WILL FOLLOW LEAD

SET FORTH IN RE AIRTEL.

MILITARY, SECRET SERVICE ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS WITH COPY TO USA.

END

SVW

FBI WASH DC*
.
**

ORlG: Mji



FI*397 ( 7)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

#.united states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois

June 11, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
also known as
Dick Gregory

Speech at Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois

May 6, 1968

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, provided a tape recording of
captioned speech* The following excerpts and summary are
set forth after a review of this tape by a Special Agent
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation:

The first 20 - 25 minutes of GREGORY'S speech
was purely humorous in nature and dealt only with joke
telling and the like.

As the speech progressed, GREGORY stated that he
likes the anti-riot portion of the new Civil Rights Bill
because "all you radical whites and militant blacks are
going to have to keep your damn mouths shut now and just
go on and do what you have to do, because if you talk about
it any more you can get busted under that new anti-riot
section* I'm damn sick and tired of hearing you all talk
about it anyway, just go on and do it." (applause) GREGORY
said this type legislation would "force people under ground."
He went on, "everytime a nigger rises up and says what he's
going to do, the FBI can tap his phone." GREGORY further
stated this portion of the new Civil Rights Bill is un-
constitutional but he hopes no one will attack it.

9 NOV 20 1979
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

GREGORY vent on to say America is beading for a
dictatorship, stating that the possibility exists that the
November, 1968, elections will be thrown out because of
riots in major cities. This he said would lead to a
military take-over. He stated further, "I wouldn't
mind living under dictatorship. I'd love it, because
then me and the white folks would all be going under-
ground singing 'We Shall Overcome' and 'What We Going
To Do With All Them Soldiers.'" GREGORY made the state-
ment, "I am non-violent"and said that America is sending
black boys into the Army to learn how to be killers and
some day "they'll come back to the United States and
we'll regret it." GREGORY went on to say America is
more concerned with "black crime in the streets" than
it is with the crime syndicate. He said further that
when Washington, D. C. tells Saigon to clean up its
corruption, Saigon should say, "When you clean up
Chicago, we'll clean up Saigon."

GREGORY described President Lyndon B. Johnson
as "probably the slickist tyrant that has walked the face
of this earth since Julius Caesar." He said, "Had Bobby
Baker been working for Adam Clayton Powell instead of L.B.J.
they'd both (Powell and Baker) be in jail tonight."

GREGORY went on to cover such topics as the 1968
Summer Olympics, American history, white Christianity,
lowering the voting age, education, income taxes and dis-
crimination in housing. Pertaining to the housing issue
he said, "I was 10 years old then and had a German kill
my Daddy in *42. I am 36 years old tonight, Baby. How
would you talk, if that same German that killed your Daddy
in 1942 can come to your Daddy's country and live in a
neighborhood you couldn't live in. Baby, we'll burn this
damn country down to the ground house by house and brick
by brick." (applause)

GREGORY further stated , "The biggest threat to
communism is for a democratic society to make our constitution
work right Baby, that's all. You don't need no tanks to wipe
out communism."

-2



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

GREGORY vent on to talk about what changes the
younger generation could make in American society and
advocated, among other things, economic boycotts.
Specifically, he advised, "Please understand your power;
and for you new young voters with this new political year
coming up please don*t get caught in the same trick we
(GREGORY'S generation) got caught in." He continued,
"We need statesmen with guts, not politicians with money."
Referring again to the younger generation, he said, "You
will solve the problems in the next three years, or the
problems will solve you."

Concerning the problems that face the country
today, GREGORY asked, "Can America, for a few minutes,
quit playing games with us?" Also in his position as
a presidential candidate for the Peace and Freedom Party,
GREGORY listed his priorities as to what he would do if
elected and the first would be to "Paint the White House
black," and secondly, "Bring all the boys home from
Vietnam and send L.B.J. with nothing but a barbecue gun."
Further, concerning the war, GREGORY stated, "Any black
cat that goes to war for America has got to be insane."
He asserted that, "It would be a cold day in Hell before
white Americans would go to Vietnam and fight, only to
come home and live under the Civil Rights Bill." He
also stated that the Declaration of Independence should
contain a statement, "For Whites Only."

He continued by saying, "I think I see progress
myself.' Dr. Martin Luther king got killed in America by an
American, I'd rather see America*' tear up America-vthan tear
up a foreign country. I see progress because maybe this
will wake us up."

GREGORY'S speech concluded with a few words
concerning the books he has authored.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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date:
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Memorandum
(¥X ‘ DIJJZfcTOR, FBI (100-440423)

7 A* W
pAC, SEATTLE (157-511) (P)

* O
subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

RACIAL HATTER
00: CHICAGO

Re Seattle tel, 6/20/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies
and for Chicago two (2) copies of an LHM suitable for
dissemination regarding captioned subject.

Copies are being disseminated locally to U.S.
Secret Service by FD-376 and to 115th MIG, NISO, 0SI,
and USA, Seattle by FD-342.

The LHM is being classified confidential since
information furnished in the LHM from SE T-l who is

I could, if disclosed, reasonably result in the
| identification of a confidential informant of continuing
/value and thereby compromise future effectiveness thereof
I to the detriment of the national securityyfo^f pj)

The CP members mentioned ift the LHM are all SI
subjects of the Seattle Division. / o.»DI Pi?
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At Olympia, Washington
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

1,UNI^PD STATES DEPARTMENT OF jtWlCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

June 21, 1968

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C, 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an. individual who is believedto be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Q Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted ‘or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than. legal means.

-3. Because of background is potentially- dangeroiis; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4 . a u. s. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. ^ Subversives, ultrarightists. racists and fascists who meet one or more .of the following

criteria:

(a) fQJ Evidence of emotionalinstability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal-behavior:

•(b) JQJ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Prior acts (including.arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating,a propensity for violenceiand antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph X23 has been furnished Q enclosed Q *8 not available

O may be available through - - - - .... . . . - .

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) ^
U. S. Secret Service

y Seattle (REG)

Very truly yours.

Enclosure(sl (REG)
*#<

(Upon removed .of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIEDJ
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

STATES DEPARTMENT OF^STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington
June 21, 1968

RE:- RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The information herein supplements that -in the
memorandum under this caption dated at Seattle, Washington,
on June 10, 1968.

On June 20, 1968,,
to Washington Sta-te governor DANIEL EVANS,

A. Y > A ^ A A A Ah . - -
7aavisec that on June 19, 1968, Governor EVANS had turned

down a plea of RICHARD GREGORY for a pardon from his 90
day sentence being served by GREGORY in the Thurston County
Jail at Olympia, Washington. also advised that a
small number of Indians, not over 25, began a vigil on
June 20, 1968, across the street from the County Court House
on the State Capitol grounds in Olympia in Drotest’ of
GREGORY'S conviction.

, . .
0n JunG 20

> 1968 > T-l, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that the Indians -

at the above described vigil at Olympia had been joined by
ci number of Communist Party (CP) members from both Tacoma
and Olympia, Washington, and that the CP was Planning on
creating another Resurrection City on the State Caoitol •

grounds. The CP members nontionpH
SE T-l axel

as UJL uuy uaie two rent'd had
the County Court House at Olympia.

5L t-jl further advised that
been ’erected across from

(U)
•— x

_
9nJune 20, 1968, FRED DERICK, Chief of Police,

wlympia, advised that there had been no disturbances or
violence in connection with the^ above described vigil
at Olympia. ...det/g

CUSS

.
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V*

{ t

DpS 0*’

5

pi
This document contains neither
•recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency;- it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside
your agency.

CO
Group F

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification
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w *S5m STATES DEPARTMENT 0

f
/» Reply* Please Refer to

Bureau 100-440423
“j Chicago 157-347

VAL BUREAU OF INVEStW«._
June 6, 1968
Chicago, Illinois

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

REFERENCE: Memo dated May 14, 1968

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment
address. A recent change has been determined and is being Set forth below (change
only specified):

Residence: Apt. 1030, 1451 East 55th Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Employment:
* ^

/CCOx S^/

,CO<^^
I •*!!?o?SnoT"f!ECORDED

1S JUN 7 1968

&

corUaws neither recommendations nor conclusion* of the FBI . It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; *lt and its contents art not to he distributed outside jyour agency .
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, PITTSBURGH (157-652) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTOnQegORY, aka.
RM
(00: CHICAGO)
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Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies, and for
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In Reply, Phase Refer to

File*No.

UNITF^STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS^
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

June 24, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

,(A

K On April 27, 1968, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that an organization
at Marshall University, Huntington. W. Va. . known;, as IMPACT,
scheduled a series of speakers for the week of April 24 through
27 . 1968. The source stated that the Co-ordinator for IMPACT
is ] |

a Marshall University Student, and the Honorary^
ChaimfanNof IMPACT is Doctor Stewart H.v^ith, President of ,

Marshall university. The source stated that five speakers
were scheduled to speak with the keynote speaker on April 24,
1968, being Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey.

The source stated that two speakers were scheduled
to speak on April 27, 1968, with the first speaker on that
date being Allen Ginsberg, whose topic is to be "Free Expression
in America: Fact or Fiction,” and the second speaker on April 27,
1968, is to bo Dick Gregory, whose topic is to be "Black
Power: Revolution or Evolution."

On April 29, 1968, the jsource advised that Allen
Ginsberg and Dick Gregory appeared as scheduled on April 27,
.1968, with an estimated audience of between 600 to 700
persons. The source stated that these two speeches were
recorded on a tape recorder. The source stated that portions
of the tape recording are somewhat unintelligible due to Dick
Gregory moving away from his speaker’s microphone, voice
inflection, and outside crowd noises.

On May 20, 1968, the source stated that he had not
had an opportunity to have the tape recording of Gregory’s
speech transcribed and he made available the recorded speech
of Gregory, which is substantially verbatim as follows:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency. ..
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v 'RICHARD CLAXTON GREWRY

"I would like to say thank you very much and
just to say good evening.

"You know, when they told me I was going to
Huntington, West /Virginia,' I didn't see anything
wrong with that at first. But when they mentioned
changin my airline, I got a little suspicious. In

all honesty, I did get a little suspicious. And
then I still didn't, you know, like really slip off
until I called Piedmont Airlines and said, 'What
time is your next flight to Huntington?’ and the
voice said, 'What time can you get here?' At
that point, I should have known something, you know?
Old stupid me. I just kept thinking, well it sounds
normal. You know, I've been on a lot of airlines
that, you know, get in a little trouble but Piedmont
is the first airline I've been on that looked
like it was going to wreck and the stewardess kept
serving coffee.

" I just finished a 47-day fast and, you know,

a lot of people ask, 'How did you feel on the
fast; what's the worst thing about the fast?* And
I'd like to inform you that if you ever plan to
go on one the worst part about any fast is the
dumb stupid questions the eaters keep asking you.

Like after 54 days without eatin: 'How do you
feel now?' and when you say 'hungry,' you know,
they’re surprised'.

"Let me read a hate letter I got. I always
get hate mail, it usually starts out, you nigger
this, you nigger that. Can you imagine someone
being cold-blooded enough knowin you haven’t ate
in 46 days? Yon go to the mailbox*,,and you pull
this letter out: 'Dear Mr. Gregory, This is to
inform you that yesterday for dinner I had fried
chicken with gravy.' That's the first time I

realized there's a black cat out there somewhere
who hates me. We know you white folks eat a lot

of fried chicken but we do know who eat it with
gravy. 'Mashed potatoes smothered in butter.'

2



' RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

’’Well, that could go either way. It was this
next item that lets you know who it was, ’black-
eyed peas with grilled onions.’ Now dig, now he
tries to fake me out and make me think' he’s white.
’Jello topped with whipped cream,’

’’Well, we have problems. I was sittin on
the plane today and there was a white cat sittin
next to me and he decided to strike up a conversa-
tion and he did it the usual way, you know. ’Wake
up boy. ’ When you on Piedmont Airlines, you wake
up boy. And he wasn’t talkin about nothin, but
he asked me about black power. I didn't know white
folks was still asking about black power, but I
didn't explain to him what it was, I just gave him
an example of black power and I tried to express
to him how all of the heart transplants that had
been performed, the only ones that worked is the one
with the black heart. Matter of fact, they worked
a little too good. But I've always felt that
there's nothin wrong with white folks that a
change of heart wouldn't help. But I think the
heart transplant was too good, not that I didn't
want it to work, but I didn't want it to work
too good. The last thing us black folks want
is when you white folks start assuming we gonna
be your spare parts. You know there's a lot of
people against heart transplants, religious folks
what have you. I'm against heart transplants, but
it had nothin to do with religion. I'm against
any transplant you can hide. I would love to
see a white cat get a colored foot, then let him
take that to the beach with him.

"You know, the fact that I’m a presidential
candidate, I have a lot of people ask me, 'If you
were elected President, like what is the first
thing you would do?' Seems like a very stupid
question 'cause the whole world knows the
first thing I'd do if elected President, would be
to paint the White House black. Second thing I'd

3



* ‘RICHARD CLAXTON GRECTRY

"do would be to bring all the boys home from
Vietnam and send LBJ. I'd send LBJ to Vietnam
with nothin but a barbecue cup; have Eartha
Kitt call him up every morning and say, 'We’re
working on de-feller (sic), baby.' The next
thing I would do, a lot of people ask, they
say, 'Greg, what segment of the people do you
think you would have the most problems from if
you were elected President?' And, in all
honesty, I must say I think I'd have the most
problems from the colored folks 'cause you see I

do know how black folks would react to some of
the things I'd do, and the first things I would
immediately do after taking office would be to
wipe out the poverty program and set up a fifty
billion dollar a year white folks rest program.
Yes, I'd take all the good jobs away from you white
folks and put you on my rest program and I’d give
my black brother a good job for the first time in
his life. And I'd guarantee you in about six
months, when the black folks really realized I was
payin you white folks to rest, there would be a
hugh march in Washington. I can just see them
standing out in front of my mansion now screaming,
'Nigger! What's wrong with you? We got all these
white folks out here not working, sitting on their
ass, getting these checks, having all them babies.'

"I really must say to you, it's a pleasure to
be here, I guess I spend about ninety-eight
per cent of my time on college campuses, The
reason I spend so much time on college campuses
today is because you young folks have a difficult
task of solving the problems, I say difficult
task because the problems that this country is
confronted with and the problems that you have to
solve are problems you didn't even create. These
problems were here when you got here. Sometime
I meet a lot of young bigots, but they better wake
up and realize they ain't doing nothin new.
Almost all these conditions was here, but you will
have to create an atmosphere to solve these
problems. The reason I say jou young folks is
on the spot like you’ve never been on the spot
before is because if you don't solve the problems

4



.RICHARD CLAXTON GREWRY

"in th© next three years, the problems will
solve you and w© have never been confronted with
this type of ultimatum before. And it’s groovy
because now even the bigot that wants to be a
groovy bigot he has to join us and solve the
problem so five years from now there will be
someone around her© for him to hate. So, I

figure youngsters not only have a problem to
solve but it’s so difficult because of the
very things that's goin on. For instance, what I
mean, is we have a civil rights bill that was
pushed through and there was a lot of groovy white
folks that didn't want that bill pushed through
and for the first tine bigots was walking around
hand in hand together for different reasons.
But we didn't want no civil rights bill neither.
We're tired of this damn country playing games
with us. We want our rights under the same piece
of paper we pay our income tax by. We want our
rights under that same piece of paper that draft
black folks in the army. And we want you to
realize right now you white and black folks, that
don't do us no personal small favors, baby. This
is what we're sayin. We want America to go on
alert to realize we don’t want nothin but the
Constitution, baby. Which means white America has
a right to call me a nivger. You just exercise your
freedom of speech, but you'd better not never,
never in your life, spit on me is what we said.
In the Constitition, white America has a right
to dislike me because I’m black, that's freedom
of expression, but you better never, never burn
a cross on my front lawn, that’s what we said.
And we hope this country understands what we
are trying to say real good. We are going after
that Constitution, th© Constitution that gives you
a lot of rights. And all those people talking
about an atmosphere of love and all that, that’s
the Bible, We don't want the Bible, baby. We are
talking about the United States Constitution, no
more and no less and we're tired of games and if
you read that civil rights bill you know they
were playing a lot of games with us on that because
eighty per cent of the housing never comes really
into effect until 1970.
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"I wish I were the type of nigger that
believed in going to war for this country,
and when I say nigger I mean any black man
that is silly enough to go to fight for
this country air over the world and shoot at
people he never met to tree some foreigner
when his own mammy needs liberation in America,
is a nigger. I sure wish I was that type
because I sure would call up the State Depart-
ment and put them on alert, that baby, I don't
mind fighting wars for you, but since the
civil rights bill didn't pass, don't call me
until 1970, Then when you call me, don't
expect but eighty per cent of me, and if I

live in a slum flat dwelling, don't expect none
of me,

"Now you got to understand. First let me
explain to you my position. I am a 36 year old
Uncle Tom nigger and I will be as good a nigger
as this country will let me ,be comfortable being
and when this«country makes

:
me ^uncomfortable

I will do everything I can to make America
uncomfortable. But now, when it treats me, like
don't bug me, I'll try to behave myself and I

say that in good faith. Being a 36 year old
Uncle Tom nigger, I'm the type of cat who will try
to apologize to all white folks for black folks
behavior after Martin Luther King was killed. I

thought it was just very awful that them black
folks did act like that. They know damn good and
well that the accepted riot season in America is
in July and August. And I'm sayin how you
good white folks felt. It just broke my heart too.

Niggers gettin so you can't trust them no more.
They're gettin so uppity. I know you white folks,
I know you got upset. To you I say please
accept my humble apologies, and it just really
upset me when those niggers in Washington, D.C.,
had nerve enough to mess up the cherry blossom
season. The bad part about their behavior is
that even the police department had accepted the
riot season and they usually sneak out and take their

V
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RICHARD CLAXTON GRE(^tY

"vacation in the spring. They had to com© back
home. And all them tanks, them tanks they been
buyin for us this simmer, they hadn't even
'unwrapped them yet,

"Now, I must say I was disappointed in you
white folks. All year long I been readin about
that new Chemical Mace that you have, the new thing
that was going to control all riots, and I was
tryin to tell white folks you got to get something
else 'cause Mace doift do no good if you really want
to throw a brick. So I say that if white America
will kind of band together with the rest
of us Toms and kinda guarantee that no more black
leaders get shot in the spring, we can almost
guarantee you that we can teach black folks how to
behave. This country wants to kill any more
leaders, try to do it in July because during the
accepted riot season niggers are going to riot
whether you do something to them or not. We
get scared not to have a riot now because you
expect it and if we disappoint you, then we'd
find it would really upset you. Again I'd like to
say I'd like to apologize for reacting.

"I had a black detective come by my house in
Chicago and ask me if I'd come out and help cool
down the brothers and I said, 'No, I just come out
of the house during racial disturbances .

' And
he says, 'Well this is the black folks.’ I said,
'They're reacting to Doctor Martin Luther King,*
and I said, 'I don’t think that's racial. I think
you'd have the same reaction in America only in
a different neighborhood had a Baptist killed the
Pope. ' And he said to me what so many of you
have been reading in the newspapers, that the
black folks are just hurting themselves and he
said, 'You read in the papers that 500 colored folks
have no place to live now.' That's true, but they
should have wrote the whole story, 500 black folks
got burned out but it was three million rats
that didn't have no place to live. They'd have to
move to the white policeman's 'cause rats aren't
prejudiced. They kind a like livih with the colored
folks better ’cause we cook a little bit more food.
But when the rats airit got no home, we say, 'We have
rats, We will travel.'
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"Now I explained my typ© of religion and you
know my record. I got shot in Watts tryin to keep
the colored folks cc©l so you can call me anytime
black folks react. I would like to see them kept
in their place, but now I got a condition on how
you can call me. I'm sure those of you that’s
informed and those of you that's not informed
better get informed that for every on© white boy
that re-enlists in the United States Army there’s
five black boys, I'm sure you can read this because
itte been publicized a whole lot. Now you white
folks go on record as really speaking out for non-
violent 'niggers, But for some reason you better
wake up or check with your State Department and
realize that we aren’t non-violent. And the record
in the army shows it. For everyone of you white
boys that re-up, there’s five black boys, so you
should understand real quick that ?black folks speak
out for kiilim for freedom., We're better murderers
than you white folks are, and I say that in faith.
And when that black cat whom -'you 'taught with your'
tax money—you taught him how to drop Napalm
indiscriminately, you taught him how to just
blow up villages and knock planes out of the sky
and blow up, railroad embankments and just wipe out
whole towns ’(for -freedom—and you.' re silly enough
to believe that this black cat will go all over
the world being your hired murderer killing foreigners
to liberate foreigners and when he com© back home
this time, he’s, not going to do the same thing to
liberate his mammy, then you are out of your mind.
So when your black murderer come back home,
starts burnin down your neighborhoods, and blowin
up your schools, and knockin youf planes out of
the sky, don’t call me. This is what I’m sayin.
And when you; call me, the first thing I’m gonna
ask you is, *’ IS he a veteran?' Because If he's
your murderer, I won't have nothin to do with him.
If he’s just some old silly nigger just killin on
his own that hasn’t been trained—And also tell
your police department they better get a lot of good
training because it's one thing shooting a 16 year
old black cat throwing a brick at a tank. It's
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"another thing dealing with on® of them old black
guerrillas you’ve made. One of them black snipers
that been knocking Yiet Cong out of the trees from
500 yards back*

"And, so I say you youngsters have a
tremendous job to do, a big job, A big job that
us poor old moral corrupt Americans could do, but
you* re facin it in the face. Now you can go home
and talk to your mama and you can talk to your daddy,
black kids and whit© kids, you gotta talk. Okay,. ?
they’ll talk to you, but don’t let them put you in
no trick, hear? Because it's a mischange(sic) in
attitudes in this country today. And there was a
time when a whit© man was the only man that could
get mad. But I want to tell you niggers is
mad too, baby, and we ain't puttin up with
no more of this nonsense and we hop© that America
can become as afraid and as scared of injustices as
she has becom® afraid of communism. And this is
what we tryin to say and maybe you can wipe out
these injustices like you’re tryin to go all over
the world and wipe out communism. But I say you
young kids carry the burden. What happened to Doctor
Martin Luther King, you young folks will feel this
much more than older Americans because you young
kids feel .the pain of what happened. Most older
Americans will' only feel the shame of what
happened. That’s why we got across those civil
rights bills because America got embarrassed
around the world because Doctor King was killed,

so they gave us that little old piece of paper,

"And so I say you youngsters have many,,
many problems, but I think we ‘got to realize
that there's some progress that's being made.
I look at what happened to Doctor Martin Luther
King and- we try to say in America that Doctor
Martin Luther King got killed in the South by a
red neck cracker racist. No! Not Doctor Martin
Luther King got killed in America by an American.
You don't have to say no more.

9
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"On© thing about them Nazis, we never tried
to say what town he cam© iron. We says you're
Nazis and that's all w© have to say about .America.
And let's get groovy now because I feel .had Hitler
made enough mistakes and killed enough Germans
he might of wok© up the rest of them Npzis.
But I say to you in all honesty what's happening
in America now is progress to me because I'd
rather see Americans killing Americans than
killing foreigners. I'd rather see Americans
burn the whole damn country down than burn
foreign countries down. In my little sickness, I'd
rather see my daughter kill my wife than kill your
wife. I’d rather see my son kill me than kill you.
I'd rather have my kids burn down my house than
burn down your house because I feel I'm responsible
for that mess at home. Well, I feel the same way
about America. I feel that I'm responsible for
this mess and I'd rather see New York, Chicago, and
California get together and bomb the hell out of
Massachusetts. And see Massachusetts, New York,
Chicago, and California get together and bomb the
hell out of New York, and maybe what's happening in
this country will wake us up to see the sickness
that this society is coming to. Maybe, and I say
maybe, for you young folks see, because somewhere
down the line we are to change.

"Now let me try to explain black folks to
you for those of you that need some explaining.
For those of you that just don’t understand black
folks reaction today, just say, 'Niggers is crazy.'
That's all, you don't have to say no more, ’cause
we are crazy for that United States Const ititution.
But you see I hat© to admit this but I have to
admit it. That one of the things, that the reason
w© can't seem to think alike is because black folks
and white folks don't think alike and all the old'
bigots have been .saying that .for years, I want to
confirm it for you, Black folks and white folks
do not think alike. Now, I didn't realize that
until I read the American history book, and when
I read your American history book, I got the sneakin
suspicion that black folks and white folks did not

10
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"think alike. Because here’s a white man telling
niggers that we got to be non-violent and we got
to do this and that and I pick up the damned history
book and I read that George Washington and that
band of white farmers he had tore up the colonies,
whipped the hell out of the British, called it a
Revolutionary War. I say, ’What was they fightin
over?’ He says, ’tea.’ And I kept sayin, ’Oh, no,
you white folks ain’t goin to fight over no damn
tea and then -tell a nigger he got to behave.’ But
I went all *the way through and that ’ s what your
white ancestors went to war over, Lipton tea bags.
And then you. are silly and sick enough to tell black
folks to behave and still run this old filthy book
out in my neighborhood bragging about how you
whooped the British, And, I tell you I give
you the benefit of the doubt. I tried to be over
fair. I got all my little black kids, I dirtied
them up, put grease on them, tried to make them
look as much like a nigger as I could make them
look. And I hung a Lipton tea bag next to each one
of them and I said, 'Greg, which one of them
things is worth killin for? Them tea bags or them
little black kids?’ You know, them little black
kids won out every time. Every time they won out.
And I just tried, to think.* No! White folks back
home don't think that much different. Let me see
something else now.' And I just tried to see if
I could fight over tea and I made me a big old
tea bag. 'I took me a big old white sheet and
I sowed about twelve of them together and I bought
500 pounds of tea and I put it all in that big white
sheet. And I told my wife, ’Hit me with that 'tea,'
and flip, she hit me with 500 pounds of tea. I

still couldn’t get mad enough. So, ydii know you
never realize how much different white folks think
than black folks, till you read this American
history book. Boy, this is beautiful here,
'Give me liberty or give me death.’ Who said that?
Rap Brown! What did Patrick Henry say? Oty Patrick
Henry spoke of peace. He spoke of loving our
British brother. Only niggers like Stokely and
them would talk about doing somebody in. Oh, yes,
this old great white apostle of love talked of getting
some Americans together and goin to Boston to help
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"the British unload the tea. ’Let’s get there
quick because ’them old niggers might try
to throw it in the water.' Patrick Henry
talked about we shall overcome. And the British
felt the same way about George Washington and
Thomas Jefferson as Americans feel about Rap
Brown and Stokely Carmichael today. Tell you one
thing, if all of us out here could freeze ourselves
to death and wake up a hundred years from now,
you'd be surprised whose birthdays we’d be
gettin out of school on.

"You know Rap Brown made a speech last
year in East St. Louis, Illinois, where he said,
'Get a gun nigger and watch the police.' And
the press got to calling me and said, ’Greg,
we know you're non-violent How do you feel about
Rap Brown and Carmichael sayin for colored folks
to get a gun and watch the police?’ And I said,
’Let -me get my history book and I'll show you
the- original statement.’ One thing I hate
about black militant cats, they ain’t got nothing
original they’re coming out of this old American
history book. Oh, here it is right here. During
the time when the British was the police, Paul
Revere rode through white communities saying, 'Get
a gun white folks, the British are coming.’ Maybe
we should all just read this American history book.
It’s probably the dirtiest, filthiest piece of
literature put on the market. Oh, the first page
is beautiful. I love the first page of the
American history book. It just brings tears to my
eyes. It says here was a white European society
which, broke the shackles from the King and Queen
and find freedom. He would want to find him a
new land where he could worship his own God, have
freedom of expression and freedom of religion.
Can't nobody say there’s anything wrong with
that page one of the American history book. But,
I say to you don’t turn the page ’cause it gets
dirty from that part on. So, on his way over
here to find freedom, he stole us. That’s a
hell of a prayer raeetin you're going to. The
more you read this book, the dirtier it gets. Page
51 just really touched me. Not only did he steal

12
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"us, but h© came to these shores and
discovered a country that was already occupied.
And one day you sit down and ask yourself
how do you do that. How do you discover
something that's already discovered. Like me
and ry old lady walkin, out here tonight, You
and your lady are sittin in your brand new
automobile and my lady says, *1 sure would
like to have that brand new automobile to pray
in.’ And I say, 'Well, let's discover it.’
So I walked up to you and said, 'Get out of that

' damn car, me and my old lady just discovered it.'
And,. I'd bet you’d be as surprised as the
Indians was.

"And, so we say to you youngsters, you
have a tremendous job and sort of a very complex
job. When Doctor King was killed, 1 heard all
the radio and television* I couldn’t believe
that American had really missed., the .boat . Every-
body kept saying that black folks should be non-
violent because Doctor Martin Luther King would
have wanted this. And I- can't believe that during
that time I listened to ..the commentators I never
heard nobody mention Doctor Martin Luther King's
purpose which was equal Justice for all. Every-
body talked about hfe method, which was non-
violent, and we don’t want to know about methods.
We want to know about the purpose. Everybody
has different methods of doing things, but it was
the, purpose that we was unified on. Doctor King,
Rap, Brown, Stokdly Carmichael, Malcolm X, and all
the, organizations have the same purpose and I think
if America is sincere then she should Implement
Doctor Martin Luther King’s purpose and we'll
all blame it on non-violence, if through non-
violence we gained our Constitutional rights.
But I think if I am non-violent as an Individualist.
I don't go around preaching it to people. I

think America is a very violent country. Matt
Dillon comes into your home once a week teaching
you it's a virtue to shoot straight. The United
States Constitution says you have a right to
bear arms and protect yourself and your property.

13
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"So America is a very violent country. But,
I choose to be non-violent as an individualist.
I'm a vegetarian, I don*t believe animals was
put here for us to eat. But, baby, I would never
knock a steak off your plate. That’s yovr
hang-up. Like being a vegetarian is my hang-up,
bein non-violent is my hang-up, I would love
to see the world one day committed to non-violence
and I’d also love to see the world one day
committed to vegetarianism,

"And so I say if America is sincere about
respect she has for non-violence, then why don’t
America rush up to the Indian reservation and
get my red brother off of there and give him his
full Constitutional rights. Because you can't
get no more non-violent than an Indian today.
So what we're tryln to say is we hope America quits
playing games with us because if we can justify
men 13,000 miles away from our shores tonight
dropping bombs and things trying to liberate
foreigners and give them a better way of life / than
our own red brother can get in America, then we're
thinkin in vain. But we got enough sense to know
that if that'- Indian wants a better way of life in
the morning, he goin to have to come off that
reservation in Arizona and get up on the viaduct
Monday morning and check white folks driving
down the expressway and start shooting at them.
Pow! And yelling* 'Red Power' and 'Whitey go home!'
And if that Indian behaves like that Monday,
Oh, the whole country would be shocked. LBJ would
be on television saying that 'the red boyfe at it
again. I just sent my number one specialist of
Indian Affairs up to that Indian reservation* and
Huntley and Brinkley and the Cronkites and ABC
will all be up on the Indian reservation and next
Sunday, you'll sit at home and watch "Meet the
Press" and they’ll be talkin to some old Uncle
Tom Tom Indian.
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"And so I say for yon young 'folks' sake,
it's a sad commentary in this country whence
have to admit that it seems that ."the only thing that
stirs this country up is violence. The Mexican
American, he hasn't been violent,, but nobody cares
about him. So I say somewhere down the line you
youngsters have to solve problems, and I figure
the problem^ can be solved non-violent ly. I

don't believe that's the American way of solving
problems, but I think it's the best way and I

think you young white kids in America have prcved it
and the great thing about your actions is that Doctor
Martin Luther King did have the consolation of seeing
one non-violent victory and black folks would
have nothin <to do with that and you young white kids
across this country decided that you didn't like
LBJ's action and you got out and you marched and
you swallowed tear gas and you swallowed Mace
and you kept marchin and you kept marchin and you
made LBJ quit his job. Not on© shot was fired. But
you youngsters have got to understand you have a
lot of power. You have a lot of power to do a lot of
things. And ve say we hope young folks black and
white in this country will use your power to help us
get our things and we ai?e tryin to ask this country
will she just quit playin games with us.

"LBJ gavs his State of the Union message last
January at a time when the Senate and Congress
couldn't agree with the President on nothin till
LBJ in his State of the Union message mentioned
crime in the streets. The whole Senate chamber
stood up and clapped and screamed and hollered
and made little animal sounds for five minutes.
Why? Because crime in the streets has become
America's new way of sayin, 'Nigger.' Now, I'm
not sick enough to stand here and toll you
that America shouldn't deal with black crime and
black violence, but what I am trying to say, what
day will you become as afraid of white crime and
white violence as this country is afraid of black
crime and black violence. This is what we’re sayin.
We think that America should work hard and we don't
mind the President talkin about doin away with
crime in the streets. But, we say what day will
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"you demand your President to say, ’Not only
if elected will I wipe out crime in the streets
but I'll also wipe out the crime syndicate, or
is that too white for you? That's what w^re
sayin. The crime syndicate in America is the
lowest form of humanity second only to about
99 per cent of your politicians. And we say
to America if black folks took over the crime
syndicate tonight, you'd see to it it would
be wiped out by next Wednesday. We say we're
tired of playin games. LBJ out of all the
people in the world to talk about crime in the
streets, he is not one of them. LBJ went
to Congress at 26 years old, a poor humble
Baptist school teacher. Tonight, LBJ is a
multimillionaire and you don't want to know where
that money came from. Well, we say to you, if
LBJ was black, you'd want to know. Bobby Baker
worked for LBJ. Old Bobby boy stole eight million
dollars while he was working -for the boss. LBJ
didn't know nothin about it. The FBI and LBJ
is not the dumbest guys walkin the face of the
earth. Matter of lact, LBJ is probably the
slickest coward that’s walked the face of this
earth since Julius Caesar. You not only want
to believe that LBJ didn't get none of that
money; he didn't know nothin about it neither.
But what wefre sayin to you is had Bobby boy
been working for Adam Clayton Powell, both of
them would be in jail tonight. That's what we're
sayin,

"So, we're sayin we're just tired of this
country playing games. We know if America finds
out that poor black folks got some dynamite in the
black community, he will run your soldiers in to
take it from us. We say groovy. You've been
acting like that for 400 years, but we wonder
when you're going to take that dynamite away
from them Minutemen. One day when you whites
realize that Minutemen are not goin to kill
black folks but kill white folks, I bet you take
it away from them then. You couldn’t give a
Minuteman a million dollars and a tank and
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"pay him to go to Harlem tonight. All that
dynamite the Minutemen have buried out in
your little lilly white neighborhoods, if it
ever blows up accidentally, one day, it ain't
goin to do nothin but wipe out blocks of
white folks.

"You got to understand while you're
playin games with us, you're playing games-
with yourselves, too. And the big game you
see is all these white folks that went out and
got a nigger gun. They never had a gun in their
house* Now they're upset. Bring it home. 'Listen,
honey, let me show you how to use it.' If you
know one of these white folks, tell them Brother
„Greg says if they got one of these nigger guns
in their house, they better quit cheatin on their
old lady now 'cause she might find out about it.
You also got them little old radical white sons
and daughters cornin home for the vacation
period and ask for the car. Best be a
little careful how you get it because you might
wake someone while he's asleep at night. And
some white folks live so far away from black
folks, they don't need guns. They need missiles.

"And, we're sayin we’re tired of this country
playin games with us.

"Muhammad Ali, can't nobody remember nothin
but Cassius Clay* But had he changed his name to
a good nigger name like Jack 0. Jones, Oh, yeah,
he wouldn't had no problems then. Yes, Jack old
boy, yes. I. want to tell you somethin else that
word's goin. to get you ina lot of trouble, too, bOy.
We're tired of that word. That's what you call us^
niggers. You call us boy. You’ve got to „

realize white men call us boy not because they mean
to be derogatory. They got doubts about their own
manhood, bui my brother's not aware of that.
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"And so w© said, you know like the games
got to stop. Muhammad Ali, what did h© do? < ‘

He said,* I'm not goin to war and I'm goin to
stay here and I’m goin to stand trial.' And
we said that was Very honorable. A 100,000
whit© kids didn’t want to go to war and they
split to Canada, but that don't seem to bother
you. I'm not sayin goin to Canada is dishonorable
but if you’ve got to take your choice of which is
most honorable, the most ethical, the most legal,
to tell America you're not going to war and I'm
standing trial and let's say I go to jail. ,1 say
what Muhammad Ali did was the most honorable, 'And,
what happened to him? A bunch of syndicate trampy
hoodlums that controlled boxing decided to strip
him of his title. One of the cleanest men on
the face of the earth. You know damn good
and well Muhammad Ali can’t be different the way
this white press hates him. If they can get any-
thing on him, you know they’d print it. On© of
the cleanest men in the world. The only cat I know
who got divorced from hfewife because the dresses
was too short. We got upset over that because
we remember Jimmy Hoffa, elected President of the
Teamsters Union, until you put him in jail.
Teamsters is a million people, $600 million dollars.
You can trust old white Jimmy Koffa until he went
to jail, but Muhammad Ali, who ain’t dependant to
nobody, had to be stripped. We're tired of these
games.

"And I must say to you that I got to criticize
black folks and it’s hard to do that. I guess that’s
the racism in me. Yeah, I found out one day I was
a racist, I kind of suspected it because I've been
watching white folks all my life. And I asked
myself one day a simple question, 1 said, 'Greg,
if you ever lose your black wife in the morning
to another man and you had the choice of losing
your wife to a black cat or white cat, which one would
you pick?' And you think I didn't find my racism.
I hurried up to pick the black cat under the false
pretenses that I didn't want to lose my wife to a
white boy because I didn't want my black friends
laughing at me. I don't care what you hide or nothin,
that's the way it is.
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"And, so I quess there’s a' racism in me
that makes me hate to admit that I think black
folks was wrong when they decided to boycott >

the Olympic games. I think them niggers should
of kept their 'mouth shut and went on and
qualified for the Olympics and went to Mexico
City, then dropped the baton. Just a nice
little way of telling America we ain’t goin
be your gladiators no more. This is what we’re
sayin. We're tired of playin games. And for
the people that's upset over black folks not
going to the Olympics, we hope you get as
upset over the fact that you never would of
won an Olympic game without the black athletes.
But it don't upset you, the fact that you've
never had a black man on the Olympic board. This
is what we're tryin to say. We're tired of playin
games

.

"And a lot of people wonder about how
effective that black boycott will be. And
let me say one thing to you. W© don't control
white neighborhoods and we don't never want to
control them and we just gettin on our neigh-
borhoods and will you believe one thing? If we
truly decide that black athletes ain't goin to
the Olympics, we ain't goin. You understand that?

"And, so what we're tryin to say is can we
have these games? And one of the groovy things
about black folks boycotting the Olympics for
the first time in the history of the summer Olympics is
America will go to the Olympic games under the
true spirit of the Olympics which the Olympics was set
up way back in, Rome, And the true spirit of the
games was not to win, but the brotherhood of
competition. When black cats decide thcy'ie not goin,.
you can believe you're goin to go under the true
spirit of the Olympics. And so we're sayin
that if this country can quit playin games with us.
You know what we're tryin to say is we hope you
young folks can be just a little bit more honest.
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”We ain’t asking you to make any changes.
And instead of gettin the civil rights bill pushed
through the other day, I wished this country
would have gave us another bill. I wish this
country would have ,put a bill in law that says
all black male baby boys at five years old have
to go to a Government camp and stay for a
year. That's the type of law I wish they’d had
gave us, which was simple. All black male babies
born at five years old go to a Government camp
and stay from five to six. And also, they
stipulate in the law that these little black baby
boys for that whole year just sleep six hours a
day and the other 18 hours, the Government will
teach ’em just one very important thing from
five to six, 18 hours, just stand in front
of them, just brainwash them, document it;
'Nigger, don’t ever date a white lady; don’t never
goin to have anything to do with a white lady.'
In this country, nothin upsets us no more than
seein a nigger with a white broad. If you don't
believe me, you’re dishonest with yourselves. Man,
you ought to shake clean and sky write it in the
air: 'Nigger, don't go with this white lady.'
You can't believe thatl

"And so I say maybe, I'm not sayin niggers
gonna behave but you’re gettin out of hand. But
maybe if you start out bein honest with us, that
might be half the problem. See, I went to the
movie when I was four years old. Somewhere down the
line, Whitey got to get enough -sense to say they
want white ladies. We 're -not just born wantin them.
Must be somethin you’re doin. We just ain't got
no magnetic brain and I need to get attracted
to you. One thing, if you realize this old
stupid society of yours, you ain't got enough
sense knowin not to want me to have that’s all.
Now you want to make me -forget that you made me want
her. Go check your movie house, and see who you
got makin love. I went to the movie when I was four
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"years old, I went to the movie ©very night
'cause it during the Depression. It was
always warmer in the movies 'than it was at
home. And you didn't have to pay to go to the
movies when I was a kid until you were 12 years
old, as long as you was with an adult. And
my mother didn't take me to the movies ©very
night, but I went every night because I always
could get an adult because I had a switchblade.
Anytime I couldn’t get in by myself with my
mama, I just get some adult goin in and take my
switchblade, stick it in his butt, and say, 'I'm
just tellin you to get past that door. ' So,
every night I went to the movies, four years old.
And who do I see making love? Ava Gardner and
Humphrey Bogart. By the time I'm eight years
old, I've been goin to the movies for four years,
makin love with them white broads. And I get
to thinkin, I say, 'You know, my mommy and daddy
ain’t never made love, I ain't seen no white
folks in the bed,' You did a good job of
brainwashing me. The same thing -you didn't want
me to do. There was a kid eight years old
sittin in the movie. I nudged my little black
friend. I says, 'Man, I sure be glad when I

grow up 'cause I can get me one of those white
broads.' He says, 'What you going to do with
her?' I say, 'The same thing as Humphrey Bogart.'
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"Now I want to tell you that I do
want a white woman and I'm gonna get me a
white woaan. You brainwashed me and the
madder it makes you the more I’m gonna get.
Because you made the damn stupid mistake of
bringing your movies into my black community
and I sure mean nothin but white ladies making
love and any time you should meet a black
woman it was Beulah and you know damn good
and well I wasn't going to make no love to
Beulah. s

"We say maybe if you can get honest
you know! If you can't get honest, maybe
you should take that white lady and stick
her on the moon somewhere 'cause we're
gonna deal with you. You can believe that.

"In white universities all over this
country, if a black cat brings a white
broad back to the dormitory, the house
mother takes it upon her own to write that
white lady's mother: 'Dear used-to-be
white folks,’ We are very sorry to inform
you that your girl, your daughter, is dating
a whatsamacallit , a thing, you know, .a

colored .
1

"Now wetee nst sayin that we want you to
stop behaving like that. You've been acting
like that for a hundred years. We’re just
sayin can you get a little bit more honest
with it? Can you write that black cat's
parents too? 'Cause there’s a whole lot
of niggers that don't want their kids with*
white girls.

* >

"So we say to you, you youngsters got
a big job. We've been telling you in this
country that the number one problem confront-
ing America today is the problem of air pollution
The number one problem confronting this country
today is the problem of moral pollution. It
is the most morally polluted insane nation on
the face of this earth and it's left up to
you young kids.
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’’You know what scares me the most about
America? Not the social conditions, they
don't bother me at all. What scares me the
most about this country is that if the same
social conditions that exist in America
right this hour existed in any other country
on the face of this earth we could solve it.
Now is there any young black kids that think
this system is just after black folks?
You better forget it. And you white kids
that think it's just after you, ah I This
system's after young folks. And if you
white folks don't believe it then you go
back and reread that new draft law they just
made law two months ago. The one that
wiped out graduate school you know what
that is don’t you? You young hip white
kids get to asking too many embarrassing
questions. You want too much freedom for
everybody. Now they have to give you to
the Viet Cong to stop you from being so sassy.
Yeah, well you youngsters got the problems.
And there's not no help from us old immoral
cats. I mean as good as 1 found I ain’t
no good to you. .1 just finished cheating
on my income tax. I'm patriotic though.
I was whistling the Star Spangled Banner:
'Oh Internal Revenue I hope you don’t see.'

"Let me show you how many problems
you’ve got and what you're dealing with.
Every now and then I read this Bible.
But when I read the Bible, baby, I've read
everything else I can get my hands on in-
cluding the telephone book. I used to love
the Bible, you know I'm an ex-Baptist.
I don't know about the white Baptists 'cause
I could never get in your church. But
southern Baptists that's about as extreme
as you can go, baby. Oh we just go to church
and whoop and holler. We have a thing goin
on Sunday. And I used to love the Bible
until one day I was readin some of them white
folks literature and I read where, I couldn't
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"believe it, white missionaries went to
Africa and Africans owned the land and the
missionaries had the Bible and the white
missionaries left and the white missionaries
had the land and the Africans had the Bible.
So I said, ’Let me hurry up and put this
book down’ because I wouldn’t want to create
ill will among the races because I just might
take that Bible in a white hotel one day
and when I leave—'White folks own the Bible
and I own the hotel. Ever hear of those
old strange Bible stories that come back
from the front line? Every soldier that
comes back from every war says, 'You know
I always carry a little Bible, a little
Gideon Bible, right over ray heart. Had
it not been for that Bible that bullet
would have gone clean through me. They
wiped out the whole battalion and I just
got that rip in my Bible. Thank God.'
That’s one thing about our Army we’ve
Christian soldiers which means Marines
that pray. And so I got so tired of
hearing them stories I decided to carry
a bullet over my heart, and it’s a good
thing too 'cause the Shriners will have
its convention in Chicago and you know
you white kids get a bad rap for tearing
up Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. You want to
see a town tor© up? Follow your daddy
this summer to the Shriners convention.
And this summer in Chicago they was just
havin a ball, man. They was up in the Hilton
Hotel, 27 floors and I was just walkin down
the street minding my own business, downtown
Chicago minding my own business, singing
my little tune: 'Oh Jesus I want to be
with you, Lord. Oh Jesus I want to be
with you, Lord.’ You know I thought white
folks said all niggers have rhythm? I

usually try to develop mine. It isn’t
good though, but I try ’cause I knew they
wasn't lying on this. one r you know. And
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''I was walking downtown singin my little
Jesus song and looked up and I see the
Shriners had this big party and somebody
got mad in the hotel and they picked up this
Gideon Bible and they threw it at one of the
Shriners and he ducked and this Gideon Bible
came out the window, right through the window,
and sailed 27 floors. And I seen this thing
coming through the air and it didn’t scare
me. I just kept singing: 'Oh Jesus I wonder
what that is Lord. I don’t want to be with
you too soon Lord. * And that Gideon Bible
hit me right in the chest and I want to tell
you if it had not been for that bullet that
Bible would have gone clean through me.

’’This Bible, its really taught me
a lot of things, white Christianity, you know
because there’s a lot of people in America
that believe that black folks is the dirtiest,
well you know the little games you hear,
your mom and dad tell you. Well let me tell
you something, w'ait, I’m not sayin we’re
not dirty and ornery and low down and all
that, but I will say this here, that all
bad habits that black folks got if you do
any studying of them at all, you’d find out
that .they're European bad habits, white
European bad habits. We have no African bad
habits. We learned our bad habits. We do
not know what the Africans do in the bushes
after dark. We know what you do in the bushes
and whether you like it or not we do the
same thing. Oh I never will forget. I was
so upset when this white Christian told me
that Africans was bad folks. I said, 'Tell
me about my ancestors.* He said, 'They’re
immoral, they're just bad, they're savages.'
That's what he said. Because they eat folks
they're cannibals and then I got confirmed.
I went to see a Tarzan movie and I got
to lookin at thos*e niggers. I didn’t have
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’’enough sense to know them was California
niggers and I was just upset over my ancestors
that was savage enough to go around eating
folks and I rushed .into that white Christian
church to pray for them savages. And I

said, ’Oh white Christian Jesus please for-
give my black heathen ancestors for being
savages, for being cannibals, Lord.’ That’s
the only mistake I made. I' went into this
white Christian church on the first Sunday,
communion Sunday, and this white minister heard
me praying for them savages and he said ’Boy,
that's a good prayer. Most of you black folks
ought to be praying for them savages and
cannibals. I sure appreciate that, boy.’
I said, ’Thank you Mr. White Minister. I

was going to leave now.' He says, 'No, we’d
like you to share communion with us.’ I said,
'Communion? What's that?’ :He said, 'Open
your mouth.' I said, 'Yes sir.’ He said,
’This is his body and this is his blood.’
I said, 'I can’t believe that in this white
Christian society you’re all cannibals every
Sunday.

'

You know I’d like for you youngsters
to do me a favor. When you go to the library
tomorrow or next week, I'd like for you to
copy down the Declaration of Independence and
keep it in your pocket and never be caught
without it. And this summer when the riot
season opens up again I’d like for you to do
me this favor. Now I would never be sick
enough to stand here and ask you to justify
violence or a riot but when them niggers start
burning towns there’s a favor I’d like you
all to do me. Get your television set and
just put it right in the middle of the house
and run and get your mama and your daddy. And
you black folks get your aunts and your uncles
and old ignorant -niggers that think worse
than the Ku Klux Klan, please get them too.
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'•And if you can get your grandma and grandpa,
all of you, that would be groovy. Bring them
down and let them see them niggers burning
and Huntley and Brinkley be doin their com-
mentaries. And here's what I'd like you to do
for me. After you put them right down in
front of the television, your grandpa put him
under it, I’d like for you to just reach up
and take the knob and turn the sound down so
you just can't get anything with it. You
can just see 'em. And get it down real low
and pull out your Declaration of Independence
and move way back behind your parents and
read it as loud as you can: "We hold these
truths to be self-evident that all men are
created equal and endowed by the Creator
with certain unalienable rights and when
these rights are destroyed over long periods
of time it is your duty to destroy all viola-
tions of that government.'

"I know them old /ignorant parents of
yours is goin to believe that was a note
Stokely Carmichael wrote to Malcolm X. But
with a minimum amount of persuasion you can
convince 'em that that was a reading from the
Declaration of Independence.

"Now the problem is this. We need
to have a huge march with the young, a huge
white march on Washington to show colored
folks that white folks ain't racists? I

think that's irrelevant. I think we ought
to have a huge white march on Washington and
get them to get that Declaration of Independ-
ence and change it so it will read white only.
’Cause you see there are a lot of black folks

?

that's ignorant enough to believe that Thomas
Jefferson and Paine and Washington were cats
that meant that to qualify for all Americans.
We didn’t know that they was just for white
folks. So maybe if you could change it for us
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”we would read 'it and we’d know we ain’t
suppose to have no country. Just you white
folks is supposed to have a country with
tea. That was a groovy war. In 1968,
85 per cent of Americans don’t even drink
tea.

’’And so I’d say you youngsters have a
lot of problems. You know whenever I read
the Bible, I love to read that Biblical
predication where it says it will come to pass
the time when the parents will turn against
their own kids. You know I’d never thought
I'd see the day in America when we would
surpass that Biblical predication, but we
have. There will come a time in America
that your parents and I never thought I'd
see the day, when parents in America would
side with the Federal government against their
own kids and their kids happen to be right.
And I say to you what's wrong with an 18-year-
old American sayin, 'Daranit if at 18 years
old I’m too young to vote, I should be too
young to die.*

"And so I say somewhere down the line
you young kids got a heck of a job. One day
you got to ask yourself if democracy is as
good as we say it is,. why are we running
all over the world trying to ram it down people's
throats with guns? One day when you^ youngsters
make democracy work right for the first time,
that's the day we can bring the guns home.
Because anything good we don't have to force
on people, they will steal it.

"If you want to force communism not
just underground but out of the world, you
force democracy to work to the nth degree
and communism will not have a leg to stand on.
But baby, if you think you goin run all over
the world with this old half-time democracy
that you got in America your guns ain’t big
enough to stop communism.
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’’Twenty or 30 years ago, black folks
and white folks used to talk to one and other,
but they wasn’t talking about nothing. No.
I imagine your parents tell you now. I imagine
folks my mama used to work for are still tell-
ing their kids: 'I don’t know what’s wrong
with those colored folks, especially Richard.
His mama was so nice.' They didn’t know my
mama was born. They .was talkin to my mama but
my mama didn't like it. My mama didn’t even
like those jobs. She stole everything she could.
My mama worked for some rich white folks. Go
to Africa to do that big game hunting. My
mama stole a whole bear. I didn't know my
mama could steal like that. She hated them
white folks so bad she just chopped up the
whole bear. And I wanted to let you white
folks in on something. . You think them black
folks ate lunch out of a good old shopping bag?
You better check on it. Just ’cause them old
niggers like you, just 'cause they’re tomin
and acting ignorant around you sayin what
you want to hear. Cheeky that Baptist songbook
out: ’You got shoes, I got shoes, all God's
children got shoes.' Once we get to heaven,
what’s you got to do is go there if you got to
die. They said way back then they had to kill
you. No baby, they're just talking. Thirty
years ago it was hard to get a black man to
sit down and listen to you 'cause 20 to 30
years ago black folks in this country had an
empty, stomach. Today black folks in this
country got a full stomach but a hungary mind.
And I’m just sayin one thing. A hungary mind
won’t tolerate the same things an empty
stomach does. Empty stomachs deal on smell
and hungary minds deal on sounds and this
country don’t sound right to us, that’s all.

"Three years ago five white boys burned
up their draft cards. Within two weeks' time
the Congress had pushed through an anti-draft
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"card burning bill, but we can't get an
anti-lynching bill pushed through in a

hundred years of American history. America
just told me she thinks more of a piece of
cardboard than she thinks of my black mammy. \

I’ll bring her to her knees for that. V

"Twenty or thirty years ago, white folks
told black folks the problem with you niggers
is education and we had black folks thick
enough to believe that. You still have
niggers who believe that. Education is not
our problem. You're in Vietnam tonight with
688,000 red-blooded Americans with their
life to free that Vietnamese and not one
white or black American has ever questioned
Vietnamese educational standards. That's
what we’re sayin. We don't question that bond
of educational standards and if you want to
liberate him, you better not question mine.

"Just stop one day and think how many
millions of people would be dead today on
the face of the earth if it were not for blood
plasma. Are you aware of the fact that an
American Negro by the name of Charlie Drew
invented blood plasma? Don’t take my word
for it. Check it out in your libraries.
Charlie Drew, American Negro, invented blood
plasma. Charlie Drew bled to death in an Atlanta,
Georgia, hospital waiting room after an auto-
mobile accident because they didn’t accept
niggers. Oh, never tell us about education,
never. A blackman that had the wisdom and
knowledge and the education that 'ur supposed
to demand, enough of it to give blood plasma
to the world, died from the lack of his own
invention 'cause his face was black.
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’’Why don’t you get demonstratin and
go on down into the black ghetto and pull your
brother up by his boot straps? You say,
’Why don’t you give him some boots?’

’’And all* of these people that talk about
morality, you’ve all got to go and build up
your morals. >No we ain’t got to go do nothin.
White folkds tell you that black women in
America got 20 per cent illegitimate babies.
They ain’t lying. We have fun ghettos.
White women in America had two per cent
illegitimate babies. Well let’s get the
record straight. Don't you never forget it.

If we ever get our; hands on your white
folks abortion credit cards we will show
you how to lie.

’’All you fools that run around talking
about, 'I wonder why they keep having all
them babies; they can't take care of them.
They'll end up on relief or welfare or ADC.’
We figure relief, welfare and ADC upsets you.
Then call it foreign aid. That word don't
bother you. And all them babies we have down
in that ghetto, we're gonna keep havin, but
we'll make a deal with you. The day this
dirty, stinkin white system learns how to
hire black boys and give us good jobs like it

gives you white boys so we can afford all
these whores and prostitutes like you, we’ll
quit having all those babies. Before you
come back to us with you* old holier than thou
stuff, you forget we know about whores ’cause
it's my sister. And when she do come back
home and talk she tells on you. So we got
the same problems. We’re both dirty, stinkin
and immoral. We got a way we speak dirty.
We talk about we don’t want these dirty ignorant
niggers living next door to us. The property
depreciates. Customers always act surprised
when you tell them ’What do you mean, Ralph
Bunche?'
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’.'Black folks got to admit we’re playing
games with these white folks too. You've
got to admit that most niggers you know is
dirty and stinkin and will depreciate property.
But America better understand one thing. She's
dirty herself. And one good thing about Hitler
is with all of his insanity and sickness they
say when he went out to inspect his Nazis
concentration camps and smelled them dirty,
stinkin Jews, he had enough scruples about
himself to realize that that wasn’t Judaism
he was smelling, that was pure Nazism. And
one day you will have to get honest enough
with yourself. So when you’re sayin 'These
dirty niggers,' you'll realize that’s America
you looking at and that odor you smell was that
democracy. And one day when you sweeten up
democracy, we'll sweeten up niggers.

"Some of these old racist red-neck crackers
I've run across, I could nail 'em. to a bullpen.
That’s why I travel and eat Limburger cheese.
I get on a plane; a cracker don’t want to sit
next to me, but he ain't got no place else.
I just stop for lunch—Limburger cheese.
He says, 'What is that I smell?' I says,
' Ignorant niggers.

'

’’And so in closing, let me say to you
we don't want- no more games. We don't want
no civil rights legislation and we don’t want
no fair housing bills. How come I need a
fair housing bill to live next door to you?
What kind of animal are you? That old red-neck
white Russian cracker^ broad that came to
my country, Stalin’s daughter, a known communist
and a known Russian. You don’t make her get no
fair housing bill to live next door to you.
How come I got to get one? Those Russian ex- .

change students you bring over here, you’re
supposed to be scared of the communists.
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"You bring them Russian exchange
students over here. They don’t want to
be citizens; gonna go back to Moscow
after they finish their education; might
drop a bomb on your mama’s house in ten
years. You don’t make them old white
Russian exchange students get no fair housing
bill to live near where they want to live.
How come we need it?

”If I was in Vietnam tonight and the
Viet Cong killed me dead, this old insane
nation would give my black woman $10,000
as a token of its appreciation. Your
husband died upholdin the beliefs of this
country and my black woman couldn’t take
that $10,000 and buy her house in any neighbor-
hood she wanted to buy one in. Maybe I got
killed shooting at the wrong cats. Maybe
you better understand these insults, we’re
tired of them.

’’Black folks in America die six years
younger than white folks. I got six black
kids at home. Whenever they sit at the dinner
table at the same time I got to go through
the pain and misery of looking at 36 dead years
that you white folks don’t have to listen to.
And for the benefit of you CIA and FBI Agents
that usually follow me around on lectures,
put this in your book and wire it back to
Washington quick. You’ll get those 36 dead
years out of my house only over my dead body.
Don't you never forget that.

"I’m sayin we're tired of being insulted.
Did you ever stop to realize what black folks
have to go through? It’s in our head. At
night, I go to bed and try to go to sleep
and then I got to realize that during World
War II a German killed mv daddy. 1942, that
German killed my daddy. I was ten years old
then. In 1968, I’ll be 36 years old this year.
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’’Insults? Not only was that German killing
my daddy make me go 26 years without a daddy,
which ain’t bad though, you expect daddies
to get killed during a war, but the insult
is that the same German that killed my daddy
in 1942 can come to my daddy’s country tonight
and live in the neighborhood my daddy's boy
can't live in. Man, we will burn this country
down house by house.

"And we don’t give a damn about this
country's attitude because the problem with
black folks today is they're thinking too
white. You see we do know that if we took
this country away from you tonight and put
white folks in the same situation for ten
years this country has had us in for 100
years you would burn it down to the ground, baby.
We know, we don't have to ask you. Look what
you're doing in Vietnam. You're burnin Vietnam
down to the ground to free a foreigner. We
know what you'd do to free your mammy. We
don't have to ask you what your behavior would
be. So I say to you young folks, I spend
98 percent of my time on college campuses.
Why? Because you young kids is the most moral,
ethical force that ever lived in the history of
this country. And why? I'll tell you why.
You're so morally committed. It's possible for
Dick Gregory to go back into his hotel, get
in bed, go to sleep, the hotel catch fire and
I burn to death. That is possible. But it
is not possible for Dick Gregory to walk into
a hotel that’s on fire with intentions of
going to sleep. And this hotel's on fire,
youngsters, and there are those of you who are
not aware of it. I tell you to go to sleep!

"And I hope you youngsters don't make
the mistakes that we made when you study in
these colleges and universities ahead of you.
We were so busy going to college and universities
to learn how to make a living we forgot to learn
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"how to live. I promise you if you waste
your four years at this or any other insti-
tution just learning how to make a living
you haven’t got a guarantee you can get a job
or keep one after you get out. But if you
spend these four beautiful years at this
or any other institution learning how to live,
I guarantee you makin a living will be the
easiest thing for you on the face of this earth.

"So the challenge is yours. Solving
these problems will not be hard. We’ve got
our heads straight and we’ve located it. So
can’t nobody say we don’t know where it is.
So this is what we’re sayin.

"I just came off a 47 day fast. I went
on the first 40 day fast last Thanksgiving to
New Years. I started the fast off with nothing
but distilled water. I started off weighing
152 pounds. I ended weighing 97 pounds. I

never went through such misery and torture in
my life. Now for me, 36 years old, I’m too
old to get drafted and with my 'political
beliefs if I tried to volunteer for the Army,
the government would burn my draft card. But
I went on that 40 day fast to say to you young
folks that there is some older immoral Americans
like myself that really appreciate what you’re
doing and it’s just not small talk. I’m
sayin thanks to you and don’t stop. Just keep
doing it.

"I started the second fast Ash Wednesday
and was supposed to come off of it Good Friday.
But now I intend to keep this fast on now
all the way through ’til November 5, Election
Day. Now I’m on distilled water, and I’ll
take nothin but juices and liquids in hopes
that you young kids that just started votin
don’t get caught in that old political trick.
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'’Especially that old Bobby Kennedy trick.
I hope you will demand that who you vote
for will be a politician second and a statesman
first.

"In 1964, I couldn't vote because I would
never stoop so low as to vote for the lesser
of two evils. And that's why I'm a candidate
for the Presidency today. To allow people
that would never stoop to vote for the lesser
of two evils, I’m gonna give them something
to vote for if they got any sense. But I'll
tell you one thing. Had in 1964, I'd been dirty
enough to stoop to vote for the lesser of two
evils, you can damn sure betcha that it would
have been for Brother Barry Goldwater 'cause
the only thing wrong with Goldwater in 1964 was
that he dared to be the most honest of the two
candidates. I mean I could of stomached Bobby
Kennedy had he just been honest with the
young folks and just told you pointblank that
'LBJ is a hawk; McCarthy is a dove; and I'm
a chicken.' Had he just been honest enough to
tell you that he was scared of messin up his
political chances so he didn't want to buck
LBJ. So after McCarthy went out there and
took him on and the effect of* what you young
kids had been doing showed tco and Bobby
stood up and said, 'So I admit I was wrong and
I was a chicken, but now I realize my daddy's
richer than McCarthy. We can buy more votes
than he can and I got more money than him.
I might look a little bit better than him and
I talk stranger than he talks and I think
I can appeal to more stupid Americans.'
He wasn't even that honest with you. What
did he say? 'The only reason I didn't come
into the race was 'cause I didn’t want to
split the Democratic Party. ' A five-year-old
maladjusted baby got enough sense to know
if he had the opportunity to split the moon and
become President, he'd split the sun to make
sure he'd get it.
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"In this country you're too young to
vote so that the Democrats and Republicans
don't have to listen to you. But I guarantee
you one thing if you're sincere about endin
that war in Vietnam. If enough of you young
kids stop gettin a haircut, although you can't
vote, the barbers will have to come out in the
streets and demonstrate, they vote. Enough
of you young folks decide you're not going to
shave 'til that war's over in Vietnam, I

guarantee you one thing. Some old gal, 75 years
old, don't care nothin about Vietnam but she owns
15^000 shares of Gillette Blue Blades, she got
to. get in a picket line. Enough of you young
kids decide you’re not going to wear nothin but
work clothes 'til that war's over in Vietnam.
Baby, you’re going to upset the garment industry.
And when you get this garment industry on your
side, talk about endin the war! You'd be sur-
prised how much power you have in your hands,
non-violent power. If you use it you can do
anything you want to do. It's a groovy thing
you young kids demonstrating against Dow Chemical
and sayin, 'We don't want you to make no more
Napalm* but Dow Chemical makes about 200 other
products for the house. Those little old
tissue papers you wipe your eyeglasses with,
that's Dow Chemical. The same one that makes
the Napalm bomb. That Dial soap you kids washin
up with Dial soap so you can rush out and
demonstrate against Dow Chemical. You tell
Dow Chemical that if they don't hurry up and
quit making Napalm you ain't gonna buy any more
Dial soap, baby. You'd be surprised how quick
they'd get out of the Napalm business.-

"Now let me drop this on you for what
it is worth. If you really want the war to
end, you really don't want to play no games,
you take what you have to do. Now I've been
smoking cigarettes since I was 13 years old.
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”1' quit six mouths ago when I read an
article in the paper where the .Federal
government said it was going to > supply the
local law enforcement agencies with all of
the Mace they needed to stop peace demonstra-
tions. So that kind of upset me. and I went
home and I did my homework and I' checked it
out and I found out that every time I buy
a pack of cigarettes I pay eight, cents
Federal tax immediately. At the .end of the
year, the cigarette industry gives the govern-
ment two billion dollars. At that point,
I decided 1 would never catch cancer and buy Mace
and Napalm at the same time.

"If you youngsters want to end that
war in Vietnam, you see up until six months
ago I was smoking three to four packs of
cigarettes a day. You want to end that
war in Vietnam? When you smoke that last
cigarette outta your pack, you take that empty
pack and you mail it into the cigarette company
and you put a little note with it: 'Dear
Cigarette Industry, I*m not gonna smoke or
buy another cigarette and I’m gonna entice my
friends not to smoke or buy another cigarette
’til the war's over in Vietnam. Not to mention
what it's gonna do for my chest.* I guarantee
you when that cigarette industry realizes
that the Vietnamese getting free means that
they might have to go bankrupt they will hurry
up, fly to Washington, D. C. , kick LBJ’s
door in, and smack that barbeque sauce off
his mouth. I guarantee you that within
six weeks' time the boys will be coming home
from Vietnam.

Let’s also understand you not only have
the power to shape your future, it’s bigger
than that, you have the power to shape the
future and the destiny of the entire world.
And I get around the world and
lot of young folks even in communist countries
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"that would love to follow your lead because
your makin a lot of noise and it's gettin
out. I mean more news is getting out of the
country on how beautiful you are than is
getting in here to you.

"So I say to you; oh, before I run I

want to remind you about my two books. The
first book is Nigger , This book has really
come in handy for me . I never will forget
I was demonstratin once and a sheriff came
up and slapped me down and picked me up and
looked me in the eye and said, "How you doin.
Nigger?* I said, *Niggers doin all right.*
And it is, four million copies. The height
of my ambition is to put Nigger in every home.
So for those of you that use the word nigger
I want you to always know that you’ll be
advertising my book.

"This is my new book that’s been out for
about two months. It is a very important
book, probably one of the most important books
on the market today. It's called The Shadow
That Scares You . I*m not asking you to buy
this one. Go to the library and check this
one out. Read it; dig it; steal it.

"So again I say it was a pleasure to be
here. I wish I didn't have to fly back to
New York.

"I don’t know, but they tell me there
was rumors out that Dick Gregory was arrested.
I hope that if the police arrested any colored
cat today they thought it was me. Please go
back to the station and when he tells you
’ I a in ’ t Dick Gregory ,

' be cool . I hope you
all let him go.

"And again I say to you youngsters,
stay as pure as you are because you put a lot
of trust in old immoral cats like me but for



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"the first time I got something morally
pure to see and look at that I never had
before in this country. And I say to
all of you, thank you and may God bless you.
Just look around. Look at the crowd that's
here. This is Saturday, we're usually out
shooting marbles or raisin hell or something.
What did you come here for? You come to hear
a message and you got it, right? Okay,
look at the old people, the elderly people,
they're out cookin usually somewhere but they*
here too. You know why? Because they wanted
to hear the message and they got the message.
So go home and think about it. Good-bye."



BEClASSIFiraTTCW MJTHWlfY 13ERI¥EO FROM:
WEH AUTCMkTIC ni^LASSIFICATIOIl GUIDE
DATE 03-OS-2014

TO

MAY 1«2 COITION
«sa r^Mn <« cm) kh-u.$

UNITED STATES GOVE®4ENT •
Memorandum

%
*

1 date: 6/27/68
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

r

QjSj/\r-SAC, SEATTLE (157-511) (P)

subject:'
‘

.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
00: CHICAGO

Re Seattlfce letter and LHM, dated 6/21/68.

„ .Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies, and
'

.y for the Chicago Office one (1) copy of a LHM containing
^^^^information supplementary to the LHM in referenced communication.

Copies of this LHM are being disseminated locally to
United States Secret Service by FD-376, and to MIG, 0SI, and
NISO by Fp-342

.

—Qj^g. c$py is also being furnished USA, Seattle.
SE T-l is
LEAD:

(U)
b7D

SEATTLE DIVISION
At Olympia, Washington

Will follow developments in this matter and keep
JBureau and Chicago advised.

(j^ureau (ENC.
iT-Chigago (ENC.
3 -Seattle (2-157-‘

<1-157-^^
KCH:ms
(6) 9

HSASON-FCIU II, 1-2.4.2^
aSTcy any. £jL jpiffifit-

EX-llffj /
Copy^foT &
by rowing $lip for

ZZfWO ra*^ctir“

biy

ry

Savings Bonds Regularly on the 'Payroll Savings Plan



UNO STATES DEPARTMENT OF J CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2053$

Pile A’‘o.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

June 27, 1968

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. O Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official [status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant* in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. Q U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S.to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communistblocs and return.

6. C3cS>ubversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

I 0
)
^Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal. behavior:

(b) Pl Expressions of strong er violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) H Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. f"1 'Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph 4>een furnished Q enclosed Q is not available

f~1 may be available through - - . _ . . .

Very truly yours,

.1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(S) (1)

. V:
S. Secret,Service

? Seattle (RM)

Enclosure(s) n \ ( dm % (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal farm
V A / \ JSii/

, becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



tn Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF JWTICE

*.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington 98104
June 27, 1968

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The information below supplements that contained
in the memorandum under this title dated June 21, 1968.-

On June 26, 1968, SE T-l, who has furnished ^
reliable information in the past, advised than
known to source as a member of* the Communist Parry, rCFTT tnat
date said the CP was going to participate in a demonstration in
.front of the Thurston County Court House, Olvmpia. .Washington,
on Saturday, June 29, 1968, at noon. She explained "this
demonstration is to be incident to the confinement of subject,
and it is expected CP elements from Seattle and Tacoma will
join those from Olympia in making up the CP contingentrg£f'(U)

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of
the FBI and is^loandd to your
agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

tlAfJS. /

RSASO.'f.;

DATE 0?
n, —

•

V r*i
** A *

OOPiEii DESTROYS

9 NOV 24 **/0



* OPTIONAL fOUAHO. 10
MAT \U2 fOmON
otAfpM* uic«r ioimm

UNITED STATES G

Memoramum
MENT

JFR0M :

SUBJECT:

"I
l „

'

r b i

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

C, DALLAS (157-946) (RUC)

date: 6/28/68

RICHARD CLAXTON .GREGORY Rita /
RM / /

00 - CHICAGO \ y'

Re Dallas air.tel to Bureau dated 3/29/68.

For the information of the Bureau and Chicago, GREGORY
did not appear at East Texas State University (ETSU) on 5/1/68,
as was indicated. Cnntart was maintain^ nr. m-nn^
Dean of Students, and| J as
well as Sheriff R. L. WOOD, Hunt County, Texas, and there were
no indications that GREGORY'S not appearing had any effect, on
the student body. On 5/15/68, Dr. KOLDUS stated that the matter
had been handled through contact with reliable students, and
since there had been no overtures made by the University to
GREGORY, there was no difficulty experienced.

i

The Bureau's attention is being directed to Bureau
file 157-9400, entitled AFRO American Student Society, East
Texas State University (ETSU), Commerce, Hunt County, Texas,
RM, Dallas 00; and a matter entitled Demonstration East Texas
State University, Commerce, Texas 4/5/68, RM; 00 Dallas, which
was reported by Dallas airtel dated 4/8/68, which would indicate
that many of the Negro students at the University were not satis-
fied but there was no connection between this matter and the two
above described investigations.

This matter is RUC Dallas,

lT/ 2 J~ Bureau (RM)
!V R - Chicago (15-2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM)

1 - Dallas ru
DDD:cc VP/j. ,

(5)

,0 , M 'r ^ 3/f
* JUL i

(NT. SECT.

54 JUL 9 1968

Buy V.S, Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



iDECLftS SIFICATIOH AUFTHDRITY HEHI¥E-D FROM:
FBI AUTOHATIC DiliLAS SIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-08-2014

FBI WASH DC

i JIDERAt BUREAU OF INYESTOA
&& DEPARTMENT OF JUSTtcJ

SDOiUtlUKICATlOfiS SECTION
§

, JUN2 01968

y^smtxsB

&

F B I SEATTLE

343 PM DEFERRED 6/20/68 JJD

TO^OitfECTOR (100-440423) AND CHICAGO (157-347)

FROM SEATTLE (157-511) 2P

0>

Hr. ToIsoju^—
Mr. Del/>&ch,.^

Mr. Mohr,

Mr. Bishop,.,-

Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt,

Mr. Gale..

Mr/ Rosen..

gw/. ^DllivanJc^L
Mr. TaveU
Mr. .Trotter

Tele, Room

O /&&#/ eg.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, -Rtt. OOs CG. 1 JTINS

1

TO WASHINGTON STATE

GOVERNOR DANIEL EVANS, ADVISED JUNE TWENTY SIXTY-EIGHT THAT ON JUNE

NINETEEN, LAST, GOVERNOR EVANS TURNED DOWN A PLEA OF RICHARD GREGORY

FOR A PARDON FROM HIS NINETY DAY SENTENCE IN THURSTON COUNTY JAIL

AT OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON.

b6
b7C

ALSO ADVISED A SMALL

NUMBER OF INDIANS, NOT OVER TWENTY-FIVE, BEGAN A VIGIL ON JUNE ,

\
TWENTY INSTANT ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE COUNTY COURT HOUSE \

THE STATE CAPITOL GROUNDS, OLYMPIA, IN PROTEST TO GREGORY 'S/ / ,

CONVICTION.

ON JUNE TWENTY INSTANT, A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT THE ^DIAN
(

S AT THE ABOVE VIGIL
'

' j
" 1 **

HAD BEEN JOINED BY A NUMBER OF COMMUNIST PARTY (CP) MEMBERS
REC. 50 /o6 - ¥O y#3-0 t b

FROM BOTH TACOMAv^ND OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON, AND THAMHE. fiE-WA&sss,

PLANNING 0N> CREATING ^O^E^ JjpU,RUCTION CITY ON gHEJ$TA£El968

CAPITOL GROUNDS. SOURCE ADVISED THAT AS OF THIS DAT£-TWO T1

END PAGE ONE

69JUL
_ I AXiJ w-i

1968
VJU.T-A.c-.



PAGE TWO

BEEN ERECTED ACROSS FROM THE COUNTY COURT HOUSE.

FRED DERICK
,
CHIEF OF POLICE, OLYMPIA, ADVISED

INSTANT THAT NO DISTURBANCES OR VIOLENCE HAS OCCURRED IN CONNECTION

WITH THE CURRENT VIGIL.

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA:

RE SEATTLE LETTER JUNE TEN LAST. ABOVE

SOURCE IS

END

LCC

^IkFOLLOWS^^C W)

FBI WASH DC

-MR. TRAINOR
ROOM 836 9&D
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* •*

•t.-'S.
(jrriCNAL roRM no. to

' MAY J««z EWTION
csa rrMR <41 cfr) 101-11.#

UNITED STATES GOvS^MEN

Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVfl^MENT

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

^AC, SEATTLE (157-511) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
00: CHICAGO

date:.. 7/2/68 1

Re Seattle letter and LHM, dated 6/27/68, and
Seattle teletype dated 6/29/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies and
for the Chicago Office one copy of a LHM containing information
supplementary to that in prior memoranda under this title. A
copy of this LHM is being designated for the Miami Office in
view of GREGORY* s remark about demonstrating against Governor
DAN EVANS there during the Republican National Convention.

Dissemination of this LHM is being made locally by
ED-342 to OS I, NISO, MIG, and to U.S. Secret Service by FD-376.
Appropriate local officials were notified of. the information in
the LHM of 6/27/68 when it was received from

LEAD:

SEATTLE DIVISION
At Olympia, Washington!

Will follow^
Jthe Bureau and Chicago

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

V

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^!^
n DATE /-SO‘ BO_$j

(envelopments in this matter and keep
advised.

.2-Bureau (ENC. lr) (RM)
1-Chicago (ENC. 1) (RM)
1-Miami (ENC. 1) (RM)
3-Seattle‘ (157-359)
KCH:ms
(7) REC-3&

/0 3/7

'AGENCY

:

. DEPT: ISD,CRD,W» IOua. S
, y aOWFORW;. t

j DATE 7- ^^ ^L

JUL V2 1968

7~i>
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Blan

46 JUL 5-J9S8
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, H.c. 20535

Director July 2, 1968
United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and .Secret Service concerning Presidential-pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. O Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including, foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official .status.

2. ’O Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by othor

than legal means.

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S,

4. O U. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet :or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5* Qt| Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:
i

(a) £3 Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) {X] Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) gC] Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph 0 has been furnished Q enclosed Q *s R°t available

r~l may be available through. ... - r._ . ... .... . . _ . .

Very truly yours,

.1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)'(l)

U. S. Secret Service , Seattle (RM)

Enclosure(s)(l) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal farm
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNIT* STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington 98104

July 2, 1968

' RE; RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
i

The information herein supplements that in the
memorandum under this title dated Juno 27, 1968:

A Special Agent of the FBI observed approximately
forty to fifty individuals participating in a non-violent
march around the Thurston County Courthouse, across from the
State Capitol grounds, Olympia, Washington, for approximately
one hour during the early afternoon of June 29, 1968. Persons
in the march carried signs protesting the incarceration of RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY. No disturbance was noted.

Thurston County
Sheriff Uiiic6, adviSSd that h6 Vi616n<56 O'r arrests occurred
in connection with this demonstration.

b6
b7C

further advised that on the evening of Juno 28,
1968, a sit-in on the Capitol grounds by a number of Indians
was terminated by Y/ashington State Patrol Troopers through
dismantling of three tepees and four tents belonging to the
Indians. The arrests of nine persons followed as a result of
resisting police officers during the dismantling. Bight of
those arrested were juveniles. The sit-in was mainly in protest
of, rights of Indians, along with a protest of GREGORY’S
sentencing and jailing.

An item in the June 29, 1968 issue of the Seattle
Tines, a Seattle newspaper .of general circulation, under the
caption "Protests Continue in Olympia," stated with respect to
the dismantling of the tents which had been erected on the Capitol
grounds

:

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside
your agency.

(66 * r-.'Z/rf
ENCLOSXIEE

u



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
i

"Earlier, State Patrol Chief WILL BACHOFNER said •

that if police had not renoved the encampment
Friday night, *it would have been moved by
the citizens of the town' " .

The June 30, 1968 issue of the Seattle Post-
Intelligencer, a Seattle newspaper of general circulation,
carried an article under the title, "GREGORY Invites EVANS
to Jail," in which GREGORY is said to have transmitted a

letter by way of his wife to Governor DAN EVANS of Washington
State inviting EVANS to visit him in his jail cell "or I'll
have no alternative but to lead demonstrations against you at
the Republican National Convention in Miami." The article
continues:

'^I hope you will find time to come' over during
your lunch hour one day to discuss with me the
problems of Indians and other minority groups,'

GREGORY said.

"GREGORY, who has gone without food and taken
only distilled water since he entered his cell
June 7, told EVANS he intends to serve his
full 90-day sentence and 'continue my fast until
I an released to demonstrate to the world the problems
confronted by my Indian brothers'".



JB1 WASH DC

F B I SEATTLE

FEDERALmm OF MVBTtflATlO.1
l), S. MPWmm OF JUSTICE J

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION/

JUN2 9 196&/

S35 PM DEF£Rf&D 6/29/68 PJW

TO DIR^TOR (100-440423)

FROk/sEATTLE (157-511) /IPG/

TEL

Hr. To!#©3

Mr. DeLoach

Mr. Mohr— —

,

Mr. Bishop- „

Mr. Casper

"Mr. Callahan-—

•

Mr. Conrad-—
Mr. Felt——— »

Mr. Cale— *

Mr. Rosen.— -&> <
Mr. Snlli'$£)€&

f

Mr. TaveK-— •
’

Mr. Trotter— .

Tele. Room- ..— •

Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy

RICHARD CLAXTOrrGREGORY? RMr 00:CG. L

^
SPECIAL AGENT OF THE FBI OBSERVED APPROXIMATELY FORTY TO IFT

j
INDIVIDUALS WHO "PARTICIPATED IN NON-VIOLENT MARCH AROUND THURSTON /
COUNTY COURTHOUSE, ACROSS FROM STATE CAPITOL GROUNDS, OLYMPIA, WASHING-

TON, FOR APPROXIMATELY ONE HOUR EARLY AFTERNOON OF 6/29/68. PERSONS

MARCH CARRIED SIGNS PROTESTING CONTINUING INCARCERATION

TON GREGORY. L
I ITHURSTON COUNTY SHfcrv^fFV^sssS^

NO VIOLENCE OR ARRESTS IN CONNECTION WITH THIS DEMONSTRATIOnA \\

IfURTHER ADVISED THAT ON EVENING 6/28/68, A SIT-lV <&

CAPITOL GROUNDS BY A NUMBER OF INDIANS WAS TERMINATED BY TROOPERS OF THE

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL THROUGH DISMANTLING OF THREE TEPEES AND FOUR

TENTS BELONGING TO THE INDIANS, THE ARRESTS OF NINE PERSONS FOLLOWED AS

A RESULT OF RESISTING POLICE OFFICERS DURING THE DISMANTLING. EIGHT OF

THOSE ARRESTED WERE JUVENILES. SIT-IN WAS MAINLY IN PROTEST OF RIGHTS

OF INDIANS,, ALONG WITH PROTEST OF GREGORY'S SENTENCING. jJ

EX-ioft
R0>44 3—H Q

„»tti r i cT SA WHO OBSERVED DEMON-
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA: RE SEATTLE LET ^ r . .&»« '

5;.

STRATION IS SA ROBERT H., VICX; LHM FOLLOWS. CG ADVISED AM.^

END
/o ^ all information contained

^FBlUt 1
1



F B I

Date:

Transmit the following 'in

Vi0 AIRTBL

,7/ /68
1 9 i*f }

(Type in plaintext of code

)

(Priority

)

I

. L,

i

/

/

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

o/t?e

ft
O'

RICHARD CLAXT
RACIAL MATTERS
00: Chicago

GREGORY, aka.

Re Chicago tel to Bureau and WFO 7/18/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
dated and captioned as above. An information copy of the LHM
is being sent to WFO in view of investigation being conducted
by that division, and to Seattle for information.

Thpi sniirpo rafarrorl tri i_» XHU 4 sl. the

The used in contacting subject *s residence

A copy of this LHM is being furnished to the
United States Attorney and Secret Service, Chicago, and to
Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

The Bureau will be promptly advised of further
pertinent developments in this matter.

<3)- Bureau (Enc. 11)
1 - Seattle (157-511) (Eruwil) (RM) (Info) ,///>,,/ ^ 0
1 - WFO (Enc. 1) (RM>'<$£$ jgfl*

[

rb7D
b7E

1 - Chicago
HM:mpc
(6 )

-m

Approved:

53JUL2919j

. . ***&”%

A5»miACsrSl0,0SI,SE0.SER7.'(^TW£
DSPI: ISD, IDIU^OUL 22 1968

sewmw r ...je-st jl

b6
b7C

Tel **> t >



UNjWEd states department of ^tice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

•In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157_347
Chicago, Illinois
July /? , 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On July 18. 1968. a source

[advised that Dick Gregory returned to his
residence in Chicago on the evening of July 17, 1968,
following his early release from jail in Olympia, Washington.
Gregory now claims he will soon visit several foreign
countries, including a number of African nations, as well
as Russia, China and Cuba. He said he would be travelling
in his capacity as a presidential candidate.

On
Gregory's Ch
contacted -urn

at
icapo residence. ±45± East >tn street was
der al said that

1

-

lie was pleased to be bacK in Chicago and was at that time
visiting a number of friends in the city.

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished to
the following agencies:

U.S. Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group,
Evanston, Illinois

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED.

3 -I®*

ENCLOSURE
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F B I

Date:- 7/17/68

Transmit the following in.

AIRTEL

Mr. Totson,

—

Mr. DeJ^ach
Mr. Mohr—
Mr, nisHQj)

Mr. Casper.

Via

(Type in plaintext or aode)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

Mr. CaUatufflu

Mr. Conrads
Mr- Felt..

0 O n

Mr, SuUivaxuJ£^ *

Mr. Tavel,.,,,-

—

Mr. Jitter—

—

Tele. Room-—

_

Miss Holmes—
I MiasJlaadx

TO

FROM:

SUBJECT

/3#

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, SEATTLE (iS7-Sll)(P>
O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM

(00:- CHICAGO)
Atr INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFI
DATE BY

Re Seattle letter and LHM 7/2/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies,
and for the Chicago Office one (1) copy of a LHM containing
current developments in GREGORY’S case.

information resulting from the subject’s press
conference at Tacma on 7/17/68 was obtained through casual
inquiry by SA

E
at the Tacoma News Tribune,

a Tacoma, Washington, cfeily paper of general circulation

Copies of this LHM are being made available locally
by FD-342 to NISO, 0SI, MIG, and USA, Seattle, and by FD-376
±o United States Secret Service.

LEAD

SEATTLE DIVISION
At Seattle, Tacoma,
and Olympia, Washington

!M
S$C
&
zoo— Vl/a </<? 5—3°2d

Will follow subject's activities through' established
and public sources, and keep the Bureau and C^i^j-g^^Qfl^Qe >

(Enc. 11) (RES)
Si - Chicago (Enc. 1) (1S7-347) (REG)
3 - Seattle ' AaUfCY:AOSI.»W,081»|S

f

KCH : lp.trf, /f fiJKj . n
Dr-Pi 1 XS9|f

(7) W/'S
'

‘ ’

- Bishop 3^=

54AUG-
Approved:

ms ror%»

Sent

a|a

Ic.t U}Va* ill
. M 1

Per 1
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'tjp>*376 (R^v, §*U6'6)

UNITW) STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUWlCE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

% &
M?

In Reply, Please Refer to

File Ao,

Director

United States .Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

WASHINGTON, D.C. .20535

July 17, 1968

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. O Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government’ official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. O Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by oth*»r

than legal means.

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or .organization inimical to U. S.

4. Q U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. $. to countries in .the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

6. tXl Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or. more of the following

criteria;

(a) IX] Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) CO Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) IX] Prior .acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved an illegal' bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Cjp has been .furnished Q enclosed Q >s not available

Q may be available through .... ..... . -

Very truly yours,

T- Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service^ Seattle (REG)

Enclosure(s) 1 (Upon removal of Classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form,

becomes UNCLASSIFIED.).
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File AV.

UNITWD STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington
July 17 , 1968

-

J

£££ INFORMATION contained

nf?f
IN

y
IS ^CLASSIFIED ’Jj

DATE-A/a-*c>

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
'

The information herein is supplementary to that
contained in memoranda under this title dated at Seattle,
Washington, July 2, 1968, and prior thereto.

A news article in the July 17, 1968, issue of the
Seattle Post Intelligencer, a Seattle, Washington, morning
paper of general circulation, in an article captioned "Gregory
.Freed as 'Trusty*' for Last 15 Days," reflects that GREGORY
had been released from Thurston County Jail, Olympia, Wash-
ington, on July 16, 1968, as a "trusty-at-large" by order
of Superior Court Judge HEWITT A. HENRY. GREGORY is quoted as
saying his eating would be resumed gradually .under the direction
of a doctor, and that he intended to spend
davs in the State of Washington, living with

tn his Tacoma, Washington* home,

On July 17, 1968,
County Jail, said the release OYdfii' dh UKtUUKX -is tantamount to
an unconditional discharge, although, technically, he is still
"serving" the remaining portion of his sentence. There are
no apparent restrictions on any travel GREGORY wishes to under-
take .

b6
b7C

At a press conference held by GREGORY on July 17, 1968,
at Tacoma, he stated he would continue his efforts in behalf of
the American Indian, this being, in his opinion, the number one
problem facing the American people today. GREGORY placed this
even ahead of the "black man's struggles," and said he hoped
the Indians would not get as militant as the Negroes

.

GREGORY did not enlarge on any immediate plans . He
- dismissed the possibility of his participation in a demonstration

against Washington Governor DAN EVANS at the Republican .National
Convention: He stated this was a personal issue between himself

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency*,- it and
its contents 'are not to be distributed outside
your agency . '

^ 3 . 3J0 '

gHCLOSUp*



RE RICHARD 1 CLAXTON < GREGORY

and EVANS. : He further advised 'that from what he :has

(

seen in the State of 'Washington, this state is ahead of
other states in solving racial problems. He stated he is
the Presidential candidate for the 'Peace and Freedom Party.

i His plans for the future include a world tour to visit North
Korea and talk to the crew of the Pueblo. He also said he jplans.
to visit North Vietnam, Russia

T
and Red China.

""



-FBI WASH DC*-

FBI CHICAGO

riDt&tt evs»u of instigation
U, S. DEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JULX 81968^3

iTEKEEYEk
728PM DEFERRED 7-18-68 RMF

TO DIRECTOR /I 00-440423/ WFO

MFO VIA BUREAU

FROM CHICAGO /I 57-347/ /?/

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM. 00: CHICAGO,

Mr. Tolsca ...

.Mr. PeLoach-...
Mr. Mohr,,

Mr. Bfchop.—
Mr. Caspar —
Mr. Callahan—«»,

;Mr, Conrad.,*—*

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale
Rosen

"Mr. Sullivan

Mr* Tavel,

Mr. Trotter-
Tele, Room,
.Miss Holies—
Miss Gandy—

SOURCE,

ADVISED THIS DATE DICK GREGORY RETURNED TO HIS

RESIDENCE IN CHICAGO, EVENING OF JULY SEVENTEEN LAST. FOLLOWING^

HIS EARLY RELEASE FROM JAIL IN OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON. ^REGORY/

NOW CLAIMS HE WILL SOON VISIT SEVERAL FOREIGN COUNTRIES INCUJfflNo|

AFRICAN NATIONS, -RUSSIA, CHINA AND CUBA, IN HIS CAPACITY AS PRES-

IDENTIAL CANDIDATE.

AT GREGORY'S CHICAGO RESIDENCE, CONTACTED

under] Isa id , |

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE IS
I

OSSIFIED
IKitAry^ai

USA, SECRET SERVICE, CHICAT^S, TO BE ADVISED BY LHM WHICH FOLLOWS.

CHICAGO FOLLOWING.
^

GREGORY HAS PASSPORT VALID UNTIL NINETEEN SIXTYNINE, WITH

RESTRICTIONS ON TRAVEL TO CHINA AND CUBA.^ £ 4ft/0*/J2> 33,1
WFO RECHECK PASSPORT OFFICE, STATE^DEPARTMENT, FOR ANY

PERTINENT DATA RE GREGORY. ——
TELETYPEDTDi

22LJUL.S3 1268. ,

«Bwssfe_ , . ^rrm»

FBI- WASH DC*
* MR. TRAINOft

CC, ROOM 836 9&D



S

ECLftSSIFIOkTIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

BI AUTOHHTIC UmZhhSSIWICATim Bedb
ATE 03""OS”-2014

f
& W

"folson -**•*

JDeLoa^'K >•

Mohr j-

Bi sfto£

v-CasE>«r

^aUohaft>,
iConfotd m.
Delt

"Rosen »**,

.-Su Ihvan M
Tavel *****

T tpUei

Tele,

Holme!

CsfiKly

CODE
July 25 , 1968

TELETYPE

REC- 71

Ml Ifcl

m
PRIORITY

TO: THE PRESIDENT

TO: SECRETARY OF STATE

TO: DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

TO: DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

TO: DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

TO: WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM, ATT.: SECRET SERVICE (PID)

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI

b6
b7C

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, WELL-KNOWN COMEDIAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS
ACTIVIST.

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION

IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT GREGOR^

ACCORDING TO THE SOURCE, GREGORY HAS STATED b7D

HOWEVER, GREGORY

" ”"" ”—™-
;JFM:ch^C5)

L

ftEAUGI 2%fi| J., mail room LzLr teletype uni? UcJ

o>‘

VIA TELETYPE

JUL 2 &1988
/Oils' p/n

ENCIPHERED
1X^.



* i

TELETYPE TO PRESIDENT, ET AL.
RE: RICHARD CIAXTON GREGORY

SOURCE ALSO ADVISES GREGORY[

GREGORY CLAIMS TO BE A PRESIDENTIAL

CANDIDATE AND INDICATED HE HAS PILED SUIT IN U. S. DISTRICT
'i

,

i

COURT, WASHINGTON, D. C, , REQUESTING HE BE BRIEFED BY PRESIDENT

JOHNSON, ALONG WITH OTHER PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

.

GP-1



10:45PM 7-25-68 MSE

PRIORITY

TO THE PRESIDENT 004

TO SECRETARY OF STATE 015

TO DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 004

TO DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 003

TO DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 003

TO WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM, ATT.: SECRET SERVICE <PID)

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI'

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, WELL-KNOWN COMEDIAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS

ACTIVIST.

*

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION



b7D

END AND HOLD



WH> PLS ACK MSG 00

ZEV UR 004

CIA PLS ACK S MSG 004.,

UMQSL UR 004 AT 260250Z KK

ARMY PLS ACK MSG 003...

ARMY ACKS FOR FBI NO 03

STATE PLS ACK MSG 015. .V

RECD UR 015 FIVERS 1050P ROG

OSI PL S ACK MSG 003...

OSI ACKS FBI 03 - HW



, .5-113
f

g , X* * *
• 'f.i ' *

0 ^

•

Domestic Intelligence l^^sion

IN FORMATIVE NOTE
j

nn>. 7/25/68

Attached relates to Richard
Claxton Gregory, Negro comedian
and civil rights activist

—

^nntr

Pertinent parts of attached
furnished White House, State,
Central Intelligence Agency,
military, and Secret Service,
by teletype . Copy of attached
also furnished Inter-Division
Information Unit of Department,
and Attorney General.

JFM:chs A





b7D

END PAGE TWO



ADMINISTRATIVE
i

[REMYTEL JULY EIGHTEEN LAST.
i

I

SOURCE IS

END PAGE THREE

GREGORY CLAIMED

GREGORY NOTED



A »

PAGE FOUR 157-347

CHICAGO WILL ASCERTAIN IF GREGORY CAN LEAVE US WITH

DISORDERLY CONDUCT AND ASSAULTI NG POLICE OFFICER SENTENCE OF
\

NINETY DAYS STILL UNSERVED. GREGORY'S APPEAL THIS SENTENCE.
t

RECENTLY DENIED.

(AM COPIES TO WFO, NEW YORK, AND SPRINGFIELD.

JlORR r 3 L ,1£"
"
LA5T WH D 3HD DE CANDi-frflTE

I Jr

END !

exj ;

I

FBI WASH DC

@ 1

i

^ ii

00* MR. SULLIVAN
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RE CHICAGO TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND BOSTON JULY TWENTYFIVE LAST.



{Rev,

%u
Transmit the following in

\n„ AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI/C]

Date: 7/22/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Mr, To[son_. =^«
1 ‘iTfteh

Mr, ?t«

I

Mr. 2 'P

I
. ?rr»

I

Mr, r.J

'

I

Mi*. C;*3t^d

j |

1

4*1 *' v =-r-g-B=-«r.feyi< t

I . I
3— J -

f Ja * If i *********

U^f tVir ?; Manl£L
t

'

|
, lx,

I ,? \ *Vr t/aSN**

I *avI\ ?* Dora^*

f i l si -t

j
Mi-oi Luuuiy**,

FROM: SAC, WFO X157-1121) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON^CREGORY, aka
RM
(00: CG)

ReCGteletype to Director dated 7/18/68 and WFOlet
to Director dated 2/15/68,

On 7/22/68, the passnnrt.. f i.l.p nf ..ranfioned
individual was reviewed by Sa|

|
and no

additional information was contained in the file since the
date it was last reviewed 2/6/68,

On 7/22/68, Validation Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division, Passport Office, advised
that her office has no record of request for validation by
subject.

I

LEAD

RB-&
WASHINGTON FIELD __

/

v tffr ft .„,, r63

(P AT WASHINGTON, D.C> Will also review security files
\ at State Department when files become available, and^wi-i^ N
\ forward results, / /

(5)- Bureau / /
2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM) * / /
1 - WFO %< /

JM: Skt t&J&WmJ

/

(6) HSffiW X /
aigjafll

M Per.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1002 EDITION
OSA FPMR (41 CFR> 101-11.*

UNITED STATES GO^INMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI date: 8/2/68

FROM
ofkU^SAC, ALBUQUERQUE (62-New) C

subject:

INFOI

Enclosed herew

Tg>N CONCERNING

o rui

d* herewith aj^^ran coriginal and four copies/

^ '/of a letterhead memorandum concerning information furnished\
•
' by

| |
who is present**^

/ j/{>/under development as a PSI in the Albuquerque Division.

» ' |

1

\j Background information concerning is being
\ obtained, and when complete information is available, a
/ \ communication will be sent to the Bureau requesting permission
^ \to designate is a PSI.

~|has furnished information on a voluntary
j

basis for a considerable period of time, and the information
he has furnished has been found to be reliable.

The letterhead memorandum is being marked confidential
because the unauthorized disclosure of the information furnished
by this source could reasonably result in the identification of
the source and his continuing value would be thereby impaired.

(

, Such impairment could have an adverse effect upon the National
Defense interests of the country.

The information concerning set forth in the
'X letterhead memorandum has been sent? dv separate ro>«auDipaHnn.

X. to the Phoenix and San Francisco Offices. ^ :

Jt-
Cop/toT. 7?DX(/ vvl
by routing slip for / *

0"lnfo Q option / ^
(2)- Bureau (Enc. 5) (RM)

P 1 - Albuquerque

@ WRJ/mcc <h( (\m o) Jwx
54 AUG 201968

DUMB e AUG 5 1968

.v’U'

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



DECLJU5 SIFIC&YIQN MJTHCMlfY BERIWED FROM:
FBI JWJTOMaTIC DECLAS SIFIOtTIClJ GUIDE
DATE 03- 08-2014

5&/4 ,«ffv *\$V

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

August 2, 1968

Information Concerning

A confidential source^has'advYsed an ?a4CHI—

—

LUC
Albuquerque Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

known as
|
was traveling with a

who, was described as follows

:

Race
^Sex
Hair
Age
Height

'The t'

bearing, >unknown

White
Female
Blond

taken parti

sraret

Irelatt

dp -GROUP-

1

Excluded from automatic

downgrading and declassification

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of
the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and its con-
tents are not to be distributed Outside your agency.

ilCLOSl®





b6
b7C
b7D

Race
Sex
Age
Height
Weight
Hair
Complexion
Miscellaneous

White
Male

Approximately 140 to 150 pounds
Brown, cut short
Fair

- 3* -

~C$Wt&ffJSAL



.* FD*J2$ (Rev. 11.2«.$I)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

N^NE *
* •

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Albuquerque, New Mexico
August 2, =1968

Title
b6
b7C
b7D

Character INFORMATION CONCERNING

Reference Memorandum from Albuquerque, dated
and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

dic„U,
meft

!
contains neither recommendations nor conclusion* o< the FBI. It 1* the property

ot the FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents,are not to be distributed outside
your <r<3 enCy.



A copy of this LHM is being furnished to the

USA and U.S. Secret Service, Chicago and to Region I,

113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

LEAD

ST. LOUIS



tmi *i]

^053K||j

In Reply, Pleat* Refer to

File Ao. 157-347

UNIlW STATES DEPARTMENT OF JflWICE
1

i

•

1 FEDERAL'M/REAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois

July 29, 1968

RICHARD ;CLAXTON>GREGORY
,

' * -
• .!

On July 25, 1968, , a source, who has
able information' in /the past, said that

The above source was unable to furnish
s concerning the itinerary of Gregory's

This document contains .^either recommendations* nor conclusions

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the property

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents

are not to be distribut<edU-*outside your agency,.

ATT information containedW " V, ^ /

| ^^^ '33-6
^ WiuMi * .... — * -f •





Copies ofthis memorandum are being furnished
to the following agencies:

United States Secret Service,
Chicago, Illinois

United States Attorney,
Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th Military
Intelligence Group,
Evanston, Illinois

- 3 * -
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

RM/Rl «t*»

S'CC' /*/ $

FOR RM USE ONLY

A-3860 UNCLASSIHED



InternationaPBefence and Aid

PfcfSlDCNT:

Th* R*vtrtn<j Canon L John ColHnt

vicc-rftt$iocNT$i

Mr, Of* e»nfl \
Vk*-Pr#*W«At-D*AJ*h Council for Sovtftera Africa

Dr*. Wfter Cm*
Secretary • Netherlands Defenc# *n4 AW fund

Mr, Gaorfi* Houtar
Cxccytlv* Doctor- American CommJtte* on Africa

b6 per FBI
b7C
b7D

a AMEN COURT, LONDON,I.C.,6

TN,»h,», ; 01*606 612^
Co-ortfifitSftO Secretary ; Jan HocgcnrfyV g

fa rtpiy p/east quot* «.

14th June, 1968

\ 7,
7 1 The wife of Mr. Dick Gregory telephoned me yesterday to
tell me that her husband has been sentenced to imprisonment for
90 days, in connection with his part in the negro Civil Rights
Movement. Mr, Gregory had undertaken to take part in a Concert,
to be given at the Albert Hall on June 26th, on behalf of the
International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa. I would
be immensely grateful if you should feel able to intervene, and
to obtein for Mr. Gregory either a remission of his prison sentence
or his pardon so that he might be able to fulfil his promise of
coming to London; I would suggest that such an intervention
might be justified on the ground that the majority of British
people would find it difficult to, understand how your country,
which they regard as one devoted bo freedom, should imprison
a man committed to non-violence, whose only offence would seem
to be a desire to obtain for the negroes of the United States
of America their freedom and Just rights.

Please forgive me for making such an unusual request.
But I did not wish to have to disappoint so many people who will
have looked forward to Mr. Gregory's appearance on the platform
at the Albert Hall on June 26th. His name, as you may have seen,
has already been publicly announced as one of the artists to be
giving their services free on this special occasion.

UiX _

A-3^7
7 L.Q—
L. John Collins.

His Excellency,
The Ambassador to the United States of America,

United States Embassy,
Grosvenor Square

,

London, W.l,9
f

enclosure

ft * - V



£VlQ5, Director

Central Intelligence Agency

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans
(U)

Dear Sir:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^ EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

The information furnished herewith concerns a subject (or subjects) who may
be traveling abroad or planning to do so.

S] I will appreciate receiving afiy^gertinepHn^pnation concerning the sub-
ject’s (or subjects’) activities while abroad.

j
O -The travel may, include counties covert by the Legal Attache (or

Attaches) checked below who will.contact appropriate security, services in those countries
to -receive any pertinent information they may develop,

O Bern

a Bonn

a London

a Pa»s

O Ron»e

ri Buenos Aires

O Mexico, D. ,F.

.Q Santo Domingo

a

O Hong Kong

Q Manila

C] Tokyo

T~1 Ottawa

Reports concerning the subject for subjects) have been Q are being
furnished to you under separate cover.

Very truly yours.

Enclosure

EMJjmfs (5),

class. & n?.
REAS0N-FCT1* II, 1*2.4^
DATE OF RuVlE7 ?T ' a ffl

4'
wrJw Edgar Hoowafr

l

2 - Office ot Qfigia ~ Chicago - (157-347)
2 - Legal Attache - Enc. < )

h
tols^A

Bern
Bonn
London
Paris
Kotoo

i

Buenos Aires
I

Mexico, D. F-
Santo Domingo

Attentions Q Legat

Notiff

)
Hong Kong

]
Manila

|
Tokyo

Q Ottawa

O Legats — Alert sources so,as to receive pertinent information regarding .subject,

3 including advance information concerning travel plans to other countries,
ppropriate Legat(s) of such travel plans- Information in enclosures may be fur-

xnsnea to your sources. SubjectQ is O i$ in Security Index.

ED Office of Origin — Will verify travel if subject has not already left and Will be alerfc
from abroad, notifying Bureau by memorandum for dissemination.

ion hecome sme la$ $ ifiedJof classified tncto$ur{$
i

TEL£TYP£ -UNIT CHI
c



*1

Director
“

Central Intelligence Agency

Gregory is a nationally>nov/n comedian and civil
rights activist. His none is included in the Agitator Index.
Subject recently completed 45 days of a 90-day jail sentence
in Olympia, Y/ashington, for violation of the state game laws.
Gregory V7as x*eleased as a "trustee at large."

Enclosed is Chicago memorandum dated 7/29/68
which contains information concerning Gregory’s world tour •

to begin 8/20/68. The contents of this memorandum have
been furnished to State and CIA by teletype and the Department
is aware. This communication is being submitted to CIA so
that a specific request may be made to furnish^information
concerning Gregory’s activities v/hile abroad, “inasmuch as
State and the Department are in possession of this i|iformatfon

,

they are not being advised separately at this time,
(jjj
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F B I

Date: ,8/2/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)
I

.-L.

'^<4

/

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

if

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, BOSTON (152-386

)

RICHARD CLAXTOwGREGORY , aka
RM
(00: Chicago)

\QiA Re Chicago teletype to Director and Boston, 7/25/68;.
Boston teletype to Director, New York and Chicago, 7/26/68,

t

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven copies
of a LHM, and for Chicago two copies, dated and captioned as
above. Information copies of the LHM are being furnished to
New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco in the event future
investigation is conducted by those offices concerning the
subject.

Copies of the LHM are also being disseminated
locally to the IQfth MI Group, NISO, Secret Service and the
U. S. Attorney, ^i\il Boston, Mass'., in accordance with Bureau
policy of dissemfjfe^ion.

3jr Bureau (Encs. 11) (RH-) _ m*.r*rr>T%

2 - Chicago (Encs. 2) (Encs. 2 ) (~RM.) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDjv^

1 - Los Angeles (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) HEREIN ^^^A-oIFIED
1 - New York (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) DATE^^ggL„BY
1 - San Francisco (Enc. 1) (Info)DlC2MJ . j , r=j

Boston to ' t/vOyjj

AGENCY : ACS-I , NIC , 0SF, SEC . SERV . , 10 AUG 5 1968
DEPT: ,3SD.,_CSD.,S©

HOW’ F0~W

:

1
RMK : Lc
(.9)

b6
b7C

v c * BlsfioS

"Vi

H0WFI«iW: A/<?

DATEgonazlnnm
rv.X^ / 7 '
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No

.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
August 2, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On August 1, 1968, Dick Gregory appeared on
the Jerry Williams television program, Station WBZ,
Boston, from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., and on the Jerry
Williams radio show on the same station from 10:00 p.m.
to 12:00 p.m. on the same date. Both programs are talk
shows which encourage telephonic questions from the
public at large.

On the morning show Gregory appeared with
Jules Feifer (phonetic), a well known cartoonist, and
on the evening show with James Farmer, former Chairman
of the Congress on Racial Equality (CORE), who was in
telephonic contact with the program from New York City.

Gregory’s remarks generally criticized the
United States as -being-a racist country which had no
right to be engaged in the war in Vietnam.. He discussed
his write-in candidacy for President in the coming
election and his book "Write Me In" which has just been
published and which explains in detail his candidacy
and his program for solving United States problems.

Gregory was wearing coveralls and a self-
conferred peace medal, and stated he would not shave nor
wear conventional dress until the war in Vietnam has
ended. He discussed his recent conviction of ninety
days in jail in the State of Washington in connection with
his protest concerning unjust laws of that State against
American indians there.

He stated that he is on the ballot in the
State of Pennsylvania representing the Peace- and Freedom,
Party, and$in the near future he expects to go to
California to. address the Peace and Freedom Party there
in the hope of getting on the ballot in that State
representing thalr party. — He stated that by getting on —

J06
ENCLOSURE ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED v

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED V



6 0
, A

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

the ballot in several states he hopes to demand equal
time on television as other presidential candidates.

Gregory stated that he has instituted court
action to force the administration to brief him in the
same manner as the other six white presidential
candidates. He stated that the’ administration has
refused to offer him Secret Service protection as it
has the other presidential candidates including Harold*
Stas sen whose Secret Service protection unit constitutes
his largest crowd.

Gregory described himself as a integrationist
and not a black nationalist, but stated he was in
sympathy with the black nationalists because, as things
are at the present time, the Constitution is not working
to bridge the gap between whites and blacks , and , if it
comes to the point where he believes no further progress
can be made towards integration, then he will join with
the black nationalists.

•Gregory stated that he expects to get the most
write-in votes of any of the presidential, candidates

,

in which case he will consider himself elected President
of the United States in exile and will set up his office
in Washington, D. C.

Gregory stated that in this capacity he expects-
to handle grievances against the United States Government
by people who were not successful in originally referring
these* grievances to the 'administration in power.”

Gregory made the comment that he believes that
Chicago will be the most violent city in the nation this
summer mainly because the Democratic National Convention
is being held there. He stated that he had hoped that "We
could slip through the summer without violence", but that
it does not look as though this will happen.

Gregory stated that since his request to 'be
-briefed as <a presidential candidate has been refused by



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
*"> ~

«

the administration, he feels- compelled to. make, a world
tour of his own to obtain the necessary information.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency,; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

|



DECXASSIFJQkTION AmmMTfY, FROy::

FBI MJTtMATIC DECUlSSltlC&riCM GUIDE
Date ii- 05-2013
FBI INFORMATION ONLY
F9-2M32KB.5

&

Transmit the following -in

AERTEL

e: 7/31/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PROM

IP -W ],Q f}<

DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-4j£82g&~

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY aka
RM-BN

ReCGtel to Bureau, 7/25/68,

b 608 Fifth /
Avenue, New York City, advised that he had received L

information from Chicago that DICK GREGORY had been in
contact with the Territorial Representative of Pakistan
International Airlines in Chicago, one|

,

1

—

office telephone # 312-272-0217, home reiepnone
GREGORY indicated that he planned to travel abroad sometime
in the month of August and that his itinerary would include
the following cities:

Leave from New York, Kennedy Airport
London, England
Paris, France Rpp

*

J Geneva, Switzerland
Frankfurt, Germany

j 0-0
0 a Berlin, Germany f_

| (f
Moscow, USSR

\ [(
Istambul, East Pakistan 16 n,,r -

u Karachi, West Pakistan .

MUU '

Beriut, Lebanon .

~

Accra, Ghana
Lagos, Nigeria
Madrid,- Spain *

Mexico .City, .Mexico- __
^

Return to New „Y!ork, Kennedy Airport.

Bureau (RM) '
/

T- Chicago (15^347) (RM) CL{Ss; f—?.

Iac tflA / REAS01I-FCI" II,

date of. review, <2p2L
Approved/ IYx

REC u
j
o-o ^ V ^ o

16 AUG 1 1968

ytk£-~

; j
Special Agent in JOharc

fiitjct



'V 0 (3:

NY 157-1093

further advised that GREGORY had
indicated a desire £o travel to Havana, Cuba, North Korea
and. North Vietnam. GREGORY was advised that it was impossible
to book passage bo these countries from the U.S., and that
if he desired to travel there > arrangements would have to
be made once he left the U.S.

b6
b7C

stated’ that no concrete arrangements
had been made, between GREGORY anf ^«-»mn^ny., „ He recom-
mended that contact be made with
more complete details of GREGORY

in Chicago for
He stated that,-.ails of GREGORY'S travels.

if for any reason was uncooperative^ he would
telephonically contact ner and remedy this situation.

New York will contact and
who are; familiar with GREGORY * s activities in an effort to
ascertain more complete details regarding his travel plans.

b7D

(U)
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Date:
- 8/9/68

Transmit the following -in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

Mr. Tolson,

Mr. DeLoach .^-J
Mr. Mohr^ r, Ml
Mr. B btx

Mr. Casper*^.

Mr. CaLahan
Mr. ConracL

Mr.
Mr. „

'Mr. Rosen,

Mr. gunsvan
Mr, Tayel

Mr. Trotter.

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes.

‘Miss Gandy.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, ST. LOUIS OL§7-5822) P

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
,
aka

RM

00:CHICAGO

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 7/29/68.

Contact with appropriate sources in this Division,
including laison sources, racial informants, and sources in
real estate field have failed to reflect any information con-
firming or negating the possiblity that subject will move his
immediate family to the St. Louis area. “C

Inasmuch as subject was born and raised in St. Louis
and most of his relatives still reside in the area, he might
logically consider the possiblity of housing his family with,
or in the vicinity of, one of these relatives:

Subject*

s

age

1 age about
| |

is apparent
last known to be residing with the

approximatelyf I wds I&st known to be residing With~EEgjr husbanft
at I 1st . Louis . Another

unmarried and was

subject's
fired last week from his job ra,t i&tv Louis jod corps centerl

was

where he was employed as an[
&le also resides in St. Loui^ VUU- Y VZ)

Subject's mother, ^SGjjMe GREGORY, age about 64, is
presumed to be alive and in the St. Louis area, although her
exact whereabouts is not known.

b6
b7C

[&t

3/- Bureau
*2 - Chicago (157-347)
2 - St. Louis
JAF :mck
\T7j

22 AUG 13 191

Approved;

6lAU6i6

All INKfiMATTOff CONTAINED
JSREIH IS USgilASSIFIED.’;4>B> /

lai Agent i5>£KBroe



SL: #157?*5822.

St. Louis Division will continue attempts to determine-
details of subject's anticipated move tost. Louis. The Bureau
and Chicago, will be promptly, advised.



f OfTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1*2 EDITION

TO

FROM

subject:

date: 8/1S/68

^fl

csaffmr(« cfr)

UNITED STATES GO\JkNMENT ,

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

j^,
WFO (157-1121) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
(00:CG)

Chicago airtel to Director, dated 7/29/68 and
Chicago teletype to Director and Boston, dated 7/25/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 and to Chicago
2 copies of an LHM captioned as above.

LEAD

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON. D. C. WFO is awaiting the
availibility of security files regarding subject. United
States Department of. State, will review and forward results
to Chicago.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE_ZrZ^£iKa-BY _.c?T

'y)r

(^2^ Bureau (En<

2- Chicago (Enc. 2)
1- WFO

12 AUG 19 1968

J-*CS5.M.

F JAHtcrb
(5)

CopsHo. ZSL/Q -Ci/)

j

by routiijg slip for

a Q action y"'

a, .

y6»27*l88%^ US^Savings Bonds Regularly on the 'Payroll Savings Plan f



V V
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, .D.C. 20535

August 19, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON .GREGORY

On August 2, 1968, the records of the United States

District Court, Washington* D. C., revealed that Gregory-

instituted an action entitled ''Dick Gregory vs# Dean Rusk,

et al“ subsequently filed by the. Clerk of the Court on May 23,

1968 as Civil Action Number 1243-68.

The complaint alleges that the plaintiff, Gregory,

has been discriminated against as a presidential candidate by
the daid defendants on the basis of race.

The relief sought by the plaintiff, identified as

Dick Gregorys 1451 55th Street, Chicago, Illinois, is by way
of a complaint for injunction against defendants who are

identified as: -

Lyndon Baines Johnson, President of United States.

' Dean* Rusk,, Secretary of State.
» - - *

Nicholas deB Katzenbach, Under Secretary of State*

The nature of the relief sought is by- way of a pre-

liminary and permanent, injunction whereby the plaintiff re-
quests the court to issue an order:

CA) -Enjoining defendants from refusing any infor-

mation made available to the ?'preferred six** other candidates
for President on equal term? with equal privileges; or

(B) In the Alternative directing defendants* to

cease forthwith -from making available in any way any said in-

formation to said “preferred six* 1 and -

(C) Granting such other further relief as the

court deems just. _

corns - '//'> - 3 5 Q
® HQV, It* fypy

ALL i)

****** tsm&g&SL



V

RICHARD CLAXTQN GREGORY

On June 3, 1968, United States District Chief
Judge, Edward M* Curran, United States District Court,
Washington, D* C*, ordered that, the complaint against the
President o£ the United States be dismissed. This order
Was filed with the court on June 4, 1968,

tt

The record also revealed that service of process
has been completed with. respect to:

Dean Rusk, Secretary of State*

Nicholas deB Katzenbach, Under Secretary of State*

Ramsey Clark, United States Attorney General.
r

The above have filed answers with the court and the. proceedings 136

are pending* - b7c

D* C*
and

The record listed Gregory »s flttnrnpvs as
N*W* , Washington*

Th!s ~

recommends <» * * * 4 %
the PBI. It is the PMJW,*/
the. FBI and -is loaned to y* rency;-
It and its contents arc not to be
distributed outside your agency*

i-2*-
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FBI MJ’KMMUC DECLASS IF1C&||CM GUIDE
DATE 11-85-2013
FBI IMFOTMATIQN CMLY

J>2

H
is F B I

Date: 8/26/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code

)

Via
(Priority)

(

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093)
O

RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY aka
RM
(00:CHICAG0)

lb

On 8/P6/68 J (peliahl el advised that.

1

of DICK GREGORY, and had stated that GREGORY was

.

add r>h'1 Pa.
,
scheduled for August 29 - September

Jdid not know the exact times which .GREGORY
m yhiladelnhia. Source stated that GREGORY is

either o-q a/o£ p./on/&9. a nrt

in Phil
1968. L
would be
supposed to visit
will -stay atT
at that time,
with GREGORY if GREGORY

a
residence,

xnrormant stated he

t
On 8/26/68,

no information on this matter.
and

06 1ft 60atAct

could furnish

On 8/26/68,

(U)

British Overseas Airways
(BOAC

) ,
NYC, advised ''telGphohlcAlJty that according to the

records of B0AC( ,
GREGORY did not depart NYC for London via

BOAC on 8/25/68, and did not have a reservation for this
trip on 8/26/68.

On 8/26/68, Pan American Airways ;
'

'

tie record's of Pah Am;

Y

NY, NY, advised that according to tl

GREGORY did not depart NYC for London via Par^ Am on 8/25/68*
and did not have a reservation for this trip on 8/26/68.

J?£C 5 loo
Br Bureau (RM) py -i nfl
*2- Chicago (157-413).^ tfciMsS

(1- New York
h - New York

~
JAS : tf

'

l^Ltu-3

-W-4-

^€9
Approved: CmsS. fejJT.

57 SEP3

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

i
b7D





Or

FBI. WASH DC ,y
* }

t

6
nr —

CHICAGO

‘
* 359AM DEFERRED 8/23/68 RSH

TO DIRECTOR

Pfu)M CHICAGO <1 300-44963)

•DEMCON
‘

OFFICER PD LAKE FOREST, ILLINOIS, ADVISED

•THIS MORNING DICK GREGORY, WELL KNOWN NEGRO ENTERTAINER

,,*AND CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST WHO IS CAMPAIGNING TO BE

PRESIDENT OF THE U.S., ADDRESSED THE NATIONAL CONVENTION 0

-THE NATIONAL .WELFARE- RIGHTS ORGANIZATION, AN ORGANIZATION

OF WELFARE RECIPIANTS WITH HEADQUARTERS IN WASHINGTON, D.C.,

AT BARAT'S COLLEGE PM, AUGUST TWENTY-TWO, LAST. GREGORY

. SPENT MUCH TIME JOKING AND HIS REMARKS WERE MAINLY ANTI-

VIETNAM WAR, AND PRO WELFARE IN NATURE, ONE SUCH STATEMENT

BEING THAT IF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT STOPPED ITS WAR ACTIVITIES

’ IN VIETNAM, THE GOVERNMENT COULD GUARANTEE EVERY PERSON AN
I

ANNUAL INCOME OF FOUR THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS.. 1

YV? THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS.

END / \j)
svm

i
yy

FBI WASH- DC

0
*

f

ISFselm

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED-w
‘‘

Tg UNCLASSIFIED
.

y
Sr /O-gOBY ‘NOSjtECORDED

&V&F/ F AUG .27*1968^0 w

b6
b7C



'f

FBI WASH DC

FBI KAN CITY

< mv .

1
’. t

. of » -;

.. jn csij'i

Al/C-xlSiJ

.1 U<U<~<M ' ~

1-37 PM URGENT 8-21-68 MRH

TO DIRECTOR 157-8589 CHICAGO 100-44963 1 57-

FROM. KANSAS CITY 100-12475 157-649 ,2P

EMCON

_£>/c./t
RELIABLE SOURCES ADUTSE TOM HAYDEN, PROJECT DIRECTOR, NATIONAL,

MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE TO END WAR IN VIETNAM AND ROBERT SHEER EDITok /
OF RAMPARTS MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTING COPIES "THE RAT", A NEW YORK BASED

V
UNDERGROUND NEWSPAPER TO DELEGATES ATTENDING NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIA-

TION CONGRESS AT KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN, KANSAS* THIS

.PAPER CONTAINS MAPS OF CHICAGO_AREA SHOWING LOCATION INTERNATIONAL be— - - - - — b7c
•AMPHITHEATER, HOTELS, GOVERNMENT OFFICES, POLICE HEADQUARTERS AND

MEDICAL AID STATIONS* THE PAPER STATES "IT WILL BE CRUCIAL TO HOLD

DEMONSTRATIONS AT LOCATIONS OTHER THAN THE INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATER

WHERE THE CONCENTRATION OF POLICE IS VERY HIGH". HANDBILLS ALSO BEING

DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING DEMONSTRATORS TO ASSEMBLE IN CHICAGO, SAT. AUG

TWNTYFOUR NEXT. MASSIVE DEMONSTRATIONS FOCUSING ON WAR AND- RACISMA *
At

ARE PLANNED FOR SUN.; TO GREET THE DELEGATES AT MAJOR DOWNTaWNjjOTELS .

PROTEST ACTIONS "AT. INSTITUTIONS WHICH REPRESENT TH ENFORCES* OF

MILITARISM, RACISM AND EXPLOITATIONS" ARE PLANNED F^ Ifo^.^I^pES . ,

END PAGE ONE k s

01^ 4 /
3c?

-

l SEP3- )90g

INNED FaRi^.^DTUES.
,

t,

.%&** yfijf

^ n?FnPDEDnot"recorded

*152 AUG 281968
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* * *

0

KC 100-12475
H

PAGE. TWO

A MASS MARCH ON THE CONVENTION CENTER IS SET FOR WED. AUG TWENTYEIGHT

;
NEXT. •

A POLL OF SIX HUNDRED NSA DELEGATES INDICATED ONE HUNDRED FIFTY

'

PLAN' TO DEMONSTRATE IN CHICAGO.

ON AUG TWENTY LAST

b6
b7C

A UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

,
AT. LOS ANGELES STUDENT LED WALK OUT OF BLACK DELEGATES TO THE NSA

" CONGRESS OVER SEATING- CREDENTIALS OF THE ALABAMA DELEGATION.

DICK GREGORY ARRIVED KANSAS CITY APPROXIMATELY SIX THIRTY PM AUG

'/TWENTY LAST VIA AIRLINES, DROVE TO MANHATTAN, KANSAS IN HERTZ RENTAL

CAR, -SPOKE -TO NSA -DELEGATES^-AT MIDNIGHT STATING **IF GOVERNMENT DOESN*T

CHA NGE THE WHOLE COUNTRY. -WILL BUR N*

END * Two

4.4



KC 100-12475

PAGE THREE

• ADMINISTRATIVE — .

RE KANSAS CITY TELETYPE TO BUREAU AUG TWENTY LAST.
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if

Date of Mail

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

^ jfr

I'

1 ^

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject

*
f

Permanent Serial Charge Out



|DE£ LAS3IFICATION MPTHE3RIW FSObl:

FBI AOTOfclkTIC DEClJ^SiriCJS^ICM GUIDE
DATE 11-05-2013 Mr, Tolsoiu

FBI IMitmaTICM CMLY
Mr. DeLoack.

i <14 iVrX’*- C>~- Mr. MoIir„

WA5 FBI PHILA

1006PM 8-22r^8 URGENT JLK

iVlAJELETYPE
• AUG 221968

enciphered

Mr. Bishop-

Mr. Casper*

T0 DIREpTOR (CODE)
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE ^

from Philadelphia^ &
thifoA Gwjer

\

RICHARD C. GREGORY. RM - BLACK NATIONALIST.

A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION' IN THE PAST,y r> «v W" v*- J ni»v flow « uiui nuu ir *«»* vium * *v u in . * n * j

'

b7C
ADVISED ON EIGHT TWENTYTWO INSTANT, THAT RICHARD C. GREGORY WOULD ARRIVE

t

IN PHILA., PA., ON EIGHT TWENTYTHREE NEXT. AT ONE PM HE WOULD H01*D^^^\

PRESS CONFERENCE AT THE PHILADELPHIA HOTEL; AT SIX PM HE WILL / >

HOLD OPEN AIR RALLIES AT TWENTYSECOND AND COLUMBIA AND FIFTY sK. /
^ AND MARKET STREETS; AT EIGHT PM HE WILL SPEAK AT THE MT. OLIVET \ /

^ TABERNACLE BAPTIST CHURCH, FORTY SECOND AND WALLACE STREETS. HIS
^

V
v

APPEARANCES HAVE TO DO WITH HIS POLITICAL CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT.

y>

ADMINISTRATIVE. SOURCE IS

COGNIZANT. AM COPY TO CHICAGO. (U)

LOCAL AUTHORIT

I

END

WA...EFH
FBI WASH DC

EX-10fi

1

1

3E
/

JAN-2

.LASSv ft v*. <' t v-

REASOK-Fr"* Tl, ‘3
) /)

'

iATE OF $»iZZ3_J0£.r Y&
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OPTIONAL FOKM NO. 10
MAY 19*2 IDITION
CSA itMX (41 CfJt) 101— 11,6

UNITED STATES GcQrNMENT

Memorandum,
0

to *: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date:
8/30/68

Q&s SAC, SEATTLE (157-5H)(P)

/%
,

subject: RICHARD CLAXTOInGREGORY

,

aka
RM
00:CG

-tf'

V, ReCGairtel to Bureau
7/17/68.

* '

8/23/68 and SEairtel to Bureau

To date no information reflecting upon the likli-
hood of subject making a trip to foreign lands has-been fur-
nished by sources or informal ts of the Seattle Division* Any
information received in this regard will be immediately
brought to the attention of the Bureau and Office of Origins

LEAD r

SEATTLE

At Seattle & Olympia, Washington

y

Will report activities of subject as available! through
established sources should he appear in Seattle in connection
with a "rock band music festival" to raise funds for Indians
involved in fishing rights controversies with State* authori-
ties*

’

Bureau (KM)
v
"2 - Chicago (157-347) (KM)
2 - SE
KCilikh
(6 )

REG- 24 too- '*

CONTAINED

2 1968

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
\
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F B, I

Transmit the following in.

AIRTEL

Date: 8/3O/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

Mr. Tolsoiu

—

*Mr.^DeLoach——’
Mr. Mohr. L—
Mr. Bishop—

Mr. Casper,

Mr. Callahan—

—

Mr. Conrad.—

—

Mr. Felt-— 1

Mr, Gale. LLi
Mr. Ro3en...

Mr. Sullivan..

Mr. Tarek J

Mr. Trotter—— |

Tele. Room *

Miss Holmes
Miss, Gandy—

_

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC,. WFO (157-1121) 1

RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY \
RM \
(00:CG) r

On 8/30/68, Mr. JAMES MC CUBBIN, Chief, \Domestic Operations Division, .Passport Offi op
.

,

Departed^ c\i i _ . i t M . I
* 'of State made

application of
and renewal an
subject's
interest to th

iniicacion or

J since thei]
e .Bureau.

passport

pe of
vw WLJO ,4JU4.^aU f y.

1 |
|was issued passport \ff^

I
at Chicago. IlHnniR. oh_ 8/26/68 to include

ner sister, for proposed pleasure
^.ayel_to England Tgg to 3 Weeks: In application dated
0/26/68 at Chicago,

! 1 stated they intend to depart
by air about 9/1/68. This passport was valid for 5 years
travel to all countries except Cuba, mainland China, North
Korea arid North Vietnam—.Subject sighed application for—K | at St. Louis, Missouri, and

3orn at Chicago.
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F B I

Date: 8/23 /68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (1^-347)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM

00: CHICAGO

Re Chicago airtel and LHM, dated 7/29/68.

*0

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM,
dated and captioned as* above. Information copies are being
sent to WFO and New York for information of those divisions

,

(,

The first source is CS

The second source is

The pretext used in contacting GREGORY was that of a

A copy off

U.S. Secret ServicfeLv
Evanston, Illinoi^Cw

LHM is being furnished to the USA,
b-Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI Group,

2 - Kansas City (Ends. 2) (RM)
2 - Seattle (Encls. 2) (RM) />9/7
2 - St. Louis (Encls. 2) (RM) REC 46/^ ***

1 - WFO (Info) (RM)0=?W. /) ‘
.

'

1 - New York (Tnfo) (RM)^£ »c/ / ) .

2 - Chicago 6 AUG 281968

HM-mew A$3I,3H8,0SI,SB0*SEKV«,
.

?15) x3i),

•c, ^ * ...» . ±/zjMZZZl

m"

w '
,

...

Approve^
''Sf)eclaji,/?g4nt in Charge

56SEf>10W
Sent

b6
j

b7C

.M Per



<iy^
*'

o

CG 157-347

LEADS

INDIANAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND SEATTLE .

Above divisions are requested to contact appropriate
sources regarding GREGORY* s appearance in those divisions and
submit results in a form suitable for dissemination.

ST. LOUIS

AT ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI . Continue contact with appropriate
sources regarding the possibility of GREGORY traveling to that
division, noting that previous information was received that
GREGORY was planning to send his family to the St. Louis area
during 8/68

.

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS . Will continue contact with
appropriate sources regarding GREGORY * s activ ities

.

t

- 2



In Reply* Please Refer to

FU* No.CG 157-347

Chicago.,. Illinois
August 23. , 1968

b6

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY .
b7c

On Augus
Chicago, Illinois,
advised that some
his travel plans for a world tour . They .worked out a. tentative
itinerary, and tentative fares for the tour. However* no
definite plans were made and no bookings were arranged for him.
Since that time she has not had’ further contact' with Dick Gregory
and does not know .whether: ;he intends* to leave the United States
on a world tour and rfurtfier -does - not know whether Gregory intends
to utilize the services of ^Pakistan Airlines on such. a. tour.,

« -

On August1 19’, 1968 , Dick- Gregory was contacted under
a suitable; pretext at :his residence, 1451 East 55th Street,
Chicago, Illinois. Gregory advised that he was leaving Chicago
that day, but only briefly,.;,and would return tbe following day.
-Gregory said ihat-he

v
intended- to .be* -in and. out', of ’Chicago, .during,

the next few days*
;
but. expected to be at his Chipago apartment

later. this week.^' _
- -

< ' -
* v*'

'

»

» «
11 V *

On August 22,, 1968, a source who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that he; had learned in recent
conversation With Dick Gregory that Gregory was scheduled to make
a speech on the night of August 19, 1968, at Valparaiso, Indiana,
and on Tuesday, August 20, 1968, Gregory was planning to go to •

Manhattan, Kansas, to speak to the' National Student Association.
Gregory now plans to. travel to Seattle, Washington, during the
first week* of September, 1968, to participate in a "rock band
music festival":, which is. being held to raise funds for Ipdians
contending with' local authorities over fishing right's;. This, source

Tliisj document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions

5

^! £he* Federal Bureau of 'Investigation. It is the
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside

-- your, agency..

COPIES .DESTROYED

9 NOV

enclosure

/DO- ¥/0-</i3-\

(



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

said at the present time it appeared that Gregory would not be
leaving the United States during the next few weeks. Source
noted that in the past Gregory has said that he was planning
a world tpur to begin in late August; however, it appears
that the plans for a world tour have been postponed or even
possibly canceled by Gregory.

On August 22, 1968, a second source, an agency which
conducts security investigations in the Chicago area, advised
it had no information concerning Gregory’s plans for the near
future other than he was thought to still be planning foreign
travel, the dates of which are Unknown.

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished to each
of the following agencies:

United States Attorney
Chiago, Illinois

United States Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

Region I
, 113th MI Group

Evanston, Illinpis



DICIAS SXFICMTON AUTHORITY FRJdl

:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 1 1-05-2012
FBI l%WOBM&Tim ONLY
z :

-

l

jil _-_o i l\o

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

F B I

8/29/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

1\s”Ua 1̂ /4,

To: Director, FBI (100-440423 ATTENTION:
/nc n oPvCIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: SAC, phlladelph
-

157
- tnvrst mv

Subject: RICHARD CLAXOtTGREGORY
0D: CHICAGO

GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE PI

I
,

.{.* > 3 >
l -w ~f ra

« 2
\

JtOO

sfi-

CR EL VRA-65 CRA-64
PA n PE PF >/

r~l BM 1~HBM-Threats Racial Matters ,/
Klan Organization/

Summary of Complaint: / >

Re Philadelphia teletypes 8/22,24,26 f\j /
Enclosed for the Bureau are II copies of a self-

explanatory LHM. Two copies are enclosed for Chicago and one
for Pittsburgh. •

jt

Dissemination of this LHM is being made at
Philadelphia to. OSI, NISO- HI, Secret Service, and USA, EDPa.

' .<<v\ ' ^ /

Sour|J> utiLre^Xin the enclosed LHM is|

_ AGENCY: ACSI.KE8, OSI, SEC.SERV.,
'I/Bureau (100-4404^8 ) (Enc. 11) DEPT: Isp,CRI/,R23 C/>< Jr/zrU
^2-Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 2) row FORyy : /^Zs. ‘ / J_
1-Pittsburgh (Enc. 1) date fdrw g/L/A Y—Z 7

l-Philadelphia (157-1865) BY:_ —
TDD:MPJ ft£C:21 I AA-HILA U

^Bureau (3^00^404^^)

^21
ACTION: UACB: ^

I l No further aSfcron being taken and

6 AUG 31 TO

na LHM^ndosed Copy furnished to USA , .EDI

I i LHMlieing submitted X
I I Report being submitted /

I I Preliminary investigation instituted /
I I Limited investigation instituted /

SpecVil-Agent in Charge
M Per\



PH 157-1865

The, LHM is classified, confidential because the .

information received from this source * if disclosed^ c°uld
.

reasonably result in identification of a squrqe of continuing

value and^adversely affect the internal security of the



0

In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No.

UNITED STATES^DEPARTMENT,OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
1 - -

- %

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

.* r August 29, 1968-

'

RICHARD CLAXON' 'GREGORY
\

On August 22, 1968, a confidential source;, who
has furnished reliable information in. the past, advised that
RICHARD GREGORY,Presidential Candidate, would arrive in,
Philadelphia, Pa., on August 23, 1968 .;t

Source indicated,
that GREGORY’S schedule would.be as -follows

1 p.m. - Press conference at the- Hotel Philadelphia

6, p.m. - Open rallies at 22nd Street and 'Columbia Avenue and
52nd and Market Streets

8 p.m. - Speach at the Mt. Olivet Tabernacle Baptist
Church, "42nd and -Wallace Streets

Source indicated that GREGORY'S appearances
concern his political campaign for the Presidency of the
United States.

On Alienist 23-196

8

T-Lieutenant|

aavisea iiKtyuKi, arrived
Philadelphia Police, Department

,

at Philadelphia International
Airport approximately 12:20 p.m., August 23, 1968, and held
a brief news conference after which he traveled to the
Hotel Philadelphia. At "6:30 p.m. GREGORY appeared at 22nd
and Columbia Avenue where a group of only ten ,spectators
greeted him. After 20 minutes, GREGORY traveled to 52nd
and Market Streets where 20 persons attended a brief talk.
At 8:15 p.m. 'GREGORY addressed approximately 150 peopT.e
at the Mt. Olivet Baptist Church.' Following GREGORY’S
address £6 the audience, entertainment was provided

t
in the

church which* continued until 11:15 p.m. Lieutenant

b6 ,

b7C

advised that none of the -above appearances produced any
incidents whatsoever. t

CLASS. & FIT. BY
HEASON-FCIK II, 1-ZA

COfJLES 0ES7APVJ&D

_ & mvA9 m
CONF

DATE 0g REVIEW ft
15"

ROUP 1

Exclude^fronfautomatic

.

downgrading aiic
1

[^declassification

ENCLOSUKt



RICHARD CLAXON GREGORY

f\

. ,

During his appearance^tat *the various^locations
mentioned above, GREGORY concerned himself with his political
aspirations and spoke on various' national issues of the day.
Included m his comments were such statements as his insistence
upon withdrawing all American troops from Vietnam.

^
On August 25, 1968, Captain,

Philadelphia Police Deaprtment, assigned to GREGORY
IIS VI R 1 "f* t~\ PVi i 1 a/4al t>i i ma J s\ta.. • 1during ni's vidit to JPhiladel

in the Philadelphia

b6
b7C
b7Dadvised GREGORY remained

August- 23 3 QgQ

MiLWiPWMJ'dence of
ui^par lbu uus uny via AllSghShy Airlines

ht 907 at approximately 2 p.m. August 24, 1968, destination
Washington, D.C. According to l I GREGORY was to pick up
personal papers in Washington and thereafter travel to New
York.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

*

2 *



FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

FEDE8AL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U.& DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

SEP 41968

0

CTEUEEKEE
1107PM 9/3^68 DEFERRED RMP

TO DIR£CSTOR Cl 00-440423)

FROM CHICAGO C157-347) CP)

Nf

Mr. Toteon —
Mr. DeLoach
Mr.

Mr. Bishop—
Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad.,

,

Mr _ /
Mr HuIa /

Mr. Pftflpn /_

Mr ^ilj^van n/ _

"MV. TqvaI

Mr. 'FtoHot

Rrvmn

MlSS TT*

Miss C^nr»rfy

o
DICK;;CLAXTON GREGORY* RM. 00.CHICAGO

BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVED PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS CPAA) FLIGHT

FIFTY EIGHT DEPART FROM CHICAGO FIVE PM INSTANT WITHOUT GREGORY.

SOURCE, IN POSITION TO KNOW OF INFORMATION REPORTED, ADVISED

INSTANT, FIRST CLASS PASSAGE BOOKED ON PAA FLIGHT FIFTY EIGHT,

LEAVING CHICAGO FIVE PM CENTRAL DAYLIGHT’ TIME SEPTEMBER FOUR
.

' B.S.
NEXT FOR LONDON, ENGLAND NON-STOP IN NAME OF MISTER AND MISSES

DICK GREGORY AND TWO CHILDREN.

SECOND SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED GREGORY IS NEGRO

ENTERTAINER AND (CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST FROM CHICAGO.

ADMINISTRATIVE
EX-luj

lRaR ^7
REMYTEL AUGUST (THIRTY LAST. SOURCES ARE

CPROTECT) AND

—_
1

CHICAGO FOLLOWINS^SECREf^Rjgtqgj^
&2' .9m

END

SVM

FBI WASH DC

r'C MR.>RAINOR<«eV



FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG3 01968

jsw

420PM URGENT 8-30-68 DJS

I Mr. Toteotu- II

Mr. DeLoacB—— 11

I Mr- Mohr-—

—

- IS

Mr. Bishop II

1 Mr. Casper—— 1|

i Mr. Callahan I

1 Mr. Conrad—— 1

I f
r

*
Gad

—
I

Mr. Trotter. 1

Tele. Room- 1

Holmes 1

\
Miss Gandy —

•rO^RECTOR a 00-440423)

FROM CHICAGO Cl 57-347) <P> /

DlClMREGORY, RM, 00: CHICAGO. \

I,- A RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED TODAY THAT DICK GREGORY\

HAD CANCELLED HIS RESERVATION ON PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS V

FLIGHT FIVE EIGHT TO LONDON, ENGLAND, FROM CHICAGO \
AU6„ST THIRTY INSTANT AND HAD MADE RESERVATIONS FOR SAME

FUOHT LEAVING CHICAGO FIVE P.M. CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME
_ ^

SEPTEMBER ^THREE NEXT.

- djtitaRIE ADVISED THAT GREGORY IS

SECOND SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVis
OTJT „ Arn

NEGRO ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL

JjT. %3 ....J. «M J-*
TWO NINE LAST. SOURCES ARE /

L “
OT7PRFT SERVICE USA, .MILITARY AND CHICAGO..

CHICAGO FOLLOWINGJ SECRET SERVICE,

^ ^ g

POLICE DEPARTMENT /ADVISED.

LPI ^FBI WASH Dpi V

61SE^fei»®
R&0

XU information iwwg®^;



jDECL&g3 1

F

ICATlOH MPTHDRTTY OT:
FBI MITCmflC DECy^SIFimilCM GUIDE:

CATE 11-05-2013
FBI INftD©Mft.TION ONLY
F3-2M32K3B

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

/30/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

To: Director, FBI ATTENTION:

(\
yto^y°"440423 > CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

FronUrWCvPITTSBURGH (157-652) ' GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

A\l 7 <C) STDOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Subject’/PTCHARD CIAXTON-GREGORY, aka. -

n OCR DEL VRA-65 CRA-64 —
/

DPA DPE QPF
I BM BM-Threats nan Racial Matters
I Klan Organization .f

I Summary of Complaint:
' Remytel, dated 8/23/68, captioned "DEMCON. *' /

Enclosed ±oy the Bureau are 11 copies and for
Chicago and Philadelphia two (2) copies each of an LHM/
dated and 'Capti^one^ks above.

(^3?Bureau (Encstf^fl) (RM)
(1 - 157-8589) (DEMCON)

Approve*

6-l-SEP’t

2-rChicago (157*r347) (Encs. 2) (RM)
(1 - 100-44963) (DEMCON)

2rPhiladelphia (157-RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY) (Encs. 2) (RM) '

(1 - 100-49673) (DEMCON) ^
3rPittsburgh _ _

/QO 7' ZS

(1 - 100-15915) (DEMC02Jjt^raoS(3i,j^?, CSX, SBC. SESJLt- TEZE ~
(1 - 62-2514 Sub B) TTi, ^,- 1111?^ /

FFK :psa . HGWFOIUV: 4/5, / „ CA)G $1^
(10) DATE gQ5wZZiMZ±=lfr
ACTION: UACB: BY:

~. Z] V
fxl No further action bein^ 80

&

?

[~X] LHM enclosed [XJ Copy furnished to USA , G-2,

[—

I

LHM beingsubmitted Service, and OSI, all Pittsburj

O Report being submitted Pa * * anci 1 Phxladelp la,

f~l Preliminary investigation instituted ^ '

I I Limited investigation instituted^ tl
REASON-FCIli II " 1-274.2 fU—^L

D *<l '4 rQGif>ecial Agent in Charge

£eC

COPY

aS

ooins'waw^j;

/J7_
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh? Pennsylvania

August 30 ? 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On August. 23 ? 196 8 $

Pittsburgh Police Department*

b6
b7C

auvisea tnat Kicnara ciaxton Gregory arrived in Pitts-
burgh via air at approximately 9s00 AM on August 23,
1968 ? in furtherance of his candidacy for the Presidency.
Gregory held a press conference at the Pick-Roosevelt
Hotels, downtown Pittsburgh? in which he predicted ? "a lot
of awful things will happen in Chicago” during the
Democratic Convention and stated that the racial situation
will not improve because ”the Negro sees he can get too
many gains by being unsmooth.

”

j
said Gregory departed Pittsburgh

via air at approximately 11:00 AM on August 23 ? 1968?
en route to Philadelphia? Pa. - ^

A source? who has furnished reliable information in the
past? advised on August 27? 1968? that during the above
conference? which was attended by approximately 50 persons?
Gregory stated that he was a statesman and not a politician
and that his candidacy offers an alternative to the two
party system. In referring to George Wallace? Gregory said
he is the best possible candidate since everyone knows how
Wallace thinks.

Gregory said that his campaign is an independent
effort and that he has refused to accept five million dollars
which has been offered to him because to do so would com-
promise his independence. He declared that the news media
has given him very little coverage because he is a peaceful
man and he stated that if he threw a brick or two he would
be on the front page of ”Time Magazine. ”

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the. FBI.- It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency | it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

JNCLOSUKt
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Source advised that Gregory * in referring
to the Czechoslovakian Situation $ said that he wished
the United States would be as peaceful in Vietnam as
the Russians were in Prague. Gregory said he has not
been given a briefing by the State Department regarding
Czechoslovakia and that he intends to file suit. He
said he had written a letter to Secretary General U Thant
of the United Nations requesting information regarding
the Czechoslovakian Situation and U Thant had replied
that no information could be furnished to Gregory inasmuch
as he is a Presidential candidate.

According to the sources Gregory predicted that
President Lyndon B. Johnson will again be a Presidential
candidate and that his running mate for the Vice-Presidency
will be Mayor Carl Stokes of Clevelands Ohio. He said
that such a ticket would be a sure winner.

Gregory said that he feels his chances for becom-
ing President are not impossible and that he may be the
only candidate left. He said that the situation in Chicago
is not good and that Mayor Richard J. Daley’s attitude
toward the Yippies and Hippies will create a great deal
of trouble. In this regards Gregory said that the blacks
will not be the ones to destroy Chicago and that none of
his ’’group” will participate in the demonstrations which
have been planned.

In referring to gun control* Gregory stated that
if the police shot a white youngster* gun control would
probably result immediately and police would not even be
allowed to carry night sticks.

Source said that Gregory stated that the riots
have helped the Negro cause* but lamented the fact that
a negative force has been the only thing to bring about
positive reactions. He said that the country is sick and
insane and that one of the first things he will do if he
is elected President* will be to eliminate all civil rights
legislation because if the Constitution is adhered to*
there is no need for such legislation.

2-
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Prior t© the termination of the conference

?

Gregory indicated that he was on his way to Philadelphia
to attend a rally? but that he planned to return to
Pittsburgh sometime before the November elections.

The Pittsburgh Police Department is cognizant
of the above. The U. S. Attorney’s Office and Army
Intelligence » Pittsburgh? Pa. ? have been apprised of the
above information.



DECL&SSIFlOkTIOH MTTWMTfY ¥B£M::

FBI MJTtMMUC DECLASSIFIC&^ICM GUIDE
CATE 11-05-2013
iFBI INFCXRMATIOM ONLY
|f9-2M32KBS

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via aa_

date
'

: 9/£ /68

in plaintext or codeh

nfxz' iv/r
<fi?r»or»ty7Ts«4_

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423

FROM:. SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)XP),

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM

00: Chicago

Re Chicago teletype 'to Bureau. 9/.4/68

;

;
and

Chicago airtel dated-.9/3/68 .
-

Enclosed for the Bureau are 14 copies of a;
letterhead memorandum (LHM) dated arid captioned as above.
Two dopies are heirig desighat^d for Legat, London. (A
•copy of this LHM .is ‘being furnished to U.S. Attorney,
Chicago; U.S. Secret Service,, {Gh-icago; and Region -I-J ' 113th
MI Group', ‘'Evanston; . Illinois ^

' The source utilized in the enclosed LHM is
Chicago.

* -
.

eaSEPA 9 ,1san

/nr. /eo/tr /#"? J

Chicago will continue to follow, the activities of

5-’ Bureau (BM), (Enos. 14V),(jgJ^^_(U) . .

*4(2- Legat, London) SjP***?- rV
l-
v
Chicago

' < >< (U)
' " W

i)
:oae

.
iM-pfdVT&M

.
,j(t)V |f WBt '^^SJ
• Ji $*$? -£*-/ ^T/ll Jy/JEZ* srt sfp q .iocq'^i



In Reply\ Please Refer to

File No. 157 _347

9
ItNlTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago , Illinoi

s

September & , 1968

RICHARD GLAXTON GREGORY
* RACIAL MATTERS

;

> On September 4, 1968, a Special Agent of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed Gregory,
along with a female companion, board Pan American AirTways
Flight #58, at O'Hare^ International Airport, Chicago,
Illinois, at 5:05 p.mv,' that date.

Pan American Aixwayp Flight 58 departed
Chicago en route to London, England,

Gregory is a nationally kno.wn Negro entertainer
and civil rights activist who maintains his residence in
Chicago, Illinois.

On September 5, 1968, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Gregory's
airline ticket, was issued through VIP Travel Company,
London, England. The ticket was paid for in England for
round trip transportation between the United States and
England,

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to

the following agencies:

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

United States Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois ALL

HERE
Region I, 113th MI Group DATE
Evanston, Illinois

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the property of

the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.

- 1* -

INFORMATION CONTAINED v
IN IS UNCLASSIFIED

340



Date; 9/3/68

Transmit thptfnllnunhg in

(Type in plaintext or code

)

V5„ AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

Mr. Tolson.—
Mr. DeLoach.

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop*-
Mr. Casper—
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrads
Mr. Felt—

„

Mr. Gale ,, ..

Mr. Hosen
Mr. Sulliva*^

Mr. Tarel„.
Mr. Trotter-,

Tele;. Room
Miss Holmes.
Miss_ Gandj^-.

TO:

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

AC, KANSAS CITY (157-649)FROM: ^ClS^C, KANSAS CITY (157-649) RUC

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON^GREGORY Kka
RM
00 Chicago

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 8/23/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
dated and captioned as above. Enclosed for Chicago are
7 copies of same LHM.

No local dissemination is being made of this
LHM by the Kansas City Division, and appropriate
dissemination should be considered by •) Chicago.

Source used is

Kansas

.

Manhattan,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ag&S
date -fin-No. m JLlSiu u

KEC-8 /OO _ yy 6 L/-23 -

*

10 SEP 10 1968

Bureau (Encs. 11) (RM)

l :
s
a ?>hiM

pjw:wsa

AGUICY :AC^I, SEC.. SSR7.

,

DSF7 : ISD ,'fiES,IDIU
xav
t\a 1 / / y /

,

.M Per

Special Agent in Charge

l

E



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Kansas City, Missouri

September. 3,. 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY t

- On August 20, 1968, a source, who has furnished - **

reliable information in the past, advised that Dick Gregory
is scheduled to address a session of the National Students.
Association (NSA) at 11:00 PM this date. Source Inoted 'that

,

the' 21st annual Congress of NSA is currently meeting on' 1

the campus of Kansas State University (KSU), .Manhattan,.
Kansas . He said the NSA agenda indicates Gregory-* s- -topic’ - -

will be a "special presentation on the nature of racism ,in _

America." - »' t —

On August 21, 1968, Bill Colvin, editor of the
. "Manhattan Mercury ’1, daily newspaper, Manhattan, Kansas, _

advised that in an after midnight speech today Gregory -

addressed an audience of some 1,000 students and spectators-
at Williams Auditorium, Umberger Hall, on the campus of i

KSU. He said the speech' lasted over two hours and was made
during bursts of cheering and applause- from NSA delegates,
who were ..urged by Gregory to unravel the .

n

ation .*g political
delemma and create a government where "our leaders can be
hontest" and- '"the black folks can trust -the white folks".
Gregory also said "this government has become a slick bag - -

of tricks run by no-good- politicians , and unless you young
kids do something about it this nation is going, to burn".
Other comments by Gregory -were that "Otir Issuers have not
been able to take out cities from control of crimesyridicates

,

and yet, they demand the poor and powerless to obey laws.
Theyday America starts dealing out law and justice instead
of law and order, we might npt even need cops", and*Vou young
kids cannot be slave's to money anymore,, you cannot be slaves
to education anymore". If you have to get kicked out of these
ratty colleges just because you are searching for the
truth then go, because they are going to kick you if you stay"

Colvin said he understood Gregory arrived in
Manhattan, Kansas, shortly before his speech and departed
immediately thereafter enroute to Kansas City* Missouri,
even though the hour was late. He said Gregory ?s trans- .-

portation ' was.- a vehicle obtained from Hertz Rent-a-Car in
Kansas City, Missouri. - :

.

ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED v

3XFIED

COPIES destroyed

am i9m
This document contains neither recommend

It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned ttrycerag

are not to be distributed outside your agency.

^Closure* /&$ - rfQ



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY'

Security
Division, TWA,. Kansas City, Missouri, advised on-August
21, 1968, that Dick Gregory left Kansas City on TWA Flight
434 at 9^: 45 AM on that date for Chicago, Illinois.

v

2*



mmmpi
SEP 41968

enciphWei
WA -6- 645PM TAB

DEFERRED 9?4-68 TABtfutbimLiV +/y—i -ww *nw i

TO DIREp-fOR (100-440423) f /

FROM CHICAGO (157-347) (P) *

richard. claxtonQregory;rm.oo:chicago
J

5§UREAU? AGENTS OBSERVED GREGORY WITH FEMALE COMPANION

BOARD?PAN -AMERICAN FLIGHT FIFTY EIGHT.,BOUND FOR LONDON,

Mr. Tolson

!

Mr. DeLoach-^

—

Mr. Mohr—.
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper —

—

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt-

Mr. Gale„ -J

Mr. Rosen- ..

Mr. SulIiva/g!3Z'

Mr. TaveL /

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy -

ENGLAND .FCrlGHT FIFTY EIGHT DEPARTED CHICAGO O'HARE AIRPORT

FIVE'- ZERO-'FIVE PM CENTRAL DAYLIGHT. TIME, SEPTEMBER FOUR
J®

INSTANT ig

GREGORY IS NEGRO ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST

FROM CHICAGO. - -

ADMINISTRATIVE
'

REMYTEL SEPTEMBER THREE LAST.CHICAGO FOLLOWING

SERVICE ,USA ,MILITARY AND CHICAGO PD ADVISED.

K CMff.

ALLOWING.SECRET ,

jo o^V$0</£-±^hL
17 SEP 11 1968

/a:3aPtr'

/a mcfrn
f/f

FBI WASH DC

TELEIYPED TO:

frts

-- MR. TRAINOR
CC room 836 9&B

nr, .

All INFORMATION CONTAINED i.
2£t

* 8 58

HEC*D OOH llllErr DIA £
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3c.

. F3I WASH DC

FfittiU 8UiiuVJ Of i.i ^¥.fiATI0;>

OCEPA?iTMrAT *v K 'VICE

CMIUNiCATiOU SCCTIOfc

Ai)G2 o 1950 /[/

°V
r/pE

.. > ,r*CA.

,
. 3F '

, < cr

* Mr. ^ r> hen.
1 f

*v v wr.il—

TECSr.

FBI CHICAGO

306 AM URGENT 8/28/68 PAK

"DIRECTOR (157-8589) AND LOS 'ANGELES

FROM CHICAGO (100-44963) 2P

»

DEJ3GON.

r -

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED AUGUST. TWENTY EIGHT INSTANT
*

LOS ANGELESTHAT

WHO WAS WELL KNOWN ANTI -NEGRO

ANTI-SEMITE WHO IS LARGE SCALE DISTRIBUTOR OF HATE LITERATUREN

IN CHICAGO-WERE .OBSERVED AT- -ABOUT—ONE—T.WENTY^AM. AUGUST. TWENTY

EIGHT INSTANT IN '-THE CROWD GATHERED .IN THE, VICINITY OF THE

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL CONVENTION HOTEL CENTER OF NATIONAL

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
'

• _
cP

BU- AGENTS OBSERVED RICHARD CLAXTON (DICK) GREGORY,

ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST AT ONE TWENTY EIGHT AM

AUGUST TWENTY EIGHT INSTANT AS A SPECTATOR, ON THE WEST SIDE OF

MICHIGAN AVENUE NEAR CONRAD, HILTON HOTEL, OBSERVING CROWD OF

APPROXIMATELY FIFTEEN HUNDRED HIPPIE TYPE INDIVIDUALS

DEMONSTRATE ON EAST SIDE OF MICHIGAN AVENUE ACROSS STREET FROM



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

..LOS ANGELES WILL DETERMINE IF

THAT AREA FOR CHICAGO.

SOURCE IS

SECRET SERVICE AND MILITARY ADVISED BY TT..

CHICAGO PD ADVISED RE DICK GREGORY.

END

JCR

FBI WASH DC

HAS DEPARTED

USA ADVISED.
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FBI WASH DC

FtOtKAL fiLTIAU.OF INVESTIGATION

u. S. CEFftTUEHT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

AUG 2 ft 1968 n

FBI. CHICAGO

11:10 PM URGENT 8r27-S8 PMS

'TO DIR^efOR- (157-8589)

JECEtYPE

* !.V. DulowSu*.
tr f. i£o!tz

lrt>hop .... ..

Cs^nc? _
Mr, Callahan..,^

1*1% Conrad.
fcV. Frit *

M% Gr te , M*i
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. -FROM CHICAGO Cl 00-44963) .

DEMCON.

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED AT ’TEN THIRTY PM INSTANT

THAT DICK GREGORY WAS RECENTLY REPORTED AT&LINCOLN PARK

AND SHORTLY' THEREAFTER THE YIPPIES LEFT THE PARK, 7 - \

CHICAGO POLICE BELIEVE GREGORY MAY CONDUCT A WALK - A- THON\

TO SOME PLACE ON THE SOUTH SIDE IN CHICAGO,

ADMINISTRATIVE - * •

'

' SS AND MILITARY ADVISED BY TT. USA ADVISED. SOURCE

CHICAGO WILL FOLLOW. b7D § j0 l
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FBI -WASH DC -

..FBI CHICAGO

529PM URGENT 8^28-68 EMS

TO DIRECTOR < 157-8589)

FROM CHICAGO (100-44963)

I M **„ % -V, ir ft _
! "*.

i \
* »

?
• r

! •

} >- Ca *>cr__
* **-. CaUaJaar.

|

r
- Conrad

j

’ % Fe:t_

|
- * Gale „ _

T^yVyJ - *vanJ-

j
^«£vcl__

I * Trotter

|

Ro<v/u
' HJincSU

-j Ga:Ady.r ,

DEMCON#

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT NATIONAL GUARD -TROOP!

HAVE MOVED INTO SOUTH END OF GRANT PARK. MAIN BODY OF

DEMONSTRATORS REPORTEDLY BREAKING INTO THREE GROUPS ACCORDING
<3

TO DEGREE OF MILITANCY. AGENTS OBSERVED DICK GREGORY. NEGRO

COMEDIAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER ADDRESSING GROUP IN GRANT

PARK. SOURCE FURTHER ADVISED SECOND BATTALION, ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-

NINTH INFANTRY, SECOND BATTALION, ONE HUNDRED TWELFTH ARTILLERY,

E COpf., ONE HUNDRED SIXTH CAVALRY, TOTALLING FIFTEEN HUNDRED

TROOPS STANDING BY AT- GRANT PARK.

ADMINISTRATIVE *2^UG>$T>4qrq

b6 I

b7C ^

SOURCE IS
| |

SECRET SERVICE AND LOCAL MILITARY-ADVISED

BY
| |

USA ADVISED. CHICAGO FOLLOWING.
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FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

721 PMJJR'^ENT 8/27/68 PAK

TO^SfRECTOR (157-8589)

/£rOM CHICAGO (100-44963) IP

d’emcon

OBSERVATION IN VICINITY OF CHICAGO COLISEUM, FIFTEEN

THIRTY So WABASH AVEo, REVEALED FOLLOWING PERSONS. SCHEDULED

TO PARTICIPATE IN "UNBIRTHDAY PARTY** FOR PRES* JOHNSON,

SPONSORED BY NAT^jlNAL MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE TO END WAR IN

l^I'ETNAM: * DICK GREGORY, JEAN GENE, JIM AND JEAN, TOM HAYDEN,

i^AUL KRASSNER, ALLEN GINSBERG, AND PAUL OCHO* SCHEDULED

FOR EIGHT PM INSTANTo NO PERTINENT ACTIVITY OR GATHERINGS

OBSERVED AT COLISEUM DURING AFTERNOON INSTANT*

ADMINISTRATIVE*

SECRET SERVICE AND MILITARY ADVISED BY

CPD ADVISED. CHICAGO FOLLOWING.

END
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FBI WASH DC
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LASSIFTCAT IOt-T AUTHORITY FRDY:
=1 ®fCmTIC DECLASSiriCATIW GUIDE

DATE 11“*08‘“2013

FBI INmRMATIOM ONLY
F9-2M32K35 o

F B I

Date: 9/3/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

M code

)

(Priority)

&

c
6

P

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO ARICHARD CLAXTON^GREGORY
RM

00: CHICAGO
(Bufile 100-440423)
(CG file 157-347) (P)

DEMCON

00: CHICAGO
EEASOH-FCIK II

DATE OF. REVIEW

(CG file 157-2410) (P)

Re Chicago teletypes dated 8/29 amd 30/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau, are 14 copies of a

letterhead memorandum (LHM) dated and captioned as above.
Two of these copies are being furnished in connection
with the lead for Legat, London. Information copies
are being sent to. WFO, Seattle, New York and Milwaukee,
in view of the interest of those offices.

(

ji
(

Copies of the enclosed LHM are being furnished
to the U. S. Secret Service, USA, Office of Special
Investigations, Naval Investigative Service Office,
all Chicago, and Region 1, J13th Military Intelligence
Group, Evanston, Illinois.

(fp/ Subject is o

L Bureau
'

- Milwaukee (DICK GREGORY) (Encs. 1) (Info.) (RM)
- New York (157-1093) (Enc. 1) (Info.X (RM) 17 SEP 6 1968

1 - Seattle (DICK GREGORY) (Enc. 1) (Info.) (RM)

1 - WFO (DICK GREGORY) (Enc. 1) (Info.) (RM)

3 - Chicago EX-101
01 - 157-413) -

HM:cmm C- C. - Bishop

itator Index at Chicago

012)
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CG 157-347
157-2410

The first source referred to in the LHM is

^lThe second source is |_
J ^ j. j aj?-c 4 Art nr* 4

a source

of the (Jlireinnati Office, The third source
v
is the

]X
1

(U)

Tly» nretext used in contacting DICK GREGORY

was that of

LEAD

LONDON

AT LONDON,
sources for informat
in London.

( yj

ENGLAND. Will contact appropriate
ion concerning GREGORY’S activities

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

|

f

!

#

L
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-347'
157-2410

O 0
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF' INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
September 3, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

DEMONSTRATIONS AT
NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
CHICAGO; ILLINOIS
AUGUST t 1968

On August 29, 1968, at 7:20 p.m. a source who
. has furnished reliable information in the past advised

* nUl> that a
;
group of approximately two thousand to two thousand

J five hundred demonstrators were beginning to leave the
GrantvP^rk area- in. do.wntown Chicago following a speech

t urr~ *?y Dickjfcregory, Ne’gro entertainer and civil rights
activist Gregory invited the- entire group to his'
residence on Chicago *s south 'side* The group- was to

• be his. guests* and Gregory said he' would tell police
he was walking to his home with friends. This group-
-intends -to- proceed to -the- amphitheater- where ^the National —
Democratic Convention was being held and Gregory stated
in the pgrk that he would-' go- through police 1 barricades-
if necessary.. This group, is accompanied by a number of
police 1 and a contingent, of the ' Illinois National Guard

.

has also been .observed in, tiie area. - The group included'
demonstrators against the war in- Viet* Nam, and many
"hippies". Only a few of the demonstrators were Negroes^Jfcg^:

At 8:00, p.m. oh August 29, ,'1968;, ;a second sourc^jyr \fv
who has 1 furnished reliable information; in,* the past ’•

advised that, a group of demonstrators,, fcbout two
thousand in number , were prpceVdihg south from Grant Park
on Michigan Avenue . This group was, strung out on many
blocks, but its leaders were then, at 16th Street and
Michigan Ayenue. .The crowd was

4
moving slowly and in

small groups^
,
Dick Gregory is leading this march and

other leaders .with him include members of the- Wisconsin
and California regular delegations to. the National v
Democratic Convention. It is the'-definite 1 intention^-

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the -Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation (FBI) . It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency.; .it and its contents
are not to be disxribat^^o^tside- your agency.

rewsmw/ <V<2- m 1
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

DEMONSTRATIONS AT
NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC CONVENT ION.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
AUGUST, 1968
(DEMCON) .. .

of this grouj) to proceed to the amphitheater > where
the convention is in progress* £v(U)

At 8:30 p.m. on August 29, 1968, Special Agents
of the FBI observed that the marchers, led by Dick Gregory,
were stopped by the Chicagp Police Force and by a:,

contingent of the Illinois National Guard at 18th Street
and Michigan Avenue. Police officers called Dick Gregory
aside to confer with him. The group- then assembled.on
Michigan Avenue, including spectators and marchers,
was approximately two, thousand in number ..

*
• i

‘

.
' ^ ;

At 9:00 p.m. on August 29, 19 68'/’Superintendent
James Conlisk,

t
Jr . , Chicago Police Department ^, ^advised

that in conriectioiiw.ifh. .the. march led!. byVDi'ck Gregory
on South Michigan Avenue, a' confrontation had taken place
at 18th Street aridMichigan Avenue. Present at this
confrontation JLn, addition to members ^of 'ther Chicago \j
Police Department, and %llino is National Guard, were repre-
sentatives .of. the Community Relations Service, Department,
of Justice; representatives of the United States Attorney’s
Office, Chicago, and representatives of the Corporation;
Counsel’s Office, City of Chicago. Superintendent Conlisk
said that the representative of the Cominunity Relations
Service took the position that Gregory ’"and the group could
lawfully '•march wherever they pleased”. Conlisk said that
it was the position of the police- department and, the City
pf Chicago that this march/which was obviously headed in
the direction of the amphitheater where the National
Democratic Convention was in session, could not proceed
for security reasons. Gregory and. other leaders of the
march .were advised that they must turn back or submit
to arrests. Superintendent Conlisk said they refused
.to turn’-back and, therefore, Gregory and ten or fifteen
other individuals were arrested under peaceful circumstances

:

2
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY im
DEMONSTRATIONS AT /.X
NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION^!*/* ’ N.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS \\y\s \
August, 1968 /
(DEMCON) - .

On August 30, 1968, a third source who has

Turnished reliable information in the past advised that

Dick Gregory, who had previously held a reservation on

Pan American Airways Flight 58 to London, England, from

Chicago on August 30,. '1968,* had cancelled; that reservation.

Gregory now has a reservation on September 3, 1968, from

Chicago to London via Pan American Airways Flight 5 ,

which leaves Chicago at 5:00 p.m. central daylight time. £2*^

On September 3y. 1968, ~
I

I Sheriff ’ s Of fice Cook
.
CountyV i^rinois, auv

n

that Dick Gregory was- r*eleased' frpmi'.the Cpok Coiinty Jail

on Friday) August 30 y 1968, .on bailx
1 k * ^

* *

On September 3>, 196.8, DicW ‘Gregory was contacted,

at his residence,. 1451 East -55th St’r.eet, under a suitable

pretext ; Gregor-y^ad\rIs^d- '$hat ^
he had 1 been. arrested for

his part in demonstrations during the National Democratic

_

Convention,, but had-been released o
f
n bail on* August 30,

1968. He said he intends to depart Chicago today,

September 3,, 1968, r
by air for London, England,, and will

return to Chicago on .September 10, 1968.

A copy of -this memorandum is being furnished, to.

the United States Attorney, United ^States Secret Service,

Office of Special Investigations, Naval Investigative

Service Office, all Chicago, Illinois, and Region 1,

113th Military Intelligence Group, Evanstony Illinois.
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(Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Q 0
F B I

Date: AUR 2 4 (850

Via

•r

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (157-8589)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO

SUBJECT: DEMCON *—

00: Chicago
(157-2410) (P)

0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
00: Chicago
(157-347) (P)

Remytel, dated 8/23/68 and Pittsburgh tel,
dated 8/23/68.

5>

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of
an LHM concerning captioned.

\

Enclosed for Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis
!

and Milwaukee is one copy each of an LHM concerning captioned.
r

Copies of LHM are being furnished to USA, military ^
and Secret Service.

Source is

Chicago Police Department Intelligence Division
orally advised.

f - Bureau (Ends. 12) (RM)
- Milwaukee (Encl.l) (RM)

1 - Philadelphia (100-49673) (Enel. 1) (RM)
1 - Pittsburgh (100-15915) (RM) (Enel. 1)

1 - St. Louis (Enel. 1) (RM) AL
3 - Chicago

(1 - 157-2410)
Cl 157-347)

RJS/WT

ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED .v

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED m
I
.. U ym-gi

#

ko7 r

"

Ml .SEP 3 f%B

w
Approve
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a
b6
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if SEP. 1B198B

Special Agent in Charge

trmr*— wjMWSSSP?

Sent __M Per



CG 157-2410
157-347

Chicago following and Bureau will be advised
of pertinent developments.

.LEADS

MILWAUKEE

AT M ILWAUKEE , W ISCONSIN Will alert appropriate
sources and furnish to appropriate agencies. GREGORY
on Agitator Index at Chicago. Furnish all pertinent
information developed in form suitable for dissemination to
Bureau and Chicago.

PITTSBURGH AND PHILADELPHIA

AT PITTSBURGH AND PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA .

Furnish informat in re GREGORY in form suitable for
dissemination to Bureau and Chicago.

- 2 -

<
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In Replyi Please Refer to

File"No.. 157-2410
157-347

UNITElQjTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Augdst 24 t 1968

E

*

' DEMONSTRATIONS AT DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
CONVENTION, AUGUST, 1968.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

i

On August 23, 1968, a source, who has furnished
reliable informatin in the ^past, advised that Richard .Claxto.n

Gregory, departed Chicago via airplane en route to Philadelphia, •

Pennsylvania, and will return to Chicago on August 25, 1968.
Source advised that the reason for Richard Gregory’s trip
was not known. Source related -that Richard Gregory how plans
to remain in Chicago during the week of the Democratic National
Convention; however, source has learned of no indication that
Richard Gregory plans any disruptive activities during the
convention. Source stated thefc Richard Gregory, after the
convention is over, intends to vacation with his wife at
the Jim Smith Family 'Farm near Stevens Point, Wisconsin.
Smith is the publisher of the "Chicago Gazette," a newspaper
•directed to the Negro community.

On August 23, 1968, Pittsburgh
Police Department, advised the Pittsburgh Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Office that Richard Gregory arrived in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, at 9:00 A. M., August 23, 1968,
for purpose of furthering his candidacy for the presidency.

He stated that Richard Gregory, at a press conference,
predicted " a lot of awful things will happen in Chicago"
during the Democratic convention and also, stated the racial
situation will not improve because "the Negro sees he can get
too many gains by being unsmooth."-

He related that Richard Gregory departed Pittsburgh
via airplane at 11:00 A. M. on August 23, 1968, en route to
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

A copy of this memo is being furnished the office
, of the United States Attorney, Chicago> United States Secret

- Service, Chicago and Region I, 113th Military Intelligence
Group, Evanston, Illinois.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI; it is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be' distributed outside
your agency.' . •

ALL" INFORMATION CONTAINEDk
HEREIN. IS UNCLASSIFIED:.
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FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1002 EDITION
csa fpmr (4i cm) 101-n.e

UNITED STATES GrfeRNMENT *

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

jO^C, WFO (157-1121) (RUC)

subject: Richard claxton .Gregory

rm
(00:CG)

date: 9/12/68

ReWFOlet to -Director, dated 8/19/68, .WFO airtel to

Director dated 8/30/68, and Chicago airtel' to Director dated

9/3/68. *

.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight (8) copies and

for Chicago two (2) copies of. a letterhead memorandum (LHM)

dated and captioned as above. jP
K On 8/23/68 the Security file of subject was made

available by the Office o£ Security. Department of State, and

was reviewed by SA
|

This file con-

tained no additional pertinent information.

Records of the P.

State, were reviewed by SA
ie Department of
on 8/30/68.

a f'3 Jf Bureau (Enel- 8)
1^2 - Chicago (End- 2) (RM)

1 - WFO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEpSis /
DATEZglkLl2z!by /WoYQ&gr*'

16 SEP 16 TOy '

EX-l.OI

JAMlblj A0ESCY :>*CSI , K-IC , OSI , S3C . SER7.’?\. [

. (6) D7~ T: ISD.CES.SSft.IDIU
,h lawyosw: * /_c y~ J

I S¥Q zZUJZZ
m Z—Z—Z

" Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Flan
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In Reply, Please Refer 'to

File No.

q b
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

, FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535
September 12, 1968

J

I

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On August 30, 1968, the passport file's of
j>f Dick’ Gregory,, and

b6
b7C

[of Gregory, were made available by the Passport
Office, United States Department of State (USDS) and were
reviewed by a representative of the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation (FBI),

was issued passport number

_
Tat Chicago. Illinois^ on August 26. 1968, to

include
|

| f°*"Proposed
pleasure travel to England for two to three weeks. On the
application dated August -26, 1968, at Chicago J [stated

that travel plans included departure by air about September 1,
1968# This, passport was valid for five years 1 travel to all
countries except Cuba, mainland_China, North Korea, and North
Vietnam, This application was ’S

Dick Greeorv. ine tile revealed* tnat|

at St, Louis, Missouri, and that
was p

was born at Chicago. -

*

born in
issued November 8,

at Chicago on August .26,

Ohio is bearer of passport number
1965, This passport was renewed
1968, and will expire on November 8, 1970; but no travel plans
were given. The file revealed that the permanent address
given for the Gregory family is 1451 East 55th Street,. Chicago,
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(Rev. 5-22-64)
>

F Bl

Date: 9/H/68

Transmit, the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

TOTO

:om

SUBJECT

%

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON~GREGORY, aka
RM
00: CHICAGO

Re. Chicago airtel and LHM dated 9/6/68: and.
Chicago teletype dated 9/10/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies
of an LHM concerning captioned .matter

.

One copy of LHM being furnished to USA, Chicago,
U.. S. Secret Service, Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois.

The sources utilized in this mpmnrQnHnm aya.

L
First gnn voa [

3 miu. ucLoiiu auuxte
Chicago PD.

For the information of the Bureau, a search of
GREGORY’S baggage upon arrival in Chicago, disclosed only
personal* effects. No literature or items of intelligence
nature were noted.

GREGORY.
Chicago will co^^^^^o^follow the activities of

3^- Bureau (Ends* lS (RM) — V}< O </2 3^

b6
b7C
b7D

y

b6
b7C

- Chicago

PRE:mlb
(4)

sa
t SEP 14 TO

. 5IKICY :A£3I , NIC , 6SI , SEC . SERV .
,
pn ij .. •

* jlgL
r/i'&r : iSD,^^,iDiu 0aM^

ja .

7

EStP^m
Approved:

* TV *-

00H uusfr oi/r

Special Agent in'Charge

CONTAINED v
Sent —: — A



'In Reply, Please'Rejer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL' BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
September 11, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On September 10 , 1968, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Richard Gregory
arrived back in Chicago, Illinois, on September 10, 1968.

This source stated Gregory arrived at Chicago’s '

. O’Hare Airport aboard Air France Flight 031 from Paris,
France, via Montreal^ Canada. -

.

*

Gregory is a nationally known Negro entertainer
and civil rights activist who maintains his residence in
Chicago.

,
On September 11. 1968. a second .source, an~ ~ ' ~

'

|
in b71

the Chicago area, advised that Gregory was back in Chicago
after a trip to London, England. Gregory has; a- court
appearance at Branch 47, Criminal Cour,t * Chicago, on
September 29, 1968. The source advised this court date
stems from an Arrest of Gregory on August 29, 1968, at
18th Street and- Michigan Avenue

,
by. the ChicagoJBolice

Department during the time of the Democratic National,
Convention. Gregory was; arrested; leading .a -large'' number
of persons who had formed for a march to Chicago's south side.

A .copy of this memorandum is .being furnished to.

the United States Attorney, Chicago, United States Secret
Service, Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston.

A

This document contains neither recommendations .nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the.' property of' the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are. hot to be distributed outside
your agency.

- 1* -
*
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FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

807PM DEFERRED 9-10-68 ATS

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U, S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP 1 0196^0
TELETYPE

O:

TO^DIRECTOR Cl 00-440423)

FROM CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM

b7D

|

Hr, Tolson

Mr. DeLoach.

I Mr, Mohr—

-

I
Mr. Bishop

I Mr. Casper.

Mr. Gallaha:

I
Mr. Conrad.

|
Mr. Felt.

Mr. Gale.

Mr. Rosen

| SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY ARRIVED

CHICAGO THREE TEN P. M. INSTANT ON AIR FRANCE FLIGHT

-ZERO THREE ONE FROM PARIS VIA MONTREAL CANADA*

• ROUTINE SEARCH BY CUSTOM OFFICIALS, O'HARE AIRPORT

OF GREGORY BAGGAGE UPON ARRIVAL REFLECTED ONLY PERSONAL

AFFECTS AND GREGORY FOR PRESIDENT BUTTONS. NO LITERATURE

OR ITEMS OF POSSIBLE INTELLIGENCE DATA WERE OBSERVED.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE BUREAU AIRTEL DATED SEPTEMBER NINE LAST. CHICAGO

FOLLOWING. SECRET SERVICE, USA, MILITARY ADVISED. CHICAGO

PD COGNIZANT. LHM FOLLOWS. ^ JOO L/(/0 ^
uamiai ninimwi DiimSm

:i2 SEP 17 1968

EX-101- _ _
T TT .A, ifg

/
/

END

CAB

FBI WASH DC Oft in m if, . ,
,

I

s?l 488Si>0HiaiErrniA
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Q FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

SEP 161968
l/<Lc-

TECETYPE

0

FBI .WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

942PM URGENT 9/16/68 GGE

TO DIRECTOR, ST. LOUIS, OKLAHOMA CITY, DALLAS, AND PHOE,

FROM CHICAGO (157-347) (P> 2P

Mr. Tolgfm __

*Mr. Deloachs
Mr. Mohr.

T4'

Mr. Bishop.^.

Mr. Casper™.
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrad...

Mr. Pelt.

Mr. Gale
tosen.

^ff^Tsullivan
Mr. Tavel

3
Mr. Trotter-

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

|

Mis3 Gandy__

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM, 00: CHICAGO. b?c
v b7D

SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT GREGORY DEPARTED

.VIA ;AMERICAN .AIRLINES FLIGHT FIVE EIGHTY-ONE, THREE TEN P.M. IN-

STANT ENROUTE ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, ARRIVING FOUR THIRTEEN P?Mi

SOURCE ALSO FURNISHED FOLLOWING ITINERARY OF GREGORY'S FOR WEEK

OF SEPTEMBER SIXTEEN - TWENTY-ONE, SIXTY EIGHT.

SEPTEMBER SEVENTEEN - SCHEDULED TO DEPART ST. LOUIS VIA

AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT ONE TWENTY-FIVE, FOR OKLAHOMA CITY,

OKLAHOMA AT TEN THIRTY-FIVE A.M. ARRIVING .TWELVE .THIRTY-TWO P.M.

SEPTEMBER EIGHTEEN - SCHEDULED TO D^g^KL^gMA CITY VIA

FRONTIER AIRLINES FLIGHT EIGHTE’H' ifJROUTE STILLWATER, OKLA

NO TIMES GIVEN.

SEPTEMBER NINETEEN - SCiMSiI&P^T^F d^I^T .OKLAHOMA CITY

VIA BRA NIFF AIRLINES FLIGHT ENROUTE DALLAS,

TEXAS. NO TIMES GIVEN. flTT

2^3 HERETM
F
?q
M
nM

?0N C0NTAINED
end m&pza

SEP 17 1968
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• PAGE TWO CG 157-347

'SEPTEMBER NINETEEN - SCHEDULED TO DEPART DALLAS VIA AMERICAN

AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE THIRTEEN AT FIVE THIRTY-FIVE P.M. ENROUTE

TUCSON, ARIZONA, ARRIVING SIX FOURTEEN P.M.

SEPTEMBER TWENTY - SCHEDULED TO DEPART TUCSON EIGHT TWENTY-

FIVE A.M. VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT ONE THIRTY-EIGHT ENROUTE

DALLAS, TEXAS, ARRIVING TWELVE THIRTEEN P.M.

ALSO ON SEPTEMBER TWENTY - SCHEDULED TO DEPART DALLAS .VIA

FRONTIER AIRLINES FLIGHT FOUR TWENTY-TWO ENROUTE OKLAHOMA CITY.

NO TIMES GIVEN.

SEPTEMBER TWENTY-ONE - SCHEDULED TO DEPART OKLAHOMA CITY

VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE FIFTY-SIX AT NINE A.M. ARRIVING

CHICAGO TEN FORTY-FOUR A.M.

ADMINISTRATIVE

CHICAGO PD

COGNIZANT. FOR INFORMATION RECIPIENT OFFICES, IN PAST GREGORY

HAS SPOKEN BEFORE UNIVERSITY GROUPS. RECIPIENT OFFICES NOTIFY

RESPECTIVE POLICE DEPARTMENTS AND APPROPRIATE AGENCIES. MILITARY

ADVISED. USA, SECRET SERVICE, TO BE ADVISED BY FOLLOWING LHM.

END

CAB

FBI WASH DC

f r MR. TRAINORc
Krooni 836 9&d

b6
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•DECLAS 3 1 F ICATION AIPTHCMIW WRDM::

FBI MJTtMMUC DECLAS SIITOlTXOT GUIDE
|

BATE 11-0 .5 - 2 0 i 3

FBI INFORMATION ONLY
F9-2M32KBS

Transmit theifollowihg in

AIRTEL

FROM

SUBJECT:

Date: 9/14/68

ffj'ype in plaintext or code)

((Priority).

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (1,57-347)

O .
-

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
00: CHICAGO

-S^SSS?
0THESWXJ3

•fc-

On 9/ll/68,| ,
who has furnished

reliable information in tne past, and who is a
| _

I advised that some time ago he had as|

JL <1

IV

xs maiviauax invite
IElScdttcviffllfl

eoole

I I DICK GREGORY appeared
and while talking with GREGORY

. GREGORY became

since itiKMiUJttx was going to Fans wi

On 9/11/68. GREGORY told

e next xew aays

G>- Bureau (RM)
3 - Chicago

,cr



CG 157-347
iiiljSS

said^h^Had been give

advised that he will immediately contact the FBI Office
his ^return in 2< or 3 weeks I

—*

"

The forgoing information has rot been prepared in a

form suitable for dissemination since the information
originated with| [and any dissemination might tend to
compromise this source, ^

This matter will, be followed closely and ,

Bureau will be promptly advised upon I | return.'.. Y

oppm
<wnrKivr
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Tolsoo

0

SAC, Baltimore

Director, FBI (100-440423)

RICHARD CLARION GREGORT
RACIAL MATTERS

0

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

9/19/68

Racial Calendar
Field Guidance Folder
Mr. T. J. Deaikin

According to a brochure of carpus events 1968-69,
at Western IlarylaM College, Richard Clacton Gregory and
Andrew Hatcher, former Associate Press Secretary during the
administration of the late John F* Kennedy, -are scheduled
for a ‘‘blade power” debate at 10 a.m., 2/12/69, Alumni Hall,
Western Maryland College*

For the information of Baltimore, Gregory, a Hegro
comedian-entertainer and civil rights activist* has been
arrestedm numerous occasions in connection with his civil *
rights activities and has vehemently criticized the* war in. £L
Vietnam, President Johnson,, and the whits racist structure LJ>
in his speeches. In view of Gregory’s past staterwints and'
his blAck extremist activity, you should make plans now to
afford discreet coverage .of his appearance. Bear in in|nd
that he could make statements which are, in violation or the
Antiriot laws and that coverage should, therefore, include
•sources who would be in a position to testify. <

00

5H - G> “

g.00 .. ^

g, r* §th6uld be submittedin form suitable for dissemination.

Insure that interested "local authorities are aware
f Gregory’s aiheduljp .appearance. Results of your coverage

00
'2}, - Chicago

EMJ:lkm/lmr
(9)

(157-347)

NOTE:

JREC 82 /QO -

fe the
rry a

__
•

§6 OCT'S

Gregory is include

2‘- 13

A
¥ Ai.ij awrun

‘

' HEREIN IS
^•tsjgEzi.iSJLm^tgZi

TYPE UNIT l

’ *

ALL -INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN^rŜ UNCLASSiyiED
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“Discussion of off-off Broadway”
—A1 Carmines, composer, di-

rector, writer, minister

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29,

3:00 p.m., Understage, Alumni
Hall

f^aar-^V?
’ -SW'-.

“Presidential Elections, 1968” —
Samuel Lubbel, political col-

umnist

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9,

10:00 a.m., Alumni Hall

“Modern Soldiers and Politicians in Africa”^Dav|d-
son Nicol, president of the University of Sierra Leone

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13,

10:00 a.m., Alumni Hall

mw$ti ‘‘The American Contribution to

Africa in the‘20th Century”

—

Davidson Nicol —
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13,

7:15 p.m., Decker Lecture Hall

(On November 14, at times to be announced, Mr. Nicol will
dtscuss The American Contribution to Africa in the 19th
Century and The Genesis of an African Poem.”)

* -

I »
* ^ --

; *» V .
- ‘

» It -

|

=•• * **
*

^V-*’ 7-

H&l'- * -5* - *

Black Power,” a debate-!—Dick Gregory and Andrew
Hatcher, civil rights leaders

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 10:00 a,m
Alumni Hall
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FD-36 (Rev. $*22-64)

F B I

Date: 9/16/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, KANSAS CITY (157-649)

RICHARD CLAXTON“GREGORY , aka
RM
(00: Chicago)

(P) A/

Subject’s appearance at Pittsburg, Kansas, 9/23/68.

News media at Pittsburg, Kansas, has announced the
appearance of subject at a student meetihg at Kansas State
College at Pittsburg, Kansas, Monday, 9/23/68. Established
sources will be alerted and contacted for the substance of
statement subject makes. No Agents will attend the meeting.
It is unlikely that subject will permit recording of his speech
by the news media since he has so specified in his previous
contracts for speeches.

^
Letterhead memorandum will be submitted in the form

of the letterhead memorandum enclosed with KCairtel to Bureau
9/3/68.

LEAD

KANSAS CITY DIVISION
f

At Pittsburg, Kansas

Through established source and if possible" cuOyiiiaL^e
news media obtain substance any recording made or verbatim account
of subject's remarks at the college op 9/23/-68 and submit letter-
head memorandum.

Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (RM
2 - Kansas City
RVH:B
(7)

I

;© $£P 18 1968

r...c-B\sfiQS

—

ALL INFOP.MA-T-ION CQNTA-I-MESfe—
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED -

:

Approved:

I S EB26 mWal A^lnVcharge

b6
b7C



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

{, ~ >

Q C?
FBI

Date: 9/14/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Type in plaintext or code)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, PBRTIAND (157-329) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dickeregory
RACIAL MATTER
00: Chicago

Enclosed for the Bureau and indicated offices are
copies of a LHM regarding subject suitable for dissemination,
Copies are being disseminated to the USA, MI, OSI, and
NIC, all Portland.’ /~\

w
(tp- Bureau (Enc. 10)

v

2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (157-349)
1 - St. Louis (Enc. 1) (Info)
1 - Portland

LEF:njm
(7)

U

jFir 4>3

j^M^^3I,tftC.0Sl,SEC.Si2W., I SEP 17 1968

l&tXi ISD.SSJLSSLIDIU, e e £>. <^/s9

maw*, AjLs. — - —
. jM4'

mmOC ft r

gent in Charge
Sent ALL INFORMATION ^CONTAINED y

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^.



In Replyf Please Refer to

File No.

UM’J>D ^ TATES D*,TAa*TMENT O; KaTlCE
0DERAL BUREAU O? INVESTIG^^ON

Portland, Oregon

September 14, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
also known as Dick Gregory

RACIAL MATTER

On September 13, 1968,
^ Washington County Sheriffs Office,
advised that he was present during a

Hillsboro,
speakinguregon,

appearance of Dick Gregory, nationally known former
comedian, at Pacific University, Forest Grove
on September 11, 1968.

Oregon
s

Subject, under sponsorship of the college,
spoke before approximately 1,300 persons, of whom
only 54 were Negro, including Job Corps enroDLees brought
to the, jfi'tH vpnrfn ty- in a Job Corps bus from a distant

advised that a substantially accurate
Gregory’s remarks appeared in the Oregonian

area,
account oi
edition of September 12, 1968,

A xerox copy of the Oregonian, Portland daily
newspaper of—September 12, 1968 ,- follows i _

^^xfuloussijm
date

CONTAINED
sir ~

BY

2.3 —3)57



FD-3S0 (Rov. 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

Meetings With No Fiefs;

Former nightclub comedian5

Dick Gregory flew into Port-!

land Wednesday night, fresh'

from meetings with the North*

Vietnamese peace team in

Paris.
r

There was no quip on his*!

lips and only briefly did he’

flash the topical irreverance
winch made him a favorite

stindup funny man.

Questions Answered i

* instead he carried a brief-’

'case bulging with campaign
material and reports on the
(Paris meetings, and his man-
ner was grave and attentive,

•not flip and funny. '

He said there are no “peace
"talks” going on-now between
Washington and Hanoi envoys
’-only "talks.”

“The • principal delegate an-
swered my questions candidly
and explicitly,” Gregory said.

{“And he made it plain that
until the bombing stops in

(North Vietnam the subject of

ppace is not even under dii-

cussion.”

/ Gregory continued: “pc r

me first time they (the Norm
‘Vietnamese) stressed .they.-

were interested in ending the

war and finding a political

settlement to the present diffi-

culties.”

.Gregory said he* is not

"against the Vietnam war but

against all wars. I am a paci-

fist.. I -don’t agree with wars
as a means of settling interna-

tional differences.”

Write-Ins Urged

He said the Peace and Free-

dom Party has placed his

name on the Pennsylvania

ballot for November and he
hopes for a place on the bal-

lots of West Virginia and New
. York.-

But he. emphasized: “I am
not a member of the Peace
and Freedom Party.' I am an
independent and I am urging

that people write in my name
on ballots.” ;

, >- -

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state*)

age 28
.THE OREGONIAN

PORTLAND, OREGON

!

W, W ;
il

s .'VASV !-•w
,, -'v I®

Character:

I PICK GREGORY
In a talk ‘at Pacific Uni-

versity Wednesday night.
Gregory predicted Richard
Nixon will be elected presl-
'dent, explaining “Daley did a(* - , .

.

good—jrJj^ of whupping the'advocate—overthrow of the

"

Democratic party in Chicago.” capitalist system.
"

,

"
r̂

'
j

Dato:

He refused to blame “You don’t do away, with'
|

Edition

Chicago police for anybrutali- the* capitalist system;! you { Authors
ty during the convention. “If change the order of.things arid »

Itofd to lay
P
°off,

e)

thS would Put caP!

.

talis

'

m in
.

its P^'1

have laid off.-They laid off the perspective - in second

Shriners when they come to place. Nobody gives a damn

.

town and they- raise about as about .human rights — but*

much hell. Mayor.Richard J. don’t you mess with property

’Daley is to blame.” rights. But if you’re so hung
ctipiAmi. ru»T,»* llP °n property rights, then
Systems Chance

the Indians ought to be the
He predicted 1968 would richest men in the world.”

mark the end of the two-party The speaker spent consi*
system, eqrlaining to his audi- derable time discussing thai
ence,* If they (the politicians) plight of American Indians;'
dare think they re going to He said: “I love the way you
preserve this corrupt system Oregonians treat your black
with you young people around, folks here - all 200 of them,
they re in as big trouble as it’s the way you treat your
Washington caused, the Bnt- Indian brothers that bugs me.
tsh-

•

, , .
Tonight we’re 13,000 miles

The number one problem away, fighting for a better
- ‘.‘confronting this, country is way of life for some little

not air pollution,” he asserted, country, and look at the way. -

“it’s moral pollution,” getting we treat our .Indian brothersj-
‘

a lavghr-rrrr,
~ 3- Nobody gives a\ damn about 1

jt Gregory isaid' he doesn't them.”
.

.

; g=—

i

9/12/68

Classification:

Submitting Office:

I I Being Investigated



¥
RICHARD CLAXTON Oegory,
also known as Dick Gregory
RACIAL MATTER

pdvised that Gregory did not have
the appearmce of being a "violent man" but that his
remarks did have the effect of advocating civil disorder.
He spoke of the effects of dynamite and spontaneous combustion
and said that black soldiers are constantly returning from
Vietnam and are trained in the use of explosives. He advocated
opposition to the draft and to war. Gregory occasionally
used vulgar language with an anti-white content which
caused his audience to become hostile and a large number of
persons walked out during his performance. Gregory predicted
that this country is heading into a dictatorship and further
predicted that he, himself, would be elected Resident, in 197.2..

I
following hisIn a conversation with|

public appearance, Gregory indicated a strong belief in
astrology and said that he has an "astrologer on his staff,
He said that from the formation of the stars he believes
that there will be an enormous disaster for California on
September 22, 1968, resulting in large areas of the state,
sliding into the ocean.

»»

said that he felt let down in that
Gregory was a man of lesser intelligence and less well
informed bn current events, than .he had been led to expect.

~"lfelt this was the general reaction of the Pacific
university audience.

said further that Gregory indicated he
had no fuirrer appearances to make in the Portland area
and intended to fly to the St. Louis, Missouri, area
for a scheduled appearance.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C
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FBI WASH DC

G FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEITIQATI0H A
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ^

COMMUNICATION SECTION

SEP 10 1968

TEEEWPeA^

FBI CHICAGO

1003AM URGENT 9/18/68 CNS

TO DOCTOR AND -OKLAHOMA CITY

FROM' CHICAGO (157-347)

K » » •«

1

—
Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr.,
Mr. B?<^AP
Mr. Oneror _ __

Mr. Callahan ...

Mr. Conrad.-— ,

Mr Wolf.

Mr Hnlo

Mju BAeor

i

SKiVJItvnrt \

Mr./Trotter

-

Miltf A. A VWVV* i

'Poll Pnom
Miss Holmes
Mire Gandy

£
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, *AKA RM 00: CHICAGO*

AIRLINE SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT GREGORY DEPARTED

O'HARE AIRPORT, CHICAGO, VIA BRANIFF AIRLINES, FLIGHT ONE TWO
O

NINE AT ONE TWENTY AM INSTANT FOR, AKLAHOMA .CITY. GREGORY

HAS CONNECTING FLIGHT TO STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA AND RETURN
O *— • '

«

FLIGHT TO AKLAHOMA-CITY AND CHICAGO.- FLIGHT NUMBERS AND

TIMES FOR, RE^RN FLIGHTS UNAVAILABLE. • ’GREGORY WAS GUEST

SPEAKER WASHINGTON -UNIVERSITY-, ST. :LOUIS, MISSOUR,

SEPTEMBER SIXTEEN, ~UST;. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

ADMINISTRATIVE

AIRLINE SOURCE IS

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED a
DATE /Cfr/r-'
r\ *

MILITARY, CHICAGO

PD ADVISED.- USA, .SECRET -.SERVICE BEING ADVISED BY FOLLOWING LHM.

END l ft
r

he
hlC
b7D

END g& 10
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\

FBI WASH DC

i onHjaee
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Date: 9/17/68

Transmit the following in

f Via ATRTET.

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM re GREGORY*

q

'travels. Two copies of LHM also enclosed- for WFO.

One copy each of the LHM is being furnished to USA,. Chicag<
U. S. Secret Service, Chicago, and 1 113th MI ^Group, Evanston, Illinor 1

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44042$)

SAC, CHICAGO (1^7-^ 47) (P)

EGORY, akaSUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

t*
Remytel, .9/16/68, and St. Louis teletype to Director, 9/17/

The

b6
b7C
b7D

68 .

The source furnishing the GREGORY 9/11/68 press release is

LEADS

WFO

AT WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE . Furnish Chicago any available
background onl ^nd conduct credit and criminal

.

CHICAGO ^ /oo- W6&S -

ATkCHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will develop additioj
on BURROWS. -

ckground

'f(i /- ,, v AGEUCV; ACSI,NIC,OS.I,SSC.SERV.

2 -.Chicago

DMF,

2
ho?t Forw;
IgtfEFORW
Y

hec.d, oow irtierr nu r

54 0 CT 2 - TStjtk j,, fc/A
Approved<^^Z-^il4i£r /A/g

V' ' Special A4ertt Charge

m
mE.

WEommmr
tc CQNTA

VhClfiSSl-Sx
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. CG 157-347

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
« #

t *

' FEDERAL BUItEAU OF INVESTIGATION
.* " i

Chicago, Illinois
September 17 ,* 1968

'

, ,

- - RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
•- 1

' RACIAL MATTERS
t -—-—t

—

- : r s :

—

On September 11, 1968, a source who has furnished, re-
liable information in’ the. past* advised the Chicago Division of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) that Gregory had held
a press conference at the Saiit Clair Hotel in Chicago-, Illinois
on that date and had ^ade the .following, press release:

This document, cpntains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaded to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed* outside
your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.
DATE_^ff/-7? by Jx/£l

Sot)- s/VO '/c) 3
ENCll; * r *:'

rT
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PftESS 'fcOXFEREKCE

DATE:

TIME:

PLACE:'

Wednesday, September 11 .

:00 A. 1.4.

I ^ ^

St. Clair Ko.tel, 162 E. Ohio Stree, Chicago, Illinois

•
.

STATEMENT BI DICK, GREGORY

CONCERNING MEETING QflTil NORTH VIETNAMESE TRUCE TEAM IN PARIS

On September 8, 1968, I arrived- in Paris with my wife, Lillian .and telephoned

} .
-

the North Vietnamese .Embassy . I requested ah opportunity to meet with an official

of the tpuce negotiating team in my capacity as a candidate for president of the

United States. Inasmuch as I had. been denied a foreign policy briefing in spite.

on my attempts to secure It thru a federal, court order, I felt, that I had:, no alterna-’,

_ *
} - - .1 - — -- - - — * -

. tive bixt to seek the vital information necessary to conduct an intelligent discussion
• a ' 11 * ,

of this most critical issue by meeting directly with a. -representative of the North'
«

1 *
<r

^

Vietnamese government.

On Monday, September 10, at 3; 15 PfM. Paris Time, accompanied by my wife,

Lillian, I met yith three members of the North Vietnamese Truce Negotiating Teem
K fl

*

at the residence, of the representative .of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,

t
- "

^

*

8 Avenue lo Clerc, Choisey Le Rio.. The principle delegate, Mr. Nguyen-Minh-Vy

,

A Deputy of the National Assembly and his secretary, Mr. 3ai and his interpreter

,

Mr. Ioang spoke, with us for 2% hours. *1 asked all the questions which most

Americans would want answered.’ At no time did Mr . Vy hesitate to answer my

questions candidly and explicitly.

Viewing the. war from a neutral perspective in Paris it was possible for me to
* l

see the war from another point of view than I had been able to before. That is
! - - - - - - - y * »

not to say that it changed the way I feel about the war in general- for I. an a '

V '
. <

pacifist and I an opposed not only to the war in Viet Nan but to all wars as a

means of settling disagreements, between nations. ' But speaking to the North Viet- ‘

*

namese I saw another side of the picture, a side which most Americans have-not been



STATEMENT M DICK GREGOR^ ' -2- - Q
able, to see. In the first place. I was shocked’ to learn that in reality there

are no peace talks being conducted in Paris .
‘ Listening to the president and the

Republican and Democratic Candidates, all of whom are always asking us to pray

»

for the success of the Peace Talks, I was naive enough indeed to think there were,

peace talks going on in Paris.

The Worth Vietnamese have flatly stated that no peace talks will even begin
*

until the bombing.above the demilitarized zone is stopped unconditionally. Our
P

government has known this from the beginning of the first communications uith Hanoi

and the terms for establishing the negotiations in Paris were a concession by the

•North Vietnamese predicated upon this prerequisite. The truce teams have met'

formally. now in 20 sessions over a period of 3 months, but at no time, has a single
'

f •

step been made toward initiating' the negotiations because the American government'

.has not fulfilled the. initial requirement of unilaterally ceasing' the bombing of

North Viet Nam. Recently the American government has begun, to ask for some
« \ •

..

reciprocal action of de-escalation- in exchang'd-for a cessation of~the bombing .
'

The North Vietnamese consider this a travesty of the initial ground rules. Their

.facts and figures show that the so-called limitation of the bombing has actually

meant an increase of air activity over their- nation and they are adamant on this

point. There will be no peace talks until the, bombing ends. How if any parent

with a son in’ Viet Nam has been feeling a little more secure in the last 3 months

because they felt that at least our government was doing something to try to end

the war, it is my sad obligation to inform them that nothing whatsoever is being

done. •.

’

It is important, I think, for me to convey to the American public the atti-

tude of the North Vietnamese since they are supposed to be our enemy. In. the first
t *

,

place, I was assured that the North Vietnamese do not consider the American people

to be their enemy. There is a reason for this you must understand that the Viet-
.

"
'

?
-

. j
*

naraese declared their* independence and declared their war of liberation from colonial

3
'
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Q a

and yet they do

po^er 23 years ago in 19K President Ho Chi Minh is coiy<dored to he the George
• '

!

Washington of Viet Ham which used to he French Indo-China, just as the. United

States used to he a colony,, of Great Britain. The...Vietnamese were occupied

during the Seeoi d World War by the Japanese and after their defeat they undertook

to declare their independence from Franco. The Vietnamese, defeated the French

not hate the French as we can see inasmuch as the conversations

are taking place in Paris. To the Vietnamese the American soldier is simply a

j

*

foreigner and the agent of a colonial power which wishes to control the economy

and natural resources of their land. They do not blame the American people who

they believe are opposed to the war but they blame the government, the military and

the industrial powers which hope to profit from conquest and the war itself.

' Let me explain to you how this is. demonstrated in just .one example. I was told

- that one of the most difficult things to control in North Vietnam is the insurance

of safety under the Geneva Convention for’ prisoners of war to American pilots who
\ ,

'

are shot down over Vietnamese villages... "lou must understand, Mr. Vy said to me,
*

that when a pilot is caputrea,.he does not fall into the hands of disciplined
' -- „ .

soldiers but he is taken by ordinary people on whom he has only a moment before

been dropping bombs . The .anger of these people is very great and the only way

that we have been able to persuade them not to harm the pilots is because they know

of the large amount of young people in the United States who risk imprisonment and

brutality in order to protest against such atrocities".

Another very startling impression which I received j.n Paris which 1 was unable

to imagine from my reading about the war here at home was that in the eyes of the

Vietnamese they genuinely 'believe, that every day the war progresses the. United States
t _

~ _

_is losing, and they are winning. I was not talking to the representative of a ..

government who.was desperately seeking to end a war for any reason other than
< ,

*

a deep -conviction that only peace could resolve a problem. Clearly they consider

the continuation of the war a greater problem to us than to them pven though it

is being fought on their soil. We .are counting our victories on.^a balanced sheet.

4
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of casualties , many of^hosa oxq civilians and they ar<£Xlc to calculate the

results in territ.ory controlled and the enormous loss of material to us and the
’

cost (between 2 and 3 million dollars) -a day upon our economy. 'I do not think
%

the American people, realize that (a) there are no peace talks ,(b) there will be-
' •

T ”

no peace talks until we stop tJie bombing, and (c) there can be no political solution

to the v/ar as long as Yre continue to believe that we are Yrinning or can win a

military victory. The facts are that as our investment in the \rar has increased

so has our losses'.

'

I asked Mr. Vy the question Yrhich the other political candidates have made

an issue: What assurances do ve have that if ve stop the bombing more American
w

lives will not be lost? He replied the only way to stop the loss of life is to end

the war. The only Y-ray to end the Y/ar is to stop the bombing.

.

• How I am sure that if this war .were being foght by same other country Yre
.<

* »
* *

would be able to see it quite differently than Yre do or if Yre were reading about
- * \

it in a History book, Yre could be more objective than Yre are because it is a

rather clear picture if you get far enough away from it so that you are not .emotionally

involved. Here yre are a great nation engaged in a military conquest of a country

"smaller than 'the state of -Florida, 13,000 miles aYray, dropping more bombs on it

already than Yre did in all of World War II.. V7e got into this by first sending just

a small .group pf advisors Yrho were not even supposed to do any shooting and now

y;c have an army of half a million men shooting and.burning and chemically destroying

the crops. We have admittedly killed many innocent civilians and Yre are operating

concentration camps in order to control the people vc are supposed to be defending.

Nevertheless, the Vietnamese knoxr that Americans have a great sense of national

honor . Mr._Vy told me that his country was prepared to take this into consideration y

in the negotiations but that Americans must also realize that the Vietnamese, vrho

had been fighting for 23 years for their independence also have a justifiable sense

of national -pride.
.

!



For i5j
r part I vas convinced after our discussion that the Vietnamese are

'
* *

genuinely eager to settle the political problems of Viet ilanr at the
§ -

converence table now , but that they feel the longer the var continues the more it

vill be evident to the American people that there can be no military solution

and that a public demand vi11 require our government to negotiate a settlement.

*•«*
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On September 16, 1968, a Special Agent (SA) of the
FBI observed Gregory arrive at O'Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois,
in a la te model Ford light blue Station Wagon, Illinois Regis-
tration| | driven by an elderly unidentified male Neero.
Gregory departed 0 1 Hare Airport at 3:10 p.m. on that date via
American Airlines Flight 581 exiroute to St. Louis, Missouri.

T1 1 -1 nnia Automohi 1 p Regist.rati r>n

Chi
is listed to

U5U )—rxlinois,
(.Gregory maintains residence at apartment building this address)
for a J.967 Ford four-door Station Wagon, Vehicle Identification
Number

A
as a former
an ex-emplo^ee oi

In 1967 Chicago Press Media described|
|
who had been Gregory

Isince March 20. 1967. I 3
ry 's

[
was f

as_

nrthpr described}
and

On September 16, 1968, an
lated the following additional American AirilhSfe ticketing:

source re-
b7D

September 17, 1968

September 18, 1968

September 19, 1968'

American Flight 125 departing St.
Louis, Missouri, 10:35 a.m. and
arriving at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
at 12:32 p.m.

Frontier Airlines Flight 18 depart-
ing Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and
arriving Stillwater, Oklahoma.

Braniff Airlines Flight 127 departing
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and arriving
Dallas, Texas.

ii

n*

if

$
4

September 19, 1968 American Flight 313 departing Dallas
Texas, 5:35 p.m. and arriving TiCS-on!
Arizona, 6:14 p.m.

September 20, 1968 American Flight 138 departing Ticson
Arizona, 8:25 a.m., arriving Dallas/
Texas, 12:13 p.m.



RB: KICHARdO.

s«ptemb

^EGORY

^0

0

Septemb

1968

1968

'Frontier Airlines Flight 422 de-
parting Dallas, Texas and arriving
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma-

* __ *.

American Flight’ 356 departing
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 9 a.m.,
arriving .Chicago, Illinois, 10:44 a.

j, ~ 7 xvj v*k " » j — /
— -

reportAW Jr’
a Fresh^55^ t Gregory appeared at Washington Univer-

17, 196«
that Greg.^^ix September 16, 1968, as a guest

Grea-orxr l\.
Schedm^:by Student Orientation Organization.

^hanged his itinerary when his September

, iiouxs on American niruiie mgi
^--Xinois.

[

ns. T% ^ X7
,

1968,- sources advised- the St. Louis

Greeo^ then’ll
Sources

enroute *
1 Ranged ms itinerary wnen ms

Ior Ghicag'o'^cJ J^rture flight from St. Louis was delayed.

“>at date

°n SePtei^K
°Urce coxiS

Copies of

1968, the previously mentioned I

GREGORY'S arrival in Chicago, Illinois,

United St*
United sta
113th Mili^

^ memorandum are being furnished:

^ttorney, Chicago, Illinois
^^v^^ecret Service, Chicago, Illinois^ Intelligence Group, Evanston, Illinois
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PO-36 (Rev. 5-22*64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL,

Date: 9—17—68

'(Type in plaintext'or code),

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, ST. LOUIS (3.57-5822)

it 't

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
,

- \
RM

. \
(00: Chicago)

,
V.

Rd Chicago teletype to the Bureau, 9-16-68, and/
St. Louis teletype to the Bureau, 9-17-68. \

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of letterheac
memorandum suitable for dissemination relating to captionbd Y
subject. Two copies of the letterhead memorandum have ibeen /
designated for the office of origin and information copies L
for Oklahoma City, Dallas and Phoenix because At was previouslj
indicated that subject might travel, to those areas.

Copies of the letterhead memorandum 'have, ’been
disseminated locally to Secret Service, U. S. Attorney,
Military Intelligence and the St. Louis "Police Department.

Source #1 used in the LHM is
|

.source that furnished information to the Chicago Office.— 1 : : 1

Source #2 is t

St. Louis > Missouri. I ^

ijource #3 is
University .Jl

. B'^^°^ource #4

(^.Bureau (E„cs.'5^6^^2-^-Chicago (Encs. 2) (RMik -" ' -4
"

"H
,

1 T .Oklahoma City., (Enc . 1) (RM)^\}J> * TnotD 1Q 1QRft

J

1 ~- Dallas (Enc, 1) (RM)
: , .. r

vA ' 18 SEP 18 19hS

1 - Phoenix (Enc
. .^RM^i.^/icfosi.SSC.SERV.j • —

1
7.

St. Louis . . . . T-SD.eSi.'ESD.IDIU, srA-P£
t
o/

SJP rj
JC

f>~
i^A'rKyOKw"'

~
' f/0 »?//r- *

51 0£ l7UW y -^INFORMATION 001
*Pplfeved: '

. Z ~ /Sen* -- HlMEIlf^g-UNCL-

ASSXI
Tp^cial Agent in Charge DATE Jnt - /) )-Typy

CONTAINED:



157-5822

. The, letterhead memorandum, has been1 .classified
confidential because it contains information!, furnished
by sources of continuing value and- -disclosure, of which*
could coniprose their future effectiveness.



0UST]UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
St. Louis, Missouri-

September 17, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Source #1 advised the Chicago Office of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation on September 16, 1968 that Richard
Clacton Gregory departed Chicago, Illinois via American
Airlines Flight 581 at 3:00 p.m. en route to St. Louis,
Missouri. This flight was scheduled to arrive at St. Louis,
Missouri at 4:3.3 p.m. on September 16, 1968.

Source #2 advised on September 16, 1968, that upon
arriving at the St. Louis Airport on September 16 , 1968, Mr.
Gregory rented an automobile from the Avis Rent-A-Car Company
desk at the airport. This automobile was a four-door Chrysler
Newport automobile bearing Missouri license number YE 1259.
At the time Gregory rented the automobile he gave his address
as 1451 East 55th Street, Apartment 1030, Chicago, Illinois

.

Source stated that Gregory was scheduled tp appear on the
- Washington University campus in St. Louis, Missouri at 7:00

p.m. on the same date. "
.

Source #3 advised on September 17^ 1968 that Richard
Gregory had appeared on the Washington University campus at the
Field House as a guest speaker on September 16, 1968 i His
appearance was sponsored by the Freshmen Orientation Organizing
Committee. According to the source, Gregory, in His talk,
praised the Negroes and student militants as* being in the
tradition of men who wrote the Declaration of Independence.
He stated, “You made LBJ (President Lyndon. B. 'Johnson) step
down when the Russian. Army with all their guns .couldnjt have
done it . " Gregory urged the young people 'to, use their power
to change the system. Two of the issues touched upon by him
in his talk as of vital

.
concern to the students were the Draft

and the Vietnam War. He defined the actions of Negro militants
as being in line with Patrick Henry *s "Give me liberty or give
me death." Gregory stated that the issue today is- not black
against white but right against wrong. 1 - u

T

1
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RE : RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

According to Source #1 Gregory was scheduled to
depart St. Louis on American Airlines Flight 125, leaving
St. Louis 10:35 a.m., September 17, 1968.

Source #4 advised on September 17, 1968, that
,

American Airlines Flight 125 was delayed in arriving at St.
Louis and that Richard' Gregory had revised his itinerary
and he departed St. Louis on American Airlines Flight 234
at 9:40 a.m. en route to Chicago, Illinois, arriving at
O’Hara Field in Chicago at 10:37 a.m.

All sources used in this letterhead memorandum
have either furnished information in the past or were in a
position to furnish reliable information.

2*
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EDEKiiT^es CF mssnSATIC.'i
a s. fcj&arisarcfjustice

COKKUKICATIO!! SECTION

AUS231968 -

TELETYPE

Mr. Tolsor

Mr. DeLoacfa $
Mr. Mohr—
Mr. Bishop.

Mr. Casper.

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad ']

Mr. Felt.

FBI WASH DCI

\
FBI CHICAGO

515fcM URGENT 8/23/68 EOM

TO DI^CTO* AND PHILADELPHIA

FROM CH^CaL C15.7-M7) Cl 57-24 105 CP) 2P

ICHARD CLAXTOfHREGORY; RM, 00: CHICAGO

DEMCON; 00: CHICAGO.

SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED INS TA NTW^REOORY

DEPARTED UcAOO BY AIR TODAY FOR PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

HE WILL RETURN CHICASO ON AUGUST TWENTY FIVE NEXT. REASON

FOR PHILADELPHIA TRIP NOT KNOWN. GREGORY NOW PLAN_S TO BEMAI N

IN CHICAGO mnm WEEK OF DEMOCRATIC NATION^fEHTION

august twenty six M*
INDICATION GREGORY PLANNED ANY DISR
INDICATION GREGORY PLANNED ANY DISRUPTIVE

-jf IVITIES

OONVENTIol AFTER CONVENTION GREGORY INTENDS TO VACATIfiNsEP 3 1968 M

WITH WIFE AND WITH JIM SMITH FAMILY AT SMITH’S FARM NEA1L-_
STEVENS POINT, WISCONSIN. SMITH IS PUBLISHER -CHICAGO GAZETTE^,

irXtrA ntlDT Mr2



SECRET SERVICE, USA,, MILITARY, CHICAGO PD ADVISED, SOURCE

l PHILADELPHIA AND MILWAUKEE CONTACTIS

SOURCES RE GREGORY’S' ACTIVITIES,

LHM FOLLOWS. AM RM COPIES TO MILWAUKEE AND ST. LOUIS.

END

JTM

FBI WASH DC

COPY SENT AG AND IDIU



Fflf0f^URB«J CFlHYfSmaitS!*
U.SCJABTHEHT OF JUSTICE }

COwSlCATION SECTION 'J
AUG261968

FBI WASH DC

12-46 AMl>

TEUETYHE 7

0

URGENT 8-26-68 RM

TO DIRECTOR (ATTN. DOMESTIC INTELL.) AND CHICAGO

FROM PHILADELPHIA

RICHARD CLAXTON^iREGORY, RM. 00 CHICAGO.

RE PH TEL CALL TO CHICAGO EIGHT TWENTYFIVE LAST.

4
b6
b7C
b7D

Mr. TftlRAh

Mr. DeT^nach

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishon

Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt.

-

Mr. Gale
_

1

Mr. Rosen
j

Mr. SullivamJ
Mr. Tavel

—

Mr.. Trotter

Tele. Room
—

Miss Kuimes
Miss Gandy

0^1 INTELLIGENCE DETAIL, PH PD
,
WHO WAS t

(j
ASSIGNED TO GREGORY UPON GREGORY'S MOST RECENT VISIT PHILA.

, ADVISED

GREGORY REMANED OVERNIGHT EIGHT TWENTYTHREE LAST RESIDENCE OF

PHILA.. PA

| S-TA TES GREGORY LEFT PHILA. VIA ALLEGHENY AIRLINE FLIGHT

NINE ZERO SEVEN AT TWO ZERO ZERO PM, ON EIGHT TWENTYFOUR LAST

FOR WASHINGTON, D.C., WHERE HE WAS. TO PICK UP PERSONAL PAPERS AND

DEPART FOR NEW YORK. DESTINATION AFTER ARRIVAL IN NEW YORK UNKNOWN

Tol

ADVISED DURING EVENING OF EIGHT TWENTYTHREE OR EARLY
vs £
MORNING EIGHT TWENTYFOUR LAST GREGF^OjY WHIL# AT RESIDENCE OF

RECEIVED A TELEPHONE CALL FROM MRS. GREGORY. GREGORY TOLD

lTELEPHONE CALL CONCERNED ITSELF WITH A TV APPEARANCE OF GREGORY

END

CG

WA SVM

Fi

$/l[
‘gjWAgi^pct \ 190

^L r_MR. TRAINOR

ROOM 836 9&D

ALL
-
INFORMATION CONTAINED

SEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED J1%
.

bat;

b6
b7C
b7D

IN LONDON, ENGLAND, FOR WHICH HE WAS TO BE PAID FIFTEEN HUNDRED POUNDS.

' /O(,r7?/ovx3-3in
' ' o SEP 4 196S -
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

6

Date: 9/20/68

(Type in'plaintext or code)

(Priority)

, f Mr. Tolson...

—

I
• Mr. DcLoach-

I Mr. Mohr
I Mr. Ei'hop—

—

I ’Mr. Ca-sper-.

—

Mr. Cah.’.hon..

J
. Mr. Goarad

—

j

Mr. Fvtfc-,

—

I

My. -

—1/ '$*• Tarcl-

—

J
Mr. Trotter—,

,| , Tele. Room,—

.

—4 Miss Holmes-

1 Miss Gandy—

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI
^

'

SAC, CHICAGO (157-^347) * (P) £

RICHARD CLAXTON''tjREGORY, aka*
RU

\ . r
\

r
* /j f\J -

t A
(00: CHICAGO) J f' [

( n

Re Chicago teletype to Bureau and Oklahoma City,
9/18/68

. /rr .^ q.q c f $4

<

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of a
letterhead memorandum (LHM) suitable for dissemination.

Oklahoma City is being furnished one copy of the
LHM for information.

. v

One copy of LHM being disseminated locally to
U.S.. Attorney and U.S. Secret Service, both Chicago, and
Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston* Illinois.

,
Chicago source is

Chicago, Illinois. , / / 7 “ ^
ylriformation co&tSEbhed in the att

furnishfed^to the Chicago Police Department;
pnta^ned in tne attached LHM has been

I Iehoi&sure REC- 5Z

_3Jr- Bureau (EnclS. 11) (RM) *
’

~1 - Oklahoma City (Info.) (Enel., 1) (RM)
2 - Chicago

(1 - 157-413)
ARS/vmg

(6 )

aarinformation

BE!? 57

m ishop

E2S SEP 30 1968

—“AQSNCY : ACSirfiSi", QSI , SEC. SERV..

,

I 3a HU npQ DEPT : ISD . CRD,,MCb,^(J
* ett iIJCq unnr vnnw- fiU <7 c, t/HO’.VFORW: fik

DATE F0RW_f

JAN 2
âiqe

.,M Per
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lit Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-347

6
\

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 01: JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

ZO,^to8
Chicago, Illinois

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum captioned
as above and dated September 17, 196.8.

An source, who* has furnished relia-
ble information in the past, advised on September 18, 1968, that
Richard Claxton Gregory departed O’Hare International Airport,
Chicago, Illinois, via Braniff Airlines flight 129 at 1:20 AM,
en route to Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Gregory, according to
source, has a connecting' flight to Stillwater,. Oklahoma, and
return flight to Oklahoma City and Chicago. Source had no
information as to flight number or times concerning the return
flight.

Source concluded saying that Gregory had been guest
speaker at Washington University* St. Louis, Missouri, on
September 16, 1968.

The following agencies are being furnished a copy
of this memorandum:

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

United States Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

b7D

Region I,
Evanston,

113th MI Group
Illinois

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of investigation. It is the property of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency.

,(ENCLOSURE Mo- ^/<?3 - 367/



FBI WASH be

FBI ST LOUIS
I

cgSRAL BUREAU Of IHVESfiSAtlON

U>vOEPARTMEHT OF ^STiK i

c(0iUNicATioN SECT 0N /^
SEP 171968 qS
n'ELETTVPE (

,

1130AM URGENT 9-17-68 GCW

i Idir.
-

i

\ Mr. DeLoach 1

\
Mr. Mohr- —
Mr. Bishop—

1 Mr. Casper—

l Mr. Callahan

\
Mr. Conrad-

i Mr. Felt-

i Mr. Gale-

1/

jcsaast.
'Tele. Room—

- n 1 ^ f

, > _ , % AT} *
Gandy,

^„L.«— «“s -—- c,,
“ ^

: . mom sjl. toms *»«-«“>

»«4 «m. » »«*“•— l“"
'

• 4—r—
UHIVERsk. ST,

orsw)I?A„OS, ,HE CHANGED ITINER^

OF FRESHMAN STUDENT
_ SEPTEMBER SEVENTEEN WAS

«"H™ZZ2Zs AMERICAN AIRLINE FLIGHT TWO

BELAYED GREGORY DEP

ARRIVAL* TIME O'HARA FIELD, CHICAGO,

™REET ^

F0R

fLrE THAVEt PLANS OF GREGORY UNKNOWN IN

”TS" I TS TALK, BEFORE STUDENTS STATED ISSUE

** L°U
f

S* ^
irftl

„STW„E BUT RIGHT AGAINST WRONG.

' 1°™ Xf
WT BUCK

MSA, MILITARY INJELLISik NOT BLACK AGAINST WHI-
x>BUi»*

secret service, s,t. louis pd».
‘

ADVISEl}. LHM .FOLLOWS.

I *

MJR’. TRAlKOf

'^)W1 836 9&D



FBI WASH DC

FBI OKLA CITY

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
f™departm&t of JUSTICE/

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

SEP1 91968

TELETYPE

.T^PM URGENT 9-19*68 FMZ

TO D^ECTOR DALLAS CHICAGO :AND PHOENIX

FROM OM.AHOMA CITY 157*485 -P-

f Mr. ToIscxl^***
’fr. BeLosch <

j

Mohr
1 W*. bishop
*

’ Casper
Callahan

1
* ronnid

1

Ms Felt

MivaaJe.*
|

I
^ T*veL_ i

I - f tteK
;

I
f Ikxnat

r - »*neai_ k

[

~
' >acfe__ b

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY* AKA* RM* GOjCHICAGO.-

D

|

[SOURCE ADVISED NINE EIGHTEEN ^SIXTYEIGih^^

GREGORY .ARRIVED OKLAHOMA .CITY FOUR FORTY AM ON NINE .EIGHTEEN

SIXTYEIGHT VIA -BRANIFF -AIRLINES FLIGHT ONE TWO NINE FROM

CHICAGO. ON NINE NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT THE'SOURCE ADVISED

-GREGORY DEPARTED OKLAHOMA CITY THIS DATE AT FOUR THIRTYFIVE ;PM

ON BRANIFF FLIGHT ONE TWO SEVEN TO DALLAS* TEXAS* HE HAS

CONNECTING ;FLIGHT ON- AMERICAN: AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE ONE THREE

DEPARTING DALLAS TO TUCSON, .LEAVING DALLAS AT FIVE THIRTYFIVE PM,

HE HAS RETURN RESERVATION ON..AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT ONE THREE

EIGHTDEPARTING TUCSON EIGHT TWENTYFIVE AM NINE TWENTY SIXTYEIGHT

ARRIVING DALLAS TWELVE ’FIFTEEN PM, HE .HAS CONNECTING FLIGHT ON

^FRONTIER AIRLINES FLIGHT £QUR ONE TWO LEAVING, DALLAS-.AT ONE ./

:ZERO -FIVE -PM AND ARRIVING

d

aec.o doh uuerr cia

:NINE”TWENTY‘SIXTYEIGHT.

HEC.D DOH IKlEfT CIA
e

, -Jlm all-information CONTAINED’
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

-Jjrtjt. 'AT TWO FORTYTWO-pM ON
j

m SEP &3 1S68

V *7.1

-J

<T»



X

PAGE TWO

NEWS .MEDIA -REPORTS .REFLECT GREGORY ‘MADE^SPEECH AT :LAN6ST0N

'

UNIVERSITY, ..LANGSTON, -OKLAHOMA, .'AT TEN AM AND AT OKLAHOMA STATE "

UNIVERSITY,, STILLWATER,, OKLAHOMA /AT EIGHT^M ON NINE .EIGHTEEN

.SIXTYEIGHT* HE HAS SPEECH SCHEDULED AT llGHT PM AT THE UNIVERSITY
.

OF OKALAHOMA ON -NINE .TWENTY SIXTYEIGHT* NO "INCIDENTS -OCCURRED

WHILE GREGORY WAS TN OKLAHOMA*

ADMINISTRATIVE:

:RE CHICAGO TELETYPEl TO DIRECTOR NINE SIXTEEN /SIXTYEIGHT*

|source::is

^MILITARY AND LOCAL POLI CE DEPARTMENTS

v. IN.OKLAHOMA ADVISED*. USA,-SECRET- /SERVICE, TO BE ADVISED BY

-^FOLLOWING “LHM*.
— — ^ — 7

END

LLD

FBI WASH DC

*

C-c— » TRAINOR

ROOM 836m

, . .
t 5 -X

2ft l3 8SSMIMQ

b6
b7C
b7D



FBI- WASH DC

FBI DALLAS

'FEDERALSMAU OF INVESTIGATION

0.& DEPARTHEtlT OfJUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION /?

SEP2 01968 o/-
552' PMTHJGENT 9-20-68 EEA TELETYPE 'O
TO DIRECTOR, CHICAGO (157-547) AND OKLAHOMA. CITY (157-485)

FRdM DALLAS (157-976) l-P (RUC)FROM DALLAS (157-976) l-P (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON
ffl
i Gregory, .aka, rm.

Mr. Tolsoa
Mr* Dejvoach

Mr.^ohr.
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper

b6 Mr. Callahan
b7C Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale /
- v

Mr^R°3en

—

vA(5 V^rT Sullivaik_*
v Mr. Tavel__

Mr. Trotter _
S. Tele. Boom

Holmes
Gandy

00 - CHICAGO*

ft RE -CHICAGO TELTO;BUREAU,SEPT* .SIXTEEN ;LAST.^

GREGORY ."ARRIVED DALLAS :EIVE - FOURTEEN PM, SEPT*. -NINETEEN

LAST, DEPARTED SAME DATE FIVE THIRTYFIVE PM, VIA AMERICAN

AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE ONE THREE FOR’ TUCSON* NO INCIDENTS OR

CONTACTS MADE ^DURING. BRIEF .STAY AT LOVE FIELD, DALLAS* l

GREGORY ARRIVED 1DALLAS VIA, AMERICAN AIRLINES FROM TUCSON,

TWELVE FOURTEEN PM INSTANT, DEPARTED SAME DATE ONE NAUGHT FIVE

;PM,^VIA FRONTIER 'AIRLINES FLIGHT FOUR ONE TWO FOR OKLAHOMA Cl^
NO INCIDENTS, CONTACTS.DURING iTHIS IBRIEF STAY AT LOVE FIELD.

UPON RECEIPT OF .CHICAGO TEL OF"SEPT. SIXTEEN, LAST, DALLAS

PD INTELLIGENCE UNIT, AS -WELL .AS"MILITARY AGENCIES APPROPRIATELY

ADVISED. REC- nV-uf^j
/0O

IN VIEW 'OF ‘BRIEF"LAYOVER AT DALLAS LOVE FIELD, AND^oSEP 25 J968

^CONTACTS OR INCIDENTS EITHER DATE,jSkllfik SUBMITTING NCHEHM, _ —
UACB*

f u

' i
- y V: nun

18meg
FBI -WASH DC ALL INFORMATION" CONTAINED v

“IS 9&D 1 1 1968



OP^ONAL FORM NO. 10 . «

’MAY\X2 EDrfiONt
GSA FPMR (« CTR) 101-lt.t

UNITED STATES GOOnMENT

Memorandum
O

'r-

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI date: 9/26/68

FROM/f^ ^AC, PHOENIX (157-336) (RUC)

<9
subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka_

rm : <£>,

<2/tee o/ty

%
00: CG

b6
b7C

Re CG teletype to Bureau and PX, 9/16/68.

There are enclosed for the Bureau eight copies
of a letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination re-
lating to captioned subject. Two copies of the LHM have
been designated for Chicago, with one information, copy to
Dallas. " —

Copies of this LHM have been disseminated locally
to the Secret Service, U. S. Attorney, Military Intelligence
and the Tucson PD.'

COST

dateJkJLkM— /

JEX-lQa
yot> -,44042.3-3f)

2?- Bureau (Enc. 8) (RM)
2 - Chicago. (157-347) (Enc. 2) (RM)

1 - Dallas (Enc . 1) (RM)
1 - Phoenix.

RPP/gle
(6 )

1EC-35
I7 SEP 27 1968

r? ^ a

AGENCY : ACSI, JSCCVOST, SEC. SERVi^fj
DEPT: ISD,CRD,B3C£ 'x2>2TC?

HOW FORW
: d/S— .•

4000 datetorw TefeZL

.

19a&w *-

uyu.S. Savings Bonds'Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
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Gregory

To Speak
i

(Thursday
4

Dick Gregory, a Negro come-

| dian and civil rights crusader, |

j
will speak on campus this Thurs- ,*

|
day at 8:15 in the University^

* Auditorium as part of the Asso-

1

j;
.dated Students Speakers Board J

f series.

f First achieving recognition on

I the stage and in television, Gre-

vgory moved into motion pictures

f with, his debut in ‘Sweet Love,
|

^Bitter.” More recently Gregory^

(
became a best-selling novelist/

?
with the publication of his auto-

i biography, "Nigger.” Doubleday

I will soon publish his second book,^

r "Sermons.”

f In his personal civil rights cru-

f sade,- Gregory marched in in-

J

[numerable demonstrations, lang-I

tuished in jails, and criss-crossed

Lthe country delivering speeches

jjn which he uses his humor to

Ldispell hate and bigotry,

i Of last year’s performance byj

^Gregory on campus, the Daily :*•

Wildcat wrote: "This University

|

should insure that more speakers^

ot Gregory’s quality are heard |

on this campus to make sure that
*

even those who are here must

learn how to make a living will*

’still have to come to grip^ with
|

.this society, its truths and its *

l lies, its good mid its evil.”

I ^
-No admission will be 1charged

/for the program.
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RICHARD. CLAXTON .GREGORY

Later on September 19, 1968, J ladvised ^

that no violence lot demonstrations occurred during Gregory 's,

appearance. Immediately after his <SpeCch' he was given a
reception at the Student Union- by, the ASUA;, and from- there
he went to the Statler Hilton Hotel in Tucson for the .night.
He told Gregory at the reception' that he had reservations
for an American Airlines flight ‘at 8:25 a;mv; > September 20,
1968, to .Dallas., *

.

"

-V '
. .

^
‘

The September 20, 1968, edition ,of -the. ;"Arizojna

Wildcat " carried; the 1 following; article concerning Gregory f s

;

appearance at' the UA the previous "evening 1

f
•- _

«

/On September 19 , 1968. 1 I

;
UA, advised -that Dick Gregory was, scheduled .to -

!

arrive at the Tucson International Airport at '6 :30 p.m..,

that date . He would be - met ‘by ^representatives of the Asso-

.

elated' Students of the University of Arizona (ASUA) Speakerls
Board^and esCorted directly-, to the ,UA campus- where/he was
to speak at 8 p.m. ,* .

*

,
?

& * i **
*

r.
** n

X
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

[To. Overcome Obsolete System

enges
\

By BARBARA SCIIULER .

- Civil rights leader Dick Gregory, last

- night charged youth to get involved and

t overcome an obsolete American system that
L

shows them no respect.

I Speaking to an enthusiastic, overflow

k crowd in the University Auditorium, the

L.cntertainer-turned-clvil rights crusader

told 'the audience that the Nov. 5 election

, |
would mark 'the last leg of the two party

^•system in America.”

i Outside Speech

j- Gregory,-who is on the ballot as a presi-

f dential candidate in six states, said that a
t system that allows 18-year-olds to fight for,

[
the country without giving them an oppor-

tunity, to vote for. its leaders, must, be de-^

v> stroyed

sponsored .program was delayed 20 minutes

while Gregory mounted a table outside the
(

auditorium, to speak to the approximately;

.200 people not allowed,to enter by the cam-

pus security force.

Fire Restrictions

Douglas Paxton, chief* of campus secur-

ity, said that the program was in danger
}

of being halted because of fire regulations'

when almost 100 students' rushed through?,

the front doors that were opened to allowi

Gregory outside to speak.
j

Paxton said there were at least 200 peo-|

pie admitted" to the auditorium that were]

oiot. University students or faculty mem-j
bers. ’

|

Gregory,, who spends almost ’98 per cent!

of his time on college campuses, s'aid* ;thatf

k . .-The start of .the ASUA Speaker’s Board- t(Continued on • Page :<s)y>

?

(Continued from Page 1)

t youth must understand its own"

power and not be afraid to ask|

i
questions. He~ cited youth’s ac-j

tions as tbc prime reason* Lyn-

j

* don Johnson is not seeking re-T

' election this year.

* The author of the best-seller

“Nigger,” Gregory said that
'

youth must, create
T
an atmos-

phere in the country “where
America is as afraid of injustice 7

at home as it is of Communism 1

jabroad
” *

,
* M j

* „ Americans, Npt Foreigners V
| A close associate of Dr. Mar-7

\

f

tin Luther King in the .1965 Chi-

cago demonstrations, Gregory j*

said.he. was glad to see^the re-7l

JjacJJon^bf^^

Pyippies in Chicago during the.jf

^.Democratic convention. He said.j

^ he was^ glad to see the demon- t

lustrations because he “would

! rather see Americans burn a

^American cities than foreign^
'

. villages. * 1

i Gregory, whose sharp humor i

pcame through clearly, said the i

1 first thing he would do if he:|

J
were elected president would

; 'be to bring all the boys home
r

*.from Vietnam and “send LBJ,
|,by himself,” „

* ’* 1

|
•** He said, “you must put the ]

g
capitalistic system* in^ its right*

i place—behind Jhe Constitution, ;^
|mot Wfron^Otdt” * \ 1



RICHARD CLAX,TON GREGORY

The {September 20, 1968’, edition of the "Arizona
Daily Star," a newspaper published daily at Tucson

{
Arizona,,

carried the following, article concerning Gregory *s appear-
anc'e at the XJA:
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

' “ * ‘ T

T<B§my-

[Vonafh m®w®irr

j^Negro Rights.Acfivisf Tells UA Students
To Straighten Out Our Corrupt System*

cop -is America’s new nigger
underpaid, with bad working

hours. You have to help him
stop being America’s nigger’
the Way you helped us. It’s the
system — the Daleys, met
LBJ’s, the ones that are bug-

By JUDY DONOVAN
\ T Uivil rights activist and. comedian Dick Gregory, urged a Uni-

I /:;

CrSity Arizona student audience of nearly 3,000 last night to *» u,c mies uiai are nug-<
I I “straighten up this country’s corrupt system — violently the f*!

18
.

the cops and making them/

j I easy way, or non violently, the harder way.” \ '
take lt out on young kids.’-’ . j

V
,

H
.

is exPert comic Irimipg and dramatic deliverv scafter-gunnrt-
0n r,ghls: “This country don’t

topics from Vietnam to draft If the. problems ever get g
.

lv® a damn ab°ut human!
.card burning, from slavery .to solved, it' will be by, young folks

rjghts
» Just property rights.”

policemen’s Dav. Wcarmcr wiiai Ha oM '«vah i.a..a * i.:’ On non violence:. “If you real
ly believed in non violence.

policemen’s pay. Wearing what .he said. Jmvc a we.

.looked hke a- jail uniform, he mepdous burden and respons
jentered the University Audito- bilityl and sooner or later you’ll' ?

oud cut loose my red brother;
-jrlum to a standing ovation, -af-^have^to-get involved; - even if [

r reservation (you can’t*
monf » 1. _ DG more non violent than

. . —ndvevio- gei involved; - even
Iter briefly addressing from a -you. don’t want.to,” he told P

e ™ore Pon violent than he’s*
tabletop the 200 to 300 students .them.

' "
' lor.the last 50 years), the.

.
..

f
.

el^ the
-•in front of the building who"

1

The number one problem fac- '^ex‘cans in the fields, 1

.couldn’t get seats. ’ ing ,the. .nation is moral ™ii...
Puerto Ricans and the Jews.”.couldn’t get seats.

"
‘ ing ,pie.,nation is morafpoUu-

You have to turn this coun- tion, Gregory shouted. “This,

' —“ — oiiuuicu. mis On the Paris' peace talks*!S"1
,

Understand your nation is the most morally "pol- “There are .no peace talks"-?

^
W
anH- ^ -

rapt> pack“ uted
’ C0rn,Pt i in5ane nati°n on stop the bombing for 30 davs^W iS, ? 15 n0t

,

run
* TP £arlh

- ?
f *he -two-party sys- sit down atffcK taWeslS'jnng this year because of you 'tem doesn’t represent you young in five'hours you’d have a Solni

•yomigsters. All the Chinese and' folks - old enough' to die at 18 tion.”
~

taV* a
-
S0,

-“1

Russian Armies couldn’t have but not. old enough, to vntA i , i
stonnod him 'hut vAn i ix ^ i .. heart transplants: "The,

h '

i

stopped him, but you madejhim
step do™ without one bullet

fired.”

"Leadership today yells law
and order to the black ‘

folks,”
he continued, "but' that's the.
same leadership that fails to!

w, * * .

~ VI1 transplants: 'The,

SmviJ
3t

h
Sy must be de‘ onIy heart that’s still working is-

stroyed, he said. that one in SoutlrAfrica from a’

If Humphrey wins the elec- £
la(*- No‘hing a change of!

tion, Daley will be the president XrtJwmt fix for you white,

and that’s worse than Wallace „oi‘ 1

because at least Wallace isn’t a
B ack and whlte are not col-j

gangster, he added. ' ?
r* anymore — they’re alti-s~

,

“• ui<u. <dus iu ‘gangster, he added au/muie — tneyre am-
take away control from- the “The pobce* of Chicago'should ,w

d^” ke
_
ass5tcd -

“We resent
large crime syndicates. And the-jget.'no.more. blame for what

“e worts- Maw ’and* order’ be}’
same man that tells - us -

to be (happened with the hippies and ,

c
?
use

|

t>s iust a new wort for
non violent, is the one.that owns the yippies at the. Democratic 1

n ‘gger- 1 don’t.want to destroy,
all the missiles, the Army. the convention, that the Sima'n

Uie
f

‘.
caPital

i
stic«\:system, just

•Navy, and tonight .is. drppping.Army got for what hiha^im beat
;it.mto.its;propei‘ place be-i

rs*
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
. - ’ \

On Sfip-htamher 20. 1968;!

Operations Office,
|

|
Tucson International

Airport, advised that Richard Gregory was a passenger on
American Airlines flight 138 which departed Tucson at 8:25
a.m. en route to Dallas, Texas.

*

7*
i
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FBI WASH DC
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FBI OKLA CITY

. 120^ URGENT 9/21/68 JRI

JO DIRECTOR FBI
, CHICAGO 157-345

FROM OKLAHOMA CITY 157-435 P IP

6)

iV/'M

Mr. Tolflon,^
1

1

Mr. DeLoadL_ i

Mr. Mohr.
Mr. Bishop.
Mr. Casper.
Mr. Callahan
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale.
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan-fc^f
Mr. TaveL
Mr. Trotter-

Tele. Rohm
Miss Holmes
Mis3 Gandy.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM 00 CHICAGO.

RE OKLAHOMA CITY TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR SEPTEMBER NINETEEN CJ

GREGORY ARRIVED OKLAHOMA CITY TWO FORTYTWO PM, SEPTEMBER TWENT'i

LAST 0^1 FRONTIER AIRLINES FLIGHT FOUR ONE TWO FROM DALLAS, TEXAS.

NEWS MEDIA REPORTS REFLECT* GREGORY MADE SPEECH BEFORE THREE

THOUSAND STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA, /NORMAN
, OKLAHOMA ON

NIGHT OF SEPTEMBER TWENTY LAST. DURING SPEECH, HE URGED STUDENTS TO

TURN THE' WHOLE COUNTRY AROUND" BY USING ECONOMIC POWER. NO INCIDENTS

OCCURRED DURING GREGORY'S VISIT ;T0 THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA.

GREGORY DEPARTED OKLAHOMA CITY VIA AMERI^N AIRLTI^^FLIGhF^
2 ^

THREE FIVE SIX AT NINE AM TTHIS DA Tfii F t)R^C Hjj8& GO . /v5^ UZ'SEP 25T96ft
MILITARY AND LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENTS APPROPRIA TELY ADVISED.

LHM FOLLOWS.

END
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I 'jFP‘36S^ev. $-22^64),
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j
F B> I

Date:
9/27/68

Transmit the following in

y.,-n . AIRTEL -

(Type in plaintext or code)

$1

‘ (Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (15^-347) (P)
' o

SUBJECT.: RJCHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
•RM

00 :CHICAGO

Re Chicago - teletype to the Director and. Los
Angeles dated 9/26/68.

Enclosed herewith fos the Bureau and. Los Angeles
are 11 and .2 copies, o£ a LHM 'relating to GREGORY going to
Lo.s Angeles on 9/26/68.

'

One copy of the LHM is being, furnished, to the
United States Attorney, Chicago; United States Secre.-t
Service, Chicago; arid Region I, il3th MI Grriup,. Evansto'ri,
iil-inois.

lead

LOS -ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELES,, CALIFORNIA . Advise the Bureau' and
Chicago in form suitable for dissemination of GREGORY'S
activities in Los Angeles and data regarding his departure
that city.

Agency : acsi ,R$syosi , sec .• serv. ,

I)EPI: ISD,CRD,as»«>iVc )A >

;HowFORff t /fife W-ll/PO-' C/J, 9,

C. C. » Bishop:-. rmvxKZ.>eA/£ ** v —- T "

\L W-rBureau (Enel. 1T)\(RM)
‘ 2-Los Angeles (Enel. 2) (RM)

*2 OCTU 7968

1-Chicago
JRS prk
(6) m 1 's^nim

b6
b7C

^'Jusrrntr
*
Sent x

f in Charge * HEREIN 13 y&UZffl ^



Jn Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

CG 157-347

.
'»*

STATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois 60604
September 27, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Sergeant
Illinois

,

police Department,
September 26, 1968, Gi’egoryadvised on

O'Hare Airport, Chicago, 11:00 a.m., Septemberdeparts
26, 1968, via Continental Airline, Flight 17 for" Los
Angeles, California, and was scheduled to arrive in
that city at 12:50 p.m., Los Angeles time. His departure
from Los Angeles is not known. Gregory has been
making speeches at various colleges and universities
throughout the country in recent months.

b6
b7C

Richard Claxton Gregory is a nationally
known Negro entertainer and civil rights
activist.

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished
to the United States Attorney, to United States Secret
Service, both Chicago, and to Region I, 113th Military
Intelligence Group,' Evanston, Illinois.

f
~

,

:

AI»ITIlIFCn!'fATIOM CO
1

HEREIN 14
DATE fk . U>-lf hi

This document contains ‘neither 'recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) .

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and ,its contents are not *to be distributed
outside your agency.

ITAINED .

?IED
,

.
.COPIES DESTROYED
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DECLASSIFICATION AIPTDEM1W MU:
FBI MJTtMKTm DECLASSIFlCAfl* GUIDE:

DATE 11-19-2013
FBI INFORMATION ONLY J

F3-2M32K3B

r dUREAU OF INVb,dTIGATfON

REPORTING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERlJol IJU|^tW&|\J f j

PITTSBURGH CHICAGO 9/26/68
TITLE OF CASE REPORT MADE OY i TYPED BY

0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka,

sr
if-

Dick Gregory

LL

CHARACTER OF CASE

ANTIRIOT LAWS

ear

b6
b7C

REFERENCES! Chicago airtel to Bure&ii-, §/17/63, captioned
’

"Disturbances in Connection with Democratic
National Convention , ARL*"

RUC

ENCLOSURES

TO BUREAU (5)
TO CHICAGO (5)

Five copies each of an LHM captioned

,

"RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY," and dated 9/26/68,
*

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

VtfS.

05 HSW®!
CONVIC. AUTO. FUG. FINES

W
SAVINGS RECOVERIES

•

1 / A
APPRO VEO

SPECIAL AGENT
N CHARGE

7

/ UV -7-r-7'/^ zorn**

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW &

§,COPIES MADE:

©5 j- Bureau.
(1 ~ K

5 - Chicago (176«-31) (Encls 0 5)(RM)
(1 - 167-347) (RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY).
(2 - USA„ Chicago)

3 - Pittsburgh (176-12)
(1 - 157^652) (RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY)

!«r. tklhJt
Disscminotion^Rccord of Attached Report Notation

Agency
k Ijla k-4

Request Reed. u

Date Kwd. AkJjjz. •
{It A'J F 7

How /djz/k r &
By W mdaim\h-L td£h L_

8 -19.68
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FD-204 (Rov. 3-3-59)

• •

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 2 - USA, Chicago, Illinois
' -

>
-

Report of:

Date:, 9/26/68

Field Office File *: 176-12

Title:
’ RICHARD CLAXTON ; GREGORY

Office: Pittsburgh, Pa 0

Bureau File

b6
b7C

Charade:: ANTIRIOT LAWS

Synopsb: RICHARD' CLAXTON GREGORY', also knovm as,
DICK GREGORY,, held a,-news conference -at Pittsburgh, Pa 0 ,

on-‘8/23/68| at which he disclaimed -any intention of
participating" in;- demonstrations rat- the Democratic .

National,. Convention , but did .predict . that there would be
. trouble , in, Chicago during. the Convention 0

- RUC- -

. t t INFORMATION contained

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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fd-102 (Bo..-i.2S.eo)’ _ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

o o
Do-

9/26^ 8

1

ROBERT So PERKINS', Newscaster, Television 'Station KDKA,
Channel ;

2

j Pittsburgh j Pa 0' , .advised :that he was present at a
news*;conference,'held by DICK .'GREGORY at the* Pick-Roosevelt
Hotel '/.downtown- Pittsburgh, .on August 23, 1968, from
approximately 10:00 -A,M, to 10:45 A^M,

,
Mr; PERKINS' said., that -approximately 400, feet of

film^ .representing.- about :eight -to nine* minutes of 'the- news
conference-, .was shot. by a KDKA camera man. However? , the
film: has .been- misplaced and is,not presently available for
review 5

Mr.i PERKINS’ stated :that he was present for the
entire ;news-;conference :and -at'no.time 'did 'Mr, GREGORY state
that .he :planned-.:to" promote .' or * participate in ,any demonstrations
at.the, Democratic; National Convention, although- he did
.mention.the probability of disordersvat the- Convention,

• - Mr-,
. PERKINS” 'further; advised that his recollection

. of ther press:. conference. is‘„extr.eme-ly slight and he cannot
• recall-;. verbatim: any:.statements made, by‘ Mr, .GREGORY,

On 9/24/68
qt Pittsburgh, Pa,

by
sa|

File!# Pittsburgh 176-12

~ ?
~
,Date dictated 9/2

..
6 /.6.§

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI ;and is loaned to
your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C



FD-302 (Rov.'l-2S-60) _ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

o o
• ft

Date
9/26/68

1

JAMES' WV CRAWFORD,.,JR 0 , Staff Writerv "Pittsburgh
PostwGazette Pittsburgh 9 -Pa<; j .adyised .'that.* he was-^present
at a,press -conference: given-by DICK' GREGORY at the.; Pick-*
.Roosevelt:;Hotel j . Pittsburgh j :on August, 23 , 196 8 0 .He said
.that:.the',conference was held„ sometime around noon and lasted
for. approximately 30 to 40 minutes,

Mr o- CRAWFORD said.he was present* for the entire
* conference-and-that Mr, .GREGORY’S comments were non-
.inflammatory-;in:nature -

; and" at no time did. he. make an
.. appeal *for.,people to. go .to. Chicago and' demonstrate at the

Democratic-National Convention, *

. / Mr 0 .CRAWFORD 'furnished -one photographic copy *

of the. following- article which appeared in the August 24,
. 1968 , edition of the*. "Pittsburgh* Post-Gazette s

"

"Black' comedian and presidential .candidate
DICK* GREG0RY',.. w to .describes- his . own* chances
for; election this year* as., ’remote, V had more
praise, yesterday for ultra«?conservative

“

GEORGE. WALLACE’ than either- -RICHARD’ NIXON or
HUBERT' H o' HUMPHREY 6

"’Black' people at least know where- he stands,’
GREGORY’ said at" a press-conference Downtown 0

•’•You can’t - say- that of the Democrats or the
Republicans 0

’

"A selfj-described-. pacifist, vthe 35-year-old
entertainer; appeared here' briefly to rally
support .for- the .Peace'.and Freedom -Party’s
presidential .dri.ve-in- Pennsylvania, where he
and-former; New' York: State-Assemblyman MARK
LANE .are* listed-on-the-November, ballot, b6

b7C
"In: most* other- states' GREGORY' is seeking
support- as .a* write-in-candidate,

. "GREGORY ,said-he .has-renounced',his-earlier
plans; to- lead- a .protest- demonstration at the

n».' 9/24/68 „f Pittsburgh « Pa 0 , File$ Pittsburgh 176-12

by
SA ~ I
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"Democratic, National . Convention . in Chicago
next week® But,he added, that he fears ’a lot
of awful things are' going to happen there o*

"He made only one brief comment on Russia’s
invasion of .Czechoslovakia?

"'I am saddened that :my';country has to
radiate with pride over something bad the
Russians did--I wish we could.be as non-violent
in Vietnam as the Russians, have been in
Czechoslovakia® *

"Racial. violence. has not hurt the black
man’s cause, GREGORY' asserted,, , ’For three ^
.hundred years . black men have- been unable to
trust the- whites 0 Now that- white folks have
gotten- as uncomfortable .as the blacks, maybe
at last' we- can sit down- and’ talk about things® ’" •

Mr o CRAWFORD “said that the^above article reports-
accurately the- essence- of the remarks made by Mr® GREGORY in
reference .to the .Democratic National Convention®



FD-302 (Roy. J-2S-60)
'

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

O O
Date

9/26/68

1

S« ALAN' BOAL s Newscaster, 'Television and Radio
Station „WTAE, Pittsburgh ,

* Pa 0 , advised. that he*attended a
press:. conference-, held by DICK GREGORY at the Pick-Rdosevelt
Hotel, .Pittsburgh j on August. 23, 1968 0 He said that the
conference.was..held..sometime between 10;00 and llsOO A,M»
and lasted approximately 22 to 25 minutes o'

Mr« -BOAL stated -that -Mr 0 'GREGORY’ s remarks were
non-inflammatory- in nature -and that in reference to the
Democratic.. National Convention, Mr, GREGORY said that he
had previously

,

planned to participate in demonstrations
but. now had -no- intention of so doingb

Mr 0 BOAL, said that, Mr <> GREGORY made a statement
to the effect that there was a- possibility that trouble
might occur , at. the'. Convention o

Mr o BOAL further advised that a WTAE camera man
filmed- approximately 10 minutes of the conference, but
that he. has not.had the opportunity- to review the film in
order:, to; refresh his recollection 0

b6
b7C
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by

9/24/68
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Pittsburgh, Pa 0

SA

. FiiftJ Pittsburgh 176-12
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'

FEDERAL bureau of investigation

o o 1

Date 9/26/68

1

DAVID* MURRAY 9 News Director, Radio and Television
Station-„WTAE'9.,,Pittsburgh 9 .Pao 9 made available for viewing
a 16- millimeter color, film, with'; sound tract taken by

*
, WTAE> earnera. man''WILLIAM GOLL .at'.. a- hews conference;'held by
DICK: GREGORr-at ;Pittsburgh,on August;.23j 1968 , The film,
.which..is ..approximately, 10 _ minutes-. in , duration , is comprised
of...various .segments -.of.the news conference

o

In- the film, Mrs GREGORY states "that he.:had. planned
to. lead.;demonstrations at the Democratic. National Convention,
butt.following.the- assassination of MARTIN LUTHER* KING, JR 6 ,
he. decided, against such ,a course of- action® Mr® GREGORY
predicted,.that "an awful.; lot ..of. things are going to happen"
.(in-. Chicago), and., said, that he hoped sufficient force was
.present in, Chicago to stop: anything from*, happening from
insidev.Cthe Convention)®

Mr® GREGORY made the statement that more; blacks
. have , benefited; from: riots /than have .not. benefited from

them®

b6
b7C

FileJ Pittsburgh .17 6-12
. , ;
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Date dictated —£/26/68_

9/24/68.
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The. following article appeared in the August 23,
1968., , issue of "The Pittsburgh Press,"' a Pittsburgh daily
newspaper

"LBJ Here To Stay,
Negro. Comic- Says"

"LYNDON’ B o. JOHNSON' may be" nominated at the
Democratic^ National- Convention in Chicago
next week j" according to Comedian DICK GREGORY,
himself a presidential candidate on the Peace

* -and" Freedom* Party- tickets

— - *. "Mro/GREGORY'j * 35 , who now -devotes his time to
campaigning j said at^a press conference here™ -

today that President - JOHNSON may turn - out to
• be! - the ’compromise? candidate,

"As for the; prospect- of demonstrations and
• disorders*. during the convention , .he said

,

? I think a lot of awful things will^happen "in —
Chicago,

*

"Mr, .GREGORY' said in most . states he will be
,a write-in candidate and predicted he will
get the -largest - number- of write-ins- for the
nation’s highest office,

"In - discussing President JOHNSON’S record in
office, Mr GREGORY' termed* the - ’Great- Society’

. a flop,

"’It- has- done no. good whatsoever. It started
out as one. of* the great - human acts- in resolving
poverty -

.,problems , but. then -

, it - was put in the
hands .of the politicians, he said,

i

"As for .improving black-white - relations,
Mr', GREGORY foresaw - no - bright' future ahead o

- 7 -
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" 'The Negro- sees he can get too many gains
by being' unsmooth j

' he concluded

®

"He, had the 'following commentary on the
Czechoslovakia crisis? *1 am saddened that
'my country 'has to radiate: in pride because
the Russians did something -.so bad, I wish
WE, could ,be„ as ^nonviolent in Vietnam as the
Russians.-were in 'Czechoslovakia® *

"

On September 26 i 1968', JOHN CARROLL* Ci±iz_Edi±or
^ - «rs- - _ _ •• . . • . . . * _ : I

"The' Pittsburgh- Press j
1

,

1 Pittsburgh, advised SA
ithat the above article was written by a summer

employee , . LINDA.. GOLDSTEIN , of Pittsburgh® He said that
Miss GOLDSTEIN' is presently a graduate student in the
Schooll.of Journalism, at Boston University, Boston, Mass,

The following is a description of RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY?

Name
Alias
Sex
Race
Date of Birth
Place, of Birth

'

Height
Weight
Build
Hair
Eyes
Scars

Marital Status '

Residence

Occupation

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
DICK GREGORY
Male
Negro
10/12/32
St® Louis, Missouri
5 ’ 10"
140 lbs®
Medium
Black
Brown
1" scar on left knee;
2" scar on left hand
Married.*
Wifel

| Chicago® Illinois
Night club comedian - entertainer

b6
b7C

3
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Military Service.

Characteristics

.

FBI Number

u. SV Army, 6/11/54 to 3/22/56

Honorable Discharge

o

Wears beard and/or mustache

796519E

9 *
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In Reply9 Please Refer to

File No.

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh $ * Pennsylvania

September 26, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON* GREGORY

On August 27$ .1968$ -a source $ .who has furnished
reliable „ information- in the past $ advised that -on the
morning of August . 23 $ 1968 $ Dick Gregory held' a. press
conference:.at the. Pick«Roosevelt Hotel, Pittsburgh, which
was . attended ‘by approximately 50' peoples

According to the source ,, Gregory stated that he
was- a . statesman ; and' not . a politician $ and that his candidacy
offers. an alternative to the two party system, In referring
to George- Wallace, Gregory said he is the best possible
candidate- since everyone- knows how Wallace thinks,

Gregory- said .that. his. campaign is an independent
effort ,.and- that* .he has refused. to .accept five million dollars
which .has .been, offered to- /him because to do sd'would compromise
his„ independence, ._He_ declared'.that the news media have given
him. very- little . coverage because he is- a* peaceful man and
he stated, that if he threw- a brick- or two, he would be on
the front. page- of "Time Magazine,"

Source advised that Gregory-, in- referring to the
Czechoslovakian Situation, said that he wished the United
States- would be .as peaceful in Vietnam .as the Russians were
in Prague 0 Gregory said he has not been given a briefing

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS,UNCLASSIFIED ^

- This document^contains^neither:jpecommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI, . It is the* property- of- the~~FBr and' is^loaned-tp
your: agency; it and its contents are- not to be distributed
outside your- agency 0
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

by. the State Department -regarding Czechoslovakia and that
he intends to file suito He said he had written a letter
to Secretary General U Thant of the United Nations
requesting . information regarding. the Czechoslovakian
Situation and U Thant had .replied that no information
could be furnished, to Gregory inasmuch as he is a
Presidential candidate,.

Source said that Gregory predicted President
Lyndon B 0 Johnson will again be a Presidential candidate
and that his running- mate for the Vice Presidency will be
Mayor Carl Stokes of Cleveland, 0hio o He said that such a
ticket would-be -a sure winrier-o-

Gregory- said that he feels his chances for
becoming President are not impossible and. that he may be
the only candidate left,, He said that the situation in
Chicago is not good, and Mayor- Richard J 0 Daley’s attitude
toward the yippies-and-hippies_will_create a great deal
of trouble,,. In this regard, Gregory said that the" blacks
will not- be the ones- to destroy-^ChicagOL and that none of
his "group" will participate in* the demonstrations which
have been- planned 0

In- referring to gun control, Gregory stated that
if the- police shot. a white youngster, gun- control would
probably result immediately and police- wou-ld- not even be
allowed to carry. night sticks 0

Source said that Gregory stated that the riots
have helped the Negro- cause, but lamented the fact that
a . negative- force has- been the only thing to- bring about
positive reactions o . He said. that the country is sick and
insane, and- that one .of the- first- things he- will do if he
is elected- President ,' will be. to eliminate all' civil rights
legislation- because .if the Constitution is adhered to,
there is .no need for such, legislation 0

4
9 ?

*J
? $

• 2 »
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RICHARD' CLAXTON' GREGORY

Prior to the termination- of the conference,
Gregory- indicated that- he was on his way to Philadelphia
to. attend, a rally , but that he planned to return to
Pittsburgh, sometime .before- the- November elections 0
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
110 : Assistant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division

from
: Director, FBI

date: October 2, 1968

SUBJECT:
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ANTIRIOTLAWS

FILE COPY

\

Reference is made to
(your file )

;

memorandum dated

Agent
at

There is enclosed one copy of the report of Special
dated 9/26/68

P-ittsbur-gh-

A.
| 1

This covers the preliminary investigation and
no further action concerning a full investigation will be taken'
by this Bureau, unless the Department so directs.

B. U. | The investigation is- continuing and you will
be furnished copies of reports as they are received!

” I “ - _ _ ’ W

V
"

C.
| | The investigation requested by you has now

been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in-
quiries will be made, by this. Bureau.'

,D
. (ZD Pursuant to. instructions issued by the Depart-

menti no investigation will be conducted in this matter unless
specifically directed by tlie Department.

,
_'E. L I Piease advise whether you desire any further in-

vestigation . ^
•"

,

’’

’ ] ,
* *

^ ? j

**

F. I * This is' submitted for your information and you
will be advised' of further .developments..

r- I—I

'

G. I I This is submitted for your information and no
further investigation will be, conducted unless specifically re-
quested, zby the Department. *

.

H.
| |

This covers the receipt of a complaint andvio —
further action will be taken by this Bureau unless the Department
so directs.

Enc i
1 cc Criminal Division

b6
b7C



10/22/68

1

SAC, Albuquerque (62-1302)

/.

Direct#, FBI (100-440423) Q, [L

tjEC-122

INFORMATION CONCERNING

1 - Mr. Rozamus

imms,

/ /. Reurlet dated 9/27/68 captioned
/Information Concerning.”

' / Furnish Bureau a copy of Albuquerque letter to
/the Bureau dated 8/2/68 mentioned in referenced letter
r since the Bureau has been unable to locate the letter.
Forward the letter to the Bureau by routing slip to
attention of Room 906, 9th and D Building.

MJRjsss
,

,

(4)

NOTE:

Referenced letter mentions a PSI and refers to
previous letter to Bureau dated 8/2/68.

b6
b7C



,ONAl fORM NO. 10 *»

>VERNMENTUNITED STATES i

{Memorandum

r
ROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

$3AC,

|RAJE;]‘* 9/27/68

1

subject:

ALBUQUERQUE (62-1302) (C)

K/ ^ A}-
xty

INFORMATION' CONCERNING^

Wi - •

O
a 6 i

divls ion as a PS I. reportedon 8/30/68 that one I

i _\ _V fl _ _ 1 l« • _ 1 i i <

Re1 Albuquerque letter, to Bureau dated .

^ „ A $ 1 ^
who is under development/ in this

had "calledn ,

tTvgRwhereabouts o^
stated that| Mwas going to

]

'During' the conyersatior

will return to Tucson, Arizona, in February. 1969. toVsfafefr nnn -
struction of a building on the land

E T 5 A

Enclosed for the Phoenix Office is one copytqfbaf letter-
head memorandum concerning the captioned matter dated .August: 2, ©

•1968
}
.

I
ana|%E.'

,

1*' l*f'‘
I

This matter will be followed through
further information is received, the Bureau and the PHpebix'<' - V.

Office will be advised. >

V

/!
i

i

I

A-
•','7 / <$r

&
-I

V'rYV* ^

t

a.
. ^-Bureau (RM)
£ 2-Phc>enix (Enc 1) (RM)

- 1-Albuquerque
WRJ/111
(5) r

u

b

/&t5
'

J8SEFWf968
\

0-1 S3, ^OQUIJR

&EC»D BCri ibicrr 01A rtifcU U\K
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f*D*36 Llov. 5-22-6-J)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 9/13/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Mr. Ti l p Z r

Mv. i I «*.ch ajX'

Mr. r __

Mr. U P—

—

Mr.
Mr. t k^iAn^

—

Mr.

|
Mr. r' -It .*

f Mr. O * —
( Mr. .!

^
Mr. yUn

J Mr. Vixtelfiz.

*1 Mr. 1 *»icr/

j

Tole. Room
,
Miss It ahcs

,
Miss Gandy

'^INFORMATION CONTAINED

v

DIRECTOR, FBI *®REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
1 DATE

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, CHICAGO /o~*/-9y

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ANTIRIOT LAWS
(00: CHICAGO)
CG FILE 176-31
Bu File 176-

&
RICHARD .CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
(00:- CHICAGO)
CG File 157-347
Bu -F.ile 100-237-440423

Re Report of SA
-9/11/68 captioned "RICHAR

at Chicago dated
GORY, ANTIRIOT LAWS",

* *

Interview of GREGORY re antiriot matter is \ H
being held in.obeyance at present stage of investigation \P
but will be considered in near future after additional / \
information developed, UACB. 7

It is noted that in July, 1968, GREGORY VYs. /
said to

| |
that if the FBI tried to interview \

Y

s'ss. /
him, he would note the agents name and "badge number" \ \

and use the attempted interview in his speeches in effort \\
to discredit the FBI, which information was furnished to the
Bureau in CG tel 7/25/68, under above RM caption. b6

b7C

In viow of the above, Chicago will weigh the possibili tjb7D

of embarrassment to the Bureau against results likely to
<£be achieved by an. interview before recommending rnr h i ntrrvi e-" —

>

Bureau
** 12 3

O* 2 - Chicago •
, Vp* j{ «»3 f

—
HM: smg

UECiD DOW IKlSrr®Wl968_u—
-

UQ/UAI fJlirvill

2 1sS8



Date: 9/27/68

nsmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Mr. Teflon—

,

Mr. h- • i»

Mr. t

1

* —
Si Mr. O *»r—
\I Ir. C -

ilr. t '-i -

y\ Mr. 'X.jrcUJ
” Mr. 'it -r-

I Tel«. i- :n—

~

J 11 '
S_

: Miss c, Viiiy-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)
b6

. 1 b7C /"

^ROM: SAC, CINCINNATI (176-19) (P) /

f o /SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka., /

1

ARL
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED /

I! /nn.nr.\ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED V /(.00.CG; nATF. < IzilW P.Y S~/?a kc&lQnf I

5 -ro-SC //7 cr<yA/
;

I Re Chicago airtel to Bureau and all SACs 9717/68

,

captioned, "DISTURBANCES IN CONNECTION WITH DNC"? and
Cincinnati letter to Bureau, copy to Chicago, datfed 2/20/68,
captioned, "RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka., RM"._

,An .n„v HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
(00.CG) nATF £ / a£i P.Y Sl?a

Referenced Cincinnati letter enclosedyfo Bureau pA^
three reels of a tape recording made of a speech^ by GREGORY \at'
Mejrsbon Auditorium, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, onj
1/23/68. The Cincinnati Office does not have a transn-WnPi rmN
of! this recording which was furnished by ^

However, the tape was reviewed prior to
supmission ana note was taken that the test closely followed
the material of GREGORY'S speech at Wittenberg University in
Springfield, Ohio, on 1/24/68.

i

.Bureau is requested to furnish Chicago with contents
j

of tape recording if deemed pertinent to ARL investigation. /
Source who furnished recording at Columbus, Ohioj will be /

j

interviewed regarding his recollection of speech, since he
f

did not rata$ne <S9#ppof tape. a ' I) /)•?) )iU
.1 fe C. -E 1

t <3p/'*Z

(4)- Bureau (|y- 100rM0c4-2.3;)5?& &~{Ai
(1 - 44-DiSTU§ANCES DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION)

3 1 - Chicago (2 - 176-31#' /*>#-.u .3
i ;J i

- (1- 17 6r5i) 13 I u 1300 3 - --
2 - Cincinnati ^ aQ ^ .

' , /

FXE/dm^r 2*^ yt 0»A

Approve'{§& -
Special Agent in Charge

*ate»jgai



VIA TELETYPE

SEP2 61^o

ENCIPHERED

WA 13 |
32 PM ATS

URGENT’ -^26-68 ATS

TO WfRECTOR AND LOS ANGELES PLAINTEXT

/ LOS ANGELES VIA WASHINGTON

FROM CHICAGO (157-347)

|

i

RICHARD 'cLAXTOj/^GREGORY, AXA. RM, 00; CHICAGO,

— - olscm—

—

1 Mr. DeLoach

—

1 Mr. Mohr.,

1 Mr. Bishop ..

—

|
Mr. Casper

1 Mr. Callahan—

|
Mr. Conrad

—

I Mr. Felt—

—

I Mr. Gale.—

—

I Mr. Rosen

K/^HWfCSul' vanJ
'*'>

l'Mr. Tavel—
1 Mr. Trotter—

I Tele. Boom

—

\ 1 Miss Holmes,

\Miss Gandy-

spZZ—'h

>D ADVISED INSTANT GREGORY DEPARTED
SERGEANT D A UVi5:>c'u —

O’HAReUS&RT, CHICAGO, VIA CONTINENTAL AIRLINE» ® ^
FOR LOlf AiffiELES AT ELEVEN AM. WILL ARRIVE LOS ANGELES TWELVE « FIFT^,\

P.M., lU;°angeles time, flight numbers for return unavailable. --

grLmrv has been guest speaker various colleges and universities

fl
- -T *

*

RECENTL||»THRQUGHOUT COUNTRY,

ADMINISTRATIVE
ft

MILITARY ADVISED, USA, SECRET

BY FOLLOWING LHM,

END 1 neA‘

yRVICE BEING ADVISED

rec-7]

CJD R RELAY
I

FBI WASH DC

TflETYPEDTdr

-LA c^i

ASTOes
ROOM 836 9&D

—~ __ »JS 30,
—̂ ^va

rlitinformation

f OCT 1 1968— -

_ . . fy
_ / b



j{Q cfv. 5-22-64)

v- K

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

8
Date: 9/28/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

j
Mr. Tolson*_

*
|

Mr* DoLoach*_
•^1 Mr. Mohr^_

| Mr. 'B

I Mr. Ca*per_
I Mr. Ca.
I Mr. Conrad *

j

Mr. r?li

! Vr
’ ]T)Fen~-~.

i iferair *-ivanu
-^rM rXaveIw

Vj- Air. Tr tter^
*1 Tele. Roora™

| Mtes II .»aes^

j
Oandy«^

D IRECTOR , FB I ( lQ0-r440423 )

%•
4o

FROM: SAC, KANSAS CIT^. (157-649) PC

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka \ ^
RM \ hi

00 Chicago V b'

Re Kansas City airtel to Bureau, 9/1&/68..

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM,
dated and captioned as above. Enclosed for Chicago are
7 copies of same LHM.

No local dissemination is being made of this LHM
by the Kansas City Division, and appropriate dissemination
should bp considered by Chicago. ,

KC fileX XXX'

V
tyLEADS:

KANSAS C ITY

A X
, \ .1 A'' Jt

* f*
REC-63

AT PITTSBURG., KANSAS
• i>

Will contact
obtain tape recording oi tiKtstiOKY 1 s

^ // v-iz\czz:2 &&
Bureau (Encs. II,) RM j

2 - Chicago (157-347.) (Encs. 7) RM
3 - Kansas City. (2-157-649

\

oH
LRN:WSA L-pm-1 ...
(8,)

W 3® if, j

'£?r'/:L 0. C. s BiShoP

- uv
KOAM Radio and will

s address at KSC on 9/23/68.

OCT 1

3 S0
tiititJfiHCWFOTW;.Lril0i.V nATE

AGENCY :,ACSI,@e5 > 0SE» SBC^SERV* r

DEFY : I3£>, CFP A225 27
b7c

DAJEFi
BY: I

222]

: ihsppm wfffm
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED_ Ser5ER£lM—LS-UNCLMS Imo—

»

fjc&—

f ®CTVW98&cicial Agent DATE.

PM*//



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^fSTICE
/

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Kansas City, Missouri

September 28, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

'j

On September 16, 1968, a source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that
Dick Gregory is scheduled to make an appearance at Carney
Hall, on the campus of Kansas State .College , at Pittsburg,
Kansas , on the night of September 23, T968, Gregory's

*~a'pp'e
J

a?ance is being sponsored by the .&? »«««
College Student Union Board, headed byl

|

't’h'ej f and the main theme oi his address hA.4

is supposed to deal in the area’ of "Civil Rights”, His VyS
appearance time is scheduled for 8:00 PM, and it is
expected that he will speak in the neighborhood of two
hours. The source stated that he will personally cover
Gregory’s appearance at Kansas State College on the 16th.

On September 23, 1968, the same source advised
tha/'Gjjegory arrived at the Joplin Airport, Joplin,
Missouri, on this date at 6:27 PM, on Frontier Airlines
Flight #-447

} arriving from Kansas City, -Missmiri .

andGregory was met at the airport *T>y
and was transported to the campus' of Kansas State College

personally owned automobile.in Pittsburg in the
a 1968 Plymouth.

On September 24, 1968, the same source advised that
he personally covered Gregory's address at Kansas State
College on the night of September 23, 1968, and the
following information is set forth reference Gregory's i

appearance as furnished by the source :

'

At 8:00 PM on the night. of September 23, 1968,
Gregory spoke for approximately two hours before approximately
1,500 people at Carney Hali on the campus of Kansas State
College, Pittsburg, Kansas. Gregory's central theme
throughout his speech was that of critizing the "corrupt
political system" of the United States of America,., He

<r

L-/V if fUZ -3^

off/
n cc^'nS^ ^r nor conclusions of tJio FBI*

It is the pf«c't{ cf the oil and is Iwrad to year agency; it and its contents

are no" to be e.et’.t. ,-<i cu»sids >a. -yer.cy.



/ mentioned-

-

lire-^fact that he was a write-in candidate for
th^yf^^sident^ea the United States and stated that if he
haaS%o'*'choose between Nixon, Humphrey and Wallace, as our
next president, he would
lesser of evils.

He stated that
Chicago, Illinois , is li
crime in Chicago and is no better than a syndicate hoodlum
himself. -He referred to the Chicago police force as
"Mayor Daley's Niggers" and was highly critical of the
way the entire situation surrounding the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago this year was handled by
Daley and his "Niggers". Gregory made the statement that
He was' slitting inhis CHicaglT apartment watching~the
"police brutality" going on in the streets of Chicago on
television during the Democratic National Convention and
that he couldn't stand it any longer and that he just
had to go into the street and be a part of it. He
referred to all policemen as this generation's "Niggers",
based on the fact that he believes the policemen* of
today are receiving the same treatment Negro people
received 30 years ago/

He accused the Kansas Bureau of Investigation
of-being -in the audience tapping; his speech for—the- —— —
benefit of the govenor to hear’Vhat he had to say. He
said "tape all you want" because you're not going to get
anything. He said the KBI should be trying to obtain
tape recordings of the Kansas City mofia and crime -

syndicate who are lawbreakers rather than -himself
.‘

Gregory, speaking of the subject "Racism" made
the comment "we're not going to be your nigger anymore".
Throughout his entire address he constantly praised the

'

youth of America as the only surviving hope to save our
political system and made mention time and time again that
"you young people are faced with a big job’.'. He called
today's college > students "the most morally committed and
ethical group of young people the United<Ts\ates has ever
produced. He referred to "LBJV as the/ \^krewdest" politician
ever and that all politics are crooked. He stated that if .

the Constitution .of this country was (upheld civil right
laws would be unnecessary. -

choose "Tricky vDick" as the

Richar4£0aley , mayor of
teraijiy^a wpawn"~ror organized

2
V
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In reference to demonstrations throughout the
country, Gregory said that they will begin in full swing
in the near future and continue through Thanksgiving and
Christmas, and you might even see "Niggers rioting on
skis" before it is over. He made no specific reference to
any cities or future "troublespots" but merely warned that
they were coming.

Upon the conclusion of his address, Gregory held
a short question and answer session, and was thereafter
interviewed by one of the local radio stations. Following
this Gregory was the guest of the United Christian
Fellowship (UCF) on the campus. Gregory's time and means-
of departure from Kansas- State- College is unknown, but it
is believed througlr^iniormation furnished by this same
source. that Gregory was driven to Kansas City, Missouri,
by two former’ Negro students of
from the Kansas City area, on th]e

[ansas State College
night of September 23,

1968, or earjlv morning of September 24. 1968.
individuals foere probablv

|
and

name unknowwhf

These
First

two

ZE

..Gregory was well received by the persons in
attendance and there was no disorders during his visit to
Kansas State College .—^The^ent ir«L program was conducted
-in an orderly fashion.

Jb6
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TELETYPE TO SAC, DETROIT .

RE: BLACK POWER CONFERENCE

NOTE:

Retel states -the. conference will feature Adam Clayton Powell,
Julian Bond and, tDick Gregory* Powell andGregoryare
included in. the Agitator Index* Retel does hot state that sources
have- been Assigned; to cover the conference, or that local authorities
hayo Been notified* Copies; of this teletype and referenced, teletype
being forwarded to Chicago and New York since those Offices are
origin in the Gregory and .Powell: clatters,, respectively*
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AirteX

e/icial Calendar
Field Guidance Folder

10-2-68

ii - Mr. T. J. beakin
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To: SAC,, Pittsburgh

From: Director* FBI (100-440423)

RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY
RACIAL HATTERS

-Reurairtel and LHM 9-13-68, captioned “The
Resistance, SSA* 1948 j Sedition."

Enclosed for Chicago is one copy of reairtel and,
its LHM; ReLHM sets forth information that Richard Claxton
Gregory and plan to visit the University of
Pittsburgh in septemner or October, 1968, and a large
demonstration of support is being planned. For your
information, Gregory has .been arrested on numerous occasions,
in connection with his civil rights activities and has
vehemently criticized the war in Vietnam, President Johnson,
and the! white, racist structure in his speeches.- If you /
have not already done so, in view of Gregory's, past state-
meats and his black extremist activities, you should, make
plans to afford discreet coverage of his appearance at the
University of Pittsburgh. Bear in mind that Gregory could

“make, statements which are in violation of: the Antiriot*
Laws and coverage should therefore include 'sources who ^

would b8 in a position io testify.

1 ! . Insure that interested*J.dcal authorities are
@ade aware of Gregory's appeaT’anbp. Results of your
ci >verage should be submitted by letterhead memorandum to
jjie Bureau and, Chicago.

. gEC. 44 6* Vi/

3

1 - Chicago (157-347) (Enclosures - 2)

Alt INF0RMAT10M.C0HTAXHED
<8> ’ HEREIN, is UNC1ASSIFIED

NOTE: JiTEiwC

ft+jr

Gregory is included in the Agitator Index.

VPE UNIT
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Transmit the following in

Via ,
AIRTIiL
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>i*A'
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J
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TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI . (100-440425)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

o
SUBJECT: bichard claxton Gregory

racial matter
(00: Chicago)

ALL
herein
date 1

4^
MCWWU^®
'TM IS ONCLAS^EIE^^

Re Chicago airtel and letterhead memorandum dated
9/27/68, Chicago teletype dated 9/30/68.

Enclosed herewith fox* the Bureau are eleven, copies
of a letterhead memoi’andum concei'ning captioned mat tel*

.

Enclosed for Boston, Cincinnati, Dotx-oii, Knoxville,
Los Angeles, Minneapolis, and -Hew Yoz’k are two copies of letter-
head' memorandum relating, to GREGORY.

One copy of the letterhead memorandum is Doing Turn i she]

to the USA and Secret Service, Chicago, and Region 1, 113th MX
Group, Evanston, Illinois.

dum is

[

The Chicago source mentioned in this letterhead n»omoran|

3
let terhead
O' Ha re \ Lrpo.r t <

Recipient Offices listed above are reque»ud to follow
the activities of GREGORY should he make app- arancvS Lin n-

©- Bureau (Ends. 11)^0^09^^®
2 - Boston (Ends. 2) (RM) '

2 - Cincinnati (Ends. 2) (RM) ^
2 - Detroit (Ends. 2) (RM)
2 - Knoxville (Encls. 2) (RM)
2 - Los Angeles (Encls. 2) (RM) 'v
2 Minneapolis (Ends. 2) (RM) OE 2 OCT 4 1968
2 - New York (Encls 2) (RM) Rtb*33

_ f ,
AGENCY ACSI.TEtt, 0SI , SEC . SERV.

,

%
4J^

-

b6
b7C
b7D

PREzdav r* r ’ DEFT: I SET,

(19)
t

'

Approved:

KOV/EORW:
DA-S»-geRW~

sC*t/ .1

Sent rm
$-o 9<Sr-

For





In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-347

o
UNITED STATES

o vDEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
October 1, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated

September 27, 1968, captioned as above.
* -

, v_

On September 30, 1968, a Chicago sourqe; who has

furnished reliable information in the past, advised that the

following airlines schedule, for Richard Gregory Had been

determined:
v

>

September 30, 1968, Chicago, Illinois, to Los Angeles,

California, via American Airlines, flight 191, scheduled to

arrive Los Angeles at 12:18 p.m. ,
Los Angeles time.

October 2, 1968, Trans Y/orld Airlines, flight 476,

from Los Angeles, California, to Dayton, Ohio.

October 3,' 1968, Delta Airlines, flight 530, from

Dayton, Ohio, to Detroit, Michigan.

October 4, 1968, United Airlines , flight 777, from

Detroit, Michigan, to Saginaw, Michigan.

October 4, 1968, United Airlines, flight 665, Saginaw,

Michigan, to Chicago, Illinois.

October 5, 1968, Delta Airlines, flight 343, from

Chicago, Illinois, to Knoxville, Tennessee.

October 6, 1968, Delta Airlines, flight 362, from

Knoxville, Tennessee, to Chicago, Illinois.

October 6, 1968, Northwest Airlines, flight 709, Chicago,

Illinois, to Minneapolis, Minnesota. TWFnRMATION CONTAINED ,

This document contains neither re’dOtomehdfrtxonS ;ior con-

clusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and

is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to

be distributed outside your agency.

.< fc * . -
1

ENCLOSURE
* * * t
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY'

October 7, 1968,, Northwest Airlines, flight 200, ,

from Minneapolis, Minnesota, to New York, New York (JFK).

October 7, 1968, American Airlines, flight 391, from
New York (La Guardia)

, to Chicago, Illinois.

October 11, 1968, Trans World Airlines, flight 434,
Chicago^ Illinois, to Boston, Massachusetts.

Gregory has recently been appearing at. various college
arid university campuses across the country.

It has also been observed tht Gregory has not always
followed his planned airline itinerary. The above information
has been furnished to the United States Attorney, Chicago,
United States Secret Service, Chicago, and Region 1, 113th
Military Intelligence Group, Evans ton ; Illinois.
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DATE 11-13-2013
FBI INFOBMATIOM ONLY
F9-2M32KBS ifJREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Rt PORTING Of MCI,

_ SAN FRANCISCO
TITUTOF CASE’"'

I OFFICK OF ORIGIN
i

I CHICAGO

<N YiKf^ljftATlVE PCKIOO

RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY ,
aka

Dick Gregory

j 9/27/6 8^^' 9/2 5-27 /68
REPORT MADE OY

JAMES__DUNPHY
"chaTacte r of case"'

ANTI-RIOT LAWS

REFERENCE: Chicago letter to Bureau, dated 9/17/68, entitled
7 Disturbances in connection with Democratic National

Convention (DNC), ARL. s\
f/ {^7

CLk£s^& EXT. WitmPWf-ty - 1/

ADMINISTRATIVE
:^ 0£ review, ^

on 4/22/68, advised that he attended the

talk given by DICK GREGORY at the College of San Mateo, San

Mateo,. Calif
. , on 4/20/68. This source in his handwritten

report set forth a paragraph to the effect that GREGORY was

calling off his demonstration at the DNC because it was

going to explode and that he, GREGORY, did not want to be

anywhere around Chicago when that happened . See LHM for

further information (U)

_ HELEN MANNING

,

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED
the staff writer for the "Salinas

—-—

,

— r
CON VIC. ! AUTO, j

RECOVERIES
Jacquit-
1 TALS

CASE HAS BEEN: \Y~

i PENDING OVER ONE YEAR YGS C3W
PENDING PROSECUTION

over six months Qyes I In
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Californian", a newspaper which reported on GREGORY'S
Hartnell College appearance on 4/4/68, is a Reserve Index A
subject of the San Francisco Office. Further characterization
of MANNING is set forth in the LHM, 9/27/68.

i

i

1

!
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:iQtW STATES DEPARTMENT Oi^jOSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: USA, Chicago

Report of:

Date:

Field Office File $:

Title:

JAMES DUNPHY
9/27/68

176-45

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Office: SAN FRANCISCO

Bureau File is 100—440423

Character: ANTI-RIOT LAWS . t t information contained

Sles&i-
Synopsis:

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as Dick Gregory, appeared
at Hartnell College, Salinas, Calif., on 4/4/68, and told the
audience, according to the "Salinas Californian" newspaper,
that he endorsed no backing off from protest demonstrations
including his own plans for the Democratic National Convention
(DNC)

.

He appeared at Monterey Peninsula College, Monterey,
Calif.

, on 4/6/68, -and no mention-'was- known to have been "

made by GREGORY regarding the DNC. On 4/20/68, GREGORY
appeared at the College of San Mateo, San Mateo, California,
and told the audience that there was a strong possibility
that the International Amphitheater in Chicago would be blown
up during the convention and for that reason called off the
demonstration because he didn't want black people to be
blamed. College of San Mateo student newspaper for 4/26/68,
said GREGORY advised against going. to the DNC. STEVE BELL,
ABC radio reporter. New York City, advised he observed GREGORY
leading demonstrators from Grant Park, Chicago, evening of
8/29/68, to 18th Street and Michigan Avenue, where they were
confronted by National Guard troops and ordered to proceed
no further. GREGORY and several of the demonstrators
proceeded further and were arrested without violence. BELL
said at no time during evening of 8/29/68 did he hear
GREGORY advocate violence.

- RUC -

DETAILS: AT SAN -FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA - - -
'

. .
The Salinas Californian", a daily newspaper publishedm Salinas, California, in its issue of April 4, 1968, set forth

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tho FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is lo<

your agency; It and Its contents are not to bo distributed outside your agency.

#U.S. GOVERNMENT PAINTING OFFICE! 19C7-
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that DICK GREGORY'S appearance at Hartnell College, Salinas,
California, was arranged by the College Association for Public
Events and Services (CAPES). This information was published
under the caption "The Californian Action Desk" in answer to
a reader's question and further disclosed that CAPES lists
and arranges bookings and lectures and groups for its
approximately 70 member junior colleges and state colleges.
The newspaper article continued that Hartnell College is a
CARES member and used its services in setting up the Hartnell
Presents series under which DICK GREGORY was to appear on
April 4, 1968.

In the April 12, 1968 issue of the same newspaper and
the same feature, it was set forth that GREGORY received
$770 for his Hartnell appearance.

The "Salinas Californian" for April 5, 1968,
contained an article by HELEN MANNING, Californian staff
writer, entitled "Gregory pays Tribute to Slain Rights Chief".
The article set forth in part the following

:

Ah
-
audience

-
of hear^1400 heard DICK" GREGORY

-
on

April 4, 1968, only hours after MARTIN LUTHER KING was
assassinated

.

The article said, "Gregory endorsed no backing off
from protest demonstrations, including his own plans for the
Democratic National Convention in Chicago or King's announced
plans for a poor people's march on Washington, D.C."

The following investigation was conducted by SA
on September 26, 1968:

AT SALINAS, CALIFORNIA

b6
b7C
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9/26/68

EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATF

Date

HELEN MANNING was interviewed at her place of
employment, ,

*The Salinas Californiari 1 newspaper, 123 West
Alisal Street* Mrs* MANNING advised that she is employed
by this newspaper as a reporter. She acknowledges the
fact that she attended a speech given by DICK GREGORY

^

at Hartnell Junior College on April 4, 1968. She advised
that she was assigned to report the story, and did so.

MANNING advised that her recollection of the
text of DICK GREGORY’S speech on that night is limited'
to the way she wrote the story and as it appeared in
*Ihe Salinas Californian” She does not recall GREGORY
making anythreats, or advocating violence at the Demo-
cratic National Convention in Chicago. She pointed out
that her story read that GREGORY would not back down on
any planned demonstrations ~at the upcoming* national -

convention; and this, to her, was not any threat of
violence, as such.

3

n„ 9/26/68 at
—

*Salinas,—California :File*#— SEL17.6-M5

by SA Date dictated 9/26/ 6 8

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents? are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Salinas,
California h'oiice ueparxment , advised on septemoer

“

2 6

,

1968, that he was present at the talk given by GREGORY on
April 4, 1968, at Hartnell College, but had no present
recollection of any comments made by GREGORY on plans for
the Democratic National Convention.

b6
b7C

Department, Hartnell
College, Salinas, uaiilorma , on September 26, 1968, advised
that he recorded DICK GREGORY'S talk at the college on
April 4, 1968, further that two tapes of GREGORY'S talk were
made. One copy was sent to DICK GREGORY and the other is
filed in the Audio Visual Section of the Hartnell College
library.

AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

The "Monterey Peninsula Herald", a daily newspaper
published in Monterey, California, in its issue of April 6,
1968, reported that GREGORY addressed approximately 1,000
persons on April 5, 1968, at the Monterey Peninsula College.
The article by writer TOM WIEDER made no mention of any
plans that GREGORY had for the Democratic National Convention. —* —
The article did announce that GREGORY said that he was
passing up his scheduled appearances feeling he should join
his wife and six children in Chicago in view of the turbulent
situation there (turmoil following the assassination of MARTIN
LUTHER KING).

"The Times", a daily, except Sunday, newspaper
published in San Mateo, California, in its issue of April 22,
1968, published an article entitled "Dick Gregory at College -

Chuckles, belly laughs, chills". The article revealed that
GREGORY addressed about 1,000 persons at the College of San
Mateo gym, San Mateo, California, on April 20, 1968. The
article under a subcaption of "The Coming Democratic Convention
in Chicago this Summer" -quotes Gregory as follows:

"There is a fascist element loose in this country.
You had better keep your eyes on it. There is the strong
possibility that the International Amphitheater in Chicago
will be blown up during the height of the convention. That

4
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is why I called off my scheduled demonstration there. I
don’t want black folks to be blamed for that.”

I

The ”San Matean”, a weekly newspaper published by
the Associated Students of the College of San Mateo, (CSM)
California, in its April 26, 1968' issue, published an
article entitled "Dick Gregory Appearance: Comic ’Tells
it like it is’”. The article told that Gregory appeared at
the CSM gym last Saturday night. The article set forth the
following paragraph:

"As far as the Democratic convention in Chicago
goes, Gregory implored the audience to advise any of their
friends going to the convention to please stay home."

The following investigation was conducted by SA
WARREN W. RICHMOND on September 26, 1968:

AT SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA

|

| Division, College
of San Mateo biDrary , jl / uu west tti±±sda±e “Boulevard , San
Mateo, California, advised on September 26, 1968 , that" DICK ^

GREGORY’S talk on April 20, 1968, was recorded by an
unknown individual. Further that the original and One copy
of GREGORY’S talk is in DALEY’s custody.

The following investigation was conducted by SA
on September 26, 1968:

AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

b6
b7C
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-1S-64)

DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT0
Date

9/27/68

Mr. STEVE BELL, American Broadcasting Company
radio news reporter. New York, New York, who is traveling
with the HUBERT H. HUMPHREY campaign party, was interviewed
at the Sheraton-Palace Hotel, San Francisco, California.

Mr. BELL said he was at Chicago covering the
Democratic National Convention (DNC), August 26-29, 1968,
but he spent all of this, time at Convention Hall with the
exception of Thursday evening, August '29, 1968. On Thursday
night he went to Grant Park at about 6:00 or 7:00 PM, where
he found a crowd of about 2000 or 3000 people listening to a
recording of a speech made earlier that day by EUGENE MC
CARTHY. After the recording was finished, there might have
been one or two short talks; but he cannot recall what was
said and who said it. RICHARD- GREGORY then addressed the
crowd and appeared to be in complete control of the situation.
GREGORY invited all present to go to his residence with him
and have a beer. -

Mr. BELL said he, as a reporter, asked GREGORY what
he intended to do. Mr. GREGORY said he wanted to provide
grounds for a legal confrontation with the authorities to
prove that any group has the legal right to walk on the

^-sidewalk.- -GREGORY saidhis .residence', where he had invited
the crowd to accompany him, just , happened to be oh' the way
to Convention Hall. He added that he had an agreement with
the authorities permitting him to take the crowd to 18th
Street and Michigan Avenue where he would then negotiate
further with the authorities. GREGORY then explained his
plan to the crowd present and admonished them that the march
would be orderly, on the sidewalk; and he insisted that it
be done his way. The crowd then left Grant Park with GREGORY
leading them.

Mr. BELL said he went along with the crowd with
GREGORY and several delegates from the convention at the head.

6

I

I

On 9/26768 nf ; San Francisco
,
Galifor»m’

a

Fiip.Jl _g;F_1-7.6=-4_5.

by
SA Date dictated ...

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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He said he can recall the identity of only one of the delegates
who were with the crowd, Mr. BELL said the
crowd ‘led by GREGORY walked T6 AbdUt IBtA and Michigan Avenue
which GREGORY said was the spot where he agreed to stop and
•negotiate further with the authorities. At ’this point, the
crowd stopped, and GREGORY left the immediate area, explaining
that he was going to talk to the authorities. Mr. BELL
stated that there were a considerable number of National
Guardsmen standing by at this point. GREGORY returned and
announced he was told that the group could go no further
toward Convention Hail or they would be arrested. He said
the National Guard told him anyone who crossed a white line
across the street would be arrested. GREGORY announced that
this was the legal confrontation with the authorities that he
was looking for, and he would cross the line and be arrested.
He invitedothers to join him; and _ he . and, _a number of people,
including some of the delegates in the group, walked across
the line and were arrested by the National Guard without
violence or resistance. Three police department paddy wagons
arrived and the arrested persons were taken away. Mr. BELL
said he could not identify any of the arrested persons other
“than 'GREGORYS - - -— - _ ^ __ _

After the arrested persons were taken away in the
paddy wagons, the crowd appeared to become restless; and
there were shouts of things like, "let's go" indicating that
at least portions of the crowd wanted to move across the line
and confront the authorities. There was no haranguing of the
crowd by any individuals ; and no one appeared to be taking
over leadership of the crowd subsequent t

;
o GREGORY'S arrest.

At about this time, the National Guard troops that
were assembled at the spot put on gas masks. Mr. BELL said
he walked back about 20 or 30 feet from the front of the
crowd; and while he was back there, he heard the command,
"push 'em back". He said he does not know who gave the command,
but he assumed it was a National Guard officer. He said he
does not think the crowd was pushing forward toward the
National Guard, and he does not really know why the order to
push the crowd back was given. However, about 12 National
Guardsmen moved toward the crowd and pushed the crowd back by
^swinging—•t-hei-r—rifle^butts_at the crowd. Mr. BELL said he saw
two members of the crowd knocked down byrifle butts' with
lacerations on their foreheads. He said he cannot identify the

b6
b7C
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persons who were knocked down or the Guardsmen who knocked
them down. Mr. BELL said he feels this move against the
crowd by the Guardsmen was a little drastic since the front
ranks of the crowd could not move back away from the
Guardsmen.

Immediately after the Guardsmen began pushing
the crowd back, the National Guard used tear gas and routed
the crowd. The crowd was driven back on Michigan Avenue
by the tear gas; and they reformed on Michigan Avenue about
a block or two from the scene of the original confrontation.
The crowd of demonstrators re-formed across the avenue facing
the Guardsmen. The National Guard advanced toward the crowd
in Jeeps, fender to fender, with barbed wire on the front.
When the Jeeps were about 20 feet from the crowd, the
Guardsmen began spraying tear gas and throwing white balls
into the crowd. Mr. BELL said he does not know what the white
balls were. Mr. BELL said he was behind the National Guard
line at this point and he noted that a few rocks and bottles
were thrown by the crowd at the Guardsmen.

-Mr .—BELL-said. the Guardsmen completely routed the
crowd with tear gas and the use of ^Jeeps'," and the -crowd- -

—

retreated into Grant Park at about 9:00 PM. He said he
remained in the area until about midnight and observed that
the crowd of demonstrators remained in Grant Park and there
was no further confrontation between the demonstrators and
the authorities that evening.

Mr. BELL said from what he observed on Thursday
evening, August 29, 1968, RICHARD GREGORY did. not plan or
desire any violence. While GREGORY was with the crowd, he
was in control and there was no trouble.

Mr. BELL said at no time did he receive any informa-
tion from the demonstrators that there would be a violent
confrontation with the authorities at a particular place or
time, which would indicate that such a confrontation was
planned. He said he heard no haranguing of demonstrators
by anyone in which violence was advocated or demanded. He
said he recalls that the crowd of demonstrators did sing and I

chant -some^at_times, but jthere was very little such singing

i
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and chanting, and he cannot recall the substance of it.

Mr. BELL also stated that he hais no knowledge of
any commands to or from the authorities which, in his
opinion, provoked violence by the demonstrators during the
DNC.
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Transmit the following in
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(Type in plaintext or code)
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44Q4-2S-)~

FROM: SAC, SAN ANTONIO (157-666 )(RUC)o
RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

ARL; RACIAL MATTER

Re CGairtel to the Bureau and all SACs,
captioned, "DISTURBANCES IN CONNECTION WITH DEMOCRATIC
NATIONAL CONVENTION (DNC) , ARL."

Reairtel sets forth a lead for recipient offices
to review indices relative to RICHARD GREGORY and where
he appeared in our territory to develop witnesses relating
to possible ARL violation.

Instant SA file reflects GREGORY appeared and
spoke at St^- Mary’s University-,, San Antonio

T

exas

,

on _
2/6/68; however, it does not reveal he made any comments
in violation of the ARL.

-

Further, SA desires to point out the following
for the consideration of the Bureau:

CG LHM. dated 1/11/68, captioned, "RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY; RM," sets forth a lengthy itinerary of GREGORY
from a period covering 1/10/68, to 5/16/68. During thrs
period he was to speak at various colleges and/or universities.

The ARL, which is Public Law 90-284, was passed
on 4/11/68. It would appear that any comments or activity
of GREGORY made or performed prior to 4/11/68, would not
be admissible evidence' in any ARL violation since this would
be an ex post facto situation,
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The above-mentioned CG LHM reveals GREGORY
planned appearances at some 18 campuses subsequent
to the passage of the law on 4/11/68. It would, therefore,
appear that with that large number of appearances there
would be more than sufficient opportunity to develop
legally admissible evidence concerning any possible
ARL violation on GREGORYS part.

Since GREGORY 1 s appearance in San Antonio was
prior to the passage of the ARL, San Antonio will
conduct no investigation in this matter.
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At no time during the occasions when GREGORY has

been in the Seattle Field Division has any personal contact
v/ith him been reported by any confidential sources or informants.

GREGORY'S appearances in the State of Washington,
and his incarceration here, were all given extensive coverage

by the press. A review of the published material in this

regard for leads has revealed no reporting of any- statements t

or activities of GREGORY which would appear pertinent to b

instant matter

.

The investigation at Bellingham was not pursued

beyond what is reported herein since the statement GREGORY

is reported to have made there, while possibly subject to

interpretation as at least indirectly indicative of his one

time intent to disrupt the Democratic National Convention (DNC)

,

is, at the same time, equally indicative of an abandonment of

any plans he had had' in this connection.

The remark GREGORY is reported to have made at

Ellensburg is shown by investigation to have been vague and

lacking in specificity, and loses significance when considered

in the light of those made by him the following day at Bellingham,

and to I I

Available information does not reveal GREGORY was

in the State of Washington subsequent to his conviction on

illegal fishing charges in late 1966 and early 1967, until

his speaking tour brought him to Ellensburg and Bellingham

*on April .10 - 11, 1968. It would seem likely, in view of

- the content of Chicago airtel to the Bureau of September 13,

.1968, that his militant statements and activities with reference

to the DNC at Chicago probably originated and subsided or

entered a period of quiescence, at least, in the interim.

As noted in the instant report, GREGORY did, while in

. jail at Olympia, Washington, issue a threat to "demonstrate"

against Governor DAN EVANS of Washington State at the Repub-

lican National Convention in Miami if EVANS did not comply

v/ith a request to visit him in his jail cell, but he later

withdrew this and nothing is reported to have occurred at the

Republican Convention to indicate any action by GREGORY or on

GREGORY'S behalf ever took, place there.

- B* -
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ED STATES DEPARTMENT OFVjfjSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 2 - USA, Chicago, Illinois (RM)

Report of: KENNETH C. HOWE Office: Seattle, Washington
Dale: October 3, 1968

Field Office File f: 176—9 Bureau File 100“440423

Title: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Character: ANTIRIOT LAWS

Synopsis:

GREGORY arrested for illegal fishing demonstration with
Indians in Washington State in 2/66 and 3/66 and served
sentence in County Jail in Olympia in June and July, 1968,
as result of this. Made speech at Central Washington .State

ColTege-4/-10/68 and at -informal conversation, thereafter
reportedly made vague reference to Democratic National Con-
vention (DNC) in Chicago but did not specifically enlarge
upon this and not interpreted as threatening. Made speech
on 4/11/68 at Western Washington State College which did not
include any references to DNC. In subsequent press conference
was asked about prior reports he intended to disrupt the DNC
and answered negatively, referring to "what has happened in

Chicago”. In conversation later with one
specifically said wanted to prevent any outbreaks at DNC
and did not think it should be held in Chicago because he
was fearful violence would erupt there if it was. While
incarcerated GREGORY wrote letter asking Washington State
Governor DAN EVANS to visit him in his jail cell, threatening
to "demonstrate" against EVANS at Republican National Con-
vention in Miami if he refused to do so. Not reported to have
made any statements indicative of intent to personally disrupt,
or promote the disruption of, the DNC while in Olympia.

- RUC -

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

SKffW1
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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DETAILS :

Arrest Record

Items in Seattle, Washington, daily newspapers of

general circulation between January 31, 1966, and February 5,

1966, reveal subject was appearing between those dates as an

entertainer at the Edgewater Inn, Seattle, having come to

Seattle from an engagement in Vancouver, B.C., Canada.

Articles in the “Seattle Post- Intelligencer" and

the "Seattle Times", issues of February 7, 1966, titled

respectively "GREGORY Lends Hand To 'Fish- In'" and "Fish-In

By GREGORY Called Publicity Stunt" ,
set out GREGORY had can-

* celled engagements in Miami, Montreal and New York, "to help

a group of Indians carry on their fishing-rights fight with

the State". The articles state GREGORY participated in a

"fish-in" with the Indians in the Nisqually River, between

Tacoma’ and Olympia, Washington, and had said he would continue

to do so "until the battle is won"

.

An article in the February 15, 1966, issue of the

"Seattle Times" ,
titled "DICK GREGORY Goes To Jail For iishing ,

reflects GREGORY was arrested that date at Olympia, Washington,

charged* with two countsof UTegaT-net fishing—on the Nisqually,

River.

AT OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON

' On September 26 , 1968 ,
Thurston

-County Sheriff's Office, advised that RICHARD CLAXTUN GREGORY,

FBI #769 519E
,
was first received by this jail on an arrest

made on February 15, 1966, when he was charged with unlawful

use of a set-net for fishing on the Nisqually River. He was

released on February 17, 1966, on $500.00 bond.

b6
b7C

He was received a second time by this jail on March

1, 1966, after having been again arrested for aiding and abetting

the setting of gill nets on the Nisqually River. He was re-

leased on March 2, 1966, on a $1,000 bond.

He was most recently received on June 7, 1968, when

he appeared to serve -sentence resulting, from the above arrests.

He served 45 days and paid court costs of $52.40, and was re-

leased on July 16, 1968'.
~

2
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Investigation Related to Possible Anti-Riot
Laws (ARL) Violations '

AT ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON

An article in the "Ellensburg Daily Record”,
daily newspaper of general circulation published in Ellensburg,
issue of April 11, 1968, titled ” ’We Can't Wait' Says GREGORY”,
reflected that GREGORY had spoken at Central Washington State
College (CWSC) on the evening of April 10, 1968.

their promises”

.

_ .GREGORY, .referred to the fac t his conviction on illegal
fishing charges had been affirmed by the Washington State

’

Supreme Court. He said he would "serve his time” quietly, but
the period might be something the people of Washington would
never forget, adding "Summer ^s riot ing time”; however, he
gave no specifics on this and

b6
b7C

Chicago or any other locale.
noted no references to

| said GREGORY had stayed at a local motel, and
had not made or received any telephone calls.

was reinterviewed on September 27, 1968, with
respect to GREGORY’S appearance in Ellensburg and was questioned
as to any recollection he might have of any remarks made by
subject which might be pertinent to the disturbances in Chicago
at the time of the Democratic National Convention, and he
again said he can recall nothing in this regard.

Mrs. VIRGINIA OLDS, reporter for the ’Ellensburg
Daily Record” on September 27, 1968, stated she attended the
speech-gi-ven-by RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY., at- the CWSC on April

3
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10, 1968,. in. her capacity as reporter... She said she did not
recall that GREGORY made any reference whatsoever in this,
talk to Chicago or the Democratic National Convention,, nor
did he mention any plan to travel to any place to engage or
participate in or encourage any type of demonstration, or
urge others to do so.

*
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Date.
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THOMAS BEAR, News Director, KXLE Radio ,
Ellensburg,

stated he attended the speech given by RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
at Central Washington State College ,

Ellensburg ,
on .April 10

,

1968, and also had been present later when GREGORY was con-

versing informally with a small group of individuals following

his regular address.

In the regular address GREGORY did not mention any

plan for going to Chicago during the Democratic National Con-

vention in August, 1968. BEAR does not recall he mentioned
the Convention in any way whatsoever, or an intended demon-

stration or ^disruption" anywhere.

In the latter informal conversation with the small

group, following a question by an unidentified Negro who was

present on "What about Chicago", GREGORY replied, in effect,

"We are working oh the Democratic National Convention in

Chicago and they may move it from Chicago when we get through".

He made this comment in a rather "just in passing" manner,

was not asked to and did not enlarge upon it. BEAR said he

has no reason to believe GREGORY meant this as any threat

against the Convention, or that he planned any disruptive

action with respect to it.

o
'

QcDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
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9/27/68 Ellensburg, Washington

On -o . :

176-9

_File#_

by-
SA EUGENE P. CLARK: pla

.Dale dictated.
10/2/68
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it ond its contents ore net to be distributed outside your agency.
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PAUL HART, Reporter, "Yakima Herald Republic", on
October 2, 1968, advised that he attended the- meeting April
10, 1968, at the Pavilion at the Central Washington State
College at Ellensburg where RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was the
featured speaker. He stated that following the featured speech,
GREGORY conversed with a small group of individuals, most all
of whom were colored, but he did not know what transpired at
this discussion which appeared to be impromptu and informal.
He recalled that GREGORY stated sometime during his speech that
he would be returning to Chicago although he had no recollection
GREGORY made any reference to the Democratic National Con-
vention, or that there was any threatening overtones to this
statement.

On October 2, 1968,
Student Union, Central Washington State College, advised that
he recalled the appearance of RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY at the
College on April 10, 1968; however, his only contact with Mr.
GREGORY was in the Pavilion where the meeting was held and he
did not attend nor did h<* «ee any subsequent meeting of GREGORY
in that area. He sta

with GREGORY later becauseP
Yakima for the purpose of o

i he
£ed|

J at the time , could possibly have been
whom, he believed was the

1

was reported to have gone,
for the purpose of bringing GREGORY to Ellensburg.

j

could recall the names of no other individuals who mignt.

have been in close contact with GREGORY or any persons who might
have heard any remarks he possibly made regarding his return to
Chicago or in connection with the Democratic National Convention.
He stated he himself recalled no statement by GREGORY regarding
these matters in his regular address.

On October 2, 1968,
Student Government Association^ m cnarge oi speecnes, central
Washington State College, Ellensburg, Washington, advised that
when RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY made his appearance at Ellensburg
on April 10, 1968, he, I I

had picked up GREGORY at the
Yakima Airport, transported him to Ellensburg, and remained with
him during and after the, speech which he made at the Pavilion at
the college
speech when

and

cm
stated he was also present following the

EGOUY met with a small group of individuals who
wanted to speak to him and shake hands with him. He held a press
conference at approximately 7:00 p.m. prior to his speech and
he insisted throughout his stay in Ellensburg he would not meet
with any private groups whatsoever and he rebuffed efforts with

b6
b7C
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the leader of the Black Student Union to have him meet with
them as a group stating he would not meet with anyone unless
the press or anyone else interested were present, and this
attitude on his part was quite obvious. He made no state-
ments at any time indicating he intended any disruption in

Chicago or anywhere else, or desired any such action on the
part of others.

AT BELLINGHAM. WASHINGTON

An article in the “Bellingham Herald” , daily news-
paper of general circulation published in Bellingham, issue
of April 12, 1968, titled “GREGORY Tells College Students
They Have Job To Do On Rights”, reflects that GREGORY spoke in

that city at Western Washington State College (WWSC) on April

11, 1968.

Wi±h_reference to GREGORY’S talk at .WWSC,

WWSC, who attended the affair, offered the

following remarks on April 11, 1968:

GREGORY said nothing in the course of his talk about
disrupting the Democratic National Convention as he has in the b6

past threatened to do. He talked a good bit about the Indians b7c

ih the State of Washington arid" how iihey have suffered. He -

referred derisively to President JOHNSON on several occasions,

and described him as the “slickest politician since Caesar”;

said he originally had a rather high opinion of ROBERT F.

KENNEDY, but this was before he became “a politician". He now

-holds him in low esteem.

At a press conference following hi& talk,
|

said GREGORY was specifically asked whether he was stiu pian-
ning on disrupting the Democratic National Convention as he
reportedly had on prior occasions said he intended to do, and

he replied, "No, I don’t have to now; you saw what happened
in Chicago". He did not enlarge upon this.

|said there were no disturbances, demonstrations,

or disorder of any kind incidental to subject’s appearance in

Bellingham.

| is no longer with WWSC and sources could not

readily provide his present location.

7
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|
I
student at Western Washington

State College, residence address
|
Bellingham,

Washington, advised he was present at a press cornerence held
by DICK GREGORY, well known comedian, on the Western Washington
State College campus on April 11, 1968, following a talk at the
school.

recalls at the press conference someone in
attendance specifically inquired of GREGORY if GREGORY v/as

’•still planning on disrupting the Democratic National Convention",
which was to be held in Chicago, Illinois, in August, 1968.

V

j
| recalls GREGORY replied to the effect he did

not have to "now, because you saw what happened in Chicago"
recently, but he did not make any specific reference to what
had recently happened in Chicago, and he was not, asked to
and did not enlarge upon these remarks to recollection.

9/27/68 .
Bellingham, Washington 176-9

Qn ___ at — Flln #
b6

10/2/68 b7<

l«Date dictated .
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Washington, was interviewed on September 30,

he believes in non-violence, peaceful co-existence among all

races, and- the existence of God.

He advised he was in Hawaii in 1963, when he heard

DICK GREGORY make some remarks on a TV program concerning

..violence with which he disagreed. He telephoned GREGORY and

expressed his disagreement. He and GREGORY then spent the

next three days in discussions, GREGORY canceling all his

commitments for those three days

.

Bellingham,
968. He advised

After that time he had several other discussions with

GREGORY, terminating in approximately 1964. During that time

he found GREGORY did not have any basis in. history; had no

knowledge of the origin of slavery in England and the United

States ;
no knowledge of the life and philosophy of ABRAHAM

LINCOLN; and had not "found himself".

He advised he had read all the books that GREGORY

had written, and when he learned GREGORY was to speak at

the Y/estern Washington State College in Bellingham on April

11, 1968, he attempted to hear the speech and to attend the

press conference- held-by. GREGORY,. .
to determine whether GREGORY

had changed his thinking and if his espoused thoughts were

"sincere", or merely to attract publicity as a comedian.

He stated he went to the college to attend the speech

and the press conference, but was refused admission because

he was not a member of the student body of the college.

b6
b7C

After the speech and the press conference, he did have

opportunity to talk with GREGORY briefly, and later took

GREGORY in his
|

automobile to Seattle^to a^mooel^^
where GREGORY \m5~smyxng. He talked at length with GR

.

there and GREGORY stated at that time, in the motel, he dia

not feel the upcoming Democratic National Convention shoul

be held in Chicago, Illinois, because he was afraid violence

might erupt, and he, GREGORY, did not want any violence to

break out in Chicago, or anywhere else, and he was returning

to Chicago to try to exert his influence to prevent any

outbreaks of violence, both in Chicago in general and at

the Democratic National Convention, specifically, should the

latter be staged there. - - - - -

9
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said at no time did GREGORY ever reveal to
him he was lniluenced or directed, or was working under
the direction or instruction of anyone else, or any organi-
zation, and at the time GREGORY talked with him in the motel
in Seattle, Y/ashington, in April, 1968, GREGORY appeared .

sincere to him concerning his statement he did not want any
violence to break out in Chicago, at any time, and parti-
cularly at a Democratic National Convention.

b6
b7C

AT OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON *

Jailo: Isu.pra, said in any conversations
he had with GREGORY , or tnat he heard about between GREGORY
or any other person, there was nothing said "to indicate subject'
had any plan or intention of engaging in any disruptive or
riotous activities in Chicago during the Democratic National
Convention.

* On September 26, 1968, DEAN SHACKLETT, Editor, ’'Daily.

Olympian", daily newspaper of general circulation, said he
.followed the "GREGORY story" rather carefully while GREGORY was
in Olympia, and he has no recollection of any- statement made
either to him, or to anyone else, by GREGORY which would
signify GREGORY had any plans to personally attempt to disrupt
the Democratic 'National' Convention, or incite such disruption
or riotous activities by others.

On September 27, 1968, STEVE KENT and BILL MERTENA,
both members of the Olympia staff of the Associated Press,
•Legislative Building, advised they reported on the activities
••of GREGORY and spent time talking to him when he was confined
.both in Olympia in June and July, 1968, and in the hospital
in Tacoma, Washington, where he was for a few days for a cold
contracted during his incarceration. Neither knew of any
instance where GREGORY advocated violence at the Chicago
Convention of the Democratic Party. They said, if anything,

. GREGORY feared violence and for this reason implied he would
probably skip the convention.

On September 27, 1968, MIKE FLYNN, United Press
International, Legislative Building, said he knew of no
advocacy of violence by GREGORY at the Chicago Convention.
He said he followed GREGORY’S case while incarcerated in Olympia
from a press standpoint.

10
r
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On September 26, 1968, Prosecuting Attorney HAROLD

KOCH and Deputy Prosecuting Attorney FRED GENTRY, for Thurston

County, informed that. they spoke with GREGORY on a number of

occasions during his incarceration. They could not recall any

action or statements made by him indicative of any intent or

plan to demonstrate at or disrupt the Democratic National Con-

vention.

On Srm+.Gmber 27. 1968.

[
| advised he was |during

back to hxs hoide in Chicago 1 when released, for several weeks,

then hoped to go on a fact finding tour around the world con-

cerning the Civil Rights movement. At one time, GREGORY wanted

an audience with Governor DANIEL EVANS, and threatened chat if

he was refused, he would "demonstrate" at the Republican Con-

vention in Miami. He was never granted the audience.
|— 1

said GREGORY contended^he did not believe in violence, and

was concerned about the welfare of his fellow man. GREGORY

made no remarks in| I

of the Democratic National Convention.
presence about a possible disruption

An item in the "Seattle Post- Intelligencer" ,
issue

_of June 30, .1968, titled "GREGORY Invites EVANS to Jail" , is

quoted, in part, as follows:

"Comedian DICK GREGORY last night invited Gov.

DAN EVANS of Washington to visit him in his Thurston
' County jail cell ’or I’ll have no alternative but to’

lead demonstrations against you at the Republican

National Convention in Miami’.

"The invitation came in a letter which GREGORY,

who is serving 3 90—dav sentence for illegal fishing,

gave to his wife ] I
to give to the governor.

Mrs. GREGORY arrived here yesterday to visit her

husband

.

*»*I hope you will find time to come over during

your lunch hour one 'day to discuss with me the problems

of Indians and other minority groups', GREGORY said.

"GREGORY
-

,
who has gone without food and taken only

distilled-water-since. he entered his cell June 7, told

b6
b7C
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'"EVANS he intends to serve his full 90-day sentence
and • continue ray fast until I am released to demon-
strate to the world the problems confronted by my
Indian brothers*.

"GREGORY’S conviction stemmed from a fish- in
on the Nisqually River near Olympia more than two
years ago to dramatize the Indians' dispute with the
state over fishing rights." -

An article in the "Seattle Times" of July 3, 1968,
titled "Reservation Fishing Ban Is Seen as Next" , reported
on a press contact at Olympia that date with LILLIAN GREGORY,
subject's wife, wherein she made the statement the Republican
National Convention in Miami would be picketed by friends of
GREGORY in opposition to Governor DAN EVANS "the keynote
speaker"

.

The "Seattle Times" of July 17, 1968, in an article
titled "GREGORY to Tour World", stated:

"GREGORY said that in light of his world-wide
fact-finding tour as a presidential candidate, he has
canceled plans for a demonstration against Gov. DAN
EVANS at the "Republican 'National Convention in Miami.
He said that in return he expects the governor to meet
with Indian leaders."

The "Bellingham Herald" in its July 17, 1968, issue
•carried an article under a Tacoma dateline titled "GREGORY Eyes
-Visit With Pueblo Crew", and therein comments on the above
statement of subject, saying:

"During a news conference at his attorney's
home here, GREGORY said he was canceling 'in good
faith' a threatened demonstration against Gov. DAN
EVANS when EVANS keynotes the Republican National
Convention.

"GREGORY said he hoped EVANS would meet with
Mrs. JANET MC CLOUD, a Nisqually Indian- heading the
fishing rights protest, but he would not say what
might happen if EVANS refused such a meeting.

.

"I feel that the cause of the Indian in America
is the number one cause confronting the country today.
I put it even ahead of the black struggle', he said."

> 12



The "Post-Intelligencer" , issue of July 18, 196,8,
in an article titled "DICK GREGORY Resumes His Drum-Beating
for Indians", stated, in part:

"While in jail, GREGORY had TANNER tell the
press he hoped to be out in time to lead demonstrations
against Gov. DAN EVANS at the GOP national con-
vention. GREGORY said yesterday he would probably
be out of the country at the time, and the demon-
strations ’probably wouldn’t be necessary'.

"GREGORY described racism as nothing but
'hunger feeding on Indians, Negroes, Puerto Ricans
and Mexicans'. He admonished:

"'Baby, you'd better change your appetite or
have the menu changed on you'."
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UNITED STATES GWeRNMENT

Memorandum
Assistant Attorney General date: October 8, 1968
Criminal .Division

.Director, FBI

V

SUBJECT: RiCHARD (jLAXTON GREGORY
ANTIRIOT LAWS

FILE COPY

Reference is made to
(your file )

.

memorandum dated'

There' is enclosed one copy of the report of Special
A
?
ent Konnoth C. Howo ,

dated 10/3/g8
at . Rpnttlo _•

A.
I I

This covers the preliminary investigation and
no further action .concerning a full investigation will be- taken
by this Bureau unless the Department so directs,.

B. The , investigation is continuing and you. willXJ *
|
oy

|
JLilV 4. U VVii W AilWAilg)

be furnished copies, of repprts as they are- received

.

C . | i' | The investigation requested by you has now
.been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further- in-
quiries will be made by this Bureau.

D. EZ1 Pursuant to instructions issued by the Depart.-:

ment, no investigation will be conducted in this matter unless
specifically directed by the Department

.

\
• < L

* *

E. |: 1 -Please advise whether you .desire any further in
vestigation. , . _

*

F. I I This is submitted f.or your information and you
will be advised of further* developments;.

M -
'

1 *

_

V-

G. I I This- is submitted- for .your information and no
further investigation will- be conducted 'Unless specifically re-
quested ,by the- Department.' -

{

‘ - -
>.

** rW - :*%

_ — - —

I

'Thls ;coyers -the receipt. of. a'.^cpmplaint. and no
further action will be ‘taken by."this] Bureau unless the Department
so directs. „•

* * %

COPIES DESTROYEp
* ~ >

Enc • 1 gr NQV xQ 1970

1 cc Civil Rights Division,
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*- 'UNITED STATES GOV»NMENTa o
TO

v£‘V?
FSpM / •:

/

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, KANSAS CITY (176-13)

date: 9/28/68

/

RICHARD CLAXTO*
Dick tJregory
RM
00 Chicago

jREGORY ,
aka

\<f/*

s

ii

A

Enclosed to the Bureau are five copies of a
reported dated 9/28/68 and captioned as above and five
copies of a letterhead memo dated 9/28/68 and captioned
as RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

.

Enclosed for Chicago are four copies of each of
the enclosures enclosed for the Bureau.

The enclosed LHM reflect? ^formation furnished
who has furnished

Vs

by
reliable information in the past.

\V*
if\ J ’

j

'

§ l<i
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The tape recording of subject’s speech at Pittsburg,
Kansas on 9/23/68 is being transcribed and will 'be

refurnished, in -reports form as soon- as possible..
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In Replyf Please Refer to

File No. *

iQ>UNIITD -STATES DEPARTMENT OF JOICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Kansas City, Missouri

September 28, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On September 16, 1968, a source, who' has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that
Dick Gregory is. scheduled to make an appearance.: at Carney
Hall, on the campus of Kansas State College, at Pittsburg,
Kansas, on the night of September 23, 1968, Gregory's
appearance is being sponsored bv the Kansas State
College Student Union Board,

|

the program direetbr, and the main theme of his address
is supposed to deal in the area of "Civil Rights", His
appearance time is scheduled for 8:00 PM, and it is
expected that he will speak in the neighborhood of two
hours. The source stated that he will personally cover
Gregory's appearance at Kansas State College on^the 16th.

On September 23, 1968, the same /source advised
that gregory arrived at the Joplin Airport, Joplin,
Missouri, on this date -at 6:27 PM, on Frontier Airlines
F light tt 447

, arriving, from Kansas City. Missouri, /
Gregory was met at the airpor1r*by
and v/as transported to the campus ox Kansas, state /college
in Pittsburg in the
a 1968 Plymouth.

personally owned automobile

,

On September 24, 1968, the same source advised- that
he personally covered Gregory's address at Kansas State
College on the night of September 23, 1968, and the
following information is set forth reference Gregory's
appearance as furnished by the source

:

At 8:00 PM on the night of September 23, 1968,
Gregory spoke for approximately two hours before approximately
1,500 people at Carney Hall on the campus of Kansas State
College, Pittsburg, Kansas. Gregory's central theme
throughout his spoech was that of critizing the "corrupt
political system" of the United States of America. He

ENCLOSUBJ^

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBF*

!t j$ the property cf the FBI end is leaned to ycur agency; it and its contents:

are not to be distributed outside your agency.

* i

" *

l

b6
l

hlC

|

i

i
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mentioned the fact that he was a write-in candidate for
the’ persident of the United States and stated that if he
had to choose between Nixon, Humphrey and Wallace, as our
next president, he would choose "Tricky Dick" as the
lesser of evils.

He stated that Richard Daley, mayor of
Chicago, Illinois, is literally a "pawn" for organized
crime in Chicago and is no better than a syndicate hoodlum
himself. He referred to the Chicago police force as
"Mayor Daley's Niggers" and was highly critical of the
way the entire situation surrounding the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago this year was handled by
Daley and his "Niggers". Gregory made the statement that
he was sitting in his Chicago apartment watching the
"police brutality" going on in the streets of Chicago on
television during the Democratic National Convention and
that he couldn't stand it any longer and that he just
had to go into the street and be a part of it. He
referred to all policemen as this generation's "Niggers",
based on the fact that he believes the policemen- of
today are receiving the same treatment Negro people
received 30 years ago.

He accused the Kansas Bureau of Investigation
of being in the^audience tapping' his speech for the
benefit of the govenor to hear what he had to say. He
said "tape all you want" because you're not going to get
anything. He said the KBI should be trying to obtain
tape recordings of the Kansas City mofia and crime
syndicate who are lawbreakers rather than himself.

Gregory, speaking of the subject "Racism" made
the comment "we're not going to be your nigger anymore".
Throughout his entire address he constantly praised the
youth of America as the only surviving hope to save our
political system and made mention time and time again that
"you young people are faced with a big job'.'. He called
today's college students "the most morally committed and
ethical group of young people the United States has ever
produced. He referred to "LBJV as the "Shrewdest" politician
ever and that all politics are crooked. He stated that if
the Constitution of this country was upheld civil right
laws would be unnecessary.

2 .
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In reference to demonstrations throughout the
country, Gregory said that they will begin in full swing
in, the near future and continue through Thanksgiving and
Christmas, and you might even see "Niggers rioting on
skis" before it is over. He made no specific reference to
any cities or future "troublespots" but merely warned that
they were coming.

Upon the conclusion of his address, Gregory held
a short question and answer session, and was. thereafter
interviewed by one of the local radio stations. Following
this Gregory was the guest of the United Christian
Fellowship (UCF) on the campus. Gregory's time and- means
of departure from Kansas State College is unknown but it
is believed through information furnished by this same
source that Gregory was driven to Kansas City, Missouri,
by two former Negro students of Kansas State College
from the Kansas City area, on the night of September 23,-
1968, or early morning of September 24. 1968, These two
individuals .w^re nrohahly
name unknown

/

and First

Gregory was well received by the persons in
attendanc^ and there was no disorders during his visit to
Kansas .State C o liege,. The e nt ire program,was conducted
in an orderly fashion.

3*
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 9/26/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

. * IIV -‘.iVw

Tfl*-. i

* t * - .«>! >S<

£K-

TO: A DIRECTOR, FBI
/h*s

\^o^d SAC, DETROIT (157-NEW)

X
ADAM OLAYTON POWELL-;
JULIAk BOND;
DTCK 'BREGORY APPEARANCES
BLACK POWER CONFERENCE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
9/29/68
RM -

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM /
relative to above-captioned matter. /

— Two.-copies -are being^furnished Secret- Service /
and G-2, and one copy being furnished USA, all Detroit,
Michigan .

— - - - -

Source utilized in LHM is ^

\

b6
LHM is classified confidential since information b7c

furnished by source could reasonably- result in identification b7D
of source and compromise his effectiveness.

ikmmnm "
3./- Bureau (Enc. 11) (M r, 1
2 - Detroit

^

C, \
JRC/klh W 7 "> / A

GENCY: Acsr, SEC SER
~

ATE 11

HOW
»''iErr CIA

JAfmmHxza )d.

/
^i^/v^Special Agent in Charge

560Cfffl9B8

,?NOT RECORDED"
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FBI INFOTM.TIOM ONLY
F32M32K35

ED STATES DEPARTMENT Ol^iUSTIGE
W

’ U
FEDERAL BUREAU OF 'INVESTIGATION

In Replyt Please Refer to

File No.

Detroit, Michigan
September 26 ,' 1:968‘

Re: Adam Clayton ,Powell;
.Julian Bond;
Dick Gregory Appearances

* ’Black Pbwer Conference
University of Michigan

• Ann Arbor, Michigan
' September .29, 1968

A confidential source, who- has furnished reliable
information in the pasty- advised oiv September 26, 1968,
that a Black Power Conference is scheduled. for the University
of Michigan (U of M)

,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, September 29,

1968, with the announced joint appearances by Adam Clayton
Powell, Julian Bond, and Dick Gregory. The event is scheduled
for 2:00 p.m., Sunday, September 29, 1968, at the Hill
Auditorium, U of M, Ann Arbor, Michigan.*

, *

Following the conference, the Black Law Student
Association (BLSA)

,
U of M, a newly-formed group, announced

a "Black Power Reception" for Bond and Gregory to be held in
the Law Club, U of M, at 4:00 p.m. that date.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not* to be
distributed outside your agency.

1

\ .
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—
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FBI DETROIT

^2?AM-
#
URGENT 9-30-68 JRK 2P

TOs DIRECTOR
/

FROM? DETROIT U57-NEW)

ADAM CLAYTON POWELL* JULIAN BOND* DICK GREGORY* APPEARENCE

BLACK POWER CONFERENCE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR-, mlH
&<iC/4L

SEPTEMBER TWENTY NINE, SIXTY-EIGHT* SJ}.
Jl

RE MY TELETYPE SEPTEMBER TWENTY NINTH, SIXTY-EIGHT*

ADAM CLAYTON POWELL,JULIAN BOND, DICK GREGORY PRESENTED

A BLACK POWER CONFERENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN <U OF M)

ADDRESSING AN AUDIENCE OF SOME FOUR THOUSANDS IN

HILL AUDITORIUM.

BOND PRESENTED INTELLECTUAL APPEAL TO YOUNG WHITES AND

BLACKS TO JOIN IN A COMMON CAUSE TO REWRITE RACIAL ILLS OF

U.S. SOCIETY, HE SPOKE AGAINST BLACK SEPARATISM/
^"*

GREGOaY^/lPPEALED TO YOUNG AMERICANS TO PLAq?2W^|^ED

STRUCTURES IN PROPER PROSPECTIVE* PUTTING IT BEHIND CONSTITUTION

RATKER THAN III FRONT OF IT. HE GENERALLY- APPEALED FOR ECONOMIC
« — -

, . . | t j
t n ii n

BOYCOTT IF THE ECONOMICS. PROSPER. BY REASON Op WAR OR SOCIAL

Ulls.

i n stressing ^ilitaht non-

v

iolence, HE SAID, J NORTHERNjmiT

/use and we jieiLIBERALS HAVE OUT LIVED USEFULLHESS TO THE N

WHITE RADICALS NO'tfV"
,pfAitfALLACKpVIC TCiR.Y UOU

/
r

T*.; ; * i. :*.* * j
MODE" AYES,/RADICALS OUT OF LIBERALS , AND GOD

UECiD f- i.'i ’a .
' r D.A

17

,E .LIBERALS OF
ili/< ‘G —
‘WHAT, OUT OF

4 1968 b
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PAGE TWO; 157 NEW

f

y^/. j-

HE STRESSED GROWING PERCENTAGE OP THOSE UNDER TWENTY-SIX YUS*

OF AGE AND SAID THIS FRACTION SHORTLY COULD DO ANYTHING THEY WANTED' TO

!
BO, AS IT WOULD SOON REPRESENT A MAJORITY* HZ SUPPORTED EFFORTS

< TO LOWER THE VOTING AGE TO EIGHTEEN.

j
. POWELL CLAIMS DISCRIMINATION IN HIS CENSURE BY CONGRESS* HE

|

RELATED THAT YOUTHS HAVE PROVEN THROUGH INCIDENTS AT COLLEGES

! j
THROUGHPUT COUNTRY' THAT THEY CAN FORCE CHANGES BY THOUGHT, ACTIONS;

i

| HE NOTED THAT THE YOUTH IS THROUGH WITH PARENTS, PREACHERS, PRIESTS,

|

WHO HAVE MISREPRESENTED FACTS TO THEM.
it

; 3
POWELL WAS NOT WELL RECEIVED; HOWEVER, BOND AND^GREGORY DREW —

.

f I

j
SYMPATHETIC AUDIENCE RESPONSE. ->

I

{
NONE OF THEM ADVOCATED VIOLENT ACTION.

NO INCIDENTS. VIOLENCE- . OR COUNTER-DEMONSTRATIONS, OR ARRESTS-

Um}/
{

FOLLOWS., I

-GCR^^^Pl‘^?A7^l7-L37-WD-’7"THOS:tJ^I

TH'0USA
v

HD'''^ . .
j

END
’
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FBI 'aASH DC
S£j

TrrjM V,

FBI DETROIT

I 23®PM URGENT 9-26-S3 JRM

TO DETECTOR

FtfOM DETROIT (157- NEW) 2P

*
°e/'

ADA?) CLAYTON POWELL? JULIAN BON.D? DICK GREGORY
J

APPEARANCES, BLACK POWER CONFERENCE, UNIVERSITY OF MICH.,

ANN. ARBOR, MICH., SEPTEMBER TWENTYNINE, SIXTYEIGHT; RM

SOURCE, RELIABLE. IN PAST ADVISED INSTANT THAT A BLACK

POWER CONFERENCE IS SCHEDULED- FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF MICH.
*

(U OF M) , ANN ARBOR, MICH., SEPTEMBER TWENTYNINE, NEXT, WITH\
*

ANNOUNCED JOINT APPEARANCES BY ADAM CLAYTON POWELL, .

JULIAN BOND, _ AND DICK GREGORY. EVENT SCHEDULED FOR TWO

P.M», SUNDAY, NEXT, HILL AUDITORIUM, 'U OF M, ANN ARBOR,

MICH.

FOLLOWING CONFERENCE, THE BLACK LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION

(3LSA) , U OF M , NEWLY FORMED GROUP, ANNOUNCED A "BLACK POWER

RECEPTION" FOR BOND AND GREGORY TO BE HELD IN LAW CLUB,
*

U OF M, FOUR P.M. THAT DATE.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

DETROIT FOLLOWING A$$X WILL, SUBMIT LHM ON PERTINENT £>5 q;

developments:. J £j/> -

. \

END PAGE ONE

4- #//
m

— >•-
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PAGE TWO

- U. S . SECRET: SERVICE,
USA,^ »"“?

BEING ADVISED. SOURCE. IS

END.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

FB I

Date: 9/21/68

(Type in plaintext or-code)

trsr-M-ri-ft!

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON^GREGORY
RM
00: Chicago BEASOH-FCIU II. 1 ^.>V77cgg-T-

DATE of rsviefl 0

Re Bureau airtel dated 9/18/68.

Enclose,d for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM

concerning, captioned matter . One copy of this LHM is

being furnished U.S. Secret Service,, Chicago and Region L,

113th ML Group, Evanston, Illinois.

The source referred to in this LHM is|

The LHM was classified confidential to protect the source.

>LTHaTOMmON CONTAINED V X
:.-HE^SUNCLASSIFIED ,^;k/

J r T.

_w ex no Vi 0/**

(j±)- Bureau (Ehc. iT) CRH) REC-76//T/ . , //>>.
1 - Chicago / VO '

AGENCY: ACSI,NIC,0SI,SSC.SERV. i
.«»

HM/sjf ... DSFIr CO, <r̂ A'

(4) HtTVFonw: /P/4 . - . is SEP 26 1968

r .

1

D&aSgQSff F&zZlslL — A .t

Approved:PI. 46
nt in Charge

seralStfiiii
mmsffli



un.M;d states department of Justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S.

Chicago, Illinois fTfft
September 21, 1968 UUI)

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. ,

'

157-347

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY •
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

F B I

Date:

\

9/25/68

(Type in plaintext- or code),

AIRMAIL
Via

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR FBI

FROM: SAC OKLAHOMA CITY Q-57-485) CRUC)

fiidid'n) orGreSoY&i/
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
00 Chicago

/
35*1

Re Oklahoma City tels to Director, 9/19/6
9/21/68. 3^

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 8 copies of
LHM relating to captioned subject. Two copies of the LHM
furnished to Chicago as office of origin.

Copies of the LHM have been disseminated locally
to Secret Service^ USA, Oklahoma- City, 112th MI Group, OSI,
all Oklahoma City, and NISO, New Orleans, Louisiana.

£miT»ra ,#1 is
Oklahoma City, contacted by SA

on 9/18/08 and 9/19/68. /., ,f,/

Source #2 is

/ /)u -

Lancs ton university
—

i.ann^tnn . utcianoma,

an established source,
« / i n / /* o

contacted by SA

Source #3 is[
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, who -has

identity be concealed,

Bureau (Enc.
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM) '

1 - Oklahoma City l

JAG ! °W
J#®01* AOSI^.0»,SSO.SERV?.f ?

(6 )

t*in Charge #-
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/n Reply* Please Refer to

File No.

[fibTJIflH!P STATES DEPARTMENT .OF J^TICE
. - *

FEDERAL JBDREAD OF INVESTIGATION

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
September 25, 1968'

RICHARD, CLAXTON GREGORY

The September 13, ^1968,,iss,ue of the "Daily
Oklahoman" contained. an article reflecting that "Civil Rights
activist'' Dick Gregory had Been scheduled as a guest speaker
at iangston University, Langston, Oklahoma,- at 10:00 AM,; -

oii September 18, 1968; Oklahoma Sth’fe Uhiversity (OGU)
,

. .

Stillwater* Oklahoma , night *of ..September 18', 19.68:,, and- _ ;

University of Oklahoma (OU) , Norman, Oklahoma,
1

pn night of
September 2Q , 1068.

' :

On September 1.8, 196 8,^Source No. 1 advised that
Dick Gregory arrived in Oklahoma City a.t 4:,40 AM,, on. September

,
1.8,

1968, onlBraniff Airlines flight 129 From Chicago,'. Illinois.
This source is an individual who has furnished reliable
infotmttion in the^as.t . "

5 ^

- -\w-

On September 18,196,8;, Source No. 2, who has
furnished reliable information in, the" past, advised that .

Gregory was a guest speaker at the student assembly held:
at Langston University at 10:00 At4,, oh September- 18, 1968,.
According to theNAour.ce, Gregory spoke, ^ibout civil rights
matters and the coming 'national-elections'* He .was. well .

received- by the students and there were nodemonstratiohs 3 -

or inbldent-s during Gregory's appearance -at Langston,

_

University-. -

* ~ ~
_

”
3.

’ *
-r

-

r
"=- The September 18, 1968., issue of the "Oklahoma :

City Times" contains ah article reflecting' that Gregory spoke
before an estimated 1500 students at Langston University on. -

September 18:, 1968 and .charged that morel pollution is A .

the nation's numbengdie probTem. Ac.cordi.ng to the ^article ,
" /

Gregory referred to- both. Hubert Humphrey and" Richard Nixon /
as. "scum, candidates ." %\He stated the nation is waging a
war in the name of democracy, but while doing it j requires
the black citizens to be non-violent in obtaining, their' ~

fights in a. democracy. He told the students that they do -

'

not have to destroy capitalism but 'should "beat it down ,

behind- the constitution.". He stated that .black students '

must demand a full share of American constitutional right^^ / .

now '
'

•

' ;

V
=

.This document feontalns neither, recommendations nor /T< *

conclusions ofany kind. It is the property of the F3I,
^

'

T ,

.end Is a loontoyourogoncy; it and/cr its contents ere " -

not^j.bctf’^W&iitcd-oasyoyaa* c^-acy.
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The September 19, 1968, issue of the "Daily
Olclahoman" contains^ an article reflecting that Gregory
spoke to a crowd of about 2300 at OSU on the night of
September 18, 1968, and again charged that moral pollution
is the nation's number one problem- and that the young
people would have to. straighten up the mess made by the
old. folks. He stated that "as long as capitalists control
this country---?then property rights will come first and
human fights second." The article reflects that during his
speech earlier in the day at Langston University, he had
called bn Negro students to get their educations at all
Negro schools and then attend white colleges to "demonstrate
and kick in doors."

„ On September 19., 1968, Source No. 1 advised that
Gregory departed from Oklahoma City at 4:38 PM, September 19,
1968’, on. Braniff Airlines flight 127 to Dallas, -Texas.

According to the source, Gregory had a connecting flight
on American Airlines flight 313 departing Dallas, to Tuscon,
Arizona, leaving Dallas at 5:32 PM on September 18, 1968,
ahd had return reservation on American Airlines' flight 138
departing. Tuscon at 8:25 AM, September 20, 196.8, arriving in

Dallas at 12:15 PM. He had connecting flight on Frontier
Airlines: flight 422 leaving Dallas at 1:0.5 PM, arriving . in b6
.Oklahoma City at 2-f42 PM on September 2%, 1968.\ - b7c

__ _QrL_September 20, 1968 ,
Lieutenant

| J
Police Department, advised that Gregory arrived

in Oklahoma City at 2:42 PM that date aboard Frontier
Airlines plight 412.

The September 21,. 1968., issue of the "Daily Oklahoman"
contains an article reflecting that Gregory spoke before a

crowd of 3,000 students in the OU fieldhouse on the night
of September 20, 1968. According/ to the article, Gregory
told his audience that 'it is up to you youngsters to help
America get her sanity back," He stated, "We want the U. Si

Constitution, nothing more, nothing less,"

On September 23^, 1968-, Source No.. 3, who has furnished

reliable ^information in the past, advised he attended the

speech- of Gregory at OU on the night pf September 20, 1968.



'/

-RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

According to the source, literature, of the Students' for a
democratic Society £SDS) was distributed by several individuals-
among the audience." The introductory speaker remarked that
to his knowledge, the material -being distributed among those
in attendance Was not a part p£ the official prdgram and,
therefore* not official material sanctioned, by the University

j

The. above; source advised 'that during his speech
Gregory was extremely critical of all the Presidential
candidates and made several ridiculing "remarks concerning
President Johnson, Gregory remarked that the Attorney General
pf the U. ,S., the FBI and the CIA are attempting to intimidate
and accuse him of acts of treason. During his speech he
stated he advocates the carrying and using of weapons, and
black militants found their; justification in the U. S.
Constitution where it states, that a citizen has the right
to bear arms. He stated that present social and political
institutions In this nation have

;

'cdmpelled Negroes, to acts
of violence. *

A characterization of the S,DS appears in the
Appendix attached hereto.



APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) ,
as -it

is known today, came into being at a founding convention held

at- Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962, The SDS. is an associa-

tion of young people on the left and has a current* program of

protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for youth to develop

a- conscientious objector status, denouncing. United States

intervention in the war in Vietnam* and to "radically transform"

the university community, and provide for its complete control

by students. Gus. Ilall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA

when interviewed by a representative of United Press Inter-

national in San Francisco, California, on May 14, 1965,
^

described the SDS as a part of the "responsible left" which the

Party has "going for us." At the June, 1965, SDS National
Convention, an anticommunist proviso was removed from the SDS

constitution. In the October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes

the official publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that

there are some communists in SDS and they are welcome, The '

national ' headquarters of this organization as of July 24, 1968,

was located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago,

Illinois.
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Memorandum,

OmOKAl /OEM NO. 10
1962 EDITION

%£ CSX f^uiCfW 101-1 1.6

"UNITED STATES G NMENT b

TO. DIRECTOR, FBI date: 9/28/68

^ / SAC
, KANSAS GITY (176-13)

'll

subject:- RICHARD CLAXTOlnSREGORY, aka
Dich Gregory
RM
00 Chicago

Enclosed to the Bureau are five copies of a
reported dated 9/28/68 and captioned as above and five
copies of a letterhead mono dated 9/28/68 and captioned
as RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY.

Enclosed for Chicago are four copies of each of
the enclosures enclosed for the Bureau. Ô

b6
The enclosed T.HM reflects i^formation furnished 1

reliaoxe lnjormaxion in the past.

The tape recording of subjects speech at Pittsburg,
Kansas on 9/23/68 is being transcribed and will be

1

furnished in report form as soon as possible.

who has furnished
. _b7C

, b7D
%

Bureau (Encs. l&j RM
2 - Chicago (Encs. 8) Rl£ ,\\W

.v f

UPV

b6
b7C
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^

2 - Kansas City (1T1^&*13)
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0

FEOERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

SEP301968/^

aiiiiWPH:

Q

MV* 'KilWo 3
J; SFtt- Db&nenSi.^.i

(i
KSr.

Kfe- JEisSrsg).

fific- Qss&ex-

•FBI .WASH DC

.FBI CHICAGO
/

Mr* CsSSstsssu

Mr, Cocrag,,,

Mr, Feii
Mr, Gale
Mr. Roseaoar. juosgn ^

Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter-

Tele. Room .

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

614PM URGENT 9/30/68 EOM

TO DIRECTOR, BOSTON, CINCINNATI, DETROIT, KNOXVILLE, XOS ANGEL

MINNEAPOLIS, AND NEW YORK.

FROM'THICAGO 3P

' g)
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. RM.

CHICAGO AIRLINE 'SOURCE, ADVISED INSTANT THAT THE FOLLOWING

AIRLINE SCHEDULE FOR GREGORY HAD BEEN DETERMINED?

SEPTEMBER THIRTY INSTANT CHICAGO TO LOS ANGELES VIA

AMERICAN AILRINES FLIGHT ONE NINE ONE TO ARRIVE .LOS ANGELES

TWELVE EIGHTEEN P.M- LOS ANGELES TIME.

OCTOBER TWO NEXT, TWA FLIGHT FOUR SEVEN SIX,. LOS ANGELES

TO DAYTON. .OHIO. fbO~Ho4d-
OCTOBER THREE. NEXT, -DELTA FLIGHT FIVE THREE ZERO, DAYTON

TO DETROIT.

OCTOBER, FOUR, -UNITED FLIGHT SEVEUnSEVEN -SEVEN, DETROIT
uct% ^ 1

1

S^WS&U 9 I

IICHIGAN.

r«#ISS85iW«, «

»

-

b6
b7C



PAGE TWO

OCTOBER FOUR NEXT, UNITED FLIGHT SIX SIX FIVE, SAGINAW,

MICHIGAN TO CHICAGO,

OCTOBER FIVE NEXT,. DELTA FLIGHT THREE FOUR THREE, CHICAGO

TO KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.
”

OCTOBER SIX NEXT, DELTA FLIGHT THREE SIX TWO, . KNOXVILLE

TO CHICAGO.

OCTOBER SIX NEXT, NORTHWEST FLIGHT SEVEN ZERO NINE,

CHICAGO TO MINNEAPOLIS.

OCTOBER SEVEN NEXT, NORTHWEST FLIGHT TWO* ZERO ZERO,

MINNEAPOLIS T0 ‘ NEW YORK (JFK),.

OCTOBER SEVEN NEXT,, AMERICAN FLIGHT. -THREE-NINE.;ONE,_ _

NEW YORK (LA GAURDIA) TO. CHICA GO.
linTmT|ir; ^,,, 1,11 mimmi-nmrr

OCTOBER ELEVEN NEXT,. TWA FLIGHT FOUR THREE FOUR,

CHICAGO TO BOSTON.

GREGORY HAS RECENTLY BEEN APPEARING AT VARIOUS COLLEGE

AND UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES ACROSS THE COUNTY.

IT HAS ALSO BEEN OBSERVED THAT GREGORY HAS NOT ALWAYS

FOLLOWED HIS PLANNED AIRLINE ITINERARY.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

' "
- v ^ADMINISTRATIVE

.-CHICAGO SOURCE il

MILITARY' ADVISED} SECRET SERVICE,. USA TO BE ADVISED: BY FOLLOWING

LHM* ..RECEIPIENT OFFICES SUBMIT LHM RE PERTINENT ACTIVITY.

.

END

be
hlC
b7D

ASLB

FBI WASH DC

\

•> ** * .
*

*

r

1

i J

4

~ _ MR. TRAIHUn
C C- room 836 9&B
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* >•

FBI WASH DC

FBI CINGINTI

0

fIDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

OCT 1 M
TELETYPE

1103PM /URGENT 10-1-68 WRH
/

TO DIRECTOR CHICAGO LOS ANGELES INDIANAPOLIS

FROM CINCINNATI (157-1077) 2P

Mr- ToIsobl

Mr- DeLoach
Mr.
Mr- ‘Bishop

Mr. Casper^
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad.

Mr. Folt_
Mr. Galei.

r. Rosen..

Mr. Sullivan]

Mr. Tavel_
Mr. Trotter.

Tele. Room-
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

RICHARD CLAXTON uREGORY# RM

/&>
FOR INFORMATION OF INDIANAPOLIS, CHICAGO AIRLINE SOURCE ADVISED

CHICAGO OFFICE SEPTEMBER. THIRTY SIXTYEIGHT FOLLOWING AIRLINE SCHED

FOR SUBJECT HAS BEEN: DETERMINED:

DEPART CHICAGO SEPTEMBER THIRTY SIXTYEIGHT FOR LOS ANGELES 0

OCTOBER TWO-SIXTYEIGHT, .DEPART LOS ANGELES VIA TWA’ FLIGHT FOUR SEVEN

. SIX TO DAYTON,- OHIO. OCTOBER THREE SIXTYEIGHT DEPART DAYTON VIA

.DELTA FLIGHT: FIVE THREE. ZERO FOR DETROIT. REMAINDER OF SCHEDULE NOT

PERTINENT TO INDIANAPOLIS..

CHICAGO ADVISED GREGORY HAS BEEN APPEARING AT VARIOUS COLLEG

CAMPUSES, THROUGHOUT COUNTRY AND REQUESTED EACH OFFICE’ COVERING

APPEARANCE TO SUBMIT LHM: RE, PERTINENT ACTIVITIES.

TWA, DAYTON-ADVISED TWA FLIGHT FOUR SEVEN SIX DEPARTS LOS

ANGELES ELEVEN THIRTY PM (LOS ANGELES TIME) EACH WEEK DAY AND ARRIVES

. SGT.DAYTON AIRPORT SIX THIRTY AJ£iC -*k

Ho^^dItermined
[ic»o doh Vrfi^rr

01A
SPEAK

END PAGE^ONE *

t ffxALL INFORMATION CO.

i fhW Q± T' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
24 1969jv$£
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, PAGE TWO

AT EARLHAM COLLEGE, RICHMOND, INDIANA* NINE ,AM OCTOBER THREE NEXT*

ADMINISTRATIVE:

I 1
b6

SGT* SUPRA,, ADVISED THEIR OFFICE WILL CONDUCT DISCREET b7c
PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE . b7D

EISUR* OF SUBJECT' WHILE. IN DAYTON,. OHIO AREA AND DESIRES VERIFICATION

OF SUBJECT DEPARTING LOS ANGELES*,

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND OTHER OFFICES SEPTEMBER

THIRTY SIXTYEIGHT.

LOS ANGELES WILL ADVISE OF SUBJECT’S DEPARTURE SINCE DAYTON PD
FHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE

PLANS FtSUR OF' SUBJECT*

INDIANAPOLIS" WILL VERIFY SUBJECT’S. APPEARANCE AT EARLHAM COLLEGE

AND NOTIFY APPROPRIATE. LOCAL AND MILITARY AUTHORITIES*

END,

SLB

FBI WASH DC

MR. TRAINOR
U- ROOM 836 9&D

corV SENI a6 and idiu

,

•)[&so

r* ,

] h' f

*



ib'IA TELETYPE

OCT Z 1968

enciphered

0

WASHDC--4--

226PM URGENT 10-2-68 LAC

/
TO DIRECTOR, CHICAGO,. CINCINNATI', DETROI

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON

FROMytOS ANGELES (100-64492)'

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach—
Mr. Mohr
Mr- Hisb
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gate

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter-
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

|

Miss Gandy

t

&
4

RICHARD CLAXTON* GREGORY, RACIAL MATTER.

R£ Cl TEL OCTOBER ONE LAST,

, RESERVATIONS SUPERVISOR

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, ADVISED THIS DATE' - b7D

GREGORY^ERIFIED HIS RESERVATION ON FLIGHT FOUR

SE.VEN SI*, DEPARTING LOS .ANGELES* INTERNATIONAL ~
AIRPORT 'ELEVEN THIRTY P:.M., THIS DATE, ARRIVING DAYTON',

OHIO, SIX. THIRTY A.M.„ OCTOBER THREE NEXT..
^

GREGORY WILL. DEPART DAYTON ON* DELTA AIRLINE,' ^ / 1

VIA FLIGHT FIVE' THREE ZERO, AT THREE NINE,

AND WILL ARRIVE DETROIT FOUR THIRTY-ONE P.M.,
"

BEQrlU 1 °CT 4 196

Jw
OCTOBER, THREE NEXT.

END

R RELAY

FSB: WASH D.C

’j

tcietyped
Tfl:

C^r~



0ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
r
<i. S. DEPARTMENT OFJUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

OCT 2 1968^

TEEHKYPE

FBI WASH DC

FBI INDAPOLS

1 153AM 10/2/68 URGENT DFS

TO^TR^CTOR, CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO

FROM INDIANAPOLIS <157- 1032)

0

-

*fr. Telaoc^-xL—
MV-
Mr. Mr>Trr_ T ..

MY- Ttfslinp r ,_

Mr. Casper _
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. _

Mr. Gft1 ft._ .

Mjr Rnspn ....... __

1

Mr.^Sullivan
JorSpnvp] _

Mj^Trotter i

*TpJp. Room . ...

Mias Hnlmpft

OnnHy * .«

— /

d>
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM. 00, {CHICAGO.

nJ£_
RE CINCINNATI TEL OCT • ONE LAST.

ESTABLISHED SOURCE , EARLHAM COLLEGE . RICHMOND ,. IND • ADVISED

HE IS ATTENDING CONVOCATION MEETING TO BE HELD EARLHAM COLLEGE-,

NINE AM, OCT, THREE NEXT WHEREIN GREGORY WILL- SPEAK, *~'

MILITARY AUTHORITIES, FT. HARRISON; RICHMOND, IND,. PD,%ND

SECRET SERVICE, INDIANAPOLIS, ADVISED. / /) 0 ' 4

4

^ §_
~ $7^^

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA: ESTABLISHED SOURCE IS

EARLHAM COLLEGE, RICHMOND, IND. LHM' WILL BE SUBMITTED FOLLOWING

b6
b7C
b7D

SPEECH.

END

LCC

FBI * WASH DC

18 OCT 4 1968

f ,s
;

ALL INFORMATXON^dRTAINiiW^ \ ?
HEREIN ^ MCLASSIFIED

‘

3ATF., LJJfrZCL



FBI WASH DC

FBI INDAPOLS

0

WJA719PM URGENT 10-3-68

TO DIRECTOR, DETROIT, CHICAGO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTISATIO'/\
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE U

COMMUNICATION SECTION*

0QT3 1968^

rrsEETYPE

FROtr INDIANAPOLIS 157-1032

tilJ ®
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. RACIAL MATTERS

INFO RECEIVED FROM CONFIDENTIAL RACIAL SOURCE, GREGORY TO

DEPART INDIANAPOLIS OCT. FOUR, INSTANT, ONE O'CLOCK AM, VIA PLANE

FOR DETROIT.

DELTA AIRLINE HAS. FLIGHT LEAVING. INDIANAPOLIS ONE TWENTY AM

MV 'Tnlfvwi

Mr.
Mr. Mnhr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. flaspar .. r

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad.,
Mr. hVlt _

Mr. Oalft.

f'Mr. Ro<u»n

^rTSullivaruk^T
Mr. Taval _

Mr Trotter^

Ma. R/wwr*

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy_

_

b6
b7C

ARRIVING DETROIT THREE ZERO FIVE AM. THIS BELIEVED FLIGHT GREG

WILL USE.

end, _ _ _ ___ ._ .

MXS

FBI WASH DC

EX-105 © OCT * 1968

S40CTl4|§s

_ MR. TRAINOR
^ c ROOM 836 9&D

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS' UNCLASSIFIED

r WoWT

HEC.D ecu UUErr DfA



0
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTiGAT'.G^

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

OCT 0 1968 A
XEEETYEE

Mr. Tolaon-

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper ,

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

s*
X. Rofifm _ — .

.

. Sullivan

Mr. Tavel-.

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes-

FBI WASH DC

FBI TNDAPOLS

3:53PM URGENT 10-3-68 SCL

TO DIRECTOR MD CHICAGO AND DETROIT

FROM INDIANAPOLIS (157-1032)

RICHARD -CLAXTON GREGORY, RACIAL MATTERS,

RE CINCINNATI TEL TO DIRECTOR TEN ONE SIXTYEIGHT..^4^
GREGORY MAKING PERSONAL APPEARANCES IN INDIANA THIS DATE. fN

CONJUNCTION WITH HIS RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT ON NEW POLITICS PARTY

TICKET.—HE APPEARED' AT RICHMOND^ INDIANA, THIS AM

ARRIVED MUNCIE,. .INDIANA EARLY PM AND SCHEDULED FOR SPEECH BALL STATE

UNIVERSITY. HE IS SCHEDULED FOR TWO SPEECHES AT ANDERSON, INDIANA

THIS EVENING ,AND AT APPROXIMATELY NINE THIRTY PM HE WILL GIVE .SPEECH

AT .BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH, INDIANAPOLIS. FURTHER PLANS

NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME. BUREAU AND_CHICAGO WILL BE ADVISED.

w.YSk /d0-4¥0‘t?-§-'J
LHM FOLLOWS. -

V '

END

BGM

FBI WASH DC nr. :

13

AH, .INFORMATION_CONTAXNED

N 241969

; /
—

[cK^
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FBI WASH DC

FBI CINCINTI
/

FEDERAL BUREAUOF iWBTfSMT&N

U. S. DEPASTOENTW^Sm
COMMUNICATION SECTION

0CT3 1968

TELETYPE

936PM URGENT 10-3-68 WRH
/

TO DIRECTOR CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS DETROIT

ROM’ CINCINNATI <157-1077) 2P

Mr. Toloon-

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr—

_

Mr. Bishop-

—

Mr. Casper

—

Mr. Callahan-

Mr. Conrad.-

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale-

Rosen-—

A

Sullivan-kl.
|

Mr. Tavel—
Mr. Trotter-

3
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. RM

Rc

TODAY, A CONFIDENTIAL SOU^E WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED SUBJECT ARRIVED DAYTON,. OHIO,

ABOARD TWA FLIGHT FOUR SEVEN SIX, SIX THIRTY AM INSTANT. SUBJECT

MET. -BY UNKNOWN PERSON DRIVING GREEN NINETEEN SIXTYE I GHT PLYMOUTH,

INDIANA LICENSE WHICH IS- b6
b7C

REGISTERED TO EARLHAM COLLEGE. SUBJECT TRAVELED. VIA INTERSTATE
i

' »

SEVENTY TO RICHMOND, INDIANA.

SOURCE DETERMINED -SUBJECT ARRIVED EARLHAM: COLLEGE TEN AM <

INSTANT DATE. SUBJECT DEPARTED .EARLHAM COLLEGE WITH ONE

(LNU) , NEGRO FEMALE. ALLEGEDLY

IN- PAST AND ATTENDS INDIANA UNIVERSITY.

SIXTY FOUR VALIANT WITH INDIANA LICENSE

WHICH IS REGISTERED TO

HAS TRAVELED WITH SUBJECT

DRIVING .NINETEEN

j

INDIANA. THEIR CAR WAS FOLLOWED BY AN UNKNOW N,

roi * in ti vRPkpr ^ tv&Sw —fa
GREEN* FOUR DOOirWNETElN SI)IXTYTHREE -OLDSMOBILE

>25

«EC.050lL«
v-u

'A ^241969

MOSD
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!

i-

PAGE TWO

WITH INDIANA LICENSE
|

"~|
THIS CAR

/.REGISTERED Tol

' "

«

MUNCIE,. INDIANA.

SOURCE; DETERMINED. SUBJECT SPOKE AT BALL STATE UNI VERS ITY

TWO PM EST AND FROM .THERE WILL %VEl TO ANDERSON, INDIANA AND. THEN

TO INDIANAPOLIS.

SUBJECT’S SCHEDULE UNKNOWN TO SOURCE*.
\

ADMINISTRATIVE

'SOURCE-,IS OHIO

-NOTEDnTHAT^PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE" GEORGE--WALLACE IS"

IN INDIANAPOLIS.

LHM FOLLOWS.

END

SLB

SBI -WASH DC

^ MR. TRAINOR
V-C—room 836 9&D



J

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTS*

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

OCT 5 1CS8

TELETYP

iS*-

FBI WASH DC

Air. Snllftrj

Mr. Tnvel
( _

,
Mr. Trotter.

e

lo. Room
88 Holmea__
ca Gandy_

fT

» FBI KNOXVLE

817PM URGENT 10/5/68 DCK

,
TO DIREC^R AND CHICAGO

from Knoxville i 57-^23

RICHARD CLAX.TON GREGORY. RM.

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE SEPT. THIRTY, LAST.

GREGORY DID NOT ARRIVE KNOX VI LLE, TENN., VIA DELTA FLIGH

THREE FOUR THREE. DELTA AIRLINES ALERTED FOR POSSIBLE ARRIVAL

FUTURE FLIGHTS.

DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO WILL BY KEPT ADVISED.

END

GMA

FBI WASH DC

P REC-23
^427^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED k
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED jb,.

KEC.D 0%( IKiEIT OIA

/0o-44o49^-1



ev. 5-22-64}

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Cf

Date: 10/7/68

(Type. in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO*/ DIRECTOR, FBI

$OM: SAC, DETROIT (157-3144) (C) ^
SUBJECT: APPEARANCE OF RICHARD. CLAXTON GREGORY,

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY,. ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN
10/4/68
RM

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of
an LHM regarding captioned matter. Two copies of this
LHM are being furnished Chicago for information. Two
copies of the LHM are also being furnished G-2 and Secret
Service, and one copy being furnished USA, all Detroit,
Michigan,

Sources utilized in the LHM are:

ne xs
|

Oakland University, an estal
source.

is
I

PonTxS lxcnif Ixsned
source.

Bureau (Enc, 11 ; (RM

,#

8

/# 0-44* 433-

S'

JAM 2,

f

' 2 - Chicago (Enc, 2) (RM) 7 S /—— —

3

0 *“T\I
3, - Detroit / ^ 1

(1 - 157-1991) (RACIAL .SITUATION, PONTIAC, MICHIGAN) /
PLM/cmt /
(8) /

AGENCY : ACSI , 8̂ , OSI , SEC * SERV< / \
DE?2: 18 OCT 9 1968 <A\^ --r vzzc&a # j ]/\_

mUtL Sent

^Ju|§f*9enl in Ch°rge

—

iltoJ

COPY

Aitt*

COPY

OP

££CL

PILED

m

^j/

6W.6$



In Reply, Please Refer to ,

File No.

rO stateunitW states department of jlV4iceQi
•FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'

Detroit,* Michigan
. October 7, 1968

Re: Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory,
Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan
October 4, 1968

Source one* advised on October 4, 1968, that
Richard Claxton Gregory appeared as a guest speaker at
Oakland University. Rochester

f Michigan, October 4, 1968,
before an estimaie.d'

%
gathering of students and general -

public of over 2,666 persons. The speaking engagement
whic Kl^egan shortly after 10:00 a.m. was sponsored by

• "The "Oakland Observer."

,

the student publication . Oakland
University, as an approved. University function

i

Gregory spoke for one and one-half .hours
and thereafter attended a luncheon and departed the
’University abo.ut 1:30. p.m., October 4, 1968.*

- -This source stated that no incidents 1 occurred'
regarding the appearance of, Gregory and no literature
was- observed being distributed'. No signs or, placards
were in evidence. ... .

Source two on October 7, 1968, advised that
Richard Gregory at the time of his October 4, 1968
appearance , at Oakland University, made reference to his-
recently published book, but did not mention any political
affiliation by name nor did he appear to be accompanied
by any large following, '

* '

, During the speech Gregory' appeared to have
.one? message which was that the young people of the United.
States have a big job ahead, to change the social and moral
establishment created by "old foois". Gregory reportedly
advised that the young people should not blindly accept
values handed down to them, and recommended that one should
"create an America where the 'black trust the white and
free our Indian, farmer, Jew, Mexican, Puerto Rican, brothers

,

and if you ’re not wiTTing,' you’d better buy the biggest

yypjES DESTROY
9 NOtf. 1970

:o

/6b 3

ENCLOSURE



" V

rr

Re: Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory,
Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan
October 4j 1968 , .

* “*-* v
"‘t <

guns yc>u can, - cause you’re gonna need them". Gregory
.reportedly told students to understand their, power
in an effort to save the soul and conscience of America.

Gregory advised that youth has the .power
;^9. fight its own wars, Gregory praised the students as,
"The most moral, ethical, sane group of kids* who .ever
lived in this country 11

, ,

t '

Gregory criticized the handling of
'

the demonstrations at the National Democratic Convention
in Chicago by advising, "It’s groovy about Chicago.
The kids were outnumbered six to one by the law and the
Armyi If they (the authorities)couldn’ t handle the
situation any better, we’d better never say anything to
the Russians'*. ,

*

’ This source stated that remarks about .civil
? rights by Gregory were in tone with his frequently
t-

- r - * used-humors — - --*—*-*-
v

-
• —— •

.

-

* This document contains neither recommendations ..

nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau, of Investigation. It
.is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
is loaned to your agency; it 'and its contents are not to

-• .be distributed 1 outside your agency-.



File No.

Title Appearance of Richard Claxton
Gregory* /Oakland University,
Rochester j Michigan

' .*> lOctdber‘4, 19687^

Character . . Racial- Matter
,

.

- - I ’

;
- -tc

> j
- 4

> » r
-

Reference .7
'

_ • /Detroit letterhead memorandum,

j
, dated *an’d captioned as above.

All sources .(except any-

jLis’ted jBelov)* whose identities

-are: concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the past.. ;

1
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FBI WASH DC

raar
COMMUNICATION SECTION

OCT8 1968

FBI PITTSBGH

525PM URGENT 1 0^8/68 CAK

TO DOCTOR (100-440423)

FRpM PITTSBURGH (157-652)

m

* -

:T

4

—4

•RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM

ei

Mr. DeLoach-—

.

Mr-
Mr. Bishop
Mr Pflsnftr

Mr. Callahan , . .

Mr. Conrad
Mr TRVrff /

jMr Ro*pr»

(5feOfel1iv»n.Y

Mr. TavpI

Mr. Trnffpr

TpIp. Boom
Mias Rnlimp« _

_
j

Mias Gandy—
|

A ^RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED TODAY THAT THE SUBJECT WILL
'

_

'

BE IN PITTSBURGH ON TEN FOURTEEN THROUGH TEN SIXTEEN NEXT,

AND WILL APPEAR AT. COLLEGES, FACTORIES, HIGH SCHOOLS, AND

SHOPPING CENTERS*

..PITTSBURGH WILL. ARRANGE. FOR DISCREET -COVERAGE -OF -

SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES*

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE BUREAU AIRTEL TEN TWO LAST.

PD, G DASH TWO, SECRET SERVICE, AND USA BEING ADVISED.

LHM FOLLOWS.

P ®ZllO
17 OCT 11 1968

END
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FD-36'(Rev. S-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date; io/li/68

(TypeAn plaintext or code).

(Priority)

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CINCINNATI ,(,157-1077) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTOI^GREGORY
RM '

00': CG

ReCGtel, 9/30/68; CItel, 10/1/68; IPtel, /
10/2/68; LAtel, 10/2/68; and CItel, 10/3/68. \

For information of the Bureau and all re- \__
ceiving offices subject, did not speak and made no known
contacts with individuals fr.oii Cinciiinati Division.

Dayton, Ohio advised
oney naa no lniormaxion concerning subjects visiting or
contacting anyone .froni the Dayton, Ohio area,

t
,

As set forth in referenced Cincinnati teletype,.
10/3/68, subject arrived Dayton Airport, Dayton, Ohio
AM, 10/3/68, and traveled directly to Richmond, Indiana.
Subject T s only reason for .coming to Dayton was because
of plane schedule and location of airport.

In View of the above 'no LHM being submitted
by Cincinnati Division and this matter being RUC*d.

JL^Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (RM)
,1 - Indianapolis (RM)..
1 - Cincinnati

”

GPU:amn V cS

CONTAINED jS

Special Agent, in Charge

ttro-yya

10 OCf 141968
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federal bureau of investigation

0,$. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

FBI WASH. DC

E

FBI BOSTON

1000PMURGENT 10-8-68 WMG

TO .DIRECTOR 100-440423 AND CHICAGO 157-347

FROM BOSTON 157;-844

0
Mr, Toisaa_
Mr. DeLoach-
Mr. Mohr

OCT 8 1968/K"

TEUEfflfSE

[

Mr. Bishop^
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrad—
! Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale,

l&x. Rosen
Sullivan-

Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter—
Tele. Room-

<9

Miss Holmes .

Miss Gandy

7t=
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY# RACIAL- MATTER.

• -RE CHICAGO AIRTEL TO BUREAU DATED OCTOBER ONE LAST.
t

GREGORY SCHEDULED TO^APPEAR AT NEWTON HIGH AUDITORIUM

EIGHT P*M., OCTOBER ELEVEN. ;NEXT ^.SPONSORED BY STUDENTS OF

SCHOOL. APPEARANCE WILL BE COVERED AND LHM SUBMITTED.

END

SLB

FBI WASH DC

¥-/

9sfwm

; rirtffl

rJ&' •? 77 .

;

'C!1
.8 ii mj.

to
CC - ROOM 836 9&D

•2 OCT 11 1968



“DECLAS SI.FICATION AUTHORITY FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 11-20-2013
FBI INFORMATION ONLY
M 3 ^.Kd'D VIA TELETYPE

OCT 819^5

ENCIPHERED
WA2

1132AM URGENT 10-8-68 DMW

/ ATT.

RECTOR AND CHICAGO (PLAINTEXT)

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM NEW YORK (157-1093) IP

G>
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RACIAL MATTERS.

•RE CHICAGO TEL, NINE THIRTY SIXTY EIGHT,

, RELIABLE IN PAST,?*

ADVISED GREGORY MADE NO PUBLIC APPEARANCE NYC, TEN SEVEN

SIXTY EIGHT^- (U)
: - ---- - - - „ - . - -

NYCPD ADVISED IT HAD DEVELOPED NO INFORMATION OF <L-

SCHEDULED APPEARANCE OR ACTIVITY BY SUBJECT IN NYC,

TEN SEVEN SIXTY EIGHT. .

END

NSM R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

-xufi /<) o -

REC-64

V-

Ijyp

jAf/s# ^ ,
CLASS. & EXT. TXQJQ2J2THU.
REASOK-FCIM II, 1-2.4.2

*

DATE OF SEYIEW ^

J7 OCT 11 1968



fOECLftS 3 1 F ICATION MPTHDRTTY FM:
FBI MTCmflC I3ECLASSIFlC&i|CM GUIDE

|

DATE 11-15-2013
•FBI INFORMATION ONLY

0

Transmit the following in

FBI

Date:

Via

ft

/•

AIRTEL

10 / 8/68

appropr
“(Type in plain tact or code) AND

REGISTERED MAIL e?)S^£SUF

JJECUssiirj

TO: DIRECTOR, FB

.FROM: SAC, NORFOLK

RICHARD CLAXTOI^GREGORY
aka DicJ^Gregory
Planned Appearance at
Newport News, Virginia
October 17, 1968
RM

(Priority or Method of

(157-New) (P)

CLASS. & EX'

BEASOK-FCIH
DATE OF REV:

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and for'
Chicago and Detroit -one copy each of an LHM reflecting t&
planned visit of DICK GREGORY to Newport News, Va.. Copies'
of this LHM are being disseminated locally to all military
intelligence agencies. Secret Service and the U. S. Attorr

The source in the LHM is

Norfolk notes Lt

|

who wk
as ,was Lt .,

is an experienced and
reliable Negro police officer at Newport News, Va. , who is
responsible in his department for activities of the Black
Unity Congress.

/

Norfolk will maintain contact with informants and
arrange coverage of GREGORY’S appearance, advising the Bureau
of any pertinent developments

.

(EX' Bureau (Enc.-ll
8 -t Norfolk (2- 157-New:>lk (

UR

SP5 1:
CM

lea,

icat
etr(

/06-^6^5^71X1

JLT:cak
(13)

1B7-24B-PRV;|_

.10 0-6672-Peace and Freedom Party;
5jARL ; 157-1287-BUC

; /

AGENCY: AXJSj^gS^OJSI , SEC. SERV. ,

nrpi'.-T^n O'

c 'C R BTsW'HOW FORVV A __U
* DATE FQRwZZ r :

* /,

i -— --- ‘fF

SI, SEC. SERV., CQ
3RD,22» /̂22>^0CT lO-raW

lk- .

b6
b7C
b7D
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

ITED STATES DEPARTMENT JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU ,0F INVESTIGATION

Norfolk, Virginia

'
.

October 8,. 1968

APPROPR^

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY ADVISED
“

—— —: SLIP (S', si

date;.

On iOctober 7 , 1968, Lieutenant
Police Department

, Newport News , Virginia, Advised that he had
been informed that Dick Gregory, formerly a nationally known
comedian and' presently active in civil right’s activities

,

would visit Newport News, Virginia, on October 17, 1968.
Lieutenant^ |advi spd that v>^ iia/i - - -

-

c -

tion from

I

Virginia.

this informa-
Hampton .

AnflnrH'ing Lieutenant staterd that' he-
I |

w
for the Reverend J. Corneliu^Fauntleroy

,

k m. a. C _ at «* i
-
rresiaent or tne Newport News Chapter of the National

Association, for the_Adyancement of Colored^Peopie and V //x e j r
candidate for Congress in the coming election |c lai'med

—

to .have, arranged, the- visit- .himself-and stated, that it. would —
be from 2j00 :.to 3:00 p«m. in the-vicinity of Fauntleroy for
Congress. Headquarters- in’- the -2200-block of Jefferson Avenue.

lieutenant Jstated that while I I affects
1 1 L ’ ui 1 i » .

b6
-b7C
b7D

Afro style clothing and hair, he has no particular indication
that Ls*a member of -the Black Unity .Congress at

>01
*

Newpc ttc wews Virginia.

On July 11, 1968, Lieutenant
|

advised that the
<
^ELacls_J&lt.y_.Congne.s^. was formerly known as the^Newbort News
Community Unity Congress and the " It was formed
in tne . ear±y~part of*\f9l5'8 and holds meetings at Newport News,
Virginia.

During July, 1968, the Black Unity Congress distributed
a handbill among the public. The handbill indicated that the
black people must seek a total change in white society's corrupt
system.

^
It indicates that they must use all the tools at

their, disposal to free themselves from "whitey."* It continues:

CLASS. &
REASOK-FCI
DATE OP REV

mm lSKsifiom,

.

9-AOV.20 1370

T7 -f-

EHCLOSURi

/&0 . e^d - 377^
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"The greatest weapon we possess is violence,
so let’s turn that violence on those who
taught us to be violent."

On October 8, 1968, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past concerning the Black Unity
Congress advised that he had received no information con-
cerning an appearance by Dick Gregory at Newport News, Virginia

This document contains neither recommendations nor.
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your* agency.

f
'*
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1902 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR> 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum,
DIRECTOR, FBI

'tz, KNOXVILLE (157-1523) (RUC)

§
subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

RM
00: CHICAGO

TO

FRO!

date: 10/9/68

Re Knoxville teletype to Chicago and Bureau, 10/5/68 %
pw<\

r
Intelligence Division, Knoxville PD,

Knoxville, Tenn., advised on 10/8/68, that he and another
officer, along with University of Tennessee Campus Police,
were at the McGhee-Tyson Airport, 10/5/68, in order to meet
Delta Flight 343 in order to ascertain activities of GREGORY
while in Knoxville. He stated that GREGORY did not arrive on
this flight nor on subsequent flights, and after contacting
sources he indicated that apparently GREGORY did not visit
Knoxville weekend 10/5/68.

In view of the above, no further action is being
taken in this case.

#

If any information is received concerning any
future visits of GREGORY to Knoxville Divisbn, Bureau and
Chicago will be immediately notified.

b6
b7C

L
f

- Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (RM)
1 - Knoxville
HAM/arb
(5)

.IS OCT 11 1968

«ntpBR
...

Buy U.S. Savings'Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings

j
b6
b7C
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CQwScATIOtf^TjqN^a.
Q8T 161968' Q

85M.H

fir. Colson.

FBI WASH DC
1)/

f
p

irIsen:12:47 EDST^JITGENT 10-16-68 DAA

0 DIREG'fOR (100-440423)

Mr, BeLoach
Mr, Mohr
Mr. Bishop—
Mr. Casper^
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen

Mr. \sxtC^

Mr. TaveL„^

Mr. Tetter,

Tele. Roonu

| Misi H<dmes.
Miss Gandy_

./j.Q FROM PITTSBURGH (157-652)

0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. RM.

.
ON OCTOBER FIFTEEN LAST, GREGORY TOURED NEGRO, AREAS IN

PITTSBURGH, GREETED WORKERS OUTSIDE LOCAL FACTORY, AND

BETWEEN SIX THIRTY AND EIGHT THIRTY PM ADDRESSED ABOUT

TWO THOUSAND PERSONSB AT PUBLIC -ASSEMBLY AT UNIVERSITY OF

PITTSBURGH.

SUBJECT ATTACKED U.S. VIETNAM INVOLVEMENT AND CITED

RACISM AND CORRUPTION AS INDICIA OF SICK SOCIETY.

,v

p
*8 OCT 18 1968 f

ADMINISTRATIVE: REMYTEL OCTOBER. Fg&TBEN
j

J;A^Tj«jgjjjLHM FOLLOWS. P. <

END.
s'

r

MR. TRAINOR
JCR^ ROOM 836 9&D

DC
...COPY

1968

HnC.D 3.N ‘HiEfTOIA

TIG'ANDTDIU



FBI -WASH DC

OCTIS 1968W
TECEBYPEP

0

12:45 ^M EDST URGENT 10-15-68 DAA

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)

FROM PITTSBURGH (157-652)

u/5#

G
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM.

Hx. Tolson .
i

Mr. DcLoach .

,Mr.

Bishop

Mr Casne'**

Mr. Conrad.—

J

Mr, f
Mr /
My Priori /__!

Mv Snllivmi

My* Tftwl

Mr. Trotter
HVIa Paatw •*

Mis? H
Mis? n»r»Hy

b6
b7C

GREGOW ARRIVED PITTSBURGH AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER FOURTEEN

LAST AND %LL REMAIJi IN CITY UNTIL OCTOBER SIXTEEN NEX

TOi C£MPAf§N FOR ELECTION AS PRESIDENT ON PEACE AND
f? rv o'

FREEDOM PAR TY , TICKET*&
DUI^JG AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER FOURTEEN, SUBJECT HELD PRES

CONFERENCE AT POINT PARK COLLEGE AND DURING EVENING FROM

EIGHT TO TEN PM, HE SPOKE BEFORE APPROXIMATELY FOUR HUNDRED

STUDENTS AND FACULTY. THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS AND SPEECH- WAS

NON INFLAMMATORY, ALTHOUGH HIGHLY CRITICAL OF DOMESTIC AND

FOREIGN POLICY.

OCT 18 1968

ADMINISTRATIVE:. REMYTEL OCTOBER EIGHT LAST. LHM FOLLOWS. P.

END . COPY SENTAG AND IDIU
4

SVM
x- %

FBI WASH DC

83

Het\ Qii \2

UEc.o couWJ--rr
01*

X/
s
7
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CD-3e (Roy„95-22-64
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%
t

F B I

Date: 10/11/68

Transmit, the following in

AIRTEL
Via

f.

!j

i ^

(Type in plaintext or codeK

AIR MAIL

(Priority)

Mr. 'MsodL -
Mr. DoLoash
Mr.-MoKf
Mr. Bishop..

Mr. Casper—
Mr. Callahan.—.
Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Pelt,

Mr. Gala
Mr., Rosen
Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter.

Tele. Room-
Miss Holme*,.

-Gandy-.-sj-j

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM SAC j INDIANAPOLIS (157-1032)

RICHARD CLAXTO^GREGORY ^
RACIAL MATTERS
00: Chicago

Re Cl teletype, 10/1/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
dated and captioned as above.

Four copies of this LHM are being disseminated for
Chicago Office. Chicago is requested to disseminate
to USA their territory.

Indianapolis disseminating locally to U-. S. Secret
Service and MIG.

P'

£

Source is
by request;,

|
is an established source of tne

Indianapolis omce, vmo nas volunteered information previously;

(P - Bureau (Enc . 11) (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 4) (RM).

1. - Indianapolis

PJF/ndv
(6) P

afcj

V

V ^^Tll^iSr^ent in Charge
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Indianapolis, * Indiana
October 11, 1968

Richard Claxton Gregory

On October 3, 1968
,

Richmond, Indiana , T advised Gregory was met by two
_pstudent , Earlham

College, nxvuiuwuu, .
w*** J "—“ - •• —

students from Earlham College at the Dayton, Ohio Airpdrt at

6:30 AM and accompanie.d them to the Earlham College Campus,
where' .he spoke to the student body and- interested faculty members
at a 9:00 AM convocation. His address- was "approximately one and
one-half hours in duration and was somewhat humorous. Gregory
attacked American capitalism and the democratic system -which

'

received enthusiastic applause and repeated standing ovation
dn-ying his talk. Gpegorv was introduced to the student body
fey.

Ohc Earlham; College studentr from Springf ield

,

introduced as the political candidate foruregury was
United States presidency on the Indiana New Politics Party.

stated that Gregory’s speech was* somewhat
humorous;

1

hOWSVef, he charged college, youth to change the
American systemTthrOugh protest' and^demonstrations but within“the
framework of 'the Constitution. He directed the college students
tO fulfill their obligation to study. for the purpose -of learning
the truth and not for the obligation, of* fulfilling what is

expected of them. Gregory/directed the students to “learn how
to live, not just how to make a living”. “You don.’ t have to
destroy the capitalistic; system, but you have to beat it behind
the Constitution, from where it is now, out in front of it”.

« «

Gregory cited the tremendous economic power possessed
by today’s youth, which he said could be used effectively to .

change American foreign and domestic policy to restore “sanity”
in our affairs.

*

Gregory stated that if elected president, he would
“paint the White House black, bring the boys home from Vietnam,
and would send LBJ instead”.

ENCLOSURE
/
oo—</ 2-3 —38^
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Re: Richard Claxton Gregory

pointed to the ceiling and called for "an end to the white
crackers up there" who are- running Americh for profit and
who give more attention to property rights than human rights.
Gregory stated "if the system resists too much, destroy it".

Gregory demanded that youth .should ask themselves why they are
not permitted to vote at age 18. He answered the question by
stating, "those old fools know how you’d vote". Gregory commented
on the danger of impending civil disorders in America if more
attention to the rights of the Negro, Puerto Rican, Indian, Jewish,
and Mexican population is not received. Gregory commented on
foreign policy and drew laughter by commenting upon what he

called an end to "insane, filthy" policies which will lead the

country to disaster and centering his remarks upon United States
involvement in Vietnam and worries about Communism abroad.
Gregory advocated making American democracy work at home before
forcing it on people of other nations, like Vietnam.

Gregory denounced Chicago Mayor Richard Daley
as a "raving maniac" for His orders to police during the
Democratic National Convention and upheld the relative innocence
of the hippie and yippie .demonstrators. Gregory attacked the CIA
and police agencies of the country stating that they had no concern
for his welfare but did not want Vto see him killed in their area
of responsibility.

He complained of being photographed, survei lied,
and recordings of his speeches made wherever he traveled.

Gregory attacked the morality of those in attendance
at the Democratic National Convention by asking "who do you
think committed the most adultery in Chicago, the hippies
who slept in the parks or the shriners who slept in the hotels?
A country that won’t take control of the cities from the criminal
syndicate can’t expect to get respect from the bla.ck folks in the

inner city".

Following the one and one-half hour address to

the student body and faculty members ,
Gregory appeared at Runyan

Center, a student facility, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana, «--

-2-

b6
b7C
b7D

V.



Re: Richard Ciaxton Gregory

and conducted a question and answer session, prior to his
departure for Muncie, Anderson, and Indianapolis, Indiana.
Gregory departed from Richmond about 12:35 PM.

On October 3, 1968, Captain
Campys Police. Ball State University. Muncie

,

Ithat
University andi
had furnished ham tfith thS following
the latter would be in Muncie, Indiana, on October 3, 1968:

Indiana , advised
a senior at Ball State

| or the New Politics. Party .

Itinerary of Gregory, while

Gregory would arrive at Whitely Community Center,
Muncie, Indiana, at 1:00 PM and have a walking press conference
while proceeding to Longfellow Elementary School, where he would
talk to students. Gregory would leave the Whitely area and
arrive at Ball State University at 3:00 PM where he would give
a talk at the ballroom of the Student Center. At 4:15 PM,
Gregory would take a walking tour of the campus. At 4:45 PM, he
would leave for Trinity Methodist Churchy Willard and Hackly '

Streets, Muncie, for dinner. At 5:30 PM, he wbuld .speak at the
church and at 6:45 PM, would leave Muncie for Anderson,. Indiana.
Gregory was to be accompanied by I . I

New Politics Party Candidate for the Indiana Senate and
. ~~|jor the New Politics party

On October 3, 1968, Lieutenant
Campus Police, Ball State University, advised that Gregory gave
a talk in the ballroom at the Student Center for about 45 minutes.
The crowd ranged from 75 to 200 people) and consisted mostly of
students and faculty at Ball State University. Gregory* s main
issue seemed to be for young people to demonstrate

1 and boycott
in order to get what they want. Gregory said something about
a nude march in Washington , D. C./ The reason for the march
was to get arrested and thereafter , , take the matter from court to
court until a ruling was handed down from the Government for people
to have to wear clothes and thus make the Government clothe
the people. Gregory also had a brief question and answer period.

The October 4, 1968, issue of the ’’Muncie Star,”
Muncie, Indiana, carried an article entitled' ’’Gregory Tells' BSU
Audience to Use Economic Needs to Change America”. The article

- * stated Gregory -Spoke before an audience of about 500 persons,
mostly college students, and said actions of youths are looked at



He: Richard Claxton Gregory

in a different light today than when he was in school and when
- panty raids and stuffing as many into a phone booth was considered

••All in growing up and kids will be kids”. Gregory had stated,
’•If you get five students around a phone booth today for a

demonstration against high long distance rates, it’s considered
Communist inspired, when ail the student is looking for is

- more, responsibility and a bigger share of the' action.”
Gregory said if the youth would ”go after the economic structure,,

you can get everything you want”,. He advocated a boycott
of record purchases until the record industry lobbied for 18-year**

olds to vote, Gregory, whose speech bordered oh a comic dialogue
at points, when he referred to President Johnson and when
he talked about hippies,* said hiis qualifications t'o be President -

are that he is a ”35~year~old and an American, like it says in
the Constitution”. He backed the Constitution but said it had.

to be whipped, into shape jt.o put it in^front of capitalism.
One of the first actions if he' is elected would be to‘ take five
hours on television and read the Constitution “real slow so
any fool can understand”. He said that when the country determines
to enforce human rights,* like property rights, then we will
have a groovy country. Gregory charged the country with being

_ in -Vietnam to._allow Norih. Vietnamese to walk_streets unmolested _

while white Americans cannot go into Harlem safely "and black i- --

Americans are not safe =in white communities . He said America
has no right to act as a policeman and especially to choose
what country to police. r *

On October 4, 1968, Chief of Police Doyie
Wright, Anderson, Indiana, advised as follows:

Negro -comedian Dick Gregory, write-in presidential
candidate of the Indiana -New Politics Party, spoke at the Trinity
Methodist Church and at Hartung Hall, Anderson College, both
places at. Anderson, Indiana, on the evening of October 3, 1968.

Gregory predicted the end of the two-party system after the
November 5 election because of independent political action.

Gregory said the United States should get out of Vietnam. Gregory
stated the number one problem facing the United States was
•’moral pollution” and that young people ’’caused LBJ to step dOwn”

and said that -the power would be in the hands of young people
by the 1970’s. Gx’egory said George Wallace was calling

;
for

- law and. order_yet_blocked law and order several years ago by
standing in front of school doors in his home state'—“ Gregory also

•4- -



Re: Richard Claxton Gregory

criticized Mayor Richard Daley^s use of law enforcement

pfficials during the Democratic Convention in Chicago, Illinois.

After leaving Anderson, Indiana, Gregory went

to Indianapolis, Indiana. *

A source, which has furnished reliable information

in the past, advised Gregory arrived one hour late for his speech
at the Broadway Christian, Church, Indianapolis.

*•

His speech’/begatn at 11:30 PM on October 3, 1968;

his statements were essentially those which are set out above.

The crowd was estimated at 150 people of which
25 were Caucasians

.

* — *-''»
, 4- _

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI . It is the property of. the FBI and is

loaned to your agency;- it and its contents are not to be

distributed outside your agency:.
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Transmit the following* in

AIRTEL

Date: 10/16/68

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC', NORFOLK (100-6672) (P)

XPEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY X
TNFORMATIONDONCERNING^ ^ — - X
(INTERNAL SECURITY)

J
Re Norfolk airtel to Bureau dated 10/«/t>« entitled

“RICHARD CLAXTON^GREGORY, aka. Planned Appearance at
wev7S,^^l^rnia\ October 17, 1968; RM."

The Norfolk "Virginian-Pilot” newspaper dated 10/13/68

reported that DICK GREGORY, Presidential candidate of the
Peace and Freedom Party; will’ speak in Norfolk,. Va. , and
Newport News , Va. , on Friday, 10/18/68.

Norfolk, Va. -Police

Division, repo^t^d Oh lU/lbybb uia uio
_
violence is anticipated^^

however, close liaison will be maintained with police arid s'
racial -sources. The proceedings will be covered and the ^
Bureau will be kept advised. * \

i i a Pafflal Liaison Source who\

£s |
reported on 10/15/68 thab\

no trouble is anticipated .with tne coming to Norfolk of
.

,
DICK GREGORY. He indicated that GREGORY has attracted little 'y

attention in Norfolk among -the Ne^o^citizens

.

2 ^ Z2LIZ.

be r:»
b7C 3

2_b6
4-^70

confidentially advised on 10/16/^ 8«

taken"by Secret Service in conneota
to Norfolk and Newport News. ,

U. S. Secret Service, Norfolk, Va.

,

.0/16A68. /that no actl^ruwill-be- ,

with GREGORY’S visit

OCT 17 TO

Bureau will be kept advised of any^p^^iiientxi *****

^developments . Intelligence agencies are aware of GREGORY’S
anticipated-vi,sit to -Norfolk^ and- Newport- -News , Va. - —

An information copy furnished Richmond- as Richmond and.

Danville listed as places to be visited by GREGORY
. ^

'f&X Bureau (RM)> ‘ 2- Detroit '(10.0-35206) (RM) 1- Richmond (Info.

’U-^orfolk (100-6672; 100-6289-Demonstratioris Anti-Vietnam;
0-597.S-TR0PUS ; 157-NewerTt Dick Gregors Per B—

—

m *

L57-NeWent

gent in Charge

— — ^
--

- .—
Appearance in Newport News!
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UNITED STATES GO\rjNTMENT

Memorandum
: DIRECTOR,

,
FBI -

( 100-440423

)

*
* o

date : ..10/23/68

'SAG, BOSTON (157-386) ‘ (RUC)

O
su^ct: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

RACIAL MATTER
(00: CHICAGO)

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 10/1/68.
‘

Enclosed for the. Bureau are II copies of an
LHM captioned as above. Two copies are designated for
Chicago. Dissemination is being .made locally to 108th
MI Group and NISO, both at Boston, Mass.

v A tape recording of GREGORY’S appearance at
Newton High School Auditorium, Nexvton, Mass., on 10/11/68,
was made by SAs JOHN F. NOONAN and JOHN F. SWEENEY
through the cooperation of|

|
at

Newton High, who requests nis identity be protected.
Both agents heard GREGORY’S speech. The tape is
sent to Chicago as an enclosure with this Xet.ter.

YX \

b6
b7C
blD

%JQT

©-Bureau (eric

.

2-Chicago ( ehc
.

_ 3) (RM)

JWN°ca°
n

AGEKCYii'icSi SEC/ISSRV. ,

fl\ DEPT:

te /ft

f

T , .

^'̂ T^Mr/irs^
54OCT30?49B(L

•18 OCT 24 1968
^

(/> j- you ,

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Fayroll Savings Blan
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

QtUNLfcD STATES DEPARTMENT OF o TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts

October 23, 1968

t

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

On October 11, 1968 , Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation were present at Newton High
Schooi, Newton, Massachusetts, and heard Richard
Claxton Gregory address an audience, the. majority
of whom appeared to be in the age group of high
school students.

Gregory stated that as a presidential
candidate he is frequently asked what he would do
if he were elected' president. He said he v/ould
bring back all the boys from Vietnam and send
Lyndon B. Johnson over there by himself.

He would get an appropriation of about $50,000,000
-and retire alT the white people and- give their-jobs -to—

—

Negroes. Six months later all 1 the Negroes would be
griping about working to support all the white folks who.
do nothing but sit around.

He stated he was 33 years old and had been an
orphan for 30 years. His father was killed by a German
during World War II. His mother received $10,000 from
the government but could not use this to buy a home in
any area she wished. Yet the German who killed his
father could come over to his father's country and buy
a- home anywhere.

He asked who said, "Give me liberty or give
me death," and then answered "Rap Brown." He said that
Brown made a statement urging Negroes to take a gun

. and go and shoot a policeman. He pointed o.ut that,
the things the Negroes are doing have precedent in history. «

COPIES DESTRUiEU

9 NOV £0 19/U

AU INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN
J)ATEJL



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

Paul Revere urged citizens to arm themselves against
the British, who were the police then. Ke told the
audience that the Constitution gives the right -to
hear arms.

%
He said, “Read your damn constitution. ,!

He suggested that if Negroes are not peaceably given
the rights guaranteed 'them by the Constitution,
they would have to get them by the rifle.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI. and is loaned to your agency;* it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency..
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FBI WASH DC

L BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE j.

umivIUNICATION SECTION-

OCT 19 1968 //

m
FBI PITTSBGH

113 PM 1 0/2T/68 URGENT RPR

TECETYPE

t /
f TO DIRECTOR (100- 440423)

FROM PITTSBURGH (157-652)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. RACIAL MATTER. 1

GREGORY APPEARED LAST NIGHT AT ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE,

LORETTO. PENNSYLVANIA, SPEAKING TO A GROUP OF ABOUT SIX *.

HUNDRED FIFTY, COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF STUDENTS. HE GAVE

HIS OPINION OF CURRENT EVENTS, CRITICIZED THE POLICE IN

-GENERAL AND THE ACTIONS - OF THE -CHICAGO POLICE-DURI NG THE

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION. THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS DURING

OR FOLLOWING HIS TALK, WHICH LASTED TWO AND ONE HALF

HOURS.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Kiea

REC-23

Mr. Tolson.

Mr. DeLoacb

Mr. Mohr— -
, Mr. Bishop-

Mr. Casper-

'Mr. Callahan—— j

Mr. Conrad. —
Mr. Felt --

Mr. Gale — —y
1 Mr. Bosen
I IY1I.

Jt )
* Mr. Bosen

—

van

^
{
Mr. Tavel—

j
Mr. Trotter.

I Tele. Boom-
M< Ss Holmes

Miss Gandy

/o o 3 z)

RE NORFOLK TEL DATED OCTOBER EIGHTEEN LAST.

LHM FOLLOWS. P

FBI WASH DC

’s
I tii

£ AG AHD IDIU

tr. OCT &3 1968

gci 13 Q^r/jee

¥F.C.Q J ie^ OJA
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D\SBUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

jurenC
°cnri968 1

TEEE3iffiEr
FBI WASH DC

1245AM URGENT 10/17/68 DCY

05/A“

Mr. Tolson_—
,Mr. DcLoach
Mr. Mohr— —

-

Mr. Bishop—
Mr. Casper—
Mr. Gailahaii

Mr. Conrad*

Mr. Pelt™—

—

Mr. Gale.^«—

—

I&r. Rosen— .

Mr. van^^f
Mr. TaveL™
Mr. Trotter^.—
Tele. Room.
Miss Holmes—

—

Miss GandtfTO DIRECTOR (100-440423) AND BUFFALO

/&0M PITTSBURGH (157-652)

cIri chard claxton^regory. rm

GREjffPRY^CONCLUDED PITTSBURGH CAMPAIGN ON TEN SIXTEEN LASV^ 1 I? \
WITHjX'IsEr TO LOCAL FACTORY, TOUR OF NEGRO SECTIONS, APPEARANCE^

m £
ON LOCALr-RADM INTERVIEW PROGRAM, AND SPEECH AT CHATHAM COLLEGE,m rs ^
A FEl^LEgNS-HTUTION. SPEECH SAME AS THAT GIVEN AT OTHER SCHOOLS

t—

IN CITY.
03

GREGORY TO SPEAK AT ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE, LORETTO, PA.,

ON EVENING OF TEN EIGHTEEN NEXT.

NO INFORMATION RECEIVED THAT SUBJECT PLANS TO VISIT BUFFALO.

ADMINISTRATIVE?

REMYTEL TEN SIXTEEN LAST AND CHICAGO TEL TO BUFFALO TEN

SIXTEEN.
REC-23

/0O
LHM FOLLOWS. P m OCT 23 1968

i

,vm\ '

v>

)0M 836 9&D

COPY SENT AG AND IDIU

1m'
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rFBl WASH DC

FBI NORFOLK

7:30PM 10/18/68 URGENT JCP

flOIRW=6URIft«0MNVi8TIQATI0Nr

U, ^ DiPARTMEW OP
^ccWinw

COMMUNICATION SECTION

OCT 18m%#3
SEEETSTRE

TO: DIRECTOR AND PITTSBURGH

1 FR NORFOLK (157-1475) IP

d

i-r
Mr. Tolson-

Mr
%
Pcfoach.™,

Mr." Mohr^
Mr. Bishop

—

Mr. Casper—
Mr. Callahan-

Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Feit_
Mr. Gale-.™.
fMr. Rosen„

K
r. Rosen —

A

r. Sm .vahA-dl f
Ir. TaveL
Mr. Trotter,

Tele. Room—
Mis^Holmes-
Miss dandy—

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, PLANNED APPEARANCE AT NEWPOR,

NEWS, VIRGINIA , TEN SEVENTEEN NINETEEN SIXTY^EIGH

if
RE .NORFOLK AIRTEL TO BUREAU TEN EIGHT NINETEEN Sim-EIGHT

AND NORFOLK AIRTEL TO BUREAU TEN SIXTEEN NINETEEN SIXTY-EI

"PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY, INFORMATION CONCERNING; IS."

GREGORY APPEARED IN NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, TODAY AT FOUR

SPOKE FIFTEEN MINUTES BEFORE CROWD OF TWO HUNDRED IN PARK LOCATED I!

CITY NEGRO HOUSING DEVOELOPMENT.

. HE THEN APPEARED IN NEWPORT NEWS, AT FIVE PM , AND SPOKE

IN GHETTO AREA, DOWNTOWN NEWPORT NEWS, BEFORE CROWD OF ABOUT FOUR

HUNDRED. HIS SPEECHES CONCERNED HIS CANDIDACY FOR PRESIDENT.

CROWDS WERE ORDERLY AND NO0 DEMONSTATIONS, RACIAL OR OTHERWISE

GREGORY LEAVING NEWPORT NEWS AT SIX PM TONIGHT VIA MAC VIRGINIA

AIRLINES, A CHARTER SERVICE, DESTINED FOR JOHNSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA,

anP THEN GOING TO LORETTO, PENNSLYVANIA, FOR APPEARANCE. DUE
* v

TO ARRIVE JOHNSTOWN ABOUT SEVEN FORTY-FIVE PM TONIGHT. GREGORY

CANCELLED PROPOSED APPEARANCES TODAY IN DANVILLE AND RICHMOND,

VIRGINIA. RICHMOND AND. PITTSBURGH DIVISIONS NOTIFIED BU TELEPHONE

TODAY. pC5J / 0 -
LHM Fip.OWSs ^V^gWAXL COPY pC^OHD?.t t.K M

ir

SASH .DC

BECif* TZA UUEtT OIA

“ MR. TRAINOR

© 9&D

sac OCT £3 1#
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*D“3^(Rer. S-22-64)

Date: 10/21/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type-in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR,FBI

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: CHICAGO)

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of LHM
pertaining to the visit of GREGORY to the Sullivan County
Community College, South Fallsburg, NY, on the evening of
10/17/68 . Two cbpies of LHM enclosed for Chicago.

follows

:

Confidential sources utilized in the LHM are as

student, Sullivan
ollege

.

| |

Sullivan county community college.

3* Fallsburg, NY*

The LHM is classified "Confidential 4
' since unauthor

ized disclosure of this information might linpaii*’ the future
effectiveness of the sources and. such would have an adverse
effect on the national defense^ r\a

Dissemination is b'eing made locally to the 108th
MI Group, OSI, NISO and Secret Ser^?^ /&4 </2 3 —
QlBureau (Encs. 8%,j
2-Chicago (Encs. S')!

1-New York '

tCSKCY'j A0SJy^,0SI,SEC. SERV .. t cd&

SJM: Igm

,c.
•

Approved' 3L > HfettE.;

Special Agent in Chac^A^.



DECLASSIFlOkfION AUTHORITY FROL:

pBZ AOTtMATTC DECLASSIFICA^ICaf GU1HE
DATE 11-14-2013
FBI INmRMATIOM ONLY
F9-2II32KB.5

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 0? JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

7n Reply, Please Refer to

WeMo.
Ny 157_^q93:

New York, New York
October 21, 1968 -

4*

’ Richard Claxton Gregory-

On' Ocjtober 18, 1968,- a confidential source advised
that Richard Claxton Gre gory, publicly known as Dick Gregory;

i Negro comedian and Presidential .candidate on the- Freedom and
Peace ticket, spoke before a group at the Sullivan County
Community College, South Fallsburg, New York, on the evening
of October 17, 1968. Gregory spoke flom approximately 8 to
10:30 p.m. on topics ranging from the Chicago riots at the
time of the Democratic National Convention, v*;heed to get

* peace in, Vietnam and Negro in society. Regarding the Chicago
riots the source stated that Gregory said that the politicians

* were to blame for the, riots- because of the way they .ran the
,,

convention. „

As for getting peace in Vietnam; Gregory -stated
that the students could show their disagreement' with the

*
- waf by boycotting the- Dial Chemical Company by not, buying

®iai spap-. Another .fray of demonstrating disapproval would
,

be, to stop smoking for a whole year-. This would ecomonically
hurt cigarette manufacturers who in turn would put pressure
on the White House to stop the war.

Regarding the Negro in society,. Gregory stated
that the Negro should .continually look for ways t.o better
himself.

The source stated Gregory used a great deal 6f
barbed comedy in making his speech arid that he was enthusi'as
tically received by the students

.

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
of the EBI.* It. is the property,
of the FBI and.ifs loaded, to your
agency; it and-Its contents: are '

hot to be distributed Outside
your agency.

* -

*# y

*>
*

1

I

?\r

GROUP

Excluded/from automatic
downgrading and
declassification. /

declassified Off

inaoi® (-/yo L/^3

•,
Y;'>.

*4^



Richard Claxton Gregory

Another source advised that Gregory was invited to

speak at the college as part of the college's cultural
events® program. The source stated that for approximately
the past five years the college's cultural events program
has had very little response and participation and it was
decided to invite Gregory to the campus to "spark up" the

program and give it greater publicity. The source stated
that Gregory wasppaid $1,000 by the college for his appear-
ance.

A third source advised that approximately 600 to

700 people attended the program. Approximately 75 were non-
students who paid $2.00 a piece for admission. This source
advised that the audience was completely peaceful and that
there were no demonstrations before or after Gregory's
appearance.



CECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY CRCXI:

FBI MJTtMKTIC BELLASSIFICATICBJ GUIDE
DATE 11-14-2013
FBI INfORMATION
F92M32K35 :rnment

e: 10/18/68

Memorandum
to DIRECTOR, FBI, (100-440423) 1

Jr J
^ F

*3» SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-64492) (0)

Sr *
‘

/;
subject: RICHARD CLAXT0NGREG0RY

RM
00: Chicago

Re Los Angeles teletype to Bureau dated 10/2/68,
Chicago airtel and LHM dated 10/1/68, Chicago teletype to
Bureau dated 9/30/68.

'

On 10/2/68,1 | /[
TWA, Los Angeles, California, aavisea mat; ujkegoky verified fU-
his reservation on Flight 476 which would depart Los Angeles I
International Airport 11: 30 p.m., 10/2/68. This flight J\
would arrive Dayton, Ohio at 6:30 a.m. on 10/3/68. GREGORYS V '

reservation* indicated he would depart Dayton on Delta Airlines,
Flight 530 at 3:09 p.m.. and would arrive Detroit 4:31 p.m. on
10/3/68 .

“
.

On 10/2/68, and advised that
'RICHARD CLAXTON 'GREGORY arrived Los Angeies on American Airlines^
Flight 190 at approximately 12: go p.m., Los Angeles, California,
and they related that GREGORY ma.de no speaking engagements
during the time he was in Los Angeles, California from 9/30/68
to lb/2/68.

Due to the fact that GREGORY made no speeches in the
Los Angeles area nor did he participate in any demonstrations,
no LHM is being submitted.

'

Bureau(RM)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM)
1 - Los Angeles

»

*•

JWW/mlj /
(5) /

//fA0 irva.
CLASS. I EXT.

REASOK-FCTM II, 1-2.4.2

DATE OF REVIEW ]6J\£U3L

j
da- LjH 0

51 NOV-
1; 1968

1 * t i -

b6 -

b7C



toEC LAS 3 1 F ICATION MJTHCM1W FROM::

FBI MJTtMKTm I3EClJ^SiriOi:||M GUIDE ?

DATE 11-14-2013
FBI INFQR1IRTION ONLY
F9-2M32KBS

Transmit the following fn

AIRTEL

,F B I

Date:10/21/68

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

IRECTOR, FBI

FROM IfipSAC ,* NORFOLK (157-1475) -C- i 1

O b6
.RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY b7c
PLANNED APPEARANCE AT
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
10/18/68.

/ Re Norfolk teletype to Bureau and Pittsburgh, 10/18/68.

M

Transmitted herewith to Bureau are 11 copies of LHM

entitled "VISIT OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY TO NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
AND NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA, OCTOBER 18 , 1968 .

One copy is being furnished to Chicago because of

their interest in GREGORY. One copy is being -furnished to /
Detroit as they are 00 concerning the Peace and Freedom Party.

1

One copy is being furnished to Pittsburgh in view of GREGORY'S

cjpijtemplated appearance in that division. One copy is being
. b6

finished Richmond inasmuch as GREGORY had been scheduled b7c
3 p.n appearance in that division. Dissemination made locally

b7D
11 military intelligence agencies, Secret Service, and USA.

M
l /“The sources in the LHM are identified as follows:

NF T-l is
er, iNorfolk PD (considered advisable)

;

Police-Community Relations

|ii IJ" g=

[ Si O
£ Som U 8 ..10 r=

NF T-2 is

NF T-3 is

Spec!
is SAT

Sr105

it who identified
\bL^ Norfolk

:

REC:64/^ l/ L/f.t/'ss

(& - Bureau (Encs. lx; (RM) 157-147 5 \
1 - Chicago (Info) (Enc . 1 j (RM) 100-6672 (Peace

\

' 1 - Detroit (Info*) (Enc. 1)(RM) 100-6289 (Demonst?^^
1 - Pittsburgh (Info) (Enc. T).-(RM) 157-246 (Racial Viole

1 - Richmond (Info) (Enc. 1)(RM) 100-5975 (TROPUS)

P c
-M

I Approved:

§®K0V4 19

Special Agent in Charge

66-820

I t_y i_— * *

HAW/Dim
(13)



RE: VISIT OF RICHARD CLAXTON, GREGORY
TO NORFOLK, -VIRGINIA AND NEWPORT
NEWS, VIRGINIA, OCTOBER 18, 1968

.The October 19, 1968 issue of the "Journal and Guide",
a weekly .newspaper published in Norfolk, Virginia, which
received general circulation on October 18, 1968 , contained
an article which indicated that Dick Gregory would make stops^.
in Norfolk, Newport News, Richmond, and Danville on his
Presidential campaigj^ swing into Virginia on October 18 » 1968
according to Howard^Schonberger , chairman of the V irginia Peace
and. Freedom Party

On October 17, 1968, NF T-l advised that Richard
Claxton Gregory,, commonly known as Dick Gregory , Presidential
candidate for the Peace and Freedom Party, was scheduled to
appear in Liberty Park, Norfolk, at 9:00 A. M. on October 18,
1968 and would then proceed to Newport News, Virginia for a
scheduled appearance later. that morning. Liberty Park is a
part of the Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing Authority and is
occupied solely by Negro residents

. (U)

NF T-l further advised that a crowd of approximately
400 to 500 persons assembled in the picnic area, Liberty Park,

*'at about 9:00 A.M. but Gregory failed to appear as scheduled.
It was learned that Gregory had been detained in New York City
because of transportation difficulties; that he had chartered
a private plane and would arrive at Norfolk, Virginia at about
3:00 P.M. that date.^^^

jyj

-Gregory appeared at Liberty Park at 4:00 P.M. on __

October 18, 1968 and spoke for about 15 minutes before a crowd
of about 200. His comments concerned 'h'is campaign for the
Presidency, running on the ticket of the Peace and Freedom
Party -4

CLASS. & EXT- BY

EKSiOSBRE
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

According to the source Gregory was attired in a

sailor cap, a denim jacket and checkered overalls. He stated

"There is a need for a moral qualification too" and none of

the other candidates measure up to that standard. He stated

"Racial law and order is not a problem of black against white,

but of right against *wrong . " He further stated that the crime

syndicate in the United;States has corrupted everyone "Right

up to the Presidency . "$£

The crowd was orderly and there were no demonstrations,

racial or otherwise.]^

i According to NF T-l, 'Gregory was introduced by

~|^a student at Norfolk Division , Virginia:
lie, Virginia/ and -was transpot^tea^o Norfolk,

bTateifioiiegu, munblk, Vir
Virginia from Newport "News

,

ift and then rcuumw w -
• —

h

. . v, .i

an instructor at Hampton Institute, Hampton, Virginia.^

^ ^
Virginia,, where he had arrived byj

aircraft and then returned to Newport News by|_
ir^ r ^ . rr-.. - r m . t _ i nr .i- — x • •x A T_T

-NF Jr-2_advised_that is a- — X - ^ QUVJLDCU
J , , l ^ y

spokesman for the >Black Liberat ion,,Action .Council IBLAC) i a
#

newly formed militant black nationalist, group injNorroTirT^Vurginia,

and head of Peace and Freedom Party in Norfolk. (U)

NF T-l further advised that copies of a leaflet were

distributed at Liberty Park which invited persons to write the

Virginia Peace and Freedom Party, 512 Newport News Avenue,

Hampton, Virginia for "Gregory buttons"and "Gregory litera-

ture u or to send financial contributions^*^ lu )

According to NF T-l, Gregory departed Norfolk at

about 4:25 P.M. on October 18, 1968^2^ (U)

(U)

b6
b7C

On the same date. Lieutenant
v . 1 •

Newportun tut; bdJllc ueixe, 1 £

News, Virginia Police Department, advised that Gregory appeared

in the 500 block of 23rd Street, Newport News, Virginia and

spoke to a crowd estimated at about 400 persons from 5:00 P.M.

to about 5:20 P.M. This location is in a ghetto area in down-

town Newport News. His speech concerned his candidacy for the

Presidency. The audience was orderly and there were no

-demonstrations, racial^or otherwise. _ _ _ _ _ _



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

According "to Lieutenantl —
. , .—

I

Police Department, Gregory told the Newport News rally that

organized crime is the biggest threat to law and order to the

United States and vowed to wipe it out if elected*. He said

that he would break up that "crime syndicate." In regard to

the war in Vietnam he" stated that if he were elected President

he would "Get those soldiers home immediately , and let those

fools decide if it is honorable." U
On October 18. 1968, | I

| Newport News, advised that Gregory

was scheduled to leave Newport News at 6:00 P.M. that date

via Mac Virginia Airlines Charter Service destined for

Johnstown, Pennsylvania and then would go to Loretto,

Pennsylvania for an appearance. He was due to arrive at

Johnstown about 7:45 P.M., October 18, 1968 . [/[

NF T-l advised that Gregory had canceled his proposed

appearances in Danville and Richmond, Virginia on October 18, ..
1968 because of his transportation difficulties mentioned above.^ ^

of Investigation observed

at the above rally held in Norfolk.^

nf -t-he Norfolk Di vision. Federal
£nd

: _i
Old Dominion CoUIpge. Norfolk.. V

Bureau

Virginia

v

Iwa

Ty46X

b6
b7C

"

—

/ U Jfc\

sJ NF T-2 identified ! |

as a former follower

of Johnfaenyatta ,
coordinator of the^Atroj^nerican Liberation

Moyem.e/t (AALM). This same source advised that|__|was _ _ ^
on the* advisory committee of the AALM, and also taugnt at Norfol

Division, Norfolk State College .\v (U) |
,

In 1956, NF T-3 advisdcP^that I

a member of the Communist Party during the period lana

A characterization of the AALM is attached.

(U)



1 APPENDIX

AFRO-AMERICAN LIBERATION MOVEMENT
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

On May 27, 1968, a source advised that the Afro-
American Liberation Movement (AALM) was formed in Norfolk,
Virginia, in March, 1968* He advised that it is a pro-black
movement. Its membership is restricted to Negroes but might
include any white persons who might be sympathetic to its aims.
The group is teaching the history of the black race, and mem-
bers are encouraged to speak out for their own rights..^/

The leader of the group is JOHN LEE MASON, Jr. , who
refers to himself as JOHN KENYATTA. He has remarked, ’’The only
thing that will put fear in the whites is bloodshed. If you
want land, take it. You cannot win in the courts.”

^
According to the source, the AALM is in the process of

storing guns and other weapons and ammunition. Many of the mem-
bers carry weapons concealed on their persons.^

The organization is primarily active in Norfolk,
Virginia, but is beginning to spread to surrounding areas. It
is not a part of any national organization. It holds periodic
meetings in Norfolk.

Most of the members wear the Afro-style haircut, and
many wear a voodoo doll and/or beads around their necks

This document contains neither recommendation*

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it. and

its contents are not to be distributed outside

your agency.

4



FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Repfyt Pleas* Refer to

File No.

Ojnited states bepartmen P JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Norfolk, Virginia

October 21, 1968

Title VISIT OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
TO NORFOLK, VIRGINIA AND NEWPORT
NEWS, VIRGINIA, OCTOBER 18, 1968

Character

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned as
above '

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property

your a^ncy.
° *° y°ur a<,*ncy; 11 and “« contents are not to be distributed ouUlde



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOI/PA
DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET
FOI/PA# 1206535-0
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Page 167 ~ bl; b3;
Page 168 ~ bl; b3;
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X Deleted Page(s) X
X No Duplication Fee X
X For this Page X
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ToIson .

DeLoach >

Mohr -

Bishop

Casper

Callahan

Conrad,

Felt

Gale

loosen

SulUvan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele,
#

Hofae^\
Gandy

EXEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC
DECLAS B IFIGATION
AUTHORITY DERTOED FROU:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

_ EXEMPTION CODE: 25X(1)
DATE 04-2S-2015 By; J8SJ2STS0

Airtel

9/9/68

1 -
b6
b7C

To:

From:

SAC, ChicagoM47)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOMKf OTHERWISE

Director, FBI (100-440423)—.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL HATTERS

Reurtel 9/4/6S 4MiGing that subject departed
Chicago fo* London, England.

b7E

EMJ teds,
(4) /&

NOTE: \ .

1

; \

Subject, comedian-entertainer and civil rights
activist, is included’ in the Agitator Index. We have
received information that subject plans to make a? world'
tour to include the African nations, Russia, China, Cuba

>

and North Korea and further - J ——

.

JPI +Vio .Tn<amV»ar*.c! Af flio -DtfA-Kl-A
1>J

^

. MAILED-24

SEP 9 1968

COMM'FBI

SEpfe

CLASS.. •

EEAE6ll-FCIU.Il/

DATE OF. REVIEW -/' 7 —
- _.iT. i Mftv 4

^rr.’ V



5010-106OMIONAl FORM NO. 10

MAY lt42 I0II10N
CSA CtN. ttO. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum.

FROM

SUBJECT: DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

ALL IHTOK^ATIGN OOtfTAIHEII

HEKE-IW IS UBCIASSIFI1D
DATE 04-29-201 5 BY ADG J8SJ28T90

date: September 30, 1968

Tolson -

DeLoach
Mohr
Bishop
Casper j__

Callahan

Conrad —
Pelt

Cole _
Rosen ,

Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter.,,,

Tele. Hoorn

.

Holmes

advised * the I
| that rr

arrived in Paris from London on September 8, 1968. 1

not acquire any additional information. 1 1

ACTION ;

The above information is being directed to the
attention of the I I b7E

igory
lid

SJP:clb
(4)

UEC44 J00, tf.46 If 2/3 '3 ®-f

10 CCT 2 1368

\
: •

1968



i 'OfTlOKU fOUM NO. ttO
IaaT 1962' COITION

. JjHAfW (41 CCW 101-1L6

UNITED STATES .<

O'ERNMENT

EXEMPTED iWBTM AUTOMATIC
DECLASSIFlfc&TiaH
AUTHORITY DERIVED FFOJ

:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
EXEMPTION COBE: 25X(1)
DATE D4-2S-2Q15 By: «3SSJ2BT90

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423] loin t; 10/4/68

(157^99), (p)

SUBJECT/ RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM

00: Chicago X157-347)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT'

WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

Re Chicago airtel 9/3/68

3 - Bureau (Enc. ©L
Liaison (direct)

JTmUtt
(5)

fflASOMSW U. V®
DATE. OP REVIEW

At
0 A .

Copy to aoMag
by slip for

1:^

/>

’ / * ' r- */ */& -*/'*

- tV iw «fs-

b6 ,

b7C
U 1 Mr 3

5010-10A-02

2 OS'S

J5«y C7.JT. Savings BondiiJlttrulanv onj
»jsst4H

zs VIan
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DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET
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Total
Page
Page
Page
Page

Deleted Page(s) = 4

104 ~ Duplicate;
113 ~ Duplicate;
120 ~ Referral/Consult
121 ~ Referral/Consult
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X Deleted Page(s) X
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

U. $. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICEA'
COMMUNICATION SECTlOf

0CT271968 /P

S^FBI WASH DC TELEEYPE

J2:13 AM EDT URGENT 10-27-68 WRJ

TO DIRECTOR 100-440423' AND CHICAGO

FROM/rITTSBUR GH 157-652

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM.

Mr. Tolson —
Mr. DeLoaeh—
Mr. Mohr,

Mr. Bishop

.Mr. Carper. —
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Felt—
Mr. Gale . . ,

Mr. Rosen—^4
Mr. SuUivanj£~v

Mr. Tavel—

.

•Mr* Trotter—
Tele. Room —
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy—

GREGORY APPEARED NIGHT OF OCT. TWENTYSIX, 'SIXTYEIGHT k\

WHEELING COLLEGE, WHEELING, W.VA., AND SPOKE TWO AND ONE HALn

HOURS BEFORE CROWD OF APPROXIMATELY FIFTEEN HUNDRED, COMPOSED^v

PRIMARILY OF STUDENTS. HIS TALK CONCERNED HIS CANDIDANCY FOR

PRESIDENT AND HIS OPINIONS ON CURRENT EVENTS AND RACIAL PROBLEMS.

PRIOR TO HIS TALK, GREGORY AND PARTY HAD DINNER AT RESIDENCE OF

|
AT WHEELING

COLLEGE. THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS. GREGORY DEPARTED WHEELING

BY AUTO PM OCT. TWENTYSIX, 'SIXTYEIGHT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REMYTEL OCT. TWENTYFOUR, LAST.

LHM FOLLOWS. (EC- 41 /Ob/ y j/j- 3

END...

FBI WASH DC

15 OCT 28-1968

OOK IS r*
>eg

^ i

j t' i t*>f

mm 1

/ 1 * r^ K
MR. TRAINOR

Cl ‘ ROOM 836 98D



iDEClASSII’IiaTiaH AIJTBEMXTY DEErfE-D FEOM:
FBI MirCMMlC DECLASSIFIQfcTIOH OTIDK

IDATE og-30-2014

k

UNITED STATES GO^RN

Memoramw
MENT

urn

date:

IRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, SEATTLE (157-511) (RUC)

10/28/68

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
00: CHICAGO

Re Seattle letter to Bureau, 8/30/68,

Review of newspaper publicity with respect to a
’’Rock Festival” which was held at Sultan, Washington,
8/31/68 through 9/2/68, partially for the benefit of
Tnrfiana i r> fight ”£ishing rights,” andl

|

one of the prime
xxgures m mis xesrxvax, on y/z/bs, revealed that subject
did not appear at it and had not been scheduled for.
an appearance. There have been no other affairs of this type
in the Seattle area, and no information has been received
showing subject had been here on any other business.

M

b6
b7C
b7E

9
^HDi^vision.

This matter being placed in RUC status in the Seattle

|
(^*2yBureau (RM)
^5-Chicago (157-347) (RM)

1-Seattle (157-511)
KCH:ms
(5)

ALL i.’.rVXMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS, UNCLASSIFIED m

>2 OCT 30 1968

I



FD-36 (R«v. $-22-«4)

Transmit the following in

)

AIRTELTV laL
i

>
N.

SJ

xV

•

\i

r '
1

i

i

• F B 1
,

^
i

i

i

i

Date; 10/26/68
i

i

i

i

(Type in plaintext or code) 1

1

(Priority)
1

/C

J

— ^
»

& P
* H
M4
$> vl

w
ft

v* *:>

O f
•** %

ta

i i l

1 , |
;smm

Kv}

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: £\C, DETROIT (157-3099) (RUC)

ADAM CLAYTON POWELL;
JULIAN BOND;
nia^dsECQs^ appearances,
BLACK POSTER CONFERENCE,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
9/29/68
RM
(OO: DETROIT)

Re Detroit airtel and LHM, entitled as captioned above,

dated 9/26/68; Bureau teletype to Detroit, dated 9/27/68; and

Detroit teletype to the Bureau, dated 9/30/68.

• Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies cif an LHM,

dated and captioned as above.

Two copies of the LHM are being furnished G-2, Secret

Service, and one copy to the USA, all Detroit, Michigan.

The sources referred to in this LHM are as follows:

DE T-l is

DE T-2 is

*x’

5 "vi v.j The LHM is classified ^confidential 'since infornation

H furnished by the sources could reasonably result in the identi-

fication of the sources and conpronisc their future effective-

^Uess.
'($ - Bureau (Bnc.-U) OTO 'jAi'

1 ''.

2? - Detroit » ,V.'. .« ,

% it ?M7S/nca '

C
V '^» //tM/j/fH

NO

v

ir im



In Reply, Please Refer M
We No.

IjtfTED STATES DEPARTMENT Qi USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan
October 26, 1968

Re: Adam Clayton Powell;
Julian Bond;
Dick Gregory, Appearances
Black Power Conference,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan
September 29, 1968

All confidential sources referred to herein have
furnished reliable information in the past*

DE T-l advised on September 30, 1968, that a Black
Power Conference was held on the University of Michigan
( U of M ) campus at the Hill Auditorium, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
on September 29, 1968, at 2:00 PM, at which time Adam Clayton
Powell, Julian Bond, and Dick Gregory each addressed a capacity

* ” ' 'laudience'Si .aomo’ 4; 000 individuals, which appeared to be mostly
student - faculty personnel.

DE T-2 advised that J b6
,

* at the U of M. b7C

and irfroduced the first speaker, Julian Bond.

DE T-2 said that Bond presorted an intellectual
appeal to the young people in the audience, both black and
white, and that black people are, for the most part,
generally poor, unemployed, uneducated and powerless.

Bond said that most of the black people are powerless
and through their blackness they must solve their own problems

6H0WT
Excluded from automatic

downgrading and
declassification

/ £K(!T,0S\S$ ,



Re: Adam Clayton Powell;
.

.

'

.
,

Julian Bond; ,

*•'
‘

,Dick Gregory, Appearances ‘ 1

/
Black Power Conference,
University of Michigan, '

'
.

1

*' Ann Arbor, Michigan .

September 29, 196S .
,

1

. .

'

.

‘ '
' * + ’ 1

‘
'

\ .

* ‘ l "
..

. ,
* f *

f
‘

,

V'

*
,

i

•
i

* -
,

*,-*•«. i

and care for each other. He said tin t being black is a night-
mare for black people and that all black people have more
respect for Southerners because they are honest, (more so than
the Northerners, because they are hypocrites.

‘i
“ 'DECT-2 advised that if the young white people want

to help the Negro he should* not spend all day, for example a
• Sunday, listening to the tape recor&ig of the 'speeches of
"Malcolm X", but should leave their, rooms to go into the streets
to visit the Negro people and make things happen.

»
'

i
*

DE T-2 advised that Dick Gregory was th$ next speaker
who,appealed to all young Americans, black and white, to begin
immediately to place the economic structures of this country in
proper perspectives; placing it behind tto Constitution of the
United States, nothin front of it.

a „ *
t ! % ,

Gregory made the remark that the "white kids of the
old days" have always had their days rof demonstration, such as
panty raids on college campuses, and' the beach parties at Fort
Lauderdale, Florida,, but the young radicals, both black and
white, were denied their day at the Democratic National Conven-
tion at Chicago, Illinds, the latter part of August, 1968.

Gregory said that in his opinion, regarding the present
political presidential race, there is only one honest man running
George Wallace. He presents no real threat to the black people
in this country, it is just "the white folks who are up-tight
regarding voting for Wallace",

’

*
,

‘ •

He further said that our whole system of voting
. should be changed and that 18 year olds must be given the
right to vote because if they* are old enough to die for their

• country, they should .be,ol<^ enough to vote.



-C~U 14 I
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Re: Adam Clayton Powell;
Julian Bond;
Dick Gregory, Appearances
Black Power Conference,
University of Michigan,

,
Ann Arbor, Michigan
September 29, 1968

•» He saidthat our whole system needs a change in that
both black and white young people should work together to
civilize the old whites,

Gregory told the audience that he was non-violent and
that he even 'includes being non-violent towards animals and
he believes that 90 per cent of the people are afraid to fight,

, t
m

He said, ”Irant to throw dynamite, but I can*t because
I*n scared and yellow” so all I do is fast (hunger strike).

He said that"”any stupid cat can throw a bomb if he
has sense enough to get it out of his hand”, but very few can
fast in a demonstration for what he feels is right.

^
j

f

r
., ..He said that economic boycotts are one way to beat
the system and these qo work.

•
,

. ,
•, »

Gregory ended by saying that "Northern white liberals
have outlived their usefulness to the Negro cause and what we
need now are white radicals”. He continued, ”A Wallace victory
would make liberals out of moderates, radicals out of liberals,
and God only knows what out of radicals”.

DE T-2 advised the next speaker was Adam Clayton
Powell who began by saying ”If all of the FBI or CIA personnel
were to leave the building now, over half of those present would
leave”. ,

.

1 He said the Black Nationalists and young activist
whites must walk hand-in-hand and that 52 per cent of the
.people in the Un&ed States today are under 25 years of age.
There are leaders willing to die if necessary to turn this

.establishment around the other way.
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Re: Adam Clayton Powell;
Julian Bond;
Dick Gregory, Appearances

' Black Power Conference,
University of Michigan,’

! V*;',
'

‘
'

,
Ann Arbor, Michigan * 1

1

September 29, 1968

v Powell said he was discriminated against when
censured by Congress and other Congressmen who have done
more than himself are still seated.

I

,

Ho said that the young people have proven at the
University of California, Columbia University, Florida A&M,
and Duke University that they can force changes by their
demonstrations on each of the college campuses and the young
people have already learned that’ they are and should be
through listening to their parents, preachers, priests,
who collectively misrepresent facts to them regarding the
social ills of our couhtry,

,
DE T-2 said that Powell wanted people to know that

Black Power is, not anti-white, but just true black and is
a way you think and feel. He said that black people believe
in separation, out he thnks this is not what will help the
black race,

*
'

Powell ended by saying that "the only man with guts
on the presidential scene today is George Wallace and that the
black people know where they stand with Wallace and will be
better off with Wallace as president.

DE T-2 said that Bond and Gregory were enthusiastically
accepted by the audience, but Powell was not well received.

.This document contains neither recommendations nor
. conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It

is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

i
< ~ I • >

l
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Date: 10/25/68

Transmit the following in ______

AIRTEL

PLAIN

Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

j . ,

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, BOSTON (157-844) (RUC)

RItHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
aka;
Dick Gregory
RM
(00: Chicago)

i J'i‘) '« II

Uha GuJ-,-

ssj’lr-

• Attached for the Bureau are 11 copies of a
letterhead memorandum covering GREGORY'S appearance at
Plymouth State College, Plymouth, New Hampshire, on a
S/21/68, and also a copy of a writeup of his appearance lr\
appearing in the Manchester Union Leader, a daily newspapjQ^,/
in Manchester, N.H. for 10/22/68.

Chicago is being furnished two copies of
LHM and copy of writeup.

is_
lOe ygrprrpn tO an

who -is 1

lett-cerneaa memo

i

A Ti : v ,Wt.051,

<

f *•?-?.%

,

%. j i Zti . , i .

.

'i. c^/> , c />
/? / X ^

L 1
.f-t v.*wf *

Bureau (Enel.^2) (RM) O”
iT- Chicago (Ends: 3) (RM) </

1 - Boston (157-844)
f
i

,

t/Y&yz 3 -390

CGI v3

THH/mo'd
(a)

„mm " -™
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Special Agent in

M Per

b6
b7C
b7D



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. >
•

* •UNITEITSTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS^CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts

October 25, 19^8

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
Also Known as:
Dick Gregory
Racial Matters - Appearance
at Plymouth, New Hampshire
State College 10/21/68

A source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on October 22, 1968, that, Dick Gregory
appeared in Silver Hall at Plymouth State College, Plymouth,
New Hampshire, on the evening of October 21, i960. The
audience was mainly composed of students and there were
probably about 800 people in attendance. This would be a
capacity crowd. The audience was friendly and source
stated that it received Gregory well. There were only about
five or six black people in the audience.

Gregory struck the source as colorful, gifted
speaker and performed with the air of a professional. He
spent a considerable amount of time describing his books
and extolling them as good reading. Among the points
he stressed on the national scene were the following:

Bring the boys back from Vietnam, blacks are
second class citizens; the young are the only ones
who are not corrupt; referred repeatedly to the three
Presidential candidates as "fools"; two party system is
dead; and the black man had as much right to bear arms as
the white man.

The source advised that the whole thing was more
like a sideshow barker in action at a carnival. He was well
received and there was a short question and answer period
afterwards, but no questions of Interest were asked.

DAI

t/z. 3 Sf'Q

0 NOV 19 J970



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
Also Known as:
Dick Gregory-
Racial Matters - Appearance
at Plymouth, New Hampshire
State College 10/21/68

The source advised that there were no disturbances
or incidents and that the crowd was very well-behaved.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is- loaned to youragency; it and its contents are not to
be distributed outside your agency.
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Dick Gregory Scores '

U.S. 'Moral Pollution
By RQSAMOXD ORR

PLYMOUTH —"Comedian and

!
presidential candidate Dick
Gregory laced wit

.

with pungent

satire }o alternately charm and
stun about 600 persons who
jammed 'Plymouth State Col

lege’s' Silver Half
1

Auditorium

,here last night.

Gregory, one of several speak'

[ers scheduled for a, special

lecture, series at the College,

listed the plight,of the,American
[Indian and the “moral pollution

in ' the i United .States,” as
thi nation’s two . greatest prob-

. lefts.
11

i

* the Indian problem, Greg-

ory -likened the role of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs to .

.

,
}#

putting the KKK (Klu Kiux,

Klan) in charge of Civil rights.”

And Continuing, maintained that

the “Wall Street bust-watchers”

and Shriners in conventions are

the morally “degenerates of our
time.”

, j

“A man has the right to bum
his Social Security card/’ Greg-

ory asserted, “why can’t he.

burn his draft card?” i I

“What .would I do, if I were
elected President,” he asked?.

“I’d paint the White House
black, Then .Pd bring all the

boys home from Vietnam and
Send LBJ over in their place,

and let Lena Horne telephone
j

him,every morning.”
Speaking, on the American

system of government, Gregory
said “I do not advicatel

destroying ‘ th$ capitalistid -sys-

tem, but I do advocate bating
it back into its rightful position

— behind the U.S. Constitution,

pot in front of it.”

I In his remarks, he repeatedly

referred to organized crime in

lithe U.S. On this subject,

"Gregory said two negroes from
Gooseneck, La., who had never

been out of Gooseneck, could go
jto New York or .Boston and
.within 'two hours have a shot of

heroin circulating in their veins.

But, he Charged, police
.
in

neither one of those cities world
he able to .locate the soiree of

the heroin.

• In another remark, he de-

scribed holy communion as a
Cannabalistic rite, ,
At a press conference earlier,

Gregory, completely devoid of

jthe levity he showed last night,

said New York, New Jersey,
Virginia, Pennsylvania and
"Colorado, will allow his name to

he written in on the Nov, 5
:

ballot, He said he was aWaiting

fa court decision of five other

{states and indicated 'he would
{initiate court action to in-

jjidate * elections where ,no

cangeiflenty were made for a
ite-if

i

Bernard Sweet, chairman for

jthsHectun? series/,Reduced
[Gregory.

(Indicate pag©, nam© of
newspaper, city end «tate.)

Page 13, Manchester
Union .Leader,
Manchester ,11.H,

Date: 10/22/68
Edition:Daily
Author: ROSAMOND ORB
Editor: ’HUGH R. 0 TOL
Title: ’'DICK ^RMOORY

SCORUS U. S.
’MORAL POLLUTION 1

Character: RACIAL MATTERS
OX

Classification: X^7
Submitting Office; BostCtl

Q Being Investigoted
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* OPTIONA I* fOKM NO. 1*

MAY WCi tOiTJON
OSA (<1 cm)

UNITED STATES GOVa^MENT

Memorandum
TO "DIRECTOR, FBI DATs: 10/28/68

•l

FROM' : SAC, RICHMOND (IOO-IO698 ) (RUC)

subject:

&

-'PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY
INFORMATION CONCERNING'

' (INTERNAL SECURITY)

00: DETROIT

Re Norfolk airtel to Director, 10/17/68.

For the -information of the Bureau and Detroit,
DICMhREGORY, the PresJJ.ential„candidat e of the_ Pea.ce and
Freedom.,Party, was scheduled to speak in -Richmond' arid .

Danville, .Pa. j on 10/18/68. His Initial stop in the a Jb
State of Virginia was to be at Norfolk and he was then
to come to -Richmond and later in the day appear in Danville,
Due to weather conditions, his departure from New York for
Norfolk was postponed several hours; and, although he did
arrive in Norfolk late that afternoon, his scheduled
appearances in ^Richmond and Danville were cancelled and
he Is not scheduled for any other appearances in the.
Richmond Division.

Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL) / *0
2 - Detroit (100-35206) (REGISTERED MAIL>
1 - Richmond
REB:wsk ^
(5) ^

\

U

NOT RECORDED

183 NOV 14-1868.

x
j r

'

, L 0- 5 i

Ml NOVTS 1968 U
&£L Buy U.S. Sam
50tO-:o«

v
(p

f
ings Bonis Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Flan

**1
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FBI VttSH DC

FBI PITTSB6H

6:28 PM EDT URGENT 10-24-68 WRJ

TO^pT^ECTOR 100-440423

FROM PITTSBURGH 157-652

HDtlUl KUREAU Of INVESTIGATION
U, *. DEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

0CT24 1968

TELETYPE

Hr. To?taa
f

Mr. DeLcach
,

Mr. Mohr I

Mr. Bishop
j

•Mr. Caspar
.

,

Mr. Callahan . »

Mr. Conrad _

Mr. Felt '

Mr. Gala

[pC ^
v Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter
’

TeJe. Room i

> Miss Holp-.es

\ MissGaad^Z: ?fr

RICHARD &LAXTON GREGORY, RM.

W-falgLE SOURCE ADVISED TODAY THAT GREGORY WILL ARRIVE^^
IN WHEEaNBgW.VA., OCI. IWENIYSIX, 'SIXIYEIGHT FOR THE PURPOSE OF
DELIVERING ^.campaign speech at wheeling college at eight pm
that bate IN the college fieldhouse. a RECEPTION as SCHEDULED
FOLLOWING THE SPEECH IN THE SNACK BAR OF THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING WHICH RECEPTION IS SCHEDULED TO END AT ELEVEN PM. ~i
SCHEDULE OF GREGORY FOLLOWING RECEPTION NOT KNOWN.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

DISCREET COVERAGE OF ACTIVITIES WILL BE ARRANGED. WHEELING
PD COGNIZANT.

3

G - TWO, SECRET SERVICE AND USA BEING ADVISED.

MATTER BEING FOLLOWED.
, /(P* " ¥

O

END...

FBI WASH^DC

C*C-MR. TRAINOR

ROOM 836 9&D

3V
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. UNITED STATES GO MENT

'Memorandum,
<ro : DIRECTOR# FBI (100-440423)

f

, KNOXVILLE (157-1523) (RUC)

A

%
\ *

date: 10/29/68

subject: RICHARD CLAXTO
'

’ RACIAL MATTERS^ (00 JCHICAGO)

'GREGORY

Enclosed to the Bureau, Chicago, and New York ar
11 copies and two copies of a letterhead raeraorandum>pertai
ing to a press conference held 10/25/68 at the Main Post
Office, Knoxville, Tennessee.

Copies have been disseminated locally to
agencie's. Secret Service, Nashville, and U. S. Attorney,
Chattanooga

.

SAS HOWARD A. McKAMEY and GEORGE F. ZOGRAFOS visited J

vicinity of the above press conference; however,
4
it was observed

that some students were taking photographs of people entering / t

the Post Office or who were talking to personnel of the
Intelligence Division, Knoxville Police Department, and
Secret Service Agents. /“ ‘ (

pbtained by ASAC
obtained

Information from AUSA
|

land information from
by SA HOWARD A. McKAMEY.

Indices of the Knoxville Office fail to reflect
any pertinent subversive information rd

— ' '«****. ter**
DEPX: ISD .tyygpHQ

HOff F0PP7: ^/<
DAISVWSC''// r
BXt

- Bureau (Enc.ll)
2 - Chicago (Enc.2)
2 - New York (Enc.2)
4 - Knoxville (1 - 157-1523)

(1 - 100-1

(1 - 157

/66-^p
1

%
REC '43 —

BO OCT 31 1868

REC '43

(RM)
(157-347) (RM)
(RM)

HAM/pjw
( 10 )

(1 - 100-3528) 4SS0.C
JJJJJjJ

I-J56N0V1319R8
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UN/PED States DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 205$5

October 29, 1968

*j Director

' United States Secret Service

/ Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 2.0220

Dear Sir;

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Q Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. O Has attempted or threatened to redress a.grievance against any public official by other

than Jegal-means.

3. CD Because of background is. potentially dangerous; or has been -identified as member or

participant in communist movement; orMs been under active investigation as member
of other group or Organization -inimical to U. S.

4. Q U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Ej3 Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the- following

criteria:
,

(a) CD Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) CD Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) CSfcErior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. CD Individuals involved "in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph CD bas been furnished Q enclosed CD Is available

CD way be available through -

Very truly yours,
’

T- Special .Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 2) (RM)
U. S. .Secret Service, Nashville, Tenn.

EncloSure(s) <UpOn removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to

nielWe fa

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Knoxville, Tennessee
October 29, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

;JZ
ille.

On October 25, 1968,
United States Attorney, Knoxvi
Special Agen^ of the BBI at 10s/3

learned that

Assistant
Tennessee, advised a

a.ra. that he had just

b6
b7C

Idr^the New Part/ would hold a

press conference 12? lb p.to., October 25, 1968, at the
main door of the Main Post Office Building, Knoxville,
Tennessee.

|
| stated that he discussed this matter

with United States Attorney JOHN H. REDDY and Mr. REDDY
indicated as long as the press conference was orderly no
further steps should be taken in this matter.

On October 25, 1968,X 25, 1968,| ]
University of Tennessee (UT) , Knoxville,

I WA A Jk> V CAOA Wjr WA. A V,*«**\» # W — — ,

Tennessee, advised a Special Agent of the PBI that he observed
approximately 15 - 20 UT students at the Main Post Office

iv,rr-v * — — —

Knoxville, Tennessee at approximately 12*15 p.m. j
was holding a press conference m

connection wxth the ckmoaien of DICK GREGORY for President.
jspoke for approximately 8-10 minutes. This speech

b6
b7C

consisted of reading from a leaflet 'which was also distributed
by other students to people passing by.

^stated this press conference was a complete
failure and that individuals paused only to see what was going
on and then continued on their way. He stated the conference
lasted approximately 45 minutes to one hour and that no
incidents occurred during this conference.

read at thisA Xerox copy of the leaflet that
conference is attached. Also attached to this memorandum is

a characterization of Southern Student Organizing Committee.

oosjes
B$ar«yl61’

89
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October 23, "1968
.

Secret Service National Headquarters began n 1 highly unusual

case by declaring that "reproductions* of SI.00 Federal Reserve Notes
,

M 1

bearing an advertisement requesting votes for Dick Gregory" w^r*

counterfeit bills despite the fact they were obviously campaign

literature. These "Gregory bills" bore a picture of a hatted Dick

Gregory, five exhortations to vote, the script "For President • •

•

Vote Gregory", a peace symbol ard the 'name of Mr. Gregory's party.

Printed on standard play money paper, they were to be used to

promote candidate Gregory's write-in campaign.

Approximately thirty thousand "Gregory bills" were delivered
,

to the East Tennessee chairman of presidential hopeful Gregory's

j.,(i pochard Horner. Kr. Horner was advised Wednesday

afternoon* to voluntarily surrender the ''Gregory bills". Feeling

this to be a direct violation of election lows, Mr. Horner informed

the Knoxville Secret Service that these bills would not be surrendered

voluntarily, due to' their campaign value and the obvious falsity
, *

of the-charge. < • -

When interviewed, Mr. Horner was quoted as saying (what was

said in Beacon). On return to. his apartment at eight o'clock that

evening, he was handed a cony of a search warrant *r.d found his

room had been ransacked by the Secret Service, Tennessee Bureau

of Investigation and the U.T. campus police. On investigation, he

found a box of ten thousand "Gregory bills" had been confiscated

and his personal belongings thoroughly searched.

harassment of personnel connected with the Gregory campaign

continued through the night, as the Secret Service-led search

continued for the' remaining "Gregory bills". The bills had b*en

nlaced for safety, in an automobile, waiting for a decision from the
* i

1

,

hat-ional Gregory Headquarters as to the disnosni of the remaining

bill «.
-

(

Thia car was located by the Secret Servxcc at two after

an intensive search. Tno owner of the car, David Morris, awoke to

find his car being tewed away* Present at the scene were three



z/z/z/z/z/z/z/z * * 1

A*

Kr.oxvillo City patrol cars, an unmarked cor nnd the city tow

truck. On asking the nature of the violation, he was told by
the jperaon in authority that the car was being towed away, would

be inventoried and could be found later in the motor pound.

Dcspito the fact 'the car was not illegally parked, the head agent

««*•*<> cxplaination Yor the seizure of tho car nor' the procencc

of tho large amount of law enforcement officers.
V !

‘ ,

Upon retrieval-of the car, it was found that the remaining

""r'gory bills" and personal belongings, including a tape

recorder and campaign literature, had been' renovod without

warrant' or receipt. These items woro not mentioned in the

offical inventory compiled by the Knoxville Police Department; ‘

-

1 Later that, day, the Knoxville Secret Service branch

announced that thirty thousand "Gregory bills" had been seized.

Offical protests at this violation of* campaign law, according

to the New York Gregory headquarter's, include, a suit to be filed

Monday in Federal Court.
m

Distressed at this behavior of tho Knoxville law enforcement

officers, Mr. Horner contacted the New York headquarters, and ‘was

told "This is tho only area of the country at the present time

where actual harassment has taken place". The head of the

national campaign
, , as well as the printers of the bills

were assured that there would be no prosecutions. This makes the

actions of the Knoxville law enforcement agencies difficult to

understand. '

(

i

" > <

It seems impossible that this police repression can be

taken in a free society, ' To be called down to Secret Service

headquarters on a conterfeit charge for possessing campaign

material, to have your possessions ransacked, to awake and see

police cars surrounding your home; these seem unreal in America.

Yet it happened. We were denied' all basic rights, treated as

‘criminals and harassed by the. night of Knoxville’s police force.

Members of a student community, members of SSCC,. the- Southern

Student Organising Coamitteo, we are concerned with our e.,urtry.

We ca^e; why are wo being attacked? 'Why can’t we work for a



.VVVV3/.W?

caidirinto that voices aony of our concerns? Why ore we denied

our civil rights? 'We ore Americans, nnd we or* being oppressed.

a*, or* driven to identify- with the blocks, the Wallace whites,

the ’ Xexlcan-Aaericona; oil those Who are denied eoual rights inW AW
thir society. We are learning: the iseaning of John Donne "Ask

not for when the bell tolls — it tollo for thee".

-20"

' \



./RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

An article appeared on page 1 of the October 24,
1968 issue of the UT Daily Beacon , student publication of
UT, Knoxville, Tennessee.

A Xerox copy of this article is as follows:
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By BILL PRESTON-*.
; Arcuv Editor

Kichurd Horner, a UT senior and East-

Tennesr&e chairman for the Dick Gregory

pntskjcrhial campaign, said yesterday he had

refused to voluntarily surrender approxi-

mately 20,000 “Gregory Dollars” which

have been declared counterfeit currency.

i\ Secret Service spokesman was quoted

yesterday as saying that the conflation of

the handhUls--which &&* the same size, shape

*Sec Picture on Page 3.

and similar design of U.S; currency---was

ordered after' complaints, from Nashville and

New York that the literature was confusing

arid has shown up in money-changing

machines.:.

': HORNER SAID he had received upproxi-

iratciv d(LihK) of the handbills from

t»'T! ':,v?vy f\;? r i-YcM» Jcs\t Uitriemvl »»c>uh
,

jvim‘tec i

?

,!Vh -

.

H*' i.d*^ i hsl ir<!*di ; iy iiJ.fiO 1
.?.

oi *hj*. .AimVUilu had beun dHirihuLcrl on the

UT campus both ‘“to and by UT students.”

“It would be. advisable that they net be

passed out any farther than they are now,”

he said.

Horner said he had voluntarily visited

Secret Sendee officials
' here

-

yesterday on

advice from Baxtcm Bryant, Gregory’s

Tennessee campaign chairman,

HORNER SAID the Secret Smite in-

formed him that “She money (handbills)

have been considered counterfeit and any

student passing it out vriU be considered

making a criminal’offenseA
“I udked to other members of the

(Gregory for President) committee and to

local representatives of the American Civil

Liberties Union and I decided to await a

seizure warrant*'* Homer said,

«I will do everything legally possible to

prevent them from gutting the money,” fo-a

said, adding that he tell the goveminepUs

. Action is “illegal coaflacatinn of campaign

.materi«is.” .
.

HOT.NLR SAID the- remaining 20,hH)U hills

mm
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lights,” bo saki.

Knoxville Secret Service headquarters

could not be reached for comment Inst

rJjjbt.

GREGORY, PRESUMEW.L candidate of

the Peace and Freedom Parly,- -r.d in a

statement issued in Washington ye*lc-rd:»y

that more than a million of the “inwphloto

were in circulation and “1 '•' V"'
oa

j

>

of thorn to S' negotiated ns a 'ote on

election day,”

Gregory stud there was no question in his

mind but that the UtgraUnv “has ben seized

because it U definitely dattjd’W*® to the

major politics! machine;.."

>pbo “Gregory Dollars." 'ore the shape and

color of a dobsr bill and has Gregory’*

picture Jn place of George Wssidu^touE, It

proclaims to be one vote which can not be

bought, sold or traded, and on go* side arts

il\i* viOxd%\

“yriU'RE VOTE hi legal, sacred and

prwaie."

On the ti'V*’.""'
’ ’d.', it •••tyM *' H*'1

lod«'p"Uih'>d!. of Aware a, ni *
Li

w

''

* Ora- Man, On*) vote."



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

An article appeared on page 12 of the October 24,
1968 issue of the Knoxville News-Sentinel , a daily publication,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

Attached is a Xerox copy of this article.
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SOUTHERN STUDENT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE (SSOC)

On November 1, 1966, a first source .advised that the
Southern Student Organizing Committee (SSCC) was formed on the
weekend of April 3-5, 1964, to stimulate activity of Southern
student groups in areas of civil rights, peace, academic freedom,
civil liberties, capital punishment, and unemployment. Originally,
it was to be a white counterpart of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) . It has agreed to work with
similar interested groups such as SNCC and Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) and Southern Conference Educational
Fund, Inc. (SCEF) , SSOC is a fraternal affiliate of the

Beginning in the Fall of 1966, SSOC became a membership
organization and embarked on a campaign to form local chapters
on various college campuses throughout the South. SSOC publishes,
October through May each year, a publication, "New South Student,"
which according to the above source has increasingly espoused and
defended the pro-Communist and anti-United States position on
domestic and foreign policy.

On July 2, 1968, a second source advised that SSOC
continues to be headquartered at 1703 Portland Avenue, Nashville,
Tennessee, and continues to defend and espouse the pro-Communist
and anti-United States position with particular emphasis on
attacking United States policy in Vietnam and emphasis on
attacking the Selective Service System. Source two noted that
SSOC Chairman Thomas N. Gardner in the Summer of 1967 traveled
to Prague, Czechoslovakia, where he met with representatives
of the National Liberation Front (NLF) and the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam (DRV) . and that SSOC staff membersr I

| and I I traveled to Cuba in the Summer of 1967 and
February, 1968, respectively.

By letter dated April 26, 1968, on SSOC letterhead
mailed to the general SSOC membership over the signature of
Mike Welch, Executive Secretary of SSOC, it was announced that
as a step toward close relations with the Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) and better communications with the
movement nationally, SSOC and SDS have worked out an exchange of the
"New South -Student" and the "New Left Notes," and that SDS and
SSOC were exchanging contact lists of their respective memberships
for this exchange.

b6
b7C

10



ssoc

The May, 1968, issue of "New South Student" indicates
that the SSOC mailing address is P. 0.' Box 6403,

,

Nashville,
Tennessee, 37212, telephone number 615-291-3537, and .the masthead
describes the organization as "An association of young concerned
Southerners dedicated to social change," as taken from, the
preamble of the SSOC constitution.

Th.s document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of

a-!*
He Pr0pefty °f the F* B - 1 and ,s ,oaned *o yovr

agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency
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AFEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

ST. LOUIS
TITLE OF CASE

OFFICE OP ORIGIN

CHICAGO

investigative period

-10/24/68 10/14 - 18/68

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick<(s3regory

Egj
mwr TYPED BY

Jnf

CHARACTER OF CASE

II

/n€$. ^ \

REFERENCE: Chicago airtel to Bureau, 9/17/68; and
Bureau airtel to Chicago, 10/22/68.

STATUS:

ADMINISTRATIVE:

- C -

w Kit

%
St. Louis indices do not reflect any appearances by LI X'

GREGORY in this Division at rallies, conferences, or campus iV

activities during the period of 1968 prior to the DNC. His trip *

through St. Louis is included In this report. |]

ALL INF0RMATI0H CONTAINED .

HEREIN IS, UNCLASSIFIED

DAiL.,.
-Jffffys

- A* -

COVER PAGE

eenj pending over otto yeOrr a Yes X4o; Pending prosecution over six months f
m

.

\

Yes Q No

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOWSPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARGE

COPIES MADE

Sp- Bureau (100-440423)

4 - Chicago (176-31)
(2 - USA, Chicago) ufr

St. Louis (157-5822) >

1

'

'
1

1

- i

e oct «®5 rift

PtA
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UI^^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF *TICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 2 - U. S. ATTORNEY, CHICAGO

Report of:

Date:

Field Office File f:

Title:

October 24, 1968

SL: 157-5822

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Office: ST. LOUIS

Bureou File #: 100—440423

b6
b7C

Character: ANTI-RIOT LAWS

S*"0**1*' GREGORY travelled through St. Louis, Missouri, on or
about 1/16/68 enroute to SIU,, Carbondale, Illinois. Reportedly
he preferred St. Louis or Atlanta to Chicago as site for
Democratic National Convention.

- C -

DETAILS: AT ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI

An article appearing on page 4A of the January 16, 1968
issue of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch related that DICK GREGORY
had passed through Lambert Air Field, St. Louis, Missouri, enroute
to Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, for a
speech there during the weekend of January 16, 1968.

The article related that GREGORY indicated he preferred
St. Louis, Missouri, or Atlanta, Georgia, as a site for the
Democratic National Convention rather than Chicago, Illinois,
inasmuch as the former cities were making more meaningful
attempts at solving civil rights problems..

The St, Louis Post-Dispatch is a daily newspaper
published in St. Louis, Missouri.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ,

DATS!

This document cootatns neither recommendations nor conclusion* o t the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to he distributed outside your agency.

& V.S. GOVERNMENT ^hinting OFFlCCi 1967*0-27S*$7S
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G^IUNITED STATES GWERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

Assistant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division

Director, .FBI

DATE: October 30, 1968

SUBJECT:
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ANTIRIOT LAWS FILE COPY

(your file
Reference is made to

).
-ay-

memorandum dated /?«/<<«

Agent
at

There Is enclosed one copy of the report of Special— dafced 10/24/63
Mlv-JbOtUb

A. | 1 This covers the preliminary investigation and
no further action concerning a full investigation will be taken
by this Bureau unless the Department so directs.

B. h I The Investigation -is continuing and you will
be furnished copies of reports as they are received.

.

c. The investigation requested by you has now
'been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in-
quiries will be made by this Bureau.

i
i

D. I ) Pursuant to instructions issued by the Depart-
ment, no investigation will be conducted in this matter unless
specifically directed by the Department.

(E.
vestigation.

I
1

I Please advise whether you desire any further in-

F. I I This is submitted for your information and you
will be advised of -further developments.

G. I yyl This is submitted for your Information and no
further investigation will be conducted unless specifically re-
quested by the Department.

H. 1 I
This covers the receipt of a complaint and no

further action will be taken by this Bureau unless the Department
so directs.

Enc •

1 cc Criminal Division

b6
b7C
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Date: 10/25/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plain text or code) 1

* Via
n

N

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

<$9

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROMj/^Ad, NORFOLK (157-1475) (C)
>'r D

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
PLANNED APPEARANCE AT
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
10/18/68
RM

(00: NORFOLK)

IbD
Ml

-/tf - 3 s 7-

Re Norfolk airtel to Bureau dated 10/21/68.

Transmitted herewith for the Bureau are eleven copie
of an LHM entitled, "VISIT OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY TO NORFOLK,
VIRGINIA, AND NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA, OCTOBER 18, 1968."

One copy is being furnished to Chicago because of their
interest iiy GREGORY. One copy is being furnished to Detroit as
they are 00 concerning/ the Peace and Freedom Party. One copy is
being furnished to Pi^tsbprgh in view of GREGORY'S contemplated

JURE REO & y-gr±
Chicago (Enc. 1) ((INFO) (RM) rV itm

7
- —

» K VA
1 - Detroit (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM) Xfc* /aa.
1 - Pittsburgh (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM) /

U

'iqrq^
1 - Richmond (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM) ,6UU 60

6 - Norfolk (1 - 157-1475; 1 - 157-246, Racial Viol
1 - 100-6672, Peace and Freedom Party,

1 - 100-5975, Tropus;
Tats^cyp 1 - 100-6289, Demonstrations;

1 - 66-820)
AGENCY: ACSI,!«»,0SI,S.iC.SERV.

,

v jybjCru.sss c.i>,xt>Ty

r~'~

tea

c.c.

HAW: j st
<13¥r Vis

7-1968
Approved: .

Special Agent in Charge
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NF 157-1475

appearance in that division* One copy is being furnished.
Richmond inasmuch as GREGORY had been scheduled for an appearance
in that division* Dissemination made locally to all military in-
telligence agencies, Secret Service, and USA*

The sources in the LHM are identified as follows:

b6
b7C
b7D

NF T-2 is (Ghetto)*

This LHM being submitted to set forth additional infor-
mation concerning facsimile "money” distributed following the
rallies for GREGORY in Newport News and Norfolk, Virginia on
10/18/68,

No further action is contemplated in this matter by
the Norfolk Division.

2



UNITED STATES'DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDER AL BUREAU 'OF 'INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Norfolk, Virginia

October 25, 1968

VISIT OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY TO

NORFOLK,, VIRGINIA', AND NEWPORT NEWS,

VIRGINIA, OCTOBER 18, 1968

Reference is made to memorandum dated October 21, 1968, at Norfolk.

NF T-l advised that following the rally for P^ck Gregory

at Liberty Park, Norfolk ,
Virginia,, in the afternoon of October 18,

1968, facsimile "money" was distributed y .

^cnn«; in,the crowd.—
t

H

o »'mnr>py», Hg^apparentlv distributed, byl

1thJglc^anrF^ed^Party 'In Norfolk, Virginia,, who in

1:cT several"^eenageriy'who'^then dispersed it among

the crowd. NF T-l was contacted on October 21,, 1968.

On October 2 1—inc0

/Lieutenant
Department, advised that tne same "money.

"ZlZes'yai**
cr^wd following the rally for Dick Gregory ^Newport "ewe later

21
t
tnar xrthe game "money.—wat> uxai.

Virginia, Police
ibuted to the

The "money’ is a loose fac-
Thein the afternoon on October 18, 1968. —

. * ,

simile of a one dollar bill containing a picture of ®reS^y.
face of it contains the wording, "For President of

States of America," and also,, "Vote Nov. 5 >
196

! ,

Vo
£
e

,t

fo
£h^

£*
ck

Gregory President; Vote for Mark Lane Vice President. The back

o? i? contains the wording, "The Independents °f America." ^also
contains the wording, "In God We Hope, One Man One Vote . Take this

one opportunity to express your free choice, this country *

able. Take this to the poll with you and vote for, Dick Gregory

President Mark Lane Vice President."

On October 23, 1968 J

U. S. Secret Service,, Norfolk, Virginia, addiiM Thai ne

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

was awAre of the distribution of this facsimile money. He stated—
-that he had conferred with Assistant United States AttorneyL_ ——

I

•cnax ne
| Norfolk Virginia, who advised that there was^a violation

_ . ? ..mm s i.»»c A<Vk/\ ii»\i Code . which
J-8,

and printing of bills.
. . - ii i a. Jk i

ot Tltle 18 Sections 473 aAd 475 of the United States Code, which

deal- with pr^^--^^^ibution of bills and the manufacturing
deals withprocess^ ana

authorized •.‘confiscation of any

of the "

However
onev

.

but did not authorlze prosedution in this matter,
i • v> * j j *- V\

a

fMAni nrosecutii
However . i i

indicated that he »would authorize prosecution

if a subsequent determination indicated that someone was passing

the "money" with intent to defraud.*^

COPIES DEST^OXED hm.
9W0V.19 87P
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VISIT OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY TO
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, AND NEWPORT NEWS,
VIRGINIA, OCTOBER 18, 1968

An article appearing in the October 24, 1968, issue
of "The Virginian-Pilot," a daily and Sunday newspaper in Norfolk,
indicated that the Secret Service in Norfolk had advised the pub-
lic to turn in the "Peace and Freedom Money" to the Secret Service,

The article further indicated that a spokesman for the
Secret Service in Washington, D. C., said that Gregory had not
applied for permission to print the bills, nor was he given per-
mission.

On October 23, 1968, NF T-2 advised that to his knowledge
there is very little enthusiasm for the Peace and Freedom Party
in the Tidewater Area of Virginia, which includes Norfolk and
Newport News. He stated that the relatively poor response to
Gregory's appearances in the area obviously demonstrated apathy
on the part of the Negroes for Gregory's principles.

This document contains neither recommendations nor con-
clusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed out-
side your agency.
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*In Reply, Pleas* Refer to

File No.

* t
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Norfolk, ^Virginia

October 2S, 1968

Title VISIT OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
TO NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, AND
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA,

i OCTOBER 18, 1968

! Character

|

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above at Norfolk, Virginia

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed An referenced communication have furnished reliable
Information in the past.

N
\

J|
h
!h«

4
pRT«ri

n*lth*r recommendation* nor conclusion* ol the FBI. It t* the proDertv

your agency.
° y0W a<5*ncy; “ 00<1 “• content* are not to be distributed out.tde





In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Fl^RAL BUREAU OF INVESTICAT^fc!ral bureau OF investicatJ
4

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

October 30, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

?

/

On October 29, 1968, Philadelphia confidential
informant T-l who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised a Special Agent of the FBI as follows:

GREGORY spoke at Grace Hall, Lehigh University,
from 8:30 to approximately 10:30,p.m. , October 28, 1968.
Approximately 1,400 to 1,500 individuals, mostly area
college students, gave him several standing ovations.
The meeting was peaceful aind orderly and he was received
more as an entertainer thah .a r>y>f>R-irtent-i mnri-? Hato
He was introduced hv I

|

uc * unu utuce uiix vujt'SJLcy , university rai'x, ra.

|
at Lehigh

unrversarty-"OTganx'zed for the purpose of improving the
Negro social and cultural life at this university.

Most of GREGORY'S lecture Was concerned with
the serious side of equal rights for minority groups and
correcting abuses inherent in the social system. His
lecture was interspersed with humor and drew sustained
applause.

b6
b7C

He criticized Vietnam and the compulsory •

draft system.

GREGORY stated that if he was elected president,
he would paint the White House black and bring all the
boys back from Vietnam.

He suggested that a solution to end the war in
Vietnam would be to boycott the cigarette industry. He
blamed the capitalists for creating a society which invariably
favors property over human rights,, but asserted that he

.COPIES DESTROYED

3K0V.1& 19/U /0b ~ - 343//



• RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

t

did riot advocate the destruction of the capitalistic system.

He stated that there has been no real democracy
in the United States ; that the American Indian has been robbed
and exploited; that the labor unions must live up to their
original .purposes or be broken; that the Declaration of
Independence asks for a violent reaction when the rights of
the individual are abused over a 'period of time.

GREGORY declared, "You are dealing with a new black
man today who is tired of the abuse and the injustices he has
suffered. Call us black; that's what we are."

He appealed to the students not to makOvthe Cmistake
"old cats" did in spending four years in college.’ learning
to make a living but not learning how to live. He said "Don't
let the old folks program you."

He called upon youths to do something to help America
become a great country and to create an atmosphere which will
make America as afraid of any quality at home as they are
of Communism abroad.

.
This docunient contains neither recommendations nor

fccnclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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ICECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DESTVED ¥WM:
IFBI automatic declassification guide
IDATE 08-30-2014

jm.
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FBI

Date: 10/81/68

Transmit the following in

Via A 2 R T E L

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

<'5\" *

y '

TO:

FROM

SUBJE

' ay

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

AC, PITTSBURGH (157-652) (P)

ichard claxtonGregory
M
(OO: CHICAGO)

Rerayte Is dated 10/8/68; 10/15/68; 10/16/68; 10/17/68;
and 10/21/68.

J Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies; and for
Chicago, two copies of an LHM captioned and dated as above.

A copy of the LHM is being disseminated to the
USA, G-2, Secret Service, and OSI, all Pittsburgh, Pa.,
and HISO, Philadelphia, Pa.

>
(U)
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Information from Trooper
|

State Police, Ebensburg, Pa., was furnished to SA

b6
b7C
b7D

tored by

LHM is classified "Confidential" since data reported
from PG T-l through PG T-3, and PG T-5, and PG T-6, could
reasonably result in identification of confidential informants
of continuing value and compromise the future effectiveness
thereof (U)

Sources utilized in the enclosed , LHM are as follows:

2
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In Reply, Please Refer to

file No.

M
i

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSmiE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
October 31, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

cdftnm:

On October 4, 1968, PG T-l, who has furnished«reliable
information in the past, advised that the Pittsburgh Branch of
Pennsylvanians for a Peace and Freedom Ticket (PPFT) , is located
at 6303 Shakespeare ' St . Pittsburgh, Pa., but that most business
is conducted at the Peace and Freedom Center (PFC)

,
5899

Ellsworth Ave.

,

Pittsburgh.,^
(U)

A characterization of the PPFT and the PFC
is contained in the appendix hereto.

PG T-l said that
of the Pittsburgh Branch of the pp*t>

is one of the leaders

m b6
b7C

On May JL
Mav 3 . 1968 ,[

1968. Pfl T-l advised that
and hisf

in Pittsburgh where s

on

attended a communist Party (Cyj, meeting
stated that

a Communist newspaper was necessary for proper
understanding of world events>^ —

(U)

PG T-l continued that in the past, the
have been asked to join the CP, but

nave refused although they display their
sympathy with CP policies and take part in
activities of interest to the CP^

(t
j)

PG T-l said that among the members of the—Simmaz
£

r/no
Committee of the Pittsburgh Branch of th? PPFT. are

, and f'all of
whom are members of the Comfcmnlst_JgaE.ty or western Pennsylvania
(CPWP)

.

^ (U) I

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

I-V #
CLASS. * EXT. BY
•'T'ASOU-FCIM

downgrading and
declassification
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

PG T-i adadsad in 1968, that on
October 6, 1968, | land other members of
the Pittsburgh Branch of the PJWt distributed in a predominately
Negro housing project in Pittsburgh copies of a leaflet
advertising the appearance of Dick Gregory at the University of
Pittsburgh Field House on October 15, 1968. Also distributed
were facsimiles of a one-dollar bill bearing a picture of
Dick Gregory and urging the recipient to vote for him on
November 5, 1968*^ ,

(|[

PG T-l made available copies of the aforesaid
literature which is as follows:

<u >

s1*

\

b6
b7C
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Peace & Freedom Candidate for U. S. President
On the Ballot in Pennsylvania "

,

’ v.
•

W>'\£i J>.A

'"V r:v ; 'ivv, V

77 pelj) mm% J
oatBfja and Darrsagb Sts.

PAH
"

8S

ALL I3ELG0I3E

Meeting sponsored, by.Student Union Board, University of Pittsburgh. As a service

to the community* the Student Union Board is opening this talk to the public.

or, donated

distributed by. Peace it Freedom Party of Allegheny County
~~** m •* »• _ _ __ _ mn - \ / — m. ^ 1 . m t

"T—V Lowell K&yn&s,, Treasurer; Delmar Mosely
** Welter Tiltow, co-choirnum. 342-$303.
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The black communities are exploding with demands for change . . . and the other
presidential candidates offer the club of a policeman.

-jV They send our young men to fight for “freedom” in Vietnam when there is no freedom
at home.

xV This country has more industry than any other country, in the world . . . yet thou*
sands have no jobs.

The Agricultural Dept, worries about overproduction while poor people don’t have

welfare for people who need it. '
.

>t The wealth of the country goes to weapons of destruction ... while thousands of
Americans go without good housing. '

•
' *

7hh Cetumtiry ^agjih^ SidePjpAg®M
An end to racism,and enforcement of constitutio-

-

J,B naS rights.
’

' ' 1 '

Brnmedlsteencf to Vietnam War. Mo will bring our
. ,

,

. , ' ^B sons"home. *

, ,
*

f »

.<& The use of the money being wasted in Vietnam to
build houses, schools, and provide decent jobs.'

i
» * .

4

i

Dick Gregory says “// America does not solve

her social problems in the next five years, the .

j

.
problems will solve America.”

UOT

TV
:
Radio, and the' Newspapers have ignored Dick Gregory's

campaign, hear what he has to say himself.

Pitt Field Kouse (ASiqui^pa & Barraugh Streets)
•‘TUESDAY EVEKBKG, ©CTOBES 25th /

Admission Free.
,

Aii welcome.





RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On October 8, 1968, PG T-2, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that~Dick Gregory would be in
Pittsburgh on October 14, 1968, through October 16, 1968, in
furtherance of his candidacy for the presidency on the PPFT.

PG T-2 furnished the following tentative itinerary
for Gregory^

(u)

Monday, October 14, 1968

4:00 pm

(U)

Press conference at Point Park College.

6:00 pm

Dinner at Point Park College.

8:00 pm

Speech before students and faculty at Point
Park College.

Tuesday, October 15, 1968

7:00 am

'A ‘Visit to Main Gate of U. S. Steel
Corporation, Homestead, Pa.

8:00 am

Appearance on Radio Station WAMO, Pittsburgh.

10:00 am

Speech before a student assembly at Westinghouse
High School.

11:00 am to 12:00 pm

A tour of predominantly Negro Homewood section
of •Pittsburgh.

12:30 pm to 2:30 pm

A tour of predominantly Negro Hill District section
of Pittsburgh.

6
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Wednesday, October 16, 1968

6:45 am

A visit to the Main Gate of the Jones and Laughlin
Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh.

8:25 am

Speech before student body at Fifth Avenue High School.

10:00 am

A visit to East Hills Shopping Center.

11:30 am to 12:30 pm

Appearance at Mellon Square, downtown Pittsburgh.

12:30 pm to 2:00 pm

Lunch; free time.

2:00 pm to 3:30 pm

Speech before student bcdy at the Ellis School.

4:00 pm to 6:00 pm
frks

A cocktail party at the residence of
b6
b7C



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

8:00 pm to 10:00 pm

A speech before students; and faculty at Chatham
College.

On October 10
, 1968

,
Commander

that
J
Pittsburgh Police Department, advised

had issued an itinerary setting forth the
appearances which Dick Gregory plans to make during his
campaign tour of Pittsburgh on October 14-16, 1968.

Commander furnished a copy of the itinerary,
which is essentially the same as that set out above.

On October 15, 1968, the "Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,"
a daily newspaper, reported that on the afternoon of
October 14, 1968, Dick Gregory held a press conference at
Point Park College, Pittsburgh. Gregory said he believes the
November Presidential election will not be completed, and
that more candidates for the Presidency will be killed before
the balloting. Gregory said "I look for a lot of vicious
things to happen. There is a tremendous conspiracy to overthrow
vthis country and it comes from the Central Intelligence Agency."

According to this article, Gregory linked the
assassinations of President JOHN F. KENNEDY, ROBERT F. KENNEDY,
and DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., to a conspiracy which he
predicted will lead to the death of more candidates prior to
November 5th.

Gregory debunked official reports regarding the
assassinations of the KENNEOYs and said that the only
reason he has not been killed is "because they are learning
toomuch from me."

b6
b7C

Gregory ^claimed his telephone is tapped and said,
"If you want to guarantee to get a message to the White House,
call Mr, Gregory."

In referring to the recent Democratic National
Convention, Gregory said, "Chicago was very good for the
people because it made people wake up. Ever since then,
the whole power structure has been trying to convince people
they didn*t see what they saw, and some fools are believing them."
He praised the press for felling what really happened in Chicago.



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Gregory characterized Richard Nixon and Vice-President
Hubert Humphrey as ’’dirty, cheap politicians.” He said that he
thought George Wallace would be more honest than the other
Presidential candidates, however, he accused Wallace of not being
for the little man.

On October 15, 1968, the ’’Pittsburgh Press,” a daily
newspaper, reported that at a press conference held at
Pittsburgh on October 14, 1968, Dick Gregory charged that the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is leading a conspiracy to
overthrow the nation and that because of this plot, the
November election may not take place. Gregory said ”if the
election comes off, it *11 surprise the hell out of me.”

Gregory described the ’’law and order issue” of the
other candidates as a joke because none of them has promised to
break up the crime syndicate.

According to the article, Gregory described himself as
”a statesman, who is the most honest, ethical man running.” He
said that ’’politicians can be corrupted, but statesmen cannot be
bought.”

Gregory declared that the candidacy of George Wallace has
done the nation ”a great service by embarrassing us all over the
world” and that ’"Wallace has shown black folks how much racism
there is.”

PG T-3, who has furnished reliable information in the
past, advised on October 17, 1968, that on October 14, 1968,
from approximately 8:00 pm to 10:00 pm, Dick Gregory spoke before
about 400 students and faculty members at Point Park College,
Pittsburgh's^ (U)

PG T-3 said that Gregory’s speech was substantially as
follows:^< (u)

’’Good evening. I’m very glad to be here. But
you know some people want to come to Pittsburgh and can’t
get hero because there are only two airlines that come here,
Mohawk and Allegheny. I called Mohawk and asked them
what time did they have a plane going to Pittsburgh and the
person on the other end of the phone said, ’What time can you
get here?' So I caught Allegheny Airlines. When I got on



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"the piano, I settled down trying to.go to sleep.
I was sitting next to this white cat that was too
scared to go to sleep. The white cat finally got
up nerve '.enough to . say something because he
recognized me. I know he recognized me from the
way he addressed me. * Hey boy! j What would be the
first thing you would do if you were elected
President?* I replied, 'The first thing I would do
is to paint the White House black and then I would>
bring all the boys home from Vietnam and send LBJ
over to Vietnam, along with Lady Bird and arm them
with a barbeque gun.'

”But silly as that fool is, he's liable to
win. I received a letter from a friend in England
that asked what type of man LBJ was . Because he
could not understand how he could* come out of
Walter Reed Hospital and stand on the steps and show
his operation scar on national television. I wrote
back to my friend in England that he should be glad
LBJ didn't have a hemorrhoid operation.

'Ifou young people have a hell of a task in
front of you. It is us old fools that have created
the problems that you are going to have to cope
with* I am not going to stand up here and tell you
about ^hite racism because you know it exists. All
you have to do is think of some of the things you
heard your mother and father say.

”You know what happened in Chicago with the
hippies, yippies, and the police was very
important. It showed what a sick nation American is. The
news media was just great during the convention. They
were so hungary for news that they gave close-ups of
the cops whipping those kids ' heads , and after the
convention, that silly Mayor Daley spent a whole week
trying to convince you that you didn't see what you
saw. They did not find one stick of dynamite or a gun.
But Mayor Daley did got on television with the weapon
the hippies and yippies were using, a jar of black widow
spiders. Now thats not funny because I know it took a

ESPIAL
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’’long time to teach those spiders who to bite. They
had 16,000 cops, FBI, Secret Service, and 75,000
troops in Chicago to handle 15,000 kids who were out-
numbered by at least six to one. If it took that many
to handle 16,000 kids then the United States had better
never say anything nasty to the Russians. Tell me who
was more moral, the hippies and yippies or the Shriners?.
Who did more whore mongering, the hippies and yippies, or
the Shriners?.

’’The young people are saying that morality is no
longer a haircut and a Brooks Brothers suit. They are
not conforming because they refuse to identify with the
older sick generation. What happened in Chicago was not
a police action, it was a political action.

”It is the policeman’s turn to be the nigger.
You see this country has always had its nigger and
you don’t have to be black to be the nigger. First
the Italian was the nigger, then the Irish was the
nigger, and the Jew was the nigger, and we ware not
ready yet so they switched to religion and by that
time we were ready to be the nigger. And we were the
best nigger this country ever had. My mother was the
same as the cops. She was a white folks nigger. She
used to be over worked and under paid too. She would
work hard all day for them white folks and be mad when
she got home and take it out on us. My mother used to
sing them white kids to sleep with spirituals and then
go down to the kitchen and steal them blind and
bring that food home and cook if. Put it on the table
and expect us to say a blessing over it. I refused to
say the blessing and one day I told my mother that I

would make a deal with her. I said I would pray over
what she stole if she came down in the cellar and
prayed over what I stole. You see she didn’t know
that I was a better thief than she was, but I could
not justify mine through religion.

"I’m going to tell you how to bring the boys
home from Vietnam. Start a nationwide campaign
throughout all the young people to stop smoking
cigarettes and the cigarette companies will bring the
boys home.
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"This is a society that puts capitalism
before the constitution when capitalism should
be behind the constitution. You know years ago
when I was in college, they used to have panty
raids on girls* dormitories and no one ever said
that was communist inspired because you weren't
trying to change things. But I never joined in.
I was never crazy enough to be stealing no white
gals drawers. I would stand outside and yell,
'Get a pair for me baby. * When the goldfish
swallowing craze was going on, they didn't say
that was communist inspired. When the phone booth
jamming craze came they didn't say that was communist
inspired. Bell Telephone would gladly replace a
broken booth. But if you got a picket sign and
picketed one of the booths protesting against the anti-
trust and the high cost of toll calls, you would
be jailed and called communist inspired. Every
year thousands of kids go to Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, and tear up the whole town. No one says
anything. To show how sick this society is,
50,000 people turned out on Wall Street to look
at a broad's breasts. The girl says she wished
they would leave her alone. All she has to do is
tell the press that she will be coming out of the
subway the next day in the tightest sweater she
can get in. When she emerges from the subway,
have written across her breasts 'Free Huey Newton,
Baby, ' then she will not have to bo bothered with
any more crowds.

"You know if a federal man came up and
knocked on your door and said he wanted your
cat or dog to send to Vietnam there would be
a shoot out on the lawn. But these same parents
will not say one word when the man comes and gets
their son at 18 years of age to go to Vietnam.
You know a lot of people were upset when Rap
Brown said to get a gun and watch the police. But
this is not an original statement, it's right here
in this history book which says that in the days
when the British were the police, Paul Revere
rode through the town shouting, 'Arm yourself,
the British are coming."'
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PG T-4, who has furnished reliable information
v in the past, advised on October 15, 1968, that Dick
\ Gregory’s speech at Point Park College was sponsored by
l Student Organization for Understanding LilelXSOUL) and
\the Student Union Forum Committee and was a paid appearance.

/>

Source said that Gregory condemned United States
involvement in Vietnam, attacked racism in the United
States, urged support of the California grape boycott,
and said that the fact that supporters of the late Senator
Robert F. Kennedy would cheer the assassination of
George Wallace is indicative of a sick society.

PG T-4 said that during Gregory’s speech, which
was liberally interlaced with humor and satirical remarks,
Gregory said blacks have the right to defend themselves
with firearms and stated that ’’Give me liberty or give me
death" is better than no progress at all.>.

^ (U)

Gregory urged the employment of the CIA to
combat "The Syndicate’* rather than employing them for
overthrowing other countries and he claimed that excessive
force had been used against demonstrators at the recent
Democratic National Convention.

Gregory, who termed his candidacy as emblematic
of honesty, said that police and firemen are the most
important people in the country and yet they are the
lowest paid.

PG T-5, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised on October 16, 1968, that at approximately
7:00 AM, on October 15, 1968, Dick Gregory visited the
main gate of the Homestead, Pa., Works of United States
S£eel Corporation where he passed out "Vote Money" to
workers.* Later, Gregory visited Westinghouse High School
and toured the Homewood Section of Pittsburgh. During
the afternoon, Gregory toured the Manchester Section of
Pittsburgh and on the evening of October 15, 1968, he
spoke before a public gathering at the University of
Pittsburgh Field House.

^

(U)
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PG T-3 advised on October 16, 1968, that
on October 15, 1968, between 6:30 PM and 8:30 PM,
Dick Gregory addressed about 2,000 persons, mostly
students, at the University of Pittsburgh Field House.
Source said that Gregory's speech was identical to the
on© which he gave at Point Park College on October 14,
1968

PG T-l advised on October 21, 1968, that
Gregory's speech at the University of Pittsburgh Field
House was spiced with derogatory remarks and some vulgarity
and was not very political in

V

. According to PG T-l, Gregory said he does not
\ 4 advocate violence, but if beneficial changes cannot be
lit reached through non-violent acts, then it may be necessary
ylto use violent tactics

Gregory said axew people that are in control
of the wealth of this nation also control the political
organizations and he stated that America is facing a serious
problem of moral pollution. He cited the injustices im-
posed by "The System" on other minorities, particularly
the American Indian.

PG T-6, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised on October 15, 1968, that Gregory's
speech at the University of Pittsburgh Field House was
directed primarily to the students in the audience. He
termed the young people of today as "the most morally
committed, dedicated group ever to exist in this country,"
and he said, £hat> the young, people are the ones that will
have to solve the problems, the problems that they had
nothing to do with/creating.'^^ ^

Gregory cited moral pollution as the number one
problem in the United States and characterized the nation
as insane. He said that it is up to the young people to
restore the nation's .sanity.

* i * * i

PG T-6 said that Gregory stated that he does
not advocate the destruction of capitalism in the
United States, however, capitalism should be put in its

<u>
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right place behind the constitution and not in front of
it. He said that the trouble with today's leaders is
that they put the emphasis on property- rights rather than
human rights

Gregory said the only way the black problem
in America is going to be resolved is 1 for the Government
to create an atmosphere where black people will trust
white .people. He. said that' this atmosphere will only
be created 1 when, the United States helps the Indians,
Puerto Ricans, Mexicans and Jews.

Gregory said that if he were elected president,
he would bring all .the troops home from Vietnam :and send
LBJ

^

PG‘T-5 advised on October 16, 1968, that on
the same date , .

Dick Gregory visited the main gate of the
Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, spoke
at Fifth .Avenue High School, and toured the Hill District
Section of the city.. Source said that on the evening of
October 16, 1968, Gregory spoke to students and faculty
at Chatham College, a female institution,

On October 24, 1968, PG T-5 advised that
approximately 500 persons were present at Chatham College
when Gregory delivered a speech between* 8 jOO and 10:00 PM.

• 1 '

.
>*<(u)

Gregory said the hippies and yippies who
demonstrated' at the. Democratic National Convention were
voicing, their rejection of the existing. system. He
said that the allegation* that some of the demonstrators!
possessed' explosives was a' lie created to incense the
public against the demonstrators.' Gregory said that
the young people at Chicago did not have a chance against
the. Chicago Police because the police, CIA, FBI, and the
•U. SV Ariay totaled well over 100,000 men while the. yippies
and' hippies niimbered' only 15,000.

According to PG T-5, Gregory commented, '“The

President said that he was. sending in 7,000 troops to make
sure the convention went off without any disturbances.
'As one. might know, if Johnson said 7,000 you can bet it
was 20,000 troopsV^,.y

(

^C^EXBfiNajESir
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/

Regarding the subject of violence, Gregory
stated that the whole history of the United States ms
based on violence and there is nothing wrong with being
a black militant and bearing arms, because this right is
written in the Constitution. He equated H. Rap Brown
and Stokely Carmichael with the Hinutemen during the
Revolutionary War.

/

PG T-5 said that Gregory remarked that violence
in certain instances is good and that if the Chicago
Police mnt a raise, they should resort to violence by
•going to the City Council every Monday and beating
the heads of the council members. He said that after
a couple of weeks of this, the Council would be more than
happy to negotiatej^^

r

j

Gregory pointed to the decadence of American
society by citing a recent incident in which Wall Street
businessmen unabashedly gawked at the bust of a young
secretary.

"The Pittsburgh Point," a weekly Pittsburgh
newspaper, reported in an article on October 17, 1968,
that Dick Gregory received approximetely $750 to $1,000
for each of the three speeches which he had delivered at
Pittsburgh area colleges.

On October 16, 1968, between 6:10 PM and
7:20 PM, Dick Gregory appeared on "Comment," a telephone
interview-type program, on Pittsburgh radio station
WJAS. Gregory said he is a candidate for the presidency
because he is the most morally dedicated, the most honest,
and the most brilliant of all the candidates. He
described himself as a statesman and said that he is
the only one qualified to solve the nation's problems.

Gregory lauded the young people of today as
being the most morally committed and honest group that
this nation has ever seen.

(

Gregory demeaned the CIA by charging that it
is controled by former Nazis and that it is involved in

16
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/C
an insidious plot to destrov^the nation.

Again and again, Gregory called for the
implementation of the Constitution as a panacea for
the nation's problems. He said he is in favor of
handgun registration and cited "The Syndicate" as -the
basis of all crime in the United States.

In regard to capitalism, Gregory said he
does not advocate the destruction of capitalism, but
is in favor of placing if in its proper prospective
so that it will be employed to enhance human rights
instead of property rights

.

He said that the United States should pull
out of Vietnam and that the nation cannot continue
to act as the world's policeman.

Gregory urged support of the California grape
boycott and complete freedom and equality for the American
Indian.

In paraphrasing a section from the Declaration'
of Independence, Gregory said, "When rights are destroyed
over long periods of time it is your duty to destroy or
abolish that Government."

He said that George Wallace will be listed on
the ledger of history, along with Adolph Hitler and
Julius Caesar.

Gregory stated that if he is not elected President
on November 5th, he will declare himself "the independent
write-in president in exile; establish an office in
Washington, D.C.; and thereafter tour the country and
get the support of the young people so that together
they may implement the Constitution,

Gregory said in any event, he does not plan
to return to the entertainment field and he will devote
the rest of his life to wiping out hunger, disease and
capital punishment.
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On October 14, 1968, Trooper]
Pennsylvania State Police, Ebensburg, Pa., aavisea tnat
Dick Gregory was scheduled to speak at St. Francis
College, Loretto, Pa., on the evening of October 18,
1968.

On October 19, 1968, Trooper supra,
advised that on the evening of October jlo, Dick
Gregory delivered a two and one half hour speech before
a group of approximately 650 persons at St. Francis College.

Gregory said that today's students are
t
the most

morally dedicated young people in the history of the country
and stated that it is up to young people to save America
if she can be saved.

He said that the No. 1 problem in America today
is not air pollution, but moral pollution and that the
young people have the job of giving America back her sanity.
Gregory said the problems between young people and old
people arise when the young discover that their society
isn't what it should be and want a change.

Gregory stated that the young people of today
are saying that morality will no longer be a clean-shaven
face, a Brooks Brothers suit, and haircut once a week. He
said morality comes from within and cannot be bought with
a credit card.

Gregory warned that students should not be
so busy learning how to make a living, less they forget
to learn how to live.

He called for United States withdrawal from
Vietnam and said that if he is elected President he would
cease trade with Russia since they supply the bullets
that kill American fighting men in Vietnam.

On October 28, 1968, Commander
supra, advised that at approximately 1:45 i*m on
October 24, 1968, members of the Pittsburgh Police
Department and Secret Service Agents raided the Peace
and Freedom Center, 5899 Ellsworth Avenue, Pittsburgh,
and confiscated a number of bogus $1 bills bearing the
likeness of presidential candidate Dick Gregory.

"gftKEiDSiaEfair

b6
b7C
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> « ' —

Commander
|

|said no arrests were made
and none are complicatea . The purpose of the raid
was to confiscate the "campaign, money” since they
too closely resemble legal tender.

The Pittsburgh Police Department is cognizant
of the above. The U. S. Attorney’s Office, Secret Service,
and Army Intelligence, all Pittsburgh, Pa., have been
apprised of the above information.
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In Replyv Please Refer to

File No.

UNITEfl^tTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSlA^

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
November 1, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On October 24, 1968, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Richard
Claxton Gregory was scheduled to make a public appearance
at 8;00 PM, October 26, 1968, at the Wheeling College Field-
house, Wheeling, W. Va. •*

On October 26, 1968, source advised that Gregory
appeared on that date at the Wheeling College Fieldhouse,
Wheeling, and spoke approximately two and one-half
before a crowd of . approximately 1500 people, compose,
.of students. Gregory was introduced to the group .bvl

hours
d nr-imar-Liy

a Wheelincrl

1| of Wheeung Loiiegft. 1 |

* wag nrer.ertea on the piar. :orm by

b6
b7C
V

/

at Wheeling College and
1 Wheeling, and by Reverend

chaplain, who informed the audience
Newell, Wheeling

tHSt the studentscollege
had expressed the desire to have several people with varying

jhad volunteeredideas appear on campus and that
to pay the expenses for the appearance of Gregory. Source
advised that Gregory* s talk contained no open threats of* v
violence and indicated that he was not disillusioned about his

(

chances of being elected President of the United States.
"

He stressed the heed for law and order and higher salaries
for law enforcement officers and appealed to the younger

**

generation to break from pattern established by the older
generation. He advocated ending the war in Vietnam and lowering
the voting age. Source stated there were no incidents during
or following Gregory's talk.

This document contains neither recommendation* nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 1 is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

COPIES DESTROYED
9 NOV 19 m /#0
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Source advised that prior to the talk, Gregory and
his small party attended^a dinner and. cocktail party at the
residence of Wheeling

J On October 26, 1968, Chief of Police Joseph Noll',

Bureau of Police, Wheeling, advised, that Gregory,, spoke to an
^orderly group of approximately 1500 people, at Wheeling
College from approximately 8:00 PM until 10:30 PM’ on that ^

same date. He advised that there were no’incidents.

L
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TO DIRECTOR (100-440423), CHICAGO 157-347, ^

BOSTON, AND WASHINGTON FIELD
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|
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY JRM - JBNT

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES, NEW YORK OFFICE, FURNISHED

FOLLOWING INFORMATION ELEVEN FOUR SIXTY-EIGHT.

RICHARD GREGORY ARRIVED NEW YORK CITY AROUND

TEN AM FRIDAY, ELEVEN ONE SIXTY-EIGHT. HE MADE CAMPAIGN

SPEECHES IN BEDFORD STUYVESTANT SECTION BROOKLYN,

THE VILLAGE AREA, THE BRONX, AND HARLEM; HE STAYED ,

OVERNIGHT IN GREENWICH VILLAGE AND MADE APPEARANCES

AT VILLAGE GATE THEATER, NEW YORK CITY, AND AT

TOWN HALL, MANHATTAN. GENERALLY, IN HIS(INCHESy()0~
^

GREGORY ATTACKED GEORGE WALLAMfr PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE.

HE CITED THE HIGH SALES TAX IN ALABAMA WHj®$\S ***"”

OOh ft
'• *U4«

HURTING LITTLE PEOPLE. HE RIDICULpDpT^E’TJEW YORK CITY

POLJCE DEPMr YING THAT THEY DID NOT HAVE THE

PED TO:
C G iff#
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PAGE TWO

HEART TO STRIKE; THAT IF THE BLACKS j$jfy{j£WrYO,RK .CITY

RIOTED, AND THE POLICE WERE FORCED INTO DOUBLE TOURS,

THE CITY WOULD FIND A WAY TO PAY THEIR SALARIES* GREGORY

SAID IF WALLACE WERE ELECTED PRESIDENT, TEN MILLION

WHITES WOULD COMMIT SUICIDE BECAUSE OF THE STOCK MARKET

CRASH.

WITH REFERENCE TO HIS CAMPAIGN, GREGORY SAID HE

DID NOT EXPECT TO WIN; THAT THE ’MOVEMENT* WOULD NOT

DIE IN THE NEXT EIGHT YEARS, BUT HIS PARTY WOULD SET UP

A GOVERNMENT IN EXILE IN WASHINGTON. GREGORY SATED ON

ELEVEN TWO SIXTY-EIGHT THAT HE WOULD LEAVE SHORTLY FOR

MAINE (PLACE NOT INDICATED) AND WOULD RETURN TO CHICAGO ON

TUESDAY, ELEVEN FIVE SIXTY-EIGHT.

ADMINISTRATIVE

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES REFERRED TO ARE

(PROB.), PLANNED

ACTIVITIES OF DICK GREGORY IN MAINE UNKNOWN TO NEW YORK

OFFICE SOURCES. LHM FOLLOWS^£^ (U)

END

NSM R RELAY
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM.
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Mr. Tolson

Mr. JDeLoaciu

Mr. Mohr—
Mr. B'shep

Mr. C&sper—
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Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Felt

Mr. Oal«„

Mr. Rosen.

v^T*£Tf
liv

TaveL
Mr, Trotteiu.™.

.Tele,

Mi$$ 'Hokxa

fit A RELIABLE SOURCE, ADVISED TODAY THAT THE SUBJECT SPOKEl

AT MT. MERCY COLLEGE, PITTSBURGH, BETWEEN APPROXIMATELY ON

AND TWO PM ON INSTANT DATE,.

GREGORY'S REMARKS WERE IDENTICAL TO THE STANDARD SPEEC

WHICH HE HAS UTILIZED IN ADDRESSING COLLEGE AUDIENCES. THERE'

)
WERE NO INCIDENTS.

!
i

SUBJECT'S TRAVEL PLANS UNKNOWN.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REMYTEL NOV. FOUR LAST. LHM FOLLOWS. P
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Mr. Mohr—
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STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY, IS - SDS. BUFILE\

ONE ZERO ZERO - FOUR THREE NINE ZERO. FOUR EIGHT, MIAMI

FILE ONE ZERO ZERO - ONE FIVE ONE TWO. EIGHT •

A SOURCE WITH WHOM THERE HAS BEEN INSUFFICIENT CONTACT I

TO DETERMINE RELIABILITY, WHO ADVISED HE ASSOCIATES WITH:0
*’

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS) MEMBERS AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, CORAL GABLES, FLA., ADVISED THAT SD#~

DECIDED AT A MEETING ON NOV. SIX, LAST, TO. DEMONSTRATE AT

FY-inc JffiC- 65
THE APPEARANCE OF RICHARD*'GREGORY Al THE UNIVERSITY OF

m
MIAMI, NOV. SEVEN, INSTANT-. THEY DECIDED TO. ENTER AN ARE

A^
OF THE AlfflITORIUM WHERE GREGORY IS APPEARING , WHICH AREA IS

RESERVED FOR FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL
CLASS. A SX7. BVO $ If -if)Ju\

ENTERING THIS AREA, THEY WILL REFUSE TO. LEAVE SSiSCJMCIU II

ENO PAGE ONE ^ <U
>^ ^

rn mrarn m. ...

END: PAGE ONE
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PAGE TWO

THE SOURCE SAID THAT GREGORY WAS GO TNG TO. BE ADVISED

OF THIS ACTIVITY PRIOR TO HIS APPEARANCE AND THEY EXPECT

HIS SUPPORT DURING THIS DEMONSTRATION !Ui

ON NOV. SEVEN, INSTANT, DETECTIVE

DADE COUNTY SO., ADVISED THAT GREGORY

IS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE MIAMI BY AIR APPROXIMATELY ONE PM

NOV. SEVEN-, INSTANT, AND. TRAVEL DIRECTLY TO. THE UNIVERSITY

OF MIAMI, CORAL GABLES. HE REPORTEDLY WILL MEET WITH A
i

•BLACK ONLY- GROUP OF STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY DURING THE

AFTERNOON.. HE IS TO SPEND THE EVENING OF NOV. SEVEN, INSTANT-,

AT THE UNIVERSITY *S FACULTY LOUNGE AND DEPART MIAMI BY AIR

SHORTLY AFTER EIGHT AM, NOV. EIGHT, NEXT.

DADE COUNTY SO, CORAL GABLES PD, ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH

MI GROUP, SECRET SERVICE, AND USA’S OFFICE, MIAMI , ADVISED .

ADMINISTRATIVE

PSI «JD>.THE SOURCE IS

MIAMI IS ATTEMPTING TO SECURE COVERAGE OF GREGORY’S

APPEARANCE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI. (U)

LHM FOLLOWS

.

END
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Attached XHM Is classified "Confidential" since
unauthorized disclosure of Information attributed to
above sources mightjmpair their future effectiveness
and such impairment could have an adverse effect on
the national defense.

Dissemination of attached LHM is being made
locally to 108th HI Group, OSI, NISO, and Secret Service^
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer tom No.
BufHe 100-440423
NYfile 157-1093

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
November &, 1968

Richard Claxton Gregory-
Racial Matters - Black Nationalist

Confidential Source 1 furnished the following
information November 1, 1968: (y)

Dick Gregory, candidate for the Presidency of
the United States on the Freedom and Peace Party (FPP)
ticket, held a rally at Arlington Place and Fulton Street,
Brooklyn, New York, from 12:45 PM until, 1:00 PM on
Friday, November 1, 1968. Gregory attacked George Wallace,
Presidential candidate, and cited the high sales tax in
the state of Alabama, which he said was; holding little
people. He ridiculed Wallace with sarcasm and humor.
He also attacked the police of the New York City Police
Department (NYCPD) calling them a “bunch of punks “ who
lacked the heart to strike. He said that if the blacks
in New York City rioted and the police were forced
into double-Sours^ the city would find a way to pay
the salaries. He queried that the police might get
what theywanted if they called a general strike on
January 1, 1969.

Gregory said that if George Wallace were
elected President of the United States that there
would be ten million whites who would commit suicide
because the stock-market would drop drastically.

CO

GROUP I PATE OF RSYIEff jia s-yf
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downgrading and
declassification
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Richard Claxton Gregory

Confidential Source 2 furnished the following
information on November 2, 1968:^g/(U}

Richard Gregory was the featuredspeaker
rally df the PPP held in Town Hall, Manh^-ttan, on Saturday
evening.November 2, 1968. At this ppdgram, Ossie^Cavis,
Negro/£*rftertainer, was Master of Ceremonies (MC), and- •

PetefSeeger, folk singer, provide^ entertainment. Another
speaker on the program was Mai$*Lan^, also a candidate
on the PPP ticket. Dick Gregory, Un his speech, conceded
that he would not win the election. \ Both he and Mark
Lane in substance indicated that “The Movement" would not
die in the next eight years but they were going to set
up a Goverament-in-exile in Washington, D.C. Source
was of the belief that "The Movement" here referred to
the PPP. Mark Lane allegedly stated that they would
set up headquarters in Washington, D.C. and call it
"Black House .

" ((j)

Confidential Source 3 furnished the following
information on November 2, 196or^

Richard Gregory arrived in New York City at
about 10:00 AM on Friday, November 1, 1968. He -made
campaign speeches in the Bedford Stuyvesant section
of Brooklyn, in the East Village area, the Bronx,
Harlem, and mid Manhattan. He stayed overnight in
Greenwich Village and made appearances at the Village
Gate, New York City, and at Town Hall, Manhattan.

(U) •

Gregory made the statement on November 2, 1968,
that he 1would be leaving shortly for the state of Maine
(place not indicated) and would return to Chicago on
Tuesday, November 5, 1968. He mentioned that his
wife had just given birth to a child and he was anxious
to see the child.

All Confidential Sources referred to in the
above Letterhead Memo have furnished reliable information
in the past.
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In Reply, Pleas* Refer to

File No.

* »
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
November 20, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On Novenber 6, 1968, a confidential source who
has furnished reliable information in the past advised as
follows:

Independent presidential candidate Dick Gregory
spoke at the University of, Maine in Portland, Maine on
Novenber 3, 1968 before a group of about 500 persons, mostly
of college age.

i t

Gregory stated that he would invalidate the entire
vote in Maine, if the write-in votes cast for hiw were not
counted. He said he was challenging a statement made by
the Attorney General of Maine to the effect that write-in
votes would be void. Gregory said that the United States
Supreme Court had ruled that write-in votes must be counted.

Gregory said that there was a good chance of an
independent candidate being elected President of the United
States in 1972. He said his principal motive in campaigning
was to break up the big trusts, to rid the country of the two
party system, to work for human rights for blacks and whites
and to clean up the immoral and degenerate system of government
now prevalent In the United States. He charged that the
-Democratic Party had been backing the campaign of former
Governor George Wallace to throw the election into the House
of Representatives. He said that none of the three major
candidates had said anything about the crime syndicates which
were putting heroin into our schools. He told the college
students that the faith and destiny of America depended on
them.

He condemned "America's war in Vietnam" as

"immoral" and said "If I were your President, I'd pull those
boys out of Vietnam." He said that people who favored the

war in Vietnam should be sent over there to fight it. He
said he would give the 'Minutemen special privileges to go

first. He said Americans were upset over the assassinations
of the two Kennedys and Martin Luther King but were not
disturbed over the assassinations of George Lincoln Rockwell,
former head of the American , Nazi Party or Malcolm X, former
head of the Black Muslims.

ENCLOSURE



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

He said his organization would sponsor a "nude
march" of 500 people in Washington, D.C. in the Spring of
1969 for the purpose of getting the United States Supreme
Court to rule' that people must wear clothes. He said that
the government would then have to supply clothing for
people. '

-

«
v

Gregory departed from Portland, Maine after the
speech stating that he was going to return to his home in
Chicago.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.
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this report, was advised that he was being interviewed at the

specific request of the Assistant Attorney, General- in Charge

of the Criminal Division, Department of Justice.
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'UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 -.NISj Omaha, Nebraska (RM)
Copy tos 2 - USA,, Chicago , Illinois

Report of: ) SA
Oat*: November 18,. 1968-

4

Field Office File *: 176-15 %

Offieei

; Bureau File It

Title: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

i

OMAHA

100-440423 b6
b7C

Character: ANTIRIOT LAWS
«

• Synoptic

I

interview of Commander
covering Bemocr&tifc,'

positively identified photograph
information, concerning subject ^.activities , set forth.

/ RUCy
DETAILS:

I

National convention,, wmr—

—

of subject and who provided

4

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to t

your aaency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
, _ . y ~ .....
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

tw* _ November 15. 1968

Commandervvwwm tiwv*
|

r

WhO iS prgjB *>wt1 v onr-mi lort. nTI
IsL&i.

resides at|

following information:

I Statflc? Mawir VfiSQYVG ,

and who
Lincoln, Nebraska, provided the

b6
b7C

as a f

During the Democratic National Convention. he functioned

Jeaded py
_ _

which observed the demonstra-
tions and obtained audio tape recordings ofspeechesby demon-
stration leaders on \arions days, but principally at the mass
rally, August 28, 1968, at the Grant Park band shell, Chicago,
Illinois.

He arrived in Chicago, Illinois, Monday, August 26. 1968 .

We was immediately assigned to cover the demonstrations.
recorded the speeches that they observed during the con-

]

ygimun *md they 'are available .through
900, U. S. Custom House, 610 South
Illinois. He heard the speeches that

Room
i Chicago,
jrecdrdhd* andwhe

©ah* testify that they are true and accurate recordings.

He observed the following photographs:

Little Rock Police Department

RICHARD CLAXTpH GREGORY:
his Police Department
Memphis Police Department!

Memphis Police Department
Memphis Police Department [_

Little Rock Police Department b6
b7C

[ positively identified the photograph of RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY as being, the individual introduced as such at
the Grant Park ban^ shell and in front of the Conrad- * Hilton
on Thursday, August 29, 1968. He acted as master; of cermonies
at the latter demonstration. ^GREGORY was one of the few speakers
who

n
did, not^chide the. police,, but merely. said that they 'were

On 11/8/68 Q ,
Lincoln, Nebraska *n« ft

°®aha 176-15

2

by
SA PJC

Date dictated -
11/13/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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taking orders fro® those in power* .. GREGORY- '-was-'-very careful'
in his speach. 'He - did’ not directly, 'advocate- the -use 'of.-:force-
nor did he indicate ;&hat he advocated? the -use -of ^techniques
which would be capable of causing personal injury or which would
interfere with law enforcement officers in the performance of
their duties*

The actual text -of the speeches made by GREGORY are
available In the audio tap® recordings taken by

| \
" ’ be

|

' b7C

*

f
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QtfiOiAi FOftM NO. 14
MAY 1*42 COITION
OSA OCN. ICO. NO. 17

Mki

TO

FROM

UNITED STATES GOWRNMENT

Memorandum
Assistant Attorney General

CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION
Director, FBI

date; November 21, 1968

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ANTIRIOT LAWS

FILE COPY

(your file
Reference Is made to

).
-liy- memorandum dated

11/19/08

Agent
at

I
There Is enclosed one copy of the report of Special

dated -1 1/18/68.
b6
b7C

A. I I This covers the preliminary investigation and
no further action concerning a full investigation will be taken
by this Bureau unless the Department so directs.

B. I I The investigation Is continuing and you will;
be furnished copies of reports as they are received.

i

C. | | The investigation requested by you has now
been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in-
quiries will be made by this Bureau.

D. £ Pursuant to instructions issued by the Depart-
ment, no Investigation will be conducted in this matter unless
specifically directed by the Department.

E. I I Please advise whether you desire any further in-
vestigation.

This is submitted for your information and you
will be advised of further developments.

G. Iw l This is submitted for your information and no
further investigation will be conducted unless specifically re-
quested by the Department.

H. | | This covers the receipt of a complaint and no
further action will be taken by this Bureau unless the Department
so directs.

i cc' Criminaldivision
1 co NIS r/s
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, MIAMI

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTERS - BN
Buflie 100-440423
Miami File 157-1564

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY
IS - SDS
Bufile 100-439048
Miami File 100-15128

Miami
relating to GR

c.^
JBffltitv

R© Miami teletype to Bureau and Chicago,
11/7/68, and Miami letter to Chicago, 8/30/68, captioned
"RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM,"

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of LHM,
suitable for dissemination. Enclosed for Chicago is one
copy of IHM.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and one
copy of FD-376,

The source referred to in IHM is

f-
PS I (UD^gK (U)

ill follow and report on activities
iY^visit to Miami.

4/- Btireau (En^L4) (RM)
1 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc-1)
3 - Miami /

(1 - 157^1564) (GREGORY)
(1 - 10QL15128) (SDS) ftEL
(1 - 15/-1087) (PRY) ^

fAgent in 'Charge
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[ft: [ftlUNl'JTD states department OF J^TlCE

federal bureau of investigation

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

WASHINGTON, D.C. .20535

November 7, 1968

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fail within the category. or categories checked.

1. CD Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. ;S„ because of bis official status.

J2. CD Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means,

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; Or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. Q U. S, citizens or residents who defect from the U- S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.
!

' 5. tX) Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) CD Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or .suicidal behavior:

(b) [X] Expressions of strong or violent anti-D- S. sentiment;

(c) Q Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.
l

1

6. CD Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph CD has been furnished CD 'enclosed f] is not available

CD way be available through . — .. . -
,

Very truly yours.

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service Miami, Florida

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
.becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply# Pleas* Refer to

File No.

UNn®> STATES DEPARTMENT OF Jl^ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida
November 7, 1968

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A source, with whoa insufficient contact has been had
to determine reliability, who claims to associate with members
of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) at the University
of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, furnished the following
information on November 7, 1968:

Approximately twenty-five SDS members met at a
closed meeting at' the University of Miami on the evening of
NovembeiVg£, 1968, at which time they discussed the appearance
of DICK GREGORY at the University of Miami on the evening of
November 7, 1968. These SDS members noted that the first
five to seven rows of the auditorium where GREGORY is to
appear are reserved for faculty and administrative personnel.
These SDS members decided that they would protest the
existence of this area of reserved seating. They would
enter this reserved section just prior to GREGORY’S
appearance and refuse to leave that area.

A characterization of the SDS is contained
in the Appendix Section of this memorandum.

The SDS members present at this meeting said that
they would be able to inform GREGORY of their planned
activity before his appearance and they anticipate his
support during this activity.

On November 7, 1968, Detective
I Dade County Sheriff’s Office, advised

that DICK GREGORY is expected to arrive at Miami for his
appearance at the University of Miami by air at approxi-
mately one PM on November 7, 1968. He said that GREGORY
was scheduled to go directly to the University of Miami,
where he is expected to meet with a group of ’’black only”
students during the afternoon.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED v
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

,

DATE ; - * -gt> BY a* W.

/<&> ^
'ENCLOSURE

L/ W
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

After GREGORY’S appearance at the University,
which is scheduled for 8:30 PM, November 7, 1968, he is to
remain on campus staying a$ the University’s faculty lounge.
Detect ive

| |
said that GREGORY is scheduled to depart

Miami by air shortly after 8 AM on November 8, 1968.

The Dade County Sheriff’s Office, Coral Gables
Police Department, 111th MI Group, Secret Service and the
United States Attorney’s office, Miami, were advised of the
above information on November 7, 1968.

Copies of this memorandum are being disseminated
locally to the U. S. Secret Service, 111th MI Group and
the United States Attorney’s office, Miami, Florida.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C

2
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APPENDIX
i “

;

'

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) , as it
is known today, came into being at a founding convention
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June of 1962. The sps is
an, association of young people on the left, and has a‘

current program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign
for youth to develop a conscientious objector status,
denouncing United States intervention in the war in Vietnam,
and to ’’radically transform" the university community, and
provide for its complete control by students. GUS HALL,
General Secretary,, Communist Party, United States of
America (CPUSA) , when interviewed by a representative of
United Press International in San Francisco, California on
May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part of the "responsible
left" which the Party has "going for us^" At the June, 1965
SDS National Convention, an anti-communist proviso was
removed from the SDS Constitution, In the October 7, 1966
issue of "New Left Notes," the official publication of SDS,
an SDS spokesman stated that there are some communists in
SDS and they are welcome. The national headquarters of
this organization as of July 24, 1968, was ^located in Room 206,
1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

3*
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In Reply* Pitas* Refer to

File No.

UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida
November 8, 1968

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

The August 7, 1968, edition of the "Miami Hurricane",
the University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, student
newspaper, reported "DICK" xmEGORY , who was described as
a Negro entertainer who has spent“considerable time in
jail in connection with his efforts, to secure rights for
Negroes, would appear at the University of Miami in
November, 1968, to participate in the University of Miami’s
1968-69 Lecture Series.

The November 4, 1968 edition of "Veritas", the
University of Miami bi-weekly newsletter for faculty and
staff, reported that DICK GREGORY would speak on civil
rights at 8:00 PM, November 7, 1968, at the Ibis Cafeteria,
Whitten Memorial Union. 1 This is part of the University
Lecture Series.

A source with whom insufficient contact has been
had to determine reliability, who claims to- associate with
members of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) at
the University of Miami advised on November 7, 1968, that
SDS members noted that the first five <to seven rows in the
auditorium where GREGORY was to speak are reserved for
faculty and staff personnel at the University.' They decided
that they would protest the existence of this area of
reserve seating and enter the area during GREGORY'S speech
and refuse to leave. They anticipated GREGORY'S support in

this action, (U)

A characterization of SDS is contained
the Appendix section of this memorandum.

in

A second source advised that University of Miami <^m>- ^

officials decided that the first few rows in the auditor id1® g-SlTccr"]
where GREGORY was to speak, which are normally reserved
for faculty and staff members, would not be reserved at a -

40 '*'

this lecture.
ur

<C<WQsr

cuss. &
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RE; RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

He said their decision was made to avoid any demonstrations
or problems that might arise because of the reserved area.

This second source advised on November 8, 1968,
that GREGORY spoke at the University of Miami as scheduled
to an audience of from 800 to 900 students and faculty
members. His speech was late in starting for some unknown
reason and he spoke for about two hours during wfyich time
he expressed opinions and made statements critical of the
U.S. Government, the capitalistic system in the U.S., U.S.
participation in the Vietnam war, as well as many situations
and conditions in the U.S. society which he felt must be
changed. (U)

This source noted no statement which tended to
arouse or inflame the students in attendance. He said
that GREGORY'S speech was concluded without any incidents
or problems.

According to this second source, at the conclusion
of his speech GREGORY invited those interested to the Studeiyt
Union for an informal gathering where he would be glad to
answer questions. A small group of students, including
several black students, accompanied GREGORY to the Student
Union,^ (U)

1 Co
JRY'
CoralOn November 8, 1968, Captain

Gables, Florida Police Department, advised xnar OKJSoub
appearance at the University of Miami did not cause any
incidents. He said, however, that at the conclusion of his
speech GREGORY invited those interested to the Student Union
patio where he would answer questions. The University
officials did not want the students to gather on the patio
and preferred they use one of the rooms in the Student Union.
After GREGORY had made his announcement a member of the
Coral Gables Police Department attempted to use the microphone
to announce his desire that the patio not be used. The
police officer was jeered by those in> attendance. As soon
as GREGORY realized the situation he announced to the students
that he would abide by the University's request and meet in
a room in the Student Union rather than on the patio.
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

Captain
•difficulties or problems

.

said there were no further

wnnnpber 8,, 1968, Detective
Dade County Department of Public Safety,

advised that GREGORY was expected to arrive in .Miami bv air
from Chicago at about 1:00 PM, November 7, 1968. I

said for some unknown reason GREGORY was late on arriving.
He said* that he arrivedat approximately 6:00 PM and came

] saidfrom Newark, New Jersey rather than Chicago,
because of GREGORY'S delayed arrival his itinerary at the
University of Miami was changed. He went directly from the
airport to the University where he had dinner at the
University's Faculty Lounge.

b6
b7C

Immediately after dinner he went to the Ibis
Cafeteria where he delivered his speech. After delivering
the speech, GREGORY met informa.1 1 v wl t.h any interested
students 1 at the ^Student Union.

|
| said that to his

knowledge GREGORY did not meet with, a ’^black only" student
group as had ibeen expected.

The second: source advised GREGORY spent the night
of November 7-8 , 1968, at the University's Faculty Lounge
and departed Miami via Delta Airlines flight 832* at 8:00 AM-
on November 8, 1968^}^ (jj)

Delta Airlines flight schedule shows that their
flight 832 originates in Miami, Florida and terminates. at
Chicago, Illinois with one intermediate stop at Atlanta,
Georgia.

Following is a copy of an article concerning
GREGORY'S appearance at the University of Miami which
.appeared in the November 8, 1968 edition of the "Miami News",
a Miami, Florida daily newspaper:

- 3 -
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By DICK HOLLAND
J

*- »
§

Miami News Reporter
u 11

A’black master of comedy-
' ’for-a-cau$e walked onto the

. t
University of Miami campus,
.grabbed 1,500 students last
night and held them close to

j-j his bitter bravery.
. ,

K t ^5ck Gregory — black
male, 36. American husband
and

_

father, defeated presi-
dential candidate of the

, Peace and Freedom Party -5
• held them in the palm of his

i

ti . ,
i " \ ,

showed them his hurt,

i
his hatred, his love.

"Explain what black power

is?
’

*
. *

|

"After that tremendous;;

operation in South Africa, J

where the black cat gave his

heart' to a white cat — you
know, the only one that's

still working right -* f we
thought the whole world >

knew what black power was.

"We knew nothing was
: /

wrong with white folks that
'

a change of heart wouldn’t
straighten out.”

Joke upon joke: "Of
•course; the last thing we
-Vant is for you to be think-
ing we’re your spare parts

« I’m for transplants, but
1 m against transplants you
can hide,

;•
“I’m for transplants on the

outside. I’d Jove to see a

i

white cat
,

get a • colored

foot . . V

< 'It was a gentle opening to

i3 .civilized man's savage',) at-

tack upon ‘The System." L

i Gregory. — professional

comedian, critic, author,

iconoclast, activist and paci-

fist, Indian-Iover and jailbird
1

— left no stone of discontent

.

unturned and no target of the

black man’s wrath unstoned.

„.?A champion miler in his

‘own college days, he ran all

the way to a chorus of stu-
' dent applause, crisscrossing

the raw lines of language.
I

“Whole lots of white folks

think niggers stink. Well, I’m

not here to tell you niggers

.don’t stink. Do your own
research.

'

-
>

"We do not know what
-Africans , do in the bushes

after dark. But we know
what you do in the bushes

writer dark. We do the same
jthing you do— we learned it

from you. Now get off- our

aamn backs.

"We’ll make a deal witft

you: The day this dirty sys-

tem gives black boys the

-good jobs it gives you, so

black boys Can afford the

whores .you 'can afford, we
won’t have so many babies in

the ghettoes.”

Progress? Oh yes, said

Gregory, he can see progress.

> .He -stood on a small stage

at one end of a jampacked

auditorium at the U-M’s
' Whitten Memorial Union

fbuilding. He wore blue cover-

jails and a blue denim jacket

jand a beard. His frame

’looked hard under .the cover-

all$ and his head (or was) it

,his heartache?) looked too
1

large for his frame. •
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I

Yes’ said Cr^o-
tfmA

hV -,
progre$s every

ji*"
jj*ack J

'

n
.
America’s slave

mtteA
5* 1

!’ the motherand.'

thl^fu
0*? !*by would P«y .

£25® ^by. would be de-S f;
th«y couw

I“^P it With them *«,<? r»*

wouldn’t be taken and sold.
*

,

i^u
W,
J\

t

$aj
'

d* bi bas seven 1

lack children at home, "and I

. reAtT*'
toId thm how

’

/»!rv meone calls. 'em
gger. I/know how theyTl .

I A*«P hkcd a «akl

/ r

«

0n A,s ,ast birthday’
Gregory said, and they in’

I g"J*
d ft with; “HaPPy

|

Birthday, you 36.year-oId
Unci©Tom Nigg^r,M I

'JW said he had to.)admit they were rieht
. was running around preach-

non-violence and Matt
I Dillon was coming into their

I'sh3r,
r0

?5?
cvery week and

|2SaSJS3fi,,to— |.

j

he young audience through
cyes and raid:

2

, i, I dont have to tell you
j^°“ Iooked at the Democrat-
ic convention in Chicago (his.hometown). Three dayfaS

,

F^nrt!0n was 0ver- the 1

Establishment was tryin* totell you you didn’t see whatyou did see."
Wftat

.aSsw, -are

!

•^re?0VS^ V
j

jsaid, is that the young peOpi/
fare trying to changethS
1 About .assassination, Grjl

SgteBrsJ
one gof

-
when Malcolm

/
weU^Kf0 ^*

1

*** ,s «raSSo„
th

0
a

;

we like gets assassinated?"
y

1

itaHvti
tk
t

pre$i<i«ncyr “I^ally thought I was goin’ to,«l he Presidency (he got-

for Sh«ia.?f
wtre

Gregory said he was realli
• *h« ?aw and order man."

|

'J??*' ni'ggcrs all you
'

fvant, .Gregory said, “just I

stop insulting us.'
' ’ v

. I ,

- !?
ut sIx wefcs ago J„saw something on Waft

^enerIt'ir
ty'th0USand slck

I

a chesty broad.
y l0°k

cnest,

J
saytSt

i it’s an insult tor white

brother loose. You can’t *be

fjwt r^
r
-

e
*

,
nort'vicleht thanthat Indians been. He’s been

non-violent for 75 years now

he’s there,

^°n t CV£n know

be’sgot to do is get up on I

old Unde Tom-Tom would be
‘

' all the trouble."

Inflaming words? Gregi.*^ appa
f«

n^ was.spon-

,
-r

*
.
i.tX ’Wf' * t * * ( ^

student
Y the Undergraduate

U-M^ fevemment and the

‘clljif
University Lectir'e

restrict**?*!
admi«ion wils

estrictedt to U-M students
.

and faculty, a„d feW othe r̂

1

*y with thei> ey« —
"

s
yea’ kurt

.

eyes, moody eyes.*sardonic eyes -1 w>
laughed. The timing of Ms

*K,S“ profes!to* 1

erhJj ?^ke.
far beyond his'2du

J
cd tim

f.
winding up•w*th a question-and-answer

: ngr on pat» at 3S
i ,

Plainclothes
detectives:

I
trying to look- like students'or teachers and ftfi* £wth, kept an eye on thecrowd. There was no n^d ta

raid he was not

Stem'*£!?**£ rapimiistg

?
n ^ to ^nng it back/

e
f
- ihal

Constitution rathf
[ *j

‘ban in front of it” l

- He told them to use their

-S'

potential power of economic

nfi^V“•
°f the mammoth

record business, for example
to “create an atmosphere 5

where men don’t have to*
,
Jirow bricks «r bum build-

• *?8s to get a redress of griev-
ances.” .

6

H
> 1

Gregory described his own
. generation as ‘‘Old Fools/'l
some of whom *oniy

r
.appear

*

*?'be fading youth because

I
*« chasing

l^
e
^‘-/nd the younS People, -

i he said, want purity.

are
0
!bi

C
\

inS’ G
f
e^0r>’ S'aid^

are the owest form of ani-,- .

!

“a* walking the earth, and
1

we need are statesmen.
’

He didn^ vote in the 1964
presidential election-, Gregory 1

raid, but if he had it would
r»ve been for Barry.Goldwa- .

GoIdwater was
^ the very few 'bonest 2

|??
ht‘®[ans. George Wallace, ji

tne said, was not. *

•m?Gr^SSlC|^^E'—



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

Copies of this memorandum are being
locally to U,S. Secret Service, 111th MI Group
Attorney, Miami, Florida,

This document contains neither recommendations
* nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI

and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are riot

to be distributed outside your agency.
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11/26/68

Airtcl

Tot SACs Chicago
New York

New Orleans (Enclosures - 4)
WFO

Froas Director, FBI

MARK LANE
«m - fl

b6
b7CRICHARD CIAXTON

7
GREGORY

^RACIAI* MATTERS
Bufile 100-440423

ReSFairtel and letterhead memorandum dated 11/22/68,
copies of which were furnished Chicago, New York and WFO,
Enclosed for New Orleans are two copies each of referenced
communications*

,

Recipient offices are to promptly contact all
logical sources In order to determine whether there is any
substance to the allegations set forth in referenced letter-
head memorandum* Furnish the results of your contacts
with these sources to the Bureau by letterhead memorandum*

In addition, it is imperative that you remain
alert to any subsequent information which may be received
concerning this matter and keep the Bureau advised*

(*«

8
B

ERSslkm
(14)

NOTE:

NOT RECORDED
183 NOV. 27 1968

JJWMttOW
Made HowShh S ttat VIhe
he and Gregory would run their

°*C* and that
this house* Heals© Government in Exile*’

*W* the »hlte

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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#

Airtel to SAC, Chicago, et,al.

b6
b7C

Presidential Inaugural Ball* Gregory and lane were running
nates on the Peace and Freedom Party ticket during the
recent Presidential election*
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rif-ii (r?v. j. 22.64 )

F B I

Date: 11/8/68

Transmit the following in

Via Airtel

(Type in, plaintext or code)

Air Mail Registered
(Priority)

\ '

To Director, FBI

0
From SAC, Indianapolis (100-14603) (P) (\)

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)
IS - SDS

Re Indianapolis teletype to Director 11/5/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are copies of LHM which
the Bureau nay desire to disseminate.

Investigation in LHM was conducted by SA HAYES S. KING.

Source mentioned in LHM is
University of Notre Dane, aoutn nena, jtnaiana,

an established source. *

MIG, U. S. Army, South Bend, Ind.; St. Joseph County SO,
South Bend; Indiana State Police, South Bend: USA, Fort
Wayne, Indiana, and USSS, Indianapolis, Ind., were advised
of information in LHM on 11/5/68;- and copies of LHM
furnished MIG, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., USA, Fort Wayne,
Ind., and USSS, Indianapolis.

' NOTRECoife"
183 NOV 20 1968

3fBureau (Encs.-ll) (RM)

1- Indianapolis

HSK-sjr
(4)

NCY: ACSI, o/l, OSI, STATE. ,

+
. SERjRAO'/J/? £C> u’/s/'/^a , +y
TE FORWARD: //- /*

V

age:

SEC
DA
HOW P.0RWARD:
BY 1

fjjJLLL l

1 ‘ Inf!')
* *

*<# u

Approved:-

sov.ee*

enclosubS

^W
gent in Charge

Sent M Per
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In Reply, Plzue Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

,
Indianapolis, Indiana

November 8, 1968

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

A source, who has furnished reliable information

in the past, at the University of Notre Dame (UND) ,
South

Bend, Indiana, advised on November 5, 1968 that at 1:30 PM

the same date, members of the UND chapter of the SDS would

stage an election demonstration near the UND Fieldhouse, which,

was also being used as a polling place.

Source advised later on November 5, 1968 that on this

same date about 50 individuals, including five individuals and

two infants, participated in the demonstration, by lounging on

the ground on the UND campus about 300 feet from the UND Field-

house. ^Psychedelic" type music of Captain Electric and his

band wadyplayed from amplifiers and signs urging the election

of DicicGregory and Mark Lane for the Presidency and Vice

Presidency oi"Xh
‘

§ 'United States respectively were displayed.

Demonstrators, according tol source, appeared for the most part

to be UND students. Among those participating in the demon-to be UND students.
strat ion was
being

|

hose participating in the demon-
who source identified as*

ISDS^on^the UND" campus

.

Source furnished literature being distributed by the

demonstrators which is quoted below:

"ANTI-ELECTION FESTIVAL

"THE PROTEST/THE ALTERNATIVES: AND/OR

"Today's presidential, despite the lack of

diversity among the major candidates, has generated
widely diverse feelings. Today's demonstration, in

protest to this election, embraces the three most
*

b6
b7C

ENCLOSURE



Re: STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

"prevalent. If you are politically alienated,
politically oriented, or merely apathetic, we ask you
to join our anti-election festival.

"We protest the lack of alternatives offered the
American people by the major candidates. The differences
among HuraphreyWallaceNixon are basically ones of rhetoric
and party allegiance. You may consider Humphrey more
'liberal* than. Wallace but the fact is, they will order
the same planes to drop the same bombs on the same people ‘

and send the same cops into the same ghettos with the
same clubs and the same me mace. There is no alternative.
Protest this fact by casting your ballot in the SDS poll
booth.

"We also support the candidacy of Dick Gregory. We
do so with the reminder that in the past, important
decisions have never, been made in the voting booth; The
money interests (the giant corporations, the military,
the universities) make the important decisions about
people's lives. And they will continue to do so until
we organize to challenge their illeginate power. This
election will be ‘like those in the past in that the voters
will make no decisions. This election will be different,
in that a challenge has been offered. Dick Gregory will
not be a strong challenge, but he will be a start. Your
vote will not affect any decisions, but it will set a
precedence for the challenge of tomorrow. Write-in Dick
Gregory

.

i

"We appeal to those of you who have left the
political arena. We ask you to neither protest nor
support. We ask you to listen. Your presence alone is
a further commentary on the election. You have not
raised your voice, therefore you have not been heard.
We have raised our voices. We asked for alternatives.
Looking. at the election we see none. Apparently we too
have not been heard. We have something in common. This



Re: STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

"will be the last tine we will. When the next
presidential election is held, we will have been heard.

"This demonstration, or festival as we call it, can
best be summed up in the words we have entitled it:

THE PROTEST/THE ALTERNATIVES: AND/OR. Those who are
alienated can join us in Protest. Those who are
politically oriented, in so much as they wish to vote,
can cast write-ins for Dick Gregory. He offers an
Alternative, a choice-between HumphreyWallaceANDnixon
OR Dick Gregory. Finally, for those of you who are
apathetic, we offer an Alternative to the poor excuse
for a free election we are faced with today, the music
of AND/OR.

K

"Join us. Join the....

"ANTI-ELECTION FESTIVAL

"SDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDSSDS"

Source stated that patriotic music in opposition to the
psychedelic -type music was being played with the use of amplifiers
from one of the nearby dormitories and American flags were
prominently displayed. Source stated that although possibly 200
UND students were observing the demonstration, there was no
violence nor any other type of counterdemonstration. Source
stated that there was no interference with the voting process.

A characterization of the SDS is contained
in the appendix pages attached hereto.

Military Intelligence, U. S. Army, South Bend; St.

Joseph County Sheriff's Office, South Bend; Indiana State Police,
South Bend; the U. S. Attorney, Fort Wayne, Indiana; and the U. S.

Secret Service, Indianapolis, Indiana, were advised of the above
information on November 5, 1968.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the F3I and is, loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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DEFERRED 11/7/68 RCW

F8I WASH DC

FBI MIAMI

11:43 i DST

TO DIF OR

MIAMI

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM - BN STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC

SOCIETY IS - SDS.

RE MIAMI TEL INSTANT

A SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT, THAT UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI DECIDED NOT

TO RESERVE SECTION FOR FACULTY IN AUDITORIUM WHEN GREGORY TO

speak. >: OJ)

SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY ARRIVED LATE AND SPOKE FOR ALMOST

TWO HOURS. NO INCIDENTS OCCURED.

LHM WITH DETAILS RE SPEACH, FLOLLOWS

END
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AIRTEL

DECLip SIFIC&TIQH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOHATIC U®ClJkSSIEI€ATXm GUIDE
DATE 0&""02”-2014

FO*n (Re;. 5-22-04)

Dal.: 11/8/68 •
J

I

Transmit the following in i
, rf.

(Type m plaintext or oode)
j

I / v

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL (Vftrref nn.fTj Il4
APPROPrtOTsf^feNeiEs iJJumKL^i———— -—-------
-andtthld t)fFtess~“ -f ^

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI y
Y R
°^S^

G
/

FROM: SAC, MIAMI DATE,—..

0 /
RE:

, RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka \
RACIAL MATTERS - BN \
Bufile 100-440423 \
Chicago file 157-347 \
Miami file 157-1564 \
(00: Chicago) (RUC) \

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)/
IS - SDS /
Bufile 100-439048 /
Miami file 100-15128 (P) /

• Re Miami tel, 11/7/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 14 copies of an LHM,
dated and captioned as above.

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, MIAMI

The first source is|

The second source is!

PSI-UD. V, ^

](fc*Mr>xc

/<&> - i/i/o *0.3

£2
|

[former) advised he had GREGORY'S :«q.'

<5 complete speech recorded. He said he had to leave Miami S<j
early in the morning of 11/8/68 and that he would make the Vf
tape recording of GREGORY'S speech available to the Miami ^
Office on

11/12/68

f

j

(&)- Bureau (Enc. 14) (RM) ^ — 4 <3 ^-23/
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM) f n

5 - Miami (1 - 157-1564 GREGORY) b7D
i '

(1 - 100-15128 SDS) w EO NOV 9 1968 ^
^ (l - 1^7-1087 Pirn

^ 4y \ N

i <1 - « .A ' N
\o,= *-

(1
-I 1 /YU***-

(11) tc.m X

b7D



MM 157-1564

-fig
When this tape is received, Miami will forward it to
Chicago (origin re GREGORYXfor review and whateye?*
action they deem necessary (U)

In view of the length of GREGORY'S speech, it
will not be transcribed by the Mi^mi Office,
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. so

f may *•« edition
©SA FFMft <41 CFR) lOI*lt«4

UNITED STATES GOVj4
Memorandum

MENT *
/•

TO

FRO

'DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

1C, WFO (157-1121) (RUC)

date: 11/20/68

9
subject:RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM
(00:CG)

Re Chicago Airtel 9/17/68.

Records of The Credit
Washington, D. C. ,

checked by SE
contained a credit report dated 7/2/63 concerning.—

]of I 1 Dayton Beach, Florida.
0
mnnii TnrArnnrtttpd

9

on 10/17/68,

This report showed she was single,
employed

1 1 TbA -Pi 1ft C8hr>WIad she had sm
and

Y
not further identified.

AAAv V4VUAW VUA j AUW* W vwv* « vw ww' ~v — —

information, « pA it. is not annarent. ^hathar this individual is

identical with
Illinois.

of T Chicago

,

Files of Metropolitan Police Department and United
gt»tne Pat»ir hftt.h Washington. D. CJ. checked by SB’s

lawAl

no record of
of the WFO.

respectively, had
and she was unknown to racial informatds

b6
b7C

WFO indices contain no identifiable record of

<sf- Bureau —
2 -Chicago (157-347)
1 - WFO

RGM: jld
<5> ijfe.

04 0£Q. ® " 1968

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings PIan
r
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Airtel
1 - Racial Calendar
1 - Field Guidance Folder
1 . plie 0—1E l

1 -

To:

From:

SAC, San Antonio (157-666)
REC 45

FBI <100-«0423)-

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reurairtel 11-20-68 advising that captioned subject
is scheduled to lecture at the University of Texas at Austin,
Texas, on 12-12-68,

For your Information, subject has been arrested
on numerous occasions in connection with his civil rights
activities and has vehemently criticized the war in Vietnam
and President Johnson. He has spoken at numerous colleges
and universities throughout the United States and his main
theme usually centers on the youth and what they can do to
correct the white racist structure in the United States.
In view of the subject's past activities, you should make
plans to afford discreet coverage of his appearance at the
University of Texas. Bear in mind that the subject could
make statements which are in violation of the Antiriot
Laws and coverage, therefore, should include sources who
would be in a position to testify.

"ToUon «
J)eL©ech

Mohr

JBUhop
Casper ->*•

Colkihan „

vCon ra<JM—
&A9 —

—

Bo sen jmw
Sullivan -
ToveK
fton/CXi
•Tele.TwM
Bplmes -

ID

Insure that Interested local authorities are aware
of Gregory's appearance. Submit results of your coverage
in form suitable for dissemination.

1 - Chicago (157-347)

EMJ:sfw
‘ ‘(8)

'ft
*

NOTE:

Subject is included in the Agitator Index,

b6
hlC

id

j

X

\

V

l
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MHatJlo

F B I

PD-38 (Rev.

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

' Date: 11/20/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority}

TROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440Q23)

SAC, SAN ANTONIO (157-666) (P)

o
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(RABBLE ROUSER INDEX)
RM

00 ; Chicago

On 11/19/68, 1
|

The
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas., an established
source , advised that DICK GREGORY , civil rights leader and
comedian, has been scheduled to lecture at that university

f
on 12/12/68 at 7:30 p.m . in the Texas Union Main Ballroom,
according to an ^houA'Cli'JiieiirTJf"’ L'he Texas Union Speakers \

Committee.

The Bureau and Chicago are requested to advise San
Antonio what coverage, if anyj is desired of GREGORY’S
speech on the campus of The University of Texas.

<$:

/to - 4w,
37- Bureau
2 - Chicago (157-347)
2 - SA
RWC : fes
( 7 )

i fJ0W^1s68

RACl&lM. SECT.

Special Agent \n Charge

Approved; M Per



DECLASS IFIC&TICnf mTWMlTY DEHI¥ED FEOM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLAS SIEICATIOM GUIDE
DATE OS® 2-201,4

MAT 1 FOX XI^IIVPl

ffMIt (41 CW

IGNITED STATES G<®RNMENT

Memorandum

w*

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

/JJ^rom
: SAC} CINCINNATI (157-1077) (RUC)

/•'’
<;

subject: RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY, Aka,

Dick Gregory
. RM
M 00 : CG

Re Cl airte.l to CG 10/15/68.

date: 11/14/68

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of an LHM

relating to GREGORY’S speaking appearance at Rio Grande

College, Rio Grande, Ohio, on 10/29/68. Enclosed for

Chicago are four copies of the sante LHM.

i *2 Bureau (Enc. 5) (RM)

2 - Chicago (Enc. 4) (157-457) (RM)

1 - Cincinnati
REH/maa
(5)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Cincinnati, Ohio
November 14,. 1968

V

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, ALSO KNOWN AS
Dick Gregory
Speech, Rio Grande College,
Rio Grande, Ohio
October 29, 1968

.

On October 29, 1968, a Special Agent of the FBI
observed Gregory's arrival at Port Columbus Airport, Columbus,
Ohio. He arrived on TWA Flight 539 which originated at
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and stopped in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. It was not known where Gregory boarded the
flight

.

Gregory was met at the airport by approximately
26 persons, one of whom drove Gregory from the airport in a

vehicle bearing Ohio license Z345M. This license was issued
to Rio Grande College, Rio Grande, Ohio.

On October 29, 1968, Gregory spoke at Rio Grande
College to an estimated 800 persons.

Rio Grande
College, advised a Special Agent of the FBI on October 31,

1968, the appearance of Gregory was uneventful. He stated
there were no demonstrations or other incidents on campus either
for or against Gregory. He noted the only sentiment he heard
expressed was anti-Gregory and further advised Gregory received
only forty votes in a mock election conducted on campus. [

| |
said the student ienrdllment at Rio Grande College is

approximately 800. Gregory's appearance was sponsored , bv th^
Convocation Committee, a student- faculty group.

stated he attended a reception for Gregory after the speech
and felt Gregory is not quite so radical off stage as on.

Thw 4oe;r4wf cosrtiriua

reeoi‘U r,H'**iI n-v* oC
ti*! $•*£!, tf h tV« prop'ft) *.f U'4

H eonf. f Iw* enclosure
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RE; RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The Gallipolis Daily Tribune j Gallipolis, Ohio,
issue of .October 30, 1968, and "The Signals", student newspaper
of Rio Grande College, issue of November 1, 1968, carried
accounts of Gregory's appearance, xerox copies of which" are
attached hereto.



Selected president ofthe Unit-
ed States,

J

*the first three things
Dick Gregory would do is:

1 — Paint, the White House
black.

2 - Pull all the U. & troops
out of Vietnam.

3 — Send LBJ to Vietnam
all alone, armed with his bar-
becue sauce gun.

Approximately 300persons, in-
cluding $00 Rio Grande College
students, Jammed'the college dint
fng hall Tuesday night lo' give
a courteous hearing to the Ne-
gro comedian, author, actor,
crusader for human rights, and
presidential candidate - he's
running on an Independent ticket
as a write-in with, Mark Lane

1 as his running mate.
To get his point across on

world and national problems,
Gregory , was very, blunt;yet his

i humorous remarks kept the aud-
ience's attention from beginning

'toend.

,
During his. one - hour “cam-,

' paign speech" the bearded Greg-
ory, attired in blue coveralls
and a light tan jacket, called,

President Johnson “the biggest
tyrant in the history of the
world," and said “George Wal-

,

lace i$,nothing but a big liar,"
He referred to Richard Nixon *

as “Tricky Dick."
J

The 36-year-old Gregory, an ?

Army veteran who lost his father }

when he was eight years old— 1

he was killed by Nazi soldiers ini
World War II — said tho number,*
one problem in this nation today il

is moral pollution. I }
1 He repeatedly emphasized that f

it was up to the younger goner- ^

ation - “you kids" -- to make .}

necessary, > changes and return !
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1 sanity to this nation. “You can’t

•;buy morality. It must come from
•*
'-.within,” said Gregory.

'

“Keep your eyes and ears op-

,ven. ; Don’t let yourself be pro-

^grammed. ' You have a tremen-
* dous job to do in saving Amer-
ica.

. “You must solve the problems

..created by us old fools. We could-

n't solve ourproblems. You must,
tlf this nation is to survive,’’ he
-'Continued.

Gregory said the big money

makers — capitalists- who hide'

behind the country's constitution

are the power makers, or deci-

sion makers. "It’s time these

Tools stop playing around,” he

•continued;

Vi He blasted labor unions, stat-

,
ring that, “If they don’t straight-

v UP- crush them out.”

k &*&&*#* t ‘
.1 v -

. r .

‘

'

As for democracy, Gregory
said, “if it’s as good as we say
it is, why then do we run all

over the world to Jam it down
the throats of other countries.

.The world is no longer fooled

by us.”
' In speaking on the ghetto prob-
• lems across this nation, Gregory
.said: “Don’t walk in with $$0
'billion and

1

say our problems
are solved. First, create an at-

mosphere for blacks to trust

whites, then we’ll sit down and

talk over our problems.” <

Gregory criticized Chicago

Mayor John Dailey and his ad-

ministration for Its procedures

in handling demonstrators at the

Democrat convention last Aug-
ust “The old folks don’t want
to change. The young folkswanta ;

change. Baby, we’re in trouble.

Job^

a

:#r

1

/It’s, up to you to get the
1 done.” •

Following his remarks, some
600 remained fora question and;

answer period. During this per- , ; ?"|

Tod, members of the Rio Grand©
' V , -f

College Smoke .Signals newspa- 1
'

per staff took a ,<juick survey-.
1 on Gregory’s remarks.

(
„/

“Some 00 per cent of the stu-

dents attending disagreed with
,

most of his remarks,” said Jer-
1

ry L. Dpdegraff,- chairman of the

RGC convocations committee,

“But they wire courteous, they
;

did listen, and they formed their

own opinions. Thiswe wereproud 1

of,” said Updcgraff, 1

Remarks
,
ranging from ”Who.

r

a
<1

V.;3the hell does he think he 1$, to, „ ,

“he’s- .got', some interesting »i

points,’’ were 1

overheard in the \ ;
-is

v

"

' , »****?,
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BY MIKE VRANESEVIC*
and

'
,

KATHY WALLACE
"I guess the biggest event

„ here at Rio is Halloween,” stat-

ed Dick Gregory, presidential-

candidate of the Peace and Free-
dom Party, Tuesday night on the
college campus.
Before a history-breaking Rio

college populated gathering,
Gregory emphasized that the
young people of today "have got
a icb to d<x” This being to solve
the problem that the "old fools”

'

created. By "old fools" Gregory

,
1* referring to the older genera-
tion which is failing to recognise
the attitudes of this country’s

youths. 1

Clad in blue coveralls and a tan
jacket, Gregory pointed out one
of these "old fools” is Mayor
Richard Daley of Chicago. With

1

regard to the demonstrations held
by the Hippies and the Yipples at
the Democratic National Conven-
tion in Chicago, Gregory singled
out Mayor Daley as a "syndi-*
cate controlled hoodlum.” The*
television screengave the Ameri-
can public a clear picture of the
brutality given to the demonstra-
tors by the police.-Gregory sug-
gests these demonstrators “have :

come to change the system.” 1

,

Gregory attacked the capital-

istic system of this nation saying
that the nation is not controlled
by the Constitution but is con-
trolled by capitalists. The capi-

talists must be pushed behind
the Constitution.

In regard to V. S. intervention

in othercountries, Gregorypoint- .

1

ed out that this nation does not
,

have to "jam democracy down
• other countries’ throats.” If'

other countries are satisfiedwith
a democracy, force will not have
to be used — "they will steal

'

S

M

1 A Black
thl \<1/8 Z/O

Gregory stated that black peo-
pie in America are tired of wait-

ing to be recognized as equals to

white Americans. Non-violence is

not an effective device when no
progress is being made to rem-
edy the racial situation. The
black man is tired of being in-

suited and prohibited from living

where he wishes to live. Gregory
]

feels that there must be burning,
\

looting, and shooting by Negroes
'

to make the American public
'

aware. This not only concerns
;

Negroes, but other minority
groups such as the Mexicans,

Puerto Ricans, Indians and Jews,

Gregory recited t action of the,/

Declaration of Independence
which states! "whenever a gov-
ernment becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the right of the

people to alter or abolish it, and
/to institute a new government.” 1

Gregory related that* white
Americans thinkofNegroes as ig-

norant, sfcpid, and uneducated.

He went on to remark that it was ,

a Negro who performed the first

heart transplant and that it was a
Negro who was' first linked with

the knowledge of blood plasma.
Gregory informed the audience'

that the "whites need education.”
Gregory attacked President

Lyndon Johnson as a drunkard
‘ and tyrant. Gregory recalled LBJ
showing a scar on his hip from a

j*recent -operation on television,

j

Gregory drewapplause and laugh-

I

ter from the audience when he

i

said that a friend called him from
London and stated he was. glad

, LBJ didn’t have a hemorrhoid
operation. Gregory also related

that is he were to become Presi-
dent, he would bring the U. S.

'troops back from Vietnam and
'

send LBJ to Vietnam alone with 1



m

t a wiFbecue gun.
’* " 0

f Gregory indicated that the two

j
party system in American poli-

* tics will be done away with in the

.'/near future. He also asked the

audience how George Wallace

j.
can be for the middle working

1 j.fman when Alabama has the low-
|

|:'est property tax but the high- !

v est sales tax of the 50 states. 1

i To those who came to listen

• to Gregory, 1 say congratulations

i : no matter what your opinions are
‘

< now. To those who did not come,

1:1. say - Plug your ears so you

can be both deaf and dumb. Those ,

who did come were, at least, will- *

ing to listen to both sides of the
fjt

-> issue. I can not think of a worse

t way to stifle education today—

. than to close our minds and rot

i, in your self-righteous and self-

' centered “enlightened” world.
\

You know so much of your world i

only. • . i

,

I was really proud of the group /

1

which attended. I think it can be
‘

the beginning of the end ofapathy. 1

I think that Rio has finally real- .*

Ized that we’re not interested in
j

. tho^e insignificant convocations

but give us something worth- ,

while and interesting and you’ll ‘
I

see more crowds like Tuesday

night.
' ‘

*1

This reporter attempted to in-'

terview a representative part of

Rio student body, administration, 1

and some of the local people who
f attended, by method of face to

'face interviews and a telephone

. survey.

Here are some of the com-,'

tments I received: >

Agreed 100 per cent with him
until the end, with the Negro '

uprising. It’s not the way.

...Food for thought.

I bet some people will do some
thinking now.

Great...but one mistake — too

much Black.

Told it like it was.

Enjoyed him — but it was one-

t sided...! learned a few things...
1

Enlightening.. .it informed the.

‘White figment what the Negro’s

bag Is.
'

Hell, we got to learn to trust

everyone black, white, yellow,,

red.
1 '

Sure the blacks have to trust*

. the whites but the whites also

'•have to trust the blacks but the)

Negro has endangered that trusty

by the riots. 'N

It is a paradox. I don’t believe

;

\ in violence but-I don’t seehow the

fNegro can attain his goal without*

at . . ;

' He shouldn’t have knocked LBJ
^because the President has to fol- t

[low the majority’s wishes and the

^majority is prejudiced.
'

’.

/

n Out of si^it
1

|

Opened all minds — madepeo-'

iple think if nothing else.
1

I do not feel that he reached
|

‘the majority of Rio students. The !

(truth hurts and we .could notdi-
,

> gest It. It went right overmost of
j

i.them. «•*
,

-

.

•
•

,

,

1 ’*
\* '• * < <

f
f ‘

i

i
1 1

Unless yov?re^Black yo«.can.j

never understand how right h«

was. It would have been.impos-
(

sible for a white man to say the .

,
same things that he said. »

Rio has never beenaware ofthe i

j Black student - now they will, t

,

•' The shock will not sink In.
,

Ko comment, I hate the b— >1

•* QUESTION — Would you like

/to see Mr. Gregory back RIO? i

> Hell, no. He’* too radical.

* Gives people Ideas. You kftow he
j

would cut your throat if he had a
;

/chance. >• * '' u

He contradicted himself..._How
ij

'^can" a "non-violent man advocate

riots and destruction?
_ \

I don’t think much of him be-'j

tcause he spoke ingutter language

' as if we are' as crude as that .

Needs a shave... j

Sincere...dedicated. *>

It was more appropriate for a
j

-a liberal audience. (My comment:

A liberal audience doesn’t need*]

him - It is rather pointless to -j

preach to anaudiencewho already.*

agrees with you.) i

Wonderful...even if ‘it opened*,

only one person’s eyes.

Did not 'State any solutions...

-

1
- Hell, I wouldn’t go to thatblack .

r brainwashing party. *

I didn’t likebeing called stvpid.

,

•He can’t convince me of anything
-j

> if he tells me that I’m too stupid.,

•to understand. '

j

If I can’t call him nigger, he

>

shouldn’t call me whitey.

Dirty Red Communist..He s

.more Red than Black.' I

He did not effect Rio because

I

his views are onalarge scale and

Rio Is minute.

I didn’t like the idea of suprem-

acy he should work for equal-

ity.

- 6 -
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When he threatened u$ with the

gun I$su«.*SX-f«itiUke buying all

the guns and shooting all those

black— .If they mean to fight

—then it's all over.

I ' hope he rots In the Ghetto

along with Rap Brown and' Car-

michael. He advocated the over-

throw of the U. a, not the re-

form. He failed to see the other

side of the coin... It can’tbe done

overnight like he wants.

He has verygoodldeasbuthels

a fool (as a candidate) because he

cannot form policies. He tolled

to see the Importance of educa-

tion and what the $0 million could

do for him.

He Out people down to much.

'

,He’s cynicai...Cannot achieve

.anything constructive with a de-

structive attitude.

He never mentioned thatthe Ne-
''

gro segregates himself like here

it fUftnthsy ill sit itm l&Ws

...they are un£riendly...they dis-

courage your friendship because'

you can’t understand them...As

ong as they consider themselves

as a separate entity they can

never be. accepted as part of the

entire student body..or human

race. They separate themselves
1

•many times. • '

I attempted to answer some of

the questions asked by the stu-
\

dents. At this time I offer these

explanations. Mr. Gregory stated-

that he was non-violent, yet he

, would burn down your House. Mr.
j

.

i Gregory explained to the report- i

mler that M u norvvteUnt toward

.living things but not material
,

. things. He said that he would nev- -j

er harm a person but he would
j

1

burn their possessions. . i

He was asked by a member of

the faculty why all the looting and

burning took place in their
t

(Negro) communities. Mr. Greg-

ory states that a revoltuion is a

•very personal thing. In every rev-
1

olution you kill your own,'When >

the Cubans had their revolution

they didn’t kill Germans. The 1

more damage you do to yourself i
, 'the more scared people become.

-•A'1 black could go out and shoot

three whites - surepeople would

be mad but if he went out

and shot a.‘dozen blacks, people 1

would be scared. •

I do not have the space to re-

• late all the ideas- for reforms

that Mr. Gregory advocated Ore-

! form* - not overthrows) but he

1$ a man with marvelous talent

to see how things really are. •

H§ m rsi trying te insto

the black students to rebel, but

! he was speaking to the entire

V human race— tobecome one race

^ called man Mr. Gregory had to .

’ go to extremes to shock the audi-

1 ‘

ence into reality. His ideas were

not original — we hear them ev-
’

« ery Sunday in church butthey are

1
> covered over with euphemisms.

Mr. Gregory “planted some

v - seeds’’. It is ip to Rio to cultl-

i. vate and harvest those ideals;

i They can grow and ripen and
• 'blossom or they can rot on the

r vine. It is all vp to you, Individu:

-/ally. .
.

. ......

',""1 think Rio's campuswas anex-

X
, cellent place to bring such aman

, We are here toleamall the sides.

. That’s what educationis all about.

You i don’t have to agree witht

; him but you should at least know

and understand why you do op-

! "pose. And that can’t be learned

' by refusing to listentohim. Learn

'•’to think for yourself.' What,we

need now is to expose the other,

‘ sides.
,

-7 -

f
i

•VJ I don’t care if you agree with I

f'm* fea
black or even red eyes and look,,

I ’around yon --" saiat
. .

’

If Mr. Gregory accomplished
j

nothing el** he mad* a few p#d«'

,ple think. That’s what we are.

, , here for — to learn to think. ’As

:

•I was covering this story X'at-
,

I

tempted to compile arguments ;

against Mr. Gregory’s views but '

;

I couldn’t contradict one of his! ?

statements. I didn’t like a lot of

things he said but I could nottake s

! the defensive position He was •
,

• carrying the ball game all .the 5
-

^
,
way. -.1 \

'

, Yes, he may be a little radical
'J \

and extreme. But he is alsobeing i

effective - he’s getting hismes-
|

sage across the barriers of so-
’i

ciety — not by climbing across j

, them, but by going around them. 4 :

, _
Yes, I was offended by his lan- 1

guage but I should be more con-
j

cerned about belngpffendedbymy
, countries hyprocrisy. He may be ?

crude and gross but there at'ey

vf?r§§ thins?*
*

, He should concentrate on the,

positive but that would distract
|

‘

‘from the effectiveness of his-

‘.'/speech.
f

L.d.onLtthink all the response]

1

‘bility here at ftoGrande College' 'j

depends on the white student

i The black student must make a ,

]
special effort to promote friend-

|

ship and equality. Mr. Gregory’s

I
appearance can either unite our '

j
campus or he can be misinter- [

I
preted, and drive a wedge be-,

tween black-white relationship.^
*' h

,

F

You can’t say,' “look here, white f

students. We’re black and we’re
, |

uniting against you.’’ You must >

stand vp and say, “Look here, *

students, we are people. Let’s
''

unite as one.”

It won’t be easy but it can be

done! Right, Mr.’ Gregory.

,

, • J!-93SSSSS»S?
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IGNITED STATEj^pOVERNMENT

i .Memorandum
;: DIRECTOR, FBI 'date: 12/6/68

1EROM

isubject:

SAC, CHICAGO (100-43334^6^

MARK LANE uS'dm-r“ 1 SaS&-KM «. ;

I ^—I' DATE of RmEw_^^_££L-~««~
RICHARD CLAXTON' GREGORY'smSttW* nna em*4|

(BUFUS 100-440423)
/

Re Bureau airtel dated 11/26/68, and San
Francisco airtel and letterhead memorandum dated 11/22/68.

\
1 it <

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies, Tor
New York 2, and for Washington Field and New Orleans
1 each of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) setting out
that sources of the Chicago Office are unaware of any
information concerning the allegations set out in
referenced San Francisco airtel.

• ^g
,

The first source mentioned in the LHM Sk b7c
PSI

|
J^(U) b7D .

The following sources of the Chicago Office
were contacted and could furnish no information
regarding instant allegations:

Source Date Contacted
fi 11 W

Contacting Agent ’ T

b7D (PROB) 12/2/68

—™ ±. L

SA

*

1

—TTTrrxrrrrm— (PROB) 12/4/68
’

'

SA

(^-Bureau (Enel. 12)(RM)W 3- 100-409763
100-440423 - ^

2-Ne\v Orleans (Enel. 1) (INFO) (RM)
2-New York (100-117844) (INFO) (RM) (Enel. 2)

1- 157-892
1-WFO (Enel. 1) (INFO) (RM)

^2-Chicago [\ ,

Min 2)

NOT RECORDED

47 LlEO-lO i358

A

.PONTID)

f U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

0RIGINAWILED

IN
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CG 100-43334

Source Date Contacted Contacting Agent

(PROB)

(PROB)

(PROB)

.12/5/68
! ,*

12/4/68'

12/3/68

12/2/68

.proteci

All of the above sources were instructed to
immediately furnish any information regarding the
statements made by LANE to the Chicago, Office.

The LHM is classif ied nonffdentin 1 because
information furnished by the PSI, if
revealed, could reasonably result in the identification
of a confidential informant of continuing value and
compromise future effectiveness.

The Chicago Office is closing this case at
this time; however, any subsequent information received
concerning this matter will be promptly furnished the
Bureau in form suitable for dissemination.

2
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UN0JD STATES DEPARTMENT OF .W/fICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'

In Reply* Please Refer to

File AV.

CG 100-43334

Chicago, Illinois
December 6, 1968

.!

-

• ' MARK LANE;, ,

,
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

i

i

n

A confidential source advised in November,
1968, that Mark Lane, during a, speech at San Francisco

,

State College, San Francisco
, California

, on November 1,
1968, stated a house, "The Black House", had been
purchased in Washington, D. C , if and that he and Dick
Gregory would run an "American Government in exile"
from this house. Further that plans were being made
for a Black Inaugural Ball to be held outside the \fhite
House to coincide with the 'Presidential Inaugural Ball.

1
’

Sources of the Chicago area , who might
logically be aware of the above, when contacted in early
December, 1968, were unable to furnish any information
concerning either the establishment of a "Black House",
or plans for a Black Inaugural Ball to be held in
Washington, D. C.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
It. is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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UIWED STATES DEPARTMENT OF®STICK

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

CG 100-43334

Chicago, 'Illinois
December 6, 1968

Title MARK JLANB;
RICHARD

;
C LAXTON GREGORY

i

Character SECURITY MATTER - C

Reference is made to neworanduna dated
and captioned above.

All sources (except any listed below)* whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished -reliable
information in the past.

I

T
„
h
‘? chains nettbv r*cdn»«*n4auons

ox the F0J end is tooned to your er$ency: jt <md
your 0<jehcy.

nor conclusions of the FBI. It 1* the property
* content $ are not to be distributed outride
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RNMENT

Memorandum
to : Hr. W. C. Sxilftj^gP

I

FROM

Z5

l

l
l

l
l
l
l

Mr. C. D. Deloach
Hr. T. E. Bishop
Mr. W. C. Sullivan
DATE: 11/29/68
_Mt». W. R. Wanna! 1

'&uUivaftl

Tdve| ,

T rotter

.

Tele. Hoom
Holmes T

Oan4y

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTOIT GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Richard Gregory is a formerKsiiuillaTner and current
civil rights activist who recently ran as the presidential
candidate for the Peace and Freedom Party, a coalition
black and white radicals.

We developed information that Gregory was to
contact with the Noyt-.h in Pft-ri g during September,
1968. We requested
provide coverage of Gregorys activities abroad.

>g nr»TT ar^n* cod f-V>af r.r. f

b3
b7E

This information is interesting from the standpoint
ythat it shows the extent that a black extremist wili 'go to in
'order to embarrass his own country's policies and peace efforts.
Field offices having an interest in Gregory's travels will be
furnished the 'above information, and we will continue to closely
follow his activities. c<»
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44029) tyRt

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE ^(157-2522) (RUC)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

^ y^ 1

RE: Baltimore teletype, captioned as above,
dated 11/12/68.

Enclosed herewith, for the Bureau are five
copies of above dated and captioned XHM and for fhicago
two copies for Information since they are Office of

wy\ ^Origin concerning GREGORY. WFO is furnished one copy
.. \ r f

jsq

py

o ^

11 a

for Information In view of proximity of Rbckville,
Maryland to Washington, D.C.

PI vtofr owmno

second source mentioned is
Montgomery Junior

mentioned in LHM Is
Montgomery Junior College,

source mentioned Is
uuiiege

Inspector
! I MCPD, Rockville,

Maryland, was advised of instant matter on 11/12/68.
He assigned two plalnclothesmen at the scene of the
speech. He was recontacted tt/i^/68, and substantiated
information furnished by

| |

No further action being taken re this matter
by Baltimore.

Bureau
2 - Chicago
1 - WFO
1 - Baltimore
DLB:na (7)

4'

MAIL] ’Enc.5

•540
Approved:

4?
Special A^n{ in Charge

REGISTERED •'MATL) ,1En
REGISTERED, MA'ILU-Silnc.l

- , <v<X

/OO

if*
/(Info) (157-347)

T. i
“

I* i 1 <

Sent .M
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In Reply* Please Refer to

File N*.

« •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

408 Post Office Building
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

November 3.6, 1968

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On November 12, 1968, a source of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that on November 13* 1968,
Montgomery Junior College, Rockville, Maryland, will host
its second lecture in its current series, when the subject
will speak at 8:00 p.m. at the Campus Fine Arts Center.
The appearance, sponsored by the Student Activities Associ-
ation, a legitimate carrpus organization, has not been
advertised and the 750 tickets available have been distri-
buted to students only.

On November 14, 1968, another source of the FBI,
of known reliability, advised that the subject appeared as
scheduled and spoke for approximately one hour, after which
there was a question and answer period. There were approxi-
mately 500 persons present, primarily students from Montgomery
Junior College.

The latter source advised that GREGORY'S speech
was not inflamatory, but he addressed himself to the issues
of America's problems, such as poverty, bigotry and violence.
His speech was degrading to the white race, calllrg them
"honkies" and apathetic, but he did not .preach or advocate
violent change, and no incidents or arrests occurred as an
aftermath.

‘•TXU eocummr contains worm* «CCOn*in3«rro«*
N0« cci»avf«*i Of rt*s ##., f r >$ i H ( nonxi*
Of tNt TS1 ANO 1$ lOANfO 10 Ys?u* A«(nCY; ir
Also ITS COTHtNTJ A*l NOT TO B( OUTXlSUTtO
OUttlOl YOUt AGt&CY."

2.3- ^
enclosure
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FBI WASH: DC

FBI PITTSBGH,/

3 t36PM .DEFERRED 12/4/68 MCF

TO/DIRECTOR (100-440423)

CHICAGO (157-347)

FROM PITTSBURGH (157-652)

O'
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM

A RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED TODAY THAT GREGORY WILL SPEAKM
(

I

' 1 *
1

AT THE SOUTH CAMPUS** OF THE ALLEGHENY COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE,

WEST MIFFLIN, PA., AT EIGHT PM, ON ‘DECEMBER FOUR INSTANT.

ADMINISTRATIVE

PITTSBURGH WILL ATTEMPT TO ARRANGE FOR DISCREET COVERAGE

OF SUBJECT'S SPEECH. 10^ ~
USA,, G-TWO,, AND SECRET SERVICE BEING Wl

i

LHM FOLLOWS.

4tl

Mr. Totam-

Mr. DeLoaeb
1

Mr. Mohr-
Mr. Bishop- ~

I

Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahan
,

Mr. Conrad.

Mr, Fel$

Mr.

Mr. Trotter

—

Tele. Boon... —
Miss MolrneSj »

Miss Gandy

—

'A
6 t368

PENDING.

&Avi

END

B

21968
FBI WASH DC ^j(J <3

^mTRAINOR^
tf'R00M 836 9&Q



FBI WASH DC

FBI PITTSBGH

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTlG'^k
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTl!®

COMMUNICATIONS SECTIOtT

DEC4 1968 l

TELETYP^/f

1016PM DEFERRED02/4/68 CAK

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)

TO CHI CA GO ( 157-347)

Mr. Token
Mr. DeLoach. ......

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

i

'Mr. Casper,.....-

1

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad— 1

Mr, Pelt

Mr. Gale -

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan.,

Mr. Tavel ........ ...

;

Mr. Trotter. — !

Tele. BoosoL—«—. >

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

FROM PITTSBURGH (157-652)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM.

A RELIABLE SOURCE TODAY ADVISED THAT GREGORY' SPOXE BEFORE

ABOUT FOUR HUNDRED STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH

BRANCH OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT WEST MIFFLIN,

PA., FROM EIGHT PM TO TEN PM ON INSTANT DATE.

SUBJECTS SPEECH 1 WAS THE SAME AS THE ONE WHICH HE HAS

RECENTLY DELIVERED AT. OTHER PITTSBURG® iCOLLEGES. THERE WERE

NO INCIDENTS.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REMYTEL TODAYv LHM FOLLOWS!

FBI WASH.BC.

5iWct2t968
a .MR. TRAiilOR <*. 7 7
v vROOM'836 9&0

J0
DEC 6 1968
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum,
*

*

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date: 12-6-68

FROM :w
subject:

SAC, MIAMI (157-1564) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON ^GREGORY , aka
RM - BN

1

<

(00: Chicago)

Re Miami letter to Chicago, 11-25-68, and
Chicago letter to Miami, 11-29-68.

For the information of the Bureau, Chicago
returned to Miami by relet three rolls of recording
tape which contained a recording of subject's speech
at the University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida,
on 11-7-68. Chicago suggested that Miami prepare
transcripts of this speech and prepare in form
suitable for dissemination pertinent information
contained in this speech.

1

-—

This speech has been reviewed by agents
of the Miami Office and pertinent information hag
been reported in form suitable for dissemination.
In view of the length of this speech, approximately
three hours, the Miami Office will not transcribe
the whole speech unless advised to the contrary by
the Bureau or the office of origihT“'"1

i7TS thJJUS**
'UT^this^speech, however, will be maintained in
Miami's file in the event they are needed in the
future.

all information contained

"2^Bureau (RM) HEREIN IS UNOLASSIFIED^

“5-Chicago (157-347) (RM) DATE
1-Miami
JCM/al
(5)

EEC-57 /
60

AH
is DEC 9 1968

9 Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



EClASSIFICRTICnf AUTHORITY HEHI¥E-D FROM:
FBI MJWMKYIC DiliLAS SIFICATION GUIDE
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Transmit the following in -AEfffOPy rynfHC££AND FIELD v̂ 'Xi/W^in plaintext or codt)

airtel advised by

Date; 11/25/68

UHIDO

date.

’o: Director, FBI (100-440423ATTENTION:

X ^vliVV, a CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
’roVW^AC^ITTSBURGH (157-652) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
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upject: RICHARD CLAXTOITgREGORY /
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D Klan O Organization
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Summary of Complaint:

Remytels dated 11/4/68 and 11/6/68.

- Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies, and fof^^^^
Chicago, two copies of an LHM captioned and dated as above.

Sources utilized in the enclosed LHM are as follows:

* m N |

SOM .1

/action/]

Bureau (Ends*
(RM)

First source is

Second source i
^

~

Third source is

3
e tape recording of G|

was transcribed SA[

location: herein.

“I location: herein.

/
location: herein.

^

iORY*s speech furnished

L ,REC-63/^-^tilEft/S t
1 No further action being takenand
iOiXlLHM enclosed 03 Copy.furnished toDSAT^ec^gt, Service,

m LHM being submitted G-2, OSI, all Pittstmrgfar Pa.,
. * 9 O ] %. YC»A Y)U 4 1 I Q VI Q HM .

\**A'*/ I I .JU4AAU w wuvimvvvvt - _ " „ _ , . . . . J _ •«

- Chicago^ (157-347jF) Report being submitted and NIS0 »
1 R

(Ends. 2) (RM^—
j Preliminary investigation instituted n ifyn\

Pittsburgh r^] Limited investigation instituted

(1 - (1 J (1 - 62-2514 S

[Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer u>

File No.

UNm^STiVfES DEPARTMENT OF JUS'^S

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
November 25, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On November 2, 1968, a source, •who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Richard
Claxton Gregory, also known as Dick Gregory, would participate

in a seminar on ’’Institutionalized White Racism” at Mount
Mercy College, Pittsburgh, Pa., on November 6, 1968.

Source said that the seminar, which is open to the

public, is being sponsored by the Student Government Asso-
ciation, and will be held in Antonian Hail

;
Theater at a

time as yet unspecified.

On November 6, 1968, a second source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that

Dick Gregory would arrive at Pittsburgh via air, at

approximately 10:15 AM, on November 6, 1968, and was
scheduled to speak at Mount Mercy College at about

1:00 PM.

On November 6, 1968, a third source, who has furnished

reliable information in the past, advised that Dick Gregory

spoke before an audience of approximately 300 persons at

Mount Mercy College, an all girls school, between 1:55 PM,

and 2:55 PM, on November 6, 1968. Source said that
Gregory * s speech was essentially the same as that which he

has recently delivered at other Pittsburgh area colleges.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI* It is the property of
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its

contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency.

COPIES destroy

9 NOV
19/0



RICKARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On November 7, 1968, the third source furnished a
tape recording of Gregory’s speech at Mount Mercy College
on November 6, 1968. The following is an essentially verbatim
transcription of the recording:

"I want to toll you what a pleasure it is
to be here. I never thought I’d see the day when
things would get so groovy in this country that
they would pay a black man to come and talk about
white racism. Things have changed. I remember
a time when you’d get shot for talking about it.

"Let me say that as important as it is being
here today, that as important as this is for Afro
students, I think the most important thing that
happened hero today was the geadiftfig of the
Declaration of Independence, and I just wish we
had enough copies to pass out and scratch, \.

1 'After long periods of injustices, it is your duty
* to destroy or abolish that government,' and maybe

Americans would understand the riots. I didn’t
say white folks. I said Americans. A lot of
people think I'm talking about white folks when
I say Americans because a lot of people think
when you say Americans, you're talking about
white folks and when you say Negroes, you’re
talking about black folks.

"You know when the riot season opens up
-again, which the white folks told us is July
through August. We didn't show this past July
through August, and the whole system is upset.
Police departments are trying to figure out
what happened to them. George Wallace just
said, 'Why you know Niggers are lazy and shift-
less; you know they wasn't going to show.’



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"I tell you what happened during this last riot
season. We got tired of stealing all those cheap
no good products so we decided to go underground and
study the Consumer Reports .

"Next riot season we won’t be stealing Motorolas.
V/hen the riot season opens up again, I'm sorry everyone
in this room and in this country will not have the
/Declaration of Independence because if you could look
at Niggers tearing up and looting and burning towns
down, it would save having to read and write about it.

The newsmen would not have to explain it to you be-
cause it says in that piece of paper that after long
periods of injustices, it is your duty to destroy or
abolish that Government. You know black folks didn’t
write that. That isn't a message that Malcolm X left
to Rap Brown. That is a message white folks left to
white folks, but forgot to put ’For white only' on it.

And so just assume that the Declaration of Independence
means all Americans.

"I would really suggest to America to try to
change that, put 'White only' on it so we'll know
that white folks are supposed to tear down the
country and bomb and nap&lfc people to liberate them
and not black folks.

"Then wo know that America has the right to send
black boys all over the world to kill to free a
foreigner, but praise be your mammy! That's a very
important piece of paper there. If this country
will over get together to straighten it out so we'll
know’ it means white folks. Because you know what we
push this thing in our grade schools, all black grade
school in an all black community and you put- that white
piece of paper in there and tell them little black kids,
the system says he's dumb and ignorant, it will make a
difference to America and you'i’e doing it now.

3
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"So, you youngsters is living in some very
important tines today.* I was very glad my brother
introduced no as a presidential candidate. There’s
just one flaw to that. I was the only major
presidential candidate because the rest of those
fools was running for sheriff.

’’Matt Dillon done moved into the White House.

"I can’t complain because they stole that out
of my platform. Oh, I'm the law and order nan.
Yeah, I was hollering law and order and didn't know
nobody heard me. When ny friend, Medgar Evers got
shot in the back of his head and got killed walking
into his house, I screamed law and order and not
until this campaign did I realize Brother Wallace
actually heard me. When four kids got dynamited
to death in that church in Birmingham, Alabama,
I screamed law and order and I didn’t know Brother
Nixon heard me. When three kids was killed down
in Mississippi, I yelled law and order and didn’t
know Brother Humphrey heard me. It is a thrill to

know they heard me and decided to use this. I was
just hoping that he would have used it without
racism.

’’But when you talk about the Presidency of the
United States and talk about electing me President

—and I will restore law and order, that’s just another
hip way of saying Nigger. Which is groovy, we’re
making progress, but they used to just say we'll
keep the Nigger down. We can’t say that no more,
thanks to you young white kids.

’’But any kind of man who is sincere about law
and order would have to campaign and say, 'If you

elect me President of the United States, not only
will I wipe out lawlessness in the streets, but I

will wipe out the crime syndicate.' Not one of them
said it. Humphrey hasn’t mentioned the crime syndicate.
Nixon never mentioned the crime syndicate and poor
Brother Wallace don’t even know what it is.

4



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"What is the most detrimental to American
society today? Some Nigger snatching a pocketbook
on a street corner or ..the stinking, scroungy
crime syndicate putting heroin into your high
schools? What is most detrimental to America?
Nobody wants to talk about the syndicate. You
want to get the syndicate wiped out in a week?
Let black folks take it over tonight. It will
be wiped out by the weekend. Of all the riots
we've had in America in the last five years,
regardless of what you think about them, not in
one riot has the black community ever corrupted
a policeman. Haven't one riot ever bought a
politician or judge. The crime syndicate corrupts
cops and buys politicians and judges every day of
the week in America, but nobody's interested in

the crime syndicate.

"So I say to you that had I been elected to
the Presidency of the United States, you talk
about law and order! Man, we would have got
that Constitution and we would have upheld* the
human rights part as vigorously as we uphold
the income tax collection.

"When I got through with law and order, the
Indians would own half this country back in the
first year. When you read them old trick treaties
and hold up law and order, you have to give it back
.to them. Law and order? The Ku Klux Klan would
become a social club because the first time they
did that other thing, they'd all get busted.

"Bell Telephone, AT&T, DuPont, General Motors,
Henry Ford, Rockefeller? Let me tell you something.
I’ve been such a law and order man, that four years
from now all the white folks that are running for
President will be saying, 'Elect me the President
because there will be no more law and order.'



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"I don’t know how many of you stayed up late
last night looking at -the returns. Raise your
hands. How many of you looked at the returns?
V»’e got to see - democracy working at its best
yesterday. Americans came out to vote, but when
the polls closed, you looked at those same law
and order dogs insulting the whole country when
they started tricking then votes. That was the
machine at work. They decided what they needed
and the machine started bucking. Chicago decided
to hold up X amount of votes and downstate Illinois,
did you see it on television, did you watch it?
Downstate decided to hold up X amount of votes.
Law and order? First thing you better do is get
lav/ and order in that ballot box. Damn shame a
nation as great as this and as powerful as this
having to demand that them snakes clean up the
polling box. All you got to do is demand they
put in electronic polling places in every city,
town and village in America so that when then
polls close at 6 o'clock that night, electronically
that thing is tabulated v/ithin a split ten seconds
of a million, and you ain't got no more cheating
and stealing, it's just that simple.

"Since v/e want to use electronic devices to

catch criminals, let's use them to catch the number
one criminals or the ones that betray the public
trust. Let's catch those politicians. The ones
that make the law.

"I was very proud of the independents last
night. All of the radical elements in this country
might be the reason that America is not in open
revolt at this very hour. When the final tallies
come in, independents across this country will have
gained more than a’ half million votes. Nixon won
the popular vote by 200,000. You can safely say
that if the independents had not been running,
90% of the votes we got would have gone to Humphrey,
which would have meant Humphrey would have had the

popular vote and Nixon would have had the electoral
vote and with the climate in the country the way it

is today, that could have meant revolt. So, we night



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"have saved this country, ray friends.
•X# !

"Lot rae say to you youngsters today that I

)
spend about 98% of ny tine on college campuses

< and there's a reason for it because you young
folks today is the nost moral, ethical force that's
ever lived in the history of this country and if

America is going to be saved, it's going to be
saved through you. And if America is going to go
down, it's going to be because of old fools like
us. It’s insulting to me to have to sit here and
tell you young beautiful kids that not only do you
have to solve the probleras confronting America
today, but you have to solve problems which you had
nothing to do about creating.

"These problems were here when you got here,

but they will not be here when you leave here.
We all have to go together. Thanks to us old fools
because not only did we not solve the problems for
you, we used up all the tricks.

"When my mother taught me and ny daddy taught
me that one day one of then crackers was going to

call you 'Nigger, "Boy* just laugh at him because
God don't like no ugly,' and that cracker did call
me a Nigger and I laughed at him because God don't
like no ugly, but I have taught ny dirty black
kids lovin and I don't know what to say the first
tine one of then crackers calls my kid a Nigger.

"So, we're done with tricks. There's no more
tricks whatsoever. Then we wonder why you young
kids react the way you react. We've used up all
the tricks.

"Kids came to Chicago to change the system.
Fifteen thousand hippies and yippies moved into
my town to change the system and the whole
establishment got upset. You youngsters better
keep your eyes open because you have to watch us.

Yes, so v/e can't trick nobody else now so we have
to trick you. The whole world digs our game over
here.

7



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

•'You started tricking Chicago three days after
the convention was over. The whole establishment
told you you did not see what you saw on television.

"*f ,

"You know if Kosygin ,was dealing with a world
as insane as America is, he*d have beat that
Czechoslovakian rap. All he'd have to do is get on
world-wide television and say, 'What you are all mad
about in Czechoslovakia, you didn't see. It just
happened. That was the press. Yeah, we admit we
put little miniature tanks up on the border and the
press blew them up to make them look like real ones.'
Kosygin is not dealing v/ith a' world as crazy as
America is, so he can't get by v/ith that.

"Fifteen thousand hippies and yippies came to
Chicago to change the system and the whole system
went crazy. Whatever you young kids do, do not
read no newspaper and let them decide to tell you
what you are. Don't let nobody tell you to do
nothing. Don't let nobody tell you that because
you wear long hair, you don't comb it or if a cat
wears a beard with long hair, he is dirty and
stinking and all that. They never said anything
bad about Abraham Lincoln. Not only did he have
a beard, he's ugly too. Christ, when you talk
about a hippie, you can't look no more like a

hippie than Christ. Nobody said ho stunk. Nobody
said ho was irresponsible, but them fools.

"Fifteen thousand hippies and yippies came to

Chicago and I ask you, who was the most immoral in

Chicago this year? The fifteen thousand hippies
and yippies ox* the Shriners, when they came for
their convention? Who do you think committed the

most adultery in Chicago? The hippies and yippies
or the Shriners? Who do you think spent the most
money on whores and pi’ostitution? The hippies and
yippies or the Shriners? But nobody got upset when
the Shriners came because the Shrinex*s wex*en't

trying to change the system.



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"You youngsters got to keep your eyes open.
You look at that same old bad television, that same
television you looked at on that Miserable Wednesday
night in Chicago, that sane television that six weeks
ago showed you Chicago. Everybody was upset over
the hippies and yippies. Fifteen thousand of then,
but in New York City six weeks ago, nobody got upset
when then twenty thousand grown nen, twenty thousand
sick, bald, freak, degenerates cane out one day to
look at a broad’s titties and nobody got upset.
It sounds funny, but that's a sad day in America
when twenty thousand grown men have stooped to the

i degeneracy of tittie-watching. This is a bankrupt
country you’re dealing with. Vfe're not talking about

I
no little college kids, we’re talking about nen that
run and control a system, that’s what we’re talking
about. J. Edgar Hoover has not claimed tittie-watching
is communist inspired.

i
i *

"So I say to you young folks today, that the
nunber one problem confronting this country today
is not the problem of air pollution. The nunber
one problem facing Anerica today is the problem of
moral pollution. This is the most morally polluted,
degenerate nation on the face of this earth with an
insanity equal to none. And you young kids have the
job of giving America its sanity back, making this
the moral country that the founding fathers intended
it to be. That’s why the system's upset, because
you young kids are saying morality will no longer be
a Brooks Brothers suit and a clean-shaven face and
a haircut once a week. We can't afford that. You’re
saying that you can no longer go to Saks Fifth Avenue
and get the latest fashions, and have an abortion
when you get ready. You're saying you're not going
to buy morality in this country no more. It's going
to come from within. And that’s what this new thing
is all about. That's why you young white kids got
the civil rights movement moving. And you're doing
what Malcolm X was talking about when he told the

black folks 'Y/hy do you want to integrate into a

house that's on fire.’ We wanted total integration.
We wanted the right to be as nice as white folks and



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

i

"we wanted the right to be as dirty as white folks.
That f s integration, isn't it? What are you talking
about? We wanted the right to have some black
politicians that was as corrupt as LBJ and still not
go to jail. We wanted the right for a black nan to
rape a white wonan and get as little tine when he
got caught as a white nan gets when he rapes a black
wonan. That's what we were fighting for. We was
fighting for all, the good and the bad.

"Now you young kids cane through and said,
'Stop the systen, baby; we’re going to clean it up.'
It's a big difference in saying, 'Cut ne in or cut
it out.' You're saying, 'Hold it! I'm gonna cut
this cancer out of this systen or this system's
not going to nove again.* Because you young kids
have said black and white is not a color anymore,
it's an attitude. It's beautiful.

"Father Groppi proved that very eloquently in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. There hasn't been a nan in
the history of our movement, white or black, that
led as nany black folks as Father Groppi did at a

tine when everybody said, 'What are those black
folks talking about? They don't want to be loved,
we're their friends.* Father Groppi reared back on
his hind legs and talked to this white tranpy systen
the way Jinny Hoffa talks to it. We never had a
black nan or white nan talk dirty to this systen
about it. He's always going with his hat in his
hand praying and begging. If praying and begging
is good to liberate my momma, then it should be
good to liberate then South Vietnamese. Just leave
your napalm at hone and take your pocketbook.

"You young kids tricked the whole system.
Let ne tell you about us old fools, baby. The
only reason we steal in front of you is because
you're chasing us.
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"You can already tell the Kentucky Derby don't
end until it’s all over. We want to stop it. This
meeting here today is evidence of what you're trying
to do, what you're talking about.

"The nation where Martin Luther King was
assassinated, the whole nation got up tight. Oh,
wasn't that awful about Dr. King being assassinated.
When Bobby Kennedy got assassinated, v/e all got
upset because Bobby Kennedy got assassinated. When
JFK was assassinated, we was horrified because JFK
was assassinated. But nobody in this immoral,
insane nation got upset when George Lincoln Rockwell
and Malcolm X got assassinated. That's a sad
indictment on this country. Aren't we a nation that's
against assassination or do v/e just get up tight when
you assassinate somebody we like? Ninety-eight percent
of everybody in America that got upset when Martin
Luther King was assassinated, if George Wallace was
assassinated today, they would not get up tight.
It's scarpy. And that jlets you know the job you have
to do to clean up this system. You have a job.

"I don't advocate destroying the capitalistic
system, but I say you better put it in its rightful
place and that's behind the United States Constitution
and not in front of it.

"This country do not function under the
democratic process. This country's not governed
by the United States Constitution. This country
is governed and controled by capitalism. That's
the problem. That's why Nixon can talk about,
'If I'm elected President, I will come in the black
community and build buildings and build black
economic power.' But he didn't say a damn thing
about implementing that Constitution. He's still
talking about property rights. He’s still talking
about me making him a dollar. Nobody wants to

talk about human rights.
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’’You young kids got to talk about human
rights because when you talk about hunan rights
you're talking about ray Indian brother and ny
Puerto Rican brother and my Mexican brother
and my Jewish brother. When you talk about
civil rights, you're telling ne it's ny turn,
that you're going to let no slip through' like
you let the Italians, like you let the Irish,
like you let some of the Jews slip through,
then when I get with you, we can all put ny
other brother down. No, we don't want no nore
civil rights. Don't waste your tine on that.

"So you got a job to do. A very, very
important job to do. Especially you women
because when you all decide that your babies
ain’t going to get killed in war no nore, there
won't be no nore war.

"Running around talking about we want
equal rights! Vfe want to have hope. It takes
two to have a baby, male and female, and you
let these fool nen make birth control and then
let you take it. Tell them to make a pill for
themselves. And the same way you let us make
birth control pills and give it to you, the
same way we take your babies from you . Every
tine you have a boy born in this country, you're
not raising a family, you're raising an army.
Yeah, that’s what you're raising, an army.
If your son tells you he's not going to the
grocery store, you can't put him in jail, but
if he says he ain't going to war, he can be
put in jail. You're telling me that the
United States Government is my momma.- 1 should
have been hugging her when I was a kid. Don’t
teach me the flag, momma, teach me about human
beings. Teach me about people so that when I

stand up on that platform and they blow that
whistle and wave that flag and sing the Star
Spangled Banner, tears roll down my eyes.
Momma, teach it to me so I can cry when I see
people, momma, not flags.
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"You've all got a job to do. You’ve all
got a job because we’re about to put you all
in. the biggest trick the world has ever known.
V/e believe you’re defenseless. You’re always
working. You’re all going to mess around and
end up doing all the work. You ain’t never
heard of us fighting to do more work than you,
have you? Even when women didn’t have the right
to vote, you had the right to work. You've all
got a job to do, baby.

"No more social clubs. Women’s Strike for
Peace, that was a social club. Now come on off
that bag and tell this man he ain't going to kill
no more of your babies, that's the job you have
to do. If enough women decide that their babies
are not going to be killed, then we got to stop
war. Go look through the history books and find
out what the bad kind it was that started the war.

"So I say to you, you've got a job, baby.
You've got a big job. If white babies understand
the problem, you'll understand what black babies
are talking about. You've got a white Santa Claus
in on my little young black kid. I got to pay for
the goods and that white boy gets credit for it.

Black babies is huggin white dolls but white babies
isn’t huggin black dolls.

"So I say to you, you ladies have a big job
to do. Got to ask a lot of questions. You've got
to ask this system that if democracy is as good
as we say it is, then why do we run all over the

world trying to ram it down peoples’ throats with
a gun? The day you young folks work to make this
democracy work right, that's the day we can bring
the guns home and the sooner we bring the guns home,
you mothers will have your men.
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"See, females were put here to reproduce.
Dogs have dogs, cats have cats, horses have horses,
men have babies. Females are meant to have babies.
Men was put here to make the world a better place
to live in for men. See, horses can't make it a
better place, cats can't make it a better place.
If you mothers sit back and let the system kill
all of your babies before they become men, you're
going to end up in a pickle. So the day we make
this democracy work right is the day we bring the
guns home. Because you see anything good you don't
have to force on people. You know that. They'll
steal it.

"You've got to ask a lot of questions. You
can't afford to get you kids on the trick your
momma got your brothers on. The Federal Government
come by your house tonight, knock on your door,
and tell your momma or daddy they want the dog or
cat to send to Vietnam. You know how much hell your
momma and daddy would raise over that dog going to

Vietnam. If you ever learn to raise as much hell
over your boy going to Vietnam as your momma would
raise over that dog going, baby there won't be no
more Victnams.

"All these young kids burning draft cards.
The whole system gets upset. You know why it's
upsetting those fools don't you? What's the most
important card you have in America? The draft
card or Social Security card? The Social Security
card stays with you all of your life, male and
female have Social Security cards. Draft card
stays with you part of your life. Just the males
have them. Why is it if the Social Security card
is more important than the draft card, we can all
burn the Social Security card and nobody cares?
But you better not burn the draft card because if

too many of them young boys burn their draft cards,
they're telling us old fools that in the not too
distant future, 'B?by, you’re going to get into
a war you're not coming back from. You're going
to have to fight it yourself.' And that scares us.
Yeah, that really scares us.
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VYou ladies have a big job to do. Whatever
you do, keep yourself from being programed. Under-
stand that programing. It's cool to be programed.
You've got to know the difference between

• indoctrination and education. You see, you can
never be educated to hate a nan because of his -race
but you can be indoctrinated and these schools is
equally guilty of it. Fraternities and sororities
that Indians and Puerto Ricans can't get into, only
the Establishment that is supposed to be educated,
but that’s been indoctrinated. Half of these colleges
are not as fit as the CIA, corrupt as they are.

"They got a way of getting you. You come in
and they give you that book in class and say,
'Here, read that.’ Now that's not the way they
brainwash you. They don't do it that way. After
you take that book and read it, they give you a test.
And if you haven’t road the book the way we want you
to read it, you can't pass the test. It means when
you pass it well, they have thoroughly made a fool
of you.

"I never will forget they used to always ask
me why I brought my holy Bible to school. I said,
'I'm gonna keep this book, it's a good book.'
The missionaries went to Africa, the Africans owned
all the land, and the missionaries had all the Bibles,
and when they left, the Africans had all the Bibles
and the missionaries had all the land.

"That's my country over there where the white
Christians tell me they are savages because they
eat people. They said they is cannibals. I said,
'What's a cannibal?' I asked the white preacher,
'What's a cannibal?' 'That’s your ancestors, they
eat folks.' I ran to the first church I came to,

which happened to be a white Christian church.
I got on my knees and prayed to my God and said,
'God, please forgive my cannibal instincts because
we're eating folks.’ The white Christian minister
overheard ny prayer. He came out and said, 'Boy,

I never knew a black boy had that much faith to
t

pray for them cannibal instincts.' 'Yes sir, I
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"was really touched when I found out ray ancestors
was eating folks.’ He was touched because a black
boy had that much faith and he reached down and
touched rae on ray head and rubbed it for luck.
I said, ’Mr. Preacher, I’m fixing to leave now.’
Ho said, 'No, I'd like for you to stay and share
communion with us.' I said, 'No, I just like to
pray for then cannibal ancestors. What's communion?'
He said, 'Get on your knees, boy, and open your mouth.
This is his body and this is his blood.' Yeah, I've
learned a lot from white Christians. Now I pray for
all the cannibals.

"Keep your mind open and understand our problem.
Don't let anybody tell you you have to do this and
you have to do that to learn how to treat somebody.
Don't make the mistakes us old folks made. Don't
sit in an institution for four years learning how
to make a living and forget how to learn to live.
That's our problem, we were so busy learning how
to make a living, we forgot to learn how to live.

"If you understand the power of nature, then
you understand why we have to indoctrinate because
nature takes care of everything by itself. Raise
your hands. How many of you in this room today
understand Chinese? Any of you? One hand. Only
one person in this room understands Chinese, but
those in China understand Chinese. Nature is
powerful. Those in Germany understand German,
those in Russia understand Russian, do you?
I say that because you're born with all the
wisdom you need to fight your way through the
tricks to get human dignity. Nobody has to teach
you that, nature has already done it.

16
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"So, I say to you that I hope you youngsters
can slip through us old fools and get on in here
and solve the problems, before the country falls in.

I hope you understand black folks attitude in America
today. And our attitudes is not attitudes because
of racism, our attitudes is because v/e cannot stand
no more of this country’s insults. That's what it's
all about, these insults. That's what it's all
about.

"People run around asking black folks to be
non-violent. Did you ever hear of a Nigger doing
some underground nuclear testing? Wo don't make
no napalm. The only country on the face of the
earth that's ever dropped an atom bomb on human
beings and that's the same country asking us to

be non-violent. She's got the mightiest army,
the mightiest navy, the mightiest air force, the
FBI, CIA, the State Police, the local police, and
she comes to us and asks us to be non-violent.
You go to hell!

"If America is non-violent, how come that
Indian is still locked up on that reservation
because you can't be no more non-violent than
that Indian brother has been? So we say to you,
if America is non-violent, go up on that hill
and lead , my brother down.

"No, the only tine someone would lead, him
down is when he deve lopes him Stokeiy Running Horses
and some Rap Light Clouds and when he bugs this
system to the extent that they think Indians will
cone down and rape women and burn and loot your
houses and schools, then everybody will start
putting them on 'Meet the Press.' Two years from
now, you'll have an Indian chief speak.
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"So I say to you in leaving, don’t listen
to the old fools in my race that tells you
everything is all right. Let them -go and talk
in your homes to your daddy. They will get you
in trouble .

,

"My oldest daughter is nine years old and
they begged me to come home and celebrate my
36th birthday and I was touched by it because
I didn't really know my kids was that concerned
about daddy. And I flew homo on a backup trip
where I could stay there an hour and then fly
back. I called from the airport and got hone
and they weren't there, but they had the cake
sitting on the kitchen table. The biggest cake
I've over seen in my life and just right across
was short and simple, 'Happy Birthday 36 year
old Uncle Tom Nigger.'

Yeah, don't let these old fools trick you.
I tell you how my kids feel about me, because
you know how they feel about you. You insult
them. I'm their daddy and they love me, but
they ask me a lot of questions that I can't
answer. They want to know, 'How come Matt
Dillon come to my house, daddy, once a week
teaching me it's a virtue to shoot straight
and you run around hollering about non-violence
all the time.’* I can't answer them. They want
to know why we*,re in Vietnam and they hear the
newsmen on the radio talking about Dick Gregory
being non-violent. They want to know how I

can go to Watts and get shot trying to stop a

riot but haven’t been to Vietnam. So I say to
you, stop calling me colored. Just call us black.
That's what we say. It's as simple as that. That
old Beulah at your, house around your momma, call
her Niger, Nigger, colored, anything you want.
But now for the first time, you better learn how
to speak two different ways to black folks. One
way to that old fool and another way to that
young beautiful cat that thinks the sane way as
Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson and many of you
think.

18
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"A Jew leaves Israel and comes to America,
he’s still a Jew when he gets hero. Ah Italian
leaves Italy and comes' to my country, he was an
Italian over there and when he hits these shores,
he's still an Italian. An Irishman leaves Ireland
and cones to America, he was an Irishman over there,
ho stayed an Irishman when he got here. Kennedy’s
daddy didn't change his name when he cane here.
This is what we're talking about. We was Africans
when we left and when we got here, we got to be
Nigers, Niggers and coloreds. Don't play no more
games with ne because you ain't playing with yourself.
Just call us black. Me got attitudes. We hope America
understands we have an attitude. It ain't got nothing
to do with poverty because if poverty made a people
burn a country down, them poor white crackers,
hillbilly cousins of yours, would have burned this
country down 75 years ago. So it must not be
poverty that does it, it's insults. We're tired
of these insults, we're not going to take no more
of then.

"Twenty or thirty years ago black folks in

America had an empty stomach. Today black folks
have a full stomach but a hungry mind. A hungry
mind will not tolerate the sane things an empty
stomach did. Empty stomachs deal on smell and
hungry minds deal on sounds and this country
don't sound right to us anymore. Three years ago,

five white boys burned their draft cards and Congress
passed an Anti-Draft-Card-Burning Bill, but we haven't
been able to get an anti-lynching bill in 100 years.

America just told me she thinks more of a piece of
cardboard than she thinks of my black mammy and I'll

.bring her to her knees for that. This is what we're
'talking about. * '

"If I go to Vietnam tonight and get killed by
the Viet Cong, this country gives my black wife
$10,000 and she can't take it and buy a house in

any neighborhood she wants to. I got killed shooting
at the wrong cats. Then this stinking trarapy white
system tells me to get a fair housing bill. Are you
insane? What kind of animals are you? You didn't -
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"make no red neck white Russian cracker broad, Stalin's
daughter, get a fair housing bill when she cane to my.

country, a known communist and a known Russian. What
are you? We are tired of being insulted. That's what
we're talking about.

"People tell us when you get educated you'll get
work.’ Who needs education in this country? Ever
stop to think how many people on the face of this
earth would be dead today if it were not for blood
plasma? Are you aware of the fact that an American
black man by the name of Charlie Drew invented blood
plasma? Check it out in your library. Are you aware
of the fact Charlie Drew bled to death in an Atlanta,
Georgia, hospital waiting room after an automobile
accident because they didn't accept Niggers! You're
telling me education is my problem? The man who had
the wisdom, knowledge and intellect to give blood
plasma to the world died because of the lack of his
own invention because his face was black and now the

man is going to tell me education is my problem.

"That same man has one-half million American boys
in Vietnam fixing to die right this minute to free
that foreigner and you've not heard one white or black
American ever question the Vietnamese education standax’d,

but you want to free him.

"We are tired of these insults. Twenty-four hours
a day v:e got to put up with them. White folks think
Niggers is the stinkingest, scroungiest, immoral beast
that ever walked the face of this earth. I'm not
here to tell you Niggers don't stink. I'll let you
do your own research. Check the advertising industry
and see how many multi-billions of dollars a year
white folks spend in this country for deodorants.
Multi-billions of dollars. And then look at those
deodorant commercials you see on television and see
if you ever see a black armpit. Then use your own
knowledge you was born with and figure it out. If

Niggers was doing all the stinking and white folks
buy all the deodorant, who really stinks?
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"So, wo* re saying we’re tired of these insults
that you believe we're' so Immoral. I'm not saying 1

we’re not. Go in the black community and look at
us and you'll find out that every dirty, stinking,'
immoral, tranpy way that black folks have is a
white European dirty, stinking, tranpy, innoral way.
So who did we learn from? We do not know what the
Africans is going to do in the bushes after dark,
but we do know what you do in the bushes after dark.
We’re doing the sane thing in the bushes after dark
that you’re doing. So get up off ny back. That’s
all we’re saying.

"We know black women in Anerica have 20%
illegitimacy. We won’t fight you on that. We have
fun in the ghetto, baby. White women in Anerica have
2% illegitimate babies, but don’t take ny 20%
illegitimate and your 2% illegitimate and put a
halo on your head because if we ever get our hands
on white folks abortion credit cards in this country,
we’ll show you how to knock the rate down too.

"We say we are tired of the insults. We’re
tired of them. We don’t intend to take any more
of them.

"So, I hope you youngsters will make this
country the country it was meant to be.

"People say, ’I wonder why colored folks get
married and have all then babies. They can’t
afford them.’ We know it. ’They end up on
relief.’ That’s right. We ain’t ashamed of it

either. I ain’t never met a white man that didn’t
want some free money. Talk about relief, did you
ever check out that stock market? You talk about
some gangsters! If words like relief, A.D.C., and
welfare upset you, call it foreign aid.
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"This country pays a farmer what you call a
subsidy not to plant, .you don’t call it relief
to the farmers. You're going to pay a farmer
not to plant and then you don't want to pay ray

sister after she plants, that's an insult.

"We're really tired of insults. Racism we
can put up with, but not the insults.

"A man's got a right to be a racist. The
Constitution gives you freedom of expression.
Racism is nothing but expression, but don't burn
no more crosses on ray front lawn.

"I stop and think that had ray daddy been
killed during World War II, the sane German that
would have killed ray daddy in 1942, I was ten years
old then, I'm 36 years old now, that would mean
I've got 26 years without a daddy, which is not an
insult because daddies go to war and get killed.
The insult is that the sane German who would have
killed ny daddy in 1942, after 26 years without a
daddy, that sane German could come to ray daddy's
country in 1968, and live in a neighborhood where
ray daddy's boy can't live. Do you know how much
that insults us?

"This is what we're talking about. Yet
nobody seens to understand. Everybody seems to
think we're picking on them. Tell us about how
we all ain't made enough progress. I got six
black kids at home, seven now. The last, a little
girl, three weeks old now. This old insulting
system, they're going to have it hard insulting
her, a system that don't like to call black folks
Mr. and Mrs., so we named this last girl MISS
GREGORY.

"My old lady got seven kids and every time ray

old lady gets pregnant, I realize how much progress
we've made. Every time ny old lady's old black
belly starts getting big, I see progress because,
you see, I remember that just a little bit over a
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"hundred years ago down there in a slave tent when
that black slave woman went to her black slave
man and said, ’Honey, I think I'm pregnant,' them
two black slaves fell on their knees and prayed •

to their almighty God that their unborn baby would
be born deformed. You think about that sometime.
They didn’t pray that anything would happen to -that
cracker’s child. They said, ’God, we're dealing
with such an insane beast that if you would just
give us this baby, Lord, with a limb twisted or
a limb missing, or a hump in his back, oh God, if
you really want to be good to us, give us this baby
maladjusted; our little black baby that the man can
never sell and we can keep here.’ And then one day
after the baby was born, she rushed up to her black
slave man, crying tears of joy. 'Honey, the Lord
answered our prayer, his head is funny, I think he’s
going to be maladjusted.' Then two black slaves
fell down on their knees, praying with tears of joy,
thanking their God for a xaaladjusted baby, a baby
they would be able to keep. Progress? I have
seven little old black kids at home. Me and my old
lady have never had to pray for nothing, that's all
the progress we're going to give this system.

"So, as I leave you, particularly you young
ladies, face the destiny of the world. You can
shape it. Yfhen you decide there will be no more
wars, there will be no more wars. When you decide
there will be no more capital punishment, there
will be no more capital punishment. When you
decide that Indian woman up on that reservation
is bringing babies out of her womb just like you
are and it's just like your little baby locked up
on that reservation, then you'll go up and get your
sister.

"The fate and destiny of this country depends
on you girls. I’m not worried about racism, I’m
worried about you because when you decide it's over,
it’s over.

23
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"You got this whole thing ;going for you,- you
outlive us, you end up> with all the money. So,, ;if
you end up living long enough and end up. with-.. all
the money, why not make the world a better place
for you to get old in and to spend that money $that
you stole and got in all kinds of devious ways?
That is your job. I've no doubt that you* 11 do
well because I.know the moral commitment of young
folks in this country.

"Thank you and may God bless you."

The Police Department, the United States Attorney’s
•Office, Secret Service and Army Intelligence, all Pittsburgh, Pa
v:oro apprised in advance of Gregory’s appearance at Mount Mercy
College on November 6, 1968.
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Region 1, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois, have been
advised regarding the contents of this LEU, and copies are
being furnished to these organizations.

It is noted the Evanston Police Department has
been advised of GREGORY'S scheduled speech at Northwestern
University for January 6, 1968.

b6
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In Reply; Please Refer to

Fife at*. 157-347

4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December 9, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On a Special Agent of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation, under
!

contacted Richard Claxton Gregory by teiepnone, ana

Gregory furnished the following information concerning

his itinerary and speaking engagements:

b7E

December 8, 1968
Batavia Community College, Batavia,
New York

December 9, 1968
State University College, New Platz,
New York

December 10, 1968
Campbell College, North Carolina

December 12, 1968
University of Texas, Austin, Texas

December 13, 1968
Open date, however, Gregory indicated he

would be in New York City and then
travel to London, England. Specific
details unknown at this time regarding
what he would do in London. However, he,

plans to return to Chicago, Illinois,

for Christmas.

BY

January 6, 1969*
Northwestern University, Evanston,jjj, INFCRKATJw.

Illinois HEREIN IS UNO

VlXfUi-n-Zi.

This document contains neither recommendations nor

conclusions of the Federal Bureau -of Investigation. It is

ithe property .of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is

loaned* to your agency. It and its contents are not to be

distributed outside your agency. ,/f
/a, -W*

ENCLOSURE

fc!
CONTAINED



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

January - Exact date unrecalled.
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama

January 22, 1969
Florida State University, Tallahassee,
Florida

February 10, 1969
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina

Gregory also stated that he is presently in
the ninth day of a forty-day fast aimed at dramatizing the
plight of the hungry in the United, States and throughout
the rest of the world.

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to

the United States Attorney, the United States Secret
Service, Chicago, and the Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence
Group, Evanston, Illinois.
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FBI WASH DC

Mr, Tola®
Mr. DeLoaeh
Mr. Mohr.

FBI CHICAGO

503m DEFERRED 12-6-68 RMF

^FODIRECTOR BUFFALO CHARLOTTE NEW YORK SAN ANTONIO

FROM CHICAGO 157-347

Mr. Bishop.

Mr. Casper.

Mr. Callaha:

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Fei

Mr. Gal
rf Rosen
T. Sullivan

Mr. Tavel

—

Mr. Trotter-

Tele, Room-.
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy.

.<• o
\
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM, 00: CHICAGO.

FOLLOWING INFO RELATING TO ITINERARY AND SPEA

OF GREGORY DEVELOPED

YORK/

DECEMBER EIGHT NEXT: BATAVIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, /BATAVIA, NEW YORK/

DECEMBER NINE NEXT: STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, /NEW PLATZ, NEW

DECEMBER TEN NEXT: CAMPBELL COLLEGE.' NORTH CAROLINA.
4 OEC 17 1968

DECEMBER TWELVE NEXT: UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN. TEXAS.

DECEMBER THIRTEEN NEXT: OPEN DATE BUT INDICATED WILL BE IN NYC

AND |THEN TRAVEL TO LONDON, ENGLAND, SPECIFIC DETAILS UNKNOWN THIS TIME,

AND SUBSEQUENT RETURN TO CHICAGO FOR CHRISTMAS.

GREGORY ADVISED HE WAS PRESENTLY IN THE NINTH DAY OF A FORTY DAY

FAST AIMED AT DRAMATIZING PLIGHT OF HUNGRY IN U.S. AND THROUGHOUT

WORLD.

yy
PAGE ONE

JAN 2 4 1963^



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE CHARLOTTE TEL TO DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO, DECEM3ER SIX INSTANT,

REPORTING GREGORY'S SCHEDULED APPEARANCE CAMPBELL COLLEGE, 'BUIES

CREEK, NORTH CAROLINA, DECEMBER TEN NEXT, AND REQUESTING ANY INFO RE

ITINERARY.

RECIPIENT OFFICES ALERT APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES AND ARRANGE

COVERAGE OF GREGORY'S APPEARANCE AND FURNISH PERTINENT INFO DEVELOPED,

INCLUSIVE OF TRANSCRIPT OF REMARKS IF TAPE RECORDINGS AVAILABLE,, IN

FORM SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. ADDITIONAL SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS OF

GREGORY IN JANUARY AND FEBRUARY NEXT ASCERTAINED AND WILL BE INCLUDED

IN FOLLOWING LHM. GREGORY HAS PREVIOUSLY TRAVELLED ABROAD AND IS IN

POSSESSIOfPOF U.S. PASSPORT.

END

CKG S! ,

FBI WASH H)C

„ MR. TRAII10R

C^ROOM 836 9&D
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FBI WASH DC

FBI CHARLT

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

DEC6 1968/*

XBUstxm/

1041AM URGENT 12-6-68 DRA

TO: DIRECTOR & CHICAGO

FROM? CHARLOTTE 157-5865

A> 0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA RM. 00 CHICAGO.

INFORMATION RECEIVED DECEMBER FIVE LAST THAT SUBJECT /

IS TO APPEAR AT CAMPBELL COLLEGE, BUIES CREEK, NC, SEVEN
c

N
THIRTY, DEfEMBER TEN NEXT TO SPEAK ON A PROGRAM SPONSORED BY

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION. SUBJECT TO ARRIVE AT

FAYETTEVILLE, NC, DECEM3ER TEN NEXT AND ITINERARY AFTER SPEECH

UNKNOWN THIS TIME.

SECRET SERVICE AND MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ADVISED.

CHICAGO ADVISE IF ITINERARY OF SUBJECT KNOWN.

COVERAGE OF SPEECH ARRANGED. CHARLOTTE WILL FOLLOW^/

AND REPORT PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS. {
END -

BJP #
w MTyaa1* ammm

FBI WASH dc
,ll formation contained REC-35

re*. MR- trainor^ v ROOM 836 9&D

12r. TcbsK-^sTl

Hr.

,
Mr.
Mr. Uisif?-~-vi
Mr. Camper—Vi
Hr. CalU&aa-JH
Mr. Coared.—-1
Mr. Fdt

*

Mr. Gale ~y
Hit. Rosen
liMr. ,SoIliVwn , ..

-

/Jan Trotter

Tela. Rocsjl—
Hiss Holses_
MtsB Gaudy -
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^4*363 (Kev. 9>27*6$)
' <

Transmit the following in>

A1RTEL

Date: 12/13/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

To: Director, FBI (100-440423MTENTION:
YVf

O

CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
'From: SAC, PITTSBURGH (157-652) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

PJHUC) m DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.
Subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY ,

V^/Yl
OCR DEL VRA-65 a CRA-64

Q PA PE PF
I I BM BM-Threats ©Racial Matters

I I Klan Q Organization

Summary of Complaint: thfOBMMIOS CONTAINED/
Remytels dated 13/4/68. K?-

DATE

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and for
Chicago 2 copies of an LHM captioned and dated as above*

location:
zed in the LHM i

-ENCLOSt-
j2j Bureau (Enc* 11) (RM) —•—-—im

-fc-^hicago (157-347) (Enc. Spfffl)

3 - Pittsburgh
|

12 DEC
~~

AcirMF s“b B)
(7
F
f

/emq —

/

, © No further action being taken and /

? C*] LHM enclosed © Copy furnished to Ub^ ^£er
© LHM being submitted G-2, OSI, all PiK ^gh, PS

-J
I i Report being submitted apd NISO, Philadelphia , Pa.

|

c I I Preliminary investigation instituted
via registered >nail

L

N
I I Limited investigation instituted

ervici

a 5 2jS
,4

Approved:

aEM£’
968

Special Agent .in Charge
.M Per



In Reply* Pira$< Reft* tv

Pifc JXo.

umteiMtates department of ju'sims

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
December 13, 1968

"Thank you for inviting we.

RICKARD CLAXTON - GREGORY

On December 4, 1968, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Richard Claxton

Gregory, also known as Dick Gregory, would speak at the South

Campus of the Allegheny County Community College, West Mifflin,

Pa., at 8:00 p.m. on December 4, 1968. Source said Gregory’s

appearance was being sponsored by the Student-Faculty Cultural

Committee of the College.

On December 11, 1968, source advised that between

8:10 p.m. .and 10:30 p.m., on December 4, 1968, Dick Gregory

spoke before an audience of approximately 400 persons at the

South Campus of the Allegheny County Community College.

Source said that among Gregory's remarks were the following:

AXX INFORMATION" CONTAINED

"I always feel welcome in small towns.

I came in on Allegheny Airlines and Allegheny
flys to all smali tov/ns, but they didn’t even

know where West Mifflin was.

"I am now on the seventh day of a forty day

fast. I have had nothing but distilled water for

the last seven days so you don't know how good

you look to me.

’’Flying over here on the plane, I went to

sleeo. There was a white man sitting next to

me and he wanted to talk so he started the con-

versation in the usual way by nudging me and

shouting, ’Hey boy, what do you think of the

Negroes progress?' I told him the biggest break-

through was whn they named the first colored
hurricane

—

;Beulah. He then asked me to explain
' Black Power. I told him Black Power is that heart

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside

owum wsraoHBF as°noy ‘

9 NOV 19 1970 ENCLOSURE fio- Z'J-C) <413 - 411



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
" ' _

"that is beating in that white nan’s chest
over in South Africa. It’s thp only one in the

world that’s working .right.
,

I- bet that white
cat is conewhere singing the/ blues right now.

1

,
”Y?e knew all along all you white folks

needed was a change of heart. But don’t got
the idea that we are going to be your spare
parts.;

”1 woke up one time in the. airport and
this white '.cat had his ear on my chest. Now
don’t, get me wrong’.; I am not against all trans-
plants, I’m just against the ones who can hide.;

I would love* to see a white cat get a* colpred
foot. Let him take that to the beach with him.

’’Since June 6th, I have spoken at over 300
colleges,* sometimes four a day. I have found
out you young people are the most morally dedi-
cated people today. You are too pure, and too/
clean.;

(

’’They try to say that, the Hippies and the
Yippies are unclean. I won’t say that some of

them don’t stink, but Abe Lincoln had a board,,

stunk,, and was Ugly too. You don’t have to read
the cracker papers to find out what you are.

’’Republicans and Democrats cannot claim credit,

for winning the election. I spent $35,000 and

they spent hundreds of thousands of dollars, but.

I was the only one running for President, the
others were, running for Sheriff.

”It was you young kids that decided that
LBJ not run for President. And had not 15,000
Hippies shown up in Chicago, Humphrey would be

President. So don’t under estimate your power.

You, in the near future, must solve problems you

did not create. You will have difficulty because
us old folks have used up all the tricks.;



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"To show you how the kids are so advanced,
when my birthday cane, ny sevep kids bought no
a birthday cake and written, across the cake was
'Happy Birthday You Uncle Ton- Nigger.'

"MY tour year old daughter and I both went
to jail in Chicago during the demonstrations.
After the Convention in Chicago, the whole Establish-
ment tried to convince you that you didn't see
what you saw. That is so good Kosygin ought to
tell it to the Czechs that they didn't see what
they saw.

"I am not here to impress you. I could not
give a damn about what you think about me after
I am gone, but at least you could say, 'Greg didn't
lie to us.

*

"When I was a kid my mama and dad lied to
me. They lied to me about Santa Claus* I knew
damn well no white man was going to come into
a black neighborhood after midnight.

"The number one problem in this country
today is not air pollution but moral pollution.
Don't let the patriotism cry fool you. This is
the most morally corrupt country in the world*
They spent a half million dollai’s on the Chicago
report of the political riot* Yet there are not five
Federal judges in Illinois who are not controlled
by the crime syndicate* That Mayor Daley you saw
on television after the disturbances was the same
Mayor Daley that was stealing votes election night.

"Had the cops acted any other way during
the disturbance, they would have blown their jobs.
They acted the way Daley told them* Daley claims
he lias received many letters agreeing with what
the police did, but not one saying \ 'Give them a

raise.' In fact, if the police in Chicago went on
strike, crime would decrease by fifty percent.
Read this monthfe issue of 'Life' .magazine*



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"The kids today are realizing that
morality is not a Brooks Brothers suit, a clean
shave, and a ‘haircut,

4 m
i

g %

"Toll me who was the most immoral, the
Hippies and Yippies' or the Shriners when* they
cane to Chicago?

"America will tolerate you as long as you
don't buck the system. Some weeks ago 20,000
people turned out on Wail Street to look at a
broad's kitties and nobody got* excited, J. Edgar
Hoover didn't say that it was communist inspired.
All Miss Francine has to do to get some privacy
is to wear the tightest sweater she can find and
have written across her breast, 'Free Huey Newton,'
and 'Bring the boys home from Vietnam.' Those
20,000 men would have fled back into their offices
to participate in' their anti-trust violation.

"I'm a stool pigeon. I'm telling on the
system. I was on relief for 20 years and in 18
months I was a millionaire.

"When I was in college they used to have
panty raids. I didn't participate because I was
not going to be taking no white gal's drawers.
Nobody got excited. They said, 'Boys will be boys.*
Then there was the goldfish swallowing craze.
Nobody got excited. Then there was the telephone
booth packing and nobody would get excited when
they would stuff 500 kids in a booth. But if you
want to upset the system, take five kids and picket
one booth asking AT&T about its anti-trust violations
and the kids will be in jail before nightfall.

"Your job will be to clean up this filthy
immoral society.

"Everyone in America was upset about the
assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King and Mr.
Robert Kennedy, but no one was upset about the



A
*

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"assassinations of Mr, Rockwell or Malcolm X*

"We must :put .capitalism behind' fthe
Constitution and not in, front x>£ it. Capitalism
is based on property rights, not human rights.,...*

*
"

*

"If you are old enough to go to the Army
and die. at 18, you can ask for the vote at 17;*

If you want to vote at 17, you young people organ-
ize and tell the recording industry you are not
going to buy anymore records until! you are allowed
to vote at 17 and the recording industry will
lobby and get it for you,

* I

"If you want to stop the war in Vietnam,
tell the cigarette industry you are going to boy-
cott cigarettes and they will have them hone over-
night from the war,

"Mayor Daley gave orders in Chicago to shoot
all looters to kill. Not dope addicts, but looters,
I say lets make it retroactive all the way back
to .the Indian and let the Indian shoot his looter
to kill,

MYou .kids should check; your mothers and
fathers, who are too busy making mohey, to ask
why Dean Rusk’s son can’t go to Vietnam, If I

were you, I would handcuff myself to- one of the
Rockefellers, Duponts or Mellons and demand that
they send one of the rich boys too,

"Your mother and father think more of your
dog than they, think, of you. They will let you
be drafted and sent to Vietnam and not say a word;
But you just ’let a; Federal -man. come to your mother 's

house in the morning and say they want your dog to

go to Vietnam and there would be a shoot out on the
lawn,

"You don’t have to go all over the world to
ram democracy down someone’s throat. If it was
so good people would steal it.

- 5-
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

’‘You see us old folks were so busy going
to college to learn how to make a living that
we didn’t learn how to live.

"Education should enhance the senses,, but
today they indoctrinate, not educate.

,
"Books and transcripts are unimportant. The

white Christian missionaries taught me about books.
When the missionaries went to Africa they had
the Bibles and the Africans had the land. When
the missionaries left, the Africans had the Bibles
and the missionaries had the land.

"When I was eight years old I had my first
encounter with the white Christian. I was on
my way to the show and a white minister stopped
me and asked me where I was going. I told him,
’To see a Tarzan movie.' He said, 'What! Do you
want to see those cannibals eating people?' I

said, 'Really?* and sure enough, when I got in the
movie there they were in the pot being cooked.
But I didn't know that they were California niggers.
I jumped up and ran all the way to the white
church crying. When the white minister saw me
he said, 'I told you. Nov/ cone on in and have
communion with me. ' I asked him what communion
was and he said, 'Get on your knees and open your
mouth. Now this is his body and this is his blood.*
Yes the white Christians taught me alot about
cannibalism.

"In high school in history I was good and
a fast reader because in our house it was so cold
that after you read the book you burned it for
heat.

"You could always toll when your teacher had
been out doing something the night before that he
should not have done because they would always have
a pop quiz. One of these quizes had for its one
and only question: 'Why were George Washington and

—6—
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TUdHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"Thomas Jefferson such effective leaders and

how did they lead their men to victory?

Since I had read the book so fast, I was the

first one finished and took ay paper to the

teacher. After, the teacher rogd my paper, he

called me up -front and told me I so* & sseio*

I said, ’Why, for telling what I interpreted

from the book?' You sec I wrote that George

Washington’s army was an alcoholic, reefer-

smoking bunch of fools because in the boor, it

said that this was the greatest British army

and navy ever assembled. George Washington took

a group of ragged, barefoot fools with pitchforks

and sticks, against them. And to show you how

good the stuff was that they were smoking, they

won.

’’The history book is one of the foulest,

filthiest books ever written. In it, it cays

the white man came over from England and stole

us on his way over to America. Then the waxto man

discovered a land that was already occupied.

The United States Attorney’s Office, Secret Service,

and Amy Intelligence, all pittsbur
f5

,

+K^outh
e
^rous

Se

in advance of Gregory’s appearance at the oouth Campus

of the Allegheny County Community College.

-7*
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Date: 12/14/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

{Priority

)

FROM;

DIRECTOR, FBI <100-440423) JU'/?

SAC, SAN ANTONIO^ ( 157-666 )(RUC)
'

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka .
•> "

,,

-RM
|\1 isxvO

00; Chicago &XN
Remyairtel 11/20/68, Buairtel 11/26/68, and

Chicago teletype 12/6/68. r

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies
1

of an
LHM suitable for dissemination regarding GREGORY’S appearance
at The University of Texas at Austin 12/12/68.

Enclosed to Chicago are two copies of this LHM.

|
Texas DPS 7j

I Austin PD, and
TThe University oi: 'JL6XAS At

tsxxn, ail Austin, Texas, were made aware of GREGORY'S
?oposed visit to Austin.

Copies of this LHM are being disseminated locally
« the U.S . Secret Service, Austin and San Antonio, and to
*“* ;0pl.j NISO, and 112th MI Group.

£ it
5 '

5
*

I 1

fci JU For the information of Chicago on 12/13/68 J I

p £ II _ |
Texas, advised

that DICK GREGORY deptag\&d Austin at 11:30 p.m. , 12/12/68, on,

ii 5 13 flight No. 298, first to Dallas. Further, GREG0RY>^
<

Bureau (Encs. 7T JU Drrt J 2 - Chicago (157-3*p^
^7 - SA , Vv> «tc 44 , tl /

RWC f^s~
157~666)(^>^ 6 ~1620)

„ p 10 0EC 19 1268 \ v

V* Approved: - - Sent M Per- A
!*< 1 1 ii n Spefi3«lgent in Charge —- __—««

U^_

2 - Chicago (157-3*

C- ^proved: - < ^^
•' A,.,iln SpeftSfAgentin Charge

56 JAN 3
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SA 157-666

had reservations on American Airlines Flight 84 out of Dallas
to arrive Cleveland, Ohio, at 11:29 a.m. , 12/1.3/68 j, with
reservation on United Airlines Flight 432 leaving Cleveland
at 5,p.m. and arriving at la Guardia Airport, New York, at

6:16 p.m. ,
12/13/68.

stated that GREGORY traveled on a free paid
ticket which means that some other station T>icks Up the, money
for the flight and wires his station confirmation of payment
being made". In this instance, he said the payment was mdde
to American Airlines , Boston ,

Hass
. ,

by the Korrison Travel
Agency.

1

i

Special Agents who made observations as set out in
enclosed LHM were SAs ROBERT VJ . CARNES and

INFORMANTS:

Identity of Source

SA T-T:

File Where Located

Instant 1HM

Instant LHM

CLASSIFICATION :
*

,

The enclosed LHM Is classified "Confidential" in

view of Information set out therein .from 1.. sources^ , SA T-l

and SA T-2, l.i£our.ce$u of continuing value, the unauthorized
disclosure of which could tend to identify and compromise

these sources.

- 2
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DECLASSIFICRTIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED 7RDM:
EBI AUTCMBlTIC ni^lJkSSIFICATICM GUIDE
DATE Q4-OS-2014

//i Reply* Please Refer to

File tfo.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

'San Antonio, Texas

.December 14, 1968

RICHARD CLANTON GREGORY

SA 1-1 (11/19/68)

Source advised that Dick Gregory, civil rights

leader and comedian, had been scheduled to speak at The

University of Texas at 7:30 p.m. on December 12, 1968, by

the Texas Union Speakers Committee, a committee of the

Student Union.

Special Agents of the .FBI observed that Gregory

did not arrive at the Main Ballroom at the Texas Union

Building at The University of Texas at Austin until 8:30

p.m. on December 12, 1968.

Gregory was "introduced by William H^Goetzman,
Professor of History, as a "renaissance man% "a penetrating

social satirist", and "a one-man conscience of America'.

Gregory opened his remarks by advising that he was

in the fifteenth day of a forty-day water fast.

Gregory said the destiny of American depends on

the young folks who would have to solve problems which they

did not cause and that they young folks had been .lied to

all their lives, beginning with stories about Santa Claus.

He referred to America as the most degenerate,

insane nation in existence, and said that it was up to the

youngsters to make America beautiful* He said he could not

eulogize America as long as there is so much to be done.

He said morality no longer comes from without

must come from within and that the young should change

country to fit themselves and not change themselves*to

the country. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED X* / -

DATZjUUZteZJL - BY
-GR6UP-I-

,
but

the
fit

„7AUT6MA!JLO
IXWMSRADfNQ -"AND -PfCI^SSXriCATION

EHCL0SU5E
/&4- </ </Z3 Lj-QO
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Gregory said the young should work to beat the
Capitalist system to the right position and this would be
behind the

_
Constitution and not in front of the Constitution

as the Capitalist system finds .itself. He said the emphasis
is in .property rights rather than on human rights under this
system.

!
>

I

;

i

;!

I

1
!

't
i i

j .,|

Gregory said trouble on school campuses is coming
from corrupt boards of directors, of which nine, out of ten
know nothing about education, but are appointed because they
are rich. He said schools did not educate, but rather
indoctrinate and that the system would have to be changed
to educate rather than indoctrinate.

He said there are 152 Senators and Congressman who
have sons who should be in the Army. He said Dean Rusk has
a son who has-been old enough to go into the Army for five
years. He said youth should find out where the sons of the
Rockefellers and the Gettys are before they go over to

« Vietnam to get their brains blown out. He said everyone

|

killed in Vietnam is killed by a weapon and bullets from
^Moscow, but that America is not mad at Moscow.

Gregory said he hoped that youth would not make .

the ' same mistakes that "we old fools made, we were so busy
trying to make a living that we forgot how to live".

He told the group that the Walker Report, concerning
incidents during the Democratic Convention in Chicago, was
written to lead the youth back into the system.

He said there was something wrong with a society
that would send eighteen-year-olds off to war, but would not
give them the right to vote.

I I.

!

Gregory said there are 'black attitudes in America
and that something the black folks have been doing for the
last two years must be right as they have not been lynched
during that time. He said the black man did not want anymore
civil rights laws, but wanted justice under the Constitution.

- 2 -
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ICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Gregory advised that his father was- killed by the
Germans in 1942 and that this society would .permit that
German to come to America ftoday and live in a neighborhood*
where this dead soldier’s son would not be accepted.

His remarks were freely interspersed with what was.
received by the audience as humor and anecdotes.

He said his Indian brothers should be off the
reservations rather than letting a capitalist government
run their lives for them; that the Mexican' and the down-
trodden white brothers of Appalachia. should receive justice
also.

In closing, Gregory requested donations for his
"food army" which he said was being collected. to buy beans,
$8 per 100 pounds sack, to help feed the one-third of this
nation that goes to bed hungry each night.

SA T-2 (12/13/68)

Source -frhA a ,t"frgnrH ncr flr>p>orr>r»v s •fra lV
to be 1200 £nd said than

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI: It is the property of the FBI and 1

is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not .to be
distributed outside your agency. 1

- 3* -



UNITED STATES,DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

« M #

In Reply, Pleas* Refer to

Fill No.
San Antonio, Texas

December 14, 1968

Title RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Character

Reference San Antonio memorandum captioned
and dated as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose
identities are concealed in referenced communication have
furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI, It ds the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency} it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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3 -22-64 )

11 / 22/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Typ'inpteAtM

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
*^~*^*~“

(Priority)

^ROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO

(BU 100-409763)
(SF 100-52919)

RICHARD CLAXTONGREGORY , aka

RM
(BU 100-440423)
(SF 157-457)

<a

CLASS. & EXT. BY %1'lh. PhW
REASON-FCIM II, 1-2. 4. 2 ^
DATE OF REVIEW H-VV-fl

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of a

letterhead memorandum setting forth statements made by

MARK LANE during a speech at San Francisco State Collegee,

San Francisco. Enclosed for the Chicago and Washing

Field Offices is one copy each of the letterhead

and for the New York Office two copies for files on LANE and

GREGORY.

ThP source mentioned in the letterhead memorandum

\
The letterhead memorandum is classified "Confidential"

because information furnished by the above-mentioned PS1 , if

revealed, could reasonably result m the identification

confidential informant of continuing value and compromise future

effectiveness. C>

Bureau (Encs. 12)(RM)
(3 - 100-409763) f

: %
(3 - 100-440423) C

*

1 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 1) (itfFO) vAMT<RM)~**
0w amWPM >

2 - New York (1 - 100-117844) (1 - 157-892) (Encs. 2)(AM)(RM>

1 - Washington Field (Enc. 1) (INFO) (AM) (RM)

2 - San Francisco , . . /A , , ^

(1 - 100-52919) (1 - 157-457) / 0 6 — ¥
1 VjPU/SPIS

$4 fiifcYs raa*******"
Approved: 1

/OO'tfWfg?

Special Agent in Chart

iUL.it

-CLASS. A

TT.4



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITEIx STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUStkE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

November 22, 1968

V

A

• MARK LANE;
RICHARD- CLAXTON GREGORY

A confidential source advised in November, 1968,

that during a speech by MARK LANE at San Francisco State

College, San Francisco, California, on November 1, 1968,. he.

stated- that a house, "The Black; House," had been purchased in

Washington, D., C., and that he and DICK GREGORY would run an

"American Government, in exile" from this house. He also
.

announced plans for a Black Inaugural Ball to be held outside

the White House to coincide with the Presidential Inaugural Ball,

and urged all to attend. He said, "If you think Chicago .was

something,, don’t miss this."^g
s
^(U)

MARK LANE is the- well-known author and
lecturer, and DICK GREGORY is the. well-
known comedian, entertainer, and civil
rights leader.

cuss. ^
C0U3©«mAU- DAIS OF

GROUP I

EXCLUDED FROM AUTOMATIC
DOWNGRADING AND
DECLASSIFICATION

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions

of the FBI. It is the property of the- FBI and is loaned to your

agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency. *

•Bscwsusa tf if q



Reference San Francisco memorandum, dated and
captioned as above ...

All sources (except any listed belov) whose identities
are. concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the. past.

rec°*“*nd<5tl00» »o» conclusions ol the FBI. It I* the property

your ccency.
* 14 ° y0W a<3eQCy; “ <m '* »«• contents are not to be distributed outside

L



PJD-3$'(R«v. $.42-84)

Date: 12/13/68

Transmit the following in-

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

, ,
(Priority

)

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093).FROM;

SUBJECT : RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY aka
RACIAL MATTERS l

(00 : CHICAGO)

Re Chicago tel to Bu, dated 12/6/68.

Enclosed -for the Bureau and Chicago are copies
of an LHM in above matter.

Attached LHM is hot classified since it is not
believed that the security of the above source is
jeopardized.

Dissemination of attached LHM is being made
locally to 108th MI Group, OSI, NISO, Secret Service
and USA§ SDNY. ATL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS .UNCLASSIFIED

DATS. /*-

$*** ^CQ Bureau (Ends. 8) (RM) Kt° ^

Chicago 057-3W (Ends. 2) (RM) m^US]LUmTV*

1- New York £157-1093)
1« New York

4e$y ’H ijwg , C**. S33V*
^

vja: tf .... ri— 7

r.<l

4JAfU;^6b. Ij'tfftr'
pproved:—^MJC. H-AJf—

/
jftrecial Agent fofi Charge

V<X»

.M Per
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In Repty* Please Refer to

Fik No. hy file

fc
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

^
*

FEDERAL^UREAU C>F INVESTIGATION

. New .Yc$k$fcNew York
DeqeS® 13, 1968

157-0093

*

W

n>

Richard Claxton Gregory
Racial Matters

A confidential source/ who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished the follow-

.

ing information, December 10, 19o8:

Richard Claxton Gregory fulfilled a speaking
engagement at State University College, New Paltz, New
York on December 9? 1968, at 8:00 PM. He spoke in ..

1

Biting Gymnasium on'Hhe campus and this meeting terminated
at 10:15 PM. The meeting was sponsored by the Student
Government Association and 1200 ' people attended, mostly
‘college students.

In his speech Gregory discussed current events
and .interspersed his own brand of humor -including some

share criticisms of the present Administration. He im-
pressed upon the college youth that they have the power In
their hands to change the government and the current situ-,

ation in this country. For example," he said the cigarette
industry is the third largest Industry in the country and

this would collapse if all students quit smoking.

He also discussed poverty programs and mentioned
that he was In favor of collecting fodd stamps for the

poor. -He said that he personally helped the poor in
Appalachia and was sending them shipments of Navy beans.

in:co
OF T!

Ob' T»

DCGUXSNr C N TAINS NEITHER
-OkrNS nos: CON; '.USIONS
>T »S MIS p-yj NKTV

iWfUnMATIUN CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED /
DATE

xgen
NOT
YOUR AGENCY.

-N*
<: ’NO LS < ON s KNrS ARE

u-, Fiii AN») S L0\NSr
> TO YOUR

TO t.E i>JSi':.'U:Ui£D OUTSIDE

ENCLOSURE,

H-AI
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M- '
' •

’
• •

*

Richard Claxtorv. Gregolrf^
x
He also said the money spent by the government in Vietnam
should be channeled, to the impoverished areas of the
country. He, irdfc opposed to the draft system and to

United States ‘involvement in Vietnam. He urged the
college youth to support the Negro movement ;for better-
ment

j
that thereby they would be helping all the people.



December 18, 1968

- I*
‘tiO-

Day's Tailor-D Clothing, Inc.

Tacoma, Washington 98401

b6
b7C

Dear

I received your letter and its enclosure on

December 13th and I appreciate your furnishing thlsf to me.
*. ;

«

( 4
'

Since the information you furnished would be of interest to
1

i

i (i

another governmental agency, I have forwarded a dopy of ,

your, letter and enclosure to the Director, United States
• i

Secret Service, Washington, D. C.

* 1,
• \

* Sincerely yours,
i

WAILED.a
|

DEC 181968
|

J. Edgar Hcover

COMM-FBI
j - Seattle - Enclosures (2)

e,aJ' 1

Tolson

Deloach
Mohr

3(shop

-Casper

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record of correspondent or the Day's
Tailor-D Clothing Company. Dick Gregory is well knewn to the

Bureau. Copy of letter and enclosure being sent to United
Secret Service by form referral same date.

FMG:cao y
(4) ys*

J\JAN
l,
t§ 1959

MAIt -ROOM TELETYPE UNITa



*Str- Tolson

!
Mr. DeLoa

I Mr.

i Mr. oitUa^ iMr. QfeUaHaJ

Mr* Corned/

TAILOR-D CLOTHING. INC.. TACOMA, WASHINGTON 984 FeH'-*.J
I

. » .Sir. Gal« J
6 Decembi

The Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington D.C.

fMyJlosca'j
Mr. Sullivftaq

Mr.
i Mr. wUetn
)T*le. Roonju*~

Miss Holmes^

Miss Gandy

Gentlemen: rtf ¥-t

My neprhew In Ediionton, Alberta wrote me and I am enclosing this portion of
his letter.

I believe you will agree that such statements should be stoppin in some way.

Sincerely,

DAY'S TAILOR-D CLOTHING, INC.’ '

t

I'

1

f€ <3 o

V

rB>

9tt

attachmen

f'tCM3

SOB®
fOO'Y

17 DEC 1963

ir&'i t-*

!*' k K
1

ti

in

i/i

#M1

1. ;/n
y* Tf'/j

AV;1

fei



1

V.’ell I suppose the US election pleased you. It will be interesting

to see how Nixon docs . rjek .Gregory was in F-d«onton addressing the

useless twerps and trouble rankers on our Caapus and amongst sany

other- tilings said "the big-.est job Nixon has to do is to keep alive

until his inauguration, v.e have planned that USA has had its last

President". There are tii.es that I think the frecdor. of speech in

l/eroocracy has run wild.

—
% 31 ^

/OQ— 5^ If XX-



FI>-H (Ryv. 5-22-44)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date; 11/27/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (176-31)FROM

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON 'GREGORY
ANTIRIOT LAWS
(00: Chicago)

Re Omaha airtel to Director 11/25/68 and Omaha
airtel to Chicago 11/25/68. latter enclosing 2 tape
recordings approximately 1$ hours long, containing text

of GREGORY'S speech at the University of Dubuque, Dubuque,
Iowa, on 11/15/68.

Enclosed herewith to Omaha are the above refers
to tape recordings. Omaha will transcribe enclosed tapea^
and submit letterhead memorandum containing pertinent f^
information. \ J

REC- 96J

p3

> n 0 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
Uc HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ,. r&v

DATE I
*

*/*/»
'

(

I y*/*
1 J /Jp - Bureau (RM)

’ 2 - Omaha (176-15) (RM) (Enc. 2)

2 - Chicago v /

(1 - 157-347) (RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY) L
RJS: gas ^

^ ~ r 1 \
'

ii it ’

vr.-» i

SpScicu Agent in Charge

—M «£et_-

—

. . f.i -i I'f !•
r

At u. f
* *•' ' 1



r FdW... J.22-64) 4
S 4

4 FBI

Date: 12/6/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code

)

Via AIRTBL
(Priority)

M
/

TO: Director# FBI

FROM: SAC# Charlotte (157-5865) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY# Aka

. TT information CONTAINED

^SSsfsr(00: Chicago)

Re charlotte teletype to Bureau and Chicago#

12/6/68.
j

j-i,
> is

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM re

captioned matter# copies of which have been disseminated
locally to military intelligence and Secret Service. Copies
furnished Chicago for their information since they are origin,

/ j

THOMAS
|

Secret Service# advised SA

H. GEORGE on 12/5/68 that he had obtained the information
concerning GREGORY'S appearance during an applicant investi-
gation at Campbell college.

to
The information as set forth in the LHM was furnished

and SAC CARL JORDAN# 111th Military intelligence

'‘ft
fie
,o
ter,
so

Group# charlotte.
Ef/CAOSURE

Bureau (Enc. 1
Chicago (Enc. 2„

5 - Charlotte K
(3 - 157-5865)

(1 - 157-177-Sub-B)
(1 - 157-5490)

THG.aCarWMMI.IdB.OSI.SE^,,,
(10) DSPI: ISD, TniU

HOW FORW j ^ /c
’^*We.IDIU

datem®' ^

t
- XX# fa£

-

22 DEC 10,1968

b6
b7C



' s

CE 157-5865

|

(HA) j| |
at Campbell

College, advised that his men and local authorities would be
in and around the Auditorium and that the speech would be
taped by representatives of the college, a copy of which
will be made available to the FBI*

|
requested

that any information obtained concerning possible yiolence
during GREGORY'S time in North Carolina, be made available
to him as he is responsible for security in this matter*

LEADS:

CHARLOTTE

AT BUIES CREEK, RALEIGH and FAYETTEVII N* C*

Will maintain liaison with appropriate law
enforcement officials and contact appropriate informants*



unitTd states DEPARTMENT of jusWce

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotto# qarolina
In Reply, Plm*$ R*f«r to DSCembOr 6, 1968
Fil* No.

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL HATTERS

On December 5, 1968 ,, information was received from a

representative of secret service that in connection with another

investigation he had determined that subject was to appear at

Campbell college, Buies creek. North Carolina, during December,

1968*

On December 5, 1968,
|

Campbell College, advised that subject was to . speak at 7:30 p.m.,

December 10, 1968, in the college auditorium at a program

sponsored by the Student Government Association* GREGORY is to

speak for one hour with a 30-minute question-and-answer session

•after the speech and the auditorium seats approximately 1,000

people. stated that GREGORY is to arrive at Fayette-

ville, North Carolina,, airport at 6:23 p«nu, December 10, 1968,

and representatives of the college are to transport him to the

speech and back to Fayetteville, North Carolina, the same night*

had no information as to GREGORY'S itinerary or if

GREGORY
1968 *

is to depart Fayetteville on the night *of .December 10,

The above> information has been made available to

representative? of Secret Service and^military intelligence*

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER* RECOMMENDATIONS NOR

CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI* IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE FBI AND IS

LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DIS-

TRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY,
1

C0®1^D . ,

A1X
HEREIN IS

COPIES DESTROY

9 NOV W



$-u3 u-io-en

%
Domestic Intelligence Division

informative NOTe

0g t. -12/11/68

Attached relates to speech by
Richard Gregory before 900 persons
at Campbells College, North Caroliiju
Gregory criticized Government's
Vietnam position and gave Indirect

|

support to cdmmunism.

Copy of attached sent Inter-
Division Information Unit of the
Department and the Attorney Genera^*

RCDrsfw



FBI WASH DC

FBI CHARLT

FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT Of JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

DEC 10 1968

TEIIEWfPET

7 yy
11:36 PM/uRGENT 12-10-68 RHM

TO: DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO (157-347)

FROM: CHARLOTTE (157-5865)

<f)
RICHARD CLAXTOfT GREGORY, AKA, -Rtt* 00: CHICAGO.

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE DECEMBER SIX LAST.

REPRESENTATIVE OF ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH MILITARY INTELLIGE

GROUP,. FAYETTEVILLE, N.C., ADVISED TODAY SUBJECT ARRIVED

FAYETTEVILLE AIRPORT, WAS DRIVEN TO CAMPBELLS COLLEGE,

BUIES CREEK, N.C., BY COLLEGE STUDENTS WHERE HE SPOKE TO

AUDIENCE OF NINE HUNDRED PEOPLE ALMOST ONE HUNDRED PERCENT

Mr. Totooa
Mr* DeLoacli

v

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Ct>nr*.A

Mr. Felt
.Mr.

M:

r.

Mr. Trotter—
Tele. Room
Miss _

Misa

WHITE# SUBJECT CRITICAL OF GOVERNMENT POSITION IN VIETNAM.*

V_ _ Ckffl
SUBJECT S y , i/06-WMtejry,

N FIFTEEWr^—

AND CLAIMED COMMUNISM WAS NOT AS BAD AS MADE 01 T TO BEV*

SPEECH AND QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD ENDED TE^j^FTYEIGjjT^^^
A MIN r* lir> irAT PltnAIIVP VA t'* tinWAfl*. • . «-• a A r. n« sSSfAND SUBJECT ENROUTE TO FAYETTEVILLE AS OF EL

WHERE HE IS TO DEPART ONE THIRTY AM TWELVE ELEVEN NEXT SB DEC 13 1968
i t >*•"- > /

-f i r ^
FROM FAYETTEVILLE AIRPORT VIA ATLANTA, GAV,

f:
ILL.,, FIVE FIFTYSEVEN AM.

p
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COGNIZANT, SECRET SERVICE ADVISED.m FOLLOWS.,^idiu , TT TV,^v'frbh\CcJrAlNED"’‘'

ALL 1^ v \3fcmSISIED ^

ARRIVING CHPWWO,,

END 1

co?*
!

1 r try”

c^4P|C20U
fbi wash nr™R- tra;;::sFBI WASH. DC

R00M 836 g&Q

DATS

XV



FD«;'6 {Rev. S.22.«4)

Date: 12/11/68

Transmit the following in-
(Type in plaintext at <ade)

AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR,, FBI

FROM: SAC, BUFFALO (157-396) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON^&REGORY, aka jO ' JU
(00: CHICAGO) INFORMATION CONTAIN^ JP^f'

'

. DAifcJ

/J<r Re flhieacro fcelatvna . 12/6/68. T
Re Chicago teletype, 12/6/68. t** 4

Enclosed herewith are eight (8) copies of LHM
for the Bureau and two (2) copies for Chicago concerning
captioned matter, reflecting the appearance of subject
at Genesee Community College, Batavia, New York, on
12/8/68. Referenced teletype identified the location of
subject’s speech at Batavia Community College, Batavia,
Hew *°rk

- /M -
Enclosed LHM is not classified since there i,s5 .

no apparent! reason forFfol / r’.r 1 , /

Copies of this LHM are being furnished to
Chicago as Chicago is office of origin.

J New York State
t he had intended to

record subject’s speech\jpSt3§^ tape recorder, but this
instrument malfunctioned ajcS^no recording was obtaine^^^

- Bureau (AM) (Encl5$^8)r2 - Chicago (157-347) (AM) (Enel. 2)
1 - Buffalo AGENCY: ACSI,3e>,0St

f
SSd»SM^.» <L

DEFY: ISp 'ZTlXrO — .

CES ; cap nor; ren/ :
* W<

(6) DATE -mrf ; « 6 DEC IS 196H (YlJS
BY: I 7 yy

. W6 DEC" IS 196a

ppiovearyj -



In Reply* Please Refer to

File No.

• I
%. m

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Buffalo, New York
December 11, 1968

RICKARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

.On December 9 > 1968,
|

I

New York State police, Batavia, New York,
aovisea snat he monitored the speech given by

, RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY at Batavia, New York High'
School on December 8, 1968, beginning at 8:00 P.M.
This speech was sponsored by the Genesee Community
College, Batavia, New York, as part of this b6

institution's cultural events series. Approximately^ b7c

250 students of this school attended GREGORY'S
speech and admission was limited to holders of
students activity:; passes.. Seventy per cent of
those attending were adults and all except six
persons were of the white race. GREGORY spoke for
about two hours.

| advised that the
introductory portion of GREGORY’S speech was in a

humurous vein and followed previous speeches he

had made in the Western New, York area during which
he poked fun at Allegany Air Lines on which he has
traveled from time to time. Later, in more serious
vein, GREGORY pointed out that current history
books used by college students are net designed for
Negro students because they do not contain sufficient
material concerning Negro history. He also criti-
cized the United State's involvement in Viet Nam,

ssaaffiK
This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions

£f the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your
agency; it and Its contents are
not to be distributed outside

COPIES DESTROYED

9 ttOV, 24 WO



4*

RICKARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

pointing out that this country is lending vast
Quantities of military supplies and manpower
to a foreign country and at the same time it
Is doing relatively nothing for American Indians.
He Challenged college youth to rectify these
situations and to familiarize themselves with the
United States Constitution. He said it is of
primary importance that white people stop referring
to the black people as "Niggers," "Boy," and /

similar insulting names.

At no time, according tol
|

did GREGORY make any Inflammatory state-
ments urging Negroes to riot or to take up arms . On
several occasions he Insisted thQt he is in favor of
nonviolence.,

- 2* -



AGENCY

r
ACS

I

F (Bev. 5*22*64)
v ' A

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

FROM:

SUBJECT:

MC-

Date: 12/11/68

(Typt in plaintext pr cade)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR , FBI

SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-5865) (P)

<0
RICHARD * CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick^Gregory
RACIAL MATTERS

(00: CHICAGO)

Re Charlotte air tel to Bureau .12/6/68, and
Charlotte teletype to Bureau 12/10/68 .

0~

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM in
captioned matter, copies of which have been disseminated
locally to military intelligence agencies and Secret
Service. Two copies are furnished Chicago for their
information since they are origin.

Lt.| (ULlth MIG, Fayetteville, North
Carolina, furnished his information to SA THOMAS H. GEORGE,/
who also advised] U. S. Secret Service/
Charlotte, North) Carolina. „ yV

p> Bureau (En&fcV 11)
V 2 - Chicago (Encs • 2)

^ 4 — Charlotte r
l (2 - 157-5865)

, ,
\

) (1 - 157-177 SUB B) j
.]

A (1 - 157-5490) .

* THG:dmb A3
(9) #

U. S. Secret Service/ A\
/y/4

il a

3/5

:e DEC 13 iS6B

p: |
*•

O «aj

1 Q «

jcial Agent in Charge
.M Per



<
£C

F B I

ev. 5 *22*44 )

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or fade)

y

(Priority)

CE 157-5865

LEAD;

CHARLOTTE

AT BUIES CREEK. NORTH CAROLINA

Will obtain a copy of subject's speech and
thereafter appropriate communication in form suitable for
dissemination will be submitted.

Approved;

Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



In Reply, Pleat* Refer to

FUe No.

UNIT^StATES DEPARTMENT OF )US^E

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
December 11, 1968

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
also known as DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

HEREIN i

DATE^
Reference is made to memorandum at charlotte, North

Carolina, dated December 6, 1968, captioned as above*

On December 10, 1968, a representative of 111th

Military Intelligence Group, Fayetteville, North Carolina,

advised that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY arrived at the

Fayetteville, North Carolina airport on December 10,

1968, where he was picked up by college students and driven

to Campbell College, Buies Creek, North Carolina. At

Campbell College GREGORY spoke to an audience of approximately

900 people which was almost 100 per cent white. In his speech,

GREGORY was critical of the United States Government policy

in Vietnam, and he claimed that communism was not as bad

i as it was made out to be. After GREGORY'S speech, there was

a question and answer period, which ended at 10:58 p.m. and

GREGORY was returned* to Fayetteville, North Carolina, where

he was to depart at 1:30 a.m., via Piedmont Airlines, en

route to Atlanta, Georgia. In Atlanta, he was to catch

an Eastern Airlines Flight arriving in Chicago, Illinois

at 5:57 a.m.

No incidents occurred during GREGORY'S speech.

,
i

Military intelligence was cognizant of GREGORY'S

activities and' a representative of United' States secret service

was furnished the above information.

wmttoh CONTAINED /

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS

NOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY

OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY; IT AND

ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE

YOUR AGENCY.

/ if0” t/OdXS
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FBI

Date: 1 /7/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRMAIL

'T

(Priority or Method of Mailing)
*

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLj: (1S7-1472) (P)

SUBJ : RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"° !CG)

ReCGairtel to the Bureau dated 12/9/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of an

LHM in captioned matter. Also enclosed for the Bureau

is the original and one copy of an FD 376.

Two copies of the LHM are enclosed for Chicago

,

Mobile, and Charlotte* One copy each of the LHM is

being disseminated locally to USA, Tallahassee, Secret

Service, Jacksonville, and Military Intelligence,
Jacksonville.

K

Source One is
Chicago by SA l

to GREGORY in
l Th* sgfeond source set

rortn in tne l,]

Florida

,

to SA
. UU J 1

- Bureau (Encl^lO) (RM)
, - Charlotte <Encls. 2) (F
' . * ^

coverage

. ,
(RM)

2 - Chicago . (,157-347) (Ends. 2) (RM)

2 - Mobile (£ncls. 2) (RM)
j
a

/j
'

2 - Jacksonville _ rn „ I UU'L 'JLLr-^
PRD : cag / ,

KtC-b4
(ID /

^\v3
9 JAN 13 1369

* * I

'O* AGSIICY : ACSI
,
SS», 03X , S~C

.

/ IT.T? ; ISD/t 02^*0 X&Xt/

BY;

^ ^Sfrt&WAgent in Cl —

r

yocfy 7</3-
.M P»r



LEADS

CHARLOTTE, MOBILE, AND CHICAGO

Advise Jacksonville of any information received
regarding subject's itinerary to and from Tallahassee,
Florida, and his contemplated activity there.



FD-376 (Rev. U-12~65>

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

t
UNI'M) STATES DEPARTMENT OF JuWlCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jacksonville , JFlorida
January 7, 1969

WASHINGTON1

, D.C.

Director

United States Secret .Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, 'D. C. 20220

20535

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

-1. Q Has attempted or threatened’bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including. foreign government officials residing in or, planning aniraminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified.as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of.other group or organization iniraical'to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. {3} Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and'fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Q Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal- behavior:

(b) O Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) gg Prior- acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

' and government.

6. O Individuals involved in "illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

-Photograph Q has been furnished. Q enclosed Q is not available

HI may be available through — - -

Very truly yours,

1
W
7T'John Edg« Hoover

DirectOT

.1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service , Jacksonville

Enclosuxe(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jacksonville, -Florida
January 7 , 1969

'

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On ,
source who has furnished

reliable information in xne past, advised he ‘contacted
Richard Claxton Gregory at Chicago by telephone and
Gregory .furnished the following information concerning

f

his* itinerary and speaking engagements:

January 2, 1969 Exact date unrecalled,
University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

January 22, 1969 Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida

February 10, 1969 Duke University
Durham, North Carolina

Gregory also stated that he was in the ninth
day of a forty-day fast aimed at dramatizing the plight
of the hungry in the United States and throughout the
rest of the world.

b7E

!

Source Number Two , who has furnished reliable
information in the past, on January 6, 1969, advised
that the contemplated visit of Richard Claxton Gregory
who was popularly "known as Dick Gregory, to Florida
State University, (FSU), Tallahassee, Farida, had been
confirmed .for January 22, 1969. The source advised that
Gregory 's visit to FSU was being sponsored by the- FSU
University Union "Program Council or Committee which is
made up of University Staff and Students.

_
The group

periodically sponsors speakers or entertainment which
was believed to be -educational or of interest to Students

.

The source advised "that no particular group was listed
as sponsoring Gregory other than the Official University

• Union Program .Council*

ALL
HERE

^FORMATION CONTAINED
’

H IS UNCLASSIFIED

COPltS
OeSTROYBD.

9 MOV 24

*



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Source Two advised that Gregory is scheduled to
speak at 7:30 P.M. at Westcott Auditorium on campus at
FSU on January ”22

, 1969 The topic of the speech or lecture
is to be "Human Rights - Civil Rights". It is expected
the speech will last from one and one half hours to two
hours and i-t is open to the public. Source Two advised
that Gregory is a controversial Civil 'Rights Leader but
st£ed University officials expected no incidents in connect-
ion with his visit. 1

On January 6 » 1969.1
|

I Tallahassee

,

FJLdYlda. advised he kheW of h6 SdMdUiea 'visit by Gregory
at Florida ASM University.

|

^dvised, however,
that as Florida A S M is a predominant iy Negro University
located ;in Tallahassee, it is very likely' that Dick Gregory
might visit Florida A S M while in Tallahassee.

The foregoing information w^s .made available to
Military Intelligence, Tallahassee,

and local law enforcement agencies .in Tallahassee, Florida.

'This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI-. It is the property of the,

FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents ‘are
not to be distributed outside your agency,.

1

b6
b7C

it*

- 2 * -
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The substance of the information set forth in the
attached LHM -.was furnished to the Bureau by airtai and LHM
dated 11/5/68, entitled "RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORYi RM14

, .

r

p t.

AtSIS
yA' ;

t- > .V ; f 's’

-‘V»mK

:

fll
J’t • V* ;$

' •- V-'
V t£tV

: ^4

’< ;f‘|/*b7D
i ' The confidential source utilised is

i t-z&mmm.
/This LHM is not classified "Confidential since tne security*

_

.-. /

I of this informant would not be jeopardized through dissemination*

[• Dissemination of attached LHM is being made locaslly :

to the 108th MI Group, OSI, NISO and Secret Service. i/i
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL ^URBAU^OF.INVESTIGATION

In Replyt Pleas* Refer to

\ fiB'"Sume 100-409753
KYfile 100-117844

New Y'&rk, New York
Decemberv17, 1968

Bufile 100-440423
NYfile 157-1093

Mark Lane
.Security Mat-tier - C

MISINFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN I UNC
y

DATE^Lr^ BY„<7X/tftU.

i£*
j **£*
* r“i*J

-3&

Richard Claxton Gregory
Racial Matters

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable
Information in the past, advised as follows on November 18,
1968:

On .November 2, 1968, a rally ’was held at Town Kali,
New York' City, in support of Dick Gregory who was running for
President on the Freedom and Peace Party -ticket. Mark Lane
was running for Vice President on .the same ticket. This rally
was sponsored by the Freedom and Peace Party and' commenced shortly
after 8:00 p.m.* «

The first speaker was Stewart Meacham of the American
Friends Service Committee. His speech supported Dick Gregory
and Gregory's stand for peace. He did not believe that a vote
for Dick Gregory 'was a wasted vote. The next speaker was Mark

. Lane. While he conceded defeat, he did not feel that the effort
-would be fruitless. He said the Party would set up a Government

-

In-Exile j that a house would be obtained in Washington, D. C.
and painted black to "be known as the "Black House"

.

Dick Gregory was the final speaker and since he had
another engagement, his speech was fairly short. He was serious
throughout his speech and not the comedian. Dick Gregory also
conceded that he would .not xvin the election and speculated that
Richard Nixon ’would be the next President;, however, he felt that
this campaign of the Freedom and Peace Party was a necessary oar
of the fight for oeace and freedom. *

A

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of
the F3I and is loaned to your agencyj It and its
contents are not to be distributed outside your

. ;
ENCLOSURE f



Mark Lane;
,

*•

Richard Claxton Gregory*^ .f

.V

Mark Lane is a well-known
author and lecturer.

Dick Gregory is a well-known
i comedian* entertainer and

civil rights leader. .
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FBI WASH DC

f Ofmtstmm
V'&mwmTCFmmE.
COMMUNICATION SECTION

jan 7

teletype

FBI DETROIT

43LXXX 43l/PM URGENT 1-7-69 »SFB

TO DIRECTOR

FROM /DETROIT C157- .) 2P

Hr. Tolsoa

Hr. DeLoaeh

Hr. Mohr.
Hr. Bishop—
Mr. Casper

Hr. Csihbsft...
Hr. Coarsd .

Hr. Felt

Hr. Gale-

. Mr. Rosea

XpZr. SuUiv&aJfc—
|

'Mr. Tavel— 1

Mt. Trotter.

Tele. Rooca.

Miss Holmes—
Miss Gaady—b6

b7C

d)
APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY AT ADRIAN COLLEGE, ADRIAN,

MICHIGAN, JAN., NINE NEXT, RM.

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THIS DATE DICK GREGORY WILtf

APPEAR ADRIAN COLLEGE, ADRIAN, MICHIGAN, JAN., NINE NEXT.

GREGORY IS GUEST OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE AND WILL

SPEAK AT DAWSON AUDITORIUM, AT SEVEN THIRTY PM. GREGORY'S

TOPIC UNKNOWN. FOLLOWING HIS SPEECH COMMITTEE WILL HOST

RECEPTION FOR GREGORY IN RITCHIE HALL UNTIL NINE THIRTY PM.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 13
REC-

AT ADRIAN COLLEGE, HOME ADDR
kA

RESS

z=^S=
A / 1

JAN 10 s i$S3

b6
b7C
b7D

JAN 2?\§i
BE OBTAINED
—K Id is ii A

SPEECH ARE CONFINED TO STUDENT BODY, AND CAN

WITH ID CARD. SEVERAL LOCAL PERSONS HAVE b
'f
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I v
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PAGE TWO

DE 157-

BEEN INVITED*

THERE HAS BEEN NO PUBLICITY AND TROUBLE IS NOT

ANTICIPATED*

IT SHOULD BE NOTED ADRIAN COLLEGE HAS SPONSORED SEVERAL

CONTROVERSIAL SPEAKERS IN THE PAST AND NO SIGNIFICANCE IS

ATTACHED TO THE ,APPEARANCE OF GREGORY. ADRIAN COLLEGE

IS CO-EDUCATIONAL AND PREDOMINATLY WHITE.

ADMINISTRATIVE!,

SOURCE IS

WILL ATTEND SPEAKING APPEARANCE AND WILL

TAPE ^SPEECH AND MAKE THIS TAPE AVAILABLE TO THE FBI*

DETROIT WILL FOLLOW AND SUBMIT LHM REGARDING SPEAKING

APPEARANCE.

G-TWO, SECRET SERVICE AND USA, DETROIT ADVISED.

b6
b7C
b7D

END

PGH

FBI WASH DC

cc - iwu, lr(AlN0R

ROOM mm
T
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Da^= 1/16/69

Trcss'ffU ihe ioilcvnr.g in „

AlEfr.L -
Via

(7yp« in plaintext or code/

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

To: Director, FBI

Vi

« i...OM
a

... ATTENTION:
CD CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: SAC, SPRINGFIELD (157-198) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Subject: APPEARANCE OF DICK -GREGORY AND
ROY INNIS AT WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, .

MACOMB, ILLINOIS
. 1/23-26/69

OCR CD EL CJVRA-65 Cl ORA- 64
O PA CD PE OPr

O.BM CD BM-Thyeats” 'S3Racial -Matters

CD Kiari CD Organization

Summary of Complaint:

Re Springfield airtel to Bureau dated 1/14/69.

Enclosed herewith are the original and ten copies
tvjbf a self-explanatory LHM re captioned subject. Also enclosed
|>rare two copies of FD-376.

-Bureau (Enc. 13) (RM)
2-Cincinnati (Enc. 2)(RM)
2-Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
2-New York (Enc. 2) (RM)
7-Springfield (2:157-198)

(2:157-1075)
(1:157-775)
(1:157-85)
(1:66-1967)

Egp/raab

ACTION: UACB:

NO" RE'

202 JAN'®*,®69
'

Q No further action being taken and

c£]'LHM enclosed CD Copy furnished-toTJSA^

CD LHM being submitted 1
" CD Report being submitted y\

Q Preliminary investigation instituted

* CD Limited-investigation instituted

Approved:

589MI3l18tf

n /;,^—iJEXD Sent

Sp^gZ Agont lrrCkatge

tSL

.M Pe:



* Enclosed for Cincinnati, Chicago, and New York are
; two copied each of LHM captioned as above.

Copy of LHM has been disseminated locally to USA,
Springfield, Illinois; Secret Service, Springfield, Illinois;
OS I, Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois; 113th MI Group, Evanston,
Illinois; NISO, Chicago, Illinois.

«

Local authorities at Macomb, Illinois have been
apprised of the contents of the enclosed "LHM.

LEADS :

CINCINNATI » DIVISION
A

At Columbus, Ohio

Will advise Springfield if the appearanceSof PETER
SIMMONS has caused demonstrations or dram rabble rousers.

SPRINGFIELD DIVISION

Will follow and report pertinent developments.



In Reply* Please Refer to

File AV.

• 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL bureau of investigation*

421 South 6th Street
Springfield, Illinois 62701

January 16, 1969

\

'

APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY AND
ROY INNIS AT WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

MACOlffi, ILLINOIS
JANUARY 23 - 26, 1969

. On January 15, 1969,. Sheriff Rirh Utl r>r.r>r»i^r^

County Maromh. THinofs, advised that
Western Illinois

Illinois, wno is the
Jihi^rsity, cwiuyr

for the forth-

b6
b7C

wacomo,
coming Black Students Conference at WIU, . has„developed-the
following schedule for the conference:

Thursday, January 23, 1969

3:30 p.m. - Introduction and Welcome;

- 4:00 p.m. - panel discussion bjr black veterans;;*1'

6:30 p.m—- Remarks by Track Coach Stan Wright of.

WIU, and panel discussion by black athletes; * - *

„8:00 p.m. - Speech by Roy Innis, Executive Director
of Congress of Racial Equality,, (CORE), followed by coffee, hour. . V

*
‘ Friday, January 24, 1969 " -

“ ' "
»

1:00,p.m. - Showing cf CBS film, "Of Black America’!;
» .. ^ - v ,

2:00 p.m‘. - Speeches by black women students;

ENCLOSURE-

/tS-



APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY AND
ROY INNIS AT WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
MACOMB, ILLINOIS
JANUARY 23-26, 1S69

3:30 p.m. - Poetry reading by students;’

- 6:00 p.m. - Showing of CBS film; poetry reading;
speeches; dance performance by black women students;

8:00 p.m. - Speech by Claude Brown, ' Author of "Manchild
in the Promise Land”, follov/ed by coffee hour. *

,

•* Saturday, January 25, 1969

11:00 a.m. - Talk by Peter Simmons, representative
of black students at Ohio State University;

1
*

12:00 p.m. - Black coffee hour;

3:00 p.m. - Showing of CBS film ”0f Black America”; .
1

6:15 p.m. - Dance performance by black woren students;

6:45 p.m. - Talk by L. F. Palmer, Jr., Columnist of
the Chicago Daily News;

- 8:00 p.m. - Performance of play and skits; •
•

, 9:00 p.m. - Dance for black students featuring a ,

Chicago band.
’

Sunday, January 26, 1969
f

***** 1 " f II '" r - „ „

1:00 p.iar - "Ideas*’; impromptu and* spontaneous
remarks, open to anyone;

, 2:00 p.m. - Showing of CBS film "Of. Black America”;

3:00 p.m. Repeated performance of play and skits;

4:00 p.m. - Speeches by black students;

8:00 p.m., - Speech by Dick Gregory; followed fey coffee
hour. .

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is tte property of the FBI and is loaned
to your agency:- it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

,

2 * -
>1
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

• .

4

• •

1

I

1

i

•;< 1

1

(

FBI i

*

Date:- 1/14/69' 1

1

l

1

(Type in plciinttxt or code) 1
1

—L AIRMAIL 1

i

.- L,

to: Director, FBI ATTENTION: \
CD CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION \

// From: SAC, S PRINGFIELD (157-198’) GENERAL INVEST. DIV. \k'j/' yST CD DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.
. Subject: CHANGED (v/ •

1

!\ A
'

SpPElRiNCS OF DICK GREGORY //// V y
AND ROY INNIS AT VI’SSTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY // /v

»V MACOMB. ILLINOIS \ ,

;
1/23-26/69 y L\

t OCR CD EL QVRA-65 QCRA-64'' J/
:2 v

. CD pa OPE CDPF
^ ~ ^ CD HM O BM-Threats F£riRacial Matters
” 9

:

* CD Klan O Organization-

'f

'

,
\J - v'’ - * /

—

Sis 4'
' n - SummaA'y °-f Complaint: /

The title is narked, "CHANGED” to show the four/
»»3 dates at Maconb, Illinois... The title formerly carried /
f? only the dates 1/24-25/69. v, \

o |$ . Ijv\ Re Springfield airtel to Bureau dated 11/22/6^

\ /

o Enclosed herewith are the original and ten
'

5 »i @ J copies of a self-explanatory LHM regarding captioned .y

«: siSg subject. Also enclosed are two copies of FD-376. *

Enclosed for Chicago and New York are two > f
copies each of LHM captioned as above. I A‘/l

b6

ylC ^

m •

Lssfeminated locallyCopies of LHM have been disseminated locally-
to USA, Springfield, Illinois; U. S,

gSSgo^Sc.^ tig ?

:

A^Tikf^fcB: ih ad5)

CD No further action being taken and
S3 LHM enclosed gg Copy furnished\to USA<'*s£>ringfield
CD LHM being submitted

CD Report being submitted JC. rc.

q / \
f CD Preliminary investigation institut&JAf^\/ba

CD Limited investigation instituted X

:5?F^G Sent ._ii.

pe^a t «ger4 in Charge



Springfield; OSI,- Chanute AFB, Illinois; 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois; and NISO, Chicago, Illinois.-'

On 1/23/68, the information enclosed _LHM
\yas furnished by SA ELYON H. DAVIS to Sheriff BILL RICH,
McDonough County, Macomb, Illinois, Chief of Police,
R03ERT DE POY, Macomb. Illinois Police Department, and .

State Policeman
|

Macomb, Illinois. —

On 1/7/69, Detective I Crime Section,
Illinois State Police, Macomb, Illinois, advised that
the Crime Section will attempt to record any speeches
concerning captioned subject and will furnish copies
of the tapes to the Springfield Division.

LEADS

CHICAGO DIVISION

At Chicago, Illinois

Will attaiapt to identify
^

and will furnish Springfieldfor the
with any information wnicn would indicate whether or not
his appearances have triggered demonstrations or have
rabble rousers or the like.

NSW YORK DIVISION

At New York City, New York

Will review files and furnish Springfield any
information concerning CLAUDE BROWN that would indicate
whether his appearances have triggered demonstrations
or attract rabble rousers.



In Reply* Please Refer to

File No.

• #
'

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
*

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois
January 14, 1S68

APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY AND
ROY iNNIS AT WESTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY, MACOMB, ILLINOIS
JANUARY 23-26, 1969

jQni

|

Macomb, Illinois advised that the Negro students
at Western Illinois University (WIU) have scheduled the
following program in conjunction with the appearances
of Dick Gregory and Roy Innis at Y/estern Illinois University:

On January 23, 1969 at 8:00 P.M,, Roy Innis,
*

Executive Director of Congress of Racial ^Equality (CORE),
vrill speak at the Grand Ballroom located in the Student
Union of YYIU.

On January 24, 1969, students will listen to
’fedul music" in the tract room of the Student Union from
8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. The tract room is a lounge lo-
cated in the Student Union.

J v On January 24, 1969 at 8:00 P.M., Claude Brown,
$ a New.'Yor^ Negro attorney and author of the book "Man-
child ihr’tho Promise Land", will speak in the Heritage
of the Student Union.

On January 25, 1969 at 8:00 P.M., there will
bo a dance for Negroes only in the Heritage Room of the
Student Union.

On January 26, 1969, there will be a dinner
in honor of Dick Gregory at Western Hall at 6:30 P.M.

.

The speaker, at the dinner will be (FNU) Palmer, who is
a reporter fpr the Chicago Daily Nows.

>1

On the same date, after the dinner at 8:00 P.M.
,Dick Gregory will speak at Westc

The above appearances^ £rrg spon\_
Px. A Negro student organization at WIU. The

tern Hall

.

]M& tret sponsored bv On:

on at WIU. Thof
a whi te insuruc

Omega

instructor
at Y?IU, who is also a member of the .Macomo, Illinois

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY AND
ROY INNIS AT WESTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY, MACOMB, ILLINOIS
JANUARY 23-26, 1969

Chapter of the National Association "for the Advancement
of Colored People.

|
|advised that the Grand Ballroom

in the Student .Union has a seating capacity of approxi-
mately 1000 people. The Heritage zloon has a seating
capacity of 500 people. He advised that Western Hall
is the field house of WIU and has a total seating ca-
pacity of approximately 5000 people.

On the night of January 25, 1969, while the
dance is in progress for colored students in the Heritage
Room, there will also bo a dance for all students at
WIU in the Grand Ballroom. This is the annual Princess
WIU Dance. advised that no friction nor
disturbances are expected; however, the two dances will
be in progress at the same time in the same building,
almost next door to each other.

|advised that very little publicity..
has been giveh concerning the above program on the campus
of WIU. Ho stated that visitors are invited concerning
all speeches.

advised that there are less than
200 Negro 1 students out df a total student body of 9980
at WIU.

b6
b7C

Chief of Police, Robert DePoy, Macomb, Illinois
Police Department, advised on January 13, 1969 that there
are approximately 120 Negroes who reside in the city of
Macomb , I llinois

.

, ,
This document contains nether recommendations

nor conclusions of the FBI . It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned' to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Pleas* Refer to

File No.
Washington, D,C ,

t

20535

December 26, 1968

* -MARK LANS ..

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

All confidential sources utilized have furnished
reliable information in the past,

A .confidential source advised in November, 1968,
that during a speech by Mark Lane at San Francisco State
College, San Francisco, California, on November 1, 1968, he
stated that a house, "The Black ’House,” had been purchased in
Washington, D.C. (WDC), and that he and Dick Gregory would
run an "American Government- in-exile” from this house. He
also announced plans for a Black Inaugural Ball to bo held
outside The White House to, coincide with tlve Presidential
Inaugural Ball, and urged all to attend. He said, "if you
think Chicago was something, don’t miss this,”

*

Mark Lane is the well-known author and
lecturer, and Dick Gregory is the well-
known comedian, entertainer, and civil

.
rights leader.

A second confidential source advised that during a
Peace and Freedom Party Hally in New York, New York, on
November 2, 1968, Mark Lane said that the Party would set up
a Government-In-Sxile, .He also said that a house would be

crow x

Excluded freitt



MARK LANE

obtained in TOC and painted black to be known as "The Black
House".'

Confidential sources in TOC and representatives of
other Government agencies that conduct intelligence-type .

• investigation’^ .have advised they have no current information .

to substantiate the statements made by. Mark Lane.
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BEC-lU

To: SAC, Detroit (157-3573)

From: Director, FBI

SCHEDULED SPEAKING APPEARANCE
OF DICK GREGORY,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
1-17 AND 18-69
RM

i -r ]
(Field Guidance Folder)

1 - Mr. G.T. Tunstall

Ottf-

Uo - </

b6
b7C

Reurairtel 1-9-69.

In view of the government-wide interest in the
public appearances of all black extremists, whenever you
learn of any such appearances you should promptly submit
that information in form suitable for dissemination.
Incorporate pertinent information contained in referenced
airtel in such form. In the future such information
should be Initially so submitted so as to avoid both
delay in dissemination and duplication of paper work.

TolSon w,
tVU-och v

Casper

Calkin

!

C^nra4

Chicago is the office of origin in the
Richard Claxton Gregory investigation; therefore, you
should forward a copy of referenced airtel to Chicago
and insure that copies of future communications concerning
Gregory are designated for that office.

Detroit in referenced .communication sets out
information concerning the scheduled appearance of Dick
Gregory in Grand Rapids as well as information concerning
both the sponsoring organization and the official publication
of that organization. This information should be disseminated
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Date: xZ/9/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

fType in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

hi
s ^

x ^
b

* ^
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> i

Director, FBI

FROM: SAC, Detroit (157-3573) (P)

SCHEDULER SPEAKING APPEARANCE
OF DICKJ3REGORY,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
1/17 and 18/69
RM
00: Detroit

r
\

c
o:

%

P*

h
On 1/9/69,1

Grand RapidsT Micnigan, soiree Department, aavisea ^
tnat Anrormation previously appearing in the "Grand Rapids \
Press", newspaper at Grand Rapids, Michigan, issue of '

12/28/68, to the effect that Negro comedian DICK GREGORY was £0
scheduled to make two speaking appearances at Grand Rapidsy
Michigan, had been confirmed. •'

™

, According to contacted bv Sa| rj
on 1/4/69 and

|
GREGORY is

1

!

T"1

scheduled to speak at s8:00 p.m., on Friday, 1/17/69, with
t

ticket price $2.00 and also at 8:00 p.m., 1/18/69 with
adult admissions available at ticket price of $3.00.

loo-^y bfo'z,- 4&?
These sources advise that the speaking engagement

will be held at Fountain Street Church, 24 Fountain, IJE,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

b

lr&

%V
Bureau (RM)
Detroit
(1 - 157-3570
(1 - 157-3571
(1 - 157-
(1 - 15 7-*

REC-111

(BLACKS UNITE FOR FREEDOM)
(THE ORGAN! 7.ER1

- ^L^/^sUOp
'

/?j{pi / lovCcaX^

l\ Approved:

k \ Special Agent in Charge

Sent .M Per
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DE 157-3573
i

j
According to published stkteraahts :in the "Grand Rapids

Press" newspaper and the first edition pf a new bi-weekly
four page newspaper dated 1/3/69, entitled "The Organizer",
Mr. GREGORY'S appearances are sponsored by a newly formed
group at Grand Rapids, Michigan, using the name "Blacks
Uniteufor Freedom". Principal spokesman for this group is
identiiaea as CARL SMITH and its address as 1161 Prospect,
SE, Grand Rapids, Michigan. It is noted that CARL EDWARD
SMITH, subject of DEfile 100-34370, has been a leading spokesman

"Black economic power at Grand Rapids, Michigan, and is
.J w X 4 ^ y a m im. *1 M.

for
on Agitator Index of the Detroit Office,

t r

(

.

?

For further information of Bureau, case files
.have been established at Detroit regarding "'BiacKs unite :for
Freedom" and the publication "The Organizer", however, check
of license and assumed names files at

-
Grand Rapids, Michigan,

show no formal papers filed to date .regarding either group.
No license is required by the city of Grand Rapids for
publication of newspapers. 1

The above "Grand Rapids Press" news article also
named CHET POINDEXTER and CHARLES YOUNG as additional spokesmen
for "Blacks Unite for Freedom". | . I <nnra
advised these individuals are jfenticai to'

I I Negro-,* male, bord lat
EdsGrand Rapids PD Numbe

I I Negro

,

Grand Rapids PD Numbe
male, hornli-

r
| | RBll

3
icagOi
andP

b6
b7C

.Illinois

,

—

]

^t Camden, Arkansas,,
both of whom

have arrest records at Grand Rapids. Case files have also
been established regarding these individuals and appropriate
background will be obtained.

On 1/9/69 [
Grand Rapids, Michigan, advised his department is

aware ui Captioned matter and has been in receipt of no
indication or expects any racial violence in connection
with the talks. '

The speaking engagements by Mr. GREGORY will be
followed by Detroit and the Bureau will be advised and XHM
submitted following talks.

b6
b7C

L



SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SUMMARY
,

(See Correlation Summaries dated 10/19/64, 11/5/65# 12/5/66,
and 10/12/67, filed as 100-440423-16,51,103, and 130,
respectively.) '

Main Pile No:
See Also:

$

100-440423
44-22002
44-24630
44-29468
56-3912
173-694
173r2601

/

Subject: Richard Claxton GregoryPgi

Date: 1/22/69

Date Searched: 6/26/68

4

All logical variations of subject’s name and aliases were jsearched

and identical references were found as:

''Richard Claxton^regory

p^DiclwGreggory
M/^Dic^Gregory
//L^'Dick C Gregory
j
V\Dick ClaxtortKJre^ory

\R. C. Gregory

/ ks^R. C. Dickuaregory

H NRichardSGregory
I /l-AwilTiam Richard Claxton

^/Gregory

all •’see”
This is a summary of information obtained from a review of
references to the subject in Bureau files under t/ie names

and aliases listed above. All references under the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at ’the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OP
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO
FURNISH A SYNOPSIS OF THE INFORMATION SET OUT IN EACH REFERENCE, AND
IN MANY CASES THE ORIGINAL SERIAL WILL CONTAIN THE INFORMATION I_N_

MORE DETAIL.

Analyst

b6
b7C

MOC:sds



ABBREVIATION

Add. Info Additional information appearing in
this reference which pertains to
Richard Claxton Gregory can be
found in the main file or elsewhere
in this summary.

*****

Major William Jones, Alabama Department of Public Safety,
Montgomery, Ala., made available copies of three volumes which con-
tain' the names, addresses, identifying data, arid photographs of
various individuals who had been arrested or were active during the
demonstrations at Selma and^Montgomery,. Ala., in 1965. One of those
included was Dick Gregory.

—

—

Above copies enclosed
157t7782-165 end. p. 75 (Photo)
(2-T

1 reported that £21

b6
b7C
b7D

It was noted that Gregory ran for mayor of Chicago on an
independent ticket during 1967.

According to this sepi ai I

(100-441051

)

; was also known as

£U

100^441051-14 p.8
t



X ;

% '1

*

On 12/16/66 , the Annual Bill of Rights Dinner, sponsored
by the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee (ECLC) ' (100-384660),
was held in the Americana Hotel, NYC. John Scudder, treasurer of
the ECLC, announced that Dick Gregory would be legally
by the ECLC in his case against the State Department,

The "National Guardian", in the issue of 1/14/67, on page
5 , under the heading "Tom Paine's Corner", set out an article by
Edith Tiger, assistant director of the ECLC, regarding American
passports. The article discussed Dick Gregory and his controversy
with the State Department regarding his passport and his trip to
North Vietnam., The ECLC would aid him in his case with the State
Department,, according to the article. (Article set out verbatim.)

100r384660-806 p. 14,15,32
(Vr

The Chicago Field Office reported that a local newspaper
(not* identified) on 3/9/67# indicated that Dick Gregory, who was
currently conducting a write-in 'campaign seeking election as mayor
of Chicago, planned to travel to Bimini in the Bahamas to ask the
help of Adam Clayton Powel-1** in his campaign. The article indicated
that Gregory would request Powell , to make a speech in Chicago in
Gregory's behalf. [•

' 100-446080-133 P.l
(S£f

Powell was unseated from his position as Congressman from New York
State and was currently in Bimini.

*

A meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee for the School Boycott
(157-7136) was held on 3/20/67, at 16th and Newton Streets, NW,
Washington, DC. Julius Hobson, chairman of the meeting, described
actions to be taken by the committee in an attempt to remove the
incumbent city school superintendent from his position. Hobson
stated they intended to hold a school boycott on 5/1/67 and set
up "Freedom Schools" for the children during the time of the boycott.
The local group intended to get aid from a nnmh^ of individuals,
including Dick Gregory. protect identity.)

This serial identified Hobson as a militant civil rights
leader.

b6
b7C
b7D

aa^
136 ’1 encl,p *2

-3-
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Atlanta on b/2l/b7.
advised' that H.. Rap Brown (105-168197) departed
for Washington, DC. Source was not aware of the

b7D

purpose of the trip,' but he understood that Dick' Gregory was partlei

pating in some affair in Washington, DC ; and Brown* s travels to that

city might be in connection with that function.

105^j68!97-8 p.l

An affair was held in the dining room of St. Stephen
and The Incarnation Church, 16th and Newton Streets, NW, Washington,,

DC, on 6/21/67, which was called a "Soul" session and was for the

benefit of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee. The

affair was not racial in nature but was only for Entertainment. Dick

Gregory was the only attraction, an^
and ad-libbed for about

an hour. At the end of the affair ,1 I

b6
b7C
b7D

Of
.This serial indicated that-
and the divorced wife of|_

lwas^the wife;.'.-i'T 1 •?

77-5^567-32 P.2
ar

The Congress of Racial Equality (IOO-225892) National
Convention began on 6/30/67 in the Municipal Auditorium, Oakland,
Calif. One of the speakers was Muhammad All (Cassius Clay). There
was some discussion to the effect that Muhammad All and Dick Gregory
would stage a £ight within the next year with the proceeds going to
black power organizations.

Dick Gregory also spoke at above meeting, declaring that
he intended to make a world tour in the near future and would stop
in all countries that were receiving foreign aid from the US.

b7D

100-225092-9-66 end. p.l, 2
ay

-5-



This reference contains information pertaining to the
relationship of Dick Gregory to the organization known as ACT
(100-441968) . He attended the founding conference in Chester, Pa.,
on 3/14/64; he attended a conference on 8/27/66, place not given,
at which expansion was discussed; as of December, 1964, a list of
national and state officers of ACT showed Gregory as "Advisor from
Chicago". He was a speaker at a benefit performance in Chicago on
7/4/67. A thumb nail sketch of Gregory's past activities was set
out.

IOO-441968-I63 P.3,6, 7, 14, 17
(8Y

An article captioned "Gregory Set to Run for President '68,
Praises Muhammad Ali on Draft," dateline** Washington, appeared in
Vol. 6, No. 42, issue of "Muhammad Speaks," on 7/7/67. The article
stated that Dick Gregory praised Muhammad All's stand against in-
duction into the Armed. Forces.

This serial indicated that "Muhammad Speaks" was the
official publication of Nation of Islam (NOI) (25-330971), and
that Cassius Clay, known as an NOI member by the name of Muhammad
Ali, was facing a trial for refusal to be inducted into the Armed
Forces

.

25-330971-8102X p.90
(ay

The following references in the file captioned "National
Conference for New Politics" (NCNP) contain information pertaining
to the activities of Dick Gregory In connection with this conference,
which met in Chicago August 29 - September.^, 1967. Gregory was one
of the signers of a letter of invitation to this convention. The
letter urged formation of new political alliances with "white pro-
gressives." In a speech at the 8/31/67 session, Gregory attacked
President Lyndon B. Johnson, the US Government, and the FBI. Gregory
was a member of the NCNP National Council.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-110985-17 encl.p.3
-45 P.2
-177 encl.p.3
-l8l end. p. 13
-326 p.1,4

(continued)



4

(continued)

REFERENCE

62-110985-341 P.2
-401 end. p.20,22, 54
-406 encl.p.l
-420 encl.p.4
-455 end. p. 16
-458 end. p. 15
-475 encl.p.l
-561 p. 25,26,61

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

On 9/6/67, |

Cook County
Sheriff's Office, Chlcagd, ta&de av&liaDiS a isngtny document con-
cerning the American Council of Human Rights, Markham, Illinois
(157-8033). The document included a news letter under the name
"The American Council Eagle, Post Office Box 42, Markham, Illinois,”
which was published by the American Council of Human Rights, In-
corporated (ACHR). Included was a "quiz", in which any one sending
in identification of a list of individuals named on an attached list
would be mailed ten dollars by the ACHR. One of the names on the

list was Dick Gregory.

b6
b7C

Copy of newsletter enclosed
157-8033-1 encl.p.5
(18)-

Chief of Police Paul Cheaven?, Columbia, $Jo. , advised that
the marchers of the Peace Torch Marathon (105-168953 ), on 10/2/67,
met with Dick Gregory upon his arrival in Columbia to deliver a
scheduled speech at the University of Missouri on that date. The
marchers met Gregory at the airport and handed him the torch, which
he carried to a waiting automobile. He then stated he endorsed the

marchers' task.

The serial indicated that the torch, which was lighted in
Hiroshima, Japan, was being carried across the US as a protest of

war and a symbol for peace.

105-168953-34 encl.p.4

(13^
SI 105-168953-30 end !p.

2

(13r

-7-



| |
reported that a rally toftprotest US policy in

Vietnam was held at 5357 Brooklyn Ave., Los Angeles, Calif., on
10/15/67, sponsored by the Peace Action Committee (PAC). At the
rally, a telegram from Dick Gregory was read, expressing regrets
at not being able to attend .the rally.

The PAC was identified as a group formed to protest the war
in Vietnam.

25
^

58874-36° encl.p.3

The following references in the file captioned "Demonstra-
tions Protesting United States Intervention in Vietnam” contaih
information that Dick Gregory was a speaker or a scheduled speaker
at protest demonstrations in NYC and Washington, DC, during the
period of 6/22/67 - 10/21/67. Information was also included that
Gregory participated in a protest "Peace Torch" rally in Columbia,
Mo., on 10/3/67.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

IO5-I38315-6805 encl.p.6
-6836 encl.p.4
-6966 encl.p.3
-7006 encl.p.l
-7108 p. 141,142
-7542 p.5
-8475 P.114

The following references in the file captioned "National
Conference on Black Power" contain information pertaining to the
activities of Dick Gregory in relation to this conference. Most
of the top national black power leaders attended a conference held
in Los Angeles 5/26-28/67 , which was followed by a conference in
Newark, NJ, 7/20-23/67. An outgrowth of this latter meeting was
a regional. Midwest Student Conference held in Chicago, 11/23-25/67#
at which plans were made for a National Student Conference to be
held during the Christmas vacation, December, 1967 # place not
announced. Gregory was a speaker at each of the above meetings and
had been invited to address the December meeting. In his speeches,
Gregory spoke of the necessity of Negro citizens uniting to combat
injustices existing in the US.

(continued)

b7D
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(continued)

REFERENCE

62-111166-78 p.1,2
-114 encl.p.2
-130 end. p. 18
-135 encl.p.5
-143 p.2,3
-146 end. p.2,3
-172 end. p.2-4

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

This reference is a Chicago letter dated 12/6/67, appearing
in the file captioned "Black Nationalist Movement,” and set out
information regarding three Negroes who recently traveled outside
the US. Information concerning this travel and the individuals,
themselves was included. Above information pertaining to Richard
Claxton Gregory was included. His civil rights protest activities
and' his travels to London, Moscow, and North Vietnam were set out.

157^8141-81 p.1-3, end. p.3,4

1
advised ,-QnJ 1 that 1

(100-4301547 was staying at 1 sonrfift
nrfcTvfrori frhafrr - 1

This sarla! Identified!

100-430184-112 encl.p.l
(sy

b6
b7C
b7D

1 Dick Gregory appeared on the radio show "Hot Line" over
Radio Station WVON, Chicago, on 1/8/68 and commented that he had
Just returned from a two day visit to NYC, where he met with various
peace groups. He gave details of plans for the August protest in
Chicago. Details set out.

(continued)

-9-



(continued)

On 1/16/68, advised that to the best of his
knowledge Gregory had not been in NYC recently
ani furnished the same lnformationT

o tl

ath

Add. info.

b7D

62^3,10985-5^7 p.2, end. p.1,2

SI 62-110985-5^6 p.1-3
(4X(Add. info.)

f

On 1/11/68, a meeting of the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) (100-439048) was held an the Illina1 a StftfcA TTnl varsity
(iSU) campus. Normal, Illinois. At the meeting, I I

president, stated that the Young Republicans of the ISU campus planned
to sponsor a mock convention on the campus on 4/29/68. At this time,
they would attempt to propose a pea6e candidate for President, with
one possibility being Dick Gregory. '(George Sargent, Student, ISU;
protect identity.)

b6
b7C

10Q?H390ti8-52-55 p.20

Agents of the FBI observed Dick Gregory participating in
picketing In front of the White House, Washington, DC, on 1/19/68.
In an Interview by representatives of news media present, Gregory
defended Eartha Kitt in her statements at the White House on 1/18/68
protesting the war in Vietnam. Gregory stated he had just flown down
from Boston to participate in these activities and that he was flying
back to Boston at the conclusion of the activities.

This serial indicated that above picketing was sponsored
by the Women Strike for Peace (62-107350), a pacifist organization.

62dp7350-980 end. p.2

- 10-



In the evening of 1/19/68, Stokely Carmichael (100-446080),
Dick Gregory, and civil rights attorney William Higgs were observed
to depart headquarters of the Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee, Washington, DC. Higgs drove the group to the National
Airport, where Gregory and Carmichael boarded a plane for NYC. Ilnnn
arrival In. NYC, they reportedly went to the home of

I, who was reported to be a friendtof Gregory's mme enter-
tainment field. (Source not clear.)

100-^46080-1085 encl.p.3

SI L00-446080-1013 p.2

SI ft/tgnftn

b6
b7C

m
On 2/2/68, Advised that there was no connection

b7D

between Dick Gregory and the Nation of Islam (NOI) (25-330971).
Gregory was militant, while Elijah Muhammad opposed violence.
Muhammad might meet with Gregory but the latter would have to follow
Muhammad's teachings to be connected with him. Informant stated
it was possible that Gregory and Cassius Clay met occasionally as
both were Negro celebrities. Such meetings would be personal in
nature and not connected with the NOI.

reported on 2/2/68 that any talk Indicating that
toward the Islamic religion was believed to beGregory wS3 leaning

publicity. Gregory's picture had appeared in the NOI publication
"Muhammad Speaks.” There was no indication of cooperation between
Muhammad and Gregory and contact of the latter with Clay was more
likely.

25^30971-8198 p.99,100

On 2/9/68, the White House forwarded a copy of a letter
received from Edwin E. Willis, Chairman, HCUA, Washington, DC,
enclosing a document dated 2/6/68, which was furnished by a confidential
informant. The document referred to a newly formed organization, the
Youth International Party (YIP), whose function was the Infiltration
and disruption of the Democratic National Convention (157-8589), which
was to be held in Chicago in August, 1968. According to the document,
Dick Gregory and Jerry Rubin were the two main functionaries of YIP.

(continued)

- 11-



(continued)

On 2/13/68, information regarding individuals and organiza-
tions referred to in above^document was sent to the White House. It
was noted that the Bureau had no information that Gregory or Rubin
was affiliated with YIP, but that Gregory had publicly announced
that he would make efforts to hold a massive demonstration during
the Convention.

157^89-5 encl.p.2

During the w4ek-end following 2/6/68, a meeting was held
in Chicago for the purpose of making plans for disrupting the
Democratic National Convention to be held in Chicago in August,
1968. Those attending this conference were both Negro and white
and were closely associated with the Black Nationalist Movement

Ttlc.lr mas r>rw> rtf t.hnso nr»ftgsnt.

protect
identity.)

(protect Identity) Advised that Grefebry, dlVIl WL&htS AdtIViSt, had
recently threatened to disrupt the forthcoming Democratic Convention.

(19?22^"
9”10 encl * P *2,5

b6
b7C
b7D

represente
advised that he attended
various left-wing, peace.

a meeting composed of
and black nationalist
1968, to plan tactics

wives 01
groups, which was held near Chicago in March,
to be followed during the time of the National Democratic Convention
(157-8589), in August, 1968, in Chicago. Source advised that Dick
Gregory would be a potent influence upon any plans to disrupt the
Convention and that most of the Negro constituency In such plans
could be expected to follow Gregory’s leadership in this respect.

157^589-135 encl.p.2

,V? rtj'

-12-



identity)
On 3/6/68,

[

, made avail
.(protect

able an undated leaflet of the Youth international b
Z
c

b6

Party (YIP) (100-448910) which referred to the YIP forthcoming cele-
bration in Chicago of "a free Festival of Life as a living alternative
to the death of the National Democratic Party...” Among celebrities
who had agreed to attend was Dick Gregory.

b7D

This serial indicated that the YIP planned to hold a protest
”Youth Festival" in Chicago In August during the Democratic National
Convention.

100^891°-6 encl.p.9

The following references contain information pertaining
to the activities of Dick Gregory during the period of 2/16/68 -

3/8/68, in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh in efforts to have his name
placed on the April, 1968, Pennsylvania Primary ballot as presidential
candidate of the third party, also called the Peace and Freedom ticket.
The CP was allegedly the key force in circulating the necessary
nominating petitions and in filing the required papers.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-383113-38 p.7,8

100-443683-13 P.5,7,8

100-449300-7 p.1,2

157-8428-324 encl.p.l

(9^
(10^

.reported that on 3/24/68, Dick Gregory appeared
on a furid' raisirtg program at 5247 West Madison St., Chicago. This
was sponsored by the Garfield Organization, a Chicago West Side white
community, which attempted to improve the conditions of this Negro
neighborhood. Stokely Carmichael (100-446080) made an impromptu
appearance at the affair.

b7D

(continued)
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(continued)

Gregory ran for Mayor of Chicago in March, 1967. He led
and participated in numerous civil rights demonstrations in Chicago
in the past and had been arrested a number of times in connection
with these activities. He was considered a "Maverick, " as he did
not lend his support exclusively to any particular civil rights vrmin
hut narrMM nat-ari In amr wh-t nh -anipealed to him personally.

protect identity.)

b7D

100-446080-1342 end. p.3,4
(9K

Harry Edwards arrived in El Paso, Texas

.

on 4/5/68, and
while in El Paso, he stayed .aft the .Sheraton Motor Tnn where he shared
a room with ftrecrerv. j

,

I

protect b6
identity.

)

b7C
1 b7D

(protect identity;, advised that both Gregory and Edwards were
scheduled to participate in the Black Student Conference sponsored
by the Afro-American Students Association (157-2056) at the University
of Texas, El Paso, on 4/5-7/68.

This serial identified Edwards- as a Negro sociology and
anthropology instructor at San Jose State College, San Jose, Calif.

157^°56-17 encl.p.4

SI to para. 2
157-7344-13 end.p.1,4
(1&TTE1 Paso Herald Post,"

3/28/68, and duplicate
informant)

This reference contains information pertaining to activities
of Dick Gregory relative to plans of "peace groups" to demonstrate
and disrupt the Democratic National Convention (157-8589) to be held
in Chicago In August, 1968. On 4/15/68, Gregory cancelled all previous
arrangements for the demonstrations in the wake of the death of Martin
Luther King and the danger inherent in such demonstrations. Above
information covered activities during the period of 12/17/67 -

4/15/68, in Chicago and NYC.

157^89-l6° p.5,16, 22-28



The following references in the file captioned "Ten Days

of Protest and Resistance, April 20-30, 1968," contain information

that Dick Gregory was scheduled to appear at these demonstrations.

He was scheduled to speak at the University of California, Lbs Angeles

on 4/22/68, under sponsorship of a coalition of peace groups. Gregory

was to be a speaker at a mass anti-war rally in NYC on 4/27/68, which

was sponsored by the 5th Avenue Vietnam Peace Parade Committee.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-112081-39 P.l
-74 end. p.l
-124 end. p. 10, 14
-337 end. p. 12

The following references in the file captioned "Racial

Matters" set out information concerning the activities of Dick
Gregory during the period of March, 1967 - May, 1968 . Gregory was

a speaker at several high schools, on numerous college campuses,

on a TV program, at Negro protest meetings, at anti-Vietnam rallies,

and at a rally sponsoring his candidacy for mayor of Chicago. He

participated in numerous open housing protest meetings and led the

marches in Milwaukee, where he was arrested. He attended the funeral

of Martin Luther King, Jr. These activities took Gregory into

California, Florida. Georgia. Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohlo^
Pennsylvania, Washington, DC, and Wisconsin.

REFERENCE

157-6-888 p.l
-1046 end. p.l
-1047 encl.p.3
-1055 encl.p.2
-1148 encl.p.3
-1174 p.l

157-6-2-2428 p.3
-2444 p.5

157-6-9-4300 end. p. 31*32
-5198 end. p.l
-6302 p.l
-6536 end. p. 17
-6320 p.l

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(continued)



(continued)

REFERENCE

157-6-10-1101 p.2

157-6-15-2268 p.l encl.p.l
-2283 p.l enel .p. 1-3

157-6-26-1225

157-6-27-589 encl.p.l
-621 encl.p.4
-628 encl.p.l
-660 end.p.2,

3

-667 end. p.l,

2

-673 encl.p.6
-678 encl.p.5
-730 *encl.p.35

157-6-30-518 p.l
-528 p.l
-538 P.l
-546 p.l
-556 p.l
-559 encl.p.4-8,10>ll,13
-571 end. 2-5
-575 P.2
-581 encl.p.8
-588 p.2
-590 end. p.2
-592 encl.p.5
-593 encl.p.3
-594 p.2
-605 end.p.2
-608 p.l
-616 p.3
-621 encl.p.4
-624 encl.p.3
-636 p.l
-656 encl.p.3
-667 end. p.2-4 (Arrest)
-681 p.l
-684 end. p.2
-715 end. p.2
-754 end. p.2
-8l6 end.p.2
-A "Milwaukee Sentinel" 12/18/67

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(lSf21-K'

(11-K

-16-

(continued)



SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(continued)

REFERENCE

157-6-37-2248 encl.p.5
-2782 p.l
-2784 p.l
-2785 end. p.1-3

157-6-42-1018 end. p.l

I57-6-47-IO52 encl.p.4
-1006 end. p.2,6
-1071 end. p.l
-1093 encl.p.2

157—8—52—1216 end. p.l
-1218 end. p.l
-1228 end. p.1-3
-1247 encl.p.2
-1395 encl.p.3
-1414 p.2 encl.p.2
-1598 encl.p.2

157-6-53-1188 encl.p.3
-II89 encl.p.2
-1205 end.p. 10
-1366 p.l
-1385 end.p.3-5

The following references in the file captioned "National
Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam" contain information
pertaining to the activities of Dick Gregory during the period of

6/22/67 - 5/9/68 in relation to this group. Gregory was a speaker

at a meeting held in Washington, DC, under sponsorship of the Wash-

ington Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam on 6/22/67.

At a press conference held in NYC, he read a prepared statement
regarding plans for the demonstration scheduled for 10/21-22/67
in Washington, DC. Gregory was a speaker at this demonstration,
also. Three members of the National Mobilization Committee oni

5/9/68, discussed plans to establish "coffee houses" near various

US military installations, to which they would invite entertainers,

including Gregory.

(continued)



(continued)

REFERENCE

62-111181-827 end. p.3,4
-912 encl.p.2
-1035 end. p. 12
-1283 encl.p.3
-1629 end. p. 16
-1999 encl.p.3
-2067 end.p. 13
-2201 p.12
-2208 end.

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

The following references contain information that Dick
Gregory participated in and/or was a speaker at meetings and on
campuses on the dates and at the localities indicated. The speeches
were anti-white and anti-Vietnam war in nature and, in the main, were
sponsored by civil rights groups.

;

DATE LOCALITY REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

10/11/64 San Diego •£, Calif. 100-448136-2 p.l4 (:9

^

2/11/66 NYC 100-357847-142 p.23 mr
9/18/66 105-96316-10 p.l8 (io*-"

1/24/67
2/13/67

Detroit,Mich. 100-412654-57 p.2-4

3/3-4/67 Winston-Salem, NC 105-70374-4856 encl.p.l (i(>K

May, 1967 Atlanta 157-7764-4 end.p.2 avr"

5/27/67 Washington, DC 100-432067-696 encl.p.2
100-442529^2313 p.7 &

6/21/67 100-439190-53-13X (or'

6/30/67 Oakland, Calif. 100-225892-47-37 P.l
100-225892-11-21X end.

p.l
1?

I

(continued)
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(continued)

DATE LOCALITY REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

7/24/67 Chicago 157-6340-68 encl.p.2 (18^

8/5/67 Atlanta, Ga. 100-448252-2 p.10 (9>^

8/5-6/67 100-447969-1 end.p.1,3-5
100-442367-198 p.8,9 !«=•

9/I/67 , Chicago 100-443566-31 p *10
105-171384-9 encl.p.6

-12 end. p.2,3

10/14-15/67 San Francisco 157-8139-2 encl.p.l
157-3130-176 p.2 SlT

7/30/67 Ocean Beach,
Fire Island,NY

100-384660-809 p.24 ok

11/5/67 St. Louis, Mo. 157-6377-30 end.p.1,2 (iaK
11/7/67 Salt Lake City u-£^1oo-443853-136o p.l or''

1/21/68 NYC 157-8415-34-1 p.l
-2 encl.p.l I8P

2/1-2/68 Detroit 157-8415-15-2 encl.p.l 09T''

2/25/68 Buffalo, NY 100-417953-29 p.23,24
New London, Conn. 157-370-32-22 p.1,2

-23 end. p.1,2

(rtsir'

w-
(10^2/27/68 Philadelphia, Pa 100-449415-1 encl.p.4*

4/6/68 El Paso, Texas I57-2056-I8 p.2,end. pi-4

4/16/68 Los Angeles, Calif. 100-447961-32 end. p.1,2 oy'
4/20/68 Austin, Texas 157-8189-10 end. p.2,

4

(i&r'

5/12 or
19/68

Shawnee, Okla. 62-587-585 P.1,2 or"

Add. info. according to the ” Philadelphia Inquirer" (Date not given.)

-19-
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By letter dated 5/29/68, the Salt Lake City Office advised
that a review of files revealed that several prominent Negroes,
including Dick Gregory, appeared in Utah during the past six months.
None of these individuals made statements either advocating or con-
demning violence

.

« This information appeared in the file captioned "Anti-
violence Statements by Negroes of Prominence."

15.7^3^2-5 p.l

On 6/7/68, the 112th Military Intelligence Group, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, furnished the following information receive d from .

tha us Army Intelligence Command, Port Holabird, Maryland.
| |

departed Washington, DC, National Airport for Tulsa, Oklahoma,
on b/b/bo, to recruit more Indian support for the Poor Peoples
Campaign (PPC) (157-8428). Dick Gregory stated he had assumed
leadership of the Indian contingent of the PPC.

This serial Indicated that|
_

whose purpose was to acquaint heirs or air
Spanish Land Grants of their rights. He allegedly traveled to
Oklahoma to solicit support from American Indian groups for the PPC
rally scheduled to be held In Washington* on 6/19/68.

157^8428-2442 encl.p.2

*****

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

•• See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI that is set
out in the main file. Differences in source will be noted on the
search slip.

-20-
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UNITED STATES G6^NM.BfIt

• Memorandum ;
>\

ECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

,
MINNEAPOLIS (157-386) (RUC)

C
subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY aka

Dick Gregory

/ RM
•
h 00: CHICAGO

DATE: 1/21/69

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a
letterhead memorandum concerning captioned individual,
who spoke at Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota,
January 13, 1969. Two copies of the letterhead
memorandum are enclosed Tor the Chicago Division.



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

• #
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Minneapolis, Minnesota
January 21, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A source who has furnished reliable information in

the past advised on January 13, 1969, that Negro spokesman
Dick Gregory was scheduled to speak at the student union
lounge, Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota, on. Monday
evening, January 13, 1969. According to the source,
Macalester College had scheduled a course in Black Culture
and Arts.

The Minneapolis Tribune, a daily newspaper
published at Minneapolis, Minnesota, in its issue of January 14,

1969, carried an article captioned, MDick Gregory Fasts in ’Year

of Hungry * " concerning the appearance of Dick Gregory on the
previous evening where he spoke before a crowd of approximately
*900 persons, most of whom were Macalester College students.
•According to this article, Gregory's speech marked the opening
of a Macalester College month-long course in Black ‘Culture
and Arts.

Gregory, following remarks made in a comedy fashion,
became "the serious civil-rights activist" according to the
article and described the United States as the most morally
polluted, insane society in the world. Gregory told his
audience they had the job of "giving its sanity back again".

Gregory commented he was tired of eulogies about
"America the beautiful" and commented "How in the hell can
America be beautiful with that Indian up on that reservation?"
Gregory, in his comments, criticized the "establishment press"
as well as the Bureau of Indian Affairs, commenting that
having such an organization handle Indian problems "makes
about as much sense as having the Ku Klux Klan to implement
the civil rights movement”.

POPIES DESTKOiEju

>9 NOV lb 19/U

/to- /a_3 -

ENCLOSURE
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The St. Paul Pioneer Press, a daily newspaper
published at St. Paul, Minnesota, in its January 14, 1969,
edition carried an article captioned, ’’Gregory Needles
White Hypocrisy”. This article reported Gregory told a

standing room crowd of approximately 1,000 young persons
they had a tough job ahead if they intended to straighten
out the mess created by ”us old fools”. Gregory told
these students, according to this article, that they are
the greatest single hope for eliminating the hypocrisy of
the American system.

Gregory stated the effectiveness of youthful
opinion was proven without doubt in Chicago, Illinois, at
the Democratic National Convention - ’’and three days later
the establishment was trying to tell everyone that what
they saw on television didn't happen”.

I

Gregory was reported to have chided white peaeple

for insisting that blacks be nonviolent in seeking full
citizenship and commented that the Indian has been nonviolent
for 75 years and has nothing to show for it.

Gregory reportedly chided women for allowing their
"tenderly raised” sons to be taken from them without a

whimper to fight the "useless war” of Vietnam.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI.anlt is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

-2-



FBI WASH DC

'SggS,
JAN26^969jy^

tf£J-ETYPe

Ur. Tolsont—

Mr. DeLoarh

Mr. Mohr.

Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper —
Mr. Callahan -

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt.

Mr. Gale,

FBI SPRNGFLD

1049PM DEFEBffED 1-26-69 DJK

TO DIR EC*

FROM Sj4iNGFI ELD (157-198) IP

APPEARANCE OF DICK ‘GREGORY AND ROY INNIS AT WESTERN ILLINOIS

Mr. Trotter*

Tele. Booxau.

Miss

Miss Gxndy^

UNIVERSITY < WIU),,. MACOMB,. ILLINOIS,^JANUARY TWENTYIHREE-LAST

THROUGH JANUARY TWENTYSIX INSTANT. RM.

AFTERNOON SESSION AT WIU JANUARY TWENTYSIX INSTANT ATTENDED

BY FOURTEEN NEGROES AND TWENTYTHREE WHITES. THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS

AT AFTERNOON SESSION., SPEECH OF DICK GREGORY AT WESTERN FIELD

HOUSE,. WIU, DURING NIGHT SESSION INSTANT DATE ATTENDED BY TWENTY-

THREE HUNDRED PERSONS. THEME OF GREGORYS SPEECH WAS THAT PLIGHT

OF NEGROES NOT INPROVED AND THAT INDIVIDUALS WINNING LAST ELECTION

WILL NOT AID NEGROES, HOWEVER,. INDIVIDUALS WHO LOST ELECTION WOULD

ALSO NOT AID NEGROES. THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS AND NO DEMONSTRATIONS.,

CONFERENCE ENDED AT CLOSE OF GREGORYS SPEECH.

ADMINISTRATIVE: RE SPRINGFIELD -TEL JANUARY TWENTYFIVE LAST.

US/\, SS AND MI ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS. AM COPY CHICAGO. , , _

„ /f*- is0.222 —
REG- 96 1

( j
mse 4ri iiAtt'/w StJif I'fabtfq

4 m 27

m

>

FBI wash dc _ copy ss!»r ag and idiu
’«*-««««



ECLftSSIFIOkTIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
F&I AUTOMATIC DECLAE SIFICATION GUIOF
DATE 0,5""03”'2014

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

F B I

Date: 1/20/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, DETROIT (157-3573) (U)

SCHEDULED SPEAKING APPEARANCE
OF DICK-r.GREGORY,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN ,* .

j/i7
-i8/68 cum

(00: DETROIT)

ctdiftmts —
REASON -.PC 'll •

1-2. 4. 2 3=^—
DATE op BEVIES— I Jut r.O——

»

Re Detroit airtel to Bureau, dated 1/9/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of
an LHM relating to captioned speaking engagement of
DICK GREGORY.

Two copies of the LHM are being furnished —
Secret Service, Grand Rapids, and G-2, Detroit, Michigan,'
and one copy of the LHM is being furnished USA, Grand V
Rapids, Michigan. Ll./\ >

The LHM is being^lassified confidential
to ppotect the source^Gtilized.

0- Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM) 2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
10 - Detroit -

(1 - 100-34370)

\ (1 - 157-3574 )X
(1 - 157-3572 )

(1 - 157-3570 ) (BLACKS UNITED FO
(1 - 157-3571 ) ("THE ORGANIZER")
(1 - 157-1994) ),

/>pAnTAT gT>riiArPTrm

TLB7H
(13)

" REC 49”” AOOfCYtACSJ,'»»C,OSI,SEO.SBW.

,

-r» PtfU I3b.4MHttO.XbSO
. (AjP’HOF FORW t

DAWMW

~l APPROPRIATE agencie

AND FIELD OFFICES

ADVISED BY ROUTING

Freedom) slip (S) by,

—

GRAND RAPIDS). .

'
jaJftH 88

uy
_ Sent

_ i

sSBnuEBSX&j
M Per .

*V \

[ent in Charge -1



DE 157-3573

The sources providing information in
this LHM are:

A* set .forth in referenced airtel, Detroit
is following activities of individuals in organizations
named in instant LHM*

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D



In Reply, Pleas* Refer to

File No,

# 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

*

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan
January 20, 1969

.Speaking Appearances of
Comedian Dick Gregory,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
January i t-i

«

i QfiQ
b6
b7C

Negro ComedI5CIFDiCk Gregory
Fountain Street Church, 24 Fountain Street^VNE, Grand
Rapids,, Michigan, at approximately 8:00-p.m\on the
evenings of January 17 and 18, 1969.

According to sources, who have furnished
reliable informatioa in the past, Gregory*sj appearance
was sponsored by a< newly formed group of ‘Negyoes at
Grand Rapids,, Michigan, under the name o^rffEi
Iln-ltnH* fnr ,

^iVoQr^^km >, irai th i i^rfidreSS listed
Harks

This is the «aaaress oi
a leading spokesman for ''black

3

who has been
power" at Grand Rapids ,, ‘Michigan for .the na«t twn veprs,
and who is pnrrftnt.1v aj^ ~^in the|

•SE ,

,

b6
b7C

Grand* Rapids, Michigan.
apuKusmeu tut ,uijls> organization were publicized in. news
media at Grand Rapids, Michigan, including the first
two issues of "The| finganlypr" during January, 1969, as

I snnra

;

[
atlchica™ th in

Police Department Numbed
** ^'5*' ** < " fc ‘ e '* ** ‘ * r - 5 •

‘fct * 1 * I

a Negro male,

g «Jai

Ja^Negro male
f

boyn.
g. Orantf.-Ranlds-, .Michigan

Grand Rapids , Michigan
* V > * » '>»* *m ».r

M/6/> _

Admittance to Gregory 's talk on January 17, 1969,
was limited to students at $2.00 per ticket and approximately
500 attended wit h a ratio of 60 percent white to 40 percent
‘Negro. Admittance on January 18, 1969 was for adults
at $3.00 per ticket and attendance was approximately 500
with the same ratio of black to white.

VG

jtO'

75UpT
Exclude F^om Adtefmatic

Dov riding and
ec ssiticatipn

,

¥3/



Re: Speaking Appearances of
Comedian Dick Gregory,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
January 17-18, 1969

Chet Poindexter made introductory remarks
prbr to Gregory's talk stating that the purpose of
"Blacks United for Freedom" was to raise $300,000,00
during- 1969 to establish a ^scholarship for young

. black students and indicated such a scholarship would
bear the name of James Robinson, a Negro who was shot
and killed during an arrest in a burglary situation
by a Grand Rapids, Michigan R>lice Officer.

On January 12, 1969 Poindexter also urged
those present to subscribe to "The Organizer" and said
other aims of"Blacks United for Freedom" would be the
establishment of businesses owned and operated by
blacks in the black community and the sponsoring
ppearanpes by United States Representative Ada

glaytonffiowell during February, 1969, and' Julia* _
Georgia State Legislator during March, 196977T/t

n L4i-H >
{”

/ x
It was noted that the second issue of

"The Organizer", dated January 17, 1969, devoted
substantial print to the shooting of a James Robinson
questioning whether or not it was justified or "an
execution" of a black man by a white man.

1 (HCtf.
Jwho-has-a-lsQ-been a spokesman

»ower'*-actlviTTeg at Grand Rapids, Michigan,
and led 'the applause during Mr. Greerorv’s

for "blac _ . ^ y
was present and lech the applause during Mr. Gregory's
appearance during the appearance on January 18, 1969.

C\J
Mr. Gregory spoke for approximately two-r

hours on each of his appearances in a comic vein,
however, his principal theme was that the United States
is a morally decadent society which has abused black
people, Indians and other minority groups for 400 years,
and that older blacks are "Niggers" and are afraid to change



Re: Speaking Appearances of
Comedian Dick Gregory,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
January 17-18, 1969

and of no value to the movement for human rights in
the United States. Gregory praised the actions of the
people in this country who are trying to make changes
by demonstrations on college campuses and other
activities. Gregory indicated the United States is the
only country which has used an atom bomb, yet leaders
of the country call for "non-violence".

Gregory was critical of United States political
leaders and the war in Vietnam,

No demonstrations or racial incidents of any
kind occurred before, during or after tie above appearances.

i

'

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation;
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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Transmit the following in

A1RTEL

H I
Date: 1/7/69

(Type in plaintext or code

>

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-5865) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHMD CLAXTONfOREGORY , aka

Dicieregory
RM

cago airtel to Bureau dated 12/11/68.

f\h '-

:

s
i implied for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM\

'dieter, copies of which have been locally \
disseminatedHEo* military intelligence agencies and SecrA

Service. , \

Two copied of LHM are also enclosed for Chicago

for their information regarding sgbgect.

<*=!•!•> *• Mil*

jjx]|

Mtornedt°
i——» m

Bureau (Encs. 11)MRm) cpll/l
2 - Chicago (Encs. 2) (RM) 0 I >

4 - Charlotte
* \
^

(2 - 157-5865)
1

(1 - 157-5490) S
_ i k*j_i *7*7 erm nt . V \

obtained the tape

The tape nas

'JAN 14 1969



FD-36 <Rev. 5-22.64) *

Transmit the' following in

i
Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

CE 157-5865

LEAD:

CHARLOTTE

AT DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA
.

— “—r !

"

1

Will f at Duke University, advise local authorities
of subjects proposed speech on 2/10/69, verifying that
subject is to make -a speech there on that date, after which
LHM will be submitted;

Approved: - Sent

Special Agent in Charge ? )

.M Per



In Reply, Pleat* R*/*r to

File No.

m •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

K
i

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
January 7, 1969

>4

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
also known as DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

-AI
. -rvrmpMftTTON CONTAINED

Reference is made to memorandum at Charlotte,

North Carolina, dated December 11, 1968, captioned as

above*

The following is a transcript of the speech made
December 10, 1968, by the subject at Campbell College,

Buies Creek, North Carolina:

"Good evening* This year has been a year of

firsts for Campbell College* June 28 at our first SGA
summer planning session we, among other things, set up

a budget for the year, and we included in this a budget

for a lecture series, and tonight we present our first

lecture* Mr* GREGORY arrived a few minutes ago at the

Fayetteville Airport, and we rushed him over here, and so

that's about all there is to it. I will say one thing, he
is in the thirteenth day of a forty-day fast, so if you
hear anything growling up here, it's not going to be me

growling at him. I would like to present at this time,

DICK GREGORY."

"I would like to say thank you very much, and

can you people back up in the cheap seats hear okay?

You look like little apples, little oranges. People say

what's the hardest thing about a fast. The hardest thing

1

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS
NOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY

5

OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY? IT AND
ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE
YOUR AGENCY. ‘ *

PPWES DESTROYED

9.W0V 19 W ENCLOSURE' /<%)^ ^ V o ‘j



< RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

v

-about a fast is after you get past the tenth day and you lay

down in bed and go to sleep, the little things you start seeing. '

Last night I lay down and went to sleep and had to get up and

walk the floor all night because me and hot dogs marched on.

Usually,’ the hard thing about a fast is that it upsets my wife
the first ten days of it because my wife's cooking is so bad,

the first ten days of my fast I usually gain weight.

"Now let me see if I can find this letter I got.

If I can. I'll read it td you. The hardest thing about . . .

can you imagine going thirteen days without eating? I got this

note today, this hate letter. Now, I'm used to hate letters.

They usually start off 'You nigger this,' or 'You nigger that;'

Can you believe somebody would be so cold blooded to know I've,

gone thirteen days without eating and leave this in my box?

"'Dear Mr. GREGORY, This is to inform you that
yesterday for dinner I had fried chicken with gravy.' That's
the first time I realized it is a black cat out there somewhere
who hates me. Now, we know you white folks eat a lot of fried
chicken, but we do know who eats it with gravy, baby. 'Mashed
potatoes smothered in butter.' Well', that could go either
way. It's this next one that let me know who it was. 'Black-eyed*

peas with grilled onion.' Now, dig now, he tries to fake me out

and make me think he is white. 'jello topped with whipped cream
and chilled ;Napoleon brandy.' Can you imagine Napoleon brandy
and black-eyed peas on the same night? All I can say, it was
a big black cat somewhere.

"You know, I have been flying here ever since this
morning at nine o'clock. This is not the easiest place to get '

to, you know; I don't know about you Baptists. Yes, I tried
j

to be a Catholic, but they're just a little bit too quiet for

me. I sat in church for three weeks and' didn't know something
was going on. I was flying in this morning trying to get here.

The best way to get here is don't tell nobody you're coming.
Just go as far as you can.



i

* REs RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"I'm sitting on the plane, hungry and weak, trying

to get me some sleep, and this white cat is sitting nekt to

me. He decided he wanted to strike up a conversation' with
me, so he did it the usual way, 'Wake up, boy.' 'And when
you have gone, you know, thirteen days without eating, you
wake up, boy! So, I said 'Yeah, what do you want?' He said,

•Well, I just wanted to talk to you about Negro progress.

'

I said 'I don't even want to discuss it.' Too few people in

this country even know what areas we've made the breakthroughs

in. I'm supposed to think we've made tremendous, breakthroughs

in jobs and housing and education. You know the biggest break-

through for black folks in the history of this country happened

last year in the state of Texas. We^got the first colored
hurricane, Beulah.

"So, I got ready to dose off and go back to sleep

and he nudged me again. I said, 'Yeah, what you want?' He

said 'Would you explain to me what black power is?' I said,

'I will not.' He said 'Why?' I said, 'Because for twelve
months I went out of my way to explain to white folks what
black power was, and even when I couldn't get large crowds

of white folks I would call them up on the telephone. Hello,

are you white?' I just felt since that heart transplant
operation in South Africa where the black cat, gave up his
heart to the white cat, the only heart that's working right,
we just kind of felt that the whole world knew what black
power was. You know how happy black folks was all over the
world when we found put that the black guy was going to give
his heart to the white guy? You see, basically, we have been
knowing for years that there is nothing really wrong with
white folks that a change of heart wouldn't straighten ,out.

"But we want to admit to you that we didn't want
that heart to work that good. No,, that heart is working so
good>that it just scares us to death. You see, there is

nothing frightens black folios no more than the fact that you
white folks might start assuming we going, to be your spare parts.

3
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I don't know* I mean ever since that heart has been working
so good# white folks have been looking at us a little bit
different now. Well# I fell asleep in the airport a couple
of weeks ago and I looked up and here a white cat got his ear

on my chest.

"Let me say this. There's a lot of pro and con about;

heart transplants, some people for and some people against thercu ,

Let me go on record as saying that I am against all heart trans-
plants, but I'm for transplants. It is just heart transplants.
Well, 1 I'm not only against heart transplants? I'm against all

the type of transplants you can hide. I would love to see a

white cat get a colored foot# and let him take that to the beach
with him.

"Let me tell you# it's a pleasure to be here. This
is, not where the white cat decided to get his operation and

marry his colored butler is it? No that was in South Carolina,

was ib South Carolina? Yes# it was South, Carolina. I got a

son, and nothing would upset me more than for my boy to grow
up and .marry an ex-white boy.

"Let me say that it is a pleasure to be with you

this evening. I spend about 98 per cent of my time on college

campuses today# for a reason. I feel that you, young people
in this country today are the most morally committed#, dedicated
group of young people that's ever lived in the history of, this

country# and the faith and destiny of America depends on young
folks. •

"Some young folks still read these old right wing#
cracker newspapers to decide who you axe and what you are. There
is a few adults in this country that's morally committed enough
to tell you about you. You pick up the newspaper and they are

* talking about bearded# smelly# stinking hippies and yippies.

And I want to know because you have a beard, how come you got to
stink? They didn't say nothing about Abraham Lincoln. He

didn't only have a beard# he was ugly too. You can't! look
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no more like a hippie or a yippie than Christ. Ain't nobody

saying nothing about how he smelled.

"The newspapers have failed to tell you young

folks that LBJ is probably the number one tyrant that's walked

the face of this earth since Julius Caesar. He was not able

to run for re-election because you young ;kiddies got out in

the street across this country with a moral dedication# not

with a brick# not with a nuclear bomb# but with a moral

dedication# saying we do not want this country goitig-this

way.

"The President failed to tell you that because of

young people# 15 #000 that showed up in Chicago# Nixon is the

President of the United states instead of Humphrey. And there's

a lot of people that's upset. They say# well you mean those

young kids did that? And when you are dealing with pure, moral

young kids and' you're talking about a politician# it don't

matter which politician is in# because all of them ain't nothing

but a bunch of slimy# degenerate# immoral fools that's unfit

and unqualified to run this nation. This country, has to be

run by statesmen. And if ^you youngsters change the system#

be sure you hold them statesmen' instead of politicians and

you'll live to see a very beautiful thing happen in this country.

So don't let nobody tell you how strong you are or how immoral

you are, because you're not at all. I speak to wer a million
young people a year, and it saddens me as I go from campus to

campus# not only to ‘have to tell you that you have to soive the

problems confronting. America today# but you have to solve
problems that you didn't have nothing to do With creating.

These problems was here when you got here# but they will not

be here when you leave.

"People don't understand what's on the young folks

mind today? it's simple. You young people have never been in

a situation today like young folks. No young person has ever
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been in a situation in this country like you've been in.
Because not only did us old fools ahead of you not solve the
problems, we used up all the tricks. We got no more tricks,
baby. Ah, when I was a kid my mama and my daddy and my
grandma and my grandpa taught me, 'One day you're going to
grow up boy, and some white man is going to call you a nigger.
Don't be mad now, God don't like no ugly.* Sure enough, one
of them crackers called me a nigger. Sure enough, I wasn't
mad. I got seven black kids at home, and if a cracker ever
calls one of them a nigger, it won't surprise them, and they
won't react to it.

"There ain't no more tricks left for the black folks
nor for the white folks. So we old fools wonder why you react
like you react. We didn't leave you nothing here to react to.
It'$ sort of like I could go to my hotel tonight, get in bed,
go to sleep, and the hotel catch on fire and I burn to death.
That's possible, but it is not possible for Dick Gregory to walk
into a hotel that's on fire with intentions of going to sleep.

i

"That's where you youngsters are today. Make no
mistake about it, baby, we've used up all the tricks. There's
a couple of young fools still left, but that's not even. worth
worrying about, because most young folks see where this thing
is going and where it's headed. Most young folks know your
faith and destiny wholly depends on you..

"So I say to you tonight, I did not come here this
evening to impress you but only to inform you that when I
leave here this evening, I could care less about what you
think about Dick Gregory. I've always had the consolation of
knowing that whenever we wake up, this year, next year, twenty
years from now, we'll always be able to say at least Brother
Greg didn't lie to us. That's the biggest problem confronting
you youngsters today. We keep lying to you.
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"It's nothing new., We've always, we start at the

crib telling you about that Santa Claus boy. If my mama is

going to lie to me, anybody is qualified to lie to me. They've
got me writing a letter to the North Pole. The first letter
I"’ ever wrote in my life, man, I'm writing to some character
that don't exist. North Pole. Dear Mr. Santa, and the letter

didn't even leave the city. And I wait around way up in

February waiting on an answer * going to the mailbox every day.

Because I must admit to you, that Santa Claus trick goes + over

better in the white community than it does in the black
community. Not that we didn't want it, but we just know damn
good and well that ain't no white cat coming in our neighborhood
after midnight

•

"Twenty-four hours a day we lie to you young folks.
What do we. tell you now the number one problem confronting
America is air pollution. The number one problem confronting
America today is moral pollution. This is the most morally
polluted, degenerate, insane nation on the face of the earth.
You young kids have the job of giving America her sanity back,
and I hope you don't make the mistake the old fools have
made. I'm so damn sick and tired of these old right wing
patriots eulogizing my country. America is not dead yet,
thanks to you young people.

i

"America the Beautiful ... that ain't nothing
but a eulogy. You save that for dead folks. How in the hell
can America be beautiful when, you ' ve got that Indian trapped
up on that reservation? Are you out of your mind? You sat
and knelt to pray this Thanksgiving. Do you know the Indian
taught Americans Thanksgiving, and you got him locked up? Who
in the hell were you praying to, a monster? You couldn't
have been praying to no God. And if you can pray to your God
in America with that Indian locked on the reservation, y'all
can take your God and run somewhere with it, baby, because
I don't want no part of him. This is what you've got to do.
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"But the whole world is looking at America. You've
got to make some basic changes. And* the church don't know it,
not just the Baptist Church, but every church on the face of
this earth is going to get a test by you young folks, because

* as you go, so goes the church. Because people all over the
world look-at America. 1

«

1 *>

"You've got a tremendous responsibility, so let's
start talking about the cancer that exists in this country
and then we can save it. I'm damn sick and tired of
everybody talking about America the Beautiful. Where? Where?
Let's make her that. Give her the examination that you young -

kids are doing today.

"So I say you youngsters got a tremendous responsi-
bility. Thanks to us old fools, you got a job to do. I don't
think I have to sit here and tell you young folks what you're
bucking. You looked at the Democratic Convention on television
That was the best thing ever happened for young folks because
even the young fOol that wanted to be a young fool couldn't no
more if he watched that.

"Three days after the Democratic Convention was over,
the whole establishment went out of their way to tell you
you didn't see what you saw on television. You know, if
Kosygin was dealing with the world as insane as America, you
know he could beat that Czechoslovakian rap. All he'd have to
do is get on worldwide television and say 'You all didn't see
it. It didn't happen. It was the press that created it. We
admit we put little miniature tanks on the Czech border as
toys and the press. just blew it up.'

"Yeah, 15,000 hippies and yippies showed up in
Chicago and changed business. Now, the walker Report comes
out and says it was a police riot, which I don't agree with.
It was not police action you watched on television; it was
political action. If Daley said leave them alone, the cops
would. have had to leave them alone. All of the bLame should
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have gone on Daley., During the Democratic Convention, Daley

said all of his efforts wa3 to preserve law and order, and

that same; fool that was trying to preserve law and order during,

the Democratic Convention, if you stayed up late that night of

election night and watched’ them returns coming in, that was the .-?

one that was stealing votes. The whole world got to see it,

television. Cook County didn't come through. They kept holding

out, kept holding out. That's the same mayor that was talking

about law and order. ' Hmmm. Yep, bad thing about them politicians.

"That's one good thing when I was running for the n
,

presidency. I was the only one running. The rest of them

fools was- running for sheriff. Elect me and I'll’ support law

and order. Ha, Ha, Ha. I hope you young kids wake up and

realize any time a politician- talks about law and order and

never mentions the Crime Syndicate,, he ain't doing nothing

•but lying to you because you ain' t going to- get law and. order

in ,this country until you bust that. Crime Syndicate, baby.

What's the most detriment to American Society, a nigger snatching

a pocketbook on the street corner cP
,

tl)em Crime Syndicate putting

heroin into the schools across this country? Don't be no damn

fool all your life.

"What's the most detriment to this country? Out of

all the riots we've had in the black community in the last five

years, haven't one riot ever corrupted a- policeman, haven't

one riot ever bought a judge, (haven't one riot ever bought a ^
politician. This damn crime syndicate corrupts judges, politicians, ;

and cops every day, of the week. Are you worried about that?

"What are we talking about? Are you talking about

this thing or are you talking about some more tricks? I say

the Democratic Convention was a good thing. Everybody got to

see it for what it was worth. 15,000 hippies and yippies and

that Walker Report. . I can't believe some people had nerve

enough.

9
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"Well, they couldn't trick, that report like they
did that old Warren Report, No,, because they were dealing
with young folks on that report; they aren't dealing with no
fools. And they didn't’ even need to do, no report for you.
The hell I'm going to stand here tonight and spit on you
all, and they're going to do a six-month report and spend a

million dollars to say I spit on you. You don't need nobody
to tell you that.

"15,000 hippies and yippies came to Chicago to
change the system. And I ask you, who do you think was the
most immoral in Chicago, the hippies and the yippies, or the
Shriners when they was there for their convention? Who do
you think committed the most adultery in Chicago, the hippies
and the yippies, or the Shriners? Who do you think spent the
most money on whores and prostitutes in Chicago, the hippies
and yippies, or the Shriners?

"What are we talking about? Nobody got upset over

the ghriners because the Shriners didn't come to change nothing,

just came to buy something.

"Yeah, you young kids got the system shook up. You
saying to us old fools that morality will po longer mean a

Brooks Brothers suit,, clean-shaven face, and a haircut once
a week and you can have all the adultery going you wan^ and
you are still Mr. so and so. Morality will no longer mean
getting your dresses from Paree and bathing in Chanel No. 5

and having your abortion every two years, and still being Mrs.
so and so. You young kids are saying morality will no
longer be bought. You are saying morality will come ’from

within and not from without. And that business has a whole
lot of: fools uptight, baby.

10
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"That's why we get upset. That's why we tell you

you've got to shave. That's why we tell you you can't have

no beard. Because when you start getting that way, we lose

our way we're supposed to test the moral# dignified man. So#

you youngsters are really putting us old fools to a trick# ,

baby. The only reason us old fools is out ahead of you today

is because you're chasing us. So I say to you youngsters#

you know if you watch television# as bad as television is#

that old tube# every now and then it will show things.

"That same television set that showed those 15 #000

hippies and yippies in Chicago#, ten weeks ago it showed another

crowd in the streets, not in Chicago and not hippies and yippies.

Ten weeks ago the crowd was in New York City, 20 #000 sick

degenerates from Wall Street came out one morning to look at

a broad's titties# and nobody got upset over it. J. Edgar

Hoover did not say titty-watching is Communist inspired. Oh#

when America stoops to the degeneracy of titty-watching# 20 #000

strong.

"It wasn't them irresponsible kids# baby? it was

20 #000 people from Wall Street and Madison Avenue that decides

what ypu are going to be studying in these colleges and

universities# that decides what the prices of everything is

agoing to be. What do you call 20,000 titty-watchers# extremists

left or right?
,

*

"And Sister Francine claims she would love to walk

out of that subway one morning without being watched. That's

simple. All she has to do is understand the secrets of this

country. All she would have to do in New York City tonight

is hold a press conference and say 'Tomorrow morning I'll

emerge out of that subway wearing one of the tightest sweaters

ever been worn in the history of the woirld.' And I guarantee

you, tomorrow morning at eight o'clock# 300,000 of these

slimy degenerates will be waiting on her. And at 11:33 when

she emerged out of that subway with that tight sweater on#
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if she never wanted to be looked at again by them degenerates,
right across her bosom have a sign that reads, 'Bring the
boys home from Vietnam,' baby, I guarantee you within two
minutes time 300,000 sick degenerates will be gone, back into
their Madison Street offices to finish participating in their
anti-trust problems.

"So, l tell you youngsters, you got a gob on your
hands. They assassinated MARTIN LUTHER KING and everybody
said, 'Oh, they assassinated Dr. King.' They assassinated
Bobby Kennedy and everybody said 'Oh, they assassinated Bobby.'
They assassinated President Kennedy. And nobody was upset in
this country when they assassinated Lincoln Rockwell. Either
you're going to be a country that's against all assassinations
regardless of who it is, or you are not. Nobody gets upset
over assassination in this country until they assassinate
somebody we like. 99 per cent of everybody in this country
that got upset when Martin Luther King was assassinated, if
George Wallace was assassinated in the morning, they wouldn't
get upset. You young kids under stand how filthy this is,

what your job is? You got a mighty big job.

"I do not advocate destroying the capitalistic
system. I say to you young folks, you better work like hell
to beat the capitalists into their rightful position, and
that is behind the United States Constitution and not in
front of it.

"This country do not function in the democratic
process. This country is not governed by the united States
Constitution. This country is controlled and governed by the
capitalists. It is a sad thing when the capitalists control
the Constitution. That means we put emphasis on property
rights instead of emphasis on human rights. That's very sad.
Nobody gives a damn about the constitution. You go out on
the Constitution and peacefully protest and peacefully assemble

12
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all you want 'all over the country# and say we want strong gun

legislation* The capitalists that manufacture the guns say

you're not going to get strong gun legislation# and I say

in a nation so insane will demand that you get a prescription

to get your medicine but you don't need one to get your gun.

I can? t hit you in the head with my pills and kill you. I

can't throw my cough syrup on you and injure you. It's a

constitutional right that Americans be able to bear arms # but

I say if you are going tohave human rights that I can get to

my medicine to get well# and if you are going to put me
through all them changes to get my cough syrup# then damn it#

you ought to put Americans through them changes to get their

guns.

"So I say you youngsters# you got to move the
capitalists out of your way. Put them behind or you're going
to be in trouble. This country will tell you young eighteen-
year-old boys that at eighteen years you are old enough to go
to war and die, but you are not old enough to vote. There's
something bad about a nation that thinks that way.

"You young cats scare me. You young kids walk
around and talk about 'If I've got to go to war at eighteen,

I want to be able to vote at eighteen.' Don't be no fool.

If you've got to go and die at eighteen# you better get the

right to vote at seventeen# baby. If you could get to vote
when you were seventeen years old, might not be no wars when
you get eighteen.

"And all you folks that lwe wars and want to go

fight wars, ain't nothing wrong with that. But I think some

kind of way you ought to wake up and before yau run down there
and join that army and talk about America the Beautiful# you
ought to ask DuPont and Rockefeller how many of their kids

they ever sent. I can't believe poor fools are going to

stay poor fools all their life while you stay busy being
patriotic.
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"Is Dean Rusk supposed to be patriotic? bean Rusk's
son has been old enough to go for five years, and he ain't never
been drafted yet. Is that something? J

I wish I was old enough
to be drafted, I'd fly right to Washington, D, C, and handcuff
myself to Dean Rusk's son, and I'd tell the government and the
rest of you fools whatever is wrong with Dean Rusk's son is wrong
with me. And all you patriotic fools can run get your brains
blowed out, but baby, you can believe before I ever go .over there
them Rockefellers, them DuPonts, and them Gettys and all them
crackers that are making a multi-billion dollars a week on the
war, are going to be over there ahead of me, baby.

' ' V
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"I can't believe poor folks in this country are so
busy dying, and the rich just keep getting richer. Rocky and
them, they just live and,,,their kids get old and fat and just
wallow all over the resort places all over the world. No, baby,

I sure hope you can fight your way out of this.

"If you want the right to vote, it's up to you to vote.
You can get it. Just address it to the capitalists. Yeah, bon't
be marching down the street on the consitution talking about we
want the right to vote. if you young folks want the right to
vote at 17 years old, you organize across this country, and after
you get organized you go to the record industry and you tell the
record industry that manufactures phonograph records ... You
>say, 'baby, if you cats don't go to Washington, D. C. and lobby
and in two months time come up with a bill that we 17 year olds
can vote, we are going to hold a nationwide boycott against buying
records for two years.' Don't you' know before the record industry
would let you kids wipe out a multi-billion dollar a year industry,
they'll let 13 year olds vote if that's what you want.

"Oh, I hope you all understand how strong you are. But
it's the capitalists you got to talk to. Young folks want that
war ended in Vietnam? .This state right here could end the war.
'You let young folks walk across this country and tell the cigarette
industry if the war ain't over in two weeks and the boys ain't back

14
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home in two months, we going to quit smoking.
(

(

’The cigarette

indsutry is the third largest industry in America, and you know
, ,

they ain't going ^to let no Vietnamese, viet-who, viet-nothing,

put them out of business. No. No.
, . ,

,

"That's something, I haven't really, been able to understand*

about young folks as I go from college campus to college campus.
,

*

And I'm kind of putting my hopes in youtfoungi folks and thought youv,-4‘

were hip. But every time I look around, you got one of them
cigarettes in your mouth. We old fools done told you it's going to
cause cancer, and' you're supposed to be the hip generation. I

can't believe that. iAnd what insults me, is hot the fact you got
a right to give anything you want to give. I kind of question are

you going to be damn fool enough to pay for it? Put 20 cents/more

in the machine and* get a thing that says 'caution.' Well, I'm
going to pay 40 cents for some bad news.

"But you know, I resent seeing young folks smoke, not
because you don't have the freedom of doing it, it's because nature
is so beautiful that I just hate the fact that you young folks
will put more priority on one part of the body than you would put
on the other part. Because I know damn good and well had that
report said cigarette smoking affects you sexually, you all would
quit. Just shows you, nobody cares about their chest. If that
report had said cigarette smoking affects you sexually, I

probably would have started back because it* didn't say which way.

"I say you youngsters have a mighty job moving the
capitalists behind the United States Consti tution and not in front
of it. Ye£, because as long as the capitalists control this
country we will* put the emphasis on property rights. That's
why Mayor Richard J. Daley • in Chicago could' say, 'Shoot all
looters< to kill.* That's why the statement sounded so good in
^so many years. They never said shoot murderers to kill. They
never said shoot dope pushers to kill. And to be* honest with you,
when Daley - made that statement, 'Shoot all footers to kill,' it's
the first time I ever agreed with him. I sent him a* telegram.

15
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I said, 'Dear fool, your statement pertaining toshooting all
looters to kill, I agree with wholeheartedly/ if you' make one
stipulation. Let's make it retroactive and let's first put the,
gun'in the Indians' hand. Let him shoot his looters to kill,'
I didn't hear from him,

"I say to you youngsters, you have a job to do. And
whatever you do, keep your eye on us old fools, especially those
at home. Mama and Daddy. Ask them a lot of questions and see
where they are because you got to sleep with them. See, if you
go home and somebody comes and knocks on your door at home,
Mama and- Daddy says 'Who is it?' And he says 'government
inspector,' and you say 'What do you want?' He says,, "We come
to get your dog or your cat.' You say, 'What?' He says, 'Yeah,
we got a new law now. We're sending dogs and cats to Vietnam.'
I don't have to tell you' how much hell your Mama and Daddy would
raise if somebody tried to sendi that dog, to Vietnam.' You know.
It would be a shootout on i the front lawn. As funny as that seems
baby, it's sad.

\

"When, you youngsters realize that you're living in a
society today where your Mama and, Daddy would raise. more hell
over the dog going to Vietnam than they raise over you, that's
more scary than funny. You got some changes to* make, changes
to make.

i

"I was at the University of Wisconsin not too long
ago and a young cat walked up to me and said, 'Mr. Gregory,
I've got a problem maybe you can help me with.' I said, 'Yeah,
what's the problem son?' He said, 'I'm a draft resistor and
I decided l<m not going to kill. It's against my religious
background; it's against everything. I'm not going to kill.'
I said, 'that’s your decision, baby, there's nothing wrong with
it.* He says,, 'Well, I'm going crazy.' I said, 'Really,why?'
He said, 'My, Mama and Daddy~don't talk to me no more, ^haven't
heard from them. They don't want me to come home.' I said, 'Well
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if you're going to worry about the reactions of a fool, you're
supposed to gp crazy.' He said, 'That's my Mania and DaddyV'

I said, "Wait a minute, don't waste my time, boy. That Mama
and Daddy of yours has got up tight because you don't want to
go to war, because you don't want to kill nobody. That same
Mama and Daddy I know damn good and well, had you taken 40
sticks of dynamite last night and threw it into the girls'
dormitory, that Mama and Daddy that don't want to talk to you
today would be down here on the campus hugging you and saying
that's my boy. What got into you? We'll get you the best
lawyer money can buy, son.' Do you understand what you're
dealing with? Kill everybody in the dormitory and Mama and
Daddy can rally behind that, because this system can cater more
to a murder than they can to a man who stands up and asserts
his moral man.

MDo you ever wonder why these old fools get upset over
these draft card burners? Do you ever ask yourself which is the
most important card in America today? Which is the most important
card we have, the draft card or the Social Security Card? Social
Security card stays with you all your life; women and men have
Social Security cards, right? Draft card stays with you part of
your life, and men have draft cards. So, beyond a shadow of a
doubt. Social Security card is the most important card you have.
Why is it we can all sit here tonight and burn the Social Security
card and nobody cares? And this is the most important card you'll
ever have in your life. Burn your draft card and everybody wants
to act like a damn fool. Because when you young kids burn them
draft cards you're saying to us old fopls, one day old fool, you're’
going to get this country in a war and we're not going to fight, and
you're going to have to fight it yourself. That scares us. We
got news for you youngsters. Before we go fight one or two wars,
we'll quit having them.

17
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"No, I tell you youngsters, yoh've got a lot of questions

to ask yourself. One day you've got to ask the question loud and

strong if democracy is as good as we tell you it! is, then why are

we running all over the world trying to ram it down people's
throats with a gun? And the day you young folks make this democracy
work right for the first time, that's the day we can bring the guns

home. Because, you see anything good you don't have to force on
people; they will steal it. So, you can be a fool if you wait
and run around here talking about Communism instead of tightening
up your democracy. Baby, the greater detriment to Communism in

the history of this wirld is for you to make that Constitution
work right. There are Communists all over the world. It really a

upsets me the way you Southerners freak out behind Communists.
You're the same way we niggers used to be with ghosts. Anytime
some old white man wanted to control the niggers was to say, 'The

ghost is going to get you, boy, ' and we just sweat it out fast.,

"They do you the same way. They tell you about the
Communists and you just go crazy, instead of standing up one day
asking them to name them. J. Edgar Hoover, said there's Communists
in the civil rights movement. Ask him to name them. He said
Communists came to Chicago against the Democratic Convention. I

don't doubt it, but I say, damn it, name them. That don't seem
like it's asking too much. They don't ever name them, and all you
fools freak out over a threat. Name it.

j

n 1 1

"My Mama and Daddy used to ccntrol us with the ghosts.
She was out there working at the white folks' house, couldn't .

get home, would call us up and say, 'You in bed? If you not,

the ghost going to get you.' Man, we got in bed at seven o'clock,
waiting on the ghost.

1

I I

*
1

|

"Let me say to you young people, probably the most
important thing I could say to you tonight is what I'm going to
say right now. Don’t make the mistake in this or any other
institution, don't make the same mistake us fools made when we
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sat in these institutions ahead' of you. We were so busy trying
to learn hoW to make a living, ’we forgot to learn how to' live.
Please, youngsters, learn how to live. You see so many people
say 'I'm going to school to learn how to be somebody.' Hell,
you was born somebody. If you're going to let somebody teach
you how to be somebody else, 1 that makes you two people. Read
what Sigmund Freud says happens to you when you become two people.
Why you got to go to school for four years and'pay top dollars for
somebody to teach you how to be crazy? You say well, you got to
eat. Well, you know, do you know how powerful nature is? A
gorilla has to eat. Have you ever known one to go to college so
he can get him a job? Have you ever been shopping with a gorilla
in. a store? Have you ever read of a gorilla starving to death?
You see, one thing you youngsters got to do when you change this
system, one thing you must do, and people say why don't you
all come inside and change the system? Tell them' it's too corrupt,
too corrupt.

I* _ » I M
I

(

H ' *

"How in the hell are you going to change the system
with the electoral college sitting, there when' you don't even vote
for the President? Four years ago had these fools in* this country
picked up a paper and read, 'In -Moscow, Russia they are going out
to vote today, November 5, for a new Premier, but they don't
count because bn December 16 the Electoral College is going to
meet in Moscow and* they decide *who the Premier is' going to* be.'
You know what everybody would be saying in America? * Bnmm - That's
Communism for you;

• II v :

"Now .you youngsters change the*system, 6ne of the most
corrupt establishments,, more so corrupt than the church, is the
institutions* of higher education, because they are frauds, baby,
thay are frauds i Colleges and universities across this country
do not educate? they indoctrinate, and there is a difference
between educating a j man and indoctrinating a man. You educate him
to control him, you indoctrinate him to control him. You educate

(
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him so he can understand nature, and if you ever understand
nature, baby, and find out the beauty of what you are, you ‘11
be mighty powerful and mighty strong.

^ ^

"Let me ask you a question, raise your hands, how
many of you in this room tonight understand Chinese? One, two.
I saw two people, maybe there's three. Look at this audience.
I say that to show you how strong nature is. Two people in this
gathering understand Chinese. Are you aware of the fact that dogs
in China tonight understand Chinese? Never been to college. Dogs
in Russia understand Russian. Do you? Dogs in Germany understand
German. I say that to say you're born through nature with all
the wisdom you need to find your way out of one of these tricks
because you want dignity. Don't let anybody tell you you get
that from an institution. 1

"And so I hope you youngsters open up your eyes. Stop "

being programmed. Oh, we got a way we program you in institutions.
When you come, we give you a book. Here is for the class
assignments, now, that’s not the way we program you, no. After
you read the book, we give you what we call a test, and if you
didn't read" the book you can't pass the test. That's programming.
Kids are hip to it? they do everything they can. They stoop to
some of the lowest depths in their life to steal the test.
Because if you can get -the test, they put the grade on the transcript
That's all that counts, because the transcript don’t make nobody
nothing after you get out of here, but you.

I ^
!

"What's a transcript? Do you realize you leavfe this
institution, or any other institution, ten years from now, five
years from now, and get ready to get married, do you think your
other partner is going to ask to see your trars cript? Well, if
you graduate from here tonight and this institution burned down
to the ground and every record burned with it, do you think that
would affect your life one way or the other? Oh, them transcripts
help us fools understand how nice we've indoctrinated you.
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Hmmm, Davy Jones, A's, A's,'yes, bring him in with the company,,
we need him* And when we talk about some schools are better than
the others, that don't mean education Wise. It means like
Harvard and Yale has tremendous backings to indoctrinate. And
them are the wierdest fools you ever seen in your life, one

’

of them Yale or Harvard cats. Little beady eyes. Brook Brothers
suits, acting all strange. All of them talk alike now. They
have that same indoctrination. Bit cat says, 'Yeah, hire a
Harvard man, because you know you can hire him. He ain't going
to steal from us for five years, anyway.'

"So, I say to you youngsters, you've got a lot of
changes to make, but fight off the indoctrination as much as
ycu can.

"You know, it's almost sickening to look at you young
women. I think, sometimes I wonder if nature really put you here
to be the fools you have ended up being. I mean, if you could
just think for five minutes, it would give me faith in the
whole world; You don't think. I know animals protect themselves
and their kids better than you protect yourself and your kids.
I can't believe you women. 'We want the right to vote, we
want the right to work. ' We going to have you doing all the work
one day. I can't believe nature put you here, down flat on your
feet, and some old man done jacked you up and got you up on your
heels, and you're just like a damn fool, keep staying up there.
We didn't get up on ours, and we made high-heeled shoes.

j

"I mean, somewhere, when you was born, nature made
you a woman, and there is nothing you or nobody else can do to
improve on your womanhood. You dumb broads spend billions of
dollars a year trying to improve on your face. What's all that
for? Nature carved you out at birth, and ain't a damn thing
Helena Rubenstein can do for you.
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“But baby, if you women would ever wake up. Check
the history books and find out the last time a woman started a

war. The men start the wars and then we come back and get
your babies to fight them. When are you ever going to Wake t

up? i know animals wouldn't be so stupid. You carry that .baby

in your belly for nine months? then you spit it out; then you watch
it grow up? you hug it when it's sick, hold it when it's cold,
laugh with it when it's happy, and then us fool men get a war going
and we say, 'All right, give me that boy,' And you send it. Are
you out of your mind? Because one day when you women -decide in.

the crib that you're not raising.no killers, that's the day we're
going to have to find another way to fight wars.

“All over the world, men's worried about the population
explosion. Do you ever turn on the television, ever read an
article where women are worried about the population explosion?
All the men’s worried about population explosion. Now it takes
a man and a woman to have a baby. The women ain't worried
about it? we're worrying about it, but we make you take the pill.
Can you really be that simple? I mean, all you got to &o is tell
the men, you know, it takes two to tango, baby, 'you all take the
pill^since you're worried about it.' Because if you men will
step it at your end, we ain't got nothing to worry about,

"Or if you don't want to be that dirty, just make a"
law. You women take the pill on- the even months, we take it on
the uneven months. You know, the Surgeon General of the United
States, if he ever .releases that secret data, that report on
birth control pills, well they .know damn good and well fifteen
years from' now they're going to be fatal to 85 per cent of every-
body that's been using them for a long period of time.

"But it ain't the first time they held a' report. ' They
held the cigarette report -up, thanks to this state; for "tWent^
ye^rs. if you girls only knew what the men was doing, baby, if
you only knew *about those birth control. Well, you think .you
are tricking nature when you get under your little bush with
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your pill and you think you can teally trick and fake out the
business of bosses. I don't know if. Nixon is morally dedicated
enough to release that report. People in London found out
about it. That's why they took birth control pills off the
market, because of this report, here. So I say one day, after
women ever wake up, somewhere, then you don'i have to worry
about us men, because once you change your attitude, we're
going to have to- change ours.

"So l say to you youngsters, keep your eyes open wide,
stay alert, think. If you don't understand it, keep wrestling
with it until you do. That's why when you see Brother Greg I've
always got my Bible with me. I don't go nowhere without my
Bible. I don't read it, oh, I used to didn't even carry it with
me. Yeah. Ever since I found out the missionaries went to
Africa, and when they arrived in Africa, the Africans owned
all the land and the missionaries owned all the Bibles. And
when the missionaries left the Africans had all the Bibles, and
the missionaries had all the land. I say this is a hell of
a book, here. I'm going to keep this book, because one day
I'm going to go in the Hilton Hotel, baby, with my Bible. And
when I walk in Hilton will own the hotel and I'll have the Bible.
And when I leave. I'll have the hotel, and you'll see Hilton
standing there with the Bible.

H0h, I can't tell how much I have learned from the
white Christian. I'll never forget when I first met ray first
white Christian. I was a little bitty kid, eight years old,
walking down the street. I heard a cat say, 'Come here, boy.'
That's how come I knew he was a white Christian. I said, *'Yessir,
Mr. white Christian.' He said, 'Boy, what is it you want to do
when you grow,up?* I said, 'Mr. ‘White Christian, when I grow
up I wants to go to Africa so I can visit my ancestors.^ He
said, 'Boy, why do you want to go to Africa jand visit them savages?
I said, 'Mr. White Christian, why do you want to call my ancestors •

savages?* He said, 'Because they're cannibals.' I said, 'What's
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a cannibal?' He said, 'They eat people. ' I- said, 'Ooh, ooh,
teal live human beings? They cook them?' Sounds funny? It's
a hell of a thing to find out one day your folks eat folks.
And I had to take his word for it because I know white Christians
ain't going to lie to us, right? Right. Right.

"About two weeks later, I got it confirmed. I went
to see my first Tarzan movie. I walked' in the middle of the
novie and there them black cats was cooking them folks. I was
eight years old. I didn’t know them wasn't real, live Africans.
Them was some old California niggers, but how did I know? Oh,
I was upset.

“X rushed out of the movie and ran to the first church
I came to.“ it happened to be a white Christian church. I fell
on my knees and said, 'Oh, please my God, forgive my savage

cannibal ancestors for eating them folks.' The white Christian
ministor overheard my prayer. He was touched because he just
lost three missionaries the week before. He was so touched by
my prayer he walked out from behind the back room and walked up
to the altar where I was kneeling down and reached down and put
his hand on my head and rubbed it for luck. He says, 'Boy, I
can't believe a black boy has got that much sense, to pray for
them black savage cannibals.' I said, 'Yessir, Mr. White Christian
Minister, I'm so sorry my ancestors eat folks. I sure want to
thank you forletting me use this white church to pray in.'

"Just as 2 got ready to split, he grabbed me and, said,
'Any black boy got that much sense to pray for them cannibals, I
want you to stick around and share communion with us.' I said,
'No sir, Mr. White Christian Minister, I just wanted to pray for the
cannibals. Communion, what's that?' He said, 'Get oh your knees
boy, open your mouth. This is his body, and this is his blood;'
Yes, I've learned a lot from the white Christians. Now, I pray
for all the cannibals, even those who become cannibals by proxy.
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"So, I say to you youngsters, you have a powerful
job. You know, if you really want to have some fun one day,
take this American history book and read it without being
programmed. Ju?t get under a tree by yourself. You'll find out
;the American history book is the most vile, corrupt, dirty,
stinking piece cf literature that's ever been printed. Except
the first page, I take that back. Th^ first page of the American
history book; every time I read it I just want to cry. The
American History Book, page one, here was a white European who
decided that he wanted to break the shackles that bound him to
the king and queen. He decided that he wanted to strike out and
find a new land where he could worship his own god, where he could
seek out freedom of religion, freedom of expression, freedom of
speech. Can't nobody go against that, that's page one. But
don't turn the page. Page two says on :the way over here to find
his god, he stole us. That's a hell of a prayer meeting, ain't
it? He's going to find God with some slaves. The more you
read it, the worse it gets.

"Page 163, not only did he steal us, but he came to
these shores and discovered a country that was already occupied.
Ask yourself one day, how do you do that? How do you discover
something that's not only occupied but being used at the time?

,
And then print that in your history book and send it out all •

over the world. How do you discover occupied country? And wonder
why the whole world don't trust us. How do you discover something
somebody else owns? Now, you put that filth in your history
books fiac.your own kids to read, and wonder what's wrong with
them.

"That's like me and my old lady walking out of here
tonight and you and your lady sitting in your brand-new automobile.
And my lady look at me and saying, 'My, that's a mighty nice
looking car, sure wish I had it.' And I say, 'Let's discover
it.' Yeah, this history book is a hell of a book here. I'll
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give you a little test on it.‘ 'Give me liberty or give me
death, ' who said that? Rap Brown, didn't he? Who said’ this,
'Don't shoot till you see the whites, I mean of their eyes?'
I don't know?

j
!

You know, l wish you youngsters would do me a favor
sometime this week, if you would stop by the library and take
a pen and a piece of paper with you, and check out a book that
has the Declaration of independence in it, and copy it down for
me. Put it in your hip pocket and keep it 24 hours a day. Don't
read it, just copy it down. Your girls put it in your pocketbook.
And here's the favor I want you to do for me, when the riot
season opens up again.

"Yeah, we even been programmed. White folks has told
us we supposed to riot in seasons. July through August, that's
the season. And we didn't show this year and just scared the
hell out of them. After King got killed, we came out and tore
the country up, but that didn't count because that wasn't the
season. Oh, they got cats in the Pentagon who said, 'Wonder
what happened to them? What happened.' They're nervous, they're
scared. They asked George .Wallace how come you think they
didn't riot? Wallace said, 'You know them niggers is lazy and
shiftless. They wasn't coming out three years in a row. They’re
tired. ' I tell you where we was the last riot season. We decided
we got tired of stealing all them old bad, no good products.'
And we decided to go underground and study the Consumer Reports.
When the riot season opens up again, we ain't stealing no more
Motorolas, baby.

"Would you believe I got a cousin in Chicago, the night
the riot broke, his luck was so bad, now dig, my cousin wouldn't
steal anything that isn't worth stealing. His luck was so bad
that out of all the nights to pick to go get your television set 1

out of the repair shop, yeah, he picked the night the riot broke.
If you could have seen him trying to explain to that white cop this
was his set. Yeah, my cousin would be dead now if that cop had
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not been hip. Ho, he just looked up at that cop and said, ‘Do
you know anybody in their right mind that would steal a Motorola?'

"Here's what I want you to do for me, th!e 'favcir
1

.' when
the riot season opens up again, I want you to go home *and get
around your parents. That goes for you black folks, too. You
got some old black folks at home that thinks, some of them,, more
corrupt than the Ku Klux Klan. Put your television in the
middle of the room and turn on the evening news, because they're
going to show those black cats looting and burning and socking it
to them towns. Now, turn on Huntley and Brinkley because they
get close-ups. ABC and CBS, they're scared of the black neigh-
borhood. They come by and try to get it over a helicopter. NBC
gets such close-ups of the riots you can recognize your kinfolks.
'Looky there, there's Uncle Dudlow. I didn't know he was in
Detroit. Look at him.'

"After you get NBC on, get your television adjusted,
run upstairs and get your folks. Say, 'Come on down, I want to
show you something.' And when they sxt there and look at them niggers
rioting and’ looting and socking it to them towns, just listen- to
them. 'Wonder what's wrong' with them. Sometimes our folks just
don't know how to act. Niggers, all of them act like that, need
to be . . •

' just let them talk. Let them talk and get it out
of their system.

.
.• '

'
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"Then, I want you to go up to the television and cut
the sound off. Reach in your pocket or your npocketbook and pull
out your Declaration of independence, and while they are looking
at them niggers burn and sock it to them towns, I want you to
>read the Declaration of Independence as loud as you can, and maybe
them fools will understand what they are looking at for the first
time. 'We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal and endowed by the creator with certain
unalienable rights, that when these rights are destroyed- over a
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long period' of time, it is your duty to destroy or abolish
that government." Now, I know them old fools are going to
assume that's some message Malcolm X left for Rap Brown,
but I'm sure with a minimum amount of persuasion, that is their
beloved Declaration of Independence, the one with the mistake
on it, that one where they forgot to write in, 'for white only.'
Black folks read it, and you know we're so stupid when we read
it, if you don't put it on there, it’s for you, we didn't
know it. We thought it was for all Americans. Yeah1

, we thought
George Washington and Patrick Henry and Thomas Jefferson, them
white herpes you pushed on me, we thought they were speaking for
all Americans after long periods of time. We didn't know they
were just speaking for white folks.

"And one thing you better do is get that white-boy
history book out of ray ghetto, because, baby,, there ain't no
way in the hell you can teach me about Washington and Payne
and Jefferson, and do you think 'Give me liberty or give me
death' meant 'We shall overcome'?

"Do you think you can tell me about the white folks
getting me out of school, every holiday I'm out of school. Some
vicious white cat that wanted to beat up somebody for freedom,
and now when I want to be like him, since you told me I was
inferior to you and I had started acting like you. I had to start
throwing dynamite like you and get my rights like you did. That's
what you said in here. Now, were you lying? Funny thing's
happening to Niggers today, is that we're acting white. Right out
of this history book, baby. Patrick Henry, George Washington,
and* Tom Payne, and Thomas Jefferson. And if you don't like the
way we're acting, we say get the damn book out of our community,
or you're going to be in trouble.

"So I tell you youngsters today that you've got a lot
of changes to make. You can make them. The system has to be
completely, thoroughly overhauled, because it's not fair for
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you to say you see, we are so corrupt today, that when you
finish high school you're too pure to join us. But after you
get through college, you qualify. Yeah, you're ready to move

,

on into the system then. I say you got a big job to do, a
mighty powerful job to do,

"In closing, let me briefly discuss with you, we are
going to run over a little bit tonight, so those of you that got
another job to get to, a baby-sitter, and want to split, I hope
that you will be honest enough with yourself that whenever you
have to leave or want to leave, you can feel free to get up and
leave without sitting there worrying about if you walk out on
me, some fool's going to think you're a racist. If at any
part you get ready to leave, I hope you just move out quietly.
I hope you will not be one of the foul-minded people that will
sit and worry about what some fool thinks your intentions were
for leaving. I hope you can be that free.

"I want to tell you that black folks have got an attitude,
and rightfully so. We're tired of these insults. We're tired
of white America telling us to be non-violent. I wonder if you
understand how bad that insults us. America telling us to be
non-violent. The only country in the history of the world that's
dropped the nuclear bomb on another human being, and they're asking -

us to be non*violent. Nobody knows any better than me. I’m a
slave to non-violence. I believe in non-violence to the extent 1

that I had, to become a vegetarian five years ago, because I believed
'Thou shalt not kill' means just that, and so animals are covered
under that. With me, I'm not pushing it on nobody elsb. My
non-violentism, I don't go around preaching noh-violentism. In 1

the nation, the Constitution says you have a right to bear arms,
and I'm not against that, but my belief I do not want to bear
arms. If a man breaks in my house and kills my wife and kills my
family, and the only way I can stop him is to kill him, I have a
right to choose not to be violent, but I do not have a right
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to tell you you've got to stand by and watch anybody misuse your
loved ones. Non-violence is my hang-up and mine alone.
Vegitarianism, that's all me, baby, but I would never knock
a steak off your plate, and never want you to put a pork chop
on mind. I would never take no dynamite out of your hand
and' I will never let you take my picket sign out of mine.
Non-violence is my hang-up baby. Don't teach it, don't preach
it, in a nation where Matt Dillon comes into your house once
a week to teach you it is a virtue to shoot straight. Non-violence,
are you serious?

"Everybody wants us to be . . . ever heard of a nigger
doing some underground nuclear testing? All the white boys got
the nuclear bombs, yet them same cats want us to be non-violent.
Are you serious? America owns the mightiest army, the mightiest
navy, the mightiest air force, owns the state police, the local
police, the federal police. And all them cats got guns, and then
you look at us that don't have a damn thing and say, 'Be non-violent,
boy.' We say, 'You go to Hell, baby, we tired of it.' Now, I
say to you and to all America and to all the fools, if you really
believe America freaks out for non-violence, I say prove it. And
don't prove it to black folks because we proved to the world
we'll burn a town down.

"If you really want the world and black folks to
believe you are non-violent, prove it. Get up on that Indian
Reservation and cut my Indian brother loose. You can't be no
more non-violent than he has been in the last 75 years. I
thought you liked non-violence. How come he's still up there?
You ain't done nothing but trick him, baby. Non-violence ain't
nothing but a cheap, whitey cop-out.

f

"We in Vietnam tonight with a half a million American
boys to guarantee a foreigner a better way of life than you
want to guarantee you own red brother, who you stole this country
from, so we say to America, if you're non-violent, free my Indian
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brother. If you”'don't free him, quit talking 1 like that.:. If
that Indian ‘wants to be free in the 'morning, it is said what
he would have to do. That Indian would have to realize he is
dealing with a system that's so insane that until you make
them people through the muzzle of a gun, she is going to keep
us a nigger. You youngsters got to change the system so a
man do not have to become violent to get redress of grievances

, e
'* ' *
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"Oh, if that Indian wanted a better way of life in the
morning, all he got to do is get up on the right here
in the State of north Carolina, and catch white folks driving
down the expressway in the motning and start shooting at you.
ROW, and yelling 'red power, whitey go home.' And when the * Indian
says whitey go home, he is talking about the big trip, baby,
he is talking about all the way off the continent

•

"And sure enough, that Indian gets to 1,raising hell
tomorrow, the whole country would be upset. I can jis t hear
them now.* 'Them stinking r*ds>,lr'* And you turn on the television
and look at 'Meet the Press' Sunday, they'll be interviewing
some old Uncle Tom-Tom Indian that'll be saying; everything all
the fools want to hear. I can just hear him now; 'Me like a-heap-a
reservation; Problem come from them young bucks, them Stokely
Running Horses, and Rap White Clouds.' Well, all the fools will
go back to sleep believing them Indians was happy.

^

"They said the niggers was happy, them niggers was iv *’

happy. But there's a new set coming through that ain't' Aiderica's
nigger no more, just as sure as that Indian raises enough hell,
bahy, just as sure as he comes off that reservation and gets to
socking it to you, burning down some of these colleges that's on
his land and getting some of those blond scalps and raping some
of your white ladies, oh. I'll bet you listen to them then.
Oh, you'll be saying a bunch of foul, dirty things about him,
but you,? 11 listen to him.

"Oh, you turn on television next summer, if he gets
to raising hell, and they'll be doing him on television like
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like they "did ,us this summer* "Tune' in every, Tuesday night J
•

to meet your Indian* brother, seven-part series , no 'commercials

,

sponsored by Xerox;' Oh, if the Indians get to raising enough ’
1

hell;/ y" all have an Indian speaking to you next year; Not now,
because he's too peaceful* Youdon't give a damn about him
now.

X ' ' J -•

“Well,, you know the Indian would have to create violence
before making this nation understand what he is talking about*
They're so peaceful, we don't care; The highest form of suicide
rate among young people on this earth happens to be on our Indian
reservations, and we;'don't even know about it* The highest form
of tuberculosis among any minority group on the face of this
.earth happens to be upon the Indian reservations*
Ay- \ ^ ,

v

“In 1968, a sheriff can still walk up on th^ Indian,
reservation’ and'he decides, if the Indian Mama* and Daddy can take
care of .their kids, and if he decides they can't take care of their
kids, he has all the jurisdiction he needs to take that Indian '

baby away from them and put it in a home of white folks* Andso
they take their orders from out 'West* how many of these Indians
you all need for maids? This is 1968, baby, why are you'worrying
about the Communists?' You are worried about the Communistsin
Vietnam andyouain't worried about this Indian up here* Why,
you're out of your minds*

i : r ,
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“And then the Bureau of Indian Affairs is"supposedto
take care of Indian business* That's the government agency that*
handles Indian business* It makes about as much sense as the’ govern-
ment hiring the' Bureau of Indian Affairs to take care of Indian
business as it would be to hire the Ku KluxKlan to implement the
civil rights* act* And the sad thing ;is if we did away with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs in the morning, the money it cost this
government to run the Bureau of Indian Affairs, if we wiped them
out. overnight, every Indian in America could get $4,300 a year
apiece*
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"So, "I say you youngsters have a job. The Mexican
brothers in California are saying# 'Pleasey brothers# don't
buy grapes.* Are you listening to them, baby? 'Because if"you
buy grapes this year, and they don't win their battle, next
year they're going to win. They might' have to blow up ' the
grape 'vineyards*,' but they're going to win. And then everyloody
will say, 'why are them Mexicans so evil?' Because you didn't
help them by non-violence when they asked.

.to - i
to *

NAnd so, brothers and sisters, I say to you tonight,
black folks have an attitude, rightfully so, that we don’t
care about white folks reaction to us. We don't care what you
think about our attitude because all we know in the last two
years is much, is that white folks been saying*we been bugging
them. It must be doing something because we ain't been lynched ~

in two yeears in this country. So, if bugging white America means
it makes 1 me safe, we ain't began to bug you.

"We're saying we're tired of these insults. Have you
got a right to make me a nigger, you got a right to make’ me a ’

nigger? You do anything you want to do inside your head, but you
better keep it there. You got a right to burn all the crosses
you want, but you better not never burn another cross on my
frdnt lawn. We're tired of these insults. Burn it on your lawn,
but let everybody know you want to burn it on mine. We're tired
of these insults.

, . . , , w ..

"Now everybody is getting upset, saying how come w

y'all don't want to be called colored, how came y'all don't want
to be called Negro? just call' us black, baby, th at ' s all we
want. And them old niggers that are running around, you call
them anything you want. But don't listen to them old niggers and
get your head busted. You don't play games with yourself.

"(clapping, and unintelligible for few seconds) if
he's .an Irishman over there, he's an Irishman* here*. You don't play
no games with yourself. We left Africa Africans, and when we
got here we got to be your Nigra, Nugru, colored folks. We say
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And if you want to play games with somebody# play them /with
your own self. You didn't change when you came across
that water. How come I got to change?

'"And so we don't feel like we putting you in imposition
with our attitude. We feel like Ittiese insults have' kept you in
the imposition for 400 years; a&d we're tired of it; ‘And just-
started getting, tired. Twenty and * thirty years ago; black people
in thie country had an empty stomach. Today black people in "

America have a full "stomach 1 but a hungry’ mind# and a hungry mind
,will not tolerate the same thing an empty stomach did. Empty
stomachs deal on smell# and' hungry minds deal on sound# and all
at once this country d>n * t sound, right to us anymore. ' Three years
ago five white boys burned"Up their draft cards# and in two' weeks
time the senate and Congress pushed through an Anti-Draft Card
Burning law. " We haven?t been able to get a bill' in 100 years

.

This country just told me America thinks more of a piece of
cardboard than she thinks of my black Hammy.

|

"If I go to Vietnam tonight and get killed by the
Viet Cong# this government gives my black wife $10 #000. How#
she can't take that $10 #00O',and buy her a house anywhere in this
country she wants to buy her one; Hell# are you out of your **

minds. I got to get a Fair Housing Bill passed to live next to
you. who in the heir do you think you are?

‘

"That old' white > cracker broad who you are supposed
to not like# came, to my country# Stalin's daughter# a

7

'knoWn';
Communist and a known Russian; ’ how come you didn't makeVher '

get a Fair Housing Bill' to live anywhere she tants to1 live in my
country? Are you out of your minds? Do you really think we're
going to put up- with this nonsense another day?
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"All-, these Russian exchange Students you bring over"'

here*’ Tliey c&ftj't want J

to i^’
J

n6
v
;Aaeriban* citizen*^

lfl
They want to

lap- up four "years*of this old; 1bad education andthenthey are
going*back to Moscow and eight years' from 'now might drop a bomb
on you* You don't make these Russian -exchange students get no
Fair Housing Bill to live where they want to live* How come X
need one?

>

- * JT
»

*

|

"This is what we're" talking about. This is what the
issue is* And we don't give *a damn who* we make mad* We're
tired of these insults; And. so we're- saying# we have an attitude
and we're .going to keep an attitude*

..... •
• • -, •

*
i

' f'fV "r. 11

"Oh# you got a lot of white folks, in this country think
a nigger is ,the dirtiest, stinking# smelling#, ionmoral beast that'
ever walked the face of this eartb* You see# that's your hang-up#

,

;baby. I'm not here to convince you niggers don't stink* I say
to you# go out and do your own research* Yes# clieck the -records
at the -cosmetic industry and see how many more billion dollars
a' year in this country white folks spend*;on deodorant and look
at them deoderant commercials on television and see if you ever
see a black -armpit* And then I say figure it out with your own
intelligence if niggers is doing, all the stinking# and white folks
baying all the deoderant# who really stinks*

:

"There's a lot of white folks believes tliat we are^he
most immoral creatures • • • I don't have to tell you* You listen
to your -parents, i say I'm not here to tell you we're not"
immoral* X say go to the black community and watch* Every
dirty# stinking# scroungy# immoral way black folks have# it is a
white European scroungy# dirty# stinking# immoral way. You're
right* We do not know what the Africans do in the, bushes after
dark# but we know what you do in the bushes after dark# and we're
doing the same thing in the bushes after dark you're doing.
Right# baby?
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*’Oh; lots of white 1 folks believe black folks are inferior
to you* Well,’ that’s your own hang-ip* Hell, I'm not inferior
to you* The Whole world knows X go to bed with a Chinese woman
and give her a baby, the baby is going to be colored* If I

go to bed with an Irish woman# a Jewish woman# any
(

woman I take
to bed on the" face of this earth and give her a baby# the baby
is me* Any man my sister goes to bed with on the face of this
earth and gets a baby# the baby is her* Is that inferior stock
to you?

1 ...

“ "Now# we say we’re tired of these hangups* And we're
reacting to them* And people say education is

|

a problem; You *

in Vietnam tonight with a half a million American boys to 1 liberate
the Vietnamese in the morning* Have you ever heard one white or
black American questioning that Vietnamese educational staff?
But you are going to free him* You’re not going to question his#
and you better not question mihe* And then you do question mine*

j j j ;.

"Do you realize how many millions of people would be dead
on the face of this earth today if it were not for blood plasma?
Are you aware of the ifact that an American black man by the name of
Charlie Drew invented blood .plasma? Don’t take* my word for it*
Go to the library and check it out* Are you* aware of the fact
that Charlie Drew bled to death in an Atlanta# Georgia' hospital
waiting room after an automobile accident because they did not accept
niggers? Are you going to tell us education is our problem when
the man who gave blood plasma to the world died from the lack of
his own invention? That didn’t have a damn thing to do with
education*

'
. . ..

•

V-.'
*

"We're tired of these insults* They say ^o down to
the ghetto and pull your brother up by his. boot straps* Why

*

don't you give them some boots with some zippers on them?
I would bet black women in America have had 20 per cent more
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illegitimate' babies • We have bad'
1

fun in the ghetto, baby.' 'White
women in America have 2 per cent * illigitiraate babies, bub don't
get no damn attitude, because your White lady got 2 per cent’ and
my black lady got 20 per cent. That; don't make you* no' better
than me because if we ever get our hands oh your white' folks*
abortion credit card, we'll show you how to knock a rate down
too, balpy.

.

1

v „
' J-

,
“
k

"We're tired of these insults. You say, 'Why do you
black folks have all them kids? ^fou can't take care' of them.
You'll end up on relief.* We know that. I ain't neyer J met
a white man that would turn down*'some free money. And if words
like relief and • and welfare upset you, change it arid

call >it foreign aid. Or call it what you call that free money
you give them white farmers, subsidies. Do you really thinJ$

you're going to pay a farmer not to plant and then ain't' going to
pay my sister after she plants?

"And we say we sure tired* of all them babies white folks
accuse us of having that we can't take care of. I've got 'news
for you, baby. We're going to keep on having thCB e babies in the
ghetto, and I'll make a deal with you. The day this stinking
system learns how to hire a black boy and, give us good job& like
it givers you white boys, so we can affbrd all them whores and
prostitutes you can afford, we'll quit having all them babies at
home too. You say we don't have to ask you about that whore,
because it's my sister, because she does talk when she comes
home. So we know what you're doing, baby, so get that out of
your head now. We're tired of these insults.

u U - • -
1 > ?•' 1

"So we are saying we wish this country would stop
insulting us. I went to a play a couple of weeks ago. Here
a white cat moved all the way out of his seat and come all the
way over to me and said, 'Mr. Gregory, boy.' I said, 'Yeah; man,
what you want?' 'I think you all should teach colored folks
some responsibility. You're talking about jobs. Teach them
how to get to work on time. Teach them how not to take too many
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* days off**; I knowyou'regoing to get"mad, but I gotthe records
to prove it^ ,w ‘you don* t' need nc> records for me because i xised to
be one’ of them niggers you axe talking* about* How long you had
your company?' 'Forty years •* " 'Allyourrecords# ’if" you go back
and check them right# you'll find out* ‘ The records of the first
day you gave a black man a job he got; there two hours 'early* The
first day I got*my job' I sat two hours waiting to punch in ‘and*

then I punched in# and for the next 1 eight hours I had to listen
to all of that talk# niggers# coons# boy, pusk jiie on the butt#
rub-me on the head for luck* You know anybody in their right
mind that's going to get to work on time with them insults #baby?'
You're not* a' fool* we come to work as late as we can and- leave’
as early as we can and we take as many days off, as we cap# because
a day away from that plant is a day of"insults I don't have* to

v

take*
,
So we say we're tired of it# insults# insults# insults*

"You know when I stop >' and think how the Germans killed
ray daddy during World War II# how the Germans killed my daddy in
1942* I was ten years old then* I'm 36 years old now* That
means I would have gone 26 years without a daddy. 1 That's not the’

insult, because when daddass go to war they go to kill or be killed*
The insult is the same German who killed my daddy# that same German
tonight can come to my daddy's country and live where my daddy's
boy can't live*

« •* * --
. < * * ,

"And so as I .leave you tonight# I say# please no more
insults* No more civil rights legislation# we don't want civil
rights legislation* We want the United States constitution*
Fair Housing tBills# even when we > tried to be good niggers and
give us Fair Housing Bills# you played 1 games with us* We get
a Fair Housing Bill that covers '80 per cent of the housing*
What am I supposed to do with the other 20 per cent of me?
Join the -Communist party? -

"There is one-more bill we would like for you to pass*
We'd like for you to pass what we call an '''Honest White Folks
Bill.' Now don't get uptight cause it ain't got nothing to do

l ,|
1

t

r
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with you; We'll' 1 justTnarae It, a!s a matter offact,'wo'll just
name itthe *Concerned Honky Law.

'

u It's 'a "simple bill and will
just read ’All five-year* old male black'baby boys (it don't ’

pertain to no white folks.) • • ,. all five year old male black
baby boys* will have to go to a government camp for one year and
stay at that camp from the age* of five to J the age' of six. '* And
you'll stipulate those black kids to sleep eight 1 hours a day “*

and the other"sixteen hoursa iday, now~this is where the 'Concerned
Honky ' Law, * the • Honest White Folks Bill ,

' comes ’ In, will take all
the five year olds from this year on , keep just the boys for one
year, and sleep eight hours a day for a' solid year every clay, and
sixteen 'hours a day for 7a solid year, the government teach them,
'Nigger, when you grow up dort't date nowhitewoman, don't make
love to rio • . ;• Let me tell you something, we can' believe that
nothing bugsyouno more than a nigger with a white'woman, and
you ain't got enough backbone to even talk about it. Who' in the
hell do you think you are?

* - ~ - J? = 9 .5 4.

1

4

"Have your white sister passing a nigger half-naked
with a living bra * ony who in* the hell do you think yotrare?

so I say to you as loud and as clear, Why don't you talk
about your damn hang-ups and maybe, you can get that btoad iback;
Because you see, l went to see my first moYle when I was four years
old, baby*. My mind was pure, honest, didn't know nothing about 1 no
white lady or no black lady. Never seen nobody make love in ray

,

life. Four years old', looking at 1 the^raovie. Who's* making loVe
on the screen? Thera white ladies , Ava Gardner • Humphrey Bogart \
was doing it. -

v/: i ,

"Four years old—I didn't know what they* was doing. I
just knew that one day X wanted to grow up and do it, baby.' Yes

#<

I nudged ray friend. I said, *Ooh, ooh, looky there.' Yeah, I
went to the movie every night. Not to see that white woman. I
was going to the movie because in jny home town it was warmer in
the movie than it was at home in the winter time, arid in the
summer time it 'was cooler in the movie, we could go free till you
was twelve.
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' "The next thing I knew, I’m eight years old* For four
years you been brainwashing me, * showing me the epitome of
womanhood is that white broad, the epitome of decency is that
white broad* You programmed me, just like if you* program one
of your electric machines that two and two is ten, when it gives
it back to you, you should be mad at yourself because you "

;

programmed it that way,' baby* You programmed me**' Yeah, eight
years old I sat there at the movie and watched AvaGardner and
Alan Ladd get into the hang of' it; I nudged my friend and I

said; • 'Man, when I grow up, l*m sure going to get me ont of
them.' He said, 'Which one? 1 And l’ said, 'I don't' know. I
.think I'll try them both*' , ,

,

1

- i

'
i *

"I got news for you* I'm grown now, and I'm going
to get me a white lady, and the madder it makes you, the mbre
of them broads I'm* going to get'me and I hope it makes you so
mad you'll quit programming ray little black kids that's coming "

up* I hope you get so mad you'll show them some black women making
love in the movie* You'll show them some black women holding some
Pepsi~cola bottles* You'll show them some black women walking
across that screen half naked with them living brae on, and once
you do that you can have that broad; Take her to the moon* You
can do any damn thing you want to do with her, but 1 we 're saying
quit programming these black folks since you got such a tremendous
hang-up.

i*i t**

"So, as I leave you tonight, I say you youngsters got
to think the faith and destiny .of the world depends on you.

"Briefly let me discuss two quick things with you*
The package that I had mailed here,* did anyone check to see if
it got here? Did it get here? It didn't get here? Okay, I'll
tell you what -to do with that in just a minute.

< I
’

.

-
• -

"In the Turner Report on Civil Disorders it says it will
take the government 80 billion dollars to solve the problem in
the black ghetto, and I say to you young folks, don't be no fool*

40
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Don't send no 80 billion dollars to the black ghetto. You can't

buy it. To solve the problem in the blaCk ghetto, America is

going to have to do one thing that will not cost: you’ one nickel
as far as black folks are concerned. You 'are going to have to
create *an atmosphere where for the first time in the history of
this country, black folks trust white folks. And how do you
do that?

"It won't cost you a nickel as far as we're concerned.
You’re going to Vtave to get up on that Indian reservation and cut
my Indian brother loose. You're going to have to free my Puerto
Rican brother . You're going to have to give my Mexican 'brother
his constitutional rights. And last, but not least, because my
Jewish brother keeps playing games with himself; hut he should
paint his face as black as mine and' see what you Qentiles got to
say about him every day in the week, and then he'll understand
he's • in the same bag as the rest of us. So we say^when'you
free my Jewish brother, my Puerto Rican brother, my Mexican
brother, my Indian brother, at that point we will trust you. He
will say 1 'My white brother; I trust you. Together would you
hold my hand and let us solve our problems.' If you think you're
going to solve our problems without freeing these other people,
then we say to you take that 80 billion dollars and) buy yourself
some of the 'biggest guns money can buy, because you're damn sure
going to need them. That's Out of the history book, it's called
Patrick Henry. '

"The final issue I want to talk to you about tonight,
which will take two seconds and then we're going to let everybody
split that's got to split and those of you that have time for
some questions, we'll take about three or four minutes, and then
we'll get with the questions. J

i

"On election night I sat up late watching television
because I was kind of hoping that North Carolina might come through
late for me and put me over the top. I was waiting, but you didn't

41
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do it* About three, o'clock in the morning Nixon's office started
lying and said," did' any of you stay up late and watch' the;returns?
Nixon's office says# 'uh, uh# Mixon has retired and gone to bed
and' gone to sleep*' Well you kn^w thkt was a lie* Then the
Humphrey people said# 'Yes# Humphrey has gone to bed two hours
’ago** l said you know that's a' lie* But being that all of them
was in bed but me# X held a press conference and I "declared myself
the independent write-in President of the United, States in exile# and
wasn't nobody there to stop me* And we recieved a million and a
half votes# and that's pretty good when you think how many got
stolen# which is n«?t the issue# but that probably counted 10
per cent* And so we received more write-in votes them anybody
in the history of the country so we declared ourselves the exile
write-in president of the United States*

"We're opening up an office in Washington# D* C* in a few
weeks# going to paint it blade# call it the 'Black House* * And
we're going to set up a worldwide food program to see if we can
solve the problems of hunger in America and on the face of this
earth* This is going to be my project for the next three years*
This is what this fast was all about* X get ashamed of the fact
that when X read the Field Foundation Report of how the people
in Appalachian and Mississippi# and Alabama# and' North Carolina#
and South Carolina# goes to bed hungry# X get ashamed of how much
food X have locked away* X get ashamed of the fact that my
wife can go\to the store and spend $2 #000 a day for food if she
cared to# in a country where my brother goes to bed hungry*

"And so X decided X would go forty days if X could without
eating to kind of dramatise that it is our responsibility to feed
our brother and so I'm starting up a food army* That's the good
thing about being the President of the united' States"in exile—
it gives you the right to have an army* And so I mailed seme
application blanks here that's already self-explanatory, if you
want to join the Food Army and work with me to help solve the
problem of feeding folks all over the world and in America*

42
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Can we put those in the Union tomorrow, when they get here, ot
whenever -they get here, then'll put them in the Union;

;

We also
have some envelopes here thkt says 'Dollars * fbr the v Hungry.

*

You know it's
’
getting si much publicity now, did you see where

the FBI has started to investigate hungry folks? Did you see
that in the paper the other day? Raise your ‘hand if you "did? Did
you see it? None of your saw it, none of you? I don't believe,

that*
, ... . - . ,

"It is in the New York Times, the morning paper* That
great big investigation is going on* I hope you'll feel the way
about the New York 'Times that I do* I read that just to get my
government's position every morning. That paper is something
else, and it is the most over-read scratch sheet ever been invented*

"No, I hope, when they come in I have a thousand of them,

that if you care to participate in feeding people, now let me
say this* When we talk about feeding, I want to tell you how
simple it is to feed everybody on the face of this earth* Do you
realize if our organization gets big enough, we can feed everybody
on the face of this earth, and it won't cost nobody a nickel?
That's right* You're familiar with Green' Stamps, right? You go
to .a store, you shop, you get Green Stamps* Do you"have plaid
Stamps here? You get gasoline, you get Plaid stamps? Can you
imagine if this army gets so big that we decide where we* shop, ’

we don't want Green Stamps, we want Food Stamps? Can you imagine
if a company put out a food stamp, and if you shop at Sears andf

Roebuck or bought a new car, and they give you a food stamp, and
you. didn't send it in and get a lamp like a Green' Stamp? After'
you get it filled up, you send it in to one central location and
that food stamp buys food for people all over the world* Do '

you realize America spends enough money in six months to get
food stamps to buy enough food to feed the world for the next
twenty years? It don't cost nobody a nickel* This is the type
of program we're trying to get together* ‘

'
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"Please* youngsters, don’t forget about. the
(

one man who
everybody is not looking at ’ioday; &nd“ that's thepbor white man in

America*' ‘ Riots, said to beili^ve that poverty causes ! riots* If *

poverty caused riots, this white hillbilly would have Isurned this,

country down 75 years ago* it is insults that cause riots, and
I say to you youngsters that's interested in the black cause and
the Mexican causey and the Indian cause, you want to join VISTA
and the Peace corps* That's good, but please do not forget about
the poor white man who has missed his day*

I

"Now, we treat him bad* Black folks give him the credit
for being the world's biggest racist when he's the victim of the
system* Young, hip white kids don't want to be around^ him because
that represents something that you detest* Somebody got to
organize this poor white man and see to it that he gets him a job
too* To see to it that if he, can't eat, he can get his check that
he can feed his kids, that he can get his kids in school* And '

as black folks is telling these institutions we want you to relax
your standards so we can get in since you kept us out so 'long,

you got to get these young white poor kids and get these schools
to relax their standards so he can get in too* I beg you, my
brothers and sisters, don't forget about this poor white man* If
you forget about him, we're going to do the same thing all ever
again five years from how, ahd you, as you move into your comfortable
house, will wonder why he's burning and why he's looting*

"And so I say we have a chance ‘to ‘get all the brothers
and go in the same direction* ‘I hope you youngsters will take

k

this fight into the arena of human rights, and hot into the arena
of civil rights* Because if you go for human rights, then my
white brother in that ghetto, in his ghetto, that don't know
where he's going. to get his turnip from in the morning* I've got
the pressure, pressure, pressure, to get projects going in
Appalachian* He counts too*
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"And'because'he*k wi»itfe;'don*t
!

,meaii^Ke*.s tich* "So #

somewhere < I hope you youngstersbolve the problem and* bring
America* to -the level where America should have been since the found*

ing day.
1

i

*»
|

* r i f i f»
, ,T.n

! ."Again I say that I'm* sorry that the slips and the
envelopes'*didn't show up. They are self-explanatory • if you
want tofeedithe hungry and* you got a' dollar# most of you got a
dollar# put it in# mail it in. If you want to join the army for
the poor# fill out the application and we'll get you information.
For those of you who want# I'll have some time in a few minutes
for the question and answer ^period, I'll gladly entertain that
for you.

> - • : "V

"Again# my brothers and sisters# I thank yoU. May
God bless you# and may nature have fun with you. " ''
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

MUNIT^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU*CE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jacksonville, Florida
January 2.7, 1969

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

20535

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed .to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning, Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Q Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing -in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened:to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. O Because of background is potentially dangerous; Or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. Q U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the' U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. ^ Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of. the following

criteria:
i

(a) Q Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational Or suicidal behavior:

(b) O Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) gjj Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Q has been furnished Q enclosed f~1 is not available

Q may be available through - - —

1> Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service, Jacksonville

Very truly yours,

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED' STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL''BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jacksonville, Florida
January 27 ,

1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
1

On January 23, 1969, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised Richard Claxton
Gregory appeared at Westcott Auditorium on the Florida State
University Campus, Tallahassee., Florida, on January 22, 1969.

Source further advised Gregory began his performance
at 7:30 PM, which lasted for approximately 2 hours, followed
by - one-half hour question and answer period.

The audience, approximately 1500 persons, consisted
of mostly students of mixed racial composition. Spurce advised
Gregory's diversified subject matter (that is, attire of
students, Chicago Police) was humorous in nature and obviously
designed to entertain. Source advised Gregory made no inflam-
matory remarks toward inciting the gathering; consequently,
there were no incidents or arrests following Gregory ' s,

•'

appearance. ...

'

Thp fr>rv>crni ncr j n

f

r>r»m,vt i nn was made available to | I

Tallahassee, Florida,
and local law enforcement agencies in Tallahassee, Florida.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI . It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C
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Dates 1/25/69

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via airtel
(Priority)

lf

.V
/

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, DETRO IT -New) (P)

SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY,
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY,
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN „%fT

_
1/28/69 atT -tmtoRHATION CONTAINS ,s

RM IS mJOWSSIFXED.

datb,
^

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
and two copies for Chicago in regard to captioned natter.

Two copies of this LHM are being designated for
Secret Service, G-2 and one copy for the USA, all Detroit.

Michigan State Police and local law enforcement
agencies notified and representatives of these groups
stated they expect no disturbances in connection with
GREGORY’S appearance.

Source utilized in enclosed LHM is

Michigan (concealed by request;.
A

This LHM is beiri| classified confidential to

protect a source of contiii&dri'g value.
£ -C. . Bishop

3^ Bureau (Enc . llfWSUIUi

2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM) / /) /X —
- 4

2 - Detroit f&blJ ' ^ "

JMP/jms
(7) y SB JAN 29J969.

ASDJCY rACSI ,S*C»S&N. »

MPTr XSD,W»9WHX,«>IU
HOW fOKKi i

DAIS / U&jUJJL
by*, JtzE ^—£

T-JTy£
rrn a

qO

t

b6 ,

b7C
b7D

b6
;

b7C

'Special Agent in Charge

Sent .M Per
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Re:^_,Speech by Dick Gregory
'^Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan
January 28, 1969

Source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, furnished the following information:

On January 22, 1969, source advised that Dick
Gregory, controversial civil rights leader and comedian,
will make a speech in the University auditorium, Western
Michigan University, at 8:00 PM, January 28, 1969.
Gregory’s appearance is, being sponsored by the Student
Association, Western Michigan University. There is no
charge and the' speech is open to all students and to
the public.

Gregory is to arrive at Metropolitan Airport,
Romulus, Michigan, at 2:49 PM, January 28, 1969, on a
flight from Toronto, Ontario, Canada. He will be met
by a delegation of Student Association officers and.

a

representative of the Western Michigan University, Safety
and Security Department, and will be driven to Kalamazoo
in a state owned vehicle.

Gregory is scheduled to stay at the Howard
Johnson Motor Inn, Kalamazoo, and depart Kalamazoo at
9:05 AM, January 29, 1969, via North Central Airlines
flight #800. He reportedly will proceed to Iowa.

• »

• This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and is loaned to your agency; it.snd its contents are not
to be distributed' outside your agency.

COPIES
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K»-36MRe^» 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AI8TBL

Date: 1/24/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

fsmt SAC', CHARUKFTE (157-5865) (P)

ItCBffP CLAXTON GREGGRV , Aka
Biok^regory

<00: CHARLOTTE)

Re Charlotte airtel to the Bureau, 1/7/69,

Enclosed for the Bureau are ’ll copies of LHM
in captioned Matter, dhpies of which are beiag locally
^disseminated to Military Intelligence aad Secret Service,

\
Two copies of IBM are also beiag enclosed for

•Chicago for their information.
k

v Investigation at Durham, N. C., was conducted
by s& charles s. miller. _ >

—

m
LEADS:

CHARLOTTE
ALL TSUSCUSSIF

Will foil
2/10/69 and theraftd[r

eech of G
t LHM,

M)
Bureau (Inc. 13.

Chicago (Snc. 2
6 - Charlotte (2 - 157-5865)

(I - 157.5490) x

<1 - 157-177 SOB B)
(1 - 157-5743 Afro-American

CSMjbit ^

at Duke University

t JAN 29 1969

Special Age At in (Jhcrae
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No*

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina

January 24, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL -MATTERS -

Reference is made to meiaorandum* at Charlotte

,

North Carolina, dated January 7, 1969
h* T

' V

On January 14, 1969,
-from

i

Carolina, Advised HHJHAKJJ claaiun unnuom was scheduled

to appear on the Duke University campus February 10,

1969. His sponsor was the Major Speakers Committee

of Duke University on behalf of the .Afro-American*

Student Society on campus.

GREGORY’S tentative schedule was as follows:

February 10:

3:00-4:00 p.m.:

4:00-5:00 p.m.

:

til xw
KEF

Arrival - early afte'rnoon

Page Auditorium> - discussion
with students

Reception for Major
Speakers Committee and
Afro-American Students,
invited University j,„

Communi ty. members

Flowers. Lounge {wj?

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER, RECOMMENDATIONS

NOR .CONCLUSIONS .OF^THE. -FBI- XT IS. THE,,PROPERTY

OF THE FBI AND.IS LOANED TO YOUR ^AGENCY; IT,

AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED
OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY*

‘ '

COPIES DESi'UOKED

ft NOV 19 W /# 9- 3
BUSLOSUns

b6
b7C
b7D



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

6:00-7:30 p.m.

:

Dinner with Committee
Members --?? place 'unknown
(probably off campus?
depending on security &
feeling)

8:15-10:30 p.m.:

*

t '*
t r

(

Major Address and; question
period - Page Auditorium

10:30 rp.ra.

:

Reception - Open T Living
^groups or Flowers Ballroom???

t •

Stay .at Statler-•Hilton Hotel !

fV*

Departure

:

Tuesday, morning /“February 11th.
t

A

1 \ * * *| ii



an4 advised on 3/28/67 and 4/7/67, b7D

respectively, that a leaflet Issued by the African-American
Heritage Association (AAHA) urged .people to ‘support Dick Gregory
in his write-in campaign for mayor of "Chicago in the forthcoming
city (election.

by the CP.
This serial indicated that the AAHA was strongly influenced

100-442529-2295 p.12
(8/

{SI

bl
b3

-the
It was noted thatf

t
was the telephone number of

This information appeared in the file captioned. "Inter-.
national War Crimes Tribunal

,

w which Was organized by the

b6
b7C

105-156243-183 p.2, end.
(11y

op
The following references in the file captioned "National

"'Conference of Negro Elected Officials" .contain; information pertaining
to Dick Gregory's participation in this, conference, which was held
in Los- Angeles, May 26-28, 1967, and' was. sponsored by a coalition of
activists, nationalists, and civil rights:;groups .. Gregoi^r was
chairman 'Of the last session of the conference.

REFERENCE,

62-111532*-!! P.l
-13 end. p.l
-15 encl.p.6A

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

-4 -
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DECLASSIFICATTOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FRJdl:

AUTOMATIC OMILAS SIFICATION CTIDE
03 - 05-2014

?Jl
WASH DC

f

(-t

;

FBI DETROIT

932AM ydRGENT 1-29-69

TO DIRECTOR

jim DETROIT (157-3636) IP

Cs>
~

-

SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY, WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY,

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN, JANUARY TWENTY EIGHT, NINETEEN SIXTY

NINE, RM

SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED THAT SPEECH BY

DICK GREGORY AT WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, KALAMAZOO,

MICHIGAN, ON JANUARY TWENTY EIGHT LAST WAS CANCELLED AT

SIX PM, JANUARY TWENTY EIGHT LAST BECAUSE GREGORY WAS UNABLE

TO OBTAIN FLIGHT TO MICHIGAN IN TIME FOR HIS SCHEDULED SPEECH

DUE TO WEATHER CONDITIONS.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE DETROIT AIRTEL TO BUREAU, JAN. TWENTYFIVE LAST

SOURCE REFERRED TO IS

'

MICHIGAN.

NO LHM BEING SUBMITTED.

USA AND SECRET SERVICE, GRAND RAPIDS, AN^D G-TWg^DgPBIJ*

ADVISED.

[END.

Ip

FBI WASH DC

felwiP*



FBI WASH DC

FBI SPRNGFLD

mv.:rirwj rj ify-r.i-Mm

JAN 2 4 l69

956M URGENT 1-24-69 DMJ

TO DIRECTOR, AND CHICAGO

FROM SPRINGFIELD (157-198) (P)

n *?
!

4'.. - - $L4C! *

APPEARANCE OF PICGREGORY AND ROY INMIS AT WESTERN ILLINOIS'

UNIVERSITY, MACOMB, ILLINOIS, ONE TWENTYTHREE LAST THROUGH ONE

TWENTYSIX NEXTo RMo OOs SI« >

/. RE SI AIRTEL TO BUREAU ONE SIXTEEN LAST,

TODAY WESTERN ILLINOIS

UNIVERSITY, MACOMB, ILLINOIS, RECEIVED INFORMATION FROM

FROM

STATE OF ILLINOIS, ALLEGEDLY COMING bg

THAT EIGHT BLACK PANTHER *11

MEMBERS FROM CHICAGO AREA, NAMES UNKNOWN, INTEND TO ATTEND

REMAINDER OF SESSION AT MACOMB, ALSO ALLEGED THAT

WHITE PANTHERS INTEND TO ATTEND SESSIONS TO COUNTERACT APPEARANCES

OF BLACK PANTHERS, DOES NOT KNOW HOW RELIABLE THIS

INFORMATION IS AND NO OTHER INFORMATION RECEIVED RE WHITE PANTHERSo

CHICAGO CONTAC FOR BASIS

AND DETAILS ABOVE INFORMATION. CONTACT SOURCES FAMILIAR

WITH BPP AND ASCERTAIN IDENTITY OF PANTHERS COMING TO MACOMB,

FURNISH DATE RE WHITE PANTHER GROUP,

SUTELo

„ 6C-\i R. TRAIN oii
FBI WASH DC BOOM m 9m
p {®p

,
r'N vW, L. • -.Ml
^ J qJ/ U lisj-i' - * I. V/ w W

i yvj

>

; NOT RECORDED
SS2 JAN 27 1969





PAGE TWO

DESCRIBED AS W/M, BROWN HAIR AND EYES , RUDDY COMPLEXION.

ON PAGE ONE A OF THE JAN. TWENTYTHREE SIXTYNINE CITY EDITION OF

THE POST TRIBUNE, GARY, IND. , A STORY REVEALS LAKE CO. PROSECUTOR'S

INVESTIGATORS ARRESTED

FOUR EIGHT TWO SIBLEY ST., CHARGING HIM WITH POSSESSION AND DALE OF

OBSCENE LITERATURE. NAME OF

IND. RELEASED ON ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR BOND.

THIS DATE SOURCES RECONTACTED AND NO INFO DEVELOPED RE THE

WHITE PANTHER PARTY. NO INFO DEVELOPED AT EITHER THE BLACK PANTHER

PARTY OR WPP ATTEND MACOMB CONFERENCE.

REFggERENCE CHICAGO TEL JAN TWENTY FOUR SIXTYNINE AND INDIANA-

POLIS TEL TO BUREAU JAN. TWENTYFOUR SIXTYNINE.

I SOURCES REFERRED TO ARE

! ,
INDIANAPOLIS MAINTAINING CONTACT OVER WEEKEND WITH SOURCES,

i

BUREAU AND 00 WILL BE IMMEDIATELY ADVISED IF ANY POSITIVE INFO

DEVELOPED.

FBI WASH DC

[



FBI WASH DC

FBI SPRSGFLD

1118PM DEFERRED 1-25-69 DJK

TO DIRECTOR

•FROM SPRINGFIELD (157-198) P

APPEARANCE OF D ICK GREGORY AND ROY INNIS AT WESTERN ILLINOISV-----

UNI VERSITY (WIU), MACOMB, ILL., JANUARY TWENTY THREE LAST THROUGH

JANUARY TWENTY'S IX NEXT, RM.

WIU, ADVISED THAT £
AFTERNOON SESSION BEGAN WITH SPEECH BY

.

b

AT OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (OSU), WHO SPOKE

CONCERNING RACIAL PROBLEMS AT OSU, WAS CRITICAL OF OSU ADMINISTRATION

AND CAMPUS POLICE. ATTENDANCE AT SPEECH ONE HUNDRED .FIFTY, THIS

FOLLOWED BY COFFEE -HOUR, CBS FILM- OF BLACK AMERICA AND DANCE BY

BLACK WOMEN STUDENTS, ATTENDED BY LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED PERSONS. /
THERE WERE NO INFLAMATORY REMARKS OR DEMONSTRATIONS. /

NIGHT SESSION . TODAY ATTENDED BY THREE HUNDRED PERSONS. \

SPEECH BY LEE F. PALMER, JR., CHICAGO DAILY NEWS, REPORTER, DEALT

....-C.RrEFLEY WITH NEED FOR NEGROES TO STUDY IN COLLEGE TO PREPARE

THEMSELVES FOR A USEFUL FUTURE. PALMER MADE FAVORABLE STATEMENTS-

CONCERNING MALCOM X AMD BPP. PALMER ' MADE NO INFLAMATORY

STATEMENTS AND THERE WERE NO DEMONSTRATIONS. PALMER FOLLOWED BY

¥¥0 *4.33 ....f. . V
il:\D PAGE ONH * uSRrr oftia flT*

*
’

„ . H K

•3® FEB

KQT RECORDED / .

%&£ j,„, 29 iWoa JA
’

-r
;

i / 'j

i $ \\



PAGE TWO

PLAY. SKITS AND A DANCE

ADMINISTRATIVE: RE SPRINGFIELD TEL JANUARY TWENTYFIVE INSTANT.

USA,- SS AND MI ADVISED. AIRMAIL COPY CHICAGO.

FBI WASH DC
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: & g WM

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO ( lOO-4697:t) (C)

SYMPOSIUM ENTITLED, "CONFRONTING CHANGE,
SPONSORED BY NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS.
INFO CONCERNING
(00:CG)

JANUARY 3-9, 1969

CLASS. & l.:,i

BBASOlI-TCI'ii

MTS OF SSVI

1 -2 . 4.

2

mJbtJ&L
ReCGtel dated 12/9/68. jip,TnT' T •- ' f r. i

ADVIGLD BY ROUTING SLIP
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 12 copies oi

a letterhead memorandum (LHM) regarding activities at the
captioned Symposium. Also enclosed for the Bureau is one
copy of the printed Symposium program.

Confidential sources utilized in enclosed LHM
are as follows:

0-Bureau (Enc. 13) (RM)
<£1-100-440423) (RICHARD CLAXTO'ircuGREGORY)

1-

New York (100

2-

San Francisco
( 1- 100 -

( 1 - 100 -

9-Ch icago
(1-100-39500)
(1-100-420101
(1-100-42555;.
(1-100-43245T
(1-100-44715)
(1-157-347 )

(1-157- )

(1-176-39 f
LBC: MDW 1

(16)

) (JERRY RUBIN) (Enc
(Enc. 2) ( Info) (RM)
) (THOMAS HAYDEN)
) (CARL PRESTON OGLESBY

,

Info) (1

JR.)

JAN 29

) (RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY)
) (Rev

.

JESSE JACKSON)

Approved*j
SSC**®

Special Agent in Charge

CVOFEI?

ORIGINAL

FILS©

IN



The enclosed LHM has been classified CONFIDENTIAL
to adequately protect sources one through four which are of
continuing value, the unauthorised disclosure of which could
have an adverse effect on the security of the country.

Only those individuals and organizations were
characterized herein where sufficient identifying data was
contained in the files of the Chicago Office to subversively
characterize those individuals and/or organizations.

Information copies of this communication are being
furnished to New York. in view of their interest in JEREY
RUBIN and San Francisco in view of their interest in THOMAS
HAYDEN and CARL PRESTON OGLESBY, JR.

Copies of the enclosed LHM are also being furnished
to USA, Chicago; Secret Service, Chicago; and Region I, 113th
MI Group, Evanston, 111., in view of their continuing interest
in matters of this nature.

- 2
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UNITKIWJ’ATES DEPARTMENT of HIS’ITCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 100-46973
Chicago, Illinois

SYMPOSIUM ENTITLED, "CONFRONTING CHANGE,"
SPONSORED BY NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS, JANUARY 3-9, 1969

On December 6, 1968, first source advised that the
Symposium Group of Northwestern University (NU) , a legitimate
University-sponsored function, has planned their "Symposium
’69" to be entitled, "Confronting Change," for January 3-9,
1969. The purported purpose of this event is to consider the
issues of the New Left and social change. Source advised that
the program is to be as followspS^ (U)

Date

January 3 ,
1969

January 4, 1969

January 5, 1969

January 6, 1969

January 7, 1969

Event

Films

Films

Time

Play "Futz'

Keynote Address

Seminar

7 :30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7 : 00 and

Participants

GLASS* & EXT.

HEASOU-FCIM II, 1-2^4.

date OF REVIEW

9:30 pAg^oFRTATS ^
ipVISED B'i ROUIIEa SUP Q»M=a,

cm css

8:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

Panel Presentation 8:00 p.m.

Richard Claxton
Gregory

Carl Preston
Oglesby, Jr.

Carl Preston
Oglesby, Jr.;
Michael Harring-
Anthony Downs

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

Group 1

excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

/ 0 o r/o ^



SYMPOSIUM ENTITLED, "CONFRONTING CHANGE,"
SPONSORED BY NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS, JANUARY 3-9, 1969

Date

January 8, 1969

Event

Seminar

Time Part ic ipants

10:00 a.m. Michael Harrington

Panel Presentation 8:00 p.m.

January 9, 1969 Panel Presentation 8:00 p.m.

Reverend Jesse
Jackson ;

Thomas
Ayers; James
Herndon; Richard
Goodw in

Raymond Mack;
Lawrence Lavengqod

;

Seymour M. Miller;
Thomas Hayden; Mike
James

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Gregory is a Negro entertainer and civil rights
act ivist

.

CARL PRESTON OGLESBY, JR.

Second source described Carl Oglesby as a

"modern day Saul," completely and personally
committed to the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) program, enthusiastic in his
work and the promotion of same. £^(U)

The December 4, 1968, edition of the "Daily
Northwestern," the student newspaper of NU,
Evanston, Illinois, in an article entitled,
"Hayden Panel to Wind Up Symposium," stated
that Carl Oglesby is the consulting editor of
"Ramparts" magazine.

Characterizations of "Ramparts" magazine and
SDS are attached hereto.

2 CQNE L



SYMPOSIUM ENTITLED, "CONFRONTING CHANGE,"
SPONSORED BY NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS, JANUARY 3-9, 1969

Reverend -JESSE JACKSON

Jesse Jackson is the National Director of Operation:
Breadbasket which is the economic arm of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)

.

THOMAS HAYDEN

The "New York Daily News," in its issue of January
10, 1968, carried an article entitled, "Word From
The Left," in which it identified Hayden as one of
a party of three who had traveled to North Vietnam
in defiance of the United States Department of
State ban on such travel. This article also identi-
fied Hayden as a founder of SDS.

MIKE JAMES

Third source advised that on March 25, 1967, a peace
march and rally was held in Chicago, Illinois, which
was sponsored by various peace and civil rights
organizations. During demonstrations, Mike James,
who was introduced as an SDS leader, spoke and urged
that draft eligible youths defy the draft and called
for continued protests and sit-in demonstrations on
every campus protesting the Vietnam war

On December 31, 1968, a fourth source made available
the "official" printed program for the NU "Symposium, 1969."
Source advised that Carl Oglesby's name did not appear in the
program and source stated that he did not believe Oglesby would
appear. Source noted that the place where Oglesby was originally
scheduled to appear now reflected the name of Jerry Rub in .'XI/ fin

JERRY RUBIN

In a biographical note on Jerry Rubin, the printed
program of NU's "Symposium, 1969" notes that Rubin
is currently a leader of the Youth International
Party which was a prime mover in the demonstrations
against the war in Vietnam in New York City two
years ago, and the demonstrations at the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago in August, 1968. ^

X

3 CO
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SYMPOSIUM ENTITLED, "CONFRONTING CHANGE," TXMV IbhJHJJLgL
SPONSORED BY NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS, JANUARY 3-9, 1969

Source further advised that the films to be shown
on January 3-4, 1969, were "The Magnificent Ambersons,"
"The Married Woman," "The Rules of the Game,” "The Roaring
Twenties," and ”L' Avventura. " All are "feature" films which
supposedly have to do with some social attitude or condition.

On January 6, 1969, fourth source advised that the
play "Futz" held on January 5, 1969, dealt with the "clash
of values within society" by using the example of a man deeply
in love with his pig. Source advised that the main element
of the play's script appeared to be obscenity which was both
strong and frequent (U)

On January 7, 1969, first source advised that Dick
Gregory's keynote address on January 6, 1969, was attended by
approximately 1,100 persons, of whom only 85 to 95 were Negro.
Source advised that Gregory's attempts at humor were generally
well received; however, his serious points were only applauded
by the Negro students and/or identifiable SDS members. These
remarks were received by the majority of the audience with
apathy. Gregory's main topics were: 1) President John F.
Kennedy and Senator Robert F. Kennedy were killed as a result
of a Central Intelligence Agency conspiracy; 2) civil rights
of women and American Indians; 3) FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
constantly "covers up dissent and unrest by claiming it is

communist-inspired or subversive"; 4) suggested a youth
(anyone younger than 27) boycott of the recording and cigarett^
industries as a means of ending the Vietnam war and obtaining
the right to vote at age 18; and 5) America's racist attitudes
make it "the rottenest country in the world. (U)

On January 7, 1969, fourth source furnished essen-
tially the same information and advised that there had been
no incidents or arrests to the source's knowledge. Source
advised that Gregory continued until 11:25 p.m. and that
approximately 300 to 400 people had left the auditorium prior
to 11: 00 p.m (U)

On January 8, 1969, first source advised that the
panel discussion on January 7, 1969, lasted from 8:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m. with more than 1,100 persons attending although
only 10 to 15 Negro students were observed. Source advised
that the panel consisted of Jerry Rubin, who wore a Viet Cong
flag as a cape, Michael Harrington, who has been publicly^^ ^

lxjHE3©SNi£IS£_4
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SYMPOSIUM ENTITLED, "CONFRONTING CHANGE," X0I>!1' limNJLL&T"
SPONSORED BY NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS, JANUARY 3-9, 1969

described as a prominent author and spokesman for the politi-
cal left, Anthony Downs, Senior Vice President of the Real

s Estate Research Corporation of Chicago and a member of the
President's National Commission on Urban Problems. Source
advised the panel moderator was Robert K. Wiebe.

ROBERT H. WIEBE

On December 31, 1968, fourth source advised that
Robert Wiebe is a History Professor at Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois, and was the faculty
advisor for the SDS-sponsored "Week of Dis-Orientation ,

”

at NU, September 11-17, 1968. (U)

First source also advised that Rubin dominated the
entire "discussion." He stated that he advocated a "total
assault on society" because "Change could be brought about
only by burning down enough cities and enough of the 'establish
ment' concerns to bring them down a notch and hurt them." Rubin
also suggested that student groups had the power to close at
least ten universities (not identified) and should proceed to
do so.^J^ (U)

On January 8, 1969, fourth source adv ised that Rubin
had arrived at O'Hare Airport, Chicago, at 11:00 a.m. via
United Air Lines, from New York City. He checked in at the
North Shore Hotel, 1611 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Illinois,
and source believes he will return to New York on January 10,
1969. Source also advised that Rubin stated that "the police
are looking for me in four states and it's time to be moving
on -"^<(U)

On January 9, 1969, fourth source advised that the
panel discussion on January 8, 1969, lasted from 8:00 p.m. to
9:35 p.m. with approximately 650 to 700 persons attending,
including approximately 200 Negroes. Source advised that the
panel consisted of Thomas Ayers, President of Commonwealth
Edison Company, Chicago; James Herndon, a California junior
high school teacher, author and critic of public education
systems; Richard Goodwin, a speech writer for the late Senator

\ Robert F. Kennedy and former Assistant Secretary of State for
Inter-American Affairs under President John F. Kennedy. Source

'X (U>
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advised that the Reverend Jesse Jackson sent word at the last
minute that he would .be unable to attend due to "an important
commitment in Washington, D.C." As a substitute for Jackson,
the Symposium committee obtained one Claude Brown, a Negro
law school student from California. Source advised that Brown
spoke first, primarily in regard to changes needed in the atti-
tudes and policies of the "white government." When Thomas
Ayers attempted to speak, the audience began laughing, clapping
and talking among themselves. Due to their rudeness, Ayers
cut his speech short. Source further noted that at 9:00 p. m.
Brown announced he had to leave for the airport and abruptly
did so at which time all the Negroes in the audience got up
and followed Brown from the auditor iumT§$^ IP)

On January 10, 1969, first source advised that the
panel discussion on January 9, 1969, lasted from 8:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m. with approximately 1,300 persons present, including
only about 20 to 25 Negro students. The panel consisted of
Raymond Mack, Director of NU's Center for Urban Studies;
Seymour M. Miller, Professor of Sociology at New York University;
Thomas Hayden; and Mike James. Moderator was Lawrence Lavengood,
NU Assistant Professor of Business History. Source advised
that Hayden dominated the program and presented several "programs"
that must be accomplished such as: 1) wider, less restricted
demands to institutions,; 2) "The Movement" must operate on
frontier of the law, not open confrontation; 3) organize beyond
the campus; 4) form a radical, political party; and, 5) practice
self-defense. Hayden further stated that the non-violent, civil
disobedience teaching of the late Martin Luther King, Jr., was
a f allure. ((J)

Source advised that Mike James, although he took only
a small part in the program, was the "most dynamic" speaker of
the evening. He stated that "we" must fight but the choice of
where to fight was all-important. He suggested efforts to re-
cruit the "motorcycle greasers" who, he stated, would respond
to a radicalism if it was taken to them. James ended with the
comment, "America—Change or Die."

Source further advised that at about 9:50 p.m., an
unidentified white male, approximately 50 years old, stood at
his seat in the audience and called Hayden and James "Red."
He then stated that in spite of a few faults, America was the
freest, most just country in the world.

- 6 - TnTnTDTlMTTlir-
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On January 10, 1969, fourth source advised that
Hayden and James arrived at NU together at 7:27 p.m.

,
January

9, 1969, via Checkered Cab, from Chicago and that they left
together at 11:15 p.m. via Checkered Cab. Source advised
that Hayden had come to NU via plane direct from San Francisco
State College, and source believed that Hayden would return to
Oakland, California, on January 10, 1969 (U)

Fourth source also advised that the seminars took
place as scheduled but were closed to all but members of the
NU Symposium Group and, therefore, source could not attend.

ii
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APPENDI

X

"RAMPARTS"

"Ramparts" is a monthly magazine with editorial
offices in San Francisco, California,, The January, 1968,
issue listed WARREN HINCKLE, III, as Editor, and ROBERT SCHEER
as Managing Editor . It stated that the press run for that
issue was 279,000.

The September 10, 1967, issue of the "Denver Post"
contained an article on "Ramparts," based upon an interview of
its staff by EARL SHORIS, author of the article. This article
captioned, "Ramparts: An expression of the
in part as follows:

Left, •" read

"HINCKLE calls Ramparts 'radical in
style and politics.' It belongs to
the left, if not the new left....

"The editors of Ramparts are confident
of their own virtue, so confident they
are able to dispense with objectivity ...

„

Editor HINCKLE said, 'I don't believe
in this "on the other hand" stuff.
People write in and ask us to print the
other side. We tell them no we are
not a debating society. „ „

„

'

"Ramparts has been crass and commercial.
It has often been more exhortative than
informative, but it has also produced
some exciting reporting on Vietnam, the
city of Oakland, and conservation or the
lack of it in America. The magazine
joined every other publication in America
in belaboring the Warren Report, but SOL
STERN’S uncloaking of the CIA was
brilliant, effective reporting. If
Ramparts may have overstated the number
of children who have been casualities
in Vietnam, it is small criticism; children
have been burned and killed.

"The financial problems that have plagued
Ramparts for most of its five years may
be coming to an end. With 120,000 sub-
scribers and as many newsstand sales,
the cost of printing has dropped...."

8
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APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as
it is known today, came into being at a founding convention
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an
association of young people on the left and has a current
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam and to
"radically transform" the university community, and provide
for its complete control by students. GUS HALL, General
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a

representative of United Press International in San Francisco

,

California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part of
the "responsible left" which the Party has "going for us."
At the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anti-communist
proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the
October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes," the official
publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are
some communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national
headquarters of this organization as of July 24, 1968, was
located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago,
Illinois.
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in Reply^ Please Refer to

File No.

'UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION .

Springfield, Illinois
January 27, 1969

APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY AND
ROY ,INNIS AT WESTERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY, MACOMB, ILLINOIS,
JANUARY 23-26, 1969

Western Illinois University (WIU>, Macomb, Illinois , furnished
the following information concerning this matter.

On January 23. 1969. a conference sponsored by-
WIU, and blaclf

students oi tne student organization omega Chi &egan at
1:00 PM.

Approximately 150 persons attended the afternoon
session consisting of a welcoming address by the president
of WIU and introduction of the officials of the conference.

After this a panel discussion by black veterans was
held. At this panel, the black veterans discussed-problems
£ound by Negroes in the various branches of the service, -

including housing problems in towns located close to military—
bases^-and problems concerning promotions in the military.
They also discussed : problems black veterans encountered'' at wlU.

There were no inf lammatory statements made- during
this session. '

The night session on January 23, 1969, began with a

panel discussion led by track coach Stan«Mright
,
WIU, and by

black athletes Lew Jackson and Ike Richardson of the WIU
basketball team and Mike Cason and Joe Silva of the WIU track
team. Wright led a discussion concerning the overall problems

; v. contained
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .-•/

DATE IsLzM - 79 ^iSj_§_o£c£.
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of Net'ro athletes, Silva then spoke on the problems of a
black athlete at a black college. Silva had' attended an
all-Negro college before transferring to WIU. Cason then spoke
on the problems of the black athlete in society, and
Richardson on the problems encountered' by black athletes at
WIU.- - There- were no inf lammatory statements and this otatcme.niL-

'
~was attended by approximately 225 persons. y&J^***-*^

" At 8:00 PM on the night of January 23, 1969, Roy
. Innis, Executive Director of the Congress of Racial Equality

(CORE) was scheduled to be the speaker. However, Innis
cancelled his speech due to bad- weather and the Columbia
Broadcasting System (CBS) film "Of Black America" was shown
at th,e time Innis was scheduled.

#
Approximately 500 p.ersons

. attended the showing of the film* of which 50 were black
students.

On January 24, 1969, the afternoon session of the
conference began with another showing of the CBS film "Of
Black America". After the film, speeches were given by black
women students and poetry was read by black students. The
afternoon session was attended by approximately 150 persons.
This meeting was very peaceful and no inflammatory statements
were made.

The night session of January 24, 1959, began with
another showing of the CBS film "Of Black America" after which
black students of WIU read poetry and* made speec-hes~concernihg —
campus problems. A dance performance. -was then presented by
black women students.

At this session Claude Brown,
*• Jn the Promised Land", was scheduled to begin ^peaking-a^u^i:'
,__8.:.QD-JRM ; -however ,. _ Brown arrived at -9 : 3 0. PM . and then-:spoke— —-4.. -

for over two hours.

-- There were approximately 550 persons present at
:

-

—

Brownes speech, of which 20 were Negroes.

: .Brown began his .speech with a sarcastic prayer .

1'--

direc^ed to George Wallace. In his speech Brown used abusive

2
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and vulgar language. Brown stated he was a Black Panther
Party (BPP>* supporter and advocater of BPP tactics. He
advised that in June, 1969, he intends to move frofii New York
City to the West Coast where he then will go to work for a
BPP newspaper. Brown praised Eldridge Cleaver and stated he
considers Cleaver, to be an outstanding person because Cleaver
outwitted the police and "escaped from the. police •in.
California".

Brown.stated he personally has made trips to San
Francisco State College and has seen police brutally beat •

students. He stated these students were only seeking what
is rightful and legitimate

4/
- Brown was very critical of

"the establishment" and stated that Panther power must
overthrow the establishment. -He also stated that the police
in the United States must go. Brown spoke highly of Malcolm
and that the goal of every black person should be to be like

- Malcolm X. He urged persons in the audience to buy all of
Malcolm X's books, to read the books and recommend the books

. -to-others.- - There was much enthusiasm generated in- the ; audiei
over the speech of Brown.

After the speech,, there were no incidents and no
« demonstrations.

On January 25, 1969, the afternoon session began -

• with a speech* by Peter Simmons, Professor of Law- -of Ohio-"

~

Sta t.e .University (OSU) . -Simmons spoke concerning the racial
problems at OSU and was very critical of the administration
and the campus police at OSU. - He stated that all of' the -

problems of a racial nature at OSU have been caused-by -the- :
!• ------

administration and campus police "overreacting- to the
problems on the campus invplving-Negro students... —

The remainder of the afternoon session consisted of
a coffee hour, another showing of the CBS film '-'Of Black ;y:.

-

America" and a dance performance by black women students.
-^Approximately 150 persons -attended this session and there were --

- j

no demonstrations and no inflammatory remarks made.
j

*See Appendix.
3
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The night session on .January 25,, 1969, began with a ,

-speech by Lee F. Palmer, Jr.
, a Negro reporter for the "Chicago

Daily News". Approximately 300 persons attended this session.
Palmer was enthusiastically received by the audience, Palmer
spoke concerning the need for black students to be very
ddligen-t. -in. college and to study in order- to develop brain
power in place of black power. In his .speech Palmer made
favorable- Statements concerning some actions .of Malcolm X
,and- ; BPP. to raise the standards *ef living of Negroes; -However.,

the dominant theme of his speech was one of moderation. There
were no inflammatory statements made by Palmer.

'
' After Palmer’s speech, black students presented a

performance of plays and skits and dances by black women
students. After this a dance was held for persons att ending
the conference.

On January 26, 1969, the afternoon session was
-attended by- 14 Negroes and 23 whites. This session began
with a round-table discussion of ideas concerning race
relations. and was followed- by another showing of the film "Of
Black America", repeat performances of the plays and sk-its
and speeches by black students. -

- One of the. skits performed by the black students
was entitled "To Heli with My Country *Tis of -Thee". The
skit included a skit ‘showing an American President and his
cabinet members holding a conference on new ways to harass
and mistreat Negroes.

i The only item on the agenda at the- night session *

of January 23 , 1969, was . the speech of Dick Gregory, Ne.gr o_iA_-,Vi
comedian, . .Gregory^spoke _on . the plight of . the.; American "

;

Negro,.. He.. was sarcastic concerning whites’ attempts to aid
.. ..the-Negro. Gregory—claimed persons elected in the November

,

1963, election were not interested in the Negro and will do
nothing to aid the Negro* He also stated that the people

- who were defeated in November
, 1968, also would have done

nothing to aid the Negro.

4
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There were 2300 persons present at the time
Gregory spoke.

There were no incidents and no demonstrations
after Gregory spoke and his speech was the last item
connected with the conference.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the. FBI, It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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January 23 s- 1969

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D 0 C c

Gentlemen %

I am enclosing an article frm the Colorado
Springs Gazette Telegraph of a speech gj. ven at The
Colorado College of this city by Mr0 Dick Gregorys

This evening I listened in on a radio tape record-
ing of the entire speech of this individual and I was
absolutely Shocked not only by his speech, but by his
suggestions of the violent and radical charges in the
governments It seems to me that his remarks through-
out the speech border on treason and traitor tendencies c

His one remafck "America the beautiful? The American
flag moves me about as much as a pair of dirty drawers

*

is a treasonous remark 0

I presume that the FBI has already made full in-
vestightfrna of this indlvi dual 0 If not pit seems to me
as a thorou^? ly 100$ American, and Honorably Discharged
veteran of World War II that a mail of this character
should be completely checked,,

I could go on and on In this letter, but I believe
that your Office is well aware of my feelings , sp~<^he
feelings of millions of Americans who are dis

^

with the general trend of our country 0 ttQop'

Let 8 a get America the Beautiful bacK^

GU}Jkj Respectful

Colorado Springs

,

/ a,# -Wotfift'4$$

H FEB 7 198§
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'You Can Go I
To Hell/ Says I
Dick Gregory I
(Continued From Page One) *

showstopper. |H
He didn’t have them in the|H

aisles because the Fire Mar-H

shall Wouldn’t allow that. But*

he had them. in. the “cheap*

seats,” jerrybuilt seats get up*
in the auditorium’s hall en-*

trance; he had them on the*

stage behind him; in the wings;*
the balcony and in rooms scat-*

tered throughout the building*

where his voice was piped to*
them.

, ,

And for all his trouble, “The*
Man’ got it right in the face, for*

Gregory (“call me black, call*

me nigger, but watch what you*
call them young blacks ’cause*

they might fight back”) recited*

a litany of White evils-perpet-*

rated on blacks. H
In his best, black-oriented,*

finger-snapping, comedic style,*

- Gregory ripped off these gems,*
for - oddly enough, judging by*

• the applause not so-sensitiveH
- white ears: I
- “We’re tired of 400 years of*
insults from you white people*

E and we don’t give a damn about

l your attitude to our reaction. II
i tell you young people in the au-1
i dience (hundreds of CC stu-1
dents) the only way that you’re I

;
going to be able, baby, to I

' change things is to beat the I
capitalists — the white capital-*

> ists are in charge of the I
1 country. I

“Capitalists control every- 1
; thing .and they put all the I
- values on property rights, not I
• human rights. Capitalists are I
: the guys who make the guns,

! sell them to you and then

- preach against gun. legislatioijS*^^^^^^^^^^Bm|
But they are the same cats wip type of dignity us blacks want.

J uphold the law requiring pns_ «But King stopped after he
! criptions for medicine. got a victory, he didn’t want

“Man, like I’m going to shoot revenge. The whole establish*

you with the gun, baby, but ment is uptight. But nobody got
what am I gonna do with the uptight about the Shriners in

medicine —am I going to beat Chicago during the convention,

you over the head with my “The hippies and the yippies

cough medicine. wanted to change things, but
“Capitalism is bad news, the Shriners just wanted to buy

baby, but like it’s groovy for things, like booze, and prosti-

the spongy, stinking politicians tutes.

and it’s groovy for your parents “You people just don’t know
who aren’t interested in making do you, about this establishment

!
anything but the fast buck. they call this country. I bet you

;
“The problem is, us old fools really believe the Jets (New

;

refuse to tell you the truth. York Jets pro football team) re-
’ Moral pollution? That’s what it ally beat the Baltimore Colts in

is, but us old fools tell you it’s last Sunday’s football game,
air pollution. Hey, baby, like The crpoked syndicate con-

|

my parents msed^ to tell me trolled that game and outcome
about Santa Claus coming down cause they were paying off on
the chimney. I believed that the bets,

crap until I realized that no “But I hear New Yorkers say
' white man was going to come their faith in the stinking city

down to our section of town was restored by that game,
after midnight. Groovy. When a football game can de-

“If hippies and yippies hadn’t cide the faith of a town, we in

, shown up in Chicago, them trouble, baby.

! damn, rotten, stinking politi- “Muhammed Ali goes to jail

! cians would have had it all their cause he’s against a war, but

way. And that groovy Mayor the capitalists on Wall Street

{

(Richard) Daley (of Chicago), are a bunch of titty-watching

.
he’s talking ’bout them poor degenerates who cop out for the

black cats looting teevee sets buck and adultery. (He was re-

[

while he’s looting and stealing ferring to the celebrated secret-

j
votes in the back room of the ai7 who set Wall Street agog

. convention hall. with her tight sweater, mini-

“You young cats are the most sh^ts aod noon-time walks last

l
morally dedicated young folks ye^-

v ever to come along. But this ca- - “It’s the_ .capitalists you’re

5
pitalistic society — and them bucking. If you groovy kids'

cats ain’t qualified — are trying
wa1

^
£° to war in Vietnam, if

j
to tell you groovy people what youre dumb enough to go, then

i
to do with your lives.

maybe killing is good for you.

5
“They control the papers,

y°ure inconsistent, you smoke

. don’t believe what you read in
caPitalist cigarettes even

}
them papers, just read them for

thou§h V°u bjow it will cause

entertainment. Reporters should
cai
^
er - 1 bet if they told you it

> wise up to the world and hitch ^°uId affcct you sexually you’d

i
on to a little honesty and dig-

away them coffin sticks.

_ nitv. Man. like if vnn havp a .
There d be a shoot-out on the. nity. Man, like if you have a
There d be a shoot-out on the

beard (he has one) do you have *

n
^!
awn if they told your par-

. to stink? And all that involve-
they were sending the fam-

3 ment in Vietnam, man like
|

y Vietnam, but they let

(John) Kennedy got us there. If
y g0 cheerfully. Man, like we

; LBJ had looked like Kennedy^

J

aHy
+50Und * ™rderer

. he’d still be in office - and l
han We

i thank God he don’t man.
d a ****, resist

?^
“I didn’t come here to im-

can
i!ani ’

lt s not

- press you, I came here to in-
.® cats

form ‘you: This- is the most in-
~

! sane* immoral country on the ’ .
a

’ SWiPm& some

- face of the earth. You got to re-
t
u:n_ w

awers wa
^

the

examine America, baby, don’t ing wqw to

W
mLp°°

learn~

, eulogize it
how to make a llvlnS andeulogize it.

didn’t learn how to live
“America the beautiful?. The «fuiw i u

American flaa move«; mp nKpnf ,

Colleges don t know how to

as much as a paTr of dirtv draw
th^ ^doctrinate. The

ers You whitTstatabout'TT ba
j
tards who run the

freedom, man you’re the big- they ougMaTave^a'Fed
~,Y

hy

cats anywhere, yet you keep in a hundred miles J
hose poor Indians locked up on “The on]y cat who™
their reservations dropped an atom bomb on a

th/ti
0U r ^stards fjgbtfor city wants us blacks not to £

the flag, the almighty flag, but violent. Who the hell do you

T*>°

Ut th
f
P60ple under tbe think you are, anyhow. You had

fl£(g. Its up to you young kids us blacks programmed to how
• to solve problems you had noth- there’s nothing but white broads
: l
ng

.

to
-

do Wlth
> it was the old in the world. The white broads

fho r

ll

r
Ubl11

;
1 u11 U

!

J
,'
°uVf e b*7the-moyies, on Jie tele-the old fools used up all the vision reaching out a Peosi Cola

' tricks and left you with none. to us. You think we goX tatSomeday we gotta have a the Pepsi and let you have the
special day for blacks. Dr. Mar- white broad back
tin Luther King’s

_
birthday “I grew up thinking the only

today, we gotta have a special black chicks were Beulah and
day for him. You white cats Aunt Jemima. If you think I
have closed down the country want to make love to Beulah
for everybody else, why not man, you is a sick cat.
h™?. ... ,, .

“We are toed of your insults.
King didn t die for non-vio- I’m just telling you to know us,

lence, he died for constitutional to give us some reason to trust
rights. I get upset at all this you whites. I’m not here to tell
crap, he wasn’t fighting for non- you niggers don’t stink. Do your

'

violence, he was fighting for the own research, baby.”

3- 73 ?
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HOSIERY, STREET FLOOR

COSTUME JEWELRY
CLEARANCE

constitute a permit. The offi-

cials, can work out the mechan-

ics of our proposed activities,

but the right to demonstrate is

guaranteed by the Constitution.

That! question is not nego-

tiablf”

The SDS is characteristically

equally defiant. It is circulating

a seven-page leaflet containing

a map of downtown Washington

noting the location of official

inaugural centers and routes

and detailing plans for counter

action, as follows:

“A militant program at the

inauguration is crucial in order

to demonstrate solidarity with

the (National Liberation Front

(Viet Cong) and the North

Vietnamese army. The action at

the inauguration must show the

presence of an able and deter-

or immediately availableshould

they be necessary.

Assault Charge

Is Dismissed

A charge of assault with a
deadly weapon against Donald
M. Moss was dismissed, in dis-

trict court Tuesday as the com-
plaining witness no longer wish-

ed to prosecute.

Moss, 28, Ft. Carson, was ac-

cused of stabbing . Thomas
Eldeh 25, Ft. Carson, in the

t

neck fwith a bowie knife Jan. 1.
-

The
Cottd

Ave/
eigh

T*
beg



'You Can Go Straight to Hell,' Gregory Says
By RAY BROUSSARD

Gazette Telegraph Staff Writer

Activist Dick Gregory, a

bundle of black power in a blue

jump suit, told The Man where

to go Wednesday night.

“You can go straight to hell,

you bunch of titty-watching de-

generates, you capitalist cats,

you corrupt bastards — unless

you can convince blacks, Mexi-

cans, Indians, Puerto Ricans

that you deserve to be trusted.”

Hip, harranguing and hard,

that was Gregory. His two-hour

hymn was a chant of resistance

— to parents, the military draft

and the establishment. And the

country. “The American flag

moves me about as much as a

pair of dirty drawers.”

“Capitalism is bad news,

baby.”

Roundhouse applause, re-

peated over and over, said he
was good news. And the sight

of reportedly 1,500 people shoe-

horned into 800-capacity Arm-
'll n*

strong Auditorium seemed to

convert him into “black is beau-

tiful” before the long evening

was done.

Gregory’s “Violence and the

Civil Right Movement” was the

Abbott Memorial Lecture for

Colorado College’s “Violence”

symposium.

Gregory — ranting against

400 years of black slavery,

white capitalistic society bruta-

lizing human beings, politicians,

“white broads,” — Gregory for-

tissimo, Gregory profundo — he

was the whole hip, supercool,

uptight show.
* * *

‘The Man’ — black jar-

gon for white society — on hand

loved him.

They gave him the black

power salute (arm, fist out-

stretched).

In short, the onetime quarter

mile track star at Southern Il-

linois State College, author of

“Nigger,” mainstay of San
Francisco’s “hungry i” bistro,

recent “Peace and Freedom”
party candiate for president —
he had them everywhere but in

the aisles as a symposium
(Turn to Page 6A, Column 7)

* & *
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January 29, 1969

2.6

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909

Dear!

I have received your letter of January 23rd, with

enclosures, and understand the concern which prompted you to write.

Regarding your inquiry concerning Dick Gregory, the

FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government
and, as such, does not determine whether prosecutive action will be
undertaken in any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of

Federal law are within the province of the Department of Justice which
has been furnished voluminous data regarding Gregory.

I want to assure you that this Bureau is aware of its

responsibilities with respect to the internal security of our country.

We will continue to make every effort to carry out our duties with

the highest degree of thoroughness and dispatch. /?

Sincerely yours,
X Edgar Hoover

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record for correspondent. Gregory has
made numerous vicious attacks against the Director and the Bureau,
and there are indications he is demented and mentally unbalanced.

He has supported the Black Muslims and injected himself into the

Negro movements as well as associating with individuals and espoused
causes that are closely associated with the communist movement.
Correspondent’s enclosure is a newspaper clipping from the Colorado
Springs, Colorado, "Gazette Telegraph" concerning Gregory’s speech
there on 1-15-69. Gregory is on the Agitators Index.
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1/31/69

Airtel

To: SAC, Denver

From: Director, FBI (100-440423)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

The 1/16/69 issue of the “Gazette Telegraph,”
Colorado Springs, Colorado, contained an article by Ray
Broussard concerning a speech by Gregory at Colorado College
on 1/15/69. If not previously handled, contact appropriate
sources in order to develop full details regarding Gregory's
appearance and speech at Colorado College. Furnish results \

to the Bureau in form suitable for dissemination.

In the event you are able to obtain a verbatim
transcript or a tape recording of his speech, a copy of same
should be furnished to the Bureau.

1 - Chicago (157-347)

ERS ; IHc
(5)

, TT T .

: .
c-TfAINEH

HEREIN lb UiAJLiibSIIIED

dateiiJ&zZi

Tolson

DeLoach _

Mohr

Bishop —
Casper
Callahan _

Conrad

Felt

Gale

Rosen -

Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

MOTE :

Gregory is included in the Agitator Index. The

newspaper article referred to herein reveals his speech

was extremely antiwhite and antiestablishment.
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ECLASSiriCATTCBi AUTHORITY BERTWEB FROM:

BI AUTOfcllLTIC DMILAS SIFICATIOW GUIDE
ATE 08-1 tBs014

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 2/11/69

(Type in plaintext or coo

(Priority)

5 ^

•i » 1 «.
:'f

.

'

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

V FROM i SAC, CINCINNATI^-157-1077) (P)

VbSUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka.,
/\l Dick GregoryO

i
RM - BN

>v
4>- (00: CG)

advised on 2/10/69, that the subject is b6
scheduled to De TU Cincinnati on 2/14/69, performing at a supper b7c
club called the "Living RoomT^^^ (U) b7D

Cincinnati
Action For

-
Peace (.cap; , told the informant that a group from

CAP planned to attend a speech by RON KARENGA at the
University of Cincinnati on 2/14/69, and then go support
GREGORY at the "Living Room." She did not indicate what she
meant by "support (U) ^

The informant will attend this affair, and
, \

Cincinnati will report any pertinent information developed/ ly«
re activities of GREGORY while he is in Cincinnati. £V/i&© ' Pe. /v*£_,(U)

tscj^ (jj . ( I loa po. i(2 A. wrf 4 e >2 f\ tJ o'O^e fi. C fi t>y< t r4 . I ' ^
/V- Bureau (RM) ^ 7— j*.,

,
2_- Chicago (157-457) (RM) T .._ ,

W
I 5 - Cincinnati (2 - 157-1077W Ji'f'l; L¥T - 1

2 - Chicago (157-457) (RM)
5 - Cincinnati (2 - 157-1077^

(1 -I
(1 -'100-16934. CAP)
(1 - 157-

JTPjjms I

W (10 )

mS0N-FCIM IX, 1 -2 , 4.

2

(U) DATE OF REVIEW

|b7D

;• Approved;
*Y A t Ajkln

. rSp^iial Agent in Charge
-M Per



FD-36_mev,. 5 -22 -64 )

Date: 2/10/69

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, RICHMOND (157-2254) -P-

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory,
Speaker,
Mary Washington College,
Fredericksburg, Va.,
2/11/69
RM

(00: CG)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven -

(11)
copies of LHM referring to captioned matter. ^

It is noted that the local PD and VSP have been
advised, intelligence Agencies also advised .4^ CONTAINED

h go INFORMA

i

low

_

—
RICHMOND AT FREDERICKSBURG. VA.

Will maintain contact' with|
|

Mary
Washington College, re outcome/of captioned program, who is
source referred to in LHMi/j

Bureau (Encs. 11%T REGISTERED MAIL)
2 - Chicago (Encs. 2) (157-347) (REGISTERED MAIL) m Ff8 12
2 - Richmond /

SJS/pfm aJ>*& '

. l/SlXC f i'\ /
( 7 )

AGENCY ; 4CSI,H®e?Wr, SEC.SERV. ,
,?

y| (Of# J k aJ
DSP?: i sd esagnao j f „

v '

v
- |\ SEG

HOP ran? , ydA i\
Sq&W

—

~~p// y * |\
::ll \ \

Approved: . 1 / Sent M Per . s

rt 0 Agent in Charge

REC&

gS-tf-V-



In Reply, Piease Refer So

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Richmond, Virginia

February 10, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
SPEAKER
MARY WASHINGTON COLLEGE,
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA,
FEBRUARY 11, 1969

On February 5 , 1969* a confidential source, who
has furnished reliable information In the past, advised
that Dick Gregory will be a speaker at the Mary Washington
College, Fredericksburg, Virginia* Gregory will speak on
February 11, 1969* at 8 s 00 p.m. in the George Washington
Auditorium .!

j

According to the source, Gregory is being sponsored
Lfcural Affairs Committee, whose Chairwoman Is

Reportedly, Gregory's topic will be "humorous,
serious and modern because he is involved in everything at
the moment" . iJ

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency j it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

m -

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
KERF:- IS UNCLASSIFIED^

- 1*-

ENCLQoUR !k



Fi^es <R<3Vp 9“27-@5?

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

2/7/69

(Priority)

To:
\ j

Director, FBI ATTENTION:
CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

Froi£®SAC s Indianapolis GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
TO (157-1032) m DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Subjects Richard claxtoitgregory, aka ^
Dick Gregory; w

y-

St. Benedict College, Ferdinand, Indiana c I

2/4/69 00: Chicago•CR EL VRA-65 CRA-64
••PA PE PF

I I BM f~H BM-Threats • Racial Matters
Han r~l Organization

,
. Summary of Complaint:

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of LHM
re activities of subject. Two copies of LHM are enclosed
for Chicago

. (A-

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
“

" HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFJE

ACTION: HACB: &
: .-<A ,• /PinjitorfmAiKer action being taken ai

, (3j- Bureau(Enc/ Xljyg-j lhM enclosed Copy fu:

|

r~j LHM being submitted
I

2 - Chicago (157-34y^-j^ep0r^ keing submitted

j .

(Enc T-^)pA^i)ninarv investigation instit

I

^ ‘ Indianapolis^—
|
Limited investigation instituted

! WEW':-edl - j— ? :

(6) a7FEB26«9tf3

j. Approved: - Sent

. Special Agent in Charge

ted to USA y
AG1HCY; AC5X , SSS » S2K7.

;

new s'; • JU*. —
FOTvA

'

^ —

tr

tr



VS5Ai/ oFj§<jy

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-1032
Indianapolis, Indiana
February 7 ,

1969

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On February 5, 1969, Detective
Jasper, Indiana, advised that Dick Gregory ap-

pearea Derore approximately 1,000 to 1,200 people of which a-

bout 50 were Negroes at the Ferdinand High School gymnasium,
on February 4, 1969. His appearance was sponsored by the
Cultural Appearance Committee of the St. Benedict College,
Ferdinand, Indiana.

Gregory talked basically to the young people and
told them that there is no generation gap in America but a

morality gap. He said that air pollution is not the number one
problem but rather the main problem is moral pollution. He
stated that the basic illness in the country is that property
rights are considered more important than human rights and that
capitalism must be hehind the constitution instead of in front
of it. He accused the United States of being the most morally
polluted country on the globe and stated that South Africa.
Cuba, and Red China don't pretend to be what they aren't.

Gregory advocated lowering the voting age stating
that if a man is old enough - to fight for his country, he is
old enough to vote. K

Gregory said the blacks in the United States are
tired of insults and now they are reacting to them. He said
they did not want civil rights but wanted human rights. 4^

Gregory spent the night at Jasper, Indiana, and left
the following morning from Dress Memorial Airport, Evansville,
Indiana. ^

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency. ^ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

9 NOV 19 TO
/ 1>* ¥¥& c/Z^

v7f(M OTA h i
*J i
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(P riority)

To: Director, FBI ATTENTION:
CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: SAC, TAMPA (157-3163) (P) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.“
Ej .m DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

Subject- RICHARD CLAXTONr GREGORY
(00: CHICAGO) £ / ^

CR EL VRA-65 CRA-64
PA PE PF

I I BM BM- Threats fxl Racial Matters y/\^
I I Klan Organization/^

Summary of Complaint:
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED /
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED \ >

DATE
j
' I

b' bQ BYa£EUbxA /
Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies

LHM relating to subject *s anticipated appearance in St.
Petersburg, Fla., on February 24, 1969. Enclosed for (Xt
the Bureau are two copies of FD-376.{^^ v\N

Two copies of LHM are being forwarded CG who r©
is 00 in instant case. It ]

j

Copies of LHM are being furnished USA, Tampa, /
NISO, Charleston, Sic**. MI, Tampa, US Secret Service, /
Tampa, and OS I, Robins AFB, Ga. /
P - Bureau (Enc .\\l3) (rm) 2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
5 - Tampa (2-157-3163) (1-80-139) (1-157-3383) (1-157-1489 Sub 6)

.CHON: UACB:^^* C®9) h-

5
No further action being'taken ana „

% [3 LHM enclos

^^j^^^
^furnished toJJSA^/famij^

Report being submifttej^^
^ I I Preliminary investigatiq|flnstituted

, r ,.r,

^ I I /Limited investigation instituted

pproyed: .M Per
1 ScLecinl Agent in Charge



TP 157-3163

LEADS:

CHICAGO DIVISION

AT CHICAGO, ILL,

Will furnish TP Division any information in its
possession which would be of significance and/or assistance
to TP in view of GREGORY*s appearance here.

TAMPA DIVISION

AT ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

Will follow subject’s scheduled appearance in that
city and report information relating to that appearance .V*#

2



United States Secret Service Re; RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. 6 Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [jQfcSubversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) rH Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Q Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

may be available through

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure (s)

U. S. Secret Service 9 (RM)

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures , if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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FD-36 (Rev. S-22-64) |

F B I

i
Date: 2/12/69

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-5865)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. AKA
RM

00: CHICAGO

Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau, 1/24/69

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM
in captioned matter, copies of which are being disseminated
locally to military intelligence and Secret Service.^

Two copies of LHM also enclosed for Chicago
for information,

Investigation at Durham, N. C., conducted by
SA CHARLES S. MILLER. I

A

I ")) Jy For the information of ;Q0f a tape of GREGORY’S
speech was obtained.

\
a J

.

V ^rA.0SuK’Kii ALL INFORMATION c

,h

(3/- Bureau (Ends. - 11) CRM)^ - Chicago (Ends. - 2) (RM) ife,
4 - Charlotte (1 - 157-5865)

(1 - 157-5490)
(1 - 157-177-Sub B)
(1 - 157-5743)

CSM:cst
<9)

date —
BY; n __

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED,
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED Jjj

DATE BYrj/Vj

S&fiZftE
.M Per

Special Agent in’Chafge
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hi Reply, Please Refer t

File No.

UNIT^P-STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS^|CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, Nbrth Carolina
February 12, 1969

RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to memorandum at
North Carolina, dated January 24, 1969 . (j

Char lotte.

,
On February 11, 1969,

Duke university, Durham, North Carolina, advised
RICHARD CLAXTGN GREGORY ”s arrival at Duke university on
February 10, 1969, was delayed because of inclement weather;
however, he did arrive at Durham, North Carolina, about 5j40 p.ii

on February 10, 1969. "He was scheduled to attend a dinner
:

at the residence of Duke University
I I !

at the university House, along with approximately eight
!

representatives of the Afro-American Society of Duke University;
Instead, approximately 75 black students paid a visit to
the home ofl End presented him with a list of
approximately nine demands as follows : [A

(1) Not to be appeased by tidbits handed out by
the Administration

(2) Immediate establishment of a black students program 6(1

(3) A black dormitory [A

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions dt
the FBI. It is the property of '

the FBI and is loaned to your ageac^
it and its contents are not to ba
distributed outside your agency* -*1

'nfeWSt



(4) The black population at Duke University
to be increased to 29 per cent by 1973

(5) Reinstatement of black students who in the
past had failed to meet academic standardsU

(6) Financial reassurance for black students^

(7) A black advisor selected by the Afro-Americans

(8) A summer program for entering black freshmen^

say in ever black students

i

After a brief discussion of the demands, the
group departed peacefully

Thereafter, at 8:15 p„m», GREGORY addressed
approximately 3,500 to 4,000 persons in the Duke indoor ;

stadium* GREGORY said the country suffered from "A moral
gap" rather than "A generation gap". He described the

;
!

country as the most '~mor~aIly

"

poTlirfed~fn'~'th~C"woTrd7~~amd
TSisaid it would"" be up to^Ie~ymjngeT“'geiiera-ti-on7"wto'±eh

i
;

he described as the most moral, to cure "The old broad of
her cancer". He likened LYNDON B. JOHNS® to the number one

,

tyrant since JULIUS CAESAR and suggested it made no difference
which of the two major candidates had won the election

is JIB

was that of all the countries
lied about what she was and t

practiced another

.

only one

-2“



He advised the audience to beat the capitalists
back, because they. put property rights over human rights,
"When we inarch we got nothing but when the Niggers started
burning down capitalist©'* 3 property, w© started getting some;
He told the audience the number one point of order was to
change all colleges and universities to educate rather than
to indoctrinate. He closed with a plea for "trust" between
all groups tint make up America, fj

GREGORY spent the night at the Statier-Hilton Hotel
in Durham, North Carolina, and then during the morning of
February 11, 1969, he had coffee and then lunch with members
off the Afro-American Society before departing from Durham,
North Carolina, approximately 1*15 p.m,, by united Flight
Number 853, en rout© to Washington, 0, Co, with ultimate
destination as Chicago, Illinois, |i
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Date: 2/12/69

J^^Asmit the following in

1. AIRTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC , RICHMOND (157-2254) (RUC

)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka.
Speaker, Mary Washington College,
Fredericksburg, Va., 2/11/69
RM

00 : CHICAGO

ReRHairtel to Bureau 2/10/69

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies
of LHM reflecting information concerning DICK GREGORY'S speec,
at Mary Washington College, Fredericksburg, Va., on 2/11/69-
Also enclosed are 2 copies of FD-B76.IA * J* 6

hf

copies

Con£3 rjp»nt.i ai source

(jum-acueu ^12/09 xn ausenc
Fredericksburg PD IA_

/-s

referred to in enclosed LHM, was
'e of Chief of Police M. D. HAYNES,

Copies being disseminated to U. S. Secret Service,
109th MIG, both Richmond, and USNISO, Norfolk, Va.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

>- Bureau (Ends. 33.) (REGISTERED MAIL)
2 - Chicago (157-34?) (Ends . 2) (REGISTERED MAIL)
2 - Richmond (1 - 157-2254) _ „ .

d ^
SJS :wsk (1 - 66-2521A) gg 03f^ *®WC7:ACSI .^0S*, SEC.SBRV ® FEB 14 l!

r, ENCLOSURET ) mmws»f2'/ 1*°-

wejsii
*=JA£

/

V

ApprlieS IE 1
<

Special Agent in Charge
Sent .M Per
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uniWd states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

February 12, 19&9

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [X\ Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) [Jp Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished Q enclosed ls not available

I I
may be available through

Very truly yours,

Edgar HoV^vjJr .

Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service ^
Richmond

,,
Virginia

REGISTERED MAIL
Enclosure(s) ft(Upon removal of classified enclosures , if any, this transmittal form

becomes UNCLASSIFIED

J
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Sn Reply, Phase Refer i

File No.

* t
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Richmond, Virginia
February 12, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
SPEAKER
MARY WASHINGTON COLLEGE,
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA,
FEBRUARY 11, 1969

Reference is made to memorandum dated February 10,
1969, at Richmond, Virginia, in this matter. If

On February 12, 1969.. a confidential source of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, a,dvised that Dick Gregory
spoke as scheduled at Mary Washington College, George
Washington Auditorium, Fredericksburg, Virginia, on the
evening of February 11, 1969, from 8 to 9s30 P. M.

Gregory spoke, of current, general racial problems
and appeared to the confidential source as making excuses for
the minority groups .

- The speech was given in a humorous vein.

The speech was attended by approximately 1600
students, of which about three-fourtlns left after the speech
was over. Thereafter, Gregory held a question-and-answer
period which lasted from about 9s30 to 11 P. M c L4

There were no incidents.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

©ESTBOYJSJy



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 2/12/69

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: KANSAS CITY (157-649) (P) ^
RICHARD CLAXTOlPiGREGORY, aka
RM

00: CHICAGO

Re Kansas City radiogram to Chicago, 2/3/69 (10),

and Chicago radiogram to Kansas City, 2/3/69, (10).

^

On 2/5/69, GREGORY addressed about 700 students at

Southwest Missouri State College (SMS), Springfield, Mo. The

talk, sponsored by the Student Union Board, lasted about two

hours and a 4 5 mirutp finest inn and answer period followed. An

established source. SMS,

made available the original tape which is oemg iranauriDed

as the stenographic situation permits. The talk was one in

a series entitled, "Kaleidoscope-Patterns In A. Changing

World" . Other speakers to be heard in the series include

Senator STROM THURMOND, March 31; WILLIAM RUSHER, April 16,

and JULIAN BOND, May 7.|^ Q\
The source gave the folbwing resume of the talkij^l

One of the biggest jobs ahead of you young people

is not to destroy the capitalistic system - you've got work

like hell to beat the capitalists into their rightful place

behind the Constitution, not in front of it. As . long as

capitalists stand in front of the Constitution, it is property

rights that are being emphasized-not human rights. If

democracy is as good as we tell you it is , why in the hell

are we running all over the world trying to ram it down other

people's throats. If anything is good, you don't have to

|lorce it on people-they ' 11 steal it from you.

hr', WC82 , .

U Ffi3 jl4

Bureau '(fM
2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM)
2 - Kansas City
JAMrnks
a
2/,°i ALL INFOmAUOi^CONTAIHED



KC 157-649

He said he spends 90 percent of his time on college
campuses and will be speaking at some 300 educational institutions
within the next ten months. He believes the young people of
today are the most moral, dedicated, committed people in the
history of our country. He called "LBJ" the No. 1 tyrant since
Julius Ceasar. He hoped the young people would bring on the scone
some statesmen, not politicians, and then we will see a
tremendous change in this country. It is a sad situation be-
cause you young people must solve the problems that you had
nothing to do with creating LV

He called moral pollution America's No. 1 problem.
He called the students to change the so-called educational
systems and make them live up to their name. He said they were
too damn busy to educate, they're so busy indoctrinating. The
problem many times lies with the board of directors of the school
not the administration. The board doesn't know anything about
education and nothing about the kids.(/L

He urged the students to carry a copy “of the
Declaration of ^ Independence with them and the next time there
is a riot and it is shown on television, invite your parents in
and watch it. Turn the sound off and read the Delcaration of
Independence, the part saying that when their rights have been
denied for long periods of time, it is their duty to destroy
and abolidi that government. He called himself a slave to non-
violence. He doesn't preach it, he lives it

He and his wife have pMged to eat only three days
a we§c during 1969, and to spend the next four years trying to
solve the hunger problems in America. He invited the students
to do likewise

The talk was fairly well received and his remarks
were often intersperced with applause.u

A report suitable for dissemination is being
prepared. U

- 2 -
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Date: 2/12/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)
i

- ^
.j ^•_ T.

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157=5865)

&
RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

VISIT TO A & T STATE UNIVERSITY,
GREENSBORO , N. C., 2/13/69 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
RACIAL MATTERS HEREIN IS. UNCMSSIFIEIL,

daieJu_UlM _

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM
concerning proposed visit of GREGORY, copies of which are
being disseminated to Military Intelligence, Secret Service ,

L

and one copy for Chicago, office of origin, K. ^
Investigation at Greensboro, N. C., conducted by

Sfi
| IU,

SAC .town GRIMES, Secret Service, Charlotte, N. C.,
and Military Intelligence, were advised on
2/12/69, by SA THOMAS H. GEORGE. (A

LEAD:

CHARLOTTE:

AT GREENSBORO, N. C.

AGENCY:
DEPI: ISD-,

HOW FORW : '/f/S
DATE EORW
BY % a '

/-

, SEC-. SERV.

and he
/D 0 - ¥¥o ¥33- ¥¥3

Will follow visit and have appropriate informant
coverage of GREGORY'S speech.

rff
p —

,

\
Ht ^

V/ /v I jessswMssa tafeasams
_ ^ The Bureau willO&e kept advised.

%- Bureau <E„cl-llfflfiSPSUI®
WjVmM-

" 1 - Chicago (Encl-1) (RM)

2A= Charlotte f



Jn Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
Pebruary 12, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
VISIT TO A & T STATE UNIVERSITY,
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA,
FEBRUARY 13, 1969
RACIAL MATTERS

The Greensboro Daily News , February 12, 1969,
contained an article stating that DICK GREGORY would give
a lecture in Moore Gymnasium, A & T State University, at
8s 00 P 0 M, on February 13, 1969 . \A

A lecture was being sponsored by the A & T Student
Union Advisory, according to the article. LA

On February 12, 1969, Lieutenant
,

1

Greensboro, North Carolina, police Department,
advised he was aware of the visit by GREGORY ana

appropriate precautions were being taken by the Greensboro,
North Carolina, police Department.

advised,
Military Intelligence and Secret Service have been

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^
DATE - / C IkZM BY J&TMQ

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS NOR
CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE
FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS
ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY.

COPIES DESTROYED

I mv iB m
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2/14/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED
(Priority)

To: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

From: SAC, DENVER (100-9440) (RUC )

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: Chicago)

ReBuairtel to Denver dated 1/31/69.VA.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM concerning
subject's talk at the Symposium on Violence sponsored by and held
at Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 1/13-18/69.

Two copies of LHM are enclosed for Chicago. k v

T-l , utilised in LHM, is identified as 113th M.I.
Group , Denver , Colorado

.

OP- Bureau (Ends II) (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Ends 2) (RM)
1 - Denver
LDN :mf
( 6 )

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

m
/i

AmCY;ACSI
s HHr?BSI-, SEC.SERV.

,

ESPT:
HCW F0SV : /f-

MfS f .

BY: /> s-J

a c f's ti , 0

ii-Mh

Approved:

Special /Agent in Charge
.M Per



nR UNITEDWATES department of JUST1

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No .

Denver , Colorado
February 14, 1969

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY Ulfe^AoSIFI^^^

During the period January 13-18, 1969, a
"Symposium on Violence" was sponsored by and held
at Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado. (X.

?0y,

DN T-l, another Government agency which
conducts intelligence investigations, advised that
on Wednesday, January 15, 1969, from 8:15 to 10:30 P.M.,
Dick Gregory , Peace and Freedom Party candidate for
President in 1968, delivered a speech concerning in-
justices endured by minority Americans. His basic
theme concerned the injustices the Americahclndiarti
the Mexican-American , the Puerto-Rican and the Black
American have all suffered throughout American history.
The time has come for these injustices to be eradicated
for the benefit and survival of this country. With-
out their eradication, this country will suffer more
burning and social upheaval. What is needed is trust
between the white and black communities. The blacks
will not accept handouts because they do not need
handouts. They demand trust and constitutional
rights. In discussing these points, Gregory made use
of many different examples and personal experiences.
He was particularly bitter about the fact that
foreigners are treated better than blacks and Indians, W

He believed the present American youth
was the most morally committed in this country's
history. "American youth is now doing the job that
past generations had failed or refused to do. The
moral dedication of youth stopped President Johnson.
The actions of the youth at the Chicago Convention
prevented Humphrey from being elected." He expressed
the view that , "This country is now the most inane

,

degenerate nation on the face of the earth j it must
now be ^made the moral country it should be. The
major problem facing this country is 'moral pollution.

'

This cancer must be stopped so America will survive."

8, DteSTRUiEc

J0V.1*

/ ij* 4 0 <r r ^
LJ



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Throughout his speech, he rejected hatred or revenge
as a motive or goal. What he demanded was what he felt to be
legitimate rights guaranteed under the Constitution. He

j

deplored Lincoln Rockwell's, Martin Luther King’s and all other
j

political assassinations. He claimed to follow the doctrine of
non-violence although he could not in good conscience advocate

j

it for others . He attacked the American hypocrisy of demdnti*^
j

ing the Negro to be non-violent, while the Government was engaged
in wars in other countries. He demanded new morality not based
on superficial conformity or race. "It is not necessary to

j

destroy the capitalist system, but the capitalists who now
i

control the country must act under the Constitution. The !

emphasis must be changed from property rights to human rights.
;

Racism in society is based on the structure of the society, and j,

the structure of our society must be changed if it is to survive .jLC,

"The black men in his militant activities is only
|

following the revolutionary traditions of American history. The i

Declaration of Independence, the work of Patrick Henry and Thomas!
Jefferson, and the Boston Tea Party all justify the actions of

j

the black man in fighting for rights
|

"The capitalists blocked strict gun legislation because1

it might have cost them money. There is something wrong when it
is easier to get a gun than it is to get medicine. At 18 years
of age, a person is old enough to fight and die, but he is not
old enough to vote for the policies or the people who make the
policies that send him to war. We find it easier in this countryj
to rally behind the murderer than to sympathize with the draft

;

protester. If democracy is as good as we say it is, why do we ha've

to run all over the world shoving it down everybody’s throat.
Schools in this country do not educate, they indoctrinate. With ;

all the violence and power of the establishment, they have the
j

nerve to say to the black man, ’Be non-violent.’ Progress will bje

made as soon as this country is as concerned with domestic in-
justices as it is with communism abroad." \A

\

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

^

2 *



ICLftSSIFIOkTIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

BI AUTOHATIC DECLASSIEICATION GUIDE
ATE 08-17-2014

Transmit the following in

A 1RTEL

Date: 2/18/69

(Type

(Priority)

yB<pM:

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CINCINNATI (157-1077) (RUC)

0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka.
Dick Gregory .. <r7w-
RM - BN CLASS. & EXT. BY

BEASOH-PCIM II’*T l'l;

00:CG PATE OF REVIEW

^ Re Cincinnati airtel to Bureau, 2/11/69; and
'Chicago teletype to Bureau, dated 2/13/69, captioned,
^ ”

* SOUL DAY’ ACADIA UNIVERSITX, WOLFVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA,
^ FEBRUARY 14, NEXT, RM

(U)

^ Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of an
NLHM suitable for dissemination and for Chicago two copies.

. I 1

v The confidential source utilized in LHM isk
L, v/ho furnished information to SA

(
;

0 The informant also advised that after GREGORY’S
^performance which ended at about 2:00 AM on 2/15/69, two
\ unknown male blacks approached GREGORY. He asked these
men in a low voice if they had a message for him and one
of them whispered something to GREGORY. The three of
them then left in a hurry in a white over blue station
wagon, s/t/ 4

^-Bureau (Enc 8) (RM)
' 2-Chicago (Enc 2) (RM)
2-Cincinnati

§££r? ilOO-lpfa5

JTP/par

Approved:

l
'

* f\
* V ^
Special Agent in Charge

.M P

ISED

BY

ROUTING

SLIP

ON/;

a



£1 157-1077

Informant advis^

-

furnish any
further information re this car . make and license
number as they left in such a big hura&y. He stated he
could not run to the window as he was with a group of
members of the organization, CAP. He noted that both of
these men are local militants and he will attempt to
identify them

•
(U)

Identification of these men will be sent Chicago
upon receipt from the informant. Cincinnati will open cases
on them if they are not known to this office. Cincinnati
taking no further action re GREGORY at this time



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File 'No.

Cincinnati, Ohio
February 18 , . 1969

CLASS. & EXT. BY^3
BEASON-FCIM II, 1-2

DATE OF REVIEW J2

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

A Confidential Source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised a Special
Agent of the FBI on February 10, 1969 that Gregory
was scheduled to be in Cincinnati on February 14, 1969
and February 15, 1969 performing at the Living Room
Supper Club, Metropole Hotel, 609 Walnut Street.

This source stated
of an organization called Cincinnati Action TUT peace
(CAP) told him that a group of CAP members planned to
attend the February 14, 1969 performance of Gregory to
support him^jg^, ^

This source described CAP as an organization
dedicated to protesting the U 0 S. involvement in Vietnam
and the U„ S„ Selective Service System.^^

This source advised on February 15, 1969 that
he attended the performance of Gregory on February 14, 1969,
talked with him, and determined that Gregory was residing
at the Stouffer Inn, Fifth and Elm Streets, Cincinnati.
Gregory indicated he was scheduled to go to Washing4x«i,
D.C„ after he left Cincinnati on February 16, 1969 ^

This source noted that Gregory had apparently
toned down his jokes and commentary so as not to offend
the white patrons. His jokes :fav6red:' draft resisters
and persons taking over control of schools but he did
not talk violently concerning Black Power.w

This Document Contains neither Rec*

(COPIES Diisriioxia.

W lb

OMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS OF
FBI. It is The Property Of The
AND !S LOANED To YOUR AGENCY;

!!T^and its Contents are not to Be
'ito^riliMiiTsiDE your agency.

l*
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ros directm, imi

iTROH: SAL, mo (100-43195) (F)

rHE MEW PARTY
IS • hlSCELLAMEOUS

LJL?m
CUSS. & EXT.

REASON-ECIM IX, Xl2 - 4'^—
DATE OP EEVIEW,jC£qlfl 'Z*\

“

Re WFO tel, 2/16/69.U^

Enclosed for the Rmiu ar© twelve copies end two

each for Chicago end Cincinnati of ea 3UNK dated and captioned

as above.

Coplea of attached 1481 ere being furnished to

Chicago end Cincinnati la view of their internet in DICK

GREGORY. tL

The LliS has been classifled "ConfidentialH to

protect sources of continuing value whose Identity wight

otherwise be eonprowlsed and because it Indicates FBI interest

in a political party, i.e.. Us# Sew Party. 1/^

The sources referred to in attached LHK are

WFG continuing to follow activities In The Mew

Party.

( 4- Bureau (Eric 12) /V ' (1

2 - Chicago (Inc 2) (IK)
2 - Cincinnati (£nc 2)0*14)
2 •moa - 157*1121) (C3UB0QEY)

/> ^y. /

170 mar ii 1969

ffsmjwiTf
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

' L V 20 ,.
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of h^mst valoas in fustics*, Gregory ccsosenfeed that it® «*a
$\1*S thst fell® situation In CMeag* occurred tecawsa it sept
i-atert &aty4ac*y frost becoming ?ro#idasit of the t&fitsti States* U*

/^cording, t£» the •jQiriTWa fete letter part ©I
mmhk mmmd to mplmhim him tfct*** ei racis* la this esuatfy

:

and teogory stated that **m*m tired of ail these insults*''* /
/si tlii* point f ffmgory consistently apak* of vtoitote throughout

(

$£fa iNM8*i»dor «fe hi* speech* &«* mmtiid-md that plight of fete /

^Tfitsa* and raesrted if they vo-ulti ccn»it sore act* *£ vielimte*

’gmclmf* they would mcolv* som public attention* i<* r«tfc*rk***f

fet»fc Ms tetter was killed fey th& tefwns during Her14 Hat II

But that mm: years later tic same £cst**n i*a»Igrants can snjey
yTiwiiogaa which he can sat enjoy mid mtd that v* liw® 1* a
country that treat* it* «^*la* tetter teaa Its citlacaa* its

pgmrmd that * country like titis steMfe fee feurnafe to tte
4

:ir«liory juattfiod looting, fey compartfe.^ it to the- Seaton **«,

i/wrtf mmi. m* rmd to justify people armim. thwscivc* *g.aiimfe
,

cte yolic® by mmlrSints, the mM*sm® of '/sui ?*vcr*f * rid«
h® to14 fte people to am tte«*ai.wea against tfet hrttfitil>

wtett 'he #ss«ri :

feefe

,

s* the.
a>
coys»^ &e telti tic sutiimfic* that





FBI WASH DC*

FBI TAMPA

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

y. f, »MTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEB25196/
/^

321PM URGENT 2-25-69 BLW

TO DIRECTOR, CHICAGO, NEWARK AND WFO

FROM TAMPA (157-3163) 2P

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY? RM - BN? 00 CHICAGO*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Mr. ToJgoisl- „

Mr. DeLosvcU
Mr. Mcbjr.

JMr. Bishops

_

Mir. Csbpctl. r

Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrad.*

Mr, Felt

Mr. Gale.
^ Hr. Rosea
u Mr. SuUlva^i

fj
Mr. Taval.

#\ Mr. Trotter

|
Rcc»aa.

I Miss 1 VGQ...

I
Mies C-ndy

SUBJECT SPOKE COLISEUM, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA., EVENING

FEB. TWENTYFOUR,- LAST, BEFORE AUDIENCE OF ESTIMATED ONE ^
THOUSAND, WITHOUT INCIDENT. STATED HIS APPEAL ON

|

CONVICTION DENIED AND WOULD HAVE TO BEGIN SENTENCE FEbI^^^

TWENTYFIVE, INSTANT. SUBJECT AND WIFE DEPARTED TAMPA, FLA.,!

VIA NATIONAlIaIRLINES FLIGHT FOUR ONE EIGHT, EIGHT FIFTEEN

A.M., FEB. TWENTYFIVE, INSTANT, TO ARRIVE NEWARK, N.J.,
y

TEN THIRTY A.M., FEB. TWENTYFIVE, INSTANT. PURPOSE OF

TRAVEL NEWARK UNKNOWN. A
WHILE AT TAMPA, SUBJECT DISTRIBUTED BROCHURE INDICATING

MARCH FOUR, NEXT, HE WOULD HOLD INAUGURATION OF HIMSELF AS

PRESIDENT IN EXILE OF THE U.S., AT THE MORGAN COMMUNITY

SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, ONE SEVEN THREE THREE CALIFORNIA ST.,

NW, WASHINGTON, D.C., ELEVEN FORTYFIVE A.M., FOLLOWED A
END PAGE ONE , ,

EMM Ift
^ FEB g

1

? 1969

u)L — —

—

03%
^ FEB 8? 1969

APR 3 1969

A3



PAGE TWO

* . 4

TP 157-3163

WITH TOWN MEETING ONE THIRTY TO FIVE THIRTY P.M., MARCH FOUR

AT A.M.E. CHURCH, FIFTEENTH AND M STREETS, N.W., WASHINGTON,

D.C., WITH OTHERS IN ATTENDANCE TO BE DR. BENJAMIN SPOCK,

RENE DAVIS, MARCUS RASKIN, WALTER FAUNTROY, CHRISTOPHER
b6

JENCKS, DICK BARNETT, ARTHUR WASKOW, CHUCK STONE,
| |

b7c

JULIUS HOBSON, JESSE JACKSON,! I

~[ AND DR. JAMES DIXON. INAUGURATION BALL TO BE

HELD EVENING MARCH FOUR, NEXT, WITH BALL SPONSORED BY THE

NEW PARTY, ONE ZERO TWO NINE VERMONT AVE., N.W., WASHINGTON

D.C., TELEPHONE NUMBER THREE FOUR SEVEN - NINE SIX ZERO \j^
ZERO.

DETAILED AIRTEL AND LHM FOLLOWS. 1/^

END

CAB

FBI WASH DC*

®

MR, TRAMOR
W'UOQM 836 9&Q.
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FD-3 «i (FTevj/ Sf-22-64)
'

^ 1
^

1 t
Date: 2/26/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGULAR
(Priority)

TO: Director, FBI ( 100-440423)

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (157-2722) (RUC)

<3
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RACIAL MATTERS

ReBUlet to BA, 9/19/68^

Enclosed are 11 copies of a LHM pertaining to a
speech made by captioned subject at the Western Maryland
College, Westminster, Maryland on February 12, 1969. Copies
of this LHM are being disseminated locally to 109th MI GP,

(4), NISO, OSI, Secret Service and USA, Baltimore.

/<?<?

AGE-7CY 5 £ CS7. JBflkC&r. , S3C. SE3V.

»

,sgg?mz) /2> /C(

rio’.Y rXvWr_

DATE fca.v

BY: CA(=1
'ALT, 1 • ORMATION .CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED-^^

.
3/- Bureau (Enc(ll)
2 - Chicago (Enc l)
1 - Baltimore
RLL:bj^/'

Approved: .M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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UNITED STATES DEP-VRTM ENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF LNVESTLGATIOX

In Reply, Phase Refer to

File No. 157-2722
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

February 26, 1969

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Turn:
J
Middletown High

the followingSchool, Middletown, Maryland, furnished the following
information

: K.
He attended a scheduled debate between RICHARD

CLAXTON GREGORY, Negro comedian and ANDREV^M'CHER, a moder-
j

ate Negro leader, sponsored by the Western Maryland College •

Student Government, held at Wilson Hall, Western Maryland
College, Westminster, ^Maryland, on February 12, 1969 in the
morning. However, because of inclement weather, HATCHER did
not arrive on time and instead of a debate, each speaker
gave individual presentations .

\

GREGORY said that the young people of America,
working together during the past spring and summer, convinced
the most powerful man in the world today, the president of
the U.S., that he could not be re-elected and showed in !

Chicago, during the Democratic Convention that they could
also influence the outcome of a national election. He said
that it was not merely the fact that "hippies and Yippies"
demonstrated in Chicago, but the "reason" that they did it
that influenced the outcome of the national election. He -

;

added that it did not matter, though, what "slimey, stinking
’

politician" won the election, and it is necessary to replace
the politicians with "statesmen". He exhorted the young peoplis

to:.work to end discrimination of any type and not to talk
about "non- viol.ence " until the American Indians are freed
from the reservations 4 a

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN. IS UNCLASSIFIED^;,
MTEJELLiIL. BY SjSU

9 NOV if

v
S



GREGORY compared the reaction of the parents of a
draft resistor who had talked to him, to the reaction they
would have had if he had used dynamite to blow up a dormatory
and kill many people. Their reaction to his draft resistance
is to have nothing further to do with him whereas if he had
committed some crime like dynamiting a dormatopy, they would
come to his aid with all of their resources. He stated that
he wished that he was young enough to have been drafted. If
he was, he would have gone to Washington, D.C. and handcuffed
himself to DEAN RUSK's son and said "Whatever is wrong with
RUSK's son is what's wrong with me".j^.

According to GREGORY, the white people landed at
Plymouth Rock and shot and murdered their way across the
country and a "white boy" by the name of PAUL REVERE rode
though the white communities and told the people to get
their guns because the police were coming.

He commented on the fair housing bills which are
necessary to allow blacks to live in any community they
want to, stating that STALIN 's daughter, an admitted communist,
and Russian exchange students who don't want to be citizens
of the U.S. have no trouble living wherever they want to
while U.S. citizens who are black cannot do so. lA

Approximately 1,200 people attended the presenta-
tion and two tb three hundred were refused entrance because
the hall was filled to capacity. Some news media appeared to
be taping the proceedings and there were some few "hippie"
types and about eight to ten black persons who were wearing
their hair in the "Afro" style. The vast majority, however,
were college students and faculty and there were no incidents

:

or arrests. Ia

GREGORY made no inflammatory statements, in
opinion „

,1 ' ° COrtlAiKS HEIT^IR RECQftUEHDATlOSS
‘ ./d wUdti UhUh’o OF i H £. FSj. | f )S TME F HOPEI!TK
:Sf !{} " m *3 • LOANED TO YOUR AG EMCV; it

irs s Ant tm to be distribute*}
WHSJOE YOUR AGEBCjV'

,
v

b6
|b7C

2*
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!*?fc>9-27-6

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

V
'> 4l‘

k s i!

Date: 2/27/69

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(P riority)

LkJ1

r t

To: Director, FBI( 157-12382) ATTENTION: /
CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: SAC, TAMPA (157-3163) (RUCGENERAL INVEST. DlV
S3 DOMESTIC INTELLIGEN^FT'e*-^

Subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
(00: CG) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

CR EL C3VRA-65 CRA-64 rvD/^

% PA PE PF
W BM BM- Threats fXl Racial Matters
* KLari Organization
v

i

^ Summary of Complaint:

\ /
n Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and 10 /

^copies of an LHM relating information concerning GREGORY’S

^
appearance in St. Petersburg, Florida on 2/24/69. There UJ

V3, - Bureau (3afc . 13) (RM)
^2 - Chicago (157-347) {Ehfc.2) (RM)

ti2 - Newark tISrib.2) (RM)

v 2 - WFO tSnc.2) (RM) f A* y/V / (/ 1 ^ '*/*/'
7 - Tampa (157-3163) Drri01 / / V / oC / 7/

{
(1 - 80-139) IfcVUI /

,

(1 - 157-3383) ? j \^
(1 - 157-3374)

^ - ;

(1 - 157-3345) cTd"rr^5-irs' :3 e?

(1 - 157-1489-Sub. 6) 7
v (1 -.157-3356) 5:8 MAR /

/

WBG:bg
(16)
^CTIgN

Approved:

gUACB: \

PH No further action being taken and L

I~x1 LHM enclosed [x] Copy furnished to USA
I |

LHM being submitted

1 I Report being submitted

I l Preliminary investigation instituted

I |
Limited investigation instituted

1 Agent in Charge



TP 157-3163

are enclosed 2 copies for Newark since, as indicated
in the enclosed LHM, GREGORY departed Tampa, Fla, on
2/25/69 en route to Newark, Two copies are being disseminated
for WFO since the subject distributed a brochure indicating
activity on his part in Washington, D.C. on 3/4/69, Also
enclosed for the Bureau are two copies of FD-376.M

The enclosed LHM is being disseminated locally
to USA, MI, and Secret Service, Tampa, Fla,; as well
as NISO, Charleston, S.C, and OSI, Robins AFB, Ga.

Since GREGORY has departed the Tampa Division
there is no additional inquiry by this division necessary
and so Tampa is conducting no further investigation in
the matter, u.

It should he nninttted nut that
j

Pinellas County S0,|
|
has xiiuj.cai.eJ to

the Tampa Division tne intentions oi xne SO to tape the

v
contents of GREGORY'S speech on 2/24/69. Should Chicago

|
or the Bureau have any use for such a tape, Tampa will

* secure a copy of it from the SO.



FD-376'(ftev. U-p-65>

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUJ

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No

.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

February 27, 1969

Re; Richard Claxton Gregory

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. [ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. 5l] Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. GS Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Q] Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) [X] Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Q has been furnished Q enclosed Q is not available

I I
may be available through

At t information contained

mm %unclassified^
DATEiri^-^—

^

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) (1)
U. S. Secret Service

,
Tampa (RM)

Very truly yours,

John Edgta Hoover

Director

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures , if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED

J



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

•UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J1

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Tampa, Florida
February 27, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY .

Reference is made to Tampa memorandum dated
February 10, 1969 and captioned as aboveol^^

Referenced memorandum pointed out that the
January 14, 1969 edition of the "St 0 Petersburg Times,"
a daily St „ Petersburg, Florida newspaper, indicated
that Richard Claxton Gregory was scheduled to speak
on February 24, 1969 at the Coliseum in St 0 Petersburg
and that the speech was to be delivered under the auspices
of the Greater St 0 Petersburg Council on Human Relations,, L

On February 24, 1969
1

Military Intelligence, Tampa, Florida,
mmirmpfi mar ki ohstrrii Hartwi (kagoay, who was accompanied
by his wife and [ arrived at the Tampa,
International Airport, Tampa , Florida, via Eastern Airlines
at 5;37 p 0 m„ February 24, 1969 0 According to I I

Gregory was met at the airport by|
at Florida Presbyterian College, St Q Petersburg, Fla,,

'

There was another unidentified individual withT
when the latter met Gregory 0 u 1 1

and his wi
Airport Motel, shortly

continued bv saving that Gregory
well asl I registered at the

;er their arrival at the airport.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^,
date_Ul4^L_by_3^

COPIES

9 MOV I** ®/u



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

|

furnished a brochure entitled, ’’You
Are Cordially Invited To The Inauguration Of Dick
Gregory As President=In~Exile Of The United States c

”

He pointed out that Gregory distributed copies of
this brochure upon his arrival at the airport « The
brochure is as follows? |i



J ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

TO THE INAUGURATION

DICK GREGORY

AS PRESIDENT -IN-EXILE

OP THE UNITED STATES

WHEN- 11:45 a„m,, Tuesday, March 4th

WHERE- The Morgan Community School Auditorium
1733 California Street. N.W. .

;

.

(l8th and. Florida Ave . ] _
'

YOU ARE ALSO INVITED TO THE INAUGURAL BALL.,

At 8:p,m., March 4th. Site to be announced.

********* ; , \

In conjunction with Mr. Gregory’s Inauguration and Ball The
New Party will hold a. Town Meeting patterned on the t^wn meetings
of early American history: ....

• .o

at THE A.M.E, CHURCH V

15th & M Streets, N.W.

lj30 to 5:30 p.m. . .

.

• - TUESDAY, MARCH 4 ,
‘ I-

The Tovm Meeting will consist of workshops and discussions on
the problems of Washington, D.C., and the nation. '

Among these invited to lead the discussions are the following:
Marcus Raskin, Dick Gregory, Walter Fauntroy, Christopher Jencks,
Rene Davis, Dick Barnett, Arthur Waskow, Chuck Stone, John Sessions,
Julius Hobson, Jesse Jackson, Warren Morse, Walter Washington, Dr._
Benjamin Spook and Dr. James Dixon.

_
...

FOR INFORMATION ON THE GREGORY INAUGURATION & BALL
& 'ON THE- NEW PARTY TOWN MEETING CALL 347-9600 or
WRITE TO: THE NEW PARTY

1029 Vermont Ave., N.W.
' Washington, D.C. 20005



Mr. Gregory campaigned for apprc\ximarteXy_._$i .year,as an . inde-
pendent write-in candidate for the Presidency of the United States,
He was also on the ballot • in several states as a candidate of the
Peace & Freedom Party and the New Party,

• During his campaign he had a book published by Bantam Books
titled Write Me In , which clearly spells out his personal and polit-
ical philosophy and details his reasons for calling for a president-
in-exile, a new political party, and the opening of the Black House,
which will serve as a focal point for political dissent, and the
advancement of creative political alternatives,

"The two-party system in America has made a mockery of
democracy by denying people any real choice in determining
the candidates who will represent them. Candidates are
selected through the power plays of the party machine and
such political activities produce candidates who will best
represent the interests of the political party rather than
the common good of all the people...The essence of true
democracy is not only the right to vote, but also the
right to select your own candidate. To be forced to
select between party dominated choices is to have no
REAL cheice at all. "\

'

\ \
- ^

"The creation of a third party, a party based on the
magnificent' dream of peace and freedom, exposes the
shallow ^.sperations of the two party system. Such a
party offers a public forum for the expression of moral
concern ahd provides a means- of organizing those whose
dream of democracy will not submit to or be stifled by
current political realities. •

\

\ \

"Whatever the outcome of the vote in November, the waging
of the battle is victory in itself. If I should happen
to fail to receive the majority pf that vote, I will still
be the commander-in-chief of an independent voting army

- and will declare myself their President -in-Exile , That
army will continue to wage war for justice and dighity ?>

among men for years to come. V.
' ‘ -‘ J ‘

* O *
' i .... \ f(

• r>

'"Whenever the occupant of the White Hpuse fails to respond
'

’'to the just demands of human need, the,, independent army
” will bring their concerns to the Black 'House to their
President-in-Exile , , .Ours will be an active exile, a %

"i

functioning government and a marching ahmy."
\ \

(Gregory, Write Me P[n, Bantam Books)



RICHARD CMXTON GREGORY

also . furnished a sheet of paper containing
the photograpn and letterhead of Dick Gregory (President
of the United States in Exile) .1451 East 55th St 0 , Chicago,
Illinois, and the brochure is as follows %

5
k

b6
b7C

5





RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

entitled,
is as follows:

I
also made available a copy of a brochure
Brotherhood Week Observance," and it

7



*
.

.

SPONSORED BY w
THE GREATER ST. PETERSBURG COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATION!

mo in

THE COLISEUM — 535 - 4th AVE. NORTH

* * :jc

As our featured Speaker, the Council is proud to present

Dick Gregory is a man with a message ... a message of freedom and

equality not only for the Negro but for the entire human race. He has

spent more time in Southern jails, marched in more demonstrations

prevented more racial violence and worked harder for the rights of the

Negro than any other entertainer in America. His autobiography, “Nigger”,

has become a best seller and his new book, “Sermons”, for Doubleday, looks

to be an even bigger success.

Dick Gregory, in addition to being the great leader in the Negro’s fight for

equality, is a top star of television, stage and motion pictures. He has

toured the continent, become an international leader, starred on Broadway,

and on the major television shows, and made a spectacular motion picture

debut in “Sweet Love, Bitter”.

A fine Musical Program will be presented by a variety of talented

Singers and Musicians

a UUiUa

TICKETS $2.00

For reservations call 360-6824

BEN BARISH, Chairman 820-9832

TICKETS MAY BE HAD AT EACH OF THESE PLACES—

THE COLISEUM— 862-7313 UNITED LIBERAL CHURCH — 898-3294

SECOND BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH — 820-4314 LAKEVIEW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH -

RABBI DAVID SUSKIND — Care of Templo Beth-EI 347-6136

829-4161

8



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Further,
containing the letterhead, "New Party of Florida
borough Chapter, P„ 0 0 Box 16193, Tampa, Florida

made available a copy of a letter
Hills-
33617 0

"

The letter was dated February 22, 1969 and contained the
typewritten name David The letter is as follows

tr

tr

-J

cr»
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On February 25, 1969 Detective
| |

St® Petersburg, Florida Police
DSp&ytmeM:

,
aaViSSd that on the evening of February 24,

1969 Richard Claxton Gregory, delivered a speech at the
Coliseum in St® Petersburgo He said that there was an
interracial audience consi sting of 1,000 to 1,200 persons
in attendance

® |

pointed out that the speech
was delivered and that there were no unruly incidents
occurring as a result® He said at the conclusion of
Gregory's speech it became apparent to the St® Petersburg
police that no problems were going to arise and so
officers of the police discontinued their coverage of
Gregory and the audience at the Coliseum® He did say that
Gregory had indicated prior to the conclusion of his
speech that later on in the evening he would meet with
members of the audience on an informal basis for a period
of questions and answers® li

commented that Gregory made derogatory
remarks concerning many individuals in the United States
including former President Lyndon B® Johnson®

|

remarked that Gregory cleverly interspersed humor with
his derogatory remarks, and this technique made the audience
responsive in. their applause® /

j

continued by stating that during
Gregory's speech the latter indicated that a current
judicial appeal had been rejected by a high court
necessitating h is. Gregory's, arranging a conference with
his attorneys®

|

said that Gregory indicated that
he planned to consult with his legal advisors imminently®
According to|

|
Gregory also indicated that due to

the rejection of his appeal he would probably be imprisoned
on February 25, 1969® Bm

| |

said that he understood that Gregory
was to have been the overnight guest of Florida Presbyterian
College but emphasized that the
police aid not observe Gregory after he departed from
the Coliseum and so he could not be certain that Gregory
did in fact remain with the family® fji

said that there were a number of
members ox

—

uue junt a of Militant Organization (J0M0)
present during Gregory's speech. M,



ba^ed militant black nationalist

ElTOTfl
is a writer for the ’’Burning Spear

,

e speech delivered by Gregor
I El

police officer,
Gainesville, FI

prior to that was arrested by
authorities for inciting a riot,

FBI in Tampa, Florida
25, 1969 a repr
determined from

ilcl

s, xampa Inter

A representative of the F
on February 25, 1969 solicited from

I Tampa Airport Motel, 2222 North Westshore Blvd e ,

Tampa , that Gregory and the latter's wife spent the night
of February 24-25, 1969 at the Tampa Airport Motel,, lj

On Page IB of the February 25, 1969 edition
of the "St„ Petersburg’ Times. !! a dai.lv St. Petersburg.

"Gregory Threatens a Fast„" The article indicated that
Gregory told an "inraptured" crowd of about 1,500 in
St 0 Petersburg, Florida on February 24, 1969 that he would
"'go on nothing but distilled water" when he began serving
a 6-month sentence imposed on him in 1966 0 The article
pointed out that the Uo S„ Supreme Court on February 24,
.969 refused to review Gregory's convict ion„ Gregory
’as quoted as having said, "I'll drink only my water 0

”



RICHARD CLAXTQN GREGORY

The article indicated that Gregory had
referred to the Declaration of Independence and won
a standing ovation as he related t« riots the section
proclaiming it the "duty" of free men to "alter or
abolish" tyrannical government. The article pointed out
that he "mixed humor with stinging rebuke" and held
his audience spellbound. |a

He indicated the one point according to the
article that "We even got .a black cowboy on television
now = *T}ie Outcast” - You can tell by the name that it's
us. Next year we jjonna have" another black cowboy. 0 . so
that the first one will have, someone to kill." The
article also quoted Gregory as having said "President
Nixon will listen to the young because he knows he’s
not as slick as LBJ and h© knows if you kids can run
LBJ back to the ranch it is a short distance to that
law office in New York City 0 "1a

"Which is more degenerate, to go to the girls’
dormitory, and take all the drawers - or to take over
the administration building?", Gregory was quoted as

Gregory commented, about the Chicago Convention
by asking, "Who do you think committed the most adultery
in Chicago. .. the hippies and yippies, or the Shriners
that were in town?" \A

According to the article, Gregory made the
following comment concerning open housings "Suppose the
Viet Cong kills me and my wife gets $10,000 and can’t
buy a house where she wants to = I’d say I died shooting
at the wrong guy.%A

He indicated, according to the article, that
America is the only nation "which' lies about itself.
Russia, China, and South Africa don’t hide what they
stand for and neither did Hitler," Gregory said. • .

Representatives of local law enforcement agencies
in Hillsborough and Pinellas County, as well as representa-
tives of Military Intelligence and Secret Service in Tampa
were notified of the information contained in this
communication .

\

J
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

This, document contains aeithe:
nor conclusions of the FBI,, It is the-]
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it am
are not to be distributed outside your i
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SiXC, Tceipa (157-3163)

gEC-121

/60 -
mcmm ciastoh Gregory
mci£& matters

3/7/69

Reur&irtel 2/27/69.
\

You are requested to obtain o copy of the tape-

recording of captioned individual’s speech on 2/24/69 and

furnish same to the Bureau attention Racial Intelligence

Section.

JCM:ra^&^

MOTE :

By reairtel Tampa advised that captioned individual
was to speak on 2/24/69 and that the Sheriff's Office of
Pinellas County, Florida, planned to tape record the speech.
Reairtel advised that a copy of the tape could be obtained
if the Bureau would have use for same. In connection with
continuing efforts to build up a library of recordings of
speeches by individuals associated with the black nationalist
or extremist movement, Tampa is being requested to obtain a
copy of the tape of the speech.
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Felt
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Transmit the following in

V i c/', A I KTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-49005) (P
y

MOCK INAUGURATION DEMONSTRATIQ
PLANNED FOR 3/4/69, BY THE

Z^NEW_ PARTY
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re WFO letter and LHM dated 1/28/69
as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau are twelve copies,
Chicago and Cincinnati, and one each for other auxilliary
offices receiving copies of this Airtel, of an LHM dated
captioned as above. (J

The attached LHM has been classified ,!Confi
to protect sources of continuing value whose identities
might otherwise be compromised and because it indicates
interest in an alleged political party, i.e. The New

Bureau (Enc. v 12) Jn
GREGORY)
tTnfo) (RM}
(RM)w^
2) (RM)

1) (Info) (RM)

(1 - 100-440423)
Atlanta (Enc. 1)
Chicago (Enc. 2)
Cincinnati (Enc.
Cleveland (Enc.
‘"ew York (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
Newark (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
WFO
(1 - 100-48195) (NEW PARTY )

(1 - 100-47047)
(1 - 157-1121)

/ £*&

cii '- 9 **

_..Vr' RwgORDEB
170 1969-

„

:T4

“MncT: ACSI, ONI, 0SI, STATE

SEC. SER.; RAO
DATE FOflWAIQ: ri9- 4-
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|^|ggSpecial Agent iiy'Cl irge
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WFO 100-49005

Copies of attached LHM are being furnished Chicago
and Cincinnati in view of their interest in DICK GREGORY and
JAMES DIXON, and the remaining offices in view of previous
correspondence regarding captioned matter.

The first confidential source .rafarrod to -in

attached LHM id I the second is

PartyInquiry at the Hotel Ami

Headquarters, was conducted by SA

Copies of attached LHM are being disseminated
locally to 116th MIG, OSI, NISO, USSS and USA. \J

WFO will continue to follow.

2
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/« Reply,
Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL KUKEAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D. C. 20535

February 28, 1969

MOCK INAUGURATION DEMONSTRATION
PLANNED FOR MARCH 4,’ 1969

BY THE NEW PARTY

An article in "The Washington Post," a Washington,
D„ C. (WDC)

, daily newspaper, on page A-8 of the January 25,
1969, issue, related that the Executive Committee of The
New Party held a press conference at the Sheraton Carlton
Hotel, WDC, on January 24, 1969, to announce that The New
Party had elected Dick Gregory, Negro comedian, and James P.
Dixon, President of "Antioch College, Yellow Springs ,*~0HTo7'

as~co- chairmen of the Party . li

The article continued that The New Party, which is
building an "exile government" in WDC to further "the politics
of participation," also announced plans for the March 4, 1969,
"Inauguration" of Dick Gregory as "shadow" President of the
United States

.

CLASS. & Ext. BY
PEASOJf-PClM II, flg'V'o'
MTS OP REVIEW

M

//

. « .Wov'VSn
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MOCK INAUGURATION DEMONSTRATION
PLANNED FOR MARCH 4, 1969
BY THE NEW PARTY

In a statement by^Marcus G. Raskin, dated August 1,
1968, titled "Why The New Party," Raskin,' 'a ‘ former White
House aide, who is co-Director of the Institute for Policy
Studies and a member of the Executive Committee of The New
Party, stated in part; "It is clear that the people are calling
upon, and will fashion a political party that will recapture
their own political system without revolution, without
violence, without repression; but, rather, in that community
of interest which can^make real those fleeting dreams of
freedom, equality, peace and justice which all of us want
to believe are rooted in the land of America." (J

The Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) is a
non-profit organization formed to study foreign
and domestic policy of the United States. (A

It has been publicly described as a "think
tank" for theLNew Left. I

J

During 1968, Dick Gregory campaigned as an
independent write-in candidate for the Presidency
of the United States and was also on the ballot
in several states as a candidate of the Peace
and Freedom Party and The New Party. In a
book published during his campaign by Bantam
Books titled "Write Me In," Gregory stated in
part; "The creation of a new party, a party
based on the magnificent dream of peace and
freedom j exposes the shallow aspirations of
the two party system. Such a party offers
a public forum for the expression of moral
concern and provides a means of organizing
those whose dream of democracy will not sub-

mit to or be stifled by current political
realities. U

- 2 -

X



MOCK INAUGURATION DEMONSTRATION
PLANNED FOR MARCH 4, 1969
BY THE NEW PARTY

On February 16, 1969, a confidential sourc@
'wfr0

has furnished reliable information in the past, advised
that on that date, Dick Gregory, Negro comedian and co-
chai-..nan of The New Party, spoke to approximately one
thousand persons at Leonard Gymnasium, American University
(AU)

, WDC, at the invitation of the, Kennedy.,. Political Union,
a legitimate organization of the student association at AU.
The^speech commenced at two p.m., and ended at approximately
three forty-five p.m. [A

During his speech, Gregory announced his position
as President- In-Exile of The New Party. Gregory spoke at
length for support of the Party and why it would be good
for the United States. He condemned the two party system
and stated that he would be the "Commander-in-Chief" of
The New Party. Source stated that during the speech,
Gregory brought out his usual subtle remarks of hatred for
white society and its ills, and remarkedhow the formation
of a new Party would be so designed to cure those ills.Lt

The above source continued that while Gregory
spoke, circulars were distributed indicating that Gregory
would hold his inaugural as President-In-Exile of the
United States, on March 4, 1969. L#

A copy of the above mentioned circular is attached,
and is in the form of an invitation to Gregory's inauguration,
which is to be held at The Morgan Community School Auditorium,
1733 California Street, N. W.

,
WDC. The circular further

reflects that an inaugural ball will be held "site to be
announced," and in conjunction with both, The New Party will
hold a Town Meeting patterned after the town meeting of
early American history, at The A.M.E. Church, 15th and M
Streets, N. W.

,
WDC. The town meeting is to consist of

workshops and discussions on the problems of WDC and the
nation. « i

W,
- 3 -



MOCK INAUGURATION DEMONSTRATION
PLANNED FOR MARCH 4, 1969
BY THE NEW PARTY

On February 24, 1969, a second confidential source
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised
that the Black Student Group and the Student Association at
AU. had requested use of facilities at AU for an Inaugural
Ball on March 4, 1969, for Dick
source, this request was denied

egory.
' m

According to the

On February 25, 1969, a third confidential source
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised
that a campus group, The Organization of Afro and Afro-
American Students at AU (OASATAU)

, held a rally at noon on
that date in front of the Mary Graydon Center (MGC)

,
AU,

protesting the rejection by the School Administration of
the request to hold an Inaugural Ball on campus for Gregory

On February 26, 1969, the third source advised
that the leader of OASATAU had stated that the protest
at AU was no longer a question of facilities for an Inaugural
Ball for^Gregory , but "who is going to make decisions 6n the
campus.

(U)

On February 27, 1969, the third source advised
that George H. Williams, President of AU, issued a state-
ment on that date that he would permit students to use
Leonard Hall and/or the Collier Room in the MGC, AU campus,
in celebration of Gregory's Inaugural Ball

On February 27, 1969, general inquiry at The
New Party Headquarters, 1029 Vermont Avenue, N. W.

,
WDC,

by a representative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI), disclosed that the Gregory Inaugural Ball would be
held at the Hotel America, Massachusetts Avenue and Thomas
Circle, N. W.

,
WDC, the evening of March 4, 1969.

On the samedate, general inquiry at the Hotel
America by a representative of the FBI disclosed that space

- 4 -
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MOCK INAUGURATION DEMONSTRATION Jg3$F5©S?J£I£C
PLANNED FOR MARCH 4, 1969
BY THE NEW PARTY

had been reserved at this Hotel for the Gregory Inaugural
Ball to be held on March 4, 1969, from 8:00 p.m., that date
to 1:00 a.m., March 5, 1969.^*

On the same date, a forth confidential source
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised
that Dick Gregory is scheduled to deliver a lecture at the
State University of New York, Binghamton, New York, on
March 3, 1969, and is scheduled to deli^r a lecture in
Kansas City, Missouri, on March 5, 1969.^?^/

J^< (U)

TV

<;

15 document contains neither
•'Mtiy.-.iilflllonfl nor conclusions of

[
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FBI WASH DC

I -BUFFALO

eenHML 8828EA5J

: fofPAWMEMT OF JUSTICE

comBation section

MAR? 1969

1-35P URGpfT 3/7/69 CIM

TO DOCTOR AND CHI CAGO*^( 157-347)

FROM BUFFALO (157-396)

Mr. xoUco'mu^.

Mr. DelLcacSl]

Mr, Mote—

L

Mr. Bishop-

Mr. C&sper_

Mr. C&liahsu

Mr0 Conrad
Mr. Felt

M[r« G$il©

Mr- 3SoasB_.

Mr. Sullivcc

Mr. Tavd_.
Mr. Ttottsr

„

Tela, Kotm...

Miss Holmes

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM. 00: CHICAGO.

NEW YORK STATE POLICE, ATHOL SPRINGS, N.Y. ADVISED THIS \
DATE SUBJECT SCHEDULED TO SPEAK GREGORY HALL, STATE UNIVERSITY j

COLLEGE AT FREDONIA, FREDONIA, N.Y. AT EIGHT PM, MARCH /
TEN NEXT. COVERAGE ARRANGED THROUGH ESTABLISHED CAMPUS /

SOURCES AND NYSP, WHO WILL ATTEMPT TO RECORD SPEECH.!^ \
BUFFAUS^WILL FOLLOW AND ADVISE.

END. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

FBI WASH DC

MTswlassW
DATEJji/^®

—

ma

/oo
12 1369

APR 3 1969
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PO-3& (fW. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 32LO/69

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK U|7-1093)

SU3JECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM-BLACK NATIONALIST
( 00 : CG)

Enclosed herewith is t,hm rigyn-t-eri t-o

cantinned individual. NY T-l is
|

State University of New York,
at Farmingdale, New York, an established reliable
source who furnished the information to SA JAMES F
O'CONNELL. His identity is protected because of
his position.

Dissemination of LHM has been made to
Secret Service, NYC, 108th MI Group, NYC, OSI,
OMI, and USA, EDNY.

/w 2-Bureau (Encs. 11) (RM)
1-Chicago (Enc. 1) (RM)
1-New York

JFO : cbm
(5)

asset i«st

nnwrrffW 0 /
SA33E f r S '

777^

W*

AfR 3 1963^
Approved;
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to New York, New York
File No. March D, 19 6 9

Richard Claxton Gregory
Racial Matter-
Black Nationalist

On March 7, 1969, NY T-l, who is in a
position to furnish, reliable information, furnished
the following information:

Under the auspices of the Speakers Bureau
of the University of the State of. New York, at
Farmingdale, New York, captioned individual spoke
to approximately 200 students of the University
on March 6', 1969 . Gregory attacked the establishment
and whites and warned of the coming riot season.
He called for the students to put pressure on
their legislature for a voting age of 17, since
youths of that age are old enough to go to war
and get killed. He stated that college professors
have not learned the difference between indoctrination
and education. He said authority indoctrinates
students to accept the racist institution, the
establishment. When heckled by shouts to
Gregory that he should leave the country if he
is not satisfied, he said he would when the
racist institution frees his brothers. There
were no incidents.

Dissemination made to Intelligence
Agencies locally.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI). It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your agency; it and its' contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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EH AUTOKBTIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
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FD-36, (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in .

AIRTEL

F B I

Date: 3/11/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-5865) (RUC)

'Cs
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY , aka Q L

Dick Gregory CLASS. & EXT.

RM - BLACK NATIONALIST BEASON-FCIM II, 1-2. 4.

2

wu*utKUl ‘l0i
D1TE 0F review ^ /

Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau dated 2A 2/69 »LA^

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM
regarding captioned matter, copies of which are being
disseminated locally to military intelligence and Secret
Service.

(A
Two copies of LHM are also enclosed for the

Chicago Division for information.

Also enclosed for the Bureau is a tape of
the speech of subject at Duke University, Durham, North
Carolina, on 2/10/69. No copy of the taped speech at
Duke University is being maintained by the Charlotte

I J t f rOffice.^

rom Duke
The enclosed tape* ftom which the transcript

was made, was obtained by g& CHARLES S. MILLER from Duke
universityl _ difo

....
wTr7™Z -J..'..

_

...
1

^
—:

3y- Bureau (Encs.'12)T (RM) %

2 - Chicago (Encs. 2) (Info) (RM)*^ ri MAR 1S: l?5“'

4 - Charlotte /» .s
(1 - 157-5865$ (1 - 157-5490)
(1 - 157-5743) (1 - 157-177 SUB B) 'Xjbjji

THG: dmb , . . / - 'zQl'S*



CE 157-5865

With no further investigation appearing
necessary concerning subject at this time, this case
will be considered RUC./j



In Reply, Please Refer to

' File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
March B* 1969

CLASS. & ©CT. BY,

fClM II, 1-&.4.8

RICHARD CLAXTQN GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK NATIONALIST

Reference is made to memorandum at Charlotte,
North Carolina, dated February 12, 1969, captioned as
aboveJi

The following is the transcript of a speech
made by subject at Duke University, Durham, North
Carolina, on February 10, 1969s Lt

"I would like to say thank you very much.
And how do you say with a straight face that
it is a pleasure to be in Durham? But I made
it, and you know if you youngsters really want
to have some fun, you should go to Chicago to
the airport and try to book yourself here.
Yeah, All the normal airlines thought I was
putting them on. But I made it.

“Can you people way up in the cheap seats
see okay? li

*’I came a roundabout way. I flew from
Chicago to New York and I got here in time
to get hung up with all that white stuff
yesterday. And I looked out the window and

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS
NOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY
OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY? IT AND
ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE
YOUR AGENCY.

- 0 3



REs RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

saw all that snow and thought it was cotton. So
I took a train and went to Washington, B. C.
after riding all night. So I got on the plane
in the evening and I don't have to tell you how
tired I was. So X decided I would get me a little
sleep. So when X sat down on the plane there was
this white cat sitting next to me. So X checked
him out, and he was a pretty groovy fellow.

"So I dozed off and went to sleep. Wouldn't,
you know about fifteen minutes after I get to sleep
he decides he wants to strike up a conversation with
me. So he did it the usual way, “Wake up boy.’ So
I woke up. Only to find out he didn't have nothing
to talk about. He wanted to discuss Negro progress
in America. So I explained to him that I did not
want to discuss black progress in America because
there are too few people in America that really
know what areas we've made a tremendous amount of
breakthroughs in. A lot of people think we've
made so many progress in jobs and housing and
education and the biggest breakthrough in the history
of America for black folks happened two years ago
in the state of Texas. • We got our, first colored
hurricane, Beulah.

wSo when you stop and think about it, things are
looking up. Yeah, have you been digging television
lately? Yeah, they got a lot of us on television.
They used to slip us on them commercials after
midnight, but now we got the evening news now.
Yeah, my little sister was one of them Bufferin
hands the other day. X sure was glad they finally

2





RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

“So I dozed off to go back to sleep and sure
enough, this white cat nudged me again. He said,
'Will you explain to me what black power is?' 1

said, 'I will not.' . And I went on and tried to
explain to him that for twelve months I went out
of my way to explain to white folks what black
power was. And even when I couldn't find white
folks I would call them up on the telephone,
'Hello, are you white?' But after last year we
just kind of felt that everybody in the world knew
what black power was.

|
J

“After the tremendous heart transplant in
South Africa where the black cat gave up his heart
to the white cat, the only heart that is working
right. Now that's black power, baby. Yeah, that
heart is pumping, too. And that white cat is

probably somewhere in Johannesburg right now,
singing the blues. I don't know if you white
folks are aware of the fact that black folks
found out the black cat was going to give up
his heart to the white cat. That just made black
people happy all over the world. You see, we've
been knowing for years that basically there's
nothing wrong with white folks that a change of
heart wouldn't straighten out. j.

“But to be honest with you, we must admit
we didn't want that heart to work that good.
No, I mean that heart is working so good it has
really scared the hell out of black folks. You
see, that heart is working so good that nothing
scares us no more than the thought that one day
you white folks might start assuming that we
going to be your spare parts. Ever since that



REs RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

heart has been working so good# white folks have
been looking at us a little bit different now.

"I fell asleep in the airport about three
weeks ago and woke up and here ,a white cat got
his ear on my chest. And next thing you all will
be claiming nappy hair will cure cancer.

"You know there is a lot of pros and cons about
heart transplants. Some people are for them and some
people against them. 3Let me go on record as saying
I am against all heart transplants# but I'm for
transplants. Not only am I against heart transplants#
I°m against all the type of transplants you can hide.
I would love to see a white cat get a colored foot.
And next summer let him take that to the beach with him.
Come on Joseph# let's pull off your other shoe. 3Let's

get in the water . . .

"Let me say to you youngsters this evening it
is a pleasure to be with you. I guess I can
truthfully say that I spend about 98 per cent of
my time today on college campuses# and for a
reason# and the reason is because you young folks
in America today are probably the most morally
dedicated# committed group of young people that's
ever lived in the history of this country

.

You can't read these old right wing cracker
newspapers to find out what you are, who you
are# and what you're all about. Because your
average establishment newspaper morally is not
even morally sound enough to even discuss you
young kids with you. What do the newspapers in
America say today# you're hippies# yippies#
bearded# smelly# irresponsible kids -



Tne rirst question tney got, to
t because you have a beard why

you have to stink? They don’t say n
Abraham loincoln* He didn’t only hav
ugly too. U.

have a beard s he was

"Your newspapers has yet in this
to you youngsters that because of your
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youngsters that I 'run across are hip enough to know
that when you "re dealing with one of them sticking,
slimy politicians it makes no difference which
of them wins . They all act the same way anyway

"And as far as crooked Dick, you don 8 1 have
to worry about him- Nixon knows damn good and
well he 0 s not as slick as &.BJ ’was. He knows he 8 s

not as powerful as LBJ was , and he got enough sense
to know you youngsters ran I»BJ back down to the farm
and they going to run him back out to California*

"And so I say I travel to about 300 colleges
in a ten-month period each school year and the
hardest thing that I find in talking to you
youngsters, not only do I have to tell you that
the problem confronting America today, you have
to solve. The embarrassing thing that 1 have to
tell you youngsters in America is that you have to
solve problems today that you had nothing t© do with
creating. These problems were here when you got here
but they will not be here when you leave, thanks to
us old fools. And I say thanks to us old fools because
we put you young kids in a situation today that young
folks in America have never been in in the history
of this country. You see, us old fools that passed
ahead of you, not only did we not solve the problems
confronting America today which nobody has solved, but
we did something nobody has ever did in the history
of the country. We didn“t solve the problems, but we
used up all the tricks. And we wonder why you
youngsters act the way you act. You got to. act
the way you act because you have no tricks./.

!

7



REg RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

“Yeah, when I was a kid my mother, ray daddy,
and My Whole community taught me before I got out
of the crib that one day you 8 re going to grow
up boy, and a white man is going to call you a

nigger® Now don°t be mad when he calls you that because
God don 8 t like no ugly® Sure enough X grew up one day
and a cracker called me a nigger and sure enough X

didn't get made because God don"t like no ugly® X

got seven of those black kids at home, and me and my
old lady ain 8 t teaching them nothing® And if a cracker
ever makes the mistake of calling one of them a nigger,
I know it's going to surprise them and X know they are
going to act accordingly® So there 8 s no tricks, thanks
to us old fools® You youngsters have to deal with
solving the problems today.

“Let me tell you X did not come here this evening
to impress you but only to inform you® When X leave
here tonight X couldn't care less about what you think
about DICK GREGORY® Because you see X always have the
consolation of knowing that whenever we wake up, this
year, next year, twenty years from now, you will always
be able to say at least Brother Greg didn't lie to us®
I think that's a big problem today® Us ©Id fools
are so busy lying to you youngsters , and after we
finish lying to you we run around and say the problem
why we can't relate with you is because there is a
generation gap® X stand here and tell you 2 and 2 is
5 and when you react to it, X say well it is just
the generation gap® The generation gap is a moral
gap® If I quit lying to you you would find out we
could relate, IX

"We want to make believe that age, hell Burgess
Russell (phonetic) could leave England tonight ® He u.

8



REs RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

is 98 years old and come to America aid walk from
one end of the country to the other and toe the
youngest among us because he’s going to reach them
from a moral , dignified standpoint. That 8 s What
you young people are all about. Because we didn’t
just start lying to you.

"We started lying to you way back down in the
crib with that Santa Claus boy. The first letter
I ever wrote in my life was to a cat that didn’t
even exist. That sounds funny, but when your mama
lies to you anybody ought to be able to lie to you.
Of course, that Santa Claus boy, he went over better
in the white community than he goes over in the black
community. Not that we don’t dig him. We just
know damn good and well that ain’t no white cat
coming in our neighborhood after midnight.

"Twenty-four hours a day though, we lie to you
youth. The number one lie we tell you in America
today is we say the number one problem confronting America
today is the problem of air pollution. And the number
one problem confronting America today is the problem
of moral pollution.

"This is the most morally polluted, degenerate,
insane nation on the face of this earth, bar none.
And you young people today have the job of giving
America her sanity back. You young folks have the
job today of making America the morally dedicated
nation the founding fathers meant for her to be®
Now I hope you don’t make the mistake of the right
wing crackers who are so damn busy eulogising the
country. You know, save the eulogies for when she /

dies. Thanks to you youngsters, America is not dead IA,



yet* SO if you quit eulogizing her and examine this
old broad and find out where the cancer is and run
her on into the hospital and cut it out# you might
save her«

(A.

"And the day you youngsters work to make
this country the beautiful country she should be#
that 6 s the day she wouldn't have to walk all
around the world trying to convince ourselves
that America is beautiful

<,k
"Let me tell you something# as long as you

got that Indian locked up on that reservation#
if you can believe this country is beautiful
with him up there# you are sick# bad# and out of
your mind* You know the interesting thing is

that once you youngsters make her beautiful# she
wouldn 9 t have to go around bragging <> Other people
will do it for us# Any time a cat has to tell you
about how pretty his wife is# you can damn sure
bet he 9 s married to“Lena the hy@na 0 Because that 9 s

one thing that don 9
fc have to be discussed# true

beauty
oa

"So you youngsters got a jobs You see# the ~

sad thing about America is that of all the countries
on the face of this earth# America is the only
country that lies about what she is all about

„

Irregardless of what you feel about Mao Tse-Tung

Mao Ts e-Tung xs not a Communist and a revolutionist

„

Irregardless of what you feel about Cuba# they don't
pretend to be nothing else but some Communists and
some revolutionaries o As sick as Hitler was he
didn't pretend that he thought Germans was superior (
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to everybody else# You know regardless of how no good
countries are on the face of this earth at least they
own Up to what they are® South Africa makes no bones
about the fact they don't like them niggers® America
is the only country on the face of this earth that run
around preaching one thing and practice something else®

•-
i

"So, you youngsters got a big job ahead of you
because you 8 re getting a lot of help from us old
fools® That 8 s why I was tickled to death that the
young folks showed up at the Democratic Convention in
Chicago® Because after looking at that on. television :

it sure woke up a lot of you young fools® „ And ain't
nothing no worse than being a young fool because you
got so long to be one® ^

"Those 15,000 hippies and yippies showed up in
Chicago and changed the system® And three days after
the Democratic Convention was over, the whole establishment
tried to convince you that you did not see what you saw 1

on television® Yeah, they said it didn't happen® They
said the press created it®L<^

"You know something? If Kosygin and the rest
of them old damn fool Russians in Moscow was dealing
with the world as insane as America, you know they
could beat that Czechoslovakian rap? All they would
have to do is get on worldwide television and say it
didn't happen. We admit we sent little miniature
tanks to the Czech border, and the press with their
cameras blew them up to make them look like real live
tanks® But you know what, Kosygin is not dealing
with the world as crazy as America, The Czechoslovakian
situation got the whole Communist world up-=tight® And

11



it didn't have a damn thing to do with these
Communist-hating Americans, didn't have a damn
thing to do with your army. The whole Communist
world is up-tight because them damn fools in Russia
made the same mistake them damn fools in Chicago made.
They plotted their move just knowing how the
old fools was going to react, and they forgot to
take into consideration you young folks. I°m sure
them Russians never realized they'd move into a

country with their mighty army and the, young folks
would run up and draw swastikas on the tanks. \A

"I’m sure them Russians thought when they moved
into Czechoslovakia with their tanks them folks would
act the same way your mama and daddy would act if
they moved into your hometown with some tanks. They
never realized they would run across some young kids
that was so dedicated to what they believed in that
they would lay down in the middle of the street and
put gasoline on them and light the match. And all
the world, the Communist world, is upset because of
what they did in Czechoslovakia.

"America was upset because of what happened
in Chicago. 15,000 hippies and yippies showed up
to change the system. And the whole country got
up-tight because of what they was doing. They got
up-tight because of the reason they was doing it.
I mean anybody in their right mind in America knows
it wasn't because those kids was in the streets,
because for the last ten years you white kids ever
spring break go to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and
tear up the whole damn town and nobody has got upset

12
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over ito Because when you go to Fort Lauderdale
you ' re just going to get drunk. You ain 9 1 goin
to change no system. And there is a difference

"15,000 hippies and yippies came to Chicago
to change the system and the whole establishment
got upset. And I ask you point blank, who do you
think was the most immoral in Chicago last year,
the hippies and the yippies or the Shriners when
they was there for their convention? Who do you
think committed the most adultery and spent the
most money on whores and prostitutes, the hippies
and yippies or the shrihers when they was in Chicago
for their convention? And nobody got upset over the
shriners because the shriners didn"t come to change
nothing, just to buy something. \A

"And so all at once they 9 re trying to make
you youngsters think that oh, you're doing
things youngsters. Oh, young people has always
had their thing. It°s just that young folks have
never used their energy to change the system. I

remember when I was in college, we had panty raids

•

Well we didn't, I went to one of them white schools.
I wasn't about to go in that white dormitory and steal
no drawers, but they had panty raids. ^

I

"Well let me just ask you tonight, which do
you think is the most sick and the most degenerate
and the most scummy for a group of kids to go into
a girlfe living quarters and steal all the drawers
or to go and take over the administrative building
and not let no phone calls through? Which is the
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drawers or taking overmark of degeneracy, stealing
the administration building?

“But for ten years in America young people
had panty raids and nobody got upset. The whole
establishment said, "Well, boys will be boys.

;

It's all in growing up, 0 Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha.

"And then young folks got tired of stealing
bloomers. Young folks started deciding to see how
many goldfish they could swallow. Nobody didn't
give a damn. They let you swallow a whale if you
want to,

lA.

"Then young people got tired of swallowing
goldfish. And then they decided to see how many
they could stuff into a telephone booth. And you
pick up the front page of the paper and on the
front page is 'University of Arizona Sets New
Record, 500 Kids Stuffed in one Telephone Booth,'
And they have some little freakish little cat on
the front page from AT and T bringing another
telephone booth, saying, “Ha, ha, boys will be
boys, ha, ha.u

"If you think boys will be boys, don't take
500 kids and try to get into a phone booth. Take
5 to downtown Durham one day with some picket signs
and march around an empty telephone booth asking
AT and T about its antitrust violations and about
its high long distance phone call rates, and see
how quick it would take the cops to get there and
bust you, and see if anybody will say “boys will
be boys

,

0 \A

"1 say you youngsters got a big job today, a

mighty big job you have to do. I guess you understand
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you 0 re aggravating us old fools. Wow all at once
you young kids is trying to tell us that morality
will no longer be a Brooks Brothers suit and a

clean shaven face and a haircut once a week* and
you can commit all the adultery you want and you “re

still Mr. So and So. You youngsters are saying
morality will no longer be buying the latest
fashions from Paree and bathing in Chanel Number 5*

and having as many abortions as you want and you “re

still Mrs. So and So. Yeah* you youngsters are really
upsetting us old fools.

within,
why

‘You “re trying to tell us morality will
longer come from without,
That means you can’t buy
we’re upset. I i

will come
And you w

"Yeah* y ’ all got a mighty job, but you’re
getting a lot of help. You see, the beautiful thing
about that old television, as bad as television is,

if you just keep looking at it long enough* , that
thing will slip through. That same television set
that brought you the Democratic Convention and
them hippies and yippies in the middle of the street,
that same set nine weeks after the Democratic Convention
was over, brought you another crowd. Only that crowd
wasn’t in Chicago. It was in Hew York. Only that
crowdwasn’t hippies and yippies.

’"You remember that big crowd in the.street in
New York City that nobody got upset over', 20,000
sick degenerates from Wall Street came «

morning to look at a broad’s titties.
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upset over the titty-watchers . J. Edgar Hoover has
yet to get on television and say titty-watching is

Communist inspired,, Miat do you call a bunch of
sick* degenerate titty-watchers? Extremists* left
to right?

"And folks* Sister Francine said she would
like to be able to get off that subway without
being watched by them degenerates. All she would
have to do is understand the system. She could
get off that subway tomorrow if she understood the
system. All she would have to do is hold a press
conference tonight in New York City and say* “Tomorrow
morning at 11s 33 I“m going to get off that subway
wearing one of the tightest sweaters ever worn in
the history of the world."

"I don°t have to tell you what would happen*
do I? Tomorrow morning at 8s 00 there would be
300*000 of them sick* slimy degenerates waiting
on her* and at 11s 33 when Francine rises up out of
that subway wearing one of the tightest sweaters
that“s ever been worn in the history of the world*
if she sincerely don't want them fools ever looking
at her again* when she emerges out of the subway*
just have two signs across her bosom* one reading
'Free Huey Newton* baby*" and the other one “Bring
the Boys Home Frofti Vietnam.' And I guarantee you
within two minutes time them 300*000 degenerates
would be gone. Yeah* back into their Madison Avenue
Offices to finish participating in the anti-trust

“So I tell you youngsters got a big job. You
got the job of saving this country. Of course*

16
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you 0 re getting a lot of help. You got some great
young folks. Mohammed Ali , here's a man that
gave* up ten million dollars a year hustle to do what
he believed in and what his conscience told him was
righto And the sad thing the only way the old fools
can relate with Ali ain°t got a damn thing to do with
what his convictions is c Now they're saying , "Well

he must have been sincere to have given up all that
money." The only thing that they can relate with was
the money 0

"Well, we left you a mess 0 I hope you understand
the situation this country is in and the job you got
to dOo Yeah, they assassinated Br„ Martin Luther King

,

°0h, they assassinated Dr. King.' They assassinated
Bobby Kennedy, and “Oh, they assassinated Bobby. 0

They gunned down JFK and we say, “Oh, they assassinated
the President. 0 But nobody in this country got upset
when they assassinated Lincoln Rockwell and Malcolm X.
You say America is not against assassination. She .

just gets up=tight when you kill somebody she likes.^

”98 per cent of everybody in America that got
upset over Dr. Martin Luther King being assassinated
if George Wallace was assassinated in the morning,
they would not be upset. Sad commentary on America.
Because you see you youngsters are going t© have to
create the atmosphere that either this country is
going to get upset with all assassinations ©r she is
not supposed to get upset over none. It*s just that
open and shut

.

"You got a job. The biggest job you have, I

do not advocate destroying the capitalistic
system, but I say to you young folks you better work

17
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like hell to beat the capitalists into their rightful
position, and that is behind the United States
Constitution and not in front of it® Because you
see as long as the capitalists are in front of the
United States Constitution, that means we'll put
our emphasis on property rights instead of on
human rights * There is a difference .VV_

10You see, this country is not governed by
the United States Constitution,, This country do
not function under the democratic process. This
country is controlled and governed by the capitalists.
Oh, Americans came out last year under the constitution
and peacefully picketed and peacefully protested for
strong gun legislation, and the capitalists who
manufacture the guns saw to it that you didn't get
strong gun legislation, i «

"In a nation so insane we demand you get a
prescription to get your medicine, but you don’t
need one to get your gun. I cannot hit you in the
head with my pills and kill you, nor can I injure
you by throwing my cough syrup on you. I'm not
against Americans having guns. The United States
Constitution says all Americans got a right to bear
arms. But damn it, I got a right to get well, and if
you're going to make me go through them changes t© get my
medicine, then why don't you make me go through some
changes to get my gun? ll

"You youngsters got to deal with these capitalists.
And the same country that will say to our young kids
at 18 years old you're old enough to die, but at 18
years old you’re not old enough to vote® And what
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SCa^fes me, I meet so many young folks running around
saying, 'If I've got to go to war and die at 18,
I want the right to vote at 18.' Don't be no
damn fool. If you got to die at 18, you better
get the right to vote at 17. Because you see, if
you can vote at 17 there might not be no war when
you get 18. VL

"You youngsters got a job, but your job can be
so easy if you aim your grievances to the capitalists.
Don't get out here and demonstrate under the

|

constitution. Don't nobody give a damn about that.
When you get to the point where you upset the capitalists !

where he's going to lose some money, all these people
running around here talking about we're sure doing a

lot for the colored. Ain't nobody doing nothing for
us. We was out here marching under the Constitution,
and we didn't get nothing but kicked in our butt, and !

shot in our head. When them niggers started burning
property down, the capitalists are going to give them
what they want.

|
A

\

"And so I say to you young kids today, don't
waste your time out there demonstrating. You want
the right to vot@ at 17 years old? You can get that.
Don't be coming down here with no flags, singing no
songs. No. If you want the right to vote at 17 i

years old, you organize all across this country and
’

after you get young folks organized, you go into the
record industry, talk to the top men in the record !

companies. Just tell them point blank, if you do not
go to Washington, D. C® and lobby within two months
time and get a bill pushed through saying 17“year-olds
can vote, we're going to call for a nationwide boycott

,

of buying phonograph records for two years \A
j
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'“What do you think would happen? Would the record
companies sit by and let you wipe out a multi“-bill ion
dollar a year industry? They would let 16-year-olds
vote* You see all them old right wingers , they don’t
buy no records, and you control the records . And
they buy one, it's one of them old Dirksen albums*

"Somewhere you youngsters got to get the capitalists
behind the United States, Well, don’t nobody know that
no better than you folks in this state here. All that
hell they’re raising in Washington, D, C, now because
they want to make these fools in the cigarette industry
quit advertising cigarettes, do you see anything wrong
with telling a man don’t show the young kids, don’t show
the babies these glamourous commercials and by the
time they are old enough to find out it causes cancer
they're hooked. Is there anything wrong with asking
these capitalists to protect the young folks in
America? They insist that they are going to have a

hell of a fight.
\J\^

"And all you cigarette smokers, the one thing
you can do is tell these capitalistic cats that don’t
give a damn about nobody but making a dollar, that if
they get that bill stopped it would bar them from adver-
tising cigarettes on television and radio where them
little kids can see it, tell them you’re going to
boycott smoking cigarettes. Now, that will affect
them. And so I say when you beat the capitalists
in their rightful position which is behind the
Constitution, that's when this country will respect
human rights in the place of property rights

,
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"I think it is very evident how the capitalists
feel" about property rights from the statement Mayor
Richard J. Daley made in Chicago when he said* "Shoot
all looters to kill 0

5 You never heard him say shoot
all murderers to kill . That deals with a human righto
He never said shoot dope pushers to kill. That deals
with a human right. He said shoot all looters to kill.
And to be honest with you, that 8 s the first time I

ever agreed with that fool on anything. Yeah, I hurried
up and sent him a telegram. I said, "Dear Fool, your
statement pertaining to shooting all looters to kill,
I agree with 100 per cent, if you make one stij&sl^ion.

Let's first make it retroactive and let's first put the
gun in the Indians 8 hands

.

8 |i

"So I say to you tonight, you youngsters got
a big job. Keep your eyes on us old fools. Watch
us 24 hours a day. And please watch your mama and
daddy and ask them a lot of questions because you got
to sleep with them. \i

"Now, can you imagine somebody knocking on your
door at home today and your mother and father saying,
'Who is it?' He says, 'Government inspector. 0 They
say, 'What do you want? 0 He says, 'We want your dog
or your cat.' Say, 'What?* He says, 'Yeah, we
just got a bill pushed through. We're sending pets
to Vietnam.' I don't have to tell you how much hell
your mama and daddy would raise if somebody tried t©
send your dog to Vietnam, do I? It would be a shoot-
out on the front' lawn. li

"As funny as that sounds, it is mighty sad
when you youngsters got to admit you're living in a
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day and age when your mama and daddy would raise
more hell over the dog going to Vietnam than they
would raise over you going to Vietnam.

"How maybe if your mama and daddy wasn't s©
busy trying to make some money, maybe if they
stopped for a few minutes and
youngsters, maybe they would
talking about. Maybe if your
there's 152 Senator^ and C;©ng

been old enough to get draft©
yet, maybe they would act a 1

“You say what you talking about? Maybe if your
mama and daddy was aware of the fact that Dean Rusk's
son five

.

years ago became old enough to get drafted
and should have been to Vietnam 12 times, he ain't
never left Washington, D„ C. You know how many young
kids Dean Rusk has got killed? But not his son. Boy,
I wish I was young enough to get an induction notice.
Yeah, the day my notice hit the house, I'd fly t©
Washington, D. C. and handcuff myself t© Dean Rusk's
boy. And I would get on television and tell all the
fools, whatever is wrong with Dean's boy is wrong with

"And all us old
kids burn them draft <

You ever ask yourself
card in America today
Security card? Sure
The Social Security e
life, women and men h
draft card stays with
men have draft cards.

fools get upset when you young
why.

the most important"

the Social Security card,

you a
beyond the shadow of a doubt
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the Social Security card is the most important' card
in America today ® Why is it we can all take that
Social Security card, which is the most important
card in America today, all of us could burn our
Social Security cards tonight and wouldn’t nobody
give a damn,, But take a draft card, which is not as

important, and burn that tonight, and they would run
the army in here on you# You know why® When you young
kids burn them draft cards you're saying to us old
fools, one day old fool, you’re going to get this
country in a war we're not going to fight for you, and
you're going to have to fight it yourself ® And that
scares us. But we got news for you youngsters, before
we ever have to go fight one of our wars, we'll quit
having them®

"About six months ago I was at the University of
Wisconsin, and as I was leaving a young kid rushed
to me and said, “Mr® Gregory, can I talk to you?'
I said, 'Yeah, what’s the problem?' He- said, ®I think
I'm having anervous breakdown®’ 1 said, 'Why?' He
said, 'Well, I'm a draft resistor,’ and I said, ’Did
you do what your conscience told you to do?' He
said, “Yessir ®

“ He couldn't have. Any time you make
a moral, honest, ethical decision, there is a lot of
things that might happen to you like getting killed
or going to jail, but you can be damn sure you're not
going crazy » He said, 'N© it didn't have nothing to
dp with me being a draft resistor® My mother and
father, they don't talk to me no more® They send mv
mail back® I can't go home®' I said, 'Oh, that's'
your problem® Well, maybe a nervous breakdown is what
you need® Because if you're going to have a reaction
to some parents who think with the wisdom of fools,
then that's your problem®' He said, 'But it’s my
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mother and father o’ I said, “Son, let me tell you
something because you “re really wasting my time
now® 8 I said, “Then you are aware of the fact that say
for instance you didn't have nothing to do with being
a draft resistor® Say right here at the University
of Wisconsin at 3 o'clock in the morning you took 40
sticks of dynamite and threw it into the girls'
dormitory and leveled it t© the ground and killed
every girl in it, the minute your mama and daddy
found out you did it, they would be flying down
here, seeing you in jail, hugging you, saying we
don't know what got into our boy® And they'd get you
the best lawyer money could buy and they'd raise the
bond money ®

'

"You know, it is sad when you're living in a

day and age that when your mama and daddy could
rally behind you faster if you committed murder
than if you decided you wasn't going to be a murderer

,

Hmmnu \Vy

”Yeah, you youngsters got a job® You got a
lot of questions to ask® You got to ask these questions
loud and ask them clear® And one of the big questions
you youngsters got to ask today is simple, that if
democracy is as good as we tell you it is, then Why in
the hell are we running all over the world trying to
ram it down people's throat with a gun? And the day
you young folks work to make this democracy work
right, for the first time that's the day we can bring
the guns home® Because, you see, anything good you don't
have to force on people, they will steal it®
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MLet me say to you right now, which Will probably
be the most important thing I say to you all evening,
and I hope you young folks at this or any other
institution do not make the same mistake that us
old fools made when it was ©ur turn to go through
these institutions o You see, we were s© busy trying
to learn how to make a living when we was in college.
We forgot to learn how to live. And I hope you don’t
make that mistake, because if you do, you’re in trouble,.

If you waste your four years at this or any other
institution, just learning how to make a living, you
haven’t got a guarantee you can get a job and keep
one when you get out. But if you spend these four
beautiful years at this or any other institution
learning how to live, I guarantee you making a living
will be the easiest thing for you to do on the face
of this earth, bar none.

"Yes, I meet so many people who say well, I’d
like to go away to school to learn how to be somebody 0

Hell, you was born somebody „ And if you go to let
somebody teach you how to be somebody else, that makes
you two people. Check out what Sigmund Freud says
happens to you when you become two folks . And why
you got to go away to college for four years and spend
top dollars for somebody to teach you how to be crazy?

"Oh, I meet people that say oh, you got to go to
school so you can get a job. You got to eat. Eating
ain’t no big thing if you know how to live. The
gorilla proved that. The gorilla eats more in one
meal than you eat in six weeks. Have you ever known
one of them to go to college? Have you ever bumped
into a gorilla in a supermarket with you? And when
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was the last time you ever read where a vv '

starved to death? You would be surprised how strong
nature is. You would be surprised how strong
you'll be if you learn how to live.

"Let me give you an example. Raise your hand
in here. How many of you in this room tonight
understand Chinese? One, two, three, four. Pour.
All right. That's what I wanted to prove. Four
people in this huge gathering understand Chinese.
What I'm trying to get at, you are aware of the fact
that right at this moment dogs in China do understand
Chinese, don't you? Never been to college. Dogs in
Russia understand Russian. Dogs in Germany understand
German. Do you? I say that's the way true nature,
you are born with all the wisdom you need to get to your
guts and find your way out of one of these tricks and
find human dignity. Don't nobody have to teach you
that. \i

"So I say to you youngsters, as you work to
change the system, please let your number one point
of order be these colleges and universities across
this country. Please change them immediately. You see
that they will go out 100 per cent to educate instead
of indoctrinate because there is a difference.

”98 per cent of all the colleges in America do
not know how to educate but they do know how to
indoctrinate. Oh, we're so busy programming you
youngsters when you come to class. We give you the
book. Here is the class assignment. Now, that's
not where we programmed you. No, we are hipper than
that. After you read the book, we give you the test,
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and if you didn't read the book the way we want you
to read the book# you cannot pass the test* That's
programming o And the system do not want you to
be educated. They want you to be indoctrinated.
That's why we got to keep records# to know how the
indoctrination is coming along. VA^

"Oh# you can go through your whole semester and
five hours before you go in and take a test# you can
cram and mate an A, but if there was no test you would
have to cram for four years. LA

"That's why young folks in America will stoop
to some of the lowest depths in their life to steal
the test because you know if you get the test yOu
don't need the book. We don't grade the book# we
grade the test. With that old funny looking thing
we call the transcript. When are you going to get hip
to the transcript# baby. The transcript ain't nothing
but a pistol we hold over your head. Transcript
ain't nothing but a threat to see to it you take your
indoctrination well. That transcript don't mean a
thing to nobody else but to the system and to you.

"And if you think this transcript is important#
you leave this or any other institution and ten
years from now meet somebody you want to marry and see
if they ever want to see your transcript. You think
this transcript is important. \A

"Anything you ever get ready to do in life that
counts# see if you need it. Get ready to raise a
family and see if you have to take that transcript to
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bed with you® If you really want to have some fun,
what do you think would happen if you finished with
this institution and five years from now the administration
building burned down with all the transcripts in it®
Do you think you would have to go back to school? That
transcript ain't no good to nobody but these fools® U :

"So you got a big, big job ahead of you, and
that's what black folks is talking about on these
college campuses and universities today® Ain't none
of them got nothing to do with you white folks® Yeah,
we're past worrying about white folks in this country
five years ago® We learned about this institutionalized
racism that ain't got a damn thing to do with you because
if all the white folks in America tonight disappeared and
left nobody down here but Indians, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans,
and us, and if we still have to take these same old
rides that you take today, we still couldn't get in

;

these universities ®ll

"So, it's got nothing to do with you® It is
this racist system® A system that tells us they
cannot find qualified black kids, but they can go out
and find all the niggers, all the Americans they want®
Something is wrong with a system like that^^

"So we say we're tired of this racist structure®
That's what we're interested in today® Oh, two years
ago if I had went around the country speaking saying
to solve our problem we need black capitalism, all
the liberal minded thinking people would have said I

was a racist® That old white boy. Tricky Dick, talked
about black capitalism, and nobody associates racism
with that® They think it is a good thing because he is
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a white boy. If the black folks got together and
said we want to organize all the pullman porters
in America and we want you to know that black
folks don't want to drive your trains, black folks
don't want to collect your tickets. We just want
to wait on you. White folks would say that's
racism. So we can't drive your trains today, and
we can't pick up your tickets today, but that's
okay because the institution said that. But the
minute we say it you want to get up™tight. \A^

“I want to run around talking about reverse
racism. You ever look at that television show,
“The Dating Game’? Every time they got a black cat
on it, they got three black women and nobody says
that's racism because that's your establishment doing
it. But if I went on the show and said the only way
I'll work the show is you don't have,

,
you can't have

no white women and just three black women, you would
want to say I'm a racist. \A^_

"We're saying we're tired of this institutionalized
racism. Oh, everybody in America is upset over the
crime in Washington, D. C. because that's niggers. You
say we need more law. You don't need nothing in
Washington, D. C. but some home rule. That's all
you need in Washington, D. C. But everybody is upset
about those niggers in Washington, D. C. , but in the
'New York Times' last week it said the estimate follows
a report Monday that thefts of the garment industry
alone runs as high as §50,300,000.00 a day, but you
ain't upset over that because that's them white boys
taking that. u.
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77?

"And then you want to run around and make yourself
believe that black folks at birth have a criminal
tendency , we're born with that. Now let me tell you
something* all the money niggers steal in America
in one year wouldn’t supply the recreation money for
that syndicate-controlled Italian Mafia.

"So we say we’re tired of this instutional ized
racism. And this is why black folks today are saying
teach black history at these white institutions because
if you knew my history instead of what your mama and
daddy told you about me* you would realize that I’m
far from being your nigger and your mama comes closer to
being your nigger than me. We’re saying we want black
studies because we all at once want to find out who
we are. Since we decided we ain’t no nigger* we want
to know who we are.

. ^- T Y ... s .
» T-> 1

"And so I say to you youngsters you got a big job.
Keep your eyes open, watch. TRs* b© surprised how
much you can learn just from watching. I know I

learned a lot. That’s why any time you see me I always
got my Bible with me. I don’t never go nowhere without
my Bible. I don’t read it. Well* there was a time
when I didn’t even take it with me.

"Tell you I got hip. I realized one day the
missionaries went to Africa* and when the missionaries
arrived in Africa* the Africans had all the land and
the missionaries had all the Bibles. And when the
missionaries left* the Africans had all the Bibles and
the missionaries had all the land. So any time you see
me I got my Bible with me. Yeah* one day I’m going in
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the Hilton Hotel® That's right, when I leave old
Hilton's going to have the Bible and I'm going to
have the big ring with the keys on i.t 0\A

"Oh, I can't tell you how much I've learned
from white Christians® I never will forget when
I met my first white Christian® I was a little
bitty kid, eight years old, walking down the street,
minding my own business, and I heard a voice say,
'Come here boy®' That's how come I knew he was a

white Christian® I said, 'Yessir , fir® White Christian,
He said, 'Boy what is it you wants to do when you grow
up?' I said, 'Mr® White Christian, when I grow up
I want to go to Africa and visit my ancestors®' He
said, 'Boy, why do you want to go to Africa and visit
them savages?' I said, 'Mr® White Christian, why
do you call my ancestors savages?' He said, 'Because
they are® They're cannibals®' I said, 'What's a

cannibal?' He said, 'They eat people®' I said, .

'Ooh, ooh, real live human beings? They cook them?

'

"That's not funny® It's a horrible thing to
find out your folks eat folks. And I had to take the
white Christian's word for it because white Christians
ain't going to lie to us. Ha, ha, ha.

“We got through and I took his word for it
because two weeks later I got it confirmed. I went to
see my first Tarzan movie and I walked in the middle
of the movie, and they was cooking them, baby® I

didn't know them wasn't real live Africans and were
some old California niggers® How did I know? (J

"Well, it upset me. I never will forget that
Sunday® I rushed out of the movie and ran to the first
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church I came to> which happened to be a white Christian
church # and I fell on my knees and prayed to that white
Christian God# 'Oh# God# please forgive my ancestors#
those savage cannibals. Please oh white Christian
God# forgive them .

8 And the white Christian minister
heard my prayer. He walked up from the back row and
he was deeply touched because he had just lost three
missionaries • The white Christian# I knew he was
touched because he walked to where I was kneel ing
at the altar# and he reached down and he took his
hand# and he put it on my head and he rubbed it.

"He spoke those great words of wisdom# I'll
never forget. He said# 'Boy# I didn't know a black
boy had that much sense to pray for them savage
cannibals.' I said# "Yessir# Mr . White Christian
Minister. I pray for them every chance I gets .

0

And I got ready to leave# and the minister was so
touched he grabbed me and he said# "Any black boy
got this much sense to pray for them cannibals# I

want you to stay here and share Communion with us.

'

I said# 'Oh# no# I just wanted to pray for them
cannibals# them ancestors of mine .

0 I said, 'What's
Communion?* He said# 'Get on your knees boy# open
your mouth. This is his body and this is his blood.

'

"Yeah# I can't tell you how much I've learned
from the white Christians. Now I pray for all the
cannibals# even those who become cannibals by proxy,

"Let me ask you youngsters to do me a favor# one
day this week if you don't mind. One day this week
stop by the library and copy down the Declaration
of Independence. Now don't read it# just copy it. VA—
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You know how to copy without reading, right? Right

•

Sure you do* Now here°s the favor I want you to do
for me. I want you to carry your Declaration of
Independence with you 24 hours a day. Never be caught
without it. Now the favor I want you to do for me, when
the riot season opens up again. This is the only country
that even programmed us. We got a riot season. We
supposed to riot July through August. And last year
we didn't show and the whole country got up-tight.
Yeah, everybody was up here wondering where were they,
where were they. They asked George Wallace how come
you think they didn't riot. He said, 9Ah, you know
them niggers is lazy and shiftless. They was just tired."

"Well, I tell you where we were last riot season,
we got tired of stealing all them bad no-good products

.

So last July through August we decided to go underground
and study the Consumer Reports. So when the riot season
opens up this year, we ain't stealing no more Motorola®
baby.

"Let me tell you the favor I'd like for you to
do for me with your Declaration of Independence
When the riot season opens up. 1 want you to go home
and get with your parents. And you black kids too,
because you know you got some black folks in them
homes that think more corrupt and more degenerate
than the Ku KLux KLan could ever think. You know
what I'm talking about, don't you? \A

"I want all y'all to go home and get your
television and put it in the middle of the room.
And turn on the evening news because they going to
show them riots. Oh, they show them niggers burning



and looting and socking it to the towns. But turn
on Huntley and Brinkley because they get close-ups.
Yeah, no ABC and CBS, they film the riots, but they
do it from a helicopter, see. But NBC gets such
close-ups you can recognize your kinfolks. ®I»ooky

there, there's Uncle Budlow. I didn't know he was
in Detroit .

8 And after you get NBC on, here 8 s the
favor I want you to do for me. I want you to go
upstairs and get your parents and bring them down and
put them in front of the television set and let them
look at them niggers burn the town.

"And just listen to them. I don't have to tell you,
you 8 ve heard them before. All the niggers need is

• . . I don't know what's wrong with them folks. Just
listen to them. And after you have heard enough of
it, then do me my favor. I want you to go and turn
the sound off the television so they can't hear nothing.
Just look at them black folks burning. And at that
point I want you to take out your Declaration of
Independence and I want you to get way back behind
them fools while they're watching them niggers burn
the towns, and I want you to read your Declaration
of Independence as loud as you can read it, and maybe
for the first time they'll understand what they're
looking at. 'We hold these truths to be self-evident
that all men are created equal and endowed by the
Creator with certain unalienable rights. That when these
rights are destroyed over long periods of time, it is
your duty to destroy or abolish that government.' Hmmm.

"Now I know them old fools is going to assume
that was some message Malcolm X left for Rap Brown,
but I'm sure with a minimum amount of persuasion you will
able to teach them that that was the beloved Declaration

be
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of Independence,, that one with the mistake on it*

That one where they forgot to write 8 for white only* 8

"Let me say something to you* There is something
;

about this Declaration of Independence that if you
white folks don't put 'for white only 8 on it, when we
read it in the black ghetto it kind of reads like PAINE
and JEFFERSON and WASHINGTON and them cats meant this
to be for all Americans* We didn 8 t know that it 9 s

just for you* For when it says after long periods
of injustice it is your duty, we think that just one
cat should be ahead of us after long periods* That's
the Indian first and us second* And we can't understand
how you would write the Declaration of Independence and
then send it to my black ghetto and then when 1 start doing
what you told me, I 9 m supposed to do, you wants to call
me a looter and a hoodlum* So we suggest to you to please
change this and put 6 for white only 8 on it*

"And then the second thing you should do immediately
is go and get this old white boy American history book
out of my black ghetto* Because if you're sick enough
to believe you're going to send me this old filthy
book down there telling me you white folks landed at
the Plymouth Rock and shot and murdered your way all the
way across to California, and then think I'm going
to behave myself, are you serious?

[

“Are you really sick enough to believe you can still
draft niggers into the army and send them to Fort Benning,
Georgia and teach them how to be guerillas and then they
go over the world killing folks to liberate foreigners,
then they're going to come back home and kill you to
liberate their mammy* You're out of your minds*
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" "You see you ain't got niggers like you
used to have. You could turn them on and turn
off. No, I say maybe you all should read this
dangerous book you put in my ghetto. Now, that
white boy GEORGE WASHINGTON, he didn't make this
history book because he was a good pr eaeher . He
led a good army and he whooped sane British. Yeah,
have you ever read this thing or are we the only
ones that read it? 'Give me liberty or give me
death.’ You all believe Rap Brown said that,
don't you? What did Stoke!y say? Here it is,
'Don't shoot until you see the whites ... of
their eyes .

'

"Do you really believe you could put this book
in my ghetto and then tell me to respect the police?
I see in the book here you didn't respect them. It
says right here in the early days when the British
was the police, a white boy by the name of Paul
Revere rode through the white community and said,
'Get a gun white folks, the police is coming.'
No, you should really get this out of my ghetto
immediately because you know you just ain't dealing
with this type of man no more. I'm going to turn
to this history book with pride and read about where
you white folks got on a foreigner's ship and took all
their tea that didn't belong to you and threw it in
the bay. Yeah, and then go to get upset with a
nigger when a nigger steals a television. Well, if
you're going to steal some tea and call that a

Boston Tea Party, then when I get the television set,
just call that a Saturday night fish fry and we're
even. » »

mammmL
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"But I say to you youngsters you got a big job®
Briefly,, before I leave you tonight, let me discuss
with you black attitudes in America today® Lord knows
we got some attitudes® Thank God, it's about time® \J

"Now, I'm going to be honest with you® We
don't know what it is we're doing and been doing
for the last two years that's alienating white
folks like it is® But we got news for you, whatever
it is we're doing that is alienating white America
like we've alienated, we're going to keep on doing
it® Because we know the more upset white folks get
and the more aggravated they get, they ain't
mentioning niggers no more® So whatever it is We're
doing, baby, it sure is making it safe® There was
the . and singing them old songs and cruelty where
they was shooting niggers, and beating up niggers, and
all at once it is just so safe to fly through America
all at once® We don't know what it is® Maybe we
finally learned the nature of the beast® You see a
cat take a double-barreled shotgun and go hunting for
a rabbit, he calls that sport® But you couldn't pay
him to go gorilla hunting® •, Anything that might hurt
him ain't sport no more® |

A

"And so we say that black folks have got an
attitude today because we're tired of these insults®

.

f

Now we're not saying white America got to stop
insulting us® We can't ever stop you from doing
that® We just saying that from here on in when

|

white America insults us, expect us to react to
the insults® That's all, without getting all

'

upset.
;

"Do you know what an insult it is for white Americans
to tell a black American to be non~violent? The only !
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country in the history of the world that 8 s dropped an
atom bomb on another living human being is asking us
to be non-violent? The only country that every
morning goes out and drops napalm on women and kids
is asking us to be non-violent? v\^

"Nobody knows any better than me because I 8 m
so committed to non-violence that I had to become
a vegetarian because I believed °Thou Shalt Not
Kill 8 covers animals too. That 8 s my hang-up.
I do not go around preaching non-violence. I live
it. I would never knock a steak off your plate.
I'd never let you put a pork chop on mine. I°d
never take no dynamite out of your hand. I 9 d never
let you take my picket sign out of mine. But as
non-violent as I am, it sure kind of insults me
to have white America ask black folks to be non-
violent. She owns the mightiest Army, the mightiest
Navy, the mightiest Air Force, owns all the police,
state police, federal police, local police, sheriffs
police, CIA, FBI, and she comes up with all the guns
and she ain’t got a damn thing and she says, 8 Be
non-violent boys

.

0 And we say go to Hell.

“And we say to white America if you freak out
for non-violence and say you believe you freak out
for non-violence, prove it to us. And by that we don’t
mean don't do nothing for us because we proved we
would burn towns down to the ground. But since you
love non-violence, the way you think you love non-
violence, prove it. Go up there on that reservation
and get my Indian brother off because you can't be
no more non-violent than he has been for the last
75 years.
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"You see we 9 re in Vietnam tonight with a half
a million violent American boys to guarantee that
foreigner a better way of life than you want to
guarantee your own Indian brother who you stole
this country from® You got to be out of your minds.
We’re hip to you# baby. And we’re saying that
there’s not another man on the face of this earth
that’s been as non-violent as your Indian brother
and before you ever utter the word non-violent again
go get him off that reservation. Before you ever
act like you’re scared of separatism. We’re always
talking about separatism. As long as you got that
Indian on that reservation and you act like you
don’t want separatism. \J

"Do you know what that Indian would have to do
to get his thing going tomorrow? He can get it. He’s
got to realize he is dealing with such an insane nation
that until you make her peep up through the muzzle of
that gun# she’s going to keep you a nigger. If that
Indian gets on the ____________ of Arizona tomorrow morning
and chase white folks driving down the expressway and
start shooting at them and yelling Red Power# Whitey
go home. And when that Indian says go home# he’s
talking about the big trip# baby.M

"Ah# just as soon as that Indian gets to raising
hell tomorrow# the whole country would be upset. I

can hear it now# ’them stinking reds .
5 And Sunday you

turn on television# ’Meet The Press#’ and they’ll be
interviewing some old Uncle Tom-Tom Indian that’ll
be saying everything all the fools want to hear. I
can just hear him now. Yeah# ’Me like a-heap-a £

a
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reservation.. Problem come from them young bucks.
Them Stokely Running Horses and Rap Whiteel©uds .

0

And all the fools will go to bed happy, believing the
Indian don't want nothing but all he's got to do is

just keep coming off that reservation and socking it
to you, baby. And get him some of these blonde scalps
and start raping some of these white women. Oh,

you'd get upset then.
\

a

"Yeah, that Indian get to raising hell and
this summer you turn on television, you'll see as
many Indians on television this year as you saw
black folks last summer. Yes, tune in every Thursday
night, one-hour special, seven-part series, 'Meet
Your Indian Brother,' sponsored by Xerox. No commercials;
Oh, that Indian raise enough hell this year, next year
you'll have an Indian here talking to you.' |.

"You youngsters as you move to straighten up
the system, you got to create an atmosphere that
a man do not have to get violent to get a redress
of grievances, that a man do not have to get sassy
and nasty.

"It is sad I have to sit here and admit to you young
folks that if the Indian raised hell you would know
all about him. You would know that the highest form
of suicide rate among young people on the face of this
earth does not happen in Moscow, Russia like you
would like to believe, but it happens in you Indian
Reservation. You would find out that the highest
form of tuberculosis among any minority group on the
face of this earth does not happen in Red China, but upon
your Indian Reservation. Why are you trying to stop
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Communism from spreading in Southeast Asia? Why
don't you keep yourself from spreading on that
Indian Reservation? Or do Communists have to be
misusing Indians before you get concerned?

"Yeah, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs * they
take care of Indian business „ Is that a joke?
That's like paying the Ku Klux KLan to implement
the civil rights bill . The Bureau of Indian Affairs

,

you know the money it takes to run the Bureau of
Indian Affairs? If we wiped the Bureau of Indian
Affairs out overnight* the money it takes t© run
the Bureau* each Indian in America could get $4*300
a year apiece,, But you don't know that now because
the Ind ian has been so peaceful . s»

"I hope you youngsters will create an atmosphere
in this country that somewhere down the line America
will become as ashamed of injustices at home as she
is afraid of Communism abroad. This would be a mighty
groovy country then®

j
.

"Your Mexican brothers asked you don't eat no
California table grapes . Did you listen to them?
Have you stopped? Because if you don't eat them
California table grapes, he's going to get that human
dignity. If you keep eating them* he's still going
to get them* only next year he is going to have to
blow up the grape vineyards. Then everybody will
be saying* 'Why are those Mexicans so violent?'
Because you didn't help them be non-violent when they
asked you to. Ij



"So, in leaving you tonight I say that black
folks are tired of these insults,, Our people ask
you now, how come y ’ all don't want to be called
colored? How come you don't want to be called Negro?
Yeah, we're saying just call us black. We hope that
don't put you in an imposition. But we notice you
don't play games with nobody else. We're saying you
can’t play games with us any more. That's what we’re
saying.

"Yeah, a Jew leaves Israel tonight to come to
my country. He was a Jew in Israel and he's still
a Jew when he gets here. An Italian leaves Italy to
come to my country. He was an Italian over there
and after he comes all the way across the Atlantic
he still stays an Italian. He is an Italian over
here. The Irish left Ireland to come to America.
Yeah, they was Irishmen over there and they stayed
Irishmen over here. I mean you notice you don't play
no games with yourself. Why is it we left Africa
Africans and when we got here we had to be niggers,
and coons, and colored. Don’t play no more games with
us. That's what we’re saying. Just call us plain
old black. If you want to play some games, start
changing your thing .1^

"We're tired of these insults. Twenty and thirty
years ago, oh, you had a good thing going then. Because
twenty and thirty years ago black folks in America had an
empty stomach. Today black folks in America have a full
stomach but a hungry mind, and a hungry mind will not
tolerate the same thing an empty stomach did. Empty
stomachs deal on smell and hungry minds deal on sound.
And all at once this country don't sound right to us
any more.
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"Four years ago three white boys burned up their
draft cards and within two weeks the Senate and
Congress had passed an anti-diraft card bulging bill.
We haven't teen able to get the Senate and Congress to
tass an anti-lynching bill in 100 years . My country
just told me she thinks more of a piece of cardboard
than she thinks of my black mammy. I'll bring her to
her knees for that. 1A

"If I was in Vietnam tonight and got killed by
Viet Cong, this country would give my black wife
$10,000 and she couldn't take that money and buy a

house in any neighborhood she wanted to buy one in.

Well, I got killed shooting at the wrong folks.

"And we’re saying we are tired of these insults.
Who in the hell are you to tell me I got to get a

fair housing bill to live anywhere in my own country?
That old red cracker Russian broad, Stalih’s daughter

,

a known Communist and a known Russian, you didn't
make her get no fair housing bill to live anywhere
she wanted to live in my country® Why do I have to
get one? L4

"All these Russian exchange students that come
over here, they don't want to be your citizens. Fou
years from now they'll go back to Moscow, Russia.
And in the next eight years, they might be dropping
a bomb on your mama's house. You don't make them
Russians get no fair housing bill to live anywhere
they want to live in these old racist college towns.
Why do I need one? h
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'* reSo we’re saying we're tired of these insults.,

We cannot stop America from insulting us. But we just
want her to know we’re reacting to them." ‘There ’6

a whole lot of white folks in America that believe a

nigger is the stinkingest , smelliest thing that ever
walked the face of this earth. And that’s your hang-up.
X 8m not here to convince you niggers don’t stink,

-

but I say to you, you do your own research. Yes,
check the records at the cosmetics industry and see
how many multi-millions of dollars a year you white
folks spend for deoderant. And check them deoderant
commercials on television and see if you ever see a

black armpit. And then figure it out for yourself.
If niggers is doing all the stinking and white folks
is buying all the deoderant, who really stinks in
my country? U

”0h, it’s a whole lot ©f white folks that believes
that a black man is inferior to them, and there is a
lot of people that would tell you because I’m black,
I'm inferior to him because he’s white. You know the
interesting thing about that is the same cat that
believes because I’m black I’m inferior to him, he
would be the first one to tell you that if I went
to bed with a Japanese woman tonight and gave her
a baby, the baby is going t© be colored.- If I go to
bed with a Chinese woman, a Jewish woman, an Italitan
woman, I can take any woman on the face of this earth
to bed and get her a baby, and the baby is going to be
me. My sister can go to bed with any man on the face
of this earth and get a baby, and the baby is going to
be her. Is that inferior stock t© you? \A



"So we “re saying we're tired of these insults,
Am now people tell us education is our problem

.

That ain't nothing but a cheap whitey cop-out.
Why you got a half a million American soldiers in
Vietnam tonight? Have you ever heard one white or

black American ever question that Vietnamese
educational standard? But you want to free him.
And when you do question my education standard,
question it right. That's why we beg you to teach
my history so you’ll know what bag 1 came out of.
Education is my problem. (A_

"Are you aware how many millions of people
would be dead today on the face of this earth if it
were not for blood plasma? Are you aware of the
fact that a black man in America invented blood
plasma by the name of Charlie Drew? Don’t take my
word for it. Check it out in your library. Are
you also aware of the fact that Charlie Drew bled
to death in an Atlanta, Georgia hospital waiting
room after an automobile accident because they
didn’t accept niggers. Education is my problem.
The man with the wisdom and the knowledge and the
educational genius to give blood plasma to the
world died from the lack of his own invention because
his face was black. \

1

"So we're saying we’re tired of these insults.
Now people tell us why don’t you quit that marching
and go, back to your ghetto and bring your brother
up by his boot straps. Why don’t you give them some
boots with some zippers on them?

\J\^

"And I “11 be the first to admit to you that
black women in America have 20 per cent illegitimate
babies. We ain’t going to deny that because we’ve
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had fun in the ghetto * baby. And white women in
America have 2 per cent illegitimacy,. And we're
just so damn sick and tired of your attitude because
your white sister has 2 per cent illegitimacy and
my black sister has 20 per cent illegitimacy . You
want to kini of make people think that makes you
better than me. And it don't baby* because if
we ever get our hands on you white folks abortion
credit card* we would show you how to bring a rate
down* too. u

"We're tired of people asking us why are you
colored folks having all them black babies in the
ghetto. You can't take care of them. You're going
to end up on relief. We know it. The only thing we
say is wrong with your relief* there ain't enough
of it. And when words like relief and welfare* when
those kind of words upset you* change it and call it
foreign aid. Or call it what you call that money you
give them farmers in Worth Carolina. You don't cell
it free money. You call it subsidy. Wow you think
you're going to pay a farmer billions of dollars a
year not to plant and then don't want to pay my sister
after she plants? L4^

“And as far as all them babies we're having
in the black ghetto* we can't take care of, we'll make
a deal with you. The day this system learns how to
hire black boys and give us good jobs like it gives
you white boys so we can afford all the whores and
prostitutes that you can afford* we'll quit having
all them babies at home too* but not until then.
And I don't have to ask you about that whore because
it is my sister* and she do talk to me when she comes
home* so we know what you're doing. u
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"So we say we're tired of these insults. And
when I stop and think that a German killed my daddy
during World War II. A German killed my daddy in
1942. I was ten years old. I'm 37 years old now,

and that means I would have gone 27 years without
a daddy. That's not no insult because when daddys
go to war, they go to kill or be killed. The
insult is the same German that could have killed
my daddy in 1942 and made me go 27 years without a

daddy, that same German tonight can come to my
daddy's country and live in a neighborhood my daddy's
boy can't live in. Do you really understand what
we're talking about?

"And we're saying before we ever sit by again
and let you treat your enemy better than you treat
your citizens, we'll burn this country down to the
ground.

"And so we say tonight, we’re tired of these
insults. We're tired of civil rights legislation.
We don't want no rights, no civil rights. We want
our rights the same way you get yours , the United
States Constitution. We would like for you to give
us one more bill before we quit playing with us
though, an honest white folks bill. Now don't
none of you get up-tight because that ain't got
nothing to do with white folks. As a matter of fact,
we’ll give it a good name. We'll call it the
'Concerned Honky Law.' \A

"I'll bet that would go over big in the ghetto.
And it is going to be a simple bill that will just read all
five-year-olds, black male baby boys, that don't have
nothing to do with white folks, don't even cover my
sisters. All five-year-old black, male, baby boys will

i

have to go to a government camp for one year from the
age of five to six. And we will let this law stipulate
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that they will be able to sleep for eight hojurs •

day and for the other sixteen hours a day, the
government will teach them. And that's where the
hohest white folks come in. After those little
black boys sleep for eiglfe hours every day for a

year, you will teach them for sixteen hours a
day from the age of five to six, nigger, when you
grow up, don't ever fool with a white lady. Don't
ever date one. ^

"You know, let me say something to you before
I split. We can't believe that nothing upsets you
no more than to see a nigger with a white woman and
you don't want to talk about your number one
hang-up. Who in the hell do you think you are? One
day if you ever get up enough manhood and courage to
talk about your number one hartg=up, you might find
out there's something you're doing to make me want
her. \j^

"Hell, niggers wasn't born wanting your white
woman. Hell, your new automobiles come out and you
can't advertise them without using that white woman,
and you know I'm going to get one of them new cars,
don’t you? So I feel I need her to make my gears
shift right

"I'd be minding my own business, reading my
magazine, and there’s that white woman with that bottle
of Pepsi-cola, saying, 'Thirsty, have a Pepsi.' Yeah,
I'll have a pepsi and you too, you old white broad.

"I go home into my black ghetto and walk into
my black house and go into my black living room and
get with my black wife and my black kids and turn on
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REs RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

my black television, and there °s your white sister
running across there half naked in that old Playtex
living bra, screaming, "Buy a Playtex. 0 Yes ,. I'll
take the Playtex living bra for my old lady and I'll
take you for me. Are you out of your mind? (yl

"I went to my first movie when I was four years
old. My mind was pure, honest, you hadn't programmed
it, I hadn't ever seen nobody make love in my life.
Four years old. Who did I see making love? Ava
Gardner and Alan Ladd. I didn't know what they was
doing, but at four years old I knew I was going to
do it one day. 1A

"And I went to the movie every night, not to
see the white lady. I went to the movie because
in my hometown you could get in the movie free until
you was twelve years old. I never will forget, I

was eight years old and had been going to a movie
every night for four years, looking at nothing make
love but that white lady. I never will forget that night
I was eight years old and Ava Gardner and Alan Ladd
was doing their thing, baby. I nudged my friend and
said, 'Ooh, ooh, looky there. I'm sure going to get
me one of them when I grow up.' He said, 'Which one,
him or her?' I said, 'I don't know, I think I'll
try them both .

' 1 a

"Well, I got news for you tonight. I'm grown
and I’m going to get me a white lady. The madder
it makes you, the more of them broads I'm going to
get me. And I hope it makes you so damn mad that
you'll quit programming my black kids and show
them some black ladies making love in the movie.



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Show them some black ladies advertising on television

®

Show them some black ladies holding that bottle of
pepsi-cola® But do you really think any time you
get ready to sell me your old no-good piece of product
you “re going to put it in your sister's hand and all
I'm going to do is take that and send it back to
you? No, I’m grabbing her at the wrists . U

"So quit programming my black kids and you
might not never worry about problems with your
old lady. But the mistake you made with me, the
only black woman you ever showedme in the movie
was Aunt Jemima and Beulah® And you should have
known damn good and well I ain’t never ever, ever,
ever wanted to make love to Beulah® |A

"So as we leave you tonight, I say to you
youngsters you got a big job® Keep your eyes open
wide. Read a lot, think a lot, and just remember
that Kerner Report that says the problem in the
black ghettos can be solved with 80 billion dollars.
And as I leave you tonight, I hope you don’t bring
no 80 billion dollars down to my ghetto. That ain’t
going to do it. If you want to solve the problems
in the black ghetto, you’re going to have to do
something first that ain’t going to cost you one
nickel as far as black folks are concerned. And
that is you’re going to have to create an atmosphere
in America where for the first time in America
black folks will trust white folks. | t

"And how will you do that? Simple® You get
up on that Indian Reservation and cut my red brother
loose. You free my Mexican brother® You give my
Puerto Rican brother his constitutional rights.
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and last but not least, because my Jewish brother
plays a lot Of games with himself, but he should
paint his face as black as mine and see what you
Gentiles say about him every day in the week, and
he’ll realize he is in the same bag with the rest
of uSo So what we’re saying short, simple, and
sweet, you’re going to free my Jewish brother, my
Mexican brother, my Puerto Rican brother, my
Indian brother. And when we see this we will
look around and say to my white brother for the
first time, I trust you. Come into my ghetto and
together we'll solve our problems.

"If you think you’re going to solve our
problems without freeing those other folks, we say
to you take your 80 billion dollars and buy yoursel

f

some of the biggest guns money can buy, because
you're damn sure going to need them,JJ

"And so let me say thanks to those of you
that worked on my presidential carrpaign and those
of you that voted for me, I stayed up late election
night waiting on Durham and Ralegh to come through
and put me over, but y'all blew it. But I

don't know how many of you looked at the election
returns that night. About 3 o'clock in the morning
the Nixon people said he's gone to bed. You know
that was a lie® The Humphrey people said he had
been asleep for two hours. That was a lie. But
then I was the only one that was left up. So, at
3s 30 that morning I held a press conference and
declared myself the independent write-in President
of the United States in exile and wasn't nobody up
to tell me I couldn’t do it,

|

I

I

I
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"So March 4 in Washington , D. C. is going to
be the inauguration and everybody is invited. We “re

opening up an office, going to paint it black and call
at the “Black House. A

“And for the next four years we’re going to
work with the worldwide food program and see if
we can wipe out hunger in America and then around
the world. You see the groovy thing about declaring
yourself the President, be it legal or illegal, that
gives you the right to muster an army. And so on
your way out you will find my brothers over there
with some plain post cards with already stamped on
it. If you want to join the food army to help wipe
hunger out in America, I urge you to fill out one
of these cards and drop it in the mailbox. You’ll
see some envelopes if you want to get with the people
who sending money to feed people. Now, we ain’t feeding
them nothing but navy beans. Navy beans is 100 per cent
protein. Navy beans sell for $8 for 100 pounds. And
we take a 100“-pound sack of navy beans t© somebody’s
house they will have enough protein for six months.
So if you will look in that bag, there will be some





ft

ft
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only the products you believed in not just because some
blue-eyed lady was advertising a car* He said that people
think that the black man thipks just because a blue-eyed

#

blonde lady was advertising it# it will maybe make the
gears change better or something of that nature* He said also
that because of all the people in the world starving# he and
his wife have decided to eat three days of the week and the
other four days just drink water* So perhaps when.he and his
wife put themselves in that position# that they could eoijie up»
with some kind of solution to the problem ©f people starving*

He also discussed about how white people hate to a$d
a black person as “Hr*" ©r “Mrs®*'/ and he said to eliminate this
problem# he had seven black babies and the last baby of his#
which happened to be five months old# ' he named MISS GREGORY#
that is her 'name* He said there would never' be any doubt abou
anybody calling her Miss Gregory because that was her name and
he would not have to worry about that*

He also said that in schools# the blacks are being
denied being taught their black heritage and that this was
wrong# and that CHARLIE DREW was a black man and no one had
taught him about CHARLIE BRffl in school# and that he died for
lack of his own invention or discovery* He said that if
anyone had something to kick about it was the Indians becaise
they had been put on reservations and have been separated frcm
everybody else# and if anybody has a right# they had one to -

kick about not having the liberties and;rights*
j

.
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In Reply» Please Refer to

FiXeNo.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL..BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
March 11, 1969

Title RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, ALSO KNOWN
. AS DICK GREGORY '

Character RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK NA^XOJ8&»IST

Reference Memorandum at Charlotte', North Carolina,
dated and captioned as above

•

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the past.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 3/li/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI r
rC %

FROM: SAC, SPRINGFIELD (L57“198) - P -

SUBJECT: APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY \
AT QUINCY COLLEGE, QUINCY, /
ILLINOIS, 4/21/69 /
RACIAL MATTERS INFORMATION CONTAINS/

HEREIN IS wfiLASSI y
DATE

/

Enclosed herewith are the original and ten cujjxou -of

a self-explanatory LHM re captioned subject. Also enclosed
are two copies of an FD-376.

Enclosed for Chicago is one copy of LHM captioned as
above

Copies of the LHM have been disseminated locally to /
the USA, Springfield, Illinois; US Secret Service, Springf ieldj;

OSI, Chanute AFB, Illinois; 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois>
and NISO, Chicago, Illinois.^

Springfield will follow and report pertinent
developments^

Springfield will through discreet contact with
established sources attempt to obtain recording of the speech
ofGREGOEYtL, V /

47>Bureau (Enc. 150 (mM ^
1 - Chicago (Enc. 1) (DICK GREGORY) (RM)
4 - Springfield (2: 157-198)

(1: 157-775)
(IS 66-1967) g

EHD/smrAGERCY :ACSI ,RTS, OSI , SEC.SEK,

(8) DEPXt ISD,SS8?K£G,IDIU
HOW F0F.W g ^p / <-

MTE F02WZjlZZ&721 z. Z :

0 amr i '

y- - r*

na][Ag&m in Charge
-M Per
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,g§|
U.N^Pd STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^JxiCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

Fite No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

March 11, 1969

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI. and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1* Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
'

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U.S., because of his official status. * .........

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant jn communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. QU. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.
.

5. [X] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:
* '

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(o m Prior acts (including arrests on convictions) or conduct or statements

. indicating a* propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government. * '

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making. ...
.

:.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

1 I may be available through 1

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN - IS UNCLASSIFIED^ M
date <4r-n b

Very truly yours,

John Edgin' pjoover

Director' -

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

Uo S. Secret Service

EncItosureCs) (Upon removal of classified enclosvres , if any. this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois
March 11, 1969

APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY
AT QUINCY COLLEGE, QUINCY,
ILLINOIS. APRIL 21, 1969

Quincy Uolle^a

,

Quincy, fijArRUB, auviseu un ronr id, jls69, that the
CtrTtTfllral Affairs Committee at Quincy College has scheduled
Dick Gregory for a .speech on April 21, 1969, at the auditorium
of Quincy College. U

Dick Gregory is a well-known militant Negro,
Anti-Establishment comic.

U

The Cultural Affairs Committee at Quincy College is
made up of faculty members and stvodents

, and the Committee
sponsors speakers and programs forWhe college. The, rhaimmn
of the Committee is Father Micha£*\crosby

,
0. F. M.

advised that at pr "actTvi ties are
scheduled in conjunction with the appearance of Gregory.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI . It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^,^
DATEj Ĵi BY

a ~<-/V
aLi



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMft (41 CF*t 101-11-6

UNITED STAT*OVERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100~440423)

&a6, BUFFALO (157*396) (RUC)

date: 3/17/69

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
(00 Chicago)

ALL INFORMATION CONt'Alj

HEREIN IS IimASSlFjm
OAT

Re Buffalo teletype to Bureau, dated 3/7/69#

Investigator I LHYSP, BCI, Fredonia, b

N.Y, , advised SA on 3/14/69* that b

GREGORY spoke to
1

several hundred fltuaehts in Gregory Hall,
on the State University College at Fredonia Campus . Fredonia.
N*.Y. , during the evening of 3/10/69. Investigator!

l

ad-
vised that the speech was repetitious of prior GREUUKX speeches,
and was not inciting in any way. He advised that the audience

,

was mixed, both racially and age-wise, and was well behaved and
orderly. He advised that following his formal lecture, he had
an informal discussion with a smaller group of individuals in , |
a dormitory on the State University College Campus, which was /
also orderly, and not inciting.^

An article appearing in the ’’Leader” the campus
newspaper at the State University College at Fredonia, summed
up the feeling of the student body by stating that many of
the students both agree and disagree with the comments of
GREGORY, but admitted that he puts on a “great show” and was
clearly one of the high spots of the academic year. The
article concludes by stating that GREGORY not only entertains
his audience, but stimulates deep thoughts about one's self
and one's country. The above mentioned article will be re-
tained in the Buffalo files.

f - Bureau (RM) /
- Chicago. (157-347) (RM)

1 * Buffalo
RDAjkrd

^

•

RtC %h- s ft MAR .1 0 3968
... X

'

^
Vm

^ 4
’ * - i * *

5m*^5010-1

whim
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Transmit the following in

Via A X R T E L

Date: 3/18/69

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(P riority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)

® >1SUBJECT: APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY U
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY /

MURRAY
,
KENTUCKY ,***M*r~~

3/31/69
RM

Re Louisville letter to Chicago dated 3/12/69^

Louisville is instructed to follow and report
pertinent developments via LHM suitable for dissemination
regarding subject's appearance as set forth above. If
possible, obtain recording of the speech, if any, of
GREGORY and set forth in LHM. ^

(% - Bureau
2 - Louisville (157-New)
2 - Chicago

(1 - 157-733)
RMM/slw
( 6 )

ALL INFORMATION C0N?4IMi£D

m

lo Q
m , t r. u. ^ C-
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BI AUTOMATIC DECIAS SIWICATim GUIDE
JkTE 0S-23-2014

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 3/26/69

(Type |n plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) /
FROM: SAC, DENVER (100-9440) (RUC) /

RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY /
RACIAL MATTERS /
00 : Chicago /

ReBuairtel 1/31/69.
/

Being submitted under separate cover by registered
mail are four magnetic tape reels regarding the speech made
by the subject at Colorado Springs on 1/15/69. An established
source at Radio Station KSSS , Colorado Springs , caused these
reels to be reproduced from tapes originally made by The
Colorado College at the time the speech was made. The tapes
submitted are reported to be complete tapes of the unabridged
tape made at The Colorado College. The tapes need not be
^returned. ^

/^Bureau ( 1-Package ) ( RM)
' 2 -Chicago (157-347) (RM)
1-Denver
APB:hg
(7)

all information contained

\00 -W?tfa3

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge



APPROPRIATE

AGENCIES

AND

FIELD

OFFICES

ADVISED

BY

ROUTING

SLIP

4
’

AT RTF: I.

CLASS. & BYT. BY

beason-fcim II, 1

I Dt RECTOR , FLI DATE OF EEVIEI’J

F^',Kf® 3AC * WFO UOO-4900')) (C)

n<
MOCK INAUGURATION DEMONSTRATION PI.ANNED
FOR 3/4/69, BY THE NEW PARTY

.

TS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re WO airtel and LHM, doted 2/28/69 and Coptic
n s a hove

,

Enclosed for the Bureau ore 12 copies, two for
and one each for other auxiliary’ offices receiving copi^
this letter, of a LHM dated and captioned as above.

Copies of attached LHM 1 ng furnished CG an<

CT in view of their interest in DICK GREGORY and JAMES OTXON
and the remaining offices in vi’ew or

•
previous’.-correspondence

re captioned matter,k
The attached LHM has been classified J’Confidential” \

to protect sources of continuing value whose identities might
otherwise be compromised and because it indicates FBI interest
in an alleged political party, l.e. , The New Party. [A

(aJ- Biireau CEnc '12
)~^

'
.

(1*100*440423) (GREGORY) *****?fit - c Q < n H

1 - Atlanta (Enc 1) (info) (RM)
j

111 '*"** *t"*ai

%

QBS3RsjSSS*

2 - Chicago (F.nc 2) (RM)

2 - Cincinnati (Eric 2) (RM)

1 - Cleveland (Enc l) (info) (RM)

I - Newark (Enc 1) (Info) (RM)

1 - New York (Enc 1) (info) (RM)
4 - WFO

(1-100-48 1 95 ) , (THE NEW P
fljgff)

17 MAR 28 1969

(1-100-47047)

^7,-1121

)

3®

lGREGORY)

! —
I L/LS V NOT RECORDED

128 APR Z 1969

84'«UBlSBLSa,«pa|jk

veumF^&B*:

b6
b7C

/

ORIGINAL

FILED

gf
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WFO m0-4°00 r

>

Yha fivwf <wr> SOUtCeR T(

PRI , and]

and the fourth Is PSlI

Ln attached LHM
the third is

Special Agents
j

and town meeting were SAs
i inauguration,
and JOHN J. DOYLE.

JR. SAs present at the Inaugural" Dali were SAs|

Copies of attached LHM are being disseminated
locally to the 116th MTG, 0S1, NISO, USSS arid AUSA. (J

Captioned case is being placed in a closed status,
WFO will continue to follow The New Party activities under
caption, "The New Party, IS - MISC.",,
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UNITED STATES GO\^RNMENT

Memorandum

FROM
: 4

subject:

Director, FBI (100-440423)

^AC, Buffalo (157-396) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY, aka
RM

date: 3/21/69

•ALL IHFORHKHWwSfSS
hehot is WUSSiF^a/v;
DAT

'Ck ^
N 1 v

'

r " c
\
>Vv
\ >

; V
1 ~

Re Bureau routing slip, 3/17/69* (A.

In the above communication, the Bureau advised that the
108th Military Intelligence Group had reported that subject spoke
on 3/8/69 before the Rochester Chamber of Commerce, Rochester, N.Y.C^

The Buffalo Office, by letter to Chicago dated 3/15/69*
captioned, "DICK GREGORY, RM," advised that office of the appearance

.

of subject before the City Club at the. Chamber of Commerce, Rochester
N.Y. , on 3/8/69 , and furnished Chicago with an article which appeared
in the Rochester newspaper, "Democrat & Chronicle" of 3/9/6$. Sub-
ject's topic was "Civil Rights and Wrongs." The newspaper article
was a comprehensive summary of subject’s comments, and a copy of
the newspaper article was not retained in the Buffalo Office files.

The Bureau and Chicago were separately notified by letter
of 3/17/69 in captioned case of the appearance of subject before
students of the State University College at Fredonia, Fredonia,
N.Y., on the evening of 3/10/69- The Bureau and Chicago were
advised of the general nature of the speech. of subject and the
fact that a State Police investigator, who had heard subject on
prior occasions, thought that his speech was repetitious and did
not present anything new.k

The speech of Subject was reported in the State University
College at Fredonia campus newspaper, "The Leader," under date of
3/13/69- It is noted in Buffalo letter dated 3/17/69 that a copy
o£ this newspaper article was not furnished to the Bureau or to
Chicago JU .

t
It is believed that the Bureau and Chicago would be ^

interested in having a copy of this newspaper article since this
office was unable to arrange to have a tape recording, of. either the

X'
'

& - Bureau
2 - Chicago

- Buffalo

S:afe

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Ph



BU 157-396

3/8/69 or 3/IO/69 speech. A Xerox copy of this newspaper- article
is attached hereto for the Bureau and Chicago.k

UACB, the news article from Rochester, N.Y., concerning
the 3/8/69 speech was furnished to Chicago and is not being
furnished to the Bureau.

^
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‘"But more than a commen-

tator, more than an author,

more than a comedian, he is

a soldier in a war against hate

and bigotry. His weapons in-

clude a complete personal dedi-
*

cation of his talent andarazor-

sharpt scnce of humor”. Most

program introductions try to

build up their attraction to all

proportions but the above com-

ment in the program introducing

Dick Gregory lived up to its

name. For those of you who

missed a hilarious and en-

lightening evening, Dick Gre-

gory was on our campus last

Monday speaking at Old Main

and then at a smaller talk in-

Kirkland A.

Gregory gave a strong indict-

ment of the United States, call-

ing it the most morally degene-

rate country on earth. While

right-wingers eulogize A-

merica, he says all others must

examine it closely. Blacks,

he continued, do not hate whites

but hate their “stinking white

racist , institutions”, a ^phrase

he used often throughout the

l $ W IL IfiJ It, t

5BS©©EaET §2H
night. Blacks hold whites re-

sponsible for these institutions.

The solution to the racial crisis

in the United States, according

to Gregory, is not pouring

money into the ghettos. The
solution is to first gain the.

trust of the blacks before the

government does anything else.

This trust can be gained by

the white man giving to all

minorities, red, brown or black,

all the rights they should have

had in the first place. Only

then will there be progress in

this country.

Another basic theme, and

probably his most contro-

versial, was the. guilt of the

CIA in the murders of John

Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Mar-
tin Luther King, Malcolm X
'and George Lincoln Rockwell,

and others. The CIA, he claims,

is trying to take over the -

country by dividing it. Presi-

dent Kennedy didn’t trust the

CIA, the argument goes, and

it killed him. Robert Kennedy

knew this and would have re-

vealed it if he had been elected

President. The CIA saw that

when Robert Kennedy won the

California primary, he was get-

ting too close to his goal and

had to be eliminated.

In the session after the lec-

ture, Gregory was closely

questioned about this and, after

adding that Oswald, Sirhan and

Ray were innocent, said he had
secret evidence to prove it and

James Garrison tried to prove

it at the Clay Shaw case-. It

was impossible to challnngchis

argument because of the

“secret evidence” idea. Onj

this point, one would have to

accept Dick Gregory on sheer
ft

1 H.l .11 Mill? 'V * 4
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degenerate. Furthermore the

20,000 Wall Streeters who

Watched a grandly endowed girl

(Gregory used other, naughtier
He thanked the young people . .. ...

r ,

*
. T .

(Gregory used other, naughtier
for getting rid of Lyndon John- f T , ,.

, . . i , . m words, as Pm sure the audience
son. whom he described as the *, i \ i i „ ii w vJ X UO i ac x in oui\; auvu^uvyu
son, whom he described as the

number one tyrant since Julius
remembers) walk out of a sub-

Caesar. The fact that Richard *tation ’ are even worse

Wvnn Hfifaatad Hubert Hunnr degenerates. He was surprised
Nixon defeated Hubert Hump-

hrey did not bother him much

because he said that the “stink-

ing, slimy, nasty politicans are

all the same,” At this point

he got to the Democratic Con-

vention and the demonstrations

of which he played a part in.

He declared that three days

after the conventions the estab-

lishment tried to tell us it didn’t

happen. Russia might have tried

this after the Czechoslovak in-

vasion by saying it sent in

miniature tanks and the

cameras enlarged them out of

proportions.

Many of the hippies and other

young people are described

today as moral degenerates.

that J. Edgar Hoover didn’t

declare this girl-watching to be

Communist-inspired.

Gregory does not want to

destroy the capitalist system,

but rather put the capitalists

behind rather than in front of

the U.S. Constitution. In this

country, property rights are

more important than human

rights. Gregory amply de-

scribed this by relating that

Mayor Daley told the police

to shoot all looters, not to shoot

all murders or dope-fiends.

Looting of course, has more

to do with property.

Another important theme
Gregory used was boycotting of

various goods. If people don’t

get school reforms, heGregory believes that the get school reforms, he

Shrir.ers in Chicago, because
j

suggested that they stop eating

they are involved in more pros-' meat and watch the right-wind

'iitution and adultery, are more
|

Texas cowboys break down the

(Continued on page 6)
' Dean’s door. On the draft, he

said that the sons of 150 Con-

gressmen were eligible for the

draft and not drafted and that

Dean Rusk’s son was eleigible

for the draft five years ago and

still Is not inducted. Moving

to Vietnam, he claimed that

democracy is so good we
should not be trying to ram it

down other people’s throat. If

it was that good, they would

steal it.

In my opinion, the best part

of the speech was the portion

of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence. He advised the younger-

set to get their parents to sit

down in front of a TV during

“riot season” and watch the

battle. Then turn the sound

down and, as they watch the

riot, read the portion of the

Declaration .that states that

when people lose their rights

over, a long period of time

that it is their duty to des-
troy or ^abolish that govern-

Ji (Continued from page 1)

ment that is oppressing them.

Gregory’s final plea came to

the youth of America to clean

up the mess that the old fools

made. Here the generation gap

in the audience became clear.

I sat behind four older types

and while, the younger set was
laughing and clapping and other-

wise enjoying itself, they sat

stone-faced through the entire

lecture. From my glances a-

round the audience, this was not

atypical for the older set.

The above report is of course
of Gregory’s opinions, not mine.

I agree with some, disagree

with others. But whether one
is for or against Gregory, one

must admit he puts on a great

show. He was clearly one of

the high spots of this academic’

year.

A final thanks must be made
to the Convocations and SGA
for bringing this top-notch

speaker to the Fredonia cam-
pus. In Gregory, they found

a man who not only entertains^

but stimulates deep thoughts

about oneself and one’s countryl

— Alan Faye

CD
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Tolson

DeLoach _
Mohr

Bishop

Casper

CaJJahan _
Conrad

Felt
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Rosen
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Tavel
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BtrEUlet 3/21/69, concerning the appearance of
captioned individual before the City Club at the Chamber
o£ Commerce , Rochester, llm York, on 3/6/69 and the State
University College at Emlonia, Frodonia, lew York, on
S/10/63.

For your information and future guidance, thero
id . vF.dc Government interest in the public appearances of
an Mach extremist. Many Government leaders and agencies
rely on the FBI for this type intelligence data* Therefore,
whenever you learn of any such appearances in your territory,
yea should promptly submit that information in a fora
suitable for dissemination.

Concerning captioned individual, he has been
arrested on numerous occasions in connection with his
civil rights activities and has vehemently criticized
the war in Vietnam. He has spokes at numerous colleges
and universities throughout the B.O. and his main theme
usually centers on the youth and what they can do to
correct the white racist establishment in the 11.8.
[In view of the subject’s past activities, you should in
[the future, make plans to afford discreet coverage of
his appearance. In this connection, bear in mind that
the subject could make statements which are in violation
of the Antiriot Laws and coverage, therefore, should
include sources who could be in a position to testify.
Such statements should be set forth verbatim In
eoimaunications prepared for dissemination* You should
insure that interested local authorities are aware of
Gregory’s appearance.

at the conclusion of an appearance, you should
submit the results of your coverage in a fora suitable for
dissemination concerning the appearance, so as to permit
timely dissemination of the material at the Seat of
Gwerameni •

CAP:re1 ^
(5) kl^/A SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

V>& Jfjn y
I
’j

,r y MAIL. RO.QM [Jj -TELETYPE UNIT d]
SJ Ai & mW'



Letter to SAC, Buffalo
RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
100-440423

NOTE :

Subject is included on the Agitator Index.
Buffalo being advised to submit appropriate information
developed concerning an appearance of subject in Field
Division territory in a form suitable for dissemination.

- 2 -



F B I

FD-J4 (Re*. 5-22-64)

3/25/60

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (176-63)

SAC, OMAHA (176-15) (RUC)

<UU Will UiXAVii ~

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
'

-TTKTfrt-

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON uREGOR

Y

f aka ^
Dick Gregory ^ tcM

,

00: CHICAGO ^‘*7 &*/&+> \ >

Re Omaha airtel to Bureau, 3/11/69JU^ \ /
Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and for Chicago

2 copies of I.™ regarding GREGORY'S speech as a guest speaker
at the Ellsworth Junior College located in Iowa Falls, Iowa,
on 3/17/69.1 ,

For the information of the Bureau and Chicago, a
taped recording of GREGORY'S speech at the Ellsworth Junior
College, Iowa Falls, Iowa, on 3/17/69 was obtained by the Iowa
Falls Police Department. A review of this recording on
3/18/69 found that this speech contained no statement advocat-
ing violence or encouraging participation in riots which might
constitute a violation of antiriot laws. A summary of the \
speech is contained in a newspaper clipping set forth in above ‘ $
mentioned Omaha LHM.f^ fj

p
Since the Omhha Division has no other outstanding Srf

investigation concerning GREGORY, Omaha considers this matter
RUC, UACB.U

,

M

/'©CLOSURE n(,lUjS
'

s

.

'
- if$0m • :

C3> Bureau (Enc. 11)- (RM) __
2 - Chicago f(176-31) (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Omaha (i ^176-15)

(1 - 157-217)
RMHjerb .

' \ , vvtfkit

(7) AGENCY; ACSI'.R^b^, SEC. SERV. ,
V“ " /

^DATISFOKIV~l£Tk7Zar — " 1

-281959

woi RBCOKUE®

Approved:

mm ,
r/

IbUby, ^
Special Agent in Charge

.M Per
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• *
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Omaha, leteraska
March §!§ , i@®§> ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

SSStZSKSata.
BIOTA®

Ellsworth Junior college located is l« Falls , I©wa, t©
speak to approximately §©@ students, ©regory 5©speech was
sponsored as part of i "Justice for Ml” speaker series

1

funded- through student activity fees. ©regery epok© for
approximately

.
two hour©, with Mci tent primarily concerning

the -injustices of all

os, larch
'

Gregory*©

M, If your education
then earning a living vi
you to-do*' Moll ®r©g@ry
dents her© Monday night.

p

problem

"Problems is colleges and high ®©h©@l© are
"arising^, he ©aid; teecauSs© education is • not relevant
to,, living. 'Education should fe© to bring out what
nature put in you, 9 b© ©aid,, noting that much of the
present system is designed -to- * program 9 students . C(

w, 2 hop©
.
you youngster© in these institutions

don't make the same mistakes m us. old folk©.' • W@
were too, busy trying t® learn how t® sake a living
instead of how to .live, * Gregory ©aid. ^

ENCLOSURE'



RICHARD CLAXTOH GREGORY





F B I

-4j-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date: 3/27/69

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

yW

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, BIRMINGHAM (157-3609) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS
00: CG

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

, ^
DATEidL4£2L_.BIi^St^

Re Chicago airtel to Bureau, 12/9/68; and Jackson-
ville airtel to Bureau, 1/7/69. k

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight (8) copies of
a letterhead memorandum in captioned matter

Two (2) copies of this LHM are enclosed for Chicago
and one (1) copy of the LHM is being disseminated locally
to military intelligence agencies. Secret Service, and USA,

Birmingham will follow and afford coverage

AQEHCY:
QM, smq,

^ lT
'

' * f
'

© MAR 31 &
3/ — Bureau (RM) (EnCjS)
2 - Chicago (157-347r (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Birmingham
ELW : bmb
(7)

^ ^ Approved: PI f f I ML
5 5APR i o i9^§

ecial Age
r

in Charg£
.M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-3609

[TED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1400 - 2121 Building
Birmingham, Alabama 35203

March 27, 1969

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS .UNCLASSIFIED^^
DATE , mezPZ&Z:

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

According to an article appearing in the
"Crimson-White" Volume 78 Number 36, dated Monday,
March 24, 1969, a student newspaper which is published
twice weekly at the University of Alabama, it is noted
that DICK GREGORY will speak at Emphasis 1969 at the
University of Alabama. IA

\
x

/This article states that black comedian and
civil ri^hts^leader DICK GREGORY, along with^os \
Angeles SA^fYORTY and journalist DOUGLAS ^^CATER,

)

will headline Emphasis 1969 at the University of , Ala-
bama, beginning April 8. The article went on to state
that the •yjeme of this year's symposium is "The American
City: Paradox of Progress." Other speakers are listed
as PETE{r/JENNINGS of the American Broadcasting Company,
MALCOLM/BOYD, ROBERT C. JWEAVER, former Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development, ALLARD K^COWENSTE IN

,

a New York Congressman who played a major role in
persuading U. S. Senator EUGENE MC CARTHY to run in
the 1968 Presidential primaries.

The article goes on to state that the Emphasis
program is a Student Government Association activity
designed to provide the University community an addi-
tional opportunity to increase familiarity with subjects
of current interest and importance. ^

On March 26, 1969, Birmingham confidential
source T-l advised that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY is
scheduled to speak at Emphasis 1969 on April 10, 1969,
at 7:30 in the evening. The speech will be held at \
the University of Alabama Memorial Coliseum and will \
be open to the public. Source advised that no topic
has been received concerning the speech to be given
by GREGORY

.

This document conTonis neither
rGeon i r*u? n tl : t f io re. no b t:n? i c lr*3Sa

the KUJ. U U t':i« proper ty of tfcs

Kill anti is lonruvj to your agency?
it and it;? eonten tv. arc not to he

tHsti'ibyfcfttj ontsnlo your uj-teoci? •

mm //)£ Vv 4S



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1902 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.8

UNITED STATES GG®fe.NMENT

Memorandum
> 'v>

\ -U; V' > U

TO

FROM

subject:

date: 4/2/69

/a.

DIRECTOR, FBI (l-5tt&382T)

SAC, TAMPA (157-3163) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: CG)

Re Bureau letter dated 3/7/69.

A tape recording of the subject’s speech on 2/24/69,
at St. Petersburg, Florida, has been obtained from the Pinellas
County Sheriff's Office, and Tampa is in the process of re-
producing the contents of the borrowed tape and upon completion
of the above, Tampa will submit the reproduced transcript
and tape to the Bureau.

It should be noted that the Pinellas County Sheriff's
Office did not tape the speech, but local Television Station
WSUN was responsible, with a Pinellas County Sheriff's Officer
present

.

I
1

be
hie



ICLftSSIFIOkTIOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
EH AUTOMATIC DECLAS SIFICATION CTIDE
ATE 08""23”'2014

/ wr a lunAL rwnm r*w. iu
- ' " MAY 1962 EDITION

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GO^BRNMENT

Memorandum

[FROM

lirT:

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)
DATE: 4/2/69

\ SAC, CINCINNATI (157-1077) (RUC)

r: RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY, Aka.,
Dick Gregory
RM - BN
00:CG

Re Cl airtel and LHM to Bureau, 2/18/69

^

I has been discontinued as an informant
by the Cincinnati Division. I

—— —
|

f |
in Cincinnati prior to

ms oeing discontinued. uincmnati has no other leads
to identify these men and therefore, noJfurther action is
being taken in this matter at this time ./OX ..

vh -

(^Bureau (100-440423) (RM)
X

2-Chicago (RM)5^ —
2-Cincinnati n,-i,^7. 1 n77V

JTP/bha
( 6)

CLASS. & W. Bt 7XT,
msOI-PCIM II, 5^2.4.

2

MTS OP HSVX&t *r

REC 29

Si APR f 1969

0j!TCg

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



F B I

•Vd--:36itRev. 5-22-64) #
Date: 4/2/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-1472)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED™
. . HEREIN. IS. UNCLASSIFIED^

(00: Chicago) n&TF f~f A- BYJjJgfc

Qjj li /T /CO

J Florida Junior College, Jacksonville

,

Florida (established source) advised that the Florida Junior
College is sponsoring a program referred to as "Perspective
'69: A Symposium of the 70’ s." He said that as part of this
program, the Student Government Association invited DICK GREGORY
to appear on Monday, April 7, 1969. GREGORY’S appearance is /

scheduled for 8:00 PM on the above date at the Jacksonville
Divic Auditorium and his topic is "civil rights. v

noted that he was somewhat concerned
over the iayxxaxion ana appearance of GREGORY in connection
with this symposium and in this regard, corresponded with
three Southern universities at which GREGORY appeared in the
recent past. Answers from all three of these universities
indicated that GREGORY’S appearance was completely void of
any demonstrations or violence of any type and was humorous in
nature find fpbviously designed to entertain. In this light,

authorized payment from the Student Activity Fund
to GREGORY for his appearance on the above date^

pointed out that the Florida Junior
College is a racially mixed college, however, the majority
of the student body is white. They have had no problems in

^-Chicago (157-347T(RM)
2-Jacksonville
TJW:eal
(7)

b6
b7C
b7D

;!,f
Approve^ u

55APR 111969



JK 157-1472

the past with any of the Negro students or any of the
organizations on campus. He anticipates no problems in
connection with GREGORY'S appearance and pointed out that
GREGORY would actually appear at the Jacksonville Civic
Auditorium and not on the Florida Junior College Campus.

Jacksonvilie, FldYida, ahd
[_

.Office of the Sheriff,
jMilitary Intelligence

Jacksonville, were advised of the above. Jacksonville will
arrange coverage of GREGORY'S appearance.

5

- 2-

b6
blC



FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO/

305PM URGENT 4-3-69 PEP

WBEmw

cSfflffiolSlON

teletype

TO DETECTOR , (100-440423), COLUMBIA

FROM CHICAGO (157-347)'

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA; RM, 00: CHICAGO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN. IS .UNCLASSIFIED) .

DATEJrlOLBX.ml

: Mr. Callahan _

Mr. Conrad

|

Mr. Pelt ^
\

Mr. Gale TAj
Mr. RosenTX
Mr. Sullivai^S

!
Mr. Tavel t

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes _
Miss Gandy

GREGORY ORIGINALLY SENTENCED TO FIVE MONTHS IN JAIL

AND FOURTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE IN MAY SIXTYSIX AFTER

SIT-IN ARREST IN CHICAGO IN JUNE SIXTYFIVE. GREGORY

LOST HIS APPEAL TO THE U.S. SUPREME COURT REGARDING THIS

^CONVICTION ON FEBRUARY TWNETYFOUR LAST.

ON APRIL ONE LAST, GREGORY APPEARED BEFORE MAGISTRATE

MAURICE W. LEE, MUNICIPAL COURT, CHICAGO, AND REQUEST

BY HIS ATTORNEYS FOR STAY OF SENTENCE UNTIL MAY TWENTY-

FIVE NEXT WAS HEARD SO THAT GREGORY COUL

TRACTUAL SPEAKING OBLIGATIONS. MAGISTRATETE LEE DENIED

m

STAY OF SENTENCE AND GREGORY INCARCERATED COOK
Î&3APR g 196®

COUNTY JAIL, CHICAGO, WITH SENTENCE TO RUN UNTIL jkljST

THIRD NEXT .0/
END PAGE ONE

XERO;

APR 1969

MR. DELOACH ECU THE DIRECT®
i) I



r

• #

PAGE TWO

ATTORNEYS FOR GREGORY FILED MOTIONS IN USDC, CHICAGO,

ON APRIL TWO LAST ASKING FOR GREGORY'S RELEASE FROM COOK

COUNTY JAIL ON BOND UNTIL GREGORY'S APPEAL ON FIVE MONTHS

CONVICTION IN COOK COUNTY COULD BE HEARD BY COUNTY COURT.

ON APRIL THIRD INSTANT, USDJ JULIUS J. HOFFMANN, DENIED

THESE MOTIONS AND GREGORY REMAINS CONFINED COOK COUNTY

JAIL, CHICAGO.

MILITARY ADVISED. ^
ADMINISTRATIVE. RE CHICAGO AIRTEL TO BUREAU

APRIL TWO LAST, COLUMBIA TELEPHONE CALL TO CHICAGO THIS

DATE. LHM TO FOLLOW WITH COPIES 0 USA, U.S.

SECRET SERVICE, AND MILITARY. >A.
END

CORR F-I#S^,

‘i
>^g°yf'RS T ~ REftfrvS

. ^
C ONA/TCTTONOW FEBRUA RY TWENTY FOUR LAST . . . .

PGH

FBI WASH DC



F B I

FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 4/2/69

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(P riority)

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (15^-347f (C)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, ijt INFORMATION! CONTAIN®“““ "*TTERS -

(00: CHICAGO)

Re Birmingham airtel to Bureau 3/27/69.(^

As the Bureau is aware, GREGORY was sentenced to
five months in Jail and a fine of $1,400 in May, 1966, after
his arrest during a sit-in at Balboa and Columbus Streets,
Chicago, on 6/11/65. GREGORY lost his appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court regarding his conviction on 2/24/69.H

On 4/1/69, GREGORY appeared before Magistrate
MAURICE W. LEE, Municipal Court, Civic Center, Room 1304,
Chicago, who originally imposed the above sentence. Magis-
trate LEE denied a request by GREGORY * s attorney. I I

I for a stay of sentence until 5/25/69, so that GREGORY
could fulfill some contractual obligations.

GREGORY currently incarcerated in Cook County Jail,
Chicago, Illinois. Sentence to run until 8/3/69. Stop
discreetly placed." for Chicago FBI to be notified if and when
GREGORY is released. Administrative tickler set to reopen 8/1/69.

Bureau
i - Chicago
RMM/pmb
(4)

!por .
4 tpje2'?*

Approve,d. .M Per
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FtV'& ('Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Date: 4/3/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

FROM:

SUBJECT

:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, SPRINGFIELD (157-198) (P)

CHANGED j

APPEARANCE OF DICE
AT QUINCY COLLEGE,
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
4/19/69
RM

GREGORY
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS HNCUSSIFIED .

DATeJLT MBYjMUI

The title of this communication is marked "Changed"
to show the date of GREGORY'S appearance at Quincy College
as 4/19/69. It was previously carried as 4/21/69. W_

v
Enclosed herewith are the original and ten copies

of a self explanatory LHM re captioned subject. Also enclosed
|are-twr<y'copies of an FD-376.(^ /

;
(

Enclosed for Chicago is one copy of LHM captioned
-^as above.

/ Copies of the LHM have been- disseminated locally
" /xo the USA, Springfield; U.S. Secret Service, Springfield;
\ ':\0SI, Chanute AFB, Illinois; 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois
Af and NISO, Chicago, Illinois.

'

f

Springfield will follow and report pertinent
:• aevelop-e^

;

n ^
(gr -^Bureau (Enc. 13) (RM) / A /L- ll /)

d

-? /
1 - Chicago (DICK GREGORY) (Enc. 1) (RM) /VU J T YJ_ WxJ
4 - Springfield (2 - 157-198) " .^-4

(1 - 157-775) APR ?
(1 - 66-1967)

3 MK

EHD/ral
(8 ) / /

12 APR 7\

- • ••
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-u Nm<; D STATE S DE PA IITMENTO I’ J USTICE

®Fl>EKAL BUREAU OF INVE5T1G A^^N

, ,, , n , „ , TVASUINGTOA’, D.C. 20535
In Reply, Please hejer to

FilcNo- April 3, 1969 r
Director

'

United State's Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked. ... . , „

* •*

1* dl Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. SM because of his official status. .

2. pi Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

* than legal means. .

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4- [ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [XI Subversives, ullrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria: ,

•

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) 1X3 Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

April 3, 1969

6* Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph ^as been furnished £13 enclosed [£j is not available

n may be available through .

Very truly yours,

UE

1 '
W
7T

SohL Edgar Ho^vjr

N Director

•1 --Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED!

EnclosureCs) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if cay, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois 62701

April 3, 1969

APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY
AT QUINCY COLLEGE,
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
APRIL 19, 1969

|
jQuincy College,

Quincy, Illinois, advised on April 1, 1969, that the speech
of Dick Gregory, previously scheduled for April 21, 1969,
at the auditorium at Quincy College, has been changed to
April 19, 1969, due to a conflict in the commitments of
Gregory.

The speech of Gregory is sponsored by the
Cultural Affairs Committee of Quincy College, which is
made up of faculty members and students of the college.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to
be distributed outside your agency,

ALL XNFORMATIOJrCONTAXNEB
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

19 ©?©

- 1*/-

BNCLOSUEB
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trf?
-UiVIMD STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

®EKAL liUUEAU OF INVEST1GA1WK

. . n , ,. , .
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

/n rlcase hcjcr to
.

April 3, 1989 '

-
Director

.

United State's Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
.

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.
.*

1. QJ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S», because of his official status.
' ' *

2. tZJ.Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

• than legal means. -

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. £ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. P2 Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria: .
*

(a) QJ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record)- or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Q3 Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making. ..

Photograph has been furnished enclosed Qj is not available •

may be available through ; * : ; u

Very truly yours,

1'
W
7T

SotL Edgar Ho^vjr
N Director

—*1 --Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

.iftKtfWtEfojjf cOiTfATffm

m
-

-f 'H-tb

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



FEDERAL BUREAU 01: INVESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

GSMMAIlOftS SECTION

APR 4 1963^
FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

1 020PM DEFERRED 4-4-69 BCK

Ear. Tolsoai

Mr. BeLoach
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper.

Mr. Callahsn

—

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale J

Mr. Rosea__
'

Mr. SuIlivafe^lM

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Sooza

Miss Holmes

S£iss Gandy

TO DIRECTOR
.

(100-440432)

/ROM CHICAGO (157-347) (P) IP

RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY. RM. 00; CHICAGO

|

C 00K COUNTY JAIL, CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS, ADVISED INSTANT GREGORY CURRENTLY INCARCERATED COOK

COUNTY JAIL HAS REFUSED TO EAT ANY FOOD SINCE ARRIVING THAT JAIL

APRIL ONE LAST. GREGORY INDICATES WILL MAINTAIN FAST I NDEFI NITELY

t

GREGORY EXAMINED DAILY BY PRISON DOCTOR. WHILE HEALTH CURRENTLY

REPORTED AS EXCELLENT, IF FAST PROVES INJURIOUS TO HEALTH, GREGORY

WILL BE FORCE FED.(A
ADMINISTRATIVE; \

REMYTEL APRIL TWO LAST. CHICAGO FOLLOWING. BUREAU WILL BE

ADVISED OF ANY PERTINENT INFORMATION ^
X^RR-tfltE-PI VE- SHOULD- BE- PER I OD AFTER ’ ITOETOTITELYU _ ! If/*)

END I OO-tWtSSzflM

FBI WASH DC
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.
DATEljAlj2L_BY_S^

<3© .©

‘C<&k



ICLftSSIFIOkTIGM AUTHORITY DERIVED ¥B£M:
El AUTCCUiTIC CE I LAS 51” I CAT IOTI C-UIEE

ATE S""30”'2014

y^ s «•

4/1/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

JAr. Tolsnn— I

Mr. . !

<

/

DIRECTOR, FBI

ALL
"SEKEXl“j
DA.TE.JL-

3SB

FROM: SAC, WFO
<3>'

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick^regory
RM - BN
(00: CG)
(Bufile )

(CG file )

(NYOfile )

(WFOfile 157-1121) (RUC)

LA COSA NOSTRA
ANTI -RACKETEERING - CONSPIRACY
(00:NY0)
CBuflle 92-6054)
(CGfile 92-1173)
(NYOfile 92-2300)
(WPOflle 92-733) (RUC)

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies, andTor -^nitagl
and New York Office two copies each, of an LHM dated as above
and captioned RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka Dick Gregory; LA COSA
nostraK

I^l4\ -1 Bureau (Enc. 12)
2
™
Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)

2 - New York (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - WFO

J?

GWPrarw
(10)

AGENCY :AOSI ,
» SEC . S1R7. »

DEFT J ISD

,

EOW F0S.W !
4'V ^

MM fOm ^

Approved: .M Per

jpecicd Agent in Charge



WFO 157-1121

Enclosed L!tl is classified. »HVmf<danHaV* as i±—
contains information furnished bv the

[#ho requested that said
information be handled in a confidential manner to add
further protection to their source.

Information reported was obtained by SA GERALD
T. GRIMALDI. Enclosed UM is furnished the Bureau. Chicago,
and the New York Office for their information. Thel

has stated they have no objection to the discreet dissemina-
tion of enclosed information to the police departments of
Chicago and New York City as it relates to the alleged
threat against GREGORY, if deemed desirable by the Chicago
and New York Divisions

b7D



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No .

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535
April 1, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
Also Known As
Dick Gregory

LA COSA NOSTRA

On April

CLASSIFIED ON

.Washington , D. C., advised that a confidential source of the
|who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised

tnat Dick Gregory was in possession of information to the
effect that the "Blakey Report” is filed in a Government
Services Administration building in Suitland, Maryland, as
Exhibit A, dated May 27, 1968, in Case Number 16615, United
States Court of Appeals, 7th Circuit, Chicago, Illinois.^

1

According to Detective
|
is

the Notre Dame University LaiipPfchool . He was a member
me commission studying the iim||ifence of the "Mafia”

in politics .IA '\Wm

The "Blakey Report” reportedly contains the names
of eighteen Federal Judges tied in with the ”La Cosa Nostra.”
It allegedly was suppressed by the Johnson Administration as
some of the judges mentioned were appointed by or friends of
former President Johnson.^

According to the| source Gregory was planning to
make this information public but altered his plans when he
heard that a "contract” was out for him. Gregory reportedly
is afraid he will be assassinated and is avoiding public
appearances. H.

Qjy)Up

Excluded t^^utomatic

tiomm vb&'nujxtai, /OP

©Kiev lb 19/c

yThis document contains neither

ll recommendations nor conclusions of

the FBI. It is the property of

the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to he

distributed outside your agency.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 4/7/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (157-1472) (RUC)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
(00: Chicago)

Re Jacksonville airtel dated 4/2/69.

On 4/7/69.1
Florida Junior College, Jacksonville

,

ncriaa k establishes source) advised that the scheduled
appearance of DICK GREGORY for Monday, 4/7/69, has been
cancelled.

j

advised GREGORY'S agent contacted him on
4/6/69 and adVi

'

S fed Kfffi GREGORY had been delayedand would be
unable

—

anr>nnn Jacksonville . In conversation with the
agent, learned GREGORY was presently incarcerated
in Cook county Jail, Chicago, Illinois.

Bureau (RM) /
2-Chicago) (157-347) (RM)
1-Jacksonville
TJW:eal
(5)

SpeciaL/Agent in Charge

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS, UNCLASSIFIED,
dateJjl/479h _by

/go - We ^3
AP|



DEClASSIFirat?OH HWjft DERIVED FROM:
EBI AUTQfclllTIC DKL&5 SIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 08- 3 0-2014

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

(JreiUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to

:j DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date: 4/10/69

• SAC , WFO (157-1121) (RUC)

subject: RICHARD CLAXTOIT GREGORY
, aka

Dick Gregory
RM - BN
(00:CG)

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies
and for Chicago two (2) copies of an LHM dated and captioned
as above.

LHM is

The conf idential source referred to in enclosed
.PROB). 4

Enclosed LHM is classified "£Lon£±d§nETal" as it
contains information furnished by a confidential source of
continuing reliability, fehii unauthorized disclosure of which
could affect his future effectiveness. W.

Copies of this LHM are being furnished locally to
USA, Secret Service, and interested military intelligence
agencies|J

all information contained /ao -

r/

m APR 14 1963

Bureau (Enc-ll) ^

2 - Chicago (Enc-2)^(RM)
° WO

ns

b7D

AQSKCY : ACSI , , GSX ,2SC .».
, _

SgFT: I SQ

;

STDZC>
/
Cj./3

BOWmw ; jeis

3 - WFU
• (A ni

(1 - 100-48195) (NEW PARTY) V—
(1 - 1 1 '

mts m~sm

(PROB)
sjafi©

tf*-

WGD:blj
: £

(7)__, T'iQMnm
SOI0-108

b7D

,/0^
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No..

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535
April 10, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS
DICK GREGORY

The March 28, 1969, edition of the "Washington
Daily News," a Washington, D.C. (WDC) daily newspaper^
contained the following article:

"Dick Gregory told a packed audience at Catholic
University's Caldwell Hall Auditorium last night that the
nine persons who broke into Dow Chemical Company's offices
here Saturday and spread blood over records are 'beautiful
people.'

'"It's about time the clergy got involved ,
' he said.

'

1

can't tell you how beautiful I think the Catholic Church

"During his two and a half hour address which was
sponsored by the CU's Graduate Student Council, Mr. Gregory
urged students to speak out in support of the jailed group.

"'The D.C. Nine' as they are now known, were charged
with entering the building, illegally, and destroying property.
They have elected to stay in D.C. jail and are reportedly
fasting.

'"If you don't like the idea of napalm,' Mr. Gregory
said, 'organize and find out what home products Dow Chemical
Company makes. Don't buy them, don't let your friends buy
them. Pretty soon they will stop making napalm.

'

./ItArV

ISaaMed ft

downgradina
?bhP
Si'f'fL**-



"Mr. Gregory, a comedian who turned serious but
remains funny, ran for president on a protest ticket last .

>

year. He said he now spends 98 per cent of his time on
j

college campuses talking to youth he calls 'the most dedicated
j

morally of any group in the United States .

' j

' - '

;

.

•

; I

"He said the youth of this country wield a tremen-
j

dous amount of power. 'Your rotten newspapers never have
j

told you this,' he said, 'but if it had not been for you, LBJ
j

would still be in the White House. He was the worst tyrant to
j

walk the earth since Caesar, and you ran him all the way back
[

to Texas. Well, if this new cat isn't cool, baby, New York
.

is a lot shorter trip .

*

. r

"'If you kids don't think you have power,' Mr.
j

Gregory said, 'think about the fact that 15,000 hippies and i

Yippies came to Chicago to change the system and the whole '

establishment shook.'
;

, V
'

. 'I
'

,
’

<
\

‘"The old fools are scared,' he said, 'because
j

you're trying to tell them morality comes from within. That's
j

really got them uptight.'
j

'
. I

"Gregroy said that campus protests are mostly use-
J

less. Don't sit in at administration buildings, he said,
;

organize and address yourselves to the capitalists. Boycott i

their products, he advised.
[

"'Organize and tell the record companies you aren't ;

buying any records for two years unless they got some lobbyists
j

going to get you the vote.' 'And, as long as you've got to go
to war and die for your country at 18, you'd better get the

j

vote when you're 17.
' ;

"Referring to President Nixon's recent statement that
student demonstrators should lose any federal aid they are

j

receiving, Mr. Gregory said, 'If you're on a scholarship you
can still think the same. You just won't be able to demon-

;

strate . You can still dynamite buildings at midnight and wake
!

up the next da* and act surprised that it happened. '"



a ~
«

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on March 28, 1969, that he

attended the Gregory speech at Caldwell Hall Auditorium,
Catholic University, on the preceding evening. The source

furnished substantially the same information as set out above,

but stated that in addition, Gregory made the following
comments:

"The CIA and FBI use the American people' s money
to do their 'sly business* like toppling governments and

assassinating people." Gregory continued that Jam^s-Garrison,

the New Orleans, Louisiana, District Attorney, is a great man
because he is trying to check the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Gregory also
mentioned James EeacJ^&ay and stated that he did not kill
Reverend Martin LdCher King*(/»'

The source advised that Gregory began hissspeech
at approximately 8:15 p.m* and concluded at approximately
10:00 p.m. The source added that Gregory was not extremely
well received by the 1,500 to 2,000 persons present.

TWs document contains neither

recommendations nor conclusions of

the FBI. It is the property of

the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and Sts contents are not to be

distributed outside your agency.

copies mad®,

for review aVFBIHQ by j

2&ZZJZ.
xTUt-ZlZZ?
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URGENT /-1 1-69

TO DIRECTOR (100-440432) PLAINTEXT

FRO/ CHICAGO (157-347) 2P

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Deloach

Vr. Mohr
/Kr. Bishop

Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale -

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Sul« vanJp~
1 Mr. Tavel

1 Mr. Trotter

|
Tele. Room

I Miss Holmes —
Jx'Xiss Gandy

RICHARD CLAXTOfr^uREGORY
f AKA RM 00 CHICAGO •

|

COOK COUNTY JAIL,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, ADVISED INSTANT THAT GREGORY REMAINS

INCARCERATED AND STILL REFUSES TO TAKE SOLID FOODS,

GREGORY HAS NOT EATEN SINCE APRIL ONE^LAST. BUT

EXAMINING PHYSICAN STATES GREGORY IN GOOD HEALTH AND

THERE HAS BEEN NO NEED TO FORCE FEED GREGORY.

FOR INFORMATION OF SPRINGFIELD AND RICHMOND

MOTIONS FILED FOR GREGORY’S RELEASE TO FULFILL SPEAKING

OBLIGATIONS HAVE BEEN DENIED IN LOCAL AND FEDERAL COURT

AND ^ ty/kt REMAIN INCARCERATED THROUGH AUGUST THREE , NEXT

.

ADMINISTRATIVE^™^

Ik

REMYTEL APIRL FOUR , LAST . CHICAGO FOLLOWING. BUREAU
tr c

WILL BE ADVISED OF ANY PERTINENT INFORMATION. SPRINGFJE1^
R

AND RICHMOND ADVISED BY AIR MAIL.
i-
-- c

END PAGE ONE

14 1969

55APR211969



/ 4 X

PAGE TWO

CHICAGO COVERAGE OF PROPOSED PICKETING OF COOK

COUNTY JAIL IN BEHALF OF GREGORY IS BEING HANDLED

IN BUREAU FILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR FOUR FOUR THREE

NINE FOUR, ENTITLED, "PICKET DEMONSTRATION, COOK COUNTY

JAIL, APRIL THIRTEEN, SIXTY NINE, SPONSORED BY CHICAGO

PEACE COUNCIL."

END

WA PLS ACK

NSM

FBI WASH DC

I

I
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OPTIONAL FORM HO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

&
UMTED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM : , V|kM^ SAC, BUFFALO (157-396) (RUC)

date:.. 4/11/69

subject: RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY, aka
RM

Re Bureau better to Buffalo* 3/28/69 .H*/

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies and
for Chicago two copies of a letterhead memorandum (IHM)
concerning captioned matter reflecting the appearance of
subject before the City Club at the Chamber of Commerce,
Rochester, New York, on 3/8/69 , and the State University
College at Fredonia, Fredonia, New York, on 3/10/69

.

Enclosed LHM is not classified, since there '

is no apparent reason for so doing. XA^

Copies of this LHM are being furnished to
Chicago, as Chicago, is v0fffe.e of Origin. \A

\ .

' /?'". v • ••

4 V PM. jiwiuLo**3?- Bureau (Encs .11)^^^
.?y2 - Chicago (Encs

1 - Buffalo
RCS : smk

.'.GSHCY : ACS! ,1

D2PT

;

HOW FOC' ! Jyn
DATEF0..W_ Z,
BY; dtfA/Zl

OSI v SEC . S5SY

,

•:3,rjm7)i!VrO '£>/(,j

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED • I

HEREIN .

DAIEJ^AriXL-BY ^ .

REC 29
too

’m APR 15 i960

3 -Hi f

cv

' Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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/n Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Buffalo , Hew York
April 11 ,. 1969

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

RICHARD CLAYTON GREGORY
RACIAL MAKER

The March 9_, 19^9 edition of the ’’Democrat
and Chronicle s

” a daily newspaper published in Rochester

,

New Yorks contained an article entitled "Be Honest with
’Young Kids ’-Gregory, " by BILL O’BRIEN, regarding a speech .

given by RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY before the City Club at the
Chamber of Commerces Rochester , Hew York, on March 8, 1969.
Approximately 250 adults attended GREGORY’S speech, which
lasted about two hours.K

According to the article, GREGORY advised his
audience to " ’be honest with these young kids.3 ” GREGORY
stated that he gets' "’tired of all these crackers running
around, eulogizing America. He continued that America
would never be beautiful ,?t as long as there is still one
Indian on a reservation. ’ "14

One phrase that GREGORY used eleven times in his
talk was " ’He hate your stinking white racist institution. ’

t!

l4

During his speech, GREGORY advocated lowering the
voting age to 17 and stated that America does not care about
assassinations unless they involve someone liked by adults.
He advised that seizing college administration buildings was
not the way to insure changes, but rather a nation-wide boycott
in the cdReges would be the most effective method to bring
about university policy changes .LA

According to the article, GREGORY suggested to his
audience that the "’next time there’s a riot on television,
turn down the sound and read aloud the Declaration of Inde-
pendence and see how thex^ords fit. 5 ” \a

1 Oloo U /op - Z-3,



RICHARD CLAXTOH GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

GREGORY also spoke in favor of non-violence
saying that he vrould

" 8 feel' more satisfied being killed
than killing somebody. 8 "

f
»

The March 13, 19^9 edition of "The Leader
a campus publication at the State University College at
Fredonia, Fredoriia, Hew York, contained an article en-
titled "Is The U. S. Degenerate? Dick Gregory Speaks
by ALAH PAYE, regarding a speech given by RICHARD CLAXTOI?
GREGORY at the State University College at Fredonia, Fredonia,
Hew York, during the evening of March 10, 1969 .

According to this article, GREGORY described the
United States as "the most morally degenerate country on

'

earth." He continued that "blacks do not hate whites but
hate their :?t stinking white racist institutions, 8 " a phrase

-

he used often during his speech. He stated that "blacks
hold whites responsible for these institutions."

The article continues that GREGORY claimed in
hissneech that the CIA was responsible for "the murders
of John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Malcolm
7 and George Lincoln Rockwell, and others.” He claimed the
CIA "is trying to take over the country by dividing it."
When questioned concerning this claim, GREGORY said he had
"secret evidence" to prove it.fj

GREGORY described LYTDOH JOHESON as "the number one
tyrant since Julius Caesar." The article states that "the
fact that Richard ITixon defeated Hubert Humphrey did not bother
him much because he said that the "‘stinking, slimy, nasty
politleans are all the same. 5f

l4

GREGORY stated that many hippies and other young
people are considered to be "moral degenerates." He continued
that "the Shriners in Chicago, because they are involved in
more prostitution and adultery, are more degenerate." GREGORY
claimed that property rights are more important than human
ri,gilts in this country, as illustrated by the fact that "Mayor
Daley told the police to shoot all looters, not to shoot all
murders or dope-fiends , " \A
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Date: 4/7/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority

)

TC

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157^347) VC)

RICHARD ClAXTON^GREGORY

,

aka
RM
00: CHICAGO

Re Chicago airtel to Director, dated 4/2/6S; and
Chicago teletype to Director, dated 4/3/69.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies
of an LHL-i reflecting present court status regarding
captioned individual .fj

Copies of the LHM arte being furnished to USA,
U. S. Secret Service, NISO, OSI, all Chicago, and Region 1

113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

o o <

2 Bureau (Enc. 11/vRM)
2 - Chicago

..... r ...

IB APR 10 1969

DFB: j to / tr:.

pproved^
.

'jjjijL />/JA
'll* A i

J Special



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
CG 157-347

Chicago, Illinois
April 7, 1969

DATE.

RICHARD CTAXTON GREGORY

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 1$ pC^SSJJjED^^
.BYi

Richard Claxton Gregory was originally sentenced
to five-months imprisonment in the Cook County Jail,
Chicago, Illinois, and fined $1,400.00 in May, 1966,
following a June, 1965, sit-in arrest in Chicago, . Illinois

.

Gregory appealed to the United States Supreme Court, but
his conviction was upheld in a decision dated February 24,
1969. IHl

On April 1, 1969, Gregory voluntarily appeared
before Magistrate Maurice W. Lee, Municipal Court, Chicago,
Illinois, who originally sentenced Gregory, and through his
attorneys requested ;a stay of sentence until .May 25, 1969,
so that Gregory could fulfill contractual speaking obliga-
tions throughout the United States. Magistrate Lee denied
the stay of sentence and Gregory- was incarcerated in the
Cook County Jail as of that date with his sentence to be
served until August 3, 1969. tA_

Ain_April 3, 1969 Deputy United States Marshal
J Chicago, Illinois, advised a representative

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that attorneys fo
Richard Gregory had filed motions in United States District
Court, Chicago, Illinois , on April 2, 1969, seeking Gregory'
release from Cook County Jail on bond until Gregory's appeal
of his five-month rnnvi rti.on in Cook County could be held
by County Court

.

stated that on April 3, 1969,

This document contains neither recommendations nor con-
clusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to
be distributed outside your agency.

qopius -3

/0D

SJ

b6
blC

3
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

United States District Coui't Judge Julius J. Hoffmann denied
the motions and Gregory remained confined in the Cook County
Jail s Chicago, Illinois

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to
the following agencies: lA

United States Attorney, Northern District of
Illinois, Chicago, Illinois; (J

United States Secret Services, Chicago, Illinois;

Office of Special Investigations, Chicago, Illinois;

Naval Investigative Service Office, Chicago,
Illinois;**

Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence Group,
Evanston, Illinois.

2*



FROM? CO, illTH m GROUP, FORT MCPHERSON, GA.
TO? CG, US A I NIC, FORT KOLA BIRD, MD.

I WFOs DCS I, THIRD US ARMY, 'FORT ' MCPHERSON, GA,
3T

UNCLAS IC6P"C“ OX** 729

SUBJECT? SPOT REPORT

ATTN? ICOP IV

1. REGION VII, IllTH MI 8P, TALLAHASSEE, VIA*/

^ Hi -9023- 142
\

><

lo SPEECH GIVEN BY COMEDIAN, DICK IsScGORY AT FLORIDA S'

UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE, FLA,

4, VII-9006-03 |

—

Rec'dby Liaisos

5 , SEE ITEM 7
From kl,_ I

Office of Ass't ChieS

b6 per ARMY

b6 per FBI
b7C

i Z S I '5,5

-

-Vv I y , f Ui i ,j

i ;
1 T'M

\ iivlliL ClViO L.O

\ C.9. (2D43?

H|F
b6 Per FBI
„b7C

gtrp
j TEM 7

OI °^srr s or AnifcsiAigeaKsia // i \

Army, PDF \

7.

AT 1930 HRS <EST), 22 JANUARY 1969, WESTCOTT AUDITOr\^<FLORIDA
STATE UNIVERSITY FSU, TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA, DICK GREGORY MADE A

SPEECH ON THE SUBJECT OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND CIVIL RIGHTS TO A CROWD
ESTIMATED AT 1000-1200 PEOPLE, MOST OF WHOM WERE FSU STUDENTS AND FACULD.
U4G APPROXIMATELY 100 NEGROS. THE SPEECH WAS PRESENTED IN A VULGEfK^^
BUT ENTERTAINING MANNER, THE SPEECH ENDED AT 2130 HRS (LIST) AND
FOLLOWED BY A QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD THAT LASTED FROM 2!30J^
(ESI) TO 2205 HRS (ESI), THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS AND HO ARRJ^ /

8, UNKNOWN

9, 0045 HR (ESI) 23 JAM 69

10, CONTINUED LIAISON \

IK 11 1 TH m GP

12. A-2

13, 1930-2205 HRS (ESI) 22 JANUARY 1969, S/A STEWART* E.JAR(mER<Sfiq

'h6 per FBI
hlC

CORRECTION, ITEM 7 S A TH LIKE, LAST WORD SHOULD READ FACULTY*



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOI/PA
DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET
FOI/PA# 1206535-0

Total Deleted Page(s) = 4

Page 194 ~ Referral/Consult;

Page 207 ~ Referral/Consult;

Page 214 ~ b6; b7C; b7D;

Page 218 ~ Referral/Consult;
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Dole: 4/3,5/159

Transmit the following in

Via AX RTEL

(Type tn pi(Untext or code

)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, KANSAS CITY (157-649) RUC

RICHARD CLAXTO^GREGORY, aka
RM

00: CHICAGO

-l

I

.L

Re Kansas City airtel to the Bureau 2/12/69,
furnishing resume of subject's talk at Springfield,
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERALBUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Kansas City, Missouri
April 15, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On February 5, 1969, Richard Claxton Gregory
addressed about 700 students at Southwest Missouri State
College (SMS) , Springfield, Missouri. The talk, sponsored
by the Student Union Board, lasted about two hours and
a 45 minute question and answer period followed* The
talk was one in a series entitled, "Kaleidoscope-Patterns
In A Changing World." Other speakers to be heard in
the series include Senator Strom Thurmond, March 31

j

William Rusher, April 16 and Julian Bond, May 7.
s *

t

A source who has furnished reliable information
in the past furnished the following resume of the talk:

~

One of the biggest jobs ahead of you young
people is not to destroy the capitalistic system - you*ve
got to work like hell to beat the capitalists into their
rightful place behind the Consitution, not in front
of it. As long as capitalists stand in front of the
Constitution, it is property rights that are being
empbasized-not human rights. If democracy is as good
as we tell you it is, why in the hell are we running all
over the world trying to ram it down other peopled
throats. If anything is good, you don’t have to force
it on people-they’ll steal it from you.

He said he spends 90 percent of his time on
college campuses and will be speaking at some 300
educational institutions within the next ten months.
He believes the young people of today are the most
moral, dedicated, committed people in the history of

In Reply, Please Refer to

Tfci* document contatas neither
r>6r Ot

the F&T. It U the property of the
FBI and t* loaned to your t geacrt
It tts content* *ot to be
distributed outrtda your agency.
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

out country. He called "DBJ" the No. 1 tyrant since
Julius Ceasar. He hoped the young people would bring on
the scene some statesmen, not politicians, and then
we will see a tremendous change in this country. It is
a sad situation because you young people must solve
the problems that you had nothing to do with creating.

.He called moral pollution America's No. 1
problem. He called the students to change the so-called
educational systems and make them live up to their name.
He said they were too damn busy to educate, they're so
busy indoctrinating. The problem many times lies with
the board of directors of the school, not the administration.
The board doesn't know anything about education and nothing
about the kids.

He urged the students to carry a copy of the
Declaration of Independence with them and the next time
there is a riot and it is shown on television, invite your
parents in and watch it. Turn the sound off and .read
the Declaration of Independence, the part saying that when
their rights have been denied for long periods of time,
it Is their duty to destroy and abolish that government*
He called himSelf a slave to non-violence. He doesn't
preach it, he lives it.

He and his wife have pledged to eat only three
days a week during 1969, and to spend the next four years
trying to solve the hunger problems in America. He
•invited the students to do likewise.

The talk was fairly well received and his
remarks were often intersperced with applause.

f

The source made available a tape recording of
JSregory's speech, which was transcribed as follows:
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* '

'(Inaudible) (woman's voice) We could' only put this

facility which isMthe- next largest. We* d like to tell you
‘

i

a .-little bit vabout what our series ’is, it's called 1 Kaleidoscope

Views fin a. changing world. We*.wish, *the objective is’ to

let ^you'see mother 1 people's* opinions of things that are
1

1

%

happenings around .our world, *We *hope**that through this' as

college) students and faculty of' SMS that we will be better

educatedl and' can ! learn wore by listening to more points of
=* -

'viow:*.than just our own. Our next lecturer will be O.K.

ARMSTRONG on .February 26', also- Wednesday- night at 8:00 O'clobb

in the feall room 1 and he will be talking in response to DICK

•GREGORYS) lecture. (APPLAUSE)* kow I*d like to fell' you a little

iabout Mr. GREGORY, he is a well-noted author, lecturer, and

has acted, in>several'' movies. He's written 5 previous- novels,

2 humorous, san-autobiography called "Nigger"' of him; obviously,

(APPLAUSE), no, no, excuse/*me, it was the autobiography, is

what I<\was inferring. Also his- latest book is called "Write

Me In'', ;he*.Si now working on ‘3 novels to be due 'in- June and

.we'dunow like to. present ’Mr . GREGORY. (APPLAUSE)

Hey, we'd like to say thank you very much, how do
t

tyou- sincerely, ’honest to goodness, with a straight face, say

- fit's*

a

pleasure to be in Springfield; (APPLAUSE) I must

admit to you- I Was having a 'hell of a lot of fun getting here
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RICHARD CLAXTONTREGORY
V

really know what areas we made the progress In; A lot of

people think we made progress In jobs, housing, and education,

you know the biggest break through for black folks In. the

history of this country happened two years ago in the* state

of Texas. We got our first colored hurricane, BEULAH. (APPLAUSE)

§

I guess when you 'really stop and think about it

we* re doing pretty good, ^Especially television, you watch

television lately? Oh, we* re taking care of business on

television. They almost got too many of us on television,

I mean there was a time when they first broke through, they

let us do them ads after midnight. We're getting on to

some prime time. I didn't know colored folks had headaches

till the other day. (aPPLAUSE) Did you dig ole sis on the
i

front page show, yeh, 'hnytime I get a headache, I take me

some Excedrin. Oh really. But its about time, I'm so damn

sick and tired of seeing that white dove fly through that
,

i

white woman's kitchen. "Oh MARGE, there's a white dove -

vin
*

your kitchen". I'd take just one time to see my sister run •

through there and say, "BEULAH, baby, there's a black crow
j

on the biscuits. (APPLAUSE) Some of them about little, you
|

, .
i

know, things that's getting groovy, we got some pretty swinging
*

.

1

\

television shows and we got more to come., They are planning >!

* *

on replacing the Flying Nun with the Skipping Black Muslems, *

*

-*

*

5
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and I guess I don't have to tell you cause you probably

get to see television more than I do. tfe got us a black

cowboy this season, what's th©‘ name of that show? The

Outcasts, you could tell by the name it was us, couldn't

you? A black cowboy and next season we're going to get
*

. another black cowboy so he can have somebody to kill. (APPLAUSE)*

I don't mean to sit here and try to tell you that they don't

allow him to kill no white cowboy, no, "he gets to kill a white

cowboy but when it comes his turn to kill a white cowboy the

scriptwriters just got to go through so many changes. You

see, 'because they let him kill a white cowboy, but they got

to dirty up this white cat so bad so then it will be accepted.

You see, he can't just gun down no ordinary cat no, three

weeks ago he killed a white cowboy, he gunned this white cat
1

S

down, this white cat had just finished raping, a blind,

paraplegic, Salvation Worker, (APPLAUSE) but dig that's not
*

i
*

what he, the black cat didn't know he just finished 'doing that,
\

no, he gunned him down cause he'd stole $1,000. worth of
(

Christmas Seals. So I guess everything, you know, is looking

up. So I dozed off back to sleep and the white cat nudged
j

i

me again and said, would you explain to me Black Power? I
j

I

said, no, I will not explain to you what Black Power is, and
f

he really got up tight. His attitude was like (inaudible) you

know the whole bit. So I said well look, let me tell you

L

G
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. something fellow, for 12 months I went out of my way to

explain to white folks what Black Power was, even when I

couldn't find white folks, I'd call them up on the telephone.

Hello, are you white?

You know last year after that tremendous heart
f

transplant operation in South Africa, you know, where the

black cat gave his heart to the white cat, ' the only heart
1 <

that's working right? We just kinda felt like the whole world

knew what Black Power was.. Oh, you have to admit one thing,

that black heart is still pumping. That white cat is some-

where in Johannesburg right now singing the blues. (LAUGHTER)

You know, black folks all over' the world was extremely happy

over the fact that the black cat gave up his heart to the

white cat because you see, we been knowing for years that

there's really nothing wrong with white! folks that a change
l

of heart wouldn't straighten out. (APPLAUSE) But in all

honesty we must admit to you we didn't want that he^rt to work

that good, that heart is working so good it has really scared

black folks, because there is nothing that frightens us no

more than the fact that that heart is working so good and the
»

thought that one day you white folks might start assuming

that we are going to be your spare parts. (LaUGHTSR) Ever

since that heart worked that good white folks kinda look at us
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a little bit different now. My God, if they ever find out

that nappy hair cures cancer, (APPLAUSE) We’d be. dirty then,

wouldn’t we? Running down the street with locks on our caps.

I dorft know there is a lot of controversy about heart trans-

plants, some people is for them and some people is against-
^

;

them. Let me go on record as saying as 1 am against all

heart transplants, but I’m for transplants you can’t hide. I

would love to see a white cat get a colored foot. (LAUGHTER)

Next summer let him take that to the beach with him. I can

just see it now, JOSEPH take off yoir other shoe, let’s get in

the water. (LAUGHTER) So let me say that it is a pleasure to

be with you young folks this evening and I guess 1 can truthfully
» '

*

say that I spend about 98% of my time on college cappuses

and I got about 300 colleges I have to make in a 10 month

period. I spend this much time With you young folks for a

reason. 'The simple reason is because you young folks in

America today is the morally dedicated committed, young ^people

that’s ever lived in the history of this country. Now, you

cannot read these old right wing packer newspapers to decide =

who you, or what you are. Cause evorytime you look in there
j

they are talking about irresponsible bearded smelly kids.
j

The question is that because^you jhave a beard why does that
j

mean you have a stink. They don’t say nothing about ABRAHAM
;

LINCOLN. He didn’t Only have a beard he was ugly too.
1

8



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

To be honest with you about 95% of all the establishment

newspapers haven't got the moral fiber decent enough to

even discuss you young folks. I don't know what day the

reporters will have the’ revolution to knock out them old

foggy-thinking editors who have created more problems than they

have solved, so I hope you youngsters, you know, will be hip

enough. You should read the establishment newspapers only

for a form of entertainment. That's about all they're fit

for. So they never been honest with you, the establishment

newspapers did not tell you youngsters while they're busy

putting you down that because of you young morally dedicated

kids that LBJ, who is probably the No. 1 tyrant who has ever
I

walked the face of this earth since JULIUS CAESAR, was unable

to run for re-election because of you young kids. You didn't

use a brick, a bomb or hand grenades or missiles, you came

out here with a moral dedication and he couldn't run for re-

election. The newspapers haven't told you how strong you are.
' *

They have not told you that had 15,000 hippies and yippies

not showed up in Chicago for the Democratic Convention

HUMPHREY would have been the president today. Because it

was enough people turned their stomach watching at the Democratic
i

Convention that before they would vote for HUMPHREY they just
*

wouldn't vote. There is a lot ofpepple that are upset because
f

you youngsters showed up and knowing had you not showed up'

J

r,
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NIXON wouldn't have been the President but the beautiful

thing about young folks that!s hip, it really don’t make
I

any difference which one of them got in because when you’re
i

dealing with one of them stinking slimy politicians all of

them act the same. (APPLAUSE) The man said he was going to drop

the Surtax , and the minute ‘he got in now he’s hedging, it

really didn’t make no difference if you drop it or keep it,

but at least you know he should have had enough sense to say

we’ll consider it. So, I hope you youngsters as you move in

and change the system, you will bring into the realm of the

political arena,
1

statesmen instead of politicians. You will

see a tremendous change in this country. Let me say to you

that I’m very sad as I go around the country and talk with

you young folks, I’m sad over the fact that not only do I

have to stand before you and tell you that the fate and destiny

of America depends on you. Not only do I have to stand here

and tell you that you have to solve the problems confronting

America today, the sad thing is that I have to stand here and

tell you you have to solve the problems that you had nothing

to do with creating. These problems was here when you got
[

*

here but thanks to us old fools they will not be herevhen »

J

you leave, and by that I mean you see us old fools have left
,

.j

you young kids in a bag that no youngsters has ever been in *

i

before, in the history of this country. Young folks have ;
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always had problems because we never solved the problems but

*
,

the group of us that just came through ahead of you, not only

did we not solve the problems, but for the first time in the

history of America we used up all the tricks. So, everybody
m

wonders why you react the' way you react, you ain*t got no
*

*

t

tricks. Oh, I remember when I was a kid, my. mother, my daddy,

my whole community taught me when 1 was a little bitty boy,

Boy, one day you going to grow up and some white man going

to call you nigger, and now don't get mad cause God' don *t

like ugly. Sure enough I grew up and one day a cracker called

me a nigger and sure enough I didn't get mad cause God don't

like no ugly. I got 7 of them little old black kids at home

with me and my old lady ain't teaching them nothing. If some-
, I

body ever. calls them a nigger, I'm sure it's going to surprise

them. (LAUGHTER) I'm mighty sure they are going to act

accordingly. So there are no tricks left for you youngsters
*

so you all got to deal with the issued now whether you like it

or not. That's why I can't understand why us old fools don't

understand your reactions. What do we say, it's the generation

gap? Is that the cute word? Generation gap, that's not
i

really the issue at all, we come to you from such an unethical
'

position that hasnn't got anything to do with the generation
s T

gap, it's got to do that we're feeding you a bunch of insan# • lies.

i

. . t %
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*

* * I

You know, ii I tell you 2 and 2 is 5 and you react to it,

and I say there*s nothing wrong just the' generation gap*

There ain't no generation gap, cause if I say 2 and 2 is 4,

regardless of how much older I am than you, you would still

understand what I am talking about. And to prove to you

that it*s not the generation gap, BERTRAND RUSSELL who is

98 years old could leave London tonight and come to Ameiica

and be one of the youngest amoHg.< usi Because he would meet

you and greet you from a moral statesmans standpoint* He

would not lie to you, so if SOCRATES were alive today as old as
r

he would be today he would still be young. So it hadn't
*

got nothing to do with the generation gap, it got something

to do with, you know, what point will we decide to be honest

with you young folks. Let me say to you tonight I did not

cone here to impress you but only to inform you that when I

leave here this evening I couldn't care less about what you

think about DICK GREGORY but I'll always have the one con-

solation of knowing that whenever we wake up this year,
i

next year, 20 years from now, you'll always be able to say at

least Brother GREG didn't lie to us. And I think one of the,
{

?

you know, tremendous problems confronting young folks is that

the establishment we keep lying to you, and it's not new,
'

we started lying to you in that crib with' that Santa Claus

boy. First Tetter I ever wrote in my life was to a cat that 1

. i
>

* i
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didn't even exist* I mean, when your mama lies to you, damn

near anybody qualifies* And cause that old Santa Claus boy

he, went over better in the white community than he ever goes

over in the black community, not that wo don't dig him, but

we Just know damn good and well ain't no white cat coming in

our neighborhood after midnight* (APPLAUSE AND LAUGHTER)

Now the No. 1 lie we tell you youngsters today is

the No. 1 problem confronting America today and that is the

problem of air pollution* The No. 1 problem confronting America

today is the problem of moral pollution, this is the most

morally polluted degenerate insane nation on the face of this

earth, bar none. You young kids got the job of giving America

her sanity back, making America the morally decent nation

that the United States Constitution and the Declaration of

Independence provided for her to be. To be honest with you,

I'm damn sick and tired of all these old right wingers running

around eulogizing my country. Save eulogies for after she dies.

She's not dead. Thanks to you youngsters. If you youngsters
* <

- "e— 1

will not have an attitude of eulogizing America,but will
;

examine America and find out where the cancer is and cut it
;

out. America will live. For many, many, many, thousands of
I

years, we always running around talking about America the '

beautiful, how in the hell can this country ever be beautiful
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with that Indian pinned upon that reservation, are you out

of your wind? You run all over the world scared of Communism

when you got an Indian pinned upon tha^ reservation that if

the Communists had something to do with it maybe he could

get free. (APPLAUSE) So anybody you ever run across as long

as that Indian is locked on that reservation that believes

America is beautiful that individual is insane and sick.

I hope that you: youngsters will work to make this a truly

beautiful country. You can tell when America becomes beautiful

because once she becomes beautiful we don't have to discuss

her beauty. Anytime you run across a cat who is always

talking about how pretty his wife is you can believe he

married the mean of the hyenia. (APPLAUSE) Because true

beauty do not have to be discussed. So you youngsters got

a big job to do, you see, the sad thin^j is, you know, America

is the only country on the face of this earth that lies about

what she is. MaO TSE TUNG do not pretend that he's rot

a communist and a revolutionist. CASTRO do not deny that

he is not a communist and a revolutionist. The cats in

Russia don't deny that they are not communists, them white

cats over in, South Africa don't deny that they don't never

want to see theta niggers make it. Every country on the face
s

of this earth regardless ofhow scroungy they are can live

up to what they believe in. HITLER didn't pull no punches'
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about he believed the German people was superior to everybody

else* America is the only country that* talks one thing and

do. something else. (APPLAUSE) We run around telling about

home of the brave and the land of the free and everybody

(inaudible) know that’s a damn lie. And the bad part about

it you see what*s worse than being wrong is programming

yourself that yotfre right because then you are really insane.

Like I’m standing up here buck naked and I really believe

I»ve got clothes on. That’s when I really got problems. You

know what they call that? Crazy. Yeh, different, you know,

you fun up here and pull your clothes off and they bust you

and put you in jail if you know you*ve got them off, but if

you stand up here and don’t know you got them off, they got

a big hospital they send people all over the world right here

to this city here, that’s where they going to put you. So

one day I hope if we don’t change America to get back to what

•the founding fathers wanted her to be then I hope we can^ be

honest about what she really is. So you youngsters got a

big job cause again let me say you getting a lot of help

from us old fools not that we mean to but we just keep on

doing these things like the Democratic Convention. I wouldn’t

have gave nothing in the world for what you all got to look

at cause lot of yo'u got to wake up, — woke up a lot of

you young folks, yeh, and you need to be wake up cause

they ain’t pothing no worse than a young fool, cause you got
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so long to be a fool. The establishment, oh, they really,
.

I mean, well I don’t have to tell you three days after the

Democratic Convention was over the whole establishment tried

to convince you that you did not see what you saw on television

(APPLAUSE) They said it didn’t happen. The press created

it. You know, If KOSYGIN and the rest of them Russians

was dealing with the world as insane as America you know

they could beat the Czechoslovakian rap. ,
Just get on world

wide television and say you didn’t see it, it didn’t happen.

Y/e admit we sent some little miniature tanks to the Czech

border for the Kids to play with and the damn press blew

it up to make it look like real live tanks. (LAUGHTER)

You know what KOSYGIN is not dealing with the world that is

insane today, because of you young folks around the owrld and

you know something? Them Russians is in trouble and the

Communist world is in trouble for the first time and it didn't

have nothing to do with America’s missile and it didnftt .have

nothing to do with these old right wing communist feeders,

KOSYGIN underestimated the young folks in Czechoslovakia

and around the world. (APPLAUSE) KOSYGIN made the same mistake

them fools made in Chicago, they realized in Chicago that, they

could tell these fools that the kids was going to burn Chicago

down and assassinate everybody and wouldn't have to produce

one bomb or one bullet and these damn fools would believe it.

i

10
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They came up with one gun, KOSYGIN knew he could run them

tanks in there and them fools would run just like your mama

and daddy would run if they brought some tanks in America,

arid they never thought they’d see the day that them young

kids would run to the tanks and put swastikas on them. The

whole Communist world was upside down now, because of that
*

move they made because one beautiful young kid dare lay down
*

in (inaudible) and put some gasoline on himself 'and say,

before I’d put up with you monsters, I’d do this and you can

believe that some Russian shot at some astronaut in Moscow

if you want to, but you got enough sense to know nobody hates

an astronaut. They shot at them leaders, baby, now we don’t

know because they ain’t no news coming out but if your read

that news that was coming out first they say they caught the

cat, he was insane, now they tell us he committed suicide

on the start. Now they tell us he was a young cat that had

enough sense to go get a uniform and put on and stand there
’’

' A

like he was a cop. I say that to say that as long as us old

fools keep underestimating you young kids, we are going to

keep on making these drastic mistakes. Again, I say thank

God for Chicago. 15,000 hippies and yippies showed up in
«

Chicago to change this system gnd the whole country got upset.

It didn’t have a damn thing 'to, do with what they were coming
i

to disrupt, it had something to do with the purpose of being

there. I ask you point blank, who do you think was the most
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immoral in Chicago last year, the hippies and yippies or

the Shriners when they came for their convention? (LAUGHTER)
*

Who do you think committed the most adultery or spent the

most money on whores and prostitutes in Chicago last year,

the Shriners or the hippies and the yippies? Nobody got upset

over the Shriners, cause theShriners didn’t come to change * *

nothing just to buy something. (LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE) Every-

body is trying to make you youngsters come off like you are

a new thing. Well, you are new, cause you talking about

changing, but young people have always done those things.

They just wasn’t trying to change the system and as long as you

not trying to change the system it’s okay* Hell, when I was

in college we didn’t go in and take over the administration

building and take over the switch board, we had panty raids.

(Laughter) Now I ask you which is the most immoral, to go

take over over a damn switchboard or go in the girls* dormitory

and steal every pair of drawers in there? (LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE)

v

Which is the most degenerate, to steal bloomers or take over a

Switchboard? Yeh, we kicked the girls* dormitory open and

run, I didn’t, I went to a white school, I wasn’t about to ,

go in that white girls* room, (APPLAUSE AND LAUGHTER) Yeh,
3

*
*

f

them white boys went in there, and I (inaudible) get a pair \

of drawers for me, baby. (LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE) Nobody
j

i

*
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got up tight over panty, raids and all the old fools said,

"well, boys will be boys, ha,; ha," (LAUGHTER) that's because
'i

s

we were not trying to change the system. Damn white kids for

the last ten years been going to Fort Lauderdale, Florida,

every Spring, break, tearing up the whole town and they have . .

yet to bring the soldiers out cause you not trying to change

it, just letting off a little steam. We got tired of panty

raids, we decided we going to see how many gold fish we could

swallow. Remember that? Nobody got upset, they'd let you

swallow a whale if you want to. When we got tired of swallowing

gold fish the young kids decided to see how many they could
, f

stuff in a telephone booth. You pick up the paper and on
V* 1

the front page, "The University of Arizona sets new record,
i

500 kids stuff in phone booth," and the front page got a

picture of some little old weird freaky-looking cat from the

telephone company bringing another booth, saying, "ha, boys

will be boys." (LAUGHTER) You want to find out how 'boys will

be boys don't put 500 boys in a^ phone booth, you go to down-

town Springfield one day with five kids and take a picket ’

sign and picket and walk around one of them empty telephone
\

1
•

l

booths and on your signs ask AT&T about them anti-trust «

violations and about them high absorbing long distance phone
;

.. i,

m
|

f
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call rates and see how many cops will be there and see how

quick you *11 get busted and see if they *11 be saying, "boys

will be boys.’* (LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE)

So you young folks got a mighty big job ahead

of you. You know the interesting thing about television - •

*

as bad as it is, if you just keep looking at it that thing

will slip through ever nownnd then. 'That same television set

that brought you the Democratic Convention it showed you them

hippies and yippies, that same set nine weeks after the Democratic

Convention was over, brought you another crowd that also

got world wide coverage. Only that crowd wasn't a bunch of
t

hippies and yippies, bearded and Irresponsible kids, and

it didn't happen in Chicago, it was nine weeks after the

Democratic Convention. It was 20,000 grown men from New York

City; 20,000 sick degenerates from Madison Avenue came out

one morning to look at a broad's titties. (LAUGHTER) Nobody

in America got upset. J. EDGAR HOOVER has yet to get oh

television and say titty watching is communist inspired.

(LAUGHIER AND APPLAUSE) It sounds funny to you but America
j

is in sad shape when 20,000 sick grown men come out one

morning to look at a woman's breasts, and nobody gets upset.
j

Do you understand the job you" got to do? What do you call

20,000 sick degenerate titty watchers, extremists left to
,

right, huh? (LAUGHTER) If sister FRANCINE really wants to
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V

get out that subway one morning without being looked at

ever again, all she have to do is understand the way these

fools think. Oh, if she held a press conference tonight

in New York City and said tomorrow morning at 11:33 I will

emerge out of that subway wearing one of the tightest

sweaters ever been worn in the history of the world, I

v guarantee you tomorrow morning at 8:00 O'clock there would

be 300,000 of them sick degenerates waiting on her. If she

Is sincere about never ever again wanting to be watched when

she emerged out of that subway at 11:33, have two signs

across her bosom on top of that tight sweater, one reading

"Free HUEY NEWTON, baby," and "Bring the Boys home from

Viet Nam." I guarantee you within three minutes time them

300,000 degenerates would be gone, back into their office to

finish participating in the anti-trust violations. (LAUGHTER)

So you youngsters got a big job, but like I say, thanks to

us old fools, you morally dedicated young folks, that your

job is going to be very easy. Fact, you got young morally
*

committed men like MOHaMMAD ALI that before he would do

something against his principles he'd give up a $10,000,000*

a year hustle! The only reason the old fools is finding a

* f
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little bit of respect for him now, it didn't have a damn

thing to do> about his principles. Did you hear them say,

"Well, the fact that he gave up all that money he roust be
'

'i

sincere," that's the only thing they can relate with, is the

money. The people that never liked him, dig him now cause

he gave Up the money. So, you youngsters that coming through -

a beautiful period. You need all the, young morally dedicated,

leaders you can find, cause .you got a job on your hands.

Dr. MARTIN LUTHjSR KING was assassinated we, oh, we got up' tight ,

"Oh they assassinated Dr. KING"; they assassinated BOBBY

KENNEDY, and "oh, they assassinated BOBBY"; they gunned down JFK

and we went crazy, "oh, they got the president". But nobody

got too upset when they assassinated LINCOLN ROCKWELL and

MALCOLM X. You see, America not a nation that gives a damn

about assassinations until you kill somebody she likes. Then

we get up tight. 98% of everybody in this country that got

upset over MARTIN LUTHER KING'S assassination, if GEORGE WALLACE

got assassinated in the morning we would not be up tight; Yeh,

*

you got to change this system so either America will be upset

over all the assassinations regardless to -who it is or she will

not. That's .the job you have to do, it's just that open and
* I

< i

shut. So you got a big job ahead of you and one. of the biggest *

„
N

i

jobs you have ahead of you is not the job that some people ;

22
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believe and then maybe it is, but I don't believe that we

have to destroy the capitalistic system • I say to you

you got to v/ork like hell to beat the capitalists into their

rightful position and that is behind the United States
'*

t

Constitution and not in front of it. That's the job you ' 1

% '

ft

have to do. (APPLaUSE) You see as long as the capitalists

are in front of the United States Constitution, <that means

we put emphasis on property rights instead of on human rights.

(APPLAUSE) Youssee, this country is not governed by the

United States Constitution, it's not controlled by the

Democratic process, this/^ountry is controlled and governed

by the capitalists. That's why yo/ can get out and peacefully

picket and nobody give a damn about that. Them capitalists

don't care about that, you got to address your grievances

to the capitalists. Oh, America went out under the Constitution
a

and peacefully protested in unison and got signatures and

'
, A

signatures for strong gun legislation, a country so damn

insane wo demand you to get a prescription to get your medicine

but you don't need one to get your gun. There's something 1

, t

wrong. I can't hit you in the head with my pills and kill
1 !

you (Laughter) nor can I injure, you by throwing my cough syrup
j

on you. (LAUGHTER) I'm not' saying that America shouldn't
\

*
t

have guns, United States Constitution say all Americans

have a right to bear arms, I got a right to get well too,
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and if America is going to make me go through some changes

to get my medicine, then damn it, she should make me go

through some changes to get my gun. So you youngsters

got to understand that you got to deal with the capitalists,

you got to put them in their rightful positions,
I

The cigarette industry, they don’t give a damn

about your kids that’s going to be .born they still going
j <

to fight to get them to advertise cigarettes on television

where your young kids can see it before you can get to

them and tell them what’s wrong, I think everybody got a.

right to do what they want to do but you still have a right

to protect them youngsters when their minds are being molded

and the cigarette industry don’t give a damn about a young

kid, I think you youngsters that smoke got to start writing

them and telling them if they don’t get them commercials

off television that you are going to boycott smoking cig-

arettes and then they will wake up and start giving 'pro-
#

tection to these young kids who is going to be watching

television and all they going to see is that cowboy sitting

that damn fence in front of that cemetery talking about,
t

'•this is Marlboro Country". Sure is. So you got a job to

do and I say if you want to do that job effectively, address

your grievances to- the capitalists and you can really do it.

We living in a country now, we are so out of it we say that

at 18 years old' you are old enough to go to war and die
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but you not' old enough to vote. (APPLAUSE) So, you got to

change that and it scares me that I meet so many of you young

kids that talking about, "I got to go to war and die and 18,

I want the right to vote at. 18," Don't be no damn fool,

if you got to die at 18, you better get the right to vote

at 17. (Laughter) You believe one thing, if you can vote
• i

*

at 17, probably won't be no wars when you get 18. You got

a job. I hope you understand how powerful you are. I hope

you understand that if you address your grievances to the
^

capitalists, you take care of (inaudible). You want to vote

at 17 years old, that's simple, all you got to do is organize

cross the country. Get your bag up tight. After you get
,

!

organized, go to the record industry and tell them if they

don't get together and to to Washington, D.C. and lobby and

get a bill pushed through the Senate and Congress within

two months time saying 17 year olders can vote that you all

going call for a nation wide boycott of buying phonograph
x *

«

records for two years. Huh. What do you think would happen?
ft-

(LAUGHTER) Before they stand by and let you wipe out a multi-

million dollar industry they'll let 13 year olders vote. (LaUGHTER)

You see these old right wingers, they don't buy no records
»

and if it is it|s one of them old DIRKSEN albums. (LAUGHTER aND
i*

APPLAUSE) So you have a big job. a job to change the order

of the capitalists and put then behind the Con§titution so i

i

i
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for the first time you can put emphasis on human rights. You

know, the evidence of how we put emphasis on property rights

was Mayor RICHARD J. DaLEYY of Chicago and that statement

he made, "shoot all looters to kill". A lot of people didn’t

see nothing wrong with it, but you know, he never said ^hbot

murderesto kill. He never said shoot dope pushers to kill

because murderers and dope pushers is dealing with human

rights. Looters is dealing with property rights' and to be

honest with you when DAILEY said shoot all looters to kill

that’s the first time I ever agreed with that fool. Yeh,

I hurried up and sent him a telegram, I said, Dear Fool,

Your statement pertaining to shooting all looters to kill,

I agree with whole heartedly if you make one stipulation,

let’s first make it retroactive and let’s first put the gun

in the Indian’s hand. (APPLAUSE) So I say you youngsters

got a big job, keep your eyes open and watch everything

especially us old fools. And by all means watch your mama

and daddy and ask them a lot of questions cause you got to

sleep around them. (LAUGHTER) You know, someone could knock

on your mama’s door at daddy’s house (knocking sound) and

they say, "who is it?" say, "Government agency," say, "what

do you want?" say, "uh, here’s1 my Identification, we want

your dog or your cat," say, "yeh, we just got a bill pushed

through we send pets to Viet Nam." I don’t have to tell you

how much hell your mama and daddy would raise if somebody
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tried to send that dog to Viet Nan, do we? It'd be a shoot-

out on the front lawn. (LAUGHTER) as funny as that sounds,

it's very sad that you live in a climate today where your

mama and daddy would raise more hell over the dog going to

Viet Nam than they'd raise over you, going to Viet Nam.

(APPLAUSE) Maybe your mama and daddy wouldn't be so up tight

over you resisting if they got their mind off making money

for a little while and start investigating and start listening

to what you youngsters are talking about. But as old fools

we so busy trying to make that buck we don't understand. I'm

sure -your mama and daddy would have a reaction if they knew

there was 152 senators and congressmens* sons that been old

enough to get drafted and haven't been drafted yet. I'm

sure if your mother and daddy realized that DEAN RUSK's son

five years ago became old enough to get drafted and he ain't

never left Washington, D.C., as many boys as DEAN RUSK done

got killed, I wish I got an induction notice', I*d hurry,

up and fly to Washington, D.C. and handcuff myself to DEAN
*

RUSK'S boy. (LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE) Then I'd get on television

and say’ to all the fools whatever's wrong with DEAN's boy is
i

wrong with me i (APPLAUSE) Yeh, you all please watch them

folks. Notice how us fools get up tight over you youngsters

burning draft cards? I guess you know why we get upset.

You ever ask yourself which is the most important cajd in

America, the draft card or the Social Security Card?
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Sure it is, Social Security Card. Social Security stays

with you all of your life, women and men have Social Security
*

t

•

cards; draft card stays with you part of your life, just men
i

have draft cards, so without a shadow of a doubt the Social

Security is the most important card in America. Why is it

all of us in this room tonight could stand up and burn our

Social Security Card and nobody cares? Although, it*s the

most important card. But if- you burn your draft card, ohl

they'd run the Army in here. Because, see, when you young

•kids burn them draft cards you saying to us old fools, "one

day old fool you going to get this country in a war that v/e

not going to fight for you and you have to fight it yourself."

(LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE) That kinda scares us but I got news

for you, for we have to go fight one of our own wars, we'll

quit having them.

I was at the University of Wisconsin about six,

months ago and I was leaving and a young kid walked up to
' A

me and said, "Mr. GREGORY, can I talk to you?" I say, yeh,

What's happening? He say, "I got a problem, "I say, "what

is it," he say, "I think I'm having a nervous breakdown,
'

*

I say, "why?", he say, "I'm a draft resister", I say, "did

you do what your convictions told you to do," he says, "yes",

I say, "something wrong because if you have a, moral dedicated

conviction they might throw you in jail and kill you but

nobody has ever had a nervous breakdown from believing and

doing what was morally right." He say, "it didn't have
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nothing to do with me, it's my mother and father, they don't

have nothing to do with me anymore cause of my draft resistance

they don't want me to come home, they don't write me, I

don't hear from them," I says, "I really haven't got time

to waste discussing your problem cause the only problem you
0

got is you got weak enough to react to parents who think

that the wisdom of fools”, he says, "but it my mother and

father", I say, "well look, let me put it this way, I know

that had you not been a draft resister, had you taken 40

sticks of dynamite one night at 3:00 O'clock in the morning

and tossed it into the girls' dormitory and leveled that

building to the ground and killed every girl in it, I know

damn good and well your mama and daddy would have flew in

town on the first plane and came by the jail and hugged and

kissed you and said, 'we wonder what's wrong with our boy*,

but they'.d got you the best lawyer money could buy, and they'd

go out and raise the bond money." So it's very sad that we

live in a society today where your mama and daddy and the

community that they deal with can rally behind them better ^

if your have been a murderer than they could if you were

a draft resister. You youngsters have got a problem. You

got a problem# You going to have to ask a lot of questions,
^ * *

and one of the main questions you youngsters to have

to ask is you going to have to ask it loud and mighty clear

29
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i

and that's the simple question that if democracy is as

good as we tdll you it is, then why in the hell are we

running all over the world trying to ram it down people f s

throat with a gun? (APPLAUSE) The day you young kids make

this democracy work right that's the day we can bring the

guns home* Because you see, anything good you don't have

to force on people. They steal it. (LAUGHTER) So you have

got,a job, to make democracy beautiful that everybody will

be trying to steal the idea, steal this' form of Government.

Let me say what I*m going to say to you now is probably

the most important thing I say to you all night, that is,

simply I hope you youngsters don't make the mistake at this

or any other institution that us old fools made when it was

our turn to occupy your position at these colleges and

universities. You see, when we went to school, we was so

busy learning how to make a living we forgot to learn how

to live. I say to you youngsters today that if you waste
• *

your time at this institution or any other institution just

learning how to make a living, you have failed, baby. But

if you spend your four beautiful years at this or any other

institution learning how to live, I guarantee you making a

living will be the easiest thing for you to do on the face

n
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of this earth bar nothing* Oh, I meet a lot of people

who say, ''well, I'm going to school to learn how to be

somebody", hell, you was born somebody and if you going to

let somebody teach you how to be somebody else that makes

you two people* Read what SIGMUND FREUD says what happens

to you when you become two folks. (LAUGHTER) Why you >go to

college for four years and pay top dollar for somebody to

teach you how to be crazy? (LAUGHTER) Then you meet people

who say, "well you got to go to school so you can get a job

cause we got to eat." Well, if you learn how to live, eating

is an easy thing for you to do. A gorilla eats more food

in one meal than you eat in six weeks, you ever known one

to go to college? (LAUGHTER) You ever bumped into a gorilla

in the supermarket? When is the last time you ever read

where a gorilla starved to death? (LAUGHTER) So see, once

you learn how to live like the animals, eating ain't no
t

.*

problem. Matter of fact, if you ever learn how to live ;you

find half this old stuff you eating now is what's causing
*

most of the problem. (LAUGHTER) Ain't no way in the world

you can ever learn how to live and smoke. So what are they

teaching at these colleges? Ain't no way in hell you could

ever learn to live and use dope, so what are they teaching

f 31 i
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* of them. (APPLAUSE) The only reason they qualify to be on

the board of directors is because they made some money . (APPLAUSE)

They don't know a damn thing about education and Lord knows

they don* t know nothing about you kids. (APPLAUSE) They

ought to pass a bill that if them monsters was caught within

a 500 mile radius of a college they should go to jail for

life. (APPLAUSE) Can you imagine ROCKEFELLER how many boards

of directors of college institutions the ROCKEFELLER families

are on? If it wasn't for that damn Chase Mahhattan Bank of

theirs them brothers in South Africa could breathe a little

better. If it wasn't for that damn Standard Oil, all of

South America could get free and that. monster is on college ,

boards of directors all across this country deciding what

you young kids is going to be your trend of thought. He

don't qualify to even deal with you youngsters. See, you

got a big job ahead of you, mighty big job, ahead of you.

You got to see to it that these institutions stop indoctrinating

and programming, oh, they great at programming. You come to

class and we give you a book, ''this is your assignment,
,

read the book." Oh, we don't program you with the book, no, \

after you read the book we give you the test and if you didn't

read the book the way we want you to read the book you can't

pass the test (nP?LnUSE) that's where we get you. See I've

got to give you a test every so often to find out if you been
:

33
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programmed fight and that's what you get kicked out of

college for cause you can't take the program, man. Hell,
^ ’

,

you can be the dummest kid in! America long as you steal the

test they won't put you out of school long as, that's why

kids will stoop to the lowest depths to steal the tests

because once you get the tests you don’t need the book. (LaUGHTER)

We don't grade the book, we grade the test. And so you can

stay out of school and cheat and cram the last day before

the test and pass, if it wasn't no test you’d have to cram

for four years. (LAUGHTER) There's a difference. We might

not be graduating as many but you can believe everybody

that we did would be thoroughly educated individuals. We
,

just running these indoctrination through left and right.

Every time you look around, huh, yeh, you got a big job.

That transcript, is that a fraud. That transcript

ain't nothing but a threat us old fools hang over you kids,

that transcript ain't worth the paper it's written' on. If

you think that transcript is important, then you leave here

after you graduate and meet somebody four years from now

you want to marry and see Vf they want to see your trans-
:

cript. (Laughter) Anything in life that you ever do that's
.

* >

important, see if they want to see your transcript. Get
^

‘

married and decide you want to have some kids and see if
;

#

you have, to take your transcript to bod with you. (LaUGHTER)
;

*

J
i
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You think that transcripts any good? You let a college burn

down to the ground and destroy all the records and see if

you have to come back and go ,to school over again. That

transcript ain't nothing but a threat we hold over your heads

so we can show industry and all the fools, say, "yes, SUSaN
f

made straight a's, yes, we need that child, she's well . ,

programmed". (LAUGHTER) That's why a lot of black students

not (inaudible) cause there's rumbling on the college campuses
,

today and the interesting thing the young kids across the

country is not aggravating society asking for less re-

sponsibility, they're asking for more. The unions are

asking for less. They was talking about a four day work

week, four hour day and we say, yeh, baby. So we can cheer

money. And if that statement sounds anti-union, I meant

for it to be. I'm so damn sick and tired of the unions

that came through and hustled and scuffled and tried to change

system and they the first ones should be reaching out getting

you young kids a hand forcing this change but they've joingd .

the ranks of the syndicate hoodlums and the filthy politicians.

So as' you youngsters change this if the syndicate don't get
;

back, I mean if the hoodlums, oh well, forget it. (LAUGHTER)

Change the unions if you can and if you can't destroy them.

(

aPPLaUS
0

So you got a job ’to do, a big job ahead of you,

huh, mighty big job. So I say to you keep your eyes open,

35
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It's very interesting what's going on on the

college campuses today, us old fools don't understand what

it is. You black kids and white kids, we not talking about

white folks anymore, we've past that stage, that was a groovy
#

*

stage. We past it, we're not worrying about nothing but

the racism in the institution which ain't got a damn thing

to do with you white folks. All white folks in America

would leave this country tonight and leave nobody here but

Indians, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and us, and if we had to

use that same set of laws you was using we still couldn't

get in Harvard and Yale and the rest of these institutions.

This is what we going after now is to change the structure
i

.once and for all. We talk about teaching black classes to

black kids and that sounds kinda strange, it sounds like race,

but it'snot but all at once we want to know who we are. I

want to know IsiS the E-bu or the ura-bu. (phonetic^ (LAUGHTER)

I know I ain't no nigger and I want to find out what jl am.
*

I been a good nigger but now I decided I'm not going to be

that and I want to search and find out what I am. (APPLAUSE)

It's just America kept me from knowing (inaudible) teach

it to me. That's what we talking about. But it this raceS

structure.

Oh, two years ago had I galavanted across the country

and say the problem with black folks is we need black cap-

.
' 36 .
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italism, everybody would have said I was a racist. But

that ,white boy, Tricky DICK, can talk about it and because

he's white nobody think that's racism. (LAUGHTER) Yeh, oh,

NIXON run all over the world talking about black capitalism

but nobody in America ever accused him of being a racist

i
,

because he white boy*

You ever look at that television show the Dating

Game? Everytime they got a black man on it, they got

three black women, and nobody ever says (inaudible) that was

racism ,
but if I went on the show and say I'm not going to

work the show if you have a white woman, I want three black

sisters, everybody accuse me of being a racist. Yes, we

tired of this racist institution. This what we talking about,

this what we trying to change. So I say you youngsters got

a big job ahead of you. You girls, roan, let me tell you

it's hard to believe that anything that got life is as dumb
K

as you broads. (LAUGHTER)
,

I mean you don't have to take my
v

*

word for it, your action speak for itself. The day you was

born you was born a female and how you fools let us men sell

you billions of dollars of trinkets and you waste millions of

hours trying to improve on your womanhood. You can't improve

on your womanhood no more than it was the day you was born.

We got you around here up on your toes with high heel shoes.

37
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if being up on your toes was good for you, don't you think

we would be up there? (LaUGHTER aND JAPPLaUSE) Everytime
*

you look around a bunch of old fool men sitting around

discussing population explosion. Youddon't ever see no

women worrying about population, all the men -worry about it,

and how you women can be so dumb to let us worry about it

but make you take the pills. (LAUGHTER) Yeh, you got to

run (inaudible) you take the pill, but you stop it at your

end and what happens? (LAUGHTER) Since we the ones that's

worried about her. Iffyou don't want to be that dirty,

go 50-50 with us. You women take the pills on the odd

months and let us men take it on the even months. (LAUGHTER)

Them damn fools in Washington, D.C. and the Surgeon General's

Office ever released that report they got on birth control

pills, they know damn good and well anybody using those

pills cautiously for 15 years from now, may 98% of everybody

going to have fatal causes with them. They got it, just

like they had the cigarette report. I cannot believe that

this country is so monstrous that they let us, England took
*

them off the market, not because of their research but be-

cause of that report that they got hold to that we squashing.

So, I don't know how in the world you women, you see, if you

ever change your thought youHsure would tighten up the world

and half the problems confronting us fools would be over.

Have you ever read where a woman has caused a war? All the

38
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wars are caused by us men but after we cause them then we

run back and get your babies to fight them. Something's

wrong somewhere. How do you carry a baby in your belly for

nine months, then spit it out and watch it go through the

changed, hug it when it's sick and play with it when it's
9

happy and just when it gets to the fruits of life the fool

says send him to me and you let him go. Are you out of your

mind? Somewhere when you women start teaching in that crib

that you not raising no killers then us old fool men is going

to have to either stop having wars or firid another way of

.

fightingnjhem. They ain't got no respect for you women.

How the hell you going to let us kill off your kids and then
*

when Christmas rolls around we have a truce in Viet Nam?
« «

Are you insane? We can stop fighting a war to celebrate

some old dumb stupid holiday that ain't got no mother,

no father, no kids, no loved ones, but we can't stop the

war to celebrate your mother. Something's wrong. (APPLAUSE)
» ^

Well you ladies got a big job to do, so I say to you young

folks keep your eyes open 24 hours a day. You'll be surprised

how hip you get. That's one good thing I can say, I do keep

my eyes open.. I learn a lot, too. That's why everytime you

see me I got my Bible with me. I never go nowhere without

my Bible. I don't read it but, (LAUGHTER) one time I didn't

even have one. But just watching and picking up things, I

found out. You, know, the missionaries went to Africa and
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when the missionaries arrived in Africa the missionaries

had all the Bibles and the Africans had*all the land. (LAUGHTER)

When all the missionaries left Africa the Africans had all

the Bibles and the missionaries had all the land. (APPLAUSE)

So anytime you see me I'm going to have my Bible. One day

I'm going to walk into Hilton's Hotel and when I leave, you

going to see HILTON with the Bible., (LAUGHTER) I'll have that

big ring of keys. (LAUGHTER) Oh, I can't tell you, I ain't

got enough time to tell you how much I've learned from the

white Christians. (LAUGHTER) I never will forget when I met

my first white Christian. (LAUGHTER) I was a little bitty boy,

eight years old, walking down the street, heard a voice say,

'•come here boy” that's how come I knew he was a white Christian.

(LAUGHTER) I walked up to him and say, "yes sir, Mr. white

Christian," (LAUGHTER) he say, "boy, what is it you want tod

do when you grow up," I say, "oh, Mr. white Christian, when

I grow up I wants to go to Africa and visit my ancestors^.

He said, "boy, why do you want to go to Africa and visit

them savages?" I say, "Mr. white Christian, why do you call

my ancestors savages?" He said, "cause they are, they're
~

I

a bunch a damn cannibals," I said, "what a cannibal?" Ho

said, "they eat people," I said, "oooh, (LAUGHTER) real

live human beings, they cook them?" And I had to take the

white Christian's word for it cause white Christians ain't

going to lie to us, right? Right. (LAUGHKR Alto APPLAUSE)
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And it was a good thing because two weeks later I got it

confirmed. I went to see my first TARZAN movie. I walked

in on the middle of the picture in that 'scene where they

was cooking them folks. (LAUGHTER) It*s not funny, that’s

a hell of a thing to find out your folks eat folks. (LAUGHTER)

I didn’t know them wasn’t real live Africans, them was some

old California niggers but how’d I know. (Inaudible) I was

upset, I never will forget that Sunday I rushed out of that

movie and ran into the first church I came to which happened

to be a white Christian Church and I fell on my knees and prayed,

"Please white Christian God, forgive my black cannibal

ancestors, savages," just about that time the white Christian

minister overheard my prayer. He was deeply touched because
j

he "just lost three missionaries. (LAUGHTER) He was touched,

and he walked up to me kneeling on the altar and he was so
B 1

touched he took his hand and put it on my head and rubbed it

for luck. (LAUGHTER) Then he spcke such brilliant words of

wisdom. "Boy, I didn’t know a black boy had that much sense

to pray for them cannibals". I. say, "yes sir, Mr. white

Christian minister, I been so embarrassed ever since I

% i

found out my 'ancestors was cannibals, I pray every time I

» 1 ?

get a change that the white Christian God will forgive them." :

So I got up and got ready to'"leave, he says, "no son, any

black boy that got that much sense to pray for them cannibals

savages, I want you to stay here and share communion with us." .
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So I said, "no sir, Mr. white Christian man, I just wanted

to pray for the cannibals. Communion, what's that?" He
*

say, "get on your knees and open you mouth, this is his body

and this is his blood". (LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE) Yes, I can't

tell you how much I learned from the white Christians. Now,

1 pray for all the cannibals. (LAUGHTER) Even those who

become cannibals by proxy. ’(LAUGHTER) .
Say, let me ask you

youngsters to do me a favor. One day this week you stop

by the library and copy down the Declaration of Independence.

Don't read it just copy it. You know how to copy without

reading, right? Sure you do. (LAUGHTER) I want you to carry

the Declaration of Independence with you 24 hours a day never

be caught without it. The favor I'd like for you to do for

me when the riot season open up again. (LAUGHTER) Yeh, this

system even program black folks that we got a season to riot,

July through August. (LAUGHTER) Last year we didn't show and

upset the whole country. Everybody still running around,

"where were they, what happened?" (LAUGHTER) They asked ^

GEORGE WALLACE, "how come you think they didn't riot?" He

say, "oh, you know them niggers is lazy and shiftless, they

.was tired." (LAUGHTER) I tell you where we were last July

through August, no we got tired of stealing all them old no

good products, so last July through August, we decided to go

underground and stOdy the consumer reports. (LAUGHTER) So when
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the riot season open up this year we ain't stealing no more

Motorolas. (LAUGHTER) Yeh, now here's the favor I‘d like

for .you to do for me. When the riot season open up, I'd

like for you youngsters to go home and get around your parents

and you black kids get around your parents, cause you got
;

some black folks in them houses that think more degenerate,
m

corrupt than the KlU-Klux-Klan could ever think and you do know

what Y'm talking about. Get your television set and put it

in the middle of the room and turn ofi the evening news cause

they sure enough going to show them riots but turn on HUNTLEY

and BRINKLEY cause they get close ups. (LAUGHTER) ABC and

CBS they cover the riots but they get it from a helicopter, ,

you know, no, no, NBC gets such close ups that you can recognize

your kin folks . (LAUGHTER) "Say look, there* s Uncle DUDLOW, I

didn»t know he was in Detroit. (LAUGHTER) He got him five

televisions, too." (LAUGHTER) After you turn the riot On then

go upstairs and get them parents and bring them down and put
' t

them in front of the television set. Listen to them, listen
I

to them react, you've heard them before. "I don't know what's
’

1

t

wrong with our folk. What's wrong with them niggers," just
j

•listen to them fools talk. Then the favor I want you to do
* I

*

for me is after you've heard enough of it go' Up and turn „ >

rt

the sound off, so they don't see nothing but .them niggers
I

burning and looting and socking it to that town. Then take
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out your Declaration of Independence while they just looking

at the picture and get way behind them jand read the Declaration

of Independence to them as loud as you can and maybe for the

first time they will understand what they looking at. We

hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are created

equal and endowed by the Creator with such inalienable rights
__

that when these rights are destroyed over long periods of

time, it is your duty to destroy, aholish that Government.

(APPLAUSE) I know at first them old fools is going to assume
v

that that was some message that MALCOLM X left for RA'.P BROWN.

(LAUGHTER) But I'm sure with a minimum amount of persuasion

you can teach them that that was their beloved Declaration

of Independence, that one with the mistake on it. That one

that they forgot to put, for white only. (LAUGHTER) Let me

tell you something, as dumb as white folks think niggers are,

if you don't put for white only on the Declaration of Indep-

endence, I swear it really read like fhis, for everybody.

(LAUGHTER) That's right. And so I guess we making an honest

mistake cause when we read it we thought PATRICK HENRY and^

THOMAS JEFFERSON and the founding fathers, we thought they

really meant that after long periods of injustice it was your

duty to destroy, abolish. Now, what you should do is run get

this out the black community, since you going clown after I

I

. (inaudible). They made me take a test on it when I was in

school. I didn't want to read it in the first place. (LAUGHTER)
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You ain't going to graduate unless you learn the Declaration

of Independence* Now I read it and find out America can't

survive with me knowing what it says. So we would appreciate

it if you would get this out of our neighborhood and put white

only on it, then send it back to us. And while you getting

that out get this old trarapy American History Book out that

tells me about all these wKite heroes. It tell me white folks

landed on the Plymouth Rock and shot and murdered they damn

way all the way to California and then askiggnigger to behave?

(LAUGHTER) You got to be putting us on* Have you ever read

this history book or are black folks the only ones reading it?

GEORGS WASHINGTON didn't make this history book cause he was

a good preacher, he was a good soldier and he whooped the

British good, ’'Give me liberty or give me death," who said

that, RaT BROWN? (LaUGHTER) Oh, I know STOKLEY CaRMICHaEL

there, he's in there. "Don't shoot till you see the whites

of their eyes." (LAUGHTER AND APPLaUSE) Are you serious?

You think you going to make me learn this book and nothing's

in it but murdering from one end t6 the other in the name of

freedom? No, so please get that out. Tell me to have respect

for law and order? And in this damn book here you tell me

when the British was the police and a white boy by the name

of PAUL REVERE rode through the white communities and say,

"get a gun white folks, the police is coming." (LAUGHTER)
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Are you really telling us that as long as you white you can do

all the filthy things you want to do to get free? You

really believe you can send niggers to Viet Nam, niggers

down in your Army camps and you teaching them how to be

gorillas. (LAUGHTER) Send them all the way across thafcpond

they been murdering people for five years trying to free some *

foreigner, you really think that nigger not going to come

back here and do the same? Do you really think you can turn

niggers on and off like that? Huh, something wrong, some-

where, yep. You know, briefly in leaving you tonight, let

mo discuss with you, black attitudes in America. Make no

mistake about it we got some attitudes, thank God, at last.

We don't know what it is we been doing that's alienating

white folks in America, the way they been alienated for the

last two years but we got news for you. Whatever we been

doing, we going to keep on doing. (APPLAUSE) Cause you see,

we found out the more alienated the white folks get, the

safer we are. You don't lynch niggers no more. Man, we*
i

was running around behaving and praying and singing them old

songs, it was just open season on us. (LAUGHTER) Cat would

yell, ’’come here nigger”, now you might use it in America, ‘

* t

but you damn sure make sure I don't hear it. So I want to

know what it is about the nature or the beast that he'll

go get him a double-barrel shotgun and go hunting for a little

bitty rabbit. But you couldn't pay him to go bear hunting. (L^UGHTE
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You .go out in the damn forestt and kill up all the animals

out there and two years ago when them bears ate them two

white ladies, they sent the Army out looking for the bears.

(LAUGHTER) Well, we got an attitude today cause we tired of

these insults.
'

You know how much it alienates black folks when *

white America tells us to be non-Violent? You know whose

telling us to be non-violent? The only nation in the history

of the world that*s dropped an atom bomb on another human

being asks us, huh, to behave. Nobody knows the alienation

better than I because I*m a slave to non-violence. I don't

preach it, I live non-violently, I believe Thou Shalt Not
I

Kill even covers animals so consequently I'm a vegetarian.

That’s my hang-up. I don't go around preaching non-violence

and vegetarianism in a country where it says you have a

right t’d carry a gun, beautiful, I just don't like that right.

I got a right as an individual if a man is going to kill my

wife and seven kids and the only way I can stop him, I got
,

* I

to kill him or injure him, I got a right to say that I will

never committ a violent act if it means death to my whole

family. I don't have a right to tell you you got to stand
;

t l

by and let some chump wipe out^ your family. So I don't preach
’

non-violence. I'd be silly to, in a country where MATT DILLON.!,
F

comes into your home to teach you it's a virtue to shoot
j

straight. But he a white boy. (LAUGHTER) So my non-violence ,

4?
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is strictly ray hang-up. My , vegetarianism is strictly ray

hang-up. I would never knock a steak off your plate. (LAUGHTER)

I*d never let you put a pork chop on mine. (LAUGHTER) I'd*
*

never take a stick of dynamite out your hand and I*d never

let you take my picket sign but of mine. But as non-violent

as I am, it alienates me to the enth (phonetic) degree when

white America tell black folks to be non-violent. She owns
I

the mightiest Army, mightiest Navy, the Mightiest air Force,

she owns all the police, state police, sheriffs police,

local police, CIA, FBI. She owns all those guns and we don*t

own a damn thing and she looks at us and says be non-violent,

boys. We say, you go to hell. (APPLAUSE) We say to America

if you really believe in non-violence as you think you do,

if you really believe in non-violence, which you don't, we

say prove it. Don't do nothing for us cause we prove we

burn a town down. But if you really believe you believe in

non-violence then we .say get upon that Indian reservation

and cut my red brother loose cause you can't be no more .non-

violent than your Indian borther's been for the last 75 years,
*

what happened? What happened? So as long as that -Indian's

on that reservation, you should never even utter the word

non-violence cause looking at him you prove you have a hell

of a contempt for non-violent people. We in Viet Nam tonight
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* ' ** r * * 'tm
r

•with half a Billion violent American boys with their life
i <

to free and give a foreigner a better way of life than you
- * *

•

^
*

want to guarantee your own red brother who you stole (aPPLaUSE)

this country from. (APPLAUSE) So we say .get that Indian* off
=* *

that reservation and we might believe you respect non-violence
^ *"V

% % _

*
,

but as of now there's no way that we'deyer believe you'd

give a damn about non-violence. If that Indian wants a ;better

way of life in the morning he*s going to have to understand

that he's dealing with a system so insane and so degenerate
« \ - ’

a
.

- > -
*

that until you make a peep up through a muzzle of a gun she

will keep you a nigger. Oh, if that Indian got on a viaduct

in the morning in Arizona and caught white folks driving down

the expressway and started shooting at them, pow, pow;

yelling "red power, woo, woo, whitey go home", and when that

Itidlan say whitey go home, he talking about the big trip,

baby. (LAUGHTER AND aPPLaUSE)

'

Oh, yes, that Indian raise

hell in the morning the whole country would be crazy tomorrow,
*

I can just hear it now, I'thera filthy reds". (LAUGHTER) Sunday

you .turn on television and look at Meet the Press, they*.11

be interviewing some old Uncle Tom Tom Indian, (LAUGHTER} >

that would be saying everything the fobls want to hear.

I can just hear him how, "yes sir, me like a heap, of reservation,
* 5

*- * =
a t -***< ‘

(LAUGHTER) problem come from them young bucks; (LAUGHTER) them

stalky red horses (inaudible) (LaUGHTER) (APPLAUSE) ' All the^
;

<

*
1

fools would go to bod believing the Indians don*t want nothing# -
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* *

That Indian keep coming off that reservation and burning

and looting and socking it to the town .and getting him some
i

of them blond scalps. (LAUGHTER) Raping a few of them white
I

ladies (LAUGHTER) you might not dig him but you start listening

to him. Some way you youngsters got to create an atmosphere

in this system that a man can get a redress of grievances

without throwing a brick and without bad mouthing, right

now it’s not an atmosphere. Oh, if that Indian raise enough

hell, baby, this summer you turn on television you be seeing

Indians this summer like you saw us last summer. Yes, tune

in every Tuesday night, one hour special, seven part series,

Meet Your Indian Brother, sponsored by Xerox with no com-

mercials. (LAUGHTER) Oh, that Indian raise enough hell next

year this time, you have an Indian here talking to you,

(LAUGHTER’ aND aPPLaUSE) It’s sad that I have to stand here

and admit to you that as long as that Indian is non-violent

and peaceful you know nothing about him. But the minute

he starts getting violent and raising hell you would know

about him. You’d find out some things that would make jou -

ashamed not only being an American but being a human being.
$ s

The highest form of tuberculosis among-; any minority group on
v f

4

the face of this earth don’t Jiappeh behind the Iron Curtain,

it happens upon your Indian reservation. Huh, why you all over
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the world trying to stop Communism, huh, you don't give a

damn about your injustices* The highest form of suicide

rate amoung any young group of people on the face of this

earth don't happen in Moscow, Russia, it happens on your
I

I

Indian reservation* an Indian mother marched down the street

today to protest a Government action and if she have any
*

kids she lives in the state of Washington, her kids will be

sent to Oklahoma to school. That's how they break up the

demonstrations because the Federal Government still has the
f

right to send an Indian kid to the school they see fit and

not the school the parent sees fit and you wonder who invented

bussing, huh? (LaUGHTER) Not only do you Repp them pinned

on that reservation, you still sending this old filthy book

up there to read. When the calvary won, it was a great

victory but when the Indians won, it was a great massacre.

They wasn't doing nothing but beating off an invader. You

don't even spare them the insults. You still send them all

that literature up there because you not only pin them up

there you control their education, too. You got them same
;

, ^ I

books up there about KID CARSON was a great hero to us. t

*
P

1
*

KID CARSON got his name KID cause he killed more Indian babies
'

than any white man in the history of America, and you still
*

send that filth up to thellndian reservation. Yeh, you don't
;

know that man's name because he's been too quiet and that's sad.
*

t

'
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Somewhere behavior and non-violence have to ppy off and you

got a job to do. Of course, we leave the Indian business

to the Bureau Of Indian Affairs. (LAUGHTER) That makes about

as much sense as hiring the Klu-Klux-Klan to implement the

Civil Rights Law. (LAUGHTER) The Bureau of Indian Affairs,
f

0

ain’t that a joke? You know the money it takes to run the

Bureau of Indian Affairs if they was wiped out in the morning

the money it costs to run the Bureau, every Indian in America

could get $4,300. a year a piece. We don’t care about him,

we don’t know about him. So somewhere you youngsters in
a

changing this system will have to see to it that America

will become as annoyed with injustices at home as she is afraid
,

of Communism abroad. Then maybe we’ll wipe these injustices

out.

Our Mexican brother in California said, "brothers,

please don’t eat no California grapes." Have you listened

to him? He’s going to win his battle for human dignity ^and

if you deep eating them' grapes he going to win it next year,
i

t ,

« i
•* *

he’s just going to have to blow up the grape vineyards. Then
|

everybody say, "I wonder why them Mexicans is so violent."
"

;

Cause you didn*t help them be non-violent when they asked ,

you to. So, I say to you in leaving tonight that black ‘

folks have got an .attitude. We tired of these insults, •

«

' People ask us well, "how come y’all don’t want to
;

be called Negro?" That’s what we saying, we just want to be
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called black. We tired of these games. You don't play

no games with yourself and we hate to put you -in, an im-

position but a Jew leaves Israel tonight to come to my

country, he was'’ a Jew in Israel and he stays a Jew when he

get here. An Italian leaves Italy to come to America, he

was an Italian over there and he stayed an Italian when he
m

I

got here. An Irishman left Ireland to come to America, he
*

was an Irishman over there and he's still an Irishman here.
i.

So wb look around and we see you don't play no games with

yourself, why play them with us? We left Africa, Africans

and when we got here too had to be Nigrus and Newgrus, (PHONETIC)
M

and colored folks and we don't want no games played with,

that's what we saying (APPLAUSE) and if you want to play games,
i

go back and change your thing, call yourself some Bugudoos

or Boolaboos (phonetic). (LAUGHTER) So we saying we got an

attitude and the attitude is a simple attitude, we are re-

acting to insults. We cannot make white America quit insulting

us but we saying one thing, from here on in, when you insult

us get ready for a reaction. That's something new because
*

you didn't have to worry bout that your mama and daddy didn't.

We was so busy being niggers. America has always needed
t *

niggers but doesn't have to be black; the Jew, the Irish,

the Italian. We just happen to be the best nigger America

ever had. But we ain't America's nigger no more. And for

somerreason she trying to hold on to us. You'd better go
fc

1

on and got you something else. (LAUGHTER) Twenty or thirty
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years ago, black folks had an empty stomach. Today in America

black folks got a full stomach but a hungry mind and a hungry
!

mind will not tolerate the same thing that a hungry stomach

did. Empty stomachs deal on smell and hungry minds deal

on sound and all at once this country don't sound right

to us anymore. Five years ago three white boys burn up

their draft card and within two weeks time the Senate and Con-

gress had passed an. antirdraft card burning bill,'. Wo haven* t

beennable to get them to pass an anti-lynching bill in 100

years. My country just told me she thinks more of a piece

of cardboard than she does think of my black mammy, 1*11

bring her to her knees for that. If I was in Viet Nam tonight

and got killed by a Viet Cong, this country would give my

black wife $10,000 and she couldn’t take it and buy a house

in any neighborhood she want one in. Hell, I got killed

shooting at the wrong force, (APPLAUSE) Now America tells me

I got to get a fair housing bill to live anywhere I want to
f \

live in my own country, we say what in the hell do you think

you are. That old white Russian cracker broad STALIN'

s

daughter, a known Russian and a known Communist, you ain't

supposed to like neither one of them, you didn't make that
f

broad get no fair housing bill to come to my country and live
*

anywhere she wants to live,^wby do I have to get one. This is

wfta.t we Jtying Jo day. We reacting, to these insults. All
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these old Russian exchange students that come over here to

my country to go to these colleges, they don't want to be your
« «

citizen. You don't make them get no fair housing bill to live

anywhere they want to live in these old racist college towns.

Why do I need one? We not telling you to stop bqt we can't

understand how come you can't understand our attitudes. This
* •

is all* we saying. So we tired of these insults. People tell
» i

us education is our problem, huh, that ain't nothing but

a cheap whitey cop out. (LAUGHTER) You prove that everyday
*

you got a half a million in Viet Nam ready to free that Vietnamese

in the morning. You ain't never questioned that Vietnamese'

educational standard, W{iy question mine? And when you do

question my educational standard, question it right. That's

why we hollering about teach black history in these white
i

institutions because if you ever read my history instead of

listening to what you mama told you about me you find out

your mama come closer to being your nigger than me. (LAUGHTER)
.

•

‘

' %
Education's my problem? You ever stopped to ask yourself how

*

many millions of people would be dead on the face of this

,
\

earth if it were not for blood plasma? Are you aware of the
•

-•
i

fact that CHARLIE DREW, a black American, invented bloofl plasma?
*

»

Don't take my word for it, check it out in your library. Are

j

you also aware of the fact that CHARLIE DREW bled to death •

in an Atlanta, Georgia, hospital waiting room, after an auto-
;

mobile accident because they didn't accept niggers? Education *

didn't have a damn thing to do with it. The man had the
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educational "knowledge and genius to give Hood plasma to the

world and died from the lack of his own invention cause his
*

face was black and now you want to run in and tell us

education's our problem. Come on baby, get up off of (inaudible).

So we saying we tired of these insults. Oh, there's a lot

of people, a lot of white folks in this country who believe
*

1

'

a nigger is the stinkinest smelliest thing, well, I don't

have to tell you, you heard her. I'm not here tonight to

convince you that niggers don't stink. (LAUGHTER) I say do

your own research. (LAUGHTER) Check the records of the

cosmetic industry and see how many billions of dollars per
Jt

year you white folks spend on deodorant. (LAUGHTER) Then check

the deodorant commercials on television and see if you ever

see a black armpit. (LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE) Then use your own

intelligence you was born with and figure it out for yourself.

If niggers is doing all the stinking and white folks is buying

all the deodorant, who really stinks in my country? (LAUGHTER)
' t

So we saying we tired of these insults. There's a whole lots

of white folks that believe a black man is inferior to them !

»

because we are blac^;. That's your hand-up, you groove out
f

with it good,’ but don't insult me with it no more. You know
4

v- * i
!

the interesting tHng is the same white man that believes I'm I

inferior to him because I'm black, hQ&ddbe the first one *

*
i

i

i

f
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to tell you' If I went to bed tonight with a Japanese woman

and gave her a baby, the baby would be colored. If I go to

bed with a Chinese woman, Italian Woman, a Jewish woman, I

can go to bed with any woman on the face of this earth and

give her a baby and the baby going to be me. My sister can
i

go to bed with any\raan on the face of this earth and get a
a

baby and the baby going to be her. Is that inferior stock
<

to you? (LAUGHTER) We saying we tired of these 'insults.

We are tired of them. Our people tell us we should quit

marching, go down to the ghettos and pull your brother up by

his boot straps, and we say why don't you give him some boots

with some zippers in them? Black women in America have 20%

illegitimate babies. Y'all ain't lying on us on that; one.

We can't deny it cause we've had fun in the ghetto, baby,

(LAUGHTER) White women in America has 2% illegitimacieses

but we tired of you white folks thinking you better than

black folk cause your white ladies illegit is 2% and my
' %

black ladies is 20%, Please quit thinking you better than me,

cause baby, if we could ever get our hands on your white folks

abortion credit cards we, (APPLAUSE) could show you (APPLAUSE)

(inaudible). '

,

Now white folks running around and they want
i

to know why you colored folks -get married and have all them

babies in the ghettos, you know you can't take care of them.

We know it. You going to end up on relief, we know that, too.

The only thing we see wrong with rQlief, it ain't enough of it.
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(LAUGHTER) If words like relief and ADC and Welfare alienates

you, change it. Call it foreign aid. That free mony don't

seem to feug too many people. Or call it what you call that

money you give these Missouri farmers, what do you call it?
*

Subsidies. (LAUGHTER) Yeh, just change the name, look like you
# t

hung-up on a name. Call it subsidies. You going to pay farmers

in America billions of dollars every year not to plant and

then don*t want to pay my sister after she plants. (LAUGHTER)
*

As far as all them black babies we have in the ghettos that

wo can* t take care of, we 'll make a deal with you, the day

this system learn how to hire black boys and give us good jobs

like you gives your white boys so we can afford all the whores

and prostitutes that you can afford, we* 11 quit having all

them babies at home too. (APPLAUSE) We don»t have to ask you

about that whore, because it is my sister and she talks to

us, so we know what you doing. We ain't guessing nothing, we
I t

know what's going on baby. We saying we tired of these; insults.

I had a white cat on the plane the other day comes all the way
n

out to the tour section to the first class section to ask me,,
i

"you know I r
(
eally understand you colored boys'." (LAUGHTER)

;

I say, "man, i don't come back in here in the cheap seats to

alienate you, why you want to come up here in the first class
,

section and bug me?" "Well, I just wanted to say that you:: :

*
V: S

boys oughta teach your black folks some responsibility" and •

I say that because I got records, I*m in industry. I*ve had

—. ±r.v an v <T hired nothing but colored boys, .
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they can't get to work on time, always take off early and I

got records to prove it*" I said, "well, havehyou looked

at your records good? You look at all of your records, or

just the part you want to see? Maybe I should check your

records out for you.: because at one time I was one of them

niggers you used to hire. Do your records show you when you

first hired us we stand in line two hours the first day we

get the job waiting for time to come around to pifoeh in, that's

how happy we was. Then for the next eight hours I got to

walk around behg called coon and nigger and head rubbed for

luck and goosed in the butt. (LAUGHTER) You know anybody in

their right mind going to hurry up and get to work early for

them insults, baby? The later I got to work everyday the

longer I kept my manhood and the earlier I could get off the

sooner I got it back." (APPLAUSE)

When I stop and think black folks in America die
I

six years younger than white folks. I got seven black kids

at home and everytime my seven kids sit around the d'inner

table with me at the same time I got to look 42 death years

in the face that no white father with seven kids have to look

at. Huh, for, some reason people don't seen to know what's on
i

our mind. I'm trying to get them seven black kids them same

six years of life you going to have for your kids. To be

honest with you I couldn't give a damn who I alienate to get

them. I wish I could staid here and say if white folks ever

lost six years of their kids life that I would work equally
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as hard. I 'hope I would but I couldn't say. So we tired

of these insults. Then I stop and think had a German killed

my daddy during World War II, had a German killed my daddy in*

1942, I was 10 years old and 1*11 be 37 years old this year,

huh. That's no insult cause when daddys go to war they go to
t

kill or be killed* The insult is the satne German that could* ve
*

\

killed ray daddy in 1942, and made me go 27 years without a

daddy, that same German tonight can come to ray daddy's country

and live in a neighborhood ray daddy's boy can't live in,

do you really understand what we talking about? Before we'd

sit by ever again and let you treat your enemy better than

you treat your citizens, we'll burn this damn country down to

the ground. (aPPLaUSE) That's the white attitudes. Yeh,

that's thinking white. Because we know if we took this country

away from you tonight and put you in the same trick for ten

hours, this country's had us in for a 100 years, you would

burn it down to the ground. We don't have to .ask you, we look
$

at your record in Viet Nara. You burning Viet Nara down to the

ground today to free a foreigner', we know what you'd do to free

your mama. (LAUGHTER) So we say we tired of these insults
|

and all we doing is reacting to them. People tell us, "well,
j

yo'all got to make progress, huh, I got seven black kids at
;

home and every time my old lady get pregnant, I realize how !

much progress we made. (LAUGHTER) My last little baby daughter,
{

v

^we really got hip on her being that we living in a system that

GO
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hate to refer to black folks as Mr* and Mrs. So my daughter

was born four months ago and we really got it up tight cause
*

we named her, her first name is MISS, and her last name is

GREGORY, anybody ever want to talk to her going to have to

call her MISS GREGORY, whether they like it or not. (LaUGHTER)

So we saying we tired of these insults. Progress, everytime .

Jft

my old lady’s belly get big, I see progress cause I remember

just a little bit over 100 years ago when ray black slave sister

went to her black dave man and say, ’’honey, I think I’m

pregnant.” Them two black slaves fell down on their knees

and prayed to their almighty God that their unborn baby would

be borned deformed. Think about that prayer. They didn’t
*f
i

pray that anything would happen to the white folks’ kids.

They say, "God, we dealing with such a racist inhumane beast

that Lord if you could give us this baby born wifa a limb missing,

God, if you give us a baby like that, they’ll never be able

to sell it from us, we’ll get to keep it all our lives.” You

think about that prayer. Then one day after the child was
i

born, that black slave sister went back to her black slave

man crying tears of joy, "honey, the Lord’s answered our »

prayers. His head looks funny, I think he's going to be mal-
t

* i

adjusted." Them two black slaves fell back down on their knees

'thanking - their almighty God for a maladjusted baby. Huh, a ‘

baby that couldn’t be sold, A baby that they would get to, keep,

!

• ?

%

i
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all of their lives. Progress - huh, me and my old lady got

seven of them little old black kids at home and we ain’t ’

never had to pray for nothing, let along a maladjusted baby.

That’s all the progress we going to give this system. So

we saying we tirdd of these games and these insults. No

more civil rights, we want our rights to say where you get

yours, under that Constitution, don’t do me no favors.

I want my right under the same piece of paper I

pay my income tax by. (LAUGHTER) And even when we try to

behave and be good niggers, you misuse us you put a fair

housing bill through last year that covers 80% of the houses.

What the hell am I supposed to do with the other 20% of me,

join the Communist Party?(LAUGHTER) I tell you before you

quit playing games we’d like for you to give us just one more

bill called the Honest White Folks Bill. (LAUGHTER) None of you

get up tight cause it ain't got nothing to do with white folks.

Matter of fact, we'll name it something good, we'll call it

The Concerned Honky Law. (LAUGHTER) That'll go over big ip the

ghetto now. It would be a simple law, it will read, "All
* i

five year old black male baby boys,” it don't have nothing to
i

do with white folks, don't even cover my black sister, "all
j

I
i

five year old' black male baby boys will have to go to a •

" *
i

Government camp for one year from the age of five to six. In ;

t

this camp, we'll stipulate in the law that these little black

62
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kids will be able to sleep eight hours a day and for the other

16 hours for a solid year," this is where the honest white

folks come in', "the Government will teach these little black

boys, for one year for 16 hours a day, Nigger when you grow

up don't fool with no white woman, don't date no white
)

ladies, you know, before I run, let me say this to you. We
ft

can't believe that nothing upsets you more than a nigger with

a white woman and you don't want to talk about it. Who do

you think you are? One day if you ever get up enough courtesy

to yourself and enough courage and enough manhood to talk about

your No. 1 hang-up, you might find out it's something you

doing to make me want that broad. One day if you ever stop

doing it you can have that white broad back till she bugs you

to death, (LAUGHTER) Everytime you get ready to sell your new

automobiles in September, you can't advertise your new car

without a white lady, knowing I'm going to get one of them

cars. (LAUGHTER) So I get that white lady, I feel I got to get

V $
'

her to make my gears shift right. (LAUGHTER) I be minding my ,

own business looking through a magazine, there's that old white
l

lady holding that bottle of Pepsi Cola, saying, "thirsty, have
'

a Pepsi." Ydh, I'll have a Pepsi and you too, you old white
'

* 1

broad. (LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE) , Are you serious? I go to my \

ft* >

black ghetto, walk into my "black house, get in my black i

»

living room with my black wife and my black kids and there's

your white sister come strolling across my black television
;

set hal<f naked talking about "buy a Platex living
cv — - - -

bra". (LAUGHTER)
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Yes, IMl buy; the bra for my old lady and I’ll get you for

me. (LAUGHTER) Are you really serious? You .think niggers

was born wanting that white woman? Do you think you had

anything to do with it?, I went to my first movie I was

four years old, I didn’t know nothing about nowhite woman.

Didn’t never see nobody make love, till I went to the movies,
*

i
*

four years old is when you program folks, Or did you know

that? See that movie four years old looking at them white

ladies make love. AVA GARDNER and HUMPHREY BOGART. I didn’t

know what they was doing but I had enough sense to know one "

day I was going to do it. (LAUGHTER) I went to the movie

every night cause in my home town you could go to the movie

for free till you was 12 years old. Long as you had an adult

with you. Every night I went to the movie, next thing I know

I was eight years old been going to the movies for four years

every night looking at white ladies make love. I never will
i

forget that night I was eight years old, I sitting with my

friend and A'VA GARDNER and ALAN LADD was doing they thing.
1

ft

*

I nudged my (inaudible) and said, "ooh, I’m sure going to

get me one of them when I grow up.'”' He say, "which one him or

her?" I say,* "I don’t know I guess I try them both." Well,
f

1 got news for you, I’m grown now and I’m going to get me a

white lady "and the madder it makes you the more them whitd»>
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ladies I going, to get me. I hope it makes you so damn mad

that you’ll quit programming my black kids and show them

some black ladies advertising theib new cars. Show,* them some

black ladies advertising that Pepsi Cola. Show them some

black ladies in the movie making love and once you do that

you might' find that one day after you de-program us you can
*

(

have your old lady back for ever, take her to the moon if you

want to. (LAUGHTER) You see, the mistake you made with me,

the only black woman you ever showed me in the movies vjas

BEULAH. The only one you ever showed me -advertising was

Aunt GEMIMa • I thought you had enough sense to know I ain’t

never, ever, ever, wanted to make love to BEULAH* (LAUGHTER)

So as I leave you tonight I say you youngsters got a big job

to do. Kegp your eyes open, think, very important that you

think. I, was reading that "Colonel" report on Civil disorders

in America. It said the problems can be dolved in the black

ghettos, it will take 80 billion dollars, and as I leave

you tonight let me say to you don’t bring no 80 billion

dollars down to our ghetto. That ain’t going to solve the

problem. In order to solve the problems first in the black

community you going to have to do something first that won’t

cost you one nickel as far. as -black folks are concerned.

65
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That is simply you going to have to create an atmosphere

where for the first time in American black folks will trust

white folks and the way you will do that and won't cost

you ;no money on us, you will go upon that Indian reservation-

and free my red brother, you give my Puerto Rican brother his

constitutional rights, you'll get out in the field and free

my Mexican brother and last but not least because my Jewish

brother plays games with himself that he sfcold paint his face

as black as mine and see what you GQOtiles got to say about

him everyday* Maybe he* 11 find out he*s in the same trick

bag with the rest of us. So what we saying short, simple

and sweet, when you free my Jewish brother, My Indian brother,

my Puerto Rican brother, my Mexican brother, we will look to

you and say, "my brother for the first time, we trust you,

come into my ghetto and together we will solve our problems."

\Ie say to America if she thinks she's going to solve these

problems without freeing these other folks first then we say

to you take that 80 billion dollars and buy yourself some of

the biggest guns money can bu£.

#
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.v^A‘;f%bruary 5, 1969, Richard Claxton Gregory
addressed afco'dt v7.00 students at Southwest Missouri State
College 'Springfield, Missouri. The talk-, sponsored
by the Stdl'.at/tJnion Board, lasted about two hourg, and

1

a US minute •question and answer1 period followed. rPSTT"^

ran
talk was ch;e -ih a series entitled, '"Kaleidoscope-Patterns
In A Chan^ifrgJWorld'' . Other speakers to be heard in
the seniesv,include Senator Strom Thurmond, March 31;
William Rds'Kdr , April 1.6 and Julian Bond, May 7. j

talk:

A '94riAAc&*. v,Ij, Lps {-*•-.? .-ulujsvm c !'
' ^ /* ’

jgfoe-oouree^gave
/y
the following resume of the

~4

One of the biggest jobs ahead of you young
people is not to destroy -the capitalistic system - you've
"gotfwork like hell to beat the capitalists into their
-rightful place behind the Constitution, not in front
of it. As long as capitalists stand in front of the
Constitution, it Is property rights that are being
emphasized-not human rights. If democracy is as good
as we tell you it is, why in the hell are we running -all

over the world trying to ram it down other people's
throats. If anything is good, you don’t have to force
it on people-they 'll steal it from you.

He said he spends 90 percent of his time on

^.college campuses and will be speaking at some 300
educational institutions within the next ten months.

4^^ Me believes the young people of today are the most
moral, dedicated, committed people in the history of
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Appearance of Richard Claxton Gregory

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky
March 31, 1969

Colonel L. E. Booth, Director of Security, Murray

State University, Murray, Kentucky, advised on April 1,

Dick Gregory spoke on the Murray State University campus

during the night of March 31, 1969, at a symposium sponsored

by the Student Government. The theme of the symposium is

•’Rights and, Responsibilities of Man” and in addition to

Gregory , AITeapp and Stanle^Mek are scheduled to speak

on April 1, 1969, and JulianSpbnd and Sande*Wanocur on

April 2, 1969.^
Colonel Booth stated that there were approximately

1500 in attendance for Gregory’s talk, which was

by a question and answer session and in his opinion the

majority of the audience did not approve of the sarcastic

and vulgar manner in which Gregory presented his

Colonel Booth estimated there were only approximately 300

remaining for the question and answer session and many

the audience got up and left during ®r®|°r
^f

s
s?

P
QQo 00 from

Booth learned that Gregory received a fee of $1 ,
000.00 rrom

the Student Government Association for the speech and he

made available the following record of Gregory s appearance

and talk:

LS document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is *

your agency.; it and its contents are not to be distributed

outside your agency.
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i
j

i "This is Insight, 1969. Insight direct from the"
Murray State Univex«fity Auditorium in Murray, Kentucky^.] Good
evening. I am Gary^Guthrie along with Stephanid^bhristian
from the radio center of Murray State College, 8

. „ ^

J Tonight on this March 31, 1969, is the first day in
a series of lectures. Looking over a croud here in Murrayfstate
University Auditorium. We are waiting for the beginning of the
^eries in which we will have five noted speakers. Tonight's
speaker will be Dick Gregory, who was previously named for his
^ight club entertaining and his television performances^ and
who has since then taken to height for his civil rights. •v
5. In the words of Harry M, Sparts, President of ; Murray
State University, in our quest for intelligence, (inaudible),
and political problems, it is our hope those who attendjwill
use the art of deliberate consideration in order to make wiser
decisions and work more efficiently in strengthening the great
Ration in which we are a part. As Stephanie said, the crowd
is near capacity tonight. It is fairly warm night here in
Murray, Kentucky, on this last day of March, 1969. Dick Gregory
will soon be stepping to the podium to give his lecture, the
first in a series in Insight, 1969.

You might be interested to know just how the Insight .

series got it's name. A little bit earlier Gary read a, heretic
quote from Oliver Wendell Holmes, who was once the Chiel Justice
of the Supreme Court in the United States and in that time when
he did say that the Insight was taken from that. The lights are
blinking on and off so I guess they are ready to start the pro-
gram. Back to that, the Insight Committee was \ called Insight

J
ith the name Insight from the quote and that is how Insight got
ts name.lA. ;

I
\

|
Ladies and Gentlemen. Insight, 1969, Will you please

stand for the National Anthem »acdThese Are The Times That Try

f
en's Souls. (They sing songs), in accordance with’thei President 's
eclaration of this as a national 'day of mourning I would invite

you to stand Sow for a fitting moment to follow tribute, to the
late President Dwight Eisenhower. Please be seated

»

I
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Dr* Sparts, delegates from colleges and universities,
women of the press, ladies and gentlemen - on behalf of the
Student Government and the Executive Committee of Insight, I

welcome you to Insight, 1969* This evening we pioneer a new
frontier in the academic maturity of Murray State University*
The University is a place where the exchange of ideas is

continually taking place* The value of this system can be
measured by the frequencies and content of the exchange. Any
catalyst which expands the system (Inaudible) this exchange is

of benefit to the University* With today's mass communication
media, radio, television, and the press, we sometimes feel
trapped by trustless actions and cliche riddle conversation
expressing the ideas, the beliefs, the philosophies of others
and not those of our own making* There comes a time when we
are to confront the issues of our lives individually and
collectively* To accomplish this we need an intelligent
atmosphere (inaudible)* The men invited to speak this week
have involved themselves with the complexities of society*
Subsequently, they will bring us to a confrontation with the
prevalent ideas* Their opinions and ideas are presented for
you to hear and ponder. Each is here to motivate your awareness
in our society* Just as Oliver Wendell Holmes has stated that
'a moment's insight is sometimes worth a life's experience.®
This has become the trademark of this symposium* Tonight the
atmosphere has been set* Our speaker is ready* You are ready*
If we fail to take this moment our life's experience may prove
to be more than we can bear* Insight is honored to have this
evening as its introductory speaker, the, President of Murray
State University, Dr* Henry tcfcSparts *

President Russell, ladies and gentlemen of the press,
students of Murray State University, and faculty of our
University, we are deeply grateful to our Student Council
for their inviting to their campus some outstanding personal-
ities, that we might hear from them their viewpoints and their
ideas* This is a world of change* We want to understand
change* We want to understand the ideas of those who think
differently from the way that we do and those who are con-
servative-minded and those who are liberal-minded* For this
reason the Board of Regents of Murray State University has
supported the Student Council in its operation of Insight. I

want to thank the Student Council again* I want to thank the k
- 3 -

,1
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students and faculty who are supporting this very » e y

important event upon our campus. We have much of

meni. We have great athletes, but it is a challenge to

minds that will lead us to greatness. Tonight yo® J*
e *n

t
for a wonderful experience, I wish you had been with us at

dinner. Not with our guest speaker because you wouldn t

have enjoyed what he had at dinner. He drank wate
£* J®

on a 40-day diet and is on the 20th day. I am amazed at

the stamina of this man. I am thrilled at his magnitism and

lol wiU be ?oo. He was born in St, Louis. He was^president

of his senior class in high school. He was an

athlete. Many universities bid for his talent and he we

to Southern Illinois University when it was about the size of

Murray back in 1951 and 1952 and there he became an

athlete in that University in his sophomore year as a half-miler.

This young man left the University and about five years later

he entered the field of entertainment and did

job there. His rise was amazing. His talent led him to great

wealth, but he was not satisfied with this type of ^ing, H

preferred to use his strong mind and his great talent *n ?Jf
e

ways, I know that you will respect his intellect. You will

also reverence his ideas because he is strong in his ideas.

He is strong in his convictions. You hear him speak of his

family and his eyes light up when he speaks of his elder

daughter, eight years of age, on down to His^“Ifis a“
S

just a few months, and one son. Six daughters. He is a

wealthy man and maybe I should say, Dick, you need to be if

vou are going to naarry off those girls and furnish then

weddings. But I am deeply honored and I honor him and you

in presenting to you .tonight, Dick Gregory, ^
I would like to say thank you very much and I don't

know how I can stand here in all honesty and say it is a'

pleasure to be in Murray, Murray, Kentucky, Hey, could I

get you house folks to turn the spot out and turn on the

house lights, please. Thank you. If you really want to have

some fun
8
you should really go to Chicago one day to the airport

and try to book yourself into Murray, Kentucky. T
£
e

three days is not too bad because they really think you

putting them on. But it's after that they really

vou 're sincere. That's when the FBI shows up. It s like

the pilot told me, we don't mind being hijacked but we do like

to know where we're going. And I made it just above the FBI.J^
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It do exist* I called them back and say drop the charge,
it do exist* I flew in* It's a weird way of getting here.
But I made it and I was tired* I had to get up early in
the morning. They play games with you* After you work for
a week, Paducah is as close as you can get* But you say,
I don’t want to go to Paducah* If you get there you’ll go to
Paducah* Then you call up Ozark. Ozark is such a weird
airline cause if they don’t know what you’re talking about
they fake it* What time is your next plane going to Paducah?
They say, what time can you get here. So I got there Saturday
night and the flight don’t run this way Saturday or Sunday
until Monday morning* I got off of the plane and I’m tired.
So I say I don’t have to worry about it cause I’ll get a
little bit of sleep on the plane. You know about that, huh?
You actually know what happened to me this morning* I got
on the plane and sat down and a white cat sitting next to me.
I’m planning on going to sleep, right* Well you know I
naturally check him out* He was pretty boozie* So I dozed
on off and went to sleep* About 15 minutes after I went to
sleep the white cat decides he wants to strike up a conversation
with me. So he do it the usual way — wake up boy. naturally
I wake up. Only to find out he really don’t have anything to
talk about. He wanted to discuss Negro progress in America,
but I tried to inform him I didn’t want to discuss black
progress in America because there is too few people in America
who really know what areas we made tremendous amount of progress
in. A lot of people think we made tremendous progress in jobs
and housing and education* No* The biggest breakthrough for
black folks in the history of America was two years ago in the
State of Texas. We got our first colored hurricane, Buelah.
And I guess when you stop and think about it, little by little,
we’s doing all right. .If you look in the right places, you
know. We got to admit we doing good in television. Every
time you change channels you see black. It’s pretty groovy.
Well this year we got our first black cowboy. What’s the name
of that show? The Outcasts. You can tell by the name of it
it's us. And next year I understand they are going to give
us another black cowboy so this black cowboy has someone to
kill. No, they let him kill white boys every now and then,
but you see whenever it becomes his turn to kill a white boy
the script writers really has to go through some changes.
Because you see, they have to dirty up this white cat so bad
that when the black cat guns him down everybody will accept it.
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The black cowboy kill the white cowboy three weeks ago,
did any of you all dig the show? This white cat just finished
raping a blond paraplegic, Salvation Army worker, right? k

Let me say that it is a pleasure to be with you
young folks this evening. And whoever selected that number
in the choir it was a masterful selection. I think that
song should be played every time you turn on TV, a channel
change or show change, they should play that song, because
out of all Tom Payne’s works - one day, one day we will
recognize our true hero. Tom Payne was probably one of the
greatest human beings that lived. He has not received credit
for it, but Tom Payne’s Winter Time Soldier tells it all.
And one day we will recognize Winter Time Soldier. It will
have to be a way of life. So those of you who were res-
ponsible for selecting that, I appreciate it. Thank you, W

I guess I spend 98 percent of my time on college
campuses and for a simple 'reason, is that you young folks
in America today is probably the most morally committed and
dedicated group of young people that has ever lived in the
history of the country,- bar none. I hope you youngsters
don’t have to continue to depend on these old right wing,
cracker-control newspapers to find out who you are, because
the average established newspaper in America is not morally
sound enough to even discuss you kids with yourself, What is
the newspapers say about you today? You hippy, yippy, ill-
responsible, bearded, smelly kids, whatever that means. The
question that always comes to my mind is because you have a
beard why does it mean you have to stink? They don’t say
anything about Abraham Lincoln, He don’t only have a beard,
he was ugly too. The newspapers today have yet to be
honest with you youngsters. They have yet to tell you that
had it not been for you, LBJ would still be the President
today. That’s a lot of .power. LBJ was probably the number
one tyrant that has walked the face of this earth since
Julius Ceasar, You young kids retired LBJ on the way to
his Texas ranch and you know what was so beautiful, you
didn’t use no missiles, you didn’t use no napalm, you didn’t
use no machine guns. You got out in this country with a
moral dedication that the likes have never been seen any more.
And all of us fools in this establishment realize that four
more years of LBJ, you would have took this country, part by
part, piece by piece. That is why you really don’t have toil
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worry too much about Tricky Dick* Cause with all of Nixon’s
bad faults, he still has got enough sense to know that he is
not as slick as LBJ, he is not as masterful a politician as
LBJ, and you know damn good and well if you youngsters ran
LBJ all the way back to Texas, it’s a short run from Washington
to New York City* All these old fools keep wondering, well,
how come he has not messed up because of you* He going to
be very careful* You don’t have to worry about Nixon letting
you go crazy. I would say the first mistake he made was with
ABM and I guess maybe it wasn’t a mistake to some folks but
1 felt it was a mistake for them to put it in the rural areas
because the reason the people in the northern suburbs was
complaining about it was because it was dangerous and if
enough political pressure built up, well, if it’s dangerous
to be nextdoor to those people in the suburbs then damn it,
it should be dangerous to be next to the people in the rural
areas. So, I feel he made his first blunder here* I’m also
hoping as peaceful as I am and as much as I hate the military
and industrial complex, I was really hoping he kept the ABM
out there in the suburbs of Chicago, That really knocked me
out. Because white folks ran like hell out of the cities away
from the niggers and ended up next to that missile* Yes, how
you all like your new neighbors? K

I think what saddens me, as I go around from city to
city and speak to so many of you young folks, what saddens
me is how not only do I have to say to you young folks that
all the problems confronting America today, you have to solve,
the embarrassing thing is that I have to tell you, you have
to solve problems that you have had nothing to do with creating.
These problems was here before you got here but thanks to us
old fools they will not be here when you leave* I say thanks
to us old fools because you see, today we put you youngsters
in a situation that no young Americans ever been in in the
history of this country* You see, not only did we not solve
the problems, but for the first time in the history of America
we have used up all the tricks. So now you youngsters is
dealing with all the problems and no tricks and all the fools
wonder why you react the way; you react* Hell, you got to.
react that way, you got no tricks*
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I remember when I was a kid, my momma, my daddy,
the whole community taught me one day you’re gonna grow up
boy and the white man gonna call you a nigger and when he
calls you a nigger, don’t get mad, cause God don’t like no
ugly. That trick worked. Yeah, I grew up one day and sure
enough a cracker called me a nigger and sure enough, I didn’t
get mad cause God don’t like no ugly. I got seven little
black kids home tonight. Me and my old lady ain’t teaching
them nothin’. And if a cracker ever makes a mistake to
slip and call one of my kids a nigger, I can damn sure bet
you it’s gonna surprise them. I can tell you they gonna act
accordingly. And so I say to you youngsters today, no more
bricks and you know I feel sorry for you young white kids who
live out in remote rural areas and areas where these old fools
is trying to block this thing that is trying to happen.
Because you is the one who is gonna suffer, and I don’t say
that as a threat for you to try to change this system, I say
that in all sincerity as a passionate respect for young folks.

See, your mom and dad, and all these fools, they
talking about one thing, but baby, they gonna make you write
a check today that you will have to cash fifteen years from
now and you not gonna be ready. At one time they protected
you white kids in a racist segregated society. At one time
you went to a white Army and I went to a black Army. So it
wasn’t bad to call me a nigger. They protected you. Come
up in a society and call me a nigger and then, when they
draft you into the Army, we go into the same Army. You slip.
And the first thing you slip and call me a nigger. One of
them big, black sergeants with two guns. You know you gonna
die. See, your momma and daddy talk all this stuff but you
got to pay the price baby. You got to pay the price. You
let these fools run these things and I don’t say it as a
belligerence, but as a failing. Fifteen years from now in
order to get a good job in America, if you don’t go to grade
school and high school with black folks you can’t get the
job, because DuPont, Ford and General Motors is not gonna
trust either black fools for their attitudes. They not
gonna trust a white man who slips and calls nigger and get
his plant burned down, \A
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Therecome a day to go to a better school, to
graduate school. You will have to have guns and come to
the integrated society or they not gonna want you. You
see, they run this game in on you baby when they get ready
to change. Just look at TV today. One out of every five
people doing commercials is black and nobody got a damn
thing to say about it cause when the boys upstairs decide
its a new day, its a new day* And so I tell you youngsters
through no fault of yours, you running across this resistance
and the same old fools is blocking this thing* They be dead,

gone out of the way, and you be left here. And so I say to
you, you got a big job.

Let me say to you tonight that I did not come here
this evening to impress you, but only to inform you and
pray you young folks out there understand that I -did not
come here to reform, I couldn’t care less what you had on
your mind when you walked in here and I give 'less than a

damn what you have on your mind when you walk out. That
is not my intentions tonight. And as you listen to me
tonight, please listen to me and note I’m not here to reform
you. I have more respect for you than to think I could come
here and reform you in a few hours. But I do intend to inform
you. And when I leave here tonight, I couldn’t care less,

about what any of you think about . Dick * Gregory , cause I’ll
always have one consolation of knowing that whenever we wake
up this year, 20 years from now, you will always be able
to say at least Brother Greg didn’t lie to us. And that is

the big problem confronting you youngsters today, we lie
to you twenty-four hours a day. And then when you catch
us we say, Oh, well, its a generation gap. Ain’t got a

damn thing to do with age. Burgent Russell, 98 years old,

could leave London, England, tonight and come to America
and be the youngest among us. But he is going to reach
you from a high, moral epical statement standpoint. We
didn’t just start lying to you. We started lying to you
in the baby crib with that Santa Claus boy. First letter
I wrote in my life went to a cat didn’t even exist. Dear
Santa, That sounds funny to you, but when your Momma lied
to you, really — anybody is qualified to lie to you. Cause
that Santa Claus boy goes over better in the white community/
than in the black community. Not that we don’t dig him,
we know damn good' and well ain’t no white cat coming to our
neighborhood after midnight. \A
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And the number one lie we tell you youngsters today,
the number one problem confronting America today, is the
problem of aiV polution. Now don’t (inaudible) that cause we
expect you to believe that« The number one problem 1 confronting
America today is the problem of moral polution. This is the
most moral ly-poluted, degenerate, insane nation on the face
of the earth, bar none. And you youngsters have the jobs of
giving America her sanity back. You youngsters have the job
of seeing to it that America becomes the morally sound nation
that the founding fathers meant for it to be and don’t make the
mistake of these old right wing crackers running around with
stupid old signs on their cars, ’Love it or Leave it,’ No, if
you love it stay here and straighten it out, I am so damn sick
and tird of these right wing crackers running around eulogizing
my country, America the beautiful. Any old fool knows eulogys
are for the dead things and thank God for you youngsters that
America is not dead yet. You youngsters do not eulogize America
You youngsters examine America and find out where the cancer is
and cut it out. You’d be surprised how long this nation will
live. You got a job, America the beautiful. Ain’t that a joke
Tell you something, if you run across anybody in this country
that believes America is a beautiful country with your Indian
brother locked upon that reservation, tell them I said they’re
sick, sad, insane and out of their damn mind, America will
never be a beautiful nation til that Indian comes off that
reservation, IA

So, if you youngsters are interested in making it
a beautiful country, you got to see to it that his problem
gets solved. Then one day this can become a beautiful country.
The insane thing about it is if the communist had a group of
people locked up on a reservation, Oh, we’d be taking you young
kids getting you killed trying to get ’em off. Hell, we march
past these Indian reservations to go somewhere in Southeast
Asia to protect the world from communism. Who gonna protect
the Indians from you? \A

So, you youngsters have a big job. I guess the
biggest insult to me is the fact that America is the only
country on the face of this earth that lies about what she
is all about* Very sad. Mao Tse-Tung do not pretend that
he is anything other than a communist and a revolutionist,
Kosygin and the rest of them damn fools over therein Moscow
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don f t pretend they are anything else but communist. You
know as dirty as Hitler was he was honest with all of his
filth to let the whole world know he felt them Nazis was
superior to anyone else that walked on the face of this
earth. That wasn't no hidden secret. In South Africa
right this moment, they don't pretend that they love them
niggers. Out of all the filthy, corrupt countries on the
earth, regardless of how corrupt and how filthy, they are
honest about what they are, America is the only country
that lies about what she is. She says one thing but she's
all together about something else. So I say to you youngsters
tonight that if you don't work ,to change .the country at least
be honest enough to admit what she is,\i

So you have a job to do. And thanks to the other
fools who've given you a lot of help, I was so grateful you
youngsters showed up in Chicago at the Democratic Convention
because after the establishment got through with you it sure
woke up a lot of young fools in this country and ain't nothing
worse that a young fool cause you got so long to be one. Oh
yeah, but we woke you up. Three days after the Democratic
Convention was over the old establishment tried to convince
you that you didn't see what you saw on TV, That it didn't
happen. They said the press created it. You know if Kosygin
and the, rest of them fools in Moscow was dealing with the
worId as insane as America —you know they beat that Czech
rap - got on world wide TV and said 'Y'all don't see it, y'all,'
that it didn't happen. We admit we sent little miniature
tanks to the- Czech border for the little kids to play with
and the press blew 'em up to make 'em look like real live
•tanks. But them fools in Moscow made, the same mistake these
old fools is making here,

Harris poll. Gallop poll. They don't ask nobody
nothing,, except them old fools. They come out here and said
this is what the report says. Eighty percent of Americans
are against the United States in Vietnam so you better listen
to those young kids, boy, and leave these old fools alone
causo you be out of work. Same thing happened if they brought
tanks out in America Sunday morning and put in front of every
church and had loud speakers going and everybody caught going
to; church Easter Sunday going to be machine gunned to death,

i
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you would be surprised how many of your mamas and daddies

would get a tremendous case of being sick Sunday morning.

I can just hear them now. Well, you can pray at home just

as well as you can at church. You know what would upset
them Sunday morning, because they wouldn’t have known it,

because they didn’t take youngsters into consideration come

Sunday and young people in America that ain’t never been to

church in their life, Easter would decide to go. M

Look at old Nixon and all them old clowns, got

together last week and decided they didn’t come up morally
and straight; let’s investigate, let’s set up committees
and see what these young folks are complaining about on these

college campuses. Nawi That was too much sense. Well, we

know what to do. Let’s take the scholarships away from them

if they get caught. They really are dumb enough to believe
that’s going to effect us. But the reason is they know how
your mamas and daddies would act if they threatened to take

their money away. We got some people in this country who
would be communists if you paid them enough. All these old

right wing, patriotic crackers —— if they could get a million
dollar deal with a communist nation, they’d take it. Where
do you think all the ammunition that—“they get it from, all

the ammunition that goes all over the world. Ninetyeight
percent of the ammunition on the ‘face of this earth is manu-
factured in America. And every now and then you read in

Vietnam we (don’t you ever get suspicious when you read)
we over-ran a Vietcong stronghold and found all our
ammunition and you keep thinking Vietcong steal it—no,

they bought it. You youngsters got a big job,

Old Tricky Dicky really believes they got the lid

on everything. They gonna take that money. That don’t mean
a damn thing. All them old folks don’t have enough sense
to realize that when they talk about taking your scholarship
money away if you get caught in one of them demonstrations,
all that means is that if you are on scholarship you can’t
lay down in the .library no more. Now anybody can demonstrate
except the rich kids. Back to that bag again.

Where you goin’? VA.
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I’m goin’ down to take over the Administration
Building, My Daddy is paying my way. (A*

And the bill ain’t no good, they know the bill is
unconstitutional. Because all they is really sayin’ to you kids
I don’t know why them fools don’t understand what they sayin 9 -

they sayin 9 that if you want a scholarship, state or federal,
you can’t go down and take over the Administration Building no
more, and they isally think that’s going to stop you from being
mad. No, just make you slicker, w.

All that means is that you been down to lay down in
the dormitory or cafeteria to protest, lay down, you just wait
til midnight when everybody’s asleep and throw some dynamite
in the building and blow it up and go home, and wake up the
next morning surprised like everybody else. What happened?
What happened? And you keep your scholarship. You youngsters
got a big job ahead of you. \A.

Thanks to you old fools who get a lot of help.
Fifteen thousand hippies and yippies showed up in Chicago to
change the system. And the whole establishment went stone
crazy. You know why? Hippies and yippies came to Chicago
to change the system. That’s very important. That’s what
the hell was raised over. Didn’t have a damn thing to do
with them kids coming in to tear up Chicago. Well, you white
kids know better than that. For the last ten years you white
kids every spring break been goin’ to Ft. Lauderdale, Florida,
getting drunk, tearing up the whole town. And they ain’t never
called the Army out so got nothing to do with tearing up a town.
Just change in system. So long as you get drunk and do it,
they say ’boys will be boys.’ HaJ HaJ HaJ

Who do you think was the most immoral in Chicago
last .year —the hippies and the yippies ©r the Shriners when
they came to town for their convention. Who do you think
.committed the most adultry in Chicago last year, the hippies
or the yippies .or the Shriners when they came to town. Who
do' you think spent the most money in Chicago on whores and
prostitution, the hippies and the yippies or the Shriners
when they come to town? Nobody got upset over the Shriners
when they came to Chicago cause the Shriners didn’t come to
change something. Baby, just to buy something, ii
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That’s the beautiful thing about watching television.
As bad as those programs are if you watch television long
enough that thing gonna slip through—every time. Two weeks
ago they slipped it through accidentally. Even ran it in the
newspapers. Any of you see the television news last week? Or
the newspapers? Had a beautiful picture of this South
Vietnamese mother and her kids behind that barbed wire. Did
you see that picture? We don’t call them concentration camps.
That’s too much like Nazis—we call them refugee centers with
barbed wire fences. You kind of wonder why Hitler got by with
“•that stuff he was doing, but after you look here and see how we
can look at these pictures and nobody get upset, it’s easy to
see when you are doing it, it’s hard for anybody to tell you
it’s wrong. You see that beautiful picture last week and the
caption was South Vietnamese Mother who is a sympathizer to
the Communists was put behind the barbed wire fence with her
kids. Is there any one of you in this room that my wife could
kill and my kids would have to go to jail? Or is there any of
you in here with kids that would kill me and your kids would
have to go to jail? How in the hell could you look at a
picture like that last week that ran -all over this country
because the white crime that mother committed ain’t no way
in the world that her kids supposed to be behind that barbed
wire with her. Let me tell you something. The whole world
is hip to you. They made one mistake with them stinking Nazis,
Baby, and when they woke up the fools had damn near wiped out
the whole world. They ain’t gonna make no mistakes with you.
No, they gonna foreclose on you before you get a little bit
more crazy than you are. One day if you youngsters don’t
hurry up and change' this system you gonna find out you don’t
have a system because nobody gonna take a chance of another
monster getting loose like that fool did back in the 30s. Big
job you have to do, K

That’s the beautiful thing about television. Just
watch it long enough and 'it slips through. Nine weeks after
the Democratic Convention was over it slipped through. Nobody
got upset though. That same television set that brought you
the crowd of the hippies and yippies in the streets of Chicago
brought you another crowd nine weeks later, I guess nobody
got upset cause they aren’t hippies or yippies. Nobody got
upset cause it wasn’t in Chicago, it was in New York City,
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Remember that morning? 20,000 sick, slimey degenerates from
Madison Avenue came out one morning to look at a broad’s
titties and nobody got upset over the titty watchers,

J, Edgar Hoover has yet to get on nationwide television
and proclaim that titty watching is definitely communist inspired.
And what do you call a bunch of sick, slimey, degenerate titty
watchers? Extremists—left or right? -And you youngsters got a
big job. \\

Now all the old fools is trying to convince you that
never in the history of the world have there been a more
irresponsible youth than you young folks of America today.
I guess you are irresponsible; all at once you don’t give a
damn about money. You’re talking about changing the system.
You got to understands why you youngsters associate with us
old fools. You must understand why we react the way we react.
You youngsters got nerve enough to tell us morality will no
longer be a Brooks Brothers suit, a clean-shaven face and a
haircut once a week and have all the abortions you want to
have—>you still Mr* and Mrs. so-and-so. You youngsters tell
us no longer will you wear the latest fashions from Paree and
bathe in Chanel No, 5. Do your thing and still be Mrs, so-and-so.
You youngsters got nerve enough to tell us that morality will
come from within and not from without. It really puts me up
tight because we got a silly little thing going like you do

—

anything you want to as long as you go home and wash up. Put
your suit and tie on. Tie it right. And you, Mr. so-and-so,
now you fixin’ to break through that. For some reason you
young kids don’t understand us old fools. Ye understand
alcohol but we don’t understand LSD, Is that a joke? We
understand abortions but we don’t understand having babies
out of wedlock. We understand getting married, Coppin’
your best friend’s old lady while he’s out of town but we
don’t understand shackin’ up. We understand putting your
.wife’s key in the slipper and swappin’ wives but we don’t
understand free love. You youngsters is dealing with one
of the most slimey group of degenerates that’s ever walked
the face of this earth. You got a big job ahead of you.
You got a mighty big job with your irresponsible self. That’s
right.

\J^
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We did little things when we were in college * We
never took over no Administration Building* We had panty
raids. You can’t get no more responsible than that.. And go
in the girls’ dormitory and steal all the drawers. V>\

Go around the world today and ask one question of
all moral, ethical, decent normal people* One question. Which
is the mark of a sick, degenerate, diseased mind? A group
that will go into the girls’ dormitory and steal all the
drawers or a group that will take over the Administration
Building? But for ten years we stole your drawers and nobody
got up tight. They say, well, ’boys will be boys,’ HaJ Ha.’ Hal
and then we got tired of stealing your bloomers and young folks
decided to see how many goldfish they could swallow. Nobody
cared* They let you swallow a whale if you wanted to* The
young folks got tired of swallowin’ goldfish* Young folks
decided they would see how many they could get into a tele-
phone booth. Remember that? You pick up a newspaper and
right on the front page—University of Arizona sets new record.
500 kids stuffed into one phone booth. And turn to the picture
page and they got some old freakish-looking captain of Bell
Telephone Company bringing a new booth saying, ’boys will be
boys, ’ Ha.* Ha’ Ha,’ \\

If you believe boys will be boys, don’t take 500 kids
and get in a phone booth* Take five kids downtown one day,
don’t get in the phone booth, take picket signs and walk around
the phone booth, and ask AT & T about those anti-trust
violations and them high absorbing long-distance phone call
rates and see how long it takes the police to get there and
bust you and throw you in jail. And see if anybody from
AT & T will say, ’boys will be boys,’ You got a big job,

You youngsters 'keep your eyes on all us old fools.
Ask a lot of questions, particularly watch your mama and
daddy and ask them a lot of questions cause you got to sleep
with them. If somebody came by your house today and knocked
on the door* Mother and Father say, who is it? Say,
Government inspector

What do you want? \\

We want your dog or your cat* lA
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What you say?

We want your dog or your cat. We just got a new
bill pushed through sending pets to Vietnam

It would be a shoot-out on the front lawn* That
might sound funny to you but it would sure scare you when you
got to realize you live in a country today where your mama
and daddy raise more hell over that dog going to Vietnam than
you going to. Vietnam, I j

The one great thing about running for the President,
had I been elected, I wouldn’t end the war in Vietnam, No, I

would have changed the law so you could volunteer up to 75
years old and let these old fools go on and go over there.
You got a big job ahead of you,

Maybe if your mama and daddy stop making money for
a few minutes and listen to you youngsters, maybe they’d
understand. You know if your mama and daddy really knew that
there are 152 Senators and Congressmen’s sons that have been
old enough to get drafted and never been drafted yet, you
think they might act a little bit different? If your mama
and daddy knew Dean Rusk’s son five years ago became old,
enough to get drafted and knew he had never left Washington,
I bet they would think twice over letting you go, wouldn’t
they? You know how many young folks Dean Rusk done got
killed? Since war is such a good business, how come he
hasn’t invested his boy? I wish I was young enough to get
drafted. As soon as I got my induction notice the first
thing I would do would be to fly to Washington, D. C, and
handcuff myself to Dean Rusk’s boy. Then I would get on
nationwide television and say to all the fools, whatever
is wrong with Dean’s boy is wrong with me. You youngsters
got a big job.

You got a lot of questions you got to ask. One
of the main questions you got to ask is a simple question.
If democracy is as good as we tell you it is, then why in
the hell are we running all over the world trying to ram
it down people’s throats with a gun? And the day you
youngsters work to make this democracy work right for the
first time, that’s the day we can bring the guns home, because
anything good you don’t have to force on people—they’ll steal
it. You got a job. U
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' I do not advocate destroying the capitalist system
but I say to you youngsters you got to work like hell to beat
the capitalists in their rightful position, which is behind
the U. S. Constitution and not in front of it. This country
is not controlled by the democratic process, this country do
not function under the U. S. Constitution, this country is
controlled and governed by the capitalists. The bad thing
is that the capitalists control the money. We put the
emphasis on property rights instead of putting emphasis on
human rights. That’s why black folks is doing so good in
America today. It has not got anything to do with the goodness
of the American’s heart. When them niggers started burning
down them towns, it became a threat to property and them fools
say, let’s talk to ’em, baby. What can we do? I don’t have
to tell you. You read the paper. Henry Ford. Them niggers
damn near burn down Detroit, He hired 6,000 niggers in two
days. You thought slavery was coming back. Gave them two
weeks pay in advance so they could have lunch money and didn't
make us take that old trick test we been complaining about.
Why he hire them black folks in two days? You know why? Had
nothing to do with the goodness of his heart. That Detroit
fire got too close to the Mustang plant, You got a job to
beat the capitalists behind the U. S. Constitution, and for
the first time we are putting emphasis on human rights and
the way to do that—address all your grievances to the
Capitol, Don’t come out here marching under the U. S.
Constitution, They just throw more tear gas. Capitalists
don’t

,
give a damn about their Constitution. The only reason

they like the flag is because they make it. If you didn’t
believe that you let them get a bill passed in the morning
that say all American flags from here on in will be made by
the blind, Jewish Welfare Mother’s Association, and see how
many of them fools quit flying the flag. They have passionate
disrespect for the Constitution. We proved that last year.
Americans came out and peacefully protested and peacefully
assembled and peacefully gathered signatures for strong gun
legislation and the capitalists that manufactured the guns
saw to it you don’t get a strong gun legislation, didn’t
they? Our country is so insane that we demand that you get
a prescription to get medicine but you don’t need one to get
your gun. I can’t hit you in the head with my pills and kill «

you. Nor can I injure you by shooting you with my cough syrup AJ
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I {am not against Americans bearing arms but the U. S,
j

Constitution say all Americans can bear arms* I feel all
Americans have a right to get well too and if this country
is going to make me go through some changes to get my
medicine, then, damn it, they ought to make me go through,
some changes to get my gun. You youngsters got a. big job
to do and you haven't got too much time to do it.CX

This system would choke you youngsters to death.
The 18-year-olds who are old enough to go to war and die, for
your country are not old enough to vote. I meet so many,
young folks running around talking about if I got to go to
war and die at 18, I want the right to vote at 18. Don't
be no damn fool. You got to die at 18, you better get the
right to vote at 17, If you youngsters ever get the right
to vote at 17, as groovy as you are, there won’t be no war
when you get 18. You want that right to vote? You can get
that right but you got to organize and after you organize,
address all your grievances to the capitalists. You would
be surprised how quick they straighten up.

You want these colleges and universities across
this country to make these drastic changes, you can get
that, not by going and laying down in no Administration
Building, that ain't gonna do nothin'. You want to see all
these universities make these drastic changes that they need
to make in universities that haven’t changed their theories
on these college campuses in the last 75 years. You want
to make them change, you youngsters organize young peoplct
across this country and come next September announce that
if they don't make all these changes you want made on these
college campuses so an education will be relevant to you
and today's need, that you goin' to call for high school
and college kids to boycott eating meat five days a week.'
The packing house will get them changes for you. Them old
right wing, multi-millionaire, Texas cattle growers will
be on campus,, kick the dean, say give them children what
they want. VA.

«

1 You want these drastic changes, take your grievances
to1 .the capitalists. You have to organize. Oh, it's OK to
let your hair grow long, wear your T-shirts for a month, that
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bugs your mama, and they need to be bugged, but if you re

talking about changing your structure baby, you got to do

some work. Take the war in Vietnam, you youngsters organize
in this country and then let them know you* re not going to

get a haircut until this war is over in Vietnam, You don't
have to demonstrate no more, the barbers will demonstrate.
They will recognize you young folks are not going to get a

shave until the war is over in Vietnam, Take some old

broad 75 years old, she don’t give a damn about Vietnam, but

she owns 60,000 shares of Gillette blue blades. You know
you’re going to put her right up on the White Hons© lawn with
a picket sign ’bring the boys home. ’ll

You youngsters want the right to vote at 17 years old.

You can get that. You organize young folks across this country
and after you get organized you go to the record industry and

you inform the record companies if they do not get to Washington,

D, C, and get a bill pushed through in two months time so that

17-year-olders can vote, you will call, for a nationwide boycott
for buying phonograph records for two years. What do you think
the record industry would do? You know don’t you? Before they
stand by and let you wipe out a multi-billion dollar year
industry , just to be safe, they’ll let you register at 16, because
you see, these right wing crackers, they don’t buy no records,
and if it is, it’s one of those old Dirkson albums. So if you

youngsters destroy this system, if you burn it down, if you blow
it up, it is only because you don’t have what you need in you,

that pride, that dignity to challenge the capitalists, because
you can reform this whole government without any violence if

you use that might you got,W
You youngsters have a lot of money power. Lot of

money powers. But you got to work to change the capitalists
to put them behind the Constitution, because constantly the
capitalists show you every day the passionate disrespect they
have for human beings. The Surgeon General of the United States
has known for five years that them damn birth control fpills

are detrimental. They are fatal to ninetyeight percent of
everybody that uses them after they have been using them over
a

(

fifteen-year period. They know it causes cancer, but they
make so much money, they’re not about to, .England, "Britain *

took them off the market after they slipped and looked at our
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secret report, but in America, the capitalists have such a
passionate disrespect. Look at the cigarette industry. They
show you every day. The Federal commuhications tell them
*get those cigarettes off television where your little
brothers and sisters gonna be lookin’. Where your unborn
babies are gonna.J>e lookin' at them ads. ’ These cats know
how to program people. There’s nothing wrong with your
smoking. Hell, you’re old enough to know cigarettes cause
cancer. You got a right to catch anything you want to catch.
I Just don’t understand how you’re silly enough to let them
sell it to you. I can see if you was getting it free. I’m
going out here and get my dose of cancer for the day. Well,
at least one thing, they get a lot of tax t>n that. You build
a lot of highways while you mess up your elsest, Look at them
cigarette ads on television. What do those cigarette ads do
to your brothers and sisters, your babies? You know what a
cigarette ad is, a big cowboy riding a big horse, ’Whoa boy,
every day I has me a Marlboro. ’ Now how do you think that
commercial is going to affect them little kids. They know
damn good and well they, ain’t never gonna get a horse. I
don’t see nothing wrong with that cigarette commercial if
they keep it honest. Yes, show that cowboy riding through
a cemetry, 'whoa boy,’ and the horse rides up and he falls
off on tombstone and his Marlboros Jump up in the air and
as the Marlboros are coming down, , he say, 'this is Marlboro
country.'^" • •

You youngsters got a big job. Beat in’ the
capitalists into their rightful positions. Then for the
first time we will put emphasis on human rights, instead
of property rights

Mayor Richard J. Daly is a good example, how he
emphasizes property rights when he made that statement,
’Shoot all looters to kill, ' and never said shoot murderers
to kill, never said shoot dope pushers to kill, because!
murderers and dope pushers deal with the human rights,
looters deal with the property rights, and the order which
Mayor Daly gave to shooting all looters to kill is the first
time I've ever agreed with him. I hurried up and sent him
a telegram. I said, ’Dear Fool, Your statement pertaining to
shooting all looters to kill I agree with wholeheartedly if
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you make one stipulation, Let’s first make it retroactive,
and let’s first put the gun in the Indians hands,* So I say,
you youngsters have a big job, because we’ve left you a mess
to clean up, IA.

Last year they assassinated Dr. Martin Luther King
and we all got up *We assassinated Martin Luther King, * and
they gun down Bobby Kennedy and everybody says, *0h, they
killed Bobby,* They assassinated JFK and everybody said, *0h,
they killed the President, ’ but nobody got upset when they
assassinated Lincoln Rockwell and Malcolm X. America is a
nation and she don’t give a damn about assassination until you
kill somebody we like, Ninetyeight percent of everybody in
America that got upset over Martin Luther King’s assassination
if George Wallace got assassinated in the morning they would
not be upset. It’s a sad commentary on this country, You
youngsters have a big job. You got to make this a nation
that gets upset over all assassinations regardless of who
it is or we’re not going to give a damn about none of them,
it is just that open and shut. You got a big job, because
every now and then you’re getting some help from beautiful
Cadillacs.

Brother Jim Garrison down in New Orleans, it might
sound funny to you, but he’s trying to wake up you fools and
tell you there’s more to them people being killed than just
some nut, that just some racists. James Earl Ray stood
right up in front of worldwide television and say, ’I didn’t
do it by myself,’ Now who else would know but him. Them
guys are trying to tell you what’s going on. There ain’t
nobody making these hits but them or stinking fowl up CIA
that you’re supporting 24 hours a day, and good, I’d rather
see them killing Americans than killing foreigners, anytime,
A free society gonna find it’s a bunch of slimey degenerates
who go all over the world assassinating people, overthrowing
governments* It’s about time they come home and start
assassinating you and overthrowing your government, Malcolm
X was the first one to peep at it, and he died. That is what
he meant when he said when Kennedy got killed, ’The chickens
are gonna come home to roost.’ While you sit there, they

% a11 over the world assassinating governments, now they gonna
,:? come home and knock you off. They will be the hero one day,

but it will be too late though, because the fools kept looking

- 22 -
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the other way. It couldn’t happen here, Ray gonna talk

though. He got the message. He hurried up and got the

message too.

What did they do, they sent him to the Tennessee
State Penitentiary which is about seventyone percent us, and

of all the places to put him, they put him in a cell next to

a black cat that just finished killing a white police. He
hurried up and got the message, didn’t he? Did you read

in the paper the warden said the next day after he takes his

test, he will run through the jail just like any other ordinary
prisoner. That is right - like any other ordinary prisoner,

they want to die. Hell, you gonna be a white man accused of

assassinating Martin Luther King, go to a jail seventyone
percent or seventytwo percent like the ordinary prisoner.

You be ordinary like Jack Ruby was when he went to jail and

ended up with cancer. Well, I’ll tell you, Ray got the

message, I think he might talk and he might save the ’whole

country if you really found out who was behind all that nonsense

Well, you youngsters got a big job. This is probably
the most important thing I’ll say to you all night, that is

L hope yop youngsters do not make the same mistake in these

colleges and institutions that us older fools made when it was

oiar turn to sit in these institutions ahead of you. You see,

when we went to college we were so busy trying to learn how
to make a living, we forgot to learn how to live. Please don’t

make them mistakes. If you waste your four years in th^se
institutions just to learn how to make a living, you haven t

got a guarantee you can get a job and keep one when you get it,

but if you spend these four beautiful years learning how to

live, I guarantee your making a living will be the easiest i .

thing for you to do on the face of this earth, bar nothing,

I hear so many young folks say, *I*m going away
to college to learn how to be somebody, ’ Hell, you was born
somebody, and if you’re dumb enough to let somebody teach
you how to be somebody else, that makes you two people^
Check out what Sigmund Freud says happens to you when you

become two folks. IA
Why you have to go away to college and spend top

dollars for somebody to teach you how to be crazy. I met
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so many young folks that say, •Well, you know youijotjo

eat to live. I’m gonna go out and get me^ Job so I ca

eat.* You know if you ever learn tow. tp^fye# eating, i

the simplest thing in the world to do. Afguerilla eats

more food In one meal than you eat In six weeks. Vou; ever

know one to go to college. You ever bumped into a^guerilla

in a supermarket shopping. And when was tbe
+
2:*

s
d * w| Jan

read where a guerilla starved to death, and ^®v
d^a^®

teach guerillas how to make a ^vi^. and ** le £Lh

to live, we will have colleges for them fools too. You

got a big job. VA^

Understand how strong nature is. Let me_giye you

an example how strong nature is. Those °f you in th
i?bodv . s

audience that understand Chinese, raise your hand. Nobody

ever. I just want to show you how strong nature is_in th

huse gathering this evening. None of us know Chinese, You

all are aware
S
right this moment dogs in China do

^
nd®r

|J^J
Chinese right* They never been to college* Dogs in Russia

understand Russian, Dogs in Germany

you? I say that through nature you were bor£j£*h
***

wisdom that you need to get human dignity, you
Wfthodv

through one of these tricks and get -to your dinner Nobody

needs to teach you how to do that. You got a big job.

One day you *11 change the system and change these

institutions so that they understand all the educational

institution have to do is bring out of you what nature put

in you, and not try to put anything else in you. That is

the day we will solve all the problems of human mankind.

Hell anybody gonna teach you something. You know who you

are * *2 are lature. You are the universe, There are nine

planets of the universe. You think it is an
J
tat

you have nine holes in your body. You think that is ^an

accident? ia ;

One day, you know you youngsters will have |to

work to change the system. Your number one priority .will

be to Sake ?he educational institutions for the first time

live up to their name. Make them educate instead of .

indoctrinate because there *s a difference
jj®iniversities

education and indoctrination. Colleges and universities

in America do not educate. They don't know how. , They

- 24 -
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been too damn busy indoctrinating*
t

. You go to California and a man give you ten dimes,
you got a dollar. You go to New York, a man gives you ten
dimes, you got a dollar. You go to Mississippi, you get ten
dimes, you got a dollar. Go anywhere in the country, you get
ten dimes, you got a dollar. Why is it we talk about Harvard
and Yale are good schools, Columbia, There ain’t nothing
good about them. They just get bigger endowment so they able
to brainwash better and to indoctrinate better, and all the
schools says, 'Yes, I want a Yale man, I want a Harvard man.
They good schools,' You can recognize those beady eyes of
those cats. W

The day you see to it that this country learns
how to educate, there will be no such thing as one school
is a good school. You'll have a good educational system
and for the first time it will make no difference .where
you go to school. You are going to get educated.

So, you youngsters got a big job changing these
institutions. And the biggest problem do not come from
the administration, the biggest problems of these institutions
in America comes from the Board of Directors, Bunfch of old
fools. The only qualification they had to get on the Board
of Directors, they made some money. They didn’t know a damn
thing about education, and Lord knows they didn't no nothing ,

about kids. If anybody ever" asks them how they made their
money, they wouldn't be able to say. Don't take my word for it
Check like a list of the 2,000 colleges and universities in
America and then do your homework and do the research of the
Board of Directors of those colleges and you will find out
ninetyeight percent of them old fools are the cause of the
problems on the face of this earth today. The hell they
gonna run one of these universities. There ought to be a
law passed that if they get caught within a 500 mile radius
pf an educational student they ought to get life in a
penitentiary. You youngsters can deal with the Board of
Directors. They ain't no big thing. Just do your homework.
Find out what businesses they in. What company they represent.
What companies they represented 1 ibefore* ‘they ,v**^'*.

retired, and call for a nationwide boycott of those companies.
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You would be surprised how groovy those cats get. They
would be on campus with a football helment, ’Hi kids, can
we help you, what did you want?’vjl^

You got a big job. Because one thing we know
how to do is programming. You come to class and we give
you your class assignment. Hare’s your book, read it.
No, that is not the way we program you with your book. No,
we re different than that. After you finish reading the
book, we give you what we call the test. If you don’t
read the book the way we want you to read the book, you can’t
pass the test. That’s why young folks in this country will
stoop to the lowest depths they ever stooped in their life
on any other test. You know once you get a test, you don’t
need the book cause we don’t grade the book, we grade the
test. After we finish grading the test we put on that old
(inaudible) transcript. You think that transcript’s important?
That transcript ainft nothing but the system’s way of making
you get your brainwashing. If you think the transcript’s
important you graduate from college and ten years from now
you meet somebody you want to marry and see if they ever
ask for your transcript. You think that transcript’s
important? You decide you want to raise a family some
day and see if you have to take that transcript to bed with
you. You think that transcript’s important? You graduate
from college and let the Administration Building burn down
one day and burn up all the transcripts and see if you have
to go back to college for four more years. IA.

.

You youngsters got a big job, changing the
,

institutions. And this is what black folks is talking
about today in these white colleges across the country
that so few people seem to understand what we are talking
about. This is what radical white kids are talking about,
we talking about changing the system* And let use say to
you white folk in the house tonight, black folks in America
don t hate white folks. All you got, some niggers hate
turnips. But basically black folks do not hate you: white
folks. We hate your stinking white racist system, and your
stinking white racists institutions and we holding you •*

responsible. You do understand what we talking about, .

don’t you? You know like if you came by my house tonight
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as my friend and brought your daughter with you, and my dog
would attack your daughter, who you gonna sue, the dog or me?
I’m responsible for that dog. You responsible for this dog
stinking white racist system, and we holding you responsible.
You came by my house tonight and brought your daughter and my
dog lunged for your daughter, if I got in the way and my dog
attacked me, we could be the best of friends, because anytime
a man’s dog gonna attack somebody, he’ll attack his owner,
and that is all we said. (A

That is why we love you white kids that went to
Chicago and them white police beat you under the ground.
That was your dog attacking you and we love you baby. And
it sure helped us out because for years we have been trying
to explain to you fools about police brutality, and nobody
believed us, and one day the dog jumped on you and nobody
even discussed police brutality. It is an accepted? fact
after Chicago. When you white kids get to rambling on these
college campuses, they got to bring the National Guard In,

We love you. That is when they opened up the zoo on you
then baby. That’s all we saying. Maybe if your dog bites
you enough then you will understand what we’re hollering
about. No more, no less. So many white folks they think they
are our problem. These white folks are so insignificant when
it comes to our problems, I guess it’s just your ego that
makes you think you’re my problem. But you’re not, It’s
your white racist institutions,, All white folks in America
could disappear tonight and leave nothing here but black
folks, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans and Indians, and with all
white folks gone we would still have to take those trick
tests you make us take now to get into th@se Institutions.
We still couldn’t get in. You wouldn’t be here. So it
ain’t got nothing to do with you. That is what these black
kids are talking about on these college campuses when they
say if they’d get rid of that (Inaudible). Everybody say
that is unfair. No it’s not unfair baby. Where In the
hell you gonna keep me locked up in a black ghetto all my
life and then when I get ready to come to your school you
ask me the same questions you ask ^our son, no baby. It’s
unfair. You couldn’t pass mine,
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1 The minute I go away to go to ^school, firgt thing
the cat asked me is what's two and two? .1 say four. Hej says
Oh, what's four. I say, one, two, three, four, fool5

, four, four,
four, four. Well, now Mr. Gregory, we don't understand that
kind. Well, now I imagine you don't understand: that kind of
talk but if you had enough decency to come down there where
we're locked in and listen to us talkj you'd-understand' what
four is.r*

He finally understands something. You know, IJwas
a good athlete so of course I'm- a little bit like four to him
because they wanted me. They waived the tests when they

t
want

a nigger bad enough. They don't give you no tests at all. Them
running about talking about what can we do to get more black
students on the college campus. Do the same thing you do to
get them nigger athletes. Just hide the tests. That's all
you have to do.t^

1 "I'm. sure it is much easier to get a black cat that
can go through one of these old simple universities for four
years and read and get that work, than it is to get one of them
niggers that can’ run miles every football game. So they let
me in. Oh, [I went on through. Then them white cats flunked
me| in*"English. So my girl was up. I say, 'wait a minute, baby,
let's go ujvto the English Department, I'm going to show you
how much english this white cat knows.' .So, I go and i say,
'come on boy* How in the hell you gofrnA flunk me* in english
when that’s all I know? Be different if I could talk, you
know, Russian, Greek, Spanish. I don't speak nothin' but ,

english, baby. Now you gonna flunk me in the only thing j
know. Now I can understand you not giving me an A. I can
understand you not giving me a B, but. I can’t understand your
flunking me because you're saying to everybody in the world
I can't talk. I know I can talk. You might not be able to
understand what I'm saying, but I can talk. I know I eani
talk, can't I? I tell my mama all the time, I want something
to eat. Mama, I tell my mama, I want something to eat, Ifm
hungry. She understands what I'm saying. I take my girl
to the drive-in like you take your girl and you say, "Gee,*

Suzanne, I love you." I take my girl, "Gee, I sure jug
you baby, She understands.

- 28 -
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So we talk about that test. That test where they
asked me. two and two is four and then right after that he
asked what's the Eiffel Tower and I say, 'how the hell i know*
and then he wants to talk about I’m culturally deprived. Damn
right. Let me box you in a ghetto for 200 years and see what
jrou know about. But I dare you to ask me about a rat, i'll
show you how much culture I got.

i
Isn’t this what we're talking about? That Indian,

we got him locked up on that reservation against his will.
He's not there because he wants to be there and the Indiana come
to go to the universities. We asked him that same old stupid
test we ask each other. How the hell he gonna pass it? Oh,
Kemosabi, you want to enter white university. We're glad to
have you—very proud, yes, yes. Well, one thing we do need
here is more Indians. Yes

(

sir, there is a test here, little
short test. What was Abraham Lincoln's mother's name, Nancy
Hanks or Beulah Mae Smith? How the hell that Indiana know what
Abraham Lincoln's mammy's name is. He don't care nothing about
that broad. ^

» Maybe you'd understand if the thing changed one day
and before you can get in school and get a job, the Indian
get to give you a test. Wow,’ So, the Indian drugged you up
on the reservation and asks you what was Sitting Bull's
great-grandma's name. So, this what we’re talking about in
America today - the racist institution,

We say we want white institutions to teach black
studies because we’re telling America we're not your nigger
no more. Now teach us who we are. You know. You know We
go back further than slavery and you know damn good and well
a? man without a knowledge of himself is like a tree with no
roots. You know that (inaudible). And we're also demanding
that these white institutions teach black history to you white
kids because if you ever knew my true history instead of what
your mama and daddy told you about me, you find out your mama
and daddy come closer to being that nigger than me. 1

A nigger ain’t got no color, A nigger is anybody
who is low down, ornery, and stupid and you can’t get no more
low down, ornery and stupid than have a parent to teach hate to
their kids in the crib. That is the nigger, baby. I .
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All these folks leave their house to come to the
ghetto to see a nigger. You left the best nigger you ever
see. So, I say to you today, the black folks don’t hate
white folks. I think Eldridge Cleaver stated it better
than any man’s ever put it in the history of the world*
He said, ’The price white folks have paid for hating me is
that you cannot love yourselves.’ Ain’t no more price in
that baby. Price. And so, we’re saying we want this system
to change. We’re talking about teaching these things because
see, we know what’s going on, baby. We know that it was a
man by the name of Medgar Evers that died trying to change
Mississippi to the Constitution— it wasn't the Governor,
It was Malcolm X in New York City trying to give folks a
better way of life - it wasn’t Rockefeller. It was Martin
Luther King that was trying to bring peace on earth - not LBJ.

So, we say we tired of this racist system. We talk
about Black Power and white folks get scared. That’s the
racism in your head, Yeh, now things don't scare you. The
Roman Catholic Church, that don't scare you - it’s right down
the corner. The Romans don’t scare you. Romans, they might
(inaudible). The Black Muslims scare hell out you, don’t
they? That's your racism catching up with you, baby. We’re
tired of it - we’re so damn sick and tired of this white
stinking racist system, we don’t know what to do, and this
is what we’re relating to today. No more, no less, ls\

Two years ago I had gone around the country
preaching the problems that we need to save the black
ghettos, we need black capitalism, everybody would say? that’s
racism. That old white boy, Nixon, talking about black
capitalism but because he is part of the structure, that is
okay - that ain’t racism, Li

Every time newsmen want to interview us now, they
want to know, 'Mr, Gregory, what do you think about black
separatism?' Oh, come on, baby, you ain’t against separatism.
That Indian up on the reservation, no better example in the
world of separatism as long as you’re doing it, but the
minute five niggers get together and say, *I'm tired of these
insults, leave me alone, let me do it by myself,’ you say that
is separatism. The Indian can’t get up off that reservation
but if they have a press conference in the morning and say,
'We love reservations. Don’t want no more white folks on (j
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reservations,
* you send your Army up there tomorrow night

and run them off. As, long as you’re doing it, it’s okay,
it’s fair game, baby..^

The Jews in America today is outraged over black
anti-Semitism because this is a racist structure because each
Jew in America over 15 years old, know another Jew who hates
niggers. Now you find out some niggers hates some Jews.
You’re so sneaking racist country. What’s you so upset
about? But in a sneaking racist country like this we defy
the little man to be as dirty and corrupt as the big man.
Yet, the little man go and steal something from the department
store, he is a rogue and a hoodlum. Rich cat steal something,
he kleptomaniac. One of them go to jail with the criminals;
one of them go to hospital with the sick. Yeah, we tired of
this racism.

You ever see that TV show called The Dating Game?
You ever see that? Whenever they bring a black person on
the three other guests are black. But that ain’t racism is it?
That is your stinking system doing it. Oh, but if you heard
I was going next week and refuse to work the show cause they
had a white lady on there and no three black sisters, you’d
say I was a racist. But as long as that system makes all
black people be on with all black folks, that is groovy cause
that is your thing. That’s' what we’re talking about. What
we’re sick and tired of today,

People all over America is upset over the crime rate
in Washington, D. C. You know why don’t you, cause niggers
doing it. And you know some people are sick enough to believe
that born black in America you inherit certain criminal ten-
dencies. Let me set the record straight. All the stealing
and purse snatching and gangsters during a solid year, we
brought all that money together and put it in one big heap
it wouldn’t be enough to pay one month’s rent or a recreate
ion fee for them white Italian Mafia Syndicate hoodlums who
run all the crime in America, But you ain’t upset over them %P-
are you? And this is all games. We ain’t playing no more
games, no more. Oh, you know how you can do away with; the
crime syndicate in a week. I tell you how you can wipe out
the crime syndicate in a week. Let us take it over tonight ,l\
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Run your Army in and break up the crime syndicate, What's
the most detrimental in American society? Niggers standing
,on street corners snatching a pocketbook or them white
syndicate' tramps putting heroin into your schools? Youknow what we talking about. We tired of this racist system.

,
You see that draft bill Teddy Kennedy drew up

•.three weeks ago? Any of you read that? One where the
lottery system draft 19-year-olds first. The horror about
this racist system, a cat like Teddy Kennedy drew up a racistbill and he not even aware that the bill was a racist bill.
He says draft 19-year-olds first and then right under thathe tacked a study portion on the bill, if they pass it it
* ii

become law, will grant amnesty to all the kids that
the country to avoid the draft. Any of you read thatbill? You know what a racist bill that is. He's telling

Muhammed Ali, 'Nigger, until you leave the country like
the white boys is leaving, you can't have amnesty. ' Youknow if black folks would have been leaving the country

boys would have been here to stand trial, that
?JJ,

, 11 would have a part tacked on it that all the good
little old citizens that stayed, in the country will be givenamnesty but the ones that left wouldn't. That's what we'retalking about* Tired of this racist institution. [X

So, I say to you youngsters tonight,
have a big job.t^

you youngsters

Let me ask you to do me a favor one day this week,if you would. Stop by the library one day this week andcopy down the Declaration of Independence and don't read it.just copy it without reading it. You know how. Sure you do.Now what I want, I want you to do for me is never be caughtwithout your Declaration of Independence. Twentyfour hoursa daY> carry your Declaration of Independence with you. Nowthe favor I d like for you to do is when riot season openup again and this old system even convinced us we got a
riot season July through August. Last year we didn't show
up. Upset the whole establishment. Where are you. We got
?l!f ,

ta
l£

S "****“& Yor you. Ask George Wallace how come youthink they ain't rioting last season. He said, 'Oh, you knowthem niggers is lazy and shiftless,' They just tired. Itell you where we was last riot season. We got tired of (A.
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stealing them old bad, no good, products. We decided togo underground and study the consumer reports • So when the
riot season open up again this year, we ain't stealing
no more Motorolas, baby,

* Now here's the favor I'd like you to do for me,
When the riot season open up again, I'd like you to rush
home with your parents and get the TV and put it in your
room, and you black kids too, cause you got some niggers
living in them houses which think more degenerate and corrupt
than the KKK could ever think, and you do know what I'm
talking about. Put that TV set in the middle of the room
and then turn on the evening news cause they gonna shot’ them
niggers looting and burning and sockin' it to the town. Now
turn on Huntley and Brinkley cause they get close-ups. And
the other two networks, they come by and they ride in
helicopters cause they scared of us. But Huntley and Brinkley
g
f
t
Af
UCn close”uPs you could recognize your kin folks. Look

at that, Elder Dudlow. I didn't know he was in Detroit,
Get it baby, get it, get it?

Here's the favor I'd like you to do for me. After
you get your TV in the middle of the house, get Huntley and
Brinkley on, then run upstairs with them old fool parents,
bring them down, put them right in front of the TV set so
they can t see nothing but them niggers looting and burning
and sockin it to the town. And after you listen to their
comments, you hear 'em before, just listen to them fools
make them comments. My favor is this. I'd like you to
walk in front of the TV, turn the sound off so all they
can look at Is them black fools burn the town down and at
that point, go and take out your Declaration of Independence -

a£ +£°
U ” promised me you'd keep it* twentyfour hours a day.

*hat point I want you to move way back behind them parentsand while them fools is watching them niggers, burn the towndown, read the Declaration of Independence as loud as you
can read it and maybe for the first time them fools will
understand what they looking at. We know these truths to
pe evident, that all men are created equal and endowed by
the creator with certain inalienable rights, that when theserights are destroyed over long periods of time, it is yourduty to destroy or abolish that Government. That's a hardthing to do, to realize one day you wrote a check you got tocash, isn t it, I know when them old fools hear that, they
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gonna assume that was some message from Malcolm X,. Rap Brown.
But I’m sure with a minimum amount of persuasion you teach
them old fools that that there was their beloved Declaration,
Yeah, that one. Either that’s a mistake on which that one
they forgot to put white only. And you know if you don’t
put for white only on this thing when black folks read it -
you know we dumb enough if you don’t have for white only, we
dumb enough to believe that it means any American* after
long periods of unjustices. It’s you today. Now as dumb
and stupid as niggers is we don’t know nothing too much
about this thing, but if this thing is true, then it’s just
one person supposed to be out here ahead of us and that’s the
Indians. But we know its for white folks only. You didn’t
have to put it on there. We know it. For the minute we got
out here and started doing the things you supposed to do.
We were acting like damn fools. We would appreciate it if
you would put it on here for white only. Sure would help
us a lot. You see, somewhere we gave you white folks, either
you all are slicker than we think you are or you’re dumber
than we give you credit for being. And we don’t think you’re
dumb, we think you’re slick. We just know, but we ain’t been
able to figure you out. See, we know you ain’t dumb enough
after 1969 to still draft niggers into your Army to Ft,
Benning, Georgia, teaching them how to be guerillas and then
send them to Vietnam to kill foreigners and think that
niggers ain’t gonna come back here and kill your liberated
mama. We know you smarter than that. But you sure come
off looking mighty dumb, baby. What you gonna tell all them
niggers that been over and kill so good cause they got so
many metals he can’t straighten up right. What you gonna
tell that nigger when he come back home and start dropping
napalm on Chicago? What you gonna tell him about the Dr.
King that one who taught, ain’t never killed nothing until
you brought him into your Army and taught him how to be a
murderer. What you gonna tell him? Yeah, you got a big job.

So, we would appreciate it if you would hurry up
and put white only on this thing here and get it out of our
neighborhood and then right after that, please come and get
that lily white history book. That American history book.
Please get that history book out of our community. Baby,
let me tell you something. Ain’t no way in the world that {a
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nigger gonna read your history book and behave. You ever
read your history? Says you landed at the Plymouth Rock
and from the Plymouth Rock to California you shout murder
ya way all way cross the country. You give me that to read
and then tell me to .behave. You got to be insane. You ever
r^ad this history and then have nerve enough to talk about
how niggers steal, and with pride in your history book, you
say how you came to these shores and discovered a country that
was already occupied. Now how do you do that? How do you
discover something that is not only occupied, but being used
at the time. That like me and my old lady walk out of here
tonight and you and your old lady sitting in your brand new
car and my old lady say, gee, that’s a beautiful car, I sure
wish it was mine and I say, well, let’s discover it. American
discovered old America. I’m sure an automobile wouldn’t
be bad.

Have you ever read your white history? We didn’t
think you read it cause if you read it, you would understand
me. Give me liberty or give me death. That’s in your history
book. Who said that? Rap Brown, didn’t he. What did
Stokley Carmichael say? It’s in your history book too.
Don’t shoot til you see the whites of their eyes. Then
got nerve enough after you gave up this old white American
history book you tell niggers you all got to have respect
for the police. You know its in your history book. You
don t have no respect for the police. Then bragged about

In the early days when the British was the police,
a white boy by the name of Paul Revere rode through the
white community and said get a gun white folks the police
is coming. Yeah, you understand them white fancies don’t
you. Yeah, you got a history book. We sure wish you’d take
it out of our community. Ain’t got nerve enough to get
upset when the riots start and the niggers dteal the TV
and take it home with them. What the hell you get upset
about? Cause right in your history you brag with how you
got on the stranger ship and dumped all that tea in the water.
So what s you mad about? A nigger got enough sense to take
it home. Well, yeah, you youngsters got a big job. (l
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Briefly in closing tonight, let me discuss blackattitudes. Lord knows we got some attitudes and God, it’sabout time. In all honesty, we don't know what we beendoing in the last two year to alienate white folks the waywe alienated you, but we know whatever it is we been doingwe gonna keep on doing it. Cause we noticed there has beenmore integration in America the last six months ever in thehistory of this country. We noticed for two years ain’t noniggers been lynched, so whatever it is about, what we make
+
ore

4,

uncora^or^a^^e » more gentlemen you are so we gonnatry to uncomfortable you some more. And all we trying to sayis we tired of these insults. That’s all. Now we got enoughsense to know we never gonna be strong enough to make whitefolks quit insulting us. We know that. And we know whitefolks got enough sense to know they ain’t never gonna bestrong enough to make us quit reacting after they insult us.We gave you a right to be a racist. That’s your hang up.you do anything you want to. Racism not supposed to effectme. Now you got a right to call me a nigger. Now that isfreedom of speech but don’t put nothing around my neck, though.
I°U ?

r*ght to dislike me cause I’m black and your white
g

and that s freedom of expression, but don’t start blackeningme cause them little things in your head. Let’s face it baby,because I m an alcoholic you don’t have to stagger down the
This what we talking about. So we say you got aright to have all the petty hang ups you want to have - keepem inside your head. Keep ’em inside your house. Don’thave em overhead and alienate me or misuse me with themno more. That is all we say. And any black man tell you,

no
S
ight to hav® your fean® UP® 1 tell ki® tohis face he is a damn fool. Just keep your bang ups to

yourself baby. We tired of these insults.

. n ^ ^ know what an insult 'it is when a white Americantens us to be non-violent. Do you know how that insults us?The only country on the face of the earth that has droppedthe atom bomb on another human being and you ask niggers to
:®h2' f

"y
K°£?

ing y
S
U go out and drop your stinking napalmon women and babies and you tell me about throwing a brick.Nobody knows how insulting it is to me cause I’m so dedicated

h™?SlV
i?

lenc
£ ??

at five years ago 1 had to become a vegetarianbecause thou shalt not kill means exactly what it says. It I ,
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says nothing about human beings. It says thou shalt not

J2**’
T£

a
J c°vers animals too, baby, That’s my hang upthough. Baby, I never knock a steak off your plate. Neverwant to put a pork chop on mine, I never go around teachingvegetarianism. That’s my hang up, I have a right as an

my haRS ups - 11 ainC * «ot a da^ thingto do with affecting you; Non-violence, I don’t preach it,
1 1 d rather be killed than to kill, if a man

my
?
ouse and was going to kil1 wife and sevenkids ana the only way I could stop him was to kill him or

. ?“iV
re be would have to kill ’em cause I would neverkill or injure another creature or nature man. But that’s

JJL
1

t§ U
?i ?

aby - 1 got a rtgkt to have individual hang ups,but I don t have the right to tell you you have to letnM/P AIMA 4 m mm mm. . . __. _ « .

. TM1
As an individualist you be as violent as you want

ymi u
1 never sfV a damn thing about it and as an individualist

* ^ b
f

,

a
f

non-violent as I want and I don’t expect you to be

it*
But as non”violent as 2 am, it alienates

ot my black brothers when white Americansbl
2f

k folks b© non-violent. We say to white Americaif you dig non-violence, prove it to us and don’t do nothin’tor us because we prove we burn a town down.

.. . _ ..
Prove you like non-violence by gettin’ up onthat Indian reservation and cuttin’ my red brothers, because

f
an

.
* bo no KOr® non-violent than them Indians been forthe last 75 years* What happen to your appetite for non-violence? You ain’t nothin’ but shockin’ and jivin’ maS,

SShS-I
1
!
1"?"1 tonight with a half million violent, American

®$ld J5
r® tr

«j?
ng to guarantee that foreigner a better way
morniaS» than you want to guarantee your own

f
Rd

*J”
brotb®r you stole this country from. The whole world

nnffi +ha+
y
r
U
*4

So w® ®ay« don’t play no more games with usuntil that Indian is off that reservation , lyt

ehnill . .

The mo®t non-violent man on the face of this earth
bPnnnf* +L+

V
?
n^e P^itted to utter the word non-violencebecause that Indian bein’ up there shows the whole worldwhat a passionate disrespect you have for non-violence. So
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we say we tired of these insults. Now people cone to us
and say how come you all don’t want to be called colored
no more. How come you all don’t want to be called Negroes.
Well, look, you can call us anything you want to call us
but it’s safer to call us black,

Again we say we don’t be meanin’ to put you white
folks to no imposition, but we looked around at you and we
notice you don’t play no games with yourself, why play ’em
with us? A Jew leaves Israel tonight and come to my country.
He a Jew in Israel, he stays a Jew when he gets here. An
Italian leaves Italy to come to my country. He’s an Italian
over there, he is an Italian when he gets here. You jolly
old Irish left Ireland who was Irish over there, you stayed
Irish when you got over here. So you see, you don’t play
no games with yourself, why do you insist on playing games
with us? We left Africa Africans, and when we got here we
got to be ’nogras’ and ’nugras’ and colored folks. Don’t
play no more games with us. Call us colored, nothin’. You
want to play some games? Call yourself clear folks. We
all made the same trip - came across that Atlantic Ocean and
changed us, but not you. We tired of these insults

.
[r

This is something new because 20 to 30 years ago in
America black folks had empty stomachs. Today in America
black folks have full stomachs but hungry minds and a hungry
mind will not tolerate the same thing that an empty stomach
would. Empty stomachs deal on smell and hungry minds deal
on sound, and all at once this country don’t sound right
to us any more.l/\

Four years ago three white boys burn up their
draft card and within two weeks time the Senate and Congress
had passed an anti-draft card burning bill, but we haven’t
been able to get them to pass an anti-lynching bill in a
hundred years. My country just told me she thinks more of
a piece of cardboard than she thinks of my black mammy - I’ll
bring her to her knees for that

If I was in Vietnam tonight and got killed by a
Vietcong, this country would give my black wife $10,000 and
she couldn’t take that $10,000 and buy her a house in any
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neighborhood she wanted to buy one in. Hell, I got killed

shooting at the wrong folks. When you -tell me I got to get

a fair housing bill to live anywhere I want to live in my
country, who in the hell you think you are. What kind of

animals are you? That old white Russian broad, Stalin's
daughter, a known Communist and a known Russian, you ain't

supposed to like neither on© of them. You don't make that

broad get no fair housing bill to live anywhere in ay
country she want to live. Why do I need one? All the*#

Russian exchange students you bring over her to my country.

They don't want to be your citizen. Four years from now
they going back to Moscow* Ten years from now they might

drop a bomb on your mama's house. When you bring them

Russian kids over here and put them in your schools as

exchange students, you got to put the FBI on them to watch
them for four years, so they don't steal no secrets* You

don't make them Russian exchange students get no fair housing

bill to live anywhere they want to live in these old racist-

ass college towns. Why do we need 'em? What wo talking
al^out? We sayin' we are tired, tired, tired of these insults.

You know, there is a lot of people in America
who believe a nigger is the stinkingist, smelliest who walk
the face of this earth. That's groovy. That's your hang

up. Keep it in your head. I'm not here tonight to convince

you niggers don't stink, I say, do your own research. Check

the records at the cosmetics industry and see how many multi-
billions of dollars a year you white folks in America spend

on deodorants and check them deodorant commercials on tele-

vision and see if you ever see a black armpit. Figure it

out for yourself* Niggers in America doing all the stinkin'

and white folks in America buying all the deodorant. Who
really stinks in my country? So, we say w© tired of these

insults,

There's a lot of white folks that believe that

because I was born black and they was born white, I'm

inferior to them. That's a groovy hang up as long as you

keep it in your head. Don't insult me with it no more.

The interesting" thing is the same whit© man that will

tell you that I'm inferior to him because I'm black and he’s

White, he be the first one to tell you that if I went to bed

with a Japanese woman tonight and gave her a baby, the baby
will be colored. He would be the first to tell you that.^/^
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If I go to bed with an Irish woman, Jewish woman,
Italian- woman — I can go to bed with any woman . on the face
of this earth and give you a baby - the baby going to be me.
My sister can go to bed with any man on the face of this earth
and get a baby - the baby gohna be her. Is that inferior
stock to you? We sayin’ we tired of these insults.

We tired of people coming to us and sayin’ now,
Jeducation is youall’s problem. If education was the
problem, the Jews would own America today. Education youall’s
problem. That ain’t nothin 1 but a whitey cop-out. If
'education was the problem, how come we haven’t got our
school teachers in Vietnam instead of our Army. Education
is the problem,

You ever stop to think how many millions of people
would be dead today on the face of this earth if it wasn’t
for blood plasma. Are you aware of the fact that a black
American by the name of Charlie Drew invented blood plasma.
Don’t take ray word for it — check it out at your library.
Are you also aware of the fact that Charlie Drew bled to
death at an Atlanta, Georgia, hospital waiting for a room
after an automobile accident because they didn’t accept
niggers. Now you gonna tell us education is our problem.
The man that had the education and wisdom and genius to
give blood plasma to the entire world died in America from
the lack of his own invention because his face was black
and education don’t have a damn thing to do with it. We
tired of your insults <1^

We tired of people cornin’ up and tollin’ us why
don’t you all quit all that demonstration and go down to the
ghetto and pull your brother up by his bootstraps. Why don’t
you give him some boots with some shippers on ’em?

We be the first to admit to you that black women
in America have twenty percent illegitimacy. We don’t deny
that - we have had fun in the ghetto, baby. And white women
in America have two percent illegitimacy, but what insult
us is that your white sisters got two percent illegitimacy
and my black sister got twenty percent illegitimacy and you
want to put a halo on your head and believe that morally
you more morally dedicated and committed than I am because
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your white sister have two percent illegitimacy and my black
sister had twenty percent illegitimacy. But that ain't true
baby. That ain't the way it is. Because if we ever got
our hands on you white folks abortion credit cards we'd show
you how to knock a rate down, too. So, your low illegitimate
rate hasn't got a damn thing to do with your morals. It's
your money is longer than mine. We sayin' we tired of these
insults. We tired of these white folks cornin' to us and sayin’
how come you colored folks havin' all them babies you can't
take care of. You just g>ing to end up on relief. We knot it.
And really, the only thing we see wrong, just ain't enough
°*; “-\A_

*

I ain't never met a white man who didn't want some
free money and if worries like relief, welfare and ADC worries
you, change it and call it foreign aid. All that free money
you give them white Eurpoeans - it don't bother you. Call
it what you call that free money that you give these Kentucky
farmers. You don't call it relief - subsidies, I believe it is.
America, you paid billions of dollars to farmers not to plant
and then don't want to pay my sister after she plants . (J

1

j

As far as all them babies wo have in the ghetto we
can t take care of, we make a deal with you. The day this
rotten racist system learns how to hire black boys, and
give us good jobs like the white boys, so we can afford all
them whores and prostitutes, we'll quit havin' all them babies
at home. We don't have to ask you about the prostitutes cause
the whore is my sister and she usually discusses you with me
when she countin' your money, So we know what you doin', baby.

So we say we tired, tired of being insulted. You
know what an insult it is to me at night when I sit down
and get to thinking how the Germans killed my daddy during
World War II. You know what an Insult it is that when
Germans killed my daddy in 1942 I was ten years old and I'll
be 37 years old this year. I i

> Progress, every time my old lady gets pregnant
and I see that black belly getting big, I realize how we've
progressed. Because every time I remember just a little
bit over 100 years ago when my black slave sister got
pregnant in the slave tent, she rushed up and told her K.
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black slave man, 'Man, I think I'm pregnant' and them two
ai

a
?
k
u?

la
^
e
j f

el1 down on their knees and prayed to their
vo„ f^y

u
G
°K

tbeir unborn baby would be born deformed.
X?

u
.

tn3Lnk about that prayer, one day. They didn’t *praythat anything would happen to the white folks kids. They
?
a
£
d

» ,?°d ' we
If?

paling with such a racist inhumane peace.if yo
i*

will J ust give us this baby born with a limbmissing or Lord if you would give us this baby with hisbody twisted and a hump in his back, or God, if you reallybe g00d
T
to

S*' *iv® us this baby born malaSjJ^d?because you see Lord, if you give us this baby born likethat, the white folks will never be able to sell that baby,b?rd * +?
d
4.

we d get to keep it all of our lives,' you think
one day * Then one day after that baby wasborn the black slave sister rushed up to her black slave mancrying tears of joy, 'Honey, the Lord's answered our p^ye?s.

?id +®«
k
Ki

fU
2
ny

i
1 think h® is going to be maladjusted.'

J
wo b

i
ack

, ?
laves toll down on their knees crying

joy, thanking their Almight God for a maladjustedbaby, a baby that the white folks couldn't sell, a baby theywould get to keep all their lives,
y y

,
Prog

?e®s » me and my wife have got seven littleblack babies at home and we ain't had to pray for nothing.
that * s au

4

S° ff
we leave tonight I say to you, we re tiredinsults, no more games, don't play no more games,don t give us no more fair housing deals, no civil rights!

in"??*
°Ur ri

f
hts on tb® (inaudible), we want our;

*

rignts on the same piece of paper you get yours on it'scalled the United States Constitution. Don?? givers no
fights °n no installment plan, cause you don't do >

anything but make us mad* [/l

-
No, I'll tell you what* We would like for you! to

Pjay on® m
ff® gam© with us. We'd like for you to give uswhat we call our honest white folks deal. Now don't none
UP cause i* ®in*t got anything to do with

namrt £°n?* f
matter of fact, we'll give it a goodname, we 11 call it the concerned honkie law. I'll bet
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that would go over big, wouldn’t it? It would just be a
simple law. It would read, all five-year-old black male
baby boys, see it ain’t got nothing to do with white folks,
all five-year-old black male baby boys- (don’t even cover
my black sisters- will have to go to a Government camp for
one year from the age of five to six, and we 4 11 stipulate in
the law these little black boys will be able to sleep eight
hours a day and the other sixteen hours a day the Government
will teach them, and that 4 s where the honest white folks
will come in. Sixteen hours a day for a solid year the
Government will teach them niggers, when you grow up don’t
ever fool with a white lady, don 4 t ever date a white lady,
don’t ever have an affair with a white lady. 0^

*
1

You know, in leaving you tonight, let me say to
you, you know we cannot believe that anything upsets you
no more than to see a nigger with a white woman and you
ain’t got guts enough to talk about your number one hangl
up. Who in the hell do you think you are? And one day if
you ever get up enough manhood to talk about your number one
hang up, you might find out that its something you 4 re doing
that make me want that broad and you 4 d have enough sense
to quit doing it; you’d find out that nobody want that broad
but you

.

" Hell, every year now automobiles come out and you
can’t advertise your new cars without that white lady, so ,

I feel I need a white lady to make my gears shift right,
0. K.? \A {

J
I’m sifting on an airplane, minding my own l

business, reading a magazine, turn to page 35* and there’.s
that white lady holding a bottle of Pepsi Cola in her hand;
Thirsty, honey? Have a Pepsi. ,Yes, I’ll have a Pepsi and
you too, you old white broad. '

>

You know how you program them little babies with
them cigarette ads? Come on, I know you had to know what
you were doing to us, didn’t you? I go to my black
neighborhood, walk into my black house, go into my black
living room, get with my black wife and my black kids, and
turn on my black television and there’s your white sister
running halfway across the screen, half naked, saying ’Buy
a Playtex Living Bra.’ Yes, .1 will buy a Playtex for my
old lady and buy you for me.
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,
You know this might come as a tremendous shock to

many of you, but niggers wasn’t born wanting no white tfoman
and the day you ever quit programming us. I went to see my
iirst movie, I was four years old. I didn’t know anything
about no white lady, ain't never seen nobody make love: in
my life. Get there to the movie, who’d I see make love, the
white lady, Ava Gardner and Humphrey Bogart were doing their
thing, baby. I was four years old, I didn't know what they
were doing, but I had enough sense to know I was going ito

1

grow up one day and do it. Yeah, you did a good job. All
your Miss Americas were that white lady. You taught me through
your stinking programming that the most gorgeous, sexy .thing
walking this earth was a blue-eyed blond. I said, okay, that's
all right. I'm getting one of them, too. And after you run
that old game in on me then you get upset When I reach for
her. Come on, baby, you got to have better sense than that.
You told me Heaven was good, I want to go to Heaven. You
told me that whiskey was good, so I used to get drunk.
Everything you ever programmed me to I accepted it and I
reached for it and the only thing you wants .

1 to get mad
about is that lady. What's wrong with you? {J

Yeah, I went to the movie every night, not to see
that white lady, I went to see cowboys, I couldn't even see
that without seeing her out there on the prairie making love.
So I said, okay, I'll get away from her, I'll go see Tarzan,
and ther$ she is out there messing with the elephants.

M

,
Next thing I know I'm eight years old, been going

to the movie every night for four years. Do you know How
you 1 brainwash people, or was it an accident? Four years
of every night going to the movie, looking at that white
lady making love. I never will forget I was eight yearns
old sitting in the movie looking at Ava Gardner and Alan
Ladd, that showed enough (inaudible), and I nudged my friend
and I said 'I sure gonna get me one of them when I grow,'up.*
He said, ’Which one, him or her?* I said, *1 don’t know,
I think I'll try them both.* I got news for you. Today,
I'm grown and I'm going to get me a white lady and the madder
ft make you the more them broads I'm gonna get me and I hope
it makes you so damn mad that you get enough sense to quit
programming my little black kids and show them some black
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ladies in the movies making love. Show them some black

ladies holding that Pepsi Cola bottle. Show them some-*

black ladies running across that screen advertising that

living bra, and if you got enough sense to stop programming

me, you’ll find out you can have your white lady til she

bores you to death* But the big mistake you made with] me,

the only black woman you ever showed me in the movies was

Beulah. The only black lady you ever let me see advertise
anything was Aunt Jemima, and for some reason I just thought

you had enough sense to know that I ain’t never, ever,* ever,

in life wanted to ever grow up and make love to Beulah.

And so tonight, I say to you youngsters, you! have

a big job. Briefly, let me say to you young white kids,

this fighting to struggle for human rights is more important

that the black movement, because we fought for civil rights.

Young white kids? struggle that have made white folks all

over the world for the first time last year respect white
folks in America. If you don’t believe that, go outside
the country. Because the image you’re projecting all around

the world as you talk about human rights. I’ve been all

over this country. There are white kids that have never
seen a Mexican in their lives other than on television, but

you’re standing out in front of the supermarket every day

saying don’t buy California table grapes.

Let me ask you white kids to do me a favor. Extend

your movement for human rights, not just to cover the .black

man, Mexican, Puerto Rican, and the Indian, but extent it

and Lord knows nobody knows any better than you folks j.n

Kentucky, extend it to include your poor white hillbilly
brother, would you?

j

There’s a poor white boy in this country, that

although its groovy to move into the Indian’s problems, to

come back into the black community, and to the black kids so

we can get into these institutions where these old racist
tests.. . There’s white hillbillies that can’t pass these

tests neither, that needs your help come sujnmer. It’s a poor

hillbilly that wants to know about Medicare, that wants to

know what his rights are when the police knock him down.

Extend an arm out to make that a fight for human rights.
Understand the struggle in America today is not a struggle
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of black against white, it’s a struggle of right against
wrong, •

As I sat three weeks ago and looked at television,
as I watched the Federal government go into South Carolina
and pass out food stamps to black folks, I was saddened because
I knew the only reason they were not in Appalachia passing
out food stamps to white folks that's as hungry as my ftlack
brother, is because you young white kids don't give a damn
about that poor white hillbilly. So I hope you will include
him into your struggle. M

We're running late tonight. I know a lot of. you
have work to get to, baby, sitters to relieve. So for a few
minutes we’re going to let those of you who have to run,
we're going to let you split now. I hate to go so long
cause a lot of people got things they got to do, but you
hate to walk out on me because some old fool out there might
think you’re racist. So let me say that those of you who
have to split, we appreciate your being here. We going to
give you a few minutes for those of you to leave and then
we're going to come right back and we’re going to have some
questions and answers. First we’ll have some from the panel.
You don't have to write them because I think sometime a lot
of hanky-panky goes on when you write them questions.
Sometimes the people don’t ask questions that they might think
might be insulting. Sometime you will ask insulting questions
you wouldn’t ask if you didn’t have that pencil to hide behind,
and so in a few minutes we’ll be back and if you have some
questions we'll let you stand up and raise your hand and scream
them out, and I’ll deal with them. Until then, thank you,
may God bless you, may nature have fun. Thank you.

Commentator
iu

Today there are many black militants ready to
fight, but Dick Gregory was also willing to talk and so
he did. He received a standing ovation tonight at the* first
of an Insight series to be followed tomorrow night by A1 Capp
and Wednesday night by Julian Bond and Sander Vanocur. Ij
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1. . _..^e,re having a brief intermission right now z

^ lasted some three hours? r„dexween the question and answer period soon to follow.

Gregory: 0, K. Thank you again. I thought we was going
f
et rid of all the girls. When do you all

my hoise^sklL It tZ
b
J°
W

l°
ur thlng

> don ' t l>e calling
will have the Lff.f

no notes to get back in now. We
lou out

tA and answer period and we will let
Lck a i?Jt?f

r
? J®

s
?on '

as we can and those of you who get
insight

late » J©st tell them you was over here with

ft on lAsighJ.^
“^ Stay °Ut no four days now and blame

mio«sti™
the questions raise your hands. If you have a

2“f;*J
on and w© can get around to you, stand up, yell vbur

the
S
questlon aL

1
?i

d.£V°Van - la tUTa 1 «*& Repeat?
Thoe2 that P°int Proceed to answer the question
with +h

you s outside coming in, we* re going to start
as SossLfe®

8*™"8 "T* U 5,ou ’ 11 come fnas quieUypossible. Those of you that will be leaving while thA

^ noss?h.f
e^eing

.!
S
?
ed * « 5™ -ill JusH^ve as qJiStly

Q K on^th
1^^011 * J“

terforawith the questions at all.a, k. on with the questions. ^
Question : What d° ‘^loaders of the black movement mean when
K'„^ . .

T«ey say that the black movement has now gone

contemporary
r
society?

d

(^
at iat®g-«on is irreKIn the

Gregory. The question is. What do the leaders of the blackmovement mean when they say that the black movoronthas gone beyond the movement of integration^^
movement

J What is meant by that? We are fighting now for

tution
nSt

Tf
Uti°nal

5
ights under the United Itates Consti-

no c.°
n
u f

ead tlle United States Constitution there is

reason w^talk^f\nteg£at?
rat«°\and S° conse<luently thEe only

spying that at least we will get the dignity to control ;that
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black ghetto. We don't want no more white men bringing
,

the Pepsi Cola truck into our ghetto no more. You give
niggers all the credit for eating all the watermelon. ’ 0. K.
then let a nigger bring us the watermelon. There ain’t
gonna be no more white boys going to be hauling any more'
watermelons to us and all we’re saying is we want to control
our faith and destiny. If we controlled and decentralized
our educational systems we wouldn’t have to put up with ihe
insults we put up with. For instance, let me give you an
example. If the Indians controlled his educational system
what do you think he would do with all them books up there
that now he’s forced to read .'When the cavalry won it was'
a mass victory, but when the Indians won it was a great
massacre,

You see these insults that we’re not able to control
because the racist structure still controls what’s going on
in the black community. We’re talking about controlling that
black community. We’re talking about that white cop you
got in there. You take him, you keep him down at your house
because when toe talk about police brutality we know the black
cop is just as brutal if not brutaler than the white boy.
But when we talk about police brutality, we’re not talking
about physically.

That black cop don’t call me no nigger when he’s
making the arrest. That black cop don’t call my wife gal
when he pulls my car over, and when that black cop arrests
my seven-year-old kid he don’t pull his gun out because
he ain’t scared of niggers, and at least when the black cop
gets off from work, he got to live in the community with me
so I can kinda chastise him if he came down too wrong. But
hell, that white cop rides herd on us eight hours a day and
then when he takes his gun off he’s in that lily white
neighborhood. We say, No man, we’re gonna control our

^

community; we’re gonna bring that black cop in; we’re gonna
bring that cop that lives, there, that when he gets off he’s
got to walk his dog throigh that same neighborhood. He’s l

got to talk his kids. He’s got to come in my barber shop
and get his throat shaved, and we feel he would behave just
a little bit better if we got him locked in and this is what
we’re talking about when we talk about, you know, integration
is irrelevant to us today. We’re talking about controlling
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that black community. That black community that we didn’t
create. That black community that we’re forced to be in.
So we say, we gonna make it relate to us,

Question: Mr, Gregory, What do you think the black student’s
role is on a predominately white campus in a southern

conservative town such as Murray?

Gregory: What do I think a black student’s role is on a
l

predominately white campus in a southern conservative
town such as Murray? (A

Well, one. I’ve been all over the country and; all
towns is like this. There’s no such thing and I think this
is one of the big mistakes we made down through the years. We
blamed this on the South. This is an American problem and
the same things the black kids is doing in San Francisco and
New York and California and Boston, is the same thing you
should be doing here - to work and see to it that this white
institution can become relevant to the needs of the black man,
to the needs of the black ghetto and the one thing you youngsters
have to do, you black kids especially, is don’t let this
institution teach you how to do nothin’ more but to go back
and liberate. That’s the number one job right now, is to
liberate -not to get no job, not to join the system. Your
job is, you see, the white kid, he can go back if he wants
to cause his mama is already free but so many of you black
kjds, man, follow the path that us old black fools pass, we
got out them institutions, never went back to see mama, left
mama and daddy back there and we went on in to do the other
thing in another segreated neighborhood, bucking this racist
society and the sooner you young black kids go back to where
you came from and let them fools realize they got to deal
with you, right there and on the movement for liberation,
that today will solve a lot of problems. IJ

Anyone here like to take over? Yes brother?L^

Question: Well, there has been some discussion tonight
referring to indoctrination on the college level

but of the students who are now challenging the system, the
students that went to Chicago, the students who feel it *is an
injustice, they are the more highly educated people. Basically,
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IJcan see perhaps some indoctrination, but I think the *

higher education that you receive in college also offersyou a chailenge. Do you think that there really is that
1

much indoctrination to force students to believe somethingor force students to accept a certain view, or is therereally an opening for a student to look at different angles? K
i'

Gregory: The question is, if I heard it right, is that can
. ..

a system that produced a kid to go to Chicago tochange the system which were predominately college kids,could it be that wrong or it could be doing that much
ndoctrination. This is the same college your mama wentto and the same college your daddy went to and your grandmaand grandpa. They haven® t changed. How come they did not

Chicago? It ain’t these schools that’s breaking you
U]», it's that damn television set that they did not wakeyou up, baby. That*s all it is. The only difference betweenyou and your mama and your daddy and your grandma and grandpais you been exposed. How where are you gettin® it? You'renot gettin® it here cause you studied the same chemistry
they studied. You studied the same history they studied, .haven t even changed since they was here. The difference
i£j the wakening comes from television. Television is
educating you. Them commercials indoctrinate you. Butbasically, when you sit and look at that Vietnam war andlook at the ghettos you move and what is happening how withyou young kids, you decided you not going to college andbe in prison for four years, that you want to go and youwant a part of everything around you and your fighting upfor yourselves. This talk about all of these high prices,and I don t know about the dominate college here, but thecolleges all over the country are overcrowded, and the peoplein them now charging huge rents, and the college kids arebanding together and saying, »You know we'll boycott thewhole town if you don't get, you know, some rent control 1*
and I remember hell when I went to college, we didn't - wewas too simple to have that producing. Hell, each time '

I
Jg

°t
,
OUt is *kis °W broad tipping up to my room

charging me $40.00 a month, tipping up to my room seeing
if I got any alcohol in there. That's my room. Hell, shewasn t giving me that room free; but when she catch me down ,tipping in, her room, seeing if ss^he got some alcohol in there,
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f?® say I ‘m stealing, and I try to explain to her that room
+w#-

Paying for is mine > baby» 'that's private property, and
«a+^K

r00!tt
??

u PayinS for down there is yours. Now if Icatch you tipping in mine, I’m gonna tip in yours. Nowwhen she wants to clown, I go out, and the school didn'tback me up. But now today the kids are beginning to dealwith these same problems because of this new awareness,

b'rotherffT
directly back to television. Thank you. Yes

i

er ^
Question: You make this spill on this war policy in Vietnam.A . , . J?

w can y°u “ake out LBJ is so bad when hisadministration was responsible for more legislation that
apply to the American negro than any other man inthe history of this world. Don't you think that Johnsonis in some degree a crddit?^^

Gregory: l have the right to feel the way about LBJ I want
. ,

The question is how can I mark out LBJ
1

, ? his admi»tstration hand stamped more civil
SS

ll

h?iriffi
S
i
at

*
0
?i*

t
5
an

?
nyb°dy in the history of America?e htggest contributor to the Catholic churches is theItalian syndicates* hooldums that put nothing but dope into

nU
e
+ff+

de
?
cho

°J
s because they give to the Catholic church.Do that make them decent people? That what you trying toteli me? Now I know LBJ, I was invited to the White House -

I know him, I know his staff, I know a whole lot of thepersonai things about him, and I say, and it makes me sad,that he is the number one tyrant that walked the face of
Cbasar and don't say this here, if

li
tbe news during his administration. I was

i,i»
St^lack refused to come to the White Houseand have dinner with him because he was a tyrant, becauseof the things he has done all over the world. The whitecommunity hopes that these bills will eventually establish

a, reproaching between whites and blacks. Now you stand »

J
1

?!
that ain't nothing. Now what ;are wesupposed to think? Let me tell you this, the Chinese saidail black folks is number one on the face of the earth andstarted gunning white folks down. Do that make them good

effort®
t
?hLo°c

VG me
* ?

r do y?u take the sum'tdtal of a kan'seffort. There s more to solving the problems in America
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jthan giving a nigger some civil rights legislation. Look
at all the white boys he got killed. For every damn bill
he might have got pushed through for me, how many white-
boys he get killed in that old stinking ass war over there
in Vietnam. That don’t even make sense, and the same country
that’s talking about holding the Communists down over there,
gave all the airplanes to that Tito who ain’t nothing but
another stinking Communist. So you balance it out. The
same country who $e friends with, which is Moscow, Russia,
sends all the bullets and missiles that knock down all
your American boys over there in Vietnam. How can we
justify that war in any way, shape, or fashion? So all!
I’m" trying to say, it’s more to it. I tried to say it
when I was speaking. The problem ain’t black and white,
it’s right against wrong and LBJ is one of the wrongest
presidents we ever had in the history of this country,
barring none. What policies should, /we have undertaken to
try to bring back some moral sani^ to America? LBJ was one
of the strongest presidents w^ver had in the history of
this country, and LB^^u have solved htnetyeight percent
of all the proble*>< (i

talking about,when you sit, and you talk about
the po3J#<Tty program, you know what they did with that damn
po^^rCy program? They gave it to the politicians instead

giving it to the colleges, universities, and the businesses.
I got friends I know personally, one in New York City, that
through LBJ's stinking poverty program they paying that
nigger $25,000 a year just to behave himself. See I know
what went on with that stinking, filthy administration,
faby, you could have went out and paid half that money and
got some moral, ethical decent people that could have sit
down and basically came up with some ideas of solving the
problem, but he took that poverty program and made a i

political plum out of it. M
s

In Chicago we got Democrats running Operation Head
Start that don’t know a damn thing about education, and; Lord
knows they don’t know nothin’ about kids. They just loyal
to the Democratic Party, and LBJ was strong enough to solve
the problems. That money they taking away from them schools
down there in Mississippi and Alabama, they shouldn’t take
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1CkeI away froa one of the“ schools until theytake that money away from them schools In Chicago when

pattern T*£*£?**<**?**
t

hmsi*gpattern of any city in America, including Mississippi.!^
[Question: What if we did pass laws? (/( *

^Gregory: You don’t need to pass no damn laws. You goi
,!laws you hav^i^the^onstitution?

SE® ?othin» for me. Don’t pass a SamnThing foJme ?he
QQ^?t
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Question: Would you take a stand on the platform that blacks
and whites should have the same identical same rights

but neither one over the other? Whites not over blacks and
blacks not over whites? True? lA_

Gregory: The question is should black and white have the same.
The blacks shouldn't be over the whites, and the

whites shouldn't be over the blacks. Yeah, that's true,

Question: No meaning? \A-

Gregory; But we don't have to play games with it. I already
said yes. Now what the hell. We go on with it. Shit.

Question: Do you believe the nation's defect is the American
institution or the American people?

Gregory: The question is. Do I believe the American defect
is the American institutions or the American people?

The institution. I've said for years that if we can solve the
problem today we will be able to do it now because of television,
because if the people are exposed to the problems. This basis
change, you see, we are not making as much progress in feeding
the hungry but have you been seeing the reaction of the hunger
problem in American since it's been getting exposed, I'm
sure if the establishment, which is NBC, CBS, ABC, would go
up on the Indian reservation and do some documentaries on
problems the Indains are going through, this country would be
outraged and so you got to take the blame right back to the
establishment. But I have tremendous faith and respect in
American people, but it is the establishment. It is the
establishment that lies to you twentyfour hours a day. It's
this same establishment that hasn't told us that we have been
fighting a war in North Korea for six months and half of
that casualty rate is coming from North Korea but we blaming
it on Vietnam and I guess some of you young kids that have
friends over there that you been hearing from will tell
you that we been fighting a war over there. But it's the
establishment, and I think once you work to change the
establishment then the problem is gonna be solved. Yes,
definitely not the American people but the establishment.
Yes, This is the last question here. You go first and then
the gentleman here. I »
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Question; Mr, Gregory, in your lectures you seem to make a
distinction between human rights and property rights.

Am I to take it that you do not consider property rights as a

human right? lA-

Gregory; Right, yes. The question is that I do not take
human rights on the same light as property rights.

I put human rights ahead of property rights, K
Question: You would Include property rights as human rights,

} though?

Gregory: Property rights as human rights? Is that what you
said? No, I do not. Property, if your house burn

down tomorrow I can build you another house, but if you hit
and killed by a car we can’t give your mama or your wife another
you. That we cannot do. If you was killed in Vietnam your
kids is out of a daddy. If your house blew up we can get
you a mansion, a castle, we can make you a better house than
you ever had before in your life, but we can’t get your kids
a better daddy. Now I put human rights way -far, far ahead
of property rights. Yes brother? v/\^

Question; Mr, Gregory, What do you think the future of black
power is? What I’m trying to find out is a black

student in a predominately white college feels more competitive
than in an all black school, he has more secure group feeling
and more extracurricular motivation? I

A

Gregory: The question is what do I feel the role of the all
'black college will be. That the black kid in the

white school feels more competitive. The black kid in the
black school feel more secure. If I had it to go over again,
I wouldn’t go to a white school. I got seven kids I would
never send to a white school when it comes to going to college.
But you got to also understand that because I’m Dick Gregory
there will be room in them black schools for them but it’s
not enough room in the black schools for alJ black kids today.
But you see, I remember when I was in college a white girl
fell in love with me because I was a hell of an athlete and
the teacher threatened to flunk me. You damn right it’s a
whole lot of competition there. That’s the competition I can
do without for the rest cf my life, I went to a white school

K.
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where they asked white boys did they mind having a Negro for

a* roommate but didn’t ask black boys if we minded having white

bbys for a roommate. So everyone they send me I put him out

and explained it to the school that until you will ask black

folks the same thing you ask white folks, then don't never

spnd me no white boy over here. And so all of them things I

went through, you know, I could just, you know, completely do

without because what we was doing in these white institutions

tfiey was teaching us how to be chocolate covered white folks.

And when we got through, we wasn’t fit for the white community

and Lord knows your ghetto brothers don’t want you. If you

can’t stay for in the ghetto, don’t go back down there. And

so consequently, I think, you know, that the one production

that - - now there is a lot of work have to be done in the

black schools too, because it’s the white racist institution

they running the black schools. The Board of Directors of

the black schools are white, you know, and so consequently

there are drastic changes that’s being made today. But I

think, you know, with the movement of the-black kids and the

young white kids I really think if anything good is to be

saved it will be the universities. I think within two years

there is . a possibility that all universities might be closed

down because they will be resisting to change. I think

little by little, because of the awareness not to kids here

but seventytwo percent of e^ery high school in America had a

disruption this year. So that’s that revolution that’s

coming through baby, and when he comes through he gonna be

knocking them down and writing names. They got some young

white kids that will be coming through that will run half

o'f your black kids out of this university here cause you just

walk too slow for it. You ain’t really together. This thing,

you know. So consequently, you know, this is the beginning,

and I think you know what is happening in the institutions

now. Well, there it is right there. See this never happened

in institutions before but we are in an era today where,

ybu know, that you young kids are ready to block them out.

You sayin’, ’Well, look, damnit, let me hear about it.*

There was a time people didn’t even want to hear about it and

so this is a tremendous thing, and I hope that you youngsters

here tonight will make this a tremendous success and will

come and hear everybody - I hope you black kids just don’t

come and hear - the black folks that come - 1 hope you come

here and listen to the white folks that are be here. I

J
i

t
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hqpe you listen to everybody and see how they relate to the
sum total picture.

i

1

Question: Mr. Gregory, one last question,^

Gregory: Well wait til I get through brother. And so I;, hope
that within the process of - process of this type of

progress like this, you will get some Insight that will go
far beyond here tonight or tomorrow night of this week. -But
I twoUld hope that the fact that the student body go out of
tljeir way to bring these types of programs that somewhere down
the line, five, ten, fifteen years from now something in! this
type of program might make a difference in you making the
right decision against the wrong decision. It might make the
difference in you say in* the right thing against sayin* the
wrong thing cause I’m sure that if one of you white kids left
here tomorrow or graduation and was going to DuPont to get a
job and when you get there the head of the personnel is a
black cat, and he decided that you get the j-oto, I’m sure if
you use the word black you get far more points than you would
if you use the word colored or Negro, you know,, although he
might use those words himself, it is, well anyway I hope
that you all have a very good week. Yes brother?

Question: What would be the solution to this problem? Say
* given a white campus in which the campus was

ninety percent white and in the dormitory, say the rules, were
written but were not rigidly enforced on the black. What
wquld be the solution? 1

Gregory: If you was in a dormitory, I mean if you was in a
- college ninety percent white? K.

Question: Well ^predominately white. ^ t

Gregory: Predominately white, and the rules was not rigidly
enforced against the black, then they are against

the whites. I would say you in America because that’s the
same picture. That don’t sound like no dormitory to me.

i

That sounds like America. We are ten percent black and ninety
percent white, and the rules is more rigidly enforced against
us than them. I think which, and I’m a firm believer in? keeping
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
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February 27, 1969, captioned as above.

On March 26, 1969, Lieutenant! Pinellas
County Sheriff’s Office, Intelligence unit, Clearwater,
Florida, informed that his department had arranged to obtain
tapes of a speech delivered by Richard Claxton Gregory at
St. Petersburg

,
Florida, on February 24, 1969. Lieutenant

b6 '
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furnished the tapes for auditing, and ho said that
rrnnmte magnetic tapes furnished contained Gregory's
February 24, 1969, St. Petersburg, Florida, speeqh. He pointed
out that the tapes wore . nhtai nod nri finally hv Pinellas! County
Shp^-f-f'g pffice Deputy

| |

who, according
was present whGtt lh6 tapes wore wade by an employee
radio station.
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"Tonight tho council is presenting a man who has reached
deep and found the truth and fears not to present it whether
pretty or ugly. His inspiration to us is that the fight for
racial justice has to be fought on all fronts^ ©n the social
and on the political fronts; that it has to be through
consultation as well as through persuasion; through the public
sector as well as through the private sector. His name is
well renown. He is well known as a night club comedian. He has
toured the continent as an international leader* h'as stared on
Broadway. He has had major television appearances and has recently
become a spectacular success in motion pictures. He has also become
a best selling author, especially in the field of racial justice
and the civil rights movement. So at this time the Council of
Human Relations is h^ppy to present to you Mr. DICK GREGORY:

I would like to say thank you very much. I was flying
in this morning from St. Thomas; I had stayed up quite late last
night so I decided I would doze off and get a little sleep so I

got on tho plane and my wife sit on one side of the isle and I

sit on the other side of the isle, there was a white cat sitting
next to me, naturally before I go to sleep I checked him out.
Then I dozed off. About fifteen minutes after I get to sleep
this white cat decides he wants to strike up a conversation
with me so he did it the usual way, wake up boy, I woke up, only
to find out that he didn't have nothing to talk about. Now he
wanted to discuss Negro progress in America, I told him I didn't
want to discuss black progress in America because there were too
•few people in America that really know what areas we made the
tremendous amount of progress in and a lot of people think we
made tremendous progress in jobs and housing and education, nah,
you know tho biggest breakthrough for black folks in the history
of this country about two years ago in the State of Texas
we got our first colored hurricane Beulah. That's progress they
say. Yoh well you can intergrate their big brains. Hey you stop
and think wo 're doing all right. You been watching television
lately, they got so many black folks on television it scares me.
Yeh you remember when they first started using black folks on
commercials it was always after midnight. Now all through the
day—we even got a black cowboy this season, you been watching
what's that show, tho Outcasts, you can tell by the name it«s
us. Can't you. Now next year we going to have another black
cowboy so this black cowboy can have someone to kill. Oh I don't
mean it like, naw they let him kill white cowboys but you see
when he kills a white cowboy the script writer really got to
go through some changes cause see they got to dirty up this
white cat so bad that when this black cat gun him down, everybody

2
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will accept it, Yoh, a black cowboy killed a white cowboy
three wooks ago did you dig it. Yoh. This whito cat had
just finished raping a blind paraplegic, Salvation Army
workor,. But that's not why ho< killed him, the black cat
didn't know ho just finishod doing that, no, the black cat
gunned him down bocausp ho had stolo $2,000 worth of
Christmas Seals. But lot mo say .it's a pleasure seeing, so
many of you young folks with us this ovoning. I don't mind
ya'll taking my picture just don't make mo too dark. You
think how many centuries of out breeding I had to go to got
this light don’t ya, goofing on one placo. It is a ploasuro
cause from the nows I got today 1 have to check with my lawyer
but they'll probably know more about it tonight bocausol've
boon up in the air all day, I just found out tho Supremo Court
turned my appeal down which means I got six months to start »

doing something whenever them fools decide thoy want < to, do,
I got to do it. I don't know if they decide to pick mo up
tomorrow or what; I'll talk to my lawyers tonight, But ah, wo
in the civil rights movement have boon accused of tho government
trying to put us in jail and trying to kill everybody, that speaks
honest to them, that’s what tho government's intention is of
killing us, they'll got their chance on mo bccauso when I start
sorving six months I swear to you I will not eat none of them
foolh food. I moan it in protest I will go tho wholo six months
or until I die of nothing but distilled water and hope those of
you that's fighting for freedom and human dignity can got a
little bit of strength from whatovor I havo to; do when I go to
that penitentiary in Illinois but tonight I say to you that I

will do those six months for tho system under protest, that
protest will bo I will not. oat nono of their food, I will drink
my own water cause I know they don't supply distillod wator and
I'm just daimsick and tired of every time you got something
going out horo tho system wants to crush it, so if that's what
tboir shout is, I'm going to give them every opportunity, so I

say I don't know what tho status of it is, I just heard about
it when I got off tho piano today. I'll talk to my lawyers after
I finish. Lot mo say to* you youngsters what an oxtremo ploasuro
it is sooing so many of you out this ovoning, I spont about
nine weeks of my timo on collego campuses today and for a reason
and itfc a simplo reason. Tho simplo reason is that you young
folks is tho most morally, dedicated, committed group of young
people that 's ovor lived in tho history of this country born nono
I say to you youngsters I hope in all of the prices you stay
honest. That's vory important. I can't believe in Amorica--
ovorybody running around wondering about black hate typo
symbolism. Every Jow in America, ovory 30 years old know another
Jew that don't like wdggex’S. Now whon you moot some diggers
that don't liko Jews, don't act liko you wondor what's happening
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in this .damn country, and what upsets ,mo more than anything
is all those dishonest iiigg.crs that's running around asking, boy,
wonder why black folks so anti. , Any black person that over
was brought up in a largo urban city hoard your ma-ma make some
anti-Semitism remarks, so what's all this nonsonso about, and
had you raised as much hell thon as you raising now, you might
not have to be confronted with it but it didn't bother you as
long qs the Jews didn't know it existed. Now that it's coming
out in tho public everybody is gotting uptight. Now let me say
to you as bad as I hate to see man hating man, tho one thing I

am glad to soo is this anti-Semitism in tho black communities
coming up, and I don't give a damn how bad it upsets you Jews
and all of you that want it to stay hidden, I'm glad that it’s

on tho surface now and I got nows for you, it's been there, it
just didn't start, itfe boon there and now for tho first time
wo might bo ablo to solve tho problems confronting America
today which is man's inhumanity to mans, one man hating another
man and I say to you young kids that I hope you keep all your
rights above board like you boon doing, I hope you never go
underground with your little things that annoy you, as long as
you keep it above board wo might throw you in jail, wo might
ridicule you, wo might call you a bunch of dirty names but at
loast wo ’ll know what you got on your mind, and I say to you
youngsters tonight that's hero that wo got a hell of a burden
left on you young folks and I hopo that you young people do
not road thoso old rightwing cracker-controlled newspapers in
Amorica that try to find out who you aro or what youlrey'ail
about because they not going to toll you and the avorago
newspaper in America morally is not sound enough to ovon
discuss you young kids with youx’solvcs, so I hopo you don't
make the mistake of believing all this moss you road in tho
nows where they call you hippic-yippic , irresponsible boarded,
smelly kids whatever that moans.

And I have to ask tho question that because you have
a board why does that moan you havo to stink, They don't say
nothing about Abraham Lincoln. Ho didn't only havo a board,
ho was ugly too. Tho newspapers havo yet to bo honest with
you. They havo yet to tell you young folks in America that
because of your loyal dedication LBJ was unable to run for
x'o-olcction. LBJ is probably tho numbor one tyrant that's
walked the face of this earth since Julius Ceasar. Now you
young kids made this mighty man go on back to the ranch and
you know what was interesting, you didn't use one fireball,
you didn't use one missile, and you didn't use one violent
army, you took a moral dedication and made the numbor one man
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in the world go into retiremeit and because you are so strong,
and so pure and so honest, you don't ever have to worry about
tricky Dick making a mistake unless he goes crazy. Because
with all of Nixon’s faults ho still got enough sense to know
he's not as slick as LBJ, he's not as popular a politician,
as LBJ and he got enough sense toknow that if you young kids
ran LBJ back to the ranch, it?s a short distance, back to that
law office in Now York City.

(

*
*

.

I toll you youngsters got a big job. You got a
strong job and I hope you understand your strength. I hope
you understand the responsibility us fools is leaving on .you,
Fifteen-thousand of you youngsters showed up in Chicago during

,

the Democratic Convention and that made the difference of
Hubert Humphrey boing the President ^nd .Richard- Nixon because
had you not showed up and that sebpo not taken place in the
street I'm sure thoso throo to fivo million pooplo that didn't
come out to vote because of what happened would have came out
and vote and I 'm sure they would have voted for Humphrey and
I say that today to you, that's a lot of power when. 15;000
of you can decide the fate and destiny of this country. Now all
of us old fools is upset, not that you, came to Chicago,, but
your presence there put NIXON instead of HUMPHREY in the /
White Lbuso, Ovo thing about you youngsters you got enough
sonso to know that when you dealing with ono of thoso nasty,
slimy politicians there ain't no difference between them, one
is just as bad as the other.

!
1 '

»
1

So I hope you young kids understand that you changing
this system that you got to move statesmen into the political
arena because there is a difference between a statesman and a
politician. So you youngsters have a big job. A tremondous
job. You got the job of solving the problems confronting
America today all wo have human relations but wo come after wo
finish doing our thing, after wo finish 90 percent of, everybody
showed at human relations mooting live in the neighborhoods that
some other folk couldn't got in. So I say this is the system
but you got to do it and you can't do it with monoy and you can't
do it running around with this ole bullshit attitude of asking
people to do this, you got to do it because the Constitution
says itb right, for no other reason so you youngsters, got a
big job; a profound job wo loft on your back. Now lot me
say something to you, a lot of pooplo don 't understand' why you
youngsters act the way you act, but thanks to old fools you
going to solve this problem or the country going to bust up
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because you see you are in a situation that no group of kids aro'
in and as I go around I make about 300 universities in a 10 month
period. I speak to over a million young folks in a year, and it
saddens mo to have to toll you youngsters that not only do you
have to solve tho problems but you have the problem that you had
nothing to do with creating. Those problems were horo when you
got horo but thanks to us old fools thoy will not bo horo who

n

you leave. You see one thing that we've dono to you youngsters
that no group of young Americans have over had to bo confronted,
with not only did us old fools that just walked ahead of you hot
only, did wo not solve the problems but tho first timo in tho
history of America wo used up all tho ti’icks. So you young kids
aro confronted with tho problems but with no tricks. My motho r,
my father, my whole community taught mo when I, was a little
bitty boy, one day you going to grow up boy, and a white man
going to call you a nigger and when he calls you a iiigger don't
got mad cause God don't like no ugly and sure enough one day
I did grow up and a cracker called mo a nigger and I didn't
got mad cause God don't like no ugly. I got seven of them
little black kids at homo and me and ny. lady .ain't teaching them
nothing, and if a cracker over makes a mistake to call one of
them a nigger I can damn sure, botcha it's going to surprise '

them. And I can toll you something olso I know throe of them
that's going to act accordingly, I don't know about them other
four yet, So I tell you youngsters you got a big job» we left a
moss in your hands,

Let mo say to you tonight I did not come hero this
evening to impress you but only to inform you when I leave
horo tonight I couldn't care loss about what any of you in this
audionco thinks about DICK GREGORY but I will always havo tho
one consulation of knowing that whenever wo wake up, this year,
next year, 30 years from now, you will always bo able to say
least Brother GREG didn't lie to us, and that tho big problem
confronting you youngsters today wo old fools wo lie to you
every chance wo got. It!s nothing now wo start off lying to you
in the crib with that Santa Claus boy and tho first lottor I

over wrote in my life was to a guy that didn't evep exists Dear Santa
It sounds funny but when your ma-ma lies to you anybody qualifies
to lie to you. Cause that Santa Claus boy ho goes over bettor
in tho white community then ho do in the black community. Yoh,
that's right. You see black folks know damn good and ,woll ain't
no white cat coming in our neighborhood after midnight so wo—

.

But I don't know when wo going to stop lying to you youngsters.
Tho number one lie wo toll you young folks in American today,
you know what it is, tho number one problem confronting America
today is tho problem of air pollution, And the number one problem*
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confronting America today is the problem of moral pollution.

This is tho most morally polluted, dogonorato nation on tho

face of this earth born none, and you young kids have the job

of giving America hor sanity back. You young kids havo tho

job of making America tho morally sound nation that tho

founded fathors meant for her to bo. You know tho sad thing

about Amorica is that America is tho only country that lies,

about what she is. And I hope you youngsters don’t make the

mistake all those right wingers, they so busy running around

eulogizing my country, eulogies aro for dead things. But

thanks to you young folks America is not dead yet, so I hope

you don't make tho mistake of eulogizing America and I hope

you examine Amorica and find out whore the cancer is and cut

it out. It a big job for you because there’s a lot of cancer.

But that's tho job and the responsibility we've left for you

young kids

.

Today we're so busy running around tolling about

Amorica tho beautiful. Lot mo tell you something if anybody

in Amorica tonight boliovos Amorica is beautiful with that

Indian trapped up on that reservation then you reslck., oad

and out of your damn mind, Amorica will novor bo beautiful

until you cut your Indian brother loose that wo got penned up

on that reservation. I hope you young kids never forget him,

and so you got a big job to do. Amorica is the only country

that lies about what she is and that shames mo to know end.

MAO TSE TUNG do not protend that ho is a Communist and a

revoluntionist . Thom Communists in Russia don’t protend

that they're not Communist. As dirty and as stinking as

HITLER was ho didn't lie to tho world that ho felt them Nazis

was superior to everybody else. In South Africa tonight thoy

do not lie, thoy don't protend that thoy love them diggers over

there, America is tho only country on tho face of this earth

that says one thing but do something else. If you youngsters

don't do anything else let's let Amorica bo known for what she

is. Every other country is known for what thoy aro. You youngsters

got a big job and a big mess to clean up. Thanks to us. I say

thank goodness you youngsters showed up at the Democratic

Convention because it sure woke up a lot of young folks and I

don't think thorok anything worse then a young fool because you

got so long to be a fool. But wo woke you up 15,000 young folks

came to Chicago to change tho system and the whole establishment

got upset and it woke you up because three days after tho

Democratic Convention was over the whole establishment tried to

convince you that you did not see what you saw on television.

Thoy say it didn.' t. Jiappai.Thoy said the press created it. Lot

me tell you something you know if KOSYGIN was dealing with a
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' world as insano as America you know. bo could* boat that
! .Czechoslovakian-wrap^

.
All- ho would, havo to, do is got on

* \ world-wide .tolovision arid say, you didn't soo it,' it didnft
.

;

happen. , Wo .admit wo sent little miniature tanks to the-
’

' .Czech bo.rdor but tho pross blow them, up to mako them look
’ liko roa.l live tanks, bet me toll you something about thorn .

damn fools, in Moscow thoy made tho same mistako, those old
;*fools mado. iri .Amorica , they plottod thoir strategy and thoy

?
r

', .novor took into consideration what tho young folks' reaction ’

was going to bo. ’ Thoy had no idea when thoy rodo -'i thorn

\ " Vtanks into, Czechoslovakia the young Would como out and
’

;*put tho, sv/astikAs s O , ; on thorn. Thoy know, tho old folks, in
" ;

' Czechosloyabiay thoy know how thoy would act, would act tho
same way thoso old* fools would act in America if- thoy brought

- tanks out Sunday -morning and say anybody caught trying to go
, to -church going to got machirio-gunnod down, you would bo

‘

* \ surprisod, what your ma-rca and daddy would do. Thoy would nail
... tho damn door closed and young kids next Sunday . that ain’t

never boon in a church before would go.
‘
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So I say you youngsters have got a big job on your

;
, f' hands* Fifteen -thousand hippies and yippios camo to Chicago

.to change a system and tho whole establishment got upsot, not

, . because thoy,- tore tho town up, tho roason thoy tore it up.
Thoy-'-,wore talking about changing the system. You know damn

.
v .good and well thoy don’t give a damn about you toaring up a

* town in this country . For tho last ton years in Amorlca nobody .

V'; knows it any .bettor then you folks that liyo hero, for tho last
ton years in America itheso white kids boon coming to Fort

' Lauderdalo, Florida, every spring break tearing up tho whole town
and nobody gets upsot. Thoy know that you’re just getting drunk
but nobody gives a damn but when you talk about changing this
system, thoy will blow your brains out. That’s what you talking
about that ’s* what, you up against. Young kids camo to Chicago

•; talking about changing a system. These kids on those college
campuses talking about changing a system. Lot mo ask you

' something when wo wore in college wo had panty raids, romembor
that. Lot mo ask

,

you something to show yqu how us old, sick
"

,
degenerate fools think, which is tho most of pure degeneracy , and

, pure filth to go into tho girl^ dormitory and take all tho drawors
or take over tho administration building, But; whon- we wore still
:in .pantios wo woron ’ t trying to change tho system, and they didn't. ;,

give a damn what you did they Just said boys will bo boys. So I,

say to you young folks you got a big job to do and don’t pay
any attention to us old folks, do your thing and look and understand
what's happening* Fif toon-thousand hippies and yippios camo to .

•'
:

‘

'

,

'

,

‘
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to chang0
‘1 syston and the whole establishment wont crazy,and I ask you who do you think was tho most immoral last year in

X

Chicago, the hippies and tho yippios or tho Shrinors when theycame to town for their convention. Who do you think spent themost money orrwhercs and prostitution. Who do you think committedad
?i

t0S i
n Chlcago last year, the hippies and tho

Shrinors whon th°y was in town. Nobody got upsetover tho Shrinors whon thoy camo to Chicago bocauso they didn’tcome to change nothing just to buy something. So I say youyoungsters got a big job, Quito a big job, wo loft you a mossto clean up. Wo loft you a big mess,

__ 4 . nu i

MARTIN LUTHER KING was assasinatcd,we all got up and
Ronnv ?°ctor KING - Th°y assasinated

0
,

h
J

*h°y killod COBBY. Thoy gunned down JFK.and wo Oh. they killod tho President. But nobody in Americagot upsot when thoy assasinatod LINCOLN ROCKWELL and MALCOLM X.Do you understand that America is not a nation that gives a damn
«h« i<£L

asS
5?

1
?
ati

?
n
i
sh0 Just gots uPsot when sho kills somebodysno likes, Nlnty-oight porcont of everybody in Amorica that sotupsot over MARTIN LUTHER KING'S assasinatlon, if GEORGE WALLACEwas assasinated in tho morning thoy would not bo upsot. It's aoath*s country, you youngsters got to change this

th0 oxtoat that America is going to got upsot overassasinations regardless to who it is or she’s not, just that
g£“ SO y2

u youngsters got a biS J°b ^ do and thon wokeep looking around tolling you that it's the generation gap,that s not nothing but a lot of raalarky. Whon the day wo quitlying to you youngsters will bo tho day you understand what
£
a
J!^5g

ab
2
ut

/
SuPP°so 1 stood up hero tonight and I saidz and 2 is 7, and whon you start roacting, I say woll its justthe generation gap. BERTRAM RUSSELL who’s 98 yoars old couldleave London, England tonight and come to Amorica and bo tho

J
m°ng you bocauso ho going to try and roach you from thohighest statosmonship, morally puro standpoint and that's thoprobiom with Amorica and that's why us old fools is listed here.And nine times out of ton that samo ma-ma and daddy that’s goingto tell you next month how you suppose to act, going to cheaton their income tax. Going to pad their damn oxponse accounts

®ay
h
‘° y°“ youngstors you got a blg Jobj you got # Blghtymighty, big job ahead of you.

* ,

bo* m0 you tho biggest job you youngstors areconfronted with today, tho biggest job you youngstors are
confronted with today

, I do not advocato destroying tho
capitalistic system but I say to you youngstors you had hotter

8
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work like hell to boat the capitalists into their rightful
position and that is behind the U.S. Constitution not in
front of it, As long as tho capitalists are in front of the
U.S, Constitution that moans we’ll put our emphasis on
property rights instead of on human rights so you youngsters
got a big job to do today because we emphasize nothing in this
country but proporty and if want to know why black folks is
doing better today then they have over done in tho history of
America is cause them niggers started burning up proporty
and the capitalists understood that and thoy started doing
some things, no othor reason. And all those silly Americans
running around now, oh.' isn't it* nice how much progress you're
making and wo didn't make it out of tho goodness of America's
heart. When HENRY FORD stood up and looked at them niggers
damn near burn down Detroit Including the Ford' plant, HENRY
FORD wer.t crazy. And those of you that read tho paper know
HENRY FORD wont out and hired 6,000 black folks in two days
and wouldn't lot a white man got in tho lino. Not only did
he hire 6,000 in two days, ho paid them two weeks pay in
advance, gavo thorn their car faro and their lunch money,
And that’s tho sad thing about America is she appreciates
nothing but proporty and when you bocomo a threat to her
proporty she will react in a manner that’s real groovy. So you
youngsters got a big job. This country is not controlled by tho
democratic process, this country do not function under the U.S.
Constitution, this country is contrdlod and governed by the
capitalists. That's why Americans all over this country
last year went out under tho Constitution and peaceably
assembled for strong gun legislation and the capitalists that
manufactured those guns saw to it that you did not get strong
gun legislation, In a nation so insane wo demand that you
got a prescription to f;‘, !1 to got vour medicine but you don't
need one to got your gun. Weird isn't it. Do not need one to
got your gun, Lot mo tell you I can't hit you in tho head with
my pills and kill you, nor can I throw my cough syrup on you and
injure you. I’m not saying Americans shouldn't have guns,
tho U.S, Constitution says all Americans have rights to boar arms,

4
but I also got a right to get well and if you going to mko mo
go through sorao changes to got my medicine then make mo go
through some changes to get my gun. So I say you youngsters
got a big job, in this nation where us old fools sit back and
lot them toll you 18 year old boys at 18 you old enough to die
but you not old enough to vote, if you silly enough to do that
that's exactly what you need. And I got upset whon I hoar you
young folks running around crying if I got to go to war and die

9
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at 1§, I want the right to vote at 18, don't bo no damn fool.
You got to dio at 18 you bettor got the right to vote at 17.

i* you can voto at 17 might not bo no war when you got 18.

So I say to you youngsters you got a big job and
lot mo toll you if you want to make quick changes you young
white kids you don't have to burn tho country down causo you
in tho same shape the poor black man is in. That poor black
man can burn tho whole town down without thorn listening to him,
with tho money you young white kids control you can close this
country down, you don’t have to use tho brick or Bible unless
yo^ just want to. But I tell you one thing if you youngsters
want tho right to vote at 13 yoars old you can got that, but you
going to have to do more then grow your hair long and ,1 dig your
hair being long and I dig your not shaving bccauso yculo doing
^something to America. YouVe tolling America that morality will
no longer bo a Brooks Brothers suit and a clean shavon face and
a hair cut once a week and that's groovy baby.

Yotfre saying that morality will no longor be going to
• Sax 5th Avcmuo, getting tho latost fashions from Paris, bathing

in Cnanol #5, having an abortion whonovor'you got ready and you
still Mrs. So and So. Tho young kids are saying morality will no
longer come from without but it will come from within and its not
too many of us old folks in America can bo highly, morally
substandard citizens when wo can't look tho part. Wo can't go
put; our shi*rt in town wo 're in trouble. But I say to you
youngsters it's more then lotting your hair grow long, it’s more
then wearing your tonnis and doing your thing, you got to got out horo
tho idea that you want tho right to voto at 17, you got out horo
and address your griovancos to tho capitalists and you'll bo
surprised how quick you got that right. You youngstors organizo
across this country and after you got tho young pooplo organized,
y.ou go to tho record industry and you toll thorn that if they
don't got a doal pushed through in two months} timo through thoir
lobbying that say 15 year olds can voto, you going to call for
a nationwide boycott or find photograph records for two yoars.
What do you* think would happon, you bottor know it. Boforo .

theso record companies sit back and lot you wlpo out a multi-
billion year industry, thoy'll lot 13 year oldors voto. You soo
all of us old fools wo don't buy thorn records and if it is
ono of them old DIRKSEN albums. So I say to you youngstors you
havo to work to boat tho capitalists behind tho Constitution
and thon for tho first timo wo 'll put emphasis on human rights,
instead of property rights and to show you how wo emphasize
property rights this is why Mayor DAISY in. Chicago could say shoot
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all lootors to kill. Ho novor said shoot murdorors to kill, ho
never said shoot dopo pushors to kill, ho said shoot all lootors
to kill bocauso murdorors and dopo pushors is dealing with the
human right, lootors is dealing with tho property right, and to
bo honest with you when Mayor DAIVi' made that statement shoot
all lootors to kill, it’s tho first time I ever agreed with
anything ho said, I hurried up and sent him a telegram. I

said Dear Fool your statement pertaining to shooting all
lootox*s to kill I agroo with wholeheartedly if you make one
stipulation, lot's first make it’ retroactive and lot’s first
put tho gun in the Indian hand. So I say to you youngsters
you got a big job tonight. Watch everything, keep your eye on
all us old folks and whatever you do watch your ma-ma and
daddy, ask them a lot of questions because you've got .to sleep
with them.

Oh! ych, somebody come around and knock on your door
today, your mother and father say who is it, say government
inspector, say what do you want, say wo comb by to got your
dog or your cat, say what, say yoh, wo just got a law pushed
through that says wo sending pots to Vietnam. It’s funny but it’s

sad cause you know how much hell your ma-ma and daddy will raise
if somebody tried to send that dog to Vietnam. There would bo
a shoot-out on tho front lawn. Its funny, but its sad when you
youngsters got to admit ycu'to living in a nation today whore your
ma-ma and daddy would x’aiso moro hell over tho dog going to
Vietnam then they would vs\ iso over you going to Vietnam,
Tho only hell those folks x'aisod up thex'O in Santa Barbax*a when
they all came up and got on the ducks; now I'll sympathize with
AL's baby but a nation that drops napalm on women and kids every
morning and get upset if you'll up a duck. You youngsters got a

big job, yoh, you got a mighty, mighty, big job ahead of you.

Oh! do wo got uptight when you youngstcx*s burn them
dx'aft cards, you know why, Have you over asked yourself what’s
the most important card in America today, tho dx'aft cai’d or tho
Social Security card. Sure it is the Social Security cai'd stays
with you all of your life, women and mon have Social Security
cards. Draft cards stay with you part of your life, only mon
havo draft cards. So beyond* a shadow of a doubt tho Social
Security card is tho most important card in America today. Why
is it that wo all in this room tonight can bui'n our Social
Security card and nobody givo a damn and its tho most important.
When you burn your di'aft cax’d everybody wants to go crazy. Cause
when you young kids burn them draft cai'ds you saying to- us old
fools one day old fool you going to got this country in a war

11
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wo not going and fight it for you, you havo to fight it yourself,
I toll you youngsters you got a big job, mighty big job. You
soo if your ma-ma and. daddy would quit making money so much and
tried to understand what you was talking about wo might could
solvo those problems immediately, I'm suro your ma-ma and
daddy roalizc thords 152 senators and congressmon sons that
ain't never boon drafted that 's old enough they might listen
to you about that wrong. Suro if your ma-ma and daddy
understood DEAN RUSK's son bocamo of draft ago five years ago
and ho aih't novor loft Washington, D.C. You know how many kids
DEAN RUSK done got killed. I wish I was young enough to got
drafted, soon as I got my induction notico I would hurry up and
fly to Washington, D.C. and handcuff myself to DEAN RUSK's boy.
Thon I got on television and say to all the fools whatovor
is wrong with DEAN'S boy is wrong with mo. And I say you
youngsters got a big job and you not getting too much help from

us old folks. You got to come on out hero and take cax’o of
business and try to save this system if wo haven't gono beyond
the point of no return. I say keep your oyos open, ask a lot of
questions, and the one question you youngsters need to ask loud
and clear, that question is, if democracy is as good as wo tell
you it is why in the hell are wo running all over the world
trying to ram it down peoples throat with a gun.

Tho day you young folks work to make this democracy
work right for tho first time that's tho day wo can bring tho
guns homo, cause you see anything good you don't havo to force
on people they will steal it. To you youngstors tonight lot mo
say probably tho most important thing I'll bo saying to you
all evening you youngsters that's in colleges and universities,
you youngstors that 's planning on going to colleges and universities
in this country, don't make tho mistake in those colleges and
universities that us old fools made. You see when wo wont to
college wo was so busy trying to learn how to make a living wo
forgot to learn how to live. Oh.' mo, so many poople say I'm
going away to school to learn how to bo somobody, hell you was
born somobody . And if you dumb enough to lot somebody teach you
to be somebody else that makes you two people. Check out what
SIGMUND FRJDD says happons to you when you bocomo two folks

.

Why you got to go away to college for four years and pay top
dollar to somobody to teach you how to be crazy. Oh.' mo, those
people that say well you know you got to cat, i got to got mo
a job. Woll, what do you moan you got to eat, if you over learn
how to live eating is the simplest thing in tho world. A gorilla
eats more food in one meal thon you oat in six weeks, you evor
known one to go to college. You evor passed a gorilla in tho
super market, When was tho last time that you road that a
gorilla starved to death. And the day that gorillas learn how to
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make a living and fail to learn -how to live that’s whon you see
them doing all those stupid things you do. You would be

surprised howstrong naturo is, you would bo sux'px'isod how
pov/oi'ful you youngsters are,, one day whon educators realize
that all they have to do is bring out what naturo put in you
and no more that's tho day wo 'll solve all the problems
confronting the face of this earth today. You are the univox'so,

chock your body out one day.' Nino planots to tho universe, you
got nine holes in your body, do you unclox’stand what you aro. ..

You might powox’ful, natui'O is mighty po.woi'ful. Lot mo ask you
in tho audience tonight, raise your hand those of you in tho

audience that understands Chinoso^’ono, thords over a thousand
people and one gontlcmon over hero undox’stands Chinese, not

Just, two, two people. I Just said that to show you how
strong natui'o is. You ax’O a\vax’o of the fact that right this
moment dogs in China undex’stand Chinese. Never boon to collogo,
Dogs in Russia understand Russian, dogs in Gox’many understand
Gorman. Do you? I say that to say ttyat thi'ough natux’O yoUro
born with all tho wisdom you .need to got to your gx'ips, fight
your way out of one of those ti'lcks and got human dignity. Don't

lot , nobody toll you you have, to bo taught that. So I say to

you youngstox's you got a big job. You work to change the system*

I hope you x’oally work to ovox’haul tho educational institutions
and make them live up to thoir names. Ninty-oight pox’cont of

all tho educational institutions in Amorica do not know how to

educate because for tho last 100 yoax’S all thoy have over done
was indoctx’inatod and thoroJi a, diffpronco botwoon indoctrination
and education.

That’s x’ight you got a big Job to do, you got to chango
the coui'so of this countx’y, sco to it that wo educate you and
not indoctrinate you bocauso there is a difforonco. This is what

black folks, young white folks is talking about on those collogo
campuses that all of us old fools don't undox'Stand, Thoy talking
about changing a x’acist institution and for ono bx’iof minute lot

mo say to you white folks and silly higgoi’s in tho houso, that

tho problem ain't white folks any more it used to be but white
people you so damn insignificant now tho px’oblom in Amorica is

this x'acist institution and if all the white folks in America
disappoai’cd out of this country tonight and didn't leave nothing

hero but black folks, Moxicans, Puorto Ricans, and Indians if wo

still had to tako that old trick tost ya'll make us take now,

we still couldn't got into Ha i’vard University. It tho system wo
tidying to chango. This i*acist structux’O. Don't you know that if

I decided tomorx'ow to go on television, and say I'm-havo you ovor
boon on a railx’oad any of you, you ovor boon on a train, you over
soo a black man doing anything but boing a Pullman Portor. Nobody
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says that racism but if I got a pross conforcnco going tomorrow
and said that I'm goirigjto^brgahifcinall.tho black' Pullman Portors
wo don't want no ^whito folks .telling us wo going to drive a train,
wo don’t want to take up your tickets, wo Just want to bo Pullman
Portors, all you liberal-minded whit© folks say I'm a racist.
But a nigger ain't novor been a.bl© to do nothing on your railroads
but bo a Pullman Porter and nobody complains about it. It's this
racist structuro wo tirod of. Wo are so sick of it. Oh! two years
ago had I gono around the country and said you can solve the
black man's problem with black capitalism, all white folks would
havo.wont crazy, listen at th^t racist, but . that old white boy
NIXON talk about black capitalism and nobody says ho racist.
Wo tired of this system. Wo tired of this racist structuro in this
institution. Did you ovor looking at that television show called
The Dating Game, anytimo they got a black person on it, they got
threo black pooplo on it. That don't bother you do it. That don't
bother you because that's your system doing it but if I went on
that. show next wookarid say yeh, I'll go on it providing you don't
have no white women;,on it, arid 'have three black sisters, everybody
in America would want to talk about I'm a racist. Man wo so
damn sick and tired of your attitude wo don't know what to do and
we trying to change this racist structure and you can got with
all thoso old niggers :that think the way you think and talk to them
they can agree with you, its going to got this old country in
trouble, that's what we're talking about.

So wo moving now to chango the institution, no moro, no
less. This institution is racist institution that gets upset in
Washington, D.C. because tho diggers is doing all the crying.
But nobody gets upset in Miami, Florida when them damn silly
gangsters run* tho town today, belittle it and the town couldn't
function without them. And a lot of people want to believe that
to be born black you have a built-in criminal tendency. That you
inherit criminal ways, lot mo tell you something, all the
money niggers steal in one year wouldn't supply one months'
recreation fee for them Italian silly mopstors. Dig this, in the
Now York Times a couple of weoks ago they talking about Now York
City, tho estimate followed a report Monday that theft from tho
garment industry alone runs ^ts high as 50 million dollars a year,
300 thousand dollars a day they steal from tho garments but thoso
are white folks, nobody up tight. Man don't you know if that
was niggers stealing that they would close the town down. You
want to do away with tho crimp syndicate in America lot black folks
take it over in the morning and you would see to it, it would bo
wiped out by this weekend. So we saying wo tirod of this racist
structuro, wo tirod of this racist institution. That's what black
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folks is talking about. Let me tell you something tonight that all
you Americans that's worrying about separatism before you over
got upset over separatism* you go

.

got that Indian off that
resolution because you can't got no moro separatism than that,
But you know’ youTe not ^vorriod about separatism as long as you
doing it. And the minuto that Indian 1 say, mo like a heap of
reservation, mo don' t> want white man up hero then you would bo
running around saying,. I don't .know why ho wants to separate
hissolf,. And the minuto the black man says I don't want to put
lip with these insults no moro, lot mo alono, ho wants to holler
separatism. This country has always boon separatism, you just
defy a black mansry ho want to bo over hero by himself, I go
through the country and all those iiiggers come up to mo and
say to mo why do thpso, why do theso colored folks want
separate dormitories because when you wore in college you wore
sick enough to lot thein crackers write <boon on the toilet wall
and yell .UiggQr down the hall, those young black kids say before
thoy listen „to all ,/that, and got .to rpad all that filth in the
toilet they rathor be by their self . Maybe if you wore on campus
today you might understand what thoy talking about, but since you
not if you don't understand it don't even comment on it.
And every black man don’t understand you young black kids, he'll
let a cracker \palk up to him at work and say ah, come hero boy,
and he'll bp, the vice president of a company. He'll bo 95 years
old and still lot some white man call him boy and he just
grinning. Ho call again and ho says Yoh, mister. Man wo sick and
tired of this nonsense, and this what wo talking about and for some
reason a lot of people don't understand what we got on our minds
today. Wo talking about this racist system.

,
Lot mo say to you youngsters I wish you would do mo a

favor one day this week, go to the library and copy down the
Declaration of Independence and you know how to copy without
reading it, don't road it, just copy it, you know how to do that,
Yoh, sure you do, and I want you to carry that Declaration of
Independence with you 24 hours a day, never bo caught without your
Declaration of Independence. Now the favor I want you to do for
no when the riot season opens up again. Yeh this country so
busy programing folks they got black folks believing theygot a

riot season July through August. Last riot soason wo didn't show
up and. the whole country got upsot. Whore woro ya'll wo had the
tanks waiting for you. GEORGE WALLACE how come you think thoy
didn't show, ah, you know them niggers is lazy and shiftless, they
just tired. I toll you whoro vyo wore last riot soason, wo got
tired of stealing all those bad, no good products, so last July
through August wo dccidod to go underground and study the
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consumer reports:
,
So ..when the riot season opens up again this

year wo ain't,’stealing no more' Motorolas baby . Now lot mo toll
you, the favor I want you to do for me, when the riot season
opens up I want you to run home and get around your ma-ma and
daddy and you young black kids especially, because you got some
niggers in those houses which think more degenerate and moro
corrupt then tho Ku Klux Klan could over think and you do know
what I'm talking about. Now what I want you to do I want you
to got the television and put it in tho middle of tho room and
turn-on the evening nows causo thoy going to show them riots,
Thoy

,
show them niggers looting and riot and socking it to tho

town. Now I want you to turn on HUNTLEY and BRINKLEY causo thoy
get closo-ups. Yoh, them other two networks thoy want to cover
it in a helicopter you know, but HUNTLEY and BRINKLEY gets
such close-ups you can recognize your kin folks. Look there
there Undo BRADLEY, I didn't know ho was in Detroit, look at
him.. Now after you/ get it on NBC at that point run upstairs
and get them parents and bring thorn down and put them right
in front of tho sot so thoy can see and listen to them niggers burrs and
tear the town up and just listen to their reaction, you hoard it
before. After you tired of listening to them fools, tho favor I

want you to do mo, I want you to go up and turn tho sound off tho
television so thoy can't see nothing but thorn black folks burning
the town;

,
At that point I want -you to rjovo back bohind them

old fools and while thoy -looking at them niggers sack tho town
I waint you to, *’pad tho Declaration of Independence as loud as you
can road it and maybe for tho first time thoy 'll understand what
they looking at. Wo hold those truths to bo solf-ovidont

,
that

all men are created equal and endowed by tho Creator with cortain
inalienable^ rights that when

,
thoso ^rights aro destroyed ovor long

periods of 'times it ‘ is your duty to destroy, abolish that government,
what tho hell you say.

I know at first them old fools aro going to assuno that
this was a message MALCOLM X loft for RAP BROWN. But I suro with
a minimum amount of porsuasion you will teach them old fools that
that was thoir bolovod Declaration of Independence, that one with
tho mistake on it; that ono thoy forgot to put for white only,
Lot mo say something to you tonight tho fact that you didn't put
for white only on this when black folks road it wo silly enough
to bolievo that tho foundod fathors moant for this to bo for any
Amorican but wo know it wasn’t because whon wo do what tho
Declaration of Indopondcnco tolls us to do you want to call us
looters, you want to call us hoodlums, so I say to you that gets
upset tho first thing you bettor do is change your Declaration of
Indopondonco so it will road for white folks only and then right
after you finish doing that hurry up down in my ghotto and got
this whito boy Amorican history book out bocauso thorofc no way
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black folks can continue to read your history and behave tho
way you want a nigger to bohavo because from tho front page of
your history book from the time you landed at tho Plymouth
Rock you tell mo you shot and murdered your way all tho way
across to California, it's in the book, its in your book. Havo
you over road this stinking history of yours, and then you
going to draft niggers into tho Army send them to Fort Bonning,
Georgia teach them how to bo gjerrillas, sond them all over tho
world killing folks to liberate for them and think they not
going to kill you whon they come back to liberate their mammy,
You out of your mind.

Yeh, you ain't dealing with no World War II niggers
anymore, you don't turn those .“niggers on and off no more,
Havo you, ever road your own history, have you. You came to
these shores and discovered a country that was already
occupied, it'S in your book. How do you discover something
somebody elso owns. It's like mo and my ole lady walking out of
hore tpnight and you and your lady sitting in your brand now
automobile and my lady say, gee.' that's a beautiful automobilo
I suro wish it was mine and I say lot's discover it. So
evidently you white folks haven't read your history. Give mo
liberty or give mo death, RAP BROWN didn't he? What did STOKELY
CARMICHAEL say, hero it is, don't shoot til you see the whites
of their eyes. You got to be out of your mind to give mo this
thing here and then wonder why I bohavo the way I bohavo.
Toll mo you got to havo respect for tho police, I notice in
your history book you didn't havo no respect for tho police.
Yeh, it says this right hore, in tho early days whon tho British
was tho police. You dig it. A white boy by tho nano of PAUL
REVERE road through tho white community and say get a gun white
folks the police is coming. Yeh, evidently you havon't road
your history havo you. Then you get upset whon a bigger steal a
television sot but right in your history book you talk about
how you got on that cat's ship and dumped all that tea into tho
water. You just mad cause I got enough sense to take it homo.
Well if you think you can take somebody olse's tea and throw
it into that bay out there and then call it a Boston Tea Party
then every time a Nigger take a television sot call that a
Saturday night fishfry. So I say to you youngsters you got a
big job working, stealing, changing tho system, as I loavo you
tonight lot mo briefly discuss with you, black attitudes in
America. Lord know wo got some attitudes, thank God it is
about time. Now I hope you white folks understand that black
folks we don't know what wo been doing tho last two years
to alienate you tho way we've alienated you but whatever it is
wo going to keep doing it. Because tho more you got alienated
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thore's moro .‘integration, more black folks on television,
and you know what, white folks don't lynch higgors no moro
in America. Something about what wo' re doing to you that's
made it so safe for us. Oh, when wo was running around hoping
and praying and filling up tho Baptist church and praying, it
‘was 'lynching you a .nigger when you got ready, but I walk all
through this country today, and don't have no problems. I don't
know what it is about the way wo'vo alionated you that made
you respect not to put that ropo around our nock but baby
irrogardloss to what you want to boliovo, black folks is doing
bottor today with-you being mad then wo was when you was glad.
Now what wo trying to say, wo'ro tired of these insults,,
and all wo doing today, for tho first time is reacting to white
America's insults -now v/o cannot make white America stop insulting
us and from this day on you cannot make us stop reacting to your
insults so that's tho way its going to go down from hero on in.
White- America insults us wo going to react to it. That's the
now game, that 's the now thing now.

So I say to you do you know what an insult it is when
xvhito Americans ask black Americans to bo non-violent. You
know what that moans tho only country that 's over dropped a
avora bomb on another living human being is trying to ask black
folks to behave. Every morning you go out dropping napalm on
women and kids then ask mo to behave. Nobody knows anymore then
me because I'm so totally dedicated and committed to non-violence.
To tho extent that I boliovo Thou Shall Not Kill covers anything
with life and blood in it, so consequently I'm a vegetarian,
That's my hangup though, I wouldn't never go around pi’oaching
vegetarianism like I don’t preach non-violence, I live it
If a man was going to wipe out my wife and my seven kids the
only way I could stop him would injure him or kill him, he would
have to wipe them out. I got a right to have that hangup, I'll have
a right to toll you you got to sit by and let some churab wipe out
your whole family. I would never knock a steak off your plate and
I never want you to put a pork chop on mine. I'll never take a
Stick of dynamite out of your hand, I'll never lot you take my
picket sign out of mine. But as non-violent as I am it insults mo
and alienates mo along with other black folks to hoar white
America to toll us to bo non-violent. You own all tho Army, tho
Navy, the Air Force, tho Marinos; all tho polico you own, Stato
police, Federal polico, local polico, CIA and then cono to us with
all them guns and „we ain't done a damn thing and say, bo non-violent
boy, wo say you go to hell.
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Wo say to you Americans that really boliovo that you and
this country froak out over non-violonco, wo say to you provo it
to us. Don't do nothing for us cause wo can provo wo can burn a

town down. But since you like non-violonco so much how como my
Indian brother still up on that reservation. You can't bo no
more non-violent .then this Indian has boon in tho last 75 years,
what happened, I thought you likod non-violonco, damn it, as long
as that Indian is' on that reservation, you should novor uttor tho
word non-violonco cause you have a passionate disrespect for it

until somebody gets violent. You in Vietnam tonight with your
violent Army, trying to froo that foreigner and give him a bottor
way of life then you want to givo your own Indian brother who
you stole this damn country from, you ain't pulling no game on
nobody no more.

Tho whole world got hip to you that why Peru just ran
stand and all but of Peru, and they going to run you capitalists
out of that whole North America

,
that whole South America causo

if it' wasn't ’

' for standing R which ain’t nothing bit ROCKEFELLER
and that Catholic church tho whole continent could got free ovor
thoro, and tho whole world getting hip to your game now including
your boys and your girls, your own kids have got hip to you, so
I say to you youngsters wo act like wo don't know what you doing
but we know damn good and well what you've got to do, so wo say
to you if you boliovo in non-violonco, don't talk it no more,
px*ovo it, go liberate tho Indian. You know what that Indian
got to do to got a bottor way of life in tho State of Florida
in tho morning, ho got to got up on tho dry dock and catch you
white folks driving down tho expressway and getting to shooting
at you, Powi Whitoy go homo, and when that Indian say whitoy
go homo ho talking about tho big trip baby. And you know what
just as sure as that Indian gets to raising holl in tho morning
oh.' tho whole country go crazy. I can just hoar them now, them
stinking reds, and tho next Sunday you turn on tolovision
and look at Moot Tho Press and they will bo interviewing
some old Undo TOM TOM Indian that will bo saying everything
you old fools want to hoar. I can just soo -them now, yoh, mo
like a heap of reservation, tho problem como from them young
bucks, thorn STOKLEV RUNNING HORSES and RAP LIGHT CLOUDS, and
all tho old fools will go to bod believing tho Indian don't want
nothing but just as sure as ho keeps coming down and burning
and looting and getting him some blond scalps and raping some of
them white ladies, oh, you'll listen to him then. Yoh, you know
if that Indian raises enough holl, next summer you turn on
television you'll soo as many Indians on television as you saw
black folks last year. I can just soo it down, tune in every
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Tuesday night, one hour special, sevon part series, Meot Your
Indian Brothor, sponsored by Xorox, no commercials. Ah, if
that Indian raise enough hell this year, next year you'll
havo a Indian horo talking to you,

Yoh, but that Indian has been so peaceful like you
say you like a man, and he's bout to get wiped out, about to
got wiped out. He's boon so peaceful you don't know that the
highest form of Tuberculosis among any minority group on the
faco of this earth happens upon your Indian reservation, not
Moscow, Russia. The highest form of suicide rate among young
folks on tho faco of this earth happens upon your Indian
reservation, not in Peking;, China, Lut you don't caro cause
that Indian ain't alienating you, ho ain't bugging you, ho
ain't aggravating you, ho is .as non-violent as you claim you
like a man to bo and tho Bureau of Indian Affairs is that a

joke. They handle Indian business. Yeh, that's like lotting
the Ku Klux Klan implement tho civil rights laws, You know
something, you know tho money it cost to run tho Bureau of
Indian Affairs, if wo wipe tho Bureau of Indian Affairs out
in tho morning, tho money it costs to run tho Bureau, ovory
Indian in America could get $4,300 a year a piece. But you
don't know that now because tho Indian haven't bugged you.
So I say to you youngsters you got to create an atmosphoro
in America, whore America will become as ashamod of injustices
at home as she is of afraid of Communism abroad. That's a job
for you youngsters, so I say as I leave you tonight black
folks havo an attitude, we're tired of those white racist
Insults. Lot of white folks come up to us now and say,
how come you 'all don't want to bo called colored no more,
how come you 'all don't want to bo called Negro. Wc- notice you
don't play games with yourself, why play them with us. All
you got a bunch old silly niggers that work for you, you work
with them lot you call them anything that you want but that
niggor going to got you in trouble. No you'© not playing no
games with us, just call us black until you find out who wo
really aro. That's what wo talking about. That's why wo want
you teach black history in your white schools because if you
young kids know white history and not just what your daddy and
ma-ma told you about me, you would understand that your mammy
came closer to becoming that nigger than mo. That's what wo
talking about

.

That's why across this country wo demanding you toach
black studies and wo don't give a damn what all those old
niggors running around talking about thoy going to suo that
segregationist. Wo know damn good and well our history goes back
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further then slavery and wo know you know it so wo tolling you
to teach it to us, so wo can find out who wo arc cause a man
without a knowledge of himself is like a tree with no roots.
This is what thoso young black kids is talking about today,
no moro and no loss, so we say just call us black, don't call
us Negro, don't call us colored, no moro and wo say that and we
don't moan to put you white folks in no imposition but you don't
play no games with yourself, a Jew loaves Israel tonight and
comes to my country ho!s a Jew in Israel, ho stays a Jew when ho
gets hero. When an Italian leavos Italy to come to my country,
ho was an Italian over there, ho stays an Italian when ho gets
hero. The Irishman loft Ireland to come to Amei’ica ho was an
Irishman over there, he's still an Irishman over hero, You
dig it, you didn't play no games with yourself why play them
with mo, I mado the same trip you did came across the Atlantic,
I loft Africa, Africans and I come here and I got to bo colored
folks and Negroes, and n’iggexs, no don't play no games with us

;

baby. And if you want to play some games, since we all came ..
,

across that Atlantic change your own damn self, call yourself
such old funny names for a change. That's all wo say, so I say
to you tonight we're tired of those insults.

Twenty and thirty year ago black folks in Amorica
had an empty stomach. Today black folks in America got a
full stomach but a hungry mind and a hungry mind will not
tolerate the same thing an empty stomach did. Empty stomachs
deal on smell and hungry minds deal on sound and all at once
this country don't sound right to us anymore. That's what wo
saying. Four years ago throe white boys burnt up their draft
cards and within two weeks time the Senate in Congress had
passed an anti-draft card burning bill. Cut we haven't boon
ablo to got them to pass an anti- lynching bill in a 100 years.
This country just told mo she thinks moro of a piece of
cardboard then she thinks of my black mammy. I'll bring her
to her knees for that and I couldn't give a damn what your
thoughts was about it. We're tirod of those insults. If I
was in Vietnam tonight and got killed by a Viet Cong, this
government tonight would give my black wife $10,000 and
she couldn’t take that $10,000 and buy her a house in any ,

neighborhood she wanted to buy one in, hell, I've got
kids shooting at the wrong folks.

Then you going to come up and toll me I need a
fair housing bill to live next door to you, who in the hell do
you think you are. What kind of animals are you That old
white Russian broad, STALIN 's daughter, a known Communist and a
known Russian you ain't suppose to like neither ono of them,
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you didn’t mako that broad got no fair housing bill to come
to my country and live anywhere sho wants to live. Why do I

have to got one? All them Russian exchange students you bring
over hero to my country, they don't want to bo your citizen.
Matter ,Of fact when you put them in those colleges you got
to put the FBI around them four years watching them so they
don't steal no secrets. You don't make them old Russians that
como over here to go to school got a fair housing bill and live
anywhere they want to livo in those old racist college towns.
Why do I need one. And all wo'ro saying, we're tired of those
insults.

Oh, there's a lot of white folks in America that
boliovos a nigger is the stinkingnoss, smelliest thing that
ever walked the face of this earth. That's groovy. I'm n^t v
hero tonight to convince you niggers don't stink. I say do
your own research. Check the records at the cosmetics industry',
and see how many multi-billion dollars a year you white folks
in America spends on deodorant. Thon check them deodorant
commercials on television and see when was the last time you
soon a black armpit. Thon figure it out for yourself. .If

Sniggers is doing all the stinking and the white folks is buying
all the deodorant, who really stinks in my country. Oh we
say wo'ro tired of these insults. Oh, there's a lot of white
folks that believes that because I'm black, I'm inforior to them
That’s groovy, that’s your hangup. Don’t insult mo with it no
more. And you know the interesting thing the same white man
that boliovos because I’m black I’m inforior to him ho will bo'
the first one to tell you that if I go, to bed tonight with a

,

Chinese woman tonight and give hor a baby, the baby going to be
colored. If I go to bod with an Italian woman, a Jewish woman,
I can go to bed with any woman on the face of this earth and
give hor a baby and the baby going to bo me. My sister can go
to bed with any man on the face of this earth, and get a baby
the baby going to bo hor. Is that inforior stock to you.
We saying wo'ro tired of those insults. Wo tired of people
tolling us education is our problem. You in Vietnam tonight
with a half million Americans, have you over hoard one white or
black American over question that Vietnamese educational
standards. Well if you don't question his you had hotter not
question mind and when you question mine question it right.
You know how many millions of pooplo would be dead on the face

s

of this earth if it was not for blood plasma.' Are you aware of
the fact that a black man in America by the name of CHARLIE
DREW invented blood plasma. Don't take my word for it chock it
out in your library. Are you also aware of the fact that
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CHARLIE DREW biod to death in an Atlanta, Georgia waiting room
after an automobile accident because they didn't accept UJt
niggers. Education didn't havo a damn thing to do* with it, tho man
had the wisdom and tho knowledge and the educational genius to give
blood plasma to tho world, and died from tho lack of his own
invention because his face was black. So wo saying we're tired
of those insults. Wo tired of people tolling us, why don't v
you 'all go down into the ghetto and pull your brother up by his
boot straps, why don’t you give him some boots with somo c
zippers in them. Wo got to admit to you that 20 percent of the
black women in America have illegitimate babies, we can't deny
that, we've had fun in tho ghetto baby, and 2 percent of you <

white women in America got illegitimate babies but what makes
us upset is when you white folks know that your white sister,,
got 2 percent illogito and my black sister got 20 percent
illegite and you wants to believe that you morally better then*'*

,

me. No, baby your white sister got 2 percent and ray black sister
got 20 percent but if wo ever get our hands on you white folks 1 >
abortion credit cards wo will show you how to> knock a 1 rape down

,
to.,

Wo'ro saying we're tired of these insults. If all those white
folks that run around wondoring why, why you' colored folks hav©;
all them babies you can't take care up, you going to end up on
rolief. We know that. You might run across a bunch of old
silly Niggers that 's ashamed of relief but the only thing I s.Q&tk.
wrong with your relief is that you don't give enough of it. ..

I ain't never mot a white man that didn't want something fx’oo.
And I ain't never met one that didn’t want somo raonoy and if
words like welfare and ADC and relief, if those words upset you
change it and call it foroign aide, or call it what you call that
money you give to the farmers. What you call it, you don't cal,l
it relief you call it subsidy, And as far as all them black
babies wo have in the ghetto that wo can't take care of, "wo make
a deal with you, tho day this system learns how to hire black
boys and give us a good job like it gives you white boys so wo
can afford all them wholes and prostitutes like you, we'll quit
having all them babies at home too. We don't havo to ask you
about thc"horo cause she hoax’s ray sister and she do talk to mot*-

when she comes home so wo know what you doing. Wo say we're
tired of those insults, and we don't intend to tako them any
longer. You know what an insult it is when I stop and think
had ray daddy boon killed in World War II by a Gorman, had my < c*

daddy been killed in 1942 I was ton years then, I'm 37 years oljd
now that moans I would have gone 27 years without a daddy.
Now that’s not an insult because when daddys go to war they go. ito
kill or be killed, the insult is tho same Gorman that could have
killed my daddy in 1942 and made me go 27 years without a daddy
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that samo Gorman tonight can corn© to my daddy's country and livo in
a neighborhood ray daddy's boy can't livo in. Do you really
understand what wo'ro talking about. Wo'ro saying to America,
boforo wo over sit back and lot you treat your enemies bettor
then you treat your citizens, wo 'll burn this damn country down
to the ground, that's what wo saying,

So in saying goodnight to you tonight, we 1 ro saying
wo'ro tirod of those insults, Wo tired of you playing games
so don't give ,mo my rights on no damn installment plan. You
passed a damn civil rights bill last year that covers 80' percent
of the housing, what in holl am I suppose to do with tho .other
20 porcont of mo, join tho Communist Party, So no more games,
Yeh, I take it back wo would like for you to pass one more
.law boforo you quit playing with us. Wo call it a honest white
folks law and don't none of you whito folks got up tight because
it ain't got nothing to do with whito folks, matter of fact we'll
give it a good name, we'll call it Tho Concerned Honky Law and it
will bo a simple law and just road, All five year old black male baby
boys, hadn't got nothing to do with whito ones, it don't ovon cover
the black woman, just all five year old black male baby boys will
have to go to a government camp for ono year from tho ago to five
to six and wo 'll stipulate in tho law that these- five year old
black baby boys will bo able to sleep eight hours and for tho
Oth*. r 16 hours a day for a solid year, now that s where tho honest
white folks como in, for 16 hours a day for a solid year you will
teach those little five year old black boys,. \.*.ggor when you grow
up don't novor date a whito woman, don't never marry a whito woman, .

don't novor have an affair with a white woman; and boforo I leave
here tonight lot me sot the record straight, we cannot boliovo that
nothing upsets you no moro in this country then to soo a nigger with
a white woman and you don't want to talk about your numbor ono
hangup, who in tho holl do you think you arc•, And one day if you !

ever got up onough manhood to talk about your number ono hangup,
you might find out its something youro doing that makes mo want to.
Hell, diggers would bother no white woman, Every time your
brand now automobiles como out, you can't advertise your now cars
without that whito woman so I feel I need htr to raako my gears shift
right,

I'm sitting on an airplane reading a magazine and horo
tho whito woman got this big bottle of Pepsi Cola sticking in my
face, thirsty honest, have a Popsi. Yoh, I'll have a Popsi and
you too you old whito broad. I go to my black neighborhood, walk
into my black house, walk into my black living room, with my black
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wife and my black kids, turn on ray black television and therob
your tyhite sister running across half naked, hollering buy a

Playtox living bra'. 'Yoh, I got a Playtox for my old lady and
I'll got you'for nib.i Holl, you think ovory time you got ready
to soil that old no,good piece of product you want to put it
in your iWhito woman’s hands and think I'm going to tako it out
and send her back, no wo grabbing at the wrist, and if you think
so much of that broad why don't you just keep her the hell out
of my face. One day if you ever got enough sense to understand ,

that if you stopped programing me you could have that woman back
of yours so long til sho boro you into insanity. Oh, I went to
the movies when I was five years old, You know how frosh a five
year old mind is^ you know how pure and honost it is, when I was
fivo years old I didn’t know nothing about no white woman, I

didn't know nothing about no lovo, I'd novor seen nobody make
love in my life until I go to the movie and who making lovo,
EVA GARDNER and , HUMPHREY BOGAKi , I m five years old, I didn’t
kuow what they was doing but 1 knew one day I was going to grow
up and do it. And I wont to the movie every night cause in my
home town you could got in the movie for free until you wore
32 years old. Every night I wont, Do you understand how you
can program a person' or aro you completely unaware of how you
program black folks. Tho next thing I know I 'm 8 years old,
been going to the mpvio every night for four years ain't soon
nobody make lovo but that white lady, Evcrytime I look at
Miss Araorica, it’s that white .lady, You made me boliovo a white
woman was tho most gorgeous

,
precious, lovahi' thing God over

created. Okay,' I'm going to get mo one. I. never will forgot I

nr? sitting in tho movie, eight yn rs mid, and tJVj GARDNER and
,i\iAN LADD was doing thoir tlung 1

i uoged m . war rid, I say I'm
sure going to, got mo one of them when T pro. un lie said which
one, him or hor. I say I think I'll 1 ry then both,

Lot me say something to you tonight x ve got news for
you tonight, I'm grown and I'm going to get me a white lady and
the madder it makes you the more them ole whit* broads I'm going
to got mo and I hope it makes you so damn mad you'll quit
programming them little black bids, and show linn some black women
in tho movie making love, show them some black women advertising
them now cars ovexy year, show them some black ladies holding that
Popsi-Cola bottle, show them some black ladies tunning across that
television scroon, 1 dialf naked and advertising chat Living bra and
once you quit programriqy mo you'll find out you ean have your
woman for tho rest of your lile Rut the mi.si, ike you made with mo
is tho only woman you over showed me m the movies that was black
was BEULAH, and tho only black vomn you ever showed mo advertising
was AUNT JEMIMA and I just thought you Im<I enough sense to know I
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ain’t novor, over, over wanted to mako love to BEULAH or AUNT
JEMIMA, So tonight I say to you, as I leave you those of you
that have questions to answers, for just a fow minutes those of
you that have some time, we'd like for you to stick around
but a lot of you have to go to work and relievo the baby sitters
and so before I say goodnight to you, I say those of you that
worked on the presidential campaign, I want to say thank you,
and those of you, that voted for mo, I want to say a double
thanks and I sit up late on election night waiting on St.
Potorsburg to put mo over but you blow it, didn't you, you blew '

it, and you see what I did to those folks out in Santa Barbara
that didn't vote for mo, don’t you, I brought that oil up on them
so I take care of you during hurricane season, I'll lay it on you.
So those of you that voted on mo I say thanks, and I felt good
bo a presidential candidate bccauso I was the only candidate
running for the presidency, the rest of them fools was running ,for
sheriff, And for those of you that voted for mo, you didn't vote
in vain, I have declared myself the independent write-in president
of the U.S., wo got a million and a half write-in votes across
the country and March -1. next Tuesday, wo going to Washington, D.C.
and hold our> inaugural) ou and we going to open up our house and
paint it black and call H the Black House, and for the next four
years wo going to try sot up a food program and see if wo can
solve the problems of hungry people in America.

Again I say to all of you that it was a pleasure,
particularly to you young folks who have the burden of solving
the problem. If you have any questions, wo '11 bo back shortly
for questions and answers those of you that must run, may I say
to you goodnight and God bless you and may nature have a lot of
fun with you. Peace and freedom.

Q- That she enjoyed my speech very much and that she agreed
with 99 percent of it, but please why did I try to talk
the kids out of going to school?

A- I didn't try to talk the kids out of going to school.
I didn't wain 1,o tell them to do nothing, you might
find out that i tb you causing thorn not to go, not mo,
don't put that dawn rap on mo. I moan that if you
can believe I eomo to this town for the first time in my
lifo and your 15 year old daughter listens to mo and don't want to
go to school, there's more to it than that. And if you chock
around that house you might find out iti> something there,
that 's causing her not to go to school. I think everybody,
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huh, bad schools, .it might bo a whole lot of other, > >'*

thing!-;, but you know I don't toll nobody what, to do..

one way or Uic other, I try to explain to thorn -that V
they got a job . that they have to do and that sobu?-;

*

or another, if they going to go to those Schools'" 'they.'

had bettor straighten them out and make thorn fH tV-go*
to, if they got to close all of them down, 'they 'Should
na ko thorn i i* to go to because had wo taken care ;of /the y\;V, •/’

school business when we came through it, our, .young *

kids wouldn 't‘ have no problems today, but wo livingin’ -
a country today whore Amox'ica will spend moro .money“.to '•

<t .

built a damn highway, for more automobiles than in thp30 “ ;A_. -,;V,

schools, There's something wrong with this. Wo
.

go ...ail .

'

v '-^

over the world building new schools, all over. the world' u.'i’.-
1 ;'

but wo ain't going to build no now ones hero,. Something ^
wrong somewhere. Wo sick enough in this country , to say '* ’„%

that if you born close to Miami or close to Now' York City./.'
'

or close to Chicago you can send your kids to good priyato^,
schools, but If you born out round Memphis or out rpund '‘f'i';

'

Gt tlinburg-, Tennessee; if you born in Amoripa ,
' Amoi*i'ca ’s' /v'.

v

to soo 'to i", what you got a good school to go to. Now I •\

go all over, there's not one place in America I do. n'ot .go
in a 10 month period. You know something very intoresting, «

the smallest town in America, I’ve boon in there’s a
'

Holiday Inn 1 All over America in the rural a reas ‘

'there$,--v;

Holiday Inn/., if a private concern can bring sojap 1 <>f ,the'

*

best living. 'facilities to the smallest section of Americat-.V:.
then damn i ! America ought to be able to bring some, of vv'!.-

tho best se'vols, host hospitals and best houses to the, V, !
V. *• *

smallest sections of America, That's what we fighting for; •.V'

So whuv' hose young kids is saying to us today , ,thpy ’
,

do not wan; » > destroy America, they want to ’ reforo
A _ JI _ _ 1 - * . * J * - t _ _ A - A * _ _ - _ A__ rf* • - 11.^. '<#* '

America but - i 'thoy have to destroy her to rofprm hcr,!;thoy •. r.

will. Tint - what they saying. . . *, "...

Since there * won't many black folks that supported.
,

'

NIXON what d- I think tho temperature is going to be in
tho ghetto « bi?s year? ,

'*
• •

• ' ;*vv

For one, I think as far as that ghetto brother it didn't,
make him no difference one way or tho other, who was in /'

there, you know, ono way or tho other. Most blpch
,
tpitta V

that was democrats tried to uso that cat in the ghetto
,

as a throat and tho only black folks that’s really, put, :

NIXON down ain't boon nothing but a bunch of old ; blach

*

democrats because if you want- to bo honest about,, the c^t*
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ain't made no mistakes in -a* month. He ain't mad® one
mistake and believe mr I’ve been looking, he mad® m®
toad because he ain't made none and the closest mistake
I think he made was he didn't pull that sixth fleet
out of Turkey, and that's a big scene, you see you
don’t know what's going on over there in Turkey, that's
over dope that we sell that 's gets sold in Turkey
because all the dope you use in America comes from
Turkey and that's what them young folks is tired of,
the government there and here permits it. Gut the man
ain't made no mistakes and as far as black folks didn't
support him, well he didn't put none in the cabinet
which I don't think we deserved any favors from him
because you know any tispss black folks vote 91 percent
the wrong way, hell that's like youte going to pass by
and everyone in the room got a hundred bricks and you
going to pass by for six hours and we can throw all the
bricks at you but at 6 o'clock we can't throw no more
bricks, and as 6 o'clock rolled around they threw 91
bricks and missed, and we don't get another chance for
four more years. And I think, you know, I think it was
an insult the fact that he didn't pick no black folks
because we fighting for a man who will battle, we fighting
a dignity battle. I think it was an instant insult but 1

think in the longirun he don ' t have to bo an insult because
if the men NIXON picks happens to be statemen instead of
politicians, it makes no difference what color a statemen
is, he going to take care of the business but we have yet
to see which way they're going on that,

Q- Since the majority of people that's going to colleges
today happens to bo white, and since the majority of the
toachors that will bo going out to teach will bo white*,
what do I suggest for the young white kids to do to
prepare themsolves to go into tho ghottos?

A- Let me say this, you see America is not as dumb as it
lots on to be. Are you aware, do you know anybody in
the Peace Corps? Dcvyo^fesv that if you decided to join the
Peace Corps today and they was going to send you to
Africa that they would send you to the University of
Chicago for 26 weeks do you know that, and you study* all
the AfrlCaaA* culture, you study his language, you study
his history so you want get over there and alienate him.
So you want get ,ovor there and do the wrong thing. Now I

don't understand how America can send you to the University
of Chicago for 26 weeks so you wonlt alienate that African
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but they don’t want to prepare you to com© down into
the ghetto. And if you w@nt to Africa as ill prepared
as they send you to the ghetto you get a spear run
all the way through your jaws. All th® way, all the way
through. You know the laugh at that cat, look at that
old savage with them bones through his nos© and her©
a white cat puffing on a cigar laughing at that savage.
He'll live longer with that bon© through his nos© then
that white cat will live with that dust on his chest,
but we wonder who th© savag© is, and so it's just th®
matter that the government is not going to creat©
programs for you young folks so you going to hav® to
dig, if you don't dig, you got to stay out of there.
Are you going to go up on the Indian reservation
and talking about helping him without being prepared.
So you see if you go to th® hospital and I don't know
anything about medicine, th© best I can do is go by
your house and clean it up and take care of the kids.
That 's what we. saying that w® moved to th© point wh®r®
if you don't know going on, you can't do nothing but
alienate us. I came to town today and some cat,
beautiful cat over there at th© dinner, walked up to me
and said how you doing boy. Now he should hav© known
better than that, if I'd had slapped him and knocked
him down 1 bet he would hav© known then, but he was
a beautiful cat, the cat's in civil rights baby and
probably would work just as hard as anybody else but
he don't know ho ain't suppose to call a 37 year old
man a boy. But this is the problem we’re talking about.
So I say thorefs books, therefe plenty of books out now
on black history, on black inventors, yeh, this is what
we saying thoreb going to com® a day ycute going to hav©
to know a black man that's been at a stop sign, black,
man that's been in th© cotton gin, black man that's been
at the sugar machine, oh, therels so many, I work hard,
go over to the patent office and lick it off because they
made them put Negro on it, and as bad as w® hated it, w©
glad because now we got proof what we invented, you know.

,

During slavery nigger doing all the work and people want ;;

to believe whito folks cam© up with all th© inventions,
Hell if I've got 5,000 whit© folks out cutting my grass
who's more likoly to invent a lawn mower, you or m?
If you look back at all thorn inventors, they had to b© us.
And then all at once th© cats want to run around and act
like we're tho dumbest race of people that's ever been
invented. That old broad look at that nigger in the field
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with that box and invited ELI WHITNEY down from Yale
to show, look at this lazy nigger he went back and
put a patent* on it, and wo tired of it. Wo say w© got
to know our history and its there, its in books people
know it but will they make this a basic part of your
curricular, Wo don’t know but if you want to do it on
your own, say go to the library, go to the black book
stores, and start asking for it, Start off with a
vory simple book, say give mo a book of Negro inventors,
You would bo surprised what you would find out, Therms
a very brilliant book out, a white brother in Chicago
put it out called, A Layman's Guido to Negro History, and
that turns you on everything you would over want brother.
Everything you would over want, starting at pag® 64 all
the way to page 82 ain’t nothing but black inventors.
All the way down and it will upsot you when you se©
them patents in thero where it was a black cat there
that invented that telephone, they got a patent on it, baby,
got a patent on it. It was a black cat that invented that
telegraph machino, Brother WOODS, you surprised at that,
got the book it called, A Layman's Guido to Negro History,
and don’t even take the books away, go over to the Library
of Congress one day and look up them patents and check
them out, and then understand what we’re talking about,
We're tired of nobody talking about our accomplishments.
Evorytirae somobody want to talk about some nlggor they
snatched a pocketbook, and we do that too and do it well.
Yoh, that's right.

Q- What role will I bo playing as co-chairman of the new
party?

A- Now let mo explain to those of you that's not familiar,
I have become the co-chairman of the now party which
happens to bo an independent political party. The
question is what rolo will I be playing, I can have a
tremondous amount of influence at tho top lovol to set
up the now party to do tho number one thing which I

think is needed is to do a baso of research to get out
across the country. The role I will play is go around
the country and influence young people that regardless
to which way you vote register independent because tho
Democrat-Republican Party have proved that thorefe too
immoral and too sick and too degonorato to solve tho
problems confronting America today, but oven if you vote
Democrat or Republican register on tho independent
ticket because it will make a lot of them want to win
you over to them and they'll have to come and start
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.talking your language. You seo in America today
we have 200 million people and the average age in
America is 27 years old, you see, 56 percent of
America's population is 26 years old and down and in the
next 8 years, 72 percent of Americans will be 26 years
old and down and I personally believe that 8 years from
now the President of the U.S. will come from the
independent ranks and this is the role that I intend to
play, is to go around and speak with young folks about
indepedont political action. I just happen to be co-
chairman of the new party, but it really makes no difference
what party you in, as long as it's independent, political
action and as long as you young peoplo reach back and get
statemens instead of politicians.

I mention a book that I published last year, I think it
was, A Parity on History?

Let me say, I, I published two books last year, one was
called, The Shadow That Scares Me, and the other one was
called, Write Me In. If you care to read it go to the
library and check it out because they selling so good,
its kinda messing up my tax thing, you know. So go to
the library and read it then take it back, you know.
I just finished one, matter of fact I just came back
from St. Thomas where I just finished a book for >

Harper and Row. Its a kidk book. Its pertaining to
black inventors, and the way I did the book was; let mo
thank those of you that bought "Nigger," thanks a million,
it sold million copies so that's pretty good. Harper
and Row had mo to do a bobk for them that's going to com©
out in September and they guaranteed me that they'll drop
4 million for the new school year in September, The way
I did the book was I got a whito kid waking out of bed
in the morning and as he tries to make it through a 24
hour day, I show how inconvenient it would be for him if
it weren't for black inventors and ho hurts his foot and
he bleeds and how he couldn't get the blood plasma had it
not been for CHARLIE DREW, how the ambulance would be able
to got through the traffic had the black brother not
invented the stop sign, how he couldn't put sugar on his
cereal had his black brother not invented the sugar
processing machine, how ho wouldn't be able to put shoes
on. had. his black brothor not invented the machine that
makes the shoes and this all tho way through a 24 hour
period. This is the first book. Tho other ono I've got
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to finish up by Juno is, American History Book as Soon
Through tho Eyos of a Black Man, and this will not only
bo tho black man loft- out but just how I road tho history
book that whon tho Indians won it was a massacre but when
tho calvary won it was a great victory and tho Indians
wasn't doing nothing but boating an invador off thoir
land, and I have a third book which I haven't oven
decided which way I want to go on it yot but its very
groovy you know, tho publishers aro buying black
anything you soil them, black thoy'ro buy it and give
you $20,000 for it. Its disgraceful tho way they're
going crazy, you know. I sure am glad I'm up there
with them. Lot mo got that gun. And you know I didn't
know I just camo back from St. Thomas, my wife and I and
I, and wo just found out how you have to do the
publishers, did you read Niggor, I finished that in about
six days and The Shadow That Scares Mo, I dono in about

-ffc" eight days so I 'vo found out that, see I'm not an author,
I 'm a talker so I've found out that if you want to get a
lot of money you have to be liko tho author so I told him
I said yes, I could do tho history book for you, It took
us I think, we did tho history book in about 4 hours, but
I told him I said I did them like HEMMINGWAY used to do, I
said yoh, I think if you give mo round trip transportation
to St. Thomas with tho phone not bo ringing and enough
money to last for about three months I'll have it ready
for you for June, and so wo wont to St, Thomas, I didn't
have but 3 days, wo wont to St. Thomas, my wife, my friemd
over there and couple of other people from tho staff. We
didn't do nothing man, wo just partied all day long. Last
night wo camo to tho hotel and finished up tho whole
manuscript and I got it in a bag and took it, and they'll
pay you$50,000 for that as long as you make them think you
have really got to go through some changes. I wouldn't
make big money at first because I was turning it in too
quick, you know I thought that was tho big thing, yes, I'm
smart onough to do it in a week, it depresses me its takes
mo 6 months to get my thoughts togother. Oh you should have see
me do my thing whon I was talking to Harper and Row, you think
you can do a book for kids Mr. DAVIS, yes I think I can itfs
going to be mighty taxing but, yes, I think I’ll have to
wash my whole mind down and you know and see,\ You don't have
to do nothing but go out and get a bunch. of kids* book and
read and find out how you're supposo to slant it) you know,
Yoh, I read a couple of kids' books, people looked at ra®

stupid whon I pulled out Ed's third reader on t
lhe plane.

Can you imagino sitting in first class reading one of them
beginning readers. Trying to find out how I’vo got to
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structure my sontoncos and everything. The woman
sitting next to me, she says are you DICK GREGORY I

said yes, she said I understand you read a lot of
newspapers, I say yos, she says is that your kids'
book, I said no, I just bought it myself.

Q- Is it a fact that the ’integration push is asking
black people to blond into a white society?

A- You know there’s a pride thing that gets involved, that's
part of it but you see if you can just close your eyes
and imagino you was born black, you in a black ghetto,
that 99 percent of everybody you sec are black, that
you do not know that white folks is 90 percent of this
country cause they've got you pushed over into your
little section. Now it gets pretty disappointing,

-at 5 years old, see you don't know what's happening,'
that everybody you see in the course of the day is
black folks til, it comes to authority. The mayor
is white, the police chief is white, the farmer white,
the president is white, you got to think black folks is
stupid, bocauso after boing forcod into a situation
whore you don't see nothing but black folks all day long
until it comes to something important, and this is what
we're talking about, that when wo move into tho system
wo going to refuse to bo chocolate covorod white foiks.
Wo want, to like do our thing bocauso America claims to
bo tho melting top of tho world but shtfs not. Everybody
got their little thing so wo wants our little thing.
Wo liable to bo opening up some African churches here,
Yoh, wo liable running around, and next year we might
decide that wo going to got rid of tho nappy hair and
basheekes and wo gonna wear just a littlo thing around
us like our brothers do. You're liablo to see black
women coming out with their titties hanging out brother,
like they was in tho bushes or something. Wo don't
know what we gonna do from one day to tho othor. We
fighting for their fame, but whatever it is, it's gonna
be ours. After wo do that and got tired of that, then
wo might come on ovor and start whoop whooping it up
brother. You ovor soo theso black women with these
blond wigs on,, man's wigs on, and all that othor cos-
tume. Wo changod everything wo could. We ain't got
around rto the blue eyes yet, but wo got blue sunglasses.
Wo run around with bleaching cream, puttin' bleaching
cream on, como down to Miami and lay in tho moon and
all that ole kind of stuff. As long as wo was trying
to bo white, it was O.K., didn’t nobody caro, Those
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niggers finish school and tuck thoir lips in and talk,
yes, I, I, I yeh, that was all right man as long as
every move we trying to be like white .folks* Oh, if
you want to got just sick up to your stomach go to
cocktail parties where there ain't nothing but black
folks and see the way wo act. Because we be acting
it will make you sick you was white because wo act the
way wo see white folks act, and baby you got to see us
whon wo in our game playing games by ourself, Yes sir,
Mr. JONES, a nigger ain't never boon called Mr, in his
life until ho gets drunk, yes sir Mr, JONES, what do you
and your old lady want. Ah, wo would* have a, we would
like a martuni or mar--, oh, you ain't soon nothing til
you soo thorn gloves at a cocktail party, Say, martini,
yos, martini ,TKen tho waiter go and get him a martini
and gives it to him and ho sipping it, huh, tastes like
gin. And man I'd go crazy but they trying to bo white,
They bo sitting there talking, trying to talk like big
business men, yoh, they ain't never owned no stock in
thoir life, yes, I bought three chickens last week, I

think I'm going into the poultry business, I've got
thorn in tho kitchon watching for them to lay some eggs.
This cat been waiting throe years for a egg to fall.

Oh, man we go through a sioge, yoh, wo go through woh,
wo go through a thing, and so now we saying all the
hang- ups wo coming out with them; wo ain't asharae of
nothing, wo got to lay in the mirror. You soo th© whit©
man he so busy worrying about his hang-ups ho forgets
about mine. I got a lot of hang-ups, hell, I been
married to that woman of mine 10 years but just twelve
years ago I was trying to get mo a light complected
colored woman, I got to go through all those changes,
and all those changos, my first daughtor was too black
forme, now they say black is beautiful, now I’m
convinced, now she’s too light for me. You been going
through some changes too, its just ono of those times,
everybody going through these things, you understand?
Oh, gee, you don't know how long mo and my ole lady stood
in tho mirror trying to convince ourselves that black was
beautiful. All right letfs do it again on three, one, two,
black is, oh, shit, letfe try it again. Now wo convince
yeh, we convinced black is beautiful. Now my little boy
gets up, he's 18 months old, tho first thing he do is
stick his hand out and say lay some skin on me daddy

,

black is beautiful, yoh, black is beautiful, yeh, we got
to play these games though, yeh this is what its all about.
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Wo just saying wo want to do*“pt*r thing, wo tried to do
it tho other way, wo triod to bohavo, wo tried to jxj

niggers, and tho system would lot us bo niggers, thoy
just want to misuse us and koop inciting us, we triod
everything, wo tried integration and got tho hell boat
out of us. All I say is lot's do our thing, wo just
going to got over ,horo and mind thorn, can't wo do our
thing no more no loss, Everybody got their bag, You
would& invito an East Indian to your house and lay one
of thorn big cow steaks on him, saying everybody got
thoir bag, that's what those kids talking about in
college. Koop mo forcod in my black ghotto, now you
toll mo I can go to tho white universities and when I

go I don't soo no chitlings. Yoh, that's right, tho
first day I got to college, that cat got some mushrooms
ho gonm lay on mo. Yoh, JIM you getting one of tho
damnost ridos you over had in your life, talking about
those mushrooms. Yoh, thoy got mushrooms and gravy,
yoh, man have you hoard of rod beans and rico, baby.
You know, this is this scono,it's those changes, It!s

this whole scene, you know. And so this cat say
anything you want thoro, you know different strokes for
different strokes, you know everybody got thoir thing
thoy want to do. If I had it all over again I wouldn't
go to nothing but a black university and will send my
kids to nothing but a black university because I went
to a white School and at least if I had it over again,
I know at a black university I can lovo any girl on
campus without it affecting my grades. If a cat called
mo a iiiggor and ho ain't calling it to mo because ho
thinks I’m inferior to him, ho calling it to me because
that's just tho slang among black folks. And wo got
up tight when we hoar a white man say higgor not because
wo don't like to bo callod .iiiggor, hell, you over boon
around a lot of black folks and notico how much wo use
tho word nigger. Wo uso tho word iiiggor more i* , i.l day
then all tho white folks put together could use in p

lifetime. Wo ain't mad at you using tho word rigger wu
just mad cause you ain't loam how to say it pretty.
Like wo do. That's what wo mad about. Just say iggor
with poise. My old lady wakes mo up in tho morning sho
says, ah, hollo pretty nigger got up, I say yoh, baby.

Q- A young black lady has decided to run for beauty queen,
Miss St. Petersburg, when is tho fostivitios, March 7th,
who votes for her, you don't know, well who decides whds

A- going to bo tho beauty quoon, tho Jayceos, yoh, Lot me
ask you this hero, do thoy havo a big parade and all of
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that? ;Huh, well 1 look lot mo toll you what happened to

mo when I was in college, wo got tirod of always looking

at that white beauty quoon but at night wo couldn t find

nono of our customers, cause tho white boy was trying to

make it with her, so wo figured you know somebody must

bo beautiful over horo tho way, but whon it coraos to a

voto can't no black broad got no vote so wo decided

that that homocoming wo wore going to have a black quoon

too. So wo wont in town and found tho ugliest black broad

wo could find, an old winoo, and tho black folks got

togothor and wo voted her in and wo couldn t put her in

tlcir parade but wo took our float and put it at tho tail

end of their parade and after thoir parade was over wo

had our quoon, tho crowd was still thoro wo blew horns,

we carried that old ugliest looking broad, she was so

ugly man she upsot mo, and we carried her out to the

football game and during halftimo wo colobratod this old

ugly broad around so whitoy could soo hor, sho was so

ugly the next year ho gave us one of thorn, Yoh, cause

wo threaten to got one uglier than hor tho next tine.

So what ya.'ll.do ya'll got togothor and voto ya'll a

quoon in. You understand. You go through them changes and

have your a. celebration and got you a parade permit and

take her all through tho streets and just go on and havo

your thing, you don't have to wait on him to approval to

decide if yotflee beautiful or not or if you should bo tho

quoon or not, you know any quoon. Got tho garbage quoon

and lot the garbage collectors voto on ono of ya'll. You

understand, St. Petersburg Garbage Quoon, Now so go on

and do your thing, got you a garbage can and go all

through town.

That will bo tho biggest thing that over happened,

ya'll have a garbage quoon and got garbage cans and get

a parade permit, they will cover it and sond it all over

the world, St. Potors Garbago Quoon, and if they ask you

why did you name it a garbago quoon, say I think that ii

wo don’t get a black quoon next year tho whole town is

garbago. You know they'll got up tight. You go on and

do your thing, ya'll bo cool. Thoy'vo got to do PR game

here because a lot of people want to rotiro hero, so

ya'll if you decide its getting about time you had ono,

how old is this town? I say how old is tho town, don t

anybody know? How long they boon picking queens then?

Ya 'll go ahead and do your thing, havo hor crowned tho

same day they crown thoros. Just go ahoad and do your

thing.
36
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That the young people have to make changes but the biggest
problem that she finds is tho white liberal and tho
apathetic attitude they find on tho white collego campuses
today and what can you do to change that into a workable
force?

Well one, tho way you young kids is taking caro of
business you don't have to worry about that liboral
at all. You see the only times black folks worried
about Uncle TOMS was who n> wo wasn't doing nothing and after
wo started taking caro of tho businoss, wo didn't worry
about no TOMS because a TOM couldn't offset what wo did
anyway. Anytime cats running around talking about MARTIN
LUTHER KING was non-violent and all that cause ho wasn't
doing nothing. They used to come to mo, man I don't dig
you being non-violent, nigger you ain't, you must not bo too
violent I ain't read where you blow up nothing. You
understand, ain't nobody got no patent on you. You want to
violent got you a march and go on downtown i and tear up
something, and then, this is this thing but you don't have
to worry about that. You don't have to worry about this
apathy oh collego campuses. You just do your thing and
just bo suro your thing is puro, honest, ethical and descent
and tho whole world baby, them Russians are shook up all over
the world cause one kid didn't wait in Czechoslovakia
and laid down in tho middle of tho street and burned himself
to death and tho first time they over had a shooting at
meators over thoro in modorn times, they made you think they
wore shooting at astronauts in Russians; you know ain't no
earth people going to bo shooting at no astronauts, they
might got shot at, them moon folks, they shooting at them
loaders, them young kids in Russia got upsot about them
young kids being upset in Czechoslovakia, so you got peoplo
all over the world and soo you got to understand tho
liboral. Tho liboral, tho word liboral, tho word liberal
is a vory groovy word, what do it moan, if I told you I'm
liboral with my money what does that moan, I'd give up a
whole lot right, if I say I 'm a liboral drinkor that means
I don't drink much, so what tho hell is liboral. You
know it can bo anything at any tiu» and black folks cannot
say liberals didn't bring us up to whore wo aro, but soo
liberals can only go so far and then you got to turn
mo over to tho radicals and thank God for tho liberals
thoy carried mo to the stage whore I need a radical today.
But if tho liberals want to continuo to bo a liboral thon
thoy got to got up on the Indian reservation. Thoy got to
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got out thoro and holp ray Mexican brothers, they got to
help my Puorto Rican brothers, so that’s the problem
you soo tho pony express was good in its timo but don’t
put my airmail letter on a mule’s back today. Put it
on that Booing 707. So wo feel tho same way about tho
liberals, tho liberal served its usefulness as far as
we’re concerned but if ho go up on tho Indian reservation
and holp tho Puorto Rican and tho Mexican and if ho do as
good a job for the Indian as ho did for us he’ll become
obsolete with thorn to so I got to leave you, lot mo say
to you youngsters, I hope you think, and I hope you really
got into your thing and challenge everything, you know
the Kerner Report on civil disorders in this country.
Tho Kerner Report said that to solve tho problems in
tho black community today is going to cost America
$80 billion dollars and I say to you I hope you don’t
bring no $80 billion dollars down to my ghetto cause
all you going to got is tho damnost four day crap game
you ever soon in your life. Say if you want to solve
tho problems in tho black community today thorofe something
that you’ve got to do first that von’t cost you. one nickel,
as far as black folks are concerned, that’s simple, your
going to have to create an atmosphere in America for the
first timo whore black folks trust white folks. How do
you do that you going to have to get my Indian brother
off that reservation, you going to have to free ray

Puorto Rican brother, you going to have to free my
Mexican brother, and last but not least cause my Jewish
brother plays a lot of games with himself but ho should
paint his face as black as mine and see what that gentile
say to you about you, say to us about you everyday in the
week and then you realize you in that same bag we is,
so what wo saying to you is short and sweet, free my
Jewish brother, my Indian brother, Puerto Rican brother,
my Mexican brother and then for tho first timo we’ll look
around and say to America for tho first timo I trust you,
come into my black ghetto and together wo will solve our
problems. But if America thinks she is going to solve
her problems and keep all those other folks hung-up, wo
say to America today take that $80 billion dollars and

' buy yourself some of tho biggest guns money can buy cause
you damn sure going to nood them. That conies out of your
history book too, itfe called, wo gonna PATRICK HENRY you
something pertaining to give mo liberty or give mo death.
So again thank you, God bless you, may nature have fun
with you. "
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On Anri 1 15 1969, Pinellas County Deputy Sheriff
> Lsaid that on February 24, 1969
,

j i

O

x* Radio Station WSUN, St. Petersburg,
Monaa, ootainca a tape recording of a speech delivered by
Richard Claxton Gregory at St. Pe tersburg. Florid^, on £hat
date. He said that he,

l
was present when made

the tapes. The recording was made at the WSUN studios
\ 210

2nd Street North, St. Petersburg, Florida, \
pointed

out. He continued by saying that WSUN, on that day, had prer
pared a direct line between the St. Petersburg Coliseum, where
Gregory spoke, and the radio studio.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

i
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIC
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S37

* 4
221 EMC 9-5-68

* *
4 <J'"T Director.

Tho following FBI record, NUMBER 796 519 E , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

CONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS

Police Department
|

Birmingham
> Alabama

j

Police Department
San Francisco
California

Police Departments
Selma Alabama (gi

Cook County Jail
Chicago Illinois

IV/ '

i or-.H ! r

Police ^Department
Chicago Illinois

Police Department
Chicago Illinois $)

Police Department
Chicago Illinois

House of
Correction
Chicago Illinois

V-

NAME AND NUMBER

Dick Gregory
7/1T935V

Dick Gregory
#190584

Dick^CAaxJLon—
Gregory #11178

Gy.QELQ.gy_
#361540

Richard C.
Gregory
#104815

Dick_C..-
Gregory

"y"Xtr4'8T5
1

Dick Gregory
#104815

Dick Gregory
#65-13150

ARRESTED OR
RECEIVED

May 6,
1963

'March 1

1, 1964

February
16.1965

June
8.1965

June
8.1965

June
11.1965

finger-
printed
August
2.1965

November
15.1965

CHARGE

parading
without permit

•J-14270 Section
166.4 Penal
Code (criminal'
contempt
disobey law
ordered by
Court)

.disorderly
conduct

12-3 193-1

disorderly

battery'

disorderly

193-1
disorderly
conduct

Bread

DISPOSITION «

y
b6
b7C

dismissed

200 and no
200 and no on
charge of
disorderly

,

h of Peace
2 ' cases $200
fine $200
total $400 fine

Information 'shown on this Identification Record represents d*?a fiKyiishci
contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of ch

w
/t

contributing those fingerprints.

by fingerprint
is desired, com-

pany s as
ed by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but~etrc HStSSnSnly as invesii-
possibly identical with subject of this record.

V.*. COVCt KKZNf F*irn*4 Offrft 1 tl() 0-O7-CII
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE! 221 EMC oT
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S37 «

"

A*
r\ 1 I

]

Director.

68

Tho following FBI record, NUMBER 796 5^9 £ , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

CONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER ARRESTED OR

RECEIVEO CHARGE DISPOSITION

/Sheriff's Office
Olympia
Washington

Sheriff's Office
Olympia
Washington

• Kj/
pv-

PD Milwaukee Wis

PD Chgo 111

Richard Claxton
Gregory #50126

February
15,1966

Richard Claxton
Gregory
#50171

March
1,1966

Dick Gregory
#108750

Dick Gregory
#104815

10-8-67

8-29-68

unlawful use of
set net for
fishing for
game fish to-wi1{
•steelhead in
two counts
(Nisqually
River)

aiding and
abetting in
setting a gill
net capable
of taking a
game fish

disorderly
(divil rights)

dis

$100 & costs
11-22-67

Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint
contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, com-
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints.

>
Notations indicated by * aro NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as,investi-

gative leads a3 being possibly identical with subject of this record. V.S. COVUXftCXT MiNTlX* CfN<I | I»«l
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> PD--3S (Rev. $.22-64)

Transmit the following in

Date: 4/21/69

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, SPRINGFIELD (157-198) (P)

SUBJECT: APPEARANCE OF DICl^GREGORY
AT QUINCY COLLEGE. \
QUINCY, ILLINOIS \
4/19/69
RM

Re Springfield airtel to Bureau, 4/3/69.

Enclosed herewith are the original and 10 copies
of a self-explanatory LHM regarding captioned subject.
Also enclosed are two copies of anFD-376.

Copies of the LHM have been disseminated locally
to USA, Springfield; Secret Service, Springfield; OSI,

Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois; 113th MI Group, Evanston;
NISO, Chicago, Illinois.

AGJ»CY rACSIJU&lMl . SEC.SERV. ,

DEPT: ISD, 1DIU
KQWFORWi /f /<

BYl

a
Bureau (Enel. (RM) If J S$0

4 - Springfield
[

\ if
2 - (157-198) i JfT

_ n 57-7751 -r\W\V*

-Lj.p
2 - (157-198)
1 - (157-775)
1 - (66-1967)

EHD/es -
(6) r

15 APR 26 1369

! Li
I

*



In Reply, Please Refer to

File

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois

April 21, 1969

APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY
AT QUINCY COLLEGE
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
APRIL 19, 1969

Quincy College,
linois, advised on April 19, 1^69, that DickQuincy, I

Gregory did not speak as scheduled at Quincy College on
that date due to the incarceration-of Gregory in Cook
County Jail, Ghicago, Illinois.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI., It is ,the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency

j it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

\

/0V - -if7^
ENCLOSURE



UNPlffe STATES DEPARTMENT OF AtJCE
*

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

April 21, 1969

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 202.20

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

.covered by the agreement between.the FBI 'and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category dr categories checked.
*

^

1. Q Has attempted or threatened bodily harm -to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

J

U. S., because of his official status.

2. £) Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

I than legal means.

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

:

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. CD U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the 0. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. §£} Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

. criteria:

(a) CD Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal bchavior:-

(b) CD Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

. (c) OS Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. CD Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph CD has been furnished enclosed CD is not available

CD may be available through -
- , - ;

I - Special Agent in Charge (Rnclosurc(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Very truly yours,

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classificd.er.closms, if any, this transmittal form

. . _ .. becomes USCLASSlFlEn.)
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OXRSCXOK, Wr 4/36/69

*
,

SAC* CXKCimATI (160*17360) (?)

THE HSW PA8TT
IS - MISCEUAK50US

Ke WB airfcal to Bureau dated 2/10/69 tattooed a*
above and WO airtel to Bureau doted 3/15/69 captioned,

fcOCX jaAUCORATIO* mOMStSAra* KAHHHD *00 3/4/69 BT SHE
sea? mart* is^MiscsuAaaoos.**

Antioch College* Tallow Springe, Ohio* uho i* currently being
considered for devolopwmt ns a Confidential Source mi tdtoae

reliability 1* yet to be determined, advised on 4/22/69 that
JAMES f. 01X00* Trealdent of Antioch Collage* is the Co-Chairman
of the Ser forty*

4 - Bureau <1H) p
€X> 100*440423)(PICK CRgGOtta

, ,

,

2 * Chicago '(tti) " f)l/

J

3 “ MSUtSS)
78
-—

<l ~ 157-1121)(DIOC CBBCOWf) 78 MAY 2 1969

2 * Cineimati .. ... —— -«-es

JHRnwfc A'V ^3Z t/S~/f
(11) V ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

^ /» i i i\/ -1 J ineh KERSISLIS m^lASSIFIED -
ofi MAY 141969 DAre422gEi&Bv^%?,.»d
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I have received your letter of April 30th, with enclosures,

and your offer' to be of assistance is appreciated.
I ! S'

,

t I

With respect to your comments about Dick Gregory, the

FBI has conducted a considerable amount of investigation regarding his

activities and the results of our inquiries are furnished to the Depart-
ment of Justice which has the responsibility for determining whether
prosecution is warranted.

b6
b7C

I am enclosing some material relating to our work in the

internal security field which I hope will be helpful to you.

MAILED 10

MAY 5 -1969

COMMFBI

^ __—Sincerely yours,

£ •V'fr . . J. Kfear Hoover
'

'X'f

ToUon jmw
Oetoooh
Moht- - n

Bishop

Casper
"Callahan M
Conrad

.Gale ******
"Rosen —

r

T-

^ulUvan^.,
Tavei ‘mmmm
Trotter

Tele, ^oom
Holmes
'COl^y VMM

Enclosures (4) ^ ^ j/J fitar

An Analysis of the New Deft: A gospel of Nihilism Y
Turbulence on the Campus \A

Director's Testimony 2-23-68, Re Communist, Racial’and Hate Groups

Director's Testimony, 9-18-68, Before National Commission on the Causes and

Prevention of Violence > i .

.I.-
1

' OUH /y W
1 - Indianapolis - Enclosures (4) i i

Attention SAC: On basis of available data,

identifiable in Bufiles.^ identifiable in Bufiles.

NOTE: Dick Gregory is or

is not

NOTE: Dick Gregory is on the Agitators Index. Dr. Hovde is on the Special
List

-
i xyV7 A

B^a^^^^ETYPE UNIT



April 30, 1969

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C. 1

Dear Mr. Hoover:

We, like a lot of other dedicated Americans, have been
concerned with the circumstances in our country, especially
our schools and colleges.

, We are attaching some correspondence pertaining to
Purdue University, onc^of our state colleges, in regard to
a speech made by DickfOregory on March 25, 1969 at 8:00 p.ra.

.

With the attachetf"correspon3ehc e with the college is a letter
we have been sending to some officials.

We thought this information might be of benefit to you
as we feel that you ae-wo-f-ecl "that jw are trying very hard
to combat this sort of thing.

Sincerely.

Acton, Indiana 46259#

^ENCLOS K3

EX-103

Rffi » 3-

s
. MAY 6 1989
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b7C

Y/hild and I were in the Lafayette, Indiana area recently
we attended a public meeting in the Music Hall at Purdue University at «:00
p.-m. on March 25, 1969 at which Dick Gregory was the speaker. Our purpose
in attending the meeting was not to condone or condemn but to see and hear
in person just what he was saying to those over six thousand students plus
a few other non-students and adults at our State University of which we and
many other Hoosiers are very proud. Wo are personally interested because
our daughter graduated there in 1965 and was homecoming queen in 1963.

I

A

It v/as difficult for us to believe what we 'were hearing from Gregory
that evening. It was for this reason that we wrote a letter to President

[

Hovde asking for a copy of this speech. Yfe are attaching a copy of this
letter together with the reply which stated that there are no copies of the
speech but there was a tape of it taken by the local radio station but it
could not be used by them or released to anyone without Gregory’s permission
which he would not give, which I understand Is in accordance with the law.
We would appreciate knowing how to obtain a copy of this lav?.

|

Since we do not have a copy of the speech we cannot quote from it but
substance of it was In part as follows: The constitution is a piece of
paper that Is a disgrace to the country and should be resisted by the young
people whose duty it is to change things; the American flag is nothing but
a rag. If the capitalists weren’t making money out of selling It they would
quit having one; the students should not listen to their damned old fool
parent p; they have a big job ahead of them to rise up against them, the
Universities’ teachings, the laws and constitution; the text books should
be disregarded as they only brain wash them and they should ,go to college
only po learn how to live and pay no attention to the text books; it is
their duty to change all this and run America in their own way.

The speech was littered with slang, swearing, Unamerican, disrespect-
ful and disgraceful remarks about our country, our officials and the adult
and older people In our nation. He mentioned "when the riot season comes
in July", etc. in a manner which projected it to be a perfectly legitimate
and normal event. Also he was listed as a speaker, not a comedian, in the
newspaper publication on the coming meeting, but he used his reputation as

‘JPPianse of the students on very inflamatory remarksregarding our Presidents and other high officials in government and Univer-
sitles who are , very dedicated officials. '

/at)-
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^JRDUE Un ivers^y
CONVOCATIONS ANO ICCTUR£$

COCO PtAYHOUSt
LAFAYETTE. INDIANA

MARK P., HUBER. DIRECTOR April 10, .19^9

Actoh, Indiana.

Dear

President Hovae asked me to answer yours of April 8
regarding a copy of Dick Gregory’s speech.

I'm sorry to say that no printed text exists. This
Is not to say I believe that his talk vras extemporaneous,
but only that It is unlikely that the speech ever has
been committed to print in its entirety, even though it
has been given in one form or another a good many times.

A tape of the speech exists, but we have been unable
to get a release from Mr. Gregory for its use - in class,
on the University radio station, cr for any other purpose.
The need for a release is a legal one and we must comply
with the law in this matter.

If the situation changes, I will be glad to so inform
you.

Sincerely yours.

Mark P. Huber, Director

MPH/sls

/ *0^ <-/</£) -
jENCLOsni';.;
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April 0, 1009

, , ,
President Hovdo
Purduo University
West Lafayette, Indiana

Door President Hovdo:

I would like to havo a copy of the speech nado
by Dick Gregory at tho nusic ahll
Harch 25, 1060* .

1 I have been hearing $ lot of comment, pro and
con, on tho speech , therefore am eager to read it_.

Thank you.

Sincoroly,

Knol*: Hnv, iieton, anmana—

*

:** ft am -# *' >* ***'*«L<»» * T.!j~* t.’ si***5***.•»**»*- life* «.
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M

u
~1=* =
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DECL&S SIFICMTCM -MJTmMTfY, BERTWEB WWM:
mi mmuM-m declasi&ic^Tiou guide
BATE 03-22-2014

WA 04

DEFERRED

VIA TELETYPI

may ®^j4A
enciphered

I Mr. Tolson.

|
Mr. •DeLoach—
Mr. Mohr.

I Mr. Bishop—.
Mr. Casper-

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)

6
FROM CHICAGO (157-347) IP

o
iiifil

Mr. Callahan—
Mr. Conrad—'
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale-

|
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sulliva

Mr. Tavd
I .Mr. Trotter

—

Tele. Room.

a>,

ivanly~.

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

s\T>\

RKjjHARJTjCLAXTON GREGORY,, AKA RM 00: CHICAGO

ut

S$JRCE, RELIABLE,. ADVISED THIS DATE THAT HE HAD *

INSTANT

AND LEARNED THAT GREGORY

GREGORY INDICATED TO SOURCE THAT

INSTANT*.

j^r <u) 'ftc 27 / yy-oya.3 -41̂

SOURCE UNAWARE OF GREGORY'S PROPOSED ACTIVITIES g MAy 20 1969

CHICAGO WILL FOLLOW ACTIVITIES.

USA, SS AND MILITARY ADVISED.

ADMINISTRATIVE SOURCE IS

INTERESTED AGENCIES

b7D

SUBMITTED

.

END

ADVISED ^^.EPHON I CALLY, NO LHM BEING

REM FBI WASH DQ^V?

0$

m CLASS. & EXT. $Q
REASON-FCIM II, 1-2.4.2 S>

DATE OF BSYIE7 £-1S~fV
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DIRECTOR, FBI 5/9/69
i * s

s

SAC, WFO (I00-48I95)(P)
5

*

THE HEW PARTY
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re WFO tel, 4/30/69, end WFO elrtel, 5/3/69.
i

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of an LEM
dated and captioned as shoves

LHM is
The confidential source referred to In attached b7D

- r(pbob)

.

The LHM has been classified "Confidential*1 to
protect a source of continuing value whose Identity night
otherwise be compromised and because it Indicates FBI Interest
In an alleged political party, i.e.. The Mew Party.

sa[
J
observed the activity in the

„ ennsylvanla Ave., N.W.
i *

1

Copies of attached LHM are b*l£g disseminated locally
to the 116th MIC, OSI, NISO, USSS and the AUSA.

NJ

Re WFO tel noted that - r(prob)
Advltad onl

1

On 5/1/69, Detective MPD
Intelligence Division, advised that the above press conference
had been cancelled and had not been rescheduled.

3 - Bureau Q
(1 - 100-440423) (GREGORY)

2 - WFO

fY

b6
b7C
b7D

i\

I S
•

I

)

I

(1 - 157-1121) (GREGORY)

AAM/pee /6 ()
~

not'becokjeuEd""
133 MAY -IS 196.9

ss

\

Z
a

<
z
o
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In Reply, please Refer to

FiU No

.

’** - %’
i
^

UNITEI5 STATES DEPARTMENT OF JWMCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535
May 9, 1969

THE HEW PARTY ’

;

.

On April 30, 1969, a confidential source, who has
TT>1 4 flM n infnrxno +»

I

r\r* 4 ^

The New Party has been publicly described as
building an "Exile Government" In WDC to
"further the politics of participation."

?

During 1968, Dick Gregory, Negro comedian,
campaigned as ah Independent write-in candidate
for the "Presidency of the United States” and
was also on the ballot in several states as a
candidate* for the Peace and Freedom Party and The
New Party. In a book published during the
campaign by Bantam books, entitled "Write Me In",
Gregory stated in parti "the creation of a new
party, a party based on the magnificent dream
of peace and freedom, exposes the shallow aspirations
of the two party system. Such a party offers a
public forum for the expression of moral concern
and provides a means of organising those whose
dream of democracy will not submit to or be
stifled by current political realities."

On May 3, 1969, the White House Police, WDC, advised
a representative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
that The New Party had obtained a permit to picket in front

_ cmouy j
******
swi4ue<ftasr and
deoiaaeif!oetfr*n.

t

ENCLOSURE V Yd



* ^

THE HEW PABJY

of the White House, 1600 “Pennsylvania Avenue,,H.W.* VDC,

between one and two p nn -that date. The permit was

in nuffift OH
WC, the New Patty.

At approximately one p.m. on May 13 » 1969 , a
jsccorepaniedrepresentative of the PBI observed, .

by two unknown white males> appear in the 1600 block of

Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. They were subsequently joined by

another unknown white male and two unknown whit* females.

They proceeded to distribute hand-outs to passers-by

which depicted Gregory dn the front and set forth the problems

that the Hew Party had been founded to deal with, for example*

starvation, housing, education, wages, war, injustice, and

discrimination. In addition, the hand-out urged people to

take a role in changing these conditions by lending their

support to The Hew Party and set forth an application for

membership in the Hew Party.

the above activity continued In an orderly manner

until approximately two p.m. ,at which time they dispersed.

There were no incidents noted during this activity.

W* docuttwat domain* A«itb«t

SSfbl &£*£** conclwioa. o

I

tfc. FM Ji*f .*? fit

,,
a loanwl to you* agency;

*•» coateats a*, not to fc»*
distributed outside yom.ag.acy,

1

JtQffflDSWAL

b6
b7C

2*



May 23, 1969

"ip airtel

REC-I5 /H -v? 6<; ±2>pfy
To: SAC, Saa Francisco

From: Director; FBI

S^AjALE \
^RETAILERS CREDIT ASSOCIATION \ /'

OFvflAH-FBANCISCb
’

15 STOCKTONSTREET /
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA S
RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE & TORES)
BUDED 6/2/69

Enclosed are two copies of a self-explanatory communication
from captioned individual.

, « *
®ale shjuWbe promptly contacted. Receipt of his commu-

nication to the Bureau shouldbe acknowledged and he should be advised that
| Tfflfrmattoahe requested cannot be furnished to him doe to tim<»3idtntM

of Bureau files.
0V p,? 2

S2.j t . „
Forjwur information, Dick Gregory was releasedfromthe

1 $! pi J*
County Jail at 12:01 a.xn. , 5/15/69 after serving 45 days of a 5 month

S sentence on charges of Resisting Arrest and Battery arising out of a demon-* station duringJune, 196$. It is believed that he may go oma sneaking tour.
ma home address is 1451 East 55th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60615.

/) a
Furnish Bureau results of your contact with correspondent.

^ Enclosures (2)

°n **!* °* available information, correspondent Is not identifiable
In Bufiles. Answer correlated with Domestic Intelligence Division.

Mohr - -

BlShOP rnmm

Cospep mm
Cotiohon •*,

Conrod

Felt,

Rosen
Sullivan J!
Tovel

T rotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Candy i—.a

y-A

y .4

XETYPE UNIT
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RETAILERS CREDIT ASSOCIATION
OF SAN FRANCISCO,

RETAILERS'BUILDING 15 STOCKTON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94108

May 19, 1969

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C.

Sir,

RE:
O
Dick Gregory (caned ian)

We are attempting to locate the above
named individual in connection with a
number of unpaid bills. Our last ,

report was that he was in the Washingoton J
D.C. area.

A letter to the Chief of the Washington'
Police has been unanswered for the last
3 months.

Since Mr. Gregory is quite often in the news
and is very active in Civil Rights we feel
that you would possibly know where we can
reach him. Would you be so kind as to supply
us with an address where he can be reached?

Thank you.

APkh—
YUnit Manager

titt'W/o </^3

Qk-lOO. 25 MAY 27 1969

tfjirfjUL "fa Sojto .



ECLASSIFICftTlOH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
I AUTOMUTIC DEClJfcESIEICATION GUIDE

DATE 03-22”-2014
32

Date: 5/21/69

Transmit the following in

AlRTEL

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44042

(Type in plaintext or code)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (15J-347) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTOI^GREGORY, •aka;

RM
00: Chicago

Re Chicago teletype to Director, 5/15/69.

Eor the information of the New York Office,
I
who has furnished reliable information ii

jast, advised on

SK&
* ;H
s:

I

^ 'I

mii
. > , &
*

g

P £

|

Source
or GREGORY'S

; (U)

Chicago will advise New York if the specific infor-
mation concerning GREGORY'S plans be received. ,

$Bureau ^
,

2 - New York (157-1093)
2 - Chicago

3 J'flV 22 1989

Approved: _

5 5Jim |

m Char,,



OTTK^NAC FORM NO, W
MAY )M2 CCHTtON
OSA OCN. RCO. NO, V

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

JFROM

subject:

date: 5/28/69

SAN FRANCISCO (94-1444) (RUG)

V -

sTTdale
RETAILERS CREDIT ASSOCIATION
OF SAN FRANCISCO

is~sToera;oXgEIl

—

‘RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE § TOURS)
BUDED 6/2/69

'I

ReBuairtel to SF 5/23/69.^

The Retailers iCredit Association of San Francisco, 15 Stockton
Street, is a branch office of Credit Bureau Metro, Lie- at San
Jose. California. On 5/27/69 contact was made with

b6
b7C

W1 tTT£

of Credit Bureau Metro. This office nas aeait
in connection with credit checks for several years

I advised that the name S. DALE is a fictitious
name used by the collection Department of Retailers Credit Association
and he could not immediately determine who in thatdepartment had
directed the inquiry dated 5/19/69 concerning DICK^GREGORY to the ‘

A
Bureau.

was advised that the information requested could
.not be furnished to the Retailers Credit Association due to the
Confidential nature of the Bureau files. He stated he understood
this and that he would determine who had written the letter in
question and so advise them.

No additional action is contemplated by this office.

- Bureau
1 - SF
DETrhko
(3)

51JUN 131969

REC n
A



ECLftSSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
EH AUTOMATIC DECLAS SIFICATICM GUIDE
ATE 03-22-2014

FV-JS (Rev, 5-22*54)

DECLA$6lFy ON~25X 7 * ^

I
Mr, Totson.^

. &/7 1 Mr. .DrLoaeh

,| V' i Mr. Mohr_
6 hMv. Ci,hop,

is *[ Mr. Ort'-p^r- =

sf Jv Mi\
*

. ^X .Mr, I’nnwrt.

/
! Mr, Fat „.. s

!

Mi. CWb

I

Mr, Sown.-,
Mr. Sullivan,

Mr, Tavel

Mi, Th»ttrr_.

TYhs Hoorn

M- ii Kies

.Ml&i Gandy...

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 6/6/69

(Type in plai^Uxt^r^de) - ~
' *rv: * «-w«iij

§.
•

;; ii t awwasam j
ZIZZM tfjjjaa SHOWR ^
vmmt&s

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

O
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

RM
OO: CHICAGO

a»*Jfl

GREGORY indicated to the

I •!*# !•) I

prooa

SSi^7«B7«ll

Any additional pertinent information from PSI will
be immediately furnished as received j62f,& *

. , ///7

/

/oo-44o*/23- rA
, j >B JUN 16 196

^f.’ClES CT _____

(4 ,- Bureau (RM)
(1 - 176-63)
(1 - 105-189927) f"

4 - Chicago /**

cr (W 176-31) t

f;L3“i
JMF: lmv

<’
iv^ l/,

‘Ofe2

IB JUN 16 196

Mkh.'m



.#• >

1 - Ml*. S. PanirTi

1 -

CODE
0/ JLd/09

CABLEGRAM DEFERRED

***,
,

mam
n'-,,2l

Nci£?i I i rl

sup rgj'
fl7 Rcar/iva

TO LEGATE BONN
LONDON^

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-440423) — 7
^ RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RACIAL MATTERS

,

STATE DEPARTMENT PASSPORT RECORDS INDICATE THAT GREGORY

WAS ISSUED PASSPORT NUMBER K 761916 ON JUNE FIVE L$&T FOR A

PROPOSED THREE-WEEK BUSINESS TRIP TO LONDON, ENGLAND. SUBJECT

IS A WELL-KNOWN NEGRO ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST

i^feORN OCTOBER TWELVE NINETEEN THIRTY TWO, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI.

CHICAGO SOURCE ADVISED I

Tolsort _
DeLooeh n

Copper ,*
Callah<m ,

..Conrad m.

Got* i

« ?H.0sen

MADE^ OF SOURCES OF LEGAT,

COPY FURNISHED CpI

1 - CHICAGO (BY AIRMAIL)

THEREFORE, NO REQUEST FOR COVERAGE IS BEING

GR-TCEGAT^rLONDON^^ (U)

NOTE TO SAC. CHICAGO:

JUN 1 31969

pS’ctMlfB'
1 f<C-

be
blC

blD

J Consider placing Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) F~3 stop on subject* Any advance information

be
blC



i

CABLEGRAM TO LEGAT, BONK
BE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
100-440423

NOTE TO SAC, CHICAGO CONTINUED:

should be promptly furnished to the office covering port
of his reentry in order that check of his luggage night
be made for Intelligence purpose (U)

NOTE :

Subject is well-known Negro entertainer who is on
the Agitator Index. He has been traveling throughout the
U.S. speaking on various college campuses. He was released
from jail on 5/15/69 after serving 45 days of a five-month
sentence growing but of resisting arrest during street

in June, 1965. Above information has been

!



/ ,

%
VIA TELETYPE

JUN 121960^

REDENCIPHE

PLAINTEXT

! t/A

WA 21 834PM BCK

DEFERRED 6-12-69 BCK

TO DIR^TOR (100-440423)

FROM CHICAGO (157-347) 2P

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM.

PASSPORT OFFICE, CHICAGO, ADVISED GREGORY, N/M,

DOB OCTOBER TWELVE THIRTY-TWO, OBTAINED PASSPORT

NO., K SEVEN SI X ONE NINE O NE SIX, JUNE FIVE LAST.

PROPOSED TRAVEL PLANS ON APPLICATION DISCLOSE JUNE

Mr. <Tolsoru
1)^

r. Mohr,.,,..,

. Bishop,.——,

Mr. Casper—
Mr. Callahan,-,—

Mr. Conrad

•Mr. Felt -

Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen t—

Mr. ]

Mr. Taveh—
Mr. Trotter-*

Vie, Room*-.
Holmes-

Ml$$ Gandy-

SEVEN LAST DEPARTURE DATE FOR LONDON, ENGLAND, F0%i4
Sr$S>.- THREE WEEK BUSINESS TRIP. Da

SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED THAT IN CONVERSATION

SUBJECT ADVISEDITH GREGORY^

SOURCE HAS NO FURTHER DETAILS W

b6
b7C
b7D

fto

m JUN 19 1369

LHM FOLLOWS WITH INTERESTED AGENCIES BEING ADVISED.

END PAGE ONE

TELETYPtl) TO:

I /=7Z3

'mttfflssii

SLIpfsisy
1
' R0UT,NS

mE>-^SZS2lZ~~~

£
%7



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE WFO TEL TO BUREAU JUNE SIX LAST, AND BUREAU

CALL TO CHICAGO THIS DATE,

SOURCE IS

END

RNX FBI WASH DC

ioiRa

MR.TRAINOR

£ C - ROOM 836 9&D



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY BERTWEB FROM:
WBI JUmMSiTIC nECLJiS SlflOtTIGW GUIDE
lEATE 03-25-2014

FB I

Date: 6/17/69

Transmit the .following in
(Type in plaintext or Code)

Via ...

AIRTEL
(Prion

n
> \j

p.

in'!
I « C,

!
' 1

r’F"'

!

:

1 .

' !

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON
RM

00: CHICAGO

EGGRY, aka

mrs. &
?.iiS0H-<cr.i n .

1-2. 4.*;^ ^ — -

DATE 0?, .R37IEI (# U/jrJLX. ..

I

Re' Chicago ’teletype to the Bureau dated 6/13/69.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of a
letterhead memorandum (LHM) and for New York two copies of an
LHM reflecting proposed travel itinerary for GREGORY. b

Source utilized in the LHM is

The Identity of the Agent conducting
kvas SA WALTER A. BOYLE.

(U>

u*
; i 5 Copies of this LHM are being furnished to the USA,

f
* i|l *. 1 % V W A UA IIAOMVVI VV V1IV UUA}

Chicago, Secret Service, Chicago, and Region 1, 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois.

This LHM is designated "Confidential" to protect the
Identity of the source, whose disclosure would jeopardize future
potential as we^Ll as affect the internal security of this country!

(

y

- Bureau ( 11), .(«$>
2 - New YorkHEnc. 50K'(RM>
3 - Chicag

0P kZ-WZ'
s JUN 19 1$69

b7D
b7E

b6
b7C
b7D

Approve b3 •

b7E



I 0-1 (Rev. 3-$~«4)

UNITED STATES GO MENTw*n:

Memorandum
TOm SAC, cU V (Your fWe/T7~397 ) DATE: .

: Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial /#>
r

SUBJECT : —Si^-.k

Room No.

in file and
destroy 0-1

(For SOG use

only)

/<3 ZB aOM. <-4-(>T
O .1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

(/^\ ^j/M ^ id

airtel letterhead memo submitted

2. JDATE report ^£TZZj 1>LO letter O 90-day progress letter will be submitted (/.

Reporting employee J~ Hfl) d//>/& 1

3. -If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and
U*

when report will be submitted

O 4. Status of Appeal Inquiry Investigation O Prosecution

S' IQ airtel Q letterhead memo
5. Submit report

O letter 90-day progress letter by
(D*t«)

(Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and acknowledgment on top serial 'in case file.)

v. $» <povnwMENT nmoTNO omc* I ItCI O - TIHS)
*07-74$



Vr&LorSil

M /?<*/>//, Please Refer to

FikN*.
157_347

HNJ0D .statics di:i*autmi:nt oAistm;i<;

khuukai, huh hah <>u in vkstujation

Chicago, Illinois
June 17, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
'

, . ^
A confidential source, who has furnished reliableInformation in the past, advised on June 13, 1969, thatRichard Claxton Gregory. better known n« nir»ir craaoau

intending I b6 1

uvisea me lonowlng itinerary was filed
iU1 RAUU",U ^regilry and his wife on first class accommodations:

vuch* «ft«
DepaJ^J

?
h
5 ?* ?

ennedy Airport, New York, via KLMPlight 666, scheduled to depart 11:00 p.m., on June 14, 1969,

Arrive Amsterdam at 11:15 a,m., June 15, 1969.

. ^ ,
Depart Amsterdam, via KLM Airlines Flight 141.scheduled to depart 8:00 p.m., June 16, 1969.

June 16, 1969^
VC L°ndon » England » Heathrow Airport, 8;55 p.m.,

. J , J
Depart London, England, via Polish Airlines Flieht 246scheduled to depart 1:10 p.m., jine 19, 1969.

t light 246,

Arrive East Borlin^ Schoenfeld Airport#

. j,
KLM Airlines records iailed to disclose anv additionalinformation concerning proponed flights for Gregor??

1

CLASS. 4 m. - ifl

RSASON-FCIU II, 1-2 .4.2^
DAIS OF RSYm 'Group 1

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor

FRi^nd
1
?!!

8
!^ u 18 the property of theFBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contentsare not to be distributed outside your agency#

fllCLOSUffi

/0& ~~ 3



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

JEhfi-,above mentioned source previously advised on
that r.rfttrnw 'tmrf 4-u, i

4.1. ^ ,,
Copies of the memorandum are being furnished tothe following agencies:

Evanston,

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois,

United 1 States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois,

Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence Group,
Illinois,



DECLASSIFIC&TIQH AUFTBORITY BERTWEB FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICAfICM GUIDE
DATE 03-2S-2014

WA 12 853PM BCK

URGENT 6- 13-69 >6CK

m TELETYPE

JUN 131969 W
llCJliR’HTRED

TO DIRECTOR/t 100-440423) AND NEW YORK

NEW/^ORK VIA WASHINGTO^pp^^^^!1^0^
FROM CfUCAGO (157-347)

'

CJ rt)
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, RM

|

Mh Totsatt -.

Mr. Deloach
Mr* Mohf
Mr. Bishop,
‘Mr* CAsptt^

, Mr, Caluhaa
Mr. Conrad

,

!
Mr. Pelt,
Mr. Gale^.
Mr. Rosen,
Mr. Suilivani

Mr. Tavei
Mr. Trotter,
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes ,

_

'I

Miss Gandy,

/ CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED INSTANT

SOURCE

FLIGHTS

N !

|V
'

j

ON VARIOUS AIRLINES CG TO NEW YORK LEAVE AT HALF HOUR INTERVAL^.'

b7E

9n
DISCLOSED FOLLOWING

. H ^ITINERARY FOR GREGORY AND WIFE ON FIRST CLASS ACCOMMO-

3 v>i
g^pATIONS:

LEAVE NY, JFK AIRPORT, KLM FLIGHT SIX SIX SIX,

o
•8
1
^ELEVEN PM, JUNE FOURTEEN NEXT.^

j£
C/A3 -

W O _ . * rirru '
* ka nniP rtPTPPH 11CVT /W CO w ARRIVE AMSTERDAM ELEVEN FIFTEEN AM, JUNE FIFTEEN NEXT

LEAVE AMSTERDAM, KLM FLIGHT ONE FOUR ONE,

EIGHT PM, JUNE SIXTEEN NEXT.

ARRIVE LONDON, ENGLAND, HEATHROW AIRPORT,'El'S

FIFTY-FIVE PM, SAME DATE.

JD/C

V b7E

o

*x END PAGE ONE W&

.«28



PAGE TWO

LEAVE LONDON, VIA POLISH AIRLINE FLIGHT TWO

FOUR SIX, ONE TEN PM, JUNE NINETEEN NEXT.

ARRIVE EAST BERLIN, SCHOENFELD AIRPORT.

NO ADDITIONAL ITINERARY AVAILABLE FROM KLM

RECORDS. KLM REPRESENTATIVE INDICATED GREGORY HAS

PAN AMERICAN AIRLINES TICKET FOR ABOVE TRIP AND

SHOULD PRESENT THEM TO PAN AM TICKET COUNTER, NY,

FOR TRANSFER TO KLM.

FOR INFO OF NY, ABOVE SOURCE ADVISED

SOURCE,

N
/sC(U)

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RECGTEL TO BUREAU, JUNE TWELVE LAST, AND BUTEL CALL

TO CG INSTANT' DATE.

SOURCE IS I 5&C <M>

DUE TO NUMEROUS FLIGHTS BETWEEN CG AND NY INVOLVING

END PAGE .TWO



PAGE THREE

SEVERAL AIRLINES, CG NOT ATTEMPTING TO VERIFY DEPARTURE

FOR NY.

LHM FOLLOWS.

END

gQF.yPAVl-WfrKFQftTHBMMMftftl 1 P» TaJ—QY2£-

LRC FBI WASH DC

MR.TRAlNOR

iJe>R00M836 9&D





F B I

V*

if. fYHV$V (^,-v, !**

Dale:
JW1JS69

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

(Type in plmnte hi ot t'tulei

(I'nonty)

FROM

(SUBJECT:

IfJ lL |\. _ ___ __ - _ .

< 2$: >-U (00: CHICAGO BY58^0lySpi 'ffiSASON-FCIM II, iTr? ,i¥a*'

•
: J

IlT
-E 0E amEI__lo-tt!yr*

—

1

cu Rc Chicago airtel to Bureau aatea o/e/69; WFO

a teletype to Chicago dated 6/6/69; Los Angeles teletype to

|

Bureau dated 6/5/69 and New York airtel to Bureau dated 6/6/69
both entitled "World Peace Council, Berlin, East Germany,

Uj 6/21-23/69. H

(— Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of a
LHM reflecting information concerning proposod travel plans

?K for RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY.

1 Iw "j Enclosed herewitjwfor Los Angeles, New York and WFO
gB, tro two, copies each of thicuLHM for information purposes,

M J 1 IHCLO*
?5 Bureau J^Encs . 11) (RM)

n^LkiV'2 ~ Bos Angeles (Encs. 2) (RM) ^
(1 - 100- (WORLD PEACE COUNCIL, BERLIN, EAST GERMANY,

fcfcrNN 6/21-23/69) REC-128 //<V/)s/? J?
JJk (1 - 100- (RICHARD C. GREGORY) /&&" *7 V ~

•• £?«'^o 2 - New York (Encs. 2)(RM) ^ *

§> ig**! (1 - 100-149099) ^ -a a iqcq

| (1-100- (uiCHARDco.it$EGORY)
eo /WN 14 1969

K 2 - WFO (Encs. 2) (RM)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM

up

mm k - loo-
£ York (Encs
IS* fi**! (1 - 100-14909
!

w hP J (i - loo-
-< £2.iS 2 ~ WFO (Encs. 2)WFO (Encs. 2) (RM)

(I **" J oo**

w ^ » (1 .. 1 00-
O 4 — Chicago

Via \ (2 - 157-347)

0 / ft : IT*30*

\J DFB/bab ex 1

i^ flhoA
f>0j U L" 1 n969ial A^t i

(WORLD PEACE COUNC IL'- THStt7«T EAST GERMANS
6/21-23/ 69 ) f

(RICHARD C. GREGORY) \

W



Sources utilized in LHM are:

I I >r<u>

Copies of this memorandum a re being furnished
USA and Secret Service, Chicago and Region I, 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois.

The LHM is classified confidential in order to
protect the identity of the sources whose disclosure would
jeopardize their potential as well as effect the internal
security of the country.

LEADS

LOS ANGELES AND NEff YORK DIVISIONS

Maintain contact with established sources for any
information concerning alteration or knowledge of GREGORY'S
travel

^< (U)



fDECLRSSIFICmTIOH MJT0OK1TY UEHI¥E-D FEGM:
FBI MJTSM&TIC DiliLAS SIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-2fi--20i4

- •**«
r * ”

In Ke[flyt Please liefer to

nit n<k

UNITKI) STATES DKFV HTM ENT OF JUSTIC

FKDKHAl. ItiritKAtt OF I IS V FSi'IC AT ION
Chicago, Illinois

June AX
, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On Juno 5, 1969, two sources, both of whom have b6
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that b7c
information had been received indicat ing that Richard cinxtnn b7D
flroimrv botfror- lfn<van qo ni/>u I

I

On June 6, 1969, Passport Office, United States
Department of State, \Washington, D.C., advised that Richard
Gregory’s passport, K761916, was issued at Chicago, Illinois,
on June 5, 1969, valid for five years, to allow travel in all
countries except Cuba, Mainland China, North Korea and North
Vietnam.

On Juno 11, 1969, Passport Office, Chicago, Illinois,
advised that Richard Claxton Gregory, Negro male, born
October 12, 1932, residing at 1451 East 55th Street, Chicago,
Illinois, filed proposed travel plans indicating a two-three
week business trip to London, England with scheduled date of
departure set for June 7, 1969.

On June 5, 1969, a third source, who has furnished
reliable information in thn nastt.. nrfvictnH fhnt hox i

that Richard Gregory I

3
b7D

J5CTU)

cuss, A m,
RSASOH-FCM II, 1I2T4.2 sf
DATE 0? RSYIE7

‘

CONFjBETf^iAL

Excluded from Automatic
Downgrading and
Declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

,

-I/l/

O

l{^3



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

th, t . ,
011 J”n

®,
12

» 1969, this third lndioa±^Jth^t he learned that r.rixmru

stated thatr Source

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to:

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

United States Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

'

Region
Group,

I, 113th Military
Evanston, Illinois

Intelligence



FO-J6 (ft®y, 5-52-S4)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

D.ate: 7/3/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) / \
FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P) L
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY, aka

RM
00: CHICAGO

On 7/3/69 1 I

/ '

' Chicago Police Department, advised that GREGORY was
*' scheduled tor a hearing on 7/2/69 in connection with the

charge of disorderly conduct arising out of the National
Democratic Convention in August, 1968 at Chicago, but the
hearing was cancelled and rescheduled tor 7/17/69 at Chicago,

The above is furnished for the information of the
Bureau and no dissemination being made nor LHM submitted,
Chicago will follow and report results of hearing as well as

t

activities of GREGORY. an\

y-U
Bureau

2 - Chicago

DFB: j to
(4)

REC-33
4 ' vv- 1

3 ML 5 W

Cgent in Charge

,M Per



Pt>-$s m*v. ,5*22-64)
l * ^

$

Transmit tHe following in

.

Date: 7/18/69

(Type in plaintext or node)

FROM

SUBJECT

ST
OS

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) Y
SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) /O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
(00: Chicago)

Re Chicago teletype to Director dated 7/17/69.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of
an LHM concerning court appearance at Chicago for GREGORY on
7/17/69.

Copies of this LHM are being furnished to the USA
and U. S. Secret Service, Chicago, and Region 1, 113th MI ,,

Group, Evanston, Illinois.

Chicago Following activities of GREGORY and Bureau
will be advised.

(2y- Bureau (Ends. ill) (RM)Rrp nn -—

—

—
2 - Chicago

DFB • nan A0S3TCY:Mil#—, OSI , SEC . SEE?. , CZtfO JUl 21 1 969

(4) p2?i: isd ^
Howrosw: Wc ,

—
-?/ DATE torw ,n il byic^7ZZ7~2 \ !_

4$$

Approved:

SpecialMonk in Charge
>M Per..



F

in limply* Hrjrr Up

CG 157-347

\l
rIM>MVTl> 1)1 I’MUMI NT I'l' H Wici4

i i iii.H Ai it r i; i, v i <»r i n

\

liven; \tion ,

Chicago, Illinois
July 18, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On July 17, 1969,
\ .

City of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, auvisea a represent-
y v ' — . . ^ * 1 / tr\ A Un 4-

IV^Vjr J
~ ~

ative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) , that on

the afternoon of July 17, 1969, Richard Claxton Gregory
appeared before Magistrate Samuel Shamberg on three charges

arising out of arrests by the Chicago Police Department

during demonstrations prior to the Democratic National Con-

vention in August, 1968. These charges against Gregory

were two counts of disorderly conduct and one of resisting

arrest.

b6
b7C

of Richard Gregory.

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished* the

following agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago
U. S. Secret Service, Chicago
Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence Group,

Evanston, Illinois

This document contains neither recommendations nor

conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is

loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be

distributed outside your agency,.

1

ENCLOSURE- /o© _qqo i/si



1
r *

/
.
'

-[ }#. i
<* • VV *• V * <* July 14,

LISUOIUHimi i?CH bIH. mtBGH

.£>

I,IE. DID LOACH
JOE, 0ULLXVAH

. . ME. BIbHO?

WltUa talking to the Attorney General on another matter, he
r. a;. Hence! that ho hail responded to my memorandum on tho Black Puul’mrc

a:;d he vaulwl me, If I would, to lock it ovwr closely as I l:aov; what the p; ehlem:

ate ruU too ii ihslr recommendations are going to ho tco onerous beeauso

v.?o ^lww.,0 have the ultimate action oi dropping prosecutions ii tho sitnations

get tea bad ami, of course, as far as Bobby Coal Is concerned in that

Guivngo rioting business, ho would libs to fcscg it oaMm but ii it tco

toerkuiy ai&cts internal security, it is something that could be dsns
and to Iruvp that in mini* I told him I would personally look into it. Ho
Maud that i do and to keep ia naiad v.e too this ultimate judgement niter

wo eruaua tho limitations in court.

1 commented that they are trying to select a member o! tho Blade
Fuatliors to go over and receive thoco prisoners oi war; that they too not

<3;. sided unoa a Blade Panther member, but they too decided upon a member
oi «iie i layouts for a Democratic Society; a teacher ,at harsh Lawxonc-a \/ho is

actoo ia thy anti-droit; raid the third person may be tho comedian, Bleb

£j££gtt£ia or a member oi the Panther organization, but It is going to be

$

i

'Q
s>
•*v

Vo
va
\

\

Q«

A'
<
2
3
•—I
-w-»

a

decided toy.^y by Bellinger in How York. I said it is unfortunate such a
grc,:pwould receive these prisoners oi war and try to brainwash them bolero

Uvjj are in tho hands oi the American authorities. 'Ike Attorney General
r greed, plug the adverse publicity comisu cut oi this against the country

rli o^er tiio world and it is a little ridiculous.

Very truly yours,

J.E.H. 22 JUL if^S$63

Tolson m
PeLocch .

UnS t

^*5lSop -MM

Cosp^r im
COllobcfn j,

Cor.red M.
fflt

C*?!?

‘flom
SulLvc

Tav$i

'Trotter

Tfie, H>?^n

Holmes
Gondy

/tro

JiSCs

5L3ZJUL22W'
* « « i

MASL ROOMa TELETYPE UNITa

John Bdgar Hoover
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TO J DIRECTOR, 7BI <86-19435)

FRO* { SAC, CHICAGO <88-4720) C/0 ^
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APpanpjflATE AGENCIES
AN9'mtD.omCES
advispdw.routing ^
Stl?tS)QTM

k^Jui
MU~?//chb HUc,

00: CHARLOTTE

^ X« Chicago teletype to Bureau 7/3/69 and Bureau
teletype to Chicago 7/2/99 , both captioned*V0H0^y*£3££jU)

.®S Information copies of this airtel are being
jB3. furnished the office of origin in Instant natter, Charlotte,

1
0T and to the Bee York Office where subject nay re-enter the

United States. l{

(JY Bureau^^ »

II - 105-189927)') 1

MT}- 100-440423)T (DICK GRIGORY)
|
1 ~ CSarlotte (86-4570) (Info.) C?^
1 - Bee York (Info.) CfT™;)
3 - Chicago

x <1 — 157-3471
,

(DICK^ttttORY)
S <1 ~L I

<GO»)^ (U)

4*r:d«e
'

HOT RECORD^"-

167 JUl 251989
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83-4720

the inforsation of Charlotte and Hot York,
ecently loarnod that RXCRARD (SKCBT, nationally

r**r irra

Rotereneed Bureau teletype advised the
is still a federal fugitive and apparently sill

T)fT7T!TT>l; '>/TvSrin4T:R t

ITAY TTSi

cago was instructed to
resam close to his source of infornation

so that the Bureau would he jtsaedlately advised if subject
re-entered the United States. Chicago was instructed to
subsit future infersation under ins t an t caption with n

copies to office of origin aad other Interested offices (

I [was advised of the Bureau's
keen interest and or the need to keep the

EJTM*rra*17 T\W.i 175PjTtTTi 'w?n!

advised

ry**

mm



CG Sft-4720

Vet York and Charlotte shoptd f »r* action
which might endanger the security of Additional
information will be furnished as received by Chickgo ui

ARMED AMD PAMGKROPS.
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VIA TELETYPE

JUU 7 1969,
ENCIPHERED

i

WA 13 623PM BCK

URGENT 7-17-69 BCK

)Ipz61TO DIRECTOR (100-440423) PLAINTEXT

FROM CHICAGO (.151-Ail) 2P

Hr. Tolaon

Mr. I)eI<oach

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper, ,
,

.

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale ... ...

acids'
Mr. Tdv&JL—j
Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room—;

—

Mm Holmes
Miss Gandy

RICHARD CLAXTON G£o*V, AKA • RM. 00: CHICAGO

GREGORY APPEARED THIS DATE BEFORE MAGISTRATE SAMUEL
‘

SHAMBERG, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, ON THREE CHARGES, TWO DISORDERLY

CONDUCT AND ONE RESISTING ARREST ARISING OUT OF CHICAGO

ARRESTS DURING DEMONSTRATIONS PRIOR TO DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL

CONVENTION IN AUGUST NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT. GREGORY REP-

RESENTED BY ATTORNEY WHO PRESENTED A "DRAFT

ORDER" WHEREIN BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT THE THREE CASES WERE

CONTINUED UNTIL THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE FINAL DISPOSITION OF THE

CASE ENTITLED " CITY OF CHICAGO VER

V
-INVOLVING A IDENTICAL FACTUAL SITUA

ILLINOIS APPELLATE COURT.

|T|R WEISS" A CASE

CURRENTLY BEFORE AN

ADVISED THATVISED THAT ylw/v

THE US SUPREME *THE WEISS CASE IS EXPECTED TO GO ALL THE WAY TO THE US SUPREME

COURT SO THAT IN EFFECT TODAY’S DECISION IN THe"gREGORY MATTER
3 JUL 24 1369

PROBABLY DELAYED ANY FURTHER ACTION FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO-,

END PAGE ONE

10069

pro
^



PAGE TWO

THREE YEARS.

MILITARY ADVISED.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

USA AND SECRET SERVICE TO BE ADVISED BY FOLLOWING

LHM.

NO RESTRICTIONS PLACED ON GREGORY’S TRAVEL AND CHICAGO

SOURCES CURRENTLY ATTEMPTING TO ASCERTAIN GREGORY’S EXACT

TRAVEL PLANS TO NIGERIA.

END

WA...JDR

FBI WASH DC
f

»
i

MR.TRAINOR

C & — ROOM 836 9&D



FI
iECLAS S:TFICAT!OH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

|FBI AUTOfclATIC DillLAE SIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 2j-2S”-2014

\0

X FBI

Date: 7/23/69

Transmit* the following in
(Type in plaintext or oode)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

(P)SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka.
RM
00: CHICAGO

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES

AND FIELD OFFICES

ADVISED SY ROUTjNG
SLIP (S) BY PfGfo
PATC

t

Re Chicago airtel to the Bureau dated 7/3/69,
entitled "GOHO”.^£ (U)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven
copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) reflecting
information concerning proposed travel plans of GREGORY.

(ID

Copies of this LHM are furnished the USA and
Secret Service, Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI Group,
Evanston, Illinois.

Source utilized in this LHM is J&au)

Chicago continuing through sources to obtain exact
travel plans for GREGORY/«nd Bureau will be immediately
advised of the receipt oj ijinyjao^e specific information.

(2y- Bureau (Enel. 11)
3 - Chicago

(1 - A
| JfeT

DFB:flk
(5)

AGENCY :ACSI ,

M

DSPIt ISD;
HOW FORWj (Js

*
J

otZ
SEC.SEEV,

, c-JT/?

?

Specicfwjgent in Charge

b6
b7C
b7D

/i
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« 4
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

//? Reply, Pleat* Refer u>

fu« A'?, CG X57-347

FEDERAL RUKEAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois

July 23, 1969

RICHARD CDAXTON GREGORY

A confidential source, ^ho hag reliable

c

c

information in the past, advised on,
had been determined that Richard fnrhrrrnv- firntmtE
as Dick Gregory, had been
but that a conflict result

that it
h^ttrtW !fn fttvq

b7D

*r>rf iA. lOJ

0

source srated that ho does not have
SPEC II 1C mi61*naticrri>nt- ±h*± _ha jhsJJLjatttdQyd, r.wAfiftw

jK I*-.')

This same source advised nnf

on Approximately
(u )

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished tothe following agencies:

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

CUSS. A »VVrH
United States ^Secret ServicKASO^-iCIU II. *

,

Chicago, Illinois UTB OF B2VIE*—

1

"°^^—

"1 Region I, 113th MI Group
I Evanston, Illinois

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the
property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and ,itscontents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

yore
^tNaes

°
3?W,

JHClOSSISll
u

/ 06- VVay^L 3



EC1ASSIFICM*IGK JUS—lY DEHI¥E-D FROM:
FBI AUTOHBlTIC DMILJkSSIFIC&flCM CTTDE
CATE 0

3

- 25-2 0 1

4

VIA; {TELETYPE

^U'G 81969

WA 05 532PM DJS m
URGENT /S-8- 69 DJS

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)

FROM CHICAGO (157-347) IP

PLAINTEXT

I Mr. Tolton
Mr. DeLo^ch-

I Mr. Mohr
— I Mr. Bishop

)\ Casper ->£A C.IUhM_ “
/ I

Mr. Conrad b7c

/ I Mr. Felt
/ I Mr. Gale

/ I Mr. Rosen _ ^
, f J ^r* SuJIivaru^^

:

S\ jpAl
Mr’ Trotter

*fTele, Room
**

I Miss Hftimftt
I Miss Gandv

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA. RM. 00 CHICAGO.

SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED THAT

SOURCE STATED THAT

I AND WILL REMAIN

IN CHICAGO TO ACCEPT ANY SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS.
j

ADMINISTRATIVE^^11
)

j

RE MY AIRTEL JULY TWENTY THIRD LAST. SOURCE IS
| |

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES BEING

ADVISED BY FOLLOWING LHM. CHICAGO FOLLOWING AND WILL REPORT

^TRAVEL PLANS

LRC FBI WASH DC

TELEIYPED TO: 0

K-Uffi
cuts . & j:

•

. v *?&&"**-
R3AS0H-FCIM I’l, 1-2. 4. 2 3
DATE 0? REVIE'?

Ud- YVoyz 3

5
•> —cm

JvMSfo
Y J!?- trainor

"Room 836 9&0

m AUG a 2 1369
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Transmit the following in

Via A3RTBL

*v

< |

• M• •

1

F B 1

»»<«> AUG 6 1969

(Type in plaintext x>r code)

itiimimkmmJ

To: Director, FBI

From: SAC, NEWARK

(Priority)

ATTENTION:

From: SAC, wwark (100-49194) O CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
GENERAL INFEST. D1V.

Subject: BLACK PAOTHER PARTY (BPI^ DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

OCR CJEL ODffi a CRA-64
a pa a pe qpf a

O BM OBM-Threats qg Racial Matters

O Rian CD Organization

Summary of Complaint:

Re Newark teletypes dated 7/31/69 and 8/1/69.

SyBureau (XC5-165703-Sub 31) (K:tc,^ XI) (RM)
‘

@*•100-440423) (RICHARD CIAXTONWJRBGORY) ftO0\i\V\\
(1- ) (DONALD COX) t$\u\ ft\S\\\VA> -

2-Chicago (157-347) (Bnc. 2) (RK) \\ltUWU*1

4-New York (157-3639) (line. 3) (RM) VjW^6*

(1-100-16X9SS) (DPP)
U-157- ) (D. C. COX)

6-Newark , ,

(1-157-1611) (MAJOR URBAN AREAS) ^
(1-157-1835) (BHRGKN COUNTY) ' ^ V 1/
(l-S-2 Desk)

WK/jtag 1 *oT
, X

(15) -
’ ,40 ^ “

/(%?:
HOT Rt

•*'-

ACTION: UACB:
CD No further action being taken and

CD LHM enclosed p Copy furnished to USA
.

‘ cl LHM being submitted

CC Report being submitted

i O Preliminary investigation instituted

* CD Limited investigation instituted

/*?

aug,m& ,M Per
Special Acjont in Charge

6
BcnCa

ttzd

m

/o^'*

/
6
vT

7^-3^

/



i

NK 100-49194

* NK T-l is identical to *

1 was
conducted by SAl

^

b6
' b7C
b7D
b7E

The identity of th
and observed DICK GREGORY on

f* Knooial Agents who were

_ wore SAs
and JAMES ff. IHarrow.

SA JAMES W. BARROW utilized a concealed recording
device per Bureau authority. The quality of the transcription
is poor, many of the words and phrases are questionable leaving
much to the interpretation of the listener, which not be
accurate. No inflammatory renarks were recorded. The tapes

,

have b.een made exhibited in the Newark DICK GREGORY file.

in view oi tne nax\
COX and the identification o:

jre oi tne mvixaxion co uymMJ

| affiliated with the
no i’ untiler action is being r<scomnenaea concerning mm penams
the receipt of further information that would indicate he
As a menber of an organization or active in affairs deemed
against the best interests of the U. S,

The in classified ’’confidential” to protect
the identity ofl whoso inforaation nay tend to ,,

disclose his identity. Such a disclosure would adversely
effect the Internal security of the U.S,

b6
b7C
b7D



In Reply* Please Refer to

File No. '

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
i ^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

.

Newark, New Jersey

AUG 61969

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RACIAL MATTERS

v
|

i I
' 1

! t j ^ \

•C- .,• '

i
r .t .>N
ioS
k! U! f,0

J u. </ > uT
•n> 2=h:

A characterization of the BPP is attached
hereto.

On July 17, 1969, Detective Captainf ,
I—

,

I I identified! I

l as identical rol la Negro male.
16-17 years of age, residence

l

New Jersey, and! "I individuals who organized and
are members of

|

These|
(
individuals, all of whoa are high

scuoojl managers, with the backing of the City of Englewood,
applied for and received a $16,000 grant fron the State of
New Jersey Departnent of Community Affairs for a seven week
program ending August 30, 1989. The teenagers in their **

application cited past violence in the City of Englewood and
forsaw a continuance in the future "until some cohesive work
was done in the community." The committee with the money
allotted have outlined a sumer program of recreation to
include picnics, entertainment and speeches by prominent
individuals to alleviate the alleged lack of unity in the
city.

*
i

j

On July 28, 1969, Detective Captain I I advised
that information had been received that Dick Gregory, the
Negro comedian dedicated to the Black Nationalist movement,
had been scheduled to speak />n August 1, 1969 at the
invitation of the Community Togetherness Committee. His
speech and ceremonies would be held at Depot Square in
Englewood, New Jersey.

(} : u? I,
\?r ; 't >.'«, t .iY.oa -autcEatic

.•..-srwlitts and gKd&SUi* .

loot-



BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

On July 30, 1969, "Tho Record”, Hackensack, New
Jersey daily newspaper, page B-15, carried an article indicating
that both Dick Gregory and Donald Cox, a national field,
marshal in the BPP, would appear in Englewood’s Depot
Square Friday, August 1, 1969, from 8:00 to 10:00 p.n.
The article indicated that their appearance will be the
first of a projected series of "Speak Outs" sponsored by
the Community Togetherness Committee

.

,
Chief of Police Thomas Ryan, Englewood, Hew Jersey,

Police Department, advised on August 1, 1969, that he with
the City of Englewood’s Information Officer held conversations
with members of the Community Togetherness Committee on that
date concerning the advisability of Donald Cox being invited
to speak in Englewood, An agreement was reached to cancel
the- invitation to him. Donald Cox was reportedly advised
and agreeable to cancelling his appearance.

On August 1, 1969, a Special Agent of the Federal
Rnvofln erf. Tnvftfitigntlon mm determined bv means of a

IchAt Ddhaid cox had been cancelled as a guest
speaxer citing the fact that he had a conflict in engagements.
This individual stated that Dick Gregory would appear as
scheduled.

On tho evening of August 1, 1969, Special Agents of
the FBI observed Dick Gregory who appeared as scheduled and
spoke for approximately one hour and thirty minutes before
an assembly of approximately two hundred people, the majority
of whom were teenagers. His remarks were concerned with a

desire for "moral rights" for the Negro as opposed to "civil
rights". He stated that the future of the Negro lay in the
hands of the youth of tho country.

Donald Cox did not appear and no announcement was
made on his absence. - .

No disturbances occurred and no arrests were made
by the Englewood, New Jersey, Police Department.

* -

The offices, of the Secret Service, United States
Attorney, and the 108th Military Intelligence Group, all
located in Newark, New Jersey, were advised. '

This document contains neither i'ecommendations„nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is

distributed outside your agency,.
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Black Panther Party for Salf"I55fcnse , V-;.
*«-%«•** “ *« « ^,‘ »*

(

!
. ,!,< *

* ....

/'“•' “" According to Its official newspaper, ‘the Black Panther
Party (BP?) was started during Beeeiaber, 1966/ in Oakland,

*V • ; .California/ to organise black people so 1 they can take control of
*/.':>• ..the life/ politics, and the destiny of the black community* Xt
*•*

' v«as organised by Bobby George ‘ Seale, BPI-* Chairman, and JIuoy P*

\C.V
' Mowton, >3?? Minister of Befonso » Benton is presently serving a

< • sentence of 2 to lf> years on a conviction of manslaughter in
B'.' ••

• connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer*'
5
^ i * * ‘

« * 4 , ,

«

/
;

'j'>‘v
"

•'
.

* ‘fhe official nev/spaper, "She Black Panther, " which
further describes itself as the "Black Community Bens Service, "

,
states that the £?? advocates the use. of guns and guerrilla

.•'. • /tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the
\\ , black people* Residents of the black -cossarmity arc urged to arm.

* themselves against the police who arc consistently referred to
‘ iji the publication as "pigs" who should be killed. .

'
' / * l 1 1 **

'
- ' /

‘ * n
9!ho’ Black Panther" issue of September 7} IS68, con« .

•.'. ‘•stains an editorial by BP? Minister of Education, George Mason
.
vA Murray, which ends with the following? •

‘

.
.

• •
.

* * *>, .

* »
.

* •
. ^

v V”
, "Black non. Black people, colored persons of America,

* •
•' -revolt everywhere! Ar-n yourselves , ,

She' only culture worth
: keeping is a rcvolutionax’y culture., ..Change* Freedom everyv?here.

Bynaraito! Black Power* Use the giun. Kill the pigs cvcrytfhsre.
*

' V . ,

>rt ' ’ *' '••'••
,Y '

•' '
•

. >V
•* Included in the introduction to an article appearing "

,

in the October p, 1963, edition of "ihe B?.ack Panther" is the.,

statement, "« « .w’c ’./ill not dissent from American Government..
He will overthrow it." . , .

,

.

'

Issues of "She Black Panther" regularly contain

She national headquarters of the BP? is located at
: ~ y :

*' .3105 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, 'California. Branches have
hh /Y been established at various locations throughout the United
f States. -

*t.
.

» •

-*1 - IP.*! S *

*

\
k ' * »

« /

. *»
* i*‘ -• *" V* - !t

* ,’.***. i'I*.; J '*'*’**«'
.

*
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DECLASSIFICATTCnf MJTWMIfY DEHHED FROM:

JiBI lUKMITIC DECLAS SlflC^TICM OTIDK
DATE 0.5-03-2014

oSA iYm* (Vi cf 1 0f-

1

| .6 ^ :

‘-'UNITED STATES^GOVERNMENT 0

TOv ——

:

subject:

DIRECTOR, EBI (100-440423) - - ~ ^date: 8/12/69

-SAC-, CHICAGO (157-347) (P) .

— _ =* — t

RICHARD CbAXTON GREGORY, aka
rm * r

- ^ -
.. (00:* CHICAGO)- -*

V
Y *’-

i ~
,

L'" ,
-'R$ Chicago teletype ,to uBureau i 8/8/69."- '

.
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ll copies

of an
;lhm reflecting information concerning cancellation

of proposed travel plans by GREGORY,.
-

““
f* _

Copies of this lhm .are being furnished" to the
USA :and* Secret Service, Chicago,, .Illinois, and: ;Region: 1,
1.13th MI Group Evanktohj Illinois..

, . ;
'

Source utilized in. this lhm id

.Chicago ,will continue to follow activities of
GREGORY and report same' to Bureau. ->•. " - -

^ *

-

-V.-;

§

(zj- Bureau (Enel. 11) (EM);
;

3
' 4 a

Sin, * t:-:?*- iL/d
T“ '/ -*-r

'
*- fly

,

,

C4^4& C* II i / 2 «. $1
~

, DEB : aj a
(6) -

"REG in

i
-
mWGW 1969

-- -V--J --

_ SL - l
- “*

}

AGENCY? ACSI^B»,0SI,SEe.SERV. ,
OC/)

"
- PEPI:- ISP ,i If?

^

r-
-

t
.

'wnfaimftgi
.

~~
'

• — ’
.

Aj UATE F0R’.V - •

e 5 AUG^Li 1SS§ .

- Buyu.S. Savings Bonds Regularly :on the Rayroll Savings
^
3010-10*-02
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In Reptyjjflcase Refer to

File No. __
157-347

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST^fr

FEDERAL 11UUEAU OK INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois
August 12, 1969

If
si
II

se

If< §
IS

IS
es h

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

. , r • £
n August 8, 1969, a confidential source, who

EL
i
/Urn

i

lShed reliable foforaation in -the past, advisedthat he learned that on 1 • • -
R-i r»ha-r/-I (1-**^flATU.

Source indicated that his only knowledge of
'£ffn

e
S?i

spea
Sf?? obligations for Gregory to speak invjien Ellyn, Illinois, on the evening of August 19, 1969.

-

. , - ?°Pies of this memorandum are being furnishedthe following agencies:- 6
;(U)

b7D

!!
ates Attorney, Chicago, Illinois,

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois

Evfnston! ixiiSois^"*
7 lntelliSenoe GrouP-

This document contains neither recommendations

??
r
r^n?i¥Si°2S -

o£
,
the £Bi; rt M the property

ir the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it andits contents are not to be distributed outsideyour agency.

- x? - - —

-

U"

1*T A <*Cf

VP *

zoo-/
enclosure
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. '

UNVrGD STATES DEPARTMENT OIVjJSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

• Boston, Massachusetts
September 10, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On ,Spr>tr>mhF»r TO. 1 Q^Q
b6
b7C

I Massachusetts, fUPhlShed the following
information:

On September 3, 1969* Dick Gregory, whom he
described as being a noted civil rights activist and
social satirist, appeared at the college on^ September 8,„
19-69 "by invitation in connection- with the college's'
fre.s.hmen orientation program. Approximately 850 persons
listened to Gregory who told the. audience that he. was
not there to impress them but to inform them. He gave
his age as 37 and he told the freshmen that they would have,
to deal with the problems his generation has left. He
suggested that they examine .America rather than -eulogize
it. He. urged the- students to organize nationally and use
the purchasing power of their group to lobby for what
they want . He. also talked about unrest in Northern
Ireland, last year's Democratic National Convention in
Chicago and made satirical comments about the American
Democracy that forces Indians to- stay on reservations
and housing people who are poor in Appalachian - He
said the most important .thing for them, to do was to
make democracy work right for the first time.

After his talk there was a discussion
period in which questions were raised about the War
in Vietnam and the black and white racial issues.

•
. This document contains neither recommendations

nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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DECLJU5 S IFICftTIOH UERI¥EO FROM:
"

ibi MircMMic ni^LJks siilcATiaw guide -

DATE 0€lls-2014 csv y
FBI

Date: 10/1/69-

Trrmsmit thp fallowing in
(Type in plaintext or code)

,ir. AIRTEL airmail.
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)
- - •** - ^

FROM: 1 SAC, ALBANY (157-253)

SUBJECT:, RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY, aka
- » Dick Gregory
.O (AGITATOR INDEX)

KM,

(00:. CHICAGO)

On 10/1/69, who has, furnished reliable
information in the past; made available, a' flier that has -been,

circulated at §yrapuse University. (SU)* Syracuse* NY, dis-
closing that DICK GREGORY is scheduled fo speak at SU on
10/10/69.

It is noted, that SU Student Government is sponsoring
a conference from 10/8 - 11/69 , and GREGORY *s scheduled’ ap-
pearance- is part of this program.

Albany will attempt to hover GREGORY 1

s speech
through established sources and IHM will be submitted;

2)Bureau (KM)
2-Chicago (157-347) (EM) .

(M
|

REC 14
RAB :das

"

(6 ) . i&.m —

—

;

IO 0CT 2 1969

Approved: c

,

|
Special Agent in -Charge

\F QCTI0m$

Per LLL

tr

tr
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Jl max ltd 2 fOmON

OSA ffM* (41 c#«) 101-

UNITED STATES 0^tes got:ERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (88-19435)

SAC, CHICAGO (88-4720)

date: 9/19/69

ruun i>vhe~

aka -

FAP - KIDNAPING; . w. .

NFA; IS-CUBA; IS-CHINAi/pC- m)
SEDITION

’• *

(00: CHARLOTTE)

Re

Appropriate agencies
.
and field offices
advised ByROUTING
SLIP(S1 OF

^
jPAlB 'llrij

b6
b7C

\
teletype to Bureau dated

t>v

V
»

Sc

On September 15, 1969,.
advised he had rnntartort taianhfini nn

n

Z f
^elialjtlt

111 an ftTTwr r,o incata subject for an

V <->

that time an^ ^

hours later,
that he had
subject

r

i±1

^subject for anl
-[stated that subj

Should call ’.back later.
stated that subject WAS not xn at

.

Several

1
b6
b7C
b7D

telephoned
scussed with s

Jfroml
lib ~ +b<

zsL

advising
^possibility of

Subject told

1
•S
*1,(Cl 1

Si

$$ !
•I t* 1

,
w -

\ • i-
1

]

Pr '*

K. » »

I
subject ’S attorney!

against anv nnblic nnnpnrln
had ladlrisea subject

max-

appeared before i;he
indicated toT1

|
j.uua.uutea to|_

Reacted favorably to the possibility of
itnu said it WQ» 1 r»y»nbn bT ir bo Ja©SSible to

sucn an appearance after
ossible to arrange

J>C(U)

then discovered t.hnt hnth ho gr.nl had a

ttutc

—

rre—uupi

this point
best contacts lor

}

cts

®‘, X*
- »• U

t/j * «<»

t. t
, fcj

gas

mentioned
ecu migioue arue to arrange such' a -trip.* At
advised

| |
that the individual with the

- _ getting into China is DICK GREGORY of
Chicago. (U)

4 - Bureau CAM) n
•<^P-«=^00r440423 (RICHARD CLAKTON uREGORYl _

1 - 105-189927 v
/&Z> ~ —

1 Charlotte- (88-4570) — - - - ~—Zl_ . —
1 - Detroit (88-4247)
4 - Chicago

1 - 157-347
1 -

1 -

'uyL

NOT RECORDED
192 SEP 24 1969

b7D

*»« Bonds Regularly on the Payroll JaviliQRian

OBIGfflffl

W®?
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0

CG 88-4720

of t<

9JV1969.C^ (U)

.—This statement surprised
I GREGORY and was not oi the opinion that

had the "best possible contacts’J^^' ^ *

I lattemptftd to telephonically contact GREGORY
|and determined that GREGORY was.-

own, scheduled to return to Chicago on September 18,

3ureau w:
|upon ms return .to uhicago and the

be kept advised of pertinent developments/^< (U)



DIRECTOR, EDI 8/22/69

SAC, CHICAGO

RATIONAL SOCIALIST 'WHITE PEOPLES PARTY (NSWPP)
RM
(BUFILE 105-70374)
(CHICAGO FILE 157-3)

. . €2> .

RICHARD CLAXTOH GREGORY, aka
RH -

(BUFILE 100-440423)
(CHICAGO FILE 157-347) -

Ro Chicago teletype to Bureau dated 8/19/09,
entitled, "RATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLES PARTY (RSWPP)

,

RBI.”

Enclosed, for the Bureau are, 12 copies of a
letterhead inenorandun (LHM) reflecting information,
.concerning captioned rahtters^ One additional copy
is furnished the. Bureau because of the dual caption.,

Copies of the LHIi are being furnished United
States Attorney, and United States Secret Service, Loth.
Chicago', and Region I> 113th MI Groups Eyanstonr
Illinois.

.'*•’** *-
•

*
- -

-

Chicago will continue to follow both matters
and keep the Bureau, advised.

{</€>

wo'tTRwroRpED

1?PUG 25 1969

ni&jSit*

l 4J* Burehu (J^ncI* 12)
'4. - Chicago

(2 - 157-3)
(2- 157-347)

DFB/sls
(8)

<RM)

S4$rp°tp 5 1339

ORIGINAL

FILED
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*
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*
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I’KD STATES DEPARTMENT OK Jl S*|

FEDERAL DUKEA I,*' OK IN VBSTI CATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File Ar
o. C(j 157_3

157-347

Chicago, Illinois
August 22, 1969

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLES PARTY

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

wujlcii would

James Hill, Chief of Police, Glen Ellyn, Illinois
n«

Vi
H?

d °n 19 * 1969
» that Richard Greogry, Negrocomedian and militant civil rights activist, Sas scheduledto speak to the Glen Bard West High School, Glen Ellyn,

Illinois, at 8:00 PM on August 19, 1969. This speechwas sponsored by a group of young college and high schoolstudents known in the Glen Ellyn area as "Change ThroughUnderstanding." Hill advised tha t on Aligns* io?9 -
g

he received a telephone call from 1

identifying himself to Hill as a mem&gr o± the
National Socialist White Peoples Party (NSWPP)

.

questioned Hill concerning any local ordinances wuiprohibit picketing by the NSWPP of the speech to he
.given hy_=Gregory HilTstated -that he -informed'
that picketing was not illegal but if any distu
.resulted, there would be- immediate arrests.

A characterization of the NSWPP is attached
to the appendix section of this communication.

w °n August 20, 1969, James Hill advised a representativeof the F
f
d
fJ

al Bureau of Investigation that on the eveningof August 19, 1969, five white males, all in their late
S

teens or early 20*

s

and associated with the NSWPP, picketedoutside the auditorium of Glen Bard West High Schoolas individuals attending the speech arrived at the
audi torinm—,

The only individual identified by Hill was
and all pickets carried various signs calling

*

Dances

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. It is the property of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and is_loaned.
to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

m iEFr: T
*Tio’T c

HEREIN IS U.CU’r
PATEJjz&s® i.

/00' ^fa —
iJSCXiOSUHS

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



0 0

NATIONAL SOCIALIST WHITE PEOPLES PARTY*
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

for "white power,” "black Africa
"down with Dick Gregory."

for Africans," and

Hill advised that the pickets were peacefuland after all of the individuals attending the
speech were inside the auditorium, the picketing stopped.Hill also advised there were no arrests or incidents
accompanying the picketing or following the speech byGregory which was attended by approximately 1,000 people.

forEh described by Hill as a long speech callingfor biack unity, black power, and defining the roll
8

of the tfegro in America as well as the world. Hill advisedthat Gregory did not make any militant statements andhe speech did not appear to create any great enthusiasmon the part of persons attending.

...
Copies of this memorandum are being furnishedthe following agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois
United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois
Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group,
Evanston, Illinois.,

- 2 -
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~ APPENDIX

NATIONAL SOCIALIST PEOPLE'S
PARTY, Also known as The American
Nazi Party,> Chicago, Illinois

•hn+
A source advised on November 14, i960, that onthat date a meeting: was held in Chicago, Illinois for tho

TutixJr
t<Jik

i

2targe
G
ol'

rt

?Ms
I

me6Ung?
CKV,ELL

' National Commanded, ANP,

On Wav 99 io««

^ AULUUUUIUUK Ul 1

:;

Iiuvjlsjuu EllJkt the
hoilirh < f- T'nmn-I.tc*

self-identified as
ANP in Chicago is

b6
b7C

— " VA A
headquarters

.

. .

A second and third' source advised in December idfifi

Jn Ll <

d
ir°

t
i
ve/as r^c9lved from the national hcadquarte?®xn Arlington during December, 1966, advisintr that rhnname of the organization beginning'Janu^?

g
l967 woSld beNational Socialist WhLte People's Party (NSWPP).

1 b

»

and third soSrcl advise^tw {SeTSf ’ 1968
> the second

.
has no headquarters In Chio°L

theiil
f°?g

0
<.?;^ nf »

mention art
Tn

ift

and I

areiL-

b6
b7C

iweniigM nave been heirt
in tl*i-s

to develop a program of acMvily?
recentl >’ la Chicago

- 3* -
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10

.MAY 1942 EDITION
CSA FFMR (41 CFR> 101-11.«

UNITED STATES gQeRNMENT'

Memorandum
to :

DIRECTOR, FBI

o/
FROM :

S<SAC, ST. LOUIS

cks
/object: RICHARD CLAXTON

Dickrt&egory
RACIAL MATTERS
00: Chicago

(157-5822) P

^GREGORY, aka
fjL/

An article in a local Negro-oriented newspaper reflects
that subject is scheduled to come to St. Louis, Missouri to make
a speech at Forest Park Community College at 2:00 P.M. oh
November 4, 1969. Program is being sponsored by an official
college organization and will be open to the public.

LEAD

THE CHICAGO DIVISION

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

- V Willfurnish details of.subject.’s..itinerary when,
known*

/

2 - Bureau (R.M.)
2 - Chicago (157?347) (R.M.)
2 - St. Louis (157-5822)
JAF:mvs
6

'W

CONTAINED

DATE * - TF™IFIED
. ,

/&6 —

*

L(^[p

•99 10 OCT 8 1969

RA^MT. SECTJ

OCT 151359

"

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Flan
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-6^

CP CP

Transmit the following in

\Tl~ Airtel

Date: 10/11/69

(Type in.plaintext or code)

Airmail
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

Dick Gregory
AGITATOR INDEX
RM

(00; CHICAGO)

Re Albany airtel 10/1/69

Enclosed for the Bureau and Chicago are appropriate
copies of an LHM concerning subject*s appearance at Syracuse

University (SU), Syracuse, New York, on 10/10/69,

Speech was cwered by SA|
|

and

LEAP;

ALBANY OFFICE

AT ALBANY. NEWYDRK

Will cover subject 1
? speech at Siena College,

Albany, New York, onJ^/14/69,^* "EC- 82 ///n-T?

*>. <— «« nowi-
1 - Chicago (157-347) (Encs. 2) (FM) ~ —

-

3 - Albany V'/}
' ^ n $y

(i - ioo-2io20)
RAjB:pak rC f

(6 0 ''Mj^ecial Agent in Charge



AL .157-253,

Copies of .llM &rhishedto 108th MIG', Albany,.

OS!;, Secret Service* Syracuse, and "NIC!*
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In Replyf Picas? Refer to

File No.

0 o :
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OR JUSTICE

... PETfEKAL ETTREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Albany, New-York 1 ~r .

-

October XI i 1969
\

~ » ~ * -

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY;,
also known as
Dick Gregory

y;y-
4-' '

1 * \

I

-
. ;0n October 10, 1969, at 3 GREGORY delivered,,

a, speech from; .the steps of* Hendricks Chapel, Syracuse .

University (SU) , Syracuse, New York* He was one of -

several speakers in connection with the "Timebrook-On-Campus ,"

a university-wide conference on- SU problems sponsored by the -

Student Government from October 8 through 11, 1969*

.. The following are> the highlights of his presen-
tation,, which lasted about an hour:. , ,

.

' - .

-

- ~
^

^ *

' ‘
f

~ ^ -

In discussing the death of his' father in World War IT
by a Germai soldier, he said that these Germans are permitted
to come to the United States to live and= that "before jwe ever.

. stand by and let you treat your enemy better, than you treat
^youri citizens , ,we*ll burn this country down to the, ground*;** ;

J
_

/' \
'"*

:
-

- He observed that the "October 15 Vitnam WAr"
Moratorium* is one- of the most important days in the history _

of America." In fact he paid that "it might be the. largest
demonstration in the history of the^wotid*’ 1 President

NIXON* s statement that the October 15 jnora to rium. would not

haye ajiy affect on him was, "a damn, lie," _

"

'He stated chat- the ‘Isystem keeps lying, to you; 24 V-
hours a day." For example, it ;is said that the number one _

problem in the United States, is air pollution. This is not

true. The, number one problem^ is_ .moral pollution*- He. stated

that the United States" is the "most morally polluted, 4egeh-

erate j insane nation on the face of this earth, bar, nohe. . %

‘ GREGORY noted, thaf " the Chicago demonstration during

the- Dentocratic. National Convention was, the greatest thing

that ever happened to young people*. He cited the, importance
- i i

- ~

« t r** •pn

IHCUWBffi



R.E: RICHARD CLAXTON ‘GREGORY

,

also kndwiL,as‘ ;
* '

. Dick Gregory . .

of 15,000 hippies and yippies coming. to Chicago uto change
the system*" *

' •-

4

Yopngsters must, organize across the cpuntry.
They, do not hat to take Over Administration buildings* Store

effective results <ai be obtained through; the use of the boy-
cott and he illustrated thisby stating that there would be
quick results if youngsters boycotted the meat and record
industries*

He. stated that "X do hot advocate destroying the

capitalist system, jbut X do advocate, beating it- back/into -

its rightful position—behind the U*S.* .Constitution, hot:

in front of it*" '
.

•
' " 4

* i ' f

V
,

*
> i

~

He stated that "if democracy is, as good as. we
tell to otherg vly are we ' roaming ell oyer the world ramming
it dotm. people throats with gun's.*" -/

* \#- • . *
.

•

r

v. .

Academic institutions are too busy indoctrinating
students* Academic .institutions;

must- -be, changed*. All they
do is "program your youngsters," If the presidents of in-

stitutions lived up' to commitments, they would make the

necessary changes;. They aae "too dOmn busy traveling all
•over the country* The educational system in the United .States

is corrupt and the. Bosod of Directors, are the cause.
.

He stated that black folks; do not hate tihitefolks--
‘Mwe hate your stinking white racist system*" He said that we
are "sick and tired of the white, racist system."’

r
’ **

*,
"

'

#
In discussing, the educatinnal system he stated

that Negroes are forced to live in the ghetto and Indians, -

are forced to live on reservations* " Therefore, tb^r cannot



4

RE: RICHARD :CLAXTON GREGORY,,
- tlso known as

— Pick Gregory , - ...

pass the white jpaan*s tests. If white £p;lks were required
to -take Indian tests, they wquld not .be* able»tO* .pass • it is
not a fair ' system* lie said 'that you mtfit "teach us, black.;
studies, " He. noted that "man withbut knowledge of himself
1S fiRe a tree without roots ’* He stated that .it was
gating that the President of the United States, In going to
pick a Supreme Court Justice out pf 200 people decides to

”tha t slimy degenerate HAYNSWORTH." He. said that
that damn NIXON says he is going, to back^him. all the way.

I 11 bet that if .wds a Jew. ha would have dropped him a
i°ng, time ago, ^

„

m

This document contains neither reepm-
,‘mendatipns nor conclusions of the EBI

,

It is the property of the :FBI and; is

loaned to your agency ; :
it ,and. it's con* - *

tents are rjpt tcTlte distributed put-?'1
'" *

j side your* agency.
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OPTION*',' FORM NO. 10rwrvw r

~r**MXY 10C2 EDITION^ CSA FFMR (*1 CFR) 10Ml.t

^UNITED STATES GO'V\JnMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

0

date: 10/20/69 I

subject:

SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (P)

. & - -

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Kck Gregory
(AGITATOR INDEX)
RM. - . - -

VIETNAM MORATORIUM COMMITTEE
IS - MISCELLANEOUS * •

Enclosed for the Bureau are 19 copies of an LHM
concerning subject’s speech at Siena College, Loudonville,
N. Y., on 10/14/69, sponsored by the Student Senate. Two
copies of the LHM are enclosed for Chicago.

The confidential source utilized in the LHM is
who requested that his identity
- — — tbe concealed.

w
Lq 5: H *•

O <S >i

ffi a «

This LHM is being disseminated locally to the

USA, NDNY, Albany, N. Y.; U. S. Secret Service, Syracuse,

N. Y.; -108th MIG, Albany, N. Y.j.OSI, GAFB, Rome, N. Y.;
and NIC . -

The Albany, N. Y., Police Department and the

New York State Police have also been -orally advised.
\

This LHM is classified "CONFIDENTIAL” inasmuch

as unauthorized-disclosure of its -contents might identify

j^the source of information^hereby precludes his future

K use and jeopardizing the national defensev^^

(4 \ Burelu (Encs/l9) (RM) ' Vy t s\ /.

T- Chicago- (Enc Si 2) (157-347) (RM) ' /U ^
4 r Albany ~ 1__

(I - 100-21020)
^ y ^ 0°T 22 Bl

$
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DECLftSSIFIC&TTQH MJTWMIfY BEEJTfE-D FEOM:
<1BI MMMBfcc OECLASSIFICATICM GUIDE
DATE 0.5- 0 3-2014

iQdUNITED STATES M^PAliTMENT OF JWtJCE
.J

In, Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

FEP.E!Ia£ BUREAU OE' INVESTIGATION w -

Albany, Hew York

October 20, 1969 -

RICHARD CIAXTON GREGORY ,

— _ *

Oh October 5, 1969,. an article app^ffied in. the
"limes Unibn"* a daily newspaper published atuJLbany., .N.;Y.,_
stating that' captioned individual -would speak on "The Ciyil
Rights 'Orisis' ih Anerica Today" on October 14,^ 1969^ at Siena
College's Gibbons .Hall* L0uddnvilie*

;
N>. Y. The Student ’Senate

was sponsoring this lecture which was to be Open to "the public.

On October 15* 1969* this newspaper contained another
article captioned "Siena Students Hear Gregory". The article
stated that. GREGORY said he admired the honesty and moral
commitment of youth today., that is, their commitment to end war*,

hunger and capital punishment'. The highlight of this talk,
according to this article, was -when GREGORY told the audience/
to copy the Declaration of Independence on a sheet of; paper and
during the next, riot have their parents watch television so" that
they could see all the looting and killing. While the parents
were viewing the television, the yoOng people should turn off
the sound and start reading the Declaration of Independence to
tihem. GREGORY received a standing ovation at the end of his '

speech. .
,

- /
' Y

On. October 15, 1969* a confidential source* with
whom contact has been insufficient to determine reliability,
advised that in his speech, GREGOR^ described former president
LYNDON jB. JOHNSON as the worst tyrant since JULIUS- GEASAR. He
said that this country is not. a democracy but is contra^
.the- capitalist^ who" do not care about the Constitution/; j



RE: RICHARD CLACTON* GREGORY

The capitalists only like the American flag,
because they made it

.

He agreed with Kayor DAISY of Chicago, Illinois,,
about shooting all the looters but said that the guns
should be given to the Indians and let them shoot, the looters..
The Indians have been repressed and left on reservations,
which is typical, (Of America, whi-ch is the, only country that
lies about Conditionsin its own country. He described; America
as a morally polluted .degenerate nation Oh the, other hand
he encouraged youth all over the world to fight the Communist
rulers arid to end war, hunger arid -capital punishment.

* 1
»

Throughout his speech, GREGORY als6 emphasized
the white racist system prevalent throughout the; country.
President NIXON ±s oujb of his mind if he thinks the Viet Ham
Moratorium would not affect hinu -

__ ..." -

This confidential' soured. estimated that there were
15QP people in attendance.. There w,drd no disorderly incidents
before, during or after the speech... -

i
^

1

' *
,

'

c v ». *
.*

, 'On October 15, 1969, an article appeared in the
“Knickerbocker News”, a daily newspaper published at Albany,
Hi Y. This article indicated that after the above speech,

- RICHARD CLAKT0H GREGORY opened an all-night vigil protesting

.
the War in Viet Ham. ' He told the gathering;, estimated to
have bde.n 200 people, that he was pleased to be among the
first to help to, give a moral commitment not only against
the War in Viet Nam but against man *s insariity against man.
HO repeatedly called for an end to racism) bigotry.,. - the draft

.. and the War in Viet Nam. He said that the Viet, Nam Moratorium
could be a turning point for the entire world. It would show
American young people they have .a* moral, obligation to bring

*2-



KEV RIGHABD.r.CLAXTON/GREGORY - «

ill

afcput changed He was also sharply critical- of President -

NIXON* s denial that' anti-war- protests would have any .effect
on his .policies.. ’ !. , . ,

i
‘

J
- t

’
- i "

,
*

This, document, contains neither7

1

recommendations nor conclusion ~

of the FBI. it is the property.
J

.of the FBI and is loaned to
your, agency; it and its contents
are, not to be: distributed outside
.•your .agency. >

'

-
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DECLASSIFiraTIOK AUTHORITY DERIVED TB£M:\

FBI AUTOMATIC DECIDE SIEICATION GUIDE
DATE 0.5-03-2014

UNITED STATES *GiS^VERNMENT

TP ^DIRECTOR, IBI (100-440423) DATE

^K

fJr^
kCt C&tpjpiA (157-5443)- (RUC) * .

- -

’

.

. subject: RICHARD CLAXTON^GREGORY , aka: '
: -

.
‘ 1 RM-\ - ^ xS?’'S*

,00: Chicago. , *

^ - _
Enclosed for the Bureau, are eight copies' of a iHM - - ;

-

- dated and, captioned as above. Two copies are enclosed for Chicago
who Is office- of origin in this matter. Also enclosed for
the Bureau is the original and one copy of ED-376.

" Copies of the LIIM are also being disseminated
locally to U. S. Secret Service; filth MIG, both Columbia., S. C. ;

*• NISO, Charleston, S. ,C,; and OSI, Robins AFB, Georgia.

v. ’v auu BsiaDxisnea source or tne Columbia Division
.

•
.
-

: . - -
- '*

.

' CJU
The enclosed LHM is being classified confidential '"'j?

to protect, the identity of the source whovis furnishing valuable
information to this ’Bureau and if his identity became known,

‘

„it .c.ould, affect the defense interests of the United States
Government •

.
-

‘

* No.additional investigation is being conducted, by

.

the ^Columbia Division since there is no indication thif the
subject was involved in any activities during his visit to
Columbia that -might be considered detrimental to the best
interests of this country..

'
* -
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A confidential source who has furnished reliable
information in the past advised on October 30, 1969, that
Dick Gregory, the noted comedian and author, would speak at
the Capstone House, University of South Carolina, Columbia,
South Carolina, on the evening of October 30, 1969. Gregory
was sponsored by the University of South Carolina Student
Union Lectures Bureau, and his contract called for the pay-
ment of $900 to Gregory for his appearance at ‘ University of
South Carolina. The contract also specified that his
appearance would be strictly along the lines of comedy
although he would be allowed to make statements regarding
his civil rights activities.

This same source advised that Gregory attempted
to break his contract claiming that he had legal problems
elsewhere in this country- and it would be. a hardship for him-
to appear at University of South Carolina; however, the
Student Union Lectures. Bureau held Gregory to his contract
although he was docked $200 because he appeared in Columbia,
South Carolina, several hours late. His total payment for

, f
-

- y

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it arid
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency. ' •'
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

the appearance at University of South Carolina was $700
Gregory arrived in Columbia on October 30, 1969, via
private airplane and his destination after leaving Columbia
following his speech was unknown, •

Gregory spoke to an overflow crowd at Capstone
House and whereas he made several comments regarding the
civil rights movement, his talk was sprinkled heavily with
a oomedy routine,

,
An article appearing in the Columbia Record, a

***** newsPaP©r Columbia, South Carolina
,"

"on October 31,
1969, stated that Gregory made the following points;

u^

.

"The racists ?md rednecks have been hollering about
law and order so the Supreme Court gave it to them,’ 1 This
referred to the recent Supreme Court decision, ordering an
immediate end to segregated schools in Mississippi. He also
stated tha^, "You may free all minority groups, blacks, Puerto
Ricans, Indians," but a horrible mistake will be made "if you

^
include your poor white brother. n Gregory emphasized

the importance of human rights pver other rights saying,
"Ninety percent of those upset about the assassination of
Martin Luther King would not be if George Wallace was
assassinated. . .all assassinatipns are bad." Gregory stated,
1 “ against the capitalist system. ..you have to put

capitalism behind the constitution instead of in front of it
. . .We are not governed by the constitution bpt by the

neatest defense against communism is not
the bomb but making democracy work* 11

The confidential source referred to above also
advised on October 31, 1969, that there were no incidents
.during Gregory's speech at University of South Carolina..

1
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GREGORY APPESRED AT FOREST PARK COMMUNITY COLLEGE,

ST. LOUIS, MO. AT TWO PM ON INSTANT DATE FOR SCHEDULED

SPEECH SPONSORED BY THE COLLEGE. HE ADDRESSED A PREDOMINANTLY
“T Ftfihe&J 7/taas*MZ>

COLLEGE AGE AUDIANCE OF ABOUfl Wffi-FiHWe*TO TWO fHWfdTTED

INDIVIDUALS IN HIS SPEECH WHICH WAS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

GREGORY SPOKE ABOUT THE NEED FOR BLACK; UNITY, THE END OF THE

VIETNAM WAR. AND CRITIZED THE WHITE RACIST ESTABLISHMENT.

HIS REMARKS WERE APPARENTLY WELL RECEIVED BY THE RACIALLY MIXED-.

w
AUDIANCE.

THERE WERE NO RACIAL INCIDENTS ^9 ARRESTS IN CONNECTION

WITH GREGORY'S SPEECH. U.S. ATTORNEY, SECRET SERVICE, AND

MI GROUP ONE THIRTEEN ADVISED.
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Re Minneapolis letter and LHM dated 10/23/69
captioned Vietnam Moratorium; Committee.*

Referenced communication indicated subject bad

spoken at Mankato State College , Mankato ,
Minnesota, during

tbe 10/15/69 Vietnam Moratorium and a separate I*HM would be

submitted*

Endowed for Ruteau and Chicago- are eight

and itwo cppies respectively pi an- LHM concerhihg GREGORY'
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

' Minneapolis , Minnesota

November 10, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

• The Mankato State Reporter, student nev/spaper for
Mankato State College, Mankato, Minnesota, issue for
October 8, 1969, carried an account of a meeting of the
Student Senate held October 7, 1969, At this meeting, a
motion was approved to ask the Allocations Committee of the
college to approve spending student activity funds for the
purpose of bringing Dick Gregory, comedian and civil rights
leader, to the Mankato State College for an appearance on
the evening of October 15, 1969. Subsequent issues of this
publication indicated that Gregory’s appearance had been
arranged

.

» The October 16, 1969 issue of the Mankato Free
Press, daily newspaper, Mankato, Minnesota, contanined
an article concerning the appearance of Gregory at the
Highland Arena, Mankato State College, at 8:00 PM, October
15, 1969 to top off the anti-war moratorium activities
here for that day. In his talk, Gregory vented his fury

' at the injustices he claims to have seen perpetrated against
racial minorities, Indian -as well as black, in the United
States o He commended the students on their moratorium and
said the young people do have the power to bring about
change if they organize.

The article stated Gregory went on. to say that
‘•black folks don’t hate white folks. We hate your white
racist institutions and stinking white racist system.
We hate it and we’re holding all. white folkg responsible
for it." He likened that concept to the owner of a dog
being held responsible should his dog bite anyone*.

Gregory said shortly after the start of draft
card burning, the government passed an anti-draft card

ALL IlIFC-.rJTTCT OBTAINED
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

burning law, but "in a hundred years we haven’t been able

to pass an anti-lynch law." He related that the white
system had forced him to grow up among cockroaches in a

ghetto.

Gregory criticized the hypocrisy of white attitudes

in housing and started off by telling he had lost his father

in World . War II. "The German who killed my daddy 27 years

ago can come' to this country and live in a neighborhood that

the boy of the man he killed can’t live in", he said.

The article states that on another aspect of white

inhumanity to blacks, he told how the man who developed the

use of blood plasma, a black, bled to death at an Atlanta,

Georgia hospital following ah accident because the hospital

did not accept blacks. The trouble with the United States,

according to Gregory, is ’that it is controlled not by the

constitution but by capitalism. "As long as it is", he said, -

"Americans will always put emphasis on property rights

rather than on human rights." "The only reason capitalists

wave the flag is because they made it", he stated.

Youngsters have to start asking questions about

their system,, Gregory emphasized. "If democracy is as good

as they say it is why are we. running all over the world

frying to ram it down people’s throats with the butt of a

gun?", he asked. "Anything good you don’t have to force on

people. They will steal it."

, Gregory told his young listeners, estimated at

3,000, that they are faced with problems not of their

making but left to them by "us old fools." Americans
,

number one problem is not air pollution but moral pollution,

he said. "This is the most morally degenerated, polluted

nation there ever was and you folks have the job of getting

its sanity back", Said Gregory. * He said he hoped young persons

realized how powerful they are and predicted that what was

happening in America on the moratorium day would have an

effect on the whole world.

On the matter of young men having to enter the

service before they are- old enoughs t6c vote, lie said* "If- .



}

. RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

you got to go to war and die at' 18, you better fight to

vote at 17 . If you get to bote at 17 then there won t

be no wars when you get to be 18.” Through their P<™er>

young people can stop not only the v/ar in Vietnam but also

capital punishment and poverty, according to the speaker.

But, he added, they have to organize. Localizing that

point, he proposed a solution for the community where .

students- spend a lot of ' money caring littld for them.

"Boycott the town!", he said. "An then see how .good they

treat you. Address all your grievances to capitalism.

In the same vein, he suggested the most effective way of

propelling businessmen into ending the Vietnam war- would

be a buying boycott during the Christmas season.

On the business of going to college, he advised,

"We are so busy * learning to make a living we forget to

learn how tollive. Don’ t make that mistake. Kids talk

about going away to college to be somebody", he said.

"B011 you were born somebody . I hope someday these

institutions bring out what nature put into you and not

what they want to put into you." "If you want to change

this system, make the colleges live up to the name of

“education’^ he continued . -^They have been -too. busy. —

—

indoctrinating. And there’s a difference." Students have

a big job to make education ;;serve their needs of today, not

of yesterday. "If college presidents were doing their jobs

they would be making these changed", he said. Instead,

they’re too busy making speeches and raising funds, Gregory

charged. "Ninety-eight percent of board of directors are

the cause of the problems in the world", he continued.

"They are on college boards because they have made a lot

of- money and nobody asked how they made it."

The heavy impact of the talk was lightened

frequently as Gregory relied on his entertaining skill of

comic timing and situation to draw laughs from his audience

as he drove home a point. "Whites come up to me and ask
.

why we didn’t riot last summer", he said. We got tired

stealing all them no good products", he continued in mock

seriousness. "This sdmmer we went underground with

Consumer Report. Next time we riot we ain t taking no

. Motorolas, baby." -
. .

*

A?

- 3 -



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

« *

Gregory, however, described himself as nonviolent

and challenged white Americans who claim they are nonviolent

to prove it. Dragging skeletons out of white history closets,

he indicated how blacks could have little respect for the

people- that "shot and murdered" their way across the

continent to California. '
. ,

' On. the discovery of America, he said, "You have

nerve enough to call blacks hoodlums and you came- to .these.

shores and found this country already occupied.” He related

that to finding an attractive car occupied and "discovering" .

it for one’s own use.

Gregory also challenged whites to admit that thfeir

number one "hangup" concerning race is' seeing a black man

with a white woman, that situation is. the white man’s own

fault through his use of white women in commercials and

movies which kindled that desire, he contended. "Niggers'

were not born wanting a white woman" ,
he said. "You have

done a good, job of programming.", The only black women
he ever saw in a cbmmericial were Beulah and Aunt Jemima,

Gregory continued, and he didn’t especially want them.

"IJippe_i_t_makes._you^so,mad- ,youlll -quit.-prbgrammihg usv"^ 1

Concluding, Gregory promised that if young people
; see to it no one in America goes to bed hungry, the children

of "your hillbilly brothers"r.get an education, and blacks

are treated justly, the National Guard won’t Have to be

called out again. .
*

James Zwickey, assistant director, Student Union,

Mahkato State College, Mankato, Minnesota, on October 24,

1969, stated Gregory was paid $1,000 for his appearance here

on the evening of- October 16, 1969. He said the funds

came from student activity- fee<’>funds entirely. Zwickey

said" Gregory ‘ had spoken at Mankato State College a year

or more previously and much of what he said during his

most recent appearance had been heard the first time. 4

* He said the college has a pblicy of tape recording the talks
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of all. speakers such as Gregory and these are maintained in

the college tape libraby.

•

This document contains neither recommendations *

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI

and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

5*
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

"Gregory spoke to an audienpe of approximately
1500 individuals, the majority college age, at Torest
Park Community College, St. Louis, ’ Missouri. His speech
was open to the public, and was an official campus event
sponsored by the Speakers Bureau, paid for by the Student
Activities Fund. His speech was arranged and scheduled
by the college’s Cultural Committee, and given November 4, 1969.

Gregory addressed his racially mixed audience
on numerous subjects and .attacked the United States as a
"sick, degenerate country run by a bunch of insane, fool
maniacs". According to a confidential and reliable
source who attended this speech, Gregory devoted the
majority of* his speech to attacking the "white racist
establishment". He stated ’that while Negroes do not
necessarily hate whites,- they do hate the system and
Negroes are going to hold the "honkies" responsible for
what’s happened in this country. Gregory also attacked the
United States military system and American involvement in
the Vietnam War. His remarks appeared to be fairly well
received by the college age audience.

An article appearing in the November 5, 1969,
issue of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, a daily newspaper
published in St. Louis, Missouri, contained an article on
page 12A r.elating to the above speech. In this article it

was reported that Gregory was paid $1250 for his talk.

ALL I'T r’-tam ^ lj
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The article further related that GREGORY urged his audience
to buy copies of The Black Panther which some students
were selling for 25 cents. Gregory was quoted as saying,
"It's the only paper around here that tells the truth.’*

The Black Panther is a newspaper which
is usually published on a weekly basis
by the Black Panther Party

y
(BPP) in

California. A characterization of the
BPP is attached.

There were no racial incidents or arrests in
connection with Gregory’s speech.

2
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY,
Also Known As

Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

According to its official newspaper, the .Black
Panther Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in
Oakland, California, to organize black people so they can
take control of the life, politics and the destiny of the
black community. It was organized by Bobby Seale, BPP
Chairman, and Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense.
Newton was sentenced in 1968 to serve 2 to 15 years after
being convicted of manslaughter in connection with the
killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther,"
which further describes itself as the "Black Community News
Service," states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics in its revolutionary program to end
oppression of the black people. Residents of the black
community are urged to arm themselves against the police who
are consistently referred to in the publicationas pigs " who
should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968,
contains an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, 'George
Mason Murray, which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of
America, revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture
worth keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom
everywhere. Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill
the pigs everywhere .

"

Included in the introduction to an article appearing
in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is
the statement "...we will not dissent from American Government.
We will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman Mao Tse-tung of
the People’s Republic of China and feature Mao’s statement
that "political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at
3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been
established at various locations throughout the United States.
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Cleveland, Ohio

November 14, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The fo3JLoviing article concerning the scheduled
appearance of RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, more commonly known as
DICK GREGORY, on the campus of John Carroll University (JCU),
University Heights, Ohio, on October 29, 19&9, appeared in
the October 10, 19&9 issue of the “Carroll Nevis", ‘a weekly
student publication published and circulated on £he. campus of
JCU

.
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

By, TONY ISABELLA ^
Dick Gregory will speak in

,the Kulas Auditorium on Oc-

tober 29, 1969, at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets will be $1 for fee pard

holders, $1.50 for all other stu-

dents, and $2.00 for other at-

tendees. /

About thirty years ago, you
could Jiave seen. Dick Gregory on

almost every street corner* in the.

United States. You could tell he

had rhythm by the way he ‘snap-

ped his cloth as he shined your

shoes. Happy little black boy as

he grinned and .snatched your
quarter out of mid-air. l10

would run off to tuy a Twinkle*

cupcake, a bottle of Pepsi-Cola,j

pud a. small pocketfdL of: caramels,
j

' You didn’t know "that was the
|

little black boy’s dinner. And you
hever even thought of following
him home.

J

,

Richard" Claxtoh Gregory " was
born on Columbus Day, 1932. He
came from a family that "wasn.
poor— just. broke!’? At Southern
Illinois University, Dick was a
member of the marching band and
the track team. In 1953, he was
S.I.U. Outstanding Athlete of the
Year.

In tVrerkrtxrftfties and early six-
ties, Gregory was a fast rising
comedian. As the sixties* pro-
gressed, he became more involved
in the civil rights movement. "I
began taking more and more time
ofF from being a funny man to help,
our people.” This would become a
full* time job.

In 19G4, he published ' his f auto-
biography, Nigger. The dedication
to Dear Mania reads": “Wherever1

you are, if voulever hear the word,
‘nigger’ again, remember they are*
advertising my book.” /The Shadow
That ITas Me andlasfc year’s* Vfirite
Me Jn ^followed.. (In„\l9G8,,Dick:
Gregory was a write-in candidate
for President*.*}
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RE r RICHARD- CLAXTON GREGORY

The fblloiJjng article appeared in the October ^0
3-909 edition of the ^Cleveland Press 11

, a daily -afternoon
-"

newspaper of general circulation published at Cleveland^
Ohio? * —

*

— —z*

Wli Stop VIefno
By IVOR WALKER.

-.
'Don’t cat on Thanksgiv-.

ing Day . Boycott
Christmas ... Quit getting
haircuts ... Quit
shaving. ...”

%

. This regimen to end the
Vietnam War was pre-
scribed to American youth
by Dick Gregory, comedian,
and Civil Rights militant, as
ije address5d ,900 persons at
John Carroll University last
night.
t ’

»

_
^Jtoch cpncerted..action_'by. -
youth would send the na-

/.Mon s grocers, merchants,
oarbers, industrialists up- !

tight and screaming —- to
v

j

the While House, Gregory I

said. “President Nixon will l

have to listen to the pco- *

pie,

ptoa made, by beard-
ed Gregory at JCU called
.not only for swift troop
withdrawal from South Viet- h
ham but an abrupt halt to w

.u ^»lcan Police. tactics
.abroad.” jh;

k -

h:
:

f;
f

- - .v^ j

r ft mM*
f

1M*
.

4-1 '/} 3'?

-km

Dick Gregory
‘Don’t eat . .

.

quit
shaving.”

to predict that Mayor Stokes’?

“Tim
b
c fM

C'0le
^e^. sayin?’^me Stokes (administration,

nas an outstanding record ”

\

THE VIETNAMESE peo-
ple are capable v

of handling
their own affairs,” he said,
and should be allowed to.

If America really wants to
police other countries, why
don’t- they go to South
Africa?”

- -

'

Cr^ry use, ,he occasion SEEA&ffiSJ

And he spoke of Fred'
(Ahmed) Evans, under death-:
sentence for the Glenville?
police slayings of July, 1968.

»

“The world knows that

'

Fred (Ahmed) Evans was not
involved in the riot in Glen-'
ville/ Gregory said. “The*“~
insanity of this nation was-
shown at <the’ Evans iriai ». ?

3



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON. GREGORY

The October 39 j 1969 edition of the "Cleveland Plain
Dealer, a daily morning newspaper of general circulation published
at -Cleveland, Ohio, contained an article which is set forth
below :

’
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Comedian - turned - civiT"
rights-activist Dick Gregory
l.list night called on John
(jarroll-University students
to organize with youth
across the country and solve
the problems lie said were
“eating away at American
society.1

”

“Quit "playing' g a m es,’,’.

Jj i* eg dry said, fn a tour
which has reached 310 cam-,
puses across, the nation.
“Yoii say you want. to. end
the war. You can; You have
the power.

. V
.
“Quit' getting’ haircuts un-

til the war is ovejv Watch
^•the barbers become- paci-t

••»sts. Quit, shaving. Watch

the industries affected push!/
l’or .peace. ;

'/‘‘DON’T EAT Thanksgiv-
ing Day. See the turkey
farmers and grocers get up-

, tight.
-

*

“If you really want to

challenge the system, call
for a boycott of Christmas.

“If Nixon says student
' protest will' have' no effect]

on him, just haye him call

the LBJ ranch tosee what
affect it can have on a Pres-
ident.

'

' ’

Gregory lashed out at
everytiling from industry to 1

,Agnew in a speech laced
* with humor and infective.

“Your mama arid papa
have written.a check which
is .going to bounce in 20-

:
years,” he told the students.

|

-

•“And you’re going to have,
to live up to the .debt: :

* “YOU HAVE A big job
1

ahead of you, to make' this

democracy work right for
the very first time.”
II e suggested students ,

might begin on their: own
campus.

. “Take 98% of the board of -

- trustees' Of colleges arid-uni-- -

versitics and you’ll find that
they’re the cause of most of
the problems around the
world. Their qualifications

to be on the boards Is that
they have money—and no
one is asking them liow or
where they got it.”’

**

GREGORY SAID that the
establishment 'calls.youth ir-

;

responsible because" they 1 /

fear that youth wants.toJ
change the system.

*'
\

“For 10 years- they were .

staging panty raids, swal-

.

?lowing goldfish and stuffing*
Iphone b o.o't h s,” he said!
• “People simply said ‘boys
•swill, be boys. But today it is.

}

different, b.e c a u s e,youth"
,

wants to change this -sick, \

racist, morally-polluted so-
ciety.’ .

‘ !

Gregory also endorsed the
'

candidacy of Mayor Carl B.
Stokes.

'——=—

r

i



BE: RICHARD CLAXTOH GREGORY

On November 3, 1969 , a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised DICK GREGORY appeared
on the campus of JCU on October 29, 1969 and addressed the

group primarily comoosed of students , approximated at about
O00. He stated there were, no incidents, violence^ or any
demonstrative action as a result of GREGORY'S appearance on

the campus of JCti.

This document cpntains neither
recommendations nor conclusions of the

FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency. It and its

contents are not to be distributed out-*

side your agency.
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FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-6951) (P) .

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY ,
aka /

RM - BN /
) (00: CHICAGO) /

On 11/14/69, GEORGE W. D*ARTOIS, Commissioner
of Public Safety, Shreveport, La,, advised that RICHARD
CLAXTON GREGORY is scheduled to speak at Centary College
in 2/70. Commissioner D*ARTOIS is interested in obtaining
any arrest record, of GREGORY, He is also desirous of any
info re violence at places where GREGORY speaks or after
his speaking engagements;

On 11/14/69

.

I (SAC contact."!

I H Shreveport , La

.

;
who is

|

pCentary College ,
advised that GREGORY has

been invited by the "Student Forum!* a school-approved /
student group, to speak 2/1/70. 1 is also desirous '

that any pertinent info be furnished Commissioner D*ART0IS.

LEAD

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Requested to furnish New
Orleans any knoyrn arrest record of GREGORY and any info
as to his speaking engagements where there has been violence
during or after his speeches.. Expedite.

(£X Bureau (RM) / (tf) ~ ¥¥& ¥ O-

\

„

2 - Chicago (157-347) (RM) cp ft r '
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subject: vRICHARD CLAXTON'-/GREGORY, aka
RACIAL MATTERS -
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In Reply» PleaSe Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU 'OF* INVESTIGATION
f *

- a.

Los Angeles, California
November 19, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON- GREGORY.

Richard Claxton Gregory, is a nationally known

Negro entertainer and civil rights- activist.

The October 2iij. 1969 issue of the* "Mountaineer"*

Mount San Antonio College, Walnut, California, newspaper, page

3, carried an article entitled "Comic Dick Gregory Addresses

Convocation"; The article reflected that Gregory spoke on_
October 16,

' 1969, at a convocation at Mount San Antonio College

on topics ranging from the status of the black man in society to

the responsibility of the generation he was addressing.

On the Afro-American struggle; in society, Gregory,

commented "The biggest breakthrough for Black people happened-
.

in Texas a few years .ago when they named a hurricane' Beulah;
- He then^related- that-when a ^newspaper* -repor-ter_acco3ts_him__-nr _

quiring as to why the Black* people did not riot last summer, he

replies, "Well, that !s because ail foe Black leaders were, in

Ireland acting as technical advisors*

"

Referring to the conception that ins.tigators cause

the Black people to. riot, Gregory stated', "The system don’t

even want to give credit to the niggers for getting
>

mad on

their own".

"Adults lie to you every day, and when you catch

them, they call it a generation gap,-" commented Gregpry when

speaking of the role' of the young adult in society .^
He -

stressed the point that this, genratioh is faced* with a situation

unique in the history of the. American nation., -

’

EieLOSUHB,

c®AINED



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On foreign involvement, Gregory commented, "If

democracy is as grand as they tell us, why xn the hell are

they (U.S. Government) trying to. ram it down foreigners throa s

with guns?"

California 1

State Polytechnic College, San huiS uuiapu, oaxuuitia, adviaed *

that Richard Gregory spoke before an assembly oi the student,

body at California State Polytechnic; College on the evening of

October 16, 1969 . I

"
.

I
nade available a «aped recording of

the speech, a transcription of which is as follows.
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Interested in giving them a ride, .you might

meet them at the back door there.

We have a wooden floor here so no smoking, I

mean no smoking and so without further adue on behalf

of a college program speakers form, I would like to

introduce to you, Mr. DICK GREGORY.

A lot of. clapping.

I would like to say thank-you very much. I

don’t know how I can really stand here with a straight

face and honestly say its a pleasure to be in San Luis

Obispo. (A lot of laughing and clapping).

If you really want to have some fun you

should go to Chicago* one day and try to book yourself

here. After about three or four hours after they really

d.ecide to really not trying to, put them on, you know*

Well I am here, I ah, I stayed up late last

night deciding, you know that I would get some sleep

on the plane, because actually I don’t need to much sleep

to survive and I got on the plane this morning and I rushed

to my seat to sit down and there was a white cat Sitting

next to me so naturally I check him out. In all fairness

let me say this, it was a time I did not have to. check out

IB
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white folks, as of about 11 months ago. Well let

me tell you why. In Chicago I was ‘walking downtown,

in the loop of Chicago, about ten o'clock in the

evening and I'm walking and a white cat is walking to-

wards me and he sees me and he jumps off the sidewalk

and gets in the gutter, you know. I kind of checked
^

the situation out a little bit, you know, he is very

nervous, he says listen your not going to hurt me are

you? No my man,. I'm just GREGORY, I'm dedicated to

committee to non-violence. (A lot of clapping). At

that point, he recognized me and "he quit shaking and he

said you mean you are thee DICK GREGORY-;- Thats-right. —
my man. He said you don't carry no gun or no knife.

I say thats right. You don't do no cutting or shooting.

I said thats me,, he said well then stick them up nigger.

So ever since that day I've been checking out white folk.

So like I said I checked this white cat out on the -plane

this morning arid he was pretty groovy so I doze.pn off and go
€

to sleep. Well about 15 minutes- after I get to sleep the

white cat decides he wants to strike up a conversation with

me, right; So he did it the usual, way, wake up boy and

I woke up, only to find out he really didn't have anything

- 2' -



to talk about. No -he wanted to talk about Negro progress

in America and I tried to inform him that I did not want

to discuss black progress in America because there is to

few people in America that really understand what areas

we really made a tremendous amount of break through in.

A lot of people think we made tremendous progress in

jobs, in housing and education, no, you know the biggest

break through for black foks in the history of America

happened a few years ago in the State of Texas, we got our

first colored ’hurricane, BULAH (a lot of laughing). So

I guess little by little if you looking in the right

places, I guess we are “doing pretty goodr but you— have

to look in the right places like television, no we

are doing alright on television. Every time you turn

that channel you get something black and its about time

and its those damn of that white

of that white womans kitchen. £.verytime

I turn on the television there she. goes. Oh MARGE there

is a white dove in your kitchen. If there is dust one

time I can see my black sister run through yelling, BULAH

baby there, is a black crow on the biscuit. So like I said

little by little we are doing alright.

- 3 -



Last year television gave us our first

black cowboy. Didn't any of you ever see that

series, the ah, what did they call it, the ah. The

Outcasts, dam right. You can tell by the name of

it it was us . I understand this year we are going to get

another black cowboy so the first black cowboy have

somebody to kill. I don't mean it like that. No,

they let him kill, they let him kill white cowboys, but

you see the problem is- whenever it becomes the black

cats turn to kill a white cowboy .-the stunt riders really

has to go through some changes because you see they have

to dirty .up that white cat so bad that when the black

cat gun him down every body will except it. I remember

the last time I watched it they showed a black cat kill

a white cowboy. This white cat had just finished raping:-;

a blond (laughing) salvation army worker

right

.

You know traveling back across

country we have many press conferences and its amazing

how you know the press seems to ask the same questions

all over the. country. All the press asks me now, Mr. GREGORY

how come you all didn't riot this summer? How in the hell

- 4 -
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I know, you know, but if you say that they think you are

being militant, right? But you got to give them an

answer and now I reached a happy medium with them. Now

they ask me why do you think your folks didn't riot this

summer and I go its simple. All the black leaders was

in Ireland this summer serving as technical advisors.

Ya they doing their thing over there, them cats feel

proud of themselves, they did shooting at one another

and carrying on ana you know. I'll tell you something

interesting about riots. /'It don't make no difference

who it is, or where it is, all cops react to riots the

same way. Catholics and Protestant are raising hell and

the Irish Police have been blaming it on outside agitators,

BILLY GRAHAM" and the Pope. (A lot of clapping). I don't

know, when you top and think how many religious conflicts

there are going on in the world today. Catholics and

the Protestants, Jews, and the Arabs and it kind of

makes you wonder what great secret the atheists have

that makes them act so God like. Of course I understand

the right whingers in Ireland is blaming the problem on

the Arab extremists O'BRIEN, ELDR3DGE

CLEAVER. I don't know how many Irish Catholics we have

- 5.
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in the house, but if we have any in the house and you

have loved ones in Jolly ole Ireland, then you are going

to be getting in touch with them any time soon-, tell

them that Brother GREG says they want to overcome their

problem with the protestants,. they are going to have

to start acting more like black folks . They are going

to have to quit all that damn looting and burning and

pull themselves up by their boot straps, go out and get

themselves some Jobs, learn how to be patient. They

are moving to damn fast, damn right Holland wasn't built

in a day baby.

—Then let me -say its-a .pleasure to be with

you youngsters this evening. I guess I can thruthfully

say I spentabout 98 per cent of my time on college campuses

and for a reason. The simple reason is that you young

folks in America today is probably the most -

dedicated,* honest committed group of young people thats

ever lived in the history of this country bar none. I

hope you young folks don't have to continue to read

these old right wing cracker controlled newspapers to

find out who you are, or what your all about. (A lot

of clapping.) The average established newspaper in America

- 6 -
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is to immoral to even discuss with you young kids,

but yourselves. VJhat do they call you? Hippis-yippis

irresponsible bearded smelly kids, whatever that means.

My reaction to that is always because you have a

beard why does that mean you have to stink. They

don't say nothing about ABRAHAM LINCOLN, he didn't

only have a beard, he was ugly to. You know as I travel

around the country and speak with young folks, I think

the thing that kind of embarrasses me the most is not only

do I have to say to you young kids, that all of the

problems confronting America today, you youngsters are

going to have to solve. The embarrassing thing is that

I have to say to you that not only do you have to solve

the problem confronting America today but you have to solve

the problems that you had nothing to do with creating. All -

the problems confronting this country tonight were here

before you got here, thanks to us old fools, they will not

be here when you leave. I say thanks to us old fools be-

cause you see we put you young kids in a situation today

that no youngster in the. history of America has ever been in.

The generation of us fools had passed just ahead of you, not

-- 7 -
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only did we not solve the problems confronting America

today, but for the first time in the history of America

we used up all the 'tricks . So you youngsters have all

the problems and no tricks and us old fools wonder why

you react the way you react, hell you got to react that

way because you haven 1 t got no tricks. I remember when

I was a kid, my mother, my father, the whole community

to teach me, boy your going to grow up one- day and a
\

white man is going to call you a nigger and don't get

mad when he calls you a nigger because God don't like

ro ugly .and thats the way it works . Sure enough. .1 grew

up one "day and a. honky did" call me a nigger and I didn't

get mad because God don't like no ugly. I got seven little

black kids at home right now and me and my ole lady ain't

teaching them nothing, ( a lot of laughing and clapping).

0ne they ever make a mistake

to slip and call one of them a nigger. I'll be damned

sure bet .you its going to surpise them. So I say to you*

youngsters today, you have all the problems and no tricks,

you got a big job. Let me say to you at this point I did

not come here tonight to impress you, but only to inform

you. When I leave, here this evening I couldn't care less

- 8 -



of about what you think about DICK GREGORY, because I

wiH always have the one constellation of knowing that

whenever we wake up, this year, next year or 20 years

from now, you will always be able to say atleast Brother

GREG .didn’t lie to us. Now I think thats one of the

biggest problems confronting you young folks tonight.

Twenty-four hours aday the establishment lies to you

and then when you catch it we say generation gap.

(A lot of clapping). Now the. generation gap is a

moral gap, we just didn’t start lying to you, we

started lying to you way back in that baby criD with

that Santa Clause boy. First- letter r ever-wrote

in my life went to a cat that didn’t exist. Dear Santa.

Thats not funny because when your mommy lied to you

damn then anybody is qualified to lie. So that Santa

Clause boy, he goes over better in the white community

then he goes over in the black community, not that we

don’t need him, we just know damn good and well that

no white cat .coming in our neighborhood after midnight.

( clapping )

.

The number one lie we tell you youngsters today;

well I don't have to tell you, you know what that is.



Twenty-four hours a day we try to c.onvenice you the

number one problem confronting America today is the

problem of air pollution. The number one problem

confronting America today is the problem of moral

pollution, this is the most
,_
polluted,

degenerate, insane nation on the face of this earth

baring none . Whether you like it or not you young

people have the all important job of giving America

her sanity back, I hope you don't make the mistake

that these old right wing crackers keep making, they

are so damn-busy this country, America the

Beautiful, when any old fool know
.

are for

dead things. Thanks to you youngsters America is not

dead yet. I hope you do not make the mistake of

this country. I hope you young people will examine

this sick nation and find out where the cancer is and

cut it out. You got a big job, America the Beautiful.

Let me tell you something. If you ever run

across any body in this country anytime soon, that beleives

America is a beautiful country with your Indian brother

still locked up on that reservation, tell them i said they

are sick, sad and insane and out of their damn minds. This

- 10 - -
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will never be a beautiful country as long as one

Indian is kept up on that reservation and if it can

be beautiful to you then you are not out of your
*

mind. We march our funky filthy Army 10,000 miles

away from home to guarantee some danm foreigner pro-

tection against the communist,, who is going to

guarantee this Indian protection against you. (A lot

of clapping).

So I tell you youngsters tonight you have

a big job. I think the most embarrassing thing to

me about this country is America. It is the only

country on the face of this earth that lies about what. —
don‘,t pretend to be

she is all about. —
anything else other than a communist and a revolutionists.

Of course and theiest of, them damn fools

would knock over Russia _ anything else

other than a bunch of communists. HITHER, as big as he

was, atleast he was honest enough to let. the whole world

know that they felt them Nazis was- superior to everybody

else on the face of this earth. Right tonight in South

Africa, they don’t pretend that they love them niggers.

America is the only country on the face of this earth

that lies about what she is all about. She says one

thing but she is all together about something else.

v 11 -
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So I say to you youngsters tonight you have

a big job and I hope you understand how strong you are

of course you proved that last year at the democratic

convention. 15.000 hippies and yippies showed up m

Chicago to change the system in the whole establishment

went stone crazy, (clapping). Do you understand that

it is very important words showed up to Chicago to change

_ . ... about. They

would have you believe that everybody got up tight because

those kids were coming to Chicago to tear up the town but

that don't upset white folks, you know better than that

for the last ten years" you young white kids every: spring -

break going to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, getting drunk

tearing up the whole town and it ain't upset.ing anybody.

Everybody say well boys will be boys (speaker laughs).

15,000 hippies and yippies showed up in Chicago to upset

the whole system. I was tickled to death over the

democratic convention because it woke up a lot of you

young folks. To me there is nothing any worse than a

young fool becuase you got so long to be one. The whole

establishment woke you up three days after the democratic

convention was over. The whole establishment tried to

convenice. you that you did not see what you saw on television.

12 -
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And if they say it didn't happen, the press created it,

you know and the rest of them damn

fools in Moscow was dealing with the world as insane

as America, you know that they defeated Czechoslovakia

rap. Just get on world wide television and say, ah,

you didn't see it, you all. It didn't happen that we

admit we sent little minature tanks to the

Czech border for the kids to play with and the damn

cameras blew them up to make them look like real live

tanks. You know what happened in Czechoslovakia, know

what happened? Them old Russians made the same mistake

in Moscow, these old damn fools are making in America.

They plot their little stinking strategy and when they

plot their strategy they only take into cdnsideration

the reaction of the old fools and they never consider

what you young folks reaction is going to be. I'm

sure those Russians knew when they hit that Czech border

what them Russian tanks, them old Czech were going to

take off and run like hell bent, you all be cool we can

live under any kind of government, but it never .dawned

on them Russians that them young Zxechs were going to

run alright, but not from the tanks but to the tanks and

- 13 -
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met them at the border and had a world wide confrontation

you looked at them putting swap stickers on them tanks and

it gave people courage all over the world. The. same

mistakes these fools would make here ‘in this- country Sunday

morning if you woke up and they put tanks in xront of

every church with loud speakers saying anybody get

caught going to church Sunday morning will be. machine

gunned to death, they would know the reaction of your

mommy and daddy, you can just hear them now. Well

JESUS is everywhere we can stay home and pray, (clapping).

What these old fools don’t know is they put tanks in

front of churches Sunday mornig. in America, young folks

that have never been to church in their, lives on Sunday

morning would decide to, go.

Take NIXON, he under-estimated you about

seven days ago in ' his press conference when he said

the October 15th Vietnam. Day wouldn’t have no effect on

you. He is a damn lier,. if he really believes that he

is a damn fool to. (clapping). I suggest to

NIXON that if he want to know how, much if effects you young

kids can have on. a President, that he just makes one call
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to the LBJ Ranch and ask that boy how much effect you

can have on a President. Because it -was you young kids

in America that ran LBJ back to the ranch you can run

any body back. LBJ is probably the number one power

to walk the face of this earth since JULIUS CEASSR. If

NIXON lived to get 10 million years old he could never

get as slick as LBJ. I think that NIXON had better hurry

up and realize that you already ran the boss home. You

got a big job.

The 15th was a beautiful day, the biggest

demonstration in the history of America. - They didn’t

use no fire bombs, they didn't use no’ bricks, they

didn't use no napalm, they came out across this country

with the strongest weapon ever been known in the history

of man, pure '-ethical, honest, dedication-, thats

all you need. (A lot of clapping).

So you have a big job, you haven't got to much

time to do it in. I hope you understand that the situation

this country is in today, i think NIXON expresses it

better than anybody, a nation with two hundred million

pgople in it and he would have to look around to pick.
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them all ethical american to put on the supreme court

and he can't find nobody else but HAYNESVJORTH, and

then say that the most ethical guy I know and'

he ain't lying, it is. That lets you know what shape

NIXON is in and lets you know what the state of this

nation is in. The President of this country can't

find nobody else any morally dedicated, ethical and

honest than HAYNESVJORTH .( You young kids really got

a problem. I understand how sick and vicious this

country is, you see right now you young kids still

_.playing, games with this > can't play

no more games with this country. Sure you have been

reading about that government project where they are

putting all the whole __
federal

government got tfcis- thing called operation intercept.

If you just think about, I bet if you really knew what

was going on you wouldn't laugh,, most of you wouldn't

want to believe that this stinking government can be

that dirty. You know what they are doing with operation

intercept? They are stopping al the marijuana from

coming into America, but they are not stopping, the heroine

from coming in. Nov; you figure it out for yourself.
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Anytime a country would stop the marijuana and not stop

the heroine cause they want you young white kids to start

main lining so you will leave this damn system alone and

as dirty as HITLER was he never tried to put them young

Nazis on dope, (clapping). And your mommy and daddy

are to damn busy trying to make money and save them

notes and to damn degenerate to even see what this damn

country is fixing to do, then when you end up on narcotics

they are going to be the first ones raising hell. I'd like

to raise hell now, always so damn busy putting narcotics

down and then bring me another drink honey. They are to

stupid to even realize that narcotics" and alcohol to the,

deperment to your body. May be if you young kids freak

out for narcotics and want to get that heat off of you, may

be you got to do like the old folks did. We justified drink

ing out the bible ,
you all got to read the bible to find

some way you can justify your rights, (laughing). If they

go through the bible again, they would be there —
and they tell you suit. The bible says right here, .A little

wine is good for the stomach man drinking vodka and

scotch and burbon and cognac and so maybe they will put you

’youngsters / you got to look through that
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bible and see if you can find out what Jeisus boy

was doing, thing, you know. You don't have to

actually pin point it because most people just use the bible

and do what they want to do with it. Just one of them

trips when he went off into the wilderness you can use

that you know . (clapping). Come back healing folks and

all of that, you know. Take a loaf of bread and feed 4,000

people with it, you know something was going on (audience

and speaker laughing). He was in good shape wasn't he

he see one cate and thought he saw 4,000.

Ya you youngsters got a big job. I hope you

understand how strong you are. I hope you understand what

you did October 15th. You not only proved to the world that

you are going to end that war in Vietnam, with that strength

you showed you can also do away with capital punishment in

America. You can do away with poverty in America and you can

bust the back of the military industrial complex, thats how

strong you are. (clapping).. Of course all of us old fools

try to make young kids think that never in the history of

America has there been more ill-responsible youngsters in

America then you and thats right, but. we are trying to say

is no youngsters has ever tried to change the system. Oh

we did little, things when we was in college. We didn’t take
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over the administration building, we had pa'nty raids..

Nobody got up tight, they said boys will be boys. We

went in the girls dormitory and wiped out all the drawers

kicked the door in, jumped through the window, man for

ten years in America we had panty raids. Not once did

J. EDGAR HOOVER get on television and say panty .raids

is communistic and is barred. But I tell you what, tonight

you leave here and go up on the Indian Reservation and try

to liberate your Indian brothers and see if that slick ,

slimy, degenerate that heads the FBI won’t -be on television

and say the Indian movement is communistic and barred.
V'

'

Something is so sick about this white racists country that

it really wants itself to believe that it takes some ole

white communists to go up on the Indian Reservation and

inform the Indians that America has had him on a reservation.

Then there was the civil rights movement. Feople

dumb enough to want to believe that some ole white communist

had to come over here from Moscow to let me know that this

has had his foot on my back for 300

years. I didn’t know it till the communist told me.

(Clapping).
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For some reason this old sick nation don’t even

want to give a nigger credit for getting made on his own.

So for ten years in this country we had vandelism.

Let me ask you which is the mark of a sick

insane degenerate mind of a group that goes into the

girls dormitory Sc steal all the drawers open or the group

that takes over the administration building. Which is the

sick mind?' For ten years nobody put us down for it, go back,

all you youngsters go gack and get them old papers and read

see if you see any editorals, then you will say well its all

in growing up, ha ha ha ha. Then one day we got tired of

stealing bloomers so le decided to see how many, goldfish

we could swollow remember that? They didn’t raise no hell,

vthey let you swollow a whale if you want to. Young kids

got tired of swollowing goldfish and they tried to see

how many they could get into a telephone booth. Oh ya

you picked up the front of the newspaper and turn over on

the back side and there it was. University of Arizona sat

new record - 500 kids stuffed in one phonebooth, then turn

to the center page where they got the pictures of some old

freakish looking cat from Bell Telephone bringing a brand

new phone booth saying well boys will be boys, ha ha ha ha.
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If you want to know if boys -will be boys, don't take

500 kids downtown and get in a phone-booth, just take

five kids downtown- one day, don't get in the phone

booth, picket outside the phone-booth v/ith picket signs

and AT&T, about those anti-trust violations and how

absorbent long distance phone call rates and see* how long

it takes the cops to come there and bush you and throw

you in jail. (Clapping). Then see if anybody from AT&T

will show up saying boys will be boys.

You youngsters got a big job and I hope you

understand v;hy us old fools are reacting to you youngsters

the- way vre -react-. You-youngsters. are._d_oing things __

to us thats truly upsetting us. AH at once you kids are

going to say to us old sick degenerates that morality

will no longer be a brooks brother suit, and a clean shaven

face and a hair cut once a week and. commit all the abortions

and adultrey you want, you still Mr. so and so. You youngsters

stand us old fools the morality will no longer be the latest

fashions from Paris and bathing in Chanel No. 5 and doing

anything you want to do and you still Mr. so..- and so. Do

you understand how much that up set us old fools. You youngsters

got nerve enough to tell us morality will no longer come from

without, but will come from within. You got nerve enough to
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tell us we can It buy duj* morals no more in America. Damn

right we upset. We got a little saying in this country

here that you youngsters talk about you aren’t going to

shave and nob going to get no hair cut, how in the hell

can we look at you and tell if you are a upstanding morally

dedicated citizen. (Clapping).

15,000 hippies and yippies showed up in

Chicago. Let me ask you, who do you think was the

most immoralest in Chicago last year? hippies and

the yippies or the shriners. when they come to town for

their convention? Who do you think committed the most
t-

adultrey In Chicago* last year?- The hippies. and _the. _

yippies or the shriners? Who do you think spent the

most money on whores and prostitution in Chicago last

summer? The hippies and yippies or the shriners when

they came to town? Nobody got uptight over the shriners.

The shriners didn’t come to change nothing, just to buy

something. (Clapping).

You youngsters got a big job and whether you

like it or not us old fools have left you youngsters a mess

to clean up.

- 22



Last year after the assassination of Dr. MARTIN

LUTHER KING everybody got, oh they killed Dr. KING and then

they gunned down BOBBY KENNEDY, oh they assassinated BOBBY.

A couple of years ago they assassinated the President and

everybody got up tight but you know, nobody got upset in this

country when they assassinated LINCOLN ROCKWELL and MALCOLM

X. This is not a nation that gives a damn about assassinations

until you kill somebody we like . Ninety-eight per cent of

everybody in America that got up tight over MARTIN LUTHER

KING’S assassination is GEORGE WALLACE was assassinated- in

the morning, they would not be upset. There is a sad

comentary-on. in. this. countrY* You youngsters got the all

important job of making this country that gives a damn

about all assassinations regardless, as to who it is or

we not going to give a damn about none of them. You, got

a big job & the biggest job that you youngsters have, I ;

do not advocate destorying the capitalistic system but I

tell you you young folks tonight, you better work like hell

to beat the capitalist into their rightful position- which

is behind the United States Constitution and nothin front

of it. (clapping). This country is not governed under the

-democratic process, this country is. not controlled by the United
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States Constitution. This country is. controlled and

governed by the capitalists and the sad thing with the

capitalists are here to means in

America . We put emphases on property rights instead of

putting emphases on human rights. So you got a big job

of moving the capitalists behind the constitution. And

the way you do that is you got to address all your grievances

to the. capitalist, don't be marching down the street on

the constitution because the capitalist don't give a damn

about no constitution, matter of fact the only reason

they care for the flag is because they make it. If you

want to see how much the capitalist like the flag, you

get a bill pushed through in the morning that the all

American flag will be made from here on in by the Blind

Jewish Welfare Mothers Association, see how many of them

fools quit flying tha.t flag, (clapping).

Well they proved to you last year what they think

about you and your rights. Millions of Americans last year

came out and peacefully protested arid peacefully assembled for

strong gun legislation, remember that? The capitalists that

manufacture the guns saw to it that you didn’t get a strong

gun legislation. And a nation so insane we demand that you

get a prescription to get your medicine, but you don’t need

one to get your gun. I can't hit you in- the head with my
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appeals and kill you, nor can I injure you by shooting

you with my cough syrup (laughing). I'm not trying to

stand here tonight and say Americans should not have guns.

The United States Constitution says all Americans have

a right to bear arms. All Americans have a right to get

well and if this country is going to make me go through

some changes to get my medicine then damn it, it ought

to make me go through changes to get my gun. (clapping).

So I say to you youngsters tonight if you want to change

the system, ah don't take over the administration building.

You got to organize and address your grievances to the

capitalists 7

Unions didn't get an eight hour work day in

this country by throwing fire bombs in the boss's office,

although they threw' some fire bombs now and beat up some

folks, but they organize, the said thing about the unions

the, the unions organized to help the land

to overcome capitalistic tyrant after they got organized

and over came the guy, the unions is America now is

more degenerate and more corrupt then the guys they organized

for it to begin- with. So you got to deal v/ith the unions

to (clapping). -

Ya you have a big job. I tell you youngsters
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that once you get organized and address your grievances

to the capitalists and we're living in a country today that

says to you 18 year old boys, at 18 years old you old enough

to go to war and die for your country but you not old enough

to vote is that sick? (clapping). If it was happening in

Russia, if they say the Russians have to go to war before

they can vote we would say thats communism for you. No-

thing upsets me no more than to see thise young kids running

around .
I got to go to v/ar and

die at 18, I want, the right to vote at 18. Don’t be no

damn fool if you got to go to v/ar and die at 18, you better

fight to get the right to vote at IT. (clapping). As

groovy as you young kids are today if you got the right

to vote to be at 17, there wouldn’t be no wars when you

got 18. (clapping). Since 1900 man has killed 90 million

people in wars, 1900, and then wonder v/hat you youngsters

go on your mind. Thats why I v/ent out with the Presidential

candidate last year. I let the whole world know ‘had I been

elected to the presidency I wouldn’t v/ant to -end the v/ar

in Vietnan.V I just would have passed a bill that say v/e could

draft these old fools up to 75 years old and send them over

there and let them fight, (clapping). If I had been the
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President would no more yelling, you kids got to kill

and then you would have all of them old folks over

there. Sure would have saved us a lot of money on

medicare. So I say to you youngsters today if you want

to solve these problems, address your grievances to the

capitalists.

Next month we are going out for two days

against Vietnam. They don’t give a damn about you

marching. Oh its a beautiful thing because it gives

courage to the whole world but next month you young-

folks got to develope your program and let these fools know

if we still in Vietnam in November we going to boycott

thanksgiving. We not. We not going to eat a thanks giving

meal and you get that turkey form up tight for the first

time in this country, (clapping). You youngsters have

to organize across this country and let these capitalists

understand that if we don’t get it out of Vietnam by

November you young folks are going to stop getting hair

cuts till the wars over. Them damn barbers will go to

the white house with their razors and they will get us out

of Vietnam, (clapping). When the American barbers got to

understand that us being in Vietnam is going to affect

his house note, going to affect his kids going to school,
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you would be surprised. We don’t have to come out in the

street no more . Them barbers will take care of it for

you. (laughing), but are you willing to make a supreme sacrifice,

thats what we are talking about now, thats what it gets

down to. You strong enough, you proved you was strong

enough to do that thing but are you willing to do that

other thing now. Young men in this country if you decide

till the war is over that you not going to shave gillette

.blue blades, got to get out in the street with a picket

sign. Some ole woman 95 years old that don’t give a

damn about Vietnam, but she owns 83 thousand shares of

" gillette blue blades, ya ,- she - got to come- out-wi-th you

on the l4th and the 15th, Bring the boys home. You young

people get organized across this country, let the

capitalists know that you;*are;not going to affect NIXON.

Let the capitalists know that if we^are not out of Vietnam

by thanksgiving, you are going to call for a nation-wide

boycott of Christmas this year. Then you going to. some

. Thats what you got to do to this country.

(clapping). Then when, the capitalists understand that you ; are

going to paralize this country on Christmas, you would be

surprised how quick ole .got to come out of

Vietnam. Ya Christmas is a big day, you youngsters got to
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let your mommy and daddy know and your friends know that, if

they give you a Christmas gift or cook a Christmas meal or

expect a gift they can't do nothing but insult you. You

bring that pressure down. I'd like to get out here and go

to- jail, you don't have to get out there throwing no fire

bombs. You youngsters organize & put that pressure on these

capitalists and you would be surprised. Capitalism, you'll

never make him a moral man, but what you do, you put that

pressure on him because he thinks about property baby, or

human rights and when you become a threat to his property,

you would be surprised how nice he can react. You youngsters

want a right to vote, 17 years old, you can get that right.

All you got to do is organize and .after you get organized go

to the record industry in America and tell the record company

that they do not go to the Washington D.C. and lobby to get

a bill pushed through to say that 17 year olds can vote. You

are going to call for a nation-wide boycott of buying phonograph

records in America for two years, (clapping) i What do you

think the record industry would do? Boy they would sit back

and watch you wipe out a multi-billion dollar year industry,

when they got through, 1.6 year olders could vote.

So I say to you youngsters today that you got

a big job to beat„the capitalists behind the constitution so
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for the first time we can put emphases on human rights

instead of the property rights. Mayor DALY of Chicago

was a good example of how we emphsized property rights

when he made that statement pertaining to shooting all

looters -to kill never said to shoot a murderer to kill,
*

never said shoot a dope pusher to kill because murderers

and dope pushers deal with human rights and, looters deal

with property rights. Matter of fact when DALY made that

statement pertaining to shooting all looters to- kill is the

first time I ever agreed with him on anything. I. hurried

up and sent, him a telegram. X said; Dear fool, your statement

pertaining to shooting all looters -to kill, I -agree with-

whole heartedly if you just make one stipulation, lets

first make it rectoactive and lets first put the guns

in the Indian hands, (clapping).

So I say to you youngsters this evening you got

a big job. Keep your eye on all of us old fools in particular

watch your mommy and daddy because, you got to sleep with them.

You ask them a lot of questions, oh you know somebody come by

your house today and knock .on your door, my father. Who is it?

Ah say government inspector. Say, .ya. what do you want? We

want your dog or your cat. What do you say ya we

just got a bill pushed through we are sending pets to Vietnam.
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I don’t have to tell you tonight how much hell your mommy

and daddy would raise if somebody tried to drag that dog

off to Vietnam, (clapping). There would be a shoot out

on the front lawn, it sounds funny but its very frightening

when you youngsters got to .realize you are living in a nation

tonight where your mommy and daddby would raise more hell

over the dog going to Vietnam than you going to Vietnam.

So you got a lot of questions to ask? One of the most

important questions you have to ask and you- have to ask

it loud and clear., its a simple question, but ah important

question and that question is. If democracy is as good as

we tell you ft Is and why in the helT do we run i.t all over

the world trying to ram it down peoples throat with a gun?

(clapping).

Today you youngsters work to make this democracy

work right, thats the day we can bring the guns home because

you see anything good you don’t have to force on people, they

will steal it. (clapping).

Probably the most important thing I will say to you

young folks all night is what I am about to say to you now.

I hope you young folks at this institution or any other

institution do not make the mistake us old fools made when

it was our turn to go to these colleges or universities.
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You see when it was our turn to go to college and universities

in America we were so damn busy trying to learn how to make

a living we forgot to .learn how to live. Don*t make that

mistake, please, (clapping). You spend your four beautiful

years at this or any other institution, you will find out

that if you learn how to live making a living and this is

the simplest thing for you to do on the face of this earth.

I meet so many young folks that say I am going away to

college now to learn how to be somebody, hell you viere born

somebody. If you. dumb enough to let somebody teach you how

to be somebody else, then that makes you two people. How to

live and eat is very simple. The damn gorilla proved that

every day. The damn gorilla eat more, food in one meal than

you eat in six weeks have you ever knov; a gorilla to go away

to college so he can get him a job so he can get him some'

foood. (clapping). When was. the last time you ever heard

of a gorilla starving to death? The first time we can teach

a gorilla how to make a living thats the day we are going

to have to have colleges for gorillas to. I hope you youngsters,

understand how strong you ar.e and I. hope you youngsters under-

stand who you are? One day 1 hope these educational institutions

will only bring out of you youngsters what nature put in you
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it would solve all of the problems then. Do you know

who you are? There is nine planets to the Universe you

just happen to have nine holes in your body do you

think thats an accident? Thats because you are the

Universe, you are nature. You got twenty-six thousand

billion cells in your body, sixty-two thousand miles of

blood vessels in your body that blood makes a complete

cycle every thirty seconds which means your blood

travels 104,000 miles a minute. You know how strong

you are? Do you know who you are? I hope you youngsters

understand nature. Let me show you how strong nature

is; Those of you in here this evening that understand

Chinese raise your hands would you please. one-two-

three- four- five-six-seven-eight. In this huge audience

only eight folks understand Chinese. I said that to

prove to you how strong nature is, you all aware that

right this moment in China dogs in China do understand

Chinese and never been to college. Dogs in Russia under-

stand Russian. Dogs in Germany understand German. Do you?

I say that to say that to - nature you born with all the

wisdom you need to get human dignity to fight your way out

of one of these tricks and get to your dinner. Don’t no-

body have to teach you that, (clapping).
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So you youngsters got a big job. I hope you

know how strong you are. As you youngsters work to

change this system I hope you dedicate a lot of your

energy and a lot of your efforts to those educational

institutions. I hope you make them for the first time

in the history of America live up to their name. I hope

you make them educate because the average school in

America do not know how to educate. They’ve been to damn

busy in doctrinating' and there is a difference between

unindoctrination and education, (clapping). Why are we

so busy programing you youngsters. You come to school

and we - give you books and here is your class assignment.

Read the book. Oh we don’t get you with the book we

after you finish reading the book we

give you what we call the test and if you didn’t read

the book the way we want you to read the book, you can not

pass the test. Thats programing. (Clapping). Thats why

young folks in America will stoop to the lowest depth they

ever stooped in their life to steal the test, because you

know once you get the test you don’t need the book, (laughing);

We do not grade the book we grade the. test and after we

get through grading the test we put it on that ole

fragile thing called a transcript and I don’t know when you
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youngsters are going to get hip to that transcript. That

transcript is not for you <3on*t mean you know

thats the way the system checks on you, thats all a

transcript is for. If you think that transcripts important

to you - you graduate from college one day and ten years

from now meet somebody you want to marry and see if they

ever ask to see your transcript, (laughing). You graduate

from college and you get a dipolma and to to apply for a

job and they say well we got to check your transcript don’t

check my transcript I didn’t ask to check your damn books

did I? (clapping).

You youngsters got a big job. Changes in these

educational institution so for the first time they can be

relevant to your needs in the year of 19&9

stuff we’ve been teaching in these;

colleges and universities. You all got a big job, hell

somebody going to stand in front of you in class and

flunk you, who has the power to flunk you? Nature, its

like flunking a hurricane, (laughing and clapping). The

most they can do is give you incomplete and give you the

rest of your life to complete it, that makes sense, (laughing

and clapping) . That ole nonsense grading system, you made
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a 100, you made now, who gives a hell what you got a

pass or incomplete its just that simple, just that simple.

What does a 100 mean? Because you made a 100 on every

test that going to make you a better daddy? Because you

made a 100 on that that makes you a better citizen?

Nine time out of ten with that old system we don’t do

nothing but make a damn fool out of you. Check the

records __ 5 they own their own business, they

ain’t working for somebody. You youngsters really got

to overhaul this system and I hope you do it before my

kids get here, (clapping). Because I know my kid is

not going to be as patient as you alT was. They aren’t-

going to take over the administration building, they

would be standing out there marching where the building

was. (laughing and clapping). Sad thing about what is

going on on college campuses today, that everybody is

upset -over young folks get the president of these

institutions would live up to their jobs and their

committments they would raise enough hell to make all

these changes you need. Hell if the president really

thought anything of you youngsters, (clapping), he would

be so busy making these changes if you wasn’t with him he
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would to take over the student union so you couldn’t

get in it. Come to your dormitory and steal your records.

The average president of these institutions so damn busy

out making fund raising pitches and keeping his finger in

somebody’s eye and so damn scared of that board of directors

now thats where the problem comes from on the colleges

is that board of directors v (clapping). You want to have

some fun, you write down the names of every college in

America and then do some research and look up all the board

of directors in America and you will find out that 98- per cent

of them is the cause of the problems all over the world and

the only thing that qualified them to be on the board of

directors is the fact they made some money and nobody even

asked them how they made it. (clapping). Look at the

ROCKEFELLER family. How many college boards and university

boards of directors they are? Can you imagine ROCKEFELLER

is going to tell you young kids how. you suppose to mold

your life when it wasn’t for his damn Chase Manhattan Banks

them black brothers in South Africa could breathe a breath of

fresh air and if it wasn’t for that damn standard oil the

whole continent in South: America could get free and that

slick, slimy,, degenerate ROCKEFELLER family going to tell.
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you youngsters how you suppose to pattern your life,

is that a disgrace? You got a big job and thats what

black folks is talking about in this country today.-

Let me say to you tonight that black folks in America

do not hate white folks, course you got some niggers

hate turnips, (laughing). Basically in America black

folks do not hate you white folks, we hate your stinking

white racists system and your stinking white racists

institutions, thats. what we hate in the free society. We

got to give a man the right to be an individual racists.

Individual racism do not hurt me its just the damn in-

stitutional Ties racism that we- are going to bust,. _

thats what is choking us to death, (clapping). As an

individualist you got a right to believe our -

your hang-up, but you haven’t got a right to keep people

moving, anyway I won’t move in my country, (clapping).

The white folks you not our problem. I .guess

its just your ego that wants to make yourself believe you

our problem, (clapping). When you really stop and think

about it you really insignificant in as far as my problem

is concerned and to prove that, all you .white folks could

disappear from America tonight and leave nothing here out
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Indians, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, Black folks and Asians

and if we had to take these same old trick tests’ you made

us take now, we still couldn’t get into pollege and you

wouldn’t even be here, (laughing and clapping). So I

say to you. tonight Black folks in America, do not hate

you white folks, we hate your stinking -white racist system

and your stinking white racist institutions but we want you

to know we are going to hold all white folks responsible

for it. You do know what I mean don’t you? (clapping).

Like if you came to my house this evening as my

friend arid ‘'brought your daughter with you and -my- dog-

attacked your daughter, who you going to sue? My dog

or me? I’m responsible for my dog. We saying to you

white folks in America you responsible for this dog ass -v

racists system that keeps attacking us, (clapping). Both

of you came by my house this evening as my friend and

brought your daughter with you and my dog lunged for

your daughter and I got in the way and that dog -damn near-

killed me, you ain’t got no law suit right? Matter of

fact our friendship can get. a little tight alright? Same

thing we say in the white folks of America, either you get
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in a position to stop your racist dog from attacking me

or get in a position where everytime he attacks me he

will grab you and if you - ever do that you’d find out we

ain’t got no problems, (clapping). We tired of this

racist system that keeps black folks * locked in the black

ghetto all their life. I was forced to live in a black

ghetto, over crowded, rats and roaches and I had to develope

a new to survive and then I break out of it

and go to a white school and you didn’t ask me the ghetto

test, you didn’t ask me a damn thing about the rats and

roaches, you asked me about the tower,

no baby you’ve given us the wrong test, we’re black kids

and we said get rid of these tests. Thats your test,, don’t

give me your test baby, not after you forced me to live

in a black ghetto all my life . You enough

decentacy after you forced me to live there to give me a

test that I know about, then get rid of all the tests.

(Clapping). That Indian brother, he is not on that

reservation because he wants to be there, he is there be-,

cause we forced him up there and if he got away tonight and

wanted to come, to this institution you not going to ask him

a damn thing thats relevant to the reservation. First thing
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you want to do is we got to give you -a test —
(laughing). Oh what was ABRAHAM LINCOLN* s mother’s name?

What the hell that Indian give a damn about ABRAHAM LINCOLN* s

mama? May be we would understand it a little bit better if

all Americans had to take an Indian test before we could go

to college. May be’ that Indian throw you up on that

reservation and ask you what was sitting Bull’s great

grandma’s name? We are insane enough to not only put him

up on the reservation but to control his educational

system and we got nerve enough out' of all of the people

on the face- of this earth we. got. nerve, enough to teach

that Indian that COLUMBUS discovered America, (laughing

and clapping). So we say we tired of this white racist

system. I never will forget I lived in that black ghetto and

developed me a ghetto culture and I got ready to go to one of

them white schools, see I didn’t have to take the test

because I was a good athlete. Come here boy, ya I got passed

that. I’m sitting and I was doing my thing, you understand?

I never will forget one day I’m sitting in the

math class and this white instructor walks over and says

how you .doing boy? I say well I think I got it mastered

if I Just figure out this one formula and he says. What

is it on your mind? I. say, well let me break it all the
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way down. I say two and two is four. He say what? I said

two and two is four. He said what did you say? I said four

white hoy foir, one-two-three-four. He said my God you -

colored folks do talk different. Ya, five-six-seven-

eight-nine we do talk different don’t we? You white folks

better check your thing out .•
You run around

here thinking that you talk english languate and black folks

can’t speak the english language. I say to you, you better

get on a plane and take one trip to London, England and

listen to that englishman talking.. You would find out you

white folks in America can’t speak english neither, (clapping).

Ya you ain’t doing nothing but _ and __ •

Thats why a trip every now and then, a good trip is good

for your . Ya thats right, you learn a lot you

know, you white folks got us pinned in the black ghetto, you

give us that little piece of land, little small piece, to

small over crowded, rats and roaches and we dirtied it up

because we dirtied it up white folks in America want to say

we was niggers for dirting it up. Them black folks was so

silly want you to make yourself believe we didn’t even get

nothing dirty.- we ain’t dirty. You know white

folks knows what dirt looks like. You know there is a lot of
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black folks in this country silly enough to believe that

if you don’t see us eating watermelon you assum we ain’t

eating them. You know damn good and well if you see us .

truck loads of watermelon to haul

and the truck come back empty. You know what we doing with

them melons don’t you? (laughing) <. So I guess we Just have

to start getting honest with you and admit that we did get

in that little ole piece of ghetto you gave us that was over

crowded, rats and roaches and we did dirty it up. Now because

we dirty it up that makes us the nigger and tonight I am

willing to admit we the nigger for dirting up that little

piece of land. We got to be the nigger for dirting up that

little ghetto you gave us. admit you who

dirtied up all your rivers and your oceans, polluted your

air and left all that Junk on the moon, (clapping). So if

we got to be niggers for dirting up that little piece of,

land after. looking at your dirt record you got to be the

super nigger baby, (clapping).

So I say to you tonight you black folks we tired

of this white racist system and these white racist

institution. Thats why black kids ori these college campuses
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today say teach us black studies . Damn right we not your
_

nigger no more, we want to know who we are, we know our

history goes back further than slavery and you know damn

good and well that a man without a knowledge of himself

is like a tree with ho roots. We also demand that these

institutions teach you white kids my black history because

if you white kids ever learn my black history instead of

what your mommy and daddy taught you about me, you find

out your mommy come close to being that nigger than me.

(clapping). We tired of this white racist system _
newspaper reporter asked me, Mr. GREGORY, what

do you think about black separatism? You white folks

shouldn’t be permitted to utter the word separatism as

long as that Indian is on that reservation. Thats a pure

example of separatism, but its OK as long as you doing it.

Oh that Indian hold a press conference in the morning

say me like reservation, don’t want no more white folks

on reservation. You would send your army up there tomorrow

night and run him off.

Three years ago had I gone around the country

speaking that the way we can solve the problem in the black

ghetto we need black capitalism every body was sayin.that was
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racism but that old white board thinks NIXON talks about black

capitalism, thats not racism because he a white boy. Vfe

tired of this white racist system, its a white racist

system that permits my Jewish brother to get upset when he

found out Black - existed in the black ghetto.

In fact every Jew in America over 15 years old know another

Jew that hates niggers, now you find out some niggers .hate

jews. What the hell you so upset about? I tell you what you

upset about in the white racist system the aggressor will

never permit the oppress to be as sick and degenerate as .

he is. Thats what is upsetting you in this country, (clapping).

I*m. so. damn glad that the black is °ut.

an ugly .

because as long as it was here,

could nobody deal with it. We tired of this white racist

system. You ever see that television show called the Dating

Game? You see that ole racists show because if ain’t

racists because the system is doing it. Anytime a black con-

testant shows up, the three other guests Just happen to be

black, (laughing and clapping).. But if I had to go to work

that show next week and If you found .out I said I wasn’t going

to work that show if you got a white -lady on I' want three olack

soul sisters, you would say I was a racists, wouldn’t you.
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So we saying we tired, tired, tired, of this

white Racist system. Everytime I look at my American

passport I look at this racist piece of thing they gave .

me to travel all over. You never got a passport? Check

it out one time . Look at those four countries the

Americans can’t visit, Cuba, Mainland China, North Korea

and North Vietnam. You think its an accident they just

happen to be non-white communist countries? You aint

afraid of communism as long as its white communism and

you sick enough to believe that them little non-white

commies in North Vietnam is a bigger damn threat to

your security then them white honky communists in

Moscow, Russia. You got to be sick and out of your mind,

(clapping). But all know Moscow, Russia is not off limits

everytime an American boy gets killed in North Vietnam,

he was killed with a Russian bullet. Everytime an American

plane gets shot down over Hanoi it was with a Russian

missle, but you ain’t mad at them white Russians whose

firing after your slaughter, you still bring that damn

Russian Ballet over here, you still bring. Russian exchange

students over here, man the whole world got hip to your

game and you run around talking about you trying to protect

* the; world -from communism.- You ’trying to protect the world
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from non-white communism. We tired of this white racist

system. Oh there is a lot of white folks in America

that is sick enough to believe to be born black in

America you inherit certain criminal tendencies.

Say well look at all the, look at the crime rate in

Washington, D.C. withthe colored folk. Let me tell you

something if you took them niggers crime rate in Washington, D.C.

and multiply it by ten million you wouldn't equal the crime

rate them white folks got up on the hill in Washington, D.C.

and you know it. (clapping). Taka all the nigger criminals

that ever lived in the history of this country, take the

pimps, the whores, and the hustlers and put them in one

big pot and melt them down to come up with one nigger

hoodlum and you still wouldn't end up with one ALFONSO

CAPONE, you still wouldn't come up with one FRANK JAMES

or JESSIE JAMES and you still wouldn’t come up with one

BABY FACE NELSON or PRETTY BOY FLOYD or what you call them

little ole freaks that freaks out over in the -•

Little ole BONNIE and CLYDE they your folk heroes, a bunch

of damn bank robbers and a bunch of cop killers and you go

to. movies, freak out over them cause they white folks,

(clapping).
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But I would like to ask you youngsters to do

me a favor one day next week. One day next week, go by the

library and copy down the Declaration of Independence,

don’t read it, just copy it. You know how to copy without

reading don’t you? (laughing and clapping). Sure you do.

Here is the favor I would like for you to do for me. When

you copy down the Declaration of Independence keep it with

you 24 hours a day, never be caught without, your Declaration

of Independence. Here is the. favor I want you to do for me,

when the riot season opens up again (laughing). Ya this

system -even gave us a riot season,. _July through. August . This

July through August we didn’t show up and the whole country

got upset, where were you? We had the. tanks waiting for you.

(clapping). There was GEORGE WALLACE, how come you didn’t

riot this year? Say ah you know them

niggers is lazy and shiftless and they just got tired,

(laughing and' clapping). I tell you where we was this

riot season, we got tired of stealing all of them-

old bad no good products so this July through August we

decided to go underground and study the consumer report,

(laughing and clapping)-. So when the riot season opened,

up again we aint stealing no more motoralas baby (clapping).
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Here is the favor I would like for you to do for me. When

the riot season opens up I would like for you to get home,

go home with your parents. I'm talking to you .black kids

to because you got some black folks living in them houses

which more degenerate and more corrupt

then the Ku Kiux Klari could ever 'think and you -do know

what I am talking about, (clapping). When you get home

I want you to take your television and put it in the middle

of the room and then turn on the- evening news because they

going to show them niggers looting^ and riding and socking

it to the times. Turn on HUNTLEY and BRINKLEY because they

get close ups ( clapping )

.'
HUNTLEY and BRINKLEY get sUch

close ups -you can recognize your kin folk. Look at that

1

I. didn't know he was in Detroit, get

it baby, get it. (laughing .and clapping): After you get

the evening news on showing them black folks rioting and

looting and at that point I want you to run upstairs and

. get your parents and bring them fools down and put them

right in front of the television set so they can see them

niggers looting, burning, socking it to the town. While

they looking at it Ijwant you- bo listen to them, listen

to their comments, you heard them before, just listen to

them and the favor I would like you to do for me after

you heard enough of their comments-, go up to/the television



set and turn the sound off so they can’t here nothing

just look at them black folks burning the town and at that

point I want you to get way back behind them foois and

take out your Declaration of Independence and .while they

looking at them ftiggers burning the town I want you to

read your Declaration if Independence as loud as you can

read it and may be for the first time them old fools will

understand what they are looking at. (clapping). We

hold these — —:

and all Negroes created equal —
with certain eligble rights that we —
rights are destoryed over long periods of time

.

*

it is our duty to

destory or abolish that government, (clapping). I know

at first them old fools will assume that was some message

MALCOLM X left for HAP BROVIN, but I’m sure with a

minimum amout of pursuaian you will be able to teach

them oid fools that that was there beloved Declaration

of Independence,, that one with the mistake on it, ya that

one where they forgot to write for whites only, (laughing)

Don’t you know, black folks is dumb enough that if we read

that Declaration without you .putting white only we dumb

enough to believe, that that met all Americans. We know
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its not for us because when we deal with the Declaration

they do want to run get .their Army like a damn fool . So

we would appreciate it if you would get this white

board Declaration of Independence oht of ,my black ghetto

' and then right after you get that out we would appreciate

it you get your trampy lily white American history book

out of my ‘ community because ain't no way in the world you

can expect a nigger to behave after reading your history.

So you get me your history book that tells me you landed

at .Plymouth Rock and shot and murdered your way’ all the

way across to California. Now you want to (clapping), now

you want to, a nigger behave. You really that sick? Are

you really sick enough to believe in still drafting niggers

into your Army to say send them to Fort Benning, Georgia

and teach them how to be — send

them to Vietnam to kill foreigners to liberate another

foreigner and think that nigger ain’t going to come home

one day to kill you to liberate his mama. You out of your

mind, (clapping). Ya we would really appreciate it if

you would get that white board history book out of . my *

..community and when. you get itout, read it because, may. be

if you read your history you would understand me. _ Nerve

enough to talk about niggers being a. criminal in your history
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book tells me how you came to those shores and discovered

a country that was already occupied. Now who is the criminal?

Are you going to discover a country thats not only occupied

but being used at the time (laughing and clapping). Thats

like me and my old lady walking out of here tonight and you

and your lady sitting in your brand new automobile and

my lady saying, gee baby X really love that beautiful car,

sure wish it was ours. I say well baby lets discover it.

(laughing' and clapping). Can’t commit no crime because thats

the way white folks got America. Ya your history book

is something else. Give me liberty or give me justice:,

who said that? HAP BROWN didn’t he?
.

.

. Don’t shoot till you see the whites of

their eyes. Ya your history is something else. You got

nerve enough to, tell black folks we should have respect for

the police. Hell when I read your history book I see that

you didn’t, have no respect for the police. Its in there. In

the early days when the British was the police, (clapping), 3

white boy^f by the name of PAUL REVERE rode through the white

community and said get a gun white folks the police is coming,

(clapping). Ya you sure understand them white panthers don’.t

you? (clapping). You got nerve enough to get upset when the
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riots start and the niggers steal a television set and take

it home, you want to call him a hoodlum, you still outrageous

white boy : . Tell me how you white folks

got on that strange ship and dumped all of his tea in the

water. What the hell you mad at us for because we got

enough sense to take 'it home with us. (clapping).

So as I leave here tonight I say to you

black foiks in America, have an atitude. Briefly let

me discuss Black atitudes. Oh we have an atitude and thang

God its about time we finally got one. Let me say to you

I don’t* know what it is that us black folks have been

"doing in America for the last two years- to alienate you

white folks the v;ay we alienate you, but we got news for
*

you, whatever it is we’ve been doing we going to keep on

doing it-. We look around and we see more intergration in the

last six months in America than, ever in the history of this

country. We don’t know what it is about your nature and

your chemical physical .make up that as long as niggers was

marching and singing we shall over come the _____

Jesus boy you couldn’t get enough dynimite to blow our

churches you~couldn’ t assassinate our leaders fast enough,

but all it was talking that way no more for.
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in two years we don’t know what it is that makes you be-

have when we start typing you up, but we got news, we

won’t type you all the way up baby, (clapping).

We tired of these white racist insults. I

hope you white folks understand we got enough- sense

to know we will never get strong enough to keep white

folks in America, from insulting us and we hope white

Americans understand you never get strong enough to

keep black folks from reacting to your insults. White

folks got nerve enough to tell us to be non-violent.

You know how insulting that is coming from you? The -

only country in the history of the world that had dropped

an atom bomb on another human being. Go out and drop your

napalm every morning oh women and kids and then walk around

telling us to be non-violent youth, you got to be joking..

White folks in America shouldn’t never be permitted to use

the word non-violent as long as your Indian brother is on

that Indian Reservation because you can’t be no more non-

violent than the Indians have been in America for the last

75 years. What happened to your appetite for non-violence.

See non-violent is nonthing but a cheap whitey



Oh if that Indian wants a better way of life in the

morning he got to realize he is dealing with such a

racist insane nation that till you make this country

muzzle of a gun she is going to keep

your nigger. Oh that Indian wants a better way of life

all you got to do is get out on the tomorrow

or Monday morning in Arizona and catch white folks driving

down the expressway and start .shooting at them, Pow, and

yelling red whitey go home when that Indian

tells you to go home he talking about the big trip baby,

(laughing and clapping). Just as sure as that Indian

is going to raise hell Monday morning I’m just _

Monday night those stinking reds. As long as that Indian

is kept running up that reservation and looting and burning,

getting him some blonde sclaps and raping some of you

white ladies. Oh you listen to, him then, oh it would

upset you but you would listen. Oh you know that the Indian

raise enough hell this year next year you would have a

Indian here talking to you. (clapping).

I say to you youngsters there is a sad comentary

on America. You youngsters got to create an atmosphere in

this country where America will become as ashamed of in-

justices .at home, as she is afraid of communism abroad.
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You got a big job, you got to say a man can

march and demonstrate and re-address his grievances and

don’t need a fire bomb.

So I say to you tonight we tired of these insults.

We tired of non-violence nobody knows how insulting that word

is to me because I’m one dedicated to non-violence • I had

to become a vegatarian because shall not kill

as far as I’m concerned means animals to, but thats my hang

up. Non-violence is my thing now. I don’t go around teach-

ing non-violence vegatariahism my thing. I would never

knock a- steak off your plate. I will never let you put

one on mine. I will never tell you about how you suppose

to behave or react. All I can say to you about my life

I would find more pleasure in being killed by -a man than

killing a man myself and I hope somewhere down the line

(clapping) . . I hope somewhere down the line you youngsters

in America create an atmospher where man will have to

solve all of his- problems sitting at a table and not with

a pistol in his hand. The word non-violence I don’t

even like it anymore . I would like to see you young folks

develop a new philosophy. Damn non-violence, develop

a different philosophy. I will not violate you, thats the

new ohilosophy. I will not; violate you. and you will not

violate me. You can hate me and I can hate you. We



dedicated to not violating one another and my hate will

only affect me and your hate will only affect you.

You youngsters got a big job. All we saying

is we tired of these insults.. A lot of people come to

us now and say. How come we can’t call you all colored

no more? How come you all don’t want to be called

Negro? Let me be honest with you. You can call us

anything you want to call us. I’m just saying its safer

to use the word black, (clapping). We don’t mean to put

you white folks in no imposition but we looked around

and we noticed you don’t play no games with yourself,

why play them with us? But you leave Isreal today to

come to my country. Here is a Jew in Isreal, he stays a

Jew when he gets here. I’m going to tell you to leave

Italy to come to America, he is an Italian over there,

he stays an Italian when he gets here. The jolly ole

Irish leave Irishman, they was Irishmen in Holland and

when they got to America they stayed Irishmen. We looked

around to see you haven’t played no games but yourself,

why do you insist on playing them with us when we both

made the same trip across that Atlantic . We left Africa

and when we got here we got to be Nigras and
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and colored folks don’t play no more games with us.

Call me colored nothing you want to play some games,

call yourself clear folks, (laughing and clapping).

So as I leave here tonight I say there is a

new day in America with Black folks. Twenty to

thirty years ago black folks in America had an empty

stomach, today black folks have a full stomach but

a hungry mind. A hungry mind will not tolerate the

same thing a empty stomach did, empty stomach deals on

and hungry minds deal on sound and all at

once this country don’t sound right to us anymore.

Five years ago four white boys burned up

their draft cards and in two weeks time the Senate

and Congress had passed an anti-draft card burning bill.
*

We haven’t been able to get them to pass an .anti-

lynching bill in a 100 years, (clapping). When America

passes anti draft card burning Bill but will not pass an

anti lynching bill- my country just said it to me that she

thinks more of a piece of cardboard then she thinks of

my black mama and I well bring her to her knees for that,

(clapping).
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If I was in Vietnam right this minute and

got killed by a Viet Cong this country would give my

black wjh.£e $10,000 and she couldn't take that $10,000-

and buy herself a house in .any neighborhood in America

she would want to buy here,hell I got killed shooting

at the wrong folks, (clapping). The only insulting

thing if I got killed in Vietnam tonight and a red

Mississippi racist white boy got killed

with me, the Vietcong would push both of us in the same

grave and bury us together, but if our dead bodies were

shipped home we would not be permitted to be burried

in the same cemetery in America. Its a sad day in

hell when I got to stand up and admit that my enemy

can treat me better dead than my country can treat

me alive, (clapping).

So we say we tired of these insults. Stop

and think America say well you all}, get a fair house

. get a fiar house and live only where

in my country yI want to live. What kind of animals are

you? That old Russian

STALIN’s daughter, known communist and a known Russian,

you ain’t suppose to like neither one of us. You didn’t
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make her get no better housing bill to come to, come to

my country and live anywhere she wants to live. Why in

the hell do I ? Russian

exchange students that comes over here, they don't

want to be your citizen. Matter of fact you got to

watch them for four years so they don't steal no secrets.

You don't make these Russians exchange

students get no fair bill to come to my country

and live anywhere they want to live. These ole

why do we need them? We saying we tired of these insults.

Oh there is a lot of white folks that believe a nigger

is the stinkingest, sinellest thing that walks the face of

this earth. Thats a hang up as long as you

keep it in your head. I'm not here this evening to

convenice you that niggers don't stink. I say do your

own research, (laughing and clapping). You better check

the records at the college industry and see how many

. .
billions of dollars a year you .white

' i _

p ^ /

folks in America spend on deoderants. (clapping). "

I ;
them deoderant commercials on television,

see if you ever see a
.

Just figure it out for yourself, black folks is doing all
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the drinking and white folks is buying all the deoderants,

who really stinks in my country?

So we saying we tired of these insults, oh

there is a lot of white folks believe because I was

born black I’m inferior to them again I say __— —

hang up as long as you keep it your bhe

thing to say — is

to tell you I’m inferior to them because I’m. black. I would

be the first one to ;tell you that if I was —; —

leave tonight with a Japanese girl Jewish women

tell you
_

I could go to bed with

any one on the face of this earth and give

be the first one • bab? S°inS to be a

nigger. My sister can go to bed with anyone on the face

of this earth and .

bhe baby ^oing to be

her inferior stop _

We saying we tired of these insults and; all we

doing is reacting whlle wKite folkS

tell us that education is our problem, that ain't nothing

but
' white . Hell if education

this
•

is our problem, the jews would

country, (clapping). — _the problem how come
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you got in Vietnam cities

school teachers . (Clapping). Education is

the problem, then how many of you has wondered who was

.
millions of people would be dead

on ‘the face of this earth .

blood plasma. Are you aware of the fact that a black

American by the name of -

invented blood

plasma? Don’t take my word for it, check it out in your

library. Are you also aware that __

waiting room after

accident cause they except niggers.

Education “my problem, the man with - --

knowledge to give blood - plasma to the entire world, died

from the lack of his own blood plasma in America

. Damn thing

with it. (clapping).

So we saying we tired of these unsult's. All we

have to black women in America have 20 per

cent illegitimate babies we not going to

ghetto baby, (clapping). ^White women in America have

two per cent illegit. We tired of these insults you
*

little white boys want to run around because your white
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20 per cent you want to put halo around your head and

make yourself believe that morally and spiritually *you

better than I am. No baby if we ever get our hands on

you white folks abortion credit cards v/e will show you

how to knock a rate down, (clapping).

We saying v/e tired of these insults. White folks

• come to us and insult us. How come you colored folks have
1*

all them babies in the ghetto, you can’t take care of them?

We know that. V/e make a deal with you today £his white

racist system learn how to harm black boys and give us good

jobs like it gives you white boys so we could afford all

them whores and prostitutes like you, we’d quite having all

them babies . Now we don’t have to ask you

about that whore because it is my sister remembering she

do talk when she comes home, so we do know v/hat you doing.

So we saying we tired of these insults. When I

stope and think that that German kill my daddy during World

War II, had a German killed my daddy in 19^2 I was 10 years

old, I’m now 37 years old, now that means I would have gone

27 years without a daddy which is no insult because when daddy’s

go to war, they go to kill' or be killed. The insult is the same
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German that could have killed my daddy during World War II

in. 1942 and made me go 27 years without a daddy, that German

tonight can come to my Daddy's country,, and live in the

neighborhood that my Daddy’s boy can’t live in and you

all make like you all don’t know what we’re talking about.

We’re saying before we ever sit back again

and watch you treat your enemies better than you treat your

citizens, we will burn this country down to the ground. Thats

what we’re talking about.

So tonight as I leave you I say no more games,

. no more civi-1 right legislation,, we don’ t want our rights on

no civil rights. We want our rights on the same piece of

paper you get yours one. No, No,- I take it back. We'd

like for you to play one more game with us before you quit

.

We’d like for you to get together and give us what we call

a honest white folks deal. Don’t none of you get up tight

cause, it ain’t got nothing to dov.with white folks. Matter

of fact we’ll give it a good name, we’ll call it the

Concerned Honky Law. (laughing)'. Oh I’ll bet .that will

go over big in the ghetto and it will just be a simple

bill that reads all five year olds, -black male baby

, boys, haven’t got nothing to do with white folks, matter
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of fact it don’t even cover my black sister. All .five

year old Black male baby boys will be forced to go to

a government camp for one year from the age of five to six.

Will also stipulate in this law that those black boys will

be able to sleep for eight hours a day and for 1

6

hours a

day for a soild year the government will teach them and

thats where the honest white folks come in. Sixteen hours

a day the government will teach them little black boy£,

nigger when you grow up don’t never fool with a white lady,

don’t never date a white woman, don’t never go to bed, and

let me tell you something-before we leave here tonight we

can not believe that nothing upsets you no more than to see

a nigger with a white woman and you ain’t got guts enough

to talk, about your, number one hang up. Just who in the hell

do you think you are? One day if you ever get up enough

man hood to talk about your number one hang up you might

find out its something you doing to make us want that broad

if you ever have enough sense to quit doing it you find

out no body wants that white woman but you (clapping). But

the mistake you made with me everytime your new cars come out

you can’t help but drive a new car without that white woman so

I feel I need me a white lady to make my gears shift right, O.K.

(clapping).
' '
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I am sitting on that airplane the other day

reading and minding my own business looking at a Life

magazine getting to page 35 » there big ole picture of

a white woman with a big bottle of pepsi-cola in her

fist talking about thristy honey, have a pepsi., Ya 1*11

have a pepsi, you to you ole white broad (laughing). 1

go home to my black ghetto, walk into my black house and

get in my black living room with my black wife and my

black kids and turn, on my black television and there

your white sister running across half naked talking about

my. playtex living bra. Ya you damn_ right 1*11 buy a

living bra for my old lady and I’ll buy you some meat.

You know this might come as a surprise to many of you but

you know niggers wasn’t born wanting a white woman. All

my life I’ve been told the most gorgeous thing God ever

put here on the face of this earth is a gorgeous blue

eyes blond white woman and when I get ready to check you out

cause you know I ain’t going to take your word for it, he

wants to get upset.. I went to see my first movie I was

four years old. I didn’t know nothing about no white lady.

Never see no body making love in my life, four years old

and my mind was pure and ready to be programed. I couldn’t
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even go to Downtown to the white movie I had to go to the

black movie and you sent that white woman out to my black movie

just what in the hell did you have on your mind? Four years

old, who I see making, love, AVA GARDNER- and ALAN LADD. I

didn’t know what they was doing at four years old, but I

had enough sense to know one day I was going to grow up

and do it, I went to movie every day. Next thing I knew

I’m eight years old and been going to movie everyday for four

years looking at that white lady make love. I never will

forget one night,- I was eight years old, AVA GARDNER and

ALAN LADD (nothing on taoe) •
(clapping).

The mistake you made with me was only

black woman who even showed me in the movie when I was

being programed was BULAH. The only black woman you let

me see advertised _____
your mama

and for some reason I just thought you white folks were

hip enough to know .that I ain’t never ever in my life wanted

to make love to BULAH nor Aunt JEMIMA (clapping).

So as we leave you tonight I tell -you you

youngsters got a big job, you got an important job changing

the system. Let me say to you young white kids tonight

thanks for changing the civil rigths movement into a

human rights movement before you made it a .human, rights
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Mexican brother, the Indian brother across this country .

there are white kids that has never seen a Mexican in

their life other then on television and in the movie.

For two years now they have been standing in front of

their supermarkets holding a picket sign saying don’t

buy California Grapes. Its a hell of a movement, its

hell of a tribute to you young kids and you won that

Mexican' boycott up until 9 weeks ago when tricky DICK

NIXON bought 89 million dollars worth of California

grapes and shipped them to Vietnam, most of the people

in America don’t even know he did- that, but he did. Next

year when the Mexicans start blowing up the grape vineyards

let him sell the dirt to Vietnam, (laughing and clapping).

Le me say white kids got a movement and you young folks got

a movement going on thats going to solve all the problems,

but to you young white kids let me tell you you making one

mistake for the first time you talking about the black

problem, the Mexicans problems, the Puerto Ricans -'problems,

the one mistak you making and I hope you’ll quit is a boy,

white hill billy brother of yours in this country that up

till now nobody gives a damn about. I hope you include your
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movement to cover that poor white hoy to. (clapping).

X hope you talking about a movement that is going to

wipe out hunger in America regardless as to what color

it is,. I hope somewhere down the line you find some

concern for that white hill billy brother of yours when

you get down in his ghetto and get the

to his kids so they can come to these colleges and

universities to. You got a big job < You know a lot

of people write me for tapes of my speechs and ask‘.me

do I have it printed, well I am very happy to inform you

that not only is my lecture record which is called Hit

GREGORY’ S Light Side and Dark* Side-,* has been on -the -national

chart for the last six weeks, but that aint no big threat

to the Supremes or nothing like that but (laughing) but

TINY TIM had better watch out so those of you that are

interested in lecture record its two albums record in one

package about an hour and fifty minutes so if you interested

you can pick it up at record shops . Let me say that those

of you that have to get to work and those of you that got

babysitters to relieve we going to take about a three minute

break so those of you that have to run can run and then we

will come back and deal with some questions and ‘ answers, -but
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right now let me say to you youngsters that thank you

very much for October the 15th because I got seven lit ole

kids at home in Chicago that I’m sure after October 15th

that you is going to make this a better world for young folks

to grow up in so let me personally as a father say thanks

to you and hope you keep on doing what you are doing and God

Bless Nature, have fun. Good night, (clapping).

On behalf of the associate students I want

to thank Mr. GREGORY and we found a red- purse here we

would appreciate who ever lost it to come and collect

it, thank you all for -coming here, (clapping)..

If you think its stupid or you think its silly

so I would really take it as an insult that if somebody

asked the question regardless of what you might think

the question who hiss them or gigle, if its funny and

it deserves to be laughed at. I’ll start to laughing off

first, O.K.? hahahaha, o.k. At this point we ready to

entertain your questions . Yess maam, would you stand up

.

VJhat I think of your Governor REAGAN? (laughing)

Well I don’ t know if it ever dawned on you lady but are

you aware of the fact that REAGAN spelt backwards, is nigger

(na^ajc*). You slow readers figure it out sometime tomorrow,

(laughing'). I was? kind of hoping he would behave himself so
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he could get elected to the presidency of the United States

so we can boast we got a backward nigger in the white

house (laughing and clapping) * Now let me say this about

your Governor. I think that California is probably

moving further ahead today in dealing with your problems

then ever in the history of this country because you have a

REAGAN in office today but this didn’t

happen with REAGAN. It vras here during the whole PAT

BROWN administration and them cats never dealt with it.

They never touched it, REAGAN didn’t say we was going

to have segregated- schools in California,, they was. segregated

before PAT BROWN got in and as liberal as he was he never

did anything to intragrate them so at least REAGAN is in

and everybody seemed to rally behind' so I say give me more

REAGAN maybe we can get it over with in the morning. Hie

same thing about BARRY GOLDWATER, only problem I found

wrong with BARRY GOEDWATER was LBJ and he was honest,

(laughing and clapping).

Yes brother?

What would I do about the draft. Well lets

assume that I was the President of the United Spates.
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Oh you mean if I was 19 years old what X would do

about the draft? Well its very difficult for me to

suggest that because you know they got laws now that

say I can’t stand up here and suggest that, you know?

hahaha (laughing and clapping). It might get me in

jail but it damn sure won’t be in a crowd of people

thats infiltrated by the FBI and CIA. He is telling

you what he is going to do with the draft, let me say

this personally I think number 1. You got to live up

to your own convictions and I think somewhere down the line

ah if- you decide that you not going to kill , that you

shouldn’t kill, now personally I believe every country .

needs an Army to clean up after earthquakes, after a

tornado, after a flood (clapping). So in all sincerity

with this principle in mind if I was 19 and got drafted

and thought the way I think now I would go -into the Army

on one condition that they would send me to the front

line immediately without a gun because you know whats going

on in America now. I can truthfully say America .is worth

dying for but I ain’t never in my life worth nothing worth

killing for and if it is I’m sure going to be that Mississippi

Sheriff that kicked my old lady in the belly when she was nine
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months pregnant before it ever be some- Viet Cong so I

feel, thats my hang up. I don’t believe in killing- and I would

be willing to go to the fron^T because I think a country
t

should have an Army to do things with you know I don’t

mean to be killing but I think America is in that

kill bag the rest of that world is in that kill bag,- we

are not going to wipe out the army overnight . I think

what we got to start doing is working on a long range

-program to do away with not just Armys here but all

over the world I think that before We can. every consider

of talking about living in. a world with no hostility

and where man is hot going -in for some cheap, phoney man-

hood we got to first start talking about feeding people

all over the world and we strong enough to do that. We

rich enough to do that, to. see to it that no man has to go .

to bed hungry. Now- you, know if people all over the world

go to bed hungry tonight because there is no food they have

one attitude, but if they- knew it was food, but them government

officals wouldn’t let them get the food, man them government

officals would be in trouble because this is different thought

a. mans mind knowing there is food but the folks just won’t

let him get to it. So I think. Number one, we gof to talk about

feed’ people.. Number two, we got, to talk about sitting up a whole
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world wide medical program, and its a damn shame we got a

cure of vaccine for polio in America and we haven't dis-

tributed it all over the world* I mean what difference

do it make what the kid is, there is no such thing as a

communist kid ' do admit you know we got a cure

and we haven't spreaded it out all over the world. I'll

tell you whats funny, I was in Moscow, Russian this summer,

my wife and I and we was Just horrified over the fact that we

will not share our medical advances with everybody and the

communist won’t share theirs, but you know there is whiskey

all over the world. There is dope all over the world,

prostitution all over the world, there is cigarettes all

over the world, ain’t nobody y°u not going

to drink my because thats communistic inspired

and the Russians say alcohol is capitalistic habit. —

—

man alcohol and all the bad habits is all over the world,

anything that would hurt your health it has no hassle getting

around the world. But when he talk about up lifted and keeping

a man healthy, then we get into these political hassles, so I

again I say three things, food program, medical program and

the third one is an important one, see to it that we work

to ban capital punishment all oyer because when man knows his
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State will not kill him, he takes on a different behavior

pattern. So In think those are the three most important

things, fourth is controlling this thing at home and you

young kids going to have to build you an

independen t political force you can talk about that

democrat and that republic, the democrat -and republican

party is to immoral, to insane to rule you youngsters.

Now you talk about that stuff you going to join it,, change

it, thats like you going to go into a lions den and put a

diaper on him. Believe that if you want but you are going

to go into that old lion and that lion is to slick baby to

have you run in there, he will eat you“up alive, so if you

youngsters can move into an independent political rank even

if you going to vote democrat or republican, register him

and get your independent movement going and put up a black

form where statesman can run. Now we keep telling you that

you ought to come in the system, well you young kids thats

to young to vote, you ain’t got nothing to do but stand out

side because you the one thats dying. RUSSELL

son been out of college five years and ain’t never left

Washington, D.C. DUPONT’S boy and boy ainboy ain’t

none of them fools goint to no war getting killed and if any-
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body should die they got a whole lots to die for

because they ov/n it all, so some kind of

way you know that when we keep telling, you youngsters

to move into the political arena*, we trying to trick you

in there. If you looked at the elections in November and

looked at the returns coming in man, its .a damn shame man,

here we put astronauts- up in the air or oh the moon so they

say, I don’t know where they sent them, but I have my doubts

about America, she can’t feel a safe — or wan^

me to believe she went to the moon, you know.- I don’t know,

you know, may be she has-, ,may be she just thinks that about

people down here, but 'when"you sit and look at astronauts

out in space we know what his pulse rate is, we know what his

conversation is, we know what his temperature is, we know if

he feels bad, we know if he sneezes, but yet still in America

it takes sometimes two days to count the votes. Now you know

that these sick degenerates you give them two days of counting

votes and it ain’t going to do you no good to vote. You

youngsters got to talk about a political system where America

immediately goes out and electronic all the polling places so

when that polling place closes at 6:00. o’clocls one-tenth billion

of a second that electronic polling booth will count “that data
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and you don’t get -fools time juggled them

votes and put in who they want to put in regardless as to

who won. Nov; its very interesting, we did a little re-

search in Chicago and we found out that in Chicago to have

an election in Chicago it costs the citizens of Chicago a

$1.87 per citizen of Chicago thats what it got* for them to hold

a election. If we had electronic polling places in Chicago

it would he 22 cents per citizen to hold elections, not only

is this cheaper its more convenient and millions of dollars

we spend storing them being bulky voting machines, electronic

voting machines wouldn’t take that much space, so there is

all types of reasons why we should Jiaye ^electronic polling

places, but this system can not afford to get a fair count

because then they don’t have ways of jumping it their thing.

Now once you youngsters can get. into their political game

from independent standpoint then you got to start working

on some hip You got to talk about war, you

know damn good and well this country ain’t about to get out of

that war game in the next 30 to 50 years. So now you got to

paralize as much as you can, you got to start pushing bills

through that says anytime America goes to war the industry

that makes war material by law can not receive more than two

percent profit more during war time then they receive during



peace time, then you take that profit out of that war

game and there would be. a whole lot of them folks not won’t

•be interested in wars then. You 1 got to pass laws that say

any time in America that an. American soldier gets killed

in hostile action now if an american gets killed we get

*$10,000 this is the same thing we gave them in World War II

which means the only thing that they haven’t increased in value

is a dead American soldier since 19^2 and so what you got to

do is pass a law saying every American that gets killed in

war in hostile action this government will not only give their

familys $50,000 cash immediately, but that family becomes the

ward of the federal government, for the rest of their life and theb

when you start, talking about putting a price on that war game

baby, then you had you would be surprised how good

peace tables will look to them over there on one of them battle

fields, (clapping).

The question is, she is interested in the hippies

that reject the system arid drop out and the question is am I

asking for staying, in the system and not drop out?' No I am

not. I think' you know the most beautiful thing about hippies

I wish more black folks could be as beautiful as the hippies,

they don’t get involved with the civil rights movement, but



they always making comments against what is happening

there is one beautiful thing about the hippie, he drops

over there and he leaves it alone , he don’t play no games

with it, so he is no problem, he is no hang up, you know*

you can’t run and put a camera in front of his mouth and get

him to put down _ DAVIS or nothing like that,

so I think you know a man got a. right to say you know I want

no part of it, you know he got a right to believe than no-

thing can save this system you know he got a right to believe

I mean thats human nature you know they say a rat needs a

ship three days before it sinks, but where did he go out

there in that water" and die three days .'-earlier, (laughing),

but ah I think you know for some reason we might can save it,

but If I had to bet, be honest, if I had to bet tonight

could we save the system I would bet that we couldn’t, thats

from where I stand from the research I’ve done I don’t believe

we favor system, but I think, I got enough faith in young kids

that may be you might slip through, but you see you got to many

bad fractures facing this country today. You got the one frac-

ture that the. system might swing these young kids into that

far left bank, we into the far left bank this

country is coming down to the ground or we might get a —
with the CIA oyer-throw the government because they would see

which way it was going, I think the likelihood if we going to
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I think the last election that we had in this country as

far as I can see it I think it would be the last election oh

this, you know unless something very drastic happened cause

when you' look at the CIA- we’ve let this monster get out of
*

control i I don’t know have you been following this case of

General TURNER* about these guns .
-

does it strike you funny that nobody in Congress asked him

are you all familiar with strike you funny that

they’ve been, holding that investigation for . two weeks and* no-

body asked him who he sold the guns to? He sold the guns

to the CIA whole big stink. I don’ t know

if hip enough to know what he

is doing and kind of scared and want to slip it out easy or

I don’t know if they just trying to coyer it up, -but you

know damn good and -well man that as many guns as that man

has been selling somebody got to ask the question. Thats

whats, wrong with this sick degenerate newspaper- in this country,,

not one newspaper reporter has asked who did he sell the guns

to? Ya whose -bought them? Somebody had to be buying them,

the CIA is buying them.. Hell did you see what happened 'with

the Green Berets trial? They .had to- cancel that murder trial

because the CIA is not going to testify if the- President of the
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of the United States involved in the murder trial he got

to testify so if the CIA don*t have to testify that means

they are the president, ya its just a matter of time, thats

what MALCOLM X meant when he made that statement that upset

everybody, when KENNEDY was assassinated. He said, the chickens

is coming home to roost, you know he was hip along time ago

because what he was saying is we paid that stinking stupid

CIA big money to go all over the world assassinating leaders

and toppling down governments now they coming home to get

ready to do the samething with yours, and thats the way I

see which way its headed myself or they might push these

kids into the far left. Now let me explain something to

you about the far left. America do not now anything about

the far left, only, thing she knows about is the new left,

the right wingers try to make the new left believe you the

far left, the right wingers going as far as they can go to

the far far left is much more vicious than the far far

right could ever be and if this country ever gets pushed

into a far left bag you might as. well pack your bag and

get out of this town, get out of this country cause see

any time. the far right gets ready to kill me they hold a

meeting in some ole smoked filled room -

the tmoney. (laughing). Then one day I could be standing
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here talking to a thousand of you, I could be with my wife,

I could be with my kids, I could be on a balcony like KING

was, I could be in a bubble top car ain’t nobody going to

die but me, thats when you the right put the

down. The left decided I got to die, they hold a meeting,

how we going to get him? He goes to the football in

lets blow the stadium up (laughing).

So I think thats why I say to you youngsters you really

got to work fast its not to ’late if we haven’t gone beyond

the point of no '.return but to finalize your question, I

have no -• _____ one way or the °'fcher about -

they got out of there they stayed over

its really, but let me say this I hope, especially you young

fellows, you know that everytime we have a peace rally there

is sometimes more women out there than men, you know the one

thing' the women don’t have to worry about is going to war

being killed and somewhere baby we can say thanks to them for

the first time by seeing to it after we get this smoked cleared

and start cleaning up this system see to it for the first time

women will start getting their rights in this country which

they’ve never had and which we keep putting things ahead of

them, we keep talking about everybody’s thing except their
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get off this ole silly womens attitude thing and start

asking a whole lot of questions you see because there is

no woman in America thats going to make a

position to put America in war but when these old fodls

put us in war we come back and get your oabies, when you

young women start teaching your baby at the crib that you

did not bring him in here for somebody -to stick a gun in

his hand and for him to go around shooting at people then thats

the day us old fool > men we ain’t going to quit fighting wars

but we going to find another way to fight them cause you see

when you can't get people, we: can fight a war with a chess

game, you know, winner take all which is -

we

i»m not dead, least all I got to do

there is learn how to speak Russian, (laughing). But some-

where you girls got to ask a lot of questions somewhere you

young fellows cause I think us old folks is to committed and

to sick in our heads to look at a woman as keeping her in a

place, but I figure you youngsters got to shake that thought

off of your head, you got to see to it that she is a human being

first and a woman second and qualified to get all the rights

and benefits of any human being regardless that she wears a

skirt, not, I can’t stress to you young ladys that a lot of
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questions you gto to answer a lot of questions you got

to challenge you know, I -don’t know how you women let us

put you up on them high heel shoes, hell if high heels

were good for you, we would be wearing them (laughing)*

We never had anything out here that, we didn ' t wear that

wasn’t good for you because how silly it looked, you know

well that cause we pocket books is pretty

hip but now youg cats getting them ole big purses now,

hanging on them, you understand? Keeping pockets free so

can understand how these world wide conferences all. these

old men get together and talk about .the worlds to over

populated you know, and after they-get to* talking about it-

’ they run out and buy some whore in the corner, they talking

about how over populated the world is, but they ain’t doing

a damn thing to stop it. Then after all the men get upset

about how over populated the world is I have never met. a,

woman that is upset over ’ population explosion is noting

but men and after we get upset over it we make you take the

pill, now you got to be stupid. I mean it takes two to

tango baby. If that pill was any good we would be taking

it and that birth control pill is one of the dangerous and

most dangerous thing that man has ever invented. Its more

danerous than the atom bomb believe me because least every-
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‘body is hip to the atom bomb'. Any of you know how, raise your

hands if any of you know- how birth controls

are made out of, anybody? You know they made from male

horse sperms, thats right, horse sperms under the theory

of nature is so beautiful you can’t trick nature, you can

not put all in v/ater in a glass and mix it, it will not mix

this sick fool decided that a horse sperm and a male sperm in

a woman’s body would not mix it, thats the principle the

way them damn birth control pills work. I don’t how many of

you, let me ask you to raise your hand, any of you familiar

with any of you ever been .around a man that has been taking

cancer treatment where they give him female hormones, have

any of you? You know the way his breat develops just like

a woman, well thats the same thing that is happening to women

with them horse sperms after about three or four years of you

using it ^ start getting big like a horse.

They, and its not really funny., its dangerous man, their

belly starts dropping like a ole horse and the government

already knows that in (laughing). I guess about 15 years of

using them things a broad won’t be able to sleep unless you

put some horse manure under the .pillow, (clapping).. Hay man

where your lady? She outside racing around the block, you know
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above and beyond the human point'.. I sincerely hope that you

women, you know, do something about what we doing, in my

book and I don’t. say this for you to buy, check it out of

the library, write me and did any of you ever read ‘Write

Me In 1 ? You see the point I dealt with birth control pills

now I wrote that book two years ago, long, before anybody in

this country ever started talking about the harm of birth

control pills, cause we was able to get hold of a government

research paper from the surgeon generals office where the

government, the federal government been know for ten years

that birth control pills are going to be fatal to 98 per cent

of all the women that use them after didn’t

know it but they still refuse. England,

London, England is taking them off the market and you know

what they used to take them off the market this government

report here they made them take birth control

pills off the markets so I hope you women would start checking

on these a little bit more and you see if you women ever wake

up you see the burden is on you to do a whole lot of thinking,

you know if I "had been elected president of the United States

•fche first three things I would have bombed would have been

Kelloggs, General Mils, and the baby food companies. I don’t



killing people in

food and for

think there is anything

this country no more than this ole _

some reason you women don’t care. Baby food is the most

disgraceful thing in the world and this is the way baby

food industry works. They know that it is human nature

for a mother to taste food before she gives it- to her

baby so they mess up that food making it to your taste, they

put all that salt, all the they put all that

seasoning in it and a baby don’t need all that stuff,, hell

baby system not used to that, but they know damn good and

well if they don’t put it in there you get to

this don’t taste good and so to keep you happy you know, these

baby is coming up beginning from the, you know

right from the crib with bad food because you know these food

companies you know we got to have some laws against food, they

talking about the automobile industry no 99 percent of every

sickness in this country 'is caused from the dye and if we

in this country especially you young kids ever learn to dye,

go to the health food stores. I don’t know if you have any

in a small town, but get to a big city and go to the health

foods and books don’t cost nothing but a $1.00 and read and

learn that was the success of the early Romans and the Greeks

that still, have pyramids-, still have books, a theory that
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we still marvel over and there sucess was one baby learn

the human' body. That was the first thing they did, and after

that they learned how to eat, now these old fools got you

talking about you got to have protein, you have to —
hell v;e didn’t know nothing about calories 50 years ago and

What in the hell .was them people using many -way; back then

in the Homan Empire, the Greeks that mustered them mighty

Armys and that didn’t have no machines, what was they

using? So some kind of way if you youngsters reaily learn

about food and learn about the body and challenge all of

these theories right? Everytime you go to the store pick

up something that says — — How in the hell

are you going to improve on nature? Hell you going to

and anything you read that, saying enriched on

it you know that food tampered with it baby, and the government

got some old _ law that can say after you tamper

with it over here you can put enriched on it. Do you know that

if you take pasteurized .milk. Any Farmers in here?

clo you know if you give pasteurized milk to a

cow it will kill it. Ya damn right you know * —

all the. reaspn^they make the farmer pasteurize the^ cow^because

they know the farm in America is to unethical to get rid of-a
.
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cow that has T.B., and if you take milk from a T.B. cow you

going to get it so they make them boil the milk to kill the

germs when they kill the germs they kill everything else in

it and thats what they got on the market so somewhere down the

line you youngsters j*eally got to learn about that body and

really got your ___ you need protein, hell

cow don’t need to drink milk to produce milk you can get-/

the right amoung of minerals in your body, your body is going

to produce all the protein it needs, but somewhere you younsters

got to learn about buying nothing thlS

old way we teach you in school and they ain’t teaching you

nothing in school. As rich as this country is man, can you

imagine we the richest nation in the world in health wise

and the men in America rate 16th in the world and the women

in America rate seventh in the world health wise so evidently

we doing something wrong and its very funny you know the only

sad people in America is poor folks and and ole

fat KENNEDY cat gets the money he learns how to eat right'.

I guess the poorer you are the more you want to eat, the more

you eat the richer you feel, but all you doing is killing

yourself.

O.K. we got’ time for another.
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Yes brother?

The question is ah talking about the bills I

talked about am I ^asking to elect more young legislatures

like JULIAN BOND, JULIAN hate me for saying this cause we

very good friends* I do alot 'of engagement's for- him and he

do alot for me, but I love JULIAN BOND and I would die for-

him in the morning. I don’t trust no democrate or no

republican and JULIAN BOND is a democrat right? Thats the

same party WALLACE belongs to right? Thats the .same party

belongs to right? And so I don’t trust

and I think if they are as pure as I believe JULIAN is then

they should have the convictions' and the courage to get out of

that filthy slimy party and come out and get an independent

political movement going where you would rally behind him

with out rallying behind that democratic party but there is

no way in the world you can put JULIAN BOND in the Presidential

office as a democrat without him helping the democrats and he

couldn’t go in there and sweep it clean because everybody say

Well you know we gave you the money you got. so be careful,

you see, look at SCOTT. SCOTT from Pennsylvania- that just

got piRKSON’iS iob - he is one of the most militants

going until he got that job, now look at home, he made a complete
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turn around so the democrat and the republican party

is you see my feeling’ is- that, the lowest animal that is- walking

the face of this' earth, is the American politician and we

need- statesman, (clapping).. And the democrat and republican

party will eat up statesman, I mean they proved that with

FULBRIGHT. FUL3RIGHT is one of the most- brilliant minds

in this country that this country has produced in our time,

he is morally dedicated and ethical __— »—.
most

beautiful dialogue he brought out on Vietnam, nobody has

ever brought that dialogue out, but -when it comes time to

- -
- vote

3

on the civil rights bill -he..had, to vote^gainstjbecause ^

he had to go back ti Arkansas and run for re-election. We

in trouble, man, we got a system that just chews up good men

and makes them dogs, somewhere you know, what I*m saying is

you youngsters got to get up a new independent political party,

you got to refuse to participate with that old thing

Yes lady?

Am I planning on running for President- in 72? Well

let me say this ah, in running. In 68 I sit at home and I knew

— what the odds was of me getting elected- by h^trillion„to _one
,_
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but I still , I still could have made it you know,

to me the rich boy is running this country might have said

DICK, if we put him in office we can save it you know cause

black folks are brace, right? So they could have tricked

it and I could have been the President, you know, but I

then got to wondering as I was looking at. the returns you

see the first percent that reported was a black, percent in

Chicago and I was ahead for a few minutes (laughing) scared

me to death, I told my wife, I said baby you know if I win this

election that wouldn’t be hard- to do, the hard thing would be

to get from Chicago to Washington, D.C. alive,, (laughing)

gflcl everybody in the world would have called me

a racist because I would have stayed alive, you see the way

I w.ould have to. do it people would have .swore I was a racist,

see I would have hired nothing, but all black folks in the

capital and all black employees, not only black but they, would

look just like me, beard and all, then bring on your assassin,

baby I can just see him now, that minuteman getting, to draw

khafc and then report boss I just

assassinated President : —-—-— man 1 am

looking at television .

made you kill (-laughing).

I don’t know, I would hope i wouldn’t haTe to ruh'because just.
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let me finish, 1*11 get to you. I hope I would not have to

run in 72, I would hope that we can develope some statesman

that would come forward and be able to run.

Yes maam?

Peace and Freedom Party was. EUGENE MCCARTHY, no,

well can’ I be honest with you lady? There is a couple of

questions EUGENE would have to ask for me before I would run

with him on even participating or even voting for him, he

would have to explain to me how he voted against TEDDY KENNEDY,

to come to .thats one thing he would have

to explain. The other things he would have to explain is, now

he might could explain it he would also have* to explain why

he gave up his senate seat to a honk —

commissioner toa honk and then the third and important thing

he would have to explain to me you know why his name is m

Who's Who in the CIA. — ^at book that came out

of East Germany thats a factual book that we will not let in

this country thats one of the best sellers on the face of

this earth and if he could explain those three things to me

especially why his name shows up on the CIA book and then

we might could get-together, but those three things and the CIA

thing he definitely will have to explain to me whole lot.
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I*ve talked to some people close to him and I mentioned it

and I was surprised they was honest enough to say he used

to belong to the CIA, but as far as I’m concerned the CIA

is not something you used to belong to, you know.

Thank-you. One more guestion and then we going

to

Yes maam?

question is I ran for President with

MARK LANE as my Vice-President, never heard a thing, didn’t

you see his picture in. the paper the other day, ya his picture

is in the paper,, he is in Denmark. What was it

? I don’t remeber the story now. I don’t-know if

he was going to defend some draft resistors in Denmark of just

what it was but — he called me before he

left the country, he was going to talk to North Vietnam in

Paris but then HO CHI MING died and I never did get back to

him because I figured all be at the funeral, but he

is in Denmark. He should be back in this country oh, about

sometime before Christmas, but he is fine, there is one cat

I don’t, know'.- why they haven’t killed, I know why they haven’t

killed me, but I don’t know why they haven’t killed him, cause

he is the first one that kind of let the whole world that
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the Presidents assassination didn’t go down the way it

went down,, you know he was the first one that came out

openly, a- lot of people thought the CIA killed the

President -
and to this day I don.’t

still that other thing
11 - ^

you know, they might feel they do more harm by killing

Yes Brother?

.Why did the CIA kill the President? I don’t know

I ' don’ t'*work for4 them -
(laughing). No let

me say this, ah it goes -all the way back to the yale professors

that was busted for spying in Moscow, Russia, do you remember

and. that and KENNEDY' was ready to go to war and KRUSCHEV said

that little boy don’t even know who is running this country,

so they let the yale professor go and KENNEDY had strick

orders to pick him up in the plane and bring him. right to

the White House and KENNEDY sit down —

—

asked him are you with the CIA? Well the professor though

he .

he say, yes sir, he said it just bugged

KENNEDY so bad because the CIA denied it.
.
KENNEDY was really

going to go to -war over, that deal
, ,

because

he really thought that KRUSCHEV was really just picking on a

intellectual and when he started. getting bugged with this
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and says well you know I got some traveling I

got to do I deal with you all when I get back, he said O.K.

Sure will. He said the interesting thing about Anerica we

so silly that we dumb enough to believe anytime a cat
.

_>

, let me tell you something
,

our

security is so tight ain’t ho

President, but if my

tonight with no

kill the

assassinated

believe you

the cat didn’t like the system, we can never look at these

political years, you know, I can _____ why

they assassinated

was assassinated

The best one when you

stand we

Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING

puiled off by the CIA.

___ that one then you under-

assassinate MARTIN LUTHER KING for

no reason and to get black folks up in arms

no body, you know.

I used to, feel safe with the CIA but you making it look

research you find out how many mistakes

they make, you know

he stood up world wide press he didn’t

do it by himself and then the judge
;

so you believe that, you know

down in Tennesse

is dead', now. and the only broad in Tenness.e that seen
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the cat running out of the house say JAMES EARL RAY

now they wouldn’t even let her come in and testify and when

you sit and look at JAMES EARL RAY who is from Illinois. You

aware of that he escaped from the penitentiary in Missouri

,

Missouri State Penitentiary .
after he

escaped from the Missouri State Penitentary

___________ • Fo?’

first time in the history of America the FBI said the wrong

thing
.

which had

you caught it —
, well he got busted . London

England he had a 130,000 in small bills on him

guns you know

damn good and well that a cat with a

I had to take him to the hospital and operate on him like

they did to take the bullet out because

the bullet will be behind so we did some

research and vie didn’t have much time to do it as throughly

as we did on some of the other but we traced that he bought

the gun in Birmingham, Alabama, you when .he bought

the gun, three doors down from the CIA front shop that train

the pilots for the .
. its just so blankly

open with their stuff and you know the warden you was the warden

/* * *
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of the Missouri State Penitentary, you know who he was, he

was the warden that was the head of the Atlanta- 'Federal

Penitentary you remember when was swapped

for the Russian spy and that was the warden from the Atlanta

Penitentary State that made the swap that carried them over* on

the bridge and all at once we leave the Atlanta State Penitentary

and become warden of the Missouri State Penitentary

JAMES EARL RAY escaped, there is some vicious things go

Briefly before I leave let me discuss with you

the CIA in America and its no problem to do what you can do

you know I can’t understand that you have to leave the country

you know I can’t understand that as much involved

as we was with the Germans, that people in America just don’t

even know that HITLER’S mother’s mother Grandmother

was a Jew and it looked like this was common knowledge all over

the world and just, get back to America and

simple things. Everybody seems to know about, you know, that

HITLER lost the war because of Egypt you youngsters

.
are young, but if you do any checking you

will find out that he had plenty of .B-l rockets, B-2 rockets

,he ,had tanks, but he didn’t have no war thats because the
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Egyptians cut his arm off when he really found out he was

going to come racists bag

cleaver they found out he was talking about fighting somebody

other than white folks, .Wait a minute boyr here

is the history of the CIA in America. After World War II we

didn’t have a CIA, we had what we called the OSS, created

by the late ALLAN DALLAS. We decided that we needed an

intelligence unit as hip as the Germans, I don’t know how

the Germans could lose the war and we thought they had

something, so we went back and we made a deal with all the

Nazi’s that headed up the German intelligence Unit that if they would

come to America set- us up internal security unit like they has,

we will leave them free from prosecution, they came to America

they set it up, its called the CIA, it was run in the beginning-

by them Nazi’s and nobody know :who it is it is run today by

the Nazi’s and nobody know who it is and anytime you bring

some of them HITLER trained Nazi’s into your Country and let

them set up a secret organization and have total run of it,

man we luchy vie all aren’t dead.

Yes brother?

How do I get all the information if its such top

secret? Well hell information is the easiest thing in the world
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if you apply yourself, you know, _

man set down arid figured out how to bring nuclear things in

here and light up that field and I am sure findirig our how the

CIA got involved with the Nazi’s is the simpelest thing to do

with the cats that figure they Army that- ain’t no big thing,

I mean all you do is just apply yourself and spend, some time,

Let me give you a better example ,
in Chicago any of you from

Chicago? Are you familiar with SHERMAN

the Judiciary Department there. A friend of mine about five

years ago, talking about how corrupt the courts

were so we if he spend time and dp --your

homework, you know he just kept coming by crime, he used to

go down with his petition and they would lock him in the

elevator and take his crutches and beat him and tear up his

wheel chair . SHERMAN / .home, work and if you

go to Chicago now, SHERMAN .

is probably the Number

one citizen in Chicago, here is what he did? He took his

wheel chair, kept doing his research and he went down and he

started looking up the stock bills and see all these bills got

to be registered and he found out out of the seven supreme

court justices State Supreme Court Justices of Illinois, six

of them owned- banks, then when he looked up he found out that



AT&T has a minimum of 50 million dollars deposits, and

all six of them banks so you automatically know now when

AT&T is getting ready to ask for a telephone increase

in Illinois, you can’t take it to court arid - win because

they got the of AT&T taken out of the 50

million dollars off their back. He also found' out that

the Burlington Railroad
_

— went up

to the State Supreme court beai Illinois, the State of

Illinois, out of paying 500 million 'dollars taxws over their

property in bo counties the supreme court ruled they didn’t

have to pay taxes on it after he checked it out, he found

out thatthe Burlington^Railroad -didn’ t only deal. with_the

supreme court justice, the head man of Illinois but a week

bgfoi’e that case was to be heard this justice ended up getting

the insurance company that insured all. the Burlington Railroad

workers so its right there if you take the. time and this is

what I said earlier tonight. I said if you would take the

time to write down every college in America and. check out the

board of directors in America you would find out the daily

cause of 90 per cent of the problems from _____

if you willing to- spend a few minutes to do your homework

and investigated
.

/ this -system couldn’t- stand _

-

up under their own investigation at all

.



Yes brother?

If I stated . the CIA is taking over the- country
*

in the background why .am I for gun control? Because I

just think you know that irregardless of the CIA taking

over the country that is really no big, threat to me

once they take it over they going to lose it in about five

years, but if they took over the country right now the white,

poor white man and the poor black man would be better off

because least, he would be getting fed they ain’t going

to do nothing but close the colleges down and
,

and all them going to have to lose their - _____ and

they going to re-distribute the wealth around the country and

then once .we got to go. underground baby and them slick cats »

from Wall Street s on got to go underground with us

but all --that brain power CIA won’t be able to

hold it long because there are some dumb cats in the CIA I

mean they got to take a dumb cat thats graduated from college

and decide he want to be a spy in 1969 thats like wanting to

fraduate and be the lone ranger’s son or somebody else, (clapping).

But you know ah I am for gun control because you know the guns

you got nov.r you ain’t killing the CIA with them and I just,

believe you know, that we need a constitution interpretation
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of the guns, all men have a right to bear arms in America,

but when that was inked there wasn’t- ho such thing as auto-

matic hand guns and I think if that constitution say you

got a right to defend your proerty you got a right to have

a gun in your house thats a shotgun and X think you can de-

fend your house better with a shotgun than you can with an

automatic. I think if we want to have country where men

have a right to have guns which I say is a right then lets

make it a shotgun so you can’t stick it in your pocket and walk

across town and kill some innocent person, see you no threat

to me if you walk around town with a shot gun and if I come

through a green light and you come through a red light and

hit my car and I see that shotgun, I’m going to say I’m

sorry Mr. VJhite Brother, I’m sorry I came through that light

there, I thought it was green, but 1 guess it was red-and I’m

sorry. You see you no threat to me but some kind of way you

know we got to do something because any body that wants to get

hold to a gun can get hold of one and so I think you know that

we can tighten it up to the extent you see,- are you aware that 97

percent of everybody that gets killed or shot in America do

not get shot by strangers only three per cent of the people

in America in the course of a year that get shot or killed are

killed by strangers, 97 percent of everybody that gets killed



in a homicide it happened by someone he knew, or someone

or his family thats the disgrace y°u know we

sit around and we play with them unloaded guns, we leave them

around the house, a kid pickes them up and its a different

ball game cat sticking a pistol in his pocket going

across town sticking up grocery store then it is coming out with

that double barrel shotgunt. I think that you know I would love

to see a case go up to the United States Supreme Court and

get a ruling and see if that in interpreted as a shotgun in

the house because you can damn sure protect your home better

with a rifle or -shot gun and then its really no threat to me*.

Thank you. We going to run

say to you thank you again. God Bless you, nature have fun.

(clapping)

.
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DECIASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEBUTED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLAS SIFICATICM GUIDE
DATE 0 .5 - 31-2014

©$***/« fnciu ioi«iM

UNITED STATESltoVEENMENT * 6

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423.)

SAG, CHICAGO (15.7-347) (P)

date: 12/2/69

ClaXtoj$RICHARD CLAXTO!
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

GREGORY, aka

Re Chicago teletype tdl iu«date.d 11/25/69

.

Enclosed herewith for the ptlrea4Tar^l 11 copies
of a letterhead memorandum roflooting information concerning
GREGORY'S current travel.^3^e^(U)

Copies of this letterhead memorandum are being
furnished to the .United States Secret Service and Region I,
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.. (U)

j— The . source utilized in this letterhead memorandum
is

* < (U)

Contact is being maintained yjith source and
pertinent; information concerning GREGORY'S travels will
bo made immediately known to the Bureau

, & (U)
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^
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;

FBI AUTOMATIC OECLASSIFIC^TICM GUIDE
DATE 0.5-31-2014

7n Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
157_347

<3 « - 6
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December 2, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON G

Ai°?rc® who has furnished .reliable informz±±pnin the past. aHv^ori Hn Vrmnmtw
'elii

W’L-jis ,
1969'

1 it had" been, de
u^wiuycmjl«u oy nxs wixeTT

ned that.

b7D

/

^ Source advised on December 1, 1969, that no furtherinformation has been received concerning Gregory's travelother than the fact that Gregory

|
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a
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olZ: Evanston^Illlnois .
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 0,5-31-2014
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT'

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR; FBI (100-440423)

»?«/ =

1

n

BUFFALO (157-396) (RU.C)

t

' subject: ^ RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY,. aka
RM

Enclosed for Bureau are eleven copies and for
Chicago two popie,s and fop Boston one copy of LHM con-
cerning a speeph. subject made before the student body of
Elmira College, Elmira, N* Y. from 8:00 to lOrOO p.m.

,

12/2/69.

Trie source in LKM who •frlcmfM'hxr ha
Wftnt nnnfMriohfriyl v/asT

Elmirag XT< x.j an established Source.

i
f

I i

$& V

•s

LHM classified ’'Confidential 1
' bepause. unauthorized

disclosure of information in it oould reasonably result in
the identification- of I [source of continuing value
and compromise her effectiveness

,

Since it is not known which statements Of GREGORY
might be of interest tc* any particular recipient of LHM,
the newspaper account is set out in Xerox form in LHM,

1

*

Copies of LHM for Chicago , the offic.a of Origin,
and for Boston.* where sub^ept last known to reside.

RWRjck
(6)

\Zy- Bureau 111
1 - Boston. (Enc,' 1) llnfo) (RM)
2 - Chicago (137-347) (Encs. 2) (RM)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
i

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
Buffalo, New York
December 10, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The November 25, 1969 edition of the "Star Gazette"
newspaper, a daily publication in Elmira, New York, reported
that "Dick Gregory, the controversial Civil Rights activist"
would speak at Elmira College, Elmira, New York on December 2

1969 . His appearance would not be open to the public.

On November 26, 1969, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that GREGORY had
been invited by the student body government for no particular
reason other than that the student body felt they were tired
of the "run of the mill" speaker and desired someone
"controversial." —= - -~-=-

GREGORY'S appearance before the Elmira College
student body and a prior press conference were reported in

the Elmira "Star Gazette," the only daily newspaper at Elmira
New York, in its edition of December 3, 1969* as follows:

^SCIASSmSDCSJ / " ~

... —
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By KEN. DARLING

Maybe Dick Gregory isn’t

reaching the majority of people

in this country.

But, if his appearance at

Elmira College Tuesday night-

was any indication, he’s rea-

ching the -young people. And
any hope inis nation may have,

of surviving as a democracy,

he believes, is firmly in their

hands. «,

“You mfcst solve the pro-

blems o: this nation, problems

you didn't create,” he said. “It

will be a tremendous job. But

you have a great weapon on

your side . . ., moral, honest,

ethical dedication.”

The crowd of nearly 1,500,

mostly Elmira College students,

responded enthusiastically to

Gregory as he.encouraged their

generation’s activities, and us-

red hfs humor and oratorical

[

ab:iity=.tOL .chastise, the Nixon

administration; .the "military-

industrial complex and other

symbols of the “establishment,”

He received Uircc standing

ovations—one when he entered

the Campus Center dining hall

where the speech was held, one

during his talk and one when'

lie finished. And his speech was
‘interrupted many times by ap-

plause and shouts of approval.

6 © ©

,
Gregory, "a comedian, author,

'lecturer and actor, also was a

^Presidential candidate in the

1968" election on the Peace and

iFreedom party ticket with

writer Norman Mailer.

Gregory said “There’s no..

generation gap*,, there’s a moral

gap . . . you young folks, have

the all-important' job -of giving,

America its sanity back. Don’t

eulogize America—you eulogize.'

(

dead things—but examine Amer-
ica.” (• •

Gregory/ told., the students

./‘Don’t destroy capitalism^

- V

Ms

W '

./*
.

^ M ?**
'fl* -

i

DICK GREGORY
n Work " to put the .capitalist Constitution, -r.ot.irtfront of it

where-he should be, behind the “The emphasis should be ort

i

i

t

i

1

' human, rights, not. property,

rights.”

Gregory devoted part of his

talk to racial problems, saying

“we blacks don’t hate you
waite folks. .But we do hate\

your stinking,, white racist „

svi'.em.”

Hi said, “I recognize an in-

d;vkjais right to be a

.ads.—What I am opposed, to is

im bullionalined racism.”

o

i Sace -he believes that

li business interests are a ma'jor

. reasci for the continuance of

the Vietnam war, Gregory had

/.s s-.gection for ending the

v.ar: "Boycott Christmas., Tell

your friends ar.d relatives that

since there's ~.a war going bn

•_ )_ don’t, want to celebrate

Chr/n.jS and you’re not buy-

. ;ng any presents.” .

lie oci.evcs a total boycott of

shopping would force

vlhs; b-iriness- world to pressure

Washington for a quick end to

the -war. “Maybe this year you
wouldn’t get any presents,’* he j

said. .“But you’d be helping a
lot of other people get presents

next year ... a mother would 1

have her son home again from
Vietman ... a kid would have
his father back.”

Gregory said that older

people—“we old fools”—have,
always underestimated youth.’

“Nixon said the demonstrations
would have no affect .on'

him—but you kids forced him
to go on television 2nd talk,

about' a Vietnam policy he

'

doesn’t even have.”

He added, “If Nixon thinks

young people aren’t effective,

he should place' a call to XBj
in Texas and' ask that boy. You
dealt with LBJ—and if you can
deal with him, you can deal

with anybody. LBJ was slicker

’at 8 than Nixon will be if he
lives to- be,10,000.” «esjs«===^'

- 2 -

•r«=



RICHARD CLAXTOH -GR3-/DRY

ot Endinj War
-“Everything has increased in

value in this country but a

dead soldier,” Dick Gregory

charged at a press conference

before his speech at Elmira

College Tuesday night.

Contending that this country’s

interest in money is a major

obstacle in ending the war, the

noted civil rights and antiwar

leader suggested: , ,

“If this nation said it would

feive $50,000 to the family Pi

every U. S. soldier
,
killed in

j
Vietnam, and if the kids, of that

jsc’.cicr became wards of the

'government for life, suddenly

'you’d see a lot of influential

people turn against the war.”

Gregory .was in Paris last

weekend.” talking with -re-

presentatives of the National
* “ . V-a J

North Vietham~
:

are not war

prisoners . . . war has not been

declared on their country, so

how ’can they have prisoners of

war?”

be sanctioned by* higher

authorities than the officers in

the field.”

On President Nixon’s Viet-

nam policy, Gregory com-.

H. .ha. jctmm IMK

prisoners for Christmas will be -took
SlyTim.

successful. , -,7V,

Gregory said, that two years... .;r '“».
_

ago, the North Vietnamese, and
- '

(lie Viet Cong were niorc con-
.

ccrncd about black U.S. sol-

diers, because of what they’d

heard about the suppression of -

blacks in America. »

“Now, because of the anti-

war "activities * of the youngs,

whites, the North Vietnamese

-believe that all soldiers — bothV

blacks and whites — are>

merely puppets' of the govern- --

SSS uSVjSoS' ’‘tvs** the investigation

-

iS’“r?tmaf Ho id the of lh.’W '

\ He said “the ^’LF contends tend that since these massacres
|

•shat the men being held by {
happen^frequently,, they must

r-k/the oast presidents, he’s v blacks are finding that black
Like tne P,_P*

tv,a mn»arv-l an(( white arc not colors, but

attitudes."

Lass uic r*™
become a slave to the military-

industrial complex.” .

Gregory believes that ^ Re ajs0 notcd: “We blacks

minority groups were hotter . campaigning for civil

off under Johnson, but I’d - - —
rather have Nixon in office.

Now more issues are coming

out. There was no dialogue un-.

dcr LBJ . .. . thc*blacks felt he

was going to solve everything

for them.” .

Gregory has mixed feelings

about the American, press.

-“Sometimes they make honest

mistakes, sometimes they re

lust part of the establishment,”

he said. But he added that “the ,

l

free press has done more to

solve problems than to create .

However, he noted that

“when the press calls you a

responsible black leader, that

means you’re no good for the

black community.”

Expressing his hope that the

young people will work to solve

the nation’s problems, Gregory

said “because of the activities 1

el the _yhite kids, the young

for civil

rights. Today, the young white

kids are ‘seeking human rights.

We wanted the right to work m
the napalm factory, along with

the whites. The white kids want

f .'" Gregory-said a.major-role of*

?• young people is to alert the!

rest of the world about what’sl

‘ happening ifi this country. “Itt

i the young Germans had

resisted Hitler, other countries

Would -have been warned and

could have prepared for him.. If

you do nothing more than get

clubbed and tear-gassed in the

streets, you’ll ale.-t the world

that another monster Is on the

loose.”

to close the napalm factory.

- 3 -

He added, “I hope yon young

people understand the job you

have to do. Don’t make me*

mistake we old fools made—

j

when we were in college, we

were too busy learning how to]

%ake a living ar.d forgot to

I earn how to live.”

I Gregory’s noted hum/.* was
* Evident throughout his speech.

A "couple of samples:

On riots: “When people ask

me why there weren’t more

riots by black people last rum-

mer, I tell them all tne o.ne*

militants were in Ire.ar...

'serving as technical a«*v;sers.

On Spiro Agncw: “He’s, got to

be putting us on. If K’s as

5 dumb as he appears, he

couldn’t chew gum ana ww a<-

the saincUme.” v



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,

Investigator)
|
Elmira, New

York Police Department* was present at the speech given at

Elmira College by GREGORY* and he :rioted that although the
newspaper account of -his speech indicated there wore almost
1500 persons -present *, his* estimate of the crowd was .from

• 500 to 700 people.

Investigator advised that for~the most
part* he- found the response, to GREGORY’S speech father cold
although he did recdve^ an pvation on entering the building;
.another pvation when he made a remark that college admini-
strators across the countyy were 'more interested in building
funds than in educating;.students;, and he received a few ova-
tions whenever he made remarks about Vietnam,. Investigator

| | adv ised that the above newspaper, accounts are very
good summaries of GREGORY'S speech.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the" FBI.; It . is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it arid its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency-. 1

„ ,
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In Reply* iPJease Refer to

File No. ,

'UNJTE-P STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
‘

" FEDERAL BUREAU- OF IN'YES'PIGATION - - '

; Dallas, Texas
December 15,1969 _

‘

% 7
~

v-"
.7 7'

• Rictoi) ,
CEAXTOE GREGORY r

;
'

: The December 9, 1969., issue of the ''Fort: Worth Star --

Telegram**,, a newspaper published ddily in |brt Worth, Texas,
, carried' the following article.. _

* * r
-
_

— $

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions,
•of -the FBI. It is the property .of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it. arid its contents are npt., to be. distributed

outside your agency.;. rv^, '
-



TODAY'S YOUTH PRAISED

p'CoiQedmn AimsBit&r 'Humor
.At America in Address at TCU

\ By LYNN GARLAND
America as seen through

the eyes of Dick Gregory isn’t

beautiful.

In an emotion-charged-

speech laced with bitter hu-
mor, black comedian and so-

cial activist Gregory present-

ed an indictment of Ameri-
ca’s social and economic ills

to more than 1,000 students at
TCU’s Ed Landreth audito-

rium.

•
r

Criticizing President Nix-
on’s speech on Vietnam, Gre-
gory charged, “He aimed that

^speech at all Americans too

$old to go to Vietnam and get
their brains blown out.”

: Patriots of the past, Grego-
ry continued, were for the op-

pressed. Today, he contended,
they support the oppressors.

He recommended that per-

sons supporting the Presi-

jdent’s policies on Vietnam
ishould enlist in the armed
^forces rather than show sup-

:port by turning on car lights.

\
(During Moratorium activi-

ties, some Nixon supporters

|
expressed their views by tum-

ping on their headlights.)

“Turning on your car lights

"ain’t going to do nothing but
. sell batteries,” he said.

.

' GREGORY PRAISED to-

day’s young people as the

’most “moral, ethical, com-

•milted group who have ever
lived in this'country.”

He said today’s youngsters
would have to solvo problems’
inherited from their parents.

“Times are changing and-
;your mommy and. daddy don’t!

1

„
seem to see it,” he said.

“You youngsters have -the

responsibility to give this

country its sanity back,”. he.
added. “Thanks to you -young
people, this ’ country 'is not
dead yet.”

Blacks' in America do not .

hate whites, Gregory, contin-

ued. But they do hate “white. .

racist institutions.”

“You are responsible * to

this white racist system . and
we hold you responsible,” he
said. '

,

* * *

WHILE MAINTAINING he
did not advocate overthrow of r

the capitalistic system, Gre-
gory told the students to work-
“to get the capitalists into-

their rightful place, which is

behind the ' Constitution in-

!

stead of in front of it.”
;

He urged the young people.'

to seek an end to the Vietnam;
conflict by boycotting Christ- ;

mas. Boycotted merchants,,*
he contended, would then put'
.pressure on the government';
to bring the war to a close.

Gregory’s talk ranged over;
a, wide , range of topics.„.Qni

black studies programs in

American schools, he said:

“A man without knowledge-*
of himself is like a treo with-
no roots.”

On the Democratic conven-
{

tion in Chicago:

, “For years white folks have
been going to Fort Lauder-
dale and tearing up the.whole:'

'town. Nobody called-up the?
: Army.” ‘

- 4
*' * * - a

ON AMERICAN history:
*

“You landed at. Plymouth,
Rock and discovered a coun-,-

try’ that was already occur-*],

•pied.”
‘

*
;

* ‘

*

j
On looters:,.,

]
“With pride’ you tell me you i

got on this, stranger’s- ship]
and dumped all that.’ tea- in

’

the water.?’. : ' i

• * • f > ' t
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

, ^ ,
!,

betectiye Lieutenant
, Fort Worth, Texas, Police Department, advised' that the scheduled
itinerary for "Dick Gregory”' while in Fort'Worth, on December 8,.
1969, was as follows: .

•:
_

-

V
^ _ ,

Gregory was to arrive at Love Field, Dallas;, Texas,
where he would be met by student~fepresentaiives from Tarrant
County Junior College (TCJC) ,VFort Worthy Texas, and then
drive to the Howard; Johnson Motor Lodge, 15825 South Freeway,’ , ;

Fort“Worth. : -At '8:45
r

a.m.,/.Gregory was to be -picked up by the
TCJC staff and be driven to the TCJC .South Campus where he was
to hold a press conference at 9,:00 a.m>, in the conference' room-
in the, administration building. Gregory was to speak to those
present at the TCJC gymnasium at 10:00 a.m. <

.

1

.
’At ll.:00 a.m. , representative from. Texas Christian

University (TCU); Fort Worth,! were to drive Gregory to lunch
r

» at. the Canterbury House 2715 Cockrell, the hbme of TCU , ,

r

,

Episcopalian minister*/ Gregory, was to bold a press conference'
in the TCU. Student Union Center at 1:25. piiii. , and to speak to
those assembled in TCU Ed Landreth- Auditorium at 2 :00 p.m., as
guest of the Forum committee. 11

.

. _ .
-TCU representatives were to drive Gregory to Love Field,

Dallas, Texas, where he was to depart Dallas by. plane after
4:00 p.m;,/ for. a speaking engagement believed to be" in New ,i/. V,-

.Orleans, Louisiana ,* on the night of December 8> 1969. ,

/ J— 1

N V W ' ’ /
1 Lieutenant has advised that* as far as he knew

the above itinerary was followed by Gregory while in Fort Worthy
He advised that no violence <or demonstrations occurred dufihg

„
Gregory's appearances.

,,

1 \ 3 ‘

»
’
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

157-3^7

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December 30, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On
|

—— LatsQtgtce. who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised as follows.: ^

Gregory’s final destination was London, England,
where he planned to be involved in .a, twenty-four hour
fast at a cathedral from which, he expected extensive
publicity.

(U)
" v /

The December 26y issue of the-^Chicago
.Tribune ,” a newspaper- published- daily in Chicago, .Illinois,
carried the followiiig article: <

" ~

/. Vi "V * - Ai P'fW'JL I

’TBeatle jvTc ills jiwife

,

comedian- Dick Gr^ory^took part in a Christmas
eye sit-in- fist' ‘outside Rochester. catliedral.
The demonstration, held under .a weeping willow
•tree in’ front of the church, protested world
poverty./’; . - .1.’^^,'

.
‘ BEASOHtFGIM II, i-2»4,2

- • ' DATE OF. PCTTFg s"$ -'FT5L

This document contains neither- recommendations ,nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to .your
agency; it and its cpntents are not 'to b.e

- distributed outside ,

your^ agency._ ..
*'*
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ENCIPHERED

Mr. Bishops

—

Mr. Casper.—
Mr. Callahan-

Mr. Conrad--

Mr. Felt
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TO DIRECTOR
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richard claxton Gregory, aka, rm, oo; Chicago
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TO DIRECTOR
/

from/"CHICAGO

RICKARD CLAXTON GREGORY , AKA, RM, CO; CHICAGO

*

SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED INSTANT, RICHARD CLAXTON

GREGORY

' v
> GREGORY TO BE INVOLVED IK A TWENTYFOUR HOUR r AS*

AT UNKNOWN CATHEDRAL LONDON AND EXPECTS EXTENSIVE PUBLICITY.

EXACT NATURE OR PURPOSE 'OF FAST OR PEOPLE 10 BE INVOLVED

ROT KNOWN TO SOURCE.

. 0T.AS~gr~^XTv-BY,.^-7'(!7^

•EBASON-F.Gn! -II ,
1-8

"

'DATE OE BSVIEW X#-^

" ~
V

COPY SEMI

"This document contains neither^

recommendationsfhor conclusions ot

the FBI. It is the property of the

.FBI and is loaned to your agency;
^it and its contents are noftabe
distributed outside your agency*
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ECLASSXFIC&TJQrf MIlpDE.lTY DERIVED FROM:
BI mHMBlH DECLAE jjjjfIC&TIOW GUIDE
ATE 06-21-2014

6
F .B -I

Date: 12/30/69

Transmit the iolloviing'.in

AIRTEL

:(Type*in plaintext or.icode

)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

Mr. Tqlsbru-
Mr. DeLoach
MV. Walters-

Mr. Mohr_-
•Mr. Bishop^
Mr. Casper—
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad-
Mr. Felt
Mr. Galb r„

.Mr. Rbsen_
Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. TavelicS

,Mr. Soyars,-

Tele. Foom_
Miss Holmes.

'Mbs-Onnd

TO; DIRECTOR, EBI (100-440423)

FROtf; SAC, SAN FRANCISCO C157-457) cruc)
-

~
. Q9

SUBJECT; RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY, aka
RM -

‘ *

jK 00; Chicago
.

t

-

Enclosed for the Bureau are«m®SSSMi m

Jose, California, by request. The LHM is classified ^confidential
because information furnished by I I could reveal h'is !

identity and compromise his future effectiveness.^ V

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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In Replyf Please Refer to

File No.

UNlOo states department ofQTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco ,
California

December 30, 1969

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Richard Claxton Gregory, more commonly known as

Dick Gregory, appeared at speaking engagements at
0f
a” Jo?®

State College, San Jose, California, on November 25-26, 1969

and December 10—11, 1969, and at Chabot College, Hayward, *

California, December 9, 1969.

The "Spartan Daily", a newspaper published daily

bv the students at San Jose State College (SJSC) in its

issue of November 7, 1969 published an article entitled

"Ex C Offers a Chance to Teach, Learn, Exchange Ideas.
^

An

editor* s note set forth that it was exploring the Associated

Students Experimental College and its program. The article

was by staff writer Craig Turner.

The article set forth in part- that the Scholar—In— i

Residence Program is worked through the Experimental College.
|

The funds are provided by the College Union Program Board

which also selects the scholar. According to the article <

this year's Scholar-In-Residence is Dick Gregory ,.
"militant- >

former comedian."

A source on December 22, 1969, advised that Dick

Gregory as Scholar-In-Residence at SJSC appeared on the campus

on November 25-26, 1969 and again on December 10-11, 1969 and

receives a stipend of either $7,000 or $7,500 for the year.

Source advised that "Scholar-In-Residence" is a
. |

misnomer in that Gregory is not a resident and has no intention

of changing his present residence.

I

Qae&gfyr. •A»L

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

dsclassifisdc*
bj

/-/*'5=0,

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions’

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
}

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
,

outside your agency. I

IOO- 4MCWa3



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Source further advised that Gregory plans to
return to SJSC in the spring of 1970 with possibly two
additional appearances.

The "Spartan Daily" issue of November 14 , 1969

announced "Black Experience Week Begins 10-Day Coupse."
The article went on to state that the San Jose Black Studies
Department would open its doors, to students, faculty, and
the public in recognition of "Black Experience Week.''' The
article went on to state that Scholar-In-Residence Dick
Gregory would be on the campus November 24-25 , 1969 to
conclude the event.

The ''Spartan Daily" for November 25, 1969 published
an article entitled, "Dick Gregory - Niggers No More" by
Terry Pennel, dailv staff writer. The article disclosed that
on the previous day Gregory had visited various classrooms

• and had held auestioh and answer session between the reels
I and showing of; "Battle of- Algiers" based on the revolutionary
I struggles of Algiers for independence from the French. The
/, article stated that Gregory described the black revolution

[
in America today as a ^similar >phenomenon.

J
The article Jstated~that'~earlder"in the-day-Gregory-

attended classes and told students "There is only one wav
blacks can' react, after reading white history. All we've
ever heard about ,1s. what hoodlums we are... We *ve got to
let America know that we are not 'niggers' any more."

The "Daily Reyiew^’ a newspaper published in
Hayward, California, in its issue of December 10, 1969
published an article on Dick Gregory's appearance at Chabot
College Student Center in Hayward, California, on December 9,

1969. His talk was sponsored by the College's Office of
Community Services and an admission of $1 was charged.

The paper reported that Gregory in his talk to
nearly 1,000 laced together a stirring set of charges against
what he termed "racist and degenerate establishment."



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

|
Gregory told that America has always needed a

nigger but he hasn * t. always been black and the time is coming
when someone white will be the "nigger" or scapegoat . Part

of his talk was devoted to. the recent "police raid" on the
Black Panther Party (BPP) headauarters in Chicago. He

described the police tactics as "Hitler-like." *

Gregory charged that colleges have been indoctrinating
for so long that they have forgotten to educate. He claimed
that the Vietnam Moratorium helped to tell the world that
there is still morality and sanity in America. He was quoted

/)
as saying "You start feeding black" people and you is just

// liable, to feed 'em too much - enough to free them." This
/• reference was to the BPP Breakfast Prpgram.

The crowd attending the talk is described as twice
being on their feet in response to what Gregory had to say.

A characterization of the BPP is
contained in the appendix

.

,

’ The "Spartan Daily" in December ?, 1969, announced
that Gregory would visit the San Jose State Campus for the
second time on December 10', 1969 andaddressthe College
Community in the College Union.

The "Spartan Daily" on December 11, 1969, reported

,
that on the previous day Gregorv is reported to have said
that the students have become "new niggers in America."

f Gregory made reference to the shooting in early
December, 1969 of Black Panther Fred Hampton who was killed

( I
in Chicago, Illinois, during a police raid. Gregory said,

I

J "I don't believe in killing. I sent a $1,500 check to
//Panthers Headquarters to buy food. I hope they don’t go out
//and get guns and ammunition with it."



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The 'San Jose 'Mercury", a daily newspaper published

in San Jose, California, ’in its issue of December 12, 1969

reported Gregory this date visited' the campus at SJSC.

According to the newspaper Gregory’s- theme was "You kids

have got all the problems and none of the tricks • " He also

'complained of the unequal treatment of the BPP as compared

with the Minutemen and-the Ku KluxKlan in contemplating
recent events involving fight for rights of minority people.

He attributed the difference to the fact that the Panthers

are trying to change the system. He claimed it was not the,

.

guns that scare the powAr structure, it is ’feeding the

poor country foiks that’ gets them angry."



1
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f

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for
Self ;

Defense

0

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther

Partv (BPP) was started -during December, 1966 ,
in Oakland,,.

California, to organize black people so they can take control

of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black community.

It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman, an ,

Huev P Newton* BPP Minister of .Defense. Newton is presently

serving fsertence of 2 to 15. years on a conviction of manslaughter

in connection with the killing of an. Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which

further describes itself as the "Black Community ^News. Service,

states’ that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla

tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the

black people. ' Residents of the black community- are-purged to

.arm themselves against the police wh° ar® c?ns£?*®n}i
ly eferr

to in the publication as. "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, contains

an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George- Mason Murray,

which- ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persbns of America,

revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth

keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere.

TJynlmite!—Black-Power,- -Ose-tha -gun... _ .Kill the j>ie= eyerywhere^

Included in the introduction to an article appearing

in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the-

statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government.

We will overthrow it."

Issues of "the Black Panther" regularly contain quotations

from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People _s

Republic of China and feature MAO's -statement that political

power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Br
!*
n
fv

S
ii a

been established at various locations throughout the United

States.

APPENDIX
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FBI MmMkYIC DECLAS SIFICATICM CHIDE
DATE Oe-21-2014

TO

? Co

"UNITED STATES GOY^NMEOT .w
Director, FBI (100-440423)

^ \ .
\7

'

Legat, ’London,
J
(157-99) ) (RUC)

' 0 y
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY-
RM

* '
.

*00: Chicago (157-347) *

r

6

-(U)

date: 1/12/7Q

am
‘L -v’J

-Re newspaper clipping from London' "Daily Express"
12/27/69 forwarded to Bureau 12/31/69 (U)

information on a confidential "basis., advised as follows:

b6
b7C
b7D

Subject, possessing LF.S". Passport $76.1916 > arrived/a
London; Airport, 12/24/9.9. aboard TWA. flight ’77.0 from Chicago..
•At the time subject cleared immigration, controls,, -he ad-r
Vfsed; his destination- in London yas*- the Playboy -Club and

.= -that after staying in London a, few days, he might /travel
nn to Paris, France. V \

” ”

,

1 '

•
'

, :

.i' >>'-"' CLASS. & Pv-T, 3Y .&A
I -C ^ La -BEASON-ECIK II / 1-ZMZ 1. 'Qy'

n

. • ~

’{j$
t/ .

date,-6f RsyiEw /-/otiLgmn

i (U)

Bureau*
l/A- Liaispn (direct)
i - London
JTM : vw .

05)
-

mA'

SEC 14
^77

L * ^
v

isjAti icr:o

j f-

50io«iotr0^

0JA'J^3
.

.

••••
-

Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan

• t -
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FD-36 (Re^S-22-64)
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Date: 1/23/70

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL..
(Priority)

1

3-

/

7

54

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM : SAC, ALBANY (157-2$3) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD. CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(AGITATOR INDEX)
RM

Re Albany airtel to Bureau, 10/11/69.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies,
and for Chicago two copies, of an LHM concerning subject's
appearance at Adirondack Community College, Town of
Queensbury, N.Y., on 1/9/70.

The confidential source utilized in the LHM is

has proven to be reliable.
whose information

\ J — Coverage was afforded by appropriate local police
fagencies; namely the NYSP, South Glens Falls, N.Y., and the
Warren County SO, Lake George, N.Y.

Locally the (JliM is being disseminated to 108th
MIG, Albany; 0SI; Secret Service, Syracuse; and NIC.

(z- Bureau (Euca'.^M0^

0

2- Chicago (157-347) (^cs. 2) (RM)
c.T;A.

2- Albany agency : ACStfHse^ooi , sSc . sbrv. ,

^ eiiS5aa«
DVH:dap dept: iSD,c-rt&r«A0 y K>2^/ ' .

—

(6) H0W-?0Kff:^g/g
’ B J$N 26

DATE gORW^VV^ Sj/? ? .

-

BY:

FEB 9 m
Approved:

Special Agent ,in Charge
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AL 157-347 '

,

4 ••

also, advised, that in the very near
future he expects; to obtain the tape of GREGORY’S speech. He: -

voluntered to have it reproduced and will furnish it to the
.FBI; "

.

The. Albany Office- will forward the tape .to the
Bureau when made available . by

c

This LHM is classified 1'CONFIDENTIAL 1

1

inasmuch as
unauthorized disclosure of its contents might identify the *

s.p.urce of information thereby precluding his. future use and
jeopardizing the national -defense. * .
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FBI AUTCMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 06-2 1-2014

In Reply, Please Refer, to

File No.

UNITED STATES>^ JUSTICE

TEDERAt BUREAU QF IjNfVTSt J G ATION 4

Albany;, New York
January 23, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON; GREGORY,,
also loibwn as-

Dick Gregory
,

On January 9, 19.7Q, at 8:00 Eft* GREGORY delivered'
a speech ,at the Adirondack -Community College Gymnasium,.
Queensbury,. -N.qw York, 'before-approxinktsly 1> 300 .'p.epple,

namely college students arid young adults ; F ' %

Among the highlights- of his presentation, which
lasted for approximately two hours, before a question and
answer session, followed, were the .following:

GREGORY had some observations on President Nixon's
Vietnam spbech ’before' the Christmas holidays; asserting <that
'lie aimed at all the old folks in America,. who are too: old to
go. to Vietnam"., - . .

-
,

- - V Y .

GREGORY admonished the "patriots in America" pril’y

cpricerjj.^liemselves with Indian reservations^. He -warned- of
rieH^>|^^|Gpv.ernment '’for; fpo* long a-peripd saying/that .

'fwhen

that
gets* through with- you, baby, he is going tb make
majority the most vocal group iri America".

decried the slayings of -the JOSEPH YABLONSKT
family arid remarked that in the trial of BOBB^ SEALE in
Chicago,, Illinois, thrit the shackling and gagging of SEALE,
if it had happened in .Russia, would have, caused pePplP tfo ...

•shrug their shoulders and say "that Is Communism for you". -

I

^ i

He told of the danger in a conserutive press.
Declaring about the Chicago Democratic Convention, "they
tried to tell you that you didn't see it on TV, they said the
press created it.”

, /OO^

COPIED DiiBTKO X tUi



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
p

, T

He #as In part agreement with t£icg> President AGNEW, of the
way. he scaled the pre?s_,.

1 He .praised the moratorium
demonstration' on the Vfetnam'- war in November, and Observed
that network .coverdg'e #as.giveii-.td

He did! not advocate destroying the- capitalist
system, but .said that those. present should work td -put

J

-papifalls t ^bre- they belong - behind the. United statesr ;

Constitution; not in front of it>.

* 1

Focusing on. civil irights .and speaking .as^, a black,;
GREGORY said ''we do not Jhate white folk, we hate the
stinking white racism system . . .who are responsible for
this vicious tyhite; racism S^sfce&i, and we gonna hold you to
it."

^

‘

' v '
-

' '

'

; .
*

j * i . ' *

He Said that "non-violence. is my hang-uR.i :ie

wouid. fihd mofe. joy tonight in being killed; hy a man than
-killing that matt myself".',

Raridlirig Floor questions .affer his. piOttoiogue,
. GREGORY' maintained, that the Cetttral Intelligence .Agency- .

killed MARTIN LdTHER KING* J.OHN and ROBERT KENNEDY and
.MALCOLM X,

;
assisted by the Federal Bureau1 of investigation..

In citing reasons for .arriving at this .conclusion, he.
adverted, that KING .could, not have been shot as the Federal
Bureau of Investigation skid. He said that JAMES. EARL RAY
had $400, 000.00 on him when he arrived in. England,. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation for the first time in ’

,

history sent put the wrong .fingerprittts ott: :RAYJ.s escape:;

When asked about, ELDRIDGE CLEAVERfe claim that, the
only way to. reach la# makers was- for the Black Panthers, to
.shot their way; into, the Seriate, GREGORY replied, WI do iot
agree with violence in anyway, shape or fashion.*’; He also,
•said "America to me is woi&hC dying fof$ but I've neVer-igeen
anything worth killing, fofl l '

\



. £E: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

pKEGQRY’s appearance was • sporiSQr>ed ,,

tr/ •th.e. Cuitiiral
Affairs Committee of -t{ia'Studeht5 ;Senate -of, Adirondack
Community CoXiege; HA was introduced 1

jyy t-iALTER Md MENAMINj- -

English instructor and Chairman of the Gbmmittee

.

Thi&^document contains neither'

, . .
recommendations, nor donclusidn jdf ijt|^e *

f&Ti. tfc‘isv the .property of the FBI' . -

; .ahd is loaned to yourageiicy; it; and its
contents, are no.t 5to be. .distributed
Outside your agency i.

'

*





In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

January 27, 1970

Richard Claxton Gregory

' The January 22, 1970, issue of the "Minnesota
Daily," the student newspaper of the University of Minne-
sota, Minneapolis, indicated that Gregory spoke during the
evening of January 21, 1970, at Augsburg College, Minneap-
olis*

Gregory told the audience of nearly 1,000 that
the Number One problem in this country today is moral pollu-
tion and America is the most morally polluted country on
the face of the earth* He said America’s young people are
the most marvelous, , honest , dedicated people in the history
of this country and urged the youthful crowd to examine
America, find out where the cancer is, and then cut it out*

He reflected that the Democratic Convention in
Chicago was the best- thing that ever happened to the young
folks because it pointed out how sick and degenerate this
racist society is. Gregory told the audience that America’s
biggest problem is not ‘capitalism, but capitalists. Gregory
commented he-didn* t^advocate destroying^the capitalist —
system but restoring it to its rightful place, which is not
ahead of, but rather behind, the United States Constitution.

Gregory urged the crowd to address their griev-
ances to the capitalist system. He advised college students
to learn to live and not make the mistake his generation
did, which was being so busy, when going to college, trying
to learn to make a living that they forgot how to live*

The article indicated Gregory was to leave for
Denmark, where he would rejoing John Lennon in a t.wo-to-
three-week fast to* call attention to the problems of the ,

world’s hungry people.

A source, who has furnished, reliable information
in the past, advised that Gregory’s speech at Augsburg
College was sponsored by the Black Student Union of Augs-
burg College, The source estimated Gregory received $1,000,
including expenses, for his speech.

' CONTAINED
V*

thi<

/UREC
\ THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER.

//RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS OF
THE FBI: IT IS THE PROPERTY OF
THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY;
IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE

DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY.-
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

F B I

Date: 2/2/70

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
:

(Priority)

fit/

Tb: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-6951) (P)

-O /f]
subject: Richard claxtqn-okegory ,

aka 1

RM-BN
(00: Chicago)

Re New Orleans airtel to Bureau 11/14/69.

Subject GREGORY spoke at Centenary College,
Shrevenort, La. night of 2/1/70 without incident. Summary
being obtained and pertinent information will be furnished
Bureau and Chicago.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
•HEREIN

,
IS UNCLASSIFIED. A

date^Zi/^MIdy,3&&L

2jt- Bureau
2 - Chicago
2 - New Orleans

TPK/amm \

d?-
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l
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BURJEAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Miami, Florida
January 30, 1970

!

Z

Re: LECTURE OF DICK GREGORY,
MIAMI-DADE JUNIOR COLLEGE,
NORTH CAMPUS,
MIAMI, FLORIDA
1-3 P.M.,
JANUARY 29, 1970
RACIAL MATTERS

_Qn_ January 29, 1970, Detective
Dade County Departmen or jfudjlic .safety,

Miami, Florida, advised that at a lecture Comedian DICK
GREGORY spoke at Miami-Dade Junior College, North Campus,
from 1—3 p.m. Several hundred students including
blacks, whites, and those of Spanish extraction, attended
GREGORY’S lecture which took place without incident.
The speech was held at the John F. Kennedy Health Center
which is located on the campus.

This speech was sponsored by the Miami-Dade
“Junior College Student Government Association according to
an article which appeared in the ’’Miami Times”, a weekly
Miami, Florida, newspaper, dated January 23, 1970.

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished
locally to the 111th M. I. Group, the- U. S. Secret Service,
and the U. S. Attorney, Miami, Florida.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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FBI WASH DC

FBI DETROIT

2:16PM URGENT/1^30/70 NRA 2P

to Director and Chicago

FROM DETROIT Cl 57- >

CPG

<$>

SPEAKING APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY .
AKA.

DICK GREGORY. WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, KALAMAZOO,

«A»rTF.RS

i

_ _ M racial matters

Michigan, Feb. three next, rm.

1/

UKW, rw ' \

SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED THAI DICK. GREGORY,

—- • a * »»* m tr tr c

[ WELL-KNOWN NEGRO COMEDIAN, WILL APPEAR AT EIGHT- PM. FEB. -

THREE, NEXT, AT WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY <WMUI KALAMAZOO

MICHIGAN, AT THE EXPENSE OF WMU STUDENTS ASSOCIATION A

EIGHT PM WILL GIVE A SPEECH OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FRE

IN THE AUDITORIUM.

SOURCE ADVISED THAT PRIOR TO THIS SPEECH GREGORY W,

ARRIVE IN KALAMZOO AT THREE FORTY PM VIA NORTH CENJR&
'

airlines, flight .eIght' seven five, and AT FIVE IfWl
.

* - rtc tut? MARTIN LUTHER HI

D

i&M
AIRLINES, ruw^.r'"-; —

'
iituttp KTtSEC 98

WILL HOLD A MEETING WITH MEMBERS OF THE MAR —
|

SCHOLARSHIP FUND WHICH SET .UP UNDER FEDERAL GRANT^

> T° ,
’

/

R0
xeIo™

ITI0
"^ ALLmORMATIOrCONTAXNEDv^'W

END PAGE ONE



PAGE TWO

USA, GRAND RAPIDS, SECRET SERVICE, GRAND RAPIDS AND

G-TWO, DETROIT, ADVISED.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

END,.

CAH

FBI WASH DC

CO MR. SULLIVAN
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SGLASSIFICATIQH jMJTHDRITY ItERIVED FROM:
BI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

DATE 06-21-2014

>'•

FBI WASH DC

fEOfcRAL Dl'HLVJ 0.- JfiVESTia'Ui^M

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

feed ',970

t

j
fjl DETROIT,.

£1^4:33 PM /URGENT 2-4-70 NMG

TO DOCTOR AND CHICAGO

FROM DETROIT (157-5447) 2P

SPEAKING APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY,

DICK^SREGORY, WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, KALAMAZOO,

MICHIGAN, FEBRUARY THREE, NINETEEN SEVENTY, RM

SOURCE ONE, RELIABLE, ADVISED GREGORY APPEARED AS

SCHEDULED AT WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY (WMU). AUDITOR IU

APPROXIMATELY EIGHT O'CLOCK P.M., FEBRUARY THREE, LAST,

WHERE HE SPOKE TO CAPACITY CROWD OF ABOUT FOUR THOUSAND

PERSONS. SPEECH GENERALLY NON-VIOLENT. NO INCIDENTS
x-

OCCURRED. ^ (U)
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SOURCE TWO, RELIABLE, INFORMED GREGORY DID
|||j§g §g

LD

DISCUSSION WITH MARTIN LUTHER KING STUDENTS AT WMU, NOR

DID HE ATTEND PRE-ARRANGED MEETING' WITH LOCAL NEGRO COMMTn'TTT^

.... ' «o FEB 6 1970
LEADERS. (y ) .
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SOURCE TWO ADVISED THAT GREGORY LODGED AT HOLIDAY INTT"" —
'

ENCLOSURE |
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PAGE TWO

| ^ (U)

GREGORY DEPARTED KALAMAZOO, SEVEN TWENTY A.M., FEBRUARY

FOUR, INSTANT, FOR CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

G-TWO, DETROIT, SECRET SERVICE AND USA, GRAND RAPIDS

ADVISED.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE DETROIT TEL TO BUREAU AND CHICAGO, JANUARY THIRTY, LAST.

SOURCE ONE IS

SOURCE TWO I

LHM FOLLOWS.
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12:05 P.M. 2-14-70 URGENT MEP

DIRECTOR (157-2780)

CHICAGO (157-347)

FROM: OMAHA (157-217)
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Mr. Mohr. —
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Tele. Room
Miss Holmes—
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DICK CLAXTON GREGORY. RM.

IOWA CITY, IOWA (PROTECT IDENTITY) ADVISED GREGORY SCHEDULElX/

TO SPEAK AT MAIN STUDENT LOUNGE/, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, EIGHT

PM, FEBRUARY SIXTEEN NEXT. HIS TOPIC WILL BE "SOCIAL PROBLEMS-

SOCIAL OR ANTI-SOCIAL?", IN PROGRAM SPONSORED BY UNIVERSITY
L_I

VISITOR LECTURE SERIES. BEgSJEVED GREGORY WILL DEPART IOWA

CITY, IOWA, SAME NIGHT FOR RETURN CHICAGO BY AIR.

OMAHA WILL FOLLOW AND REPORT RESULTS GREGORY0S APPEARANCE,

HOWEVER, FOR LACK ADEQUATE SECURITY WILL NOT ATTEND GREG0RYI7S

APPEARANCE, UTILIZING INSTANT SOUROE.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED).
HEREIN IS UNCIAfSIFIEp

\
END. A
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FD-36 (hev. -5-22-64)

Date: 2/10/70

'transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

*

SAC, PORTLAND (157-329)

RICHARD CLAXTOl^REGORY., a)SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTOflPGREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
RM
(00: CG)

Enclosed for the Bureau and 11 copies and for
Chicago two copies. of a Letterhead Memorandum (LHM) regarding
subject*s appearance at Southern Oregon College, Ashland,
Oregon, 2/23/70. Also enclosed for the. Bureau are copies FD-376,.

Copies of LHM are being disseminated to -USA,
Sepret Service, Military Intelligence, OSI, and NIC all- of
Portland;

MSSSSSt -*sr*i,ssc - sw

- '&/0J
?)- Bureau (Enc. lg-) (AM) (RM)^^ JO1

"2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 2) (AM) (RM)
2 - Portland (I -r 157-329 DICK GREGORY)

(1 - 157-493 SOC-BSU):
JJM : lbt i

'
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55 FEB 2.5
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* Agent in CHarc ttpT



~ FD-376 (Rev. 8-1-66)

0 , 6U^UTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION;

In Reply, Please, Refer to

File No.,

Director

United ^States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

\Vashingtpn, p.^C. 20220

Washington, d.c. 20535

February 10, 1970

Dear Sir:

The information furnished.herewith concerns an -individual- who is believed to be

covered by- the agreement between the FBI and'Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection,*and' to fall within-the category or categories checked.
*

,

1.

Q Has attempted or .threatened 'bodily- harm to any governmentofficialoremployee,
including foreign government officials residing -in or planning an imminent visit to the

U.’S., because of his. official status. '
.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a. grievance -against any public official by other

than legal means., - -

*

3. XXI Because of background’ is potentially ’dangerous; or has been identified/as member dr

participant; in communist, movement; or has been under active, investigation's member
of other-group or organization' inimicalsto U. S.-

4. n:U-S. citizens or residents who defect from.the U. S. to. countries in -the, Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs.and return. •

5. XXI.Subversives. ultrarightists, -racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:,

(a) Q Evidence of emotional instability ^including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

„

-(b) (XXExpressions' of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
1

•

(c) (XX Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or;, statements

•indicating a propensity ‘for violence and antipathy toward
(
good order

and government.-

6. Q Individuals involved, in illegal bombing or illegal •bomb-making.

Photograph I (.has been furnished F"1 enclosed f~~) is not Available

2® may be available through Chicago Police ‘Department

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent,in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service, Portland, Oregon

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classificd enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes ^UNCLASSIFIED.) >



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
% /

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Portland, Oregon

!

February 10 , 1970

RICHARD' CLAXTON GREGORY
Also Known As Dick Gregory

RACIAL MATTERS

The February 6, 1970 issue of "The Siskiyou,"
Southern Oregon College (SOC) .student newspaper, Ashland,
Oregon, on page 1, set forth that the Black Students Union
(BSU) , SOC, Ashland, is sponsoring a "symposium" on minority
relations during February 22-24, 1970, at Ashland, Oregon.
One of the speakers,' Dick Gregory', identified as a noted
civil .rights worker and comedian, will appear on February 23,
1970, at the college gymnasium at 8 p.m., and. his topic will
-be,.-•JMinor.ities^in-Amer.ica.lJ' .He. _is_being~sponsdred- -by. the.
SOC Concert and Lecture Series.

The BSU is described in the appendix
attached hereto.

DAT %-q gy
- 1 - 7

This- document contains neither recommendations-*nor -conclusions-
of the FBI; It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency. -

/ (TO
~

ENCLOSURE
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- appendix

' THE BLACK STUDENTS UNION (BSU)

The .Black Students Union is an organization of Negro
College Students at various American universities for the
purpose of advancing the educational level of the Negro student.

- APPENDIX

- 2* -



FD-36 ‘(Rev. 5-22-64) Q,
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 2/11/70

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIR MIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-6951) (RUC)

. O
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

TtKPEN
—

‘

(00: Chicago)

Re New Orleans airtel to Bureau 2/2/70.

Enclosed are; lour copies of LHM of summary of
speech given by subject at Centenp^u Pniiatro—Shreveport, La.
2/1/70, Source of information is SAC Contact,

Two copies of LHM furnished Chicago.

£& ^FORMATION CONTAINED >

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' jdg!*
DATE_/- A&* £c ny

b, TO£(A , 5 $

yf// o

Co £/**-

')/ck£

2J- Bureau (Enc 4) ,(TcM)

2 - Chicago (Enc 2) (RM)
2 - New Orleans (1 - 157-6951) .

(1 - SAC contact

TPK/amm
(6)

ryi

M/y /j£L£r -

n't- \*i- \ -b ^FEg'is,
T I /

't/J*A23 ~5S.\



DECLASSIFICRTIOH AUTHORITY UERI¥EO FROM: -

mi HiHillO: DECLAS IlfICATIOIJ GUIDE
[DATE Qg-21^2014

O r ' 9
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New Orleans,.: Louisiana

In Reply, Please Refer to February li‘, 1970
File 'No.l a

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

^
, A reliable confidential source advised that on

' Sunday, February 1, 1970, Dick Gregory spoke at Brown
Memorial Chapel, Centenary College* He arrived about 30

W minutes late and the program began at 8:30 PM. Some young
- student who is oh the Forum Committee introduced him and

* he started off his talk with a number of jokes and then
,4 talked for two hours* He then declared a five minute

-
' rest period so ‘'people could leave without being called

racists**’ Several people did leave at this time* After
. the break there was a fairly good discussion with several
\ students challenging remarks made, by him.

During the talk Gregory made only two remarks
of a possible threatening nature. One was that 10 years
ago Henry Ford did not give a damn about him and does not
today except that Ford pays attention to him because, he

v knows that if he, Gregory, gets displeased that “Gregory
v/ill burn his plant down." The other statement was some-
thing to the effect that if he was in Vietnam and got
killed and was buried by the Viet Cong that he would be
buried in the same trench with a white, person. But, if

he got killed and his body shipped back to the United States
he could not be buried alongside a white man and “this makes
me wonder whether I am shooting at the right people."

He criticized President Nixon severely -saying
that L.B. Jj._ was smarter when he was eight years old
than Nixon would be if he lived ten thousand years.
He said that Nixon was dumb and he wishes that we had
50 Nixons because more progress in desegregation had
been made under Nixon thafc any other President

*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDv "5

HEREIN, IS UNCLASSIFIED J. /I

DATE /- /y - $03tMU8-3itil'/6d!'

IKCLOSU



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
*}»*

He was quite humorous in his presentation and
in._talking about Vice-President Agnew he said "Agnew was
the kind of giiy.who would make a crank call on the hot
line to Moscow.’*

He said that some objection is made to the Negro
because of his '•criminal tendencies" but he said that in
Washington where they claim the crime rate is high because
of Negroes that more stealing goes on on Capitol Hill than
by the Negroes in Washington, D.C. He said that they claim
the Negroes nedd education but .that if education were the
test the "Jews would own America,"

His favorite line that he put in every five
minutes was "no more tricks , " He said that America was
the worst nation on the face of the globe. He also said
^hat^white -people seemed to Jbe frightened of the Negro
because of his possible involvement with "white women- but
the Negro had been "programmed from youth" by seeing the
ads by which the white woman was portrayed along with the
new model cars, Pepsi-Cola, etccetera, and this made the
Negro think the white woman was the ultimate attainment.
He was rather coarse in several parts of his talk. He said
he spent 90 per cent of his. time *on college campuses and
that young people are having to straighten out problems
that they did not create.

At the close of his talk he suggested that
everybody buy his album which he said contained most
of his talk.

Much of the talk v/as mere ramblings of a disjointed
nature along with his jokes. He offered nothing of a
constructive nature *



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Those in attendance were students, faculty,
and school officials.* Arrangements for the talk was by
the Forums Committee of the Student Senate of Centenary
College y There were approximately 500 in attendance.'

Members of the press were not present during
the talk, however, he was interviewed by the press prior
to the talk.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
* of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned

to your agency; it, and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

3*



2/12/.70

A X R T E It

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165706-32) ,

SAC, NEW HAVEN (100-19186) (P>

BLACK -PANTHER PARTY
EM

NH 605-R* (NH T-12) who reports on the. activity

4 Of the BPP, New Haven 3^ Sirluan Avo. . Won. TTavnli.. Conny,
Afaisha on ?vm/7n. -t-ha-d 1—

.

J 1 nm In in ^^taCt WjLtd I

C555 E r 1
IWillliaantife

1

b6 \ >

b7C IfV
b7D

to sneak. I I according to this informant* has recently
been in contact, with BP?, New Haven, asking for a BPP speaker on

r April 11, 1970, at a black, conference being sponsored by the.

W Afro-American Society of Eastern Conn. State College*)

to- please cone up with
pointed out that ,thn BPPborne funds., because Of thpir need. He

bad people in jail and are in desperate need, of money.
said that the Afro-American Society is sponsoring the meeting
and that DICK GREGORY wilt .be there on April 12, 1970,

|
|told

the most they could pay the* Panthers in April would.

be §25 said bo would reconsider and calll later.

4> Bureau (2 :- 165-165706-321
4 (2J. 100-440423 D.UGREGORY)

4 - Chicago (2 - 157-1291)
——

-

(2 - 157-347 D, GREGORY)
1 - San Francisco. (Info)

'

2 — New Haven
GFB/jbia- =

-

(11) -

REGISTERED HAIL

I

4 :

*)

i

^ i

1

<N li

j*

-}>

a-

1?‘Fir!o
>

Rt>iPr

mmmm M
I*

/

AH INFORMATION CONTAINED

>

, 0 HEREIN IS UMCLASSIF# ^^
) 7 DATE_/£25.rS -- w



NH 605-E* (NH T-12) is being operated undor
Departmental authorization* information obtained from
this informants is classified "CONFIDENTIAL,” Should it
be necessary to disseminate this information, outside the
Bureau, it should be appropriately paraphrased in order to
proic.ct this highly sensitive source*

LEADS;

CHICAGO

Will attempt to verify above scheduled Visit of
.DICE GREGORY at Eastern Conn, State College on April 12,
l970

?
and advise" New Haven of type of coverage desired*

2*
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Date:

o
2/10/70

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

Via.
(Priority)

\

/

£
/

y-

!'(

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, DETROIT (157-5447) (C)
V

SPEAKING APPEARANCE OF
'

RICHARD CLAXTOfKGREGORY

,

aka y

,

Dick Gregory^
"" **

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY,.
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
2/3/70
RM

’

Re Detroit teletype 2/4/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau are' 11 copies and for
__Chicago_.two_.copies.-of- .a n^LHM- regarding speaking appearance-
of captioned subject.

Two copies of the LHM are being furnished. G-2,
Detroit and Secret Service, Grand Rapids, and one copy of
the LHM is being furnished USA, Grand Rapids 1

, Michigan.

The sources utilized in, the LHM are identified
as follows: '

Source #1 isf

b7D
Source #2 is ^^NOT^RECORDED

The LHM is classified confidentia^^tS^rt^e1^
sources utilized, who are of ra

continuing value

(p- Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)™CY:'ACSi;^:
, ogr, SEO.

S

2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)-., t* PEPT: isp.essasao
3 - Detro^-t ,

i.HOV/.gQRv/;: > V.

daje for

Sent :

.So^c^al Agent in Charge, / -MCLPSURE

O
.V
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• In Reply, Please Refer to'

’ File No. .Detroit, Michigan
February 10, 1970

.
Re? Speaking Appearance of

,** -Richard Claxton Gregory,
Also Knov/n As,
Dick Gregory,
Western Michigan ‘University,
Kalamazoo, Michigan
February 3, 1970 -

Source number one, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that Dick Gregory, a well—
known Negro comedian, was engaged by the Student Association
(SA1 at Western Michigan University-,- Kalamazoo, Michigan, to"
give a speech at the Western Michigan University Auditorium on
February 3, 1970. According to the source, the speech was
scheduled to be open to the public and free of charge.

Source number one further advised that Gregory
is scheduled to arrive, in Kalamazoo at 3:40 p.m. , February 3.— 19

T°» via North Central Airlines Flight Number 875, from
Chicago, Illinois, and arrangements were, made for him to
lodge at the Holiday Inn, Crosstown Parkway in Kalamazoo, Michigan

Arrangements were made by the Ytestern Michigan
‘

University SA for Gregory to meet with students under the
Martin Luther King Scholarship Program at Western Michigan

‘ University prior to his speech. Students in this program are
indigent Negroes whose tuition is funded with Federal grants.

CONFl£Bij£tAL

.Excluded From Automatic
•

. Downgrading’ and
Declassification

; , /i)0
’

• •
'' *’ ®ItQSURB.

EagSHRE-



V

Re: ' Speaking Appearance of
Richard Claxton Gregory,
Also Known As,
Dick Gregory,
Western Michigan University,’
.Kalamazoo, Michigan
February 3, 1970

Arrangements were also tentatively made by the
Western Michigan University SA for Gregory to meet with local
Kalamazoo Negro leaders after his speech.

Source number two, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on February 4, 1970, that Gregory appeared
as scheduled at the Western Michigan University Auditorium at
approximately 8:00 p.m., February 3, 1970, where he spoke before
a capacity crowd of approximately 4,000 persons. The source
characterized Gregory’s speech as generally non-violent and noted
that included among his topics were President Nixon, Vice
President Agnew, the Negro problem, the poor white problem, and
the Black Panther Party, (BPP)..

A characterization of the BPP is contained
in the appendix attached hereto.

The same source informed that in his remarks,
Gregory referred to President Nixon as one of the"most stupid
people in government” and defined Vice President Agnew as
being ”more stupid than the President”. According to the
source, no incidents occurred at Gregory’s speech.

Source number one advised on February 4, 1970,
that Gregory did not meet with the Martin Luther King students
at Western Michigan University, nor did he attend the tentatively
arranged meeting with the Kalamazoo flegro community leaders.
Instead, Gregory spent much of his time in Kalamazoo at the
University Field House where he engaged in athletic endeavors.



I

I-

Speaking Appearance of
Richard Claxton Gregory,
Also Known As,
Dick Gregory,
Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, Michigan
February 3, 1970

at the
.le lodged
1 was in

Source number one further advised that Gregory
departed Kalamazoo at 7:20 a.m., February 4, 1970, via North
Central Airlines Flight S04, en route to Chicago, Illinois.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to
be distributed outside your agency.

- 3 -
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APPENDIX

1 1 ' BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

A ,
• ,

i According to its official,. newspaper, the Black
Panther Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in
Oakland, California*, to organize black people so they can
take control of the life, politics, and the destiny of the
black community. It was organized by BOBBY GEORGE SEALE,
BPP Chairman, and HUEY P. NEWTON, BPP Minister of Defense.
NEWTON is presently serving a sentence -of 2 to 15 years
on a conviction of manslaughter in connection with the
killing of an Oakland ’Police Officer. ..

N

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther",
which further describes itself as the "Black Community News
Service", states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics in its revolutionary program to end
oppression of the black people. Residents of the black
community are urged to arm themselves against the police who
are consistently referred to in the publication as "pigs"
who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968,
contains an editorial ’by BPP Minister of Education GEORGE
MASON MURRAY, wliich "ends with the following;

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of
America, revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only cul-
ture, worth keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change.
Freedom everywhere. Dynamite! Black Power, Use the gun;

Kill the pigs everywhere .

"

Included in the introduction .to an article appearing
>

in the* October 5, 1968, edition of ."The 'Black- Panther" is .the

statement, "...we v/ill not dissent from American Government..
. We v/ill overthrow it.

"

• f

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO. Tse-Tung of the
People's Republic of China and feature MAO’s statement that
"political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."







OPTIONAL FOAM NO. 10
MAY \M COITION
CSA ffMA (41 Cftt 101-11.6 /j

UNITED STATES GOVEI^MENT

Memorandum

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (*100-440423) date: 2/19/70

SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(AGITATOR INDEX)
RM

Re Albany air tel to Bureau dated, 1/23/70.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is a copy
of a tape of GREGORY'S speech at Adirondack Community
College, Queensbury, New York—nn l/lfi/70—as

voluntarily furnished to SA I
|
by ^

|at the A
College, who is a reliable and established source. ^

Bureau (RM)
1- Chicago (157-347^^^* - -

DVH:lew
(4)

r

ALL'INFORMATION CONTAINED ^
gfREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDAvj ^0

MAR

/£>£) - W6
REG-126.

&. FEB^U970

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



FD-36 (Rev. .5-22-64)*

* V

Transmit the following in

F B 1

Date: 2/25/70

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

TO:

FROMi

DIRECTOR,. FBI

sac, Charlotte (157-newv

<SL_.
APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTJON GREGORY,
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY AT’

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
March 2 , 1970 ft

Enclosed for -the Bureau* are* 8 copies of LHM in caption
matter. Copies being disseminated locally to Secret Service
and military intelligence agencies .

----- - -

- Information from fur

|

who contacted
nished to
ahd C£>t .

ff
Charlotte will follow GREGORY'S appearance; and

if tape recording is available, transcription will be made
and copy furnished the Bureau.isnea tne Bureau

)/r~-

-v ENCLOSURE
^2^Bureau< (Encs. 8) (RM)?

’’THSfiarlotte (2 - 15 7“NEW)
(1 - 157-177 Sub B)

RRG:mjb

(5) ^

vVJ*'

RATION CONTAINED

FEB 28m

Approved: ? \v

-tj? i ^Special 1 Agent
V, S. GOVERNMENT^ PRINTING OFFICE i 1969 O - 346-090 (U)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

Charlotte, North Carolina
February 25, 1970

APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
; NORTH CAROLINA STATE; UNIVERSITY
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
MARCH 2, 1970
RACIAL MATTER

On February 20. 1970,
North Carolina State University (NCSU) ,

Raleigh, North Carolina, advised that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
also known as DICK GREGORY, is scheduled to participate in
"The Black Symposium Series" at North Carplina State University,
Raleigh, North Carolina, on March 2, 1970.

GREGORY is scheduled to participate in a 4:00 P. M.
seminar entitled, "Making^ It in Entertainment" and will speak_
at 8:00 P. M. at the Erdahi-cibyd Union on the subject, "The
Black Revolution and Afro-American Culture."

b6
b7C

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, also known as DICK GREGORY,
is a nationally known night club entertainer and civil Rights
activist who publicly endorses civil disobedience and militant-
type activities by Negroes under auspices of the Civil Rights .

Movement

.

Captain

On February 24, 1970,
1 Worth Carol ina fitatp Rurpan of Tnwsfcigati on

f

Carolina,
-investigation.

Raleigh,
Police Department, were made aware of the above

and
North

»e*tr

..at3J!£D

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER
RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS-
OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY

THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR
AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE
NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE
YOUR AGENC1O|0\_0SURE
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Transmit the following in

Via Airtel

F B I

Date: 2/20/70

_ -
.

t
.fS

(Type in plaintext or code) \JL/
~
mJ

(Priority)

i

DIRECTOR, FBI (157^2780)

SAC, OMAHA (157-217) (C)

OBJECT: DICIC CLAXTON^REGORY
RM

00: Chicago

Re Omaha teletype to Bureau and Chicago entitled
as above, dated 2/14/70.

b6
Enclosed, herewith for the Bureau are twelve (12) b7c

copies and for Chicago fpur (4) copies' of ah LHM captioned b7D
as above, which sets forth the results of a speech made by
subject at the Main Student Lounge, University of Iowa
evening of 2/16/70.

The source utilized in enclosed LHM is Lt "if-

W

5&

a

o
§

§
,v' r*
h s
p
B

ep

K

Iowa, Iowa City,, Iowa, who requests his identity be concealed.

Copies of this LHM are being disseminated to the
USA, SDI, Des Moines, Iowa, MIG, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Secret Service, Omaha, Nebraska, in view of these
continuing interest in these matters.

AGENCY: ACSI.Ke.OSI.SEC.SBRV,

,

^ DEPT: ISDrSS^SfSfr

HOy/FORW:
A

(4)-. Bureau 12J- 157-'2780 ) (EncT
:

10 ) (Registered Mail)
C2 - 176-63) (Enc. 2)

4 - Chicago (2 - 157-347) (Enc. 2) (Registered Mail) y
(2 - 176-31) (Enc. 2)

'

2 - Omaha (1 - 157-217)
(1 - 100-7058 New Left Movement)

GDM:cac
(10)

\SiW
rmn » 1

^proved: ? "ctij T-; T fm.g-?T^TT5D
Special Agent BY

^



OH 157-217

Enclosed EHMt is classified confidential
because it contains information received from the
above mentioned .source and the unauthorized disclosure
of this information could fend to identify this source
of value and compromise- his continued effectiveness.

2*



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Omaha, Nebraska

February 20, 1970 -

DICK CLAXTON GREGORY

On February 17, 1970,- a source advised; that Gregory
spoke the night of February 16, 1970, to a standing-room .only
crowd of more than 2,000 persons in the -Main .Union Lounge,

’

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. His topic, was. "Social
Problems. - Social or Anti-Social?", in a program sponsored
by University Lecture Series.

Source said Gregory T s speech touched off a week-
long program at the University known as "Black Experience
Week," with all events free and. open to the public, /

although tickets for Gregory’s talk were fifty cents.

In the course of hiS speech, Gregory said he
sympathized" with what he called the tasks the nation’s
youth have before them, and joked about what he called the
ineptness of the current’ administration - and reminded;
his audience that- he thought* blacks hold whites responsible
for society’s ills'.

Gregory said he felt sorry for today’s youth.
He likened- their parents investments in them to a check that
would bounce in 30 or 40 years. He pointed to the problems
of southern school integration anid whites protest against
it, saying, "Who are the Southerns- hurting by keeping
their kids out Cf school?" ljHe said he felt sorry for the
kids and not their parents. From this remark, Gregory moved
into an attack on President Nixon remarking, "Dick Nixon
shows up the state of this- nation better than anything."
He said he would rather have^Nixon, in the White House than
Hubert Humphrey, Lyndon Johnson, or, any of the Kenriedys.
"Blaok folks have' no trouble with a dumb' white man - and
Nixon is without doubt the dumbest. ’’



DICK CLAXTON GREGORY

Source advised that David Eisenhower, Nixon’s
son-in-law , likewise' was - the butt of some of. Gregory’s
humor ) referring to Eisenhower as "Not as simple as I

thought, up, 'there joining them Naval Reserves.”

Source advised further that Gregory discussed
the strength American youth would* have’ if they tried, to

' end Ijhe war by' an economic boycott, remarking, "If nothin’
else works , next Thanksgiving threaten to' boycott
.Christmas '- you ’ ll be. surprised what - happens , and; if
they ask what 'to tell your kids about Santa, tell them
,he’s over in Vietnam droppin’

- napalm on babies*" He
went oh to say that Patriots used to be on the side of
the, oppressed and that how they are on- the side of the
oppressor . He called American flag stickers sported' on
-car windows as ’"a. mark- of bigotry, racism .and stupidity*,”
With this remark he was greeted with crys of "Right on!"
from the audience, which source said is; a cry used by
Black Panther members . .

* r

Gregory warned about what he said would be the
situation at the end of Nixon’s administration*, He said >

the silent majority is going to be the most vocal group,

ever-heard ,—remarking, ; "You. voted.that trick.into office *

how you. live. with it."

Gregory' emphasized the importance of the "Chicago.
Seven" trial as ah example of what he, said was the state
of America. He saih Black Panther Bobby Seale was indicted

• -on conspiracy charges with seven other persons, five of whom.

Gregory said Seale didn’t know. He said the real issue of that
trial was the- right of a defendant to defend himself. He
remarked that in Los Angeles they' let "thatManson boy"
(accused of murdering Sharon Tote and. others) defend himself,
but because Seale was black he had to take a lawyer assigned
to, hijn.

* *
1 * t

In closing his talk, Gregory remarked that the blacks
do not hate whites', they hate the white system and hold all
whites responsible, for it . He remarked that , "What
the block, wants is what Aretha* Franklin asks for in her song;.

Just a little respect and dignity*"
V '

2



DICK CLAXTOlf GREGORY

Source noted further that in connection with the
week-long program referred to as "Black Experience Week”
at University of Iowa r a program of poetry, dancing, clothing
fashions, music and discussion has been scheduled, which will
include four plays performed by students from Central State
University in Wilberforce, Ohio.

The theme "Black Racism — White Racism” will be
dispussed over an open microphone on one of the -days known
as "Soundoff Soapbox". Poetry readings will be given by
Yal Gray and Sonja Sanchez, two nationally known black poets.

On one of the nights during the week, Bill Cosby*

s

television film called, ’’Black History: Lost, Strayed or
Stolen", will bp followed by discussion among the
viewers’. A session of "Black- Expression” is scheduled.
Gospel singers, a

,

guitarist playing blues and soul music, and
poetry readings by University students , are on the program.
The, University's Black Dance Troupe will perform, which includes
a selection of modern and African dances and an intermission
ceremony dedicating” the event to. the memory of Malcolm X.

Seventeen black students will be the dancers. There is

be a black fashion show made up of fourteen black students
and paintings and sculpture by -black University students will
be shown. .

Source said the above week-long program other than
Gregory's speech, is sponsored by the Black Culture Area of

the. Uhivarsity Union Board.

Source advised there was no disorder of any
sort in connection with Gregory's appearance. He arrived
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, by air from Chicago, Illinois, and
returned to Chicago by air.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the EBI. It is the property of the
IBI and is lbaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT, OFi/JUSTICE

^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
v*

Omaha, Nebraska

February 20, 1970

Is

Title: DICK CLAXTON GREGORY

Reference; Memorandum dated February
20, .1970., at Omaha, Nebraska

, ; / All. sources (except any listed below) whose
identities are concealed in referenced .communication have
furnished reliable information, in the past.

'This document, contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and.- is loaned to. your agency; it and its contents are not to

. be distributed outside your agency.
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 3-5-70

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

' PROMs

DIRECTOR^ FBI (100-440423)
!

SAC; KNOXVILLE (157-1523) (P)

WILLIAM M. KUNSTLER
SM - MISC.

o
JRICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On 3-4-70.1
|

| University of Tennessee (UT)

;

Knoxville; Tennessee; advised that KUNSTLER is to appear aftd
’

speak, at the University of Tennessee; April 2; 1970; -and that
DICK GREGORY is scheduled to appear and speak .April 9; 1970,
in connection with "Man and his Environment" series.

In the 3-4-70 issue of the Knoxville News-Sentinel ,

a daily publication, Knoxville, Tennessee, information set
forth that KUNSTLER to speak 4-2-70, at: .UT and that this speech
coincided with the date of the arraignment of UT students' charg-
in connection with the .demonstration at UT on January 15, 1970.
•Article indicated KUNSTLER had been previously contacted by
one of those arrested and he had agreed to serve in an advisory
capacity. Hie topic will be "Tfie Conspiracy^ Trials Its Legal
and Political Ramifications."

Article ^further indicated that KUNSTLER assisted •

University of Tennessee students, last .spring -iii *a Federal coav''
suit that . eventually gave University of Tennessee an open^py^
Speake

|i-lM
iCy

RE&58 to 'M*¥&3
In addition, article'r£ridicated that on 4-9-70, DICKS.

GREGORY Will also speake and it^was the rejection of GREGORY x
as a campus speaker some 16 months, :ago that »he

l

ped^hpark J
the open speaker policy controversy ^jat UT.

Bureau *

,

18 MA

4-. Chicago (2 -157-347, RICHARD. GREGORY) (RM)
' (2 - WILLIAM, KUNSTLER)

*

2 - New York (WILLIAM^KUNS.TLER) (RM) *

ALL INFO

4
WnCONTAINED
NCLASSIFIED

»
copy

fuedV-^V^7

^
/oL



y
“KX x57-l523

t l
* * »

‘

Contact being { maintained with' SSD<r
9 1 y

<

Knoxville PD, Secret Service,, and 111th MI GP.

are aware of the above,,

Attempts are being made to have speech taped
through SAC contacts -and local newspapers and/or other
sources. '

Bureau will be kept advised.
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F B I

Date: 3/4/70

Transmit the iollowing in

Via
AIRTEL

T

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

X.

TO j DIRECTOR, FBI

?ROH, t §AC, RE1? JHAVEN (i^-NEW) <RUQ)

SUfejM?! BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL
?RQWN UNIVERSITY

'

PROVIDENCE , RHODE ISLAND
RARCH, 1970
RACIAL MATTER

Enclosed for the Bureau are fifteen^ (IS)
copies of an L^M aiated and captioned as above.

Enclosed for Boston are isix copies of the
y$qe LHM. Fpxt Newafk, New Yor|c pud Chicago are four
(popios each of the same LHM. *

l

. The enclosed LRM is classified CONFIDENTIAL

y Wpvfav fft « fcicfhl? aep^itiyp spurce of
]K co^t^nping value.

, The spurce made reference to in the enplosed
LHM is NH 605-R*, wto.reportson activities of the BPP,
New Haven' Chapter, 35 Sylvan Ave„, New Haven, Conn.

(%)- Bureau (2-Bldck Arts Festival)W
( 1-100-443566-J yHFORHAN) (l-105-l65706-32'-BPP)
(CUIOO-440423-DLgRECORY)
CT-100-425307-LEROJ JONES) (Encs. 15)

5 - Boston (2-1 57-Black Arts Festival)
£T(1-BPP) (1-157J

(Ci-i57«r^ i

u_Efistiyaii

__} 1-J157-*
htw^> -Yi

654) (BPP),
(Encs. b)/^> ~

4. - Chicago (2-157-Black Arts Festival) NOT RECORDED
(2-157-347-D. GREGORY) (Encs. 4) ^ MAR 12 1970

£

4 - Newark (2-157-Black Arts Festival)
(?-100-42539-LE ROIU JONES) (Encs. 4)

«*4 - New Yopk (2T)L57-Biack Arts Festival)
(2-100-155090-JAMES F0RN[AN) (Encs. 4)

4 «r New Haven (1-J.57-NEW)
A«\ (1-100-19186) (

1

-157-1462 -f ]
•

*»-

GO
?'1

b6
b7C

,„ -. x
" ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED v

PRIGINAL

FILED

IN

/^"

^-

16778
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NH 1^7-NEW

In additionrto that related in the enclosed LHM
concerning the Black Arts Festival,
that he was related to GEORGS EDWARDS of the Panthers

,

]fco!d

For the information of Boston, GEORGE EDY/ARDS
is currently incarcerated in the State of Conn, on charges
of murder for the slaying of ALEX RACKLEY, alleged BPP
police informer whose body was found in Hiddlefield, Conn,
in May, 1969

.

In addition
the enclosed LHM, this
1970, that on March 2, 1970, th
contact with I I vv

to the information which appears in
informant further reported on March 2,

who
referred to the

University nnd[

gave
£act

t
at

hi^s identity as

l

that he was goin

was in

to ssrovm

aahQ ffiauld ilnu±! 1H

referring to the Black
the enclosed LEM)

,

ItoXd him that there were gindent;

I
said that he and

wou-icj oe also there (undoubtedly
Arts Festival made reference to in

THIS INFORMANT IS BEING OPERATED UNDER DEPARTMENTAL
AUTHORISATION . INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIS INFORMANT IS
CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL, SHOULD IT BE NECESSARY TO DISSEMINATE
THIS INFORMATION OUTSIDE THE BUREAU, IT SHOULD BF. APPROPRIATELY
PARAPHRASED IN ORDER TG ADEQUATELY PROTECT THIS HIGHLY SENSITIVE
SOURCE.

Any additional information obtained by New Haven
through NH 695-Rf concerning the Black Arts Festival will
fee furnished to Boston by appropriate communication.

LEADS: ..

NEWARK

Hill attempt to determine whether or not LE ROI
JONES will actually spepk at the Black Arts Festival, Brown
llpiyersity, Providence, It.I. and if so advise Boston.

" *

b6
b7C

if

2



HEW YORK

Will attempt to deternina .-whe thev or not
fORMAN will be present at the Black Arts Festival, Brown
University and advise Boston.

CHICAGO

Will determine whether or not PICK GREGORY vdMl
be present at the Black Arts Festival, Brown University.
?*nd advise Boston

,



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICEOc

Federal bureau of investigation

New Haven, Connecticut

March 4, 1970

BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL
mom UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
’’ARCH, 1970

On March 2, 1970, a source who has furnished reliable
information in t|»e tn^t advised ah individual whom the informant
n nrioi»<a+rtr>ri in bel 1that he,

University,
is to be he la xn ia

as LE ROI JONES
,
JAMES FORMAN

|
a i Brown

1reportedly said that the festival, which
Ye March, 1970, will include such figures

others . This
who would bo

included in the festival were DON LEE, ISAAC HAYS, CANONBALL
ADPERLY, SONJA SANCHEZ and CARL THOMAS *

. ,
DICK GREGORY an

source advised that others mentioned by

According to this source

J

said that there

would be asouLfood banquet and a lasnion show arid that—the- =

cost of admission to the festival would be S20.00 per couple*

This same source above has advised that CAPPY
PINDERHUGHES As CHARLES PINDERKUGHES, the
Lieutenant of Information for the Black Panther
Party, New Haven Chapter,

This source further pointed out that I
I
was

disappointed that the Black Panther Party (BPP). had not. eeeh

participate in the festival, but that he was told

v ,
,

,that this was due to the fact that the college had

placed certain restrictions upon the holding of the festival

,

incited
by 3

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

t>S

I

SI.

ISD'ISD OS z7"

ZS4-
‘ *

PROPERTYOF
This Cc'crcr t c—

GROUP
nu torn;*,

and

Excluded from
downgrading

recommend-.;,t

;

theFEE It I’.frs r':rcr.7at-

FBI and is b-r.ul to you ' a^^iiwj . it-

and its contents are ret to be

distributed outside your agency. ^
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BLACK ARTS FESTIVE
BROWN UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND
WARCH^' 1070 .

.*
.

T"* "V* , . I M iw-n .r....T ii. mrm n i h ii

f

The source stated that |
Expressed

.the desire td Ehat the Panthers .would likp to set
up an information center 1 at the festival andthat an,

.information tapiq fqp the entire -weekend at thefestival
v?quld be fine* According to this source, itms agreed
upon between them that the, program would h0 set up for
the panthers for* Sunday, March' 22, 1070, which would
Allow the Panthers to show films and disphy literature
aqd ppsterpo'

’

f ' 1

This sourre further
•fh detsamihe ;frpm | :

that
AdnlnA

Providence, Rhode Island

o

A characterization of .the BPP appears
in thf Appendix Section

«
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APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for -Self-Defense - Connecticut

%

On .January 29, 1969, the "Bridgeport Telegram", a daily news-
paper- published at Bridgeport, Connecticut, contained in part
the following;

"On January 28 (1969) the Black Panther Party was
formed in Bridgeport, JOSE RENE GONZALVEZ announced

. . last night at a meeting at party headquarters, 510
• East Main Street, Mr, GONZALVEZ, a Cuban-born Oak-

land-trained black. defense captain, spoke to twenty
Negro youths in his mission here to organize a chapter
of the political party,.,"

On March 18, 1969, the following Black Panther literature, publi-
shed locally was distributed in the Bridgeport, Connecticut, area.
It read in part as follows;

"The BPP is a party that will produce for the people and
its members will do anything and everything possible
to meet the demands of the poor oppressed black people.
We are not a hoodlum gang, nor did we come here to

______ .kill white people or the police, -We came^here to stop
racist actions that . the oppressors (black and white)
have been taking upon our people. We are the vanguard
party and we intend to provide leadership for the
people and revolutionary groups across the country..."

A source advised as of April 14, 1969, the New Haven Chapter of the
Black Panther Party was operating under the authority of the
National Organization,

[
had been given the

authority to open this chapter m New Haven and to organize through-
out the State of Connecticut.

b6
b7C
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‘ % BLACK PANTHER P^RTY r aka ?
*'

•
*
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'

Black Panther Party for Se-lf-Defertsa .Gqnnacticut
* *

s ’

. as follows

;

m ,., '.The struggle ws a-pe involved-in is not a. racial- 1

.

sp that whp/n. the racist pig ccnieS down" into our community
‘ and 'brutalizes our. -people,' we. are gonna kill*.,. If .we

.,
,’,

,
catph a pig brutalizing our ..people in the black community ?-

'
. we are govpna kill him- >1 ^e are gpnna stop hirnc** V ’ ‘

'
,

f
r

’
w * 4 f « * * V* * *

- * It * „
1 *

,, *

On 4/20/69? a second* source advised- that tpe' Communist' Party
_

,

of Connecticut 7 'held jd- State. Convention at the Pepples Center’?, 37

Howe Street ?
' New Haven ?" Connecticut ? on that date. During -this

convention ? if was announced that there was going to be a .memorial
service in New Haven on that clave for three Black Panthers' who

* were slain k year ago; 'and all members pf the Communist Party we
' invited to-.attend this* memorial o

’

were

'"The Black' Panther- Party presently has chapters in Bridgeport?
, -New Haven? Hartford? and Middletown? Connecticut * Their leadership
is presently confused since eight members of --the Blac.^c Panther
party were arrested by* the New Haven Police Department for . the
murder of AX,EX RACK-LEY? -alleged Black Panther Party member from
New York,City? .whose d>ody was found. In .Middlefxcld'hConnecticut

, on
.May ?1? 1.969.

j
- .

'

-

S

THE* NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF THE. BLACK PANTHER.'PARTY
i

* IS CHARACTERIZED SEPARATELY •

. ..

'
-

’
*

,

* *
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Y > .
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k - /** x ? .
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APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther
Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland, Cali-
fornia, to organize black people so they can take control of
the life, politics and the destiny of the black community. It
was organized by BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, BPP Chairman, and HUJ2Y P.
NEWTON, BPP Minister of Defense, NEWTON ispresently serving a
sentence of two to fifteen years on a conviction of manslaughter
in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, “The Black Panther," which further
describes itself as the "Black Community News Service," stated
that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics in
its revolutionary program to end oppression of the black people.
Residents of the black community are urged to arm themselves against
the police who are consistently referred to in the publication as
"pigs" who should be killed,

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, contains an
editorial by BPP Minister of Education, GEORGE MASON MURRAY which
ends with the following:

"Black Men, Black people ,colored persons of America, revolt
everywhere t Arm yourselves. The only culture worthkeeping is re-
volutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere . Dynamite l Black
Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere!"

Included in the introduction to an article appearing in the
October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the statement,
"...We will not dissent from American Government. We will overthrow
it."

Issues of the "Black Panther" regularly contain quotations
from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung pf the People’s Republic
of China and feature MAO’s statement that "political power grows out
of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 3106
Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been established
at various locations throughout the United States.
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Transmit the. following in --
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(Type in plaintext or code)
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TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44p423)

4p
SAC,. PORTLAND (157-328) (RUC)

O
SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka

'
-

°^f
ry

oiX^T
(00: Chicago) •REASON-FQIM II,. 1-ZA.Z

DATE OF. REVIEW, ^3
Re Pdrtland/airtel to Director, 2/10/70

•

s
:

j *: fV - K
-•

•

Enclosed for the Bureau, are 11 copies and for
Chicago 2 copies of, a Letterhead Memorandum (LHM) regarding.

subject’s; speech at" Soiitherri Oregon". College, .Ashland,

Oregon,, 2/23/70; ‘Two copies ”FD-:376 Enclosed: for Bur

( ..y,

.

Source utilized in. LHM* is

Bureau;

.Oregon, •who voluntarily
furnished infomationy and ne requested his identify to.

.be concealed. (U)

On 2/24/76, .

,
Oregon (conceal identity) ,

advisee djlujs. mk^uukx • a

ticket cost $1,7 53 >
and he. arrived in. Medford,. Oregon , out

of Boston j
Massachusetts on 2/23/70.; He left Medford,

i

Oregon on 2/24/70, for Portland,, Oregon, to Seattle,

|

: Washington, and on 2/25/70, he would/ take Flight 42 from

Seattle, Washington to, ..Baltimore,. Maryland.
. _

Copied of’ JjHM* are being disseminated to USA , *.

Secret Service,^Military Intelligence* OSI and NIC, ull of

Portland. iMi \0/<r$

_ - Bureau (Enc. 13) (AM) (RM)

2 - Chicago (157-347)(Encv 2) (AM) (RM)

2 - Portland (1 - 157-329) (DICK GREGORY)
(1—^—1 57-493 ) ( SQC-BSU.)-

^JltS
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In Reply\ Please Refer to

File No.

QS O©
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF .INVESTIGATION

Portland, Oregon

March .13, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON .GREGORY
,

..Also Known As
Dick .Gregory f

RACIAL MATTERS. . ..

Source utilized in this memorandum has: furnished
reliable information in the past*

Dick Gregory^, identified as .a noted civii.. rights
worker, and comedian, appeared at Southern Oregon College,
Ashland, Oregon, gymnasium: on February 2'3, 1970, at 8 p-.m;

Speaking to a crowd of approximately 1,600 people, he
spoke primarily to today ?s‘ -youth. The address’ combined’ equal

_,parts^of-Tcomedy-and-commeht- and- -the-result~was"a^muddle d"

^

gray confusion for many of the people present at the
lecture*^ His material ranged from remarks about the difficulty

.he experienced getting to: Ashland, Oregon, to comments on
the stupidity of President Nixon and Vice-President Agnew.
The majority of Gregory’s humor- was achieved by attacking
the intelligence -of others; The ’^gospeT according to: Gregory
describes Nixon, Agnew, the Supreme Court, police, American
history, teachers, patriots and anybody left over as hopeless
morons;

Comments made by Gregory, included the statement
that "Panthers aren’t being killed because they’jre black,
or because, they’re for. self-defense,, Panthers are killed
because they’re trying to feed the poor*,"

. >

This document contains neither recommendations nor, conclusions
of the FBI, it is the propertyof the FBI and is loaned to

—your agency; it and- its contents are not; to :be ; distributed^
outside your- agency;

\4
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

He suggested that our system. of government, founded
on the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence,
should be implemented, not destroyed, saying, **I do not
advocate beating the capitalistic system, but I« do advocate
beating It into its rightful position - behind the
Constitution, not in front of it."

Gregory commented "people are worrying -about
certain groups 1 taking over this country., when' they should
be worrying about the FBI and CIA .

"

Gregory suggested that he does not Kate the white
people as individuals, but he does hate the "white racists
system."

Gregory complained' -about right-wing controlled
newspapers, indicating they report slanted' news.

Gregory's speech lasted for approximately two
. hours i

'
-

~ ‘ " A^ characteFization~of the' Black Panther
Party is attached to the appendix'.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

March 13, 1970

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 .

File No,

Director

United States Secret- Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns arpdndivldual whois believed to be
covered by. the agreement between the FBI and Secret Spfvice/concerning Presidential pro-

•tection, and to fall within the category or categories leckecL

1. jXl Has attempted or threatened bodily harm^o any government official or employee,

including foreign government officjals/^siding, in or planning animminent visit to the

U. S.y4>ecause of his official status

2. [jjp
Has attempted or threatened toj^aress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal m^ans.

3. (3Q Because of background is^otentially dangerous; or has been identified as memberor
participant in conmunievmovement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. Q U. SI citizens or r^s intents who defect from the U. SI to countries in the Sovietor

Chinese Communast blocs.and return.

5. (33 Subversives, yitrarightis(s, racists and fascists who meet one or more of theTollowing-

criteria:

(a) rn'Eyfdence of emotioVal instability (including, unstable residence and
iployment record) or irrational orsuicidal behavior:

(b) QftExpressions of strong: or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) CX Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct orstatements

indicating a’propensityVor violence and antipathy toward good order

and government. \

6. Q In/ividuals involved in illegal boknbing or. illegal bomb-making.

Photog/aph (X] has been furnished Q enclosed Q is not available

f~l maj^ be available through i -- ^

Very truly yours,

f\
%

^ ^

JohnrEdgw Hoover
Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service,- Portland, Oregon.

Enclosure(s)

i

(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
^becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



3/23/70

Airtel 1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - Mr. DeBruler

To:

From:

SAC, Salt Lake City (157-110)

Direcfibril
128

(100-440423).

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ARL
00: CHICAGO

Re your airtel dated 3/17/70 under above caption.

Re airtel contains no information indicating basis for
instituting an ARL investigation. Unless information is available to
Salt Lake City indicatiig subject is traveling interstate for the purpose
of inciting or organizing a riot, ARL investigation should be discontinued
and this matter followed as an Intelligence matter in accordance with
existing instructions.

1 - SAC, Chicago (For information)

WKD:drg
(6) SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

ToIson _
DeLoach
Walters*.

Mohr

Bishop -
Casper —
Callahan

Conrad

Felt

Gale :

Rosen
Sullivan .

Tavel —
Soyars

Tele. Room
Koines

^ Gandy .

RAILED 25

MAR 2 3 1970
,

—— COMM-FBI

I /i/^
5 o



NOTE:

Re airtel advised subject scheduled to appear at the

University of Utah, Salt Lake City, in connection with " Challenge
WeekV 3/30/70 through, 4/4/70 but contains no further information.

Gregory has been the subject of an ARL investigation growing out

of hie participation- during the violence at Chicago/ Illinois, „at

the time of the Democratic National
-

Convention. The United
States Attorney with the concurrence of the. Department declined

•Federal prosecution of Gregory* Gregory is the subject of

Bufile 100-440423 and is on the agitator index.



FD-36 (Rev. S-22-64),

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 3/17/70

(Type in plaintext or code)

REG. AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO,: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

fROl^SAC, SALT LAKE CITY (157*110)

RE : RICHARDCLAXTON^REGORY
ARL
(00: Chicago)

information has been received Subject is scheduled to

appear at University of Utah , Sait Lake City , Utah , in connection
with "Challenge Week," 3/30/70 through 4/4/70. The exact date

of his appearance is unknown.

If Subject does appear as expected, his activities will

be followed and reported ..

/%/- Bureau
Hf- Chicago (176.-31)

1 - Salt Lake City

WJG :mhe
(5)

ALL" INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED,/,^

&-103

REp,m /OO-WP^-

m T>

;

MAR WTI970

Approved:,

Special Agent jri Charge

.M Per
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7 Transmit-the following in

Via - AIRTEL

FBI.

Date: 3/4/70

’ (Type in plaintext or code)

;
I

§
Sul

#- *

O
c.

c
fc-tc

ss*

?t«iQl

t-u

3

- “ (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-7455) (P)
' /

‘

. <P -

RE:
. APPEARANCB-OF RICHARD—CLAXTON GREGORY

^

NORTH .CAROLINA^STATE—UNIVERSITY
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
MARCH 2,'~X’970r^~
RACIAL MATTERS .

Re charlotte airtel to Director,1

u4f

V

{S

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of LHM in
captioned matter..

Copies are being disseminated locally to Secret
. Service and' Military Intelligence agencies i

ge T-1- is
who personally attended

both appearances of GREGORY, identity protected by request
and who furnished information to SA

%
l[ [

CE T-2 is
North Carolina State University

Raleigh, North Carolina festahl i shed contact)
^
who furnished

this- information to SA

&
and requested

I
identity be protected. v

REC- 56

f-V Bureau (Encl-8)' (RM) -> <*•

I.J3 - Charlotte ,(2. - 157-7455) '**/ * Q.

(I - 3.57-177 SUB B)

T-\

m . j

8 MmR<7 1970

*4 * i

v
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*FD-36 (Roy. 5-22-64)

- 0°

F B I

Date:'

Transmit the followirig?in-_

Vin

CB 157-7455

(Type, in plaintext or code)

' -(Priority)

Charlotte is attempting, to determine if a recording
was made of GREG0RY*s speeches, if so,- it will be obtained,
and the Bureau will be furnished copies of the transcription.

,
«

Approved: - - - -

* Special Agent in. Charge

- - -

Sent M Per - -

- GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ; 1969 O - 346-OfO (H)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

U^TED STATES DEPARTMENT oaUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Charlotte, North Carolina

March 4, 1970

APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CIAXTON GREGORY
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
MARCH 2, 1970
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to memorandum submitted in this
matter dated February 25, 1970, captioned as above*

On March 3, 1970, CE T-l advised that from
approximately 4*00 P. M. to 5s00 P. M. on March 2, 1970,
RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY spoke to approximately 150 to 175
persons at Erdahl-Cloyd student union on the campus of
North Carolina state University at Raleigh, North Carolina.
CE T-l stated that GREGORY criticized the FBI, CIA, and
United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
He was critical of the capitalist “money men" of large
northern industries mentioning the ROCKEFELLERS, DUPONTs,
FORDs, etc. He cited examples that the Federal Government
is withholding information concerning health hazards of
food additives, drugs, and dangers of certain foods.

o

GREGORY discussed air pollution and praised the
executive of a group of young people in Douglas, Arizona,
threatening to blow up or burn a sulphur factory if they
did not reduce the amount of air pollution.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS NOR
CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE
FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY? IT AND ITS CONTENTS .

ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY. -
*

I0i)-W^3 ' s33



REs 'APPEARANCE- OF RICHARD CLftXTON "GREGORY,- NORTH CAROLINA'
STATE UNIVERSITY, RALEIGH, NORTH 'CAROLINA /, MARCH 2/T970'

GREGORY stated that the "patriots*’ and "Black
panthers" in Chicago got together to combine efforts- toward
a common goal and said the southern whites and blacks should
get together.

- *

There were no incidents.
C 0

CE T-l stated that on the night of March 2, 1970,
between approximately 8s 00 p. M. and 10*00 p. M., GREGORY"'"
spoke at the Erdahl-Cloyd union before approximately 800 to
1#000 people. According to CE T-l, some of GREGORY'S
comments are as follows* '

-

GREGORY criticized the nominations of judges
HAYNESW0RTH ‘and CARSWELL to the United States Supreme Court.
He criticized president NIXON and Vice president AGNEW.
GREGORY said, I’NIXON is the. .durabest_man,in^the«,history--- ~
except for AGNEW." He was critical of. the draft and
patriots and stated patriots are row the oppressors.

GREGORY criticized the court in the trial- of the
"Chicago Seven." He compared that trial with trials in*
Russia and Nazi Germany. He stated that policemen are
going to be killed when the new "No Knock Search warrants"
are used.

GREGORY accused the CIA of killing the KENNEDY’S
and MARTIN LUTHER KING and stated the FBI and CIA are
attempting to take over the Government.

GREGORY commented concerning the racist society
inv

. the united states. He noted that .page four of our *

passports prohibit travel to North Korea, North Vietnam,
Mainland' china, and Cuba because they are populated by.
people-of "a different color. - - ----- "

: -

2

r



RE’S APPEARANCE OP RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, NORTH CAROLINA
STATE' UNIVERSITY, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA, MARCH 2 , 1970

GREGORY stated, “A freedom that is not worth dying
for is" not worth having." GREGORY in closing encouraged,
those present to boycott different products and services to
gain support ending, the Vietnam war.

On March 4, 1970, CE T-2 advised that the appearance
of .RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY on March 2, 1970, was part of the
"contemporary scene lecture series" at North Carolina State*
University, Raleigh, North Carolina. CE T-2 stated arrangements
for GREGORY* s appearance were made through the American
Program Bureau, Boston, Massachusetts, and GREGORY received
$1,250 for his app^yan^g a* K^y+h Carolina State university
on March 2, 1970. » -

A characterization of the Black Panther Party is
attached as an appendix to this memorandum.

3



1 APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

According to .its official newspaper* the Black Panther

Party (BPP) was started during December,, 1966, in Oakland#

California# to organize Mack people so they can take control

of the life# politics# and the destiny of the Mack community.

It was organized by BOBBY GEORGE SEALE# BPP Chairman# and

HUEY P. NEWTON# BPP Minister of Defense. NEWTON is presently

serving a sentence of 2 to 1^ ’ years on a conviction of

manslaughter in connection with the killing"1 of an Oakland

police officer.

The official newspaper# "The Black Panther# " which

further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service#

"

states that the BPP advocates the- use of guns* and guerilla

tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the

Mack people. Residents of the black community are urged to

arm themselves against the police who are consistently referred

to in the publication as “pigs" who should be killed..

"The Black Panther" issue of September £# 1968#

contains an editorial by BPP -Minister o£. Education* GEORGE

MASON MURRAY# which ends with jthe following:

"Black men. Black people* col ored^-pepsons of

America# revolt everywhere l
' Arm yourselves . The

only culture worth keeping is a revolutionary
culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. Dynamite!

Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigjs .everywhere .

"

Included in the introduction to an- article appearing

in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black^PantherV is the

statement# "...we will riot dissent from* American Government

.

We will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain

quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Ise-tung of the

People's Republic of China arid' feature MAO»s* statement that

"political- power- grows out of jclie barrel -of a- gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at

3106 Shattuck Avenue* Berkeley* California. * Branches have been

established at various* locations throughout the United States.
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In Reply» Please Refer to

File No.

o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal bureau of investigation

Charlotte, North Carolina
March 4, 1970

Title
APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, *

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA, MARCH 2, 1970

Character RACIAL MATTERS

Reference Memorandum prepared at charlotte.
North Carolina, dated and captioned
as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
'infoimation in the past; =- - --- - - 1-

Jf
h
!L

d
pB

U.“°n
j f

OI
;

talnS "el 'her recornmer>da,1°ns nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property

your agency.
y°"f a»enoy * 11 and “» intents are not to be distributed outride



ICLSSSlFICmTlOH MJTWMIfY DEHHE-D WE£M:\

7B1 AUTOMATIC CE :I LAS 5 1 1 1CATIGW GUIDE
'DATE 0€ll5ll014

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

~p
Voi

DIRECTOR, FBI

subject:

SAC, HONOLULU (157.4NEW) (P)

'

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
DickSsreg’ory

\

RM y t

00: /Chicago

/ /

3/25/70

On 3/24/70,
|

who has furnished reliable b7D

information in une past, advised that DICK GREGORY
is scheduled to appear at the University of Hawaii,
Honolulu, on 4/17/70. Source advised that this
appearance is sponsored by 'the Associated Students
University of Hawaii, a legitimate student organization. <g> v

Chicago advise if they have any knowledge of GREGORY'S
travel plans to Honolulu. Also furnish Honolulu with
suitable characterization of GREGORY for inclusion in
LHM df hecessary . n! \

'

hereH
2RMATI0N

^2^- Bureau (RAM)
2 - Chicago . (RAM)
1 - Honolulu.

TC :esn
(5)
* '

CLASS. & EXT. J&l
REASON-FCIM II, 1-Za'z
DATE OF. REVIEW \^

/oo-Vioi

REC-6, MR 27 1970

3>?4

6OW03 1970

- * /’ ~~ - >r^via»T



36 tR«v, J5-22-

3/25/70

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or-code)

'

AIRTEL. AIRMAIL
(Priority)' '

,

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, TAMPA (157-3163)

3^
CHANGED (10) ft
RICHARD CLAXTON '•GREGORY-
RACIAL MATTERS

ReTPairtel to Bu, 2/13/70 re "DICK GREGORY,
RM". title changed to' reflect subject’s full name.

I l OrlandOj ,Fla. (Protect) , advised on 3/24/70, that
GREGORY still,, scheduled for speaking engagement on 4/6/70,
but that the hours of arrival and departure have been
changed. __

LEADS

CHICAGO DIVISION

AT CHICAGO. ILL.

ALL* INFORMATION -CONTAINED v
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIJD../^
DATE /-A5--KO BY

.Will advise, results of inquiry requested on 2/13/70.
Chicago is to also immediately advise Tampa if recording of
GREGORY’S speech at this university should be obtained,

& - Bureau (RM) ^ y7

2 - Chicago (157T-34Y) (RM) / -

3 — Tampa (2 — 157—3163)- /-\ c? I

(1 - 100-1423) £V7^7^0~>

TCA/by

j '

REC- SZ 7 <7 fa MAR
J ~~

<0
1319]

Approved: .1 M Per.

'

SpecatftlAgent in Charge



omoN>«/fO*M ho. iV
'MAY. 1962 COITION

‘

oiA /fM* uicnuioi-u,. 0
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

0

FROM*

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (.100-440423)

- T»

BSC, BUFFALO (157-396) '(®UG)

DATE: 3/26/70

RICHARD CLAXTOIT GREGORY, aka
PCI

Enclgsed for the Bureau are 11 copies, and for -

Chicago, 2 copies.,, of* ah LliN concerning captioned subject.

Enclosed LIIM is not classified, since there is no. /.r

apparent reason for so doing,
' ’

i

Lffi l is f

The confidential source nmitioned in the end poor!

3niTjca, IT7T77 vmo requested his identity be protected.

b6
b7C
b7D

Copies of t
as Chicago is Office

/£) - Bureau (Ends , il%RR)
2 * Chicago (Encis . 2) (Rtf)

i - Buffalo r i

T

^ are feeing furnished to. Chicago,

t CONlAlHBD

v

"SIF^
B7.

BEC 4

AGENCYrACSl^^OST.SSb , SgRV.,,

DEPT tjSg
.HOWFORWn

^

58 Mi3.*' U7Q"

3010-»0A*0r
Bajy C/.i. Savings- Bonds Regularly on the. Payroll Saving# Plan-.

rl



?mlP
Jn Replyy JPlcasc Refer to

Fife,No. . _

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT -OF JUSTICE

FEDKRAL RUREAM OF INVESTIGATION*

Buffalo, New York 14202
March 26, ,1970

--

RICHARD CLAXtDN GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER

On Mafch 195 1970, a, confidential source-, who has
furnished reliable information in the. past,, made available
a* copy of the following press release, regarding the ap-
pearance of RICHARD CLAYTON GREGORY at the New York State
University Agricultural .and Technical College, Alfred, New
York, on the evening of March 13, 1970:

, "DICK GREGORY believes moral pollution,., not
air or water pollution, is the biggest problem
facing this nation.

"The comic and author, who spoke on civil
rights. Friday night before a crowd of about
1000 at the State University Agricultural and
Technical College at Alfred,, declared:'

4

•You live ih the; most insane nation on
the face of the earth. And you have the. task
of giving her back her sanity, because America
is not quite dead. yet. .

•Those who 'call her "America the Beautiful"
are, sick, - sand and out of their cotton pi.ckin

**

mind, and will be so long fits pur Indian brother
is locked up on A feseryailon. •

"GREGORY continued, »As long as the Indian
is locked up, the Communist movement is going
to look pretty good, to a lot of people . ‘

'

"He asked , his audience of primarily young
people to ’Work Tike hell ‘ to put capitalism
behind the constitution, instead of in front
of it, and to ‘put human rights ahead of
property, rights'.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

x

herein isijmus&mm ..

^
,r*vrt patent mJ8r>yz>

io o - vV'V

Ht)

A

'Qb*-
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RICHARD .CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAl MATTER .

1 One question you have to ask, ' said
GREGORY, 'if democracy is as good as our'
generation tells you it is>. why do we have.
to 1 tun around the' world trying to ram it
down the throats of Other countries?

•The people of my generation made a
mistake when we were in college — one I
hopp. you will not make..

,
We forgot to learn

how to live because we were too busy learning
how to, make a living, * he observed.

"The ‘pomic with a pause* went on to
touch on several current problems in this
country..

'

".Concerning drugs, he said,, 'Write to
the Federal Bureau of Narcotics for literature.
Then perhaps when your kids come to you.,, you
will be able, to do .a better "fob than your
.parents did. * ' '

'There, are eight million alcoholics in
America arid 'yet nobody gives a damn about
alcohol. As long as they (your parents) are
doing it (drinking), it's okay.

'

"He pointed out that drugs, have been a
problem in poor black communities, for years,
but that nobody became very upset until re-*
eently when in 'the best and richest families
in America' were suddenly confronted with the
fact that their youngsters were using drugs.
He repotted that statistics show that narcotic
addiction in the black community today has de->
creased, by 42$. 'You (whites) are living With
the dope problem now, '' he said .,A *

•

"He talked^O^double standards in the case
of Black PahthervBOBBY SEABE, who was denied^*
permission to act as his own defense °ouni^^£|



/y

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY .

RACIAL MATTER » ...

"while in another case involving a white,
the white was given this permission. He
also compared the $100,000.0.0 bail set for
each of a group of Black Panthers, awaiting
trial in New. York, with the $20,000.00 bail
set for some, ‘white kids' who face similar
•charges* - ' *

’^GREGORY then -commented further on the
Chicago Seven Trial, by declaring that Judge
JULIUS HOFEMAN ‘sent everybody to jail while
the 3'ury was out deliberating their verdict.
What he did makes HITLER look, like a saint, ' >

said GREGORY". GREGORY caiied\America a '"sick^

degenerate nation* ' whose people care about
*

nothing but money. He noted that 'Black folks
tlo not hate white folks, but do hate the white
$a.ciat system. ‘ He warned, however, that
Blacks are going to hold all whites responsible
for this system/ because they permit it to
exist

.

"GREGORY? s talk was interspersed with a
humor that had his audience laughing at times,
and applauding at other times, as he delivered
his message effectively,.

'You. young people have, to face all the
problems' our .generation has created,. 1

- he stated*
'The establishment lies to you arid when you
catch them, they call it a generation gap. . I'm
here to inform you-. When 1 leave, you'll be
able, to say, "At lease brother GREGORY didn't
lie to us *

"

The confidential source said GREGORY did not make
any inflavatory statements urging the audience to fight or
take up arms.- He advised that the audience was mixed'* both
racially and age-wise and also well behaved and Orderly.

“3 "
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RICHARD GLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTER ..

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the RBI. it is the property of the EBi

1 and is loaned to. your agency; it and its contents a*e not
to be. distributed 'outside your agency,. * -
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Transmit the following in

* . .

RTEL

Date: 3/27/70

(Type in plaintext or code

)

REG. AIR HAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROI^^AC, SALT' LAKE CIT£ (157-110).(P)

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM

Re Salt Lake City, airtel to Bureau, dated* 3/17/70, and
Bureau airtel to Salt Lake City, dated 3/23/70.

Subject is scheduled to -appear at Special Events Center^
University of Utah, Salt Lake City* Utah, on Monday, 3/30/.70,. at
8:00 pm. Topic of his talk will be "You've Got* A Big Job." The
appearance of GREGORY in Salt Lake City will be covered and results
sibmitted.

Bureau
2 - Chicago (176-31)
2* - Salt Lake City

WJG.:mhe
ALL"INFORMATION CONTAINED

• HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED -

wc* ml

to MAR 31 1970

nt in -Charge
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* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423),

.MINNEAPOLIS (157-396) (RUC)

date: 4/9/70

subject: v RICHARD CLAXTOtf GREGORY aka
RM-

00: CHICAGO

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of an LIIM

concerning GREGORY ’ s appearance in the Minneapolis Division
at Dulpth, Minnesota^

.Enclosed for Chicago are two copies of above des-
cribed LHMi

The source for information in the LHM is ]

Duluth, Minnesota., an
established source for the Minneapolis Office.

Sb) 77)

•CCTO:’
’

•mq, — ]

AUG 25 1370

°ppy t o- $S. JrcA
byrsmtlSRu^or
43*uto Q action
date_^//>A/?
by. /vy/:, ^ ~

2. - Bureau (Enc. 8)>V(RM)
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
1 - Minneapolis- .

M0E:pm
(5) _ . €

»
*.

- ah, v-

;
-

—

'

' » APa^uro

rM?
.
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DEC1ASSIFIC&TIQH AUTHORITY DEHrfE-D FEOM:;

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLAS SIFICATICM GUIDE
DATE 0£-25-2Q14 *4*u ~ 0

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Minneapolis, Minnesota 5540i

April 9, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The Thursday, April 2,, 1970, issue of the "Duluth
News Tribune," published at Duluth, Minnesota, indicated that
Gregory spoke at the Duluth Auditorium as- a guest "speaker for
the Duluth Intra-City Student Council human relations workshop.

Gregory opened his remarks with statements, against
what r he termed the "slimy, sick degeneracy’* of America. Gregory
charged that the older folks, or "old fools,'? have resorted
to tricks with the young of America and left the young America
with all the problems. Gregory stated that tricks have kept
the white, conservative;, money.-and^power hungry segment of
America in power. Gregory- told the: addienee that "white folks
have been tricking in this country for* 400 years."

Gregory told the audience "that he was left "cold"-
„by right-wing Americans who espouse patriotism by pasting*
American flag decals on their cars, and charged these, .same
people- with tax evasion, hypocrisy, and'beer drinking * He
chastised America's youth for being the only young; in the
world "who: don’t give a damn about the worker."

In summation, Gregory called President Nixon
"America's last trick" and "dumb boy." Gregory stated that
he found fault with a system that lies to young .people every
day and termed the lie a "generation gap." He charged that
"institutionalized racism’? is "choking the .black people to
death." He claimed that menin power get special privileges,

lQQ—H-14-0^3 j
IHGL0S0KI



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

especially with regard to the draft,. Gregory advised that
the only way America is goings to get, out of its insane state
is to use its greatest weapon: the U,. S . Constitution.

A source, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised that Gregory ' s speech at the- Duluth Auditorium
was attended by about 1,200 students. Gregory was paid $l„25b.00
tor his appearance. 1

'

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER
RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS OF
THE K5I. IT IS THE PROPERTY 6?
THE FSI AND IS LOANED- 10 YOUR AGENCY;
IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE
DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY,
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Transmit the following, in

Virf AIETEL

Date: 3/13/70

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW HAVEN (157-1780) (RUC)

SUBJECT; BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL
BROWN- UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
MARCH, 1970
RM A

HEREIN .IS . UNOLASi
DATE_/r^l-gl

New Haven airtel and' LHM, 3/4/70.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED^

m

^Enclosed for the Bureau-are 15-copies of an LHM dated and
captioned as above. Enclosed for Boston are 5 copies of the
same LHM 0 Enclosed for Newark, Nev; York, and Chicago, are
four copies each of the sam^. LHM.

*

The enclosed 1HM is classified confidential in order to protect
a highly sensitive source of continuing value.

The source made reference to in the enclosed LHM is NH 605-R*
who reports on the activity ‘.of the BPP, New- Haven Chapter, 35
Sylvan Avenue, New Hav.en, Connecticut. • „

Bureau /£L- 157- BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL) (Enc . 15) , &^
> <1- 100-443566. J. FORMAN) * * ' ’

(1-. 100-4aq4%p,. r> -

(1- 105-165706-32 BPP) r
& (1- 100-425307 LE ROI JONES) //
F5- Boston (2- 157- BLACK. ARTS FESTIVAL) flBnc. 5)S>. /ma/

<1- 157V-654 BPP) Cl- 157-H / /
(1— 157— * /y 1JJ ' Ci(//\

3- L'cw Haven .(ls.15kw (fJ- if 0®t7
G. -cah (I- 157-1462) A<-«« ACSi, OM, OBI, \

(So). (1- 100-19186) SEC. SEE.; RAOO^i^JJJ A
(EM) DATL l- jEWARD: ^ —

(S~3 PAGE TWO FOE COPSES) j?0\y FQRV/ARD: ^
/ 7/77 1 oYj -NOT- RECORDED

t-0APR 8 f «R 2^ 1970

'•W-V- •: 'Sent : M Per
?r icks1 Agent in Charge

’

*&8.
MAR 24 1970

' Sent



157-17803 NH

COPIES (continued)

4- Chicago (2- 157- BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL) (Enc-. 4)
(2- 157-347 D. GREGORY)

4- Newark (2- 157- BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL) (Enc . 4)
(2- 100-42539 LE ROI JONES)

4- New York (2- 157- BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL) (Enc . 4)
(2- 100-155090 JAMBS FORMAN)

In addition to the information which is paraphrased in the
enclosed LHM concerning the Black Arts Festival, receiving
offices will note the following additional information:

The information famished bv the source was a conversation
between L

b6
b7C
b7D

i ms nimniiai/iun:
In the epclosed LHM pertaining

_

was information relatdo "to

nawp.dl

was
that:

I
stated that a student

1 ffihn hr?<=; r>r>ntflr»t.g in to VnvUr

THIS INFORMANT IS' BEING OPERATED UNDER DEPARTMENTAL AUTHORI-
ZATION. INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIS INFORMANT -IS CLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL. SHOULD IT BE NECESSARY TO DISSEMINATE THIS .

INFORMATION OUTSIDE THE BUREAU, IT SHOULD BE APPROPRIATELY
PARAPHRASED IN ORDER TO ADEQUATELY PROTECT THIS HIGHLY SENSI-
TIVE SOURCE. .

'
•

Any additional information obtained by New Haven through
NH 605-* concerning the Black Arts Festival will be furnished
by appropriate communication.

2
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Copies of this LHM are furnished to Chicago,- Newark, and
New York, inasmuch as copies of referenced New Haven airtel
and LHM were furnished to those offices with regard to DICK

j

GREGORY, LE ROI JONES, and JAMES FORMAN.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

^^'VNITE^'STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal bureau of investigation
510 Trust Company Building

New Haven, Connecticut p6510
March 13, 1970

RE: BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL
BROWN UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND'

, MARCH, .1970 i

Reference is made to memorandum dated March 4,
1970, entitled as above.

On March 12, 1970, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in. the- past, advised that Brown
University did"not want to donate-any* more money towards
the piacjc Art^ festival until it received the $27,000
which had already been spent toward the festival. Accor-
ding to this source, tliere wag thus no additional money
available fpr the festival and- only $15,000 had been
realized from ticket e&les for ^he festival i: The source
pointed out that more than $10, 000 was neede4 to break
even.

\

This source further pointed out that the
Religious Studies Department of Brown University was
sponsoring JAMES* FORMAN, who.

t
acc6rding .to the source

would spe^k on reparation. This source further advised
that the Music Department of Brown University was paying
for the lecture which was scheduled to be given by
CANNONBALL ADDERLY and that the Rhode Island School of
Design was paying for the exhibition. According to tljis

source
,
any profit realized from the festival was supposed

to’ go back into the Student Activities Account of the
University.

GROUf^ [ .

^Excluded from automatic
downgrading and declassi-
fication.

This document contains neither

recommendations nor conclusions

of the FBi. It is the property

of the FBI and is loaned to your

agency; it and its contents are

not to be distributed outside

your agency.

'ENCLOSURE
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BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL
BROWN UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
MARCH, 1970

This source further advised that the Black Panther
Party (BPP) intended to be represented at the festival under
any circumstance^ and that they wanted room at the festival
for an information center. Source pointed out that the Black
Panther Party would probably be represented at the festival
during the busy period and that there would be at least five
members of the QPP present from Connecticut in addition to
some high ^od°ol sljjijients.

A pharacterization of the
BPP appears in the Appendix.

TJiis source advised that it was expepted that
approximately two or three thousand people would be at the
festival.

2



APPENDIX

O

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther
Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland, Cali-
fornia, to organize black people so they can tajce control of
the life, politics and the destiny of the black community. It
was organized by BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, BPP Chairman, and HUEY P.
NEWTON, BPP Minister of Defense. . NEWTON ispresently serving a
sentence of two to fifteen years on a conviction of manslaughter
in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, “The Black Panther,* 1 which further
describes itself as the “Black Community News Service,** stated
that the BPP advocates the use of guns and gueprilla tactics in
its revolutionary program to end oppression of the black people.
Residents of the black community are urged to arm themselves against
the police who are consistently referred tp in thq publication as
“pigs** who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7 , 1968, contains an
editorial by BPP Minister of Education, GEORGE MkSON MURRAY which
ends with the following:

"Black Men. Black people,colored persons of America, revolt
everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worthkeeping is re-
volutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. Dynamite! Black
Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere 1“

Included in the introduction to an article appearing in the
October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther'* is the statement,
"...We will not dissent from American Government. We will overthrow
it."

Issues of the "Black Panther" regularly contain quotations
from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People’s Republic
of China and feature MAO's statement that "political power grows out
of the barrel of a gun.'*

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 3106
Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been established
at various locations throughout the United States.

3



TO:

PROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, KNOXVILLE (157-1523) (P)

[AXTON GREGORYRICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

Re Knoxville airtel to Director dated 3/5/70 captioned
"WILLIAM M. KUNTSLER, SM - MISCELLANEOUS" and "RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY, RM."

|~l who has furnished reliable information
in the past and an
Knoxville , Tennessee, advised SA JOSEPH L. 4/b//u
that he had been appointed to the reception committee to
meet GREGORY when he arrives by plane at the McGhee Tyson
Airport, Knoxville, Tennessee, and to escort him while he is
in Knoxville, Tennessee. (U) ,

4/9/70.
GREGORY is to speak at UT, Khoxville,. night of

Bureau and Chicago will be kept advised of, any
pertinent developments,

Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-3

C Knoxville (1 -

*cyp

°^ss /KfzSo .

REC. 27





’ln/Reply, Please Refer to

'File;No.~ ^

IJNIT-ED STATES DE P^ARTAPENT ,0F JUSTICE?. V

FEDERAL BUREAU 0 E’/I-KTVE$T I GATIQN\ ;
"

:

Albany^iNew York,

- ; ,

v April; 8^1970- V *

JliGHARD-i^JLAXTON GREGORY* ^ also known as
- Dick, ,Gregory .

~
:

-;f-. -
,

f
Vermont^ advised orv April :8; X9J0, Z

that DICK GREGORY iS ! scheduled td~ appear at Me University
of Vermhnt..for’ a-discussiqhawhich. is io take /jpi'aPei at 8 EM,
on April, 12,. 1970 i .His -appearance is sponsored by- the
.Student Activities Committee of the Uniy^fs ity of Vermont

.

Thi3 document contains ne ither recommendations
nor conclusions of the fBI . it is the ] A 1 1

property' of ths-FBX and is' loahed t.o.tyour > -_‘-

agenoyv it and its contents ade npjfel to be
distributed butside your agency. -

.



FD-36 (Rov..$.22-64 )

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

F B I

Date: 4/8/70

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJ:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, SAVANNAH (157-1293) (P)

richard claxton Gregory
RM - BN

Re Savannah radiogram to Bureau dated 3/30/70,
entitled "BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES,
RACIAL CALENDAR," and Bureau 0-1 form dated 3/31/70. \f

Enclosed herewith are eight copies of an LHM
W

1

1

l

ttended for tne

captioned as above **and suitable for dissemination, and 2 copies
of FD-376 .

r~ Copies of the LHM have also been designated for
111th MIG, Ft i McPherson, Ga.; OS I Robins AFB, Ga.; NISO,
Charleston, S. C.

;
U. S. Secret Service, Atlanta, Ga.

SV T-l is

_ Vvv^
v ^ b7C

t iBSi***** _ y<toif>3-5H
I

. m(x
r‘ ' \

CMD/dmm \
(5) _ * \

AGSKGY: ACS5^^CSS3C,SEC,SERV.
,

\
DSPI ; I3D, OS3?55SO, IDIU, £2

HOWFORW:
DATE FOHW 7 V/Tg/Te "

\

BY:_ S^/77?S J \

Approved: lip. Sent

Special Agent in Charge
M Per

V. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 346*090 <U)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Ih Reply, 'Please Refer to

File No.

' Director'

United States Secret Services

Department.oF the Treasury

IVashirigton, D. C. 20220

Dear, Sir:'

The information Furnished herewith .concerns an individual who is believed to Be

covered by the agreement between the- FBI and Secret Service concerning .Presidential prp?

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked*.

1, Has attempted, or threatened bodily harm to any government officiabor employee,

including foreign.government officials residing. in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of. his-official status*.

2. Q] Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievahce against any public official by other

than legal means,

3v. 'Because of background is,potentially dangerous; or has/been identified as member or

participant in communist.movement; 'or'has Been under active investigation as member ,

of. other group or organization 'inimical to 0. S.

. *

4.

‘ U. S., citizens or residents vyho defect from.the, U. S. to.bountries in the Soviet or
„

Chinese Communist biocs and return t __ ». _ _

5. JX) Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and ‘fascists who meet.one or more of the following.

f criteria:* ,
"

' t
*

(a) I I Evidence of emotional instability (including; unstable*residehce and

employment record) or irrational, or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violentanti-U. S.; sentiment;

• (cj (X) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or, statements

indicating a propensity for violence' arid antipathy toward good order

and government’.

.6.. Individuals in volved.in -illegal bpiribing br illegal' bomb-making.

Photograph Q has been furnished enclosed is not.ayailable

I I may be available through
,

; _ .

- - ^

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

Savannah j Georgia
April 8, 1970-

1 - Special Agent in Charge .(Ericlosure(s)

U, S. Secret Service
} Atlanta, Georgia (RM)

Enc)osure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, ‘if any, this tran'smittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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File No.

/

aUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal bureau of investigation

Savannah, Georgia
April 8, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Chief of Police Broadus L. Bequest, Augusta Police
Department, Augusta, Georgia, advised on March 30, 19i0, that,
comedian Dick Gregory delivered a speech at Paine College
Memorial Chapel, Augusta, Georgia, on March 26, 1970, at
SiOO Pil. Chief Bequest explained that Gregory was on a •

nation-wide speaking tour of college campuses and tickets*
were sold with the proceeds going to a scholarship fund .

for the college. He stated there were no incidents and that -

Gregory ! s remarks were delivered in a humorous vain, but
intended to make a serious point.

On. April 6, 1970, SV T-l,
.

advised he attended an open meeting at Memorial
Chapel, Paine College, Augusta, _Gepr^ia_,_„on_the--evening-of
_Mnrch -26 -1970,- when ”DicR

J
Gregory, the comedian and commentate

spoke. Source said this was a one-night stand for Gregory,
and. this was part of a nation-wide tour of college campuses
by Gregory. He said tickets were sold for the event with
the proceeds going to a scholarship fund for the college.
Source said there were no incidents of violence or confronta-
tions in connection with this appearance of Gregory at Paine
College, where he spoke to about 900 individuals.

b6
b7C
b>7D

Source said Gregory’s talk involved serious thoughts
put across through the use of humor, and appeared to be more
or less guidelines for self- improvement of black people.
He frequently appealed to the self-respect and dignity of
black people. Source said Gregory gave a recitation at one

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and. is loaned to your agency.; it and
its contents are not to be distributed: .outside- - ~

your- agency. "

„r.. r i ± - : _j



RICHARD. CLAXTON GREGORY

point in his talk, whore he stated in effect that if the
people of this country do not think tie Government in

power is the best form of Government fer the people, the
people' have

-

a right and duty to overthrow that Government.*

Source said after Gregory had presented this recitation in

a very emotional manner, he then explained he was reciting
from the Declaration of Independence

^

According to source, it was difficult at tices to

pinpoint i xst waat Gregor/ was advocating, because he frequently

referred to “crackers 1
' and ’diggers' , but the intent of his

remarks was not clear. He referred to police in general as

"Pigs" , and indicated poliefe were first called “Pigs'* in the

Bible, referring to the incident where the evil spirits wef*e

caused to leave the sick man, going into a herd of swine, which

thereafter ran off a cliff and were destroyed.

Source said Gregory also spoke of the Northern white

man using the Southern white man. He said the Northern white

man sold the black slaves to the Southern white man, while
that was profitable for the Northern white .man. IPhen when At -

was no longer profitable for the Northern white man, he said
to the Southern white man that he could no longer have slaves.

He said the Southern white man did not have enough intelligence

to see that fee was being used by the Northern white man, who is

now using both the black citizens and the Southern white man.

Gregory spoke of the history of violence in this

country from the’ time of Plymouth Rock to the present. He

said the white man had run the Indian off feis land, and now

ha© the Indians confined to the small reservations. He said

the Europeans look upon the white man in this country as

savages because of the treatment of the Indians by the white

man. He also mentioned the mistreatment of the Mexican laborers

in this country, particularly those working on grape farms in

California

.

Source said Gregory praised the Negro woman for

her stability and what ©fee has meant to the Negro race in

this country. He said the black man should give her respect

which she has earned and deserves. - - -



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Source said Gregory stated the white middle-class
of this country pit President Ni^cn in office and the white
middle-class will vote him cut of office* Gregory said
Vice President Agnew must be pretending because Gregory
did not believe the Vice President could be as dumb as
he appears unless he is trying to appear that way.

Source s&id that during the approximately two
hours that Gregory spoke, he made attacks on virtually
every Segment of American society - including the schools,
the teachers, professional people, pz'eachers, the ’’Uncle
Toms” , These attacks were mainly for lack of involvement
and concern* Ke said Gregory stated that he does not
preach or advocate violence, but neither does he back up
from it.

111th Military Intelligence Group, Ft. McPherson,
Georgia^ Office of Special Investigations, Robins Air Force
Base, Georgia; Naval Investigative Service Office, Charleston
South Carolina; and, United States Secret Service,. Atlanta,
Georgia, have been advised of the above. ?
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/jf FD-323 (RevfU.29-61)

fin Reply, Please Refer to

/ FUeNo.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal bureau of investigation

Savannah, Georgia
April 8, 1970

Title RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Character RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK NATIONALIST

Reference Savannah memorandum dated April 8,

1970, captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in. the past. - -------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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TO DIRECTOR TELETYPE

ATT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

FROM BALTIMORE (157-2722)

FEDERAL EIaEAU'CF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

TO Dl/ECTOR

Mr. DoLoach.w..-

Mr. Walters-.

Mr. Mohr -
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper
Mr. CalVmn
Mr. Conrad
Mr, £elt_
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen.__
Mr. SuIIivanjH?
Mr. Tavel

—

'As/.

Mr. Sovara
Tele. Room „

Miss Holmes
I Miss Gandjt^_.

APPEARANCE OF NATIONALLY KNOWN COMEDIAN DICK ~ G

R

ECORD

^
.T^ngfiAW STATE COLLEGE^ BALTIMORE ,

MARYLAND.. APRIL NINE
,

\

SEVENTY . RM. \

^
ON APRIL EIGHT INSTANT , A CONFIDENTIAL RELIABLE SOURCE

,

ADVISED NATIONALLY KNOWN COMEDIAN DICK GREGORY IS SCHEDULED

TO ADDRESS STUDENT BODY OF MORGAN STATE COLLEGE, A

PREDOMINANTLY NEGRO COLLEGE, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, AT ONE PM

\ ON APRIL NINE NEXT .- ------

1 LOCAL AUTHORITIES COGNIZANT. )

1 ONE ZERO NINTH MIGP ,
SECRET SERVICE, AND USA, ALL

1 BALTIMORE ,
ADVISED .

ADMINISTRATIVE

BALTIMORE FOLLOWING .

SOURCE REFERRED TO ABOVE IS

<R PROB)

/&o-

IF NO INFORMATION OF a POSITIVE, NATURE.^DEVE^OgEp.
9 APR 15 197-

h END^ PAGE ONE

ilBfflSJIut >

[VPR|1
XEROX

APR 1970

SfiS$
{&>**
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MAILED

20

APR

15

1970

To: SAC, Baltimore

From: Director, FBI, (100-440423)

RICHARD CLAXTO^REGORY
RACIAL HATTERS ' -

ReBAtei. 4/8/70 captioned "Appearance of Nationally
Known Comedian, Dick Gregory, at Morgan State College, Baltimore,
Maryland, 4/9/70; RM."

For your information and future guidance, there is
wide Government interest in the public appearances of all

. f
black extremists -. Many Government leaders and agencies rely (
on the FBI for this type of ' -intelligence data. Therefore,
whenever you learn of any such appearances in your territory,,
you should promptly submit that information in a form suitable
for dissemination. , .

,

1
' =

Concerning captioned individual^ he has been arrested
on numerous occasions in connection with, his civil rights
activities and has vehemently criticized the war in Vietnam,
the President, and the Director,. He has, spoken at numerous
colleges and universities throughout the United States/ and his
main theme usually centers, on the youth and what they can do *

.

% correct the- white racist establishment in the United States.
Tiie subject is on, the Agitator Index in view of his past
Activities.
oO

Submit results of subjects speaking appearance .at

Hqrgan State College in a form suitable for dissemination., In «

“this connection, the Bureau desires a summary of his -activities,
however f _

any inflammatory statements, should be set forth
verbatim.

"

1 - Chicago (157-347)

OAFiWaB/aebM _ UEC- 9S

mm
MAIL ROOM\L/\ TELETYPE HNItl I

'3
SE§?Mfe1¥&GE TWO /

V
HpEIff Is

;

c^f?-??aAlKED



Airtel to Baltimore '

Re: - Richard Claxton Gregory
i00-440j423;^ "

'
i I'

NOTE;-
;

'

Baltimore Office, indicated ihat results of subject's
appearance "would uiot be' incorporated in LHM^ jbberefore,
above instructions appear necessary. .
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington. D.C. 20520

June 11, 1969

FBI LIAISON:

RESIDENCE:

BUREAU FILE NUMBER:

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE:

PASSPORT NUMBER:

ATTORNEY:

A
TRAVEL PLANS

PORT OF DEPARTURE:

DATE OF DEPARTURE:

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION:

PROPOSED LENGTH OF STAY:

COUNTRIES TO BE VISITED:

PURPOSE OF TRIP:

FOR INFORMATION ONLY

BORN:
PLACE

GREGORY

b6 per Dept, of State

1U51 East ££th Street
Chicago, Illinois 6o6lS>

Unknown /ob- ^

Unknown

K-761916 issued June 5, 1969
at Chicago

Unknown

June 7, 1969

Air

2-3 Weeks /° 0 ~

London, England

Business

PASSPORT OFFICE
Robert D. Johnson

/.0 0

NOT RECORD22D“

T2 JUN 27 1969
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" June 11, 1969,'

FBI. LXAISONt; - / ‘
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Salt Lake Ci;ty, Utah
. April 13 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

n. -M*reh 17, 1970

J

JUniversity of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, MVissa~ J ~ * , J > ’ ~

axton Gregory was scheduled' to appear at the

Special Events Cepter at the university on Monday, March 30, 1970,

in connection with the university’s ’’Challenge Week.’’ The title

of his talk will be "You've Got A Big Job." „

The following article appeared in the "Daily Utah
Chronicle," a daily newspaper published at the University of Utah,

on March 31, 1970:
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

r^Ch 6
Gregory states opjniesi

-

on todays issues

s
J,}

f

- T

;} ;!

By SYLVIA KRONSTADT
"I don’t know how I can stand

here with a-straight face and say
it’s a pleasure to.be in Salt Lake
City.”

With warmth, anger and elo-
quence, Black comedian Dick
Gregory addressed an audience of
an estimated 4000 Monday night
In the Special Events Center as,
part of Challenge Week. Following
an introduction by Black Student

.leader Bill, Bey, Mr. Gregory
launched into a 2 hour presenta-
tion that was often humorous, oft- -

en poignant; cynical,-personal and-
powerful. Equally harsh and
equally affectionate with the
Brothers as with the predominant-
ly white audience, Mr. Gregory
probed a vast range of issues in-
'eluding education, 'law and order,,
religion, national priorities and-
ghetto existence. "Committed and
dedicated to nonviolence,” Mr.,

' Gtegdry preached human rights,.,
common sense and morality. "You

’

have a big job — the job'of giving..

,
j.'

' America back its sanity,” hesaid.

iff ON MORALITY: "You kids
1 *

(1 ,

seem t0 that ntorqhty is a
£?;Brooks Brothers suit, a shave and 1

‘ t

9

¥

'l
3

f
- i

'

v

\

r
i

*•4

y

4

can’t sit by and watch violations
add-up and then arrest you for the
sum total, unless it has some in-
tention other than upholding the
law.”

GENERATION GAP: “Twen-
ty-four hours a day the System
lies to you. Then when you catch
it, they call it'the generation gap.” -

ON THE POLICE: “You can’t
,

blame the 'police. They're con- f
1

trolled by the same people that
pollute the air and the waterand
enforce poverty with low wages.”
ON TEACHERS: "American

teachershave closed down every
4

school in the country, -striking to
increase their salaries— but when
Nixon vetoed the education bill,

«

you didn’t hear a word from them.

»

That wasn’t their money; that
would have gone to the kids.” -

ON ADULTS: “Most of them-]
*

are so busy making money, they# r •

haven’t had a moral thought: run 1!
through their heads In - 40 years.”#
ON BUSSING: "Don’t ask' me’- \

TT'Brooks Brothers suit, a shave and'
’-

|

f -a haircut once a week. . . . Stay^

’
j

morally pure, moraUy honest
j- Rally behind morality — that’s

the one bomb America can’t codo
with.” v . .

ON RELIGION: "If you ad-
mit, that one of the sons of Adam

h and 'Eve was black, what does
ti that sayabout Adam and Eve, and

°f you? . . , You can have any
kind of belief you want, but not .

at my expense. I am glad that the'
black’s attack on the Mormon

!

Church has remained at the insti.
tutional level; the day blackfolks

,

start stooping to the petty level *

t of attacking the individual Mor-
’

l
mon. I’ll side with the Mormon.”
ON THE BLACK POWER SA-

LUATE: "They all say, -‘What;
;does that mean?’ Haven’t you ever'
•seen a box of baking soda?‘»

%

,
-
0I# THE CHICAGO 7 CON-

TEMPT. RULINGS: ."bln a .free
and democratic society, the law

'

about bussing. You’ve been bus-
sing black-kids past white schools!
and white kids past black schools/*
for years to enforce an immoral -

'• situation — and now you- wonder* *

If it’s proper to do it to create a
j

moral situation. *•

“The tragedy -of the Mississippi'
thing Is those white parents keep-,

4

i

ing their 7-year-old kids out of'
school. The white' kids will pay
the price.. It’s sad; it’s not funny
at alF,” - ,

ON? CONSERVATISM: “That I

flag is riot going to hide your in-
sane degeneracy. . . , Since bigot-

ry is no longer fashionable,-people
-try, to jiide it under conservatism.

“The first patriots were always
on the side of the oppressed. You
so-called patriots today are on the
side of the oppressor.”
ON RACISM: "Individual rac-

ism is legal — it’s constitutionally
protected freedom of expression.
But It is institutional racism that
-keeps black people down. Most
blade folks don't hate white folks— we bate your vicious, insane

(Continued'on page_7)
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(Continued from pagc*l) ; *

white racist institutions^’

ON LANGUAGE; *%ngeL food

cake is always white. Devils food

cake is always black. A little lie

is a white lie. A tornado is black

till it comes Inside to clean-up
the lady’s kitchen. Then, iVL a

white tornado.” " i

ON THE COTIES: “We damn ,

near own the country now. You
gave us aU the .major cities with-

out a fight. Did you say Wash-
ington, D.C. is your capital?”

ON THE WHITE MAN: “The

white man in this country is Jhe

sickest man in the world.”

ON YOUNG PEOPLE: “Thank’
you foif turning, the civil rights

'movement into a human rights

movement. . . . You are the most'.,

morally dedicated group of young.,

folks in .the history of this coun- ^

try. . . You have to, solve prob-

lems you< had no part In creating,

— problems thatwere here before

you were born. Not only did we/
not solveAhe problems,-but for the %

first time in ;h!story, we’ve* used

up all
1 the tricks.”-

* >

ON NIXON: “Dick Nixon,shows
*

*;yoUT the state of this nation better
! than anything I could do tonight/

- vWhenJie :had Jo-pick a model of,

f equityrvhonesty, and courage out

7 4- ‘ - *

?v5

, *

if i

i;
1

*

m
1

«

- &

~ - _
^

of 200 million people, ho chose j ,

Haynesworth. The* second *time» ^
around, he reached even further

down into the barrel of scum.”
ON THE PROPERTY FETISH: i j

“When (hose buildings Jblew, up *

in New York, it was.at night; no* l , 4

body was there, nobody was hurt. ’
*

Now they’re talking about the >

death penalty for possession, of n
dynamite. What about heroin /

pushers? That’s Just human life- $ V
that’s involved, but since it’s not \ * /' •

property they’re not so con- ,1

eerned.”
* \

i

ON DRUGS: “Dope /ouldnj Y'
come into this country without the

consent of the politicians and the*

police . all drugs and artifi-

cial stimulants are ^bad, including vl

coffee, tea and alcohol.” {;]

ON.JUSTICE; “The policemen.
£}

in Harlem shake hands with the ^
pimps and the pushers^But when \

beeautiful black people, like Stoke. *

ly or H. Rap come into the:ghetto„ ^
not to sell" heroin or a woman’s^
ass, but to uplift my people, then. <

the police get up-tight.”
-

'

/.)

ON RELEVANT EDUCATION:
i "l

“After watching .whores turn*

V

tricks when I was 5 years old,

learning to read about Dick and 4

Jane up cn the hill didn’t interest- \

me at. all, whenT was 6.“

ON NONVIOLENCE:
%
“You’re

the ones that pin a medal on him
for killing a -whole batallion of

of Viet Cong, ... If you think you

can draft a black man, send him: |

to Fort Collins to learn how to be* *4

a “gorilla,”' ship himJo Vietnam, J
to kilLone foreigner to free an-

-

other foreigner — and then think i

he’s going to come back here and

not kill you to free hi^mother —
you're crazy.',’ „

t *
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
4/3/-70

At approximately 8:00 p.m. , at the Sports and
Special Events Arena, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah,
DICK GREGORY began his speech to a crowd of approximately
2,500 individuals. GREGORY was conservatively dressed in a
charcoal grey suit and light tie. GREGORY began his speech
by stating how unhappy he was in being in Salt Lake Cyty and
how he would have preferred to be somewhere else. He “stated
he did not want to be condemned for his speech as JERRY RUBIN
had been for his and specifically brought out the fact that he,
DICK .GREGORY., was not responsible for RUBIN* s ideas or actions.
As a result of RUBIN's speech, GREGORY advised that he had
been telephonically contacted and advised not to curse or use
profanity of any kind in his speech.

GREGORY advised that he was "here to set the youngsters
of today straight" as they could not -expect to get the; true -

story of the events occurring today from what was printed in
the newspapers

.

GREGORY stated that the biggest Black Power inci-
dent in recent years was the naming of a hurricane, BEULAH.
He referred"‘to- the -white^overtones -which- appear on -television —
today, especially in commercials. He said that ^instead of
seeing '.'the white^dove, _fly_lnto_a , white-w6man?s ^ white, kitchen ,

"

he would much rather_'see^ "a-J^lack crow fly into his Mama's
kitchen and land on some of tier .biscuits .

"
^He. further stated'

the only time a black cowboy gets to kill a white cowboy is

when "the white cowboy has just rafted a blind paraplegic who
is working for the* Salvai;ictn-Army . " --- -- -

He stated that the youth of today have prohlems
to solve which they themselves did not create but for which
the "old fools' of today" are responsible.

In reference to the White , Southern educated children

,

GREGORY stated they are illiterate because of the bigotry of

their white parents. These parents would rather see their
children not go to school at all then go to school with Black
children.

3/30/70 Salt Lake City, Utah
pile a Salt Lake City 157-110

SA mjj
Date dictated

3/31/70

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. _ _
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In regards to the bussing problem, GREGORY said
that since "DICK NIXON" has lessened attempts to integrate
schools, "we, the Blacks, have been responsible for more
integration in the last two months then has occurred in the
last fifteen years.

GREGORY then referred to "DICK NIXON's" recent
selections for Justices of the Supreme Court. He said- that
NIXON had to dig down deep in the barrel to come up with
HAINSWORTH and had to dig even deeper in the "scum" to come
up with a man like CARSWELL.

He stated that NIXON's speeches on Vietnam have
been addressed to old people when, in fact,, they should be
addressed to the young of America. GREGORY stated that any-
one who follows NIXON's commitment in Vietnam had to be
crazy, "only fools back NIXON's policy in Vietnam." -In

reference to NIXON's request to have people turn their
headlights on in support of his Vietnam policy, GREGORY
stated that the only thing it did was to sell car batteries.

In reference to patriots , GREGORY stated that in \
the past "patriots were on the side of the oppressed, whereas
today, patriots are on the side of the oppressors."

Regarding air pollution j GREGORY stated that today,
instead of seeing GEORGE WASHINGTON and others standing^ behind
a flag, one would be more likely to see the flag flapping in
the breeze on the top of a large corporation building behind
which could be seen clouds of black smoke polluting the air.

GREGORY then made reference to the fact that only
the poor are fighting and dying in Vietnam. He asked where
were the FORDs, ROCKEFELLERS, and DUPONTs, in Vietnam. He
stated that DEAN RUSK's son has been out of school .for 6

years and has not been in the Army yet . GREGORY stated he
only wished he was younger so that he could receive an
induction notice. He would then immediately fly to Washing-
ton, D. C. , where he would handcuff himself to RUSK's son
and go on nationwide television stating , "whatever is wrong
with him is also wrong with me."

He then made reference to the appearance of DICK
NIXON's son-in-law , DAVID EISENHOWER, on the cover of a

-5 -
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nationally circularized magazine being sworn into the Naval
5^e

n
Ves

l
G
J
EG0RY stated that it was just as easy being inthe Boy Scouts as it was to be in the Naval Reserves

.

GREGORY then said that when the Governor ofthe State of Mississippi gives a racist speech, the samespeech can be given by the Governor of the State of Cali-fornia or the State of Illinois and it would be considered
conservative.. GREGORY stated that when he, himself, goesto the State of Mississippi and gives a speech, they sayhe is Black Power inspired

; however, when he gives thesame speech in Chicago, Illinois, he is said to have
stirred up the white backlash.

<

GREGORY then expounded on how the whites are thecorrupters of words,, not the Blacks. He said that whitescall all evil Black and all good white. He stated that whitepeopie get upset about the term, "Black Power," but if theterm Brown Strength" would have been used, think of thegreetings the Blacks would have received from the whites.Brown Strength, Brother, Brown Strength."

. , _ GREGORY stated that if he had been working inthe Ford Factory plant ten .years ago and a white man calledhim nigger he would have socked him and would have beenfired on the spot. However, the white man would think twiceoerore firing him today because he would probably burn theplant down.

,nH .. . M?vmi
h®n

fj
ated that there is a depression comingand that NIXON is the cause of it. He stated the Blacks willnot be hurt like the white people because the blacks have notinvested in Wall Street as have the whites to make money,

a?d only occupation. GREGORY then went on to saythat NIXON will not last more than four years in the WhiteHouse because peoples' pocketbooks' will be empty and the silentwh? voted him in will become the vocal majority whowill vote him out. *

GREGORY then made reference to NIXON's recent
stand on bombers and the tightening up of bombing laws.
He asked why is the death penalty not given for heroin
pushers as well. He again asked why has there been no
public outcry against the recent robbery in the State of
Connecticut when almost a whole town was blown up during

6
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the day, just minutes before a rush hour crowd would have
been killed as a result of the ruse used by the robbers to
throw off suspicion from themselves enabling them to rob the
bank. GREGORY, however, could not understand why there was
such a public outcry when three buildings in New York City
were blown up, when it was at night, with no danger' to human
life, and no value of property destroyed, so to speak.

GREGORY answered the above questions by stating
that a large monetary profit, even if obtained criminally,
is condoned by people today; however, when no money is
involved, people shutter when force is used.

He stated the reason the death penalty is not given
for heroin pushers is that there is too much money to be
made in the selling of heroin. " He. asked why is it that he,
DICK GREGORY, could come to Salt Lake City, Utah, at 9:15
p.m., and by 9:30 p.m. have made a contact to purchase heroin,
and by 9:45 p.m., have it shooting through his veins, while
the local police, who have been born in Salt Lake City and
lived her^all their lives, cannot find these same people.
"He then asked why did the whites" not listen to~the Blacks

"

when they cried out against the white pushers selling heroin
to their children in Hafleriu He said these same whites who
were deaf to the Black cries are now crying out because the
Black pushers are selling heroin to the whites' children.
He pointed out the fact that according to the Federal Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous drugs , in the past five years

,

there has been a 42 percent drop in the use of drugs by
•Negroes, which accomplishment they did themselves with no
help from the whites; however, the use of drugs by whites
is continually rising.

GREGORY stated that "DICK NIXON" is dumb and stupid
and is the most stupid president this country has ever had..

He referred to NIXON as the last "trick," meaning in effect
that the election of NIXON is the last act that old people
could pull off bn the younger generation.

GREGORY was pleased to state that the whites have
given the Blacks almost all of the major cites

,

including
"their capiiai’7 without

-
a~fight. He compared

-
this ^tb'HILTER'

giving Berlin to the jews.

7
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GREGORY questioned how DICK ’NIXON could be so dumb
as to ask for billions of dollars for the ABM System and yet
veto the Aid for Education bill. He stated that when NIXON
had vetoed the bill, teachers throughout the country should
have struck and closed all of the schools in the country.
His main concern over this veto was that the money was "for
the children

,
not for the teachers .

"

He then questioned why the college students were
so apathetic. He cited the postal strike across the nation
as an example. He could not understand why the students
did not get behind the postal employees to fight fop their
rights, which workers, according to GREGORY, would have
rallied behind the youth if such action had been taken. He
went on to say that if the youth had gotten behind the
postal employees

,
then may be the cops would have dropped

their guns in order to strike for a decent wage instead of
striking out against the working class. The cops, GREGORY
stated, should strike out against the rich industrialists
who are the ones preventing them from obtaining a decent
wage, not against the poor, harding-working class who have
no control over the salary the cops receive.

-GREGORY- then made- reference to -the-Chicago JL7"-

trial . He compared Judge HOFFMAN to ADOLF HILTER. ,He
stated that all of the old fools of the nation <if^i^|EeJi^that the
Chicago "7" and all radicals should be thrown in jail*,
however, it is the old drunken fool who kills more people in
automobiles, pads more expense accounts, and cheats more on
his income tax and is the first to shout against law and
order. GREGORY cited HOFFMAN's illegal means used to hand
down contempt sentences. Instead of HOFFMAN handing down
sentences as they occurred, he waited until the end of the
trial. According to GREGORY, the contempt citations were
handed down at the end of the trial to fulfill HOFFMAN'S
scheme to jail the defendants, denying them of their rights
if need be.

GREGORY stated the reason BOBBY SEALE was bound
and shackled was not because of the language which he used, *

as the language used by the other defendants was much worse
than SEALE's, but because at the trial BOBBY SEALE had asked
Judge HOFFMAN how much stock he owed in the Brunswick Corpora-

8
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tion, which corporation is one of the largest manufacturers
of armaments in the country. SEALE was denied the right to
act as his own defense counsel; however, GREGORY pointed out
that whites like JACK RUBY and CHARLES MANSON, the individual
accused of killing SHARON TATE and others in the State of
California, were not denied this right because they were
white

.

GREGORY laughed at how the white people today
are now saying that Black people should not start the
practice of genocide when the whites, in fact, have been
practicing it for years regarding the American Indian.
GREGORY stated that America cannot call herself a democracy
until she takes steps to rectify herself with the American
Indian

.

GREGORY then talked about Operation Intercept,
an attempt by the Government to t3e up all of the marijuana
in the country. He questioned why was there not an
attempt to stop the sale of heroin instead of marijuana.
He stated there is absolutely no heat put on the heroin .

pushers at all. If the program is successful, according to
GREGORY, all that will be accomplished is that the kids
-wi-ll move on from- marijuana to heroin-r

-

In reference to Prime Minister POMPIDOU of France,
GREGORY asked why NIXON had not criticized him for allowing
heroin to be processed in France and its free passage from
France to Canada where it eventually filters into the
United States.

GREGORY stated that the CIA and the FBI are not
about to let any outside force come in and overthrow the
government because they are so "dirty" that they will
take it over first.

GREGORY stated that the Black Panther Party
members are being killed by the same individuals who will
kill Law and Order by allowing the Stop and Frisk bill
and the No Knock Narcotics bill to become law. Yet cops
who bring down an SDS demonstration would not dare to arrest
a drug pusher.

GREGORY stated that the Blacks do not hate white
people themselves , but hate their racist institutions . He

9
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said he was not against white individuals as such but against
the racism which is created through large industrial and
political institutions

.

GREGORY could not understand why cops come in and
drive out such beautiful Blacks as CARMICHAEL, RAP BROWN, and
members of the Panthers when their only purpose is to uplift
the Blacks in the ghetto.

GREGORY said he was tired of the Mormon Church.
He said that individual Mormons are not responsible for
its actions but the Church's hierarchy was. He stated that
if the Supreme Court could make such a drastic change in
the integration laws in 1954, then the Mormon Church could
do the same. He stated that the white man had raped his
mother, his grandmother, and his greatgrandmother and that
that makes him white enough to become a bishop of the Church.
He stated that they were just about through with their
research on the Mormon Church and that they were going to
deal with the Church this summer. He went on to name some
of the business operations which the Church controlled, such
as Harman's Kentucky Fried Chicken, the .Coke-a-Cola Company
and Safeway Stores, Incorporated.

GREGORY stated that when the riot season opened
this season, the old fools should watch the events happening
on television and listen while he read the Declaration of
Independence simultaneously and perhaps they would be able
to see why it is happening.

GREGORY stated that how could a violent country
teach the Blacte violence and killing and not expect the
Blacks to turn around and use this skill to free themselves

.

GREGORY stated he believes in nonviolence but will not
preach lit and is willing to die before he is willing to kill
another individual.

GREGORY stated that the biggest hangup white people
have today is they think all Black men want are white women.
He said if this is truly the case, then it is the white man's
fault because all a Black boy sees today is a body of a white
woman smeared all over the magazines, ads, and television.

10
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GREGORY stated that white people say that the Black woman is

strong. However, according to GREGORY, the black man is strong
while the -Black woman is responsible.

GREGORY stated that the Civil Rights movement in
this country has been changed to the Human Rights movement,
and that morality is needed to shove into this establishment

.

GREGORY concluded his speech at approximately
10:30 p.m.

1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF jUSTJCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Las Vegas, Nevada '"
- -

< April 16 . _ 1970*

DICK GREGORY-
RACIAL MATTERS

On April 14$ 1970, a confidential source who has
furnished reliable information in the past advised that
Dick: Gregory, a former commedian, lectured on civil rights
on April 13, 1970, at the Student Union of the University
of Nevada j Las Vegas (UNLV), Las Vegas, Nevada, Gregory was*
presented as a guest lecturer by the UNLV Faculty Lecture
Series and spoke before approximately 40CL people.. Source— -
advised Gregory sa id ah economic depression is beginning in
the country and that^Las Vegas will soon feel its effects,'
Gregory put the blame on president Nixon and' predicted' he *

would not’ be re-elected in 1972," He stated the problem in
America today is not one of black and white, but' one of atti-
tude. He* advised "If you ^th.ink the^ Black Panthers are being
killed- because they ahe black or carrying guns you are -a fool,
They 're -being annihilated' because they are feeding the hungry,
Gregory further stated - that the Government survives by keep-
ing. 44 million Americans hungry., and that nothing promotes
thinking as fast as a full stomach; He. added his support for
a nationwide boycott, which he stated, ,may- take place this
fall. The boycott,, as Gregory explained it, will involve'
almost every commodity except the most necessary things.

This document contains neither recommendat ions nor
ponclusions of ;the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and: its contents are not to be ^
distributed outside your agency/ _

*
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ED STATES GCVVERNMENT 0
Memorandum

TO gCf DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (RUC)

date: 4/22/70

d
eject: RICHARD CLAXT0N GREGORY, aka
/ Dick Gregory

&r (A(AGITATOR INDEX)
RM

(00: CHICAGO)

Re Albany airtel to Bureau, 4/8/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies and two
copies for Chicago of an LHM reflecting the results of the"
appearance of the subject at Burlington, Vt., on 4/12/70: A
copy of this LHM has been furnished to 108th MIG, Burlington
Vt., and Secret Service, Boston, Mass.
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Albany, New -York.

.

In Reply, Please.Refer to - * April 22 , 19 70 ~
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* ’ RICHARD €LA^0H :GREG0R^; > -

1

- also known- as. Dick Gregory .
-

'

-
|
University: of ~ -

Vermont, advised on April./13 , . iy/u.j that [RICHARD- CLAXTON -

GREGORY arrived in Burlington, Vermont, from Connecticut,* at.
7:15 PM- on.April IZj 1970,: and.-appearpd .at/’the;*University of
Vermont* at- 8:15 PM, ait

.

which ‘fim;©' 'he -delivered'.a lecture ;
1

'

pertaining to his .background in show business.. !

advised that, the tone of the lecture was
very moderate in. that GREGORY repeatedly stated that he felt
that the statements, identifying police officers, as. Vpigs^ was
.uncalled for and that he. does not believe in the. violence
that has been attributed to. various racial organizations.; :He
further Stated that he does not believe -in violence by any;
[group 1 agitating for change and Specifically identified the "

organization Students for a Democratic Society, as one" that he
does .not .respect '*'*

\i v
‘ * '7

. GREGORY remained at Burlington the evening of ^
-j

April 12, ,197.0, and; departed, the morning of April 13, 1970/
destination unknown. ; : = _7- ; ,

-

- ---

1
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"
' nor' conclusions of the FBI. ,

-It is the
property of- the FBI fand/is, loaned to your,: j
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1 APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A source has advised* that the Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) , as presently regarded, came into
being at a founding convention held June, 1962, at Port Huron,
Michigan. From an initial posture of "participatory democracy"
the line /of the national leadership has revealed a growing
7i?irxist-Leninist adherence which currently calls for the
building of a revolutionary youth movement. Concurrently,
the program of SDS has evolved from civil rights struggled to
an anti-Vietnam stance to an advocacy of a militant anti-
imperialist position. China, 'Vietnam and Cuba are regarded
as the leaders of worldwide struggles against the United States
imperialism whereas the Soviet Union is held to be revisionist
.and also imperialist-.

At the June, 1969 SDS NationaT Convention, Pro- *

gressive Labor Party (PLP) forces in the organization were
expelled. As a result, the National Office (NO) group main-
tained^its National Headquarters at 1608* West Madison Street,
Chicago, and the- .PLP faction, set tip headquarters in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. This headquarters subsequently moved to Boston.
Each group elected its own -national officers, which included
three national, secretaries and a National Jnterim Committee
of eight. Both the NO forces and the PLP forces claim to be
the true SDS. Both groups also print their versions of "New
Left Notes", which sets forth the line and the program of the
particular faction. The NO version of "New Left Notes" was
recently printed under the title "The Fire Next Time" to
achieve a broader mass appeal..

Two major factions have developed internally within
the NO group, namely, the Weatherman or Revolutionary Youth
Movement (RYM) I faction, and the RYM II faction. Weatherman
is action-oriented upholding Castro's position that the duty of.
revolutionaries is to make revolution. Weatherman is regarded
by RYM II as an adventuristic, elitist faction which denies the
historical role of the working class as the base of revolution.
RYM II maintains that revolution, although desired, is not
possible under present conditions, hence, emphasizes organizing
and raising the political consciousness of the working class

2
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upon whom they feel successful revolution depends. Although
disclaiming control and domination by the Communist Party, USA,
leaders in these two factions have in the past proclaimed
themselves to be communists and’, to follow the precepts of a
Marxist-Leninist philosophy, along pro-Chinese communist lines.

A second source has advised that the FLP faction
which is more commonly known 'as' the Worker Student Alliance
is dominated and controlled by members of the PLP, who are
required to identify themselves with the pro-Chinese-Marxist-

* Leninist philosopy of the PLP. They advocate that an alliance
between workers and students is vital to the bringing about of
a .revolution, in the United' States

.

SDS regions and university and cdlege chapters,
although operating under the outlines of the SDS National
Constitution, are autonomous in nature and free to carry out
independent policy reflective of local conditions. Because
of this autonomy internal struggles~reflecting^the major ~

factional interests of SDS have occurred at the chapter level
since the beginning of the 1969-70 school year.

A characterization of the PLP is attached.

3
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1. APPENDIX

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY (PLP)

"The New York Times" city edition, Tuesday,
April 20, 1965, page 27, reported that a new party of
"revolutionary socialism*’' was formally founded on April 18,

1965, under the name of the PLP which had been known as the
Progressive Labor Movement.

„V

According to .the article, "The Progressive Labor
Movement was founded in 1962, by Milton Rosen and Mortimer
Scheer after .they were expelled from ^he Communist Party
of the United States, for assertedly following the 'Chinese

Communist line." *

A source advised on June* 3, 1968, that the PLP
- held_its~Second;-National_Convention __injtfewJYork City, _ _

March 31 to June 2, 1968, at which time the PLP reasserted
it's objective of the establishment of a militant working
class movement based, on Marxism-Leninism., This is to be
accomplished through the Party’s over-all revolutionary

_ strategy of raising the consciousness^ of the people and
helping to provide TdebiogicaI leadership irTthe'working"

;

class^struggle for state, power.

The source also advised that, at the Second
National Convention, Milton Rosen was unanimously reelected

National Chairman of the PLP and Levi Laub, Fred Jerome,

Jared Israel, William Epton, Jacob Rosen, Jeffrey Gordon,

and Walter Linder were elected as the National Committee

to lead the PLP until the next convention.

.The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor" a bimonthly

magazine; "World Revolution," a quarterly periodical; and

"Challenge-Desafio," a monthly newspaper.

4
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The April, 1969, issue of "Challenge-Desafio"
sets forth that "Challenge .is .'dedicated to the peoples
fight for a new way of lifer-where, the working men and
women control their own homes .and factories ; where they
themselves make up the entire government on every level
and concrol the schools,, courts ,, ;police and all institutions
which are now used to -control' them."

Source advised; on May .8.,-. .1969. that the PLP
utilizes an address of General Post Office Box 808, Brooklyn,
Kew York, and also utilizes an office in Room 617, 1 Union
Square West, Hew York, New Y9rk.

.

5 *
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date: 4/21/70

DEClAS^IFIGfcTICnf MJTHOflTY UEHI¥E-D FROM: /
€BI AUTOMILTIC OECLJkS SIFIOlTIOW GUIDE -/
DATE OS- 05-2014

r r>nn \m vrn/ |V|-| |«« m m

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum,
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

SPRINGFIELD (157-189)

subject: DICKMjREGORY APPEARANCE
SPAULDING INSTITUTE
PEORIA, ILLINOIS
April 4, 197 0
RM

0
/

\/- Re Springfield t<

J 4/4/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and $€ven
copies of a self-explanatory letterhead memorandum suitable
for dissemination. Also enclosed for the Bureau are two copies
of an FD-376.

This letterhead memorandum has been disseminated
locally to USA, Springfield, Illinois; Secret Service, Springfie
Illinois; NISO, Chicago,, Illinois; OSI, Chanute Air Force Base,
Illinois; and 113th MI^Group, Evanston, Illinois.

* - This- letterhead memorandum is being classified
confidential since it contains information from sources of

^ continuing value and any unauthorized disclosure might result
\ in harm to national defense interests of the United States.

Re Springfield teletypes, to the7 Bureau 4/2/70 and

o/ u a
x- o O
H -H

Op ol

° m aO jq LU
,

Source who furnished information An enclosed letterhead
jhj memorandum is confidential’ racial source. b6
°

I 1 b7C
’°-a Identity of Special Agents mentioned in the letterhead b7D

memorandum regarding observation of DICK GREGORY appea rance in v
Ppori a « Illinois, on April 4. 1970. are Special Agentsl J

. I
. I and I r
|
Observation of GREGORY was appropriately recorded on an

FD-302. Included in this letterhead memorandum is only an
excerpt, highlighting GREGORY’S comments at the meeting.

Recordings made of GREGORY’S speech are being reviewed,
and if appropriate, transcription will be made.. >

. v-77//

^ //puciosuRt rec- 660 o »
Bureau (Enc . (RM) - - - - • ------

.
-

3 - Springfield (2: 157.-189) (1: 66-1967). / \
'
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois
April 21, 1970

DICK GREGORY APPEARANCE
SPAULDING INSTITUTE GYMNASIUM

PEORIA, ILLINOIS
April 4, 1970

On April 2, 1970, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Dick Gregory,
Negro anti-establishment comic, is to speak at Spaulding
Institute Gymnasium, 409 Northeast Madison Street,. Peoria,
Illinois, on April 4, 1970, at 7:30 p.m. Gregory's appearance
is being sponsored by the Tazewell County Human Relations

.. Committee^ and is opened to the general public, cost $1*50 for
students, $3.00 for adults* Gregory is to speak about his book
entitled "Nigger," his childhood experiences; and what the
people in the Peoria, Illinois, area can do to help better
relations between the whites and blacks. He advised that the
only props requested were a podium, speaker system, and- a piano.

- _ JHe advised tha t he expected no disturbances or demonstrations.

On April 4, 1970, Special Agents of the Springfield
Division; Federal Bureau of Investigation, observed Dick
Gregory at the Spaulding Institute Gymnasium, Peoria, Illinois.

_L

GR0U? \ -

'
(

Excluded from automatic \

downgrading and _ i

declassification
j

I/M '-fo*
'

—
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FD-302 (REV; 3-17-69) o
,

FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

April 10, 1970

„ -
D£ck Gregory appeared at the Spaulding Institute

Gymnasium, 405 Northeast Madison Street, Peoria, Illinois,
«£

ril
i979, and ®P6ke approximately 8:25 p.m. to10:20 p.m. Gregory spoke for approximately two hours before

*'

a mixed crowd consisting of approximately 250 persons, mostlyadult couples. Gregory’s appearance at Spaulding Institute
‘

Gymnasium was sponsored by Tazewell Citizens Committee on Human- 4

Relations, a committee* dedicated to establishing better relations
between whites and blacks as well as achieving oniia-m-.p^inftr.o

*

*aces * According to a meeting program.
I
Illinois, resident, is I ^hm-uh muf \

.linoj

u
GREGORY j who spoke for approximately two hours, stated t

that he does not believe in violence and characterized the youngAmerican people as being the most moral, ethical and dedicated
££>«£ in ths country.. He advised that it is the task of America’syouth to fully implement the United States .Constitutioir so thateveryone in America can be treated equally. He~ advised that
Araerica s youth are not fools and who believe in human rights,,and that the fate and destiny ofVainerlea rests in thehands oftne youner# *

, .. .

GREGORY praised the Black Panthers ’ program offeeqigg the hungry in the nation. He advised 'that the Black
who were kiUed in Chicago, Illinois, last year* FREDHAMPTON, .and MARK. CLARK,. as well as JOCK YABLONSKI, defeated

candidate for the president of the. union of Mine Workers, who
kis home . in early 1970, were- killed because|key were talking about feeding hungry Americans. He advised ^

i«H-
t
+S

tt

S®
ei:

* Jke ®est important’ problem dp the United States
J

and that approximately 44,000,000 persons in America go to' bedat night time hungry. _

4/4/70 Peoria, Illinois

JDFimpb Date dictated -4/7/70

This document contains neither recommendations^ nor "conclusions' of the FBI* It *ts the property, oj the FBIond is loaned, to your agency::

St and Its contents .are not to be distributed outside your agency. coir
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DICK GREGORY APPEARANCE'
SPAULDING INSTITUTE GYMNASIUM
PEORIA, ILLINOIS
April 4, 1970

SI 157-189
2

GREGORY criticized President RICHARD H. NIXON’S choice
of Federal Judges CLEMENT HAYNSWORTH and HAROLD CARSWELL to the
United Stales Supreme Court. He advised that out Of the 200,000*000
people living in the United States, it is hard to believe that
the best the President could find was HAYNSWORTH and CARSWELL.
He advised that CARSWELL’s nomination was not only an insult to
the s blade people, but it was also an, insult rfo the decent white
people in the United States.^

He. stated that President NIXON is the "dumbest white
boy" the people evhr sent to the White Houso. He adviBed that
President NIXON doesn’t even look like ho believes he is
..President of -the United States,. He advised to show how "dumb,
'.President NIXON is i* President NIXON tried to slow down school

~

integratiPn in the South, but that more schools have been
Integrated in the South in .the past two, months than in the past
four years.. He stated, "NIXON is so

;
dumb he called out the Army

to move the mail when; the postmen went on strike." He advised’
that it cost more in a month to pay' the. Army, to move the mail
than it would have CPst- to pay the mailmen the raises they
desired. He also criticized- America’s youth for not supporting
the mailman’s strike.

* *

,
*

GREGORY also, advised that unemployment is on an Upward,
trend' arid that America will hit an economic low in the next six
months, the lowest in America’s history* He advised because of
lack of money * top companies; in the country will riot be recruiting
college graduates this .year on Campus arid that Aircraft factories

* are being closed.
’ f '

*-

GREGORY also criticized Attorney Generalfe JOHN MITCHELL i

Operation Intercept ando^erationused in combatting the influx
of marijuana- into- the United States. GREGORY stated that marijuana _ «,

is not the real problem in the United States; the problem -is
heroin., .He advised that Operation- Intercept .is not efficient
erioughvto stop the influx of heroin -into the United States. He
advised that when narcotics was a problem in the black ghetto
areas* nothing: was done about it, but now since the narcotic
problem is affecting the white community., everyone is concerned.;

GREGORY advised that it is; not the individual racist
who hurts the hlack man, it is the institutionalized racism that
is hurting the black people. He stated the role of the black
man in America is quite different from what it was in the past
and the black man is tired of playing games. He advised that
the white man has been tricking the black man for approximately
400 years, and that the black man is; tired of being tricked.

r. 3* -



DICK GREGORY APPEARANCE
SPAULDING INSTITUTE GYMNASIUM
PEORIA, ILLINOIS
April 4, 1970

BLACK PANTHER PARTY .

Also Known As
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther
Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland,
California, to organize black people so they can take control of
the life, politics and the destiny of the black community. It
was organized by Bobby Seale, BPP Chairman, and Huey P. Newton,
•BPP Minister of Defense. Newton was sentenced in 1968 to serve
2 to 15 years after being convicted of manslaughter in connection
with the killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther, " which
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service,"
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to
arm themselves against the police who are consistently referred
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, contains
an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George Mason Murray.,

which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America,
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves.. The only culture worth
keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere.
Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."

Included in the introduction to an article appearing
in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the
statement "...we will not dissent from American Government. We
will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman Mao Tse-tung of the
People’s Republic of China and feature Mao’s statement that
">political power grows out of the barrel of_a gun."

rThe national headquarters-of the-BPP -is -located -at

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been
established at various locations throughout the United* States

.

.4This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI £ind is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be\

distributed outside your agency. _
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FD-37S (Raw ^-23^88*'

'UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Op JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Plcc.se Refer to-

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury
' Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2053S

April 21, 1970

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

-covered by. the agreement between; the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-,

lection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has, attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U,.SM because of his official status,

2. Q Has atteropted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

•3. Because of.background is potentially, dangerous; or has been -identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has. been under active investigation as member
of other-group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. D U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the-Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs, and return.

*5. ;g^:Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and'fascists who meet one or more of- the following

criteria:

(a) r~| Evidence of emotional- instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) g^Pcior acts-(including; arrests or convictions) or conductor statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal Bonib-making.

Photograph QJ has been, furnished ;Q enclosed Q. is not available

f~l may be available through _ •

Very truly- yours.

1 - Special Agent in Charge
U. S. Secret Service

JohmEdgar Ho^vjJr _

^ Director

(Enclosure(s)

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, tkis transmittal form
' becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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Memorandum
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12382) date: 4/29/70

FR0MM^PAC » TAMPA (157-3163) (RUC)

O
subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

RM
(00 : CG)

ReTPairtels to Director, 2/13 and 3/25/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original an
copies of an LHM and two copies of FD-376.

Enclosed for Chicago are two copies of LHM.

Copies of enclosed LHM are being furnished to
Secret Service, JK; MI, Orlando; USA, TP and OSI, Patrick
AFB, Fla,

Tampa Division has active investigation open on
TP 157-4406, and Black Student Union, Valencia

Junior College, TP 157-4451.
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r.

rn MAY I., 1970

0
// \ RACIAL

dD- Bureau (Encl^lo) (RM)\
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In Reply• Please ifc/er to *

ITCeJVo.

UNItO STATES DEPARTMENT OF J ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Tampa, Florida

APR 2 9 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

,0'n February 13, 1970, Charles Norman Millicany
President; Florida Technological University (FTU)

,

Orlando, Florida, advised that Dick Gregory was scheduled
for a speaking engagement on April 6, 1970, at the Village
Center, FTU.

On March 26. 1970.
FTU, furnished the following

itinerary for "Gregory s visit to the Orlando area on April
6y 1970:

r

Arrive Orlando Jetport aboard Delta Airlines
flight 638, 1:42 P.M;, April 6, 1970;press
conference, Delta Airlines Conference Room,

- 2 1 00 -P.-M.- - 2 :45 P;- M. ; drive to FTU, 2 : 45 -

P. M. -3:15 P; M .

j

reception, Multi-Purpose
_Room, FTU, 3:15 Pi M. - 4:45vP0 M.j drive to
Her rid on

T

Airport, Orlando, 4:45 P. M. - 5:15
P. M,"$ dinner .- Skyline Restaurant, Herndon
Airport, 6:00 P. M. - 7:15 P. M. ; return to
FTU, 7:15 P.M. - 7:45 P,. M . ;

speech on “Civil
Rights” at FTU, 8:00 P. 4M. - 9:00 P. M.; leave
FTU for drive to Orlando Jetport, 9:30 P. M.;
depart Orlando for Chicago aboard Delta Airlines
flight 176, 10:15 P. M.

On April 9, 1970, advised that Gregory
followed the above itinerary while in the Orlando, Florida,
area on April 6, 1970, except for the scheduled dinner at
Herndon Airport, which he failed to show up for as he was
"on a fast”. Gregory spoke to a crowd of between 500 and
600 people, approximately one fifth of them Negroes, on the
topic "Civil Rights”; however, subjects covered by Gregory

b6
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

in his speech included the news media, education, riots
the Chicago Seven Trial, law enforcement, drugs, Suareme
Court nominees, integration and President Nixon.

[stated that Gregory made derogatory remarks
concerning President Nixon and other leaders in this
country; however, ,h© did not regard Gregory’s speech as
inflammatory, -

1 I furthov advised that
at FTU, was xo nave oeen

varegory • s escort: during the entire period of his visit to
Orlando; however, Gregory between approximately 5 Ion P. y,and 8:00 P, M, ©n-April 6, 1870,, was not wi±hj land
apparently gnKpmft &£ with! T

|at FTU.
1 1

-
I
on April is, 1970, furnished a copy

of the Aprxi iu, ±»/0, edition of ’'Future” , the official
newspaper of FTU. This edition, on pages 1 and 12,
contained the following article concerning Gregory’s
speech entitled ’’On The Inside With Dick Gregory”:

2



The youth of America will have to solve problems they had nothing
to do with creating, that were here before they got here,” said Dick

.**!
a *P®c<;h at FTU April 6. The theme of Gregory's speech was

2
^*vu Rights and his entire talk was based on the problems of “This

\ degenerate society” and what the ^ —rr-
{Vouth are ud against

okyhne had been scheduled in his

j.|
•*«* <*•« *—

~

i iff subjects, those prominent being Upon his arrival at the FTUi
;
vhe news media, the Chicago Seycn campus, he jogged a five mile!
trial, drugs, democracy, tricks of course that had been laid out byf
the adults, the postal strike, law Security, as part of^ his daily*
enforcement, the Supreme Court routine. ,

* * ' 0

* nominees, the “dollar”, raejsm and Gregory was vocal and forceful
Viet Nam, women, education, on Ins subjects.^ A number of his
integration and busing* President thoughts were as follows: *

Nixon, riots, and politics. On the hews media: Kids are
His speech was sparked by a great important to society. Newspapers

deal or spontaneous laughter and aren’t responsible in their portrayal

Inn
3?6

,

from approximately of tht\youth...The same press that500 students and faculty members blew up over Agnew’s speech on
in the audience. ' media coverage of news has decided'
Gregory wasuntroduccd by Chris guilt in the recent blowing up of

-wpnni ^e
1

nera * station manager of buildings. It is very very sick whenWrl U, and approached the stage m a free society the -press decides
- *r

f
eetmg l

!?

e
. ?udiencc witn the sign on the guilt of something before

peace . A banquet at the Herndon (Continued on Paze 12)

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

SAGE 1
FUTURE
Orlando , Florida

Date: ^!-**10**7 0
Edition:

Author:

Editor: Lindq Mettei
Title:

Character:.

or

Classification:

Submitting Office: J*' cUTipSl

t 1 Being Investigated
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CIVIL Rights commentator and comedian Dick Gregory turns serious

for a brief rap session with FTU Black Student Union President Dan
Slater. Gregory spoke lo 600 students and faculty Monday evening. ,

&(See Story).
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the law enforcement officers do.
On the Chicago Seven' Trial:

When the jury went to deliberate
Judge Hoffman ,sent everyone to
jail. The process of law followed
here is not the process that is

followed in a free democratic
society. It is very important that
you^ understand the Chicago Trial.
This is 'the country that made sure
all Nazi .war criminals got a fair
trial.

On drugs: The Syndicate started
pushing dope to black kids and the

• blacks begged the whites to stop

j

them. It wasn't too long before
1 they started pushing it to white
' kids..The users of . drugs are

criticized more .than the pushers
.because the pushern make the

• money.
\The Federal government, knows
every dope pusher in America. If
>they know every espionage agent,
you know they, know the dope

* Pushers. They a!so*know wher6 the
dope comes from. Without cops
and politicians looking the other

- way,Jhcre would be no dope here.
On Democracy: If democracy is

* as good as they say it is, why are we
iunning around the world ramming
it down people's throats with a
gun? If something is good, people
steal it.

On tricks of the adults:* We've
used ‘ up 'all the tricks. Getting

j
Nixon into the White House was

*}
the last trick this country has.

I

On the postal strike: It would
4 have cost more money to get the
army to deliver mail for three
months than it would for the postal
workers to get their raise for the
rest of their lives.

This is the only country in the 1

world where the college kids don’t i

back the workers. College students j

should have rallied behind the
postmen. * 1

On law enforcement: If you toss 1

dynamite in defense of getting 1

some money, it's all right...The t

policeman is the number two man s

‘in the * country..;\Vhen a man is l

placed in -a responsible position t

;
with little money he will rebel and thaUs when they should strike andtakes it out on the poor people. close down every school in theOn the Supreme Court nominees: nation.
President Nixon had to pick on& " On integration and busing: Who-person out of 200 million for the are the white people goirig to hurtSC and he picked Haynesworth if they refuse to let their kids go tosaymg:: He s the most honest man I school?...BIack folks have beenknow! Nixon ain't lying! Then he busing kids past white schools for
reached further mtp the barrel of 50 years to promote segregation, soscum and picked Carswell. * why do white folks think they haveUn the dollar: It's a sick,vcomo up with something new when*,
degenerate nation that 'doesn't give they introduce ‘busing to' promote?
a damn about anything but that integration?
° ar

’
. _

* On President Nixon: The same ^On racism and Viet Nam: I'm not people who^voted Nixon in will®:worried about, your racism today, vote Mm out. He said he was going

I

l

2nJTX
Cd

i

a
-
b0

Tr-
y
.°vT

r insani
j
y; If t0 shave the budget and he gave

I got killed in Viet Nam; and my more money to the ABM and
f

mother got $10,000 she couldn’t vetoed the education bill... ’
jbuy a house, in any neighborhood Nixon is' the dumbest white boyshe wanted in this- country. We’ll you white folks have put' in thedeal with your insanities,

** - - - - * r

14

s'

Jk .a®
I ^ 1 S&vJj

Vt =r J? -

M Mi
it>%: ••

•

’s- White House iri the history of -this
country. If you put Nixons in all
the governorships of all the states,
tbe blacks would take over the

• m • country in a month. .

*

.
On riots and the Declavatibn of

Indepcndence:/Everyonc should go
,

Jo/- Hie library and copy down the?
j

Declaration of Independence. Whenl
people are burning down cities,?

ry* thoy should be read the Declaration!,
•

so thiy can see what .they are
, , destroying. fih.n

}
destroying. When rights are

'% •i;#^!-destroy:ed,JUs your duty t_o abolish
"

-
4be system. The Declaration should
sa
^ for

'r.
h

i
tes on,y’- *

i.;
Dick,Gregory

-i
1 The- South has

produced some of the lowest

irV&S&i 1 P° ,ltlc^ns in the history of

36: .2® A* ;

V

^'H ,
pla^ ar°und with the

If V i V % f
’ f4it i

klds. The North has produced some
li&A \ 3

of
,. .

t
.
he slickest, slimiest

V V
* Wi in' "

I
P0hticians...they-stcal money from

S*Vi V ^ 1
thc program... It takes no

• J,money* to be a bigot but it takes a
Dick Gregory money to be a

^ conservative.,.In six months themOn women: Men have to see to it will be a low economy unparalled*
that women in America become In the history of America.

S
irSt c

t

iti2ens - All women In concluding his speech, Gregory
s iou]- .oo..cd at as hun^nt. first addressed the audience and youth*and women second. in general saying, “Thank you forOn education: One day school changing our civil rights movementteachers should be one of the into a human rights movement^
highest paid professions in the According to Ken Law«»n
United States. Not now. The Director1 of the Village Center

’

teachers will strike and close thc^’most people think thft Gregoryschools when its their own dollar, •was, by Jar, thc best speaks wc°vebut when Nixon cuts the education 'ever had'on campus. If he didn’t dobudget, AyJuch-tsJhe kid’s money, anything,else,,he^made youTiTTH^'

.



RICHARD CLA3ET0N GREGORY

This- document contains neither recoasnendaiions
nor conclusions of the. FBI., It is the property of the FBI
and is leaned t© your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency*
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNI'fc^) STATES DEPARTMENT OF Tj,/r.R

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

April 29, 1970
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220
RE: RICHARD GLAXTON GREGORY

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Q Has attempted oj threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the
U. S., because of his official status..

2. Cp Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other
than legal means.

3; Jx] Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. Q U,.Si citizens or residents who, defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [£J Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more, of the following
criteria:

(a) O'Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) '

f~~1 Expressions of strong, or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) 6Q Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Q has been furnished (33'enclosed .£3 is not.available
I I may be available through

; .

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)
U. S. Secret Service^ Jacksonville (RM)

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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OPTIONAL fOItM NO, 10 c
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR* FBI (10Q-440423)

FROM MINNEAPOLIS; (157^386.) {RUG),

subject RICHARD CMXTOinGREGORY, aka.
' Vf RM
-- i

00: Chicago -
. :

Enclosed for the. Bureau are eight popies of ah
UIM concerning GREGORY’S appearance in the Minneapolis
Division at Yankton, South Dakota.



The Thursday, April 16, 1970, issue of' the ‘'Yankton
Daily Press and Dakotan, “ a newspaper of general circulation
published at Yankton, South Dakota, indicated that Richard Claxton
Gregory spoke at the Yankton College Forbes Hall, Yankton,
South Dakota, on April 15, 1970, as a guest speaker for
the Yankton College “Program on World Understanding, “

During the two and a half hours that he was on the
stage, he covered subjects ranging from education to the
Vietnam .war and Indian reservations. To _the young people
in the audience, he said, “You have to solve problems
you had nothing to do with creating - thanks to us old fools.”

He stated, “Nixon is not president, but after
his election on a ‘law and order’ campaign he is a sheriff ....
and not. a. very. ..ethical, .sheriff at. ihat_.il . _ _ _

"White folks^ is trying to hide bigotry behind
conservatism, Gregory added*, saying Nixon was elected by
voters who never before voted Republican. But this will
return to them," he said," because white folks in America
don’t have enough money to last four years, under a Nixon
administration that he said has already begun a hard recession.

“You young kids}’ he said,” you ain’t seen no hell
raised. Wait ’til your folks find out Nixon's taking their
beer money.

"

Gregory said black people might tend to feel many
deaths among the Black Panthers'* is genocide. But, he said,
“They ain’t nothing like you dirty stinking people in this
state do to the Indians.”

/ o a ~ <4 H o LH?- $ ~ y
ffcOSUBg



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

He said, "Without police and politicians turning

their ‘hacks, dope couldn’t flourish in this country."

"If democracy is as good as we tell you it is,"

he said, "why do we have to go all over the world trying

to ram' it down everybody’s throats?., ... If you have something

good, ‘ they’ll steal it. If you’re so afraid of worldr*

wide communism," said Gregory, "prove it.... and^not with

bombs.... Why don’t you use the greatest weapon* you have,,

why don’t you implement and utilize the United States

Constitution to its fullest?"

A source v/ho has furnished reliable information in -

the past advised that Gregory’s speech at Yankton College

was attended by about five hundred students, and that Gregory was

paid $1,000 for his appearance by the Yankton College.

— -This document contains neither recommendations

nor concisions of the FBI. It is the property of the

FBI and is loaned to your agency ;
it and its contents

are not to be distributed outside your agency.



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED ¥E£M:
FBI ADTOWUWriC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 0g~05”'2014

* GSA ^MR 8l CTO) lONIt.f

6

TO

FROM

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, KNOXVILLE (157-1523) (RUC)

date: 5/1/70

subject: 0

0
RICHARD CIAXT0N GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Knoxville airtel dated 4/7/70.

Enclosed to the Bureau are 11 copies and Chicago
two copies letterhead memorandum regarding captioned matter.Also enclosed for the Bureau are two copies FD6376.

Copies have been disseminated locally to
intelligence agencies. Secret Service, Nashville, and
U. S. Attorney, Knoxville.

Source referred to in LHM is

.Source advised
[when GREGORY arrived at the airport? however,

his talk coincided with the premiere in Knnxviiip o-f kk,
movie »A Walk in the Spring Rain."]

IkncL srmrpg infMnafo^ j-'U-'-t- r

I
bourse further advised

cn5CrUF¥URY indicated he was on a tight speaking schedule
and had to depart Knoxville in order to go to Rochester,
New York.

This letterhead memorandum is classified
confidential as information contained therein could
reasonably result in the identification of a confidential
informant of continuing value and compromise future
effectiveness thereof.

i

Bureau (Enc/'^j (L) I *
Chicago (157/347) (Enc.2) (RM) sfA

3 - Knoxville (1 - 157rl523) „

(1 - 157-1535) (UT File) rggg0-
AGENG$: AC

b6
b7C
b7D

j

GW F0RW:

DATE FORW

DEPT: ISDS^^S.IDIU,^

9m '
::::: ~

avings Bonds Regularly on the PayroTTS&vmgs Plan
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, 'Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C, 20535.

File No. May 1, 1970
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D'. C. 20220 *
4

i
*

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by- the.agreement between, the 'FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

.
tection, and to. fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Q Has attempted or' threatened bodily.harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing ,iri or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. jQ Uas attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Q Because, of- background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or. _

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group, or organization. inimical to-U. S.

4... U. S. citizens, or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or.

Chinese Communist blocs and.return.

- 5;- fy] Subversives,. ultrarightists;; ra'cists and fascists .who meet one or more of-the following-

criteria:

» (a) Q‘ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable. residence and
employment recprd) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Q Expressions of stroiig or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) £g] Prior acts (including, arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements
indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6; individuals involved in illegal. bombing.or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Q has been furnished enclosed Q is not available

I I may be available through i

Very truly yours,

1 r Special Agent in .Charge (Enclosure(s)2) (RM)
U.. S. Secret Service Nashville, Term.

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
Jbecomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Knoxville# Tennessee

May 1# 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

Attached are copies o£ news articles appearing m
in the UT Daily Beacon # student publication. University Mf
..of Tennessee (UT) , Knoxville, Tennessee, The Knoxville ' W
News-Sentinel and The Knoxville Journal* daily publication^'
Knoxville, Tennessee.

;

’JL

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES ANO FIELD OFFICES
ADVISED BY ROUTING SLIP ON Z .

Group 1
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and declassification

\



(Mount Clipping In Spaco Below)

Dick Gregory, comedian turned civil
* rights activist, has been scheduled to
speak on the *UT campus May 7,
according to an annbuncement made
Tuesday by Mark Grisar, chairman of
the Man and His Environment speaker
series. «.

Grisar said ^Gregory, .whose appear-
ance oh the campus has been twice
vetoed by UT administrators, has
already signed a contract*

Gregory was the first scheduled
speaker ever to be denied permission to
speak on the campus by UT. administra-
tors. ^

Gerogia legislator Julian Bond added
to the impact of the veto when he broke
his contract to speak at UT when he
learned the University had refused
Gregory the right to speak on campus.
Bond told the Daily Beacon then that

if Gregory wasn't good enough to’ speak
at UT, he wasn’t cither..^ '

4
The incident sparked the controversy

which* eventually, led to a lawsuit'

- challenging the ^validity of the Universal
ty’s speaker policy. \ -f.

It was decided in U.S. District Court*
here that the policy limited freedom of

\
specch_and^was_unconstitutional..- -

;

l
'

: -r • _i;;i

(Indicate page, name of
.newspaper, city and state.)

UT DAILY BEACON.

Knoxville,.tenn..^

PAGE J
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By Bruce Hight

* America has run out oMricks, Dick

Gregory said last night, and young

Americans should "organize behind

(morality,” this summer, to end the

.Vietnam war.

| Gregory, speaking before a Man and

;His Environment crowd of 3,200 in

Alumni Memorial Gym, said that

President Nixon was the country’s last

.trick. .

‘

? ,,‘THEY ASK US to be non-violent,”

Gregory said, ’‘But this is ,the only ?*
- "country in the world that ever dropped*

•ah atomic bomb on Japan.”

< He urged, “You young folks organize

Ithis summer, boycott the barbershops

andTll guarantee you that you’ll have
^ 300,000 barbers joining the peace

iihovcmcnt.”

|
The black comedian slammed the

*

^
jjedcral Government for its methods of,

• Scaling with drug traffic by noting that'

had he never been In Knoxville before in

? his life, he could "get a fix” within ^5
^minutes after his arrival.

| ^

I "IF A KID can find a heroin pusher, j

^Gregory said, "you . know the Federal

* government can.”
*

Referring to the police ^and theirs

[attempts to halt the drug traffic,?

I, Gregory said* "They can’t find the
1

heroin, man?”

f

* "Gregory, who twice has been denied *

the- .right to appear at UT by the 1

^University Administration, walked up to 1

I'thepodium to begin his speech and said, <

r ‘Tin; happy to be in Knoxville.!* The
'

[J
crowd roared its approval. ^

£ . GREGORY TOLD the audience that ?

I^they, as the young generation, faced' no i

^
problems that they had created'. . ^
*

"F feel particularly sorry for you f<

jtyoung (white kids,” 'Gregory * said,:
;

^"|>ecause those bad checks your parents,
4

J

*
| have been writing are gonna bounce.”'

^"Gregory ^endorsed ath< upcoming

i nfafen^m'' Nashville Sunday; tchingnne^j'

res©
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Crvwu'uial their marching could set an
example v for others who might be

^

oppressed and encourage them,

\
THE BLACK activest also took aim

* at the drug abuse, and attacked whites

;

for caring about the problem only after
;

-it had moved out of the black ghetto and
'.other poverty areas and into the white
* suburban areas. * *

|

f)
Gregory heavily criticized college

,

9
students for not backing American
workers saying, “Who the hell do you
think you are?”

‘He said students had ‘missied * an
opportunity to help American

,

workers
]

by virtually ignoring the mailmen’s

strike recently.

GREOGRY ALSO blasted the trial of !

the Chicago 7 and pointed out that
2

?

the one black being tried waPbo
Seale, who was sent to jail before the *

end of the controversial judicial pxoce;-*

edings for contempt charges.

Gregory said Seale was not sent to jail <

for any courtroom behavior, but for
j

asking Judge Julius Hoffman in courts

how much stock he had in the'j

Brunswick Corporation, a maker of war
j

^ weapons. ,
" “

“It’s a cold day in America - when
|

• anti-war demonstrators end up in court|
before a judge who "manufactures * war j

materials,” he said.
* j

Gregory also told ’“the damn fools”'**

who warn aboutc the dangers of
j

world-wide Communism to make the;'

U.S. Constitution really work, and then* i

say to them,“Top that, baby.” *--

3GSB5

, r-*-

* V . / * • y \ J
* Staff Photo by Mlkt Borumjs*

. ‘A full house for Gregory. 7
:

v-
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• By JIM STOVALL
k *

i * Nm-stnltotl Stoll Writer

? * Dick Gregory, whose absence
from UT. last year stimulated

:

.the open speaker controversy,
;told <0W wildly enthusiastic!
'students there last night that
• his generation has "used up ail

the tricks."

\ Mr. Gregory, a black come-

,
dian who was barred from UT

'last year by Chancellor Charles
Weaver, said today’s young peo-
ple—the group to which he was
speaking—arc the "most moral-
ly honest, ethical group of young

- people in the history of the
*worid."

Jp
"ll’x im cmluimissing thing

/or me to any to you, hut you
nro going to have to solve a
lot of problems, and every one

I

f
of Ihoso problems you luul noth-

ing to do with,” he said,

N
,

Nixon Was ‘Last Trick*
’

j
i "Not only did we not solve
the problems, we used up all

the tricks," he said to the
group, which was packed into

* Alumni Memorial Gymnasium
** The "last trick" was electing

Bichard Nixon president, he
said. "Richard Nixon shows the

. state of the nation far better

l than anything else in this coun-
try.

£*“ ’"Out of 200' million people in

this country, ho had to pick one

* person moral enough to fill a
vacancy on tho Supremo, Courtl
‘—and the- most ethical man he
jcould co'mo‘ up with was u
„ Haynsworth.

* "On tho second time around,

J.ho reached oven further down
tho barrel of scum nncl got a
CnrmvcbV His nomination was

an insult to every decent think-

ing person on the face of the
earth!"

I

Predicts Defeat

Mr, Gregory then, ns he was
many times during his speed),
was interrupted by loud ap-
plause, cheers, stomping feet,

and whistling. !

The civil *and *human rights

advocate predicted that Nixon,
the "dumbest -white boy ever
to be in the White House,"
would be defeated in 1072 be-

cause he is "tampering with
the money." •

jf

.

"Within the next six month?,
we will bo reaching the cconom*
i<: low point of Our history, mul
the some while folks that put
him (Nixon) in the White House
arc going to' take him out. The
’silent majority’ is going to bo
the most vocal group you ever
heard," he said,

Mr. Gregory said the older

generation is so interested in

making money that "a moral
thought hasn’t penetrated their

heads in the last 20 years."
*

‘Police Not Real Enemy*
"Dial’s why it’s so hard for

you to communicate with your
parents," he told tho group.’ i

Mr. Gregory, who termed
himself "strongly committed to

nonviolence” said that young
people should "rally, behind
morality" and protest, not by
dynamiting buildings or blow*
ing up police stations.

"The police stations aren't

your .real enemies. Your real

enemies arc the Rockefellers,
the Kennedys, the Henry Fords,
and the Du Ponts. After you’ve
blown up all (ho police ‘stations, r

(Indicate fMjo, non* of *

newspaper, city andotaU.) ,*>*
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they’ll Still' be around pollutingX
your air and water” he said.

> The 106S presidential candi-

date, fixed sharp rebukes on Ki
‘conservatives and right-wing- y*
f
crs, "who have substituted the

word 'patriotic* for 'neurotic. r.s

! Applause Long* X.oud a)1

“You fools arc so interested

in worldwide communism. You *

would implement your own

Constitution to the . fullest, and
,

then say to the rest of the

world, 'Match us for human-

ity.*
"

« This remark drew the loudest

and longest applause from the

crowd.
A bj

“The most important question g<

you young' people face is this: si

- If democracy is as good os we

say it Is, why arc we running U

Wound the world trying to ram n

t down people's throats at gun- s

joint?'
1 ho said. . , 5

*
.

i) Offers Solulion
J”

Mr. Gregory, among many
T

other subjects, talked about the
,

* Chicago 7 trial In his two^and-
J

a-half hour speech. He said he

recognized the need for order

in the court and offered a solu-

tion for disruptive defendants.

; “If a defendant disrupts the ,

courtroom, stop .the trial and

givo him 10 days in jail for

. contempt. If ho comes back and

•
t disrupts - the .trial again, stop

1 the trial and give him 20 days

, In jail," ho said.

. s Gregory said judges should do

this immediately and not sit

,back .and add the contempt

citations up," os Judge Hoffman

did at tho Chicago trial. The

contempt sentences should be

''carried out immediately.

4
Any nlno thn nmlinriiira sij

¥.
?V . -

gt-'
' 'r ‘ A

i / :

.»
*****

-Ncw»-Scfilinel Slotl PMlO

OPEN SPEAKER—Dick ‘Gregory emphosizes o

• noint during his speech lost night at UT. His op. «

peornoce on compus was denied twice before the

courts declared UT's policy on speakers unconst.tu- •

tional.
'

5
*

;

back and add things up. they’ve w<

got something on their minds be- 0t

sides law and order.” he said.

Mr. Gregory's speech •narks

the symbolic end to a year-ana- .

n-lnilf struggle for an open
n

speaker policy on the in earn-
h

pus. When he was vetoed by

Chancellor Weaver in Septem- 3

her,JOGS.jmd re-vetoed t.ie next

February, the campus began
!

struggling wil
'

n ils first ma J
or

f

;
student-administration contro-

1

r
vcrs^ '

KC Students Attend .

That controversy ended in

c Judge Kobert U Taylorfs Second

rt District Federal Court in April,

r where UT's closed speaker poll-

<

d cy was ruled unconstitutional,

p The speech last night was at-

s tended by many Knoxville Col-

lege .students .as well as UT

lo students. '

.
.

It One minor Incident occurred

at just beforo the speech began,

in Two white students entered the

ic balcony draped in Confederate

Do flags. They were torn off, after
|

a brief struggle, by four black

;;|inli ,
lll:l. flwrmcii the flags

.were ripped apart by several

other black students.

Mr. Gregory’s speech was

laced with the wit that mado

him one of America’s lop co-

medians before he underload

his Civil Right strugglo seven i

years ago. - '
1

Blame It on Others |J

i Ho said-hc was_.frequently

r asked why there were no riots

. last summer, Ho doesn’t really

know, he. said,- but he always
‘

says that Negro leaders "were

in Ireland, serving as technical

I advisors.” '<

i
'!You know, it makes no du-

ll fcrcnco who’s 'rioting, tho po-

lice always react In tho same

1
. way. They always •blamo it on

1 . outside agitators. In Ireland,

tit’s Billy,' Graham, and tho

Pope. ^
d "Did you ever stop to think

n. about’ all tho religious Strug-

ic gics going on 'In. tho world to-,

to day? It kind of makes you

cr wonder what great secret the

:k atheists have that makes them-,

ns act »o godlike."

‘
,
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Gregory: We Seels

Is By. Constitation’
Human rights activist Dick

Gregory, leveled verbal attacks

at almost'every American insti-

tution here Thursday but wound
up by«' saying
minority groups
“want their
rights .on he tgs&aj*
same piece of

paper that oth-

ers have them
... the U.S.

^Constitution.”

Gregory told
f ' - -rVGregory told-/

~^the ,more.than*v^<jfV-
'3300 nersons at'3300 persons at tPfr****?*****^

Jhe University „ .

,o f Tennessee Gregor/

Alumni Gymnasium “young
people need to organize behind
morality,” in an effort to

1

changcthis country.

'On the issue of law and order
the 38-ycar-old comedian said;

“the same racist system which
.

guns down the blacks that mean
something \o me is'thc same

\
system which allows politicians

and cops to turn their heads to]

black pimps and prostitutes.”

• “Authorities arc not supposed!
to sit by and let' violations build’

up for a grand total before act-?

ing;* that's not law and order.”*

His example of this was “Judge'
Hoffman in the Chicago 7 trial*

sending everyone to jail while]

the jury was out. and- allowing
the - contempt ofcourt violations

build, up until?,the end^of the

trial:” •

. ;

'

He also, struck out at the na-

tion's abandonment* of “moral
thinking” in favor of making
money. t

t
• $

“The' old fools like the Rocke-
fellers, the Duponts and others

think morality is a clean shave;
_ Li' l.i -'3 - 1 Jl
a haircut and a Brooks Brothers

suit.” : IS

‘When they talk about Gnd
bless, America; they are really'

talking about the stock market;

When Jhcy talk about America'

thc’bcaptiful, they arc talking

abouttbeir check books.”
j

,’About', the. administration's

foreign policy he .said “if.De*

rnocracv" is as good as we sav it

is wKv are we goiniall over the

worH trving to ram it down peo-

rtroats with%'v«nn?” \
“Younr: oeople must make De^

mocracy something that others

wilb want, not Something tobq
forced on them/' "

$
; Switching to Abusing students

to achieve racial balance Grego-J

-rysaid, “you white folks hayc
t

' ibeen biisinc, black kids^past

(white schools <for* 50 ydarsM
(segregate students and noW you

Jact as thoueh Neeroes invented'

busing last week..

r *Titi closing? tiers* id vounspco-*

frlc ^ust work to change the

more** structure ^‘without burn*;

(town rvolfcc stations and

'cUItesa’Vcc/' 1 %
~'Z*ssssa*%
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„\ '
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

A source, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised on April 14, 1970, that DICK GREGORY, from
Chicago, Illinois, spoke at the UT Alumni Gym, Knoxville,
Tennessee, on April 9, 1970, from approximately 8:10 p.m.
until 10:25 p.m. There were approximately 3,500 people* in
attendance including black and white students and adults. _

Prior to his appearance on the stage, AVON ROLLINS, employed
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee, appeared
on the stage shortly and then departed.

DICK GREGORY stated that the white man had run
out of tricks and that electing President NIXON was the
last trick. He stated this country is based on money and
when the ROCKEFELLERS, KENNEDYs, and DU PONTs stop polluting
this country there will be no money left.

He said that white children love "pot" because they
were taught that black children could obtain it and get more
thrills than the white parents could with alcohol.

- He urged every sti^dent to go to the library and
copy the Declaration of Independence, indicating when we

; march in Washington, we can say "We hold these truths to
be self evident.” He stated it is the right of the people
to overthrow the Government at which time he was cheered
and applauded. ,

.
He said a march would be held all over the country,

including Knoxville, on April 15, 1970, and indicated the
Declaration of Independence should be read at that time.

He said the word "pig" originated from the Bible
and this information can be found in the Gospel of Mark.
He referred to the police as "pigs" and indicated they are
after the Panthers and are protecting dope pushers. He
said within 15 minutes after he arrived in Knoxville he
could find a place to buy dope and criticized the police
department for not being able to find these places and that
even a 15 year-old child can buy dope. He said that "pigs"

- 8 -



are Fascists and that the police pick up prostitutes for " *

their own "game."

He invited everyone to come to Washington, D. c.,
?

on July 4th for a march. p
'%

He jokingly indicated he wanted his money therefore f
.he, .could^noj; be a communist as he loves money too much, but t

did -indicate, the communists 'love money also .

fcL- -



BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

According to its official newspaper, the Black
Panther Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966,
in Oakland, California, to organize black people so they
can take control of the life, politics, and the destiny
of the black community. It was organized by Bobby George
Seale, BPP Chairman, and Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of
Defense. Newton is presently serving a sentence of 2 to
15 years on a conviction of manslaughter in connection with
the killing of an Oakland police officer..

The official newspaper, ”5118 Black Panther, " which
further describes itself as the *Black community News Service,

"

states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary prqgram to end oppression of
the black people. Residents of the black community are
urged to arm themselves against the police who are consistently
referred to in the publication as "pigs" who should be
killed.

— - ———“The-Black._ Panther" issue of September 7, 1968,
contains an editorial by BPP Minister" of'-Education*;- -Geqfkfe

Mason Murray, which ends with the followings

"Black men. Black people, colored persons -of

America, revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture
worth keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change

.

Freedom everywhere. Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun.
Kill the pigs everywhere."

Included in the introduction to an article
appearing in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black
Panther" is the statement, "... we will not dissent from
American Government. We will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of
the People's Republic of China and feature MAO’s statement
that "political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."



BPP

The national headquarters of the BPP is located
at 3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches
have been established at various locations throughout
the United States

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of

-ihe-F.'B. I. It is the property of the F. B. !. and is loaned to your

agency; itandits contents aTe not to be distributed outsidayour agency
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^ fEOERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

/J COMMUNICATIONS SECTIONV
* APR 21970

a
TELETYPE

NRO04 SI PLAIN

555 PM URGENT/^ /2/70 CEK

J,-TO DIRECTOR

FROM SPRINGFIELD (157-189)

DICK4UoRY ,
APPEARANCE SPALDING INSTITUTE GYMNASIUM,

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad—:

—

Mr. Felt— 1

Mr. Gal
'

Mrlsoyara-—

-

Tele. Boom—
Mies Holmes—

—

M »

Miss Gandy-

PEORIA, ILLINOIS, APRIL FOUR NEXT, RACIAL MATTERS.

tt . m rtioMT Cl
*: .—»- « ~ ^

RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST ,
ADVISED THAT DICK

GREGORY IS TO SPEASK AT SPALDING INSTITUTE

FOUR ZERO NINE NORTHEAST MADISON STREET, PEORIA, ILLINOIS

ON APRIL FOUR NINETEEN SEVENTY AT SEVEN THIRTY P M

.

GREGORY'S APPEARANCE IS BEING SPONSORED BY THE TAZEWELL

COUNTY HUMAN RELATIONS COMMITTEE AND IS OPEN TO THE GEN

PUBLIC , -COST ONE DOLLAR FIFTY CENTS,STUDENTS, THREE DOLLARS-

ADULTS •
’ ‘GREGORY ® TO SPEAK ABOUT HIS BOOK TITLED ,

••NIGGER- ,
HIS CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES AND WHAT THE PEOPL

IN THE PEORIA ,
ILLINOIS AREA CAN DO TO HELP BETTER RELATIONS

between black and whites. ONLY PROPS reguested was a
/00_VWp3-55

/

PODIUM, SPEAKER SYSTEM AND PIANO. SOURCE flDVI^“

/
TyTTaT7

' 5^1

io APR 1970

- * 4

A ^
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SI 157-189

PAGE TWO

DISTURBANCES EXPECTED .

ADMINISTRATIVE: SOURCE REFERRED TO IS

CONFIDENTIAL RACIAL SOURCE. LOCAL AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

ADVISED.

BUREAU AUTHORITY IS REQUESTED TO RECORD GREGORY’S

APPEARANCE. RECORDING DEVICES WILL BE CONCEALED TYPE , CARRIED

BY SPECIAL AGENTS. SECURITY MEASURES WILL BE

EMPLOYED TO ASSURE FULL PROTECTION TO BUREAU PERSONNEL AND

PROPERTY . P

.
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;* TO *. DIRECTOR
‘
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•

”
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.

'

FROM. SPRINGFIELD \ 'l ; t

• DICK GREGORY , APPEARANCE SPALDING INSTITUTE GYMNASIUM, •/* •

PEORIA, ILLINOIS, APRIL FOUR NEXT, RACIAL MATTERS.

I . ON APRIL TWO INSTANT, A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED
1 ^ « * »» * *

/r
*

^
«

P RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT DICK *
* ",

I; • * ' •
•

'

ti;".GREGORY IS TO SPEAGK AT SPALDING INSTITUTE GYMNASIUM,

IF' -FOUR ZERO NINE NORTHEAST -MADISON STREET, PEORIA, ILLINOIS,
,v » *

F'N;-;ON APRIL FOUR NINETEEN SEVENTY AT SEVEN THIRTY P .M

.

"‘GREGORY’S APPEARANCE IS BEING SPONSORED BY THE TAZEWELL

. .COUNTY HUMAN RELATIONS COMMITTEE AND IS OPEN TO THE GENERAL

PUBLIC, COST ONE dollar fifty cents students, three dollars
* -

%

‘ ADULTS. GREGORY IS TO SPEAK ABOUT HIS BOOK ENTITLED

’'NIGGER", HIS CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES AND WHAT THE PEOPLE

I/ IN THE PEORIA , ILLINOIS AREA CAN DO TO HELP BETTER RELATIONS

BETWEEN BLACK AND WHITES. ONLY PROPS REQUESTED WAS A

*Tr

< ' .

PODIUM, SPEAKER SYSTEM AND PIANO. SOURCE ADVISED NO

DISTURBANCES EXPECTED. -

jSSSTm.*.

.... / r\ .
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^Domestic lnte|3'gence Division

INFORMA'Z' ,vE note

CPato __ 4/2/70

n . .
Attached states -that Negro comedian

tit?
G
f
egory wil3L spe^k in Peoria,

Illinois, on 4/4/70. His speech willconcern his book entitled "Nigger "

fPef
ch

.?1:L1 b© open tc? public and ourSpringfield Office ha^ requested authorityto record Gregory's speech. *y

win if
you approve, <?ur Springfield Offic*will^ instructed to record Gregory's

*

speefch provided full security can be
!3?+J

d
*T t

Copy of a'ttached has beenseht to Inter-Divisiox* Information Unit.
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FEDERAL BURE/W INVESTIGATE;

COMMUNICATIONS SECTlq

APR 51970
^

TELETYPE

R 003 SPRINGFIELD PLAIN

1150PM NptL 4-4-70 DJK

TO DIRECTOR

FROM SPRINGFIELD (157-189)

h(y

Mr. ToIson__
Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Walters

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
iVIr. Casper /

hfr. Callahan_ /

Mr. Conrad. L
:
Mr. Felt__T

*
air. Gale /

i
Mr. Rosen r /

n

- Mr. SullivanV
|

Mr. Tavel^,

"‘I’'. F
Tele. Room

! ss Holmes
Miss Gandy..

APPEARANCE OF DICK GREGORY , SPALDING INSTITUTE GYMNASIUM,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS, APRIL FOUR, NINETEEN SEVENTY. RM.

DICK GREGORY, NEGRO ANTI -ESTABLISHMENT COMIC, APPEARED

THIS DATE AT SPALDING GYMNASIUM, PEORIA, ILLINOIS AND SPOKE

FOR TWO HOURS BEFORE, MIXED CROT-JD APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED

-

FIFTY PERSONS. GREGORY -S SPEECH WAS IN ESSENCE THE SAME AS

^HIS RECORD ENTITLED, "THE LIGHT SIDE, THE DARK SIDE",

jj

GREGORY CRITICIZED PRESIDENT NIXON-S GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
,j

HIS POLICY, BOTH DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN, AS HIS _HIS POLICY, BOTH DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN, tfg^WEEL AS HIS

APPOINTEES TO THE SUPREME COURT. HE ALSO CRITICIZE^

GENERAL JOHN MITCHELL-S "OPERATION INTERCEPT", IN AS MUCH AS

THE OPERATION DOES NOT HAVE ANY EFFECT ON THE INFLUX OF HEROIN

TO THE UNITED STATES. GREGORY CRITICIZED THE YOUNG PEOPLE FOR

END PAGE ONE
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vH-:vi«vfDrCK .GREGORY , NEGRO ANTI -ESTABLISHMENT .COMIC, APPEARED-.

"•THIS -DATE AT SPALDING GYMNASIUM,. PEORIA*,'' ILLINOIS AND' SPOKE”

;

-FOR TWO HOURS BEFORE MIXED CROWD APPROXIMATELY’ TWO HUNDRED.

* FIFTY -PERSONS. GREGORY -S SPEECH WAS IN ESSENCE THE SAME AS

,
HIS RECORD ENTITLED, "THE LIGHT -SIDE;, THE DARK -SIDE"-.— -

• GREGORY' CRITICIZED PRESIDENT NIXON-S ’GENERAL 'INTELLIGENCE

HIS POLICY, BOTH DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN, AS WELL AS HIS
’ “

*

. APPOINTEES TO THE SUPREME COURT. HE ALSO CRITICIZED ATTORNEY

. GENERAL JOHN MITCHELL-S "OPERATION INTERCEPT", IN AS MUCH AS

THE OPERATION DOES NOT HAVE ANY EFFECT ON THE INFLUX OF HEROIN

.
TO THE UNITED STATES. GREGORY CRiTICIZED THE YOUNG PEOPLE FOR
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UNITED STATESTjOVERNMENT

» '

Memorandum
TO l DIRECTOR, FBI

H * _
^

date: April 23, 1970

FRO] SPRINGFIELD (157-189) (P)

subject:.DICKc^EG0Ry ^

APPEARANCE SPALDING
INSTITUTE GYMNASIUM,
PEORIA, ILLINOIS
APRIL 4, 1970
(RM

Re Springfield teletypes to the Bureau 4/2/70
and 4/4/70; and Springfield letter and LHM, 4/21/70.

Reference is also made to Bureau Routing Slip,
4/14/70, captioned "Black Extremist Tapes" which instructed
Springfield, to submit a copy- of the tape together with a
verbatim transcript suitable for dissemination.

At the appearance of GREGORY two tape recording
devices were utilized, one the stereophonic Mini-Phone
recorder, and the other a cassette type recorder. It

.should be.jioted DICK GREGORY spoke in a partially f

i

lled
hali varying his voice from extremely low to high pitched
shouting and screaming with resultant reverberation and echo
effects. His pronunciation was of poor quality and some
of his words were clipped and hard while others were slurred,,
making the net result of such poor quality that the
majority of the recordings are completely unintelligible.
These tapes have been carefully monitored in the Springfield
Office under as close to ideal conditions as can be obtained
and where this individual's address could be understood *

we have been unable to distinguish any reference to threats,
direct or veiled, to individuals of prominence in the
government or clear statements, which might incite others
to violence and therefore, be of possible future evidentiary /
value

- mm
The LHM submitted in referenced communication, 4/21/70,

contains the salient points of GREGORY'S presentation as
obtained through personal observation by, an Agent trained \f
in racial matters who was in the -/audience . UACB due to tH£f\ -

_.poor -qualify. f>f the tapes, no further attempt will be made
to copy and/or transcribe them but they are being retained
in the Springfield Office.

b6
b7C

(2)- Bureau (RM)
3 - Springfield

f
jowm
'W, m "~

15^189)'
(CONTROL FILE - RECORDINC^^^-
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MAY IW2 EDITION V /*§ 1
CSA FfMR (« Cm) \J ,W
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (157-16906) date: 4/28/70

FROM SAC, HONOLULU (157-180) (RUC)

subject: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
RM
00: Chicago

:JUN

Re Honolulu letter to the Bureau, 3/25/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau are seven copies of. an .LHM
and two copies of the LHM for the Chicago Office,
setting forth summary of speech delivered by GREGORY
while he was in Honolulu on 4/17/70.

Agents observing GREGORY on 4/17/70 at the Univers ity
of Hawaii, Honolulu, are SAs
RICHARD J. DOBENS and

|

1
|

Agent who listened to speech bv GREGORY over KGMB-TV
on 4/19/70 is S

A

I 1

No further investigation remains to be conducted by
the Honolulu Office.

'AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED v n
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED Ml

Bureau (Enc. 7)f^M?M)
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2J (RAM)
1 - Honolulu

49?Jg.
W- WWa3-55y

MAY 4

TC :esn
(5)

AGENCY :ACSI,BSC, 0SI, SEC. SERV.

,

7 DETT: TSD,0s^^^. idiu
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

T

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Honolulu, Hawaii

April 28, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
Also Known As Dick Gregory

On April 17, 1970, Special Agents of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation observed the follow-
ing:

At 12:30 p.m., April 17, 1970, DICK GREGORY,
under the sponsorship of the Associated Students,
University of Hawaii (UH), Honolulu, a legitimate
student organization, delivered a speech at Andrews-
Amphitheater, UH.

GREGORY'S speech was replete with humor and
was well received by more than 5,000 individuals,
mostly comprising ~of“students7

“ ~

GREGORY said he spends approximately 98% of
his time on college campuses and his reason for doing
this is that the young people today are probably the
most highly dedicated college career group of young
people that has ever lived in the history of this
country. GREGORY said one problem he finds with young
people is they still depend upon old Right Wing news-
papers to tell them who they are and what they ought to

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency ; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.



Re : RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

buy. GREGORY said the average established news-
paper in America is not morally sound- enough to
discuss matters with young kids. GREGORY added it
is embarrassing to him when he has to say to young
people that, all, the problems confronting America
today will have to-be solved by the young people
even, though these problems were here before the
young people arrived. GREGORY said "thanks, to us
old fools" these problems will not be here when
you leave. -

Much of GREGORY’S speech was de.voted to' , ,
4

criticizing Vice President SPIRO AGNEW. In this
respect GREGORY said, "You know a lot of people are
kinda down on AGNEW but in all honesty, I must admit
T kinda dig AGNEW-myself

I

f igure that because vl —

^

think AGNEW ’s puttin’ everybody on. ^ I’ dbn’t think
_ ^

it’s humanly possible for one man- ?t 6 be born that
. dumb. You know that if AGNEW was as dumb as he "wants

>
us to believe he is, he wouldnVt be able to walk and
chew gum at the same time. And what I like about

-^-^AGNEW^ you can -say anything you want about -him- but at
least you have to admit he is consistent. And I
wouldn’t be surprised if AGNEW got on television *next
week and called NIXON a honkie. And even just the
thought that AGNEW went to public school is enough to
make everyone want to go to private schools ."

In speaking about discriminatory conditions
in Hawaii, GREGORY said the young people in Hawaii
have a special problem. They have a big job. He, said t

"The Lord give birth to Hawaii. How many Hawaiians
can you find here? Which makes you just as guilty as
that other freak." .... "You check out the representatives
in Congress, three of :em yellow, four of em yellow,
right? Three of em Japanese, one Chinese, who’s
representing the folks? The brown people have really
got a thing, but you yellow folks got a thing, too.
You might be a little bit comfortable over here, but
baby, that cat don’t give ;no more, damn about you than he
do about me. And if you don’t believe that,, you check

- 2 -
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Re: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

out, you check out what the yellow folks got.
Four representatives in Congress and that white
man got his arms around you telling you all that
— _ OBSCENE , but if you check out the state
mental hospital here, it's full of yellow folks.
There's something wrong somewhere. Evidently
you're not as comfortable as you want people to
believe you are."

In speaking about President RICHARD
NIXON, GREGORY said, "I guess when you stop and
think about it, that NIXON got into the White House
on the last trick this country had to offer. He
ain’t nothin’ but an old tricky President. And if
you get a good look at him the next time you see him
on television, look at him. He don't even look like
he believes he's President. And if you look at
those last two Supreme Court nominations, he don't
think like he believes he's a President."

GREGORY said, "I tell you what happened.
White folks in America, dirtied up the word black,
not us. White folks in America corrupted power, not
us. Then one day we come through with two legitimate
words 'Black Power* and the white folks go crazy."

In speaking about economic conditions in
America, GREGORY said that he was in Detroit, Michigan,
during the month of March, 1970 and that he had been
in Seattle, Washington, at the Boeing Aircraft Corpo-
ration and he had noted that unemployment in the United
States had rose 46%. He mentioned that almost all
Americans and particularly politicians are concerned only
about money. He said when we talk about "God Bless
America", what we really mean is "that's the stock
market". When we say "America the Beautiful" ...
"that's the bank". GREGORY said, "And NIXON fixin’
to mess with the money. Where do you ever see In God
We Trust? On the church, on the Bible, on the court

!

h
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.Re : RICHARD CLAXTON NIXON

or >on the money? And you ain’t seen no fools that
crazy. Damn NIXON, he’s messin* with the jolly
green Jesus nowadays. That’s all we think about in
this country, that money. We said you were a sick
insane nation, well, I’m sure you all have read about
the buildings that got blown up in New York City.
Every newspaper in America has written an editorial
about those buildings that was blown up in New York.
City. Let me ask you something. Are you aware that
ten days before the buildings were, blown up in New
York City, did you read the worldwide news that went
out on a little town called Danbury, Connecticut,
where a bunch of degenerate men stuck up a bank one
day? Did you read that? And they set off ten dyna-

-mite blasts all over the town to get the police out.
... Not one newspaper in America has written an
editorial about the bombings in Danbury, Connecticut.
Only about the bombings in New York City because we
are such a sick nation as long as we use some dynamite
to try and get you some money, we will understand."

GREGORY said that on one occasion,- NIXON
appeared on nation-wide television and said that he
was going to do everything he could to slow up inte-
gration of schools in' the South. GREGORY said that
before this time, "Black folk^’were so busy they weren't
too concerned as to progress of integration of schools
in the South. However, when they heard NIXON make
this statement, they organized and as a result they
promoted integration in more schools in the South
within the last two months than what they did in the
last 15 years

.

GREGORY criticized school teachers in America
stating that they were only interested in money. He
told the students present that the schools belong to
them. He criticized school teachers for not going on
strike when President NIXON vetoed the educational
bill .

’

- 4
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Re: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

GREGORY announced that the Chicago con-
spiracy defendants would appear in Hawaii the follow-
ing week. He said those present should listen to
what these men have to say. He said that young folks
should not listen to their parents' conclusion of the
Chicago conspiracy trial. He said, "JULIUS HOFFMAN’S
actions in Chicago made HITLER look like he had a
whole lot of class. You listen to these old fools
and all they talk about is, well, you've got to have
order in the court." In referring to the treatment
received by BOBBY SEALE, Chairman of the Black Panther
Party (BPP), GREGORY said the other defendants said
far more vicious things in the courtroom than what
SEALE said but they did not have tape placed over their
mouths. He said on one morning when the Judge came
into the courtroom, BOBBY SEALE said to the Judge, how
much stock do you own in the Brunswick Company.
GREGORY said you should check into the Brunswick
Company and you will find the Brunswick Company is one
of the largest industries for manufacturing of machine
guns and dynamite. He said, "It's a cold, dirty
America when antiwar demonstrators end up on trial In
a courtroom with a judge that 1 manufactures the war
materials."

In terminating his speech, GREGORY said,
" ... and endowed by the creator with certain inalien-
able rights and when these rights are destroyed over
long periods of time, it is your duty to destroy or
abolish that government."

A characterization of the BPP is appended
hereto

.

On April 19, 1970, GREGORY appeared on KGMB-
TV between the hours of 9:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. along
with CECIL HEFTEL, President of KGMB. HEFTEL mentioned
this session was intended to be a question and answer
session. However, GREGORY did most of the talking and
only four or five questions were presented to GREGORY
by an audience in the television studio of approximately
20 individuals.



Re: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

GREGORY at this time devoted most of his
speech to the plight of the Black people and the
difficulties the Black people are encountering in,

becoming first-class citizens. GREGORY criticized
present conditions existing in the. United States
and for the most part discussed discriminatory
practices against the Black man as he has

4
personally

experienced. »
.

v
» .
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY,
Also Known As

Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

According to Its official newspaper, the Black Panther
Party (3PP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland,
California, to organize black people so they can take control
of the life, politics and the destiny of the black community.
It was organized by Bobby Seale, BPP Chairman, and Huey P.
Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton was sentenced in 1963
to serve 2 to 15 years after being convicted of manslaughter
in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper , "The Black Panther,” which
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service,"
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary program, to end oppression of the^
black people. ResideafcA of the black community are urged to
arm themselves against the police who are consistently referred
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1963,
contains an editorial by BP? Minister of Education, George Mason
Murray, which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America,
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth
keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere

.

Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."

Included in the introduction to an article appearing
•in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the
statement "...we will not dissent from American Government.
We will overthrow it,"



Issues of "The 3lack~PAnther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the
People's Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that
"political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at
3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California, Branches have
been established at various locations throughout the
United States.
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MAY 10, 1970
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Attached hereto are the original and seven copies
of an LHM containing a summary of comments made by GREGORY
on the occasion of his appearance at the above ^educational
institution on 5/10/70.

.(©-29 fa $ -ggi
Doctor CARL M. HILL, President, Kentucky State

College, Frankfort, Kentucky, on 5/14/70 advised a verbatim
taped recording of GREGORY’S remarks had been made by an official
of the College. Because of the length of GREGORY’S speech,
which was two hours,, ^he recording is not being obtained

. for transcription. ffifft^g^Lguisville Office. However^same
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In Reply,'Please Refer to

File No.

KJIMISUU OlAiao 1 Or JUDlU,t

DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA'^ON
Louisville, Kentucky W

May 22, 1970

APPEARANCE OF COMEDIAN,
DICK GREGORY AS SPEAKER
AT KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE,
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
MAY 10, 1970
RACIAL MATTERS'

On May 10, 1970, comedian Dick Gregory appeared
as a guest speaker on the campus of Kentucky State College,
Frankfort, Kentucky, a predominately Negro institution/’
after having been extended an invitation earlier to
appear by the Performing Arts and Lecture Series Commission
at Kentucky State College, F. C. Tillis, Chairman;.

Detective
Kentucky State Police, t'osv nuraper TZ~, rranxiori, Kentucky,
was assigned by the Intelligence Division, Kentucky State
Police Headquarters, Frankfort, to attend the speech
which lasted some two hours ^ was attended by approximately
300 members of the student -.body and faculty and various
-members of the Negro .cpmmuh'fty, with only a scattering
w of white people present. Highlights of the speech which

was made in Radford Hall on the campus beginning at 1:30 PM
vCi on May 10^ 1970, were as follows, according tq

Using colorful often profane phrases, Gregory
attacked a broad spectrum of American society ranging
from President Richard M. Nixon and Vice-President Spiro’
T. Agnew to Wall Street and the Peace Program. His
sarcastic address drew immediate laughter and was
interrupted by frequent applause.

Gregory insisted that black people should not
hate the white people, but "hate this .white racist system."

& ’J| This document contains neither recommendations nor cone iu-
sions of the FBI. It -is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
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APPEARANCE OF COMEDIAN,
DICK GREGORY AS SPEAKER
AT KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE,
FRANKFORT , KENTUCKY .

Gregory described Nixon's election to the
presidency as "the last trick the country had to offer."
He alleged that Nixon's conservatism was just a way to
make the racists respectable. He accused the President
of being stupid and at one point referred to him as
a tramp. He. had sharp words; for Vice-President Agnew
and while critizing Agnew as "dumb", he stated that
tiie "only time Agnew frightens me is when Nixon is out
of the country."

Gregory viewed the 'killing of white students
at Kent State University in Ohio with mixed emotions.
He pointed out that when three Negro students "got shot
in the back" in a Southern college, "nobody got upset."
He added that Nixon quickly cited that the throwing
of dynamite be made a capital offense after several
buildings were bombed in New York City ._ He contrasted.
thistothefailure of the President to take any action
when a Negro church was dynamited. -

Gregory defended black power and drew loud
applause when with a clenched fist he told the audience^
"that, means morality." He described white reaction
to the phrase as "them freaks went crazy."

With reference to the busing issue, Gregory
exclaimed "you white folks have been busing Niggers
past white schools for 50 years."

Gregory noted that Negro morality is continuaLly
subjected to a tax and lashed out at the morals of »

America’s system which he described as "shimmy and
degenerate." Gregory added that when the phrase
God bless America is spoken, what is referred to is the
stock market. He said some of the best dressed people
who run Wall Street are "the slimiest degenerates."

2
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APPEARANCE OF COMEDIAN,
DICK GREGORY AS SPEAKER
AT KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE,
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY '

With reference to the recent peace rally in
Washington, D.C. on the day before, Gregory stated that
the reason there were so few blacks at this rally .was
that none wanted to participate in the movement when one
of the foremost spokesman, Senator William Fulbright,
•’the racist pig from Arkansas,” opposed ev_ery major
civil rights legislation.

Gregory strongLy opposed the war in Vietnam
and stated that while he had heard pleas for non-violence
at home, he could not understand how the leaders of
Government could justify the bombing and napahi'ng of
children and women in Vietnam. '

Gregory also criticized the fairness of the
draft system and asked ”how come these duPont kids
don’t get killed.”

Gregory compared the Black Panthers to the
American Indians' and the genocide practices .employed

-

both against the American Indians, and the. Panthers.

Gregory added that Negroes viewed the trial
of the Chicago 7 with mixed emotions and commented ”we
love to see all you white .folks done in.” With reference
to Federal Judge Julius Hoffman, Gregory stated that
Hoffman ’’would make Hitler look like he had a lot of
class. ” He asked what kind of system it is which would
allow defendants to violate order in the courtroom
and then in the end slap them with long prison terms.
Gregory contended that the first time anyone misbehaved
in the courtroom, they should have been jailed for ten
days and the punishment should be doubled if they repeat
it

.

Gregory also stated that nothing was done about
the drug .problem in this country until the use of drugs
was expanded from_t he..black^ghettoes to the suburbs. ~ —

- 3 -



APPEARANCE OF COMEDIAN,
DICK GREGORY AS SPEAKER
AT KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE,
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY'.

Gregory denied ever calling any policeman’
a pig but stated that he saw nothing wrong with this
connotation. He said the reference was first made
in the Bible and urged his. listeners to look it up.

Gregory discussed other matters including
Supreme Court nominees j the white exodus to the suburbs,
looting during riots, civil rights leaders and boycotts.
p

' He stated that the two men which President
Nixon unsuccessfully nominated to the Supreme Court
(G. Harrold Carswell andClement Haynsworth) were "the
slimiest degenerates possible."

~

He committed that the racism has propelled
the white people to move to the suburbs turning
over the cities to the black people.

He compared Martin Luther King, Rap Brown
and Stokley Carmichael to George Washington and Patrick
Henry as being liberators for human rights.

On May 11, 1970, Chief of Police Douglas
True of the Frankfort City Police Department and
Detective I l of the Kentucky State Police, Frankfort,
Kentucky, advised that there had been no disturbances
as a result of the above speech delivered by Gregory
at Kentucky State College and Gregory had left the college
campus on Sunday afternoorj. May 10, 1970, to deliver
a speech to a Morman gathering somewhere in the State of
Utah; •

.
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of Morgan scace uoxxege,
were contacted to, determine if they" had knowledge of anyone
that had taped GREGORY'S speech, and both advised they would
attempt to obtain such information and the tapes, .if possible

fro, both|
advised theywereunableto locate anyone
ilGORy^s/ speech.
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UNI'S* STATES DEPARTMENT -OP JUSTICE

FEDERAL JJITREAU OS?
v INVESTIGATION

Baltimore, Maryland^
May 28, 1970

BE: APPEARANCE OF NATIONALLY KNOWN COMEDIAN
DICK GREGORY AT MORGAN STATE COLLEGE,
BALTIMORE, .MARYLAND,
APRIL 9 } 1970

On- May 21, 1970 BA T-l, a confidential source of
this Bureau, who ;has- furnished reliable information in the
past, advised The

,

Book Of* The Month Club of Morgan State
College (MSC), a predominantly Negro college in Baltimore,
Maryland sponsored thp appearance of nationally known
cptncdlAh' DICK trREtrORY on* the MSC campus at 1:00 p*M* on
April 9 , 197.0'.

j

'Approximately 2,500 persons, primarily
MSC students* attended (U)''

v '

> ‘it'*
1

'

' V ’
' BA\ T-l "statedrtbat GREGORY. .spoke for approximately

two, hours , ,* primarily
v
ab06.t 'America being, a sick society;^ -

.3Av.T^lupiLoyi^ed; *the.
;
following’ as a portion of the

statement^ made^by GREGORY:
, ^ f ,;j: /- (u>

. .

jr . ''GREGORY said^w”FQr |he past two years I have spent
most -of my- time on. college campuses talking with you because
it ‘.s $ou- kids who “-will. hay% ‘tb, straighten out this, sick
degenerate society, "it ' s a -.sick society that has as a Vice-
President* a cat 'as dumb as. AGNEW'. He is so- dumb that he dan-
nob walk and chew gum at...the same time. He is so dumb that
he is the only cat that went <on a panty raid, in college and
came badk with a. Jockey strap. It's a sick society and you
are the ones to straighten it out, but it’s too bad that the
old fools have used up all the tricks. It's a sick society
where the news media prints an -article about the bombing of
three buildings In New York and names the culprits a's the
Left. They have named the culprits before the police and
authorities have investigated. ‘It. was night time, no one was
hurt, three; buildings damaged and every paper carried, the
story.. Now on 'the. other hand, three hoodlums damn near *

destroy a whole tpwri in Connecticut robbing a. bank;- they

!

GROUP l

_ • tecteiiiteUon

:n:s OpCUWtfiT CONTAINS^ESTHER RECnHMEHCATJOKS
K5R COHCI.USICMS Or THE EDI. ST ]$ TiSE PSOPESV

*

O^THE fSS AW) is JLOAMED TO YOUR AQEXCY: II
»t!0 ITS C<XT£:ijS AiSi «0T TO SEi»STRl8UT£S
00TSS3E vows Aarwcr-
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HE: APPEARANCE- OP 'NATIONALLY KNOWN COMEDIAN
DICK GREGORY

-

AT MORGAN STATE COLLEGE

;

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,
APRIL 9, 1970

could' have killed hundreds of people in; a shopping, center,
but you heard very little about,? that. It, 1 s a_ sick s.pdietyi; .

If you break in a house, hit a ;li.ttle old lady besideLthe’
head .with a brick and take a nickle and -get caught, you: are
really in trouble, but if ydu‘ tfreak. in the same house, hit
the. same old lady with the same, brick and take a million
dollars, they Would probably say she had no business keeping
that kind of money in the house. This is a- pick society arid
the old fools have used up all the tricks. All you need in
this country to get out of big trouble is the big buck, a
lawyer and plead, insanity- Now, don't you go writing a bad'
check for $20.00; you are going to jail. You can plead

. insanity, run. up and down the street naked a-, chewing razor
blades, but, you are going to jail for that bad. dhepk. You
•have a, big job straightening out this sick, society. Now,
when -the ript season com.es again, that*’s r^ight, they haye

,

given us July and; August, When the season comes again, I
want .you to copy, you can do that without reading," copy the
Declaration of Independence, andLsit trie old. fools;, in- front
of the TV and let them watch t’hcjife

* higgdri? '-arpoting* -and; teari-rig,-
up the town;: then as loud as you can, read the Declaration of
Independence to. them, and may b.e^: they.,, fpr- the first time,:
will understand

.
What ‘ s going ,on .

^ Xt * s a .rsick' society > arid ypu
have gbt a big, job straightening, it out ; "iju*

BA T-l said there were no incidents either during
.or after GREGORY'S appear.anc e^ /yV **

1

2*
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^TEw©UNITED STATE^GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

X
JUL 7 , ^

SUBJ^ O M
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM

Re Chicago airteljand letterhead memorandum (LHM)
to the Bureau dated ,12/30/69 and Bureau airtel to Baltimore
dated 4/15/70

Enclosed for the Bureau are twelve (12) copies
of an LHM captioned and dated as above. One (1) copy each
has been furnished to the Office of Special Investigations
(OSI)

, United States Naval Investigative Service Office
(NISO), United States Secret Service, United States Attorney,
all Chicago, Illinois, and to Region I, 113th Military
Intelligence Group, Evanston, Illinois.

6 '*

'APPROPRIATE AGENCIES.

AND FIELD' OFFICES
v

ADVISED BY ROUTING

SLIP (S) BY jy&rrr?
date

b7D

LHM are
( PROB)

The confidential sources utilized in the ennloss
(CG T-1) (PROB) and (CG T-2) f

(U)

r

The enclosed document is classified confidential
to protect the identities of sources, who are of continuj
value.

') i

&
<5kJ

Os.

m
(AD V

lzll3/f?

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY is an Agitator Index (A I)
subject and his activities are being constantly followed
and will be reported promptly.
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In Reply, Please,Refer to

rile No. 157-347

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OK INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

JUL 7 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

All sources utilized in this memorandum have
furnished reliable information in the past. ^

On June 23, 1970, CG T-l advised that on the
night of June 22, 1970, Richard Claxton Gregory appeared
at a benefit for the Afro-American Patrolmen’s League
(AAPL)

,
entitled "Dick Gregory in Concert".

Dick Gregory by profession is a nightclub enter-
tainer (comedian) ,

who in the past has concerned himself
with civil rights and social issues, but prefers to be known

V >

O -

CG
Father Georg
nevj.s_cas.tei

advised that the panel was made up ofy
^Cleraenis.^a^araan_C^thpJULc_.priesJt ; JojinffEyang

,

fational Broadcasting Corapany^(NBC).,_Chicago
‘ £L

f&ll3j7?
• & EXT. by
J-FCIJI II,

CLASS
REASON
DATE OF REVIEW

GflOUBpl"
Firfr iliuir d fv rn T iifr-r-tir

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) . It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your agency ; it and its contents are no t to be
distributed outsi£e,.yPU£,*-a®€Jn'c3

„ne -btmi lULITTtHL. /)

ffiCLOSPI /00- ~ >> /
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

and Renault)^Robinson, suspended Chicago policeman and
President/of the AAPL. 'A

. . ^ ^ ^—* A AT^RQ.. PtNBfttC/AU PfVTfiO^MgtJ'S

Robinson stated the philosophy of AAPL, which is
set forth in the form of a resolution attached hereto, after
which he and Father Clements answered questions, submitted
by the audience, as read by Evans. l\.

In response to a question Father Clements explained
that his interest in the AAPL stemmed from the fact that
policemen in most communities serve the people and give
the people a sense of security, but this was not the case
in the black ghettoes of Chicago and the AAPL was the only
li'ope the people of these ghettoes have.v^.

The Chicago Police Department had special, negative
methods of dealing with ghetto dwellers and it was nonsensical to
think that the power structure would consider applying
uniform police service to all communities. The AAPL, in its
brief existence^ had' demonstrated^ that- the police -could -

serve those who need the police most, the ghetto dwellers.

Following the panel, Gregory entertained by telling
jokes related to current events, especially statements attri-
buted to Vice President Spiro T. Agnew and his humor was well
received.

Gregory entertained for approximately 50 minutes,
after which he praised Robinson and the AAPL, the Black
Panthers (BPP) and the overall youth movement .U

A characterization of the Black Panther
Party (BPP) is attached. VA

CG T— 1 advised that admissions of $5.00 and $10.00
were charged, $5.00 for balcony seats and $10.00 for the
main floor. Approximately 200 persons were seated in the
balcony and 300 on the main floor. Approximately 60% of the
audience was Caucasian and in the over 35 age group, uvy

2
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

CG T-l advised that a group discussion session
. followed Gregory's performance and Gregory related that
during the period September 19, 1969, and June 20, 1970,
he spoke at 320 colleges in every state but Mississippi,
at a fee of $1,000 to $1,500 per appearance and had an air,,
transportation bill of $35,000.00. (U)

In addition to the above economic activity, June 29,
1970, Newsweek, a weekly nationally distributed publication,
reports Gregory has returned to night clubs "to pay the rent
now that school is out";

On March 20, 1970, CG T-2 advised that Gregory's
booking agency was American Program Bureau, 59 Temple Place,
Boston, Massachusetts. (U)

The following is personal data concerning Dick
Gr6gory

:

Residence

Employment

Marital status

Arrest record

1451 East 55th Street
Chicago, Illinois

Comedian, author, lecturer
and owner Dick Gregory Products,
New York, New York

Gregory is married and the
father of eight children

Gregory has a record of numerous
arrests relating to protest
activity and during the summer
of 1968 he served 45 days in
jail at Olympia, Washington,
the result of a conviction for
demonstrating in support of
fishing rights of the Nisqualy
Indians. During the summer of
1969 he served 25 days in jail
at Chicago, Illinois, the result
of a conviction for demonstrating

3



RICHARD CLAXTON- GREGORY,'
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

?
1 in protest of de facto segregation

in the public school systems

On June 23, 1970, CG T-l verified Gregory’s residence
and advised Dick Gregory Products deals in cosmetics for
blacks and has been in existence for several years, .but
was really starting to prosper as Gregory was devoting some
of his energies to the promotion. He. further advised that
5% of gross income is being donated to the United Negro
College Fund at the behest of Gregory. No ^

(U)
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WHEREAS, the entire black populatioqJias a serious interest in improvmd

the quality of life n the black community and
QnSP|0Pj^jXlAL.

WHEREAS, the historical role betwetSnblack police officers and the black
community has not been a constructive one and

WHEREAS, the time of social and economic cns s m which we live require
that the black community marshall all of its forces .n a positive way, and

WHEREAS the black police officers of the AFRO AMERICAN PATROLMELEAGUE have undertaken the task of improving their performance as police officers
to the end that they may exercise their authority with compassion and understanding
in order to be of positive benefit to the black community and

WHEREAS, the black community is appreciative of this new orientation on
the part of black police officers and

WHEREAS black policemen and the black community need to be supportive
of each other in order to achieve the desired improvement in the quality of life in
black neighborhoods

BE IT RESOLVED:

1, That the A.FRO AMERICAN PATROLMEN'S LEAGUE pledge itself to
the support of all community efforts devoted to establishing respect for black man-
hood black womanhood.and .black pride within the law. _

«

^at t^xe black community will accept and support the efforts of theAFRO AMERICAN PATROLMEN'S LEAGUE to reverse the distrust and hostility
towards black police officers.

3. That the black community and the AFRO AMERICAN PATROLMEN'SLEAGUE dedicate themselves to the proposition that law enforcement may be
practiced by black police officers with compassion understanding and efficiency.

1 4 That the Soal of law enforcement officers will become the employment
of courtesy and compassion, rather than the mere absence of brutality.

5 That the black community and the black police officers will respect
the sanctity of human life whether clothed m a police uniform a prison uniform or
civilian dress.

6 That the black community and the black police officers will be mutually
Supportive of efforts to bring about a new community where unity of purpose and
recognition of the nobility of the black heritage will be a deterent to crime; where
moral authority imposed from within will govern humas relationships rather than
technical legalism; and where those of us who are black will be able to live lives
of beautiful fulfillment.

*
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According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther
Party (BPP) was started/ during December, 1966, in Oakland,
California, to organize black people so they can. take control
of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black community.
It was .organized by BOBBY GEOgGE SEALE, BPP Chairman, and HUEY
JP. NEWTON, BPP Minister of Defense.' NEWTON is presently serving

~

a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter in
connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper., "The Black Panther,'' which further
describes itself as the "Black Community News Service, states
that the BPP advocates the use of guns and. guerrilla tactics
in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the black,
people. Residents of the black community are urged to arm
themselves against the police who are consistently referred' to
jLn the: publication as "pigs" who should be killed. ' * ‘

"The Black Panther" Issue of September 7, 1968, contains
an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, GEORGE MASON MURRAY, _ _

which ends with the following: ‘ 7 "
, \

*

*
1

„

‘ '
• *

•

’

"Black men. Black people* colored persons of America,
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth keeping

'

is* a revolutionary culture-. Change. Freedom everywhere.., 1

Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."

,
Included in the introduction to an article appearing

in the October 5, 1968, edfition of "The Black Panther*" is. the
statement, .we will hot- dissent from American Government'. «

We will overthrow it." *

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the-
People's Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that
"political power grows out of the barrel of a gun." »

"7
; The hational •.headquarters of ^the BPP- is* locateditat. . _1

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been
established at various locations throughout the United States.
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*****. UNITED .STATES^YERNI^ENT

TO DIRECTOR, RBI -C1QP-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO- (157^347) CP)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM

date: 7/2t^/70

Enclosed for Bureau are 11 copies of an
- IHM. captioned. and dated as*a-b'pye

t No local dissemination
being made as the activities heinE reported -dp;- not *

involve mother agencies within this ifivision
,
and dould

possibly serve to pinpoint this source.

r

Snnre.e la Source has been assigned

^Tor
The enclosed document Is classified confidential

to protect the ,identify of the source,, who is of continuing
value . - ,

. _
' . ..

Supject is an .Agitator Index CAI) subject and
his activities are being constantly followed and will be
reported promptly . ,

j

it®®-

Bureau (Ends. 11) (RM)
1 - Chicago
SiHHS/lac
(4)
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0DUNlA\D STATES DEPARTMENT OF jT^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
6

In Reply,

File No,

Chicago, Illinois
July 2? » 1970

~c?PBraBBa%gflir

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

On June 29, 1970, a confidential source who
has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that
Black comedian and civil rights activist, Dick Gregory,
planned to attend a "world-wide conference on Black
Unity" in Zambia, during August, 1970, Source has been
advised that the conference will include Blacks from
Africa, South America, and the United States of
America aijd will stress a union of dark peoples of
the world |y}

S

Source further advised that, according
tp Gregory, Gregory was invited by Bob Hope to participate
in the "Honor America Daj^'at, Washington

,
D. C., on

July 4, 1970, but Gregor^ virote a letter to Hope stating
he did not feel free to participate in view of the
continued enslavement oj^ Black persons throughout the
United States

(y) i . ,

*>*?*-
Group I

Excluded from
Automatic downgrading
and declassification

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
of your agency. t

CLASS. & -EXT,

REASOH-FCIMII, 1-2. 4. 2.

DATE OF REVIEW 7-^/rJ

.ENCLOSURE
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
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Memorandum,

FROM

'SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12382)

SAC, TAMPA (157-3163) (P*)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
00: TP

date: 8/12/70

rA/oa/'iRe Tampa letter to Bureau' 4/29/70.

The July 29, 1970, edition of "The Oracle”;,
University of South Florida newspaper contained ah
article captioned "Series Signs ^Gregory, Devlin, and
Fulbright."

The Article indicates that DICK GREGORY
will be one of several individuals-to participate -in /
the 1970-197*1 Lecture Series. at the University Of
South Florida. He is scheduled for April 13, 1971.

The Tampa .Office will afford appropriate
coverage when necessary.

ADMINISTRATIVE

:

This matter is being placed in a pending
inactive status, to be re-opened March 15, 197.1 for
Appropriate handling.

\

(2)- Bureau
2" - Chi case (2 - Chicago (157-347)
2 - Tampa
JWH:ms
(6)

~

(
.

i

IS AUG 144970

8x1970

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Blan
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FBI mT€MM'I€ DECLASSIFI&TItM OTIDR
DATE 07||6ii014

F B I

Date: 8/14/70

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED AIRMAIL,

(Priority)

TO:

FROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

IQ^^SAC, HONOLULU (157-180) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTOl/GREGORY , aka
Dick Gregory
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

Re Honolulu letter to the Bureau dated; 4/28/70.

Honolulu International Center
(HIC) advised tnax suoject is scheduled to appear at the
HIC for a one-night performance at 7 p.m. , on 8/30/70, only.

On instant date ,
|advised that as of this

date, GREGORY is scheduled to arrive Honolulu on 8/28/70,
and depart on or before 9/1/70, vas he had other engagements
on the mainland after that date.g^ (U)

further advised that GREGORY would stay on
Kona, Island of Hawaii, during this brief visit and has not
scheduled any speaking engagements in Honolulu

.

jgQ (U)

Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (RM)
1 - Honolulu

REG/bad
(5)

R1 /OD - V't/O 9(23

dssfiif---CLASS. & EXT. BY,

.

BEASON-FCIM II, 1-2. 4'. 2 £2
DATE OF REVIEW

4 ri Abu 1. ( K}/U

n
Sent

Special Agent in Charge

b6
b7C

SNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1869 O - 345-030 (II)



8/24/70

Airtel b6
b7C

To: SACs, Chicago (157-347)
New York

From: Director, FBI (100-440423)

RICHARD C1AXT01TGREG0RY
RM - BN

A

yhas advised 'that subject and[
^New York, New York, have made joint application for a

visa to visit Australia for' a duration of a few weeks beginning
8/28/70.

[
speculated they will attend a Vietnam Moratorium

meeting scheduled to be held in Australia 9/18-20/70^^^* (U)

Chicago and New York should remain alert for informa-
tion concerning purpose of this* visit, as well as their activi-
ties while there i Submit any pertinent information developed
in form suitable for dissemination.

b6
b7C
b7D

i

fdcs

beasoh-fcim ti, yz.&'&Jbga-
BATE of review

CEE:sef

(7)

NOTE:

Above information furnished SA Theron D. Rushing

on 8/21/70 bv l

ToJson
guUivan

ST-120 /(jo
. L/C/ QL/ 3,3

b6
b7C
b7D

J® AUG 25 1970



(A
8/25/70-

Airtel

Tolson — tier.

A .Sullivan — ,
n

Mohr ~
Bishoj^ —

1 Brennan* C.D*
Callahan„
Casper - -- -

Conrad . ^ _ __.

Gale

Rosen ry -

'_

Tavel> , ^ r^y ,

Walters

Soyars

S Tele* Roojn ^
l^jllolmes ,

n Desk

To: SACSj Chicago (157-347)
•tiNew York

Legats , London
Rome _

From: Director, FBI (100-440423)
CP

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY ,

RM - BN 1<L

(U)

O/naReBuair.tel dat£d 8/24/70, to Chicago and New York.

has advised that subject and
|

|

New York, New York, have made joint application for a
visa to visit Australia. They indicated in their travel plans'

they would leave Honolulu , Hawaii, 8/28/70 and travel to London;
Rome; Lusaka, Zambia; and Nairobi, Kenya

, arriving at Perth,
Australia, 9/ 13/70- en route to Sydney; The duration of their
stay in Australia will be two weeksTj^s^ (U)

Recipients should be alert for information concerning
the purpose of their travel,, as well as their activities while
abroad. Submit any pertinent information developed in form
suitable for dissemination. (U) \ ^_ RHr-ufO O -WOH A3 -S&J'
CEE:sef
' (13) A

NOTE: * i I

is AUG 26 1970

J'OMM'FPt

We were previously advised !;by| |of subject's
contemplated travel to Australia. Details of (travel''were
.fiTrrvt gV)e>H SLA Tliornn n Pitch-ino rvn 8/24/70 byl

~

"

n
MATT. t?OOMCf



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 9/3/70

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-5865) (P)

O
APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
GUILFORD COLLEGE, GREENSBORO, N. C.,
10/8/70
RM

(00: CHICAGO)

On 9/1/70, Lt .
|

advised that he had learned DICK
GREGORY was going to appear at Guilfiord College, 10/8/70
as part of the Fine Arts Program sponsored by the Student
Union of the college. Charlotte will alert appropriate
authorities and arrange coverage of GREGORY'S appearance
and furnish pertinent information developed, inclusive of
transcript of remarks if tape recordings available, in form
suitable for dissemination.

fi^Bureau (RM)
2-Chicago (157-347) (RM)
2 -Charlotte
GHC:mjb
(6 )

ALL INFORMATION' CONTAINED
„

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^

R£C-84
/00 -

4 i)iP 7 ia/U

Approved: '/ JL L zjJLL

S Charge
.M Per

* U. Sw GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ; 1959 O - 345-090 (U)
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EX 106
September 14, 1970

mn
Honorable Jerome R. Waldie
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

My dear Congressman:

I have received your letter

enclosing a copy of a communication from
California.

|
|sent me a copy of his letter

to you, to which I responded on,September 11th. I am
enclosing a copy of my letter to him for your information.

With respect to the basis for your constituents
comments. Dick Gregory is a liar. As explained in my letter

tc
| 1 the FBI has no jurisdiction over narcotics

violations and Gregory knows this; however, he persists in
using this lie in statements he has made.

Sincerely yours,

J, Edgar Hooveif

t Mausaa

SEP 141970 ! /
' L*

./
) I
r.

,

Tolson

Sullivan

Mfthr __

|
Bishop gp—
Brennan, C.D^>-
CallnKan . .

Casper -

|
Conrad —

* Felt

} Gale » -----

Rosen -

^Tavel .

[Walters - -- --- -

joyars -

role. Room .,J5L

iolnes -

NOTE: Bufiles/disclose prior limited correspondence with Congressman*
Walriip fUsCalifbrniajyconcerning constituent matters. No record of

identifiable .except in connection with the copy of his;lejtter

to the Congressman mentioned above vidiidh wasreceived 9-8-70 ‘arid'
*

answered 9-1#-Toy T' - 1

JBT:mrm (4)

~ MAIL ROQMl 1 TELETYPE UNITl I

ds
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JUUUIVIC, r\. VVALU1C,
MEMBER OF CONGRESS
1 417^t)istrict. California

1 WASHINGTON ADDRESS:
Room 408

Cannon House Office Building

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515

Phones 225-5511

Area Codex 202

V 9
Congress o{ tijc SHm'teb States

x

tousle of &epres(entatttoe$ v
SSSasfflfnston, 3B.C. 205X5

September 10, 1970

Mr.ffolson
M< Sullivan1H /-

3ft'Wr;
~

Vlr.

Mr. M<

Mr
Mr.

Mr. Callahan

.

Mr. Casper _
Mr. Conrad^
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen __
Mr. Tavel —
Mr. Walters _
Mr. Soyars
Tele. Room _
Miss Holmes

,

Miss Gandy __

Vice
(me

Hon. J. Edgar Hoover, Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. sn

Dear Mr. Hoover: ~~ '

from

Enclosed is a copy of a letter I have- received

California, concerning cne ease-^xm wnxcirurnc’-year

olds can locate drug peddlers. ’

May I- have your comments. on

'(letter? v ' ..

^
r ^ _ Vy ’’ \ ^ Y

* 1 * - Sincerely yours

x ^ -J

. j>

>- • h~i
Pi

2- O
as

JRWsmrr

' JERO^ R. WAIDIE ^

^
f" united States Congressman

^ ’ Fourteenth District

a Si $wi/vv1

o* .A

f1
^CLOSURE

rnM?^pm



September 3, 1970

The Honorable Jerome Waldie
Room 408 - *

Cannon .House Office Building
Washington, D.C.

20515

My dear Mr. Waldie:

A question has plagued me since seeing Mr. Dick Gregory on the
David Frost Show, i.e., how, can nine year olds find drug peddlers,
dope pushers, etc., when the FBI or police can't? Either we have
underestimated our youth or overestimated the FBI.

I am sure the above is simplification of the problems involved;
nevertheless, it is still very puzzling. Another fact bothers me,
[i.e., why have I only been .able to get information on left wing
'militant organizations being raided when I have read reports on right
wing militant organizations and have never heard of any raids?

Ami Hnhf vou can shed on the a bove subject would be appreciated.

/ion. Kicnara mxon
r
Hon. Spiro Agnew
Hon. Alan Cranston
Hon. J. Edgar Hoover

^ 44*0 3 — 5 U5
\\
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By Aaron Latham,
and B. D. Colen

- Washington Post Start Writers

Marion Barry violated Dis-

trict laws three times tester-,

da^ by .leading
~ about" 80>

^demonstrators to the doorsteps,
of "three foreign embassies',

then capped the day with a
meeting with State Depart-
ment officials. «

The demonstrations and the?

^meeting had a common goal:;

Bringing to an end the flow/
of illegal narcotics into the.

United States. *
/

Barry and the demonstrators,
some of whom are employees:
of Pride, Inc., the community'
self-help organization that he
heads, broke a District of

Columbia law that . bans
demonstrations within 500 feet;

[of an^ embassy.
j

„ THe^^Qempnstrators^ were’
threatened with ar^^wh^n
tneyvixia3sed in frontofThe
embassies of France, . Turkey
and Italy. They disbanded
each time police told them4o
do so, but not before Barry
told the police that “everybody
has a right to picket where he
waint.s, so long as he is«

orderly;” f

The demonstrators blame;
[Turkey for allowing opium-
producing poppies to be
grown; France for allowing?

opium to be processed Into?

heroin within its borders, and
Italy for allowing the Mafia*

to direct international drug*
traffic. - t

The State Department was;
picked as a target because the*

demonstrators feel that the.

government is not doing
ensmghAojtop the flpw.olBje-
gal drugs, and is maintaining

urn

^ relations _with ^ the

countries*producinglKe* narco-|

tics that come to this country;

Julius Hobson, the Bev.

David Eaton, the Rev. Walter

Fauntroy, Reginald Booker,
chairman of the Emergency
Committee on the Transporta-

tion Crisis and Barry spoke at|

the evening State Department
rally. j

Hobson, a rormcr school

Jboard member, complained,
Jthat ‘‘the FBI can come into*

‘my office and' find my type:

writer ribbon that IVe hidden,
but they can’t find shiploads^

of drugs?’
——'— *

The group met with Deputy
1

Assistant Secretary of State
for Public Affairs* William
Blair, special assistant to the

5

Assistant Secretary, Edward'
Blakeiyrand H^ve^’^miian,
special assistant to the Secre-]

tlry^cfiPotate for WccricS.

After emerging from the

State Department after the!

meeting, Barry said the ses-

sion accomplished nothing.

Earlier in the day, in front*

of the Turkish Embassy, *the

•demonstration was forced/ to

[take a comic, detour..

When the demonstrators;

were told by police to move*

on, they asked if they could.

demonstrate against Turkey lnw J* SEP
front of the nearby South Vi-

etnamese Embassy. They were
told that they could.
So the 'line of demonstrators,

filed over to the surprised Vi-
etnamese diplomatic head-
quarters at 2251 R St. NW,
across Sheridan Circle from
the Turks, .and took up their
chant of, “One, two, three,
four, Turkish drugs must go”
Last Nov. 14 police and peace

demonstrators clashed when
marchers wanted to protest in
front of the South Vietnamese

' Embassy. But yesterday’s dem-
onstration in front of that em-
{bassy**nau*^)olic^ 1/IcSSiiig?* j

Brennan,

Callahan IS
Casper \
Conrad ^
-r/A-13

Gale _
' '

.Rosen

"Tavel
Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes
•Gandy; -

0

m

The Washington Post
Times Herald .

The Washington Daily News ,

The Evening Star (Washington)
,

The Sunday Star (Washington)

Daily News (New York) .

Sunday News (New York)

.

, New York Post

r r& T X

3

TKe New York Times ,

not recorded
16 1070

The Sun (Baltimore)
,

The Daily World

The New Leader j

The Wall Street Journal

The National Observer _

People’s World

wctoaoM ^— -Examiner (Washington)
,

— .SEP 1 0 1970
* ! - Date v ^
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Pnc protester said Jt was
like ^'Catfch—22”P~YoU^* can
only demonstrate in front of

the South Vietnamese Embas-
sy if you are protesting against
Turkey.^ —

*

The protesters .began. tjieir

defixOiiotrations in front ol the

French Embassy, at 2535 Bel-

mont Rd. NW, at about 12:30

p.m.

Only a handful of police
were originally on the scene.

But when Barry and the oth-

ers defied the' 500-foot limit,

the police massed in force.

A large -contingent of civil

disturbance unit members un-

der the direction of Deputy
Chief Owen Davis arrived,
along with a long column of

police cars and a stream of

motorscoute? officersr^®^

tdgpUgP .brought ajpngji bus

for transporting prisoners and
said they planned to begin

making arrests. But as they

moved in the demonstrators

filed onto their own six buses.

The protesters, who had been
at the French Embassy for

more than an hour, headed for

the Turkish Embassy.
In front of the embassy, a

poiic’eman tore up a demon-
stator’s sign that read, “Bust

pushers and distributors by

anj^ means ncces^ry/^Aflcr
corisuiu«6-=with police, the
demonstrators moved to* the
South Vietnamese Embassy,

jAn hour later, the antidrug
protesters transferred their

!
demonstration to the Italian

! Embassy,
_
at 1601 Fuller St

[NW, where they were again
threatened with arrest and
again dispersed.
The antidrug demonstration

was planned as a part of a
wepk^oL activities marking*
Pride’s*third unnfYcxaarj"^

^
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Benjamin Spock; . Dick Gredorp"';

William Kunstler featured in

?:fSfeAjgginavCgmpus

r The Students’ Union of the^

University of Saskatchewan s

speaking series this, fall will;

- feature three speakers who will

«r appear on alternate datesi Ur.

Benjamin Spock, Dick Gregory

and William Kunstler.

* Dr. Spock will speak in Re-

tina October 27, Dick Gregory

on* February ‘23 and William

'Kunstler on March 22.

* All speakers will appear” in

the evening and will spend a

day on campus meeting with

small groups of students.

* *-^At press time^topicsrhad been*

finalized for two speakers. Dr.
1 Spock will speak on “Dissent

•in Our Society” and Dick Gre-
* gory will speak on “Civil

Rights” # '

Dr. Spock, the famous baby
doctor, who wrote “Baby and

i.Child Care” has, a long history

/of work in the .fields of pedia-

i tries and child, psychology and
— — „

has written several books and „

articles that deal with his. pro-
fession.

v

i

The book Baby and Child
b

Care has sold 22,000,000 copies
?

' and is an , indication of , the
number of children raised ac-

cording to Dr. Spock’s method.

^
*

It would appear at first

glance that Mr. Spock should be „

well qualified to speak about
dissent in our society when pre-

sumably^ large .number of

„ Spock-reared children are dis-

senters themselves.

’ In 1962 *Dr. Spock joined the
f National Committee for a Sane
Nuclear Policy and was co-chair-

' man until 1967* when he became
co-chairman of the National

Conference for New Politics. „

L

In January of 1968, Dr.. Spock
«long with four other men’ was
convicted of conspiring to coun-
cil young men to avoid the draft.
In a subsequent trial Dr. Spock
and the others were' found
guilty: Tiie case was' reversed
on appeal. And Dr. Spock is

currently speaking ^nationwide
on behalf of.the Civil Liberation*
'Legal Defence Fund, Inc., an
organization which raises funds

I

r to provide for the legal .de-
fence of conscientious resisters
throughout the country.

Dr. Spock has
f

voiced his op-
* position to the.Vietnam war and
* made public appearances wliere^

;

he has criticized the Nixon ad-
ministration .and appealed to

f *youth to use legal polite means
1 to put thqre case and stated
* that in the event that no action

is forthcoming “then an increase «
in dissent and militant action
is certainly justified.” ,

t

Ho said that “every aspect
.social in the United' States —
ranging from the. rights of
'blacks to improved education
and medical care 4 — justifies
such an increase.” ,

? Finally Dr. Spock says he
- disbelieves' in violence because

“in the great majority of cases
it works to the advantage of
those against whom it is being

’

- used.”

Long-time civil rights activist

and leading entertainer Dick
Gregory is well equipped to
speak on the question

,
of civil

rights.
^

'
5

Gregory was one of the first

*

big name black entertainers to

get active in the civil- rights
movement in the sixties, risking
his career as he did so.

Since that time, many early
"civil rights . headliners have
backed away from the struggle
of black- people as it has in-

tensified, becoming necessarily

J
“more militant, and as the re-

* pressive acts of the authorities

l have become more violent.
*

Si— -iL- - j Gregory, has hhnrr

A very witty man, Gregory^7

uses humor as a weapon in the
fight for. human * dignity. His
sardonick humor often cuts

'

through the confusion suround-
ing a question and lays bare
the real situation.

Kunstler, chief defence law-
yer for the Chicago 7 conspiracy
trial, makes the claim that ,he
.has been radicalized through, the
process of the trial. He'jias
spoken to many audiences in
the U.S. and usually he enters
giving the symbolic ‘ clenched
fist salute. ’

i.

He addresses the audience *

with a description of the Chi-
cago trial and events surround-
ing it. He says that the govern-

*

ment* will not yield to conven-
tional protest. Maybe, he says,
“It's time to turn to another

' type of protest.”
s

He says that we must build

.
up a resistance to the shocking
events of the repressive acts of
the U.S. state apparatus.

In his addresses to the public
* Kunstler describes the U.S. as,

.having a prevailing attitude that
compares to the attitude of
German people prior to WWII. .

He said that we have given
*

our tacit approval to the repres-
sive acts' which the government
allows. -

*
‘

% *

He said the only difference
between America today and pre-
-war Germany is that “We still

;
have the will to resist We still

have the power to resist”

v Kunstler says that we are
a unique period, in- history

* ^ 1

^ |

dents remain together in their

thoughts and actions so that

thispower-is not lost” — " a

When. William Kunstler ad

dressed a meeting in Toront(

the far-right Edmund Burk<

society showed up to harras:

him, at this time Kunstler brok

off from his prepared speed!

and decided to speak to thl

events in the. hall/
|

It should make for an ifiterj

esting evening in Regina es'

pecially with the recent action^

of the responsible citizens, com

mittee and the uneasy atmos

phere of -the Chamber of Com
merce and business, community

with their paranoia about youti

revolt in Regina.

‘young people have- had a taste

>
of power which has been real
and significant and it^must not
be allowed to dissa^ate.. He

^ voiced^ his concGriv^hat^gg^^

®ck>susb'
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Jn fleply, Please’Refer to

Fite No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

- September 14, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

An article appearing in the September 8, 1970,
edition of the-- MS6uth China Morning Post" ,_ English-language
daily newspaper- published in - Hong -Kong , reported that American
entertainer Dick Gregory had been denied entry into Australia
because his application was not bonafide and was "spurious in
intent";, in the view of Australian Immigration Minister,
Mr. Philip Lynch

According to the article, Gregory had indicated the
purpose ,of his, visit to Australia was for "sightseeing"^
immigration Minister Lynch, in denying an entry visa to Gregory,
expressed the opinion that it was not in tke Australian national
interest to grant entry to persons seeking to participate in a
"one-sided and distorted anti-war campaign -inimical to Australian
troops in Vietnam"’ (U) *
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Controversy motfnts
^

^

'i* Vj ( V * (J

over Gregory case

oL
-

1 ^ t-

1

i/i

./ v

“"V\ TT /TV
lo m/tvSM
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motion m beitace
|

The Australian Government has refused ar •

entry visa to an American Baptist minister who,

w.as *o have accompanied Mr Dick Gregory t*.|

Australia. & U > 'kjljJjAALAustralia

He *s Mr

^^S^SpROTSST
Jiapti^Chpjcj^ in New

—

*
p

_ . Five 3; *

-“A s>. - .nua for the a baorrisK*

Departm „t of Immigra- publisher

, v McGraw in a ,eHcr 10 tte E<5itc\
2°? K; ' TV „ -Ha visa of ‘be “Herald” rgains
ad bCv * k a visa ^ Governments refusa,

“for th^ <am*, reason as
a visa to D jcj, Gregorys

applied ^ Mr Gregory. ' xhey say they support
The Monster for Ini- Government policy in,

migration, Mr Lynch, Vietnam, but can see no 1

^

said on Wednesday that reason to exclude Mr,,

1 Mr Gregory had intended Gr£$ory'

w.h h,VJ
to epme to Amuaha to J%n̂

s>

the!f,mdal
;take part in the one-

capacit>% ^ Professor
sided, distorted Vietnam j>avj<j Armstrong, Mr
Moratorium, which was Harry Eddy, Mr Elvyyn

,

inimical to the objects for Lynn and Mr David Stove
j

which Australian troops (Sydney University). Pro-’

were fighting. fessor Owen Humes <U«d-
|„ 5. . . f versity of NSW), Mr Ken-

,

The disclosure that Mr ne^ qcc ^ arrister) and .

McGraw had been^ re-
ftfr Richard ^rygier (pub-

1

* fused a visa came in a tfsher of the magazine s

i day of increasing con- Quadrant and secretary or

, troversy over the the Australian Association

Gregory case during f« !

which:
h L*tlcrs

* \ _ ,

Labor moved an urgency

motion in the Senate _ w_
and reused the Gov- convenor, Mr K. A -

Site. p£.;/V:

ST.'S SSaSt
Mr Lynch told the House , _

of Representatives the

Vietnam Moratorium — Mr Gwgorv r.;"
, Campaign was a dis- cused the US Gcvcrn-,

j torted and one-eyed ment of bringing pressure

campaign with little re- to bear on the Australian

I la tion \> me truth. Government to -efusv.

The Minister for Exter- him a visa.
[

nal Affairs. Mr Speaking at hisJLor

'McMahon, said sup- don
^I’-^infni Alt

porters of the Mora- formed
’

i?Vlr Gregory leaves Australia House in London on Wednesday- aLcr

\ i discussing the visa refusal. ‘

S in the House Siting Austria House

yijttd ruthless mot- JJJf
nipiemta, Mr Askto. « ybfe tom

j

anrbrT"#-
invitation of

“And if Austral^ wi!i

<

552
demonstrations.

During the Senate de-

dom then I’d like to^

know who is the come-"

£Pyt)/\i£ y
M0(ZtflV6 )4E£ALb

H \

c
i

rl°

During the benate oe- _ jhc AxIstrai;anf
bate, thc Lcader of th

Governmcnt or mc •;

Opposition, Senator L. K. Mr Grcgory said a vi$2 '*

Murphy, accused Gov-
agcncy .J ^ vs

ernment senators of rae-
arrangC(j v;sas for him-

ism- ^ ^ a self and Mr McGraw, a

,

Senator Dame Anna- *™
» friend .

belle Rankin replied.
“There was no faL-

'
ism- ^ * self and Mr McGraw, a

,

i Senator Dame Anna- *™ •%La£
belle Rankm replied:

“There was no fab
, “The Leader of the Op-

daim on the visas; ,

,

position tried to tell the
agcncy had mar};cd u

people of Australia that
purposc Df our visit f

j

‘hc
J
rc
??
on wc

/x^
al rc* sighseeing purposes’ c

: fused this man (Mr Greg-
ajj xj2(, visas as a fo.

!
ory) was because he was

mality(
.. j^r Grcgo.y

coloured. -a;j

“But Mr McGraw is a ‘ ...
!

whiteman.” “’499 8i ^
cn
^
tc dc

/
a
!
c’

The motion was defeated. i'AGE 11: Protest by

1 The NSW Moratorium Askin.



ISOBEL WOOD ON THE DICK GREGORY CASE

TT HAS been some, time since the

;

x Commonwealth Government
\ showed up in its people-banning

;

mood.

Books, yes; films, yes — but th<r last
;
intending visitor to have the boom

]
lowered against him was Dr Ernest

,(
Mandel, way back in May. Dr Mancie),

;
a Belgian scholar and Marxist, was to

;
have attended a socialist scholars’ con-

1
lerence in ‘Sydney. The Australian em-

: bassy in Brussels refused him a visa.

A long history of bans and obstruc-
tions to would-be visitors holding liberal
views preceded the snub to Dr Mandel.
(For quite other reasons there was
some doubt as to whether Mick Jagger

; would" get In under the wire to make
tiie film Ned Kelly.)

‘

Tiie Inexplicable admission to Aus-
i
tralia of Andrew Pulley, the young
anti - Vietnam war Negro soldier

; brought here on a speaking tour by Re-
sistance, a youth organisation, may
have been simply a case of ministerial
absent mindedness.
The trouble ‘with Dick Gregory, from

|

the Government's point of view, is

|
that he is a big attraction, a tre-

mendous crowd-plcaser In his days as
an entertainer and equally so since he
gave up his career and went over en-

1 tirely to Negro civil rights.

In other words, he sways crowds. A
black crowd-swaycr at the Vietnam

[Moratorium would be low on the Gov-

;
emment’s list of desirable visitors.

\
Gregory was originally Invited to

Australia by the Reverend Ted Noffs of
1

Sydney's Wayside Chapel. Having been
told so often on his last visit to the
U.S. that Australia was racist, Mr
Noffs hoped that when Gregory got

' here and received a warm, friendly re-

,
iepUon he would spread the word that

although the country was white, it was
i also great. So much lev tli&t Intention.

Richard Claxton Gregory is 38. He
yvas bom in St Louis atid grew up in a
home so poor he "went to it “only when
all other places wev£ closed.'* He
climbed up out of slum* poverty via ath-
letics, though his original idea in get-
ting on the high school track team
was a desire to use the shower, which
was missing at home. IPs best distance
was the mile.

His first engageihent as an enter-
tainer was at the Esqr*rjb Show Lounge
in Chicago for $30 £, three 12-hour
nights work. On the sfcieigth of a few
weeks there he borro ^d some money
and re-opened what had once been a
working-class night club. The only per-
formers he paid the first week were
the boys in the band.

“It's Impossible to be in the nightclub
business six months and not make a
penny/* he wrote in his autobiography,
logger. “Absolutely impossible. Ill never
believe It

n

happened to me/*
His success as a night club enter-

tainer began in 1961 when he stood In
for a sick comic at the Playboy Club In
Chicago and opened up with “Good

,
evening, ladies and gentlemen. I under-
stand there are a good many south-
erners in the room tonight. I know the
South very well. I speU 20 years there
one night ...”

With money and fame assured
Gregory began doing benefit shows for
Negro civil rights, which led him into
speaking for the cause.

Doing as well as talking, he went to
Greenwood, Mississippi for a Negro
voter registration drive: “I was scared

to death. Making speeches, giving
money, even going down South for a
night or two with food — that was
one thing. But getting out on those
streets and marching against those bul-
lets and dogs and hoses and cattle
prods . . .

*'

In 1968 he led a march of 5000 dem-
onstrators at the Democratic con-
vention in Chicago. "They were inter-
cepted by troops of the Illinois Nation-
al Guard and forced away by a barrage
of tear-gas. Gregory was arrested with
several of the 25 Democratic Party
delegates who had Joined the march.
The deprivations of American In-

dians, inept and hypocritical handling
of the narcotics problem, the Inte-
gration of schools, the liigh ratio of
Negroes in the armed forces — all

were subjects for his protest.

While the Inheritors of Martin Lu-
ther King's programme are unable to
break completely .out of their formula
of respectability, and the exponents of
black power veer wildly towards civil

war, Gregory manages to remain a
stubborhly middle-of-the-road man. So
all areas of the movement need him.
He is the dynamic presence who comes
on with comic bitterness and Sarcasm
between the gospel-singers and the
Panthers.
Gregory went to gaol for the first

time in Birmingham, Alabama, when
he Joined a Martin Luther King dem-
onstration and was picked up with 800
other King supporters. And received his
first bad beating: "End to end, up and
down, they didn't miss, a spot/* he
wrote. *

Civil rights was, by 1963, taking up
almost as much of his time as night-
club performances and comedy routine
recording. But his comic stock was
high enough so that he could always
get an engagement.

Because of his visceral style, tough,
cynical and bold, a critic called him
the black Mort Sahl. “In the Congo/'
Gregory commented, “they call Sahl
the white Dick Gregory.”

In 1964 he walked off the job at
Basin Street East, New York, when the

manager asked him to soften his racial

and political patter. “Bad as I need
that $5000 a week/* he said, “I*m going

fishing instead.”

Gregory was to have arrived in Aus-
tralia on Sunday week, September 13,

to stay unfil September 23. He was to
have been principal speaker, with John
.Kaputin from New Guinea, at the Viet-
nam Moratorium rally in Sydney on
September 18, and to spend a day each
in Victoria, WA, and SA.
His next sfbp after Australia was to

be Zambia, where a 67-nation confer-
ence is being held early in October to
discuss white attitudes to the Negro.

Dr Jim Calms reported , recently that
he . had hoped the celebrated author
and civil liberties proponent Norman
Mailer would come to Australia for the
Moratorium rally In Melbourne. Mailer's
agents could not help Dr Ca«rns, and
the author himself was unavailable
cither to accept or reject the invitation.

Perhaps it was Just as well. He too
might have found himself on the un-
desirable aliens list.
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By KENNETH RANDALL .

. TJie American Negro comedian and
anti-Vietnam campaigner Dick Greg-

1

ory had been refused entry to Aus-
tralia because his .visit, would have
been a threat to the maintenance of
law ' and order, the Minister' for'
Immigration, Mr Lynch, told Parlia-

\

nient yesterday; \U ;.-C.*j

i :
.]To:/.allow such a visit, he said,, would' be a

’
l
hetrayal of Australian servicemen in- Vietnam

;*'and' damaging- to their morale.* '• ,v *

;

£
'

^ ^
‘

^
*

s
* * r

*
t

rv ^5’:*Lync
^'s statement made the Gregory case the

/Government’s first; positive blow in the “law and :

order;” campaign'being pressed’ strongly by Liberal'and
5- Country Party members.

'

j
* £u£.a,serious-embarrassment arose in the campaign

t yesterday with the announcement that Mr John Kaputin,

c
the most prominent leader of the militant Mataungan ;

* Association in New Guinea, would make ah Australia-

,

wide tour in support of the Vietnam moratorium on
L September 18. '

:

’
. . Mr Lynch was questioned in Parliament yesterday f

,
by 'the Leader of the Opposition, Mr Whitlam. Mr

fj

Lynch, said ,the Government’s policy was to allow the I

maximum freedom of travel to Australia. I

i- ’People were 'not prevented from entering just be-

. .
cause their political views differed from those of the

^Government.

7
'

mason ‘spurious’ ;

Gregory’s application foL a”visa covering the.jperiod

of the Viethan> moratorium campaign had been for the

“stated purpose of'sightseeing.”
*

In view of recent’ PrOss publicity it must be obvious

that .tlve.Stated/Teason was spurious, Mr Lynch.said.-

“This Government is not
1

prepared to allow the entry

to Australia of persons whose activities are stated to

be contrary to the national interest and' where their

-stated .purposfc in visiting Australia is not judged to

be bona fide. 4 • *

“In the Government’s view this applies where the

intentions are related to a one-sided, distorted anti-war

moratorium campaign inimical to the. objects for which

Australian troops are fighting in Vietnam.

THe Australian

3 S&PTSMG6R mo



“If authority were f

given by this Government *

to persons seeking to i

enter Australia for this

purpose that would, in

the view of this Govern-

ment, have the following

effects:
' * >

,, ‘‘It would represent a betrayal
* of Australian servicemen In

£
Vietnam. It would damage the

} morale of Australian servicemen
^r

In Vietnam.
|

\
“And thirdly, it would- give*

S encouragement to those who
|
seek not peace but peaceful sub-

* mission, to those who seek to
I promote the rule of the streets

| and the power- of the mob with
f the" subsequent threat that that
! involves to the maintenance of

\
law and order In this country.”

1 tor these reasons the Gov*
I eminent had refused ‘Gregory a
s>vlsa.

i Mr Whltlam said the Govcm-
ment's action would react
against Australia through dam*

i aging, world-wide publicity.

,The moratorium-convenor, Mr
K. McLeod, said Gregory had
assured him he still intended to

try to enter Australia after a
conference next week of 67

.non-aligned African nations in

\
Zambia.

He would renew his visa ap-
plication meanwhile but would
make the attempt irrespective

of the results.

Aquarius, the national student
group which arranged for

.Gregory to tour Australia, ac-

i

cused the Federal Government
* of confusion over the group’s

i motives.

f The group said it intended

i that Gregory should tour univer-

sity campuses to stage perform-

{ ances of comedy and social sat-

ire — not to take part In polit-

I leal or anti-war rallies.

Mr Kaputin will arrive in

Sydney on September 12 or 13

for three weeks to speak at

meetings in all States, including

the main moratorium rail:?* in

Sydney and Melbourne.

The Mataungan Association’s

record of civil disobedience

raises the law and order issue

more obviously than the Grego-

ry case. But the Government is

unlikely to stop Mr Kaputin’s

visit *s==sa- =sa's*-‘
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Gregorian

dANNING BOOKS is bad enough, banning^

people is preposterous. To ban a man .

from visiting Australia the Federal Govern-

ment ought to have the strongest evidence

that he is likely to cause great harm. That

is certainly not the case in the banning of^

entertainer Dick Gregory,, . f

Mr Gregory was invited to. come to Aus-,

tralia to make speeches at universities and]

moratorium rallies. On his visa application^

he gave “sightseeing’’ as the reason for his

visit. * • 4
To refuse a visa on the technical ground

that this is not ah accurate description of

the proposed visit is ridiculous; it also shows

a distinct lack of a sense of humor. At most

all that was called for was the filing of a,

new visa application.
, _ |

But the Government’s real reason is that

Mr Gregory is opposed to the Vietnam war,

and might influence others to accept his view.

It believes that it would be contrary to Aus-

tralia’s national interest for Mr Gregory to'

take part in the moratorium.
|

How extraordinarily vulnerable the Gov-'

ernment must feel to over-react so badly. It

.

is surprising it didn’t consider refusing re-

entry to Dr Cairns when he went overseas.

Or Mr Whitlam.
*

‘

e \

Surely Australia’s national interest is not

threatened by a comedian who advocates full

civil rights for black people and a cessation .

of the Vietnam war. The country doesn’t,

need to be protected from men like that, but
]

from the whims of people who try to keep

our minds closed.

THE AUSTRALIAN: SYDNEY, 20*24 Holt St,, Surry Hills, 211-5503;

MELBOURNE: 32 Walsh St., 320-S333; CANBERRA: 42 Mort St,

48-5SSS: ADELAIDE: 116 North Tee. 51-0351: BRISBANE: 5th
f loor. Penny’s Building, Queen St, 21-6111: PERTH: 34 Stirling

St. 2S-SCOO; HOBART: Box 665J. 2-1260.
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The Senate Leader of the Op-
position, Senator Murphy, accused

the .Government of abusing its

powers to. deny freedom of speech in

Australia.

He said the, Government One* by one the Govern-

had refused American Jncnt tvas breaking down
Negro Dick Gregory a visa the, liberties of the Austra-

to visit Australia because lian people.

Jhe had committed “the During -a reply -by the

twin crimes” of holding Minister for Housing, Sena-

different views from the tor Dame Annabellc Rank-

^Government on the Viet-' in. Senator A. Hendrickson

foam war and of being (L^b, Vic) mtcricctcd:

^You’re a murderer.

Senator Hendrickson said

ho was provoked into mak-
ing his interjection and
withdrew it

Senator Rankin said that

at the same time as Mr
Gregory applied for visa,

the Australian Consul-
General’s office in Nc>v
York had also received an

|black,

I On Wednesday, the

[Minister for Immigration,
iMr Lynch, told the House
{the Government had *rc-

ifused a visa for Gregory to

(attend the Moratorium
.campaign becauso Grego-

ry’s entry would pose a
' ^threat to law and order.”

i Senator» ocjiavui Murphy was —,v —v- y — Ta
fspeaking on. an urgency, application' from a James

motion he moved on ‘-‘the R?b«t McGraw, president

attack on freedom in

^Australia involved in the

^Government's refusal to»

allow Mr Dick Gregory to

was

of the Columbia" Baptist

Church, New York.
He had also stated his

purpose for the visa as

’’sight-seeing.”
44

Hi$ visa

was also' refused,” Senator
Rankin said.

“The* Leader of the Op-
position tried to tell* the

Government had people of Australia that the

the universal reason we had refused this

man (Mr Gregory) was be-

cause he was coloured.

“But Mr McGraw is a

Whiteman.” /*

The Deputy Leader of

the DLP, Senator

nng this down.” McManus, said protests

i Senator Murphy said-the against the Governments
• Opposition was entitled to refusal to grant entry to

{ and would continue, to; Mr Gregory Were based on

center this country.”

\ He said Australia

getting a » reputation
%
aU

‘around the world for being

) racist.

The
^signed

^declaration of civil rights

'which gave everyone the

fright to express his opin-

ions but the Gregory case

fwas another cxamplo that

•the Government
* 4

is break-,,

would
speak out mo-*'*" •r ,-*, .... , ’ , .

i volvcment in the waf.. ‘The wholc thing is:a lot
against. ' rih- *phony

;

emotionalism.
.Li ...Aii \S * '“TKA Mifirtlg^JiIno t«

-

i

Jf£ *.
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SENATOR MURPHY

of hypocrisy by people -who *

have no time for, human
rights and liberties'but.who

» arc attempting to serve the

i
interests of people* in North
Vietnam.”

Senator McManus said

the people who became
worked up about Mr
Gregory and South Viet-

namese atrocities were cool

and calm when they read*

about Vietcong firing shells

into bunkers.
He said the Moratorium

organisers wanted to * im-

port Mr Gregory as a
4<
stir-

rer” to assist them in their

program of depriving other

people of their civil! rights.

.

„ Senator McManus said

he .had heard 'Mr Gregory
had been asked to come to

Australia on a business

basis and would have been
paid $1,000 for his Morato-
rium activities.

“Mr Gregory’s principles

seem to depend a good deal
' on his pocket,” he said.

Senator J. M. Wheeldon
(Lab, WA) accused the

Government of having a

"double standard over Mr
Gregory. '

,
.
~

.

, ‘They are theories'*who

posture as defenders of de-

mocracy and yet at the
same time they prevent free

transit of a person into this

country without producing
one shred, one* tittle of evi-

dence as to why they did
it,” he said.

Senator Sir Magnus Cor-
mack said that Mr

, McGraw had edited a book
of Mr Gcrgory’s writings
which had been published
in the United States.

He said Mr Gregory had
*

“clearly and unequivocally”
^advocated the use of force
io gain civil rights for
Negroes in the United
States.

Closing the debate, Sena-
tor Murphy accused

(

Government Senators of

!

racism. .
<

4T have heard members,
of your party speak about <

niggers and, ‘those niggers *

arc not fit to govern them-
*

selves,' ” he said.

“This is rampant
,

throughout your party.”
Government voice:

“That’s not true.”

The motion was later

lost 24-23. The DLP voted
with the Government.

In the House, the Minis-
ter for External Affairs,

Mr McMahon, said leaders

of the Moratorium commit-
tee were favouring a
regime which had com-
mitted ruthless murders.
“They must ask them-

selves what would happen
if the free allied cause was
defeated, not only in South
Vietnam but also in Laos
.and Cambodia,” he said.

4

“Surely we must assumo
that exactly the same ruth-

less measures would be
* .followed.”
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C EE 1 LAS 317 I CATICM iTTJIEE

DATE 07-211-2014
* ( UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

K
date: oct 5m

SUBJECT^
o

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM - BN

>C(U
V Re Bureau airtels, 8/24/70 and 8/25/70 .

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of an
LHM captioned and dated as above. No local dissemination
being made as the. activity being reported does not
involve other agencies within this Division, and could
possibly serve to pinpoint this source.

|X (U)Source is

Enclosed memorandum is classified confidential
to protect the identity of the source, who is of
continuing value.

Subject- is an- Agitator Index (AI). subject_,and
his act ivities^aJJ* being constantly followed and promptly

•REAS0H-.FCIM II. 1"2
l
4,5r

“
. PATE OF 'REVIEW.//M-.24.

%

[4 )- Bureau (Encl^^.2) (RM)
(1 - 100-458079) (AUSTRALIAN- VIETNAM MORATOR

3 - Chicago
(1 - A
(1 - 100-49406)

HHS/kml
(7)

50CT1sl8l‘*«g
^ ^ u

on the Payroll Savings

\
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. CG 157-347

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

OCT 5 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

On September 18, 1970, a confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information in the past,
advised that on September 17. 1970 , Dick Gregory

had been denied a visai uau ubbu aeniea a visa
to enuer Australia, by the Australian Immigration Ministry (u )

b7D

Dick Gregory, by profession, is a nightclub
entertainer (comedian), who, in the past, has concerned
himself with civil rights and social issues, and prefers
to be known as "a commentator on affairs - social and
political." During the school year, 1969-1970, Gregory
spoke on the campuses of 320 colleges on the subjects
of United States* racial problems and United States
foreign policy; .especially the "prosecution of the
War in Vietnam."

£8o $
rg
•2s 3

Source advised that Gregory’s purpose for wanting
to go to Australia was to speak at a rally against the
United States* continued presence in Vietnam. Gregory did
not advise f I

any alternative plans he may
have had, regarding any future attempt to visit Australia^^^^ <U)

CLAs/. i EXT.

BEASON-FCIM II, 1-2. 4. 2_
DATE OF REVIEW /J-J-.9/L

b7D

GROUP I

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the. Federal Bureau of Investigation.
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation and is loaned to your agency ; it and' its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

if23- 70
^SCLOSO®®
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-453079)

SAC, CHICAGO (100-49406) (p).

9/23/70

AUSTRALIAN VIETNAM
MORATORIUM Campaign

. _ is - MISCELLANEOUS

Ro Chicago ioitorto Euroau, 7/23/70. -* .

Dy airtol dated A&mst 25, 1970 > the Bureau

under the caption "RICHARD CfcAxfON GREGORY , RM - EM"

,

+.Knt- ‘information had boon, received tgon the

maao a joirn:

L auini.cation tor a Vjsn to visit, Australia^

—

'scheduled to arrive ! __ ,

"

fQ
\ on route to Sidnoy ana tne auraxaon oJ

would be two weeks (U)
.

r On September 18* 1970, j*
1

?
**as

. furnished reliable information' in the past, advise^

into

~

l&fK ol ^t“^ed'any?Sne f<*thdi>

regarding GREGORY’S travel plans
. (U)

An IflU regarding GREGORY'S proposed travel to

Australia willte submitted undor Chicago file 157-347

XBlifilo 100-440423).>< (U)

.

’

’
- Sources and informants of the Chicago Office

contemplating a trip to Australia^ (U)
,

- Chicago will continue to maintain contact with

the souTcos regarding this matter.

3 **@-9106-440423) (RICHARDg^^g^REGORY) .

~
-/

’
’

.

‘

- CLAS^riS SY NOT RECORDED
SAM-.hdi RMS0H-FCIM- II, 02 SEP 28 Ktft

:#%/£}* . aw ofmm t=MMZL^



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

OGT € 1970

teletype

NR 002 TP PLAIN

^456 PM URGENT 10-6-70 WRB

TO DIRECTOR /l57- 12382

CHICAGO^ 15 7-347

FROM TAMPA 157-3163

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY. RM. 00: TP.

DETECTIVE|
| ^

ADVISED INSTANTIATE XHAT SUBJECT IS SCHEDULED TO MAKE

SPEECH AT ROLLINS COLLEGE FIELD HOUSE, WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

AT EIGHT PM, OCTOBER SEVENTH, NEXT.. APPEARANCE OF SUBJECT-

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EDUCATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE, «

ROLLINS COLLEGE AND TOPIC OF SPEECH WILL BE "SOCIAL PROBLEMS-

Mr* Tolson_^
Mr. Sullivan :

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanCCTgj
Mr. Callahai^^p]
Sfr. Casper_^I
Mr. Conrad.,
Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters
Mr. Soyars
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

SOCIAJlA^jjR ANTT-SOdAL." REC 85 /
^COVERAGE WILL BE AFFORDED SPEEOHS'Md ARRANGEMENXS-BEim.

MADE 10 RECORD SAME. P .

'ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED M
?>ato U /&2£4. vlM&a

GMV WASH DC FBI OK

taOCT 12

S'

I 600CT 161970
“cc to IDIU

, Adm. data deleted

l
. LsC. 7?Lo SQt-dui—

n
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Date: 10/6/70

Transmit the following in .

Vin AJLiTE T.

(Type’in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)
I

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1564) (P)

RICHARD CLAXTON^GREGORY, aka •

RM-BN

Enb. for the Bureau are eight copies of an
dated and captioned as above. Two copies are enclosed fo
Chicago.

Local authorities are cognizant of subject*
intended visit to the Miami area

.

Chicago is requested to advise if there is any (I

specific coverage requested of GREGORY *s. visit to the Miami ^area.

Miami will follow and report on. subject’s visit.
/

... TT.n?fWVli0N CONTAINED .

0- Bureau (Enc. 8)' (RM)
, a , ,

2. ^ Chicago (157-347j (Enc. 2) (RM) * /06 'W/dVlM
2 - Miami (1 157^1564) ’ 7

2
(1 — 157-1087)

JCM/jgs

(6 )

AGENCY: 1CDS0, K^Si, SEC. SERV;,

DEPT: ISD, SS&, I DIU,»
lt)W F0RW: /ftS

i

be
hlC

66 OCT 1 gff/jf
A9enl ln Char9e

M Per

U. S. GOVERNMENT .PRINTING.OFFICE : 1959 0 1 345-090 (111

J
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FileNo. 157-1564

Q .

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION -

Miami, Florida
October 6, -1970

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK NATIONALIST

c
I

] aavxsea on uctooer 6,
1970, that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, who is also known as
Dick Gregory, is scheduled to appear at Florida Memorial
College on October 20, 1970. He said GREGORY’S appearance
will be an official college function in connection with
their Lyceum series of lectures.

I Idescribed GREGORY, a nationally known
night club entertainer, as a civil rights activist who has
publicly endorsed civil disobedience and militant action by
Negroes under the auspices of the civil rights movement.

I
said that Florida Memorial College is a

^ _ o college located in the Opa-Locka
section of, Dade' County, Florida .

"
.

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished
to-the-'U. S^Attorney, U. Si Secret Service and 111th M. I.
Group, .Miami, Florida.. . ..

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
,and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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tolCLASS IFXC&TTOH AIJTHEMXTY DESrfEO FKCU:|

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLJkS SIFIC^TICM GUIDE
DATE 07-26-2014

. I M
,

' r u

t

•Date: October 7-, 1970
,7"

®o.:. /| Director,-. FBI (100-440423)

From:, A||(l)egal Attache, Rome (157-22) (RUC)

Subject: RICHARD CIAXTOtiGregory
% RM - BN -/

on

Reference: Bureau, airtel *8/25/70 .

Information set forth.' in the enclosed memorandum was received
10/6/70 from:

' Italian .Defense Intelligence Service (SID)

(ZD ’Division of Confidential Matters,; Italian National Police

D Central Bureau/ Italian Criminal, Police

Political Section, Police Headquarters, Rome, Italy

© Foreigners Section, Police Headquarters, Rome,, Italy

O; Other: *

>5C<u)

\ I

Classified by Source:

Remarks

:

euss

UNCLASSIFIED

> lil

11!'

"ritt.
BBASON-FCIM .111

DATE OF BEYiEffi

<*S,
0!S^.

-

DC-113

(, 4) Bureau. (Enc- 7
)

(j/ - Foreign Liaison Desk)
-

- (1 - Chicago 15.7/347)
, _

14/
9 OCTJK 1970

b6
b7C

- -si



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

unitLJ states department qf DTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

October 7, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

The records of the Foreigners’ Office, Police
Headquarters, Rome, Ita ly

, revealed that RICHARD CLAXTONatitt 4-v i i “-.tv a *GREGORY, born October 12
, 1932, in possession of U. S.

passport No. K-761916, issued at Washington, D. cV on
June 5 1 - ~ J—* - 5 • - -* ; - - -

issued
-^(or

—

note i parco
,

|

He was" accompanied by
flm ur i nr* i rvi

1

in pusscsbion ox u. s . oassnort
issued at Washington, D. C., on

GREGORY and
September 9, 1970, when they
destinat ion^^ ^

stayed at the hotel until
left Rome for an unknown

—IS, & EXT. *
SEASOtf-FCTH II, 1-2 4 4;

OF REVIEW 7
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f
~
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felCLASSIFICATIQH MTTBDRITY DEHI¥1D FROM:
FBI MJTOki&TIC DFOLJkS SIFICJkTII^H ^GUZDEl

-DATE 07~26~'2014

(ft. SSS*;
,JCT 131970

TELECdBEj

Mr. Tolsoiu

Mr. Sullivan—^
Mr. Mohr.

Mr. Bishop.

Mr.Brennair

Mr. Callaha:

Mr. Casper,

Mr. Cenr^d—
Mr. Felt.,

Mr<*Ga?e_~-
Mr. R^en-—
Mr. Tavrl

—

Mr. Walters-

Itr. I ,

Tele. Room-

NR027 SL PLAIN

624PM NITEL L0^ 13-70 JMS

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)

CHICAGO^ (157-347)

FROM ST. LOUIS <157-5822) IP

w»7* **•!*??¥

0
RICHARD: CLftXTON GREGORY,AKA 5 RM; 00: CHICAGO

ON OCT. ELEVEN, LAST, ADVISED

•THAT GREGORY WILL SPEAK AT ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY AT EIGHT PM ON OCT.

FIFTEEN, NEXT, AS PART OF THE UNIVERSITY SPEAKERS SERIES PROGRAM^S^ <U)

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES ADVISED. ST.. LOUIS DIVISION INFORMANTS

• WILL COVER. BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED BY LHM UPON COMPLETION OF SPEECH}<^U)

P SSSS&
END

J

ACK FOR NR010, 030, 022, 016, 023, 027.

j&
REC

feai3

EJF FBI WASH D C

OCT 15 1970
\

f.cc to IDIU

LiAdmj'data !W5W

_ ROOM 724 9&Dp

•nl
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Fp-36*(Rov. $-22-4)

0

Date: 10/8/70

Transmit 1 the following in

Airtel
Via

(Type in plaintext or code)"

(Priority)

^GREGORY AT SHA^I^XyERSITY,

Slli4-

»-BN
Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies of LHM

re captioned matter , copies of which are being disseminated locally
to military intelligence and Secret Service i Enclosed for Chicago
are two copies of this LHM. „

-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-r440423)

. e. /

SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-5865)

APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTQN

CE T-l is

SA
conducted by SA
on 10/6/70, which was conducted by SA

‘(PROB) who furnished information to
T ~m~ investigation set, forth in LHM

with exception of investigation

No recordings of GREGORY'S speech are known to have been
made and therefore nphe obtained.

Bureau (Encs. ifV)
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Encs., 2) (®&U’att

4 - Charlotte, (2-157-58651

J)

(H
(1-157-177 Sub B)

- 4rV#9 23
RRG : jwr

(8 )>

AGENCY:, ICDSO, SEC, SERV.,

dept- isd; 1D1U,^
lYFORW:

"S OCT 14 1970

HO
DA
BY:|

EF0RW: ^ c

;
tfr$0£T 2 3 igyplTt/ ,

b6
:

b7C
b7D

b7D

b6
b7C

Specipl Agent in(Charge

Sent : M Per

V. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ; 1969 O - 346-090 (Il\



In Reply* Please Refer to

File No.

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU.OF. INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
October 8, 1970

APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY AT SHAW UNIVERSITY,
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA,
OCTOBER 5, 1970
RACIAL MATTERS ..

On October 2, 1970, CE T-l advised that comedian
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, known as "Dick" Gregory, was \

scheduled to speak .at Shaw University, Raleigh, North Carolina,
bn October 5, 1970, at 8$00 p«ra» T»1 stated that GREGORY'S
appearance is sponsored by the Shaw Student Union and further
that GREGORY will be paid $1,100 for his appearance*
_ _ _ _ _ * -i

~j-
.

On October 2, 1970, Captain!
North Carolina , police Department, and]

North Carolina J

were advised of GREGORY'S scheduled appearance*

On October 6, 1970, captair|_^ supra , advised
no incidents had been reported \ in connection with GREGORY'

s

appearance at Shaw University*-, ~
;

.

^ On October , 8^ 1970, T~*i advised that on the night
of October 5, 1970,

' GREGORY,.^beginning at approximately 8 s 00

p*m*, spoke to about seven hundred persons in the Spaulding

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS
NOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI * IT IS THE PROPERTY
OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY? IT AND
ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE
YOUR AGENCY*

/*** - ¥</#¥23 —Sli)
ENCLOSURE

ALL INFORMATION^ CONTAINED



T.*

o
APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTGN
GREGORY AT SHAW UNIVERSITY,
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA,
OCTOBER 5. 1970

„ *

Gymnasium on the campus of Shaw University, Raleigh, North
Carolina. The audience was made up of ninety-nine per cent
blacks and GREGORY was well received.

T-l said that GREGORY spoke about the black movement,
the need for it and the need for blacks to participate in ,it«
GREGORY stated that the present NIXON Administration, including
Vice President AGNEW, is not black orientated and does not appear

,

to be on the side of the blacks.

T-l said that GREGORY stated the future of this country
rests with college students. GREGORY went on to say that things

~ ‘have not- changed much in four hundred years although the young
folks have come up with a moral thrust that scares the old folks. .

——

1

GREGORY said that the noises made by kids running around the
streets today were only a warning but said it is the last warning
this country is going to get and added, "The country better
make some quick adjustments or she is going to blow it."

T-l said there were no incidents.

i

-2*- ,

i



FD-323 (Rev. 11.29.61)

In Reptyi Please Refer to

FUeNo.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal bureau of investigation

Charlotte, North .Carolina
October 9, 19?0

Tt

1

M

Title
' i

•

APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTQN
GREGORY AT SHAW UNIVERSITY,
RALEIGH^ NORTH CAROLINA,
OCTOBER 5, 1970

f

Character

. „ Reference t*
, X"-“ - + ' - - -

_

- &
RACIAL MATTERS

Memorandum prepared at Charlotte,
North Carolina, dated and captioned
as . above,-

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are -concealed/in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information inthepast. • - -----

i =

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI; It Is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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<5

{I transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 10/15/70

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-5865) (C). cn~ N

APPEARANCE OF RICHARD-CIAXTQ
/^GREGORY AT GUILFORD COLLEGE,
GREENSBORO, N. C.,
10/8/70
RM - BN

L /A* lu

V9 <
Re Charlotte airtel 10/8/V0 enclosing LHM to Bureau.

> oOO lu«*.Z -> LU
UJ ^ h-
CD O <C XQ

Enclosed to Bureau are eleven copies of LHM re captioned
matter. Copies disseminated’ locally to Military Intelligence and
Secret Service.

Enclosed for Chicago arfe two copies of this LHM.

made.
No recording of GREGORY’S speech is known to have been

igation. Greensboro, N. C., conducted by SA

Since GREGORY has appeared in the Charlotte Division
and no further appeafa^es are scheduled) this case' is being / *

closed. i y ^

“g^Bureau (Encs. 11) (RM) /OQ^ 'V'VO
2-Chicago (157 ‘rr347) (Encs. 2) (RM) ’PY’J 1

1

1-Charlotte , J LAri 1:1.*/

GDF: jeb
, tt tmfORMATIOH CONTAINED™ KFf*LASSX|j^
D

k t
* 4

OCT 19,

y OCT 27 1970

Special,Agent nn Charge
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ; 1969 p - 346-090 (11)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

0 0
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
i

Charlotte, North Carolina

October 15, 1970

APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY AT GUILFORD COLLEGE,
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA,
OCTOBER 8, 1970
RACIAL MATTERS

The Greensboro Daily News, in its issue of October 9,
1970, reported that GREGORY had appeared before an overflow
audience at Guilford College’s Dana Auditorium the previous
night, October 8, 1970,. GREGORY had pled for the youth to
support the women’s liberation movement and had denounced the
nation’s war policies, according to the article. He had also
defended college youth against their detractors and' warned of
the dangers of suppression.

The article stated that the audience was made up in
a large part by college students, who applauded vigorously
when told by GREGORY that a big job faced them in saving
America, ’’even if you have to alienate your mama and papa".

The article concluded by saying tha-6 GREGORY had
cautioned against violence, saying "You can't cure America
with dynamite and double barreled shotguns. If you think the
way to save crazy folk is to dynamite them, then you’re
crazier than they are". GREGORY was also quoted as saying
"If democracy is as good as they tell you, why are we going
all over trying to ram it down people’s throats with guns?"
He compared repression to plugging the spout of a boiling
tea pot, causing it to blow up.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER
RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS

. OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY
OF THE FBI AND 'IS LOANED TO

- /YOUR AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS
ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE
YOUR AGENCY.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE A/I'M BYMU&z.

/oo-WOVSJ-s 76
* y



APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY AT GUILFORD COLLEGE,
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA,
OCTOBER 8, 1970

LieutenanjJ
|

North Carolina,
Police Department,

!
advised October 8, 1970,

that GREGORY’S speech had been held on the campus of Guilford
College without any incidents of any kind occurring.

h

. 2*

s
«* * .

3 *
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ICUkSSIFIOITlGM AIJTHORITI DEHrfE-D FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-26-2014M \ , W

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL AIRMAIL

F B l

Date: 10-19-70

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, ST. LOUIS (157-5822) -RUC-

RICHARD CLAXTON ^REGORY, aka
Dick Gregory C!

RM R]

M40 EXT. EYJ
REASOIT-FCIM II, 1-g.4',8
DATE OF REVIEW

00 ‘.CHICAGO

Re' St. Louis teletype to Bureau , 10^13-70.
fit

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies and for
\

k Chicago two copies of a self-explanatory LHM reflecting

. ^ \V GREGORY'S speech in St. Louis, Mo. on 10-15-70.

^ ^ ^ Copies of this LHM are being furnished locally H J
c'j

'

\ to. the U. S. Attorney, U. S. Secret Service, and 113th MI | w
Group m. P

This LHM is being classified CONFIDENTIAL because It
is contains information from racial informants of continuing §j ^
2 2V value . w 3>- opVJO Lu Ll- t

Z > Ui
UJ > h- .

.

o o <:>:< xoco Sources in this. LHM are as fellows :

c

^Bureau (Enel. 11)$WT -4
2 - Chicago (157-347

)

; (Ehcl; 2)' (EM)
f —

^

2 - St. Louis (1-157-5822) ‘

g QGT 221970^^
JAE:klb
(6 )

(.1-100-21599) (SLU)

M «
is
p Wb6
Sb7C

»40CT!
Approved:/-

Special Agent in Charge
OFFICE ; 1969 O - 345*090 (II),



SL 157-5822

No attempt was made hv the Sr t.nnig TW vision
to tape GREGORY'S speech. (PRO
personally attended the speech ."'>£

s<r (U)
"



APPROPRIATE

'AGENCIES

AND

FIELD

OFFICES

ADVISED

BY

ROUTING

SLIP

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply» Please Refer to

File No.
St. Louis, Missouri

'October 19, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTONfGREGORY

On October 11, 1970, SL T-l.;advised that the
Busch Student Activities Board, an official body of St.
Louis University, -had scheduled Dick Gregory to speak at
their campus on Octpber 15, 1970 in the Sesquicentennial
Room ‘of Busch Memorial Center. The speech was part of the
regular Speaker's Series at the universityj^^ (U)

Oil October 14, 1970, a letter was ‘received from-,
an anpriymous source- by St. Louis University officials

’ which' was postmarked St.. Louis, Missouri. The letter
* . read as follows

:

"FREE DEPUGH: FREE' DEPUGH

"BLACK BOGUS BABY IS BACK ON THE TOWN

\SS. & EX1"Make him know He’s Not Welcome CLASS. & EXT^
‘REASON-FCIM II, 1-2, 4.

2

"BOYCOTT, Disrupt His Speech r
,i)ATE 0F BEVIEW

"The Commie Niggerpig and Civil Riots Advocate.
DIRTY DICK GREGORY will be speaking at St,. Louis
U. in the Sesquisentenial Room on Oct. 15 1970.

At 8 P.M. Join us at Grand & Lindell At 7:30 P.M.
and March On 'Him.

INSULT HIM
"Tell the Pig to GET OUT OF TOWN.

"Treason Must Be Punished Fourth of July. Movement .

"

PROPERTY OF FBI
This communication and its contents are
loaned to you ty the FBI, and neither-
it nor its contents are to be dis-
tributed outside of the agency to which
loaned . *crvrnf ARTTP.Tfi

GROUP 1

'

Excluded from, auto-
matic downgrading
and declassification,

.ENCLOSURE
/a6 . <j</ao 3-3 sn



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

No information exists concerning the "Fourth of
July Movement" and university officials were of the opinion
the letter was the work of an isolated crank.

On October 15, 1970, SL T-2 advised that
approximately 1,500 people, the majority of college age,
attended Gregory's speech at St. Louis University which
began about 8:00 P.M. on October 15, 1970. St. Louis
University students were admitted free; the others paid
$1.50.- The racially mixed audience responded well to Gregory's
speech. This source advised that Gregory was paid $1,000
for the speech, although- university officials declined to
confirm this officially (U)

On October 15, 1970, SL T-3 advised that Gregory's
speech, which lasted approximately one and one-half hours,
was more of a series of jokes and barbs directed against a
Jong list of Gregory's targets, including Federal and state
officials, the police, the '"hard-hats "j -newspapers, and numerous
others. Gregory did not advocate violence during this
speech. This source advised there were no attempts to dis-
rupt, demonstrate against, or heckle Gregory's speech.

There were no arrests in connection with the above
speech.

2



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
'

*

An article appeared oh page 4A of the October 16, 1970
issued of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, a daily nev/spaper
published in St. Louis, Missouri, relating to this, .speech

.

This article is reproduced below.

Gregory Jokes Yield,

•To Political Lesson
By CHARLES STAPLES

• ; * Globe-Democrat Staff Writer

With a sure- touch, Dick Gregory humorously enthralled his

audience at St. Louis University Thursday nighi, and then

sobered it with the theme that repression against activists

should be viewed as the natural response, to the nation's fear

of;a moral force.
* ' v ’

Bewecn the Agnew and Nixon
jokes, the message was for

young American activists to ex-

pect repression as a natural

reaction ,to fear, * caused by:

them taking a moral issue to

the streets.
^— "^Repression^is—more ^detri-

mental to the oppressor than

to the oppressed," he told the

sell-out crowd of about 600.-

In a* speech filled with sym-
bolism; he likened repression

trying to plug a teakettle to

stop its whistling.

“WHEN A teakettle blows in

one-room kitchenette, every-

body gets burned. "When a

whole country reacts with fear

to* a znoral force, there is only

Ichord as a college speaker tied

in with left-wing groups.

The comedian-turned political

activist looked gaunt as a. re-

sult of his numerous fasts. He
wore the movement-type denim
jacket. . * *

While ; he? did-not~:spcak *on

the merits of street demonstra-

tions directly, he told the gath-

ering, "If the German youth

had forced Hitler to come on

campus and gas them, the

whole world would have been

< alerted to him."
,

s
GREGORY SAID the solution

to the whistling teakettle was
not to try to repress the noise,

but to fix conditions that made
it -boil. i*

one way for it 'to go—down.’

Gregory's speech; the first of. >f
w ana oroer win *

a scries sponsored by the Uni- Pjobicm unt.l the freaks hi

Student Activities Washington stop talking law
and order

versity-s

Board, also

named by V
dcalp3

Lep.

is bein^ ana oracr an<^ start

Richard abroad an<* ^uHer," he said.

Gregory told the predomi
nantly youthful audience:

* "You young people are the

most morally upright people in

.-.the world today."

talkin:
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-RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
K

-

An article appeared on page 2A of the October 16,
1970 issue of the Metro-East Journal, a daily, newspaper
published in East St. Louis, Illinois, relating to this
speech. This article is reproduced below.

I

rat iorce, it s' on. way
* “When a country is afraid

oi a moral force, that country

is on its way down,” comedian

Dick Gregory told an overflow

crowd at St. Louis University

Thursday night.

Gregory, who attended South-

ern Illinois University—Carbon-

dale and now is a militant

spokesman for black rights/

mixed humpr with philosophy

as he said the future of this*

nation rests with today’s stu-

dents.

“I hope you understand your

importance,” he told the stu-

j
dents. “Lhope you understand

I
who you are. I hope you under-

stand the destiny of America
depends on you.”

J
|

#
- —

* n

Between his serious and'' re-

flective moments, his humour
touched many bases.

On President Nixon—“I feel

much better this week than last

week because Nixon came back
home. Whenever the President^

leaves the country I get scared

, because I, figure he knows some-

thing I don’t.”

On Vico President Agnew —
“Agnew reminds me of the kind

of cat who would make a crank

call to Russia on the hotline.

He seems so dumb, I wouldn’t

be surprised
5

if he hijacks a

train one day.” :

On dumping poisonous gases
'

in the Atlantic Ocean—”! hate

to see it dumped our there,
j

but it sure is better than in

the ghetto.”
{

On the senoMs who recently

questioned him about his civil
j

rights activities before a Senate!

subcommittee—/Here are catsj

who spend $2 million getting

elected'to a job that pays $55,000

a year.”

On his kids—“My son thinks

Pm a square. I haven’t made
,
the FBI’s 10-most-wanted list,

,
yet

” '

; On Nixon’s election in 1968—
“Americans have been going to

the polls for so long „hoping

to elect the lesser of two evils,

it was due tune you were going

to get the eviler of the evils.”

Gregory said he spends about

98 per cent of his time on cam-
pus in recent months, and ^to-

day’s generation of students is

the most moral of any genera-

tion.

Lashing out at what he called

the “right-wing, cracker-control-

led newspapers” of the St. Louis

area, he said law a£d order

is going 'to continue to be a
j

problem in this' country, until

those in Washington “stop talk-

ing about law and order and
start talking about a brand new
government.”

He said the government could

“faH. from within” in four to

six years.

Gregory said today’s repres-

sion of youths is caused by the

youths “bringing this great mor-
al force to the streets.

“Man has a right to be afraid.

It is also man’s right to react

to that fear,” Gregory said.

“You young folks have scared

us to death with this moral
force,” he said, citing recent

acts by “hardhats.”

Saying that a country afraid

of a moral force shows the coun-

try is “on its way down,” Greg-
ory said both Nixon and Agnew
are always talking derogatory

of students but not dope-push-
ers.

“If Nixon and Agnew would
only spend half their time bad-

mouthing kids, and the other

half of them time badmouthing
dope pushers, maybe some of

those hardhats would get mad
sometime during their lunch

hour and attack a dope pusher.”

Comparing a revolution to a
boiling teakettle, he said you
can plug up a teakettle to stop

its whistle but unless the pres-

sure is relieved, “it’s going to

blow.”

He said youths taking to the

streets should be "a warning sig-

nal, like the teakettle’s whistle.

“When this thing blows, /if

it comes to that, America’s go-

ing to blow and everybody’s

going to go,” he warned/5
''

N

4*
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In Replyt Please Refer to

File No.

Q a
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Title RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Character

Reference St. Louis memorandum
dated October 19, 1970,

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

TJtfs document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions o£ the FBI. It Is the propertyof the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outsideyour agency.





In Reply» Please Refer to

File No. 157.1564

lO'ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFlUSTICEft
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida
October 22, 1970

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK NATIONALIST

9

It was, reported by memorandum dated October 6,
1970, that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, who is also known as
Dick Gregory, a nationally known night club entertainer,
and civil rights activist, was scheduled to speak'iat Florida
Memorial. College, Opa-Locka, Florida, October 20, 1970.

The October 20, 1970 edition of the “Miami
Herald”, a Miami, Florida daily newspaper, contained
ah article by Herald Staff Writer MIKE^BAXTER captioned,
"GREGORY Chokes Off Laughter" . This article reported
that DICK GREGORY spoke to 100 black students at Florida
Memorial College Tuesday evening,^October 20, 1970. During
this speech he talked, of the recent arrest of ANGELA
DAVIS who he described as a "black Communist accused of
buying the guns used in the San Rafael, California
Court House parking lot shoot-out."He said; that there
was no way for her to have purchased those guns without
the authorities knowing as she was watched "doubly",
being both a black militant and a Communist. He stated

(

"The good thing, about the trial that will come out now is
that the police killed the judge." :He also indicated that
DAVID R. POINDEXTER, JR., her companion when arrested, was
a Government "agent". He cited a 1968 issue of the Black
Panther newspaper which he indicated described POINDEXTER
as an "agent".

A characterization of the Black Panther
Party (BPP) is contained, in the Appendix sec-
tion of this memorandum. ;

F
',*

It was also reported that GREGORY said the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) killed MARTIN LUTHER KING,
MALCOLM X, the KENNEDYs and others. He predicted the
United States would experience a CIA -cap dJetat within

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN, IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATEjL/LJlL—

EHCLQSlll



RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

about sixteen months* He said that he planned to move to
Canada to avoid this CIA coip d'etat. He said the CIA
has a "space sensor" that can over-fly a building and
report on who is inside and who has ever been inside.

The article stated that GREGORYS appearance
at Florida Memorial College was one of 300 appearances
scheduled during a ten month ^period. From.Miami hewas
flying to Wisconsin for another speech.

Officer
|

|

|

Dade County Public' Safety Department, advised that
there were no problems or activities at Florida Memorial
College or in the Miami ,• Florida area during GREGORY'S
visit on October 20, 1970.

Copies of this, memorandum are being furnished
to the U. S. Attorney, U‘. S. Secret Service and 111th M.I.
Group

, Miami, Florida. *

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI; It is the property of ‘ the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; ,it and its contents aye not
to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C
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APPENDIX

1 BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) ",

also known as
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

According to the official newspaper of the BPP,
the BPP was started during December 1966 in Oakland,
California, to organize black people so they can take
control of the life, politics, and the destiny of the
black community. It was organized by BOBBY G. SEALE,
BPP Chairman, and HUEY P. NEWTON, Minister of Defense,
BPP.

The official newspaper, called "The Black Panther ,

"

regularly states that the BPP advocates the use of guns
and guerrilla tactics in its revolutionary program to end
oppression of the black people. Residents of the black
community are urged to arm themselves against the police who
are consistently referred to as "pigs" who should be killed.

The newspaper, in its issue of September 7, 1968,
had an article by the then Minister of Education, GEORGE
MURRAY. This article ended with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons-
of America, revolt everywhere! Arm your-
selves. The only culture worth keeping
is revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom
everywhere. Dynamite! Black power. Use
the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."

The BPP newspaper, issue of October 5, 1968, had
an article introduced with the following statement: "We will
not dissent from American government. We will overthrow it.'.'

DAVID HILLIARD, Chief of Staff, BPP, in a speech at
the San Francisco Polo Field on November 15, 1969, said "We
will kill Richard Nixon."

DAVID HILLIARD, in the "New York Times," issue of
December 13, 1969, was quoted as follows: "We advocate the
very direct overthrow of the government by way of force and
violence.

"

In the issue of April 25, 1970, the BPP newspaper
had an article by Minister of Culture EMORY DOUGLAS as follows

APPENDIX
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"The
(
only way to make this racist U.S.

Government administer justice to the
people it is oppressing, is... by taking
up arms against this government, killing
the officials, until the reactionary
forces... are dead, and those that are
left turn their weapons on their superiors,
thereby passing revolutionary judgment against
the number one enemy of all mankind, the
racist U.S. Government."

The BPP headquarters is located at 1046 Peralta
Street, Oakland, California. Branches of the BPP, and
Committees to Combat Fascism, under control of the BPP, have
been established in various locations in the USA.

APPENDIX
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OfTlONAL fOJtM NO, 4!©
MAY lt*2 COITION

'

OSA ffM* <41 CHU. 10)-11.<

P
'I'

?i*.. UNITED |tATe|3qVERNMENT

TO

FROM

subject:

X/

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44.0423)

I;

SAC;, CLEVELAND (157*4316 ) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTOlAiREG*RY, aka.
RM

f

6b: Chicago

date:' 11/5/70

Enclosed for the Bureau are ii copies .of a
Letterhead- Memorandum (LHM) regarding the. appeafarice, of
captioned subject -at Akron University, Akron* Ohio* on
October 16 > 1970. Two ^copies of this, LHM a^e also inc^
for the Chicago Office.

v"?(JBS
rX4

Bureau (Enc. 1*1) (RM)
2 r Chicago :(Eric . 2) (RM)
1 - Cleveland

‘ ”

WEW/gjz • •

(5) .

VJ*

* A

'AGENCY: !CDSOf SHJ, SECj SERV:, ' SfSiT/fe
- ,,

DE?:p: LSD, €iB£, IDIU-

H0.W FOR’Y:

DATE.FORY?.: 'Y////>>/VO-'

-

" 1
by*. . J

B AK*I' j f j 7970

^ ^
Sav*n&s' Bonds Regularly on the Rayfoil Savings Rian

b6
|

b7C
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In Reply» Please Refer to

File No.

oUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF (JU-STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cleveland, Ohio

November 5* 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

. The. following article concerning the scheduled
appearance of RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, more commonly known
as DICK GREGORY, on the campus at Akron University, Akron,
Ohio, on October 16 , 1970, appeared in the October 17* 1970
issue of the "Akron" Beacon Journal, " Akron, Ohio, a daily
newspaper of general circulation.

- yy& ¥ 23
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RE: RICHARDoQaXTOtf GREGORY

Satoriay, Octota 17, an Akron BeaCM |ma^r , /

6

""While Kids Are
;

0

New Niggers9 '

---ZMcJc Gregory
By LARRY FIELDS

Back a few years when
-Dick Gregory was profession-

ally funny rather than profes-

sionally furious he wrote his .

.
autobiography and titled it

“Nigger.”

Friday night he appeared at
Akron University, courtesy of
the Black United Students, and
devoted a considerable portion

* of "his talk to plugging the
name of his book.

• He flung the word “nigger”
around so frequently there
was the odor of Mississippi—
and a Ku Klux Klan conven-
tion—at Memorial Hall.

\ ACCORDING t o Gregory,
just about everybody- except
the founding fathers and the
white Anglo Saxon Protestants
have been “niggers” at one
time or, another since the Pil-

grims first set foot on Plym-
outh Rock. -

About 2,000 persons,, equally
i

divided by color and mostly
young, crowded the audito-

- rium.

The first “niggers” were,
he said, the Indians, who were

,
raped, robbed and murdered
by the white man as he blood-

, ily pushed his way from Plym- ,

< uth to California.
,]

The Indians, Gregory dc-
’

: dared in his two-hour list of

complaints, were followed by
the Irish who he said were so
dumb they were made cops.

cause nobody can Ke- 1 h a t
dumb.”,

PARENTS . didn’t get off
/

, either.

“Remember,” Gregory told
"

his youthful audience, “that
they voted foe Nixon and Ag-
new.” -

_
•

Even America’s founding
fathers got verbally slapped.

“They were no heroes,” he
said. “They were just a bunch
of thugs whom the king and
queen of England didn’t feel
like killing so they put them
on a boat and sent them
away. .

'

“A n d the damn boat ar-
rived.”

IT WAS the beginning of
Homecoming Weekend at AU,
and as Gregory spoke fire-

DICK GREGORY ’

crackers could be 'heard ex-
ploding outside.

Gregory said he now spends
about 98 pet. of his time
speaking on college campuses.
Certainly he must have been
paid foe Friday’s appearance-
'“he is paid for college talks

'but how much and from
whom is not known. Admis-
sion was free.

It is known, however, that"

the Black United Students at
AU are not financially flush. *

l

- 2 -

I THE JEW^were next, he

1 claimed, only they were so
* slick they were permitted to

become merchants.

Then there were the Ital-

ians. * Gregory declared they
4

were given the job of.pushing '

dope. 2

He said they have what **

[
amounts to a governmental

' carte blanche in the narcotics

business.

“Why is it,” he asked, “that

any 9-year-old ghetto kid can

;
find the heroin man and the

^
FBI can’t?”

The blacks, he said, were
" always “niggers” until about

10 years ago when Stokely

Carmichael and Rap Brown
changed things.

, * * *

GREGORY insisted that'
America has always needed

“niggers,” and when they lost

their grasp on the old relia-

bles they had to find substi-

. tutes. L
^And the replacements were,

he said, “middle classwhite

. kids’/ who discovered their

new role in the American
scene when four were “mur-
dered” at Kent State Univers-

ity May 4.

THE FORMER funny man
attacked the- special state

grand jury for acquiting the

Ohio National Guard for the

^tragedy -at Kent State and in-

dicting 25 students.

^
“I tv’s, not surprising,” he J

|

k said, “because the students

are kids and kids are the new
t 'niggers’ and they obviously

1 were guilty because they got

in the way of the soldiers’ bul-

lets.”
e

;
Vice President Agnew also

|
came in for some honorable

Lzyientioh. ^ ^
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RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On np.t.oher 19, 1970, Lieutenant
I

Akron Police Department, Akron, Ohio*
aaviseum GREGORY’S appearance took place as scheduled,
GREGORY addressed a group of studaits, estimated at 2,000
persons. Lieutenant

l
stated that there was no incidents,

violence or any demonstrative action as a result of GREGORY’S
appearance on the campus of Akron University,

b6
b7C

l

This document conjoins neither

reccm?nc r.da I :c:i$ r.or conclusions of

the vZU 1: is the property of

the FBI and h loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are r.ot to bo
distributed outside your agency.

\
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FBI

Date: 11/3/70

Transmit thp fallnv/fng in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext of code

)

*

(Priority)

Mr. Tolson^
Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr^
Mr.
Mr.BrennanClJidL'

Mr* Callahan., ..

Mr., Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. F*!t ...

Mr. Oaie_
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters^
Mr. Soyars^

Tele. Room
'Miss Holmeir

Miss Gandy,

TO:

^RO

DIRECTOR 'PBX

FROM: SAC/ CINCINNATI (157-NEW)

0 "

SUBJECT: SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY/
RETjMONT county campus,

^..OHTO—UNTVERS-I-TY-/- .

ST. CIiAIRSVILLE . OHIO
JEZioAo
RM

On 11/2/70/
|

I
(PROTECT)

advised that DICK GREGORY will speak at the Belmont
County campus of Ohio University/ St. Clairsville, Ohio/
on Tuesday/ November 10/ 1970 at 8:30 PM. The speech
is open to the public and there is no admission charge.

Arrangements have been made by Cincinnati to
cover the speech with sources and Bureau and Chicago
will be furnished results.

Bureau (RM)
Chicago (RM)
Cincinnati (2

(1

WG/jei
(7)

a NOV 1& 1970

date-A^*22

Special Agent in Charge

"i/l

T
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NfM&4 PG CODE j

Ml?/ 7:35 PM URGENT

TO. DIRECTOR C 100-440423)

(ATTENTION DID)

FROM PITTSBURGH (157-652)

11-10-70 FFP
fEDEPAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECT

RICHARD CLAXTONH3REGORY - RM. 00: CHICAGO

&•*yf

Mr. Tolson-

Mr- SslliVai

Hr.-?' ’* -

I-

>b6

b7C

Mr

TJt i r

Li

Miss GaaCy-

RE CINCINNATI TELETYPE TO PITTSBURGH, DATElJHrtTVSMBER NINE,

SEVENTY, CAPTIONED "SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY, BETHANY COLLEGE,

BETHANY, WEST VIRGINIA, NOVEMBER ELEVEN, NINETEEN SEVENTY, RM,"

ON NOVEMBER TEN, SEVENTY,

BETHANY, W.VA., ESTABLISHED SOURCE,

ADVISED THAT DICK GREGORY IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT BETHANY

COLLEGE, NOVEMBER THIRTY, NINETEEN SEVENTY, AT EIGHT O’CLOCK PM,

SPONSORED BY STUDENT BOARD OF GOVERNORS, HE ADVISED GREGORY IS lL

NOT SCHEDULED TO APPEAR ON CAMPUS NOVEMBER ELEVEN, NINETEEN ^

SEVENTY

,

b6
blC
blD

SEVENTY,

.

^

be
blC

S^blD

END PAGE ONE

V
(//

9
i

a NOV AgfWQ
W



ADVISED GREGORY IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK' NOVEMBER THIRTY,

NINETEEN SEVENTY, AND IS NOT SCHEDULED AT BETHANY, NOVEMBER

ELEVEN, NINETEEN SEVENTY. -

IN- THE - EVENT GREGORY DOES APPEAR NOVEMBER ELEVEN,

NINETEEN SEVENTY, AT BETHANY COLLEGE i APPROPRIATE .SOURCE

COVERAGE WILL BE AFFORDED BY PITTSBURGH.

PITTSBURGH, AT PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, WILL FOLLOW

AND REPORT GREGORY’S SCHEDULED APPEARANCE A? BETHANY COLLEGE.

ON NOVEMBER THIRTY, NINETEEN SEVENTY.

AIR MAIL COPIES TO CHICAGO AND CINCINNATI ..



NR 001 Cl CODE

0 1220PW ,

TO DIRECTOR

PITTSBURGH

CHICAGO
DATE

FROM CINCINNATI (157-3616) IP

d
FEDERAL BUHEA’J OF INVESTIGATION

j

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION (

MOV 91970%j^
TECETYPe, V ^

*
*c£ '

'

URGENT 11/9/70 CFR ^ X

Mr. Tolson__
Mr* Sullivan.—.,

Mr* Mohr,
Mr. B
Mr.Bj^rpfqpjL

j

Mr. C&laraju—,
I
Mr* Casp&K—^f

)Mr. Folt_
'Mr. Gale „

j

Mr. Rosen
j

Mr. Tavel..

Mr. Walters ....

Mr. £yars_
Tele. Room

Holmes,,- ,

• o
SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY^. BETHANY COLLEGE, BETHAflVPWES1

NOVEMBER ELEVEN NINETEEN SEVENTY RM

RE CINCINNATI AIRTEL TO BUREAU NOVEMBER THREE LAST. .
- [

' FOR INFORMATION PITTSBURGH, GREGORY IS SCHEDULED: TO SPEAK AT

BELMONT COUNTY CAMPUS, OHIO UNIVERSITY, ST CLAIRSVILLE, OHIO, DURING

EVENING NOVEMBER TEN NEXT. CINCINNATI COVERING THIS SPEECH THROUGH

SOURCES.

THIS DATE ADVISED GREGORY WILL SPEAK- AT

BETHANY COLLEGE, BETHANY, WEST VIRGINIA, SOMETIME DURING NOVEMBER

ELEVEN NEXT.

PITTSBURGH MAKE ARRANGEMENTS UNDER EXIST ING- ’INSTRUCT IQ NS:, TO COVER

SPEECH BY G REGORY AT RFfMI /AA - * <<T L

o®@m \MWG
end l

r%ZL*

EJF FBI WASHED

RY AT wwi /M-
lYoSafe^GE AND FURNISH RESULTS TO BUREAU AND^CHICAGO ;

* ^
'UCJ'Gf h&<2

ivrsfiC-«3

Y U BOOM 724 9&D

u j t
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DECLASSIFirarxaH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
JTBI AUTOMATIC OECUkS SIFIC&TION GUIDE
PATE 07-30-2014

,

* *

CT ao

F B I

Date: 11/17/70

Transmit- the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
.(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44o423)

SAC, NEW YORK (1^-1093)

GORYSUBJECT: RICHARD* CLAXTON
RM-BN

if

Enclsed herewith, f.or the Bureau are l4 copies of
an LHM regarding captioned subject. One copy each is designated
for Legats London and Rome fpr" their- information.^^ (U)

Gregory’s activities in front of the UN were observed
by .SAs JOHN FRANCIS- .MAHER, RAYMOND MOHR and

NYO has no Bureau approved characterization of
the National Coalition Against War. Racism. Repressbhi *

. r

' eusiTTS?.
BEASOir-FClM IT. I"2 >4

DATE OF. REVIEW //-/ZL/g. .w^ctegga

\3j: Bureau (Encls. 14) (RM)
|

v^-/ 1 _ -Legat London
1 - Legat Rome (157-22)
1 - Foreign Liaison Desk

,, 1 - Chicago. (157-347 1) (Ml.)

M1 1 - New York

^ JCS:eps.

(8 )

^(U)

,/m
m.

NOV 1§ #70

;p<S

mm
Apprpved: .

b6 1

b7C

Special Agent in Charge

Sent .M Per A
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
In Reply, Please Refer to . , NOVembO* 17, 1970
File No. B^100t440423, -

NY 157-1093 J

'
- ^ '*" ^ Richard Claxton Gregory

‘
-

,(

_ » + “ ~ -* i

» , f + v_
* - - \ - « -

On November ,16, 1970 at 11:00 EM, 25 persons
including Richard \Gre*gory entered the United Nations Building
at New York City., New York, protesting the" genocide jpjgctfidec

of the United States Government.

- - The group left the United Nations Building at 11:4-5 EM
and iheld a Press Conference across the Street from the United
Nations between 42nd- and 43rd Streets

.

Gregory was one of three persons who spoke at
the Press Conference. He remarked that the group on
Saturday (November 21, 1970) will be larger and the
demonstration at the United Nations from 2:00 - 4:00 PM
that date will be for the purpose of letting the public
know of the genocide policy of the United States Government
against the Blacks, Puerto Ricans, and other minority
groups

.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

*

„ s * *
" v* vfw

» y t information contained **

-y

0 -±±v±23
3% „



Rihard Claxton Gregory

The> above activi(ttes were sponsored by the National
Coalition Against War Racism Repression.

About 50 persons attended the Press Conference
including the Press, Radio and Television media..

-2*-
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ECLASSITICAT IOH AUT BORITY EERIVE C FROC:

:

tlATE 07-31-2014

\y

Transmit the following in

Yla AIRTEL

F B 1

Date: ll/liJ/70

(Type in plaintext or code)

/ni
(Priority)

ATTENTION:

H
To: Director, FBI

fV
SAC, CINCINNATI (157—37^53 CIVIL .RIGHTS SECTION

(RU.C) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

'Subject: SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY, gC] DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

) BELMONT COUNTY CAMPUS, OHIO UNIVERSITY, ST. CLAIRSVILLE , OHIO,.
^^ANOVEMBER 10, 1970

4 n sA

OCR DEL ODIH
(ZJPF

CRA-64
CD PA (Z3PE

BM C~)BM-Threats exj
Racial Matters

Re Cl airtel to Bu, ll/§p7^a6l t^eiL^Sa®?,a^¥i)'9/70.

Summary of Complaint: g/

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of an
»HM captioned as above, suitable for dissemination.

Enclosed for Chicago are two copies of above LHM
and one copy of LHM is enclosed for the information of
Pittsburgh. ,

- yyo yjz3
LHM is being disseminated to U.s. Secret. Service,

Biti 109th MIG, NISO, USA, all Columbus, Ohio; and OSI, Dayton,
!2g§0hio. REC 70

K

* .V

EK-MfSrirsr confj riarvH ai—grmrnn . mentioned in LHMThe “first? confj rJawM
I contacted by SA

ACTION: UACB:

is

. 9 J«Uv 2U ,j/0
Bureau (Enc§LD3 No further action being taken and

(RmT
CM.LHM enclosed r? Copy furnished to USA, Columbus^-. Qhii>,

?-^a
S°

(Ee^ )% FD-376 (endure to LHM)l-Pittsburqh(Enc.l)^ v 1

(Info) (RM) Or . x
[4-lSincinnati —

“b6

b7C
b7D

OrLHM being submitted

O Report being submitted

Q Preliminary investigation instituted

q Limited investigation instituted

EklisORE

Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per
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CI 157-.3720

The second
contacted by S,

ce. is

LHM is beincf classified, confidential because
it contains information jErqm confidential sources, -the
disclosure of whom could jeopardize their future ective-
ness and be, injurious to the security interest of the
U.S.,

’ '
'

,

)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

o
UN STATES,DEPARTMENT OF J

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

TICE

Cincinnati , Ohio
November 1^7, 1970

RE: SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY,
BELMONT COUNTY. CAMPUS,
OHIO UNIVERSITY,
ST. CLAIRSVILLE, OHIO,
NOVEMBER 10, 1970

A_ first' confidential source/ who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Dick
Gregory spoke at the Belmont County Campus, Ohio University,
St. Clairsville, Ohio, on November 10> 1970. Gregory's
speech started at approximately 8:30 PM and lasted until
11:15 PM. The speech was attended by approximately 400 _ =
peoplei Gregory's talk centered on.'politics, the 'police,
the ghetto areas, hunger in America, Black Nationalists,
and persecution of minority groups. Throughout his speech
Gregory kept stating, "You youngsters have a big job ahead
of you; we adults have left you 1

a. terrible mess."

~ The following in essence are quotes and other
statements made by Gregory during his speech:

Gregory stated his speech by telling storids
about President Nixon and Vice President Agnew. in which
he stated that Nixon goes abroad "hugging the : fascists'-'
and "Agnew is the type of cat who would make a crank call'
to, the Russians on the hot line.

"

4

4 -

He stated that man has created the problems that
our nation is facing and it is up to the young people to
solve them. The problems can be solved by ethical, not
"strong arm" means, as the "great men" in Washington think.
"Politicians should not campaign on a law and order issue. "

"Let's: not talk about law and order; let's .talk about
bread and butter." "Fortyfour million people in America
go to bed hungry every night." There is more dog food solcl



SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY,
BELMONT COUNTY CAMPUS,
OHIO UNIVERSITY,
ST. CLAIRSVILLE, OHIO,
NOVEMBER 10, 1970

_ naniL i-i3.ijliL.iiiX-

in the supermarkets near low income housing than anywhere
else, and no dogs are allowed in low income housing. More
people than dogs are eating dog fpod. "Freaks talk about
law and order while people go hungry. Check out your own
home; your parents put Nixon in office. You should not be
able to walk down the street safely while people are
starving. When I become afraid and hungry it is my basic
right to react .

"

"When I was a boy you made me want to get to your
white girls by. yourjmovies and advertisements. __.We never
saw a shapely colored girl used in advertisement. The
only thing we ever saw were slurred "ads" such as Aunt -

Jemima and Uncle Ben."

"At age nine I knew every pimp, whore, and dope
peddler, in the area, Jbut. the. police.and the,FEfI can't.even
locate them. " Most police are too busy making "shake downs
to see what's going on. ^children see^ the. prostitutes
soliciting right on the street with a cop standing right"
there. You send me the cop from your neighborhood amd
I'll send you my ghetto cop and we ' 11 see how fast you
send him back. Give us black cops in black areas, so we
can see how he lives and what he is doing off duty. That
way we can control him."

"You never read where a white pimp or dope
peddler was shot in bed like the Black Panthers . Double
barrel shotguns are outlawed in war as being inhumane, but
our police are allowed to use them on Black Panthers and
you college kids. You never hear the President or the big
politicians say something should be done about the dope
peddlers, but they sure do talk about the Black Panthers
and college kids. Police and National Guardsmen shoot
Panthers and college kids. People's property rights cannot
be placed ahead of human rights. If the government thinks
_it can_stop ^.revolution, with. .the. National .Guard, it has - -

another thought coming; What's going on is nature's way

Turn i Mi i'H
1

i
, iXl

2



%SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY,
BELMONT COUNTY CAMPUS, ' ' *

OHIO UNIVERSITY,
ST. CLAIRSVILLE, OHIO,
NOVEMBER 10, 1970

of warning you that you had better do something or
sbraething is going to happen. " ,

"There is no generation gap. The older people
know what you are talking about and' they don 1 1 want to
listen. They paid the price to make alcohol a symbol of
manhood, and now they don't want you. 'to have ’'reefers
Morality scares older people and repression is a reaction
of this fear. Parents put down kids, not build them up."

--"You must understand where and how this -country - -

was started and where she is going. It was started by a
bunch of 'cut thirdats ' that escaped from England. Our
country was stolen from England by the !rcut throats' and
is still being run by 'cut throats.' It fs your duty to
correct the government when it steps out of bounds. The
Constitution- of -the United States gives you that right .-U- - --

"The United States is- the only country in the
world ' s history to start cowboys and Indians". The -

,?great
whitje father;'* first started with the Indians. When the
Indians did not want to play Indian any more, they put
him on reservations. Next the 'great white father' .told
the Jew to be the Indian. When the Jew did not want to"
be the Indian any longer, the 'great white father' said,

1 Jew what do you want to be? ' The Jew said, 1 1
' 11 think

it over, 1 and he is still thinking. Then the Irishman
became the Indian. When the Irishman no longer wanted
to play the Indian, the 'great white father' said, 'What
do you want to be?' The Irishman said, 'I want to be a
cop, ' and; the 1 great white father ' made him a cop because

*

the Irishman is so- dumb. Then the Italians became the
Indians and when they no longer wanted to be the Indians,
the 'great white father ' made them the pimp, and dope . ,

peddler, and formed ’the -J^afia which their 'great white j
father' controls . Then the Negro became the Indian and, 1

when the Negro wanted to -stop -playing- Indian the 4<3reat ; - _

white father' reacted and this caused all ,of -the disturbances
in the 1960's. The 'great white father' is actually the
father of all and. he shoots his own sons instead of helpin-g
them. The 'great white father' owns the police and they
have the master plot. They don't want the Indians to have



SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY,
BELMONT COUNTY CAMPUS,
OHIO UNIVERSITY,

.
ST. CLAIRSVILLE, OHIO,
NOVEMBER 10, 1970

"This thing called education is making people
dumb. Schools and colleges only teach you what they
want you to know.

"

"May 4, 1970, at Kent State is when the 1 great
white father' picked other 'Indians and niggers,

'
you

college kids . He shot four of them. Two hundred years
ago in 1770 the British shot four in Boston and they were
throwing snowballs. Look at what happened between 1.770
and 1776. Ask the Indians, they know. Watch out from— 1970-to 1976, because history repeats itself - - -

1

s

"If democracy is so 'damn 1 good, why do we go
all over the world trying to sell it to others?"

1 *

"We can do something about the National Guard.
* — - If- everyone -boycotted. Christmas,-- -the -Sears -and^Roebuck -

Company would put enough .pressure on the 'great white
e father' to do away with the National Guard. You must act

right now and do something before Thanksgiving." :
»

"You've got a big job, America is worth saving.
^ The answer is not guns or dynamite, your strength is in

your great moral force."

A second confidential source> who has furnished
.reliable information in the past, attended the speech by
Dick Gregory on November 10, 1970, and furnished essentially
the same information as the first confidential source. The
second confidential source said that Gregory also made the
following statements during the course of his speech:

Gregory stated the Black Panthers were shot and
killed because they bring food to the hungry children
in the ghetto areas. He said there was much publicity
and continues to be much publicity about the shooting, of
four Kent State- students,. -but little has been said, about _

the killing of two black students at Jackson State in
Jackson, Mississippi. *

4
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SPEECH BY DICK GREGORY,
BELMONT COUNTY CAMPUS,
OHIO UNIVERSITY,
ST. CLAIRSVILLE, OHIO,
NOVEMBER 10, 1970

Gregory said that Stokely Carmichael and Rap
Brown have taught the Negro one good lesson and that* is
he natural and stop imitating the whites.

He said that one day the young people are going
to have to write history. Most of the "old fools" do not
understand what we keep telling mama (America) . We keep
telling mama that she is sick and we want to help her, hut
she does not listen.

He said there are a lot of questions for the
young people to ask. If democracy is so good, why do
we go all over the world trying to ram it down the throats
of other people? Why don't the other people come begging
for it? The fate and destiny of America is in the hands
of the young people. He said the answer is not in dynamite
and guns, butJLn the great moral force of the young people
which is the only thing that scares America.

Both sources commented that throughout the speech
Gregory used very profane and at times what they considered
to he obscene language.

Further information concerning Carmichael and
Brown of the Student National Coordinating Committee and
the Black Panther Party is -attached hereto.



APPENDIX
1

STUDENT NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE
* ’ 1 —

A source advised the Student National Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) , formerly known as the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, is a nonmembership organization founded
in 1960, during the civil rights movement in the South.

Under the leadership of Stokely Carmichael, who served
as National Chairman during the period 1966-67 , SNCC evolved from
a civil rights oriented group into a full-blown black revolutionary
organization.

A publication entitled, ”1967, High Tide of Black
Resistance” indicates the year 1967 was considered by SNCC as a
historic milestone for the liberation of black people in the
United States and' the year that revolutionaries throughout the
world began to understand more fully the impact of the black
movement. The publication declared that “liberation will come
only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus—the
capitalistic system of the United States with all its life-sucking
tentacles of exploitation and racism that choke the people of
Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The realities of black life,
together with the recognition instilled in SNCC workers, forced
j.ts__ members to further popularize the legitimacy of self-defense
and rebellions when oppression became too- great . __

A second source advised that H. Rap Brown succeeded
Carmichael as National Chairman of SNCC in May, 1968, and served
in that capacity until June, 1968, at which time SNCC reorganized,
creating ten deputy chairmen in an effort to relieve pressure by
law enforcement.

In April, 1969, SNCC moved its national headquarters
from Atlanta, Georgia, to New York City, where it is presently
located.

H. Rap Brown announced at a press conference in
New York City on July '22, 1969, that he had been elected Chairman
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. He announced the
organization was dropping the word “Nonviolent” from its title,
and will be known as the Student National Coordinating Committee,
with a Revolutionary Political Council functioning as its governing
body. Brown, at that time, stated the use of force is necessary in
obtaining revolutionary goals.

(d
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APPENDIX
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

,

ALSO KNOWN AS
BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE

According, to ‘the official newspaper of the BPP, the BPP
was started during December, 1966, in Oakland, California, to organize
black people so they can take control of the life, politics, and the
destiny of the black community. It was organized by BOBBY G. SEALE,BPP
Chairman, and HUEY P. NEWTON, Minister of Defense, BPP.

The, official newspaper called "The Black Panther,'- regularly
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics
in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the black people.
Residents of the black community are urged to arm themselves against
the police who are consistently referred to as "pigs" who should be
killed.

The newspaper, in its issue of September 7, 1968, had an
article by the then Minister of Education, GEORGE MURRAY. This article
ended with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America,
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture
worth keeping is revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom

' everywhere. Dynamite! Black power. Use the gun. Kill the
pigs everywhere."

The BPP newspaper, issue of October 5, 1968, had an article
introduced with the following statement: "We will not dissent from
American government. We will overthrow it."

DAVID HILLIARD, Chief of Staff, BPP, in a speech at the
San Francisco Polo Field on November 15, 1969, said "We will kill
RICHARD NIXON."

DAVID HILLIARD, in the "New York Times," issue of December 13,
1969, was quoted as follows: "<We advocate the very direct overthrow
of the government by way of force and violence."

In the issue of April 25, 1970, the BPP newspaper had an
article by Minister of Culture EMORY DOUGLAS as follows:



"The only way to make this racist US government
administer justice to the people it is oppressing,
is... by taking up arms against this government,
killing the officials, until the reactionary
forces. ..are dead, and those that, are left turn
their weapons on their superiors, thereby passing
revolutionary judgement against the number one
enemy of all mankind, the racist U.S. government."

f

« The BPP Headquarters is located at 1046 Peralta Street,
Oakland, California. Branches of the BPP. and Committees to
Combat Fascism, under control of the BPP, have been established
in various locations in the USA.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157-347

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

80V 2 5m
t

. 'RICHARD_pLAXT0N GREGORY-*
"~ALSO KNOWN JCS
DICK GREGORY

On November 10,, 1970, a. confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information in the past,
advised that Dick Gregory planned to travel in the
near future to Morocco to prepare himself "spiritually
and physically" for a iast, which he plans to conduct
at St. Paul Cathedral, London. England, during the
period between Christmas and New Year

1

Gregory is an American citizen; by profession a
comedian, who is a self appointed political activist
and human rights advocate.

Gregory's fast will be hiss method of
expressing opposition to the sale of arms to the
government of South. Africa , by both the British
and United States of America governments^Q^JH)

Travelling with Gregory will be
though no information is available to itidilcate

that she might be planning to demonstrate for any
caus^jfej ()
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

0
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

November 30, 1970

f

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On November 25, 1970, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that on November 22,
1970, Richard Gregory spoke at Waynesburg College, Waynesburg,
Pennsylvania, under the auspices of the college. This source
related that Gregory received a fee of $1,000 for his appear-
ance and speech at this college.

The source further related that the appearance of
Gregory was attended by approximately 400 people, which was
estimated to be 300 students and members of the faculty and
approximately 100 persons who were residents from the Waynesburg
area. Gregory spoke for approximately two hours and appeared
to have a well-prepared speech, and the source advised that
he was sure it had been repeated many times.

" The- source .related that there were no outside
incidents and no reactions, one-way or another j 4:o his appear—

-

ance by the community and that they had accepted him. as a
critic and a comic.

The source advised that Gregory made excuses for the
activities of the Negro people and at times appeared to be
vindictive, stating that the Negro had been so oppressed and
had been put down for such a long period of time, that his
activities were excusable. The source advised that this talk
was sprinkled with humor, no rabble rousing, and was fairly
well received by those in attendance.

The source advised that after the speech there was
a question-and-answer period which lasted for about an hour,
and the results were exceptional with good response by Gregory
to all questions put to him. Gregory related that his role
is that of a social critic, and he could not furnish any
answers to the social problems existing in the United States
today.
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In Replyf Please Refer to 1

File No.

Q
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE^

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Pittsburgh,' Pennsylvania

December 4, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY -

On December 1, 1970, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past advised that on November 30,

1970, Richard Gregory sjpoke at Bethany Collgge, Bethany,
W. Va., under the auspices of the College,, namely, the
Student Board of Governors.

The source advised that Gregory spoke at the
College fieldhouse before an estimated audience of 1,000,
comprised^ mainly of ^ students from Bethany and surrounding
colleges and faculty of same. Gregory s'p6ke~from_ 8:30 p.m.,

until 10:30, p.m., and appeared: to have a well-prepared speech.

The source related that there were no outside incidents and
little reaction, -one way or another, to his appearance, and
that his remarks, for the most' part, seemed to be accepted
in the vein of .a .vaudeville performance.

. __ _\ _

Source noted that Gregory’s speech centered on
persecution of minority groups, politics, law enforcement,-

the ghetto areas in America, social ills and black nationalists.

Gregory began his speech by pointing ridicule at

the current Administration, -relating that if President Nixon,

claimed a victory of the recent elections, all he would need

would be two similar victories and he wouldn’t have any

party left.

This document contains neither, recommendations nor. conclusions

of the FBI. . It is. the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency it and its contents are not to be disseminated

outside your agency.
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RICHARD CPAXTON GREGORY *

"

t .
* *

Gregory, then talked of right wing, newspapers and-
how they were labeling college students as rabble rousers. 1

- -

Gregory then turned to attack on law enforcement ,
>

citing the stupidity of the practice of using white policemen
in the ghetto area." He advised that, the white police were
getting paid off in the ghetto area and recalled that when he
was five years old, he kne.w, the identities of the pimp, and
dope peddler when the white policemen were unaware’ pf these
identities.- - <

, ;

--

* ' -
'

r’
'

'

’’’
j 4

"

Gregory recalled ‘World War II and advised that the
United -States Government was racist Jjecause the bomb was'
dropped bn japan instead of - Germany simply because the Germans
were white. He compared this to the present times, saying ,

that the United States would rather fight with, the. Vietnamese
than, With the. Russians because the Russians are white. He ”

.related that if an African nation were supplying arms to the
Viet Cong, the United States would' wage war on the, African
nation. ‘

• V * " ’* : ’

- .

' * ' '
•'

l • .

' *
,

A .
' i

Gregory stated that revolution was controlled by
evolution; that it can*f t>e stopped and has. to happen jHe
recalled cplonial days, describing .the pilgrims , as a grpup.
•bf cutthroats' who' were placed on a ship because the .queen
thought it was going tb.s.ihk. He said the Boston Tea, Party
Was no more than the riots in the ghettos arid - should liot

.

be publicized by ‘racists whb write * textbooks . Gregory -

explained, that since colonial days,, ..the United States
Government has had to have an "Indian i ” He noted that,
after the American Indian,, the Irishman became the Indian,
and he eventually- became a policeman because he .was s,o dumb.
Then came the Italian, who later formed the Mafia,. Then >i

came the Jews, who became the merchant society,, and- then
the Negroes ; Gregory, at this point pointed his. finger at
the audience .and stated that now the' college students are
the' "niggefs,.!* -

,
..

,

'
.

*
,

>
,,

.
• He stated that the Kent State incident was like a,

mother giving birth' to* a Child and that -no matter how mahy »

troops from the National Guard were to be called in, the
mother would still, give ;birth. He talked of. the drug problem
and compared it with the -alcohol use;d by the parents, of dope
'users-. .

•

j
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R ICHARD CLAXTON„ .GREGORY „
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Regarding’ the black, nationalists j -he sppke of :how
white people are appalled by the fact that the. minority group

* uses; weapons. He .stated that if the^'whi.tes had to. .grow up. in,
the ghetto area., they wouldri^ think^t^ice. about using guns.

sppke, of the free food program being sponsored' ;by- -this black
nationalist groups and; pointed to how '.'dog food was bfing

*- consumed b£ a large populace in certain ghetto areas . Gregory
»

,

commented on the- absurdity- of politicians campaigning on a “ law
and order issue when, in fact, people were starving 5 in the
ghetto areas. _

*

The source, concluded that; Gregory ’s speech, '

-sprinkled with humor and,,on many ..occasions, profanity,
- appeared .to be well .received by those J.a attendance.* Source *

t stated that Gregory had' e^pressed his views bn. what he ; " ’

considered to be deficiencies in our country,, hut; had not
, formulated any Opinion as to how these ills cphld bp corrected.

•» r *
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. ,

UmTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal bureau of investigation

New. Orleans, Louisiana
December 4, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On November 13, 1970, a source, with whom contact- has
been insufficient to determine reliability, advised that on
November 12, 1970', Dick Gregory, spoke at McAllister Auditorium
oh the campus of Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana/
Source reported, that the auditorium was almost filled to

capacity for the speech,- and the following are salient parts
and quotations from the- speech:

Gregory first spoke about how the United States
Government first developed. He stated that the people who
arrived at Plymouth Rock were, outcas.ts from Europe, but they
did not*. discover a country __ that was not already occupied.
These people started ‘killing the red men (or Indians) and,

when the people .(or cowboys) could not. -rule the Indians,
they got the dumb Irishmen to become the cops , and 'the

-

Italians to be the Mafia. The cowboy's (or Government)
used the Irishmen as the police and the Mafia as a Syndicate,
..and- with the_protect.ion. of the Government, the police and the

Mafia became drug dealers.

As time went on, the Government, police, and the

Mafia became one. As the red men disappeared, they still
needed Indians, ;*so they later turned on the Negro or black
man. As time passed^ the, .Negro got: t-ired of being killed
and misused and not being able to live like, other people of

this country. Gregory stated that, as a result, the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) and Government has gotten rid of

all of the Negro leaders, such as Martin Luther King, Stoke ly
Carmichael, and Rap, Brown; He also claimed that Jim Garrison,

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is .loaned to-,
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he was 'trying to open the people's eyes about the Kennedy
assassination.

Gregory stated that it will not be long before
there will be a change in this Government but that it should
not be by bombings since this would be worse than doing what
the outcasts who first came to this' country did.

Gregory then stated that it is a shame that 44
million people have to go to bed hunjgry each night while
this Government sends money all over the world. Gregory
said that, when he was fasting for some thirty odd days
"while in jail, he was watching TV, and a commercial came on
about dog- food.- He stated -that- ‘all at once the_dog food;, .

looked so good* to .him. He said the dog was wagging his
tail, and he (Gregory) began to wag his own tail. 'He thought
suddenly about how much dog food is being sold in the major
metropolitan cities and about the 44 million people who were
going to. bed hungry each night. Gregory stated he called in.
f if teent researchers and- determined, that most, of-the. dog foocL
was being sold in the low. income areas and around- the
Government housing project areas in large ...cities . "At the
price of .$.10 a can, brother, you had better look out if

r

you are asked out for a hash dinner because you could, be
eating dbg food.’''-

Gregory also mentioned how much money a United
States Senator has to spend to try and get elected. "Why
in the hell would any man spend two million dollars to
receive what he does? You've got to be kidding!" He went
on to say "You young people have a lot of work ahead of
you, and it, is going to be tough' sliding , hot because of
the generation gap but because you young people are defying
the old ways." •

Gregory mentioned the Kent State killings and how
an innocent girl was killed along with an honors student who
was in the Reserve:. Officers* Training Corps (ROTC) . Then
some people in the /auditorium shouted "Right oh, right on,"
and theh /arm,signals were given of^the. power-sign. He„also

<t/ _
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said that, when people try to do some good, they are shot down.
It was the same way in 1770 when the British had control, arid

the people stood up against them. He kept on saying "You have
a big job ahead of you."

Gregory said, "If you don't wake up soon, you will
find yourselves in a bigger mess than the Negro was in, but
the Negro is going to do something about it, and it isn't
long off. The Negro has come a long way since 1960 and, baby,
we are tired of this shit. You take care of the whites, and
let us take care of the blacks* You whites are afraid of
the Black Panthers. We're not. We love them. When a white
cop comes in our neighborhood, he's only there for an eight
hour duty and then goes home. If he should kill some little
boy in our neighborhood, it's okay. But if this should be
a Negro cop and he lives in our locked Negro neighborhood,
we could take care of the situation. This cop may be in one
of* our black barber shops getting a haircut and a shave.
While the barber was putting the shaving cream over the face
and putting the razor next 'to him to shave him, I walk in

and ask him why he killed our sons. It 's, a damn shame we
can't have it this way."

Gregory went on to say "You had better do something
about it, you cats. It has to be soon and before 1976. If

you wish to make a go of it, we have to change it all. If

we had black people in power, such as-the President and such,

it would be different. We're tired of this shit."

He said "You white people have indoctrinated us to

believe that the whites were gods, .that they never did
anything wrong. You put- your TV trash in our living rooms.
You put your Miss America in our' living room as a beautiful
thing, but when a Negro man puts his hands on these beautiful
white things, they are hit in the head or killed. It was
all right for the white cops or pimps to use the Negro woman.
Nothing was done about that."

Gregory said that, when he was five years old, he

saw how the prostitutes were paying off the cops and how
he or any young fel-low could buy dope, but. the FBI could not



find these pushers or dealers because of the city Government.
He said his father was killed in 1942 by a German, and after
the war a German could come to this country and move right
next door to the "U.S. cat," but when a Negro wanted to, he
was told to "get the hell out." So why should not the Negro
get mad since he was born in this country.

At the end of the speech, Gregory sent his regards
to Jim Garrison and wished him all luck in surviving whatever
was wrong with him.
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WORDS, WOlSDS, WORDS,tumble from .his'

lips, incessantly moving lips, as though^ die-,

tionary had imploded within him and hp*

was now spewing .forth nouns and verbs and
double ;thatr in adjectives and :adverbs^ The-
words became sentences, the ‘sentences para-
graphs and. .the paragraphs parthenogeneti-
cally evolve' into exhortations/ harangues,

; stretches of wit and lengthier tracts of rage.

More simply, it is Dick Gregory, middle name ’C)ax-
ton, doing his thing; his very own, peculiar-to-him
tmng.

Usually, he plies his tirade before crowds of young
people, on one-nighters before collegians, two decades
younger than his 38 years, or in such subterranean
sauce* mills as the Village Gatei where he*was seen
last week.

Records are another of his media, with a four-sided
album., “The. Light Side, the Dark Side,” emerging as
one of the big hits’on the charts. His autobiographical
“Nigger!” was well-received by book' reviewers.

But the essential Dick Gregory is sharpest in per-
son. Either in. a ^roomful of antbestablishmentarians
or in an interview, Gregory is effusive, super-charged,
mol/ilc.

Vocally, he roams the upper ^registers. To empha-
size his point further, he saws at the air, chops away
at invisible foliage, fetching an image of Leonard r]

Bernstein breaking Bach down'for the masses.
. f

-
* His commanding stage presence enhances his five-,

foot-nine height. His weight varies according to which
stage._of his fast'you^catch himdn.

He has dost as much as 40 pounds during these
^fasts, which he utilizes as hunger strikes against.the
system. Of late, he has taken. to dieting even between
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3 DON’T EAT any meat at all now, T limit myself
to vegetables, uncooked vegetables,” he says, adding
by way o» explanation, “You cook vegetables and~you
burn up all the nutrients in them.”

Gregory and his wife, Lillian, have eight children
and none o: tnem eat meat, either ”

Home to Dick is an apartment in Chicago for,
though he has earned well over a million dollars, he
has managed to spend most of it without acquiring

^eld dear in an acquisitive society,
what happened to the, million-plus?

,

'" hy> 1 do
,

n,fc evcn h»ve any life insurance,” he
starts. You start owning things and your attitude
changes. My wife and kids will survive.”

There is some indication that much of his earnings
has gone to help his “brothers,” but he never gets
around to the specifics. Still, the inclination is strong
to take him ac face value about his family never going >

nungnr. _ * / *
\ ___ _ o

taking Gregory at his word isvwhaP5ne%u&t-

set^I^-for. JCeeping up with him is we! 1 os-
sible, ruling out any chance to catch him in an untruth. ;

In the period between September 27, 1969, and^June 4,^
1970, he spent §35,000 on plane fares,, fulfilling en~, i

gagements on scores of campuses.
‘

Catching up with him on the ground 'is no mean ;

task, either. As part of his health regimeh (he has /
abandoned cigarets and whiskey along with' the meat, /
and cooked vegetables), he runs up to six miles a day.’ i
Or so he says. The skeptical arc asked to Xccl his face/' ;

lccl how smooth and young the skin is. What can be %
felt in thab sparse patch of skin not adorned with (
beard docs seem smooth, but not having felt it before I
the “new Gregory” materialized,* where canzone dis- * i

cern the difference? '

^TILL, IT MUST be conceded that Gregory is as
ready for battle as any 38-ycar-old can be.

What battle? For Gregory and, presumably, for ^
those who accept his preachments and/or humor as

-

gospel, the struggle is with, White America. Make
White America synonymous with racist America and 4
you are right on with Dick Gregory. J

The Gregory who relishes' confrontations in 1970*
is more caustic than the Gregory of 1960, whose bag *

j

of tricks held more wit than anger. A hardening of the ;

laugh glands, perhaps? Or a reflection of the polit- *

ical murders which have reddened so many .pages of f

our history?
.

‘

¥
“America always* had its -nigger, 'Sometimes he *

was the Indian, other times the Jew or the Irishman, r*

It started with the Pilgrims. -They started at Ply-‘-„
^mouth Rock 'and shot and murdered their way clear J
'to ^aHfpvnia,” Gregory says, . launching into ahjn- «

dictment which pauses only when breath seems to be'
- running short. *

Just at.that point when the listener is about to
concede that all is lost, it is idle dreaming to think
there can be any salvation, Gregory shifts gears just

hope
en°Ugh t0 suggest ™ays and means of restoring

“The Constitution is America's health chart,” he
explains patiently. “Americans*should get to know it
bettor, because a man without knowledge of himself
and what he' stands for is* like a tree without roots.

“What do I stand for? My bible is ‘The BattleHymn of the Repubhc , especially where the words'
say, As He died to make men holy, so let us die tomake men free . *.

.
Jhe closest he’s come to dying is when he was

shot while helping to quiet the Watts riots of 1965.
Before and after that turbulent lime, Gregory spentmuch time m jail.

r

It is fatuous, of course, to suggest that Gregory
speaks for the blacks of America, either the larger
number of moderates or the more militant minority—And Gregory doesn't make that claim.

„

*

Put ON THE other hand, “in every neighborhood,
tneies some black man who's always ready to say
vvhat the white folks want to hear instead of the
things they ought to hear.

“So. all I ask is, if you don’t go to that blackjnan
for a comment on the President’s speech in Cambodia'

.
oi what happened at Kent State, don’t,let them f;ivcyou a comment on me and my brothers.”

°

Stoutly‘defending his right to .speak out for the
blacks without presuming to be ‘their spokesman,
Grcgory^cites “Martin and Malcolm, Stokcly and Rap”'

..•as* blacks who complemented each other in ,the cause
*n “a -country which puts pi*opertv

rights ahead of human- rights.” *

/‘And Sammy 'Davis has been beautiful; the way
he helped me take 20,000 turkeys to Mississippi in
1963. Sammy doesn't know how to say 'no.' One little
old lady down in Jackson told us, she \vas over 93 and
never had turkey in her life and- maybe* now that she

r was without any teeth, it was too late, but she
thanked us anyway.

“Bill Cosby may be the most significant thing that
ever happened for black .folks and he doesn't even
know it. Now, my kids can see him every week and
identify with him. White folks can see him, too, and

.
®eo a .black man who isn’t in a jail scene or some

• -Commie rally.”

- Misgivings have been voiced about Gregory’s dedi-
cation to civil rights. Gauging the depth of any man’s
sincerity to any cause is to probe his soul. How much
of Gregory’s

-

intentions can be gleaned -by such sur-
face things as the naming of his twin daughters? He
-called,one Pamela Inte, the other Paula Gration. Get
' lv- ‘

/nfc-Gcation. .The, girls’, mother.,\yas,pregr.ant .with
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. There are,few ‘things on which Dick Gregory
DOESN'T have an opinion. He DOES have an
opinion onf *

*

f

THE PRESIDENCY: When r rancor ‘the of- * *

fice two years ago, I was the only real candidate
for President. The others were running for sheriff.

*

~ THE FBI:, If a nine-year-old can find d dope i
1

* (pusher, why can't the FBI? 7

NONVIOLENCE: It's a favor and not an obli-
* 1 ^ration, and while I hate to admit it, itrhas helped.

- the black's cause. „

LOOTERS: If you're going to shoot all looters,
make it retroactive apd give the Indian a gun.

SPIRO AGNEW: He's the kind of cat who'd
.

- use the hot line to make a crank call to Moscow.
t

*•

*'

,SPACE FLIGHTS: I heard we’ve got lots of
;

*

black astronauts; ' saving them for* the first space *

, *
flight to the sun.

-- . WIRETAPS: They've got so many bugs on my /’

phone, I'm putting roach powder on it.

* = ‘ WASHINGTON, D.C.: It's the only place w;here > ,
a* *guy<can 'holdup 'a* bank and: get* mugged oifKi^

A t.yvVy/ay to Sthe -getaway* > car;^ * ** ,v» r
~

’

-
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SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SUMMARY
(See Correlation Summaries dated 10/19/64, 11/5/65# 12/5/66,
10/12/67, and 1/22/69#. filed as 100-440423-16, 51# 103,130,

and 428, respectively.)

Main Pile No.

:

100-440423
See Also : 44-22002

56-3912
173-694
173-2601
176-63

O
Subject: Richard Claxton Gregory Date Searched: 11/28/69

All logical variations of subject's name and aliases were searched
and identical references were found as

:

(

reggory, Dick
regory, Dick
regory,

pry,
ory,

regory.

Dick^C.
Dick’ Claxton
Dicky
R. C.

regory,
regory,
regory,
regory.

,R. C. Dick
Richard
Richard C.
Richard Claxton

regory, William Richard Claxton

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of
all "see" references to the subject in Bureau files under the names
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names '

containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY. References indicated in the block as
SI contain the same information as the foregoing serial although the
information may have been received from a different source.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR' USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENT'I¥]JTS' 'NOT' 'SUITABLE Fo'R DISSEMINATION.—IT~TS~T5E3TGUED TO
FURNISH A SYnoFSIS'oF THE INFORMATION' SET OUT IN EACH REFERENCE",

-
"AND / J

"CASES7ErHE~MISIITAIT'SETTIXL^ C'OM^IirTHE
_
IUF0RMATI0N'

'

'IN 4&/
MOWDETAIL.

Analyst Coordinator

A b6
b7C

Approved

tJ

CER:mlj
s DEC T5 1970

/-ENCLOSURE
/jv/tf JC

.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Add. info.... Additional information appearing in
this reference which pertains to
Richard Claxton Gregory can be found
in the main file or elsewhere in this
summary. This information may have
been received from a different source.

DNC Democratic National Convention of
19.68, Chicago, 111.

PD Police Department

WDC Washington, D.C.

*****

_____ __ "The Sunday Star", published in WDC, on 2/27/66^ contained
an article entitled "Negroes Plan Armed Unitfon Rights". The article
stated that a group of militant Negroes had announced plans to form
an armed District chapter of the Deacons for Defense and Justice -

"to defend" against "civil rights abuses". The article continued that
Dick Gregory was one of three persons who led the speakers in attaching
ghettos, welfare programs and "police brutality", before an audience
at radio station WUST Music Hall, 9th and V Sts., N.W., WDC.

157^1^001-1 ep. 4
(20*

b6
Former

|
|advised that on 3/19/68, Dick Gregory b7c

spoke at Tulane University, New Qrieans. La. Prior to Gregory's talk,b7D
he introduced Willie Floyd Ricks to those attending by
stating "I want you to meet one hencai: wno makes Stokley and Rap
sound like moderates". Following Gregory's speech, Ricks was observed
in Gregory's company during the remainder of the evening.

TT3T
P. 4,5

-2 -
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,
advised that on 4/9/68, Ramon Lojfjez Tijerina

| related that the Alianza Federal of Ciudades Libres
group was helping to form a -Peace arid Freedom. Party .(PFP) in
Albuquerque, N. Mex. Dick Gregory was to run as the. Presidential
candidate of the PFP, and JReies Tijerina, 'brother of Ramon and
leader of the ’Alianza Federal de. Mercedes, was to run for Vice-
President.

b6
b7C
b7D

advised that oh 4/9/68, at a meeting of the CP
at San An turuu, lekas, there was a discussion of the third party, the
PFP, and.it was indicated that Ramon' had been talked to about that and
it was felt that a third party could be formed, having Gregory and
Reies on the ballot.

TW P. 18,19

|(Prob. ) advised, that on 4/9/68, following his
appearance at the university of Portland, Portland. Oregon. Dink
Gregory made an appearance at the residence of I~

"
|
where a group had met for a Black

Students Union meeting. Gregory stated that he had flown to Portland
that day from Atlanta, Ga., where he had attended the funeral of Dr.
Martin Luther King. Gregory stated that he was going to stay.in this
couhtry uritil it fallsy then he was going toLleave, He said "I hate
this country". His purpose for appearing at various colleges, Gregory ‘

said, was to encourage militancy-'and revolution among the students.
He indicated that he was a candidate for President of the US and that
following the election he. could travel to foreign countries to see
if he would be recognized as the President in exile. Gregory in an-
swer to questions as to what students could do to help the cause of
destruction in this country, stated that he would say nothing that
would cause him to be guilty of conspiracy. However, he did state
"keep on doing what you are doing" and noted that in Chicago there
was a gasoline .station near the freeway where a pipe from a gasoline
storage tank could be broken, thereby permitting gasoline to flow on
the freeway. Gregory indicated that he was opposed, to racial violence,
but that violence was the only way for Negroes to gain their manhood.

b6
b7C
b7D

|(Prob.) gave substantially the same information
as above. He advised that Gregory told of his travels throughout the
US and eulogized Dr. King. Gregory advocated violence and said that
it was not right for the children to do the looting and killing. If
it needed to be done, it was the responsibility of adults.

157 ->9644-2 P. 20,21
(185

-B-



I I on 6/5/68, furnished a Summer of Support (SOS)
(62-112287) pamphlet which in part stated the purpose of SOS and the
establishment-of coffee-houses near military installations. Among
the entertainers listed as invited by SOS to entertain at the coffee
houses was Dick. Gregory (locality not given).

Sgt.J
|

Chicago PD, Chicago,
111., on 6/6/68, advised thati who along with b6

two other individuals- was wanted in. East st. Louis, 111., for killing b7c

a policeman and was- at that time iri custody in Chicago, stated that
he and the other two had been given.'.money by the "Black Culture . Inc

.

11

,

an East St. Louis black militant group, to flee East St. Louis. I

also said that if they needed help in Chicago they were to contact Dick
Gregory, Apt. 1030, 1451 East 55th St., Chicago.



The "Daily Olympian", a newspaper published in Olympia,
Washington, on 6/30/68, carried an article concerning the dis-
mantling of the "Tepee Village" of Janet McCloud* on the. grounds of
the state capitol in Olympia. According to McCloud, the camp hhd
started out as a protest against the incarceration of Dick Gregory
for his -part in a well -publicized incident of illegal net fishing
by Indians in the Nisqually River.

105^190030-3 ep. 2
(lfi*

*Northwest Representative of "The Survival of American Indians
Association".

of the CP, USA, hel1
advised that on 7/5/68, at a
at the Diplomat Hotel, NYC,

gpectal convention
not%

further identified) in a report commented on the uovernmenc 1 s pestric-
tions against the Indians'’^ fishing in certain Indian reservations.
In this regard he stated that Dick Gregory was_at that_time in jail
because of his fight to help the Indians in the State of Washington.

] felt the CP should give Gregory their support and fight for
his release from jail.

100 ->3-69-11584 ep. 4
- - --- - - -(nf

The following references in the. file captioned '-'Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE)" set forth information pertaining to the
planned 1968 National Convention of CORE, 7/1 -7/68 , to be held at
Columbus, Ohio. Dick Gregory was listed among the speakers and
resource people for the convention.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-225892-10-36 ep. 2 (ll£
-55 P. 2,6 (Ilf

advised that on 3/23 -24/68 , at a YMCA Camp near
Chicago, a conference was held for the purpose of establishing plans
for the disruption of the DNC in Chicago in August, 1968. At the
conference the Negro representatives decided to hold separate meetings
The source ~was-_of the opinion that this so called Black Caucus would
follow the lead of Dick Gregory and support -any^action which he
suggested.

~ ~

\ 176 5763-2 ep. 2

( 22<
SIl|6 -794-2 ep. 2

b6
b7C
b7D

b7D

-5 -
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On 8/2/68, Dick Gregory, who was seeking the Peace and
Freedom Party (100-447961) nomination for the Presidency, was to
speak at the Glide Memorial Church, Taylor and Ellis ^Street, San
Francisco, Calif. (Source not given).

100.447961-
49 ep. 1

(130

b7D

f |(protect identity.) advised that on 8/3/68, Eldridge
Cleaver, Black Panther Party leader, won the State Peace and Freedom
Party (100-447961) delegation in balloting for the Presidential nom- *
inee. His nearest rival was civil rights leader Dick Gregory. Both ^
Cleaver and Gregory spoke before the conventions .in Los Angeles and
San Francisco, Calif. 100.447961-

46 ep. 1

(130

Richard Claxton Gregory, Chicago, was listed among independ-
ent Black Nationalist extremists and was reported as still active alb

-,that time. (Chicago Report 8/9/68 .)

' ' " 15
^

--8.415 -9-20 p. 1,8

Detective I

(protect identity), furnished a brochure regarding the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) (100-438794) Convention held
in Memphis, Tenn., 8/14-17/68. Listed on the agenda of activities
for 8/15/68, was the presentation of a Special Award to Dick Gregory by
Dr. Ralph David Abernathy, SCLC president.

Brochure enclosed
100^4:3879^-2327 ep. 6,39

disenchanted with
J(Prob) advised that Eldridge Cleaver* was reportedly D

the Peace and Freedom Party (100-447961) convention
_wh’ich was held at Ann Arbor, Mich., 8/17-18/68, and was considering
'declining the .Presidential nomination in favor of Dick Gregory..

Add. info.
~

100,447961-56 p. 20-22
(130

Minister of Information, Black Panther Party

-6 -



b6
b7C

|
| advised that on either

8/26 or 27/88 , during the DNC he had spent the day in Lincoln Park,
Chicago, selling literature, posters arid buttons, in support of
Citizens for Independent Political Action (CIPA), 1903 Hayward St.,
Chicago. This activity was carried on in conjunction with represen-
tatives of the Peace and Freedom Party which organization was rather
loosely organized and desired to support Dick Gregory as a local
Chicago candidate and Eldridge Cleaver as a national level candidate.
Seibel indicated that it was the view of most CIPA representatives
that it would be better to support the national candidacy of Cleaver
rather then to support the local candidacy of Gregory because the
latter was regarded as a comedian which did nothing for him as a
candidate for public office.

ia

advised that on 8/29/68, during a demon-
stration iiTTrorTE

-
©?
-
EHe

-
Conrad Hilton Hotel on Michigan Ave., in

Chicago, Dick Gregory introduced an individual who, he claimed, "Was;,, a
deserter from the US Army.

A review of Chicago PD information concernirig speeches in
the vicinity- of the -Conrad Hilton Hotel on 8/29/68, including a speech .

by Gregory, failed to develop any information concerning the above
incident.

176 778-1 p. 2
(210

|
Cleveland, .Ohio,

advised in an interview on 9/10/00, that Richard (Dick) Gregory was
known to him only as a Negro Entertainer.

17|-51-29 p. 3

The following references set forth information regarding the
activities of Richard Claxton Gregory during the period 12/8/67 through
9/20/68, in connection with the demonstrations which transpired in
Chicago during the DNC. Gregory, an entertainer and civil rights

-activists who-had been arrested numerous times in connection with his
civil rights activities, prior to the- DNC made -a nationwide tour
speaking at various colleges. At the colleges he called"* for persons —

(continued)

-7 -
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(continued)

to go to Chicago during the DNC for the purpose of participating in
demonstrations. A number of times Gregory announced plans to disrupt
the DNC. He said the convention would be held only over his dead
body unless his terms were met. However, in April of 1968, Gregory
announced cancellation of his plans to protest the DNC. Nevertheless,
Gregory did appear in Chicago during the DNC and spoke at the "LBJ
un-Birthday Party" and to the demonstrators, participated in rallies and
led a march of demonstrators in the direction of the Amphitheatre where
the DNC was being held. The march was halted by the authorities and the
marchers returned to Grant Park where the march had; originated. Gregory
again led a large group out of the park, supposedly toward his home.
Once again they were stopped "by the police and upon Gregory* s urging,
the marchers continued to move forward thereupon forcing the police to
arrest a large number including Gregory. Background data set forth.

REFERENCE.

44-40353-162 p. 13,746,761,7.83,
898 , 903 , 1011 , 1012 ,

1062,1145*1148, 1234,
1235,1283,1294.

----- (arrested)
-242 p.' '26727 (arrested').
-243 P. 30,85,93,138,226,.

275,346
-321 p. 4

100-0-39339 ep. 1-4

100-438281-175 P. 206,249

100-449698-10-8

100-449698-47-28 p. 4, ep. 15-17,23.

100-449923-4lp. 26

157-1760-16 p. 3

157-8249-5 ep. 5

•1-57 -8589^249 ep. 18 , 21 . 22
'

(arrested)- ~

-739 ep. 1

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(9?

A
(94

(ll4

(2^12f

(lM

(14^

(144

(it4

(174

(17^

( continued

)
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( continued

)

REFERENCE

157-8589-1222 p. 2
-1480
-1552 ep. 11 (arrested)
-1688 ep. 8
-1691 ep. 6
-1696 ep. 9
-1719 ep. 10,11 (arrested)
-1730 ep. 3,5,7,10

176-32-6 ep. 3

176-34-23 p. 4,6,17
-56 p. 10

176-39-15 P. 13,19,20,57,58,
61

-19 P. 16,17/29,33,37,
45,46,49,58,59

176-51-99 -R.._ 9,22-24

176-60-13 ep. 1

176-62-37 P. 26,28,39

176-72-1 p. 13

176-73-49 P. 7

176-115-1 p. 5

176-138-4

176-245-1 p. 5,6

176-333-6 p. 2,3 (arrested)

176-653-2 p. 5

176-706-3 p. 5,6

176-863-12 p. 3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(0j2lf

(21<f

(2 2̂1^
(2l/

(2;6tf

(2l/

( 21/
(23/

(23^

(2*<f

(22^

(22^

(22<

(3^

( continued

)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

176-1410-26 p. 5,20 (Photo)
-82 p. 1
-112
-303 P. 1,9
-401 p. 14,15

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

calls* to
made three telephone

one uuuago area.—source non giVen).

b6
b7C

According to the Illinois Bell Telephone
one of those calls was made to a number assigned to
Richard Gregory, 1451 East 55th St., Chicago,

Company. . Chicago,
and

—
*According to serial 59 the above calls were made during the period
3/16/68 to 9/22/68.

I Ifurnished a flyer bearing the heading "Flames of
Liberation" which was distributed on the campus of Marquette University
(MU), Milwaukee, Wise. Among other items the flyer stated that Dick
Gregory was scheduled to speak at MU on 9/25/68. The reverse side
of the flyer contained the statement "Liberation Timetable" which set
out a number of dates including the above date indicating that Gregory
would speak on Revolution in America. t>6

l 1

b7c

|
|advised that on 9/25/68, Gregory spoke in the b7D

Brooks Memorial union of MU. At the completion of his speech Gregory
headed a group of demonstrators and marched to Milwaukee P.D. Head-
quarters where 14 persons arrested for entering Selective Service
Headquarters, Milwaukee, and destroying its records, were incarcerated.

. ,
Detective,

.

|
pn 9/26/00, advised that when th4 above demonstrators arrived a.t

Milwaukee PD Headquarters, Gregory was arrested for failure to pay a
traffic citation which was almost one year old. He was later released.

105-138315-30-30 ep. 2-4
( 15*

-10-



advised that at a meeting of the Students for Peace,
a campus approved student organization at the University of Pittsburgh
(UP), Pittsburgh, Pa., activities planned by the' Resistance (14-2965)
of Pittsburgh during, September and October-, 1968 , were announced.
Included was a planned visit to the UP 'by Dick Gregory and a large

fc

demonstration of support was being planned.

14^2965-39-9 ep. 2

- The "Minneapolis Tribune", a newspaper published in Min-
neapolis, Minn. . on 10/30/68, published a report on the remarks of
Harry Edwards

|

in a speech at St. Cloud State College, St.
Cloud, Minn. ±n regaras to the Presidential' election, Edwards, fore-
cast that Dick Gregory could draw 25 million votes on November 5th
if he were in the running for President.

advised that on 11/3/68 , a member
of the -Secretariat, CP, USA, advised that Charlene Alexander Mitchell,
CP, USA, candidate for the- Presidency of the US, had been telling
people not to vote for her and to cast their vote instead^ for Dick
Gregory (locality not given). " -

—

100 73-ll4-1244 ep. 1

(13/)
^

advised that on 11/4/68, Charlene Alexander Mitchell,
Field Secretary of the CP, USA, Commission on Black Liberation, and the
CP, USA candidate for President of the US, spoke at Howard University,
WDC. Mitchell's comments dealt with the platform advocated by the
CP, USA. She requested those present to get out and vote for the
various Black candidates such as Dick Gregory, well known Negro mill- b6

tant who advocated programs similar to certain segments of the CP b7c

platform. b7D

100j442529-2754 p. 3
(13/)

University ol

(advised that the United Black Students (UBS),
0, Coral Gables, Fla. (157-9543)7 tried to give.

(continued)
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( continued

)

the impression that they sponsored the appearance of Dick Gregory at
the UM on 11/6/68, but actually the UM had arranged for his appearance
in the spring of 1968, prior to the formation of UBS, UM. Following
his speech at the UM, Gregory met with a black only group for approx-
imately one hour.

Add. info.

15Z-9543-25 P. 5
(&} 18?

The following references in the file captioned "Peace and
^Freedom Party (PFP)" set forth information regarding the activities
,of Richard Claxton Gregory during the period '7/16/68 through 11/8/68,
in Michigan, Kentucky, Virginia and New York. Gregory, an entertainer
and civil rights activist, was a nominee for the Presidential candidacy
on the. PFP ticket. At the PFP founding convention, Gregory stated that
"This corrupt and insane nation should be straightened out or destroyed
so the rest of the world can breathe fresh air". He also stated that
"There are a lot of people I'd like to shoot", but added that he would
not because he was a coward. The CP, USA, officially supported Gregory's
nomination: for President of the US. Eldridge Cleaver won the nomina-
tion over Gregory.

' - - ... ...

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

A< 62-112423-23-
-29 ep. 3,8,12,16,17,

' 33,45
-30 ep. 2
-35 ep. 1
-54
-66 p. A, 1-3, 9-11
-QQY n 2

-107 pi 1,5,29,53,70,
76-78,125,126,128,
135-149,168,191,194,
235,255,257-259,262

Appearances in Grand Rapids, Mich., recent to January, 1969,
by Dick Gregory .were sponsored by "The Organizer", a- newspaper in Grand
Rapids, which appeared to be connected with-individuals operating the
"New Concept Book Store", 36 Hall S.E., Grand Rapids. ~ (Source not given).

I577II215-2
(190

£l2i

L
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Reported on 11/15/68, that Arthur I. Waskow of b7D

the Institute for Policy Studies, WDC, in his proposals for "Counter-
Inaugural" plans in connection with the inauguration of the President
in WDC on 1/20/69, endorsed a proposal by Dick Gregory, Gregory had
proposed a Counter-Inaugural parade and the opening of a Black House
on behalf of a President of the People in Exile. Waskow also sug-
gested the inauguration of a "panel of people", which included -Gregory,
who would use the "Black House" as a WDC base.

Document enclosed.
.62-J.11181-2380 ep. 2,9
Of

The following references in the file captioned "Demonstrations
During Presidential Inauguration Ceremonies, WDC, 1/19-20/69" set forth
information regarding the activities of Dick Gregory during the period
11/1/68 through 1/20/69, in connection with the above demonstrations.
Gregory was invited to speak at a "conference on the movement", sponsored
by the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam (NMC),
which was to be held at Federal City College, WDC, during the Inaugural
period. At a NMC meeting, Gregory was suggested as master-of-ceremonies
at a planned counter-inauguration ball to coincide with the Presidential
Inaugural Ball. A house, to be called "The Black House" was purchased!'
in WDC which was to be used -by Gregory and another person in running
an "American Government in exile".

REFERENCE

100-451694.-42 ep. 5
-l82 ep. 1
-188 ep. 2
-324 p. 3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

1

(protect identity), advised
that had succeeded in gaining WIU
approval rsr Sp66Ch6S E>y DiCk Gregory and others at a black conference
on .racial issues to be held on 1/23-26/69, at WIU.

b6
b7C
b7D

Tzurj

-13 -
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(PROB) advised that on 2/8-9/69* a Convention of
the New Politics rarty of Indiana, which was composed of, primarily,
individuals who supported Dick Gregory for President of the US in
the 1968 November elections, was held at North Webster, Indiana.

b7D

157^.2824-1 ep. 3
(20f

( nrctect 1 dprvhl tv \ 1 ct&rt t
according! to 1 r

157^415-243-55 ep. 1
(W

The following references set forth information regarding
student agitation and a sit-in at American University, WDC, during
the period 2/25/69 through 3/2/69, in connection with an issue in-
volving the rejection by the school administration of a request to
hold an inaugural ball for Dick Gregory who was scheduled to be in-
augurated as the "President-in ’Exile’ 1 of the US on 3/4/69.-

REFERENCE ---
... SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-112228-53-53 ep. 1,3-5*7,11* (iof
13

100-439048-53-157 p. 6l (12^

The "Washington* Post", a WDC newspaper* on I/25/69, contained
an article which related that the Executive Committee' of the New Party
(NP) in a press conference at the Sheraton-Carlton Hotel, WDC, on
1/24/69* announced that the NP had elected Dick Gregory as a co-chair-
man of the party. The NP* which was building an "exiled government"
in WDC, announced plans for the 3/4/69, "inauguration" of Gregory as
"shadow" president of the US.

On 3/4/69, an FBI representative obtained a leaflet entitled
"New Party Town Meeting", AME Church, 1518 M. St.,, N. W. , WDC. The
agenda included the topic "Hunger and Malnutrition in the United States",— Dick' -Gregory (New Party President in Exile).

100^447935-6 p; 48,49 .

-14 -
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The "Knoxville News -Sentinel", a newspaper published in
Knoxville, Tenn., on 3/24/69, contained an article which stated that
Julian Bond (157-10820), who had canceled a speaking engagement at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, the previous fall because of 'the

school’s refusal to allow Dick Gregory to speak, was scheduled to
speak at the civic auditorium.

157-j10820-5 ep. 1

(190

In 1968, Dick Gregory, self-proclaimed "President-in-Exile",
campaigned for the US Presidency as a write-in candidate;, and was also
on the ballot in several states- -as a candidate of the Peace and Freedom
Party and the New Party (NP). The NP was described as building an
"Exile Government" in WDC to "further the politics of participation".

On 4/1/69, during .a meeting of the United Black Brotherhood
(157-12777) in' WDC', mention was made of a "Zerox" machine belonging
to the NP which was being, moved from

-

the NP address -in WDC, to the
"Black House" of Dick Gregory elsewhere in the city.

|(Prob.)

157 >127 7 7 -25 ep. 3,4
-

. (19

f

'

S1^57^12777-36 -p . 19. ...

Illinois .
b6

State University1 (1SU), .N6HM&1, ill. (protect identity), advised that b7c

it was the hope of the Black Student Association, a militant black b7D

student organization on the ISU campus, that Dick Gregory would appear
on 4/11/69 and officially open the Association of Women Students (AWS)
Symposium ( 157-12944 ), ? at ISU. However, due to his incarceration in
the Cook County Jail, Chicago, Gregory could not appear as scheduled,
therefore the scheduled kickoff for the AWS Symposium on 4/11/69 was
cancelled.

157^.2944-10 ep. 1
(2<VT

and
| |

advised that a demonstration
reportedly sponsored by—the_Chicago Peace Council, was to be held at
the Cook County Jail, Chicago, on 4/13/69, to -protest, the incarceration
there of Dick Gregory. Gregory was incarcerated on a charge growing
out of a 1965 sit-in demonstration.

,
.

(continued)

b7D
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(continued)

On 4/13/69, SAs observed' the above demonstration in front
of the cell window where Gregory was confined. * Gregory spoke from
his cell window and gave "peace" and "black power" hand signs to the
demonstrators.

100^444394-59 ep. 1

(139

The following references in the file captioned "New Party (NP)"
set forth information regarding Dick Gregory in WDC during the period-
November, 1968 through 5/3/69. Gregory was elected as a co-chairman of
the NP and was to be inaugurated as '"shadow" President of the US.
During the November, 1968, elections groups in several states allegedly
attempted to place Gregory’s name in contention by a write-in campaign.
One of the demands of student demonstrators at American University (AU).,

WDC, was that Gregory's inauguration gala take place at AU.

' REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

- 100-452574-1 ep. 1,2
-21r PV-6:
-31 ep. 1

-38
-47 p. 94 10

(protect identity.;, aavisea xnat an announcement: oyer
a local. radio station stated that Dick Gregory would appear at a "rap
session" which would be held at the Page Park YMCA on 6/7,8/69.

PROB and PROB advised that the above

b6
b7C
b7D

announced "rap session" failed to materialize.

157 -JL4209-1 ep. 1

( 20^

I 1 ( protect identity )

,

advised
that approximately—two years/before , Semu Huaute, who claimed to be

a Chumash Indian from Southern
-
California,, was scheduled to go to

Hanoi, North Vietnam with Dick Gregory for the alleged purpose of
entertaining American prisoners at Christmas. The trip was subse-~_
quently aborted for unknown reasons. (Letterhead memorandum, 6/21/69.)

98-4^341-6 ep. 3
( 11/1

-16-
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The following references in the- file captioned "World Peace
Council (WPC), Berlin, East Germany, 6/21-24/69" set forth information
regarding the activities of Richard (Dick) Gregory in connection with
the above meeting during the period 6/20-24/69. Gregory, described
as an entertainer, author and lecturer from Chicago, and his wife were
members of the American delegation to the WPC. At the meeting Gregory
was chairman of a Subcommittee on Racism. He was reportedly bored by
the proceedings and rarely showed ug. During one of his rare appearances
he reportedly roused Soviet ire by stating that the Soviet anti-Chinese
stance was nothing but racism. Gregory also was reported to have re-
marked that the Soviet delegates were running the show at the WPC.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-361031-1097
-1107 ep. 2
-1107X ep. 1
-1119 ep. 29
-1120 ep. 1
-1121 p. 2
-1123 ep. 78
-1124

US Army OperationsandResearch Detachment, Frankfurt/Main,
Federal Republic of Germany, furnished a copy of a- letter postmarked
g /PQ Q fmm l _\ —-b6

I
hie

I
'me letter requested tna^c personal

invitations to attend the Assembly, 6/21-24/69, be sent, to a number
of important individuals including Dick Gregory, Chicago.

100-^332485-51 eP- 9
(U/T

k-
advised that on 7/l^/69 * a delegation of three

persons inducting possibly Dick Gregory, were to leave Chicago enroute
to Hanoi. They were to go to New York and from there to Paris, then
on to Cambodia, arriving in, Hanoi, North Vietnam on 7/18/69 . In North
Vietnam they were to talk to GI’s, North Vietnamese Government and youth
organizations.

- . 100^439048-2912“ - - -- -(12#

-17 -
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[protect identity),
advised that on 0/27/09 ; Paul Krassner, Editor of '.'The Realist",
a magazine, in a speech at the, Washington Square Church, 135 West 4th
St., NYC, stated that Dick Gregory was possibly a part of the Move-
ment Speakers Bureau (MSB) (100-454802).

b6
b7C
b7D

I I (.Prob ) on 8/14/69, made available an undated letter
from the MSB, which listed Gregory as a member of the MSB Advisory Board.

100,454802-3 p. 6,10
(150

I Stated that she had fca Tired to TH olr ffrocrnwr b6
b7C
b7D

unat
1 uihwmhu Miitri/ggr.gTT

I He
suggemeu that n ns was ac>i6. na would come to unc for
forman ce for the

Gregory reminded i itnat ne naa oeen refusing to pay
income tax and as a result 1

wit* internal Revenue Service had been
-seizing. hisshare of any performances he gave,
help supprement Gregory 's -benefit, by .getting in
entertainers. (Source not given).

~

pffered. to
toucn with local

The above was set out in LHM, 8/28/69 .

103
^
138315-53-93 ep. 4

ar

I

b?D

I |
advised that on 9/8/69 , at a meeting of the Wash-

ington Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam held at Pierce
Hall, l6th and Harvard Sts>, N.W., WDC, it was reported that no pro-
gress had been made in. arranging a fund raising benefit featuring Dick
Gregory.

62^111181-2453

. The "Quicksilver. Times" (100-454525), WDC, issue for 8/29 -

9/9/69, listed Dick Gregoryss a .contributor.

100-454525-3 ep. 3
(15f

-18-



James. Bowlings Payette County Sheriff, Somerville, Tenn.,
advised that on 9/28/69, Dick Gregory participated in a march and
rally by Negro demonstrators in Somerville, Tenn.

173^6726-5
(20*f
SI L73-6726-7 ep. 1

•
( 20^

The following references contain information pertaining to
meetings and affairs that Richard Claxton Gregory participated in
during the period 6/22/67 through 10/15/69. Gregory was a speaker or
scheduled to speak at many of these functions and his speeches generally
concerned civil rights or the war in Vietnam..

DATE LOCALITY SPONSOR OR TYPE
OF AFFAIR

REFERENCE SEARCH
SLIP
PAGE
NUMBER

6/22/67 WDC. Washington Mobil-
ization Committee
to End the War in
Vietnam

100-453323-3
17

(15^

4/5-7/68 ~Uhi'versity^6f'
Texas, El Paso

Afro-American Stu-~
dents Association
(Black Students
Conference)

157-14294-15
- --(20^—

4/13/68 WDC Center for Emer-
gency Support,
aka Committee for
Emergency Support

100-41949-167
p. 5

(13/5

8/20/68 Kansas State
University,
Manhattan, v"

Kans.

National Student
Association Con-
gress (Scheduled
speaker)

157-8589-542
P. 3

(17^

8/22/68 Barat College,
Lake Forest,
111.

National Welfare
Rights Organiza-
tion Convention

157-8813-4
ep. 2,3

(18<

(continued)
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( continued

)

DATE LOCALITY SPONSOR OR. TYPE
OF AFFAIR

REFERENCE SEARCH
SLIP
PAGE
NUMBER

9/26/68 Maryland,
Illinois

Baltimore Defense
Committee (Demon-
strations in con-
nection with Cat-
onsville Nine
Trial

100-451045-46
ep. 1,2

(M

10/11-14/68 McGill Uni-
versity, Mon-
treal, Canada

First Congress of
Black Writers

100-446080-2222
p. 169

(1/

10/14/68 McGill Univer-
sity, Montreal,

Congress of Black
Writers (Announced.,.

157-10743-40
ep.*2

( 19f

Canada that Gregory might
attend)

10/14/68 McGill Univer-
sity, Montreal,

^-Canada

Congress of Black
Writers (listed as

-a. -speaker _on,_Qpn-
gress program)

157-10743-47
ep. 24

(19^

10/22/68 University of
Wisconsin,
Madison

(Not given) lOp-449613-17
p. 6

a/

10-21-23/68 University of
Wisconsin,
Madison

"Vietnam Week" 62-112525-81 ep.
4-6

(lo'f

1/15/69 Colorado College, Colorado College

-

Colorado Springs Symposium on the
Subject of vio-
lence. (To be a
guest lecturer)

100-448162-27 ep
1
.art

' 1/17,18/69 Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Blacks United for
Freedom

100-449626-4
ep. 2

(lltf

Fountain St,
-Church* = - — _

(continued)
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( continued

)

DATE LOCALITY SPONSOR OR TYPE
OF AFFAIR

REFERENCE SEARCH
SLIP
PAGE
NUMBER

l/l7?l8/69. Fountain Street
Church, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Blacks United for
Freedom

157-9412-3 ep.2 ( 18^

• I57-II988-3
ep. 1,4,5

(19^

2/7/69 Augustana
College, Rock
Island, 111.

Augustana Repre-
sentative Assemb-
ly Student Govern-
ment Body and Afro
American Society,

'

Augustana College.
(Black Power Sym-
posium)

157-12348-1
ep. 1,2

-3
ep. 1,2

(19^

(19^
.

‘ 2/14/69 Acadia Univer— -

sity, Wolfville
Nova Scotia,
Canada

"Soul^DAyl ja,Black 157-12448-1 .

, Conference) ep. 1
(expected to attend)

(6/l9<

2/24/69 St. Petersburg,
Fla.

Bayfront Center,
St.. Petersburg

157-11587-3 P. 2 (e'f

4/11/69 Illinois State
University,
Normal, 111.

Black Students
Association-Asso-
ciation of Women

157-12944-1
ep. 2

(20<

Students Symposium
(Scheduled to
appear)

5/19/69 Capitol Malcolm X Black 157-9393-9 (189
Theater, Hand Society of the ep. 2,3
Chicago World, Inc.

8/17/69 San Clemente, Los Angeles Peace 100-454848-57 (15^
"Calif'.

-' Action .Council _ ep. 2
(Demonstration a**

' — —
gainst President)
(to be invited to
appear and speak)

(continued)
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(continued)
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DATE LOCALITY SPONSOR OR TYPE REFERENCE
OF, AFFAIR

SEARCH
SLIP
PAGE
NUMBER

10/14/69 Mankato State
College, Man-
kato, Minn.

Vietnam Morator- ‘ 100-454565-376
ium Day activities, p. 4
Spoke on campus

10/15/69 University of
Connecticut,
Sto.rrs, Conn.

Vietnam Morator- -490
ium Day activities, ep. 8
spoke on campus

The following references in the file captioned "Racial
Matters" set forth information regarding the activities of Richard
Claxton Gregory during the period 8/29/68 through 10/20/69, in Ala-
bama, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, New York, New Jersey,
Tennessee, Virginia and WDC. Gregory, a professional entertainer
and civil rights activist, actively supported most civil rights
groups. He spoke at numerous universities, gave benefits, led marches,
participated in voter registration drives, demonstrations and sit-ins
in connection with civil rights activities. He was arrested in sev-
eral cities across the .US- for those activities including in Chicago
during the DNC in 1968 . He served a jail term on a charge of battery
and resisting arrest. Gregory spoke in a number of colleges and
universities. He authored three books concerning civil rights. In
1968 , Gregory was a Presidential’ candidate on the Peace and Freedom
Party ticket.

REFERENCE

157-6-2151 p. 1,3

157-6-4-3101 ep. 1

157-6-6-801 p. 1 , ep. 2-5
-803 ep. 3,^,6

157-6-9-7824 p. T,2
-8005 ep.

'

16,17 (arrested)

157 -6 -15-2870 p. 1 , ep. 1-3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(16^

(2'W
(16/
(2*W
(lgf
(6<

(1M
(continued)
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( continued

)

REFERENCE

157-6-21-1123

157-6-24-748 ep. 39

157-6-31-2361 ep. 112

157-6-49-2915 ep. 6|, 15

157-6-52-1788 ep. 12,13

157-6-56-618 ep. 4,5

157-6-64-2057 ep. 15

cP

* SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(16^

(1^

(16^

(17/

(17^

<3f

(17^

|
on ll/5/t>9, advised that men like Dick Gregory

were scours ror mm-cary groups in the US and .Mexico whose purpose
was to kill the President of the US. He described "the Mexico group"
as being styled like North Vietnam regular forces around the DMZ.

1-57j6-23-828.
(l&f

b6
b7C
b7D

I (protect identity) advised that
Dick Gregory was scheduled to appear at Jacksonville .University,
Jacksonville, Fla., on 11/12/69* however, no plans had' been made for
any sort of demonstration in connection with Gregory’s appearance.

62-112228-63-63 p. 2
(107

-23 -
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REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

The following reference on Dick Gregory located in files
maintained in the Special File Foom of the Records Branch, Files
and Communications Division IV, was not reviewed, and it is not
known whether it is identical with the subject of this summary.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

64-330-339 (U^

See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (Si) that is set
out in the main. file. Although the information is the same it may
have been received from different sources.
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FBI liiiBlll OECLAS SIFICSTICM GUIDE
DATE 08-01-2014

*
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Transmit the following m

yjq air tel

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

s

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

above.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM - BN
(OO: CHICAGO)

Remylet and LHM dated 11/25/70, and captioned as

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LH£I,

dated and captioned as above. No local dissemination being
made, so as to preclude the possibility of pinpointing this
source.

Source ia and he has been targeted to
develop information regarding GREGORY'S Mexican travel^J^l (U)

This LHM is being classified confidential to further
protect the

|

identity of this source, who is of continuing
value.

SEC?
*

' Dv/iSsggU!H sei

HOW F0RW: /L£>'
' ^6A

/Lt
flATE F0RW; 2

( T̂)- Bureau (Enel. 12?
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(1 - Al
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SURt

EX-113.

0^3

6 DEC 231970

HHS:aja
(4)

TTTW
SS. & EXT. BY0CLA!

REAS0N-FCIM II, 1-2. 4". 2 '3—
DATE OF 'miW /J

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D
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U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ; 1969 O - 346-090 <U)
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In Reply* Please Refer to

KfcJVo. 157-347

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENTOF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
December 21, 1970

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
ALSO KNOWN AS
DICK GREGORY

a confidential source, who

the source advised that he

Gregory, who is an American citizen and self
appointed political activist and human rights advocate, had *

CLASS: & EXT. W<3aJ/£/L
REASOH-FCIM II, 1-2,4 .2,

date of review

"cuiJHuilhI'juClI
.Classification
Group 1
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI, and. is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency

. ^ K V, r\ ZJ O ^ ^ <Ci

enclosure
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OmONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 19C2 EDITION
CSA FFMR (« CFR> 101-1 l.t

UNITED STATES gOsRNMENT

Memorandum
O

TO

FROM

: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12382) date: 1/5/71

subject:

/SAC, TAMPA (157-3163) (RUC)

oRICHARD CLAXTON uREGORY
RM
(00:CG)

ReTPteletype to Director, 00/6/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of an LHM
and 2 copies of an ED-376.

Enclosed for Chicago are 2 copies of LHM bearing
above caption. '

Copies of enclosed LHM are being disseminated
locally to Secret Service, Jacksonville; MI, Orlando, USA,
Orlando and OS I, Patrick AFB, Fla.

Source utilized in enclosed LHM is

SA

JS<(U)

Florida Department .of Law
Enforcement, urianao, Fia., made a tape recording of
subject’s speech at Rollins College using, a Kelcon SK-7"
Recorder; however, poor acoustics in the field house made
this recording unintelligible.

L/'7-^°
cus£/fext! .

EEASOS-FCIH II, "L~Z ^
f J^Pi/AOUil V/AIU ,

1*2«4i8

/ , DATE 'OF PraTEW W
<1 ENCLOSURE

(IP- Bureau (157-12382) (Enel £6) (RM) ,
2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enel 2) (RM) /da
2 -Tampa

~

1 - 80-139 £ ~

GDW:fw
(6)

BZ?7: !$0,
H0WF0RW: )L£>
DATE FORW;

9
Savings Bonds Regularly on thepayroll Savings Plan



8STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S35

File No. January 5, 1971
Director

.United States. Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the EBl and. Secret Service concerning Presidential-pro-

tection,- and to fall wjthin the category or categories checked.

1. CD Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign- government officials residing in; or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official'status.

2. £ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. [3 Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group-or organization -inimical to-U. S.

4. QU. S. citizens or residents -who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

(Chinese. Communist blocs, and return.

5. C3 Subversives,. ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Q Evidence of emotiopal instability (including unstable .residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) CD Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) gD Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. CD Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph f~l has been furnished I I enclosed I I is* not available

I I may be available through -

Very truly yours,

t

n tgar HoV^vjfrEdgar
Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service ,
Jacksonville (RM)

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures , if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

o ‘4-

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
-* i

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
\

-

v - i*-

»- . Tampa,.IFlorida ,
-

JAN 5 1971

/ t

V
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

-Petective
f

1/ Winter i'arn, Florida, advised onOctober 6.P^Ua Urt J J J * ' » • • — - • - — *

X5,/u
> xnai he had determined that Dick Gregory was

scheduled to make a speech at the Rollins College Field
House, Winter ParkT Florida, at P. M. on October 7, 1970.
Detective

) |
stated that Gregory's appearance was"

-

sponsored Dy xne student Educational Entertainment -Committee
at Rollins College and .the topic of his speech wbuid ba
^’Social Problems: Social or Anti-Social?”.

b6
b7C

Defective furnished a copy of the
October 2,, 1970, edition, of "The Rollins Sandspuftr

, the
®?*lins College student newspaper. This publication, inan article entitled "Dick Gregory Tries Again”, disclosed '

that^ two- years ago the Student Educational Entertainment
Committee, with the agreement of the Board .of Directors at
Rollins Collsgs, signed a contract with Gregory -fo appear
at Rollins College on March 19, 1968; however, this
contract subsequently had been canceled either by the
college administration or by ’student leaders,' This article
continued that Gregory was scheduled to speak a.t Rollins
College on October 7, 1970, for approximately one hour -on
the topic ’’Social Problems: Social or Anti-Social?’”^

A confidential' source; who has* furnished reliable
information in the past, advised on October 16, 1970, that

T. INFORMATION CONTAINED

I ,

.

•
- ENCtOST-mW .

^ SM



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Dick Gregory spoke for approximately one hour :a rid fifteen’
minutes at the Rollins College Field House, ftinte^ on
the evening of October 7, 1970. Gregory*. in his speech,
criticised the intellect of Uni.ted' States' Government*
officials and used numerous illustrations, tb inake thie point
that a modern revolution in this country -is, inevitableu.., . . ,

This source said that Gregory in his -sjpeecK .did;>hc)% advoca ,

te
violence in this country. • • *. •'*

V

The October 11, 1970, .edition of thd VOirTilhdo:
Sentinel”, an Orlando,, Florida j. daily newspaper** in, fan
article entitled ’‘Gregory At Rollins*!

,

f
stated that Blok*

Gregory , on the night of October 7* ','1970, spoke to- -ja> crowd
of 700 people at Rollins College, winter Parley -According to
this article, Gregory directed his' speech at. the students
present stating ’’the fate and destiny of- Ame'r ica f depends on,
young folks”. He commented, that America was.-going’ through
a period of ’’repression”, adding that views ,pf minority
groups were being repressed or ignored.* The Article quoted
Gregory as saying ’’what you see going on in the streets •

today is nature's way of warning this sick, tired,, old
degenerate nation that if it doesn't stop and make, some-

.

quick adjustments, she's going to blow”'.* He further 'stated
’’the answers to solving the problems qf America .are not with
dynamite, not with guns.: So I say you youngsters, have a
big job. America* is worth saving”. "

*

This documents contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. .It is. the;. .prpper ty of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency.;*- it -and its* contents are not
to be distributed outside your agencyV '

.

*"



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
gsafpmr(«i cfr) 10I-II.«

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

0
*4?

date: 1/12/71

MEMPHIS (157-2650) (P)

subject:
o* '

APPEARANCE OF^DICK GREGORV
AT MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE
UNIVERSITY, MURFREESBORO, TENNESSEE,
12/8/70
RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a
LHM dated and captioned as above, setting forth information
regarding GREGORY * s appearance at Middle Tennessee Stat<
University on 12/8/70,

b6
b7C

HOW FORW: Ab
DATE FORW;

"1*" Ui~mw maji ijii^

A
- Bureau (Encs, 4^(RM)

6 - Memphis . , .

(1 - 100-5655) (BSA, MTSU)
(1 - 157-1755(BLACK STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS, MEMPHIS DIVISION)
(1 - 157-1505)

.

(1-157-1168) (RACIAL SITUATION, MEMPHIS DIVISION)
(2-157-2650) (RACIAL SITUATION, MURFREESBORO RA)

.

VDG: tjm
(8)

REC27 -fW/fe w
8 jAN 15 1971

jMN26197|
uy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

4?

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 'OF JUSTICE
J

'

FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
'

‘-‘V
‘ '

Memphis; Tennessee* _
January 12/ 1971

*

RE:. * ^PpARANCE_pF^DICK^.GREGORY
..TENNESSEEJSTATEL

^UNIVERSITY, MUREREESBORO. TENNESSEE#
DECEMBERiw8>WL9«704,
RACIAL MATTERS

On December 14 , 1970 J

Middle Tennessee State University,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee, advised that Dick Gregory spoke
in the Memorial Gymnasium at Middle Tennessee State University
on the evening of December 8, 1970.

'

b6
b7C

Gregory had been invited to speak on the campus by
the university las part of its "Ideas and Issues" Program.
This program is designed to bring prominent persons to the
caripus for speaking engagements throughout the' academic year.

Gregory's topic was "Social Problems: Social or
Anti-Social."

I
advised that Gregory spoke of the overall

civil rights movement in the United States and urged the
youth of the Nation to become active in solving the problems
of our society. He iirplored the use of violence as answer
to these problems, however, and stated that the involvement
must take the form of political action.

| advised that Gregory's remarks had been
well received oy rhe approximately 1,000 persons in *

attendance and that there were no incidents as a result of
the speech.

_ 4
v

This document contains* neither recommendations nor
conclusions of; the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency;

;
it and its contents are not to be

distributed outside your agency

i



FD-36 (Rov. 5-22-64) a

F B I

Date: 1/13/71

Transmit the following in.-

AIKTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or code),

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

*

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

JlTPROM: SAC, ALBANY (15M53) (P)

V SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTOfc-'GREGORY , aka
Dick Gregory
(AGITATOR INDEX)
RM

(00: CHICAGO)

6TT INFORMATION contained

On 1/12/71,
Hartwick College, Oneonta, New York, stated GREGORY was
slated to appear on campus in Binder Physical Education
Center oh Friday evening, January 15, 1971 at 8:00 P.M. He

is to lecture on social problems.

The event is open, to the public withv no admission
charge and is being sponsored by the Academic. Cultural Comm-

ittee of the Student Senate at Hartwick College.

Secret Service, 108th MIG, and USA, Albany, New

York, advised.

jjLsJ LHM will follow concerning captioned matter.

Bureau (RM)

2

RLS/mhc

(6 )

} Bureau (RM) ,//lAUD 3y- Chicago (157-347) (RM) 1;rt> ^ LfH'^ ** ^
- Albany /

u
_ »

REC-94

58 JAll 2 ' 157f
is JAN 18 1971

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

Sent .M Per

b6
b7C
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TO

FROM

subject:

OPTIONAL FORM NO. to

MAY 1*62 EDITION
csa fpmn (<t cm)

UNITED' states government

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

a

date: 1/19/71

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

SagffSffif

C, ALBANY (157-253) RUCO
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
(AGITATOR INDEX)
RM

(00: CHICAGO)

Re Albany airtel to Bureau dated 1X13/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of
an LHM concerning captioned individual, with two copies
to Chicago regarding appearance of subject, at Oneonta,
New York on the evening of January 15, 1971. A copy of
this LHM has been furnished to 108th MIG, Albany,
New York, and Secret Service, Syracuse, New York.

LHM is

The confidential source- referred to in enclosed

1
b6
b7C
b7D

2^Bureau (Encs # 87 "(RI

-Chicago (Encs # 2) (RM) (157-347)
1-Albany

w :

dral
; <2 o - 4 4o4^3 ~^?S

*1 JAN 25 1971

’AGENCY:
DEPT: lSD,*§mr=s&P$2&&:

H0WF0RW: A, & -

DATE FORWj L-2±zZL --

BY: .
i'eejb* ££££.

50 JAM 23^971
4

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Flan

L



0 o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT . OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Albany, New York
January 19, i971

RE: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY.,

also known as Dick Gregory

| |
Hartw ick

College, Oneonta, N®i York, advised on January 12, 1971,
that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was scheduled to appear
on campus at the Band in Physical Education Center Building
on Friday evening, January 15, 1971, at 8:00 P.M.. He
stated GREGORY was scheduled to lecture on special programs.

He stated the event was to be offered to the public with
no admission charge, and it is sponsored by the
Academic Cultural Committee of the Student Senate at

Hartw ick College .

On January 18, 1971, a confidential source,
advised he attended a lecture given by GREGORY on the
Hartw ick College campus at Oneonta, New York, which
began at 8:00 P.M. on January 15, 1971 and lasted until
9:30 P.M. He stated there was a crowd of about two
thousand students and other people that attended the
lecture. He stated the talk given by GREGORY dealt
with the way Negro people are greated by the White people
in the country. He said the United States is a racist
country and he gave background information and declared
that the United States is a 'fahite America." He stated

GREGORY also talked’ about the starving people in the
United States, the richest nation of the world, and the
fact that the Federal Government was not helping the
situation.

*

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

He stated there was no disorder or any type
of violence as a result of the talk, ".

.

)oc> -Woto -

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAT

E

-/-/7-^ enclosues,



C ‘ *

Q
*

rr.

^ 0

He stated GREGORY remained at Oneonta, New
York the night of January 15, 1971 and departed on the
morning of January 16, 1971.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the
property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

*

2*



J^OERAL" BUREAU OF INVEST.GATlWt

"COMMUNICATIONS SECTION!

JAN 1 5 1971

SP .

-

^TELETYPE
REC-lft

NR002 AL PLA

10:22 AM URGENT 1-15-71 MJC

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)

Mr. Tolson —
Mr. Sullivan

Mr, Mohr

Mr. Bishop —
Mr. Brennan, <

Mr. Callahan .

Mr. Casper

—

Mr. Conrad _
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale « i

Mr.- Rosen -J
Mr. Tavel —
Mr. Walters -
Mr. Soyars —
Tele. Room -

Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy .

my york

CHICAGO (157-347)

FROM ALBANY (157-253) 2P , „ „ CftrDe ete3 Copy Ser

Tjy Letter _

Per FOIA Revest.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA DICK GREGORY 1—
att INFORMATION contained

(AGITATOR INDEX) RM. 00: CHICAGO. HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

J
RE ALBANY AIRTEL TO BUREAU, JANUARY THIRTEEN

LAST A ND PROPOSED , SPEECH B Y. SUBJECT AT HARTW.ICK

COLLEGE, ONEONTA, NEW YORK JANUARY FIFTEEN INSTANT.

ONEONTA, NEW YORK POLICE

DEPARTMENT ADVISED THAT ON THE EVENING OF JANUARY

FOURTEEN, LAST, A TELEPHONE CALL WAS RECEIVED

REG-10

AT THEIR DEPARTMENT FROM 0N|

HERSELF ON

/&0 -
'/<2-3

REPRESENTING

JAN 26:1971

END PAGE ONE W
it£B2 BO
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) DATe ; 2-17-71

^SAO, MINNEAPOLIS (157-386) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON
<:

^SgORY, aka
RM

00: CHICAGO

Enclosed fpr the Bureau are -eight copies of an
LHM concerning GREGORY’S appearance in the Minneapolis
Division at Bemidji, Minnesota,

Enclosed for Chicago ar_e two copies of the
above-described LHM,

informatd$>n in the LHM is t
/ - -U
he

1

r

(Jp- Bureau (Enel. 8) (RM)
2 r Chicago (Enel. 2) (RM) 0.57-347)
1 - Minneapolis
WHMjeje
(5)

Copy^.o55/7^/7A^
by rojiting.siipfor

Q^info U action
date Sjgh&ZZZl
by \j—3W-

1

1

16 FEB 22 1971

mk(&Sw-
ings Bonds Regularly on the Fayroll Savings Flan

b6
b7C
b7D

— VvovJ3



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Minneapolis , Minnesota

February 17, 1971

RICHARD CIAXTON GREGORY

/
On Page One of the Tuesday, February 9, 1971,

issue of the.^Bemidji Daily Pioneer a newspaper of
general circulation, publishe3^t Bemidji, Minnesota

,

there appeared a news article captioned ‘’Youth Has Big
Job” concerning the speech of Dick Gregory on February 8
1971 . at Bemidji State College as one in a series of
"programs sponsored by the Cultural Arts Series of the
college. This article is set out in its entirety as
follows

:

4

“ ’Youngsters, you got a big job before
you. ’

“With this message, popular black comedian-5

lecturer Dick Gregory spoke for two- hours at
Bemidji State College Memorial Hall entertaining;
and informing some 1200 persons with a multitude
of topics ranging from birth control and sex, to
women’s liberation, black oppression and-the
Vietnam War.

"Addressing himself primarily to the college
age youth in the audience, whom he called

' ’youngsters,’ the popular Civil Rights leader
who recently published a third book called ’No
More Lies,’ concentrated his talk on what he
called the ’inconsistencies and myths’ of American
thought and life.

“The black comedian speaker who was dpplauded
with a standing ovation at the end of his talk
began with humorous jibes at .Nixon, whom he called
a ’funny cat. * ...

ENCLOSURE ;

/OO"-



Richard ciaxton Gregory

“He said he spent 98 per cent of his time'
on. college campuses because today* s youth is
‘probably the most morally ethical.. '.group of
young people that ever lived j

* repeated several
times that the, solutions to Americans problem^
lies with the younger generation..

"Gregory pointed out inconsistencies in
thought of Americans who. honor the founding,
fathers of the country who febelled .agai.nst
British authority while critizing young radicals.;
those- who allow Germans who were enemies, during
World War II to move into their neighborhoods
where they would not allow Negroes to live,
and those who were angry at the Viet Cong though
not at the Russians who ‘supply 98 percent Of
the weapons * used. in. North Vietnam,

“ 'There are inconsistencies,'* he repeated
several times

•

"Some of the topics Gregory commented on:

"George Washington ‘Washington left
in his will to- free his slaves after his wife’s
death, dbp.*

t

favor celebrating the birthday
of a slave master myself *

*

"Women’s liberation -- ‘We men wouldn’t
iet you women, take our babies away, ’ He advised
women to teach their sons that peace at even,
at the cost of imprisonment is worthwhile.

"Life -- ‘At five- years old I kiiew what a
whore looked like, what a pimp looked like,
what, d hustler looked like. If I knew at five-
how is it the government does not know?*

"Radicals --’Rather than -a list of the
radicals in the U. S, why doesn't, the government
cofte out with the list of companies that violate
the anti-trust laws,- the lists of syndicates
Within -our cities, .> the classes in the Food and
Drug Act that allow them to put 4fugs in 6ur
food that kill us,,., i f

- 2 -





Transmit the following in.

MRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

T%: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-8840) r

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093) (RUC)
,

Object: richard claxton Gregory
RM-BN

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau, and Chicago is one

copy each of
1

an article appearing tin the February 17, 1971,

edition of the "Daily News" regarding captioned subject.

NYO has developed no additional information regarding

subject's foreign travel abroad. In view of the above infor-

mation and the fact this case was re-opened to determine

subject's future foreign travel abroad, NYO is closing this

case since subject is presently residing in Chi«ago.

' Bureau (Enel. 1),

1 - Chicago (Enci. 1
1 - New York-

JAJ:eps
(5)

<L

tX-104

IS FEB 231971

pprove

Special Agent in Charge
U.Sr GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : ^ > %
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(Mount Clipping in Spaco Bolow)

0 DAILjY .NEWS, AVEDNESDAVJEEBRE

Mhhkkvi Hem'?
*
:J®e Fonda Plans. AnSidoSe to Hope
By JOSEPH MODZELEWSKI

Jane Fonda had a hurt look. Her Bambi
eyes got moist like poached eggs when
somebody mentioned sex.

“Arc you serious?" she scoffed at a reporter
who wanted to know if maybe she'd wear a
KVri for the troops on her planned tour of
baited States Army bases to test the Army's
1 boralization policies on fret speech in tho
military.

“That's, what Bob Hope docs. We’re trying
to get away from that sort of thing/' Jane
rjaid, dismissing the Hope shows^ ,as mindless
male chauvinism.

f; The pretty, petulant daughter" of* Henrv
Honda did not say how she planned to enteVtaui
the boys* except that there would he no hump*
sduLgrmd Barbarella stuff. She is through with
all that cheap ^exhibitionism, she said, dismis-
sing her earlier nude films ns “just a stage."

|

DfscwsscsHerylnf/dofeC0^^^
!

Ja’W, together with court-martialed ex-Army
‘doctor Howard I,ovy, was at the Hotel New
Yorkeil where she discussed her antiwar antidote

to the Boh Hope tour.

Tho touiVAvhich will star Jane, Elliot Gould,
fork Gregory. Donald Sutherland and Peter

pnf**Joe
M
)-^-was called “a different view

on the war/*

Calling Hope a “superhawk" Jane complained
-’hit the ski-nosed Comic has “a corner on the

eutrfcH on entertainers speaking to soldiers."

is a golfing crony of President Nixon and
Vie-* President Agnew,

According to Dr. Levy, the antiwar troupe
r* 1

. Fort Bragg, N. CM first on March 13

? . tl

The Same Old Army? }
*•» Levy says, lie has not received per-
’V* T *, Gen, John J. Tolson 3d, Fort

- * V t»*r .mninmg officer, to entertain ^tlio

*
?

' t f n* pawling Green Beret mHSfkvy
* * ‘

* F '
I'

' i V 1 IWht H rrttlly erloust about Ike

\ *1*4 policy, Aliens In*

-**«' t & Wv on tho base/* l-evy rcmmmtf.
• * -«<*• 41 van it, and let the public know

* -An

t

ddArsay/*
:
* 1 also wants the Army to underwrite the

*^“"*>**V<*%,

\ V/t, «.

\H<r1
4:1 i

il

ulcato page, name of
j

,^ .wepapor, clty ang statc.J
J j

j
Page 4, "Daily News?' :

,i New . York., New York* ,

* h-vy? J,
a. .. -s vt

11 :-

r . % •

k/: \

.ifniv

b * Ai* 1 * V . 1.

NEWS photo by John Podln

Will Jane wear a bikini 7 “Arc you serious? * /."

2/17/71
<

'(
;

morning f
|

JOSEPH
'

1

j

MODZELEWSKI
;

i

"A Thinking Man's,
GI Tour?" ‘

f

costs of the production, "including loticing and -actor: _

transportation.” The USO pays for the Hope 1!?7
show.

r

In the not-too-unlikely event that thc
m
Fonda stfication:

show bombs in*tho Pentagon, the cast will still

perfoxm their shits in the Ilaymnrket Square fitting Ofzico:

coffeehouse, an enlisted men's hangout m Fay-
cltevito', mM-VW !*»<)?. Investigated

Film director Mike jXichols 1,$ slated to direct

the players, who .will give a benefit performance
under the sponsbrship of the United States Serv-
icemen's Fund, which is a sort of pacifist USO.

J /:r.j;H*v v ‘O TWITM 'd'V



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Date: 2/17/71

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL

CT>$*

(Priority)

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, ALBANY (157-253)

RICHARD CIAXTOtTGREGORY, aka

Dick Gregory
(AGITATOR INDEX)

EM

(00: CHICAGO)

On 2/16/71, [~

Utica College o:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

.

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
date nv-xo" rysgyltn

**£*£SJ

Utica College of Syracuse Urtiversiuy, uui.ua.

New York, advised, that on February 25, 1971,. RICHARD

CIAXTON GREGORY is scheduled to appear in the

cafeteria Strebbl Student. Center at 8^ 15 p.m. The

subject of GREGORY 1 s appearance is not known. He

stated that the event will be offered to the public

at $2.50 per ticket, and to members of the college

community at $1.50 per ticket. Tickets are being

obtained through the student activity office at the

college. The capacity of the cafeteria is approxi-

mately, 1,000 people.

Secret Service^ 108th MIG, USA, and loc.al

authorities advised.

IHM will follow corterning captioned matter.

9 OMAR l }g

teasoT^-347) <*- 1REC 9§
2-Albany * - -

FBC/kal ppV ES FEB 201971

(6 > ^ —
-n.JT7.J

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
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'

TO

United stAtes>iovernment

L Memorandum 0

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44Q423)

SAC, ALBANY (157-25.3) (RUC)

O
•RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY-, akai

Dick Gregory (Agitator Index)
RM

(00: CHICAGO)

date: 2/27/71

He Albany airtel taBu^eau^
4,

i>

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of an
IHM concerning captioned individual and two copies to
Chicago regarding His appearance at Utica College of Syra-
cuse University on the evening of 2/25/71. A copy of the
LHM is being furnished t? USA, NDNY, 108th JMIG, Syracuse,
NY, and Secret Service, Syracuse, NY-

enclosed LHM is
College of
sonrp.e

The first confidential source to in the

5 of-
tsI

Utica

/^Bureau (Encs. 8) (RM)
^-Chicago (Encs. <&) (157-^7). (JRM).

1-Albany
FBCikar
(5)

DAU fORW.
Cft&W r\ V i

---

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE jzd-Ldk. -nf

.

REO

4 mar io is>**

3

jnu

§ Ma$ iy tg/,

. Buy U,S. Savings Bonds 'Regularly oti the Payroll Savings Plan
*5010- 10**02



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITES STATUES DEPARTMENT OF jxfSTICE
i ~

FEDERAL, BUREAU! OF INVESTIGATION

Albany., -New; York

February 27, 1971

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
also- known- as >

Dick Gregory

One confidential source who has furnished reliable,
information in the past advised on February 16, 1971,’ that
GREGORY was scheduled to .appear on the campus of Utica College
of Syracuse University, Utica, New York, on the evening of
February 25, 1971, at 8:15 pm. The subject of GREGORY’S
lecture is unknown, but' tickets to the general public will be
offered ajt $2.50 each, and to members of the college community'"
at $1.50- each, and may be obtained through the Student Activity
Office at the College,

On February 25, 1971, a, second confidential source
who has furnished reliable information in the past advised that
he attended a lecture given, by GREGORY in the cafeteria of the"^~

' Strebel Student Center at Utica College of Syracuse -University,
Utica, New York, which began at 8:30 p.m. on February 25, 1971,

= and lasted until approximately 10:50 p.m. ori the same date.
Source advised that the presentation was received with moderate
Enthusiasm by an audience of approximately 750 people. The
audience was comprised *of approximately 30 percent non white
individuals. Source stated that the talk given by GREGORY dealt
humorously with topics such as civil rights, ecology, illegitimate
births,, ahd student unrest. Source also stated that GREGORY also
made humorous, critical quips concerning the .President of' the
United States, the Vice President of the United States^ and the
activities, of the United States Army Intelligence Personnel.

Source stated that there was no disorder of any type
resulting from .GREGORY'S appearance, and to the best of his knowl-
edge, there were no incidents or arrests as a result of the talk. .

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property
of jthe FBHandlis ^loaned-tp-your-agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency, __

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE BY

ENCLOSURE



V OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY I9«2 EDITION

^ ^ - *% gsaffmr(« CFR) I0I-II.*

UNITED STATES rRNMENTg0e

Memorandum
0

TO

7/*v
* ' a/

Subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
(AGITATOR INDEX)
RM

00: CHICAGO

date: 3/22/71;

Enclosed are 11 copies- of a letterhead memorandum^
(LHM) dated and captioned as above. No local dissemination
being made.

Identification of sources:

(PROB)

i

CG T-l is

Agent who received information from source is

> <

> , h

' LHM is classified confidential to protect a
source- .of continuing value

.

„ MfiGV 'ASS fd/i^Sj \

D.\rt roRW. -

now fo

c\

(3>-
2 -

Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
Chicago-
( 1 - A

]

HHS:cmra
(5)
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v
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piEIASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 08-01-2014

ion

UPTITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFJUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA-rfo

Chicago, Illinois

ISAR 2 3 1971

4

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

Dick Gregory, comedian, civil rights activist
and self-described social critic, made approximately 200
lecture appearances, on college campuses throughout the
United States during the academic year, 1970-71. (up to
the present date)

.

The following is personal data concerning Dick
Gregory

:

Residence

Employment

Marital status

Arrest record

1451 East 55th Street
Chicago, Illinois
Comedian, author, lecturer
and owner of Dick Gregory's
Products, New York, New York
Gregory is married and
the father of eight children
Gregory has a record of
numerous arrests relating
to protest activity, and
during the summer of 1968
he served 45 days in prison
at Olympia, Washington, the
result of a conviction for
demonstrating in support of
fishing rights of the
Nisqualy Indians . During
summer of 1969, he served
25 days in jail at Chicago,

~~rniTTTririiTTTiir~

GROUP I
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) . It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

.
- _ - * —
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

0

Illinois, the result of
a conviction for demon-
strating in protest of
de facto segregation in
the public school system
thereat

.

On January 20, 1971, CG T-l, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, verified Gregory’s resi-
dence and advised Dick Gregory Products deals in cosmetics
for blacks and has been in existence for several years,
and recently opened a Chicago outlet, **Dick Gregory Cosmetics,
Incorporated, 9528 South Hal'sted Street, Chicago”. This
source advised that five percent of Gregory’s income from
his cosmetic business is donated to the United Negro College
Fund.

Summary of Gregory’s activities as an.^uthor
and lecturer during the academic year 1970-71:

Publications

On January 20, 1971/ CG T-l advised /that Dick
Gregory has a new book on the market entitleqf "No More
Lies” , edited by James R. McGraw and published by Harper

i

* and Row

.

The introductory notes on the jacket of "No More
Lies” reads:

"Gregory came by his data in an unusual way - he
lived it. He has burrowed in the archives of the minds
and hearts of black arid white America, hunting not simply
for facts but for truth. This book is the result.”

This same source quotes Gregory as follows,
regarding the book:

jSBP»BS3IlgL

2



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

"I was born in the ghetto of St; Louis, my child-
hood was one of firsthand experience with all the joys,
sorrows, humor- and tragedy of poverty."

"I broke onto stage anyway, and, after some hectic
moments, received a rollicking response. I went from the
depths of poverty to the pinnacle of financial success.
Haying. ‘experienced both, I had to find what really was the
meaning to a man’s life. People use to ask, ’Have demon-
strations hurt your career? 1

, but the only relevant question
for me is ’Is my career getting in the way of demonstration?*
Active involvement in the struggle for human dignity is the
real value in life. A career is secondary.

"I've become increasingly impressed with the fact
that the original patriots in this country always ended up
on the side of the oppressed, but those who claim to be
patroits today always end' up on the side of the oppressor.
Something is wrong, Yttiat is wrong is that America believes
her myths rather than essential moral values - the sort of
values articulated in America’s most basic documents.

"The idea for ’No More Lies’ originated and was,
in large part, developed in the course of my many college
lectures. In these lectures I am continually talking about
a country which has lied to the current generation of youth
and then when they catch us in the lie, we call it a generation
gap. It isn’t a generation gap. It’s a moral gap.”

James is an ordained elder in thg United
Methodist Church, and has served as ~a* Brooklyn, New YorkT*" '

jpastor and now edits Renewal magazine. *—
- /

Lectures

Reliable confidential sources throughout the
United States have reported that Gregory receives approximately
$1,500 for his campus appearances, speaks for approximately
two (2) hours on politics, the police, the ghetto areas,
hunger in America, Black Nationalists,, and persecution of
minority groups.



3sw?<r'

4
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

6

Gregory’s lectures are well attended, particularly
by the white student population, and are terminated without
incidents.

" '' * - *

Sources conclude that Gregory’s speeches,
sprinkled with humor and, on many occasions, profanity,
are well received. These speeches set forth Gregory’s
views on the deficiencies of the United States, while
he admits he knows of no better place to live.

t

i

4*



DECLASS IFICATTOH MJTWMITY DERIVED WE£M:\

FBI AITTOIIATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 08-01-2014

/_

Date: March 18, 1971

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

w:

'(Type in plaintext, ot code)

0: Director, FBI (157-12382)

ROM: SAC, Tampa (157-3163) (P)

IUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM
(00: CG)

T “b6

\ /
Re Tampa letter to Bureau, 8/12/70. \ / .

On 3/17/71 Cs| |advised that the University |— :

of South Florida (USF) Lectures and Events Faculty Committee has b7D
scheduled DICK GREGORY to speak in the gym of the. USF campus
Tampa, Florida, ait 8:00 PM, Tuesday, April 13, 1971^^(11}

GREGORY 1 S appearance is part of the regular USF lecture,^
series and his fee will be paid from money allocated by USF for r

student affairs. _ .

* s

LEAD: ;

5HICAGO
'ATUHICAGO, ILL.

Will advise Tampa appropriate means of covering
GREGORY ’ S speech on a college campus

.

|j!0- Bureau (157-12382)
2 0 Chicago (157-347)
2 - Tampa (157-3163)

JAH:dw
(6 )

EX-104

REC 70

jsprr,
i

'

' *

st.p j-SJ-l
pjtfEy—/

'~"

/ d 6 ~~ 2iLj¥jQ¥Q'&

mss, & EX'?, BY
BBASOlf-FCBT II, 1-2.4. 2 2T

3

DATE OP REVIEW_ “j

V -/

** r~J —/ rJ—

/

/ . -I
ri»‘ *

6%si!
Spep/al Agent in Charge

.M P?

jJL. .. ....



TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: - SAC, BL PASO (157-176) (RUC)
/O

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM - BN

4)

00: CG

Enclosed for fhe Bureau are eight copies and for
Chicago two copies of LHM pertaining to the subject’s
appearance at the University of Texas at El Paso oh 3/11/71 i

This appearance by DICK GREGORY received local
•newspaper coverage and; no dissemination is being made to local
Government agencies i j

Bureau (Enc. 8) (RM)

2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 2) (RM)

3 - El Paso (1 - 157-176)
(1 - 62-1852) (UTEP)

(1 - 62-1616)

.EX-104
'

®fc65 /O’-^U

VJAjmyg
(7)
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UN^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF 0^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 202 U;. S ij-Court House
El Paso, Texas 79901

..March, '24/ 1971
- > 9 <* rr

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY ‘

RACIAL MATTERS;.'-’ BLACK NATIONALIST

•David' Dyer, reporter for '•The El Paso* Times ,*•' El
Paso, Texas,, reported oh„March 12, 1971, that Dick Gregory,
black humorist, author;, and Presidential candidate in 1968,
was featured in the University of Texas at El Paso*s Lyceum.
Series, bn Thursday night, March 11,. 1971; Dick Gregory

" ”

spoke iri Magoffin Auditorium on the University of Texas at
El Paso campus. He was greeted by a nearly full house.

Following his speech-,. Dick Gregory held, a brief

,

question and answer period with the audience. Concerning, any
future political plans, Gregory said

1

that at the- moment he has
none- but that he might haye iri 1972. A reception was ‘held, for
Dick Gregory in the Student Union Building at the University
of Texas* at- ;E1- Paso (UTEP).

'

.
UTEP, advised!

on March, 22, 19,71, .that - Dick Gregory’s speech was entirely
in a humorous vein .and could riot be construed as agitational
or ’as advocating; .violence, iri any form,

This document contains neither 'recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI*. It is the property of the FBI" and is loaned to
your agency; it And its .contents: Are. not to be distributed
outside your agency.

T

,
_ .

aicw?®



» s Q FEDERAL bureau^- investigation^ COMMUNJCA1TONS SECTION

APR 5 197^^

teletype

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan

Mr* Mohr.

Mr. Bishop-

Mr.BrenttariG

Mr. Callaha:

Ur: (Jasper.

Mr. Conrad.

INJr. Dalbey.

Mr. Pelt

NR 005 CE PLAIN

6*55 PM URGENT: 4-5-71 ESB

TO* DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO
FROM: CHARLOTTE (157-NEW)

Q Q
"APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA. DICK GREGORY, AT

WESTERN CAOLINA COLLEGE (WCC) , CULLOWHEE, N.C., APRIL SEVEN,

SEVENTYONE, RM.

WCC, ADVISED TODAY THAT

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY HAS BEEN EXTENDED AND INVITATAION TO
* * . *T

SPEAK AT GRAND HALL, WCC STUDENT CENTER * ON APRIL SEVEN

SEVENTYONE, AT EIGHT FIFTEEN P.M.

INVITATION HAS BEEN EXTENDED BY PROFESSOR

b6
b7C

\ WCC, AND THE LECT4j|E, CONFERENCE

MENT COMMITTEE.

ADMINISTRATIVE'*

CHICAGO REQUESTED TO VERIFY GREGORYS APPEARANCE

ippAPR ^1971

AND ADVISE CHARLOTTE.

Adm. data deleted**
'

V



PAGE TWO

Arrangements being made to afford coverage to Gregory’s

APPEARANCE AND ATTEMPTS TO TAPE HIS REMARKS.

CHARLOTE WILL FOLLOW AND KEEP BUREAU AND CHICAGO ADVISEpgs

- END
' ” ~

T

|
‘ 3?

PLB FBI WA L CLR

MR- TRAINOR-
CV room m 98331

mz-A

r\\vi.



DECIASSIFICRTIOH AUTHORITY DEHI¥E-D FROM:
;

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLAS SIFISITION GUIDE
DATE 08-01-2014

A*t ^ERAl' BUREAU of investigation

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

APR 61971

TELETYPE

O
£

^NR 003

109 RM

CG PLAIN

URGENT 4-6-71

TO DIRECTOR AND CHARLOTTE

FROM CHICAGO (157-347) IP

MMC mm:

I Mr. Tolson

—

! Mr. Sullivan-

Mr. Mohr,
Mr. F
Mr.

-

Brr

Mr. C \ T
i(i>

Mr. C
_
t-r

Mr ' \-]T

"U. *t

.'o\. *
1 A

Mr, rn

> T
r. t ^ i ....

Mr. ~Wrs—
*"

"3.

Jftoora

G>
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, RM - BN

RE CHARLOTTE TEL TO THE BUREAU .AND CHICAGO, APRIL FIVE,

NINETEEN SEVENTY ONE.

ON INSTANT DATE, A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED G REGORY TO APPEAR AT WESTERN

CAROLINA COLLEGE (WCC) , CULLOWHEE, NORTH CAROLINA,, .ON APRIL

SEVEN, NEXT. flO , , *
1

tV!
'

__ _
ADMINISTRATIVE SLw

)r g/JS-

SOURCE IS
'

EX-103

b6
b7C
b7E

CHARLOTTE SHOULD AFFORD GREGORY’S APPEARANCE SOURCE COVERAGE,

AND REPORT RESULTS TO BUREAU IN FORM SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION

,

WITH AN INFORMATION COPY TO CHICAGO

END

DRL FBI WASHJXL.

yy^£-
a

i rm ^ ( ,

. TAEtt.l t&iV



DECI^SSIFI&TIQH MJTWMIfY DERIVED WE£M:\

IBI jyJTCMSiTIC DEChhS SIFISlTION GUIDE
DATE Qg-01-2014

0

Cj The Attorney General

y

Tolson^
Sullivan ,

^ohts,4.
Bishop

"Brennan', C,D.*

Cal 1ahan - -

> Casper^ n

Conrad

Dalbey^1

Gale— . -,^,,.7.

Rosen^ r .
—

-

'Tavel

Director, FBI

RICHARD CLAXT01? GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK NATIONALIST

1
1
1

1
i
1
1
1
1

Mr. W. C. Sullivan
Mr. J. P. Mohr (Creedon)
Mr. C. D. Brennan

.April 27, 1971

Mr. T. E. Bishop
Hr a

J

Pr\o/an

Mr. K. u t Haynes
,Mr. 17. H. Atkinson

*.h6

;b7C

I thought youmight be interested in the enclosed ’

memorandum which contains comments recently made .at Western
Carolina College, Cullovdiee, north Carolina, by Richard Claxton
Gregory, the well-known; comedian and civil rights advocate. /

Gregory attacked the participation of this Government in d"//'J
the. war in Vietnam and ridiculed the President and the

"

Vice President of the United States.

The enclbsed memorandum is also being furnished
to the Honorable H. R. Haldeman at the llhite House and the
Vice President.

-Enclosure

1 - The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure).. - n r

.

' % ‘ ' r£ci#J§l 4 <fc4*3$M
\1 - Assistant; Attorney General (Enclosure a 7

Internal geeurity Division
“ *“ *”

-WHA:bjr/cal^U(14)

LA

J: aV

NOTE:
lto Mr. C. D. Brennan, dated b6
r m.*. m > *

.

- v .
See memorandum!

O 4/26/71, captioned as above, prepared by IJHA:glw. 'Classified
kj£fi* "Confidential'* since this letter contains information from a

confidential source, disclosure of which might, he detrimental

b7C

to national defense interests.

A.. s

lrt,pR%?7i

;

' alters ^-—
r

boyars

Tele. Room -

-Holmes' J

—

Gandy

Group 1
luded from automatic

' Jj/ "Hmaigrading and
Classification

MAIL ROOMl i TELETYPE UNITl I

i.-
51 '



DECLASSIFIC&TIQH AUFTBORIT'Y DEHHE-D WE£M:\

teBI AUTOMATIC OECLASSIFICSflON OTIDE
DATE 08-" 01-2014

O
F B I

Date: 4-23-71

Transmit the*following in

yin AIRTEL

e in plaintext or code)

S2 AIRMAIL
(Priority)

: \

TO: DIRECTOR, EBI (157-12382)

FROM: SAC, TAMPA (157-3163) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
(00: CG)

Re TP airtel to Bureau, 3-18-71, and CG letter
to TP, 3-30-71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of an LHM
concerning a speech by GREGORY at University of South
Florida (USF) ,

Tampa, Fla., 4-13-71. Also enclosed for
the Bureau are 2 copies of FD-376.

Enclosed for Chicago are 2 copies of same LHM.

One copy of this LHM is being furnished to
U.S. Secret Service, Tampa, Fla.

B
Sources referred to in LHM are:

IrpROuVlTPT-1 is|

TP T-2 is

cuss. &
rEASOH-FCIH XI,

DATE OF —JJ. _ —

y

The enclosed LH1I is being classified Confidential
because information contained therein if disclosed could
possibly lead to the identification of source/s of continuing
value, which coulcl/W detrimental to the national defense i s?

2 - Chicago (157-347) (Encs-. 2) (RM)

3r2 - Tampa (l-?157r-3163)
(1-80-139)

'

Agency.:. ,sec> serv.jAH:inab

(6) DEPT ; 3£D
HOW FOBS’! :

W
DATE FCEV? ~RPR

>
^ 7 1971

~~
\

mI

Spe^ai/Agent in Charge

b7D

V*A GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ; 19$9 0-345-030 (U)



FD-376 (Rev..4-25 -68) f

In Reply, Please Refer to

UNITE*) STATES DEPARTMENT O.F JlM'ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU, OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

April 23, 1971

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be’
covered, by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning. Presidential-pro-
tection, and to fall, within the category or categories checked:

1. CD Has attempted or, threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
including- foreign government officials residing in or <planning ah imminent visit to the,

U. ;S.,
^ because' of his official status.

2. CD Has attempted or threatened -to redress a grievance against any public official by other
than legal means.

3^ Because of background's potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or
-participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group ,or organization inimical to U. S.

CD U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

.*

£xi Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and- fascist's who meet one .or more of the following
criteria:

' ~

(a) CD Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence. and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) CD Expressions ofjstrohg or violent anti-U. S. sentiment; .

(c) 3£X| Prior, acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements
indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order
and government. t

6 . CD Individuals involved in illegal bombing or. illegal bonib-makihg.

Photograph XXjhas been furnished f~~l-enclosed ( | is riot available

CD may be available through . :

Very truly yours,

hji Edgar Ho\^v^r

Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)
U. S: Secret Service

^ Tampa

Enclosure(s) /Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply.PUcjo Rcfsr to

Ftb No.

O ' O
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

frEDERAL bureau op investigation

Tampa, Florida
April 23 i 1971-

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

On April 14> 1971, TPT-1 and. TP T-2 advised
thRt on Tuesday night, April 13,, 1971, at 8:30 p.m..
Pick Gregory spoke at the Howell Gym; University of
South Florida (USF), Tampa, Florida. There were •

approximately 2,000‘ persons of college age in attendance,
approximately 75 percent -of whom were 'white. Gregory
spoke for one hour and, forty-five minutes aqd then held
a question and answer session for an additional forty-five
minutes

Sources advised" that the~main theme of Gregory’s
speech was white racism, and then Gregory briefly discussed
opposition to the Vietnam War. Gregory related his story
of the white European American exploitation of minority
groups. He stated the white man first exploited' the
Indians then the-Jews, the Italians,, the Irish, and finally
the ’’niggers." The’ white man had exploited the "niggers"
fqr over 100 years until 1968 when -a' "nigger" like Stokely ^

Carmichael and H. Rap Brown began' leading the opposition to
white, racism. Gregory also said the. white man killed his
last "nigger" in 1968, referring to Martin Luther *King, Jr.

TPT-1 advised that Gregory' then told the
predominantly, white audience that "there is a hew breed
of ’niggersi* You white barefooted, long haired, bearded,
stinking, hippies - yippies, whatever they are - you are the.

CLASS’. & EXT. BY.2JV3 Pl/£>(P#



0 o

RICHARD CLAXTON. .GREGORYT- ' r-r r*

rniggers^ 50 of *fcthe
s
'hem‘niggers'? got

explosives and went to a bank rand gave the' explosives .

' ’

to 50 older people, and,. the
_

dlder/'people hlew "up the bank,
btfee*‘uew .niggers”' will bd charged Gregory'fsaidvtbe
‘establishment cannot ‘believe that' older people- wotild or
C.puld be responsible. )g^(U)

. .

. According to sources
4

Gregory •aesoribea -the \whit_es
in this ’.country as “wild, uncivilized, untaihed 'cowboys.'*
Re said 9 however, violence is not "the answer because’ that
i? What the; white man Wants'* Blacks bave to gdin control
of black communities" by organizing- and uniting. For example,
blacks could .boycott' Chevrolet and buy Fords* The. people" who
make C-hovr,olets would -then ,have t make

'

the- 'necessary-/changes
to accpjnmddate black customers.

T

_ t
-*

/"‘Sources advised ‘that Gregory also briefly pointed
opt the Vietnam War as a great social, injustice and -praised
the pppogition of youth to the .war

. f

‘

TPT-T advised that after Gregory *s arinearahhe
at the PggJ

1 nexa a reception lor 'Gregory

LTile reception was attended by Several members
yj,; tne <iiro - American Society,^' a - USF ‘ approved', campus
organization of. black students ^ahd^seyera 1 'members'of the
Center for' h United Black 'Community' '(CUBC)’, a Tampa^r Florida,
organization of young blacks for black control of black
communities’, (U)

;

This, document, contains neither recoiomehdations nor
conclusions of the FBI.

^
“It; is the "property .of* the FBI

v and
is loaned to your agency ;7it and its contents are not .to be
distributed outside your agency.

^gSKF-iDiagcgir
-* i

• *» - - > .

2*

b6
b7C
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UNITED-STATES DEPARTMENT OlFlUSTIGE
$

'

FEDEEAL BUEEAU OF INVESTIGATION

Tampa, Florida
Ajjr.il 23, 1971

Title RICHARD CLAST Oft GREGORY

Character

Reference Memorandum dated And' 'captioned
as apiov’e*. V t j

* r u<' JivjM.ou >.* jjj
r*T>'tV

All sources (except any listed /below) whose identities
are. concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable'
infOKttatiph in the past.

TWe document contains neither recotaracndationc nor conclusions ol tha FBI. It la the pioporty
ol tho FBlcnd i» loaned to your agency'; tt and ItV confonts ore not to be dlotrlbutod'outaldo
ypur cg®acy.
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G*A*Ct»CM<7. NO. 27

5010-10*

A^^JMENTUNITED STATES GOVJ

Memorandum
Mr. C. D. Brerina

0

FROM

1 - Mr.. W.C.. Sullivan
1 - Mr-. J.P.. Mohr (Creedoh)
1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan

DATE: 4/26/71

1 - Mr.-T^E; Bishop-
1 - Mr. A. Rosen
1 -f

1 -

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY 1 - Mr. R.H.

Tolson „

Sullivan

Mohr
Bishop

Brenm
Calls ^
Casper

1

Conrad
Dalbey
Felt

Gale

Walters

Soyars ,

Haynes
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK NATIONALISTS' 1 “ Mr. W.H. Atkinson

».

To recommend the .attached letters with enclose
memorandum be. sent to Honorable H.‘ R. Haldeman , .at the .White
House?; the Vice President; and .the Attorney- General.

The memorandum enclosed with above letter's .summarizes
a „ speech given ny Gregory ,, black comedian and racist, to
students at Western Carolina College, Cullowhee, North

. Carolina, ’on 4/7/.71. Gregory* s speech was recorded by a
source and a transcription of the speech reveals he
utilized extreme vulgarity against the Director, President

,

and Vice President. He' made his' usual caustic scathing
comments "UOircerhing racism, ,sex, and law and order. v

(

He attacked U. S. participation, in the war in ;

Vietnam and accused the -Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
of involvement in the assassination of' former 'President
John F. Kennedy. -*

Y -
- 4 * -

' He also predicted a dictatorship, would be
established in the country within 18-24 months following
overthrow of Government by CIA.

He Referred to* the Director as "one of the slickest,
slimiest degenerate freaks." He .stated further concerning
the, Director "one day you're going to find out about that sick
perverted pimp" arid "you can't keep a slimy freak like
that hid for too long a time."

t

This is another case where a black racist agitator
as been allowed the opportunity to degenerate the' morals T ’

'and; .values of a college .'student body.

’ Enclosures 77

100-44'0423
LJ

WHAtglw
(10).

JiOxlAHO

i - m
/do-

CONTINUED - OVER

62MAY4 19li
' n apr 29 is?)

722.V _ — _
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Memo to Mr. G. D. Brennan-
Re: Richard Ciaxton Gregory
100-440423

The enclosed memorandum will* also be disseminated
by transmittal form. to Secret Service and .Central Intelligence
Agency.

No dissemination is being afforded Gregory's
comments concerning the Director as-.it is, believed such
comments "’are only of interest to- the PBI

.

- w, * *
" “

* ACTION :

’

That ‘the attached letters with enclosed memorandum
be sent, to Mr. Haldeman, at the White House? to the



DECIDESIFICATTOH AUTHORITY DEHIfE-D FROM:
;

toI AUTOMATIC OECLAS SIFICliTICM GUIDE
DATE 08-Q1-2Q14
*

f

UNqd STATES DEPARTMENT OFWSTICEOs
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

•- WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S3S

April 27, 1971

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Richard Claxton Gregory, the well-known comedian
and civil rights advocate, addressed approximately 350 stu*?
dents at Western Carolina College, Cullowhee, North Carolina,,
on April 7, 197,1, A source provided a recording of Gregory's
speech. A transcription of this speech revealed it is replete
with vulgarities, caustic comments regarding sex and law and
order, and accusations, of racism in this country. He attacked
the participation of this Government in the war in Vietnam.
He ridiculed President Richard M, Nixon' s physical appearance
and the President's motives in releasing Army Lieutenant
William L. Calley, Jr., from imprisonment- following his
conviction for the murder of noncombatants in South Vietnam.

Gregory stated he- did not believe it was humanly
possible for one man to be as dumb as’ Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew. He claimed Vice President Agnew was consistently
dumb and he would not be surprised if Vice President Agnew,
during his next television appearance, would refer to
President Nixon as "a honkey,

"

Gregory predicted that a dictatorship would be
established in this country within 18 to 24 months following
overthrow of the Government by the Central Intelligence Agency.
He stated this overthrow of the Government would be predicated
upon the failure of the degenerate political forces, the
Democratic and Republican Parties, to solve problems which
they created.

5eNf!TDEN?£ALL
Group 1

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

“BNCIiOStTKEI,
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Richard Claxton Gregory

Gregory alleged that the Central Intelligence Agency
was involved in the assassination of former President John F.

Kennedy and he condemned President Nixon for not releasing
information which would, disclose such involvement. .He also
suggested the United States Government was involved in the
murder of former Attorney General Robert E. Kennedy since no
prosecutive action has been initiated concerning three unidentified
individuals who allegedly were* "involved with, the gun that
Sirhan Sirhan used to murder Bobby Kennedy."

He contrasted the handling by Governmental authorities,

-of those involved with Sirhan Sirhan with the action taken
against a black, Angela Davis, for involvement -in similar
activity. Davis, a self-admitted communist, has been arrested
for involvement in the attempted escape of three convicts on

August 7j 1970, from a San Rafael, California, courtroom which
resulted in the murder of a judge and the killing of two involved
convicts and an accomplice? ~ “ - — _v

2
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Honorable Spiro T. Agnew
The Vice President
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Vice President:

Enclosed, are two copies o£ a memorandum which

I thought might be of interest to you since it .contains'

comments recently made at l?estern .Carolina College, Cullowh.ee,

North Carolina, by Richard ClaxtoirGregory, the well-known
'

- comedian and civil rights advocate. Gregory{'attacked the

participation of this Government in thew in Vietnam and
'

' ridiculed the President and the Vice President of the

,
HJnited States.

The enclosed memorandum is also being furnished

to. the Honorable H. R. Haldeman at the White House and the

A*
s/'

V r\

Attorney General*

4'y 4

'A* A

Sincerely yours. #.
EGW*»•%/9SH*/Xz

fcJEncivsvrzs - 2
To! son ; >
Sullivan ... . /> ‘

/Mohrr ..i gjuj.!, v . V * . „ ^4
Bishop **— WHA ; bj r/cal n
Brennan, C.D. A 2*. VaU*"
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*** ExcXtoi

££! '*J/ downs
Feit^_^_., decla;
Gale .. .

, ^—4—.
Rosen

. _ i. fcj .

Gandy .^‘1
'

'
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i mwMm-m declassifiqktioh guide

ATE 08-03-2014

igggioianrg^

April 27, 1971^/
BY LIAISON

Mr. 17. C. Sullivan
'

Mr. J. P. Mohr (Creedon)
Mr. C. B. Brennan
Mr. T. E. Bishop

Mr. K. Ji. Haynes
Mr. 17. H. Atkinson

Honorable II. R. Haldeman
Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Bear Mr. Haldeman:

JL thought the President might' be interested
in the enclosed memorandum which contains comments recently
made at Western C^dlina College, Cullowhee, North .Carolina,
by Richard Claxton Gregory, the well-known comedian and
civil rights advocate. Gregory attacked the participation ’

of this Government in the war in Vietnam and ridiculed the
President and the Vice President of the United States.

The enclosed memorandum is also being furnished
to the Vice President and the .Attorney General.

Sincerely tig
J£>

|nclosi&ef'ff 7 APR 29 1971

iop
nan, C.D.

.

flban ...

•WHA:fb/cal

' (11) A JLX

MAIL ROOMdl TELETYPE UNIT I I

** Group 1
Excluded from, automatic
downgrading and
declassification
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Honorable H, R. Haldeman

NOTE:

See memorandum to Mr, C. D. Brennan
dated 4/26/71, cautioned "Richard Claxton Gregory, Racial
Matters - Black Nationalist, " prepared by WHA:glw.

Classif ijed "Confidential" since letter contains

data from a confidential source, the disclosure of which,

would be detrimental to national defense interests.

It.--
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April 27, 1971

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
1 r Mr. Rosen
1 -I

JL
-

L-Jiho
* Mr Atkinson

Richard Claxton Gregory, the well-known comedian-
and civil rights advocate, addressed approximately 35Q stu-
dents at Western Carolina College, Cullowhee, North Carolina,
on April 7, 1971, A source provided a recording of Gregory’s
speech, A transcription of this speech revealed it is replete
with vulgarities, caustic comments regarding sex and law and
order, and accusations of racism in this country. He attacked
the participation of this Government in the war in Vietnam.
He ridiculed President Richard M. Nixon’s physical appearance
and the President’s motives in releasing Army. lieutenant"
William 1. Calley, Jr. , from imprisonment following his
conviction for the murder of noncomba:tants in South Vietnam..

Gregory stated he did,5 not believe it was .humanly
possible for one man to be as dumb as Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew. He claimed Vice President Agnew was consistently
dumb and he would not be surprised if V£ce President Agheyr,
during his next television appearance, would refer to
President Nixon as "a horikey.”

Gregory predicted that a dictatorship would be
established in this country within 18 to 24 months following
overthrow of the Government by the Central Intelligence Agency. . =
He stated this overthrow of the Government would be predicated
upon the failure of the degenerate political forces, the
Democratic and Republican Parties, to solve problems: which
they created.

'*
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Richard Ciaxtori Gregory

Gregory alleged that the Central Intelligence Agency
-was. involved in the assassination of former President John S’*.

Kennedy' and. he condemned President Nixon fox hot: releasing
inforraatibn which would disclose such involvement. He also
suggested the United States Government wds involved in the
murder of former Attorney General Robert F, .Kennedy since no
prosecutive action has been initiated concerning three unidentified 1

individuals who allegedly were '’involved with the gun that
Sirhan Sirhan Used to murder Bobby Kennedy.*’ - *

lie contrasted the handling by Governmental authorities ,

of those involved Sirhan Sirhan' with, the. action taken,

against a black, Angela Davis, for Involvement in .similar

activity. Davis, a- self-admitted; conrniujiist,. has been prrested

for involvement in the attempted dscape of tliree convicts on

August. 7, 1970, from a San Rafael, California, Courtroom which
resulted, in the murder, of a judge and the killing of two involved

convicts and an accomplice. . ,

$
'

,
‘

,

' *
, i

•NOTE:- .

1

, il.
•

"•—
“ i

-
4 •

.

’•

-»
. J>

» ' f -

Classified "Confidential" since, memorandum contains
data obtained from an established, source,, the disclosure of which
would he detrimental to the national defense interests

.

See memorandumW V.V MiWMV %***y»VM*l
I

to Mr. C*. D . Brennan, dated
.4/26/71,. captioned ''Richard Claxton Gregory , EM' - BN," prepared
by RHA:glW. .

’
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DIRECTOR RBI-

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (157-8185) (P)
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SUBJECT: APPEARA
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APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON^GREGOR^y ,.

aka DieK^Gr.egoryr/T'iat "Western. ;iparoiina /
CoXlSgSTCMCC:)., .ciiiidwhea^
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"CHICAGO)

Re Chicago teletype to Bureau date?

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of LHM
s, setting, forth transcript of tape recording of subject*s

—^ address. Also enclosed for Chicago are two copies of LHM.

| ^ One copy of LHM is being disseminated locally to Secret
*•3 Service.

As scheduled on 4/7/71, GREGORY addressed approxi-
*4 mately 350 students at Western Carolina College, Cullowhee,

%
North Carolina, including approximately 70 Negro students

^ from the college.

^ >ij
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T ^
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Approved:
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Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via

CE 157-8185
(Priority)

i-

but he advised the fee paid to GREGORY for
ms appearance would not exceed $500 plus all expenses.

|advised on 4/8/71 that it would be
several days before he could determine the exact amount
paid to GREGORY for his appearance and he would obtain
this information from the records of the Lecture, Conference
and Entertainment Committee.

b6
b7C

|

advised he was present during GREGORY *

s

address and at the conclusion of the address no collections
or donations were requested by GREGORY, nor was any money
taken for GREGORY.

LEAD:

CHARLOTTE

AT CULLOWHEE . NORTH CAROLINA

Will recontact|
to determine exact amount paid GREGORY for his appearance
at Western Carolina College and advise the Bureau and
Chicago.
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In Reply» Please Refer to

File No.

. 0 Q
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

.FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina
April 15, 1971

APPEARANCE OP RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
AT WESTERN CAROLINA COLLEGE (WCC)

,

' CULLOWHEE, NORTH CAROLINA
APRIL 7, 1971
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK NATIONALIST

* On April 7, 1971 RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY addressed
approximately 350 students at Western Carolina College,
Cullowhee, North Carolina. GREGORY had been emended an
invitation to speak to the student body at Western Carolina
College by Professor
of Western-Carolinaj?oll;eg.e and|

at tne university.

b6
b7C

As. scheduled, GREGORY addressed the student body
at Western Carolina College Student Center at Cullowkee,
N«urth Carolina on April 7, 1971, at 8:15 p.m. GREGORY'S:

speech covered 1 various topics of current interest such as

sex, environment, race, the Vietnam War, trial of Lieutenant
CALLEY, President RICHARD M. NIXON, Vice President SPIRO AGNEW,

FBI Director >J . EDGAR HOOVER, and in' a portion of the speech
GREGORY predicted, a dictatorship in the' United States which'

would be initiated and 'Controlled' by the CIA within a period
of 18 to. 24 months. GREGORY accused the CIA of having been
involved directly and indirectly in the - assassination of

JOHN F. KENNEDY and ROBERT KENNEDY. The speech lasted approxi-

mately one hour and fifteen minutes.

THE DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS .

NOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS" THE PROPERTY
OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY; IT AND
ITS CONTENTS ARE, NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE.

YOUR. AGENCY,.

/*



RE: APPEARANCE OF RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
AT WESTERN CAROLINA COLLEGE (WCC)

CULLOWHEE, NORTH CAROLINA

The following is a transcript of a tape recording

of the speech made by GREG.ORY at Western Carolina College:.

11 1 would like to say thank you very much.. Can
you people, way back in the cheap seats hear okay? I • • • .

NIXON, is on television tonight, huh? That’s a funny cat;,

man. You know, every time I get really uptight with NIXON

myself and every time NIXON leaves the country i usually

get a little uptight and I guess it really hasn't got

anything to do with DICK NIXON. You see, any time the

President of the United States, regardless of who it is,

leaves the country I always get a little nervous and upset

because I always get a sneaking suspic ion he might know

something. ; So .I stay a little nervous and upset until he

gets back. Not to mention the fact today, with NIXON being,

the president of the United States, every time NIXON, leaves

the country, AGNEW becomes the number one boy. in charge.

That kind of bothers me.

- "See., AGNEW just reminds me of the type of cat

that will make a crank call to the Russians on the hot line.

Other than that, I kind, of dig AGNEW myself. But what I

mean by thaf is I don’t have the normal ;hahg—ups that most

folks have about AGNiSW. See, I kind of dig, AGNEW because I

kind of believe AGNEW is putting everybody on,
t

~V-

"Yeah, I don't believe it is humanly possible for

» one man to be born that dumb. He, you know if -AGNEW was

as .dumb, as he. wants us to believe he is, Jfe •wouldn't be

able to walk and chew gum at the same time. I wouldn't

be surprised to- pick up the paper one day and read'vhere

AGNEW hijacked a train. Tell the conductor.,, take me to Cuba.

"Of course, you can say anything you want to say about

AGNEW but you have- got to admit one thing, he's consistent

.

And i wouldn't be surprised if AGNEW got on television next

week and called NIXON a honkey •\
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RE: APPEARANCE OP RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

AT WESTERN CAROLINA .COLLEGE- (WCC).

CULLOWHEE# NORTH CAROLINA

"Now# i don* 1; mean to scare, you young folks or
nothing: like that. I don’t iriean to upset you or nothing
like that# hut you are aware of the tact that AGNEW finished
'colilege aren’t you? Now# he stated off normal. Yeah# I

was; talking to one of his roonanates not too long ago. He
tells me AGNEW is really a dumb cat.. .Yeah# he. told me
AGNEW .was so dumb that one night all the guys, in his
dormitory decided to hold a panty raid and. said ^AGNEW was.

the only cat to cone back with a jockey strap. You can’t,

get much dumber than that# right?’

"Let me say it’s a pleasure to be with you young
folks this evening. I guess I can truthfully say I spend

95 per cent of my time today on college campuses and for a

,
reason. And the simple reason is that you young folks in .

. America today are probably the most morally honest# ethical#
committed group of young people that’s ever lived in the
history of this country# barring -none. And I just hope you
youngsters don’t have to. continue to read these old right-
wing cracker-oontrolled newspapers -to find out who you are or
what you're all about. Because you see# the average, established
newspaper in America foday is not even morally sound enough
even' to discuss -you young kids with yourselves . They' call
you hippie# yippie# irresponsible# bearded# smelly kids#

whatever the hell that means. And my-reaction to that; has
always, been, why because you have a beard# why does that

rnean you have to stink? They don’t say nothing about Abraham
Iiincdln. He didn't only have- a beard# he was ugly too.

"I guess, what I'm really trying to say to you
youngsters in America today is I hope you understand who
you are# what you’re ail about. I hope you don’t have to depend

on us older Americans to defining you; and you actions.

"That's what my new book is really all about.

'I've, been oh the .college campuses now for five years. It's

called 'No More Lies# the Myth and Reality .of American

History.' And that’s what the problem is in America today.

3



RE; APPEARANCE OF R3EHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
AT WESTERN CAROLINA COLLEGE (WCC)
CULLOWHEE# NORTH CAROLINA- ' *

For 400 years . we lived In a myth .in this country and .now
for the first time, you young- folks has forced this into
reality. We' can’t deal 'with it..

"We got a lot of people can’t deal with the reality-
that long hair and a beard is# because see# the myth we’ve
lived in in this country for so long# fhaf We’re ysick; enough *

and slimy enough and degenerate enough, to believe that morality
Is a Brooks Brothers suit and a clean-shaven fade and a
haircut once a -week. You can commit all the .adultery you
want to in America as long as you get your hair cut short
and shave and press your suits# you’re a high# moral#,
upstanding gentleman. That myth# you got a ,lot of people
that’s against long hair -and beards not because they.^ re really
guilty because they know damn good and -weli ft’s a hell, of.

a1 Clthing; to be ,born* and raised in a so-called , freS society
and know you better not walk in your house. with a beard.
That’s a hell of a thing#, baby.. Understand that myth now.

"We got a lot of white folks griping today about
them beafds and long- hair act like, niggers used' to act once
upon, k time,* , I idon’t Want to igo to them white: schools#

.that nigger was scared. He knew he’d get his, ass whooped
if he went there. And rather than deal with reality, ’say
1 don’ t want to live in no* white- neighborhood. We, got to
deal with reality thanks, to you youngsters. Really putting
us uptight too.

/

"There was a time in this country we. Could always
blame everything we didn’t want' to deal with on the, Communists.

f
Because a lot of you Southern, white folks is still, hung- up
on that trick, more ,so than- your- Northern White, brother is.v

It’s that nigger bag y'all are in; That's what We used to,

do;, We blamed ali kinds of things': on the, ghosts we. didn't
understand. The .ghost- is going to get you. -Arid it's so *

amusing . to- look at you white folks in America today reacting
to the Conutiuhists -the same: way. niggers used id- react, to
the, ghosts', kind of ipakes you wonder, who the nigger is
today

.

4
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AT WESTERN CAROLINA COLLEGE (WCC)
CULLOWHEE , NORTH CAROLINA

"Yeah, just like most of you white folks think -

there's a communist behind every rock and the nigger used,

ho think there was a nigger behind every free# a ghost.
There's a ghqst, there's a ghost,, there's a ghost.

"The sad thing,, mpst of these white mentality * *

thinking in. America today, I ’.don’t, mind' you blaming stuff
on the communists-. Why don't you, blame something had oh
them? Do you realize white folks in America don't blame
nothing but good things on the .communists? And you march
down the street in the *:morning and say liberate our Indian,

brother off the reservation. That's communist inspired.
What the hell makes you think the Indians, the Russians,

is interested in getting the Indians off the reservation?
March down the street and say feed hungry folks in America ancT_,

them frqaks say that's communist. Why do you blame all the
good things on the Russians?

_

"You know, I wish I .could- take ail these White*

folks, that blame everything,, I .wish I could fake you fo Russia
with- -me., I go every^two years> Maybe if icpuld carry you
there with me' you Wouldn't be blaming good: things On the
.Russiahs because once you go .there you find out them, cats that
siun ^ Russia ain't nothing but a bunch of slic.k# slimy
degenerate' -white folks just like these slick, slimy degenerate *

white folks that run. America., "
.

1

,

"You see# there's a lot of people' around the world,

that really don't ,khoW what's going down.; And they' get. the
hews and they believe what they read. Can you imagine if we .

was living- up- oh some primitive obscure mountain now and we
hehrd about the communists, 'aha every time somebody marched for
liberation in America everybody blamed it on fhe communists:.

What the hell you think they think -about, the communists.?

.They, sayjph man, the communists' are, behind .a lot of good- . . . .

things. - - - ,



RE: APPEARANCE OF RICHARD- CLAXTON, GREGORY
AT WESTERN CAROLINA COLLEGE (WCC)

CULLOWHEE , NORTH CAROLINA

"You know, I wonder why the white folks jin America

don't start biamihg some had things oh the communists.

You know,, any time it snows, blame- it on the communists.

"Every time there's a flood, the communists, the damn
communists did. that. Every time somebody sticks up a

bank we, ought to blame that oh the communists.. Prostitute

houses, jio that's, communist houses.

"I'm so damn sick and tired of you- white Americans

in this country blaming all good things on the communists.

Ypu can't even write a damn book in Russia without going to.

jail and every time somebody marches in this country- for

liberation,, you white folks want to say the communists
'

» . ‘(next couple of words unintelligible)/^
' ">r ' *2$

"I'd much rather live in America myself than in

Russia. At least 1 know what these political degenerates are

talking about. I don't .understand no Russian* no. ,1 don't,

.know what niggers sound like in Russian. A cat might be

calling; me :a nigger and I. think he4's saying ggodr-mbrnihg..

'Morning to you brother.. (Next word 'unintelligible ..)' -Morning,

same to you and your mama.- Whatever it was you -called

me, I hope it was something nice because I mean it for your

•mama too.
*• "

' . A

\

"You young kids really got us squirming in this

country today.; You' got us dealing: with reality . That's a

* hell of a thing. All jour; life your mama and daddy got that -

;pibture of that Christ boy around the house with that, big.

- beard .on and that hippie hair, and the first time you- come

horne looking like., Christ, they run ypu out of -the house.

Yeah. You .got to deal with reality.
&

* V

.
- "You know, there's people in this country wouldn't

be caught letting a' dew in their church. How sick that, fsv -

Run down to your.’church every. Sunday and that. Jew boy-nailed



;RE:; APPEARANCE: OF RICHARD' CLAXTON GREGORY
AT WESTERN CAROLUS COLLEGE (WCC)
CULLOWHEE, NORTH CAROLINA

to the cross, but you don't want a Jew in the church'. Are
you out of your mind?

4

"And I'm so glad you young white folks is pushings
these folks in this country to deal with reality. Listen^
down here in the? -South';, the Southern white brother of yours
has. really put you- in. a trick. And you ain't got hip to it
yet. -He robbed you blind and gave you a nigger to pla^ With,
but you .ain't going to never get a Boeing 747 in the South.
Although your tax liioney builds airports for that Northern
freak to have all them luxuries, but you sure don't get it..

And the ones that you are going to get in the South is what
-that Northern white brother of yours comes to have his
holiday in,,Atlanta* Miami and* New Orleans. 'Mississippi
won't get a 741 for 100- years. That's .right. Sounds funny,
but they got niggers to play with". You got niggers to play
with. That's why all your schools are so much worse than
.them schools up North. You- got to be out of your. mind.

. — - - - *
,

-
- ^

^

"Every slave brought to America, whew; -the. Northern
white ship owners brought the slaves, to America and: sold* them
to; Southern white folks; for fop dollar and; then One. day
your Northern White Brother said after he got all your money,
get rid of the; slaves. And you Southerners ain't had enough
damn sense to ask for’ a refund.

"We are Really trying -to* (unintelligible)
with the Southern- white brothers (unintelligible) .

because Once we get you in. 'line we can jgo, get that yieidus
freak,: baby. Yeahy that damn Southern White .boy sold me to,

you than missed over you arid then you’re going to jump Ori me.

"There are people living in the North that are
scared to. drive through the South' because the Illinois license
plates have got Lana of Lincoln, on them. You got white
folks that will throw a brick through $our car ;if you got
. . ' . This ain't bad, you know* this cat gets mad, throw a .

7
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-brick through anything he-wants to throw, it if that's what
he wants to do. My hang-up. is the same cat that throw a
brick through my car because it *-s got Lincoln’s name on the
license, that same freak ain't got enough mentality to get
rid, of the $5- bills that's got Lincoln's name and his damn
picture on it. * -

"Well, he's missed over. We got to deal with
reality now. You youngsters got a big job. Deal with
reality, baby, understand what a mess we left you to clean-
up now. And if you haven't understood* you should understand
by what, happened lest week. I don't care where your loyalty
is, you swing with -the left or swing with the right, don't
be no damn fool. And damn good and well when the Dhit.ed ^

States- of America decides to take: a confessed murderer of
women and’ kids and old men. and make a national hero out pf
that freak, boy we might be gone beyond the point of no
return. _ .. r

4 . *

, t
"I just got* back in the country and ;I just couldn't

> believe that- America was reacting behind CALLEY like they 2"

reacted behind that ‘murderer i l ean sympathize- with him..,

T don't believe it's Cailey.'s fault i * if I walk Up here tonight;
and somebody giyes me a gun and says when you go up there;

shoot five people, now it might be their fauit^but. I did
the shooting. I'm the murderer. He admitted he did it*

^ "Now£we ain't talking about nothing: somebody's
*

blaming him for. He*
:
s the national hero now. That's why

the whole world is raging at you. Then the. President of
the United States took him out of jail and put him in, his
quarters and the-wild thing about that is NIXON- is one of
them law and order freaks. He ran so hard on law and' order in
68’, I thought* he was running for sheriff instead of for
President. . . , ,

8
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''At least them -Nazis faked' us out with the

Nuremberg Trial and -made us believe they were sorry about
what happened. And we’re the ones that handled the
Nuremberg Trial. No; I think what NIXON should have done
was sympathize; with -Cailey and his family and say he*s
going to see to it that everybody else go to jail*who was;

involved like General -WESTMORELAND and even LBJ . ;He. was
head of the Army then. Poor NIXON, -thig cat# he wasn’t
even involved. He wasn’t even in office. He wasn't even
working during- the MeLai incident. He, didn’t have no job.

He was unemployed. And now he even got in the White House
now and is going to damn near take, the rap.

"I really feel sorry for NIXON. It’s ‘something#

you look at him oh television# something about his jaws
the way they hang. That's the saddest cat, his jaws hang
over. It just makes- him look like he’s guilty of everything.
If there's ever been a man in, the history of man that needs;

a beard# NIXON is that cat.

"NIXON, took him ,out of. the stockade. He's back
in his barracks' now.. Before NIXON took him dut of the
stockade when he was. in the stockade he shared a room with
.another prisoner. Did y'.all read .about it# any of -y'ail

* read abcmt the other prisoner he was with? The other man
that, was with- Cailey was in the stockade for forging, checks.

.The check forger is still in jail .tonight and the -murderer

is back in his quarters because this Sick# degenerate, nation
created- so .much pressure- that the* number one man in .the land
instead of acting like’ a statesman,, he acted like .a slimy
degenerate pol iticiah-jhe is.

"The sad thing is#, wouldn't this be a wonderful

country if we Americans could raise so* much hell tonight and

put so much pressure- on the President he would let? the
Indians off the reservation, in the morning and relieve them
from the- reservation? Wouldn't that, be nice? -Wouldn't it

be nice if we'd raise so much hell in America and put so

much pressure on the President tonight that he'd be forced

9
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to deal with feeding 44 million people that go to bed
' ' '

every night hungry? Wouldn't it be wonderful if you
Americans was morally committed to the extend you could
put so much pressure on the President he'd stop paying
billions of dollars. bo these rich farmers not to plant
crops every year in a* nation where people, are dying from
malnutrition?

"And the whold world is hip to you.. Jt scared
England so bad, she sent a formalGprotest over Sunday. Because
England is probably' the slimiest of the slimiest of the
degenerates, but they do theirs discreetly, and America has
dona pulled the cover off of them. Yeah, oh yeah, them
Englishmen went, Over

;
here and' said we deplore your action

on ; letting that murderer go . And Engl and is the boss of
murderers. ' -

"
,

.

r
* .

"I've never understood you American white folks.
You don't even know how to be no bigot. But you .

•
* (next few words, unintelligible) , get blamed -fOrr if.

You don't know how to be no bigot. - And- everybody in the
history of the world who had some slaves was able to keep
their slaves for 5,000 years. You couldn't keep us in'

slavery 100 years.: You 1re a lightweight chumps

"And the Englishman is the world's number one
bigot but he's, learned the- one mark of .intellectuality,
he's learned hoW to disagree agreeably,. The- number one
killer on the. face of this earth is that Englishman.
But these heathens over here, they upset London< so bad then
“they just had to say,.. Hey, wait a minute. Let the whole
world know we ain't with. them.

"Yeah, I know England was upset, yeah. Even over
there in Algiers last week, trying to trick them niggers out
of some oil, and America messed up with that Calley trial and
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took the coyer off of them. You youngsters got. a big jog.

My generation, is responsible -for the Calleys* And
your generation with, a moral commitment and integrity
got to see to it that there'll be. no more Calleys ;in your
generations

.

* •-
, ,

"If you think the way of solving the, problem, of .-,

'wrong is by rewarding it like it was right,- then you let

somebody stick up a bank; one day and get caught. Say
you’re all; right and let. him go. The next day he sticks up
another one and kills somebody and gets in the electric
chair

,

r
which if you had got him and punished him- the first

time -he might be alive today.

"You youngsters got a big job. i say to ypu you

have va. big 30b in. America and because the, very faith and;

destiny of America depends, on you young folks. Not just

in America, all over the world we’ve left you youngsters

a mess, to clean up'. YoU can always, tell what man has messed

up because he always passes laws against it.' Anything man

dirties up, he. passed laws- so he don’t, have to see ‘it. -
,

That’s why black folks got so many laws passed against us.

Man messed us up so bad he » don’t want to see us. Why do,

ypu think the Indians got so many laws passed against them?

We dirtied - up the; Indians so bad we don’t want to see them.

Why, do you think you women got so many laws passed against

you? We dirtied you up so bad;. Why do you think sex got so

many laws passed against it? Because we dirtied up- sex* and

sex organs so bad we don’t even ;Wpnt to see it. Anything

man dirties up he don ’ t want to see it..

j 1

"I'll pull my shoes, and, socks off and walk out

of here tonight; at 5Q below zero, and everybody will say

Dick Gregor7*,is cr,azy-. I'll come around the building ,

pome in* fake toff my tie; my shirt and my coat* my T-shirt,

walk out there 50 below zero, nothing on my back* nothing

on., my phest, bairefdoted, and say phy this nigger has rdally
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gone crazy. .1*11 come back In, take, .off. my pants, walk
out -there with a pair of shorts on, 50 below zero. And
everybody says huh huh, civil rights done ran him crazy.
I'll come back in and take my shorts off and walk out
their naked;. I ain't crazy no more. Now i go to ijail.

"Why do you think they put, me: in jail now., because
they- don't want me to catch a cold? Because I dared show a

(

sex organ* that man. has dirtied up. Anything man dirties
.up he don't, want to see.

"See, I c.an waik out. there with my chest out and

hothingfhappens . you women better not walk out there with
your titties showing the, way we* dirtied them up. I'm right.

And the day we men learn how to dirty up our brveasts>like-

we dirtied -up- -yours, that?s. when We have to put .little

bandaids on. when we go out too.

"Why do we make you- women wear all them clothes?
We dirtied you up so bad. That's Why y'all scared .us With^

t.h|m .miniskirts-; We didn't know what y'all were going to

shbw Us. Yeah; that thing, kept getting. -up. ,and up, whew!

Well I must say you ladies, we haven't dirtied up, your sex

organ as much as we've dirtied up purs. Of course, you -women

are not aware of how much we dirtied up our sex .organ because

you never get to see us that much

.

"•If you women 'co.uld just see men when they go t.o

the men's room.' Yeah, it's an awful sight.. They yoU, wojitd

really understand, what we mean when a cat. •dirties, up
something he don't want to see it,. A cat walks into the

men ' s< room; the first thing he does is look around and make

sure .ain't hobddy looking; Then he walks all the -way up into

the stall and after he, gets all Way in the stall., he zips

his pants dbvm. You can tell when' something happens because

he starts looking^Up at the ceiling.

12
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"Oh, if ,the women '-s lib, one night while the men
were sleeping could slip into all the men's rooms and put
mirrors up oh the wall , the c at run there the next morning

’ and say whew, whew! What happened Charlie? I saw it, I
saw it,. I saw it! -

** *

"Anything man dirties up he passes. laws against
it. That's right, i waok out here at night and walk'

across the street and walk up to a tree and zip- my pants
down and start peeing on the tree. And I really tried to
find a way of saying^ peeing, on the tree than peeing on
the free, but there's no. other way of saying peeing pri a

tree fhah peeing on .a tree. I had. one old woman one night
•say you could say' passing your Water,; 1 said hell., lady,.

I can spit and do that.
• *

5-.

"But I walk up to the tree and zip, my pants
down and. sfart peeiiig on the tree. What do you think happens?
Here come the cops; . All right, put both your -hands up.

Damn you boy , i, baid both of them. Nhat, you got in your other'

hand? If, I told you you wouldn't believe if. All .right,

okay officer, okay. Now I, go to jail,, right? Worldwide
news. Dick Gregory arrested, for what? Not peeing, on the
tree, you know> there's ho law against peeing in public.

4 % went to jail' fpr indecent exposure. I dared show a sex
prgah that man had dirtied up.

"There is. no;' law against peeing. l ean stand
here tonight and pee in tny pants, and they can't put me in
jail. That Vs right; ,As a matter of fact all of y'al-1 -could

pee -In your' clothes right there. The state .legislature

would be upset. That nigger c.ame in and xan, them crazy.

They peed all over the room. Yeah, We could- all go to the

airport in New York and get on one of them Boeing 747 's and

fly to. Paris, France and, pee all the Way -across the Atlantic.
Dig it now, it Vs .vesry* important what we're talking about.
%

*

13
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"Man has dirtied up sex so' bad: that liobody wants
to talk about it. Nobody admits they do it. Nobody could
get here oh the face of this earth, without sex. Nobody
admits it. How'd you get here Charlie? X was published.. .

Everybody do it and nobody admit it. IWhat did yoh do last,

night? Mmmnimmi We lie to our. tfL&s* Kids pome and' ask
us an honest# legitimate question. Mommy# how'd I get here?
Oh# ask your daddy.. Daddy# haw'd I get. here? The stork*,

brought you# get the hell out of here.

•'We've dirtied up sex that bad. .Nobody wants to
talk hbout it. They lie about it. Nobody wants to see the
sex organs', big it, .We're bbrn with hex organs that give,
us the magnificent ability to, recreate human life.- Can: yo.u

believe that man has. dirtied up this so- bad that .nobody
wants to talk about it? Do you believe that the only '.people

that would have the ability to, have babies #. you have to be-

..worth; 50 million dollars' and pay 10/ million dollars to go. way
up ;on a .mountain and let a certain sun:- shine on: you- arid then
you could give new life* Oh* everybody, would say oh# how
wonderful that, is. But you know#, the .poorest and' the richest
man can create new life# and we dirtied up sex organs so- bad.

* * *

* "Have you ever asked yourself how can the creation,
be dirty? How can a. sex organ that gives you the ability to
create new life be so dirty that you passed a; law that if
somebody shows it they, go to jail? I • 11 tell you how. Man
did, not use his, sex organs for creation , He uses it ,fpr

recreation. Yeah# that's* why we got all the harig--.ups^nqw>

»
*-*•*

„

1

*

"I say to you' youngsters tonight in America#
you have a big job. Yep#, the very faith and- destiny of
America depends on you* Oh# you heard them talking about
the many problems confronting America today. Many people *

seem to’ think some, of the, problems can't 'be solved* I say *

to you young folks in America today that every major problem

14
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in America tonight was created by man, which means these
problems can be solved overnight if* you young folks
decide to solve these problems with honest, ethical
statesmanship ability and not this sick, tired degenerate
political muscle. - .

*That's what the 'problem' is in America today.
The same slimy, degenerate political forces that's created
all the problems is now telling, us they can't solve, them..
You're damn right. Hell, the Democrats and the Republican
party is too degenerate and unfit to govern this country
any more; 'That ? s why America is about 18 months, to 2 years
away from:

&

dictatorship. I know that sounds strange to. you
now. You ain't going, to believe .it now because you're so
busy in-; little- petty things you can ' t see the handwriting
on the wall ; Every newspaper in America rah the story that
every governor: in America had a tap on his phone. Who .

in,-,the hell do yoja think is tapping the governor' s phones
in America? * The Black- Panthers? Congressmen, are complaining
now Ji Edgar Hoover is tapping their phones,. What do, you
think all that's, abqut?- *

"Arid that's another sad mark ori the American
mentality. .People all over the world kriow J. Edgar Hoover
is one of the slickest, slimiest degenerate freaks that's
walked the face of this earth, arid you damn Americans got
that freak all built up like he is the ideal American image.
You've 'got to be out of your .mind,; -One day you're going- fb
find out about Hoover.., One day you're going to, find out
.about that sick; perverted, pimp.

"Yeah, if sourids furiny because you. don't kriow -about
him and it don't do any good for me to fell you. about him
.because where your mind is, you wouldn't even* believe it.
But it's going to break because you c'an't keep a1 slimy
creep like that hid for too long a time; He's, been in

15
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his: halo for 40 some years perpetrating his si imy tricks ,

on the American public.. You're going to find out about him
now. It's going to blow a lot of your minds..

" And when the CIA overthrows this government
we can't blame nobody but, ourselves#, other- than young kids#
but us oid folk's, ^he last lob years every time we gd\to *

the polls to vote# for 100 years every time we go- to '

, vote# we end up voting for the lesser, of the two evils.
Try that for 100 years. You've got to end up with the evil,

or the evil.

,

t
"You just, watch that political arena. In order

to; become, a U;-S. Senator today you must spend '2. millibn
dollars campaigning to get -a 55 thousand dollat a year job.
Hell#,- I know people can't even count got enough sense to
figure' that out. And Rockefeller in New York. City spent .

8 million dollars campaigning to become the Governor of
’ New York again. Hell# for 8 million dollars I could have

v . ran for God# and won; - , .

'.Oh# .that's another trick we have made out of
this country. We have really made a trick, out of God.
We start off tricking with God with little kids five years
old- I pledge allegience to the flag of the United States
of America, one nation# under God. You got to be out of your .

mind.' Do you really believe this is a nation under God?.

Why# at this very moment we got Indians across this country'
locked up on reservations going through some iiihumane conditions

. unparalleled any place else in the world and you are really
slimy enough, and sick, enough and degenerate enough to believe
that this hotkey country is a, nation under God. There, isn't
another country in the world where the people that harvest
the: crops is dying from malnutrition# like here in America.
I tell ,you one thing#- if -this really# truly is a nation under
God#; I sure as hell would hate t.o see one under the devil.

J * 4
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“And since NIXON wants- tb be such a. good American#
there’s a Whole lot of things he could be doing for this
country other than letting Some murderer out of jail. He
cOul'd have got you out of Vietnam. Sitting- and reading the
paper today, Senator said-he believed NIXON's speech is
‘gping to announce, that by 1972 they’re going to withdraw
ail the troops. £p you believe,. I mean these young kids#
do y.pu know what that means? That means they're going to
keep you youngsters in Vietnam getting you killed until it-

gets time to election and then they're going to bring
everybody home. If that ain't a damn shame. He can bring
you out to help win an election, but he can't bring you out
to help keep you alive.. If the federal Presidential election
wasn't to be held again until 1980., we wouldn't even consider
coming out of Vietnam, until. 1979.’ *

,
*

"If NIXON really wants to do, something for Americans,
what he..^should do, is get on television .one. night and release
a list of all the dope pushers, in America. Yeah* that, would
he 1 • (unintelligible),. And don't think, NIXON copldn'f
find out who the dope pushers ate if he. wants to. I don’t
think I've ever been in this town before* I haven't been

t here two hours yet,? and I could leave, here how and go* out and -

find some connections tb make me some, stuff. I know if I .
-

can coming to this old hick town and make connections in ,

fifteen minutes to get. some stuff, as dumb as If*am, I'm
sure NIXON with; all his - intelligent boys can; find all the

.pushersr.across' the country. Damn Army would not admit they're
runnihg dossiers and files on 25 million Americans. I can't
believe that they ain't got no dope pushers 1 in the files. I
can't believe they :got everybody but. the dope pushers. E0>
if he Wanted to know, who's pushing the dope all he's got to

do. is, go and ask the Army. Say, give me your dossiers on •;

the dope pushers. Say, well we haven't got them. Say,

vjell who’ re you watching. Priests?
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"If NIXON really wants to do something, to help this
pouhtry to show his patriotism to American Americans, what
he ought to do one day is walk down to the Pure 'Food and

- Drug Administration and get that list of additives and chemicals
and pdisohs, that the federal government permits the food.

•chains to put into your food that's wiping you out every day.
To release that list to you. Yeah, that would do you a lot
of good.

"I'm sure, us Americans would be much better off
knowing that there- are documented evidence in the Surgeons
General's, Office, been there for ..twenty years, that proves
beyond the shadow of a doubt that there is more stomach
•cancer caused: in America every day frqm.dfinking coffee
than lung cancer from smoking .cigarettes. And i*'m sure
yqu coffee drinkers would be happy to know that, wouldn't
you?

* -
. _

-

"As a matter of fact, if NIXON really- wanted to

,
do something, what he should do is release that real cigarette

'-report. Because y' all-are down here in .Nqrth Carolina where* .

•they perpetrated -that tricks I bet y'all don't even know
about it. Some of you probably do. I'll bet if they gave.

-you that real cigarette report, baby. I'll bet you would

have Quite smoking overnight. Yeah, that report that scared

a couple- of people, that was the compromise report. So
you. can imagine what the real one was all about,, couldn't

you? Cigarette smoking .Causes canper^—that's the second
most detrimental effect. If they had told you the. number
one effect tobacCp has on the human body*- I'll g.et you would
have give them- up. If they had told you the number one
-.detrimental effect tobacco and ni.co.tine have on your body*,

if-destroys your sex organs, i'll bet you would have, quite
-smoking. overnight if you could have got that true report,

don't you? - •
,

18
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"That's why the Russians# every now and then y.ou

•read in the paper where the Russians# 80 per cent of' the
Russians# quite smoking overnight. They sure 'ate strong.
They ain't strong. -The Russians just released; the real
report.; Hell#, you'd .quit too. That's right. I don't have
to tell you right here in North Carolina.

"You hear the. cigarette company keep saying
cigarettes# don't you .hear them saying tobacco don't
cause cancer? You've heard them inake that statement?
They ain.'t lying. Tobacco do not cause cancer,. -No#

Cigarette smoking causes cancer. ‘

"Let me explain,, it to you. You in this sfSte#
you really should know it. You ever been around anybody
smoking Bull (unintelligible) .?,* You notice, when
you put the Bull . (tihihtelligible), down. ,dn the
ashtray and quit puffing' oh it, it goes out? You. ever- notice
that? Have. you. been around anybody .smoking a pipe?' .And whe‘h- -

?

you quit puffing, .on the pipe the. tobacco goes out. It is
* ‘

normal for tobacco to .go out, when you ain't puffiner oh.lt.
I teii you what '•s causing; cancer in Yotar chest# these stinking#
filthy# degenerate cigarette industry folks decided they're,

going to come up with a way- to make, your .cigarette burn .when

you wasn't puffing on it, bei^g that it's normal* fojr tobacco *

,t.o go ouf when you ain't puffing on- it and it's the, damn-
chemicals that they add to -the paper and the chemicals they
add* to the tobacco to make your damn, cigarette burn when, you ,

•ain't puffing on it is what's .causing caiicer of your chest
and the federal government knows about it because they okayed -

them slimy# degenerate, freaks.
,

*
’ ~

‘ ~ *'
. t <

* -

,
w*-

"That's what we're talking about. How come you -

Americans can't find that out# since we got a President *

that's so patriotic and so , ;
•

i -f

-
. i? '

..
^

* *«-
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"As a matter of, fact* if NIXON really wants to
- do something to help America one night while everybody in.

Washington, D. C. is asleep* why don • t he slip down there
to the building .

where the archives is kept and take the hinges*

off the door and get that JOHN* KENNEDY file and get on
television early one^morning 'arid explain* to ypu Americans

what is ,in the JOHN KEifeimJY file that is so horrifying they

can’t release it to you for. 100 years* I’m. sure America

would be much' better off tonight kriowihg that the CIA was

involved with the assassination of your President than having

.some murderer send out of the stockade back to hie quarters.
V ' ' *

' 4

. "You youngsters; got ,a big job. And yoU haven’t .

got much time. Just keep your eye on: them politicians.

I’ll be honest With* you* I could never vote for DICK NIXON
' but i sure am, glad ha is President. ,i don • s

t:-;knrpW' ho * .man

alive today I’d rather see get President other than DICK

i^IXONi That’s right*, i; mean it;j 1 couldn’t have voted for
•him* but see i* looked .at DICK’ NIXON when he was campaigning.

, He just had, I could jUsf t.ell the Way he Ipoked, if. he ever
t

, beeaWa president of thfe United States he sure was. going to
?

.put a hurting; on white fpiks. You. know, I don’t have to tell*

..you . You know .white folks' is hurting: more today in this
country than ever before in the history of America. I go

across- the country every day. I see more white folks crying

today than ever before. * I see white folks, doing things I used

tO see nobody doings but niggersy shaking their head'.

* \ _ r

"I didn’t realize how bad things was until this

morning. I jumped oh the plahe and. was walking to. my- seat

and* an old white -cat sitting, there looked at me and said

can I speak with you my brother. I said .your what? Things

got so, bad I’m your brother now;. And When everything , was

all right I was, the .nigger and* the coon. Things :got so messed

up .I’m the brother now. . -

20
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"So,I looked at him and said yeah, what ’s happening
my rman? He said they’re really messing up all of us. I

said who., the Black Panthers? He eaid no,; NIXON and them. -

I said I don’t even want to discuss that. That’s white .

.folks 1' business. He said well he '"s messed up the money-,

it’s black folks’ business too. I said what do you mean by
that? He said black folks ain’t got ho money. I said don't
bother i whatever money we ain't got y'all can't get. He
said but I was 1 reading in the Wall Street journal this, mornirig

that at the rate we're going we're headed into another
depression. I said y'all might be* We never came out of the
last one. Oh, NIX§N has messed with the money arid you ain't
seen nothing yet before he gets through with us € before 72
gets here that silent .majority is going to be ohe .of the .most

vpdai groups you ever .heard iri; the’ history of America. Arid

not another man on the face of this earth would have, became
your President arid got to messing with your jolly green Jesus.
*

t

* f

s/ Jr

- "Oh, we, know what yofr God is in this couritrySfarid-

ypu fake .
.out and got all them churches on every corner and

wearirig all. them, old crosses arid ; that .old cross, on the hill
comes in it riow. The whole world is hip to you, knows what,

your God is . I've always wondered) what is inside .of fhese
churches' other than God that makes them l-pck them -up at night
so I cari’lt steal at;. I tell you what, I. tell you what your
jolly green J.esus' .is, that driron Calley, that damn Calley
riot would -have gone to Vietnam had he taken him. a flame't

thrower and walked into the New York City and. walked into
the* Chas.e’’Manhattan barik arid burned up all the money> they'd
"have: had his ass so far under that jail tonight you'd have to
pump air down to, him.- I. know what You God is in America -

"What do yoii think would have happened to Calley
had he ;not killed them people in the ditch,, if he* carried
them .bazookas to the Space Center and- ... - (unintelligible)

and* blew up that moon rock?
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"If you want to know what/ yourGod is in America
Sunday morning when -you go, to church, this is your good
freak-put day for church, oh everybody people that don't
eyen mean it will be going, Sunday. On your; way into your
church ..Sunday ,, oh your way in, pull -out ja. good old* piece
of American folding' money and hold it right, ‘.next to; your
church and see which one of these institutions- you're going
to find in God we Trust inscribed on it, your money or your
church. This is your God. If you don't believe that, you
let the churches in- America decide next week We ain't going
to church on Sunday no more, we're going on Monday. See who
will have the most people in them next Monday, the factory or
the church

;

' *
4

"Oh, we love the money ; This is one of the. few "

countries' in the world you, can kill your mama, get you some
money,, get you a good lawyer, walk into, an American courtroom
and plead temporary insanity and you damn hear beat the. case
every time., I tell you what you' better not, do in America.
You better hot forge no check and get caught and get you a
lawyer and walk into ah American courtroom and try- to, plead
temporary insanity. You kill your mama, you mightbe crazy,
boy., Ypu mess with the. money, you got good sense and we're
going to put you in jail. Oh yeah, we love the money.

f

1

»

"You know, you do in this, country, hpw you can
slipl in some old woman's house tonight and! take k poker and
hit her in the head and. beat, her to death and* fob her and get
a .nickel. Tomorrow morning when America finds out you- killed,

that old woman oyer a 1 nickel this, country would be outraged i.

Rilled that old beautiful woman over a. nickel . You ought
to. give him the electric chair without a trial. Slip in
that same old woman's house tonight and rob her and hit hpf
in the head- with a poker and kil’l her and get 10 million
dollars.. Tomorrow morning when America finds Out. about that
money, everybody in this 'country would be saying she had'

np business with that kind of money around- the house..
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"I say to you' youngsters .tonight in America# you
got a big job. That's really what black folks' is. talking
about in America today.. Really talking about white folks;

reaction to us> I swear .tb you# we don't understand white
.folks' rfeactyLons to us today.. All,'atbpnce you got, a lbt .of

white folks- saying niggets have gone crazy. What's wrong
with them? I tell you one thing# niggers got more sense today
in America than ever in the history of1 this country. When
niggers were truly crazy, that's when most white folks’ .thought

we had some sense. Come here (unintelligible) #

come here nigger. That's when niggers were crazy# but most
white folks loved us then,.

-
,

‘-Now# .everybody' wonders what • s- wrong, with us

.

Damn good and well what' s wrong. Any old ^blatant idiot
knows America is a racist country that oppresses folks-.

Arid what* s wrong with us? We're reacting to the racism arid

the oppression, that's all..< I could understand white folks
getting uptight in America if we were .saying t.q white America#

you can't be *a- racist bo. more. Hell# I'd be upset too 5 if I

had been .
-

' .

.' (uniritelligibl e) that long and' somebody
told me I had to' quite. X can, understand America being upset
tonight if we tell America you can't oppress folks any more^
We. have riot told- America to stop oppressing people arid, we 've.

not said- to white folks you can't be a: racist any more. All
we've said is we-'re going to react to- racism arid oppression#,
that's, alii

,
-

\ i

< - t

’’And you run jip here tonight arid .cut my wfis.ts#

I might riot do nothing back to you'# but. my God don't get all.

.uptight because I'm bleeding- on your rug., just lopk at them
niggers. Every time you cut them they just bleed on yo.ur-

rugs . *

"Arid brie big problem iri America# a lot Of white folks

been, playing that nigger's game a little too long. Henry Cabot
running, around callirig- .me the- nigger and the copn as long as 1
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waS bleeding and that Was all right, ypu got a lot. of vhite
folks in America that, believe that I'm a nigger arid a >coon. -

Becauseyou believe something about me# don’t.make it true*;
What do you think,* would happen in America in the morning
df* all white folks" woke up believing every* black person-,
ih the black -ghetto got 10 million dollars: Do yoh think
that would make us rich# just cause you believed it? See#
a lot of people don't understand that the same universal
intelligence

-
bank that put white folks head together also put

black folks head together-.

"And that's -What. -my problem is in America today;
it’s the universal intelligence we have in our "head that
makes us react to these: insults. You. khow how insulting
it is to me Some nights when I'm laying in my bed trying;
to go to si eep and I get; to thinking about how a German killed
-jmy daddy ’during* World War II’. A german

,
killed my father in .

1942 . I was 10 years old then. I'm 38 years old, now. That,
means I would have gone 28 years without a daddy .which .

‘ s

really ain't; ho insult#’ because when daddies, go to war they
got to kill or be killed.

, The insult is that the same’.
*

German that could have killed my. father in 19,42 and made
me go 28 years without a daddy# that same Germah tonight you
would permit to come to my daddy's country and. live in a.

neighborhood you would not permit my daddy's boy in : We ,
-

say you got. to be sick#.
s
insane and out of your damn' mind. *

, ^
f

^
'

-
,

’ * n
_* * *

-"And that's what we're reacting to., Apd that Vs
your racism baby#, your insanity;. We're tired of these
insults. We're not saying don't insuit us. All we're. ,

saying is please have enough integrity to understand what,

we're going when you, see us running Put here* -We're
reac.ing to these insults. -

***

>

'

- ** '

1 r -

"Angela Davis in jail, tonight. I don't believe
Angela Davis is in jail because she's black# no. ' Just check
the records. You'll find out any time honest# decent folk
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book sick .degenerate .systems# they, riot only put- you in 'jail*
they'll kill you. too i If you ,don't believe that#* ask John
Brown. Can't get no whiter, than h,im. And the insult about
Angela Davis is the -fact that. -America has invited eleven white
Russians to- America: to sit in on the Angela Davis trial but
haven't invited ho black folks. They invited- eleven white,
fonkey Russians that, don’t -.give'a damn aboht you or your
white system# baby. Rruschev already told you# of course a
lot of you might have been a. little young when he said this#
he said he could have buried ybu when he was Premier# he'd
have been happy.. That, don't mean nothing-. You can relate
with white# yeah, regardless of what they're .going- to- do to.

you.
. t .

' •'

"I wonder what America's Reaction wouldhave been
had Lieutenant Calley been a Vietnamese, and them folks in the
-ditch been American white folks i it would have been a different
vbali game then wouldn't it? You know# if them; eleven vh it

e

Russians decide tpvtake America up end come to America, for
the Angfel a Davis trial, do you know they wouldn't search one,
of them Russians walking in- that courtroom every morning
like- they'd search, me? And dig it# baby#, I would, h'ever say
my ethics is, .any higher that the highest ethical man waoking
the face of the earth but I'll say this#: nay ethics is, .as

high as the highest# most ethical man walking the face Of •

this earth and if anybpdy don't need searching going* into a
courtroom# I'm. one of them.

'

.
* say we're tired Of these insults:. Angela .-Davis

was arrested under California law that, says if you're -involved
with a crime in any shape# ’-form or- fashion# you don't even have
to be on the:,sceffe when it is committed,# they*- can indict you
arid prosecute you for the same crime just like you was there*.

Now# I don't JOiow enough about: law to. know if, tha,t state law
would, hold up iri -the. U/. S. Supreme Court but„I got enough
universal intelligence in my head to know One thing# that
Sirhan Sirhan was apprehended, indicted# tried and convicted*
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in the state' of California for the assassination murder
of BOBBY KENNEDY, and in the course of the Sirhan Sirhan
trial it came out in .open, court that there was three
Other people involved with the gun that Sirhan sirhan used,

to.- murder BOBBY KENNEDY with, but to this very day in. the . .

state of California no one but Sirhan Sirhan has been
indicted and apprehended and convicted for the murder of
BOBBY KENNEDY but Sirhan Sirhan.. This is what we’re talking
about,- -

'’We’re talking about these insults, Every ;major

black community in America today the. police patrol our * ;

communities with' double barrel shotguns *. Listen tq me good,

now. Double barrel, shotguns was outlawed in the Geneva
Convention as a weapon -of war' because they were deemed too
inhumane,.. Police forces in this country Will come in my
black community with a double barrel shotgun^ a weapon that
this country would never, be permitted to use on your front-

line Of battle towards your most vicious enemy. .Now we’re;
not saying to white America fo.. tell ypur Cops to .get your
double barrel .shotguns ,out i We ain’t saying that. The
insult ig when Americans ask black, folks to have respect
for your local police, how in the hpl'l do you thing I’m going
.to. respect the man that carries a weapon through- my community
that you wouldn’t be permitted to carry on the, front line of
battle and shoot a Viet. Con#’?-' You’ve got to be out. of your
mind. >

*• -"We’re saying we’re tired of these insults. We ’-re

tired :6f the insults of civil rights, legislation.. Do you
know how insulting that is? You white folks in America are
going to get, your rights, from the U. S. .Constitution. We
black folks are going t'o get ours pn the civil rights bill.
Hell ; that's racial segregation. We are^making: progress.
If it' s so- good> why don't you- take* it home and give it to
your mama? All that civil rights legislation means today
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is for 100' years the man has changed my dollar for 32 cents,

arid now today he's- giving me .64 cents, but the difference

is I 'can count today* I don't want ho '64 cents .change for
*
a, dollar . I’m going to stop the cheat i I'm going to get. me

, a*, lull dollar 's change- for a dollar or I’m going- to try to

fix it so this cask regis^errswould never ring sagainv
t . p

* T

"As you read that civil rights legislation, it

gets , eVen more' insulting. Take that 1964 Public Accommodations

bill that the Senate and the Congress passed. The black folks

haYe a right tq sleep "in any/motel, black folks have a right

to sleep in any hotel,, bl.ack folks have a right, to eat in any

restaurant, but when it came to bars and taverns we. weren't

covered. Now why. do you think they didn't; coyer us -under ,

hark and taverns in the 64 Public Accommodations bill? Do

you think the “Sjeriators and Congressmen know how bad alcohol

is on the body .and love black folks so much they didn't want

us getting, involved? I tell you why we weren't covered under

that 64 civil rights bill with/bars' and taversn because that

white woman goes’ in- them bars and taverns, and you know it*'s

'enough sixk .white mentality in this country to believe

that when; the white woman gets two shots of alcohol in her
- belly she wants to give me her body. "And what we're trying

to say to white America, since that white sister of. yours

Seans to be your damn hang-up , why in the hell didn't you

pass a law to keep heir out of them tavefsn and leave me alone?

"That's- what- we'fe.talkdftg . abput. We're talking '

about we're tired of these ihsults. And now 'we're, .getting

a : lot of white folks doming; to us saying what y'gll want

us to call y ? ail ? Negro or colored: or black? You can

,

call us anything you want to call us. We’re ’just saying

it’s safe to use the word black. And, we don't mean to -put

no white Americans in no imposition or nothing 1 ike that,

but we've looked around at you and we notice you White folks,

have little tag names y'all call one another for identification

and. if you take that little tag name and stretch it all the
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way back it will always end up going to a piece of land.
German--Germany, isn't tbat clever? .Italian—Italy, ain't
that it? Let's try one* Irishman--Irel and . Negro—who?
Negro takes, me back to a sharecropper's shack- And so all we
say is just call me black. And iP nothing else, I can identify
with night, time.

"Understand we ? re tired of these. insults. We're
tired of the Inconsistencies. Do you realize the inconsis-
tencies white folks use in this country? George Wallace
came up North, in the last Presidential election and got so
many white folks to vote *for him they blamed him on us.
Hen/ come you think George Wallace got so many votes from
white folks up North? Bunch of bigots, hell no.. Black
folks created ,a white backlash. That'.s what did it. Oh
you ain't seen nothing yet till NIXON gets through with you;

in 72. You're going to blame him oh us. I can just see it

now# it you niggers, hadn't scared us, we wouldn't have voted
for him* '

"I'm talking about the inconsistencies, about the
inconsistencies df the ways we fight wars today. I really
learned a lesson last month/ For the first time in my life
I realized last month that you can take your mighty Air
Force to another man's country and bomb the hell out of him.

but as long as you don't use no ground troops,, it 's not
considered an invasion. That's an incursion (phonetic) . And
what; upset me, fs I got. to realize how smart the Japanese
was back in 1941. They didn't use no ground troops. Their
air force bombed Peral Harbor and we Were so dumb and stupid
we though it was an invasion and declared war on them folks.

"I didn't know what incursion meant until about
ten days ago,, it means you going to get whooped. And NIXON
sure got caught in> the tree^ He' s sitting on, the television
said- yes, the Laotion incursion is coming along just; as we
expected it. The same time he's saying, that the South Vietnamese
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is getting whopped, so bad' they’re jumping on the outside of \
the pl-ane trying to get out. Now you know it’s bad enough
to jump on the outside of a plane to just, land, but hell#
they jump oh the outside of a plane that’s fixing, to take
off..

’’ '
' "

'•
’

"I'm talking about these inconsistencies.? about'
the 'inconsistency of World War II.. World War II we fought
the Japanese and the Germans. There were German citizens
living in America and there were Japanese citizens living
in America. We arrested all the- Japanese citizens- in
America but not all the German citizens^ in America,. We're. -

talking about these inconsistencies., Put all the*"Japanese
in jail but no Germans. I believe we did that because America
is- a racist country; Now I might be wrong.

1

t

I'm talking aborit the inconsistencies,, talking— ,

about the inconsistency of the Vietnamese war-. ARd the way/
we Americans feel .towards the North Vietnamese and, the Viet
Cong that every time onte- pf your red-blpp.ded: American boys
gets shot down, oyer the skies of Hanoie, with a Sam (phonetic)
missile, he got shot down with asmissile that was made,
manufactured, and hand carried free of charge from your white
friends in Russia -to them folks in North Vietnam. How come ,

you ain’t mad at the. Russians? 98 per cent of all the
ammunition and all' the equipment the North Vietnamese and *

the Viet Cprig get to* kill you with comes frpm the. Russians,,
but you ain’t mad at the Russians. Are ydu, fSally that insane
That you .know I’m paying somebody to attack, your loved - ones
ybur Wife and your family, but yon ain’t mad at me# just' mad
at them arid, every day we go to dinner ; See, we still bring --

the Russian Ballet to America.. /We still bring the Russian
track team to America; What we’re trying to say. is we believe
if 98 per cent of all the -weapons, arid equipment the North. Viet
namese and the Viet Corig was getting in the last five years -*
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was coming from Ghana we believe- this country would have
declared, war on Africa four years ago.,

"We're talking about .these inconsistencies.
We* re. talking about , the inconsistency of Muhammad All, I.

mean. Cassius '.Clay.. I forgot, we. can'*t rerriemb,er Muhammad
Ali. But if he had' chose a good nigger name like Jabo .Jones

I bet you would.have remembered that;
» *

- "Now we are talking about these inconsistencies.
Muhammad All becomes -heavyweight champ of the wcrld. He
lived in Louisville,. Kentucky at the time. His boxing
.contract was, owned by eleyen white multi-millionaire businessmen
in. Louisville i tone day- Muhanunad; Ali. received his;- induction-

notice, from the Louisville draft Board.: Happily Muhammad
Ali rushed down to, the Louisville draft board. Happily’
they examined, him and, happily- they found him to be 4-F;
Nobody in, America accused him of being unpatriotic... Nobody-

v

in America accused, hija of being disloyal.; ' Nobbdy in America
even- questioned how, the heavyweight champ .of- the 'World could
be; dnfit ft fight . Qne day -Muhammad Ali' s cbntracf .ended;

‘ with the eleven white businessmen in Louisville. Instead of
him renewing his contract With the white, businessmen in
Louisville, he signed a new contract with- some black businessmen
in, Chicago. The Louisville draft board called him to come on
back, they, Wanted to re-examine him.- He Went back. They
re-examined him and- this, time they found him tp be 1-A.
I'm talking, about your inconsistencies. As- .long as. .the white
folks owned Muhammad. Ali * s. contract he didn' t have to get
involved With the military-, but the minute the black folks own
it, it ' s a different, ball game,.

J,We're tired of these inconsistencies. You. know
. -the biggesf surprise I ever had in my life happened to me
last summer-.. I wentf6 Africa, for the first time I- I mean i
Went, to; Africa super-black: Had my natural -

_

(unintelligible)' and -my dashiki was laying there, and I gpf
• With some young .black dudes in Chicago and they taught me
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thfe latest handshakes through the leg, around the back, the
whole scene, you know. The biggest surprise I ever- had,

I eg all the way to Africa around black folks forthe first
time in my life, only to fiiid out I ain't nothing but a white
boy. And that ain't tunny. That's a hell of a surprise.
I don't have no black hang-ups. All jny hangr-ups are white.

Get all the way to Africa to find out I ain't nothing but

a chocolate-covered white boy. That's right,, i ain't got$!j

no black hang-ups. Ail jny hangups are white.
t

"You see in Africa they have no homosexuality.
SO consequently the men walk down the -street holding one

another's hands and I don't have to tell you what happened,

to ,me every time one of them men grabbed my hand-. I sure,

hope the boys back home don't see this. No see, I had no

black hang-ups i. All my hang-ups are white. And I tell you
something els.e. you betfcernot ever go. to Africa and put your

hand or your mouth on a woman's titty. No honest, ethical

ciyilized human being would ever stoop to the level of using-

a woman's breast for anything else other than to feed nature's,

new life. Only sick, slimy, insane, degenerate creeps would
eyer stoop to the level ofi;,using a woman's breast as a sex
hangr-up. So I said this, I better get back home where all

my hang-ups are legal.*

"No, I say to you youngsters you, got a big job.

This is what black folks is talking about in America today.

We're talking about controlling the black community.

We ain't talking about controlling the white community,
no, we're talking' about controlling the black community.
.My God, what are we- talking about that for? White folks

start accusing, us of being separatists. Well, we -been

separated in America for 400 years and all at once" we're
going to get blamed for separatism. Yeah, you got a lot of

white folks in America just act like two years ago black
folks and white folks were just living next door to one
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another and going to school with one another. Two years’

.

ago we got mad; at you* sad. damn you whitey,* and we all
moved to a black ghetto by ourselves*, right? We say to *

you folks that's concerned about separatism in America* '

. J--
Since you're so concerned about separatism*. hoW^iCome. you're'

'*

not concerned about the Indian that's up -there on that .

'

reservation? You can’t get no more separate than that.
Oh*, that don ! t bother you. That's America doing it. If

..you want to get the Indian off the reservation in the morning*
you'll get him off. Get that Indian off that reservation
in the morning, you let that Indian hold a press conference

,
tonight; and get on-, television and say me like res.ervationi.
Don't want no .more whit.e foiks on reservaioh. You'd' have-
an army up there about midnight and run him off . . <>..

„

-

"

' /
‘ - - _

v
'

/
« ‘‘As long as you '.re doing it it Vs okay*. E|id you

ever see a television show* called the Dating Game? . See, that
show? 'Every time a black contestant is on that show* the three-,

guests* just always happen to be black. That ain't -racism a- - -
-

,

That don 't bother nobody a That' s the system. I, tell, ybu what*
would bother Americans* You let me go on. that show next

,

week and you find out that I refused to work that show. J

because they had .a white woman on and I want three black soul*'

sisters. .Oh* you never would; hear the end of it.
.

'

7

S
I - . .

"Ypii know a black man, can't drive .a railroad train
in America? - That don't bother nobody. And as. dumb as some *

’
^

white folks think niggers is, you don't, need %do much qense "

to drive a damn ^railroad train. All you. got to do is follow
the damn track. And as dumb as the railroad industry is* did *

you see last month where; they lost 270 boxcars? How in the? - .

hell are you going to lose 270' boxcars? And then -J. -EDGAR i ,

HOOVER -gets on television and announces wev found them. »

-J

Weil that ain't no big, thing. My ^Little fiv.er-year-old

-

daughter could have fbund. them. All you got to do- is :shibw

them the track, they started on. Where in the hell are ybU
going to take, 270 -boxcars, in your basement?

"
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"We're talking about controlling' the black
community. Thaf.s right. We say give us black cops in the
black- community. Everybody says that's separatism. Call
it What you want, to call it. We cal-1 it being -smart*. Now
you’re going to. say we know why you want black police in
the black community, police, brtthiity.; faostof$you white
folks don • t know what police brutality is as far as We are
concerned. A lot pf white folks think police brutality
is the whooping. It can't be the whooping as far as we're
concerned because up until recently the average bla: k cops
in the black ghetto was equally as brutal if not more brutal
than the. White cop was, -And not Pnly Would the black

- cop Whoop me,/ he knew where -to hit* Yeah.

"You're running, through the ghetto-, a white cop
jump out ofhis squad car .and chase me and catch, up with me
and. take, his night sti,ck and hit me- across my head, would
damn near break his .stick .every time. A, black pop chases
me and catch me and catch up with -me,; lie' d beiat, down on my
bare feet pn my corns; That's right;. that-'s the Worst
thing a .nigger got his- his- feet*. That's right.. You white
folks has. had us walking, on them for 4d0 years working.
Niggers' feet so bad it's? all back on his heels, all over
on his ankles. Ypu. white, folks, oh,, ain't he cool, ain't
he got rhythm.. -

"We say give us black cops in the black, communities;.
At beast when, that black cop is knocking- me down he- ain't 7

calling me. no nigger while he'e whooping; me. Give a

black cop in my community and at least When he. pulls, my
car over for- a moving violation he do not refer to my' Wife
as gal .- I say give, me a black Cop in my community so. when
I'm driving down the/street with my 1 ight-complected bl ack -

-sister, he don't take me through some .changes like that, white
cop do thinking it's a white Wpman.
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"Do you know how insulting that is?' Especially
to me. You hate a black woman in the car and is light
complected and that old white racist cop thinks it’s a white
woman/ he. got, to take me through some, changes. Pull over
boy. For-what? And this really irisultj^ -me. -because %his
thoroughly cbnvihc.es me when I was growing Up In- my little
hometown you don't want no nigg.ers. 'fcbiing with no white
woman. I ain't never had no white woman, don't never want
one. If she's .your hang-up* you can take her to the moon
if you want to and get her the hell on out of my face.

"I'm so damn sick and tired of these insults.

I'm really behaving nice, man. Sitting there with this
black woman in my car and the. white cop thinks it's. a. white
woman. He's got to take me through all those insults just

beoaus,e his great great grandfather didn't have, enough
.decency to keep his, ass put of the slave tent. Yeah*
just understand, one. things That's how we- got, this light,

you knoy;. There's a, lpt of white .folks with- the illusion that
niggers got, this light because, %e just rape 'you. But you
knp\f, that's, how, we, got this lights right? Slave jumping on

the master's wife, right? Yeah* come here Mrs. Ann., -What

y'all want Mr. Slave? You knpw.. Again? Yeah.

"There's a Whole lots Of white folks in America
with the madness and the illusion that every niggers wants;

to tape ybuii I had it happen to me last -month coming out

of my office in New Yprk.City. I come out of. the j.C.
Penney Building i I get on the elevator on the 40th floor
by myself . Elevator stops at the 39.th floor and ah old
white woman, gets on.,, 90 years old, on crutches and a foot
missing. She- get ph and see me and- say Ahh. She tried to
get off and I just held the door. I said lady, you've

really got tb be putting me on.- -I mean I heard, of wishful
thinking. \
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"We're talking about controlling the black
community. It’s very important to, us. See# they bean
giving tests , in the black ghetto across this country
where they’ve been, asking five-year-ol.d<jblack kids to draw
pictures of themselves#., and nine times out of ten them. -

little kids draw an animal, it’s a hell of a thing * A
system so vicious that it warps a little child’s mind
to the extent that when you ask him to draw a picture
of himself he draws an animal ; We're talking about
controlling that black community so one day you’ll ask a

little black kid to draw a picture of himself and the only
reason .that picture won't look like, him' will be because
he can't draw, it’s very important to us.

• i

" Have you ever# I guess you have# you've seen a
picture of Beulah haven't you? The picture of' Aunt Jemima?
Seen the picture of Uncle Ben? Listen to me good now#,

because then you'll understand Why we talk about, controlling
the black community. If you don't know what I*m talking
about# go to the supermarket, and get you them three products
with Beulah# Aunt, Jemima# and Uncle Ben on it. You know#
Uncle Ben got on. a tuxedo and Uncle Ben got on a how' tie. -

You know Uncle Ben ain't fat. Do you think it's an accident
you made my mart look better than my two- women? We watch •

you very closely in America# and we notice you ain't never
used nc> fat#, out-of-shape hillbilly white woman: to advertise
nothing for you. Why do you want to take them liberties
with me? That's what we're talking, about# baby.

"We're talking about controlling the black
community. That might not be ho hang-rup to. you white folks

to go to your supermarket and buy some baby food# but it's

a hell of a hang-up for us ., Have you ever bought some baby
fOod in a black ghetto? What picture is On our baby food?

A white baby. What the hell ate you sellihg# white babies
or turnips?
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"And so We say . . .

* (unintell igible) , we
haven't got time to explain our actions to- white folks that
misunderstand what we 1 re doing. Stokely Carmichael and
Rap Brown- came through one day and, said hi ack is beautiful ,.

and we all sa,id black is beautiful.* And white folks all

across the country got all uptight,. And you didn’t even -

know wha,t he was. saying.. You live way over in some .old

white racist, segregated neighborhood. You don’t know
nothing about us. Many white folks thought that we were
talking about bl,ack was beautiful at the expense that white wag
ugly. We ain’t got ho hang-ups with your coloij. You’re the
one that’s got the hang-up, Yoifre the only man In the history

of the world that fell in love with your skin. Only man
walking around talking about I’m a. white man. Everybody

else says, Russian, I ?m a Russian . . , (next few words
unintelligible),. I’m a white man. Fell in love with your
skin and then denied- me the pleasure to fall in love with
mind

.

"Everything black something's wrong with it.

Black market,, blackball
'
yoh, angel, food?*' dake is always

lights devils food* 'Cake is always, dark..

"I say to* you. We were not saying black was

beautiful at the expense of saying white was ugly. It's

unfortunate you white folks, live so far away from us and

don ' t know nothing, about us . We were saving black was

beautiful because up until five years ago, even we was

convinced that black was- ugly. * And we was running around

with our lips all tucked in because you white folks said

big lips was. bad. Niggers running around hiding their
nose. (Next few words, unintelligible) . Well, we mean

black is beautiful, not at the expense of your whiteness.

We mean black is beautiful . That's what nature gave us. And

We ain't tucking in our lips no more. We !re letting them

all hang. out.
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"Niggers used to run around b
veing ashamed of the

way- they' talk. Yeah, most white folks don't know that
because you don’t know nothing about us. But we was ashamed
of the way We talked. It you check my history of what,
happened *to me When I got here, when the slaves came over
here the- first thing they did was clipped .our tongues.
Can you imagine if I clipped your tongue and clipped your
husband's tongue and y » all have a baby., y'all can't talk
around the baby, and; who does the baby hear talking., me,
right? That's right. So we learned how to talk listening
to, white folks.

"If you don't believe it, record a. record of
' me. and listen to me and -I sound just like you. And go to
Africa and see who. i sound more 1 like, Africans or you. I
can hear them now, <T don't know why you colored folks don't
apply y* allself and learn how to speak the English language,
like us white folks, in America. Hell, 1 wish all you white folks
in .America could get on a jet plane and fly to London, England
in the morning and then you'd realize you can't speak
English neither. And the only difference between you and- me
is. we -know we -can't talk and we know you can't talk. What
the hell do we want, to run around sounding like you for?
You see some nigger running through the black ghetto; talking
about gosh, come on you's guys. You. know, you listen to them
colored talk and you just can't understand what they're
saying. That's right i That ain't no lie. And wo .listen
tp you whites talk and we can't understand what you're- saying,.
We don't .make ho big- issue but of it because we feel y.oul're
doing the best you can...

"You know you white folks shpuld jas.t listen to
yourselves talk. You see, we' listen to you talk all- the
time. Get you a tape recorder and record your; conversation
and play it back and write it down, and get your English
dictionary- and see how many words you used you Can't find
in the English, dictionary. Listen to yourself talk. We
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listen tp you all the time. Jesus Christ, 'chucky, let's
go get some hooky (phonetic) .. Some- what? Now jist what
in the hell is nooky? My English speaking friend,. I, checked-
every English dictionary and I can't find no nooky but i.

know it exists cause the way you say it; Thirty-eight years
old >. been all' around the. world, I still .don '.t know -What
nooky is. Just sounds like something I ain't never hady
and don't never want.' I'll just be^happy with my wife and* *.

eight kids. Damn hooky, whatever it might be y'all.

uAs I leave you, youngsters tonight, I say to. you
you have a big job. I say you have a big job in America
bebause America is worth saving at. the, expense, o£, alienating
your mother* your father, the President and even the Wage
President. See, there 's nothing really wrong with t.he U. S

.

Constitution that: a. little, enforcement for everybody Wouldn 't

straighten out
. ,

YoU youngsters §ot a lot of questions you
have to ask and one important question is a simple question
but an, important question. And that question is;, if democracy
is as good as’ we^tell you it is, then why in -the hell are we ,

running all over the world trying, to ram, it dbwh people's,
throats with a gun? And from the day you young folks Work
to make this .democracy work right, that's the day you can
bring the guns home. Becai se you see anything good-, you
don't have to force, on people. They will steal it*

’’So as I leave yoU tonight I say to, ypu you got ,a

big job. “ And you young Americans got the all important, job'
-
'

of. giving sanity back to .an irtsaiie nation anil beg you young?’
folks in America to understand the answer to- America's
problems is hot dynamite* not guns. If ypu think the Way
you deal with the mentally deranged is slipping to the " x

mental hospital pt pitch blhck midnight and bl6W it up andt
kill everybody in it and: your sicker than them* folks, lying ,

inside there in the bed.. If you think the -Why you deal
with cancer is kill the patient instead of" work with, the
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CULLOWHE^* .NORTIf. CAROLINA

germ* then we’re ail- in trouble. And you youngsters ' violenc
don't scare America. For every piece of dynamite you got*.
America has got a missile. For every gun you got she. has
got. a tank. . You, know the one thing you have that scares the
•held: out. of America and us* old- fools? - it ain’t your, guns*
your' violence* it’s yoOr moral forCe. ‘That's the- one thing
we can't match with you. That's what you won the great
boycott with remember? Not dynamite? You stood in .front
of your supermarkets across this country for five years
armed with nothing more than an honest ethical dignity and
said please don't buy California grapes and you stood there
so long, and- you looked so beautiful* we listened to you.
And We stjopped: buying California grapes.

"You- youngsters in America think you. got enough
fofce and violence -after what happened at Kent University
.and Jackson, Mississippi and you was. upset. D.id you think
you were strong enough to- wipe out the. National Guard with
violence? No, but you young folks in America were strong
enough to tdp away with, the National Guard last year.; If
you ypung folks organized young people across- this country
and then said because of Kent University, because of Jackson*
Mississippi*, we're calling for a nationwide boycott of
celebrating Christmas for two years, what do you think
would have happened 1? Sears and Roebuck would have ;wiped
out that National Guard, for you.;

n I .say to you- youngsters tonight in America ,if

violence waS, the" answer to problems* America would, have
Solved the problems on, the face of this earth.thirty years
ago.. So as £ leave you X say to you you. got a big job,

"And T briefly say to you young vihife kids in v

America thank you, for changing our civil rights movement
into, a human rights movement , Because of you young- wh ite
kids; in America, today for the first time, we're: talking
about our Indian brother* and our Puerto Rican brother
and our Mexican brother* and our Asian American brother?
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“But, to you fellows in the house, when you-, go to
bed one night, but before you go to sleep, think, about
all the women out here in the peace movement with you.
Understand this,' ladies-,are not out hare in the peace
moyement. because* they’re worried about going to' Vietnam.
You knoW something,, yqu know if aid the yjomen, left the,

peace movement in the morning, we don’t haye peace
movement tomorrow tight . , t

.

*

- ^ i .

1 ~

"And some way you fellows in America dire going
to have to say thanks to these, ladies and there ’,s ho
grander way for you young Jneri to say thanks to these
ladies, than'getting behind the, women/ S liberation movement
arid seeing, to it -it -becomes, a reality. -

V - •
* * * * ' * *

'

- *

1 " ’

<

^
t uYou got a* big job. You ladies got a big job,

too*. You got to really reorientate your whole thinking.
Yori women- got to understand that nature put, you, on the
face of this earth .as a -human, being first and a woman
sepqnd.v And damn ft, you deserve all the rights and
courtesies, that we give our. fellow human, beings as human
beings. Yob got a big job,, 1

* *'

"Arid so as I leave you tonight, I ,say to you that
I hope you youngsters. stay as honest and .as ethical rind as

^morally sound as you are and there’ll be no guarantee.' and

riot! only .will America be\a fit place for all human- beings,
but. the wozrld will- -be a better place because you was here,.

‘

** '
x

t
f t

' u *
‘ ~

* - .

~

^
* J!Thank you.V Gpd bless you. May you have- fun."
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(Priority)
I

To: Director, FBI ATTENTION: 3/*.

x i From:’ SAC, CINCINNATI (157- CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
' ' ~ 1731) ,

(C) general INVEST. DIV.
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united states department ofTustice
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S35

File No. April 28, 1971
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220

Deai- Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

!• CD Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the
U. S., because of his official status.

2. (~) Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public, official by other
than legal means.

3. CRJ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. CD U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or
Chinese Communist blocs and'return.

5* Subversives,_ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following
criteria:

(a) CD Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational' or suicidal behavior:

(b) CD Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) Q Prior acts (including arrests or conviptions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order
and government.

6. CD Individuals, involved in illegal,bombing or illegal bomb-making.

I Photograph ® has been furnished Q enclosed Q is not available
I CD may be available through ___ ,

Very truly yours,

Edgar HoV^vpr

Director

?Pec 'al Agent in Gharge (Enclosure(s) (1) (Registered Mail)
iy U. S. Secret Service # Cincinnati, Ohio

| Ubsure(s),

l/r

(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal for/n
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to Cincinnati , Ohio
FUeNo- April 28, 1971

RE: APPEARANCE OP DICK GREGORY
AT MIAMI UNIVERSITY, MIDDLETOWN,
OHIO CAMPUS, ON
APRIL 23, 1971.

-Sot
advised that Dick Gregory spoke at Finkelman

Auditorium on the evening of April' 23, 1971, on the
Middletown Campus of Miami University. His audience
consisted of approximately 650 people, of which approximately
60% were black persons.

The speech lasted for approximately 2 hours and
10 minutes, during which Gregory talked of the plight of
the Negro and poor whites in which he discussed his
opposition to the war in Vietnam.

According to SgtJ Gregory made no
infhmmatory statements during this speech and did not
exhort his audience to any type of violent activities.

The Dick Gregory lecture was sponsored by
the Black Student Action Association of the Miami
University Middletown, Ohio Campus. The tickets to the
lecture were free to students and the general public.
There were no disturbances or demonstrations after the speech.

b6
b7C

This document contains neither rec-

ommendations Nor conclusions Of
The FBI. It Is The Property Of the
FBI And Is Loaned To Your agency;

It And Its Contents Are Not To Be
Distributed outside Your agency.
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CODE

TELETYPE

1

TO':
’ SAC NEW YORK

CHICAGO
ATLANTA

.1 - MY. C. Ev Glass
4/20/70

1 - Mr.. F. B. Griffith
1 - Hr, H. W. Little ,

.. URGENT -
.

EXEMPTED FBCM AUTOMATIC
DECLASSXFXCAITON
MJTBDMTY DERIVED: FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION OTIDE
EXEMPTION CODE : 25X{ 1 )

DATE.- 04-29-2015 By: 389J28T3Q
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V\yl

FROM: ' DIRECTOR, FBI - - ’
,

'
,

, AUSTRALIAN VIETNAM MORATORIUM CAMPAIGN, INTERNAL SECURITY' -

MISCELLANEOUS. -
.

' <>>

MRS, NANCY RUBIN, WIFE OF JERRY RUBIN, MRS, CORETTA RING AND

: RICHARD, CLAXT0N GRRG0RY HAVE BEEN INVITED AIR) HAVE. EITHER
11

s

'

:
• *

„
1 •

.

-
.

, / r
'

ACCEPTED OR ARE CONSIDERING ACCEPTANCE, TO ATTEND AUSTRALIAN
* - " '\,y$

'
*•

'
v

-

‘

i VIETNAM MORATORIUM CAMPAIGN, NO DATE OH, PLACE: OF' CAMPAIGN

MENTIONED.
| THEME OF AMERICAN DELEGATES !

b3

TO FIFTH STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE WAS 11IDEAL- ’CORPORATE COMPLICITY’

And. days;of action planned, in the-u. s, between twenty-one and.

THIRTY, APRIL AGAINST COMPANIES WITH MILITARY CONTRACTS/’

URGED SIMILAR ACTION- AGAINST SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES. SUCH AS',HONEYWELL

COIIPUTERS AND QANTAS AIRWAYS,.

: \JA- 100-440423 ^ rorvV
~ .02-108052 (gj
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'‘3
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HWLjser
ai)

/

: .

/&>' 1
* - - ' f NOT EXLv

.
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K 'k b?c
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SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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TELETYPE TO SAC HEW*YORK
BE: AUSTRALIAN VIETNAM MORATORIUM

'

V
CAMPAIGN ‘ -

*

RECIPIENT OEEICEStINSTRUCTEp TO C02JTACT ESTABLISHED SOURCES

ONLY TO LETEBIIIHE. IF RUBIN, KING AND GREGORY OR 'OTHERS WILL

ATTEND CAMPAIGN IN AUSTRALIA* ANY PERTINENT DATA DEVELOPED

SHOULD. BE SUBMITTED PROMPTLY BY LHM.
*

;
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p- I 1 0830Z SEP 70
PM AMEMBASSY' SINGAPORE 1

TO SECSTATE 1 WASHDC PRIORITY 4632’

AMC0N6EN B0M8AY PRIORITY' . . .

?NF0 AMEMBASSY CANBERRA PRIORITY'

0866591

b6 per FBI
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LIMITED OFFICIALESE' SINGAPORE 1753.

SUBJ-i DICK- GREGORY'

r- \0 WE UNDERSTAND THAT SINGER’ DICK' GREGORY AND *HiS

ASSOC I ATE. 'JAMES’ 'ROBER fX^lCGR A W‘*RL'AN(*t'0> .TRAVgLVFRQMi AFRffC'A

YO BOMBAY AND TO 'CONNECT*; THERE' WITH' AL ITALIA 'FLIGHT'

760 SEPT T3"F0Ri ONWARD 'TR A V.ELl 'THROUGH- SI-NGAPQPE

TO AUSTRAL I A

«

V

2s AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER SEPT
CONCERNED' -U’»S. 'AUTHORITIES: THAT A'USTR

GREGORY AND MCGRAW ENTRY' WHETHER IN 'TRANSIT' OR OTHERS ~
- *' * ' . ^ ’ ^ ^ ^ ° ^ UC/

Vi ASKED' 'US TO. INFORM'
RAUIA. WILL' DENY'

CAPACITY, ANDs THAT'* THEY WILL* NOT' RpT NO.T' BEi ISSUED
AUSTRALIAN VISAS. IN SINGAPORE*

3 o BOMBAY MAY WISH TO INFORM GREGORY
SUBSTANCE! PARA TWO®

AN AW 'OF THE -

NOT RECORDED

15 SEP 14 1970

jmFYIS PERM SEC OF FON MIN' TOLD* US TH/ff^’fn THEIR TRAVEL
DOCUMENTS ARE in order and ifmbos. security authorittesmhave?

NO OBJECTION, IMMIGRATION; W I LU PROBABLY PERMIT .GREGORY'
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DIRECTOR,. EBI <100-458079) 11/23/70

3AC, .CHICAGO <100-49406)

EXEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC
DECLASSIFICATION
AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
EXEMPTION CODE::: 25XCiJ

AUSTRALIAN VIETNAM MORATORIUM CAMPAIGN
IS-HISC

.DATE 04-29-2015 By: 3SS328T90

Reraylet to Bureau- 9/23/70

.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWS OTHERWISE

„ , Investigation in this matter was ini^-*^^^ ^ the
’result of information received in April, 1970, to
the effect that certain individuals in the U.S. lnuxuaxng
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY planned to participate in an
Australian Vietnam Moratorium Campaign, the date and place
hot mentioned

On.

advised that

8i

P-O
^

fxe o

communication

.

No additional information ;has been received from
Chicago's^ «ftiiT*r»e>a Xvn ^hfArwiintg: Tftgarrilnfr tho mntiongri:

:

,

Accordingly1

, Chicago is placing this case in a
closed status. If, any information of pertinence is received,
the Bureau will be advised. /-/£'<?£,rm -nv ^pc/pjpjWc

CLASS. & *** '-”***

,

beasoihF^i^ \)
i DATE OF BEN

(3;i— Bureau <RH) /~)
~

$-100-440423 <RICHARD CLAXTOtr&REGORY

)

"

.2 - Chicago —— " *

. 1-157-347 <RICHARD GREGORY)^v _
:N^!:raeb

* * *
*
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TO: DIRECTOR* FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, NEWARK (157-1939)
C3

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM
(00: CHICAGO)

fV < A »
Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of an LHM

and for Chicago two copies of an^LHM dated and captioned as
above. X

As set forth in the enclosed .LHM, the subject
spoke at the Newark State College located at Union, NJ, on
5/5/71 .

: - - - -
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2-Bureau (Enc. 8)^
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Chicago (Enc. 2)
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Newark ,
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

-V-S,,

united states-Department of justice
*

s FEDERAL BHUREAU OF. INVESTIGATION

i
> *

' -Newark, New Jersey
May .7, 1971.

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RACIAL MATTERS

vc

On May 6, 1971,. Chief of Police Raymond Edighoffer,
Union, New Jersey, Police Department, advised' that .the above
subject had oh May 5 j 1971, addressed a group of about one
thousand students in the auditorium of the Newark State College,
Union, New Jersey. Gregory had, been invited by the College
Center Board at the schools

Chief Edighoffer advised that Gregory, during his
(talk, stated that he knew that his telephone was being tapped
by the Federal Government,, but that it did not bother him, and
that in fact he at times would call his number and put his baby
on the line or recite the alphabet backwards. Gregory said
that the Government .knew that he knew that the line was tapped
but that they continued to maintain the tap.

The ’•Evening News”, a Newark, New Jersey, daily
newspaper, in their May 6, 19.71, edition carried a brief article
concerning Gregory’s appearance at Newark State College. The
article mentioned the statements related above, by Chief Edighoffer
and further reported that’ the subject discussed the national
economy, the legal system and the news' media. Gregory was
reported to have stated that he had never thought that he would
see a time when Rolls Royce stock would sell for- three cents and
toilet paper would sell- for sixteen cents a roll. He said that
it was too bad that" a man could plead temporary insanity for a
murder but not- for passing a bad check. He also commented that
he hoped* that young people would not have to redd right wing
newspapers forever.

~
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RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Chief Edighoffer advised that the appearance by
Gregory was orderly and th6t there were no incidents. The
students conducted themselves in a polite manner and Gregory
concluded his talk by telling them that it was up to them to
meet their challenge and solve the problems of the country.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) . It
is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



6 FEDERAL* BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAY 12 1971 %

XECETYPENR 007 LA PLAIN

644PM NITEL 5-12-71 DCB

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)

CHICAGO

FROM LOS ANGELES (100-64492) 2P

0
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY RM - BNT 00

Mr. Tolson—
Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. Mohr
* Mr. Bishop-_-£
Mr.BreimandSic

.

Mr. CallahufSXl I

Mr. Casper &
Mr. Conrad.,—

Mr. Dalbey^
Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale^
Mr. Rosen „
Mr. TaveL
Mr. Waltprft ,

Mr. Soyars.^_—

«

Tele. Room r

CHICAGO

ROBERT HEAVY, CHIEF OF SECURITY, UNIVERSITY OF 1

CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE (UCI) ADVISED THIS DATE THAT ASSOCIATED

STUDENTS OF UCI, ARE SPONSORING DICK GREGORY, COMEDIAN AND

COMMENTATOR AT EIGHT P.M.,’MAY FOURTEEN SEVENTYONE, AT CRAWFORD

HALL, UCr. HI'S APPEARANCE COINCIDES WITH BLACK CULTURAL

WEEK AT UCI SPONSORED BY THE BLACK STUDENT UNION, WHICH IS

FEATURING A NUMBER OF LEADING NEGRO PERSONALITIES. DUE TO

LIMITED SEATING, THIS EVENT WILL BE LIMITED TO STUDENTS

AND FACULTY.

BLACK STUDENT UNION IS ‘STUDENT BASED BLACK NATIONALIST

ORGANIZATION.

END PAGE ONE

b6
b7C

17 MAY 19 1971



To: SAC, Chicago (157-247)

i?fonj Dircctc^-PBI <100-440423)

BICHAED dtoOH GBEGOSY
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Eeurlct 5/3,4/71*;

A review of this file has deterniued subject has
participated in demonstrations at the Baited Nations* at the
ISOS Bemoerntie rational Convention, end,.an antidraft march
following. a speech8

; Bo consistently includes in his highly
inflammatory rhetoric comments attaching police, the Government,
establishment*. and public officials* Be has called for financial!
puppoart of the Black Panther Party <EPP) and openly sympathetic
to the Berth yictnarjoceV Such acts And statements appear to

5

(juhlify him for .Priority 111 On the Security Indcss (SI) *

you are to subnit summary report sotting forth his
activities since last roport was subnitted 1/2G/G8, Submit with
the report your reconncndaiions for hie inclusion eh the Si*

COVG3 Ldtncrefcioh
> _ , Of^tbj^ieXCSiiSihi^^^i^cuH^isuzsads?:*. nis spceelica^fe^’io’
hr becovered and reported ^iahdcsr Jiis caption' onlyjLf^j^crcdJjy
1 an estycnidt, group, or if ether eztrcnists involved'* If an,
' , auniliaiy 'oificd

w
is"nOtifi^^byT^oSTof a pTanaetTspecch, the

V.J office Should bo advised at that time of the above* it is *

f desired .that in any speech ho makes ^hich involves statements
^ ihinical.to the. best interests the Baited States,, that .-such ‘

inforcation as obtained from the news’ media or volunteered byl\
SpurOOs Should be submitted -to the Bureau in fora suitable for\
dissentnation. -

'
•. - * -

-- '

•.

Ison - =~
1

- t \

You are reminded that no; recordings are :io: be made of \

Speeches on college ^ciuapuses without prior* Bureau approval;

.Pv^_, - ^^arfcj -
- ,pJ . . .

*. . _ t

Tolson ~-.- r

Sullivan

Mohr
Bishop

Brchndn, G.
Callahan^
Casper
Conrad -_-rJ

Dalbey 6

„ Felt a^*..
Calc .

h&s
Tele* Room

iB:ln!

(5) SEE ITOTS PAGE 2

MAIL RQOI. TELETYPE UNIT! 1
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Airtci to Chicago
Be'r- Bichat elusion Gregory
lQ0~44p423

Bureau does -hot agree with redoisaendatioh set' forth
-j 3?l 9$?^ loiter that there is ho continued seed to .coyest
^Qhjuct-s speaking engagements,. gu'ch Coverage jis. » necessary
intelligence gathering function and, its a result, you are net
authorised to instruct hll field offices there is no need:
ib hover subject's -speaking engagements throughout U.S.

BOTE;

. ,i.. i, Subj ect placed on Agitator index 9/2/67. The
Agitatbr Index has been deleted by the Bureau- Chicago
recomends igainst in^lusion of: subject on SI , but .states they

a*<* Plan to adyise all field offices
by •6/15/71 that auxiliary officer heed hot cover his speaking
engagements on college campuses unless they are of some specific
interest to that division. ' *

, , ,
Gregoryr a Hegro comedian* achieved his national

recognition. at„ Chicago’s. Playboy Club in i960 as: a political
fy 1964 he had injected himself in, or .associated with.

nis.^rhetoric is highly inflammatory against the TJ.S. Government,
police, FBI,, and Government officials*. Be has associated with
and been sympathetic towards lmown cOmmOhists, communist sympathizers,
the worth Vietnamese, members of the hew Xeft, and has encouraged
Support^ of the BPP. He is a black racist, with a very sick mind,

'

S3 f -S0??? ppt a member of apy extremist group, his statements
•TO hptiyities could warrant his Inclusion oh the SI as he is

threat to the Government and defense effort -in timea national emergency.. Chicago being hdvised to submit summary
report in order proper evaluations; can. be made for his ihcinsioh
i>h the SI-

' '

^2 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 (

MAY 1992 EDITION f
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 191-11.*

UNITED STATEsQpVERNMENT

Memorandum
d

to

TO

FROM

subject:

4
a

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-347) (P)

date: 5/14/71

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
RM - BN
00: CHICAGO

As the Bureau is aware subject was formerly on ttie^l
Agitator Index. This file has been reviewed and GREGORY does7

not meet the criteria for the Security Index, in that GREGORY
has not in the past 1) exhibited personal characteristics
of aggressiveness or a' disposition toward violence, 2) advanced
principles and aims of a subversive movement, 3) expressed or
otherwise indicated a loyalty to any subversive organizations
or their principles, 4) held membership in a subversive organi-
zation, 5) engaged in the recruitment of members for a subversive
group, 6) supported the Soviet Union in acts and utterances,
or 7) renounced his U.S. citizenship.

While the above factors are not all-inclusive, an
examination of GREGORYS activities and utterances over the
past several years reflects that he is a loyal citizen, aid
vocal in his criticism of his government (U.S.) and its inS$
tions. GREGORY’S utterances are usually made on college campuses,
are well covered by the news media (have in no known instances
caused any antisocial behavior), deal primarily with humorous
criticism of governmental policies and/or officials, and calls
upon the students to change the priorities of their lives.

Chicago plans to continue to follow subject's activities
to insure that his activities continue non-subversive. However,
Chicago sees no need for auxill&r-yy offices to cover subject’s
speaking engagements on campuses, unless the occasion is of
some particular interest to the auxilxaryy division.

UACB, on June 15, 1971, Chicago will advise all field
offices regarding the new guidelines (as set forth above) for
covering GREGORY’S activities.

j Q q / { Q
REC-34

“
(2) - Bureau (RM)
1 - Chicago

HHS :kdj
(3)

C.C

<r
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



BICIESSIIICaTION AUTHOIITY FROM:
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[Shite 09-30-2013
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i(
Transmit the following in

Viq 1 > -A-I'RTBL

/

F B I

Dale: £/l8/?l

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

declassified >

on ^
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44.0423)

FROM:,-, SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-6414-92)

(Priority)

RE:.: ^ RIQHARD CLAXTOl^REGGRY taa51

BNT . % ^ DATE FORW. &=?
t. /W \-7 RO* FORW.

k\*
(

,r -> f &$sr$r/ Bv

Re Los 'Angelas teletype to Bureau, £/13/?l

^ Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of a ,

j.fpfmetterhead memorandum (LHM) regarding GREGORY 1 s presentation

£1 1 i^t the University of California at Irvine (UCI).

t
Enclosed for the Chicago Division are- two s

ormation copies .‘of. the LHM.

The following sources who are utilized in the

ached LHM Who attended GREGORY ».s speech, are^

*

\J% „
w

No recording devices were permitted at the

ja pj »~y
mentation, with only students in attendance*

Information furnished by -sources contained in

this LHM is classified confidential because the unauthorized

disclosure of either the information or identity of sources

would be detrimentalpto the national defense., > ( \-K

IS)- Bureau (End. 8)%»1 )
a « 1 - *

L
2 - Chicago (End. 2 ) (Info) jMg£jjA o
3 - Los Angeles (1 - P ,8MW Z

Special Agenl inC«e
^

10 MAY 2

.-426!

Approved .M Per
CK> ! IS'.O O - -JSl-W



Iti Repfyy Please Refer to

File No.

Los Angeles, California
May 18, 1971

RICHARD CLAXTON
GREGORY .

On May 13, 1971* Robert Heavey, Director of
Security, University of California at Xrvihe (UCI),,

'

advised that Richard Claxton Gregory was scheduled to
speak at Crawford Hall at 8:00 pm, May U4., 1971, UCI,
which will be sponsored by the Associated Students,
UCI. This university sponsored presentation is part of

-Black Cultural Week- at UCI which has been sponsored by
' the BSU at UCI.

|

The BSU is a black nationalist, campus based
student organization^^^

On May 14* 1971, Robert Heavev indicated^" ~
;that Richard Claxton Gregory would be paid" $£,'000 for

? his appearance at UCI "out of Associated Student funds.

On May ll+, 1971 and .May 17, 1971,
|advised. that approximately 80Q students attended

Crawford Hall at UCl at 8:00 pm to hear Richard Claxton
Gregory who spoke for approximately ‘two and a half hours.
Gregory, who criticized U. S. policy in Vietnam, criticized
the FBI's investigation on the campus and the killing of
students at the Kent State Campus in 1970 by the National
Guard.

Gregory was warmly received and received
several standing ovations. No incidents or disturbances
occurred during the presentation and the crowd was orderly.
Members of the UCI, BSU acted as security and policed the
audience.

This document„contain3 nei ther -recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

/04 - £ 1

3

’ENCLOSURE
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EX-103
SAC, Chicago (157-347)

^

9/20/71

Kcvr.itO /* >,,/ , I

Director, FBI (100-440423)^,/ ‘jP 1 H

1 H
RICHARD CLAXTQ1I GREGORY
EH - BN

Hhiffflgn railrignftfl Bolder

Eeurep of SA
J?

dated S/31/71,

This report does not portray a summary of subj ect *s
activities since report was last submitted 1/26/68. Subject's
participation in demonstrations at the United Nations and the
Democratic National Convention during 1968 and involvement in
an antidraft march following a speech in Chicago are not
summarised 5

. In 1971 subject made a speech at Kent State
University, Kent, Ohio, at which time he urged the 5,500
students in attendance, to organise economic boycotts as a
means to persuade President Nison 'to end the Indochina War.
The report does not contain any samples of the inflammatory
rhetoric which generally is presented in his appearances
before college student bodies, and criticises the. activities -

of the. United states Government
.K

Specifically, such Statements as ho made 1/25/68
at TWiittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio, that the American
System must change "or We Will burn the country house by house”
are to be ^reported,

You are to promptly submit a supplemental summary
report which will report therein samples of his inflammatory
rhetoric which could incite individuals to take action against
established authority,, his participation in demonstrations,
and his support of black extremist groups such as the Black
Panther Party.

FeUti^jU
..n'.T:/ <

$ul 1ivansf L£L<»

.

^!ohr —
-inclusion of subject on Security Index. \A

:7rr^'

DAB|ian^^-ru)

»- You are to reanalyze investigation incorporated in
your summary report to be submitted consistent with instructions
previously .forwarded to you by Bureau airtel 5/25/71 relative to

JWfllLEQ 22

SEP 2 01971

"rat

ALL. INFORMATION CONTAIN

i ri
SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
in

b6
b7C

i

"-Hi

E UNIT I
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Letter to Chicago
He j Richard Claxton Gregory
100-440423

Score appropriate fora errors for Agent and super-
visory personnel responsible for preparation of referenced
report and insure that Agents1 and Supervisory staff conducting
investigations in this type of case are fully aware of reporting
responsibilities of the Bureau in the extremist intelligence
field*

NdTE:

Gregory, a Negro Comedian-, ,
achieved- national '

recognition, at Chicago's Playboy Club in 1960 as a political
satirist. By 1964 he had injected himself into, or associated.
’With, all major' ciyil rights movements and actiyities. In-
connection with these activities, he has: been arrested on
numerous occasions. His rhetoric is highly inflammatory
against the United States Government, police, FBI,, and Govern-
ment officials and is .of the nature that could incite .indi-
viduals 'toward civil disorder. He lias associated with, and
been sympathetic toward, known communists, communist sympathizers,
the North Vietnamese, members of the New Left, and- black
extremists. He primarily addresses college Student bodies.
He is a black racist with, a very sick mind, and although not
a member of any extremist: group*, his actiyities and statements
pose a definite threat to the Government and the defense, efforts,
during the time of a national emergency. Chicago is remiss in
this instance for failure to report a summary of his actiyities
since this matter was last reported. Instructions issued to
Chicago to submit .supplemental summary report setting forth
information called for above in order that, a proper evaluation,
can be made relative to his inclusion on the Security index,,
as Well as to fulfill our responsibilities in.-disseminating
information in the extremist intelligence field

.
jk
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.. BUREAU OF lN>@:STIGATION
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1

REPORTING OFFICE OPPICE OP ORIGIN DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

CHICAGO CHICAGO 8/31/71 1/1 - 8/20/71

I 0y
\ ¥

TITLE OF CASE

/CLRICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory CHARACltK Uh LASb

TYPED BY

nss
b6
b7C

EXTREMIST MATTER

REFERENCES: .fe

LEAD

P~
f^rv •

Chicago letter to the Bureau, dated' 5/14/71.
Bureau airtel dated 5/25/71 .Wfe/lP

- P -

AGEsci '

OATt fORV7.~

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS . Will continue to
follow the subject ' s activities

.

" CLASS* &EXT.
BEASON-FCIM II, 1-2. 4. 2 J?'
PATE OF REVIEW.

PENDING.OVER ONE YEAR CZ) YE$ C3NO
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS QyES PHNO

A S. UCUCL OClVi.^)

\t> ^^^hicago (via Courier)

Chicago (157-347)
V

^semination Record of Attached Report
j

AgcnK^ BWI _ = —

. - V«.
-• '

raS - “
. /

7
”

'

ifow Fwd.
'

'

By

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

!06~\ </</()
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CG 157-347

ADMINISTRATIVE

for inrinc?i
CHARD

*«
CLA

$
10N GRliG0RY 1S not being recommended

fov o" i S ?
n th ® Security Index as no justificationfoi such a designation is evident from the review of thisinvestigation. In all instances known, GREGORY haspracticed and advocated non-violent actions to affect thechanges he feels are needed in, society.

Attached herewith are two copies of an FD-376, i

r
®P®Vt is* classified CONFIDENTIAL toprotect the identities of sources of continuing value.

INFORMANTS

Source

CG T-l is
a person who is
ina =

position
to furnish
reliable ihfonna-’1

tion
r

CG T-2 is
a person who is
in> a position
to furnish
reliable informa-
tion

CG T-3 is
a person who is
in a position
to furnish
reliable informa-
tion

(U)

COVER PAGE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

'j]?f
y- P%K&g£o File

™*""' ,157-347
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

August 31, 1971

Pear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning ah imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted. or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. {53 Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. 'S. to countries in the Soviet or,

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. 03 Subversives, .ultrarightists-, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) ‘Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of.strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal ‘bombing or illegal bomb-making.

* JM I» r

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

may be available through . _ ; i

Very truly yours,

Joh i Edgar Ho^vjjr

^ Director

N I '33DECLA^SI'i

b

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

PnhTFTTWTTTrtL

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this'-transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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Copy to:

Report of:

Date:

Field Office File

Title:

Character:

Synopsis:

Qn ITED STATES DEPARTMENToJUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 U. S. Secret Service,
Chicago (Via Courier)

CftNKlIDENTIAL

8/31/71
Office: Chicago, Illinois

157-347 Bureau File 100-440423

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

EXTREMIST MATTER

CLASS. & EXT. I

REASON-FCIM II,
DATE OP, REVIEW

•2.4.2 JL*

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, born 10/12/32
at St. Louis, Missouri, resides at 1451 ~

East 55th Street, Apartment 929, Chicago,
Illinois. GREGORY is employed as a night-
club entertainer. ^GREGORY regularly appears
as a guest lecturer on university campuses
throughout the United States, where he criticizes
the United States-' involvement in the Viet
Nam War and its, treatment of the black citizens
of America.. GREGORY holds no membership in
any extremist organizations.u

f * i

DETAILS:

This investigation was predicated upon the receipt
of information from sources, who have furnished reliable
information in the past, that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was
opposed to the Viet Nam War and advocated the paralyzing
of the economy of the United States in order to stop the war.

•
"

i

Group I

Excluded from Automatic
Downgrading and
Declassification

This document contains neither recommendation* not conclusions of the KB
arc not to be distributed outside your ogeticy.

BI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents

S. COVWjNMLNT IMUNltM; orPKX : 1470 O, 4f«i'«to,
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BACKGROUND

Date of Birth

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was born on October 12,
1932, at St. Louis, Missouri. U

Residence

]TcG T- 1 , l/9/68)|j^
(U)

RICHARD GREGORY resides at 1451 East 55th
Street, Apartment 929, Chicago, Illinois. A.

Employment

|^CG T-l , 1/9/68)^^ (Ml

Since 1958, GREGORY has been employed as a
night club comedian-entertainer. GREGORY publicly acknowledges
that his break in the entertainment field came in 1961,
with his appearance at the Chicago Playboy Club. More
recently GREGORY has derived a major portion
of his income by engaging in speakfr^g tours, at- various
colleges'and Universities in the United States. In •

respect to his entertainment activities, GREGORY is
president of DICK GREGORY' Enterprises located at 79 West
Monroe Street, Suite 712, Chicago, Illinois, which was
incorporated in the State of Illinois, on March 31, 1961, (A

Eduoat ion

irch 31, 1961. v ^
|

pCG T- 2 , l/ll/68)j^^ lL

j

:i

GREGORY graduated from Summer High School, St,
Louis, Missouri. GREGORY attended Southern Illinois
University, whore he subsequently graduated. In 1953
GREGORY was voted outstanding athlete of Southern Illinois
University

.

'
l

_ 2 ~
|

(CG T- 1 , l/9/68)J
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Marital -Status

Marriage License No, 2514702
Bureau, of Vital Statistics, Chicago,
RICHARD CT.AVTfw — a ~pr ie <i t n
who was born onl
Pehmnrv 2 lii52l

on file
anis

jji
I

Chicago,
who is the

a?
at the

1 an

pj.esiueu uver me ceremony

.

Credit
K

ml
Illinois,,

father
T

of

Uhl6, on
ftoiroranj

r

On January 8, 1968, the files of the Chicago
Credit Bureau, Incorporated < were checked at the request
of Investigative Clerk (IC)

| | This off ice
maintains the file on DICK GREGORY, 1451 East 55th Street
Chicago, and the following is reflected:

'f

- A -Judgment- on June 9 ,>‘-1966 ,- against DICK
GREGORY Enterprises, Inc,/, and DICK GREGORY
for the Amount, of '$7, 527c. 50, no, disposition

a.
°r further information is reflected.

,
t ** ?* ,y *»

• w
f

*
% 4

A Judgment on January 28, 1966, for the
•-t-. amount-~of~$323V.--00- reported= against GREGORY —

j by Hertz Rent-A-Car’, no disposition is
reflected^ (^4

'

'
' * ' * ^

’
* '

. . . . 1
A Judgment on February 1,5, 1967, for the
amount of $302.05 against DICK GREGORY by
Pacific Telephone Company, no disposition
is reflected.

A Judgment 'on April 7, 1965, against DICK
GREGORY for ’the amount of $207.79. by the
Sheraton Blackstone Corporation, no disposition
is reflected.

A Judgment on August 17, 1965, against
DICK GREGORY for the amount of $388.38
by Burelles Press Clipping Company, no
disposition- reflected. ^

b6
b7C
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Arrests

The records of the. Records and Communications
Center. Chicago Pol ice Department, were checked by IC

on January 9, 1968, and the following is
reflected

:

K
On May 6, 1963, GREGORY was arrested at
Birmingham, Alabama, and charged with
parading without a permit.^

On March 1, 1964, GREGORY was arrested
by the San Francisco, California Police
Department, charged with criminal contempt,
for law order, charges were dismissed

On February 16, 1965, DICK GREGORY was
arrested by the Selma, Alabama Police
Department, on charges of disorderly
conduct, no disposition is reflected. (A

On June 8, 1965, GREGORY was arrested
by the Chicago Police Department, charged
with disorderly conduct , no disposition,
is -reflected

.
|i

On June 11, 1965, GREGORY was arrested by
Chicago Police Department, charged with
battery,, no disposition is reflected.

On August 2, 1965, GREGORY was arrested and
charged with disorderly conduct and breach
of peace, disposition is reflected as $200
fine for disorderly conduct charges and $200
for breach of peace charges.

Identification Record

The files of the Identification Division of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Washington, D. C-.

,

reflected the following under FBI No. 796 519E:

4
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Contributor of
Fingerprints Name and Number

Police Depart-
ment
Birmingham,
Alabama

DICK GREGORY
#119457

Arrested or
Reoeived Charge Disposition

May 6,
1963

parading
without
permit

Police Depart-
ment
San Francisco
California

DICK GREGORY
#190584

Police Depart- DICK CLAXTON ’

ment . • GREGORY #11178
Selma, Alabama _ *— '

I i Cook County
Jail Chicago
Illinois

RICHARD 5

G.,

GREGORY #361540

Police Departs- RICHARD dr
ment GREGORY #104815
Chicago, Illinois * —

Police Depart- DICK C. GREGORY
ment #104815^

"

Chicago-, Illinois
4 x

Police Depart- DICK GREGORY
ment f ,

#104815
Chicago, Illinois

House of DICK GREGORY
Correction #65-13150
Chicago, Illinois

March 1,
1964:

February
16, 1965

June; 8>
1965

June 8,
1965

June 11,
1965

J-14270 dismissed
Section
166,4 Penal
Code (criminal
contempt disobey
law ordered by
Court)

disorderly
conduct -- -

12-3 193-1

disorderly

battery

K;

finger- disorderly 200 and no
printed 200 and no
August 2, on charge
1965 of disorder*.

ly Breach
of Peace

November 15, 193-1
1965 disorderly 2 cases

conduct $200 fine
$200 total
$400 fine
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Contributor of
Fingerprints

Sheriff 's

Office
Olympia
Washington

Sheriff *s
Office
Olympia
Washington

Arrested or
Name and Number

.

Received Charge Disposition

RICHARD CLAXTON February 15, unlawful
GREGORY #5012.6 1966 use of set

net for
fishing for
game fish to-wit
steelhead in
two counts

» (Nisqually
River)

RICHARD CLAXTON March 1, aiding and
GREGORY #50171 1966 abetting in

setting a gill
net capable of
taking a game
fish

PD Milwaukee DICK GREGORY 10/8/67
• Wis #108750

disorderly $100 &
(civil rights) costs

11/22/6

6
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Foreign Travel

A source advised that as of June 21, 1964,
GREGORY was then visiting Moscow, U.S.S.R.^(^

[?CG T-3, 6/21/64)Jjgs'
The records of the Passport Office, United States

Department of State, Washington, D.C. were checked on
December 13, 1965, and the following was reflected:

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was issued Passport
No. E500889 on June 12, 1964, at New York. At that time
GREGORY indicated his approximate departure date as June
14, 1964, via Air France for seven days to France, Germany,
East Germany and Russia. The purpose of the trip was to
attend the "World Peace Mission." GREGORY indicated
his permanent residence as 1451 East 55th Street, Apartment
929, Chicago, Illinois.

On February 10, 1966, CG T-4 advised that
GREGORY does not schedule visits to Canada regularly.
He has performed for Theatrical Attractions 174 Front
Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, in„ the past. This
agency booked him for appearances three times in Toronto,
twice in -Windsor and- once in Winnipeg,
no booking agent in Canada>j*/

GREGORY main ta ins

(U)

(CG T-4, 2/10/66)

GREGORY appeared at the Cave Theater' Residence,
Vancouver British Columbia^' Canada, from January 19,
through 29, 1966. While in Vancouver, GREGORY stayed
at the Georgia , Hotel

,
801 'West Georgia Street. ^

E° T-'1 -
3/18/66^]^/

The August 10^' 1966, edition- of the, "Windsor
Star", a local newspaper published in Windsor, Canada,
reported that DICK GREGORY was currently, appearing at the
Top Hat, Supper Club in Down Lown Windsor;^'

0n November 14, 1966, the 4 Star Final edition
oi the "Chicago Sun-Times", a.* daily newspaper published
in the Chicago area contained an' article disclosing that
-DICK GREGORY had announced his- intentions - to -visit United
States war prisoners xti North Viet Nam during Lite forthcoming

7
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Christinas holidays. This announcement was mady by GREGORY
while appearing on a British television program in London

• on November 13, 1966. GREGORY disc.losed : he would
4
ask

North Viet Nam President HO CHI MINH for permission to
entertain United States war prisoners during the Christmas
hoi idays

.

On December 2, 1966, "Chicago Tribune", a daily
newspaper published in Chicago, reported that inquiries
by such newspaper at the London Office of BERTRAND RUSSELL
revealed that a North Vietnamese visa is awaiting GREGORY
in Paris, ^ '

-

BERTRAND RUSSELL is the internationally
known British philosopher-pacifist who
recently conducted mock war trials in
Copenhagen employing the United States
as a defendant for its involvement in the
Viet Nam war.. (A.

On December i, 1966, DICK GREGORY held a press
conference relative to his proposed Vietnamese trip. At
such time GREGORY stated he -would seek no information
about the condition of the American prisoners, and numbers,
or their location while in North Viet Nam. GREGORY stated
that he did not want to know* anything about the war.j^

JpCG T-l, 12/2/66)

1 On December 10, 1 966, DICK GREGORY held a press
conference at the Village Gate, an entertainment spot
in Greenwich Village, New York City. GREGORY advised that
he was notified by BERTRAND RUSSELL that his planned trip
to Hanoi, North V,iet Nam, to entertain United States
prdsoners-of-war had been turned down by the North Vietnamese
The reason given was the extensive bombing of North Viet Nam
by United States Forces. DICK GREGORY stated that he sent
a telegi'am to the Hanoi Government advising that he was
not interested in political affairs, but was primarily
concerned with the entertaining of United States prisoners-
of-war in North Viet Nam. DICK GREGORY further stated
that he is not a Communist and would never be one.

(CG T-5, 12/10/66)— <—
-On April 13, 1967, DICK GREGORY arrived in London,

England, from Chicago. GREGORY intended to remain in
London until April 30, 1967. The purpose of his visit
was to engage in television appearances.

- 8 -
(CG T-6, 4/26/67)
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cifeAil

II. ACTIVITIES

, „ .

?n January 15, 1971, GREGORY gave a lecture
n + to i*

t
H
1

i

Ck ColleSe « Oneonta, New York, which lecture wast tended by two thousand persons, GREGORY ' s speech dealtwith the way Negro people are treated by the white oeonle

States
S
^the^i*!^ ?'e starving People in the Unitedstates - the i ichest nation in the world." \j^

(CG T-l, 1/18/7'iK
1 r? r\ 'On February 2o, 1971, GREGORY lectured to 7sn '

persons at Syracuse University Utica, New York on

un«st
r
(f

tS * ?°0lOgy ’ 1U^“« births /and* student

HTo T-2, 2/2o/7lT^2.

+ . ti
•

0" March 11, 1971, GREGORY was featured inthe University of Texas at El Paso's Lyceum Series Source"f “is talk was entirely in T huffoKas vein a nS
in any form°,

°°nStrUed ” aRltatinK “ advocating violence

u
/ T-3,

: 3/22/71)1*
^

APri ^ 1971, GREGORY addressed approximat^lv350 students at Western Carolina College,, Cullowhee
y

North Caiolina. on various topics of present interest suchas sex, race, environment, the Viet Nam War, etc,.
’ h

]TcG T-4 4/8/7lTl^C

r„ n •

0n April 13, 1971, GREGORY spoke at the Howell;Gym, University of Sot. th, Florida Tampa
, Florida, toan audience of approximately two thousand, college-ace 6

persons The main theme of the talk -was white rtciSmand the Viet Nam War.^ '

acism

. fJcG T-5, 4/l4/7lT

^

, - 9 -
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)

On May 5, 1971, GREGORY addressed an audience
of approximately one thousand students at Newark State
College, Union, New Jersey, on the state of American
morality

. ,

",

' -
'

ICG T-6
, 5/6/71)

(U)

On May 14, 1971, GREGORY spoke ’at Crawford
Hall, University of California, Irvine California

,
where

he addressed approximately eight hundred students on
the United States' inyolvement in the Viet Nam-)Var. U.

[*CG T-7, 5/17/71)

- On May 26 , 197,1, GREGORY addressed, ah-audierice
at St. Thomas A cquinas High School, Southgate;, Michigan,
on the United States' involvement in the Viet Nam War.

"UK (U)

lb^t

(CG T-8
,
.5/27/71)

^ - _ GREGORY regularly.appears in^nightclubs-and - -

theaters throughout the United States as a comedian.
GREGORY is the author o£ a book entitled, "No More Lies,"
published by Harper and Row, January, 1971.

3/20/71),

(U)

Es T-9-, 3/20/TvJ'^' (US
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airtel
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EK-103 9/23/71

To: SAC, Springfield4^^775) ...
1 -

From: Director, FBI <100-446423)
'~

!f

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
EXTREMIST MATTERS -El

^
' ReSItel 9/20/71 !'captioned , ’'Speech by Richard Claxton
Gregory,, aka Dick Gregory, Horton FieltT House, Illinois State

\ University, Normal, Illinois, October 18 1971. Extremist
Matter - Black Nationalist.”,

"

\ \ u
‘

? Springfield Division is not to record speech by
(
Gregory at Illinois. State University through use of Bureau

\ /personnel or sources. Through established sources, Springfield
/ should determine if Gregory makes any statements inimical to the
? -best interests of the United States of .promotes extremist

causes. Such statements generally can be obtained through
review of news coverage and/or is volunteered by established

/sources. In the event .such statements are made, they should be
< (set forth in form Suitable for dissemination and submitted to
/ the Bureau and to Chicago.^

t

"

v & i

ToIson -——
Fnit

Sullivan ^ _

Mohr — -
-
JT

-

Bishop — r

MiiIex,E.S,_
Callahan

Casper i i. .j

,

Conrad
_ _

Dalbey - - —
Cleveland
Pond or.-—

_

Rosen
Tavel pl

—

j-.-

Walters

Soyars -

Tele. Roo§§£
Holmes ^ -

Gandy __

—

p For information of the Springfield Division, subject
in his speeches generally uses inflammatory rhetoric against the
/
U. S. Government, Government officials, and law-enforcement
/agencies. He has spoken in the past before numerous student,
/bodies on college campuses without demonstrations or incidents
'developing during the time of his speeches. It is to be noted,

(

however, that since 1964,. he has actively participated with all
'major civil rights movements and activities and has participated
>*.in demonstrations, several of which led to his arrest by local
! authorities. U >

\ ^

/ 1 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
f

^
- Cbicago. (1S7-347)

DAB:sinp/pjcpp .

* *

-l M3

MAILED 21

\ SEP 2 21971

i ,
F3i

| f-ily

|gp28i|
i MAIL ROOMQ

SEE MOTE ON PAGE 2

jETYPJE UNIT I I
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Airtel to Springfield
Re: Richard- Claxton Gregory

- iOO-449423

In any .event, Springfield should furnish hew^,
media coverage of subject’s speech to the Bureau and Chicago
Division, even though his speech may not be extremist dr
promote extremist philosophies,^

NOTE:

Subject is a Negro comedian who is a black racist
"with a very sick mind. Although not a member of any extremist
group, his rhetoric could incite reaction among a college student
body. Springfield requested Bureau and Chicago to advise them of
coverage desired pointing out his speech could be recorded with
full security assured. His speech will allegedly consist of
issues and choices for 1971 — 1972 and would be attended by the
staff and students at Illinois State University. Bureau-controlled
recording of his speech is not desired as his inflammatory rhetoric
has been well established and the potential for embarrassment to
the Bureau far outweighs any” advantages to be obtained through
such action. Information copy .furnished Chicago as they hre
office of origin on subject. ki

1i

*
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

COMMUNICATIONS. .SECTION

SEP 20%x^
XECEEXEE

o
Mr. Tolson

—

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan-

Mr., Mohr

(2P )

DIRECTOR

II, CHICAGO (157-347)

FROM: SPRINGFIELD (157-775)

o
SPEECH BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA DICK GREGORY,

„
HORTON FIELD HOUSE, ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, NORMAL, ILLINOIS,

OCTOBER EIGHTEEN, SEVENTYONE. EXTREMIST MATTER - BLACK

Mr. Bishop£<=_j

Mr. Millpr,

Mr. Callahari

Mr. Casper, .zzLfrj

Mr. Conrad.

Mr. PoVy *

Mr. ClevelancL—
Mr. Ponder,.

—

Mr. Rosen,

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

—

Mr. Soyars—
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

—

Miss Gandy

—

'.nationalist.

EXTREMIST MATTER - BLAC1

N-FCIM II, 1-2 .4. 2

—

no BiiVTW (a * ^ tf I .
S

CLASS
EBAS0N-:

DATE OF REVIEW

}

A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

I$AST ADVISED ON SEPTEMBER TWENTY INSTANT THAT A GROUP KNOWN AS

If I

,MHE UNIVERSITY FORUM BOARD AT ILLINOI S STATE U NTVERS TTY (TSU )7

arffafl
JOi\jj,Nt

ORMAL , ILLINOIS, HAS REQUESTED THE USE OF HORTON FIELD HOUSE,

GYMNASIUM AT ISU , FROM SEVEN TO ELEVEN PM, OCTOBER EIGHTEEN,

fEXT, TO PROVIDE ACCOMMODATIONS FOR A SPEAKING APPEARANCE BY

i^rpjlCK GREGORY, WELL KNOWN BLACK COMIC AND CIVIL RIGHTS ADVOCATE

^sTGREGORY IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK ON ISSUES AND CHOICES FOR NINETEEN

r ^ 1

t

J^SEVENTYONE-SEVENTYTWO , AND HIS APPEARANI^WILL BE OPEN TO ALL
J

^ PERSONS ENROLLED OR TEACHING AT ISU r\ 0 *

DA ft FORW.r!^

ylX>

END PAGE ONE
g, SEP 23 1911

it

HOW FOI

w

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES AND FIELD OFFICES'

/

ADVISED BY ROUTING SLIP



,\V' -

l \ -

fv/\GE TWO

Q
r i»

.

:
i

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY AND SECRET SERVICE, SPRINGFIELD,

ILLINOIS, ADVISED

ADMINISTRATIVE

GREGORY IS INCLUDED IN BLACK NATIONALIST PROTO ALBUM,

OO: CHICAGO, CHICAGO FILE ONE FIVE SEVEN DASH THREE FOUR SEVEN,
1

I
IBUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR FOUR ZERO FOUR TWO THREE. HE

"I
'IS CHARACTERIZED AS A CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST WHO PUBLICLY ENDORSES

, |

t
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE AND MILITANT ACTION BY NEGROES.

CHICAGO AND BUREAU ADVISE WHAT COVERAGE DESIRED OF

GREGORY'S APPEARANCE. CHICAGO SPECIFICALLY ADVISE WHETHER OR
J

NOT GREGORY’S APPREANCES IN THE PAST HAVE PROVOKED INCIDENTS OF

VIOLENCE SO THAT LOCAL AUTHORITIES MAY BE ADVISED. SUTEL.(y^

BUREAU ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT DESIRED THAT GREGORY COMMENTS

BE RECORDED. NO SECURITY PROBLEM ANTICIPATED IN RECORDING

I !'

b7D
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NR009 CQ' CODED

506 PM NITEL 9-22-71 EOfl'

TO DIRECTOR <100-440^23)

SPRINGFIELD ^57-775)

FROM CHICAGO ><157*347>

PEDERAL

COMM 1

WsTiGAHOH

SECTION

1971

TELETYPE

6
RICHARD 'CUAXTOH GREGORY', -AKA» EM - BH

Mr. Tolpon

Mr. Felt

|

Mr. Sullivan..

I
Mr. M hr

?Ir, B p
Mr.

r, GcBahai
Ir., Casper.

Mr. C (Tirad__
Mr. I L y
Mr. Glev:land

M- P m

Mr. Bosen-
Mr. Tavjl

Mr. Walters^.
Mr. S ^
Tele. Boom^.
M*ss H>i:nes_

Mis

V
RE SPRINGFIELD TELETYPE SEPTEMBER 'TWENTY, NINETEEN SEVENTY

ONE.

SUBJECT HAS’ MADE SEVERAL HUNDRED CAMPUS APPEARANCES OVER

THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS AND NO INCIDENTS OF VIOLENCE" HAVE? OCCURRED • ^
THERE IS NO NEED TO RECORD SUBJECT ’S REMARKS, AS THE

NATURE OF HIS REMARKS VARY ONLY SLIGHTLY FROM APPEARANCE

TO APPEARANCE- AND-ARE ’WELL DOCUMENTED.VV

SPRINFIELD SHOULD COVER SUBJECT’S- APPEARANCE", THROUGH

ESTABLISHED SdURCES* AND REPORT “SAME- "IN FORM: SUITABLE FOR

DISSEMINATION.
\jy

END

I0 bib
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

rr» TT^TOT A CCTFTV.F)
SEP 23 1971

MR. TRAINOR
BpO.M 712-A 9&0
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Transmit the following-in

Dqte: 9/30/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

<^f
Mi

0** M
y

TO:. ( VMfjIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM sic, DALLAS (157-946)' (P)^ O
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

Dallas, Texas, advised on
El Centro College,

of a scheduled appearance
by subject on the El Centro College campus on 10/5/71.

According to I GREGORY’S appearance is being
sponsored by the Lyceum Club oi El Centro College. The Lyceum
Club is an organization composed of El Centro students and'
faculty, and its stated purpose is to bring cultural programs
to the student body and the community. In the past it has
sponsored a variety of singers, dancers, musicians and speakers.

GREGORY’S schedule is tentatively set as follows:K .

9:00-10; 00 a.m.

11 : 00-12:00

12
;
00-1: 00

Press Conference, El Centro College

Speech at Holiday Inn, 1015 Elm;

Luncheon, Chapparel Room,
El CentroiCollege.

Dallas PD, Intelligence Division, was advised of—tn
above on 9/29/71.VL

Dallas will provide coverage of GREGORY’S visit and
submit LHM .

>

A T T TMPftTMf . m*. a. . . . . / . # « _ / _^ AALL
HERE

Bureau (RM) DATE/-
C~-±<. Chicago (157-347

2 — Dallas
TLP: jeg
(5) . f

Appmvpfiw U l!T *f O 4AVi
Special Agenf in Charge
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fTransmit the- following

AIRTEL

Date: 9/30/71

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO .
’ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)^(P)

. SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON^GREGORY , aka
Dick Gregory

JtA* EXTREMIST MATTERS - BN

i ^ )

ALL INFORI
HEREIN. IS_
DATEjlIi

9/30/71.
Re Albuquerque telephone call to Chicago dated

Referenced cail advised local newspaper reported
' subject scheduled to appear Albuquerque, New Mexico/,

,

on
,10/5/71, as a joint venture of the Universities of
Albuquerque arid New. Mexico. Albuquerque was desirous
of knowing what type coverage to afford this .event. 01

Albuquerque was advised to cover the event
through- established sources, to determine if GREGORY
makes statements inimical to the best interests of the
United States or promotes extremist causes and if such
was the case, they should be reported in form suitable
for dissemination, and submitted' to the Bureau and to

, Chicago. \A-

pEC T2

- Bureau (RM)

2 - Albuquerque (RM)

1, - Chicago
HHS/car
(5)

Approved:

Special Agfent\in Charge

Ow

.M Per
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UNITED STATES; GOVERNMENT

FROM :

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44Q423)

.SAC, DALLAS (1 57.-946) (RUG).

RICHARD. CLAXTON^REGORY
EM » BN

date: 10/12/71
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File, No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
*

FEDERAL BUREAU C>F INVESTIGATION

200 Mercantile Continental Building
Dallas, Texas 75201

October 12, 1971

RICHARD CLAXTOH GREGORY

Richard Gregory spoke at the Holiday Inn, 1015 Elm
Street, Dallas, Texas an October $5,“ 1971 to an .assemblage -oi

f

approximatreiy 600 persons, the majority of whom were El Centro
College students.

Gregory, in a speech liberally sprinkled with humdr,
concerned himself primarily with his feelings on social and
political injustice. He stated at one /point ihat he was in
the 165th day of a self-imposed fast to protest the Viet Npm
war. He exists, he stated, on water and, fruit juice only

Nam

•Ct

Gregory’s speech Was preceeded by a brief press con-
ference and was followed ,by a luncheon at El Centro College,
located at. Main and Lamar Streets, Dallas, Texas. He arrived
in Dallas at approximately 8:30 A.M. and departed at approxi-
mately 2,:30 P.M. to return to New York City.

Escerpts of Gregory Is speech are as follows: Ia

On George Wallace

"George Wallace shopld handle the bussing issue
as he did the school integration situation -

stand in front of the bus".

Oh the Vice-President of the United States -
y

r t
' ' ‘

"On his recent trip to Africa,. Spiro Agnew was
made a blood-brother, which requires that h© be
cut. What makes him think he has to go all the
way to Africa to get cut by some black folks?".



RICHARD CLAXTON .GREGORY

On the May Day demonstrations in Washington - \A

"If we’d raise the diraft age to 75., we’d see. .

a lot more old freaks sitting down in the streets
protesting the war U

\JL -

"They say the kids were arrested for blocking.
,

,

traffic3in Washington. That ain’t true. You
can block traffic iji America, if you want to -

it just depends on your reason for doing it.
In Hew York City this summer, some cats left
all the draw bridges up because they wanted more

„ - money - paralyzed the whole town — ain’t nobody
went to jail yet;. A few years back in New York
,Cit*yr 20,000 slimey degenerates from WalJL Street

4 came out and* blocked traffic for 'five* hours try-
ing to look at a woman’s brbasts ’’.vX,

On Political parties -(^

"I see where 67 percent of you new voters are
registered in a Democratic party. Dontt you
know the Democratic and; Republican "parties are
too degenerate and unfit to go.vern this -country »

any more?". ^
On George Jackson *•

"They say George Jackson hid a gun in his Afro.
I saw a picture of him in -the paper and. his hair
was shorter than mine. But at least that lie
will help us. White folks all over America now
believe Niggers, got guns in their hair "

*k



RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY-
,

- ’ *

On Racial Injustice; -

"Do you know that if i were fighting side by
side with a Red.-Ne.ck in Viet Nam and we were

- ' killed by the enemy, the Viet Cong would put
us both in the Same ,:p*aVe and bury us? But

- if ,our bodies were sent home to America,
chances are we could not be buried in the
same ’cemetery. Its a .sad day when I have to
stand before you and admit that I am treated
better dead by my enemies than *1 am alive by
my so-called friends".

On Political Power - [A
*

1 "Use your political power. Call for a boycott
against eating turkey duririg Thanksgiving and
Christmas as long as the Viet. Nam war is oDi

__ . Call, for a Nationwide boycott against celebrat-
ing Christmas.. Call for a Nationwide boycott
of General; Motors products.. The Chairman of
the Board, of General Motors don’t need no appoint.
mOnt to see the President".
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| | Being Investigated
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NR006 NH CODE

It25PM URGENT 9/24/71 VEM

TO : DIRECTOR

NEU-YORK

j > FROM: NEW HAVEtL . ( 1J3^0949 ) (P)

j>Kr— /

J|p&ELA DAVIS DEFENSE COMMITTEE^ IS -Co

I (f

SOURCE
«, RELIABLE 9 ADVISED THIS DATE THAT THE NEW HAVEN COMMITTEE

TO FREE ANGELA DAVIS WERE PREPARING TO SEND REPRESENTATIVES TO AN

ANGELA DAVIS RALLY SCHEDULED FOR- CENTRAL PARK* SATURDAY 0 SEPT* TWO *

FIVE , NEXT-® THIS- RALLY WOULD BE CONDUCTED FROM ONE’ TO -FOUR PM AND
^

PARTICIPANYS WERE ADVISED TO ENTER CENTRAL PARK AT SEVENTY SECOND
i A

|^AND FIFTH AVENUE (IJ)

DICK GREGORY* SALLYE DAVIS 9 AND OTHER WERE LISTED AS KEYNOTE% . ,

.^5 ^SPEAKERS* THIS RALLY WILL BE SPONSORED BY THE UNITED COALITION FOR "•.=*
' O’ .w . Ll

VANGELA DAVIS o INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED THROUGH PHONE’ NUMBER
•

' our b un
TWO FOUR THREE -.EIGHT FIVE FIVE FIVE* SOURCE WAS INVITED TO ATTEND

THIS RALLY^

’

wy,pfc^
4./W
*t. .’V „

fry y ,

f) 4
~
L*

/dizJ^-rtr
*kot recorded.

25 OCT 6 1971 •
•

\-

t v

r
f t J** 1

EE OCT 1

3

CUSS. & EXT. BY

UuHrJ



page two

NH 100-20949)

ADMINISTRATIVE:
p

SOURCE MENTIONED IS

NEW YORK REQUESTED TO*'! DENTIFY UNITED COALITION FOR ANGELA

K, tut
•

DAVIS AND SUBSCRIBER TO TELEPHONE NUMBER TWO 'FOUR THREE - EIGHT FIVE

FIVE FIVE* (U)

UACB'j, NEW HAVEN SOURCES WILL ATTEND ABOVE-MENTIONED RALLY AT -

THEIR OWN EXPENSE*. NEW HAVEN SOURCES WILL MAINTAIN LIAISON WITH

MEMBERS OF NEW HAVEN COMMITTEE TO. DEFEND ANGELA DAVIS (U}

END

RSP FBIWASH DC
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT
%

Memorandum
z>

TO

FROM

subject:

date: 10/18/71

touci

now
n

&=7,

~n

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44o423)

>

^AC, AIBUQUERQUE (157-147) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTOlf^REGORY, aka
Dick Gregory
EXTREMIST MATTERS - BM

Re Chicago airtel, 9/30/71*

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies and for Chicago
two copies of an LHM setting forth details of the speech given by
the subject at the University of Albuquerque on 10/5/71*

No dissemination is being made locally in view of the
fact that enclosed IHM was compiled entirely from public source
material.

I
3 Bureau (Encs. 5) (RMlc^§j>^
- Chicago (Encs.

1 - Albuquerque
JFC/dlhw

&
£££ INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
CATE^a3z22_BY



a
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
October 18, 1971

RICHARD. CLAXTON -GREGORY,
also known as Dick Gregory
EXTREMIST. MATTERS - BOMBING MATTERS

~ & »

.

’ According to an article which appeared in- the October
6, 1971, issue of the "Albuquerque Journal, » Dick Gregory, des-

, crib'ed as "rights activist and war critic," spoke before an
audience of- approximately 2500 persons, mostly ,young people
at the University of Albuquerque, Albuquerque, New Mexico, on

» the, evening :,of October 5, 1971 c

> *-
• , According to this article, Gregory pointed put to

. his audience that they had, a big, Job to do to organize themselves
- to achieve^ a change in the United States, particularly with regard

* to ending "the war in Vietnam.^ The article quoted Gregory as __
- rstating, "You have enough power to end the war in Vietnam in

30 days if you organize."
.

' Gregory is also quoted as stating, "The answer to the
problems isn’t violence. Violence is only a short time cure.
America can deal with violence, your bombs and yoUr dynamite .. . .

but it can’t deal with your moral force.

Gregory also called on young persons to organize outside
the major political parties to bring about political change, and
warned^strongly against the use of narcotics. He also stated
that institutions of higher learning 'should begin^ teaching students
how to live, not Just how to make a living, and that they must
provide education, rather than indoctrination.^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
pate ]£aJEzL-m &

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions

of the EBI. It is the property of the FBI and. is' Ibaned to your
agency^ it and its contents are- not to be distributed outside
your agency.

ENCLOSURE?
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UNITED STATES gQ&:RNMENT
~»b6

b7C

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100
date: 10/29/71

&C, SPRINGFIELD (157-775) (RUC)

SP^^CH BY RICHARD CLAXTOfCSlEGORY ,
Aka

Dick Gregory AttiCt.

HORTON FIELD HOUSE,
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, £2 SS‘
NORMAL, ILLINOIS

H0"M
10/18/71
EM - BN

n „

Enclosed herewith lor the Bureau are the original

and four copies of an LHM captioned and dated as above. Two
copies of this LHM are enclosed to Chicago. FD-376 is stapled
to the LHM.

Since there is no indication of any further appearances

by GREGORY within the foreseeable future in the Springfield
Division, this matter is being considered RUC.

I

Sources utilized in the LHM are as follows: /
(U) b7D

"The enclosed LHM is being classified "Confidential"
to protect sources whose unauthorized disclosure could impair

their future effectiveness and be detrimental to the national

CLASS. & EXT* BV q . „
REASON-FCIU II,

1-2.4J*
DATE OF BEVlEW_/^Jfi2fq W- & /

9010* 10*

^ -EiSCLOSyBE 11 NOV 8 I 97'

(jp- Bureau (100-440423) (Enc. 5) (RM)

2 - Chicago (157-347)- (Enc. 2) (RM) —“ r _
1 - Springfield (157-775)

TQM/jab

7Z, l#-7
BufU.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Flan



ONa STATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON* D.C. 20535

FUeNo
• October 29, 1971

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential-pro-

tection, and. to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. D Has attempted or threatened bodily Harm to any government official or employee,
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the
U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other
than legal means.

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. Q U. S. citizensor residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. (xl/Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists. vyho meet one. or more of,the,following

criteria:

(a) Q Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Q Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) ® Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements
indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph Q has been furnished Q enclosed (~) is not available

I I may be available through

Very trulyyours,

linrnfFummmwmAwm
BsmwTs unclassified

'

EXCEPT WHERE SHOWS '

OXHSTvWISB
.

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.).
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ECLASSIFICATION airTKOHW FROM:

FBI AWOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ©HIDE
DATE 09-18-2013
EBI INFORMATION ONLY
F92M32K35 *o

UNITED STAT.ES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply» Please Refer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU oi INVESTIGATION
Springfield , Illinois

October 29 , 1971

5 «-

SPEECH BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
Also known as Dick Gregory ,

.

HORTON FIELD HOUSE
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY^ _- tbASS. & EXT. BY.*

/2-S-fib

NORMAL, ILLINOIS
OCTOBER 18, 1971

Springfield confidential who has. furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on October 19, 1971,

DATO-Og-BEyiar. //)
,

"

b6
b7C

that Richard Claxton Gregory appeared at Illinois State University b7D

(ISU) camous driving a 1969 Ford station wagon bearing 1971
Illinois

| |
Gregory had three passengers, one

Negro female, age 24 to 25 .and. two Negro males, one age 30
and "the other age 55 to 60 (U)

Source stated Gregory^was at the Horton Field House
from 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM on October 18, 1971, and spoke to
about 3 , 500 students arid townspeople . Source stated that
Gregory used humor to attack politics, racism, drugs, poverty,
police', sex, ‘and "the Nixon administrations He further^asked
his audience to participate in a Christmas buying boycott and
asked for the boycott of General Motors and Walgreen Drug
Corporation. ^

stated that after leaving Horton Field
b7D

House, Gregory went to Linkins Center, in Tri Towers at ISU
where he held a "rap session" from 10:15 PM to 11:30 PM. This
"rap session" ^jvas made up of about 200 students both black
and white

Springfield corifidential
reliable .information in, the past, a’dVlse
consisted mainly of frivolous questions.

who has furnished
t the "rap session"
(U)

During the last few minutes ~of the ''rap session",
Gregory called an colder black, called. "Love" arid another named
"Jerry" to the platform to answer a few astrological questions K

This document contains 'neither recdmmeridations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the- FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its; contents are 'riot to be distributed
outside your agency

.

TTPbfl
GROUP 1 -

Uxt^cliided from automatic.

downgrading and
©classification
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SPEECH BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
Also known as Dick Gregory
HORTON FIELD HOUSE
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
NORMAL, ILLINOIS

'

OCTOBER 18, 1971

The ’’astrologer" predicted that there would be a great
world shaking event on November 6, 1971, that many will
meet martyrdom and that many will make themselves known.
The "rap session" ended at 11:30 PM.(^

Ifurther advised that the true purpose
of Gregory 1

s' presentation at the Horton Field House appeared
to be to recruit students to take part in November 6, 1971,
demonstrations. He referred several times to the "7,000
who were arrested in Washington on April 24 as willing to

'

‘put their bodies on the line for what they believe in".
His audience, which was overwhelmingly white, was receptive
to his speech. Source ad^rised there were no questions orto his speech. Source adyis<
answers after his speech./^

(U)

- - i’ThePantagraph",. a. ^Bloomington , Illinois, daily
newspaper in its October 19, 1971, issue reported Gregory’s
appearance in an article captioned "Criticism seasoned with
humor as Gregory lists nation’s ills". The article reported
on Gregory's appearance and stated topics covered by Gregory
included politics, racism, the war, drugs, poverty, hunger

^

police, alcoholism, women’s liberation, sex, the youth vote,
over-population, the Nixon administration, spying, religion,
the economy, prisons, civil rights, black power, Lieutenant
Calley, Rap Brown, George Jackson, Angela Davis, and even
the riot which took place in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, .

following the Pittsburgh Pirates winning of the World series. W
According to the newspaper's account of Gregory’s

appearance, he alternated between comedy and hard-edged
criticism in his presentation. Gregory reportedly commented
on a wrist cutting ceremony which Vice President Spiro Agnew
went through to become a "brother" in a recent visit to Africa.
Gregory found it hard to believe Mr.. Agnew was "dumb enough*;
to believe he had to go all the way to Africa to get cut".



SPEECH BY RICHARD CLAXTO^GREGORY

,

Also known as Dick
HORTON FIELD HOUSE

" ***

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
NORMAL, ILLINOIS
OCTOBER 18, 1971

He reportedly stated that President Richard M.
Nixon has "messed up the money so bad" he could "compete
with God in the next election and never win".

In regard to May Day demonstrations in Washington,
D. C., Gregory noted 7,000 people had been put in jail in
one day and in a period of four days demonstrating, 13,000
individuals had been arrested having chosen to "sit down in
front of a bridge so they wouldn't have to sit down in front
of a bullet". He noted that President Nixon and Attorney
General John Mitchell were on television several days before
the demonstration threatening the demonstrators and saying
they would not tolerate lawlessness. Gregory felt it would
be "nice" if we had a President and an Attorney General
who would get on television and threaten dope pushers and
alleged the President -had -never. had a derogatory word about
the "Mafia".

Gregory commented concerning the use of marijuana
and opined drugs may be permitted by the establishment. He
thought it was funny that a nine year old child in Harlem
can buy heroin on the street, but the Federal Bureau of
Investigation can not find it. u.

Gregory suggested students start a Christmas
buying boycott concluding that it would end the war and
would wipe out phase two, three, four, and also wipe out
Dick Nixon. IA.

The newspaper reported it took Gregory almost
two hours to touch every subject he discussed during his
appearance.
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Date: 11/10/71

Transmit the following, in

AIRTEL
Via

ntext or'.code)

(Priority) '

\

TO

ifeJECT

:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CINCINNATI (157-1077) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON^REGORY, Aka.
Dick Gregory iTPROFR 1- 1' -^;<riSG
EM-BLACK NATIONALIST ^isEDB*^-
(00: Chiyanrnt *

11/3/71,J
11/2/71,
a black

For the information of tne Bureau ana CHIcago, on
I advised that on the evening of

siuueui or-gaiiizaLiuu uu uie campus^
University (OSU) .• Columbus. Ohio, met with

I

of Afro-AM.
Ohio

1 and
decided to nominate^DrCK”GREGORY who was scheduled to appear
11/9/71, on the OSU campus for the office of President of
OSU. Source advised that seven nominations have, been.
submitted to a Referendum Committee sponsored by USG and the
election will be open to all students, faculty, and staff.

-f&<' (U)

On 11/10/71, Detective
Columbus, Ohio Police Department, advised that

approximately 1,500 people crowded into Mershon Auditorium on
the campus of OSU on the evening of 11/9/71, to hear a

speech by comedian DICK GREGORY entitled “Social Problems-
Social or Antisocial?” The admission charge was $2 for
adults and $1 for students with the speech open to the public
and audience consisting of mainly blacks. Subject’s speech
was described as not hf>-intr inflammatory and lasted forwas described as not hf>-intr inflammatory and lasted for
approximately l| hours.

|

jadvised that subject’s speech

REC-65
.
2-Bureau (RM)
f-Chicago (157-457) (RM
6-Cincinnati

(1-I57rl077) __
(1-157-3336) CLASS. & EXT.

(1-157-4368)^ EEAS0N-F.CIU II
,
^y-yxrgKy

1
-100-19946^ DATE OF REVIEW

—

JJz. I 0.

1U)m :>Ib (10)
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was spiced with satire rph a wide 'rjange of subjects,
including comments in. favor of bussing arid desegregation.
Subject indicated to the audience that blacks have
significant boycott power and that as an example

j blacks
if they chose to boycott the purchase of Thanksgiving
turkeys and General Motor .products they could have a
tremendous influence in bringing the Vietnam war to an
end#. Subject indicated that the money interests and
war profiteers would, be mpr.e. apt to ^pressure the dstablish-
hent about ending the war in Vietnam if their- profits !

were being adversely effected by a biack boycott. K
subject indicated that his
to accept the nomination of

According t°|
schedule did not permit him
President of OSU^

(stated that approximately ten members of
the Afro set, a black, extremist organization headquartered
at Cleveland, Ohio, with a branch in Columbus, Ohio, were
present during the speech and stationed themselves, in front
of the stage while subject spoke

b6
b7C
b7D

On 11/10/71, advised that subject .during
his.- speech on the evening of 11/9/71, emphasized that
pocketbook power in- the; form of economic boycotts by
blacks is an effective suite term method for, acquiring .

the ear of the establishment who would then be cognizant
of the demands of blacks. Source advised, that Subject’s
speech was comical and low key and subject commented that
he was presently down to 99 pounds as a result of his
fast and protest of the war in Vietnam. .Subject, according
to source, also feels that the police of the United States"
do not apply the laws equally. As for example, massive
arrests during the May Day demonstrations in Washington, D> C.

,

and very few arrests in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, during
the night the Pittsburgh Pirates won the World Series. (U)

On 11/10/71, OSU Campus Police Department

.

- '

advised that .subject’s Speech Was sponsored from, the
Freshman. Senate and accoiding to- his- sources,- subject is
scheduled to depart Columbus., Ohio, for Chicago,; Illinois,
on 11/10/71 .{^

*

", '

. ,

UACB, an LHMC is nof being submitted in this -jaat-ter
and this is being considered BUC.i-.i-. •

"
' '

‘•vVfU »•?.•
• -j > *'
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Transmit the following In

AIRTEL

Date: 11/11/71

(Type in plaintext or'.code)

(Priority)

CR

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, CINCINNATI (157-1077) (RUC)

1JECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, Aka.,
D.ick Gregory
EM - BLACK NATIONALIST
(00: CHICAGO)

Remyairtel, 11/10/71.

On 11/11/71, Detective
Columbus, Ohio Police Department, auviseu cna i on n/iu/vx,
subject gave a press conference in his room at the Christopher
Inn, Columbus, Ohio. At this press conference, subject formally
accepted the nomination to run for president of Ohio State Uni^/y^5

'^

versity (OSU) , Columbus, Ohio. This nomination was* offered to V
subject by Afro-Am, a black student organization on the campus |. ,

of OSU. Subject, at this press conference, indicated that he
did not have time to campaign for the office of president of
OSU, but if selected, as its president, he would serve in that
capacity. K

|
of the

on the campus of OSU, both endorse >suDjeci

|
|stated that during subject’s speech, on Tuesday

evening, 11/10/71, he indicated that he would not acceptathe
nomination to run for president of OSU.

|

[stated that he
does not know why subject changed his mind. i/\

. _ (\

2)- Bureau (RM) / c REC-48
!*>- \$ k(D- Bureau (RM)

2 - Chicago (I57-457
7 - Cincinnati

(1 - 157-1077)
(2 - i57-3336)
(2 - 100*=19946)

r

(2 - .100- ) [

PLM/jap

NOV 15 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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Istated that subject will be appearing at
approximately 300 universities over the next ten months

,
UACB, no LHM is being submitted and this matter

is being considered in an RUC status .(j
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F B I

Transmit the following in

Airtel

Date: 11/15/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-2780)

ike, OMAHA (157-217) (P)

SUBJECT: DICK CLAXTQN
EM
00: Chicago,

GORY

,
On November 11, 1971,
University of Nebraska at Omaha, (.PROTECT-RELJ.ABLE

)

furnished a handbill put out by the Student Program Organization
(SPO) indicating that GREGORY would speak at 2:00 p.m. in the
University Theater, UNO, oh November 22, 1971. His. topic
will be "Social Problems; Social or Anti-Social?" The
SPO is a student organization which plans programs designed
and executed by students with student funds-v^^

Appropriate coverage will be turnished GREGORY’S
speech and LHM will be submitted".'!^

ALL

B m 17 197,

(2) - Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (RM)
3 - Omaha (1 - 100^7058)

(Ba- 157-217)

/fecial Agent in Charge U« S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971 -413-135
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•b *

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date; 11/22/71

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)^

SAC, PORTLAND (157-329) (RUC)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
Dick Gregory .

EM - BN ALL information contained
(00: CG) HEREIN ISUNCLASSIFIED.

DATElrSiixL-BY^^Z-^
Re Portland teletype to the Bureau, 11/17/71. u.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies and for
Chicago two copies of an LHM concerning comments of GREGORY
during a speech at Willamette University, Salem, Oregon,
•n 11/17/71.

LHM.
Two copies of an FD-376 are attached to enclosed

Enclosed LHM is being disseminated locally to
U.S. Secret Service, Portland, Oregon,

The information in enclosed LHM was received from
a well-placed source,

2~Bureau (Enc. .5) (AM) (RM)
2- Chicago (157-347)^(Enc . 2) (AM) (RM) <

2- Portland
q- 157-329) /SDyibjte, /*S

HGB : tms -
, /?„

6 NOV 29 1971

Trgent in Charge U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE! I97j,-4l3-t35
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PD 157-329

The well-placed source who furnished information
in enclosed LHM is:

Salem. Oregon
land-

graduate of
(identity protecxea Dy

b6
b7C
b7D
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In Reply9 Please Refer to

File No.

o o
UI'^^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF jOriCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury November 22

.

Washington, D. C. 20220
1971

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-
tection, and to fall within the category or categories, checked.

1* (223 Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
including foreign goyernment officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the
U. S., because of his official status,

2. £3} Has -attempted, or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other
than legal means.

3. (22) Because of background is potentially dangerous; ,or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. (2D U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5* .Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following
criteria:

,,

(a) £2) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

~ (b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) (2223 Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements
indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order
and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph (22) has been furnished enclosed ^fyl is not available
I I may be available, through

Very truly yours,

t.

Edgar Hotjv^r

Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service
, Portland, Oregon

iKPoRMAi-ioit

XS UlJc3jAS§Ui2D
2>:cepiivhereshw7u
OWZSMXSB

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of' classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In_*Repty7 Please Refer to

File'No.

m

jqN-I-TED states department OF JUSTICE
* "

\

'

FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION;

^Portland,
%
Qregbn,

November 22, 1971 *'

•

> t

•* •

-
, .

j ,

' ALL"INFORMATION CONTAINED

,

SfgEIN IS UNQ^ESIFI
DATft/.-^3

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
also, known, as Dick Gregory

On November 17-, 1971., at IT: 6.0' a.m,, Richard;
Glaxton Gregory spbfee at Willamette 'University *s Todd Hall ,

. under. the sponsorship of the University Forum Series

.

Willamette University is a private Methodist college at
- Salem, Oregon, with an enrollment of approximately 1,500
students.,^- ,

-

, . According to a source,, there were roughly 1,200
persobs in' the audience. Including students Rnd residents
primarily from the' isalem, drea

;, The approximately 50 Elacks
in the* audience- all .stood and cheered' when Gregory bhter.ed
the Hall, ‘

' ' '

,
Gregory claimed his weight is. down to lol pounds

as a result of his fast,. of only- juices, water
.

i

tea and
.

vitamins forthe past six months. in "protest of the war in
Vietnam. He suggested; young people could end the war in

v ;30 days by refusing to- celebrate Christmas ,. which means not
buying turkeys, boycotting Sears* Roebuck & Company and other
large businesses in. order to /'mess up Nixon/s Phase 1, 2
and. 3 eco.nimic plans 1'*

. Gregory lauded the American press' as . among the
best civil fights, fighters oi; alii He stressed, that social
change won ’t come from, violence and smoking .pot; but rather

1 from ^massive, boycotts of major business -institutions

This: document contains -neither recommendations nor .conclusions of
the EBI .*

,
It ‘ ii the property, of the EBI, and is loaned to your agency ;

it and its. contents are not to. he distributed, outside youf .agency/

MUfiosu?
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’ RICHARD CiAXTOIT GREGORY
also known .as .Pick Gregory

Concerning the Supreme Court,. Gregory deplored
the fact that President Nixon caniiot find. a qualified -

"

southern nominee and- said it is. an insult, to the- .Republican
Party that ore of the nominees- is a Democrat.

During. Gregory ’s one and' pne-hhlf hour talk, he
made statements to the effect that, ,’i>*we niggers are going
to ram freedom dowh the whites,’ throats as it tastes so
good.,.." "...the -whites are going to have airplanes and
tanks after them..." "...7 ,,0.00- demonstrators, were arrested
in Washington, D.C'. , and the FBI couldn’t' find one. criminal
among them,, not even one whore or a pimp..,." jj ‘ •



>*\oOPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1*2 COITION ' t
CSA FFMR («1 CFR) 3

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

.’FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-2780) date; n/29/71

fo(f$Ac;, OMAHA (157-217) (RUC)

subject:

*(/

* >

[p-

DICE CLAXTOnSsrEGORY
EM

00.; CHICAGO

Re Omaha airtel to Bureau; dated 11/15/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight and for Chicago
are two copies of LHM concerning subject's visit to the Uni-
versity of Nebraska at Omaha on 11/22/71. (/f

No request was made, to tape subject's speech due
to ,the poor sound equipment ini the University of Nebraska at,
Omaha auditorium theater; Clerical employee*^ 1 «

stnHiPiTit a-h trern. ±Ije.speech along with SAs
The/ spee.ch. was advertised as open

jlo cue prone:

Copy of this LHM being designated to U. S. Secret
Service, Omaha. {*

’’ - - -

’m f=W.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

• f*flof.

f"

X

.

2^- Bureau. (Enc . 8) (RM);
,2 - Chicago^(Enc., 2) (RM).
1 - Omaha"
DGH/sgl G

R€C- 28 iid~
£0 dhq s 1971

u

39 8
' i f

t K
«t,c.

30io-io»*oa
buy u.J

.
gavmgs Donds/KeguldrPy. on the payroll Savings 'Elan

. k,
‘
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Reply, Please Refer'to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDEaAL/BUHEAU.OF INVESTIGATION
l

Omaha , Nebraska
* November 29, 1971

DICk/CEAXTON GREGORY

On November .22,^1971, a .Special Agent of the FBI
attended a public

,
speech, ,by the, subject .at Iphe University of

Nebraska at Omaha (UNO) Theater Auditorium -s:
Gregory 1 /arrived: in Omaha /at.' 12:19; PM. He spoke

at .UNO froia 1:30 PM 16/3:15 PM.. He held a„pre'ss Acohference
at 4:00 PM at WesTey-Housey .a Methodist social- welfare or-
ganization bn the rioTthy side/of Omaha.;,

;
He. left -Omaha at

approximately 5:45 PM* November.' 22, 1971.,

.
Gregory 'spoke 'before' a /capacity crowd of- approxi-

mately 500 students hh'd faculty. at UNOwh'b received his
appearance , and speech enthusiastically;’ .At- the beginning
he did not -allow local teievisfon stations; or'moyies, to be
made during his ppeecliuahcJ stated that he.fcanie to- talk to
the- students and wahted nov.ihterfere_hce^dufirig .his : speech.

• He ,devoted’ the •£iTVt‘;^e'6i'bT-‘
_
fii‘?een-

l
minutes of his.vspeech

to the. fact that he, had been fasting; for the/past few. months
lh'^‘ .protest *o'i; the. .American'-

.
involvement in the Vietnam* war

and that he formerly weighed approximately

,

;,266 pounds and
he now weighs 99 pounds; He stated he would .continue to fast

: until the United States ihvoiv'eiiieh t..in Vietnam- -e'eased.

His’ speech was /aimed directly at4/the -young, .students
and he .commented several/ times "you young folks have a lot to •

/do and .hot much time left- to do it {j
*

-
,

t

/
• Gregory -spent several minutes during his speech

making -satirical '-humor, concerning Vice
:
President

(
Agnew ’

s

recent tfi'sit to Africa, .and* President Nixon's forthcoming
visit to China;

- S&I?»AI®D

This document contains neither recommen-
dations nof conclusion'sof the FBI.. It is
the property, of the FBI and is, loaned, to
your -agency ;\yityan‘d its 1 contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency

.

{
40-^33
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DICK CLAXTON GREGORY

Gregory spent considerable time degrading the
police structure in the United States 'and mentioned -speei-

several
i
times that the first day of the May demon-

stra.tions in Washington 'was, a great day since it, resulted
in the arrest of 7,000 young people arid /'there was not one
criminal among them. " He ; 'stated the reason they were arrested
^as as blocking traffic and then stated at the con-
clusion of the World SOries the victory in Pittsburgh 're-
sulted in a mob taking over the street's*, blocking traffic1doting; however* there were no arrests made during this

Gregory commented on the working of the- police iri
ghetto areas 6f America, and mentioned that ail police are
corrupt, citing the Knapp Commission’s investigation ihto
alleged misconduct of the New York .Police Department < He
stated this came as a, shock to white America and that this 1

investigation.:would cost, the. American; public five million
dollars when, in fact; 'the niggers of this country have
Been telling you for 75 years that the: cops are crooked."

Gregory devoted considerable time, to urging black
communities to turn .in. drug pushers',

.
bookmakers, and other

types of criminals - .who prey ,-.on the tbiack community and-
cautioned -yourig people* against the use, of -alcohol 4'nd-a'il
types of drugs

,|^ ; y
He made mention that the United States tfas -sending

thousands of soldiers- to Vietnam to free; the South Vietnamese
when, our brother American Indian is still confined to,. -a -

:

reservation-,
, livingunder very poor conditions. Gregory

made very derogatory Remarks about Presidents, Kennedy,
Johnson, Eisenhower, and Nixon,., ’blaming all of them for
the Vietnam war. He called , the- United States- a racist, rotten
country and reminded, the students of the slogan "if you don’t
love, it, leave, it" and then, stated he was hot about ;to leave
it, but was going to remain in this country and fight for
better conditions. It

^be "Omaha World-Herald"an Omaha daily newspaper,
fpr November 23 , 1971, in an article entitled "Gregory BacksBlack Caucus, Attacks 'Pot*," set out that Gregory held a
press conference at Wesley House, 2001 North 35th Street,
Omaha f after his speech at UNO in which 'he^voiced support

i



o o c

i

i

DICK CLAXTON GREGORY

for a proposed black national political convention. At
his press conference, he again mentioned that the people in
.communities should turn in criminals because he stated "the
man (the police) has. already proved that he’s not going to
deal ,with certain problems iii the black Oommunity, so we’ve
got to deal with them ourselves.

"

The article also said that. ’’Gregory’s talk con-
tained a lot of examples of humor, but it was more a political
harangue than a comedy routine;'” The article-.also stated
that Gregory said ”1 met so many youngsters who believe to
stay hip and cool they have to drink alcohol and smoke
marijuana. If that ’s* what, it takes to be hip and cool
I say it’s better to be: hot and square.’^

3*

V
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Transmit the following in

Airtel

Date: 11/29/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

Air Mail
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

FROM: SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (P)

O
SUBJECT: RICHARD CIAXTON GREGORY, aka

Dick Gregory
EM

On 11/29/71, Investigator New
York State Police, Duanesburg, New York, stated GREGORY was
scheduled to speak at 8:00 p.m., 11/30/71, at Bouck Hall,
Cobleskill Tech, Cobleskill. New York.t^

The speech is sponsored by the College Union Board

and his appearance is open to the public without charge M

(stated GREGORY is being paid by the student

organization that is sponsoring his speech and the amount being

paid is not known.(j^

Secret Service, 108th MIG and, USA, NDNY advised^yY
-*"

LHM will follow concerning captioned matter .L(,
j[

-Cg^ureau (RM) ^ - tmfqEHATXOH CONTAINED

tsar Hfesss®2*?'

6 DEC 1 191'

' ft 9Yl

Approved: : —Z Sent

57DEC lS
8
e
197!

gent in Charge

01 1

.M Per
DC •.
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OFTTONAL FORM NO. fO
MAY IK2 DtnON
CSA FFMR (« CFR) 101*114

UNITED STATESa ERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

SAC, ALBANY (157-253) (RUC)
" *8EW '

A~\ Zion

RICHARD CLAXTorf-'GREGORY, aka Jo* fSS?'
Dick Gregory r
EM

date: 12/15/71

ry n —

Re Albany airtel to Bureau, 11/29/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of
an LHM concerning captioned individual with two copies
to Chicago regarding appearance of subject at Cobleskill,
NY, on the evening of 11/30/71. A copy of this LHM has
been furnished to lo8th MIG, Albany, NY, and Secret

2^Chicago (Encs . 2) (RM) (157-347)
31-Albany
RES :kar

ENCLOSURE

EX-104

ft£C-

f si'OEC/o 1971

1: DEC 3^-1971

tscMTTv v

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan





D STATES DEPARTMENT OF J

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to Albany, New York
File No.

December !£?, 1971

*•' '-or , ’ft'V >

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY,
ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY

.
%

On November 29, 1971, a confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information in the past,
advised RICHARD CLAXTON, GREGORY was scheduled to speak
at 8:00 pm, November 30, 1971, at Bouck Hall, Cobleskill
Tech,,,Cobleskill, New. York. He stated the- speech was
sponsored by the College Union Board,, a student group,
and his ^appearance was open to the public without any
charge

. _

’ ^
"On December 6,. 1971, a- second confidential

who has’ furnished reliable information in thesource.
past, 'sjfcated- GREGORY spoke to a group of approximately
one hundred -students at Bouck Hall, Cobleskill Tech,
,Cdbleskill,%New York, on the eveving, of November 30,
-197'I.;=- He ’said GREGORY^spoke- from 8:00;pmhuntfl-=;appro'xi—«•

ma'tely 10:00 rpm. He? ‘stated he attended -the speech, and
there was nothing inflammatory;- and he thought GREGORY
gave an. excellent speech. He stated GREGORY, who" was .

-formerly a professional comedian, talked for approximately
thirty minutes .on the present diet he was on,, and the
remainder"of the speech was in regard to t'he United States
Constitution and how it affected the Negro race.

/
‘

He stated GREGORY" was paid $800 for the- speech.
He said-following the speech, GREGORY met with the press,.
He stated GREGORY then spent the night at the University
Inn, a motel located in Cobleskill, New York, and de-
parted the next morning.

'

This document contains neither recom-
mendations nor conclusions of the FBI-. _

• .

It is the property of the FBI and is
* loaned, to.;your agency;, it and its con-.

tents are not to be distributed outside _

7* ~ — your -agency;— — - — -

- 1* r

- enclosueb
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a
Limon, Colorado 80828 |'

November 25, 1971

The Hon. John Edgar Hoover

Feaeral Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover,.
/ftcithuJ Cbxh* Grt'tffiry

I am enclosing ax photocopy of an article from the Nrog^mber 17th issue of the

Ro:ky Mountain News concerning eu speech by comedian I Pick_ure gory/ a- self-admitted

co nmunist, before ax.crowd in Fort Carson, Colorado Springs, Colorado. ' »

l

According to this news, item, past speakers at this army post have included -

the radical U.S. Representative Julian Bond; LeRoi Jones, author of ax vulgar play \ .

called "The Toilet", an anti-white play which, depicts all whites as being homo- \A
sexual, T -P m. memory serves me right, participated in the Newark- riots of V
g67; . Iin Denver and wha has

extensive communist connections including

near Taos, New Mexico.

1 This is why I believe that Majdr General John cAZstnnett, Fort Carson, Corcmand-

er, should be investigated for possible communisfc^ddmiections jj.nd_retirod from, the

'ervice if this is fou$d to be true.

/

all information cootained

^CLOSOT

1

1*1 AM*
4

y

^.pTT l

r.

^^aspectfully

.PEC-18
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^O^R^y'MountaiaUews ;^WedjNq&lT^lffl, Denver, C&io.

1 * - - ; ^
3y LOT^HOLMANV , ,

_ i Mounta1n,’News"WHte?
FT. .CARSON—First warming his audience with his'

“RSmemberr •Hat: evgr^gun
you come up with, thcgoras;
ment has got a tank. For every

patented comedy patter and then scorching some withj stick ot dynamite you find,

somejiot remarks on racism, police and morals, Dick
thcv vf‘ eat "

Oregory pefiormed'^o a Capacity crowd in the Ft Car- 1

l. T-^f . ' m U
son Fleldhouse ^Tuesday
The caustic black comedian

appealed to. the “youngtfolks of

America*' tdbrihg about] change
so theyrWon'i,haye;jto ‘{depend

ocr a sick, degenerate society as

I* have.”
He called the MayDaydem-;

onstration in Washington D.C. in

which .7,000 persons wenf arrest-

,ed^“but bone ot them werecrim-
frials” a great day In U.S. histo-

ry. a

/They dared to go to Washing-
ton fo try and jtfnp the yietnam
War, Bat we learned from
that if you 'block traffic tor a
moral reason you’ll gpt your
head beat in,

AMORADGAP
\Wc don’t have a generation

gap! , . wev have a monji gap,”
Gregory said, cheered on by the

standing room only crowd at the

Army post.
{

He- was Introduced by Maj.

they tried like Hell to send me
to OCS (officers candidate
school),” he Joked, and the
crowd roared.
GROWS SERfOU3
A few more^like fti&t and sud-

denly he grew quiteserious as
his appeal began.to the young to
change ihoTresentsystem.
Returning^tev the May Day

demonstration, he^oted that
most demonstrator^'wer'p' of
draft age. “Lift the draft age to
75 and we’ll see a lotof old cats
marching in the streets, too,” he
quipped.

they’ve got a missiles
Philosophizing furthor^ Grego-

ry observed that, “The greatest
weapon against conSmunism is

not your army . . . it’s making
that .Constitution of ours work,
bab^ -making: man’s humanity
to man work like it’s supposed
to.”

w .
~JM

On a few other topics/be op-
ined-quickly:

If you young folks, want to
make pot legal, make the old
folks dike It like they do Jlieir al-

cohol.

You might think smoking pot
is nnticstablishment, but who in

Hell do you think supplier itf
The l#-year-old vote is fine ex-

cept .they give you the opportu-i

nity to elect but not to select
If we had done something

about all those bodies they dug
"jp down in Arkansas, we pmba-

4They didn’t go to Jail for

blocking traffic—It was the
reason they blocked traffic
that sent 7,000 to Jail,” Grego-
ry raid, noting that crowds
blocked traffic In Pittsburgh
after the World Series but
weren't arrested,

Pointing his lethal-tongue atlfc0^11^- since _1942_ except the

* wouldn’t have had Attica.

,]
-Everything's Increased in this

„ at I JfY- since _1942 except the
„ - -.the “white racist police struc-ifoffce

a

de'nt soldier’s body
G«T. John C. Bennett, Ft. Car-; ture” in this country, Gregory. ^ ,

son commander, who said Greg-! claims thnt if nil Npw V ' to pass legisla-

ory has been In more demand
as a speaker for the facial Hais]
mony Council’s speakers pro-

gram than any other person in

the country.

Pe was the first' tq com
pletely fill tho flcldhouso’a

*

2,500 seats, although previous
speakers in the series have In-

1 eluded - Georgialegislatbr Juli-

an Bond, outspoken .pJbet Le-
Rci Jones'and Denver Chicano
Activist Corky Gonzales.

. In Addition to Ft. Carson, Greg-!
bzy<>spbke earlier at Colorado*
State University in For;t Collins

and was to appear at Northern
Colorado State University in

Greeley Tuesday evening.
Cracking a few* one-liners, es-

pecially appreciated .by [the mili-

tary addience here, Gregory hadl
everyone alternately laughing!
*nd applauding. , f I

“When I was in the Army ij

ftol§ them I’d eitherilike to ?>o a
j

lacomedian or a clown~ . . and

lice would*- gee maa ana quH.h,

York police are thq best money
can buy, arid they’re sold every
day.”

'

Again speaking to the young,
Gregory * acknowledged that
“violence is not the answer to
solving our problems. If it was,
we could solve every problem on
the face of the earth by nightfall
with all the violence I see
around this place,” he cracked
as lie looked out toward the
weapons area of in. Carson.

kvLSF
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J

Chicago holding in abeyance the dissemination of the
[designated copy of this report to the U. S. Secret Service
/
until Bureau approval is received regarding the inclusion of
/GREGORY on the Administrative Index (ADEX) . Upon Bureau approval,
I Chicago will disseminate designated copy to the U. S. Secret
* Service, Chicago, Illinois, by use of an FD-376.^

Attached hereto for the Bureau are two copies
of an FD-376. (j

No attempt will be made to interview GREGORY
as to do so might possibly create a situation whereby
he might try and cause embarrassment to the Bureau. tA
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT -OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S3S ,

File No. CG 157-347
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

- The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret' Service concerning Presidential. pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Q Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planningan imminent visit=to the

U. S., because of his official status.

•2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means, _
*-

3. Because of background- is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization-inimical to U. S. -

-

4.

- I I U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or,

Chinese Communist blocs and return.
,r < - * ** -

5. (Xj Subversives, ultrarightists, racists arid fascists who meet one or more.of the ? following

criteria:
“

"A —

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal Jbehavior:

(b) gO Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Q Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

>

'Photograph fXl has been furnished I I enclosed is not- available. - *

I I may be available through

K

Very truly yours, D

Joh i Edgar Ho^vjlr
" xDirector

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

- U. S. Secret Service ,

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
- _

”
*

,becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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CONFIDENTIAL^

j

Office: Chicago, Illinois
b6
b7C

Bureau File ft 100-440423

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

l-os-gb

EXTREMIST MATTER

Syaoptbi RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, born 10/12/32, at
St. Louis, Missouri, resides at 1451

/ East 55th Street, Apartment 929, Chicago,
Illinois. GREGORY is employed as a night-
club entertainer. GREGORY regularly appears
as a guest lecturer on university campuses
throughout the United States, where he criticizes
the United States' involvement in the Viet
Nam War and its treatment of the black citizens
of America. GREGORY holds no membership in
any extremist organizations.

- P -

IAL
iroup I
.Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

DETAILS

:

This investjfe^tion was predicated upon the receipt
of information from a source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, that RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was
opposed to the Viet Nam War and advocated the paralyzing
of the economy of the United States in order to stop the war*

^Ecg t-i, 1/9/e^Jj^

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusioffSJFOi
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed oufeifeyour agency.

the property of the FBI and is loaned to
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I „ BACKGROUND

Date of Birth

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY was born on October 12,
1032, at St « Louis, Missouri •U_

Residence

l/9/68p^K
(U)

Street

,

RICHARD
Apartment

GREGORY resides at 1451 East 55th
029, Chicago, Illinois.

(CG(CG T-l,

Employment

12/22/71 (U)

Since 1958, GREGORY has been employed as a
night cLub corned tan-entertainer . GREGORY publicly acknowledges
that his break in the entertainment field came in 1961,
with his appearance at the Chicago Playboy Club. More
recently GREGORY has derived a major portion
of his income by engaging in speaking tours at various
colleges and Universities JLn the United States. In
respect to his entertainment activities, GREGORY is
president of DICK GREGORY Enterprises located at 79 West
Monroe Street, Suite 712, Chicago, Illinois, which was
incorporated in the State of Illinois, on March 31, 1961.

Kduc.at ion
&(CG T-2, 12/7/71)

k

GREGORY graduated from Summer High School, St.*
Lours, Missouri., GREGORY attended Southern Illinois
University, where .‘.c subsequently graduated. In 1953
GREGORY was voted outstanding athlete of Southern Illinois
Un Lvers.i ty

.

k
|(CG T- 3 1/9/68)

- 2 -
3^
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Marital Status

Marriage- License No. 2514702 oi
Bureau of Vital Sint; i sties, * Chici.go, I J 1 inois . rpf 1 pp.tc;

K ICHAKD CLAXTON GREGORY was married to I

w)„, was born »n|
|
_.in

|
, rvJ. u . ^

February 2. tub’). in Chicago. 1 1 l~i nTTHg:—

T

^TR^t^ngnd
.

| |

who in the father of
presided over tin*, ceremony .(^ I

Credit

On January 8, 1971, the files of the Chicago
Credit Bureau, Incorporated, were checked at the request
of Special Clerk

l | This office
maintains the file on DICK GREGORY, 1451 East 55th Street,
Chicago, and the following is reflected:

JA._

__ A .Judgment on June 9, 19667- against DICK
GREGORY Enterprises, Inc., and DICK GREGORY
for the amount of $7,527.50, no disposition
or further information is reflected.|y^

A Judgment on January 28, 1966, for the
amount

-
of' S323.00 reporteda gainst GREGORY

by Hertz Rent-A-Car, no disposition is
reflected^

A Judgment on February 15, 1967, for the
amount of $302.05 against DICK GREGORY by
Pacific Telephone Company, no disposition
is ref looted. \J^

A Judgment on Apx’i) 7, 3 965, against DICK
GREGOR \ f««r the amount of $207.79 by the
Sheraton. 1i lack St one Corporation, no disposition
is reflected, (l

A Judgment on August 17, 1965, against
DICK GREGORY for the amount of $388.38
bv bur, -lies Press Clipping Company, no
disposition refI ected.
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II. STATEMENTS MADE CRITICAL
OF GOVERNMENTAL OFFICIALS
AND POLICIES

On January 15, 1968, at a lecture at Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, GREGORY commented
that RAP BROWN and STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, in his opinion
arc being honest in what they say and that the "whities"
do not like them because they go to a foreign country and
spread the truth. GREGORY commented that '’RAF' and
STOKLEY were once nonviolent demonstrators but got fed
up with white violence. (J / ,

GREGORY alluded to the recently discussed law
with regard to destruction of the American flag of cloth and
that if he wanted to burn it no one was going to stop him.
He further stated that the "blacks are coming on strong
and their day is coming". GREGORY stated further he was
against the Government’s confiscation of guns and ammunition
from the blacks and not the same action against such
groups as the Minutemen.

(CG T-3, 1/15/68) (U)

— On March 30,1968, GREGORY spoke to 1000 persons -

at the University of Pacific, Stockton, California., where he
challenged the statement that there are communists in the
Civil Rights Movement and inquired as to why the FBI and
the Central Intelligence Agency had not identified them.



He criticized the double standard in the Unto d States
and said that Congress did not get upset over crime in the
streets until it became crime by Negroes. He pointed out
that the syndicate was ten times worse than anything else
and if the Mafia was taken over by Negroes it would be
stomped out immediately. He stated that BOBBY BAKER stole
eight million dollars while working for ‘'LBJ" yet the boss
knew nothing about it. He spoke of "IBiJr’s" attempts to spread
democracy in Southeast Asia, yet some of the biggest crooks
are in control of Vietnam and why should the U. S. go
all the way to Vietnam to stomp out corruption when we have
not set our own house in order. I i

GREGORY stated that the attitude of Congress is
what can be done with the Negroes, not what can be done for
the Negroes. He suggested that next summer when the television
stations are showing eities being burned by Negro rioters,
turn off the sound and read the first part of the Declaration
of Independence which states that it is the duty of the
citizens to revolt when they have been misused for lone periods
of time

. \J^

GREGORY ridiculed Congress for passing a bill against
burning draft cards within a period of a few days after one had
been burned but had not been able to pass anti -lynching law
after hundreds of lynchings. GREGORY claimed to be opposed to
violence and opposed to all war and was especially resentful of
the U. S. sending troops to Vietnam to inflict freedom for a
bunch of foreigners when there is no enforcement of freedom
at home. He repeated that he does not agree with violence but
had to admit that progress comes only after riots and as .an

'

example cited the recent hiring of thousands of Negroes by the
Ford Motor Company in Detroit. He claimed they were hired
only because the. fires got too close to the Ford Plant.

J7cG T-4, 4/1/68
(U)
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On May 7, 1968, RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY spoke at
Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois, in conjunction with
the Student Convocation Lecture Series - 1968 .(^

There was no disorder of any type and the
speech was humorous, but lacking in depth. The general
text was based on the effect college students can have on
the economy in their prospective influence as leaders.
GREGORY stated students could best demonstrate against
the war in Vietnam, not by carrying signs, but by economic
efforts such as (1) stop smoking so taxes will not go to
the Government; (2) stop buying clothes; (3) stop buying
new cars; (4) don’t buy products of the Dow Chemical Company:
and (5) stop shaving. *’

1
—

*

[(CG T-5
, 5/8/68^ (U)

On May 8, 1968, GREGORY spoke at the Stat<
University College At Cortland, Cortland, New York.

GREGORY quoted passages from history books aifcl the
Bible to justify the actions of his black brothel's today. He
was not recruiting and his remarks, though shaded with bitter-
ness, were not inflammatory. GREGORY severely criticized
President JOHNSON and indicated that the United States
was without a leader at this time. GREGORY attempted to get
the message across to the students that there is a problem
and although they did not create the problem, they will have
to be the ones to solve it. GREGORY also commented that we
never draft murderers to go over and kill the Viet Cong, but rather
we take gopd Christians and train them to become the best
murderers in the world, killing people they have never met.l^

|7cG T-6
, 5/13/68

(U)



On May 20, 1968, GREGORY made a speech at Knox
College, Galesburg, Illinois, concerned with ending dis-
crimination in this country and also in ending the war in
Vietnam. He also commented on racial discrimination on
the Indian reservations and GREGORY stated that he had
demonstrated for the rights of young Indians.

GREGORY told the students that they had more
power and influence than they are aware of. He advocated
more student participation in anti-war demonstrations
around the country.^

KCG T-7 , 5/22/68
L_ —-J>^

(UK

On October 16, 1968, GREGORY as a candidate for
President of the United States, on the Peace and Freedom
Ticket, made a political talk at the University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in which he characterized RICHARD
NIXON and Vice President HUBERT HUMPHREY as "dirty,
cheap politicians." He said that he thought GEORGE WALLACE
would be more honest than the other Presidential candidates,
however, he accused WALLACE of not being Tor the little man.

GREGORY condemned United States involvement in
Vietnam, attacked racism in the United States, urged
support of the California grape boycott, and said that the
fact that supporters, of the late Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY
would cheer the assassination of GEORGE WALLACE is indica-
tive of a sick society.

GREGORY said a few people that are in control
of the wealth of this nation also control the political
organizations and he stated that America is facing a
serious problem of moral pollution. He cited the injustices
imposed by "The System" On other minorities, particularly
the American Indian,

10
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v . , . „ GREGORY’S speech at the University of Pittshnro-h

au
1

d1
1

en«
USe

„:
a
te^ed°t

t
H
d Prl“rily «- sLSenLJfthfCe

*-,-,
H termed the young people of today as "themost morally committed, dedicated group ever to fxist in

one! thaTwIil L"!*?
Sai

?
that vA; £*& a?ethe

+Vk0 + * «

t have to solve the problems, the problemsthat they had nothing to do with creating.

restore tie naUon*s saniiy.^
UP '° the y°UnB p6°pl6 to

,
GREGORY stated that he does not advocate thf>destroctio" of capitalism in the United StatelfhoweSer

coSsSiifion and
d
n
b
t

PUt/" its riSht pla<=e »ehind the
’

constitution and not m front of it. He said that tho
grouble with today's leaders is that they pi? ^e emphasisproperty rights rather than human rights. U.

a •

GREG°RY said the only way the black problemin America is going to be resolved is for the Governmentto create an atmosphere where black people will trustwhite people. He said that this atmosphere will onlvbe created when the United States helps the IndiansPuerto Ricans, Mexicans and Jews. U,
e mans,

. - _ .
GREGORY said that if he were elected presidentbrinS a11 ^ troops home from Vietnam

P
and send'

- 11 -
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Regarding the subject of violence, GREGORY
stated that the whole history of the United States was
based on violence and there is nothing wrong with being
a black militant and bearing arms, because this right is
written in the Constitution. He equated H. RAP BROWN
and STOKELY CARMICHAEL with the Minutemen during the
Revolutionary War. u.

.

GREGORY remarked that violence in certain
instances is good and that if the Chicago Police want a
raise, they should resort to violence by going to the
City Council every Monday and beating the heads of the
council members. He said that aft^r a couple of weeks-
of this, the Council would be more : than happy to
negotiate

.U_
GREGORY pointed to the decadence of American

society by citing a recent incident in which Wall Street
businessmen unabashedly gawked at the bust of a young
secretary..,

VA.

(U)

On November 3, 1968, GREGORY spoke at the
University of Maine, Portland, Maine, where he stated
his organization would sponsor a “nude march?' of 500
people in Washington, D.C. in the Spring of 1969 for the
purpose ‘of getting the United States Supreme Court to rule
that people mist wear clothes. He said that the govern-
ment would then have to supply clothing for people.!^

"His organization" referred to was the Peace
and Freedom Party.

lA_

Eg T-9 , ll/6
/68)Jj%^

(U)

On November, 6, 1971, GREGORY made the following
comments at Mount Mercy College, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;

- 12 -
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hpi,e . .

"L®* say that as important as it is beinghere today, that as important as this is tor Afro
g

students, X think the most important thing that happenedhere today was the reading of the Declaration ofIndependence, and I just wish we had enough copies topass out and scratch, ‘After long periods of injustices
SnH

1S
a^r

A
dUt

^ to destr°y or abolish that government *

Say fTili
Can

r
wou

i
d understand the riots. T2idn‘t

* said Americans. A lot of people

becaLi a 2J£ ItlTyTVy u .re
talking sfboutS folS.^

Whe" y°U “y NeBr0eSl ;°u ’re

. . u 4.u

’'You know v/hen the riot season opens up againW
?
ite

.f°
lkS told us is^ through August!

’

svstem is ?
ast through August, and the wholesystem is upset. Police departments are trying to figure

•Whv v^
happened- to them. George Wallace just said,

g =-
Why you know Niggers are lazy and shiftless: you knowthey wasn't going to show;* ’ y u Know

- 13 -
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"I tell you what happened during this last riot
season. We got tired of stealing all those cheap
no good products so we decided to go underground and
study the Consumer Reports. IK.

"Next riot season we won’t be stealing Motorolas.
When the riot season opens up again, I’m sorry every-
one in this room and in this country will not have the
Declaration of Independence because if you could look
at Niggers tearing up and looting and burning towns
down, it would save having to read and write about it.
The newsmen would not have to explain it to you be-
cause it says in that piece of paper that after long
periods of injustices, it is your duty to destroy or
abolish that Government. You know black folks didn’t
wfcite that. That isn’t a message that MALCOLM X left-

to RAP BROWN. That is a message white folks left to
white folks, but forgot to put ’For white only" on
it. And so just assume that the Declaration of
Independence means all Americans. VA^

"I would really suggest
-
to America to try to

change that. Put ’White only* on it so we’ll know
that white folks are supposed to tear down the
country and bomb and people to liberate them
and not black folks. U.

"Then we know that America has the right to send
black boys all over the world to kill to free a
foreigner, but praise be your mammy! That’s a very
important piece of paper there. If this country
will ever get together to straighten it out so we’ll
know it means white folks. Because you know what we
push this thing in our grade schools, all black grade
school in an all black community and you put that
white piece of paper in there and tell them little
black kids, the system says he’s dumb and ignorant,
it will make a difference to America and you’re doing
it now

(CG T-10, 11/7/68)

14
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On February 5, 1969, GREGORY addressed approxi-
mately 700 students at Southwest Missouri State College,
Springfield, Missouri, and made the following remarks:

The United States is a country of dual standards,
black and white, but is too cowardly to admit it. U.

Hcg T-ll , 2/12/6^^gsC
(U .,

On February 10, 1969, GREGORY addressed approxi-
mately 3,500 to 4,000 persons in the Duke indoor stadium.
GREGORY said the country suffered from "A moral gap*' rather
than. "A generation gap." He described the country as the
most morally polluted in the world, and he said it would
be*up to the younger generatipn, which he described as the
most moral, to cure "The old broad of her cancer." He
likened LYNDON B. JOHNSON to the number one tyrant since
JULIUS CAESAR and suggested it made no difference which
of the two major candidates had won the election saying
"one stinking^ .slimy politician is just like another.

GREGORY said that the sad thing about America
was that of all the countries she was the only one that
lied about what she was and that preached one thing and
practiced another.

He advised the audience to beat the capitalists
back, because they put property rights over human rights.
"When we march we got nothing but when the Niggers started
burning down capitalists’ property, we started getting
someplace." He told the audience the number one point of
order was to change all colleges and universities to educate
rather than to indoctrinate. He closed with a plea for
"trust" between all groups that make up America.

|(CG T-12 , 2/11/697^^ (U)

- 15 -
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On October 30, 1969, GREGORY made the following
statements at the University of South Carolina, Columbia,
South Carolina; IA.

"The racists and rednecks have been hollering about
law and order so the Supreme Court gave it to them." This
referred to the recent Supreme Court decision, ordering an
immediate end to segregated schools in Mississippi. He
also stated that, "You may free all minority groups, blacks,
Puerto Ricans, Indians," but a horrible mistake will be
made "if you don*t include your poor white brother." GREGORY
emphasized the importance of human rights over other rights
saying, "Ninety percent of those upset about the assassina-
tion of Martin Luther King would not be if George Wallace
was assassinated. . .all assassinations are bad." GREGORY
stated, "I*m not against the capitalist system... you have
to Put capitalism behind the constitution instead of in
front of it.. .We are not governed ,by the constitution but
by the capitalists. The greatest defense against communism
is not the bomb but making democracy work. " A

On November 4, 1969, GREGORY addressed his
racially mixed audience on numerous subjects and attacked
the United States as a "sick, degenerate country run by
a bunch of insane, fool maniacs." According to a confi-
dential and reliable source who attended this speech,
GREGORY devoted the majority of his speech to attacking
the "white racist establishment." He stated that while
Negroes do not necessarily hate whites, they do hate the
system and Negroes are going to hold the "honkies" res-
ponsible for what*s happened in this country. GREGORY
also attacked the United States* military system and
American involvement in the- Vietnam War. His remarks
appeared to be fairly well received by the college age
audience. (/V

r— * i

^(CG T—13, 11/5/71^^ (U)
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On December 9, 1969, at San Jose State College,
San Jose, California, GREGORY stated that America has
always needed a Nigger, but he hasn*t always been black
and the time is coming when someone white will be the
"nigger' 1 or scapegoat. Part of his talk was devoted to
the recent "police raid" on the Black Panther Party (BPP)
headquarters in Chicago. He described the police tactics
as "Hitler-like."

(CG T-15 , 12/10/6 9) r
(U)

On January 9, 1970, GREGORY delivered a speech '

at the Adirondack Community College, Queensburg, New York.
Highlights of this presentation were as follows:

GREGORY had some observations on President
NIXON'S Vietnam speech before the Christmas holidays
asserting that "he aimed at all the old folks in America,
who are too old to go to Vietnam."

GREGORY admonished the "patriots in America" only
concern themselves with Indian reservations. He warned
of right-wing Government for too long a period saying
that "when NIXON gets through with you, baby, he is going
to make that silent majority the most vocal group in America."

He decried the slayings of the JOSEPH YABLONSKI -

family and remarked that in the trial of BOBBY SEALE in
Chicago, Illinois, that the shackling and gagging of
SEALE, if it had happened in Russia, would have, caused
.people to shrug their shoulders and say "that is Communism
for you ." (A

He told of the danger in a conservative press

.

Declaring about the Chicago Democratic Convention, "they
tried to tell you that you didn't see it on TV, they said
the press created it."

17
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Re; RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

He was in part agreement with Vice President AGNEW, of
the way he scared the press. He praised the moratorium
demonstration on the Vietnam War in November, and observed
that network coverage was given to it.

He did not advocate destroying the capitalist
system, but said that those present should work to put
capitalist were they belong; behind the United States
Constitution; not in front of it.

Focusing on civil rights and speaking as a
black, GREGORY said "we do not hate white folk, we hate the
stinking white racism system. . .who are responsible for
this vicious white racism system, and we gonna hold you
to it."

He said that "non-violence is my hang-up^ -I—
would find more joy tonight in being killed by a man than
killing that man myself."K

Handling floor questions after his monologue,
GREGORY maintained that the Central Intelligence Agency
killed MARTIN LUTHER KING, JOHN and ROBERT KENNEDY and
MAI£0LM X, assisted by* the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
In citing reasons for arriving at this conclusion, he
adverted that KING could not have been shot as the
Federal Bureau of Investigation said. He said that JAMES
EARL RAY had $400,000 on him when he arrived in England.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation for the first time in
history sent out the wrong fingerprints on RAY’s escape. |i

When asked about ELDRIDGE CLEAVER’S claim that
the only way to reach law makers was for the Black Panthers
to shoot their way into the Senate, GREGORY replied "I
do not agree with violence in anyway, shape or fashion."
He also said "America to me is worth dying for, but I’ve
never seen anything worth killing for "ty -

I
(CG T—16, 1/10/70)
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On January 21, 1970, GREGORY made the following
remarks to a student audience at Augsburg College,
Minneapolis , Minnesota

:

The Number One problem in this country today is
moral pollution and America is the most morally polluted
country on the face of the earth. He said America’s young
people are the most marvelous, honest, dedicated people in
the history of this country and urged the youthful crowd
to examine America, find out where the cancer is, and then
cut it out. \A-

He reflected that the Democratic Convention in
Chicago was the best thing that ever happened to the young
folks because it pointed out how sick and degenerate this - -

racist society is. GREGORY told the audience that
American’s biggest problem is not capitalism, but capital-
ists. GREGORY commented he did not advocate destroying
the capitalist system, but restoring it to its rightful

,

place, which is not ahead of, but rather behind, the United
States Constitution. ! f

" — - - - - - - — --

GREGORY urged the crowd to address their griev-
ances to the capitalist system. He advised college students
to learn to live and not make the mistake his generation
did, which was being so busy, when going to college, trying
to learn to make a living that they forgot how to live.

(CG T—17 , l/22/7oT|^g/
(U)
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On February 1, 1970, GREGORY appeared at
Centenary College, New Orleans, Louisiana, where he
criticized President NIXON severely saying that L.B.J.
was smarter when he was eight years old than NIXON would
be if he lived ten thousand years. He said that NIXON
was dumb and he wishes that tee had 50 NIXONs because more
progress in desegregation had been made under NIXON than
any other President . 1 k

(U)

He was quite humorous in his presentation
and in talking about Vice-President AGNEW he said "AGNEW
was the kind of guy who would make a crank call on the
hot line to Moscow,

HCC T-18, 2/11/7oTJ^
On February 17, 1970, at the Univers*ity of

Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, GREGORY said he felt sorry for
today’s youth. He likened their parents investments in
them to a check that would-bounce ir:30 or 40 years; -He
pointed to^the problems of southern school integration
and whites protest against it, saying, ’’Who are the Southerners
hurting by keeping their kids out of school?" He said he
felt sorry for the kids and not their parents. From this
remark, GREGORY moved into an attack on President NIXON
remarking, "DICK NIXON shows up the state of this nation
better than anything." He said he would rather have
NIXON in the White House than HUBERT HUMPHREY, LYNDON
JOHNSON, or any of the KENNEDYS. "Black folks have no
trouble with a dumb white man - and NIXON is without doubt
the dumbest. "iW

&
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DAVID EISENHOWER, NIXON’s son-in-law, likewise
was the butt of some of GREGORY’S humor, referring to
EISENHOWER as "Not as simple as I thought, up there
joining them Naval Reserves."^

GREGORY discussed the strength American youth
would have if they tried to end the war by an economic
boycott, remarking, "If nothin* else works, next Thanks-
giving threaten to boycott Christmas - you *11 be surprised
what happens, and if they ask what to tell your kids abour
Santa, tell them he*s over in Vietnam dropping napalm
on babies." He went on to say that Patriots used to be

on the side of the oppressed and that now they are on
the side of the oppressor. He called American flag
stickers sported on car windows as "a mark of bigotry,
racism and stupidity

^

GREGORY warned about what he said would be the
situation at the end of NIXON’s administration. He said
the silent majority is going to be the most vocal group
ever heard, remarking, "You voted that trick into office,
-now^you live- with it - - -

[(CG T-19, 2/18/70)]^^ ((J)

On April 2, 1970, in the Duluth, Minnesota
Auditorium GREGORY told the audience that he was left "cold"
by right-wing Americans who espouse patriotism by pas ting
American flag declas on their cars, and charged these same
people with tax evasion, hypocrisy, and beer drinking. He
chastised America *s youth for being the only joung in the

world "who don*t give a damn about the worker.’^^

In summation, GREGORY called President NIXON
"America’s last trick" and "dumb boy." GREGORY stated
that he found fault with a system that lies to young
people every day and termed the lie a "generation gap."
He charged that "institutionalized racism" is "choking
the black people to death." He claimed that men in power
get special privileges,^

- 21 -
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especially with regard to the draft. GREGORY advised that
the only way America is going to get out of its insane
state is to use its greatest weapon: the U.S. Constitutioi .\j{^

£« T-20,4/3/70r]^

On April 17,1970, at the University of Hawaii,
Honolulu, GREGORY made the following remarks:

He spends approximately 98% of hs time on college
campuses and his reason for doing this ife that the young
people today are probably the most highly dedicated college
career group of young people that has "ever lived in the
history of this country. GREGORY said one problem he finds
with young people is they still depend upon old Right Wing
newspapers to tell them who they are and what they ought to
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buy. GREGORY said the average established news-
paper in-America is not morally sound enough to
discuss matters with young kids. GREGORY added it
is embarrassing to him when he has to say to young
people that all the problems confronting America
today will have to be solved by the young people
even though these problems were here before the
young people arrived. GREGORY said "thanks to us
old fools" these problems will not be here when

s

you leave.

Much of GREGORY’S speech was devoted to
criticizing Vice President SPIRO AGNEW. In this
respect GREGORY said, "You know a lot of people are
kinda down on AGNEW but in all honesty, I must admit
I kinda dig AGNEW myself. I figure that because I
think AGNEW’s puttin' everybody on. I don’t think
it’s humanly possible for one man to be born that
dumb. You know that if AGNEW was as dumb as he wants
us to believe he is, he wouldn't be able to walk and
chew gum at the same time. And what I like about
AGNEW, you can say anything you want about him but at
least you have to admit he is consistent . And I
wouldn’t be surprised if AGNEW got on television next
week and called NIXON a honkie. And even just the
thought that AGNEW went to public school is enough to
make everyone want to go to private schools."

In speaking about discriminatory conditions
in Hawaii, GREGORY said the young people in Hawaii
have a special problem. They have a big job. He said,
"The Lord give birth to Hawaii. How many Hawaiians
can you find here? Which makes you just as guilty as
that other freak." ... "You check out the representatives
in Congress, three of em yellow, four of em yellow,
right? Three of em Japanese, one Chinese, who’s
representing the folks? The brown people have really
got a thing, but you yellow folks got a thing, too.
You might be a little bit comfortable over here, but
baby that cat don’t give no more damn about you than he
do about me. And if you don’t believe that, you check ^
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out, you check out what the yellow folks got.

Four representatives in Congress and that white
man got his arms around you telling you all that

_ OBSCENE , but if you check out the state
mental hospital here, it's full of yellow folks.
There’s something wrong somewhere. Evidently
you’re not as comfortable as you want people to
believe you are." (i

In speaking about President RICHARD
NIXON, GREGORY said, "I guess when you stop and
think about it, that NIXON got into the White Housa
on the last trick this country had to offer. He
ain’t nothin’ but an old tricky President. And if

you get a good look at him the next time you see him
on television, look at him. He don't even look like

he believes he 's President . -And if you look at
those last two Supreme Court nominations, he don’t
think like he believes he’s a President." ^

GREGORY said, "I tell you what happened.
White folks in America dirtied up the word black,

not us .-.-White folks in America corrupted power, not

us. Then one day we come through with two legitimate

words ’Black Power' and the white folks go crazy

In speaking about economic conditions in

America, GREGORY said that he was in Detroit, Michigan,

during the month of March, 1970 and that he had been

in Seattle, Washington, at the Boeing Aircraft Corpo-
ration and he had noted that unemployment in the United
States had rose 46%. He mentioned that almost all
Americans and particularly politicians are concerned only

about money. He said when we talk about "God Bless

America", what we really mean is "that’s the stock
market". When we say "America the Beautiful" ...

"that's the bank". GREGORY said, "And NIXON fixin’

to mess with the money. Where do you ever see In God

We Trust? On the church, on the Bible, on the court (J
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or on the money? And you ain’t seen no fools that
crazy. Damn NIXON, he’s messin’ with the jolly
green Jesus nowadays. That’s all we think about in

this country, that money. We said you were a sick
insane nation, well. I’m sure you all have read about
the buildings that got blown up in New York City.
Every newspaper in America has written an editorial
about those buildings that was. blown up in New York
City. Let me ask you something. Are you aware that
ten days before the buildings were blown up in New
York City, did you read the worldwide hews that went
out on a little town called Danbury, Connecticut,
where a bunch of degenerate men stuck up a bank one
day? Did you read that? And they set off ten dyna- .

mite blasts all over the town to get the police out.

... Not one newspaper in-America has written ah =

editorial about the bombings in Danbury, Connecticut.
'Only about the bombings in New York City because we
are such a sick nation as long as we use some dynamite
to try and get you some money, we will understand."

GREGORY- sa id^that-on one-occas ion , NIXON
appeared on nation-wide television and said that he

was going to do everything he could to slow up inte-
gration of schools in the South. GREGORY said that
before this time, "Black folks?* were so busy they weren’t
too concerned as to progress of integration of schools
in the South. However, when they heard NIXON make
this statement, they organized and as a result they
promoted integration in more schools in the South
within the last two months than what they did in the
last 15 years.

GREGORY criticized school* teachers in America
. stating that they were only interested in money. He

* told the students present that the schools belong to
* them. He criticized school teachers for not going on
strike when President NIXON vetoed the educational
bill.k T-28- 4/17/71^

(U)
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On October 5,1970, at Shaw University, Raleigh,
North Carolina, GREGORY spoke about the black movement,
the need for it and the need for blacks, to participate in
it, GREGORY stated that the present NIXON administration,
including Vice .President aGNEW

,

is not black orientated
and does not appear to be on the side of the blacks •H.

GREGORY stated the future of this country rests
• with college students. GREGORY went on to say that things
have not changed much in four hundred years although the
young folks have come up with a moral thrust that scares
the old folks. GREGORY said that the noises made by kids'
running around the streets today were only a warning but
said it is the last warning this country is going to get

-and* added, "The country better make some quick adjustments
or she is going to blow it" ,\J^

J(0GT-2, 10/6/70)^^ (U)

On October 5,197-1, at the Holiday Inn, 1015
-Elm Street, Dallas, Texas, GREGORY madethe following
remarks to an assemblage of 600 persons, the majority
of whom were students from El Centro College;

On GEORGE WALLACE-

"GEORGE WALLACE should handle the bussing issue
as he did the school integration situation-stand in front
of the bus".

On the Vice President of the United States

"On his recent trip to Africa, SPIRO AGNEW was
made a blood brother, which requires that he be cut.
What makes him think he has to go all the way to Africa
to get cut by some black folks?"
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On the May Day demonstrations in Washington - \K
"If we’d raise the draft age to 75, we’d see
a lot more old freaks sitting down in the
streets protesting the war."l^

"They say the kids were arrested for blocking
. traffic in Washington. That ain’t true. You

can block traffic in America if you want to -
it just depends on your reason for doing it.
In New York City this summer, some cats left
all the draw bridges up because they wanted more
money - paralyzed the whole town - ain’t \ nobody
went to jail yet. A few years back in New York

__ City, 20,000 slimey degenerates „from_Wa 11 Street
came out and blocked traffic for five hours try-
ing to look at a woman’s breasts."

_ On Political parties - ^
*
*I see where 67 percent of you new voters are
registered in a Democratic party. Don’t you
know the Democratic and Republican parties ar,e
too degenerate and unfit to govern this country
any more?"

On GEORGE JACKSON

"They say GEORGE JACKSON hid a gun in his Afro.
I saw a picture of him in the paper and his
hair was shorter than mine. But at least that
lie will help us. White folks all over America
now believe Niggers got guns in their hair." ^
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t

On Racial Injustice - W.
"Do you know that if I were fighting side by
side with a Red-Neck in Vietnam and we were
killed by the enemy, the Viet Cong would put
us both in the same grave and bury us? But
if our bodies were sent home to America,
chances are we could not be buried iri. the
same cemetery. It*s a sad day when I have to
stand before you and admit that I am treated
better dead by ray enemies than I am alive by
my so-called friends."

On Political Power —

"Use your political power. Call for a boycott
against eating turkey during Thanksgiving and
Christmas as long as the Vietnam War is on
Call for a nationwide boycott against celebrating
Christmas. Call for a nationwide boycott of
General Motors products. The Chatman of the
Board of General Motors don't need no appoint-
ment to see the President."

^

t *
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He stated that the Kent State incident was like

a mother giving birth to a child and that no matter how
manv troops from the National Guard were to be called in,
the mother would still give birth. He talked of the drug
problem and. compared it with the alcohol used by the parents
of dope users.

n® T-22,12/1/7oT (U)

On September 26,1971, at .Malcolm X College, Chicago,
Illinois, GREGORY spoke on Attica, New York, claiming
there would be more Atticas. He stated that the prison
systems in the United States today was a case of urban blacks
into the hands., of rural whites to puni&h the blacks for crines
committed mostly against urban blacksUv

(CGT-23, 9/27/71)
(CG T-24, 10/5/71)

h^-(u)

On October 5,1971, GREGORY made the following
statements at the University of Albuquerque, Albuquerque.
New Mexico: \K

" ’

"The answer to the problems isn't violence. Violence
only only a^ short time cure. America can deal with violence,
your bombs and your dynamite .. .but it can’t deal with your moral
force,

GREGORY also called on young persons to organize
outside the major political change and warned strongly
against the use of narcotics. He also stated that institutions
of higher learning should begin teaching students how to live,
not just how to make a living, and that they must provide
education, rather than indoctrination

.

is

(U)

On November 17,1971, at Williamette University,
Salem, Oregon, GREGORY stated young people could end the war
in 30 days by refusing to celebrate Christmas, which means
not buying turkeys, boycotting Sears, Roebuck and Company
and other large businesses in order to "mess up NIXON's
Phase 1,2 and 3 economic plans". '

(CG T-26, 11/18/71) (U)E
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On November 22, 1971, at the University of
Nebraska-, Omaha, Nebraska, GREGORY spend considerable
time degrading the police structure in the United States
and mentioned specifically several times that the first
day of the May demonstrations in Washington was a great
day since it resulted in the arrest of 7,000 young people
and "there was not one criminal among them.’,1 He stated
the reason they were arrested was listed as blocking
traffic and then stated at the conelusion of the World
Series the victory in Pittsburgh resulted in a mob taking
over the streets, blocking traffic and looting; however,
there were no arrests made during this riot. GREGORY
commented on the working of the police in ghetto areas
of America and mentioned that all police are corrupt, citing
the Knapp Commission’s investigation into alleged mis-
conduct of the New York Police Department. He stated
this came as a shock to white America and that this investi-
gation would cost the American public five million dollars
when, in fact, "the niggers of this country have been
telling you for 75 years that the cops are crooked."^

GREGORY devoted considerable time to urging
black communities to turn in drug. -pushers , bookmakers, and
other types of criminals who prey on the black community
and cautioned young people against the use of alcohol and
all types of drugs, tA

He made mention that the United States was
sending thousands of soldiers to Vietnam to free the
South Vietnamese when our brother American Indian is
still confined to a reservation, living under very
poor conditions. GREGORY made very derogatory remarks
about Presidents KENNEDY, JOHNSON, EISENHOWER, and
NIXON, blaming all of them for the Vietnam War. He
called the United States a racist, rotten country, and
reminded the students of the slogan "if you don’t love
it, leave it" and then stated he was not about to leave
it, but was going to remain in this country and fight
for better conditions

,|j^

B(CG T-27, 11/22/71)
(U)-

fi
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III. STATEMENTS MADE IN SUPPORT
OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

The BPP is a black extremist organization started
in. Oakland, California, in December, 1966. It advocates,
the use of guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about the
overthrow of the United States Government.^

On February 23,1970, at Southern Oregon College
Ashland, Oregon, GREGROY stated that "Panthers aren^t
being killed because they're for self-defense. Panthers
are killed because they're trying to feed the poor" . tL

E(CG T-28, 2/24/70) (U)

9

On March 13,1970, at New York State University
Agricultural and Technical College, Alfred, New York,
GREGORY talked of double standards in the case of Black
Panther BOBBY SEALE, who was denied permission to act
as his-jowu defense counsel in Federal Court in Chicago
while in another case' involving CHARLES MANSQH, ,a white
was given this permission. He also compared the
$100,000.00 bail set for each of a group of Black Panthers,
awaiting trial in New York, with the $20,000.00 bail set
for some"white kids” who face similar charges. u

GREGORY then commented further on the Chicago
Seven Trial, be declaring that Judge JULIUS HOFFMAN "sent
everybody to jail while the jury was out deliberating their
verdict. What he did makes HITLER look like a saint", said
GREGORY. GREGORY called America a "sick, degenerate nation"
whose people care about nothing but money. He noted that
"Black folks do not hate white folks, but do hate the white
racist system". He warned, however, that Blacks are going
to hold all whites responsible for this system because they
permit it to exist.

'

(U)(CG T-29, 3/19/70)
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do his one-hour bit rna leave,’
said Dennis Concilia, Pitts-
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!
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1
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- “ P-- -
ir

J< b’ _
C\.-vc- ic

Ponde _
Bates

Tavel

Walters _
Soyar;, _
Tue. Roj

Hoinuy''^

Gjr

^rtTWashmgton Post
Times Herald ,

The Washington Daily News
The Evening Star (Wasmngton)

,

The Sunday Star (Washington) _
Daily News (New York)

Sunday News (New York)

New York Post

Who New York T. lies

/ V.o Daily World

f

'he New Leader

lac Wall Street Journal

The National Observer

People’s World

“O-A*.-

NQT RECORDeS?
# JAN 24 1S72

—f”

JAB.

MOV 2i~

-A

omamm

nra>

m

,

34>(

^..q.



0-19 (Rev. 10-1-71) Tolson

Felt—
Rosen

Mohr _
Bishop

Miller, E.S.

Callahan __
Casper

,
,. .._ -

Conrad _1 _
Dalbey _

Cleveland

Ponder i_

Bates

Tavel

Walters

Soyars

b6
b7C

Tele. Room

The Washington Post
Times Herald

The Washington Daily News

./The Evening Star (Washington) <2Ll3

| The Sunday Star (Washington)

Daily News (New York) _
Sunday News (New York)

,

New York Post

The New York Times .

The Daily World

The New Leader .

The Wall Street Journal

The National Observer -

People’s World

,

Date .

h J- 7-3.

To6
NOrr

D JAH’U 1972

kiM A 5.
•

&«r



iDICLMS SlEICftTJOH JLITTKOUW 110M:
EBI MWOMMIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE if- 19-2013
Ell INFORMATION ONLY
E92M32K35

VH«*‘

»>

*

airtel

To: SACs, Chicago (157-347?
New York *

1EGAT, Tokyo^O V

Friwa: Director, FBI (100-440423)—
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY - •

m ' "

1/21/72

CUSS. & EXT
EBASOH-FCIM
DATE- OF, EEVIEff

II, l-2.A.2_jLr5r,^

For information of recipients, Lcgat. Parish advises followin
data received 1/10/72 from an official of the!thja| T

*

Subject, wpll-known American entertainer who is also known
for his protests against the Vietnam war , arrived in Paris, France,

12/14/71 and departed that same day for Tokyo, Japan, to join Jane
Fonda' s group, (U)

reports subject, during visit in Paris, visited the

Chinese Communist Embassy and attempted to contact a member of the

North Vietnamese .delegation, to- the Paris peace Talks who also functions

as Secretary General of the North Vietnam Peace Committee, Subject

was unable to establish contact with this person.3^ fijj

|

further advises subject indicated intention to visit
North Vififinam in January or February. 1972. Above information classified

^Confidential" by (U)

For information of Chicago, and New York, motion; picture

actress Jane Fonda was known to be in Tokyo, Japan, during December,
r 1971, participating in anti-Vietnam war activities,^.

^

1 - Los Angeles

1 - Foreign Liaison Desk
Mr- Tolson ««
Mr, Felt

Mr, Rosen
Mr. Mohr

—

r—
Mr. Bishop_
Mr, Miller, E-S.

Mr. Callalh&n

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr.; Cleveland

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Bates

Mr. Waikart

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss

for review)

PEN:jta/cal \
WAILED 25

JAN 2 11972

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

FBj

TELETYPE.UNIT I I

(rW/%
0



0
Airtel. to Chicago, et al.
Re: Richard Claxton Gregory
100-440423

la view of above data, Chicago., as office of origin in this
case, should jnit-t investigation of subject. Chicago and
New York Divisions are instructed to insure appropriate, sources and
informants are targeted to developing information on subjects return
to the U.S., concerning the purpose of his contact with- the Chinese
Communist Embassy in Paris.,, as \?ell as, his attempted contact \zith
representatives of the North Vietnamese peace delegation. Particular
emphasis should be placed on development of data indicating subject
intends to become active on behalf of the above governments in the
antiwar movement in the U.S.. or in any other capacity (U)

Positive information developed in that, regard should be
furnished in form suitable for dissemination,. Chicago Office should
incorporate in its communication for' dissemination pertinent infopna-
tion Concerning subj ect*s activities abroad as. provided by

|

s identity" should, of course, be concealed by' a T symbol
ihould be referred, to- as a. confidential source abroad. (U)

Legate Tokyo, through official sources, should -be alert to
the development of information concerning subject Vs activities in
Japan. Promptly submit .in form, stlitabie for dissemination

(yj

An information copy of this communication is furnished to
Los Angeles in view of investigative, interest* in Jane Fonda. ^
NOTE:

Instructions being directed to domestic offices and Legat,
Tokyo,, as a result of significant information developed by Legat,
Paris, concerning subject’s activities abroad. Information beingir,"’

,

includedL iri EBI0ExtremisfcjSummarym and additional attempt should be
made to expand on this information. Investigation to date in this
case has been confined to established sources.,^ !Ui

jf



„ S-k«>29,tf) j
* a '* _ y» ^ ,

** *A —+ ,-y*4* '4-

Domestic Intelligence Division

TIVE NOTE

e —1/10/72 -

Richard Claxtpri Gregory who is
referred to. in the attached is a contro-
versial black comedian and civil rights
activist who departed Paris, France,
12/14/71 for Japan to join Jane. Fonda,
movie actress and antiwar activist who was
then in Tokyo for the purpose of partici-
pating in anti-Vietnam war skits

* (^)

Data in the attached will be included
in the FBI Summary of Extremist Activities
which is furnished the White House and'top
Government officials.

Ia.
By. separate communication the field

will be instructed to determine, upon
G
fegory ,s return to this country, the

significance of his contact with the
Chinese Communist Embassy and attempted
contact with North Vietnamese pe/ic^dele-
gation during his stay in Paris

(U)

WHA: at

,r>3

G-cfr

k
CLASS. & EXT.
REASON-FCIM II, 1-^.4.2 J _ .

date of mmijZ ^



PECLASSIFICATION AVTHOMTY 110M:
BBI AWOMATIC BECi|sSIFICOTION G1IXBE

DATE 09-23-2013
EBI INFORMATION ONLY
E92U32K35

'STATE 349
""

m

URGENT A/

1

0/72

IEDERAU BUREAU. 1CF JSySIJGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JAN 1 0 197/0

TO DIRECTOR 007 tTECEiyPJ

|fr^m LEGAT PARIS

/Ajfi'T)e yxJ

Z£\ts

^

. /A/y-rf
VIETNAM SITUATIONj/ttltEVn*—"" 7

CLASS. & EXT.~BY.->/flQ ^Miss
BEASON-FCIM II, 1-2.4.2 gj Miss

DATE OF REVIEW c^>>
—

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS RECEIVED JANUARY TEN INSTANT FRO

Mr, MiUor,

Mr. Callah^EL

—

Mr, Casper.

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr, Cleveland

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Bates

Mr. Waikart—

Mr. Walters —
Mr. Soyars-

Tele. Room
k Miss Holmes

i

Miss Gandy

WHO HAS ACCESS TO HIGHLY CONFIDENT!
\ ....

SOURCES!' OFINFORMAT ION REGARD IJJG AMERICANS CONTACTING J^AIN.<>^

'X^OREIGN MISSIONS IN PARIS:
f> *?A)ptOAf AS &

R~I CHARD CLAXTON iBREGORY, ~ft-KA~.DICK GREGORY . WELL KNOWN\£ RICHARD CLAXION tiKhtiUKT . -ft-ftfl- UlC-ft URUtaUKI , WE.UU IUWWW c% f>^

^ AMERICAN gNTERTAlNER WHO IS ALSO KNOWN FOR HIS PROTESTS AGAINST

N^VIETNAM WAR, ARRIVED IN PARIS DECEMBER ONE JOUR L^SJJ^ND, DEPARTED
|

^
SAME DATE FOR TOKYO TO JOI N^JAN^FOM^ GR°UP*)S^W CPWM'S'7

DURING HIS VISIT «jTO ££RIS HE VISITED THE "CHiGOIl EMBASSY AND
]

,

4s ALSO ATTEMPTED CONTACT
-^- MEMBER OF THE NORTH VIETNAMESE DELEGATION

TO THE PARIS PEACE TALKS^H^l^ ALSO SECRETARY GENERAL -OF THE

NORTH VIETNAM PEACE COMM^TEg,. THIS INDIVIDUAL'S NOT AVAILABLE

^

sj? GREGORY INDICATED HE^fiNTENDS VJSIT fiORttf VIETNAM IN JANUARY t

OR. FEBRUARY ONE NINE SEVEN
?

,TWO|

‘u,
i

^ &O

ADMINISTRATIVE:
~n c

A

'SS CLASSIFTC^T 10 Nj

iI4/;±_2>xe

ii
JAM 28 19ft

ECEIVED 7:25AM JM KA

mmm to:<
u

.3RD CC:



/

SAC , New York (100-S7235)
Attention: Liaison Section

Director, FBI (62-46S55)

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
O'BOOK REVIEWS

0
i ~

1/25/72

You are authorised to obtain discreetly, when
available, one copy each of the following books for use
of Bureau. Marls books to attention of Research Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division.

1. "What Black Politicians Are Saying" by
Dr. Nathan Wright, Senator Edward Brooke,
et al. Hawthorn, How York; cost nor
publication date known.

2 *
‘"DicK Gre£ory's Election Handbook" by
DickCgregory. Harper & Row, Nov/ York

;

. 95~; January , 1972.

b6
b7C

3._ _ "Liberating Our White Ghetto" by Joseph
Barndt. Augsburg; 02.95; February, 1972.

*4. "White Uses of Black in America" by
Dan Lacy. Atheneua; $7.95; February 14, 1972.

$

Extremist Intelligence Sec*
/Route thVAnrrb fnr> vevi^w)

6221 IB

AMB:debv
(6 )

NOTE:

not recorded
W

JAN 31 1972

Mr. Tolson

.

Mu Kelt

Mr. Rosen .
Mr.Mohr

_

-^oks requested for review by Section
Extremist Intelligence Section, Domestic

Mr. Bishop

Mr- MiBtr. K.S.

.

Mr. CalUhon
Mr. Casper -- ---

Mr. Conrnd - - .

Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Cleveland _
Mr. Pond<T __
Mr. Bates

Mr. WalUrt
Mr. falters __
Mr. Soyars

Tclo. Roon --

Miss Holwos __
Miss Gandy

,

intelligence Division. Books will be placed in Bureau
Library.

PAUJZQ ,5.

J
r s * cj 1

if> **,

(Id 1 v '»
I «

i
iii » jn .

54FB&3/<-1972
MAIL ROOM CHI' TELETYPE UNIT CUD

rS'-/^

}

obigihac
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DECLRSSIEICATION llfTHOEIW 110M:
Ell AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE if-23-2013
Eli INlOmMATIOM ONLY
E92M32K35

Transmit the following in

viw AIRTEL

To:
)
Director, FBI (100-440423)

Prom^ | Legal:, Tokyo (157-24) (P

>/c

CLASS. & EXT.
PWACAtr ^r,r yU-

. i J-/J.X cv;

1

Legat ?

Subject: RICHARD CLAXTo/gREGORY

ReTOKcab 12/27/71, captioned ”JMTE FONDA, SM - SUBVERSIVE
(KEY ACTIVIST),/* and Buairtel 1/21/72^^

Transmitted herewith are 11 copies of an LHM pertaining
F
t
to the possible association of the subject with the JANE FONDA
tour of Japan and Okinawa December 7-23,/ U-*

T-l is

K
\v
ti
b7D

Recab reported that FONDA flew from Tokyo to London
jj&|i December 23, 1971. It is suggested that London’s coverage of her

might have included GREGORY
- 3^^ (U)

ion

\\
jjl *w

Tokyo has requested through official Japanese sourceaT
any available information concerning eptry into and departure fr,om
Japan by subject in December, 1971t^^ (|J)

Tokyo submitted two documents in Japanese to the Burl
for translation on January 7, 1972. These documents are police
reports on the activities of the FONDA group in Japan and could
possibly contain information about subject. Please expedite the
translation. (U) \w
bureau (Ene. 11) ^/|
^ (1 - Foreign Liaison* Desk)]

2 - Tokyo (1 - 100-807) YFondi

4
*

mm fr'A-S/A^r/n

MTt row.
HOW
n

IMU
1 1 1 1

* * i

>2*

Approved:

iFEBaya^ .

~

ivpd* •
»

Special^X^int^i^ (^/dfrge
V. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 346-090 (U)



^JPD-122 (Rev. 5-13-? 1> /¥*
^ptHONAt FOtM NO. 10 -

t MAY imHOtllON Xfi&S&t
I GSa GIN. *|G, NO/ 27, 1 %

5010-10 * «

if UNITED STATES G5NTERNMENT

Memorandum

M A >'

\

Director, FBI (Bufile- 100-440423 ) DATE:

i ; sac. CHICAGO (157-347)

&
UBjECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

EM
00: CHICAGO

tn*i

;i <* • f

s: Chicago report dated fel»/3.
v3/72^C/^

t r&r*h?
Rccommend:^!^SI Card Q3 SI Card changed (specify change only) Q] Subject removed (succinct summary attached)

Aliases

DICK

(33 Native Bom

| |
Naturalized

Q Alien

CD ANA- a BPI> — Q MIN - m PLP ^Fl PRN -
t
t~lSNC Q SWP

QAWC CD COMMUNIST CD NOI (D PPA Q SDS, I i-SPL I I WWP

^^bnt
. (Djfg n^MiJLLiijiit!ou!, '^/jtjgT7y; Ant i«war.-and-.socj

rfprmnTtr.ni—>

APEX 4 .1

Catego^

Date of Birth

10/12/32

I Place of Birth % Race Sex

St, Louis, Missouri K
Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address, Residence Address

|

Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any.

Sntertainer (self-employed) uu

#

pc~l Male

I I Female

1451. East 55th Street
apartment 929, Chicago, Illinois!

Key Facility !

'Geographical Refe renc
e
"Numbe

r""

©-"Bureau (RM)
1 - Chicago

54Wip
S

p^10?n j

sponsifc

• f "•

r 1

* -
*

a *

IS JAN 17 1972

SEE ADDENDUM PAGI
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ADDENDUM BY DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION: DAB/vlb 2/3/72

Subject has participated in demonstrations at the'

United Nations, at the 1968 Democratic National Convention,
and an. antidraft march following a speech. He consistently *

includes in his highly inflammatory rhetoric comments attacking
police, the Government, establishment,, and public officials.
He has, called for financial support of the Black Panther Party
(BPP) and openly sympathetic to the North Vietnamese.

Gregory, a Negro comedian* achieved his national
recognition at Chicago’s Playboy Club in I960 as a political
satirist. By 1964, he had injected himself in, or associated
with, all major civil rights movements and activities. He has.

been arrested on numerous occasions, for his civIL rights,
activities. His rhetoric is highly inflammatory against the
U.S. Government, police, FBI, and Government officials.* He
has 'associated ,\^ith and .been sympathetic towards knpym communists
communist sympathizers , the North Vietnamese, members of, the-

New Left, and has encouraged support, of the BPP. He is a black
racist with a very sick mind, and although not a member .of any
extremist group,, his statements and activities pose a- definite
threat, to the Government and- defense effort in time of a

national emergency.
,|^

*
,

|V 'J

.. I

C- i «
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n
|c

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UlSTlrb STATES DEPARTMENT OF JXfeflCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535

February 2, 1972

Re: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY;
JANE FONDA

Jane Fonda, well known Hollywood actress and proponent of
radical causes, arrived at Tokyo, Japan, December 7, 1971, to tour
Japan and Okinawa to promote support for the anti-military and anti-
Vietnam War Movement. Originally, Richard' Claxton Gregory, well known
Negro comedian, was reportedly to be a part of the troupe. However,
T-l. l 1 ~T |

advised that Gregory did not ac- b7D

company Fonda to Japan (P)

On December 23, 1971, U.S. Naval Investigative Service
Office, Japan, advised that while the Fonda group was at Iwakuni,
Japan, it was announced that Dick Gregory would be available to talk
to black servicemen at Iwakuni, afternoon of December 19, 1971. No
confirmation was received that Gregory actually made an appearance
at Iwakuni on December 19, 1971. Likewise, it was not reported that
Gregory appeared with the Fonda group in Japan or Okinawa during the
December 7T23, 1971, tour. It has not as yet been verified that^.
Gregory was actually in Japan or Okinawa during this period.

T-l further reported that' Jane Fonda and her troupe were
scheduled to fly from Tokyo to Los Angeles, California, December 23,

1971. However, at the last minute, Fonda changed to BOAC Flight 85
bound for London. The remainder of her troupe flew to Los Angeles
as scheduled. T-T said. Fonda apparently was unaccompanied on the
flight to London. 4UI

CLASS. & EXT. BY„
REASON-FCIH 11,1 1-

DATE OF. REVIEW^
(

2.4.2

m.. 15 1972

ENCLOSURE
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ECLftSSIFIC&TICM (MITHDeifY TSSRIWED FROM:
BI MJTVMmm UMZUkESIWIC&Tim GUIDE
ATE 0§-02-2014

•7L

& €

Transmit the following in

F B 1

Date: 3/6/72

v«„ AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext orcode)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (.100-440423)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-1093) (P)

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON ixREGORY (
/ EM

\

Si / (00: CHICAGO) \

v / / CLASS. & EXT. SY^r^ j*

Y ^ BEASON-FCIM II,

J
ReBuairtel dated 1/21/72. DATE OP TraviEW ~f y

fc>

The New York Division at this date has been unable
to develop any information concerning the subject’s pur-
pose in contacting the Chinese Embassy in Paris and the
North Vietnamese peace delegation. (U) v .

I

During February, 1972, the below listed infor-
mants familiar with extremist racial activity within the /
NY area were contacted regarding any knowledge of the
subject’s activities and could furnish no information about
him other than statements publicly known about his anti-
Vietnam sentiments

: (U)

with the
in the N1 area

.

2) - Bureau (RM)
*2 - Chicago (RM)
1 - New York

RCS : ih
w

(6 )

REC4'
/do

3 MAR 8 19Z5

MR 1 7s
?efife Xgenfe in Charge

NTING OFFICE: 1971-413-135



NY 157-1093

r*

Certain New York sources familiar with Chinese
(pro-communist) activities were unable to furnish any infor-
mation regarding the subject when contacted in February,
1972 are listed below (U)

ZLesi
(u>

b7D

NYO indices reflects that the su15ject was associated
with JANE FONDA Theatical Group in Spring of 1971, but no
additional references to subject could be located.^

LEAD
V

Itxjtt YCihv

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK, Will continue efforts to
develop information <re subject 1 s activities abroad through
confidential sources./^/ ^

- 2

* - U
;

A



3ECLAS SIFICAYIQN MJTWMIfY DERIVED FROM: ;

nen MJTmikTm umzhhBsiwi€ATi(M uuim
1ATE 0§-02-2014

-» \

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

Date: Jfiarch 7, 1972
/

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

t)T/

FROM,

DIRECTOR, FBI

LEGAT, TOKYO (157-127) RUC

SUBJECT RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

, 1/^
/CV (

C/^vRe,: ... Bureau airtel 1/21/72
/ letterhead memorandum, 2/2/72 #m

and Tokyo air'

Transmitted herewith are eleven copies of a letter- X"'Ahead memorandum pertaining to the possible association of ——

H

the subject with the JANE FONDA tour of Japan and Okinawa b7D TDecember 7 - 23, 1971. \X * 1

L

Z ^— /» iv

T-l

3 - Bureau (Enc. 11) —
1 - Foreign Liaison Desk

2 - Tokyo
1 - 157-1271 1

1 - 100-807
RNB : LMG 1 1 /
(5)

„— ctabs . & ext . mgm
REASOH-FCIH II

,JL-2*4. 2

j

DATE OF REVIEW3 ^

must IzZl ITK'W

MTt FOfiW. J%.rP- 4;
'

KSW- —7..
~

*>

(U) . 4
57)

/
v

,

y :

t'A2_joi972

£Lj

§£APa 5 - 187

fT|
//

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
_M Per

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 346-090 (11)



DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)
ATTN': RESEARCH SECTION

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235)

PURCHASE OF BOOKS
BOOK REVIEWS

ReBulets, 1/5/72, 1/24/72, and 1/25/72.

Enclosed herewith are two copies of "Real Personages
of Mother noose" by KATHERINE E, THOMAS.

o*MHrl — r 1 o
,

DC'3it’''', 1 ’’Tiwer" by DICK GREGORY,
which^wr • furnished to the human r>n 1/11/, z, appears to be
xuwiticiiJ. with the Bureau’s request for "Did" Greoory’s
Election Handbook”, by DICK GREGORY.

NY will discontinue attempt to obtain copy of booh.

2 - Bureau (Ends. 2)
1 - New York

R.TL: csb
(3)

NOT KECORBSfT*
FEB 28 1972

- OM1.EI2 1972

pRIGHAL

FILED

IN’



EClASSIFiraTOOK DEHI¥E-D FROM:
IBI MJTOMIO'IC DMIUkSSIFICATICM GUIDE
CATE 05-02-2014

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1062 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

*
'

*

UNITED STATES v

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI dAte: 4/20/72

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3-47) (P)

subject: RICHARD C^AXTON GREGORY, _aka

“ nU}*)
On March 13, 1972 J |(reliable) advised

that subject attended the Natxonax mack Political Con-
vention, Gary, Indiana, on March 12, 1972, but played no
role in the proceedings. Accordingly, no letterhead memor-
andum being submitted-^/ (U)

Source made available a photograph of subject •'

taken at the convention
|yj

</ ' '

Chicago continues to follow this matter \ 7

df
SS-rcSxi..y

//
A/ date op REVIEW.

H a

a

2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago

L: A ’

rEC-50

(U) c: T * '

HHS : pag
(4)

AH? 21 1972

6 192£

EXT.

VA j e

J

8JS

(7. T. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



TO

FROM

** OPTIONAL. FORM NO. !0
'*

may v« COITION
O^A FT MR (<l CFR) I0MI.S

UNITED STATES-GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-23882) .

(ypTo •

: SAC, NEW HAVEN (157-2526) (C)

m

date: i’/13/72

subject: "BLACK PEOPLES UNION (BPU)
'UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD
WEST HARTFORD, CONN 0

EM. - BPU

Re: Bureau letter., to New Haven, dated 12/9/71 c

\

Enclosed for the Bureau .are 8 copies of an LHM concerning
the captioned organization 0

The third source referred to in LHM is
on 3/20/72 by SA

b6
b7C
b7D

In view of. the fact that the BPU has not been involved in any
extremist activities, instant cas^ is being placed in
status o

' —

(PROB) 9 contacted 1

j

i

*

pmM*'

/

dfii

loo - y^o c/^

31972

Oy
G>- Bureau

-

1 - New Haven
JEKialv

j6c Sb. .

T
. , HOT

(3)
' A*>

,

• ; - '202 APR 1972

fc.(2*>).1T66 M /&< (7^
'• • ' —BSSrTTOj£p<»

(RM) it.;..

^ /«

‘

j£sL i-kk.

£).J\ Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



A

NH 157-2526 I

* v*-.

NON-SYMBOL SOURCE '’’ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

Tho. first source referred to in LHM is|

funiversity of Hartford, West Hertford,
TJonru :

. *

The second sourfce - referred to ih LHM is
University 6~ Hartford,

West Hartford, Udrtn,

b6
b7C
b7D

•• 2*
‘



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

«
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF.INVESTIGATION

Ne
(̂
Haven, Connecticut

'April 13 i 1972

BLACK PEOPLES UNION

Reference is made to a memorandum, dated November *.

22, 1971,- captionbd “BLACK PEOPLES UNION (BPU) - ^Peaceful
Sit-In* at Administration Building, University of Hartford,
West Hartford, Connecticut, November 9-12, 1971 a

"

A first source who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on January 19 and February 22, 1972,
that the Black Peoples Union (BPU) at the University of
Connecticut in We'st Hartford, Connecticut , has not been
involved in any militant activities since the peaceful
sit-in- sponsored by the BPU from November 9-12, 197 1„

A second source who has furnished reliable information
in the past, on January 19 and February 22, 1972, also advised
that the BPU has been peaceful in its activities at the
University of Hartford c

.
The March 3, 1972, edition of “The Hartford Times*'

,

an afternoon newspaper published daily and Sunday at Hartford,
Connecticut, carried an article regarding a University of
Hartford’ Black Week scheduled to be held from March 9-19,. 1972 0

The article stated that cpmedianDICI^URF.OORY and Georgia
j

* legislator JIJLIAN^jBOND would be the major speakers during
' this week with GREGORY scheduled to speak on the night of !

"

March 10 and BOND on the night of Mar*ch 19 , both in the
Physical Education Center of - the University of Hartford 0

The article stated further' that the Black Week was
sponsored by the BPU with the cooperation of the Student
Association at the university, and the overall program would
include “a soul buffet dinner", jazz, soul and spiritual
concerts, poetry reading's, drama and an all day conference
of black unity on March 18, 1972.

The article indicated that on Saturday,
yy\FARRAKHAN, Minister of Muhammad* s Mosque #7.

This document contains neither

'recommendations nor conclusions

March 18, LOUIS
New York City, //

<•, I
[

tj>

,o£ the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to

agency; it and its contents

not to bo distributed outside

•your ftgoncy , /^KJLOEURS -
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BLACK PEOPLES UNION

J
( did/speak • in connection with the conference at the
^-Gohgregational Church, 2030. Main Street, Hartford,

faith
Connecticut.

. The first source advised on March 20, 1972, that it
had been publicized that the Black Meek, theme was seen as
a “journey, through a black kaleidoscope.” lie added that: the
goal was to be .centered on • “modern concepts of black culture
with unity and purpose as attainable aims.”

The first source advised on March 2G, 1972, that
DICK GREGORY* s-topic on March 10, 1972, was “social problems:
social or anti-social?“ Source advised that GREGORY talked
jokingly about the establishment, but he urged the audience
to “seize the time and to hault the repressive tide which
has swelled since the inauguration of Nixon in 1969.“
According' to the source,’ GREGORY stated that never before
in the history of man has the “younger people, the children
of the world ever demonstrated such contempt at the traditions
of war, opposition and selfish materialism 0 “ The source advised
that GREGORY, who was critical of the United States* part in
the war in Southeast Asia, called the Federal Government
corrupt and incompetent and stated that no matter which
party wins the election in November “the Government will
continue to be so."' .He urged his listeners to support
independent political action to “cure the ills of the’

nation. “ He. .stated to the audience that “we have time to
change the direction in which this country is heading, but
he stated we have very little time to do this in 0

“

A third source who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on March 20, 1972, that approximately
500 persons, mostly black, listened to LOUIS FARRAKHAN,
Minister vOf Muhairimad*s Mosque #7, New York City at the Faith
Congregational Church, 3020 Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut,
on the night of March 18, 1972 9 The source stated that in
general the text .,of FARRAKHAN * s speech related to a survey
of black American history and during his talk he ' did not
advocate any acts of violence or militancy 0

“The Hartford Courrant“ of March. 20, 1972, a. morning^
newspaper published daily and Sunday at Hartford, Connecticut,
carried an article which summarized the remarks of JULIAN
BOND made..by him

(

',On the night of March 19, 1972, at the
Physical Education Center at the University of Hartford.

2



BLACK PEOPLES UNION
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According to the ‘article, BOND urged his listwere to become

involved in politics and be suggested that they loci' for a

person to support 0 He added "if that person isn’t ^ doing a

good job,* then you look around for somebody you think cou.ld

do a better job and you work for him0 If yc” lo^k around
and you can’t find anybody who’ll do a better job, then you
do it yourself-.”

BOND stated that he wanted to see the American people
"overthrow” Nixon in November- and put an end to "socialism
for Lockheed and welfare capitalism for the poor*" He
stated "I don’t want to see Nixon president another four
years*" .

Also, according to the article, BOND stated that he
desired to see the end of. "J„ Edgar Hoover’s Federal Bureau
of Intimidation”

'

9 the end of former Attorney General John
Mitchell -•who- wouldn’t, prosecute in the case of the Kent
State -killings avid the last of Supreme Court nomin£ations
like Go Harold Carswell and Clement Hayneswortho” He also

stated that the war must end and the U 0S 0 pullout of Southeast
Asia "down to thh last tank, the last bulleto" He added
that he wanted to see. the beginning of the fight to destroy
"America’s urban, Atticas*"

BOND further stated that with regard to the busing
issue he'- would like to see the issue resolved and stated
"they? re~ not cora^laining about the little yellow school
bus, but the little black body on that little yellow school

buso"

BOND was also critical, of the Democratic Party and
stated that he desired to see the last of the "slavish"
tie to the Democratic Party, in which the blacks have
played the role of "the illegitimate child at the family
reunion o" He stated that the Democratic Party has pulled
98 percent of the black vote in the last two presidential
elections, but the blacks have yet to reap any of the
benefits of this support in the way of jobs or political
supporto. BOND stated that in order to demand these spoils
the blacks will have to Verse themselves in politics* He
added that they should get involved this year making
demands, finding candidates who will meet those demands
and then working in the political process to assure those

changes,, j
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SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SUMMARY
(See Correlation Summaries dated 10/19/64, 11/5/65. 12/5/66,
10/12/67 s 1/22/69 and 12/14/70 filed as 100-440423-16,51,103,
130, 426 and 588, respectively)

Main Pile No:
See also:

100-440423
9-52293
44-22002
44-24630
44-29468
56-3912
173-694
173-2601
176-63

Subject : Richard Claxton Gregory

Date:

Date Searched: 72/2/71

variaW.on.c! of cu.bj«co's name and aliases were searched
and identical references were found a^r

<1 >

_Gregory, Richard Claxton
l V'Greggory, Dick
[^Gregory, Dick
^Gregory, Dick C.
^Gregpry, Dick Claxton
^regory, Dick Rally

[^Gregory, Dicky

I ^Gregory, Greg
H/Gregory, R. c.

A ^.Gregory, R. C. Dick
Gregory, Richard
Gregory, Richard C.

/^Gregory, William Richard Claxton

„ „
Th^s ls a summary of information obtained from a review ofail see references to the subject in Bureau files under the names

and aliases listed above. All references under the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been included except

inaicafced at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY. References indicated in the block as

I bl contain the same information as the foregoing serial although the
| Information may have been received from a different source.

""

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION . IT IS DESIGNED TO
E?™?? A SYN0PSIS OP THE INFORMATION SET OUT IN EACHREFERENCE7~AND

MANY CASES THE ORIGINAL SERIAL WILL '-CONTAIN THE INFORMATION IN
lORE DETAIL *

— —
Analyst

3M:mkv

ijBNOLOSUBg

Supervisory Clerk

A
«Ti

"
7—^ri

vm*
Approved

71

SOvc
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ABBREVIATIONS

V

*
. Jtf.

Add . info Additional information appearing in
this reference which pertains to
Richard Claxton Gregory can be found
in the main file or elsewhere in this
summary. This information may have
been received from a different source.

*****

Department of the Army furnished a report dated 1/6/70
fu

sa
^25:

ns
£
he Preedom and Peace Party (FPP) (62-112182) that indicated

the FPP met in a political convention on 6/1-2/68 at the Hotel
Diplomat, NYC. During the convention Dr. Benjamin Spook, a controversialpediatrician, author and pacifist agitator, was nominated for Presidentof

J
he US and Mrs. Coretta King, widow of Dr. Martin Luther King, wasnominated for Vice President of the US. Dr. Spock and Mrs. King laterwithdrew their candidacy and were replaced on the ballot by DickGregory and Mark Lane^ New York lawyer and author. The convention

?^°fJf
d
TTo

pl^fori
?
fayoring the radical left, with emphasis on oppositionto the US policy m Vietnam.

Add . info

.

62-112182-19 p.l

X advised that on 2/13/68,
.
auueinied the "Kickwoff rally" Which WAS held by the

rennsyivanians for a Peace and Freedom Ticket (PPFT) at the Carnegie
Lecture Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa. The purpose of the rally was to launcha petition campaign for Dick Gregory and Dr. Benjamin Spock as thirdparty Presidential candidates.

b6
b7C
b7D

advised that p-ttended a meeting of the PPFT_ t , ,
I I

— — -
I p ujl U1IC JTjr

heid in the ritusnurgh area on 9/19/68. Publicity for Gregory for
President of the US was on the agenda.

-2 -

( continued)



(continued)

During a brief meeting of the PPFT Steering Committee held in
the Pittsburgh area on 11/4/68 photos of Gregory for President of the
US were distributed to those in attendance to be posted at various,
locations in the Pittsburgh area. attended this meeting.

p. 22, 2-3

The "Barron's", Natiohal Business and Financial Weekly
magazine, .dated 10/6/69 and 16/13/69 , contained a two-part article
entitled Radical Think-Tank, the Institute for Policy Studies Aims
to Disarm the United States" and "Ivory-Tower Activist s-IPS Fellows
Lead the Radical Thrust for Social change", respectively. These
articles stated that the Tnshi hnfrp •R'nr< Policy StudiesijLLESLL_LlOO-

had becomef
j _ ^ t

447935), WDC,
Committee for tne Formation of a New Party which would stand x
dismantling of an obsolete, dangerous military establishment.
Janr
and

of the
or
In

arv . 1 QnQ—the T\Tm.r Pa nhir ^nn^pnced it had elected Dick Gregory

succeed
|

|fjas an IPS
colleges associated with IPS.

toJUntioch College, as
|

~
|

trustee, and Antiocn was one or the

100-447935-17 P.13

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

The following reference pertains to Dick Gregory in the
Chicago area in connection with applicant or loyalty investigation
of the individual listed below. In this reference allegations were
made concerning the close association of Gregory in civil rights
activities from February 1967 to February, 1969 with the subject of
the file. Detailed information regarding Gregory's association with
subjecfe was' set out.

SUBJECT OF FILE REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

p.l jep.3

,

7-9,43,44,
57,58,60-
66

b6
b7C

-3 -



On 11/1/68 , Mark Lane during a speech at San
Francisco State College, San Francisco, California,, stated that a
house, "The Black House", had been purchased in WDC, and that he and
Dick Gregory would run "an American Government in exile" from this
house. (A source who was in a position to furnish information, not
further identified).

On 3/V69, the inauguration of Gregory as president of
"the United States in exile" took plac.e at 12:00 noon at Morgan
Community Auditorium, 1733 California Street NJU EDO Thp path

b6
b7C
b7D

aof inauguration was administered to. Gregory by|
Illinois, attorney. Gregory announced at this inauguration

cnau JLarie had taken the oath of office as vice-president. During the
oath, Gregory swore to faithfully execute the office of president of
the US in exi 1 a

—

and tin
. preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution

of the US,

Add. info.

p.8,10

I
|
(former) furnished a press handout of the GI

Civil Liberties Defense Committee (GI CLDC) (
100 -451772 ), Box 355 ,

Old Chelsea Station, NYC, for release on 5/21/69 regarding the
activities of GIs United Against the War in Vietnam (GI UAWV) in
connection with the Fort Jackson Nine matter. The press handout
indicated that members of the Fort Jackson Nine had been released,
frqm the Fort Jackson stockade,* that the decision to drop all
charges against the antiwar GIs was "a tribute to the GIs themselves
and to the enthusiastic support of thousands of Americans, including
such notable sponsors of the GI CLDC as Dick Gregory" and others.

|
|on 6/21/69 furnished a partial list of GI CLDC

sponsors that included Gregory 1 s name

.

The serial indicated that the Fort Jackson Nine matter
pertained to an anti-war meeting held at Fort Jackson, S.C, on
3/20/69 by members of a group called GI UAWV. Within a few days
later nine activists were arrested.

Press handout and list enclosed
100-451772-7 p.21,46

-4



Chie.f of Police * Glen Ellyn, Illinois advised that; Richard
Gregory, Negro comedian and militant civil rights activist, was
scheduled to speak to the Glenbard West High School, Glen Ellyn, on
8/19/69.

The above source advised that on 8/19/69 , five white males
associated with the National Socialist White Peoples Party (NSWPP)
(IO.5 -70374 ) picketed outside of the auditorium of the Glenbard High
School. These individuals earried various signs advocating "White
Power", "Black Africa for Africans", and "Down with Dick Gregory".

,

|furnished the "1969 Annual Report" representing
activities or cne Midwest Division, NSWPP. The report listed the
NSWPP activity for 8/19/69 as a picket held against Black agitator
Dick Gregory who spoke at Glenbard West High School in Glen Ellyn.

105-70374-5853 P.6,17

b7D

"The Record", the official weekly publication of the students
of Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, on page 3 of the IO/3/69
issue set forth an article entitled "New Party meets To Name
Executive Director j Headquarters will Locate In Yellow Springs". The
article indicated that during the meeting of the executive committee
of The New Party (100-452574) both College

urT

of the Party,, and fellow co~<ina±maii .ujlck. uregory came
aer nre ror lack of action during their nine months in office.

b6
b7C

100-452574-52 ep .2

"The New York Times", a NYC daily newspaper, on 9/29/69 ,
contained an advertisement for "An Evening for Biafra", to be held
IO/15/69 , at Philharmonic Hall, Lincoln Center, New York. It stated
that those sending checks or money orders should make them payable
to either Biafran Relief Services Foundation (BRSF) (97-5236 ) or
American Committee to Keep Biafra Alive, Incorporated. A partial
listing of the Honorary Committee which included Dick Gregory was
set forth.

The IO/9/69 issue of the "Village Voice", a NYC newspaper,
contained an advertisement on page 33 for "An Evening for 'Biafra"7'
Gregory was listed on the Honorary Benefit Committee of the BRSF.

IO-9-69 Advertisement enclosed
97-5236-9 ep. 2 ,

4

-5 -



This reference contains a staff study by the Committee on
Internal Security, House of Representatives, WDC, dated 1970., entitled
Subversive Involvement in the Origin, Leadership and Activities of the

New Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam (NMC) (62-111181

)

and its Predecessor Organizations". This study indicated that Dick
Gregory was an American delegate to the World Peace Assembly held in
East Berlin, Germany, 6/21 - 24/69 and he was also listed on the
entertainment committee for the NMC held H/15/69 in WDC.

Study enclosed
62-111181-3981 ep.30,43
-fTt—

The "University of Tennessee Daily Beacon", Knoxville,
Tennessee, dated H/ll/69 carried an article entitled "Group Plan
Moratorium Activities" which indicated that nearly 400 University of
Tennessee (UT) students were expected to participate in the New Mobe's
March on Death in WDC. On 11/15/69* there would be a mass march
down Constitution Avenue, past the White House, and a rally would be
held at the Washington Monument. Dick Gregory was among those
scheduled to appear at the national rally and at least three members
of the UT Viet Nam Moratorium Committee (100-454565) would fast for
three days in protest of the war.

100 -454565-690 ep.83
4ul

News, Vir1

,
Newport

nrorma.r.inn a.hnnt hpr nagf.

si.ace1

feximrj on n/2U/e>y futfhiphed i
activities as well as the activities of

?
at Hampton Institute, Hampton!;—v j.rgjLiua.—

T

oined the Peace and Freedom Party (62-112423 ) before the
national election in 1968 . She had seen a letter to the editor of
a local Newport News newspaper, "The Daily Press", written by

I
which letter supported Dick Gregory for President of

tne us .
" Tne high school she was attending was to have a mock election

and. she gelephonically called [and asked for literature about
Gregory. She spoke oh behalf or Gregory at this mock election.

62-112423-149 p.l
TO-

b 6

b7C

|University of Kansas Traffic and
Security office, Lawrence, Kansas advised that Dick Gregory had been
invited to speak at the Black Student Seminar (157-16041) on 12/6/69

(continued)

-6 -



(continued)

at the University of Kansas but Gregory reportedly was not coming,

Add. info.

157-16041-1 ep.2

Encinitas

,
__ priva

ou oretusporo mgn scnooi stuaents to Palomar Junior College,

in about February, 1
'

970,
a number of

5^^
chartered

Marcos, California, to hear a speech
in militant civil rights activities.

by Dick Gregory who was

7B buses
San
active

P.1,5

b6
b7C

On 2/10/70

r

had a discussion with
an appearance of Dick 1

P1RT flrhriRg/i hViat bo T^^htly
regarding

1
Gregory at me university ai Missouri at

made theKansas City, Kansas City, Missouri, campus,
statement that Gregory was the greatest thing on this earth since
Christ spoke the beatitudes on the mount.

]ep.l

The following references in the file captioned "Student
Mobilization Committee To End The War In Vietnam" (SMC) indicate
that Dick .Gregory participated in the SMC National Conference in
Cleveland, Ohio on 2/13 - 15/70. On 2/14/70 Gregory delivered the
opening address before the Conference and expressed very obscene
and derogatory comments concerning President Richard M. Nixon. He
also urged the young people to boycott all products of which they
were major consumers until the producers agreed to back the
advocacy of American withdrawal from Vietnam.

REFERENCE

100-446761-2-10 ep.13
-3-8 ep.l,4
-13-10 ep.4-7

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

100-446761-21-44 ep.7,10
-34-101 ep.6

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

Department of the Army, U.S. Army Intelligence Command,
Fort Holabird, Maryland, furnished a report dated 3/4/70 on American
Servicemen's Union which included a list of sponsors for the
Emergency Conference Committee, 417 East 47th Street, Chicago, Illinois,
Dick Gregory was listed as an initiating sponsor.

14-2965-50-36 ep.63

The following references indicate that the CP, USA was
starting a defense movement for members of the left and the black
militants. In this connection Dick Gregory was scheduled on 1/10/70
to attend a^ CP meeting in Chicago and he was also scheduled to be
one of the individuals to head a Black Panther Party Defense Counsel
Conference in Chicago on 3/7 - 8/70. The purpose of the Conference was
to raise money for the defense of the Black Panthers. Gregory attended
the 1/10/70 meeting.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-3-11-1240X1 ep.l

100-3-69-12039 ep.3
-12042 ep.5

IOO-3-76-2150 p.l

100-442529-3089 p.7

100-457330-22 p.l -'/TTlr
-27 ep.l
-33 ep.l

105-102601-3 ep.l

bll

.
|(PR0B) advised that Dick Gregory, the Negro comedian,

ight take part in a rally that was scheduled at George Washington

(continued)
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(continued)

University, WDC, on 3/19/70, followed by a march to Selective Service
Headquarters, 1724 F. Street, N.W., WDC.

The serial indicated that this demonstration was in connection
with the Demonstrations on 3/16 - 20/70 To Protest The Draft and
Military Recruiting (100-457337).

100-457337-3^7 ep.4
(~3r3f

WDC, fnrnl sns(| anf
report dated

1 I b6
b7C
b7D

Add. info.

100-446997-303-10 p.10
w
(~li-)'

On 4/28/70,
Organizational Commit free

- 3advised that the Black Liberation
1746) members planned to bring Dick

b7D

Gregory, a Negro comedian, or a Black Panther Party member, to the
campus at Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona to speak.

157-11746-7 ep.2
’(’io./.

On 5/18/70 and 5/22/70

|

Arlington, Va. , advised "that une neauquarters ror tne juew

b6
b7C

ruruy—(NP) (100-452574) of Washj nrtnn was
Arlington, Virginia, in care of]

1 Source advised 1 ^f:
> weri

648 South Second Street,
who worked for Senator

tostatements weire made by
I

tne effect that the NP was considering Dick Gregory for a cnairman in
the NP. (no locality given)

Add. info.

100-452574-61 ep.2

-9 -



The following references in the file captioned "Republic of
New Africa" (RNA) indicated that Dick Gregory, Chicago Negro comedian
and civil rights activist, was scheduled to speak^and spoke at the
RNA Third National Convention in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on
6/5 - 7/70. During Gregory's speech on 6/5/70 he used vile and obscene
language, excoriated the' US and its white racist society.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER
1

157-9079-924 p.57,58
-925 P.l
-933ep.4
-943 ep.2
-946 ep.1,2
-961 p.3
-970 ep.9
-975 p.7;ep.2-5

The "Irish Echo", NYC, dated 7/18/70 carried an article
entitled "Hollywood Group Backs Rights Drive". The article pertained
to a Committee of Concern (C of C) consisting of noted Hollywood
personalities that demanded that the British Government exercise its
power to grant basic democratic rights to all the people of Northern
Ireland. In a signed statement members of the C of C, which included
Dick Gregory, said they would support the non-sectarian and non-
violent efforts of the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association and
the National Association for Irish Justice (97-5275) &s the best way
to resolve the present conflict in a peaceful and equitable manner.

97-5275-44 ep.2

This reference pertains to literature furnished by
on 8/11/70, distributed by Making a New Nation (MAN)

j-ojlxu; concerning its march against genocide from Maryland to the
United Nations, NYC, to begin 8/1/70 and to be terminated on or
about 9/8/70. Dick Gregory was included as a sponsor and endorser
on this literature.

b7D

Literature enclosed
157-18110-24 ep.4,9,10

-10 -



The following references in the file captioned "Southern
Christian Leadership Conference" (SCLC) indicated that Dick Gregory,
Negro comedian from Chicago, was scheduled to speak at the annual
banquet on 8/12/70 in connection with the thirteenth annual SCLC
convention held in Atlanta, Georgia on 8/11 - 14/70.

Gregory did not attend the banquet; however, Cassius Clay,
Negro former heavyweight boxing champion of the- world, took the
place of Gregory.

REFERENCE

100-438794-2980 p.14
-A "Atlanta Journal" 8/6/70
-A "Atlanta Constitution" 8/10/70

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

This reffirpnnp the

ttto

—

ui une

.file captioned
pertains to a oj.jLpp±iig irom page

wctBUington rose ana Times Herald" of 9/2/70 which
reported that Dick Gregory, comedian and American civil rights and
anti -Vietnam war Gamp^.1 gnsr . wa.R wfnsari a
In this connection ann

Clipping enclosed
62-74549-2181 p.ljep.l

; „ .
T^e following references in the file captioned "Black Panther

arty (BPP) pertain to the BPP activities or planned activities
f D1?* Gregory from 1/10/70 - 11/3/70 in Illinois. Gregory and other
ndividuals called a preliminary organizational conference on l/lO/jO
n Chicago to deal with the "repression" of the BPP. This conference
as supported by the CP, USA insofar as organization and participation

(continued)

b7D
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(continued)

were concerned. As a supporter of black power activity 'Gregory
donated money to the BPP and signed a letter postmarked from NYC that
was mailed to individuals to solicit money to pay legal and court
fees for arrested BPP leaders. Scheduled BPP supported activities
that Gregory planned to participate in from 6/19/70 to 1/28/71 in
WDC and Montreal, Canada, were set out.

REFERENCE

105-165706-2871 p.l;ep.l
-3627 p.l
-3632 ep.l

105-165706-9-694 ep.l, 3'

-720 p.l
-738 ep .2
-1134 p .2

105-165706-19-169 p.l; ep.l ,

2

105-165706-53-296 p.4
-340 ep.3

105-165706-64-57 P.l; ep.3

105-165706-84-766 p.l

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

4^-

SAs observed a demonstration at the United Nations (UN) in
NYC on II/16/70 by twenty -five individuals including Dick Gregory, a
comedian. Following the demonstration a press conference was held
opposite the UN and at the conference Gregory announced that a large
rally would be held at the UN on 11/21/70, to illustrate the charge
of genocide by the US government against Blacks and other minority
groups

.

100-460470-6 p. 1,3

T o /-I

on

/70 , the
fn-nni chari nnpjes of documents found in the possession

b6
b7C
b7D

Hpies
and

m thi
The documents

cohuamea an aaaress dook wren th^ hAriie of Dick Gregory, 324-0938.
(Locality not given)

* Key Activist Album

Documents enclosed
176 -59-149 ep .15
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(continued)

DATE

10/15/68

10/22/68

10/23-
26/69

2/3 -8/70

3/19-22/70

3/26/70
(Scheduled)

April, 1970

5/16/70
(Scheduled)

6/7/70

1970-71
(scheduled)

• m * ** k-

LOCALITY SPONSOR OR TYPE
OF AFFAIR

REFERENCE & SEARCH
SLIP PAGE NUMBER

Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

(not given) 100-447999-13 ep.3,7
t^-

University of
Wisconsin,
Madison,
Wisconsin

(not given) 100-447479-19 P.13

Glendon College,
York University,
Toronto, Ontario

International Student
Conference

105-192492-41 p.5,
'&TT 15,17

University of
Missouri, Kansas
City, Mo.

Afro American Week 157-12525-4 p.l
-^±9'} Scheduled
157-12525-6 p.l;ep.l,

2

Brown University,
Providence, Rhode
Island

Black Arts Festival 157-H676-llep.2

Paine College,
Augusta, Georgia

Paine College Scholar-
ship Fund (Black
Nationalist Movement)

157-8415-49-12 p.l

Eastern
Washington State
College, Cheney,
Washington

(not given) 100-457655-434 ep.3

Fort Ord,
Monterey,
California

Movement for a
Democratic Military

62-112287-283 ep.6,
-fa)— 11

San Francisco,
California

Black Panther Party
Rally

157-8714-158 ep.1-3
4ia).

University of
Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon,
Canada

Civil Rights 64-200-243-1505 ep.4
J&r-

(continued)
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(continued)

DATE LOCALITY SPONSOR OR TYPE
OF AFFAIR

REFERENCE & SEARCH
SLIP PAGE NUMBER

3/7-13/71 Indiana
University, Purdue
University
Indianapolis

Black Student Union 157 -21366-1 ep.3
430)-

5/4-11/71 Augusta College
Augusta, Georgia

(Black Student Union)
conducted Black
Awareness Week

157 -20969-3 ep.2
fg©t-

7/10/71
(Scheduled)

WDC Pan Africa Skills
Project

157-22353-2 p.2
4Se-h
157-22363-1 p.2
*f207
157 -22363-4 ep.l

9/25/71 Central Park United Coalition for 157-19628-7 ep.5
(Schteduled) (possibly NYC) Angela Davis rally

10/26/71 Washington
Monument, WDC

"Peoples Panel"
convened by Peoples

176-1410-3310 ep.2

Coalition for Peace
and Justice

The following references pertain to the National Peace Action
Coalition (NPAG) and the People's Coalition For Peace and Justice (PCPJ)
sponsoring anti-war demonstrations in connection with activities of
Dick Gregory from 12/4/70 to 10/26/71 in California, Illinois, Wisconsin
and WDC. Gregory was listed as an endorser on literature that announced
NPAG conventions and solicited- funds for the NPAC demonstrations.
The literature was passed out during NPAC meetings and conventions held
in Chicago, NYC, San Francisco and WDC. Gregory was scheduled to
speak or spoke at NPAC and PCPJ anti-war conventions and demonstrations
in Chicago, San Francisco, WDC and Milwaukee. He spoke against
President Richard Nixon's administration and the US Government and
vowed he would undertake a solid food fast, consuming only liquids until
the day President Nixon ended all involvement in Southeast Asia. He
also suggested that participants in demonstrations boycott US industries
and stores to force them either to adopt the anti-war view or suffer
economic losses.

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-459771-370 ep.17
-559 p.1,2,7
-584 ep.2
-589 ep.3,13
-592 ep.7
-629 ep. 15,17
-645 ep.lE,2,57,58,68
-859 ep.7

100-460998-63 ep.3,23
-66 ep.30
-68 ep.4,58
-72 ep.2
-86 ep.28
-91 ep.17
-115 ep.36
-205 p. 17,18
-209 ep.51,64
-275 ep.10, 18

100-463195-3 ep.9
-369 p.3
-552 p.3
-568 p.l,4
-609 p.2
-780 p.l,2
-982 p.l
-1047 ep.3
-1417
-1510 ep.l8

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

The following reference on Dick Gregory maintained in the
Domestic Intelligence Division was not reviewed and it is not known
whether it is identical with the subject of this summary.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER
1

100-460495-3141 p.8

-22 -
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The following reference on Dick Gregory was not available
during the time this summary was being prepared.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-340922-518 p.33

The following referer^ce on Dick Gregory maintained in the
Special File Room of the Records Branch, Files and Communications
Division, was not reviewed, and it is not known whether it is identical
with the subject of this summary.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER
'

105-67845-36673 ep.12 41^-

See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set

< out in the main file. Although the information is the same it may have
been received from different sources.
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|DE£LftSSIFl&f :

lCf«I MJTHOEl fY DEHITOO FECM:
IfBI AUTOHHTIC DMIUkSSIFICATICM GUIDE
IDATE 0^-04-2014

UNITED STATES y^^ERNMENT

TO :

from :

subject:

zter

Memorandum
ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

4 \

J3HFMC
date: 5/25/72

.C, NEW YORK (157-1093) (RUC)

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
EM
(00: CHICAGO)

_ /-A3
CLASS. & EXT. ByA@
BEASOff-FCIH II, ISA.

2

DATE OF BEYIEff ^3-

ReNYlet to Bureau, 3/6/72 and Bureau airtel to'

I

SAC’s Chicago, New York and Legat, Tokyo, dated 1/21/72
(U)

A review of the New York indices on 5/24/72,
failed to reflect any references to the subject's current
activities nor has any information come to the attention
of this Division which would indicate that GREGORY has
returned to the U.S.

Referenced New York letter contained a list of
informants contacted during February, 1972 which could
furnish no information about subject. Several of these
informants were recontacted by New York in May, 1972,
but viere still unable to provide any information about
the subject's trip and his current activities

Since all logical sources have been alerted con-
cerning this matter and within the past few months have
failed to furnish any positive information regarding
GREGORY, New York is conducting no further investigation
in this case, unless requested otherwise by the Bureau
or Chicago. In the event that New York sources furnish
positive information concerning the suijeet at some later
dabe. New York will submit this data in form suitable for
dissemination.

<^§D- Bureau (RM)
2 - Chicago (RM)«*^
1 - New York
RCSrslb

(5)

REC-371 * /00 - 7Y o y2j .J

Ex-112

a.
(yj mi

0 vIUW Sewings Bonds Kegularly on the P^rolTSavings Plan

j



On 1 A /n a.nA 1/4/71 and
were interviewed at the US Embassy, Copenhagen,~ - W \-* JJIUUWOOJ j OW^^UilGl.

Denmark regarding their knowledge of pending "desperate and violent
moves which may occur within the next several hours". During the
interview they requested immediate contact with a Presidential b6
assistant to handle their undercover activities, immunity for action b7c
taken by them on behalf of the US Government and a supply of funds to
handle necessary world-wide travel. If their proposals were accepted
by the US Government they would leave., immediately for Algeria and
commence preparation for a conference attended by Dick Gregory, comedian,
and others.

The serial indicated that on 1/5/71

I

the Embassy would offer no financial assistance.
was advised that

ep.3

The following references in the file captioned "Racial Matters"
pertain to the activities of Richard Claxton Gregory * Negro comedian
and civil rights activist, from 6/6/65 to I/29/7I in Georgia, Florida,
Illinois, Virginia, Washington and Canada. Gregory spoke on several
college campuses, at anti-war, civil rights and racial rallies and
Black Panther Party (BPP) supported rallies. He also attended a press
conference regarding civil liberties, appealed for funds for the BPP,
and was an initiating sponsor of a BPP conference. Gregory's
scheduled activities in Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee and WDC from
12/16/69 to 6/19/70 were set forth in connection with his civil rights
activities.

REFERENCE

157-6-2937 ep.l

157-6-A- "People's World" 7/11/70

157-6-9-1399 p.ljep.l

157-6-27-1159 ep.29

157-6-28-1636 ep.2

157-6-32-1096 ep.2, 11

157-6-49-3257 ep.2

157-6-50-875 p.1,2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

-W

~(~l-8>

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-6-50-877 p.1,2
-957 ep.1-3

157 -6-53-1970 p .3

157-6-54-3462 p .2

157-6-56-727 ep .5

157-6-64-2562 ep.19

The following references pertain to the officers and sponsors
of the Comite Moratoire du Viet Nam in Canada and the Viet Nam Veterans
against the War (WAW), in the US, the two sponsoring organizations for
the Winter Soldier Investigation project to take place in Detroit and
Windsor* on January, 31st, February 1st and 2nd, 1971 . Dick Gregory,
Chicago, was listed as one of the Executive officers of the WAW. He
was also listed as an entertainer for the Winter Soldier's benefit
concert on I/29/71 in Detroit.

* Ontario

REFERENCE

100-448092-46 ep .2

100-461261-17 ep. 13,14

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

-W-
b6
b7C

I
Southern Colorado State College (SCSC),

Pueblo, furnisnea a uape or cne 'speech and the question. and answer period
which followed of Jane Fonda

|
on 2/17/71 at Memorial Hall, SCSC.

During the question and answer period a male (not identified) asked
what happened to the thing she was organizing regarding anti-war
demonstrations on Armed Forces Day? Fonda replied that the anti-war
show, she, Dick Gregory and others were putting on would be on
3/13 - 14/71 at a GI coffee house in Fayetteville, North Carolina if
the Army did not object and if they did they had contingency plans.

Speech, questions and answers enclosed
14-3087-19 ep.50

-14-



i

J PHI (G) advised that the March, 1971 issue b 6
of Hyde rarK-.ft.enwooa voices", a neighborhood newspaper published in b7c
Chicago, contained an article regarding the Chicago Committee to
Defend Ecfcbal Ahmad (CCDEA), 5500 South Woodlawn, Chicago. The article
indicated that Dick Gregory, a local resident, was one of the sponsors.

The sefiial indicated that the CCDEA was an affiliate of
The Defense Committee, 156 Fifth Avenue, NYC (100-457882).

100-457882-12 p .2

included
-PSI furnished a partial list of endorsers, which

une name of Dick Gregory, for the National Peace Action
Coalition (NPAC) Spring antiwar offensive, which list was being
distributed by Wasatch Peace Action Coalition (WPAC) (105- 212103)
on 3/6/71 in Salt Lake City, Utah.

b7D

This serial indicated that WPAC was affiliated with the NPAC.

Endorser list enclosed
105-212103-3 ep .5

-ML

The following references pertain to the appearance of a
theatrical group featuring Jane Fonda, actress, Dick Gregory, comedian
of Chicago, and other entertainers who presented anti-war shows at
Fayetteville, North Carolina on 3/13 - 14/71 for the soldiers from
Fort Bragg. The shows were sponsored by the US Servicemen's Fund as
an alternative to the United Service Organization (US0 ) shows, such
as those staged by Bob Hope. Information indicated that the troupe of -

the Jane Fonda Show which included Gregory were scheduled to "go public".
They were scheduled to appear at San Diego on 5/15 - 16/71 and to tour
New Jersgy, NYC and to perform for the servicemen at Walter Reed
Hospital in WDC, from 11/19/71 to 11/29/71* The scheduled appearances
were to be sponsored by organizations opposed to the war in Vietnam.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-112287-A-"NY Times" 3/15/71

100-0-42342 p.l

100-459900-15 p .6 -(&§.).-

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

100-464137-9 p.ljep.1,3,5,6
-10 p.3,5
-15 p.l
-16 p.l
-33 P.l
-34 ep.3-5

105-138315-8-95 P.l
-46-32 ep.1,3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

Division 9, Ancient Order of
Hibernians, TWZ GOl'UOhhUfSC AVS., upp4r Montclair, NJ, with law office
at 790 Broadway, Newark, NJ, made available several pages torn from a
program for the Irish Freedom Concert held at Carnegie Hall, NYC on
4/12/71. The program listed Dick Gregory as one of those on the
Executive Committee of the Artists Committee for Irish Freedom (97-5338).

b6
b7C

Program enclosed
97-5338-3 p.4

telephone numhorl
at Topeka,,—xuAusaa,

This serial pertains t o telephone numbers nailed* from
subscribed to by

which indicated tlrarc
.
naa been m

contact with Dick Gregory, 1451 East 55th Street, Chicago. It was
not known why Gregory's telephone was called.

^07=
P-3

* During the period of 11/15/70 through 4/15/71

The fnl 1 nwl ng references pertain to letters and material
furnished by
Gregory . The

on 4/20/71, regarding the activities of Dick
'were postmarked at New York, N.Y. with the

b7D

Xeucers
first envelope containing a printed letter from Jane Fonda, Garry
Goodrow, and Dick Gregory on a letterhead of United States Servicemen's
Fund (USSF), 94 School Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, The letter
constituted a solicitation of funds for USSF and enclosed newspaper
clippings dated from 3/12/71 to 3/16/71 which gave highlights of

(continued)
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(continued)

Fonda's, actress, Goodrow's, actor, and Gregory's USSF response show,an anti-war movement's answer to Bob Hope and his USO shows, for the
,® a

S
Brass. North Carolina. The second envelope contained a

a solicitation for contributions to the BurchettAnti-War Chest, sponsored by Wilfred Burchett 60th Birthday Committee
5
he

1.

Gl
i

l

S
r^an "* Gregory was listed on the Sixtieth

*^^Contr:Lbufc:Lons were directed to Wilfred BurchettFund,_ Third Floor 1

, 32 West 22nd Street, New York, N.Y.

Burchett was A foreign correspondent of
described 'as an "independent radical newsweeklv"
war in Vietnam.

"THe Guardian", self-
who had covered the

Letters and material enclosed
62-112287-351 ep. 1 , 5 -7,13

si 65-62106-76 ep.5,6,8,17
*TS7

,

Th® f?Upwing. references in the file captioned "The People'sHouse , aka Fort Campbell Project, 456 North Second Street, "Clarksville,Tennessee pertain to long distance telephone calls from the People's
2 /o? /4-t

fceleph
??

e number 615-647-7844 between 4/13/71 and 5/15/71 . on
or>urJ^Q

a
?
a^ was Placed from telephone number 615-647-7844 to 312 -

55th Ch*
Which was subscribed to by Richard Claxton Gregory, 1451 East

REFERENCE

100-463245-24 p.l
-25 P.2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(Not indexed)

.. „
T1*Lfollowing references in the file captioned "Student

per
n
a
^^»

fco fcbe acfci vi fcies Dick Gregory from
!" u° 5/4/71 in California and Ohio. Gregory spoke at ananti-Vietnam and anti-selective service rally held at Sacramento

?Faf?
CSle

f
e * He also sP°ke on 5/3/71 at Kent State University (KSU)a

f,
fch

fT £f
rsfc a

^
niv®rsary of the shooting of the KSU students by theOhio National Guardsmen. During his speech at KSU he called for the

studen tsto bring the war to an end by use of economic boycotts, andbiasted ‘Resident -Nixon's decision to free Lt. William Calley. On 5/31/71a Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) official collected funds

(continued)
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(continued)

for Gregory's appearance at Jackson, Mississippi in regard to a SCLC
supported black boycott of white merchants in Jackson.

REFERENCE SEARCH

62-112228-11-304 p.2
-320 ep. 9,12,13

62-112228-54-213

62-112228-67-119 ep.l

On 5/4/71 Augusta, Georgia, PD advised of
"Black Awareness Week" at Augusta from 5/4 - 11/71.
that Dick Gregory was scheduled to speak on 5/4/71 at the Augusta
College Fine Arts Auditorium.

On 5/12/71, the above source advised that Gregory spoke at
the Augusta Fine Arts Auditorium indicating his approval of the WDC
anti-war demonstrations that were going on at that time. He called on
President Nixon to identify harmful chemicals in food and also
mentioned his new book "No More Lies".

105-138315-49-25 ep.1,3

SLIP PAGE NUMBER

T&t”"

—(-84“

-w-

a flyer announcing
The flyer indicated

Sergeant
|
Ohio State University (OSU) campus PD,

Columbus, advised that Afro-Am (157-16949) had a meeting on 5/5/71 in
Columbus. During the meeting plans were discussed to invite noted
blacks to the campus of OSU in the fall and winter of 1971 and 1972.
Dick Gregory was among those named to be invited.

157-16949-12 ep.ll
'‘(‘SQ-)

’" 1 -" -

b6
b7C

On 6/18/71 the Cambridge, Mass. PD furnished a loose-leaf
notebook utilized in the operation of the United States Servicemen's
Fund ( 62-112287 ) , 94 School Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts. The
.note bool; contained the name of "Dick Gregory, 1451 E. 55th St. Chi.,
111. 60615' along with other names.

62-112287-365 ep.77



* ft

In the 3/1/71 issue of the "The Hollywood Reporter" '(HR),
Entertainment Industry Trade Publication, Los Angeles, California, an
ad appeared inviting professionals of the industry to join in a
discussion of their participation in a people 1 s treaty and end of
American involvement in Southeast Asia. The affair was scheduled for
3/4/71 at the Beverly Hilton Hotel in Beverly Hills, California.
Dick Gregory's name along with others in the film and TV industry
were printed as signers of the invitation.

Add . info

.

100-340922-521 p.17

on 8/21/7 ~gng
f-PSI advised that Dick Gregory spoke at a rally held
don Memorial Hall, St. Louis, Missouri in support of

Gregory stressed the theme of "sacrifice"Charles Koen
and praised line waber idst that Koen was subjecting himself to while
in jail. His invitation to go to City Workhouse for a vigil for Koen
was accepted by about 100 people during which time Gregory conferred
with Koen in jail.

Add. info.

|ep.l

The following references set forth information regarding the
planned activities of Richard Claxton Gregory from 10/11/71 to 10/22/71,
in connection with the Free The Army Troupe (FAT) that was to appear
on an Asian tour. Gregory, Jane Fonda, noted film actress and
anti-war activist, and Fonda's troupe which made up the FAT reportedly
planned to participate in anti-Vietnam war skits for military personnel
in Hawaii, Philippines, Japan, Okinawa and, hopefully^ South Vietnam.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-459279-234 p. 1,2
-235 ep .2

The following references pertain to meetings and affairs
that Richard Claxton Gregory participated in during the period 10/15/68
to 10/26/71. Gregory spoke at these functions unless otherwise
indicated and his speeches usually concerned civil rights or the war
in Vietnam.

(continued)

b6
b7C
b7D
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Date 7—20&72
Routing Slip

To: [j§ Director FBI (RM)

FILE
CG 157-347 v/ <£>

ASAC

Supv. .

Agent

HEREIN IS WUSSIFIED
nrtW / . CT_BY©-i-

Clerk f fKofor’flf

ACTION DESIRED
Acknowledge ) Open Case

Assign Reassign ) Prepare lead cards

Bring file Prepare tickler

Call me [ Return assignment card

Correct Return file

Deadline |

~| Search and return

Deadline passed ) See me

Delinquent (Serial#—
Discontinue I I

Post Recharge I 1
Return

Expedite ( Send to

File | |
Submit new charge out

For information Submit report by

Handle I I
Type

Initial & return

Leads need attention

Return with explanation or notation as to action taken.

Please forward to Secret Service

See reverse side

ROY K - MOORE

ofl Chicago

GPO : 1971 421-419
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Urft^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF flj^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
July 20, 1972
Chicago, Illinois

Bureau 100-440423
Chicago 157-347

SUBJECT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

CHARACTER: EM-BNT

REFERENCE: Report dated January 13, 1972

FD-366 (Rev. 2-13-69)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment

address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change

only specified)

:

Residence: 4898 South Ellis Street, Chicago, Illinois

Employment:

ry

all information contained

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.
‘

DATEjbfcSrYV—V

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI . It is the property of the FBI and

is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency .

ENCLOSURE



FD-122 (Rev. 11-22-71)

OMlONAl FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Director, FBI (Bufile- 100-440423

iA\i : SAC, CHICAGO (157-347)

o
rCT: RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

EM
«

T Re:

) DATE: 5/24/72

Cards U%QK
Cards.

Ski

Recommend: ADEX Card [x] ADEX Card changed (specify change only) Subject removed (succinct summary attached)

Name

Aliases

| |
Native Born

| |
Naturalized

I 1
Alien

Tab

1 |
Category I

I |
Category II

I |
Category III

| |
Category IV

AWC COMMUNIST NL PLP
I I

PR

BNT JFG NOI PPA SD:

1 1 BPP ( MIN Miscellaneous (Spe<

N SNC SWP

SPL WWP

r ify)

Date of Birth Place of Birth Race Sex

cm Maie

| |
Female

Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address,
Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any.

•?

£ ALL INFORMATION C

HEREiy ij^NCUSSi

Residence Address

4848 South Ellis
Chicago, Illinois

ONTAINED

\g®.T ixt

lA
b6
b7C

Key Facility Data PATE”

Geographical Reference Number Responsibili^^0^~

^

(2)- Bureau (1U1)

1 - Chicago>/

HHS:cmm
(3)

£0 MAX

&IJVL6



1 - Mr. E. S. Miller

Mr. E. S. Miller
1 -
1 •*

1 - Mr. T. J. Smith
> (Miss Alta Butler)

1 - Miss Barbara Dorsey
BOOK REVIEW 1 - Mr. T. FitzPatrick
•’DICK GREGORY ’ 5 POLITICAL
PRIMER” BY RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
EDITED BY JAMES R. MQ GRAW
EXTREMIST MATTERS

This is a review of captioned book, published in 1972 by
Harper and Row, The book is being placed in the Bureau Library,

CYNQPSIS ; Book’s author, Dick Gregory, aged 39, is antiestablishment
black racist comedian and protester from Chicago, Illinois. Editor
James R. McGraw, aged 36, is white Methodist clergyman and civil
rights activist from New York.

This ’’primer” is a biased, consistently antiestablishment,
analysis and critique of the current political apparatus in the U. S.
with some recommendations for alternatives. Using historical
prospectives , humorous rhetoric, and frequently overstated obser- i L
vations, author Gregory criticizes Government leaders, Federal
intelligence-gathering agencies, Congress, the Vice President, the c
two-party system and ether facets of politics.

\
Once he feels he has proved the inadequacy and corruption

of the current and traditional political mechanism, he implies a
new third party is necessary and sets forth his extreme view of .

-

,

desired qualifications in a political candidate. He then lists *
*

numerous persons in extremist, antiwar, protest and civil rights \ j

fields wno meet his qualifications,
.

His criticism of FBI includes unfounded allegations of
extensive uncontrolled wiretapping and surveillance, ridiculous
implications of FBI usage of informants to set up ’’political
killings,” and unjust accusations of overconcern for internal
security matters and property destruction rather than narcotics
matters and loss of young lives , through narcotics use.

The author's inconsistencies, generalizations, and extremes
prevalent in book, tend to overshadow any valid and constructive §£
recommendations, observations and conclusions he promotes, thereby
negating his entire effort. sfr

ACTION : For information.

G2-4G85$r ^tiiook Review File) ^
(Riciiard claxtori Gregory)

DETAILS .PAGE „TWO

NOT RECORDED
8T JUN 26 1972



Memo to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: Book Review
”Dick Gregory’s Political
Primer” by Richard Claxton Gregory
Edited by James E. McGraw
62-46855

DETAILS:

Review of Eareau Files

Richard Claxton. Gregory: Bureau files reveal
Gregory is Negro male, born 10/12/32, graduate of Southern
Illinois University, who currently resides in Chicago,
Illinois, with wife and several children.

Ho first achieved national recognition at Chicago *c

Playboy Club in 1960 as political satirist. By 1964 he
had injected himself in, or associated with, all major
civil rights movements and activities. He toured Moscow,
Russia, 6/64 in connection with attending ’’World Peace
Mission,” failed in bid to visit North Vietnam in 1960, and
in 12/71 visited Chinese Communist Embassy in Paris, Prance

,

and attempted contact with North Vietnamese Peace Talk delegation.

Ho was unsuccessful candidate for offices of
Mayor of Chicago and President of tJ. S. in 1967 and 1968
respectively. An avowed supporter of Black Panther Party,
he has also associated with, and been sympathetic towards

,

known communists, the North Vietnamese and revolutionary
Now Left activists. Gregory is frequent participant and
spokesman at antidraft and anti-Vietnam demonstrations
and periodically initiates well-publicized ’’fasts” in
connection therewith.

His protest activities have frequently resulted
in his arrest throughout the country, primarily on dis-
orderly conduct-type charges.

Although employed primarily as nightclub
entertainer, he regularly appears on university campuses
as guest lecturer. His rhetoric is inflammatory against
U* S. Government, Government officials, FBI and police.

CONTINUED - OVER



Memo to Mr . E. S. Miller
Re : Book Review
"Dick Gregory fs Political
Primer” by Richard Claxton Gregory
Edited by James It. McGraw
G2-4GS55

Although holding no membership in extremist organizations,
he is highly controversial black racist, always critical
of treatment of blacks in this country. Recently he pre-
dicted imminent overthrow of U. s, Government by CIA and
establishment of dictatorship.

James E. McGraw » Bureau fxles mdxcut© James It.
McGraw apparently identical to Reverend James Robert McGraw,
wuive male, born 12/3/ 3b, an oruainea uu.voeu Methodist
clergyman. McGraw reportedly received Bachelor of Arts
degree from Northeastern University (1953) and is graduate
of Yale University Divinity School. His last known residence
was in New York, New York, where he edited the "Renewal”
magazine, a Methodist Church publication.

Since early 1960 rs McGraw has been active in
civil rights activities and demonstrations throughout U. S.,
being arrested on several occasions in connection therewith.
He has been known to associate with New York Communist
Party members.

McGraw is advocate of nonviolence and urges
establishment of strong third party in U* S. politics.

He has edited previous books by Gregory.

Book Review

"Dick Gregory’s Political Primer" is a sometimes
humorous, sometimes preposterous, sometimes accurate but
most often sardonic, prejudicial and antiestablishment
analysis of the entire U. S. political scene.

His sweeping criticisms span a wide political range
and include historical prospectives and his current views
regarding the two-party system, primaries, party platforms,
patronage and "spoils,” political financing and "machine”
politics.

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memo to Hr. E. S. Miller
Ke: Book Review
’’Dick Gregory *s Political
Primer” by Richard ClaXton Gregory
Edited by James R. McGraw
62-46855

Hie Supreme Court, the Vice-Presidency, md
Congressional lawmaking and committee assignment procedures
also receive his scrutiny. He devotes some of his most
severe remarks to broad unsubstantiated criticisms of
Federal intelligence-gathering organisations, especially
the FBI and CIA.

Throughout the book the reader readily recognises
tvo tiiC tine c *^rx cing c^y

«

One v/rxc'cen rn a serious
and orderly vein utilised to provide a somewhat scholarly
background buildup for the second style, which consists of
Gregory’s caustic and humorous comments and observations.
The former style may be attributable to Editor McGraw *s
influence.

At the conclusion of each chapter, Gregory sets
forth cleverly manipulated and frequently witty questions,
the answers to which are obvious and, of course, in line with
the ’’lesson” he has attempted to ’’teach” in preceding pages.

Many of the author’s inferences and statements are
exaggerated, unfounded or overemphasized. In one of his
anti-Vietnam arguments, for example, ho details how protec-
tion of our rice-growing interests in the Southern U, S.
is a main basis for our continued defoliation program and
war in Vietnam. In another section discussing possible
future food shortages, he states the Russians have diverted
space program funds toward increasing their naval fleet as
this fleet would primarily ”be necessary for Russia to feed
the world in the event of a serious famine crisis.” (Favor-
able comments towards Russia and communism are interspersed
throughout the book.)

Gregory, a self-admitted vegetarian, spends
considerable verbiage criticising Government production,
quality control, and inspection programs regarding food.

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memo to Mr. E. 8. Miller
Re: Book Review
"Dick Gregory's Political
Primer" by Richard Claxton Gregory
Edited by James R, McGraw
62-46855

He opines that when the American people "learn to eat
properly," profound changes will then accordingly be
effected in the Nation* s political and social system*

He speaks very favorably of the Congressional
Black Caucus, implies a third party is necessary, and
notes his vision of a political candidate would be the
antithesis of present standards and qualifications (i.e*,
good military combat record, extensive educational back-
ground, successful in business and/or prominent eutploymeu
or profession.) Hetould seek and support candidates with
"scars" and ’Convictions" in the "human rights" struggle
who have been "writers" of laws and history and represent
the consumer and unemployed.

Among suitable candidates he suggests are
protester and movie actress Jane Fonda, Black panther
leader Huey P. Newton, Southern Christian Leadership
Conference President Dr. Ralph Abernathy, and antiwar
leader Father Daniel Berrigan.

Further discussing candidates, he constructs a
weak analogy between the political record and accomplish-
ments of Huey Long of Louisiana and Huey P. Newton, who
was born in Louisiana. He praises the late Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., as being an exemplary black
politician, appearing thereby to completely contradict
his stand in previously condemning numerous Congressional
and Government figures for their lack of morals,

A review of this work would not be complete
without citing examples of some of Gregory’s biting wit,
for example

:

CONTINUED - OVER



lleno to Hr. E. D. Hiller
Re : Book Review
’’Dick Gregory's Political
Primer” by Richard Clanton. Gregory
Edited by James R. KcGraw
62-40855

"So the President’s role is both traditional and
greatly expanded. He lights the Y/hite House tree
every Christmas and ignites rice crops in Vietnam*”

"Any time a black man in America can owe the tele-
phone company twelve thousand dollars and they don’t
chut the phone oft, you know that phono ic tapped.”

"Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?
The Shadov; Congress knows.” (referring to blacks
in Congress)

The frequent inconsistencies, exaggerations,
extremes and generalisations Gregory displays in this
volume impress the reader as overriding and smothering
any valid and constructive recommendations * oboci*vations
and conclusions he attempts to convey, thereby negating
his entire effort.

Mention of the FBI

Page 20, Cn this and previous pages, Gregory prints
excerpts from George Washington’s Farewell
Address, highlighting Washington’s comments
about perils of ’’despotism” and ’’ruins of
public liberty,” Gregory then makes comment
"The CIA, the FBI and the Pentagon were all
yet to appear. , . ” when Washington made his
remarks, implying that activities of these
establishments exemplify these perils.

Page 264. Gregory has been discussing alleged monopoly on
national food production in the State of California.
He comments, ’’The FBI, the CIA, and the military
are all engaged in wiretapping and other forms of
snooping, when they should bo looking at whore
food is produced in the United States,”

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memo to Mr, E, S. I.Iil^p*'

Re: Book Review 0̂
"DieI: Gregory *r,

ri \

Primer" by I*4jSz

Edited by *>*

62-4G2UU jiitic-
^ (

0rC ;O,r/

Pages/^77-290. Gregory aevotes "Lopsoa 'Fifteen, " an
x entire chapter, to "Ciiinen Surveillance" where*

in he is severely critical of FBI, CIA, and the
military tor allowed « :.ccnsivo v/iretapping,
Mbuf>*r?inE?" and stirvivLIH l<hco.

xn he xs severely crxtxcal oi PBI, CIA, and the
military tor allowed « : - censivo v/iretapping,
"bugging" and su:'vuil'<ance.

lie mentions attack oa */£*! by U* S, Rcpi-eseatative
Hale Boggs (Democr, t - Louisiana) 4/G/72 alleging
Congressional members are surveilled regularly;
allegations by V, C. Senator Edmund S. Muskxe
(Democrat - Maine) condemning FBI surveillance of
Earth Day rally 4/2.0/70 f t Washington, D. C. j and
comments on "Life" iu ^:.-:ine article, 4/9/71 issue,
which portrayed former Director Hoover as "emperor
of the FBI." (pongr n Boggs* allegations are
absurd and without foundation. FBI surveillance
of Earth Day rally xn\o due to association there-
with of several revolutionary activists of interest
to Bureau and therefore related potential for
civil unrest

.

)

Gregory insists that government-controlled
terror and assassinations portrayed in recent foreign
movie entitled "Z" ere analogous to recent U. S.
History, noting suspicious circumstances surrounding
deaths of President John F. Kennedy, Senator Robert
Kennedy,, assassinated block nationalist Malcolm X,
and Martin Luther King, Jr. He insinuates these deaths
were probably result of CIA actions; however, tone of
comments indicates FBI and military intelligence have
the capability also.

He goes further to imply that recent U. S. Capitol
bombing was probably staged by Government intelli-
gence agency, and that FBI has used informants to
"tape" comments of U, S. Representative John Dowdy

CONTINUED - OVER
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Kguo to Hr. II. 3. Hiller

: Book Eeview
ick Gregory* j3 Political
imer" by Eichard Clar-rison Gregory
ited by Janes E. HeGraw

G2-4GG55

(Democrat - Tomas) and to sot up killing of
"political enemies" such as Negro Larry Ward,
killed by police during attempted bombing in Seattle,
Washington. (The Attorney General authorised moni-
toring and recording of conversations between Nathan
Cohen, Baltimore, Maryland, attorney and business-
man, and Congressman Dowdy. Based on this authority.
Bureau equipped Cohen with body recorder, with Cohen*s
prior written permission. Congressman Dowdy was
convicted 12/30/71 on bribery, pexjury and conspiracy
charges and recordings obtained by Cohen were used
during trial. Allegations regarding FBI "political"
killings arc ridiculous.)

Ho comments, "The FBI has grown so powerful and
independent under the direction of J. Edgar Hoover
that it can tap the phones, bug the hotel rooms, and
otherwise watch the private actions of priests,
nuns, ministers, lawyers, college professors, civil
rights workers

, doctors. Government officials, etc.,
without any curb on its activities.” As a result
he concludes, ”ko eitisons must begin to conduct
their own surveillance of the FBI.” (If in noted
r.ll Bureau technical surveiHr necs are authorised
by court order or by the Attorney General, in
writing.)

He points out that FBI "has become totally hung
up" on "internal security" noting that half of^cur-
rent Top Ten Fugitive List members are wanted for
"so-called left-wing radical political activity."
He emphasises that "not one dope pusher, not one
dope smuggler, not one person involved in illicit
traffic of nareotics" is on list.

In bis closing comments in this regard, he states
FBI is more concerned with property destruction than
loss of young lives through narcotics usage. Ec
fails to make any mention of Bureau having no specific
jurisdiction in narcotics matters

.

CONTINUED - GVEE
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ilcno to Hr. E. S. Hiller
Re : Bool: Review
"Dick Gregory's Political
Prir.cr" by Richard Clanton Gregory
Edited by Janos E, IIcGraw
62-4G855

Page 323. Pages 320-32G consist of a satiric sntiectablish-
nent '’Glossary" composed by Gregory. Included is
the entry:

"FBI
Federal Bureau of Investigation: seen on
nation-. ! television, on Lunday evenings on
*'XC. 'jfli

c

Bureau was originally iorned to
provide i: lifctire job ior rw rector 3. L’Cgar
Hoover .

"

" 0 -
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TNG DIRECTOR

ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

CHICAGO

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD 157

<3

ALL INFORMATION CONTAI
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEEL q.. V>,

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA, EM, 0 0: CHICAGO.

11 lJ
QUOTE^GHT ON THE CAMPUS, UNQOUTE A WEEKLY PUBLICATION OF

HOWARD UNIVERSITY C HU) . JgASH I N GTQ.N, D«_C« (WO , IN ITS ISSUE OF

NOVEMBER SIX, SEVENTYTWO ADVISED THAT DICK GREGORY IS SCHEDULED

TO APPEAR AT CRAMTON AUDITORIUM, HU AT EIGHT P.M., NOVEMBER

EIGHT, SEVENTYTWO. HIS APPEARANCE IS BEING ^SPO BY «THE

K
f 9 HLUt / f

IBERAL ARTS STUDENT COUNCIL, A RECOGNIZED HU ORGANIZ^gQJ

/4
WFO PLANS NO COVERAGE OF GREGORY* S APPEARANCE BUT WILL

« NUV 8 7S/2

REPORT ANYTHING COMING TO ITS ATTENTION OF AN EXTREMIST NATURE

WHICH HE MIGHT ADVOCATE. \/^

^ -Grouting slip dated.
ao0S

RMS FBI WA DC CLR advised file 'ncv ‘® rf 1 - ~

not meet ADSX criteria »
°
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 11/14/72

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) \.

(ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGE

Mr. Felt —
Mr. Baker

Mi. Bates —:

I

Mi. Bishop

Mi. Callahan —
Mi. Cleveland —
Mi. Conrad

Mr. Dch

Mr. Jenkins -.-A—

Mx. Marshall i_

Mi. Mills1
: , ^'p3\

'

Mx. Fcudei -JlLL:

Mr. Soyais

Mr. Walters JL-

Tele. Room

.
I*. Kinley

" ~Mi.“&Tmstrongp

Ms. Herv/lg J-
Mrs. Neenan L

SAC, WFO (157-1121) (RUC)FROM:

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, aka
EM
(00:CG)

Re WFO airtel, 11/6/72.

INE'D

J&A

Enclosed for the Chicago Office is a Xerox copy of
an article -which appeared in "The Hilltop," publication of
Howard University, Washington, D. C. (WDC) , page three issue
of 11/10/72. This pertained to GREGORY'S appearance at
Howard University on 11/8/72. |l

A review of the article which appeared in "The
Hilltop" revealed that it was stated that GREGORY spoke on
subjects ranging from the presidential election to the
electronic order of the universe. Nothing was indicated
that he advocated any revolutionary or extremist type activity,
and accordingly the Washington Field Office is taking no further

action in this matter.

,2.
1 - Bureau ^

2 - Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 1)

1 - WFO

PEM:tah

03 /$ O —

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971 -413-135
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MAY 1802 EDITION
/GSAFPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.0

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

/ ; :Memorandum
TO ACTING UIIiACTON, I'D I (157-2780)

from /^PtsSi1C, OMAHA (157-217) (AUC)

date: 12/19/72

subject: DICE CLAXTOM GHNG0HY
11,1

GO: Chicago

Unclosed for the Bureau are eight copies and
for Chicago, two copies of a LEU concerning subject’s
speech at Creighton University, Omaha. ITebr^sha, on
11/28/72.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE /US

ft/ y J>>SS Qih i'AM-

J C. SrYtMifc J
AS> C '/it&yt*

ti&T £ t$?

yjr

A-

71 J

%;fe *>

P

4*-
f

^ ^

ST 113

/(fXJ ~~
’(_• y!.-y

x
^-

(JT>- Bureau (one - ZY***
^ 7^

Z - Chicago (enc - 2)-^
1 - Omaha
DGII:k»:h

(5 )

^
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3010-101-02
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

One- ha, Nebraska

December 19, 1972

DICK CLANTON GR2G0&Y ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

mi
puC'i;. r oviovu ifixu c

and

Cn November 29, 1972, a source v,'Iio hu„s furn
ished reliable information in the
Dick Gregory appeared nt Creighton" Uni
Nebraska, on the evening of November 28, 1972,
gave a sneer*:, befor'-' ike s ludwt L oody of that school.
The source advised that Gregory received approximately
01,000 for his speech v.'hich was sponsored by the Student
Board of Governors, a part of the Student Government
at Creighton University. Gregory was not paid with
University funds.u.

The source a civise d
appeared
audience

to be "Wake Up America"
: Gregory * s theme

u up .iiiitJi'iucr and he urged his
to listen to Black people* The source ad-

vised that Gregory did not appear to follow a prepared
speech but merely rambled for approximately two hours.
The source recalled that Gregory made a rather vague
statement to the affect that the CIA was responsible
for the assassination of Robert Kennedy . The source
also stated that Gregory referred in very comical
terms to hjis continued fast in protest to the war in
Vietnam*

has

tv.

The Omaha Nor Id Herald, a daily Omaha, Nebraska,
newspaper, issue of November 29, 1972, set out in an
article enetitled "Comedian Gregory: whites Are In-
different" in which Gregory stated, "I wish white folks
would learn to start listening to black folks". Gregory
spoke to an audience of approximately 500 students at
Creighton University,X

Gregory also made the statement, "We know
about the sick, slimy, degenerate nation that is the real
America". The article also set out that Gregory was in

(/((0 ^ N



DICII CLAXTOH GREGORY

the 21st month of his fast for Vietnam peace. Gregory
mentioned that if he v;ere in Vietnam and he got killed
ne::t to some redneck white boy that the Viet Cong would
probably bury both of them in the same grave but if
they were to ship these same two bodies back to America
the chances are that they would not be buried in the
same cemetery.

-2*~

This document contains neither recommenda-
tions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is
the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency j

it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency nor
duplicated within your agency.
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TO

FROM

UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT

Memorandum
ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (157-2780)

»AC, OMAHA (157-217) (P)

date: 2-14-73

DICK CLAXTON T-rREGORY
EM

00: Chicago

Enclosed
(

,fpr the Bureau and Chicago is a copy
of a schedule for ^Bl.ack_Vfeeken

d

M activities at the
University of Dubuque, Dubuque,

This material was made available by
.the University of Dubuque, an

established source of the Omaha Office.u
Activities of DICK GREGORY will be followed

by established sources, and the Bureau and Chicago will be
kept advised.^

b6
b7C
b7D

cito

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

jar

MJH:
(8 )

Bureau (Enc

.

Chicago (157-347) (Enc. 1)
Omaha
(1 - 157-1239 (Black Presidium, Univ. of Dubuque)

U

(1 - 157-542H (EM - Dubuque, Iowa)

wr f

%/
?Q

£/l/0

23 FEB 20 19I3

5010*103*01

gsr - 1
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-UNITED STATES q^ERNMENT

Memorandum
y /y • vY6 vc j

to ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (3rSTsgTOG)

from :^YSAC, OMAHA (157-217) (P)

^ j
subject: DICK CLAST02I GREGORY

El
00: Chicago

date: n/2/73

Re Omaha lettr to the Bureau, 2/14/73.

Enclosed herewith arc ton copies for the Bureau
and two copies for Chicago of a LEI concerning a speech
delivered by captioned subject before the student body
° r '

:;h° University of Dubuque, Dubuque, Iowa, on 2/23/73.
Attached to the LEI is a newspaper article from the
"Dubuque Telegra.ph-Ilerald" dated 2/23/73, concerning
the above mentioned speech.

? -yV C yl/bi* - 6 4/CA---i*-/ tiffjZe-’
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

f #
•UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Omaha, Nebraska

March 2, X973

DICK CLAXTOIT GREGORY

Attached to this memorandum is a copy of
a newspaper clipping from the February 23, 1973,
edition of the "Dubuque Telegraph-Herald" entitled
"Gregory nicks, slashes during UD talk", concerning
the speech delivered by Dick Gregory before approxi-
mately 900 students at the University of Dubuque,
Dubuque

, Iowa, Gregory was the featured speaker of
the University* s "Black Weekend". The speech concerned
Gregory * s fasting, the Vietnam Y/ar , youth, racial
discrimination, and the recent fuel shortage.

In the speech, Gregory gave •foe youth credit
for helping end the Vietnam War. He stated, "The
prisoners are coming home and the war is over because
you young people dared to get into the streets and
disrupt ‘business as usual*". He said, "If'.America
wants to get up an array for Y'/orld Y/ar III, they*re
not gonna get it, because of you".

"They said we*re getting out of this war
with honor. I hope w© never have to get out of any-
thing with this honor."

On the question of amnesty for draft evaders
he said, "Anyone humane enough to decide that killing
is wrong and leave the country will get amnesty in the
end. And the Nixons and Agnews and other war mongrel
freaks won't get any amnesty at all."

Gregory's speech lasted from 10:00 to 11:30
AM. Immediately after the speech, Gregory left Dubuque,
Iowa, by Ozark Airlines for Chicago, and then continued
on to Los Angeles.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

,
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DICK CLAXTOIT GREGORY

’’Black T/eekend” was sponsored by the University
of Dubuque’s Black students and consisted of programs
and talks highlighting a Black culture.
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By jc!::: MccoriMfCK
7-H S^«f Writer

There stood Dick Gregory, running hard.

It wasn’t ilia same form that made him a

collegiate track star. Itwas the form of a man
on the 672nd day of a self-imposed fast.

*

Running lean, he alternately applied the

stiletto of wit and. the bludgeon of com-
mentary to a Black Weekend audience at the

University of Dubuque today. A sampling

from his 20-minute talk:—“The whole world’s crazy. Arthur
Bremer, accused of shooting George Wallace,

spent two weeks trying to' convince a jury he

was crazy. They decided he was sane and :

sentenced him to 63 years. Tom Eagleton was
trying to convince the country he was sane,

and they decided he was crazy. Which means
Tom Eagletca would have had a better

chance of staying on the Democratic ticket if

he’d been accused of shooting somebody.”—“When we got a Vietnam ceasefire, I

thought I’d be doing’ some serious eating. But

it’llbe 40 days until the prisoners are all back.

I’m gonna call my wife and say: ‘Guess

who’s coming to dinner.’ I wouldn’t fast again

if they were fightin’ in my house. Next time,

I’m going to protest by sitting in a Howard
Johnson’s and eating until they quit. ‘Look at

Brother Gregory,’ people will say. ‘What
dedication; he’s up to 712 pounds.*-

”

—“I have nine kids, with the -tenth on the

way. I’m not quitting; not as long as I can buy
all the cars and trucks I want. Anything

America can sell you to pollute; they’ll tell

you to buy it If you want something you can

produce yourself—that’s bad.”
Then he turned serious, praising the

nation’s youth. “The prisoners are coming-

home and the war is over because you young

people dared to get into the streets and
disrupt ‘business as usual,’ ” he said. “I-hope

you understand that. If America wants to get

up an army for World War III, they’re not

gonna get it, because of you. *

“We’d have a different Germany today if

that nation’s youth had laid clown in the

streets to bkek traffic in the late If?Os. But
revolution comes from nature, from,

evolution. The same thing that destroyed

Napoleon destroyed Hitler: Snowflakes. They

Hi,-

T v\
k

1
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'I wouldn't fast again if they were fightin' in my house.'

told both them freaks not to go to Russia in

the winter.”

Tkon, oncn again, the stiletto: “Us c’der

folks are scar ;d by you. We’ve got a let of

little secret deals going. Fair all down in your

face. Not shaving. Wearing those dressy
without brassieres. You're ruining r noth-

thatyourw ,
- Ir_~d net cn : Ad ns, but :n ;

year ability to LA: a certain way. i

“You knew,” he continual “we’ve got a

stinking, slimy, degenerate cruntry, so v r.y

uct have a prosidsat who reflects that? Nbicn

is the first president that the dumbest person

in the ccmtrv can get hip to. I’ve got a cousin

so dumb that he can’t find the prize in a

Crack ar Jacks box—and even he likes Nixcn.

“But there’s something wrong with a

mentality that’s told us for 10 years about an

Asian people he calls the enemy, bandits,

gangsters and criminals, and then offers to

give these same ‘enemies’ §2.5 billion for

reconstruction, at the same time refusing to

give one quarter to upgrade those big, old

hospitals for men who got shot up over there.

“If they ever bring an induction notice to

draft my two sons, I’m going to write on it;

‘Whatever is wrong with Mr. DuPont’s boys is

also wrong with mine.’ Don’t you realize that

there isn't one black man in the country who

can get you white folks into World War III so

ether people can drop big bombs on your

house?”
,

*

Then he talked of a recent Harris Poll that

foundwhite Americans scared of recent black

movies because of overtones of violence.

“So I ran my own private Ghetto Poll,” said

Gregory. “In all the black movies, 360 people

’ got killed. John Wayne alone has killed five

million Indians, 100,000 bad guys, and he’s -

wiped out the whole Japanese Army.”
Gregory talked of differences in dialect

between black and white communities,

illustrating with comparisons of the English

pronunciation of “sandwich” with the black

man’s word, “sammieh.”
“A sandwich is a little, light snack you eat

between lunch and dinner,” he said. “A

sammieh is dinner.”

Gregory reserved a special bludgeoning for

America’s newspapers, charging that they

have suppressed vital information about a

wide range of subjects: The assassinations of

Martin Luther King ar.d the Kennedy

brothers, dangers of fluoridation, and a host

of consumer issues.

“We're so busy worrying about our money

and cur little home ar.d our two cars that we

don't worry about' democracy and the

democratic process. That’s okay; well lose

both of them.
. , _ ,

“I.Vre Americans ere worried about L,e

t
. A Ah Ru'V’ia stele from us in the

Olympics than they are abeuUh- Isi *

that got shot up in Munich.*

He switched directions briefly ,
telling J*n

encounter with a disgruntled adult in the
.

Tampa, Fla., airport. “He was cbmpiamm^

that the way you kids look, he can t tell the

girls from the boys,” said Gregory. I told

him youwere having the sameproblem with a

lot of his generation: You can’t.tell tne living

from the dead. . ,

“Just lock at our priorities,” hejjptmiiea.

“I know lots of smokers who ^arivin.,

themselves into a grave, but if sonTWne could

prove that smoking would make tneir car

engine corrode, they’d quit, and they d m
you quit, too. .

. „ . .

“You’ve got to clean your body out, he

said, launching into an attack against rug

pushers who debilitate ghetto residents And

he alluded to his often-quoted statement, i

will never be able to understand how a S-year-

old kid always seems to find the heroin man

in the ghetto, but the FBI can’t.”

The 4l-year-old St. Louis native, twice

imprisoned for activities involving Chicago

blacks and Washington State Indians,

stressed that “violence is not the answer

and thatmay not go over too well with some ot

you blacks in the audience. If violence were

the answer, guns would be as hard to find in

the ghetto as a good job.”
. .

He talked of America’s enoeas crisis,

saying that the petroleum shorfljpwill do

“more for integration than anything else in

the history of man.” /
“There is only one place on earth that can

supply America with oil,” he said. “Ana

that’s Africa. But other countries want that

oil, and we’re the only nation going for it that

has a race problem. So you can bet the six or

seven families that control things are going to

clean that up.”
.

Gregory’s speech was scheduled to begin at

9:30 a.m., but was delayed more thar^a half

hour, partially because he refused to

until two television cameras were disman-

tled. He closed his talk after 11 island

unlike most speakers — walked tlirc^gn tee

middle of the crowd to exit as he rceeivod a

standing ovation.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423) date: 5/23/73

ct:

SAC, CHICASO (157-347) (C)

Q
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
EM

(00 : Chicago)

GREGORY travels extensively as a night
club entertainer and guest lecturer* He is not a
member of any extremist organization. In the past
he has been critical of U.S. involvement in Viet Nam ,

There is no indication that he is engaged in extremist
activity.

It is recommended that GREGORY be deleted
from the Extremist Photograph Album.

AiViiUVJSD

X>AJE (.hm,

Follow procedure for deleting individual
from Extremist Photograph Album as setm Manual of Instructions, Volume
IV, Section 122A4e.
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' 3 hours
^Bj^Chris Dettn?

J3icK~gregory didn’t really
say too muin during hi§
three-hour speech Wednesday
night at Sangamon State Uni-
versity. That is, unless you
just, sat back andJistened-in-

‘stead of tryingto.figure it.all

out., •

What he was saying, be-
tween scathing and irrever-

ent humor and dire predic-
tions of world catastrophes,
was that all of us shouldllove
and respect one another, arid
be quick, about it. Which is.

saying quite a bit.

The ‘black comedian and' i

non-violent “human rights’,’
|

advocate is a belifever in.tha i

aw- :of Karma, which; he ex-
lained; consists of negative

;

nd positive eiectroniq.fbrces'

at cohtrol-theumversie. The :

w is, “for every negative !

oU, pile- up,, you’ll get one j

ack,’ ’ he said. And the same *

ling goesioripro:si'ti ,ve=s.
hich all boils down to avar-
tion- of the' Golden Rule,

0 unto others . . ;, etc.”,

d jtSi enforcement arm say-
,• “What, goes down, comes
uhd.”

’

e was rough on America,
other countries as Well, in
“world gonecrazy.
Arthur Bremer (the man;
victed of shootingGeorge;
lace) tried- to tell us he
crazy, but we decided he
sane," Gregory " said;

at thafsame tirrie, Tom
eton was-tryin’ to tell us
as sane, but we decided
as crazy, E.a,g,Pe to n

have had' a better
e stayin. on the IJemo-

ticket if he’d shot
ody," Gregory said,
shiiigton ain’t never
o lie to everybody h|-
but everybody’s hipjo
jte former Southern IHi-

Jniversity track star
nd talkedofPresident 1

• 1 ^"rve^dcacousinso stunid

j j
hef can’t, find the prize ii

j 2
acker Jack box, but hi

j !
hip to Nixon,” Gregory safe r

‘

j |

ipregpry, Who;hasnot eaten
ij

anY solid, food for two-and-a-

j ; ,
half years, and will not until

i| . the last prisoners are re-
turned from Vietnam, ex-

; i,
plained. Nixon’s “peace with,
honor."-

‘

' u
* like if you came

pome and foundjme ransack-
I

• > in> your house and ask me
if ,

w*>at I was,doin’., Tput.S.pis-

1 j

tot to your head, .and' say"!'

Ii 1

'va
f.

r°b,bm’ you, but how' I'm
l lookin' for a way-out.’ ’’

j
After two-and-a-half years

' of solid. food:to protest the -

!

war
> Gregory said, he wouid

- not. give up. eating again
:

* evep if they were fightin’ in

I
fiy house. If’ Rhodesia, at-
tacked Harjemy I wouldn’t
stop. What Pm gonna do for

'
;

the next war is go downto the '

;

nearest Howard johnsohvs,
sit down and eat u.ntll the
•^var s over,” hesaid;

._

N i xo P, he said “ain.’t
' wrapped too tight.. He’s clev-
e

,

1
>.

but not. slick. LBJ was ;

slick. Look -at how he putthe ;

Gulf ofTonkin o.ver on us for
•

five years. And alPhte Gulf, of
Tonkin was was two Viet-
namese in a fishin’ boat who. !

threw- -a tuna atthe Seventh
rieet* *

'

'
\

u .^^®?
ary said he spends.

.

about 98 per cent” of' his
time speaking, on doilege ;

campuses and called today’s
youth “the most ethical, mor-
al, committed group ofyoung
people that has everbeeb.in
Ain erica, barnone. ,>*

-fL*

qHis predictions for the /ju-
t [re were-frightening, but ifot
pessimistic, because -lie fells,
yhd whole thing can be
turlied around tomorrow if
you’lMust get -hip to-. -the-
trick. »

!

Gregory said that we are
moving into the second year
Of a World-Wide food famife,
and. that by June andesfe- :

'fcially in the next lkmonfhs
the effects, will 'be-devastat-
ing. “We are heading into
orie of the worst depressions
the world 1 has ever seen,” he
said.

,

He also feels that ^e Cen-
tral Intelligence, Agency Is

.

close to takingroverthe fcoun-
try by being.the force behind
gas rationing and; restricting -

travel, among; other .things.

'

:

“Eight br nine rich white

:

families in New York are !

controlling the whole thing,
and they keep you thinkin* ;

I’m your nigger while you’re
theirs,” he said.

. He said 'Jim Garrison, the
New Orleans attorney who
claims' that John Kennedy
Was assassinated by the CIA,

:

“will be- a hero soon,”' and
,
that missing Chicago legal'

.

researcher Sherman Skolnick
had evidence that a plane
crash at Chicago’s O’Hare
Airport Was engineered, be-
causa the occdpahtsiknew too i

much about CIA involvement
j

S

1 the Watergate arrair, sen;
ohri Stennis and Congress-
lan Hale Boggs, he said,
lsc “knew about the CfA.” :

.A^,health.XbocLadvo.cate: andj

73^
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Vegetarian^ he warned about
“protecting your ,body “ and
cautioned blacks aboutsickle
cein enemia. “It!s only the
21s| killer in the black cotti-

jrnujtity;’
1

he said, “and IT
ithi^ stuff aboutcheckingie/-
ery little black kid for sickle
cell . . You? watch, pretty
Soon they’re^gonna come up

j

with a. vaccineTor sickle cell,

[

and all, that?s gonna do is.

sterilize every little black kid
in. America
“America* will be one of the

most integrated countries on
the face of this earth in the

next *. months,” he said,,

“apd, those eight or niriebeo-*

pie in New York will do ‘it.”

He sdid. the true energy crisis

wont hit until 1985; when the
U*S. “will be ruhnin’

,

i5:milr
lipn barrels of oil short per
day. And! the only place we
can get’ that oitis from.black
Africa.”

Gregory talked
1

of Mrevolu?
tionary pinips who think the
more reefers* they smoke and
the' more alcohol they drink,
the sooner thefsysiem’s;gon-’

iia change; The onfjr thing
they’re gonna liberate is &
healthy body into a sick,,

slinvy-degenerate body^
“True revolution has 1 never

.been controlled by man, but
always by nature. Jt*s justah
extensioa of evolution.

;

Snowflakes* for i n s t a n c t,

I taught both them freaks N
1

f )leoh and Hitler what reylj-
t tion was all^tout. Don’t,

ti) Russia in; the wintertime,
he said.



Gregory with SSU dean
Black comedian and “human rights” advocate Dick Gre-

I
g£"& Sangamon State University Dean S

' a^BSU^W^es^^n^it^Gregory^ap^arehcl- vfa^the

|

(Pligg^S ^areness^tivities.

b
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UNITED STATES G(^BhlNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI date: 7/13/73

from

subject:

SAC, SAN DIEGO (157-2086)

<3
D£CK GREGORY
em - Miscellaneous

Enclosed for the Bureau and Chicago is one copy‘s
each of the newspaper article which apprdred in The Voice
News and Viewpoint datelined 7/4/73 optioned "CIA Has /
Plotted to Overthrow U. S." '

s'

The Voice News and viewpoint is self-described as
San Diego's weekly Black news^Per printed for Black peop>^

This information is being furnished to^'’^'^
10 &

Office for whatever act/°n is deemed appropr>-^'

*

^ tX-105 B JUL 16 1973

Bureau (Enc. l) ()RM)

Chicago (Enc. 1) (RM)
San Diego
1 - 157-2086 (BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT
1 - 157-2513 (DICK GREGORY)
1 _ 157-3429 (MODEL EX-OFFENDERS)

- NEWSPAPER ART

BAS:Sp
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Dick Gregory charges:

DickGregory came to.San Diego
again this past Sunday, and as
alwaysrhadsomestartling wc*rtt&

^ThUre^ a guy by the name of.

Tackwood He was a CIA agent
that was, sent: out;here to Califor-

nia to recruit Black Panthers to

kill t^e.President antfcdamnmear
blow this.town to bits .during;the

Republican Convention w and
blame it on the;Democrats.
“Therewas not supposed to be,

an,election; the Constitution was
to be suspended and the CIA was
supposed to overthrow’ this^

government from righthere ih San,

feicgo/*
;

1

Brought .here by the San Diego

Model.Ex-offenders, Gregory said

that when ^iiJfcivood finally
r

decided to talk, ontytwo “hippie”

newspapers and onlyone national
paper (JVTuhammad Speaks):
decided to print the* story;

”... Somebody better start an-

swering some questions,” the exf

presidential candidate - deman-
ded*

?‘How in the hell did San Diego,

land the Republican*Convention
and all at once; pretend to the
world it couridn!t come up witk
$400,000*?” he asked

“They knew what theplan tyas?

They didn't want any part of It?*

Gregory then warned, “If
somebody doesn’t.dovsome hard
core digging out Here andexpose
the Watergate for what it is, this .

. might be the last yearyou^re,

gqnna be able to sit out under the

goodsun and.relax..,.”

WATERGATE

“What's going* oh with Dick
Nixpn'&admihistratiQn is.not his

faUit/'" Gregory explained. “It*s

, Ameriqa'h fault*” “Watergate

existed before Nixon got in the

White House* And iftheAmerican
people are not very careful, it's

going to existaffcerhe gets out and
it!s going, to brihg this country
downtoits;knees” »

Referring to the testimony of
John. Dean in which the “enemy
list” was disclosed, Gregory said,

But they ain’t told you about;

the masteriist; baby ,,^at the bot-

0&

Jr;

DICKGREGORY

WtT-:



tom of the Pentagon ... they got

four million people’s” names and

addresses in a computer.

“It’s damn time we start getting

concerned,” he exclaimed.

‘GET INTO YOUR BODY* .

“At the rate things are going

today, about four years from now
... 80 per cent of everybody in this

country will probably be dead and
it ain’t got nothing to do with no

'

atom bomb; it’s got something to

do with nature,” Gregory told the

audience.

“So I say to you youngsters, you
better get into your body
Anytime you foul up your body, it’s •

like borrowing money from the

bank. One day you got to pay it

back.

“When Nature comes to collect

her debt, you ain’t slippin’

through no back door and tell her

Momma ain’t home.

“So you can sit around and
smoke your little cigarettes,

smoke your pot, drink all the
booze you want,” but if you do it,

Gregory chided, there’s no dif-

ference between you and “those

guys in Washington, D.C.”

“Only it’s worse that you do it,

‘cause we need you to build a

nation that’s never been com-

pleted.”

I
*

f

i



1 - Congressional Services Office
1 - Mr, G. E. Malmfeldt
1 - Mr. E. S. Miller

Honorable Pete V. Domenici
United States Senate
"Washington, D. C. 20510

August 28, 1973

Dear Senator Domenici :
i

Your letter dated August 16, 1973, which Was
addressed to the Congressional Liaison Office, Department
of Justice, Washington, D. C, , concerning Mr. Dick Gregory
has been referred to this Bureau.

As a matter of policy, I cannot furnish the

information your constituent requested. It should not be
inferred that we do or do not have material in our files

concerning Mr. Gregory.

I would like to assure you, however, that the

Federal Bureau of Investigation does not engage in harassing
tactics.

i f

Sincerely yours,
1 V-

"mi rr. A 1J.'-MLCD 4

Add *3 6 i373

t .
c. jvl mesa

|
F3i | Clarence M. Kelley

Director Mtm ,nwn
all information

contained
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Honorable Pete V. Domenici

NOTE FOR SACS, ALBUQUERQUE AND CHICAGO :

Enclosed for your information are single copies
of the letter from Senator Domenici dated 8/16/73 and
the enclosure thereto.

NOTE:

The constituent of Senator Domenici reported he
uas upset by a joke on television concerning Government
"bugging” of comedian Dick Gregory* He requested the
Senator to secure an official statement from FBI and other

agencies as to whether such agencies have sanctioned,

authorized or know of any telephone tapping, other harassment

or personal surveillance of Dick Gregory. Subject has regularly

appeared as a guest lecturer on college campuses and has

criticized U. S. involvement in Vietnam War and treatment

of black citizens in U. S. He has urged student participation

in antiwar demonstrations, has urged blacks to arm themselves

and praised black extremists. He has contacted representatives

of Red China and Worth Vietnam in France, He has been the

complainant in various civil rights investigations. While

involved in racial demonstrations and other protests, he has

been' arrested frequently, usually on disorderly conduct-type

charges. We instituted investigation in 1968 of Gregory through

established sources only as he advocated paralyzing economy of

U, SQ in order to stop war in Vietnam. Active investigation

initiated on 1/21/72 to determine purpose of contacts with

Chinese Communists or North Vietnamese and if he was acting as

an agent for a foreign principal. Investigation discontinued

December , 1972.



THOMAS F. EAGLETON, MO., CHAIRMAN
DANIEL K. INOUYE, HAWAII CHARLES MC C. MATHIAS* ,1R., MD.
ADLAI E^STEVENSON III. ILL. DEWEY F. BARTLETT,
JO*N V. TTJNNEjy, CALIF. PETE V. DOMENICI.'M.

* * '<1

ROBERT HARRIS, STAFF DIRECTOR
GENE E. GODLEY, GENERAL COUNSEL

t
'Itttvnieb cde& J&enctie

COMMITTEE ON
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

%1 K
*

.<7

Congressional Liaison Office

Room 113(9

Department of Justice

Washington, D. C. 20530

Dear

August 16, 1973

b6
b7C

^ <L
y

Enclosed for your attention is a letter my office

received from a New Mexican constituent. I am forward-
ing it to your office, so that I may properly respond to. my
constituent. Comment on this individual's letter would be

appreciated.

Thank you for your assistance and cooperation.

PVD:rg
j

Enclosure

*

^FEDERAL BU. OF WS !-

DEFARTMENT OFJUSTlCf

lio AUG 24 1973
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August 9, 1973

Senator Pete Domeniei
U.S. Senate
Washington 25, D* C.

,

Dear Senator Domeniei,

i )
.*

We watched a T-V comedy this evening and as a strong supporter of
you and the Republican party, I was upset by a "joke" made on the
program concerning government bugging, particularly relating to
the commedian Dick Gregory.,

I would sincerely appreciate it if you would request an official
statement from the FBI, the CIA, the IRS, and the White House
Specifically, and in plain English all of us can understand,
whether at any time and under any condition they have sanctioned,
authorized or known of any telephone tapping or other harrassraent
or personal surveillance of Dick Gregory.

If the answer is negative, please request a written signed statement
to that effect from each agency. If the answer is affirmative,
please request a complete report of same and specify a reasonable
time within which a reply is requested, (say 10 days or so).

I have complete confidence in you and our administration. To
defend our position and protect us from attack from vindictive,
biased, vicious people, we have to get to the truth and lay it on
the line, "tell it like it is".

This is a personal request. I have no intention of discuss fng
this with others or publicizing this request.

If there are any government agencies other than those I have
listed above that by any stretch of the Imagination could be
suspected of causing any of the above happening to Gregory, please
request the same of them.

f

After you have checked this matter out thoroughly and documented the
position of all possible government agencies^in question, please

ma Jail! 3 a

AS/

Farmington, New Mexico 87417

CCs Albuquerque, N.M.

ALL
lj

INFORMATION CONTAINED ,

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
nATTT t

ENCLOSURE



1 1 - Congressiona^^ervices Office
1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz
1 - Mr. G. E. Malmfeldt

October 5, 1973

Honorable Fete V* Bopmnici
United States Senate
Washington, D. C* 2G510

1
1
1

- Mr. E. S. Mn 1 1 at*

Dear Senator Dcoenici

:

b6
b7C

Reference is cade to your letter of September 26,

1973, enclosing copies of all previous correspondence
received by your office from your constituent^

and requesting comments on this situation.

As I indicated in my letter of August 28, 1973,

as a matter of policy it is not possible to furnish the

information your constituent requests.

I am sorry 1 cannot be of further assistance in

this regard.

V-
v'

thi

MAILED 4

OCT 5 - 1973

F3i

Sincerely yours,

0, M.

Clarence H. Kelley
Director

1 - Albuquerque (Enclosures - 4) m INFORMATION CONTAINED
1 - Chicago (157-347) (Enclosures - 4) herjxh is TOXLASSIFIED .-'4.

nrn- / - / 4 - yo BY^ Ifffr100-440423

(11)
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Intel!
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Honorable -fc'ete V. Domenici

HOTS FOR SACS, ALBUQUERQUE &7D CHICAGO ;

Reference -previous FBI letter sent to Senator Domenici
concerning this same matter dated 8/23/73, copies of which were
previously forwarded to you.

Enclosed for your information are single copies of
letter from Senator Dcmcnici dated 9/26/73 and three enclosures
thereto.

NOTE:

See memorandum
|

|to iur.

10/3/73 captioned " Richard Claxton Gregory;
prepared by TF:lmk.

S. S. Hiller dated
Extremist Latter"
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COMMITTEE ON

AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES

Washington, D.c. 20510
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1

Ident.

Inspection
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Plan. & Eval.

Spec. Inv.

Training

Legal Coon. —
Telephone Rm.

Director Sec*y -

September 26 , 1973

Honorable Clarence M. Kelley
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. . \

Dear Mr. Kelley: \

Enclosed for your attention and commentares^v/

<

cnpi f.fi of all n-revi ous correspondence my office has had”" r ^

with I ^ kj
1 1 VgJf

As you will note, a letter was initiated to r ^
the Department of Justice in order to be advised on . how Mj
to properly respond to inquiry concerning fsj|j

Dicl£%regory. My office fedeIVSd a response from the
|§fj

i 0f investigation, which was forwarded on |p
tcj for his attention. 1*1

On Sentember 24 . 1973 another letter was
received from| [questioning the responsiveness
and acceptableness or me F.B.I.'s response. Comments
on the developments of this situation will be greatly
appreciated.

fflj

Pi

M icii

ill di»

JT^,||r

Best wishes.

Very truly yours.

PVDrrg
Enclosures

<< /Pete V. Domenici
T United States- Senator

Lvllg /Od - ^ 9 V L/

^

70

y
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t

^ 1073



I » 1

Justice Deprtrtinen

\ i » :

, o.

, .1 tin*- * . . August 16, 1973

i.< «». • t»‘l\ ,
•

<7 *U H IU 1' ’
. 1 < *1

\ *1

Congi-onniori.-li Jbl&isin Office-

Room 1139 i- •
,

; ’
"

Department of Justice i. h i r ’*

Washington* D* C. 20530 .i
{

»* < < • • • i

ii n

Dear
1 1

> *i

Enclosed for your attention is a letter toy office

received from a Now Mexican constituent. 1 am forward-

ing it to your office, so that I may properly respond to my
constituent. Comment on this individual's letter would ho

appreciated. ,i < i

* *
"

j i** *

Thank you for your assistance and Cooperation.

* * t
•

' l
. V.’\

Very truly yours,

Pete V. Domenici
United States Senator

t
.

11 •; \l . i

I’* 1
*

*

* *‘1 ,-U't *V ‘ i

»
u . r Lr f.

1 ; r
1

’

. o0 tl«'»

4

\ i ,. i t i tv i i*

r’ >\*
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Sept. 20, 1973

Honorable Pete V. Domenici
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

‘Dear Senator Domenici,

Your letter of Sept. 7 th with enclosed letter from Mr. Kelley

was received today.

Do you feel, under present conditions, that Mr. Kelley's reply

is an acceptable, responsive answer to my inquiry?

Are there other steps that you can take to get an answer to

my questions?

I I would appreciate a frank and candid indication of your feel-

/ ings concerning my request.

You may be interested in knowing that this is the first time

since I first registered to vote in 1946 that I have ever

written a letter to or made a request of a member of congress.

Although it would be easy to file your letter and Mr. Kelley's

and forget the matter, and forever afterwards have in the back

of my mind a lack of confidence in our government and our

officials -never being sure in my own mind whether an individual

can question any action of his government and get a direct,

simple, truthful and completely responsive answer to his

ques tions -never being sure that things are above board and

right with our government. I prefer to follow through in

some manner to get the responsive answers X desire.

b6
b7C
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; August 9, 1973

Senator Pete Domenici
U.S. Senate
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Senator Domenici,

We watched a T-V comedy this evening and as a strong' supporter of
you and the Republican party, I was upset by a "joke" made on the
program concerning government bugging, particularly relating to
the commedian Dick Gregory.

I would sincerely appreciate it if you would request an official
statement from the FBI, the CIA, the IRS, and the White House
specifically, and in plain English all of us can understand,
whether at any time and under any condition they have sanctioned,
authorized or known of any telephone tapping or other harrassment
or personal surveillance of Dick Gregory.

If the answer is negative, please request a written signed statement
to that effect from each agency. If the answer is affirmative,
please request a complete report of same and specify a reasonable
time within which a reply is requested, (say 10 days or so) .

I have complete confidence in you and our administration. To
defend our position and protect us from attack from vindictive,
biased, vicious people, we have to get to the truth and lay it on
the line, "tell it like it is".

This is a personal request. I have no intention of discussing
this with others or publicizing this request.

If there are any government agencies other than those I have
listed above that by any stretch of the imagination could be
suspected of causing any of the above happening to Gregory, please
request the same of them.

After you have checked this matter out thoroughly and documented the
position of all possible government agencies in question, please
send me full details.

fgpsoBg-
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TO

FROM

UNITED STATES

Memorandum
Mr. E. S. Hiller

f
1 - Congressional Services Office
1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz

Assoc. Dir.

Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

(£>
SUBJECT: rjCHARD CLAXTON GREGORY

EXTREMIST MATTER

1

1

1

1

DATE: 10/3/73
- Mr. G. E. Malmfeldt
- Mr. E. S. Miller

Comp. Syst. _
Ext. Affairs _
Files & Com.

Gen. Inv.

Ident.

.aboratory .

Plan. & Eval.

Spec. Inv.

Training

Legal Coun.

Telephone Rm.

factor Sec'y

b6
b7C

PURPOSE:

Purpose is to obtain approval to send letter replying to

communication dated 9/26/73 received from U. S. Senator Pete V.

Domenici (Republican - New Mexico) which enclosed copies of all ‘

previous correspondence from a constituent of his who seeks to

obtain information from the FBI regarding our possible investigative

interest in black comedian Dick Gregory. If attached letter is

approved for sending Senator Domenici, approval is also sought to

send information copies to two logical FBI offices.

S^kgrotod: sec. is j
U. S. Senator Domenici sent a letter to the U. S. feS'b

Department of Justine 8/16/73 enclosing a communication from one of

U-2 CLCLQstituents

J

of Farmington . New Mexico.. b6
b7C

requested
1

a stAtfeHlfenE rroiu the FBI and other agencies as to

wnetner such agencies have sanctioned, authorized or known of any

telephone tapping, other harassment or personal surveillance of

black comedian Dick Gregory. The Department forwarded this letter

with its enclosure to the FBI for handling. By letter dated

8/28/73 we advised Senator Domenici that as a matter,- of. policy wa.

cannot furnish the information his constituent requested.
.14 OCT 10 1973

Our files reveal that Gregory, who maintains a Chicago,^

Illinois, residence, has criticized U. S. involvemeff&*Th *Yie‘tham,'^

promoted antiwar demonstrations and urged the arming of blacks. He

has contacted representatives of Red China and North Vietnam in b6

France. He has been involved in racial demonstrations, and other b7c

protests, and has been arrested frequently in connection therewith.

If'-

Enclosure /&/tr/?

3

(7) 5 CONTINUED - OVER
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• I
Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: Richard Claxton Gregory

We instituted investigation of Gregory in 1968, through established
sources only, as he advocated paralyzing the U. S. economy in order
to stop the Vietnam War. Active investigation was initiated on

1/21/72 to determine the nature and purpose of his contacts with
Chinese Communists and North Vietnamese. Investigation was
discontinued in December, 1972.

By letter dated 9/26/73, Senator Domenici forwarded copies
of all previous correspondence from hi a office and his constituent

including recent letter from dated 9/20/73 which
expressed his dissatisfaction with the FBI 1 s reply of 8/28/73 .

b6
b7C

Senator Domenici requested our comments concerning
dissatisfaction. Our reply in this regard has been coordinated with
Office of Legal Counsel and Correspondence Section, Files and
Communications Division.

We are not providing information requested by Senator
Domenici* s constituent as a matter of policy since his constituent
has absolutely no bonafide or official basis for receiving this
information. Accordingly, further comment on this matter in our
response is deemed inappropriate. Senator Domenici has not taken
any apparent position regarding the propriety of his constituent's
requests.

Bureau files contain no derogatory information
identifiable with! 1

ACTION:

b6
b7C

Attached letter be approved for sending to Senator
Domenici and copies be forwarded to the Albuquerque and Chicago

2
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Federal Bureau of Investigation

Records SecJ^n.

L 1 Name Searching Unit - Room 6527
1 _J Service Unit - Room 6524
1 1 Forward tvi FilaiRauiairtr

I . _

1

Attention

L. . 1 Return to

Ext.

Type of References Requested:

L I Regular Request (Analytical Search)

j

\A A 1 1 References {Subversive & Nonsubversive)

[ZZZI Subversive References Only
I 1 Nonsubversive References Only

1. I Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:
l~ I Restricted to Locality of

I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose)

[ 1 B uildup I _ I Variations

Subject

Birthdate & Place

Address

Localities vUl Co
Searcher^])

FILE NUMBER SERIAL



L Name Searching Unit - Room 6527
L — Service Unit - Room 6524
_ _ Forward “ “ “

I ... /Attentior

I. tr^l Return tc ^?/<P

Type of References Requested:

I 1 Regular Request (Analytical Search)

L v/j All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)

I- -1 Subversive References Only
1 1 Nonsubversive References Only

I 1 Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:

I I Restricted to Locality of

I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose)

i I Buildup I 1 Variations
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F B I

Date: 1/2/74

Transmit the following in

AISTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority) * y

/

N.

>0

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROMAaC^SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY (157-485)

RE: RICHARD CLAKTON GREGORY', aka
EM
00: Chicago

-P-
7

/>

i

Local ne*7S media at Durant, Oklahoma, reports subject
will appear at Southeastern State College, Durant, Oklahoma
on 1/17/74 as the opening speaker for the 5th Annual student
leadership conference. According to news reports subject will
speak at 7 PM in Montgomery Auditorium at Southeastern State
College. No information has been received from any source
indicating that any problems are expected in connection with
subject’s appearance in Oklahoma.

Unless advised to the contrary by the Bureau or
Chicago, this office contemplates no coverage of subject's
appearance at Southeastern State College. Any newspaper articl|
published in regard to subject's appearance in Durant will
be furnished to the Bureau and Chicago.

es

<2,’- Bureau
2 - Chicago (157-347)
2 - Oklahoma City
JAG:ms
( 6 )

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
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UNITED STATES GOWRNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Mr. Callahan

FROM : R. R. Franck

SUBJECT: RICHARD C. <

DATE: 1-2-74

Assoc. Dir.

Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs —
Files & Com. .

Gen. Inv.

Ident. ^

lns«frfon^_

EXTREMIST MATTERS
Ml'

Laboratory

Plan. & Eval^

Spec. Inv.

Training ^

Legal Coun.

Telephop
l

^<<^
,,,^

Congressman BarbeiL-Cdnable (R-N. Y. )

.

contacted Insnectoi
| y

on 1-2-74 and advised the Congressman had received a communication—

'

from a young constituent who is a student at Ohio University. The student
indicated that Dick Gregory spoke at the Ohio University campus in late
November or early December and alleged that CBS network had prepared
a documentary film in which FBI men had stated on camera that they had
encouraged bombings and riots. The student said Gregory claimed the
Federal Government had prevented CBS from telecasting this film.

I
said he is well aware the Government cannot

prevent CBS from televising anything it wishes. He said he was calling
to advise us of the alleged comments by Gregory and to see if we might
have any information concerning this matter. Iwas told we knew
of no program which CBS had involving the FBI 01 recent vintage. He was"
assured that the FBI has not been involved in inciting bombings and riots
and that certainly no FBI personnel had made any such statements. He alat
was thanked for furnishing this information. \T
RECOMMENDATION:

fb6
b7C

For information.

1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Franck
1 -

|

DWBrkjs (6)

&
\V REC-62. /O(3 " 9c/0

)tzj. JAN 7 1974

A ioo~ worn
JAN 161974.

ggTORPED

copy

mm



Intelligence Division

43aJ£ev. £21-7$)

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date .

4/21/75

ts

Attached pertains to Richard C.
Gregory, aka Dick Gregory, night club
entertainer and civil rights activist.
He spoke on campus of University of Miami,
Coral Gables, Florida, 4/21/75. His
speech, attended by 200-800 students over
a three-hour period, reportedly for studerj
only, was attended by some news media
representatives

.

Speech was designed apparently to
recruit students to assist him in his
attacks against the Y/arren Commission,
the CIA and the FBI. He called for
students to do anything to help do away
with CIA, his main target, which he pre-
dicted would be dissolved within three
months

.

Gregory also attacked the FBI and
stated he would concentrate his efforts tcj

dissolve the FBI after CIA was dissolved.
According to source, he made several
personal remarks attacking Director Kellejj
with innuendoes concerning Director
Kelley's activities and associates in
Kansas City.

Our files reveal Gregory, who main-
tains a residence in Chicago, has criticised
U. S. involvement in Vietnam, promoted anti
war demonstrations and urged the arming oi
blacks. He has contacted representatives
of Red China and North Vietnam in France.
He has been involved in racial demonstra-
tions and other protests and has been
arrested frequently in connection therewith

FAT:dsh CONTINUED - OVER
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V/e instituted investigation of Gregory
in 1968, through established sources
only, as he advocated paralyzing the
U. S. economy in order to stop the
Vietnam War. Active investigation was
initiated 1/21/72 to determine nature
and purpose of his contacts with Chinese
communists and North Vietnamese. Investi-
gation was discontinued 12/72.

During late 1973, he allegedly
made unfounded allegations that Columbia
Broadcasting System (CBS) network had
prepared a documentary film in which FBI
men had stated on camera that they had
encouraged bombings and riots.

Gregory, over the years, has
regularly appeared on university campuses
as guest lecturer. His rhetoric has been
inflammatory against the U. S. Government,
Government officials, FBI and police.

Above for information.

2
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COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

APR 2 'i WJ^

mMYP

moil MM PLAIN

8 J 43PM NITEL APRIL 21, 1975 JLB

TO DIRECTOR (100-440423)

CHICAGO (157-347)

FROM MIAMI (157-1564) (2P)
V

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY • EM; 00; CHICAGO,

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, ALSO KNOWN AS DICK GREGORY, IS A

jWECL KNOWN NIGHT CLUB. ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST, A

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED GREGORY SPOKE ON THE CAMPUS OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, CORAL GABLES, FLA,, APRIL 21, 1975.

HIS SPEECH LASTED ALMOST THREE HOURS AND ATTENDANCE VARIED FROM

200 to goo Students, appearance was reportedly for students only

BUT SOME MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES WERE PRESENT.
* *

-
.’*<

GREGORY’S SPEECH WAS OBVIOUSLY AN ATTEMPT TO RECRUIT

STUDENTS TO ASSIST HIM AND HIS ATTACKS AGAINST THE WARREN COM-

MISSION, THE CIA AND THE FBI. GREGORY’S MAIN TARGET WAS THE CIA,

AND HE CALLED FOR THE STUDENTS TO DO ANYTHING THEY CAN TO HELP

0 AWAY WITH THAT ORGANIZATION. HE PREDICTED THAT CIA WOULD

DISSOLVED WITHIN THE NEXT THREE MONTHS. GREGORY ALSO SPENT CON-

Dep.-A.D.-I:xv~

Asst. Dir.:

Admin, ..

Comp. Sysfc.

Ext. Affairs

Piles & Com.
Gen. Inv. .

Idsnt. ——

.

|
Iti'Tpeetkn J
Intoll. .

Laboratory
"

Plan. & JRvaL
Spec. Inv.

Training

Legal Ct-un.

Telephone Bnu _
Director SecV

IDERABLE TIME CONDEMMING THE WARREN COMMImm ION
?

GREGORY ATTACKED THE FBI^AND STATED AFTER THE CIA WAS

SSOLVED, HE WOULD CONCENTRAfE^fc^ EFFORTS TO BRING ABOUT THE

D PAGE ONE /
V-

\ t'Mf"

-j^rTT

V? MAY 13 1975

u -

i-z.4.2±i£m^
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,

*
v_ -

*

PAGE TWO (MM 157-1564)

DISSOLVEMENT OF THE FBI, HE MADE SEVERAL' PERSONAL REMARKS ABOUT

DIRECTOR CLARENCE KELLEY, INDICATING DIRECTOR KELLEY HAD

ASSOCIATED WITH UNSAVORY PEOPLE IN KANSAS CITY AND MADE REFERENCE

TO A " WHORE NAMED THELMA", WHO HE STATED DIRECTOR KELLEY WAS VERY

FRIENDLY WITH IN KANSAS CITY,

ADMINISTRATIVE:

NO LHM BEING SUBMITTED. SOURCE IS CS

COPY OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS BEING FURNISHED

SRVICE AND U.S. ATTORNEY, MIAMI, FLA.

END



* J. B. ADAMS
DEPUTY ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

4/23/75

Miami Office had a source in attendance
at Gregory's speech which lasted almost three hours
and was rambling in nature. At one point Gregory
in his remarks alleged the Director had associated
with unsavory people in Kansas City and said, "Ask
Clarence Kelley if he knows a whore named Thelma, "

indicating he (Mr. Kelley) was very friendly with this

individual in Kansas City. I nformant was unable to

furnish any more specific details concerning this phase
of Gregory's speech. There was no advance publicity

to the speech and no publicity appeared in the Miami
newspapers following the speech. j

LM: ams

Dep.

Asst. Oir/P
Admin* 2-L

Comp. Syst.

Ext* Affairs

Files & Com. _
Gen. Inv.

Ident.

Inspection

Intel I.

Laboratory

Legal Coun.

Plan. & Eval. _
Spec. Inv.

Training

Telephone Rm. -

Director Sec'y —
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U :35PM NITEL JULY* 4 , 19 75 MCI

Xu

:

FRuM:

ATTENTION: INTD

!l. f

DIRECldR, Fell

SAC/WFO (S2-NEW)

Assoc. Dir.

Dep.-A.D.-Adnu_
Dep.-A.D.-Inv__

Asst. Dir.:

Admin.
Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

Piles & Com.
Gen. Inv. —JL.
Ident. J***

X Inspection*

Intell.

Laboratory
Plan. & EvaL ^

DEMONSTRATION AX THE^/HITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON, D.C., JULY 4, l$>t5*
pe^ lnv‘

_ — „ I Training

|

Legal Coun.

Telephone Em.MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING.

ON JULY 4, 1975, A REP RESENXA XI VE UF XHE UNIIED

STATES SECRET SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. ADVISED THAT AT APPRO£

IMATELY 7:25AM ON JULY 4, 1975, ENTERTAINER/ACTIVIST JDIjCK

GREGORY ACCOMPANIED RY THREE PERSONS BEGAN TO CONDUCT A

DEMONSTRATION IN FRONT OF THE WHITE HOUSE PROTESTING THE

U.S. GOVERNMENTS COVER UP OF THE- F^CTS SUrtROj^jg}^ TH^^ ^
A, ,

assassinatiun of president john Kennedy, the group was advised

SEVERAL TIMES BY OFFICERS OF THE UNITED states PARK POLICE t:
'

; JUL Ivy.



TWO (62-N£W) res

K ^C Hu E NMa N_. THE REPRESEwTATI VE ADVISED THAT DURING

THE PERIOD OF THE DEMONSTRATION, A TELEVISION FILM CREW

WAS FILMING IN LAFAYETTE PARK ACROSS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE.

ADMINISTRATIVE: THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE UNITED

STATES SECRET SERVICE IS SPECIAL AGENT THE

ABUVE BEING FURNISHED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND NO

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION SEING CONDUCTED BY WFO IN THIS REGARD.

B.WD.

V2AH FBIHq ACK-FOR THREE

W CLR

b6
b7C
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/ meSsage rePay
^ f I Immediate Date .

Transmit in teletype the Attached \~~\XJ^rnt Message

From: Director, FBI

i/sl?s

To: SACs:

n
o „

! C K 0*

To: Legats:

r-*/

/

t

To: RUEADWW/ The President

RUEBWJA/ Q] Attorney General

1 I White House Situation Room

I |
Attn:

I 1 The Vice President

| |
Attn:

I |
Deputy Attorney General

f
|
Attn: Analysis and Evaluation Unit

RUEBWJA/
| |

Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division

RUEBWJA/ [^Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division

[jCj^fttn: Internal Security Section General Crimes Section

RUEABND/ r 1 Drug Enforcement Administration

RUEBWJA/
1 1

Immigration and Naturalization Service

RUEBWJA/ U. S. Marshal’s Service

RUEBDUA/
| |

Department of the Air Force (AFOSI)

RUEACSI/
| |

Department of the Army

RUEAIIA/ Director, CIA

RUEBJGA/
| 1

Commandant, U. S, Coast Guard

RUEKJCS/ Q] Director, Defense Intelligence Agency

RHEGGTN/ Energy Research and Development

Administration _ * ^
»

RUEOGBA/ 1 | Federal Aviation Administration*-^ M

Dir

AD Adm.

D Inv.

RUEANAT/ QU National Aeronautics & Space Adm.

RUEOIAA/ National Security Agency

(DIRNSA/NSOC (Attn: SOO))

RUEOLKN/ Naval Investigative Service

RUEAUSA/ | |
U. S. Postal Service (if Classified)

RUEHSE/

RUEHOC/

<l]S*<kUEVDFS if Unclassified)

U. S. Secret Service (PID)

| |
Secretary of State

RUEBJGA/ | |
Department of Transportation

Attn: Director of Security

REC-£§ 2
•infs'At eife.u of itmzfmmv

C=u COMMUNICATIONS StOTlOH

r * j,n s- k .75 Jilt 05 v *

Syst.

ffairs

Com,
Classification:

I I
Top Secret

f 1 Secret

I |
C onfidential

[^Unclassified

,/ Subject (Text begins next page):

“TELETYPE V-

Foreign Liaison Unit

j |
Route through for review

I |
Cleared telephonically

with
’ W \JLOAl. UOgAIiO pagt:/. |

,

es£p aAIL I I TELETYPE UNIT fTH
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0-73 (Rev. 2-13-75)

t #
MESSAGE RELAY

_ f |
Immedi ate

Transmit inj~>r
a*ntext

Via Teletype the Attached
1 )

Urgent Message^°0de
«TNitel

Date 12/1/75

From: Director, FBI

To: SACs: To: Legats:

To: RUEADWW/ The President

RUEBWJA/ \22 Attorney General

I 1 White House Situation Room

j j
Attn:

I 1 The Vice President

I I
Attn:

Deputy Attorney General

Attn: Analysis and Evaluation Unit

RUEBWJA/ \22 Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division

RUEBWJA/ Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division

[yR Attn: Internal Security Section | 1
Attn: General Crimes Section

RUEABND/
j I Drug Enforcement Administration

RUEBWJA/
| I Immigration and Naturalization Service

RUEBWJA/ f 1 U. S. Marshal’s Service

RUEBDUA/
| [Department of the Air Force (AFOSI)

RUEACSI/
| I Department of the Army

RUEAIIA/ [22 Director, CIA

RUEBJGA/ \22 Commandant, U. S Coast Guard

RUEKJCS/ \22 Director, Defense Intelligence Agency

RHEGGTN/ \22 Energy Research and Development

Administration

RUEOGBA/ [22 Federal Aviation Administration

RUEANAT/ \22 National Aeronautics & Space Admr*

RUEOIAA/ National Security Agency

(DIRNSA/NSOC (Attn: SOO))

RUEOLKN/ \22 Naval Investigative Service

RUEAUSA/ U. S. Postal Service (if Classified)

(Use RUEVDFS if Unclassified)

RUEHSE/ | U. S. Secret Service (PID)

RUEHOC/ [22 Secretary of State

RUEBJGA/ \22 Department of Transportation

Attn: Director of Security

HEQ 4 a //t? ~'M' 'V/**
sr 109

Assoc. Dir. _
Dep. AD Adm.

Dep. AD Inv.

sst. Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

Files & Com.

Gen. Inv.

Ident.

Inspection

Intel

I

Laboratory

Legal Coun.

°lan. & Eval.

tpec. Inv.

'raining

Classification:

FEDms. tnm c? i?}ysst)gatiofjs—

,

G0MOTI6ATM Morr^

DEC Q W5
Top Secret ft

Secret JgLETYPE
I | Confidential

^^Unclassified %

B D5-

Foreign Liaison Unit

} |
Route through for review

I |
Cleared telephonic ally

with

Ppbon^Ri

icfm

begins next page):

F COMEDIAN DICK GREGORY TO GREELEY, COLORADO,
DECEMBER 4, 1975.

,

~

%l V.,..*
'*

'Ag, TELETYPE UNIT CZJ
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UNITED STATES W.VERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO (62-7210)

date: ' SEP 101975

subject:
USA, ET AL v. .CITY OF CHICAGO,
ET AL (U.S.D.C., N.D. ILLINOIS)
CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 73-C-2080

Re Bureau airtel to Chicago dated 5/22/75
in captioned matter and Chicago Letter to Bureau dated

7/7/70, entitled "RI

C

HARD CLAXTOtTGREGORY

.

RM"
(Bureau file 100-440423) (Chicago file 157-347), enclosing
a classified LHM.

The Bureau advised in the referenced airtel that
the LHM dated July 7, 1970, had been declassified by
FBI Headquarters as of May 21, 1975 by 3078.

The Bureau and Chicago will insure that their
copies of the LHM are declassified and that agencies to
whom copies are disseminated were properly advised.
The Office of Special Investigations (OSI), U.S. Naval
Investigative Service Office (NISO), U.S. Secret Service,
USA*s Office, all Chicago, Illinois and former Region I,

113th Military Intelligence Group, Evanston, Illinois
have been advised by separate communication.

(JO- Bureau
(12^100-440423)

6 - Chi casta

(i-aJ
(1-157-1821)
(1 -157-3109-^ 6) (AAPLT
(l-l57-540^-6)|
(1-157-

WMP/kac
( 20 )

vy

NOT RECORDED
183 OCT 28 1975

b6
b7C
b7D

5
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Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

orj:

By KATHLEEN KRUMM, 'Daily News Staff Writer

Dick Gregory has friends and family in Dayton,,

but the sober comedian came to town Wednesday to

talk to strangers.

About500 University of Dayr

•ton students heard Gregory.

Many were f r e-s hm e n who
pame because he was the

rtain speaker of the oriental

tiort program, and many were

black. .

' .GREGORY, 43, adviSed. the

freshme-n,. who.start class

[. today, to. “tell them to teach

you how to live, not howto,

make a living.
*

'

|

“We’rd so busy h?g

about Shakespeare we doitft

[have time to talkabout ethics,

we don’t have time to talk

!
about morality. You. got to tell

! those folks in no uncertain

• their needs.”

j

Fresh,from a week-long.fast,

austere in jeans and a beard,

f the social critic-comic quoted

> St; Paul without identifying

llim.

|» “THEY TELL me this is a
I; squalled Christian school,” he
t said. “Funny, it iooks< jusflike

anyother school tome.”
He jarred the youths withia

• challenge to mistrust: Th e

\\
CIA, the FBI, the Rockefeller

Ji commission, the Warren com-

DIGK GREGORY
‘They Exist to Serve*

,«rrrr**

on in-home?’ r-

“fchern.”
*

and report it to

f
mission. -

\
He introduced a paranoia of

i possibilities: The government

j

may want California to^fall off

>ahd leave' the citizens Starv-

ing; he rekindledthe.-suspicion

i> of conspiracy in the assassina-
!

tions of Martin Luther King,

;&ndJohn andRobertKennedy^ Montgomery coun^Jubiicii-
He suggestbd:telephories listen brary sdd^WijdanlkegplhiS

i
and televis$n?see^hat goes boohs on thb shelve^ T “ * "

A DAILY NEWS amusement
column in the early sixties

called him “thehottest item in

show business, with a gentle

approach: to hnmor.°
* ‘

Gregory has tened into a
p o pula r and' acid college

speaker who ,recruits for fast-

ing on Fridays and advises
vegetarian eating and return

to service.

A librarian at Dayton and
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(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

-6. Dayton Daily News
Dayton, Ohio

Author: Kathleen Krumm;
Editor: jrinn Fain ^
Title: RICHARD CLAYuREG-*
ORY
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Character:
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Classification:

Submitting Office: C IIIC HlDct i
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Being Investigated
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THAT SH 77 ,,,OUL r
> TELL HI*' TH A T.

?10 TELEPHONE CALL T,'A3 RFCIIVFD FPOV -Y

THr EF PE, DFCEK?E r' °
, 1?75, POSTON FFCO' 1 TftrTEO ppp^Q^Y’S

RESIDENCE and SPC'E TO THE •••nr**’ EHO P DEVIOUFLY had identified

FE^S^LF AS HOU cEEEPFE. SHI FOv IDENTIFIED HERSELF A

F

GREGORY’S HIFI A” n STATED THAT SHE HAD FECFIVFD A TFLEPHON 77

CALL FROM HIE AS HE "AS AT LOS A
” atp?qs*t P PEP f* PI ’-IP TO

PO* r P ft FLIGHT onx np p,r>STO‘M , SHE STATED THA T SH-

PTWTM UT» TV"' * n E* A ur ?I* / n T M^xjt T ~r-n AC JO n»jn^ f rn

THr THREAT ORIGINATED IF EOSTO M OP SOKE OTHEP CITY. SH 17

STATED THAT SINCE SHE DID DOT K^OE '''HERE THE THREAT

ORIGINATED SHE REQUESTED THAT HE CONTACT FEI I’' POSTON A DD

SHE GAVE HIM TH 17 TELEPHONE DUES EE OF THE POSTO” OFFICE. ~ ur

STATED THAT IT ''AS POSSIBL*7 GREGORY ’?OULD mOT HA TIKE TO

KAYE TK 17 CALL AS HIS FLIGHT "AS DUE TO L^A^E SHORTLY AFT1777

HE "AS I*' TOUCH MI TH HFR. SHE DECLINED TO FURNISH HIS

ITINERARY.

I H ASMUCH AS GPEOOFY HAS NOT CONTACTED THE EOSTO” OFFICE,

C E ALERTED TO THE POSSIBILITY THAT G PFOQEYDENVER SHOULD



?A<?E THT^E ?-S 6°-"

FA Y CONTACT THAT OFFICE. FOE IRFOREA TIOE OF DFFVF^, F? T

HEADQUARTERS H A 3 T?E?UZSTF r> THATSSESORY ? rr A DVI SRO THAT

PEOVZ* OFFICE FPI HAS RECEIVED If’FO c f*ATIO” IFDIC A TI !IS

SO^F UFFFO'V.’ PEESO"?. HAVE VAPE A THF^a T A^AP'ST HIS LIFE

"H IOH IS TO TA K 17 PLACE VHILE HE 1° I;.’ COLORADO. HE SHOULD

OF IRFO^FZD THAT THE FOSE p»n TYPE OF THREAT IS HOT Y. ?’0WM

*.’0
T
' IS TH^ vvti’ig TO OF UTILIZE 7

* /tpathst HT i> ' *'mo>»m yn tut

EDI. S’7 SH nUL~' r<F TOLn THAT TF r F"I FEELS A °FS?Q rSI~ILITY

TO rOTI^Y HIM OF THE TH°EA T A**P THAT TH^ F?I HAS DOTIFIFD

LOCAL POLICE AUTHORITIES OF THE THREAT.

PRESORY SHOULD ALSO BE ADVISED THAT THE FEI I
f '

TO EXPEDITIOUSLY ADVISE HIM OF FURTHER I j’EO r PLA T JO?’

DECEIVED ID THIS FATTER, yniJLD APP^Rr

j

t- T^ I'
MQMT"0 HIS

ITI DENARY IF HE IS FILLIES TO CIVE IT.

Tf'n

SJP FEI HO

PLS HOLD FOR ODE

C iv is- f
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TO DIR^efTOR

FRO w DRIVER (62-?)

federal bureau of investigation

COMMUNICATIONS .SECTIONC
£

DEC.0 11975 //

Assoc. Dir.

Dep.-A.D.-Adm..

Dep.-A.D.-Inv.-

Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

R

vjsn of
(9

CO MEDIAN DICK GREGORY TO GREELEY, COLORADO,

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs —
Filsfi «& Com.

j
Gan. Inv.

j Ident.

Inspection

Intel!

Laboratory/

Plan. & Eval.

£pec. lav.

Training

Legal Coun.

Teleifhong

/y DECEMBER 4/75. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING
' rJf’Pt t 'lt'fi t fiC’t-'*' tC

O’! DECEMBER 1/75, PSi, WHO HAS FURNISHED

RELIABLE INFORMATION IN PAST, ADVISED

THE

COLORADO ARM OF THE NATIONAL CAUCUS OF LABOR COMMITTEES,

HE OVERHEARD MEMBERDENVER,

Und a negro male, known only as

CAPTIONED VISIT OF DICK GREGORY. A ND

DISCUSSING.

WERE CALLING GREGORY A "MAOIST" AND

*

INDICATED

f O'O " V' /
°' / 2-

E7FXT7— w
FOLLOWING OVERHEARING THIS CONVERSATION, SOURCE

j

ENGAGED

HIM CONCERNING

If] CONVERSATION AND DISAGREED WITH

]oPIKIOW THAT GREGORY IS "MAOBBTGSC jo

cn^€,

DURING COURSE OF THIS CONVERSATION,

ALL INFORMATION

syi*5BiK28:

rj--4

£r * A r *•(

/•Wi hf
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PAGE TWO DN 62-3

SOURCE STATED WAS ENCOURAGING S/DLC

MEMBERS TO GO TO GREELEY AMD HEAR GREGORY AMD WHEN ASKED

SAID3Y SOURCE AS TO WHY,

SUCH STATEMENTS. SOURCE FEELS

IS MM, I!

IS NOT VIOLENCE PRONE AMD RARELY MAKES
r

I MAY INTEND VIOLENCE.

DARK CLEAR COMPLEXION,

SMALL AFRO WITH HIGH FOREHEAD AND RECEDING HAIRLINE, 5’5",

ISO POUNDS, WELL SPOKEN SUPPOSEDLY EDUCATED IN EAST AND

NO KNOWN GROUP AFFILIATION AND WAS
I 1

PHONE

FECK

BELIEVED BY SOURCE TO RESIDE|

NO EMPLOYMENT KNOWN.

•DfrN-VER— I~MD ICES NEGATIVE. CHECK OF DENVER PD INTELLIGENCE

RECORDS DECEMBER 1/75, NEGATIVE, HOWEVER, THROUGH CRIME

RESEARCH OFFICERS, DENVER PD , IT WAS LEARNED TELEPHONE

-A-ND DENVER PD RECORDS STILL MEG AT IV&»-1~L.—__

DENVER IS ItAl NTTTINING CONTA'CT'NTi ITT
_
S0T1R'CE~A’ND ATTEMPTING

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

TO DETERMINE WHEN GREGORY IS TO ARRIVE AND IF HE WILL BE.*
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If] DENVER PRIOR TO TRAVEL TO GREELEY. DENVER WILL INSURE

GREGORY IS AWARE OF POSSIBLE DANGER A.T APPEARANCE IN

GREELEY. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN DENVER AND GREELEY

ARE ALERT TO THIS INFORMATION.

:5UREAU js REQUESTED TO CHECK INDICES CONCERNING

END

b6
b7C

HOLD
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Fedeml ,Bur§au of-In^

'V Records Se'cti

n
X

i

:£= 19JS~
Name Searching Unit, 4543 JEH-FBI Bldg. f\

Service Unit, 4654 JEH-FBI Bldg'^/
j2J/

L Forward to FT

Attention

[

~
l Return to

Bnu 4440 Ji^H

Room Ext.

Type of References Requested:

L-— I Regular Request (Analytical Search)

HQ All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)

f I Subversive References Only
1 ~J Nonsubversive References Only

1 I Main References Only

b6
"b7C

Type of Search Requested:

I 1 Restricted to Locality of

I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
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rtK005 BS^CODE

4:39,^1*14 URGENT DECEMdEr 6, 1975 RCM

YVi DIRECTOR

DENVER

san Francisco

RUM : BOSTON 62-0

Dir. «
Bep.-A.D.-AdnuJ

X Dep.-A.D.-Inv—

4

|
Asst Dir.:

j
Admin. i ,

; Comp. Syst. f

Ext Affairs —

1

Fib? & Com. i|

* Gen. Inv.
^

* Plan. £ i3vaL —
|

t
Spec. inv. —

b

6
|

i
J^sini.ig b7C

Laial C.jeu I

ATT m : InTd L

—

O
VISIT OF COMEDIa N DICE GREGORY TO GREiiLEY, COLORADO

-

; ,

DECEMBER 4, 1975, MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING.

RE BOSTON TEL, DECEMBER 2, 1975, DENVER TELS /

DECEMBER 1, 2, 1975, AND BUSTUN TELEPHONE CALL TO DENVEhV

DECEMBER 3, 1975.
:'A12, REC-8, ou-^^/^3)

AT 7:5 0 PM , DECEMBER 2

T\l-u'u/ (ju / /

, 1975, DICK GREGORY TELE PHONI CALL

Y

CONTACTED THE BOSTON OFFICE STATING HE WAS CALLING Fr CM

CINCINNATI, OHIO. HE STATED HIS WIFE HAD INFORMED

HIM ABOUT THE POSSIBLE THREAT ON HIS LIFE AnD HE ST ATED HE

WOULD CONTACT BOSTON OFFICE on ThE wOrNING oF DE CEMBER 3,
o *

to obtain full details concerning the threat.

on DECEMBER 3, 1975, aT APPROXIMATELY 11:35 At-T,

GREGORY TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED ouSTON OFFICE TO INQUIRE

AS TO DETAILS CONCERNING THE T IRE AT AGAINST HIM. HE

WAS INFOrMED-^HM Ae DENVER UFFICE FBI HAD RECEIVED INFo

® 5 jan g l9?8
,

m



PAGE TWO BS 62-0 ^COpi^X5S*R?-iAL_

indicating some unknown person;, Have made a threat against

HIS LIFE WHICH WAS TO TAKE PLACE WHILE HE WaS IN

COLORADO. HE WaS INFORWED THAT THE WEANS OF CARRYING UUT

THE THREAT WEKU. NOT KNOWN Tu THu. Fbl NOR WAS THE TIWE

oR PLACE KwOWN. HE WAS TuLD THAT THE FBI FEELS THE

RESPONSIBILITY TO NOTIFY HIi*i CONCERNING THE THREaT

AwD TO KC.EP HIW POSTED AS To ANY NEW IwFUHMATIou iiii.Ou.iVED

INDICATING that a THREaT AGAINST HIS LIFE WOULD ab WaDE.

hE WAS ALSO INFORMED THAT L CL POLICE AUTHORITIES IN

COLORADO HAD BEEN FULLY INFORMED CONCERNING THE THREAT

AS THE THREAT HAD ORIGINATED WITHIN COL OR AD 0. HE WaS TOLu

THAT IT WOULD BE ADVISABLE For HIM TO FURwlSrt Hi S

ITINERARY IN ORDER THAT Th£ BUREAU CoULD KEEP HIM FULLY

INFORMED AS TO ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED IN

THIS MATTilR.

GREGORY WAS FRIENDLY AND CORDIAL AND kEaDILY VOLUNTEERED

HIS ITINERARY FOR THE ENTIRE TRIP. HE ALSO STATED HE

APPRECIATED THE PROMPT ACTION TAKEN bY THE FbI To INFORM

HIW UF THE THREAT.
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I

1
i'll ,1 ilTZ_

HE FURNISHED HIS IT INER Art Y AS FOLLOWS:

HE IS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE CINCINNATI VIA TWA,

FLIGHT DUMBER UNKNOWN FOR SAN Frt AS CISCO, ARRIVING aT

SAN FrtaNCISOO APPROXIMATELY 5:00 Pi-1 DECEMbEn 5, 1975.

HE INTENDS TO LEAVE SAN Frt AH Cl SCO VIA TWa FLIGHT

174 AT 1:10 PM uN DECEMbErt 4, 1975, ARRIVING AT DEwVEk

AT 4:23 Pi-1 SAi-lE DAY. hE WILL DEPART DENVER ABOARD

TWA FLIGHT 27S AT d: 55 AM, DECEMbErt 5, 1975 FOR

CHICAGU WHERE HE WILL ARRIVE AT 10:05 Ail. aT PrfbSENT

,

HE INTENDS To bPc.NL) Thb DAY IN CHICAGO AND FLY OUT OF

CHICAGO ON THE NIGHT OF DECEMBER 5, 1975 TO RETURN TO

BOSTON AND HIS HOME IN PLYMOUTH, MASS.

ABOVE INFORMATION WAS TELE PHONI CALL Y FURNISHED TO

DENVER OFFICE AT 11:45 AM DECEMBER 3, 1975.

CINCINNATI AND CHICAGO NOT ADVISED AS GREGORY WILL NOT

BE IN THOSE AREAS FOR SIGNIFICANT PERIOD OF TIME.

SAN FRANCISCO NEED TAKE NO ACTION BUT SHOULD BE ALERT

TO FACT THREAT WAS HADE AND GREGORY NOTIFIED.

END
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

fr°m :j< p> dxjnPI

€>
subject^ICK GREGORY - COMEDIAN

PICKETING

DATE: 1/14/76

b6
b7C

co

Ext. Affairs

Filos & Com.

Gon. Inv. —S.

Ident.

Inspecfionjfe^U

Intel 1.

Laboratory

Legal Coun.

Plan. & EvaL

Spec. Inv.

Training

Telephone Rm.

Director Sec*y

As of 2:00 p.m. today, comedian Dick Gregory,
accompanied by six other individuals, was marching back and forth in
front of the center entrance to the J. Edgar Hoover F.B.I. Building.
Gregory is wearing a placard on which the scales of justice appear.
The scales of justice are weighed down on one side by a depiction of
J. Edgar Hoover's head.

The Federal Protective Service, WFO, and the
External Affairs Division have been alerted.

RECOMMENDATION

:

None. For information only.

JPD/aeh
(4)

REC-78 /af-i/paf/U

8 JAN 2? 1976

&
FEB 2 1976

vx
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MESSAGE RELAY

*

_
r i

Immediate

Transmit in
^^nteXt

Via Teletype the Attached
| \

Urgent

^lCode ^Nitel
From: Director, FBI

To: SACs:

Date 4/12/76
Message

To: Legats:

X

To: RUEADWW/ [7] The President

RUEBWJA/
| i

Attorney General

| |
The Vice President

| |
Attn:

1 J White House Situation Room

Attn:

Deputy Attorney General

r Attn: Analysis and Evaluation Unit

RUEBWJA/

RUEBWJA/

RUEABND/

RUEBWJA/

RUEBWJA/

RUEBDUA/

RUEACSI/

RUEAIIA/

RUEBJGA/

RUEKJCS/

RHEGGTN/

RUEOGBA/

Other than

Listed

. Dir

AD Adm.

AD Inv. _

| |
Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division

Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division

1^8, Attn: Internal Security Section
| |

Attn: General Crimes Section

I I
Drug Enforcement Administration

f 1 Immigration and Naturalization Service

I i
U. S. Marshal’s Service

I I
Department of the Air Force (AFOSI)

I |
Department of the Army

| |
Director, CIA

| |
Commandant, U. S. Coast Guard

1 |
Director, Defense Intelligence Agency

1 I
Energy Research and Development

Administration

RUEANAT/ National Aeronautics & Space Adm*

RUEOIAA/ [^National Security Agency

(DIRNSA/NSOC (Attn: SOO»

RUEBARE/ Naval Investigative Service

RUEAUSA/ U. S. Postal Service (if Classified)

(Use RUEVDFB if Unclassified)

U. S. Secret Service (PID)

| |
Secretary of State

RUEBJGA/ Department of Transportation

Attn: Director of Security

i '
: : t i >

RUEHSE/

RUEHC/

I |
Federal Aviation Administration

n
£fUi CRS/ ment of Tre asury

I |
Attn: U. S. Customs^—^ ctssjsct sest-ras

1 |
Department of Treasury

I I
Attn. Bureau of /g^hojt^p

J> J 3 1976
Tobacco & Firearms

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

Classification:

Syst. _

fairs _

Com.

I
|

Top Secret

j 1
Secret

I I
Confidential

Unclassified

m
'6

TE

L. B/o

Subject (Text begins next page):

Foreign Liaison Unit

I j
Route through for review

1 |
Cleared telephonically

CONTINUOUS PRAYER VIGIL SPONSORED BY DICK GREGORY* AT THE
WHITE HOUSE AND LAFAYETTE PARK, APRIL 15-lS, 1976.

MAIL ROOM I

'
'
J
f tWetYPE UNIT I

^1
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-S’AOt'-WF'O CS2 -STEW)
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last. Dir.:|

\dintn. -

Cc5mp- ?vst.

jjX Aj^airt

Filcs\f-'
'-'ora'

Gen-
Idont. V- —

:/

w»Vi^Mb
Laborat>A\)f' ,

Plan- & %aU -
Spec. l»v*V“

~fT *

Leg«l Cc«MSr ,

i»;e
s^r

i .•nireeto*

ATTI&NT"!0-0^I'M-'TTF'.

|

iWlHfTii’inUriillfiffiiV*
1" 1 »<wwTiy-P<«KV?»>R*W5- 1

8

, l 97 ’

, OS APRIL 12, 1976, A REPRESENTATIVE OP THE NATIONAL

[capital PARKS, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, 1 100 OHIO DRIVE, S W.,

^

\cHI*TO,. D. C. «DC>. «*>E AVAILABLE A COPY OP AN *™ION

I'lLED BY DANIEL P. SHEEHAN, ,7 17 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N. «.,

[tTORNEY FOR DICK GREGORY . THE APPLICATION REFLECTS
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GREGORY HAS CONDUCTED NUMEROUS VIGILS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

AT WDC IN THE PAST.

UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE, UNITED STATES PARK POLICE

and- metropolitan police department COGNIZANT.
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DICLftSSIFICATIQH AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
721 AUTOMATIC EEC LAS 3I7ICATIOH CTJIEE

CATE 03-04-2014

fR 015 MM CODE

1127PM NITn/3-3-72 WTC

TO DIREC^R ATTTN . DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV/SION

CHICAGO

3
F^OM MIAMI 1 57—NEW 3P

Uy
SSIBLE CIVIL UNREST RELATED TO APPEARANCE 0

P«
<ONSTLE£

AND DICfKGREGORY , POMPANO BEACH, FLA., MARCH FOUR, SEljENTYTlj

CUSS. & EXT. By53S>^ CIVIL UNREST . vunuu . w — -— « /

sREASON-FCIM II,

DATE' OP. DEYTPiW 3iZ \
&=-

A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN.

T

PAST, ADVISED IT HAS BEEN RUMORED JN THE BROWARD COUNTY, FL

AREA THAT WILLIAM KUNSTLER AND DICK GREGORY WOULD APPEAR AT

BLANCHE ELY HIGH SCHOOL, POMPA.NO BEACH, FLA., ?0 SPEAK TO

THE BLACK RESIDENTS OF THAT AREA SOMETIME DURING THE WEEKEND

OF MARCH THREE - FIVE, SEVENTY!WO .

WILLIAM KUNSTLER, AN ATTORNEY WHO REPRESENTED MEMBERS OF

THE "NEW LEFT" DURING THE SO CALLED CHICAGO CONSPIRACY TRIAL

ON FEB. FIFTEEN, SEVENTY, WAS ADJUDGED GUILTY OF CONTEMPT OF

OOURT AND SENTENCED TO FOUR YEARS AND THIRTEEN DAYS IN JAIL.

k..}£ IS PRESENTLY ON APPEAL BOND

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY, AKA DICK GREGORY, IS A WELL 4^

KNOWN NIGHTCLUB ENTERTAINER AND CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST

END PAGE ONE
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PAGE TWO

POMPANOon march three -, seventytwo , lt.

BEACH, FLA. PD, ADVISED IT HAS BEEN ANNOUNCED ON A LOCAL RADIO

STATION THAT KUNSTLER AND GREGORY WOULD APPEAR AT THE FORMER

BLANCHE ELY HIGH\ SCHOOL AT SIX PM ON MARCH FOUR, SEVENTYTWO .

ACCEDING To[

Bi

THEIR APPEARANCE IS BEING SPONSORED MAINLY

OF BLANCHE ELY HIGH

SCHOOL. lL

BLANCHE ELY WAS FORMERLY -AN ALL BLACK HIGH SCHOOL WHICH

HAS BEEN CLOSED IN CONNECTION WITH INTEGRATION OF SCHOOLS IN

BROWARD COUNTY, FLA *\a

'is A VERY RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUALsaid

WHO ENJOYS AN EXCELLENT REPUTATION IN THE POMPANO BEACH AREA.

IT WAS REPORTED TO HIM THE APPEARANCE OF GREGORY AND KUNSTLER

WAS IN AN EFFORT TO RAISE FUNDS FOR VARIOUS WELFARE PROGRAMS

WHOSE FUNDS HAVE BEEN CUT BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

SAID THERE WERE NO BLACK EXTREMISTS KNOWN TO BE INVOLVED IN

REPUTATIONTHIS PROGRAM AND THAT WITH A PERSON OF

THE LIKELIHOOD OF VIOLENCE ERUPTING FROM THE PROGRAM IS, IN HIS

OPINION , VERY REMOTE . IA

END PAGE TWO
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page three

FURTHER- ADDED THAT THIS PROGRAM HAS RECEIVED VERY

LITTLE LOCAL PUBLICITY. IT HAS NOT 3EEN REPORTED IN LOCAL

NEWSPAPERS AND THE POSSIBILITY OF A VERY POOR TURN OUT IS

(3JITE POSSIBLE. HE SAID BECAUSE OF A LACK OF PUBLICITY THERE

APPEARS TO BE A LIKELIHOOD OF A CANCELLATION OF THE PROGRAM.
\

U.S. ATTORNEY and U'.s. SECRET SERVICE, MIAMI, ADVISED.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES COGNIZANT

ADMINISTRATIVE^

THE SOURCE IS

THE BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED ONLY IF STATEMENTS ARE MADE

OR DISTURBANCE RESULTS FROM THIS PROGRAM.

^

NO LHM BEING SUBMITTED.

K

COPIES OF THIS COMMUNICATION BEING FURNISHED U.S. SECRET

SERVICE AND U.S. ATTORNEY, MIAMI . (JV

END
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

SED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J1^I<
;DERAL bureau of investigation

Washington, D.C.

March 7, 1972 ^

RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY;
JANE FONDA

Jane Fonda, well known Hollywood actress and proponent
of radical causes, arrived at Tokyo, Japan, December 7, 1971,
to tour Japan and Okinawa to promote support for the anti-

*

military and anti-Vietnam War Movement. Originally, Richard
Claxton Gregory, well known Negro comedLLan ma 4-0 be
a part of the troupe. However, T-lJ s *

advised that Gregory did noil accompany Fonda to Jarln/Q7
|

auviocu tuai wegory aia no t accompany Fonda to JapfoJ^^

On February 29, 1972, United States Naval Investigative!
Service Office (NISO), Japan, advised that files of that office re^
fleet that a member of the Fonda troupe announced at Iwakuni
Japan, that Gregory was sick and had remained in the United

*

States. However, he (Gregory) hoped to bring his own troupe toJapan at a later date. \JL

NISO also advised that Gregory definitely did not
appear with the Fonda troupe at Iwakuni as was previouslv
predictedjl

T-l further reported that there is no record of
Richard Claxton Gregory entering Japan in December, 1971. Also
T-l stated that the activity of the Fonda troupe was followed

5

closely during the entire tour in Japan, and the American^ X itNegro comedian Dicl^Greeorv did not antiRarNegro comedian Dicl^Gregory did not appear with the group/xf
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i V PD V2 (Rev. 2-6-64)
OfffONAl to«M NO. 10 9010-10*

* MAY 1*#> COITION

|
OSA OlH. mo. NO. 37

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
T° .^ IRECT0R » FBI (Bufile

FR^Q^Vp^CTICAGO (157-350 Sub D)

subjec£/ recommendation for installation of technical or microphone surveillance

RE: Title POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE ,
MAJOR

URBAN AREAS, CHICAGO DIVISION
Character of Case RACIAL MATTER
Field Office CHICAGO
Symbol Number to be assigned
Type of Surveillance (Technical, xx

5. Adequacy of security:

JUNE

) DATE: 4/3 0/68





CG 157-350 D

12.

RLsks of detection involved:
|

b7E13.

Probable length of technical surveillance: i

l4. Request made for technical surveillance by any outside agency
(name specific official, title and agency)

:



i

CG 157-350 Sub D

15. Remarks

:



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10

MAY tM2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

TO

FROM

subject:

v

\Q

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-440423)

CHICAGO (157-347) (Sub 1) (C)

o
RICHARD CLAXTON GREGORY
RM

date: August 21, 1968

"JUNE"

b7E

It is noted that subject has been Released from jail
in the State of Washington, returned to Chicago, and at present
is planning a world tour. Accordingly, the Sub 1 section of
this file is being closed.

Bureau (RM)
T - Chicago

HH/vmg
(3)

ex 119

IB AUG W)968

6 4 1968 Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

I



ROUTE IN ENVELOPE

SAC, Chicago (157*34?)

Direct (100*440423)

BScahxB cunoi 0210027
RACIAL MATTERS

1

3/13/02

b6
b7C
b7E

lour attention la 41rocted to Seattle letter and
letterhead memoranda* dated 4/3S/6S, captioned mm above,
vhereia Gregory stated that he had received notice of a
90*day jail sentence ihioh had been lapoaed upon bin by
the State of Vaabington torn his actions ia connection with
Indian fishing righto in that State and that he eapeeted
to do his §0 days qaietly. According to this aane com-
munication, this aenteace ia to coooeace 3/M/OS.

upon receipt ox fSH lniormntion, yonr request *m ne re*
considered.

2 * Seettle (137*511)

EMJ:lmr
(6) JL^

NOTE : T Gregory is a nation lly known comedian-entertainer
and a militant black nationalist and civil rights

leader. He is included in llii —sdOt Agitator Index*


